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General sales managers

of the major motion picture

producing and distributing

companies presented this

signed resolution to Abe

Montague proclaiming their

participation in the

Million Dollar Sales Man-

agers Drive for the Will

Rogers Hospital in 1962.

Story on page 8.

Exhibitors Urged

To Continue Fight

Against Toll TV
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THE 'BLOOM' IS FADING

T he “bloom” seems to be fading from the

“rose.” That is, the cycle of pictures over-

stressing sex is beginning to play itself out. We
gathered this from talking with several exhibi-

tors, operators of key first-run houses, who cur-

rently were playing a couple of “hot” pictures

and reported that attendance was “way off.”

Moreover, one of them accounted for the drop
not merely because this type of product may have

run its course, but, because the playing of films

that had to be advertised as “adult” fare, week
after w^eek, had cut into the regular family trade.

This, he averred, not only hurt business on the

specific films in question, but on what may be

called regular product, because the continuity in

attendance of parents coming with children had
been broken over too long a time, getting them
out of the moviegoing habit.

To our question as to why he didn’t do a better

job of spacing his bookings to avoid such a

problem, the exhibitor replied that availabilities

just were not there and he had no choice in the

matter. Others have told us the same thing, but

this is another side of the coin.

On the pomt of type of pictures and/or

practice that can be a deterrent to attendance by

parents who either take or send their children to

the movies, a couple of newspaper clippings sent

to us are significant. One from the New Orleans

States-Item contains a letter from a father of five

children who says, in part: “It is too bad that we

parents who make an honest effort to bring

children up decently cannot feel comfortable

about them attending the neighborhood show

without being witness to very early youth be-

having like all too well-informed trash. The

other is a column by Jack Smith, titled “Just Too

Young for Jung,” from the Los Angeles Times,

viz:

Going to the movies these days demands more of

teenagers than it did when I was passing through

that manic-depressive age.

To make sense of many contemporary movies,

teens have to know their Krafft-Ebing, but, as most

parents know, it’s hard enough to get them to read

anything more difficult than Tennessee Williams.

The problem isn’t eased any by the double bill.

One of the two films might be perfectly acceptable

to a teen who had been raised in the Freudian tra-

dition.

Yet the same youngster might be outraged, or

at least offended, if he came from a Jung or an

Adler home.

We came up against this dilemma over the

weekend when the young daughter of a friend was
entrusted to our care. She was to be taken to a

movie by our boys.

“What would be good for them to see?” my
wife asked. I don’t go to many movies, but she

knows I read all the reviews and am somewhat of

an expert in that sense.

“Well, what kind of stuff does she like?” I

asked. “I mean, what kind of theme does she pre-

fer—extrapsychic conflict or intrapsychic conflict?”

“Oh, you know,” she said. “Something romantic,

I suppose, like all young girls.”

I browsed through the ads.

There was a good foreign thing with an Oedipus

complex theme, but that’s kind of threadbare and
I’d heard the titles weren’t explicit enough. You
missed half the nuances.

“How about this?” I asked. “It’s about a Les-

bian brothel keeper whose husband is a legless

sadist.”

“No,” she said.

“Here’s one,” I said, “where a man and wife

go around seducing people and telling each other

about their conquests. It’s in French.”

“Something in English would be better,” she said.

“How about this?” I said. “A kid picture. There’s

this kid in a girl’s school—she’s a psychoneurotic
—who makes up this story about two of the head-

mistresses having an unnatural relationship.”

“How about a nice musical?” she suggested.

“Here’s a thriller,” I said, “that’s reasonably

harmless. This psychopathic killer has an obses-

sion for couches, and he has to kill somebody with
an icepick every time he goes to see his psy-

chiatrist.”

“Oh, cut it out,” she said. “You can do better

than that.”

“Well, what do you expect?” I complained.

“When I don’t know what the child likes. We’ve
already covered satyriasis, voyeurism, unnatural

passion, involutional psychosis and simple paranoia.”

“What about a good, clean comedy?” she asked.

“Okay,” I said. “I’ll give it another try. Maybe
I can find something frivolous about transvestitism.”

I found a comedy which turns on senile dementia,
infidelity and mass murder, but it was in Japanese
and I was afraid the titles might not be detailed

enough to explain the action to an immature mind.

They finally went to see a musical. I didn’t recom-
mend it, myself. I haven’t seen it, but I hear it’s

based on “Romeo and Juliet.” If that’s true, it can’t

have much of an upbeat ending, but at least the
romance is heterosexual.

The pictures which Mr. Smith so adroitly

describes are of quite current release and, if

they were being shown simultaneously in Los
Angeles, as he infers, it presents a condition that

the industry must not permit to continue there

or happen elsewhere. The reasons are obvious.

John J. O'Connor
The untimely passing of John J. O’Connor,

vice-president of Universal Pictures, will be
widely and deeply felt throughout the industry.

Johnny, as he was affectionately called by his

associates and legion of friends, was a member of

the industry for nearly a half-century. He was one
of the most friendly of personalities, quiet and un-

assuming, but a man of action in his work and in

his devotion to industry causes, as well as in

church and charity work. A pioneer, both in dis-

tribution and exhibition, Johnny served the in-

dustry well in both these branches.

To his family, associates and many friends, we
convey our heartfelt sympathy on their and the

industry’s great loss.



Allied Board Plans

Membership Drive
NEW ORLEANS—Allied States Ass’n

Need to Fight Toll TV

Is Urged by Marling
NEW YORK—Exhibitors are not com-

placent over the threat of pay television,

but many of them
need "a little fire put
under them” to make
them realize the dan-
ger that is facing

them. Philip Harling,

chairman of the Joint

Committee Against
Pay TV, told Box-
office last week that

he was confident

that, when the didve

for funds to fight the

medium got under
way, theatremen
would not hold back.

No film company has agreed to let pay
T\^ have first-run pictures if, and when,

the medium is launched on an experimental

or permanent basis and, Harling said,

without first-run pictm'es, pay TV can’t

exist. He said he believed it unlikely that

the companies would make their first-run

pictures available to toll television because,

once they did, exhibitors never would play

their product.

There appears to be no question that the

recent ruling of the U. S. Court of Appeals

upholding the right of the Federal Com-
mimications Commission to grant experi-

mental licenses will be a spur to pay TV
companies. The ruling was hailed by ex-

ecutives of the pay TV companies as an in-

dication that the medium cannot be

stopped.

SYSTEMS NOW AVAILABLE
The ruling also is likely to launch sys-

tems which heretofore have been kept in

the background or have been under de-

velopment. At present, there are three sys-

tems which could make their appearances
in the United States on a permanent basis

after the test period has been completed.
They are Phonevision, Telemeter and Tele-

globe. TelePrompTer and Tolvision had ad-
vanced to a point where they may be join-

ing the others for public favor in the near
future.

The Court of Appeals ruling involved

Phonevision, a product of General Tire &
Rubber Co., in association with Zenith
Radio Corp. Phonevision, which sought an
okay for a three-year experimental period

in Hartford, Conn., is an over-the-air pro-
cess instead of transmission by wire or

cable. Thomas O’Neil, chairman of General
Tire, reiterated Phonevision’s intentions,

when the ruling was handed down, of pro-
viding Broadway stage productions, new
films and other forms of entertainment
to the Hartford subscribers.

That promise, according to the Joint
Committee, must be kept. But committee
spokesmen contend that it is unlikely that
Phonevision will be able to fulfil the com-
mitment.

Telemeter, a subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures, has a foothold in Canada and is

planning to move into the United States
via a franchise in Little Rock, Ark. Tele-

globe, which uses telephone wires for

sound and the aii-waves for images, hopes

to start operations in Denver this year

through a franchise to MacFadden Pub-
lications.

With millions of dollars available for the

exploitation of the three systems in the

United States, exhibitors frankly admit
they have a problem on their hands; and
yet, they feel that if they don’t put up the

money to fight the medium, they could go

out of business. There appears to be con-

fidence that pay TV can be killed if the is-

sue should reach the floor of Congress.

WHAT PROPONENTS BELIEVE
Proponents of pay TV, on the other

hand, oppose the theory that film theatres

will go out of business if pay-as-you-see

becomes a reality, contending that people

will always want to go out to a theatre.

Arguments in favor of tests, they point out,

were summed up by John Davis, top exec-

utive of the Rank Organization in England,

who said:

“We do not know if it will be acceptable

to the public and, therefore, commercially
successful. We do say most emphatically

that the public has a right to make this

decision and that operators who are pre-

pared to take the very substantial risks

involved should be permitted to do so.”

$147,500 Paid by TOA
In Insurance Claims
NEW YORK—Theatre Owners of

America has paid seven claims totaling

$147,500 under its Group Life Insurance
Trust. The plan has been in operation three

years and George G. Kerasotes, Springfield,

111., is chainnan of the trustee committee.
Kerasotes said that among the claims

was a double indemnity payment of $40,-

000 to the widow of a theatre owner
killed in an automobile accident.

The chairman said for the third con-
secutive year, the group insm-ance program
would pay a cash dividend to all member
participants. He said the total coverage of

theatre owners, their key executives and
salaried employes under the TOA plan was
more than $4,000,000.

The program is open to new policies

twice a year, in March and in the fall, co-

incidental with TOA’s annual convention.
The program offers a minimum of $20,000
coverage, without medical examination and
regardless of the applicant’s age.

Serving with Kerasotes on the trustee

committee are Albert M. Pickus, past presi-

dent of TOA, and Joseph G. Altemian, ad-
ministrative secretary.

Milestone to Direct TT Boat 109'

HOLLYWOOD — Warner Bros, signed

Lewis Milestone to replace Raoul Walsh
as director of “PT Boat 109,” story of Presi-

dent John Kennedy’s heroism during World
War II. President Jack L. Warner is per-

sonally supervising production of the film,

with Bryan Foy assisting.

board of directors discussed membership
expansion plans at its spring board meeting
in the Royal Orleans Hotel here March 22.

Although details were not disclosed, special

emphasis was placed on securing member-
ships in many sections of the country
where there is not representation.

Both individual and regional imit mem-
bership were included in the plans. In
areas where there are not a sufficient

number to form a regional organization,

individual associate membership will be
made possible. Such groups, it is expected,

eventually form a regional association as

in the case of Allied Theatre Owners of

New York State, which was organized a

few months ago.

There are three areas among member-
ship possibilities. These are the lowa-
Nebraska territory, where most of the board
of directors already have associate member-
ships in national Allied; the New England
section, where some Allied sympathizers did

not go along with the recent affiliation of

Independent Exhibitors of New England
with Theatre Owners of America, and in

Indiana, where more exhibitors are signing

up associate membership in national Allied.

Several members of the former board of

directors of Allied Theatre Owners of

Indiana are reported to be included in the
latter list. This group resigned from the

national organization two years ago after

a period of internal dissension.

Detroit will be the scene of Allied’s board
summer meeting, scheduled for the week of

June 25. All except two of Allied’s national

directors were in attendance at the New
Orleans meeting.

TOA Sets Convention Dotes
And Sites Through 1966
NEW YORK—Theatre Owners of

America has set its national conventions
through 1966 and is working on convention
dates and locales through 1970. John Stem-
bler, TOA president, said the schedules

were being designated far in advance so

that detailed planning could proceed in

an orderly manner. Each year, TOA moves
its national convention to a different sec-

tion of the country to make it accessible to

exhibitors in each area.

The 1962 convention—the association’s

15th—will be held November 4-10 in the

Americana Hotel, Bal Harbor (Miami
Beach), Fla.

1963: October 27-31, New Americana Ho-
tel, New Yoi'k City.

1964: October 4-10, Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago.

1965: October 24-29, Ambassador Hotel,

Los Angeles.

1966: October 2-7, Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans.

Ascop Membership Meets
NEW YORK—The annual membership

meeting of the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers took place

in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor

March 29. Stanley Adams, A s c a p
president, gave a report to the members
and reports were also heard from the

treasurer and the chairman of the execu-

tive committee.
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Para. Sets Deals to Lens

11 Top-Budget Films

AB-PT Gross Income

Record High in 1961
NEW YORK—Although the gross in-

come of American Broadcasting-Para-
mount Theatres hit an all-time high in
1961, the net operating profit was down
slightly, Leonard Goldenson, president, re-
ported last week.

The year’s gross was $363,100,000, com-
pared with $333,437,000 in 1960. Net oper-
ating profit in 1961 was $9,906,000, or $2.31
per share, compared with the record level
of $10,475,000, or $2.46 per share, in the
previous year, based on the average num-
ber of shares outstanding. The net profit,
including capital gains, increased to $15,-
030.000, or $3.51 per share, from $11,817,-
000, or $2.78 per share in 1960.

Goldenson said the theatre arm of the
company had a good year, reflecting the
overall quality of pictures released in 1961,
while the ABC division had record income
of $254,280,000, an increase of $31,800,000
over 1960.

The AB-PT president said theatre busi-

ness had been affected by severe weather
conditions throughout the country in the
fom-th quarter and continuing into the
first quarter of 1962. Theatre income was
$83,328,000, down from the $86,281,000 in

1960, partly due to the progressive dispo-
sition of marginal theatre properties.

Goldenson reported that merchandise
sales and other income amounted to $25,-

477.000, compared with $25,717,000 the year
before. This included sales of ABC-Para-
mount Records, which incurred additional

costs in expanding its business into the
classical field by the acquisition of West-
minster Records.

Pay TV Now Being Tested
In 50 Hartford Homes
HARTFORD—America’s first on-the-

air pay TV experiment, gearing for a June
start via RKO General-owned-and-oper-
ated WHCT-TV (Channel 18), Hartford, is

already in the test phase, station general
manager Paul B. Evans disclosed.

The see-for-a-fee system is being tested

in some 50 metropolitan Hartford homes
through mid-May, at which point the
WHCT-TV forces will prepare for full-

fledged June operations.

Evans asserted that the programs these

50 “test” viewers are receiving in no way
compare to the attractions to be presented
as soon as full pay TV starts. At the mo-
ment, the station is using films from its

library shelves.

Moreover, the 50 test homes selected are

chiefly those of station personnel.

Bernard Tabakin Elected
Head of NTA in N.Y.
NEW YORK—Bernard Tabakin has

been elected president of National Tele-

film Associates, succeeding Sheldon Smer-
ling. Tabakin was elected at a special meet-
ing of the board of directors, following

Smerling’s resignation.

Tabakin, who joined the company in

1954 when his own production firm was
merged with NTA, previously was executive

vice-president.

HOLLYWOOD—Plans to expand produc-
tion at Paramount Studio, with deals

finalized for 11 big-

budget films, only one
of which is slated for

lensing abroad, were
disclosed by studio

head Jack Karp at a
press conference.

Karp and produc-
tion chief Martin
Rackin revealed a
three-picture pact
with producer-direc-

tor Howard Hawks,
and a multiple-pic-

ture contract with
John Wayne calling for the actor to star in

six feature productions for Paramount in-

dependent of his own Batjac Co. In ad-
dition to Wayne’s personal deal, he will

star in two of the Hawks projects.

SCHEDULED BY HAWKS
Initial feature for Hawks under the new

agreement is based on “The Girl Who Al-
most Got Away.” Also scheduled by Hawks
ai’e “Bengal Tiger” and “Yukon Trail.”

Wayne is expected to star in the latter

two films.

Karp stated that a series of meetings
here presided over by president Barney
Balaban precipitated Paramount’s new
ambitious production program. At that
time, according to Karp, Balaban author-
ized the studio to go ahead with the
schedule “regardless of cost, but within the

limitations of sound business practice.”

An untitled John Ford production based
on a series of James Michener stories will

tee off Wayne’s multiple agreement. James
Edward Grant is writing the screenplay

which is slated for a July start in the
studio and on locations. Wayne has two un-
released Paramount pictures, “Hatari!”
and “The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,”
both to be distributed this month.

Rackin presented a detailed outline of

the schedule and emphasized that Para-
mount is pursuing its previously announced
policy of developing new screen talent, in-

cluding new contractee Laurel Goodwin,
who makes her movie debut opposite Elvis

Presley in Hal Wallis’ “Girls! Girls!

Girls!”: Ralph Taeger, and Samantha Eg-
gar, British newcomer who will launch her
contract with the studio in a starring role

in Henry Blanke’s “Mistress of Mellyn.”

OTHERS FOR CAMERAS
The 11 features scheduled for shooting

thi'ough September include the aforemen-
tioned Wallis and Blanke productions and
“Together in Paris,” starring Audrey Hep-
burn and William Holden, plus “Who’s Got
the Action?” completed recently toplining
Lana Turner and Dean Martin; “It’s Only
Monday,” currently shooting with Jerry
Lewis: “My Six Loves,” starring Debbie
Reynolds and Cliff Robertson; “Wildest of

the Thousand,” starring Paul Newman;
“Papa’s Delicate Condition,” starring
Jackie Gleason; “Decision at Delphi,” Hal

Wallis production; an untitled circus yarn
to be produced by Phil Yordan and Nich-
olas Ray, and “Come Blow Your Horn,”
Bud Yorkin-Norman Lear-Essex copro-
duction.

International family entertainment will

be the keynote of Paramount product, ac-

cording to Karp and Rackin, who stated

that, while the studio may do an off-beat

type feature in the future, such films

would be the exception rather than the

rule.

Paramount board chanman Adolph
Zukor paid a surprise visit to the press

parley and expressed himself as more than
usually satisfied with the way things are

going on the Marathon lot.

“This year is one of the most pleasant

years I have seen at Paramount,” declared

the motion picture pioneer, “and the future

looks very bright.”

Zukor fm-ther said that he believed that

strides made by any one of the film studios

meant satisfaction for every person in the
industry and expressed hope that
every company would follow Paramount’s
plan to overcome audience problems today
with top quality product.

John S. Allen Joins

H. J. Griffith Office
DALLAS—John S. Allen has resigned as

southwest division manager for MGM and
joined the H. J. Griffith organization as an
administrative associate.

Allen began his career 35 years ago when
in 1927 he joined the MGM exchange in

Cincinnati, where he rose to branch man-
ager. His executive ability brought promo-
tion to district manager at Washington,
D. C., and to division manager here, a post

he has held 15 years.

H. J. Griffith announced that Allen’s

“administrative experience would be util-

ized wherever needed.” Although Frontier

Theatres represents the flagship of the
Griffith organization, the company has di-

versified its activities into numerous enter-

prises in several states.

Allen has moved into offices in the

Tower Petroleum building, where Frontier-

headquarters on the seventh floor.

Also announced by Griffith was the res-

ignation, effective March 1, of Louis C.

Higdon as vice-president and general man-
ager of Frontier Theatres to devote his at-

tention to personal interests. He has been
active in the Charco drive-in restaurant

chain in Dallas and Texarkana.
Higdon’s association with Griffith be-

gan 22 years ago in Missouri as a theatre

manager. After service in the world war, he
rejoined Griffith as New Mexico division

manager with headquarters in Roswell. He
then organized Midcentral Theatres at

Manhattan, Kas., and served as the presi-

dent. When Frontier Theatres was estab-

lished, he moved to Dallas to be general
manager.

Jack Karp
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$20,000,000 Budget

On Six Mirisch Films
HOLLYWOOD—A budget in excess of

$20,000,000 has been set for the 1962 pro-

duction schedule of

the Mirisch Co., un-
der whose banner six

major films will be

made dm'ing the

year, according to

president Harold J.

Mirisch.

The h a 1 f-dozen

projects, in order of

commencement o f

photography are

;

“Tw'o for the See-

saw,” starring Robert
Mitchum and Shirley

MacLaine, is expected to be completed by

mid-April as a Mirisch-Robert Wise pre-

sentation. Walter Mirisch is producing the

filmization of the Broadway comedy-
drama, with Wise directing. Release is set

for Christmas.
“The Great Escape,” produced-directed

by John Sturges, is slated to roll in June.

Steve McQueen, James Gamer and Rich-

ard Harris will star in this film depicting

the massive breakout of Allied airaien held

prisoner during World War II.

“Summer Flight,” toplining Susan Hay-
ward, is blueprinted for a July 15 start in

England and France. Stuart Millar and
Lawrence Turman are producing the

Joseph Hayes screenplay, to be filmed in

association with Mirisch Films, Ltd., and
Carrollton of Panama Corp.

“Irma la Douce,” Billy Wilder’s new
comedy to star Jack Lemmon, Shirley Mac-

Fred Niles Co. Entering
Theatrical Film Field
NEW YORK—The Fred A. Niles Com-

munications Centers, Inc., which has been
active in industrial and television film

production, is moving into the theatrical

field and already has completed its first

picture, “Two Before Zero,” at its Chicago
studios.

Last October, Niles opened its New York
studios on West End Ave. and, according

to Howard H. Henkin, vice-president, the

company has outgrown its facilities. The
present two stages, which measure 50x55
and 50x80 feet, apparently are not suf-

ficient and the company is looking for

more space, Henkin said.

Henkin told Boxoffice that the company
had six story properties on hand and would
finance and produce them and make dis-

tribution arrangements after each was
completed.

“Tft^o Before Zero” was produced at the
Chicago studios with Basil Rathbone and
Mary Murphy in the starring roles. How-
ever, a great deal of the footage came from
worldwide sources such as confiscated Ger-
man and Japanese films, none of which,
it is claimed, had previously been exposed
for commercial, educational or entertain-
ment purposes. In a sense, the picture is a
history of Communism.
Fred Niles, president of the company.

Laine and Charles Laughton. Wilder will

produce and direct with I.A.L. Diamond
as his associate producer. September 1 is

the date slated for the start of this Mirisch-
Edward L. Alperson presentation.

“Toys in the Attic,” Lillian Heilman’s
prize winning drama, will come to the
screen under the guidance of Walter Mi-
risch and director George Roy Hill. Dean
Martin and a femme star will topline the

James Poe screen adaptation, blueprinted

for filming September 15.

“The Mound Builders,” starring Yul
Brynner, treats with the warfare that once
raged across the southwest between the

Mayan Indians of Mexico and the Plains

Indians. Walter Mirisch will produce the

James Webb script in December.
For the future beyond 1962, “Hawaii,”

which Fred Zinnemann will produce and
direct, has been announced by Mirisch, who
adds that the full schedule of additional

Mirisch Co. projects for 1963 will be re-

vealed shortly.

Currently, Mirisch, which was founded
in 1957 and by the end of this year will

have completed 22 photoplays—notably
“West Side Story,” “The Children’s Hour,”
“One, Two, Three”—has commitments
with Billy Wilder, Fred Zinnemann, Robert
Wise, William Wyler, John Sturges and
Blake Edwards.
The production company most recently

concluded a multi-picture contract with
Roth-Kershner Pi’oductions, headed by
Leon Roth and Ii’vin Kershner, calling for

filming of a program of quality pictures.

United Artists releases all Mirisch product.

said the film was not a message picture

nor was it militant, radical nor liberal. He
said it presented interpretation of facts

as they were, aimed at broadening the
American public’s awareness of Com-
munism’s thi-eat to western freedoms.

It is reported that Columbia Pictures has
been negotiating for the distribution rights

to “Two Before Zero.” Whether it will be
released to art houses or conventional the-
atres has not been determined. William
Faralla of Hollywood directed.

SongwriterAdam Ross Sues
Over Use of Tune in Film
HOLLYWOOD—Adam Ross, who wrote

the song, “Should I Surrender,” in the
Arwin-U-I film, “Lover Come Back,” filed

a $50,000 damage suit against Martin
Melcher, Arwin Productions, Daywin Music
Inc. and Universal Pictures Corp. Inc.,

charging breach of contract and unfair
competition in use of the tune in the film

without giving him proper credit.

The suit also asked for an injunction
which would enjoin distribution and ex-
hibition of the picture, or any other pic-

ture in which the song was used, without
giving Ross screen credit as composer and
creator of the music for the song. Ross
also asked the court to enjoin the use of

advertising for the picture which does not
show that he is the composer of the song.

BRYLAWSKI HONORED—For an
unprecedented 40 years of service as
president of the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of Metropolitan D.C., A.

Julian Brylawski (center) was pre-

sented with a plaque on March 19 by
his unit, at the mid-year meet-
ing of the board of directors of The-
atre Owners of America, at the
Sheraton-Park Hotel in his home city

of Washington, D.C. Making the pres-

entation is John G. Broumas, left, a
member of the unit, president of the
Maryland Theatre Owners Ass’n, and
an assistant to the president of TOA,
while Roy Cooper, chairman of the ex-

ecutive committee of TOA, looks on.

Brylawski, who is associated with the
Stanley Warner Management Corp. in

Washington, became president of the
D.C. unit when it was organized in

1922, and has held that post since.

Larry Harmon to Produce
Theatrical Features
New York—Larry Harmon, creator of

the Bozo the Clown program on television,

has completed arrangements to produce
one feature picture a year for theatres.

Harmon has been here from Hollywood for

the last three weeks discussing distribution

and financing details. He said he had had
two film offers from two major companies
for distribution but he declined to identify

them until a deal was set.

The first pictm’e will be based on several

Mark Twain stories. The second will be
based on a book to which he owns the film

rights. The Mark Twain film will contain
both live and animated sequences.

Hannon said he also was preparing to

produce a series of animated cartoons us-

ing the likenesses of Stan Lam’el and the
late Oliver Hardy. The first series will be
for television, he said, and a later series

will be made strictly for theatres.

Harmon’s Boston Bozo character recently

completed a goodwill tour for the United
Nations. A 30-minute picture was made of

the tour and will be released to TV stations

in this country and in theatres overseas.

MGM Sets 50 Key Bookings
For 'Horizontal' in April
NEW YORK—MGM has set over 50 key

city bookings for its Easter release, “The
Horizontal Lieutenant,” which was pro-

duced by Joe Pasternak with Paula Pren-
tiss, Jim Hutton and Jack Carter starred.

Among the first openings, beginning

April 18, will be San Francisco, Portland,

Cincinnati, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Birming-
ham, Montgomery, Des Moines, Seattle,

Tucson, Akron, Salt Lake City, Milwaukee,
San Diego and Cleveland.

Harold Mirisch
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Pledge to Raise $1^000^000

Sales Managers Completing Plans

For Will Rogers Hospital Drive
i

Realizing: fulfillment of his last proposal to benefit the Will Rogrers Hospital and
O’Donnell Research Laboratories, the late A. Montagrue receives the signned resolu-

tion from the Sales Manag:ers Committee, which will conduct the Million Dollar

Drive in 1962. Shown are (from 1. to r.) : Frank J. McCarthy, representing: H. H.
Martin, Irving: Ludwig, James R. Velde, Jerome Pickman, C, Glenn Norris, Abe
Montague, Robert Mochrie, Morey Goldstein, Rube Jackter and Bernard Good-
man, representing Charles Boasberg.

NEW YORK—Plans are being finalized

by the general sales managers of the major
motion picture companies for producing
more than one million dollars in 1962 for

the industry’s Will Rogers Memorial Hos-
pital and its companion R. J. O’Donnell
Research Laboratories.

Preparations for the drive were begun at

the end of last year, when the late Abe
Montague, president of the hospital,

created the idea and approached the sales

managers for their participation. A “Reso-
lution” was adopted by the sales managers,
following a series of meetings, and a signed

scroll attesting their support was presented

to Montague early in February, just a short

time before his death.

Jerome Pickman, chairman of the panel,

reported: “Every one of the sales managers
was in accord with Abe Montague’s pro-
posal from the start—but now we are even
more determined to make this campaign
the greatest success of any operation ever

conducted for the Will Rogers Hospital.

NCCJ Brotherhood Award
To 'A Majority of One'
NEW YORK—The National Conference

of Christians and Jews has selected War-
ner Bros. “A Majority of One” as the win-
ner of a National Brotherhood Award “for

outstanding contributions to good human
relations” by a theatrical motion picture.

Thirty-three other award winners were
chosen from all divisions of the media of

mass communications.
The awards were presented Tuesday (27)

in ceremonies at the Building for Brother-
hood in New York, with Admiral Lewis L.

Strauss, national cochairman of the NCCJ,
presiding. Other participants were Dr.
Lewis Webster Jones, NCCJ president, and
Wiley Hance, manager of public affairs for
the American Broadcasting Co., who served
as chairman of the awards committee.

Organizing the Sales Managers Drive was
Montague’s final official act for our hos-
pital and it topped many, many others over
the fruitful years he was Will Rogers’
president. Our committee is dedicated to

its success, so that our industry can con-
tinue to properly care for and treat ‘our

own’ for serious chest ills, and to press the

research so vital to victory over disease.”

The sales managers cooperating in the
drive with Pickman are; Morey Goldstein,

Allied Artists; Irving Ludwig, Buena Vista;

Rube Jackter, Columbia; Robert Mochrie,
MGM; C. Glenn Norris, 20th Century-Fox;
James R. Velde, United Artists; H. H. Mar-
tin, Universal; and Charles Boasberg, War-
ner Bros.

Details of the campaign policy are to be
made shortly, an advance indication of

which is that the audience collections will

not be confined to any seasonal time limita-

tions in 1962, but will be spread through
the year, tied to extra strong motion pic-

ture presentations.

'El Cid' Field Operations
Post to Jack Goldstein
NEW YORK—Jack Goldstein has been

appointed national supervisor of field

operations for the 26 reserved seat engage-
ments of Samuel Bronston’s “El Cid”
throughout the country.

Goldstein, long-time publicity executive,

formerly was publicity and exploitation di-

rector for David O. Selznick Productions,
eastern director of publicity for 20th
Century-Fox and director of special pro-
jects for public relations for CBS Tele-
vision.

New Astor Title
NEW YORK—Astor Pictures hereafter

will release “Les Liaisons Dangereuses” un-
der its translated title, “Dangerous Love
Affairs.”

SW's Half-Year Profit

Below 1960 Figure
NEW YORK—Stanley Warner Corp. had

a consolidated operating profit of $1,560,-

000 for the six months ended February 24.

S. H. Fabian, president, reported last week.
This was equivalent to 77 cents per share
on the outstanding common stock. For the
same E>eriod last year, the consolidated op-
erating profit was $2,346,000, or $1.16 per
share.

Fabian said that for the six-month period
merchandise sales, theatre admissions and
other income amounted to $67,371,000,

compared with similar income of $64,867,-

000 for the same period last year. For
the quarter ended February 24, the same
income sources produced $32,087,800, com-
pared with $31,516,600 for the same quar-
ter a year ago.

In commenting on the rep>ort, Fabian
said that during the six-month period the
company incuired substantial expenses on
new developments, including the introduc-
tion of a new all-fabric lined Playtex gir-

dle and promotional disbursements con-
nected with the launching of the Playtex
Nurser.

Tour of 18 Cities Planned
For 'Taros' Promotion
LOS ANGELES — An 18-city promotion

tour under the aegis of United Artists will

be undertaken by Jim Denton, unit publi-

cist, as the initial phase of producer Har-
old Hecht’s plan to keep “the publicity pot
boiling” between completion of “Taras
Bulba” and the release date, set for next
Christmas.
Denton will take with him out-takes

from the picture, original costume designs,

400 stories and features, tai>ed interviews

with stars Tony Curtis and Yul Brynner,
and will highlight his tour with a $7,250

art display.

The tour will include stops in Denver,
St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Buffalo, New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, Washington, Atlanta, Miami,
New Orleans, Houston, Dallas and San
Fi’ancisco.

Directors Await First Oscar
HOLLYWOOD—For the first time in five

years an Oscar will go to a director who
has not been a previous winner. Hence, the

Academy statuette for directorial achieve-

ment will be awarded to a first-time winner
on April 9 regardless of whether it goes to

J. Lee Thompson (“Guns of Navarone”)

,

Robert Rossen (“The Hustler”), Stardey
Kramer (“Judgment at Nuremberg”)

,

Federico Fellini (“La Dolce Vita”) or

Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins (“West
Side Story”)

.

'Lisa' New 20th-Fox Title
NEW YORK—“Lisa” has been selected

as the final release title for the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox production produced in London
by Red Lion under the title “The Inspec-

tor.” Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart and
Hugh Griffith are starred in the Chnema-
Scope De Luxe Color production which
was directed by Philip Dunne. A May re-

lease is planned.
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WB Appoints Oliver Treyz
World TV Sales Manager
HOLLYWOOD—In a further TV ex-

pansion move. Jack L. Warner, president

of Wai’ner Bros., disclosed that Oliver

Treyz, recently removed as president of

ABC-TV, will become vice-president and
worldwide sales manager of WB’s television

division on May 1.

According to Warner, Treyz will play an
important role in developing a new video

concept at Warners which will include a
large scale expansion program and a radical

change in operating policy. Independent
producers and TV packages will be wel-

comed at Warners under the new policy,

with Warner himself generally supervising

this phase of the expansion plans.

In February, William T. Orr, vice-presi-

dent in charge of both theatrical and TV
production, shifted back to direction of

telefilming.

Under Treyz, who will headquarter in

New York, Warner’s TV arm which form-
erly concentrated exclusively on providing
telefilms for the ABC-TV network, will now
expand into the network field, with new
ties between WB and other networks plus

a sales drive in global markets to be Treyz’

main spheres of operation.

Geo. Roth and Hayes Goetz
Form Distributing Firm
NEW YORK—George Roth and Hayes

Goetz have formed Wilshire International
Pictures for the importation of film and co-

production of pictures overseas. Roth is

president and Goetz is vice-president and
treasurer, the latter being the son of Ben
Goetz, who was head of European produc-
tion for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for many
years.

New product acquired by the company
either through coproduction or purchase
will be distributed through Atlantic Pic-
tures Corp., of which Roth is the head.
Roth was vice-president and a founder of

Trans-Lux Distributing Corp. and general
sales manager of United Motion Picture
Organization prior to his establishment of

Atlantic Pictures.

Atlantic Pictures has representatives in

the principal markets of the United States
and the company will be expanded to take
on the new product. Roth and Goetz said

they expected to acquire and distribute

films made in this country as well as those
made abroad.
The partners will go to Europe shortly to

look over potential product acquisitions.
They will visit London, Paris and Rome.

Pepsi-Cola Had Its Biggest
Year in History in 1961
NEW YORK^—Pepsi-Cola had its highest

sales and earnings in its history last year,

according to Herbert L. Barnet, president.

In his annual report, Barnet said net sales

for 1961 amounted to $173,854,426, com-
pared with $157,672,258 in 1960.

Net income for 1961, after taxes and
adjustment for foreign activities, was $14.-

368,035, compared with a previous high
of $14,180,705 the previous year.

Barnet said this was equal to $2.21 a
share on 6,509,055 common shares out-
standing at the end of 1961, as compared
with $2.18 a share at the end of 1960.

A TRAVELING STATE FAIR—Bill

Williams, right, 20th Century-Fox
branch manager of Dallas, is shown
with a gold film can containing the
world premiere print of “State Fair” on
his arrival in Dallas from New York.
James Stewart, executive vice-presi-

dent of the State Fair of Texas is

shown being presented the print.

Times Film Acquires Three
European Films for U.S.
NEW YORK—Times Film Corp. has ac-

quired the American distribution rights

to three European film productions, “Les
Parisiennes,” a four-part French feature,

“Eclipse,” a Michelangelo Antonioni film,

and “Eva,” now being filmed in Venice in

English, according to Jean Goldwurm,
Times president, who recently returned
from a European film-buying trip.

“Les Parisiennes,” which will be re-

leased early this summer, has four stars

and four directors, Dany Saval as “Ella,”

directed by Jacques Poitrenaud; Dany
Robin as “Antonia,” directed by Michel
Boisrond; Franooise Arnoul as “Francoise,”
directed by Claude Barma, and Catherine
Deneuve as “Sophie,” directed by Marc
Allegret and written by Roger Vadim.

“Eclipse,” the Antonioni film, stars Alain
Delon and Monica Vitti and will be shown
at the Cannes Film Festival this sum-
mer and in New York this fall. “Eva,” be-
ing filmed in Venice by Joseph Lossy, will

be in an English version only, starring
Jeanne Moreau, the French star, and Stan-
ley Baker, British star, and an Italian tech-
nical crew.

Jack Hirschberg to Tour
Keys for 'Geronimo'
NEW YORK—Jack Hirschberg, publicist

for the Laven-Gardner-Levy production,
“Geronimo,” for United Artists release in

May, left Wednesday (28) on a trans-
continental tour with special material, in-

cluding photo features and stories and dis-

plays, to offer newspaper editors and ex-
hibitors during his visit to U. S. key cities.

Hirschberg visited Minneapolis March
29; St. Paul, March 30 and Des Moines,
April 2. He will visit Omaha, April 4; Kan-
sas City, April 5-6; Wichita, April 9; Okla-
homa City, April 10; Dallas, April 11-12;

Fort Worth, April 13; Houston, April 16-17;

San Antonio, April 18; El Paso, April 19-

20, and Denver, April 23.

“Geronimo” will have its world premiere
in Albuquerque and Santa Fe April 28 in

connection with New Mexico’s 50th State-
hood Anniversary celebration.

Better Films Plan

For Action, Not Talk
COLUMBUS, OHIO—Ken Prickett, ex-

ecutive secretary of the Independent The-
atre Owners of Ohio, in a speech to mem-
bers of the Interfaith Committee for Bet-
ter Entertainment in Columbus suggested
that the committee hold monthly matinees
at downtown theatres for members and the
public to demonstrate their desire to pro-
mote better films.

Prickett said that if the committee held
such matinees, with at least 1,000 attend-
ance, it would be a striking demonstration
of the earnestness of those who are seeking
an elevation of film content.

“Protest against disapproved films with-
out action is futile,” said Prickett. He said

it should be compai’atively easy for the
local group to insure an audience of at

least 1,000 via phone calls. “If 100 mem-
bers made only 10 phone calls to friends, it

would result in an audience of that size.”

Prickett said such a monthly project

conceivably could spread thi-oughout the
state and eventually to the nation. The
committee selects movies in categories for

children, teenagers and the whole family.

These approved lists are published weekly
in the local newspapers.

Prickett said Monday afternoons would
be suitable for such matinees. The com-
mittee took no action on the proposal but
Prickett reported interest on the part of

many members.

NCG Names Frank Stagen
To Real Estate Post
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.—National Gen-

eral Corp., formerly National Theatres &
Television, Inc., has appointed Frank P.

Stagen assistant to the president for spe-

cial real estate redevelopment projects,

Eugene V. Klein, president, announced.
“The appointment of Mr. Stagen to this

new position reflects National General’s
increasing interest in achieving optimum
use of its extensive theatre and other valu-

able property holdings in key areas
throughout the nation,” Klein commented.
Stagen is an attorney with a broad back-

ground in real estate development and
consulting. His past experience includes
executive assignments with Helmsley-
Spear, Inc., New York real estate broker-
age and syndication development firm. He
has also had extensive responsibilities in

property development and management
and allied activities in California as a part-

ner in Wm. E. Stagen & Co., a brokerage
investment and property management
firm.

Stagen was graduated from the Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles Law
School and is a member of the California
Bar Ass’n.

Flaherty Awards
NEW YORK—II Banditti,” an Italian

Film, has been named winner of City Col-
lege’s 13th annual Robert J. Flaherty
Award for “outstanding creative achieve-
ment. Honorable mention in the competi-
tion for films of a factual nature went to

the Canadian picture, “La Lutte,” the
French-made “Night and Fog” and the
American “Sunday.”
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Funeral Services Held

For H. J. Fitzgerald
MILWAUKEE — Funeral services were

conducted March 26 for Harold J. Fitz-

gerald, 70, past presi-

dent of Fox Wiscon-
sin Amusement Corp.,

who died in Boca
Raton, Fla., March 23

while i-ecuperating

from a heart surgery.

The veteran exhibi-

tor was often called

the "dean of Wiscon-
sin showmen.”
Of late, Fitzgerald

had been in semi-
retmement, although
he kept in close touch H. J. Fitzgerald

with some of his affiliations, such as Mer-
chandising CoiT)-. Refreshment Service,

Supermatic Vendors, Inc., Supurdisplay,

Inc., and the Howard Johnson Southgate
Corp. in Milwaukee. He was a vice-presi-

dent of 20th Centui-y Theatres Corp.

When General Film opened its Milwau-
kee office, Fitzgerald was chosen as night

shipping clerk, climbing to the position of

head bookkeeper, next in line to the man-
ager. In a short time Fitzgerald became
manager of the Saxe Film Co. He stayed

on when it later was taken over by First

National Pictures, which later became
Warner Bros. He soon had three film ex-

changes going at the same time, eventually

becoming a pai't owner in the organization

in 1920.

Subsequently, Saxe formed a new group.

National Theatres, which later became
20th Century-Fox, with Fitzgerald acquir-

ing an interest in the new organization. In

1944, he and three others had 40,000 shares

worth $565,000, which two years later were
sold for $7,415,000, when 20th Century-Fox
bought out National Theatres. It was said

at the time, that Fitzgerald had acquired

the stock in the name of his wife, and the

ultimate profit from the transaction was
about $500,000.

The next move involved the forming of
the Fox Wisconsin Amusement Corp., with
Fitzgerald as president in charge of a cir-

cuit of 65 theatres in Wisconsin and Michi-
gan, and some 800 employes.

In 1954, Fitzgerald was honored at a

testimonial dinner, attended by many
prominent leaders in the motion picture
industry, as well as civic personalities. He
was a leader in many of the city’s fund-
raising projects.

Fitzgerald devoted very little time to rec-
reation; however, when he did, he went in

for golf, handball and deep sea fishing.

Whenever possible, he preferred a quiet
evening at home with his wife, the former
Gladys Pfaefle, whom he met when he was
starting his career in show business. She
was a secretary in a flim office. Their son,
Richard, 19, was killed in action in World
War II while a second lieutenant in the
infantry in the first wave of Americans on
Leyte.

Also surviving are a son Dean, who is

president of Capitol Services, Inc., a mo-
tion picture circuit, and the Howard John-
son restaurants here, and a brother,
Walter.

Andrus, Managing Editor
Of Film Daily, Dies at 54
NEW YORK—Winfield Andrus, 54, man-

aging editor of the Film Daily, died at his
home in Bellerose, L. I., on March 24 and
funeral services were held Tuesday (27) at
the Holy Trinity Lutheran Church there.
Andrus had spent his entire business life

with the Film Daily, having started as a
delivery boy. For many years he was editor
of the Film Year Book and was named
news editor of the daily in 1946 and man-
aging editor in 1953.

Born in Ocean Grove, N. J., Andrus at-
tended public schools in New Jersey and
New York and Columbia University.

Survivors are his wife, Julia; four sons,
his mother and two brothers.
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John O'Connor Dead;

Was Universal V-P
NEW YORK—Funeral services were held

March 30 at Hawthorne, N. Y., for John
J. O’Connor, vice-

president of Uni-
versal Pictures, who
died in the Nuthall
Memorial Hospital,

Kingston, Jamaica,
on March 26. O’Con-
nor, who had been on
a cruise aboard the
S. S. Santa Rosa,
had suffered a heart
attack.

O’Connor, who was
65 years of age, had
been with Universal

since 1941 when he resigned as vice-presi-

dent and general manager of RKO The-
atres. Born in Amawalk, N. Y., he entered
the motion picture industry in 1914 with
George Kleine who then was roadshowing
“Quo Vadis” and “The Last Days of Pom-
peii.” Subsequently he became head booker
of the New York exchange of Kleine-Edi-
son-Selig-Essanay and was with Pathe in

Newark in 1919 and 1920.

O’Connor became associated with the
Peerless Booking Corp. which booked for

the Keith-Proctor and Moss circuits and,

in 1933, became chief buyer and booker
for RKO Film Booking Corp. and was pro-

moted to the executive posts of RKO The-
atres in 1938, succeeding the late N. J.

Blumberg who had resigned to become
president of Universal. He joined Blum-
berg at Universal in 1941 as his executive

assistant and subsequently was elected a

vice-president and a member of the board
of directors.

O’Connor was a founder and active

member of the Motion Picture Pioneers

and for more than 15 years had been chair-

man of the Catholic Charities’ Cardinal’s

Committee of the Laity Fund. He was
given the Knight of Malta decoration.

His home was in Larchmont, N. Y. He is

survived by his wife, a daughter, three

grandchildren and a twin brother, Thomas
of RKO Theatres.

Forums to Help Promote
MGM's 'All Fall Down'
HOLLYWOOD — Producer John House-

man embarked on a unique “forum” pro-

motion plan to focus attention on open-

ings of MGM’s “All Pall Down.” House-

man has been holding special meetings

with exhibitors, attending press luncheons

and participating in radio and TV shows

to spotlight the film’s debuts in San Fran-

cisco, New York and Chicago.

Aim of the program is to familiarize all

concerned with the qualities of the film,

which John Prankenheimer directed star-

ring Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty, and
Karl Malden.

Scripto to Sponsor
NEW YORK—The sole sponsor of the

radio broadcast of the Academy Awards
on April 9 will be Scripto, Inc., makers
of writing instruments. More than 200 sta-

tions of the American Broadcasting Co.

will carry the program.
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By WILLIAM HEBERT

Studios Blueprint 12 Films for April;

Only Two Above the Previous Month
An even dozen films were slated to go

before the cameras at the various studios

for the month of April, two more than
were blueprinted to roll in the previous

month. Of the 12 photoplays, two were
holdovers, having been announced earlier

as ready for lensing but later delayed due
to an assortment of production difficulties.

The independent filmmakers led the field

with three pictures scheduled to start this

month, with Coliunbia and 20th Century-
Fox following with two each on their re-

spective drawing boards. Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Paramount, United Artists, Uni-
versal-International and Warner Bros,

each declared one slated to start.

By studios, following are the features an-
nounced as possible starters:

COLUMBIA
“The Three Stooges Meet Hercules.” A

NoiTnandy Production again teaming the
famous Stooges in a comedy anent their

zany adventures. Starring The Three
Stooges. Producer, Norman Maurer. Di-
rector not set.

“Cypress Gardens.” To be lensed in color,

no stars have been set as yet for this Sam
Katzman production. Director not set.

INDEPENDENTS
“A Child’s Game.” In HorrorScope and

color, it’s the story of a child who returns
from hell to find a playmate. No stars set.

Producer, Richard Bernstein. Director, Ga-
briel de Caesar.
“Guns of Fort McDowell.” Colorado will

seiwe as background for this western yam
which will star Kelo Henderson, Smokey
Wade, Jan Barthel, Kent Hall. Producer,
Kelo Henderson, Smokey Wade. Director,
Joe Kane. A Colorado P^lms Production.
“Requiem for a Gunfighter.” To be made

by Alex Gordon Productions, it’s the story
of a famous gunfighter. No stars set. Pro-
ducer, Alex Gordon. Director, Spencer Ben-
nett.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
“Period of Adjustment.” Based on the

successful Broadway play, it deals with a
yoimg married couple and their problems
during early married life. Stars Anthony
Franciosa, Jane Fonda, Jim Hutton, Lois
Nettleton. Pi’oducer, Lawrence Weingarten.
Director, George Roy Hill. A Martena Pro-
duction.

PARAMOUNT
“Girls! Girls! Girls!” Here comes Elvis

again in a story of love and romance tail-

ored for the young set. In color, it’s a Hal
Wallis Production and stars Elvis Presley,
Stella Stevens and Laurel Goodwin. Pro-
ducer, Hal Wallis. Director, Norman Tau-
rog.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
“Celebration.” A Jerry Wald Production

in Cinemascope and De Luxe Color, this

is based on the Broadway play, “A Loss of

Roses.” Treats with an actress whose lover

jilts her. Stranded in her former home-
town, she has a fleeting love affair with
a young man who also deserts her at the
altar. She retmms to her fonner lover and
with him falls to doing stag shows. The
hometown boy eventually finds her, pre-
pared to marry her, but she rejects both
of the men and goes off on a life of her
own. Stars Joanne Woodward, Richard
Beinner. Producer, JeiTy Wald. Director,

Franklin Schaffner.
“Something’s Got to Give.” In Cinema-

Scope and De Luxe Color, this is a remake
of the old Irene Dunne comedy starrer,

“My Favorite Wife.” Stars Marilyn Mon-
roe. Producer, Henry Weinstein. Director,

George Cukor.

UNITED ARTISTS
“It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad World!” a big

scale comedy to be produced and directed

by Stanley Kramer toplining Spencer
Tracy, Ethel Merman, Milton Berle, Sid
Caesar, Peter Falk, Jimmy Durante, Buddy
Hackett, Mickey Rooney, Jonathan Win-
ters, Dick Shawn, Edie Adams, Rochester
and Alan Carney.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
“40 Pounds of Trouble.” In Panavision

and Technicolor, this is the initial film

to be lensed under Curtleigh Productions
banner, and revolves around a little girl

whose father leaves her at a Nevada gam-
bling casino while he goes on an errand.

He is killed, and the owner of the casino
finds himself with a new ward on his

hands. Producer, Stan Margulies. Director,

Norman Jewison.

WARNER BROS.

“Critic’s Choice.” A famous Broadway
newspaper critic and his homelife are this

story’s ingredients. Stars Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball. Producer, Frank Rosenberg.
Director, Don Weis.

WB Signs Robert Preston

For 'Not on Your Life'

Robert Preston, who recently completed
the starring role in “The Music Man,”
Warner Bros, forthcoming screen produc-
tion, has been set by the studio to star

again for Morton DaCosta in “Not on Your
Life.” DaCosta, who produced and di-

rected “Music Man” will seiwe in the same
capacity for the new production which is

based on an original story by Leo Katcher
from the screenplay by David Schwartz.
Lensing will take place partly in Greece,
beginning sometime this summer . . . Cesar
Romero was signed by Paramount for a co-
starring role with John Wayne in John
Ford’s as yet imtitled production based on
original material by James Michener and
scheduled to go before the cameras early in

July in the Hawaiian Islands under Ford’s
direction. Romero will portray the gover-

WITH THE BIG BOSS—Jerry Lewis

clowns with eminent visitor, Adolph
Zukor, on the set of the currently film-

ing “It’s Only Money.” Zukor, chair-

man of the board and founder of Para-
mount Pictures, has been spending the

last several months in Hollywood for

his annual studio visit.

nor of a South Pacific Island in the pic-

ture, the screenplay of which is being

penned by James Edward Grant . . . Cliff

Robertson has been signed for a starring

role in the Paramount comedy, “My Six

Loves,” now before the cameras at the

studio. Debbie Reynolds and Janice Taylor

also star in the story about a Broadway
musical star who adopts six waifs . . .

“Champagne for Breakfast” has been ac-

quired by actor Steve Forrest, who plans to

film the James Critchfield comedy as an
independent production later this year,

providing he cannot set the property at

20th-Fox where he is under contract for six

films.

Princess Grace Set to Appear
In 'Mamie' for Hitchcock

Alfred Hitchcock has confirmed an an-
nouncement from the palace at Monaco
that Princess Grace (Grace Kelly) will

return to films this year in a motion pic-

ture entitled “Mamie,” from a novel by
Winston Graham for which Evan Hunter is

writing the screenplay. Hitchcock will pro-

duce and direct.

The Kelly movie is slated to begin two
months after Hitchcock completes “The
Birds,” sometime in August or September,
and will be shot in this country, with studio

interiors to be done in Hollywood. The
subject matter of the new picture was not
revealed, beyond the fact that it will be a
mystery thriller “in the Hitchcock tradi-

tion.”

Hecht, Daiei to Coproduce
'Flight From Ashiya'
Harold Hecht announced completion of

arrangements between Hecht Productions
and Masichi Nagata of Daiei Motion Pic-

ture Co. for the coproduction in Japan of

“Flight From Ashiya,” starring Yul Brynner
for UA release.

The film is slated to start in Japan in

June, directed by Michael Anderson. It

will be distributed in Japan, Korea and
Okinawa by Daiei and throughout the rest

of the world by UA.
Daiei is the producer of such quality films

as “Gate of Hell,” “Rashomon,” and the
current all-time highest Japanese grosser,

“Buddha.”
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Everywhere in the world
. . .because it’s on film

!

The popular cliche that the world grows smaller is no longer news.

Motion-picture people long have realized that films transport

the lives and customs of whole peoples from country to country

—instantaneously. Since motion pictures began, this cultural

exchange has been going on ... as much the stimulant of inter-

national mass travel and neighborliness as any other infiuence

you can name.

Yes, films are among our most potent ambassadors of under-

standing and good will. That’s why the investment in film-making

of time, talent and fine materials is so important; why the

Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film is constantly

on the alert to help solve questions of production, processing and
projection. Branches at strategic centers. For information, write:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division AAidwest Division West Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue 130 East Randolph Dr. 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Nev/ York 17, N. Y. Chicago 1, III. Hollywood 38, Calif.

For the purchase of film, W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Films for Motion

Pictures and Television, Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

1

I

Babes in Toyland (BV) 150 350 175 300 175 300 160 145 300 315 160 150 260 150 275 185 200 175 140 200 213
1

Bachelor Flat (20th-Fox) 130 150 125 150 120 75 200 95 210 80 190 200 130 90 175 135 135 90 138
I

Bridge, The (AA) 175 100 115 150 110 150 110 90 200 250 145
1

Children's Hour, The (UA) 215 300 175 100 185 250 125 193
1

Colossus of Rhodes (MGM) 125 85 190 140 135 75 130 100 123 1

Day the Sky Exploded (Excelsior) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Devil's Eye, The (Janus) 200 150 225 110 100 115 160 225 161 i

Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 110 110 100 123
i

Flight That Disappeared, The (UA) 100 100 100 100 65 100 100 95

4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse (MGM) 150 120 100 150 70 125 300 175 200 110 150
1

Gambler Wore a Gun, The (UA) 100 100 100 90 100 98 i

George Raft Story, The (AA) 150 130 225 100 100 105 100 120 75 100 200 80 110 105 125 100 120

Girl in Room 13 (Astor) 140 100 100 100 85 105

Great War, The (Lopert) 80 90 100 115 100 65 100 170 103
1

Gun Street (UA) 100 100 65 100 100 93

Guns of the Black Witch (AIP) 110 100 100 100 80 110 120 103

Hand, The (AIP) 100 100 100 100 100 100 1

Hey, Let's Twistl (Para) 215 100 110 65 70 200 145 100 135 100 125 90 80 118

Invasion Quartet (MGM) 125 135 85 95 100 100 100 175 100 125 100 100 112

King of Kings (MGM) 180 275 200 230 110 240 150 450 395 200 250 120 110 195 175 200 300 221

Light in the Piazza (MGM) 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 110 170 90 165 350 110 151

Madison Avenue (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 80 80 100 100 100 100 102

Majority of One, A (WB) 130 125 225 110 95 110 120 75 100 100 100 125 120 165 100 150 140 123

Mark, The (Cont'l) 150 175 165 120 120 105 125 190 125 125 180 144

Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 140 175 100 110 129

No Love for Johnnie (Embassy) 85 170 80 125 95 90 165 116

Pirate of the Black Hawk (Filmgroup) 135 65 100 100 100 100

Purple Noon (Times) 1.50 200 95 110 130 100 225 150 150 130 225 151

Rocco and H's Brothers (Aslor) 150 300 105 130 100 90 80 110 220 130 180 145

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 150 195 110 80 100 125 115 105 175 135 150 85 120 127

Swingin' Along (20th-Fox) 100 85 80 100 100 95 93

Teenage Millionaire (UA) 100 100 120 65 100 90 96

Tender Is the Night (20th-Fox) 130 170 130 195 85 75 110 170 125 210 200 200 140 100 180 120 150 125 125 144

3 Stooges Meet Hercules, The (Col) 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 135 200 115 142

Too Late Blues (Para) 160 115 70 120 120 150 95 100 116

Trunk, The (Col) 100 100 100 100 90 65 85 100 93

Twenty Plus Two (AA) 125 95 90 110 80 100 100 100 120 100 80 100

j
Twist Around the Clock (Col) 160 400 120 115 95 100 150 200 265 75 140 150 120 100 160 150 125 150 154

: Two Little Bears, The (20th-Fox) 90 85 100 185 75 107

\
View From the Bridge, A (Cont'l) 120 190 95 125 100 160 125 120 200 300 154

1
Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 225 400 230 220 195 200 223

^

West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 225 175 260 250 250 250 400 300 265

•ivSSSi:!: •i’i-iS-:-:-:;;-

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runt, not an tverag^
Listings are confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

1. Premature Burial, The (AlP)

Milwaukee 300

2. Children's Hour, The (UA)

San Francisco 250

3. Walk on the Wild Side (Col)

Portland 250
Cleveland 225

4. Outsider, The (U-l)

Milwaukee 225

5. Light in the Piazza (MGM)
Kansas City 220

6. West Side Story (UA)

Buffalo 200

I
I
i

I
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Dubmsky Bros. Will Add
Plush Omaha First Run

'Story' Hits 300 Bell

In Milwaukee Strand
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story,” now

appearing at the Strand Theatre, takes the

lead position for best grossers of the week,

“The Premature Burial” in second place

scored a terrific 250 and “South Seas Ad-
venture” was 225 in its 13th week.

(Average Is 100)
Downer—Two Women (Embassy), 3rd wk 200
Poloce

—

South Seas Adventure (Cinerama),
13th wk 225

Riverside

—

Lover Come Bock (U-l), 4th wk 180
Strand

—

West Side Story (UA) 300
Towne

—

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 125
Warner—The Premature Burial (AlP); Guns of

the Black Witch (Filmgroup), 2nd wk 250
Wisconsin—The Outsider (U-l); Gun Street

(UA), 3rd wk 200

'Pinocchio' Scores 275

As Holdover in Omaha
OMAHA—The Orpheum came up with a

125 per cent figm'e on the fourth week of

“Lover Come Back” and held the picture

for a fifth week. All other downtowners
had above-average gi’osses, topped by the
State and its 275 mark for the second week
of “Pinocchio.” The high school sneak week
parade started last week in spite of great
drifts of snow in the surrounding tenutory
and the annual treks to Omaha have an
impact on receipts.

Cooper—Seven Wonders of the World
(Cinerama), 17th wk 110

Dundee

—

The Mark (Cont'l) 115
Omaha

—

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox), 2r>d wk. 105
Orpheum— Lover Come Back (U-l), 4th wk 125
Stote

—

Pinocchio (BV), reissue, 2nd wk 275

'Sergeants' Still Is Leader
In 5th Mill City Week
MINNEAPOLIS—“Sergeants 3” hit a big

250 per cent in its fifth week at the Up-
town to lead all first-imn attractions. Run-
nerup was “West Side StoiT” with 170 per
cent in its fifth week at the Mann. Most
other offerings also were above average
for the week.
Academy

—

El Cid (AA), 5th wk 140
Avabn

—

Once Upon a Knight (Cresse); Cry
Terror! (MGM), rerun, 3rd wk 125

Gopher

—

Never on Sunday (UA), return run ....125
Lyric

—

Walk on the Wild Side (Col), 3rd wk. ..105
Mann

—

West Side Story (UA), 5th wk 170
Orpheum

—

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 120
Park

—

Rocco and His Brothers (Astor) 90
Stote

—

Lover Come Back (U-l), 6th wk 110
Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 5th wk 250
Westgote

—

Secrets of Women (Janus) 120
World

—

-The Children's Hour (UA), 3rd wk 90

Gerald Sandler Takes
Over as Tent 15 Chief
DES MOINES—Gerald Sandler of Na-

than Sandler Theatre Enterprises was in-

stalled as chief barker of Variety Tent 15

in ceremonies held at the Standard Club.

Other officers sworn in were Ralph Ol-
son, Universal-International manager, first

assistant; Charles Caligiuri, Paramount
manager, second assistant, and Ken Hor-
rigan of radio station KSO, property mas-
ter. Lou Levy, dough guy, was in Florida

at the time.

Crew members installed, in addition to

the four officers, were Richard Davis,

owner of the Pioneer Drive-In; Dave Gold,

20th-Fox manager; Don Knight, Tri-States

Theatres assistant general manager; Bill

Luftman of National Screen Service; Fi'ank

Rubel, Central States Theatres Corp., and
Joe Young, Warner Bros, manager.
The evening began with a cocktail hour

at 6:30 followed by dinner, installations and
the annual Variety inaugm-al ball.

OMAHA — Irv Dubinsky, head of a

Lincoln theatre firm which operates in five

states, has leased the 3,200-seat Paramount
Theatre here and plans a complete renova-
tion and remodeling program.
The move marks another upswing in the

motion picture business in Omaha, which
has been one of the brightest spots film-

wise in this area and which has seen a
great amount of physical improvement to

its entertainment houses in recent years.

Dubinsky, who with his brother loins 14

theatres, said his firm has signed a ten-

year lease with a ten-year option with
Creighton University, which has owned the

building since October 1960.

He announced the Paramount will be re-

named the Astro and hopes to open in June
with facilities to show 70mm films. He is

working with a general contractor on these

plans

:

Ripping out old seats and installing new
ones throughout the lower floor and much
of the balcony.

Reducing the seating from 3,200 to

around 1,800 or 2,000.

Installing completely new booth equip-
ment on the first floor and a new sound
system featuring approximately 30 speakers
in the rounded ceiling.

Sandblasting the exterior of the build-

ing and removing some of the outside

pillars.

Redecorating the outer lobby and elimi-

nating the outside ticket booth.

Installing a wall-to-wall screen 30 feet

high and 70 feet wide.

Hanging floor-to-ceiling draperies curv-
ing from one face of the balcony to the

other. Completely recarpeting and lower-

ing the ceiling over the interior lobby to

provide a more intimate effect, and build

-

Irv Dubinsky is shown in the inter-

ior of the old Paramount Theatre, soon

to become the plush Astro. He displays

one of the modern seats which will be

used in remodeling, which will change
the capacity from 3,200 seats to around
2 ,000 .

The 3,20C'-seat Paramount Theatre
in Omaha has been leased by Dubinsky
Bros, of Lincoln from Creighton Uni-
versity and extensive remodeling of the
midwest showplace in the late 1920s is

under way. Irv Dubinsky said a 70-foot
screen will be installed for 70mm pic-
tures in the broad modernization pro-
gram^—^another step in motion picture
progress in Omaha which is a white
spot in the film industry in that area.

ing a “space garden” in the outer lobby.
“Other changes will be developed as we

go along,” Dubinsky said. He mentioned
the possibility of an art gallery whei-e
works of Omaha-area artists could be
displayed.

He said projection equipment will be
placed on the first floor for a blighter and
a sharper pictm'e, eliminating distortion
for patrons in side seats.

He said he selected Omaha as a theatre
site because the city has not added a down-
town theatre in many years despite the
fact the population has mushroomed.
“There is no finer building in town than

this one,” he said. “It needs moderniza-
tion but from a standpoint of construc-
tion it’s excellent.”

The old Paramount, built in 1926, has
had a checkered career. It will mark the
fourth change in name. Originally the
Riviera, it offered movies, stage shows,
band, a master of ceremonies and a 30-
member symphony orchestra.

It was a showplace of the midwest with
its ornate architecture, huge dome-ceiling
painted blue with lights blinking for stars
and a magic-lantern type machine flash-
ing pictures of fleecy white clouds. It

featured an elevator organ which arose on
the side for a concert by one of the finest
organists in the midwest.

This was an expensive operation; too ex-
pensive eventually, and in 1929 the name
was changed to Paramount and the policy
changed to a regular movie house. Busi-
ness fluctuated. The building is on the
western edge of the heavy downtown busi-
ness area, parking became a problem and
the theatre finally closed.

Last year the theatre, renamed the Para-
I Continued on page NC-2)
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DES MOINES
^^inter finally melted into spring and the

first balmy days were heralded by
something called a New Lease on Life.

Business is looking up, drive-ins are open-
ing or readying to do so, and exhibitors,

snowbound for many weeks, converged
on Filmrow in numbers not unlike the
swallows at Capistrano . . . Irving Synnes
of the Alamo Theatre at New London
summed it up well when he remarked that

“everyone seems so happy.” During his stay

in Des Moines, Synnes noted that a motor-
ist even “stopped his car and and motioned
me, a pedestrian, across the street!” . . .

Bud Nordhus of McGregor, from the far

north where they have been seeing more
snow than patrons, was another welcome
face after an absence of many weeks.

>Ir. and Mrs. Lou Kessler, former theatre

owners at Afton, dropped in for a visit.

While on the Row, Mrs. Kessler attended
Paramount’s screening of “Hell Is for

Heroes” . . . Other exhibitors who came to

town like a breath of spring were Mr. and
Mrs. Eben Hayes of Winterset; Jack
Compston, Forest City; A. F. Mueting,
Pocahontas; G. H. Maxon, Jewell; Bob
Malek, Independence; Si Thompson, Lake
Mills, Tim Evans, Anamosa; Keith Mlinar,

Cresco; M. L. Dixon, Mount Pleasant;

Dwight Hansen, Rockwell City; Mr. and
Mrs. Fay French, Coggon; Harold Hall,

Elkader, and Tommy Tompkins, Elkader.

Bowlers. Hear This! Stan Soderberg is

organizing a Filmrow men’s bowling league

for next year. Anyone interested should
contact Stan at the 20th-Fox branch . . .

Central States welcomes a new secretary,

Cherie Simpson, who replaces Ann Ham-
mer. Ann is moving to Atlanta . . . Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Sterk are the parents of a

baby boy. Mama Marilyn is a former
booker’s steno at MGM. Lee is with the
anned forces in Germany . . . Bernard
Youngstein was in from the New York
United Artists’ office to promote “West
Side Story,” which will open an exclusive

Iowa engagement at the Capri on the 11th.

Capri Manager Peter Frederick has in-

itiated much well-planned groundwork, in-

cluding an invitational screening at the
theatre on March 26. Reserved-seat ticket

sales began on the 24th.

Dorman Hundling, manager of the Capi-
tol at Newton, entertained 50 residents of

the county home at a “Pinocchio” theatre

party . . . John Schloss has purchased the
Orpheum at Strawberry Point from Bob
Thomas . . . Dick Nizzi, former assistant

manager of the 76 Dodge Drive-In at

Omaha, has moved over to the Strand at

Fort Dodge for Central States Theatre
Corp. Paul Durbin, former Strand man-
ager, is going into business for himself . . .

Wally Stolfus, manager of the Majestic
at Centerville, was in a hospital with a leg

infection . . . Also on the sick list: Jane
Jordan, Paramount clerk, with a strep

throat: Sam Rich, Paramount booker, flu,

and Delores Zanotti, wife of U-I salesman
Frank.

“State Fair,” 20th-Fox Easter release,

was screened locally for disc jockeys and
record distributors. Branch chief Dave
Gold says reaction was the “finest en-
countered in many years.” The film opens
at the Des Moines April 19 . . . The Twixt
Town Drive-In at Marion is preparing for

summer crowds by installing new high
power lamps and rectifiers, reports Art
Thiele of Des Moines Theatre Supply . . .

Ralph Olson, U-I manager for Omaha and
Des Moines, spent a week at Omaha . . .

The theatre at Oakland, operated for sev-

eral years by businessmen of the com-
munity, has closed.

Columbia screened “Only Two Can Play”
. . . WOMPI members have forwarded to

the national organization the first half of

this year’s contribution to the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital. This Dimes for Dames
drive puts the ante at 10 cents a week for

each member. WOMPIs formerly con-

tributed a penny a day to the fund . . . The
gals want stamps I Please send commemor-
atives or foreign stamps to them ... A
tour of a local cleaning plant netted the

organization 50 cents for each member or

guest in attendance. Their monthly meet-
ing was a Friendship dinner at Polk County
Federal’s party room.

MINNEAPOLIS
J^on Alexander of Minnesota Amusement

Co.’s advei’tising department is re-

cuperating at St. Luke’s Hospital. St. Paul,

from a recent illness and expects to be

back on the job soon . . . Dick Anderson
is the new assistant manager at the Lyric

. . . Irving Joseph, president of Modern
Films, was in calling on accounts.

M. A. Levy, manager of 20th Century-

Fox, and his wife are vacationing in Flor-

ida . . . Jerry Jusell is the new student

booker at United Artists . . . Mary Ellen

Svitak, branch manager’s secretary at

Paramount, is vacationing in California.

With improved weather and roads, the

Row saw an abundance of exhibitors, some
of whom came in for the state basketball

tournament. In were Roy Rasmussen, Per-

ham; Arnold Mayer, Hebron, N. D.; Boyd
Haufle, De Smet, S. D.; Reno Wilk, Cold

Spring; Mike Guttman, Aberdeen, S. D.;

Loren Leng, Grand Marais; Mickey Justad,

Austin; Sanford Olson, Chisholm; Harold

Anderson, Sherburn; Pete deFea, Milbank,

S. D.; and Paul Prrizo, Blue Earth and
Winnebago.

In U-I’s “If a Man Answers,” a Ross
Hunter production, Michael Wilding stars

with Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin and Miche-
line Presle.

Dubinsky Bros. Adds

Paramount in Omaha
(Continued from page NC-1)

mount Stadium, was i-emodeled for the
Omaha Packers team in the National Bowl-
ing League. But the pro keglers suffered
from boxoffice anemia, the franchise was
dropped and the doors closed again. Now
the magnificent building hopes to take its

place in the limelight again. Said Dubinsky:
“Movies are far from dead. The general

public is attending them stronger than ever
when they are offered good films.”

As further proof of his belief, the
Dubinskys are doing a complete overhaul
job on the Hollywood Theatre at Sioux
City, Iowa, which also will be named the
Astro. Plans call for remodeling that will

see virtually everything changed but the
four walls.

The chain also has purchased the 7-T7
Twin Drive-In at South Sioux City from
the A. E. Thacker estate. It also operates
theatres in Lincoln, Fort Madison, Bis-
marck and Valley City, N.D., Rockford, 111.,

and Cape Gmardeau, Mo.
Dubinsky said he has been in the theatre

business “40 to 45 year’s.”

OTHER RENOVATIONS

Omaha has seen a number of major im-
provements in its theatres in recent years.

The biggest was the rebuilding of the old
Town Theatre by Cooper Foundation The-
atres after it acquired the old Goldberg
chain of local houses.

The Foundation turned the Town into

the plush Cooper, which opened with Todd-
AO and 70mm pictures and then went to

Cinerama. It has consistently played to

full houses and it set a national long-nrn
record with “South Pacific.” Cooper-

Foundation also remodeled its suburban
Dundee, which now offers 70mm films.

Tri-States Theatres recently gave its

downtown Omaha Theatre an extensive re-

furbishing and plans to do some redecorat-

ing at the Orpheum.
Ralph Blank is in the process of giving

his suburban Admiral Theatre a facelifting.

The Admiral features fir’st r*uns and will

open “West Side Story” April 11 with a
plush premiere for the benefit of Omaha
Variety Tent 16.

Creighton University obtained the Para-
mount building after a theatre organiza-

tion canceled a lease in 1960. A university

spokesman said the land on which the

building stands was part of the school’s

“original endowment property.”

Buy Strawberry Point Orpheum
STRAWBERRY POINT, IOWA — The

Orpheum Theatre, owned by Mr. and Mrs.

Bob Thomas of Strawbei’ry Point, was sold

as of March 18 to Mr. and Mrs. John
Schloss, owners of the local Backbone Mo-
tel.

Large Core

Greater Crater Area

BOONTON, N. J.

MAXIMUM LIGHT

Evenly Distributed

In Minnesota—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, Minneapolis—Main 8273

in Nebraska—THE BALLANTYNE Co., Omaha—Jockson 4444

in Wisconsin—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, 1027 N. 8th Street.

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.

CHAS. J. BREWSTER, 417 W. Highland Ave., Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin. Phone BR 1-0100.
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'Piazza' Ads Irritate

Des Moines Council
DES MOINES—The city council has

charged that members of the local film

industry “are not keeping faith with their

promises” to police themselves regarding
movies and movie advertising. Four
months ago the council accepted a self-

censorship plan offered by the theatre
owners and, at the same time, dropped a
proposal to establish a municipal censor-
ship board.

A resolution passed by the cotmcil March
19 labeled recent newspaper movie ads for

“Light in the Piazza,” showing at the Para-
mount Theatre here, as in “vei-y bad taste.”

The council voted to infonn the theatre
operators officially that the council mem-
bers want such advertising stopped. Coun-
cilman William Leachman said he had re-

ceived complaints that the film ads were
indecent and that he felt the complaints
were justified.

“We should advise these theatre people,

again,” Leachman said, “that establish-

ment of a law dealing with such things is

highly possible.”

As accepted by the council last Novem-
ber, the self-regulation plan had this to

say concerning movie ads: “No advertis-

ing concerning any motion pictm’e film

approved by the Production Code Admin-
istration . . . shall be used unless said ad-
vertising has been approved by the adver-
tising code of the Motion Picture Ass’n of

America.

“Sound discretion and moderation shall

be practiced concerning advertising per-

taining to all other motion picture films.”

The vote to notify the theatre officials

of the five-member council’s feelings was
4-0, with Mayor Charles lies absent.

Sherwin J. Markman, Des Moiiies lawyer
who represents the Greater Dss Moines
theatres, said later the advertisements have
been approved by the advertising code ad-
ministration of MPAA.

Markman said the ads were “completely
within the letter and spirit of our agree-
ment.” Mai'kman said the approval applies

both to text and illustrations. He said the
advertisements for “Piazza” have been
“run nationwide.”

Kirk Douglas Signed First

For 'Hook' All-Star Cast
HOLLYWOOD—Kirk Douglas is the first

of an all-star cast to be signed for “The
Hook,” Perlberg-Seaton production for

MGM. William Perlberg will produce and
George Seaton direct the dramatic story

set against the Korean War, with the
screenplay written by Hem'y Denker from
the novel by Vahe Katcha.

Etouglas will create the character of Ser-
geant Briscoe, a hard bitten G.I. who takes

over a dangerous mission and thereby
learns the true value of human life,

whether an enemy or not.

“The Hook,” gets its title from the name
of the freighter on which much of the ac-

tion takes place. With the script completed,
P.rlberg and Seaton start immediate
preparation on the production, slated for

a May start. The picture is the second to

be made consecutively by Douglas at MGM,
where he recently completed a stai’ring role

in “Two Weeks in Another Tovm.”

OMAHA
JiJarry Hummel, owner of the Scribner

Theatre at Scribner, Neb., as a member
of the school board was in charge of in-

troductions at the dedication and open
house for the new gymnasium-auditorium
and classi'oom additions recently. Hummel
is active in many civic projects . . . The
Lyric Theatre at Edgar, closed in Jan-
uary by James Anderson, is back in oper-
ation under Chamber of Commerce di-

rection with two changes a week.

Frank Zanotti, salesman in the Des
Moines Universal-International branch, is

now covering the Nebraska, South Dakota
and western Iowa territory formerly han-
dled by the late Carl Reese of Omaha, who
was injm’ed fatally in an auto accident . . .

Rudy Dibbert, owner of the Osmond The-
atre, said many plans have been tried to

keep the small-town theatre on an oper-
ational basis. Some have helped, some have
failed miserably, he said. One that gives

promise and which may be explained with
possible use in Osmond is to ask individual

business and professional men to fuimish

one pictm-e a year.

A visitor in Omaha was Margie Griffith,

sister of United Artists office manager Opal
Woodson, who came here from Denver . . .

Tony Goodman, 20th-Fox salesman, and
Dorothy Weaver, 20th-Fox assistant cash-
ier, both observed their birthdays. “What
a coincidence,” said Dorothy, “we’re both
39—again” . . . Mrs. Catherine Nodean,
head inspector for MGM, was feted by fel-

low employes in celebration of her 37th
anniversary with MGM. Joining Fred Fej-
far, area salesman and other staffers in

the anniversary party were Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Barker of Co-Op Theatre Service . . .

Helen Christiansen, 20th-Fox contract
clerk, was given a farewell party by the of-

fice.

A1 and Leonard Leise of Hartington and
Randolph reported they saw pheasants by
the hundreds scavenging for feed along the
road as they made a trip through snow-
covered eastern Nebraska to Filmrow. They
said in many cases food had been scattered

for them along the highway and that many
had been killed by cars.

Exhibitors are still talking about the

hardships of the late winter snowstorm.
Phil Lannon of West Point said his drive-

in concessions building was completely
covered and he had to hhe a man to scoop
the load off the roof which threatened to

cave it in. Bob Brazda, exhibitor at Wisner,
bucked drifts 15 feet deep. Cecil Waller of

the King Theatre at Ida Grove was keep-
ing his fingers crossed for flooding, with
the Maple and Odebolt rivers joining at the
town.

Leo Young, city manager for the Center
Drive-In Corp., joshingly informed Herman
Gould, retired member of the corporation

now living at Estero, suburb of Fort Myers,
Fla., he was going to send him a 30-foot

boat. Gould showed an edition of Box-
CFFiCE to a Florida boat dealer in which
Young’s gag was mentioned. Now Leo is

getting all kinds of sales pamphlets on
boats. Ed Cohen, Columbia salesman, says
a 75-horsepower outboard is next . . . Lowell
Kyle, former 20th-Fox salesman now liv-

ing in Milwaukee, visited the Omaha ex-
change.

Variety Tent 16 women held a dinner
meeting at the new Mediterranean room
of the Goui-met restaurant and feted fom-
new members . . . Hari-y Levy, fonner
20th-Fox salesman who is retired and lives

in Minneapolis, stopped to say hello on
his way through from Las Vegas . . .

Don Shane reported early response has
been good in the ticket sale for Variety
Tent 16’s premiere of “West Side Story”
at the Admiral ’Theatre April 11 for the

benefit of the Children’s Sight Center.

Jack Klingel, city manager for Cooper
Foundation, is busy as the proverbial one-
armed paperhanger. The Dundee opened
“Oklahoma!” in Todd-AO for an extended
run on a reserved-seat basis, with special

invitations for press, radio and television.

At the same time he has been preparing
for the new “Cinerama Holiday” opening
May 4 at the Cooper, which will follow a
24-week run of “Seven Wonders of the
World.” He said a sneak preview of “Moon
Pilot,” which will open April 13 at the
State, brought a flood of good comments.

Exhibitors on the Row included Nebras-
kans Jack and Phil March, Wayne; How-
ell Robeiis, Wahoo; Howard Burrus, Crete;

Virgil Kula, Fullerton; A1 and Leonard
Leise, Randolph and Hartington; Sid Met-
calf, Nebraska City; Phil Lannon, West
Point; Ed Christensen, Ord; Clarence
Frasier, Lincoln; Joe Jenny, Malmo; Ed
Burrows, North Loup, and lowans Arnold
Johnson, Onawa; Cecil Waller, Ida Grove;
A1 Haals and S. J. Backer, Harlan.

Ralph Blank scheduled a screening of

“West Side Story” at the Admii-al Theatre
for groups such as school principals, Par-
ent-Teacher Ass’n units and other organi-
zations. The film will open April 11 on a

reserved-seat, advanced-price basis . . .

Remodeling has started on the Dubinsky
Hollywood Theatre in Sioux City, with Na-
tional Screen Supply furnishing most of

the material.

Leo Young, city manager for the Centre
Drive-In Theatres, says travel can get a bit

complicated even in this modern air age.

He started by plane to visit his boy who is

in school in Utah. At Denver he had to

change planes for the remainder of the
flight to Salt Lake; the field at Salt Lake
was fogged in, so they returned to Denver
and Leo made the Denver-Salt Lake leg by
train. On the retmm he had to take the
train to Denver. He left Denver by plane
for Omaha, but the Omaha airport was
fogged in, so the plane went on, landing
in Chicago. He completed the trip with a
plane flight from Chicago to Omaha.

'Bickersons' Megging Nod
To Its Writer, Phil Rapp
HOLLYWOOD—Phil Rapp will direct

his own screenplay of “The Bickersons,” a
comedy which he is currently scripting for

Chanford Productions. Charles Wick, part-
nered with Frances Langford and Ralph
Evimmde in Chanford, will produce the
film.

Rapp also will produce “Monsiem- Cog-
nac” with Tony Curtis in Europe this sum-
mer.
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Cooper Readying Cinerama House

In Minneapolis for July 4 Opening
MINNEAPOLIS—Work is progressing on

the construction of the new circular the-

atre which Cooper Foundation Theatres of

Lincoln, Neb., is building as a showplace

for Cinerama productions. To be called the

Cooper Theatre, it will be located at 5625

Wayzata Blvd. in suburban St. Louis Park.

Costing upwai'ds of one million dollars,

the new structure is patterned after the

Cooper Theatre in Denver. It is scheduled

to open July 4 with the premiere of MGM’s
“How the West Was Won.”
The new building will give a theatre-in-

the-round effect, with an automobile en-

trance at the left. Motorists will drive

under the shelter to discharge passengers,

then the driver continues on to the parking

area at the rear of the theatre. A pedes-

trian entrance is located at the right side.

A curved screen, 105 feet in length, will

reach from floor to ceiling to give the

illusion of “participating action” that is

a feature of the Cinerama process.

Graduated floor levels will permit an
unimpeded view of the screen from every

location. Seats are to be extra wide with
extra leg room between the rows. Eight
rows of seats are in the balcony, the re-

mainder on the main floor. Capacity of

the new house will be 814, including four

specially designed spaces for theatregoers

in wheel chairs.

Projection booths are incorporated in

the back wall of the theatre, eliminating

the older method where the projectors were
out in the audience area.

Cinerama productions formerly were
presented at the Century Theatre in down-
town Minneapolis for eight years. The
operation closed March 11. Minnesota
Amusement will take over operation of the

Century April 13. The first attraction will

be “The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lypse.”

LINCOLN
pinocchio” is responsible for the weekend

parade of patrons around the busy O
street block where the State Theatre is

located and where the reissue of the pop-
ular puppet’s adventures is drawing in the
kind of crowds that makes managers smile.

State Manager Bert Cheever reports some
customers are being turned away because
of a full house. “Pinocchio” is scheduled to

be around at the State until April 12 when
another Disney product, “Moon Pilot,”

will be opened. Other future films like

“Hercules Meets the 3 Stooges,” “Under-
water City,” “The Magic Sword” and “Ger-
onimo” sound like busy spring-into-sum-
mer weeks at the State. Of all the compli-
mentary comments passed on to Cheevers
by “Pinocchio” patrons, the State manager
is most pleased with one from a Lincoln

policeman acquaintance after he and his

family had seen the film.

A pre-World War II theatre manager for

Cooper Foundation Theatres, Eugene L.

Shanahan, was honored in Lincoln i-e-

cently. An Air Force commendation medal
went to Shanahan, now an Air Force lieu-

tenant colonel and director of medical ad-

ministrative services at Lincoln Air Force

base. The medal recognized meritorious

service in Gennany from 1957 to 1961.

Dan Flanagan, 84th and O Drive-In

manager, says attendance a recent Mon-
day night was better than any Monday
night all last summer, due to early spring

temperatm’es and “Blue Hawaii.” The 84th,

now on a seven-night weekly schedule, has

a new cashier, Shirley Woods. Pauline

Mohrhoff is back this spring as manager
of the concession stand, giving Flanagan
more time to circulate on the outdoor

grounds. Pauline’s staff will grow to about

eight in the next two or three weeks.

The Stuart Theatre’s screen was silent

March 20 as the Lincoln Symphony Or-

chestra Ass’n presented a concert featur-

ing pianist Byron Janis. Another nonmovie
night the preceding week didn’t material-

ize when actress Faye Emerson and her

troupe of 25 got stranded at Mountain
Lake, Minn., in another midwestern bliz-

zard. The Emerson troupe was to present

“Mary Stuart and Elizabeth the Queen”
under Brodway Theatre League sponsor-

ship here. Mountain Lake is a Mennonite
community of about 2,000, about 80 miles

from Minneapolis.

Few are going to be as happy as Bert

Cheever and his wife to see spring weather

stick around. The State Theatre manager
and his wife are building a new red brick

home at 4200 South 37th and hope to move
their three children into it this summer.

Foreign Press Ass'n Hit

By Internal Dissension
HOLLYWOOD — Following the recent

Hollywood Foreign Press Ass’n’s Golden
Globe awards event, Ingrid Clairmont,

president, and members Guy Austin, Nora
Laing and Olga Neville resigned. Various
reasons were given for their decision to

bow out, among them charges of “too much
politics,” “deadwood in the organization,”

and the “undignified” awards presentation

this year.

Miss Clairmont, Swedish newspaper-
woman, wii-ed her resignation to the board
for “personal reasons.” Austin, of the

Sydney Morning Herald Overseas News
Service; Miss Laing, London Daily News,
and Miss Neville, British correspondent,
reportedly resigned for “political” reasons,

which included one charge of “internal

intrigue.”

Snow Thaw to Delay

Opening of Drive-Ins
OMAHA—The thaw of a record covering

or snow is giving many exhibitors, par-
ticularly the drive-in owners, cause for
concern.
Jim Travis, Milford exhibitor, said on a

trip to Filmrow, “I don’t know when I’ll get
my drive-in open.” He reported his area
has had 42 inches of snow and every time
one snow blanket shrank down a bit
another piled on top.

Milford is just south of Lake Okoboji
and he said the lake people are happy to
have all the moistui'e to bring the water
level up, but he was just one of many drive-
in owners who are real worried about their
layouts. The ground is soaked deep and it

wUl take weeks before ramps and drives
will be dried sufficiently to stand up under
traffic. Many operators who had con-
templated opening in March now feel they
may be lucky to get imder way by Easter.
Northeast Nebraska, southeast South
Dakota and western Iowa apparently have
the greatest snow depths. Many farmers
have been isolated for days and highway
crews had a job getting main highways
opened up.

E. H. Luchsinger of the Elite Theatre at
Laurens has been busy doing custom shell-
ing as farmers rush to move their corn out
of cribs before thawing and the danger of
floods hit the area.

Neal Houtz, exhibitor of New Hampton
and Vinton and president of lowa-
Nebraska-South Dakota Allied, was in
town. He and John Rentfle of Audubon,
Iowa, were moaning about the possibility of
ever “getting the side roads open . . . and
after the snow is cleared it will begin to
thaw and then watch out.”

Plato Skouras Points Out
Challenge in 'Assisi'
MINNEAPOLIS—Ti-ying to do the right

thing is much better than doing nothing,
Plato Skouras, producer of “Francis of
Assisi,” points out in a letter to Mother
Mary Jude of the Villa Maria Academy at
Frontenac, Minn., which was published in

the Wanderer, Catholic publication of
this diocese.

Mother Mary Jude had written Skouras
praising him for making the “inspiring”
film.

Pointing out that about 90 per cent of

the Catholic press supported “Francis of

Assisi,” he said the film did not do the
business of “Song of Bernadette” in this

country and felt the Catholic clergy was
responsible in part for this, along with
weaknesses in the picture. He m'ged peo-
ple, clergy and laymen, who are interested

in the triumph of the spiritual way of life,

as contrasted with the material, to write
film producers and the press in support of

honestly made productions such as “Fran-
cis of Assisi,” even though they may not
be perfect.

The business manager of the Wanderer
is Kay Farkas, who is active in supporting
all types of good films.

Medallion to Roz Russell
HOLLYWOOD—Rosalind Russell was

guest of honor at a cocktail party
sponsored by the women’s division of the
Conference of Christians and Jews.
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Showmanship-Plus Ideas for Anniversary

Adaptable Promotions From Odeon's

Championship Campaigns

Exploding a prearranged “Vacation for

Two” circuitwide promotion deal into an
exciting local event made a champion
showman out of Prank Kennedy, manager
of the Odeon Theatre in North Bay, a
city of less than 20,000 in Ontario.
Kennedy’s successful idea — ten news-

paper co-op pages in ten consecutive weeks
—was built around an expense-paid trip

to Acapulco, Mexico, offered to any lucky
Canadian, and available to all Odeon man-
agers in a showmanship contest. To this,

Kennedy added another vacation ti*ip, an
expense-paid weekend in Toronto for two;
two weekly merchandise prizes, plus pho-
tos and capsule profiles of the participat-
ing merchants.

A GOOD SALESMAN, TOO
The complete idea was a good one, but

it needed persistent selling to put it over,

and Kennedy had just that, top salesman-
ship, the second vital factor in making
him the No. 1 showman in Odeon Theatres
of Canada’s 20th Anniversary celebration.

Several misunderstandings on both sides

of the border and other things delayed the
receipt by Boxoffice Showmandiser of the
winning campaigns in Odeon’s anniversary
contest, which took place last summer. But
the successful ideas and their skilled exe-
cution will be found useful by resourceful
showmen most any time of the year.

OTHER CAMPAIGN WINNERS
The names of other winners. Bob Yeo-

man of the Odeon in London; Ralph Bart-
lett of the Capitol and Gordon Gotts of

the Palace, Hamilton; Fred Leavens, Ca-
sino, Halifax; John Bernard, Odeon, West
Vancouver, Greig Joens, Capitol, Moncton,
and A1 Jenkins, Vogue, Vancouver, have
appeared in Showmandiser. Reports on
their 20th anniversary, money-making
campaigns appear in the following para-
graphs.
Showman Kennedy reports the following

results from his expanded anniversary va-
cation promotion:

This page co-op is reproduced

in considerable detail to bring

out the gimmicks which helped

Odeon Theatre Manager Frank

Kennedy sell a ten-week series.

First is the banner line, which

made the 20 co-op merchants

participants in the Canadian

circuit's nationwide "Week's

Vacation for Two in Acapulco"

anniversary contest. Second is

the "Weekend Vacation in

Toronto," added by Kennedy.

Third, each ad contains a name
from the phone book, which

was good for two passes. And
last, are the photos of two of

the co-op merchants.
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NORTHLAND FURS

One-Stop Fur Centre
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• Ten free pages of co-op adver-
tising, with 20 merchants pay-
ing 310 each over 10 weeks.
Value 32,000

• Two major prizes each week,
average value 38 each 160

• Weekend in Toronto via TCA
Airline, plus 3100 spending
money 250

• Daily Nugget purchased 3350
radio time to run nine weeks
plugging contest 350

• Daily Nugget donated free page
announcement prior to con-
test 200
Total advertising value 32,960

A “Special Odeon 20th Anniversary Con-
test” mat also used across each page which,
in addition, contained a free plug for cur-
rent or coming attraction.

All this cost the theatre was 20 free

passes each week.
More than 18,000 entries were received

in his town of approximately 18,000 (World
Almanac figure).

Moreover, Kennedy reports the Odeon
garnered close to $1,000 worth of radio
time as the participating merchants adver-
tised the contest on the radio, some daily.

The 20 merchants also used ad plugs,

which all meant that the Odeon Theatre
had a score of merchants working for it

through the ten weeks.
As noted above, Kennedy had to sell 20

merchants on putting up $10 cash weekly
for ten weeks, and donate one merchan-
dise prize. Also get the editor of the Daily
Nugget in as an active participant, and
donate $100 spending money for the win-
ners of the free weekend in Toronto. 'The
latter required donations by a travel ser-
vice and the Westbury Hotel in Toronto.
Twenty passes were given away each

(Continued on next page)
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Ancient Stills Make Memory Contest

Ancient stills dating back 20

years helped build wide inter-

est in Hamilton, Ont., partly

due to the "Do You Remem-
ber?" catchline. Managers

Bartlett and Gott, Capitol and

Palace, used boards of stills in

their lobbies, with coming at-

tractions displays worked in.

Locations changed frequently

during anniversary period. At

different times, each had his

montage of stills on display

away from the theatre in the

important front windows of the

Simpson-Sears store in the

Hamilton shopping center.

ChampionshipAnniversary Ideas
(Continued from preceding page)

week to persons whose names were printed
in the co-op ads, one name in each ad.

Winners had to claim the passes in the
stores in whose ads their names appeared.

The prizes were distributed from the
Odeon stage, two each Friday night after
the photos of the donors appeared in the
co-op ads on Monday night.

A big selling point in lining up the mer-
chants was they were permitted to co-
sponsor the “Wonderful Two-Week Vaca-
tion Trip to Acapulco,” as well as the week-
end in Toronto contests.

The Odeon Theatre supplied each par-
ticipating merchant with a ballot box,
signs and entry blanks for both the two
contests.

The co-op page ads were rotated each
week to vary the lineup.

There were several outstanding window
displays, film campaigns and other promo-
tions by Kennedy.

Gimmick Cards
5,000 cards, approximately 2V2x4'/2, dis-

tributed during the two-month anniversary
contest, with the local Firestone store pay-
ing for 3,500 of them. Copy plugged the
Odeon anniversary and Firestone. They
were printed in four sets, one with a large

O at the top, others with D, E. N. Persons
who collected five to spell ODEON re-
ceived passes.

Punch Cards
About 4x21/2- Each contained numbers

from 1 to 20 along top and bottom for

punching out. Copy plugging Odeon an-
niversary and that theatre cashier would
punch out one number 'and initial) for

each ticket purchased. All 20 numbers
punched out entitled holder to two free

passes. 4,000 given to dry cleaner for in-
sertion in packets of cleaned suits.

Travel Ticket Heralds

Attraction and public relations copy
printed on odd-size (2%x9 1/2 -inch) safety

paper such as airlines, railroads and bus
lines use. Copy: “Travel the Scenic Route
to Good Entertainment! From Odeon,
North Bay . . . First stage, ALL ABOARD
to the New England States with Lana
Turner in ‘By Love Possessed’ ... to St.

Louis U.S.A. with Don Mm-ray in ‘The
Hoodlum Priest,’ etc.” The “Second Stage”
copy plugged the Acapulco contest, while
“Third Stage” featured public relations

copy about Odeon and good movies.

New Babies
A tiein with North Bay Nugget want ad

department. Five double admissions of-

fered to babies born on July 20, during an-
niversary contest. Only three babies born
that day, but gimmick caused lots of talk.

Only cost a few attractive folders, plus

passes.

Great Movies Contest
Consolidated Electric Shops, Inc., took

this idea at no cost to theatre. It was a
five-minute radio promotion, once a day
through three weeks. Consolidated paying
for one-minute commercial; balance of

time listeners were invited to name the top
(Academy Award winners) the last 20
years. Poster at Consolidated store had list

of the 20 winners, with a sliding card cov-
ering five or six titles, which was moved
occasionally.

This necessitated that each contestant

make two or thi-ee trips to the store to get

correct names. Also see prizes, $60 trans-

istor radio and ten passes for two. Store

also gave certificates good for passes with
each $5 purchase.

Anniversary Party

Theatre’s official 20th Anniversary party
was dated to coincide with the opening
of “Exodus.” Had cake, soft drinks, with
mayor, councilman and other city leaders ^ a
invited to “cake cutting” and preview of get
this film. Made sure local editor had plenty

of information about picture and Odeon’s
20 years in Canada. Lobby displays fea-

tured photostats of newspaper ads and
amusement pages on opening of Odeon in

1941.

Golden Agers Free

Golden Age Club members were admitted
free for a whole month. In executing this

anniversary promotion, J. W. Bernard,

Odeon at West Vancouver, mailed form
letters to names on the club roster inform-
ing that admission would be free in any
Odeon theatre in Vancouver during the

month of the anniversary celebration peak,

and inviting each one to bring a friend and
join the Odeon Golden Age Club.

Ladies for 20 cents: “Every Lady Patron
Admitted for 20 Cents . . . When Accom-
panied by a Male Patron—Hubby, Sweet-

heart or What Have You,” thus read news-
paper ad inserts, theatre front banners,

etc., arranged by Fred Leavens of the

Casino at Halifax, N.S. “Men Grab Your
Lady and Hurry on Down . . . Children 20

Cents, Too . . . Extra Cartoons All Per-

formances.”

A Miss Odeon promotion was also the

work of Fred Leavens and his associates

at Halifax. A well-known model was em- to

ployed to visit various sections of the city.

The first ten persons who identified her

each day were presented silver dollars, the

next 20 were given guest tickets to the

Odeon Halifax theatres. Promotion was on
radio and in ads. Miss Odeon appeared on

the Casino stage prior to starting her tours,

dressed in the attire she would wear on the

streets. She was interviewed on CHNS,
broadcasting direct from the Casino lobby.

Cake Contest

A very effective anniversary cake pro-

motion was carried out by Gregg R. Jones

of the Odeon Capitol in Moncton, N.B.

A wholesale baker, Lane’s Bakeries, Inc.,

was lined up to bake a large tiered anni-

versary cake and sponsor a contest based

on guessing its weight (about 50 pounds).

Small contest entry blanks to the number
of 10,000 were distributed at approximately

100 retail outlets of Lane’s Bakeries and

at the theatre. Lane’s invited the public

continuously via radio, television and cir-

culars to see the 20th Anniversary cake at

the Capitol, guess its weight and win prizes.

This publicity lasted several weeks, cli-

maxed by a stage ceremony in which the

mayor cut the cake, gave a brief talk. The
cake weight-guessing prizes were presented

to the winners in a lobby ceremony.

Opera Series at Theatre

At Burlington, Vt., the Flynn Theatre
began a series of Tuesday opera films,

charging $1 admission.
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120^000 Coupons Passed Out in Tieup

With Supermarkets; 20 a Day on Radio

R. D. Bartlett, manager of the Capitol

in Hamilton, Ont., and G. F. Gotts of the
Palace there, made booming 20th anni-
versary thunder in their campaigns. They
shared third place in the Odeon contest.

Both houses seat more than 2,000 and are

situated in the same block in the city of

250,000, making a pooling of resources im-
perative in the circuit interest. Following
are several joint promotions.

Giant Supermarket Tieup

All eight A&P stores in Hamilton area
were included in this co-op, which involved

the distribution at check-out stations of

120,000 coupons during anniversary period

for a total of six weeks. A coupon, ap-
proximately 514x8 on colored stock, printed

on one side, was presented to every grocery

customer making a total pimchase of $3

or more, good for a free admission at the
Capitol, Palace or Hyland (all Odeon)
theatres with the purchase of an additional

admission.

In effect, this was a two admissions for

the price of one deal.

A&P kept this co-op going via store dis-

plays, plugs in newspai>er ads and in radio

copy. All eight stores carried displays on
curi-ent attractions at all three theatres.

This truly big-scale promotion brought
in many new customers.

A&P supported the giveaway with head-
lines and copy such as follows:

FREE THEATRE TICKETS . . .

With Purchase of $3 or More at A&P
Stores in Hamilton, Burlington and
Dundas ... To the following Odeon
Theatres in Hamilton . . . Capitol, Pal-

ace, Hyland.

Contest on Place Mats
The Chicken Roost, Hamilton’s busiest

restaurant, agreed to pay for the printing

of 60,000 place mats, 14x10 inches, which
featured a “Name the Stars” contest. Faces
of ten major film stars with part of their

faces routed out appeared on each mat with

the brief copy:

“Chicken Roost Salutes Odeon Theatres’

20th Anniversary . . . Name the Stars Con-
test.”

In small type was: “Write the names of

ten top stars under their photos. Twenty
winners will be selected from among the

entries each week and be awarded double

guest tickets to Odeon’s Capitol, Palace or

Hyland theatres.”

A form was placed at every setting. Cus-
tomers guessed the stars’ names while

waiting for their food. The contest was
pui-posely made easy to assure a good re-

sponse.

Bai’tlett, who designed the form, reports

the idea was very successful bringing in

many entries and much discussion and
phone calls.

Guest tickets were mailed to winners

with a letter of congratulations.

Fun Hunt
This is a want ad co-op deal with local

newspaper. Ten names were selected daily

for 15 days from telephone book, and scat-

tered around the classified section as fol-

lows:

Mary Jane Doe
1234 South 31st St.

You have won two guest tickets to

the Odeon Capitol, Palace or Hyland
theatres. Come in to the Spectator
front counter, identify yourself and
pick up your tickets free of charge.

Gotts commented the Hamilton Specta-
tor editor was happy with the results, and
“evei-yone certainly got to know the name
‘Odeon’ and that it was our anniversary.”

The Spectator ran two 2-col., 5-inch

each day for 15 days, 30 in all, with one ap-
pearing on the amusement page and the
other on the comic page. Copy:

“Odeon Theatres 20th Anniversary FUN
HUNT . . . Win Odeon Aimiversary Guest
Tickets! 20 Free Tickets Daily for the

Odeon Capitol, Palace and Hyland The-
atres . . . Hunt for Your Name on the Re-
sort Page ‘Summer 61’ in the Classified

Section of the Hamilton Spectator.”

Results: 30 two-column ads, plus men-
tion in 150 want ads. Cost was 300 Odeon
20th Anniversary Complimentary Tickets.

Twenty a Day Radio Contest

This was a very successful audience par-

The campaign books put out by some of the Odeon
showmen are works of art in themselves. Here is a

page from the book of G. F. Gotts, manager of the

Palace in Hamilton, Ont. The page refers to the

"Twenty a Day" promotion Gotts set up in coopera-

tion with station CHML, in which the station gave

away 20 passes a day through a changing phone

number gimmick.

Circuitwide "Vacation for Two in Acapulco"

contest is worked in the decorations at the

Capitol Theatre in Hamilton. Manager Bartlett

made use of balloons and crepe paper freely to

give his theatre a festive atmosphere.

ticipation radio co-op set up with station

CHML with the station giving away ten
pairs of Odeon 20th AnniversaiT tickets

(total 20) daily, Monday through PYiday
for two weeks, to listeners on a “first to

phone” basis.

The announcer, working on a scripted for-

mat, invited his listeners to telephone him
immediately, and the first to get through,
on the number he gave, was awarded two
free tickets. The Palace and Capitol were
alternated, giving each equal representa-

tion, with the current attractions ad-

libbed.

This contest meant three spots each for

ticket giveaway. About five minutes pre-

vious, the announcer would say;

“Stand by to play Twenty A Day, cele-

brating Odeon Theatres 20 years of enter-

tainment in Canada. Twenty free tickets

a day are going out from CHML to 20

lucky listeners for the Odeon Palace and
Odeon Capitol theatres.”

Then came the phone number gimmick.

Then when the winner was determined,
the announcei- would come in with “Con-
gratulations to Mrs. Mary X. Doe, 12345

South Sixth St., on winning oui’ Twenty

A Day and two tickets to see (name of cur-

rent film) at the Capitol Theatre. Keep
listening to CHML where we play Twenty
A Day celebrating Odeon Theatres 20

years of entertainment in Canada.”

CHML liked the contest so much that it

was extended two additional weeks; thus
the theatre realized a total of 600 free

spots.

Listener reaction to the contest was im-
mediate and intense, CHML promotion
manager Michael Thompson repoi’ted.

Lucky 20
This giveaway game is played with paper

(Continued on next page)
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Root Beer Stand Plays Letters Game;

City Joins Premiere of Featurette
(Continued from preceding page)

discs, about two inches in diameter, in dif-

ferent colors. It’s a “Fun Hunt for Free
Drinks . . . Free Tickets . . . Free Prizes . . .

Free Surprises,” and was featured on Fri-

day and Saturday nights.

The color was for variety and attraction

only. The copy on the discs, “Capitol The-
atre LUCKY 20 . . . Return This Disc to

the Candy Cormter in Exchange for ONE
FREE 20-cent DRINK, or BUTTERED
POPCORN.” On the back it is wise to put
an expiration date.

Discs were hidden as follows; With evei-y

20th large drink sold, in every 20th box of

buttered popcorn, imder 20 lucky seats in

the auditorium, and given away with a
few Coke floats.

Other Lucky 20 gimmicks: 20 ticket stub
numbers listed at candy counters. Black
numbers good for two guest tickets, number
listed in red good for 20 guest tickets.

The Lucky 20 promotion was climaxed
with a Lucky 20 Night, held on July 20,

which w'as pepped up with a Miss Lucky
20 greeting patrons at the boxoffice and
starting the round of giveaways for the
evening. She gave each patron a small cou-
pon gocxi for a root beer at the A&W
sandwich and root beer drive-in.

Miss Lucky 20 also escorted every 20th
customer in free.

A disc good for Giant Papa-Burger at

A&W given to every 20th male patron.

Disc good for Giant Mama-Burger at

A&W given to every 20th female patron.

Also, as on Lucky 20 weekends, colored
discs good for free drinks or popcorn packs
were placed in every 20th large drink and
in every 20th large popcorn package.

The series of Lucky 20 Fridays and Sat-
urdays (there were no Simday shows in On-
tario at this time), and the special Lucky
20 Night were given big advertising via
small newspaper teaser ads, displays and
radio. Paul Hanover of CHML cut two
Lucky 20 announcement records free, one
for the Capitol and one for the Palace, for

use during intermissions. During his dee-
jay time he also mentioned Lucky 20.

Root Beer Salute

Manager Gordon Gotts worked the
ODEON card idea for maximum returns
by making a tieup with the A&W root
beer and sandwich drive-in. A&W printed:
5,000 Ds, 5,800 Ns, 10,000 Os, and 500 Es
on small cards (approximately 11/4x2 ).

Copy was simply “Lucky 20 . . .N . . .A&W
Drive-In.” One card was given to a cus-
tomer with each purchase. If the customer
saved enough letters to spell out ODEON,
he or she received a free guest ticket to
an Odeon theatre.

A&W paid for all signs, which tied in
with Odeon’s 20th anniversary.

A&W also had 5,000 programs printed
(9x10 1/2 i. These programs were numbered,
and were headed "A&W Salutes Odeon
Theatres 20th Anniversary,” and featured
current attraction mats. A&W customers

John Bernard, manager of the Odeon Theatre in

West Vancouver, secured the world premiere of a

short subject about the local boys and girls cham-
pion band, "Boy Meets Band," as the high point of

his Odeon 20th anniversary promotion. Here he

poses with, left to right. Bill Orr and Col. Cecil C.

Merrit of the National Film Board, which produced

the film, and Manager Bernard. It was the first

world premiere in West Vancouver history.

were asked to check numbers on programs
with numbers posted at the Capitol or
Palace theatres for lucky numbers.

'Boy Meets Bond'
A huge cake, 8 feet high and 4 feet in

diameter, was made of crepe paper and
plaster by John W. Bernard, manager of

the Odeon in West Vancouver, whose fifth

prize in the Odeon 20th anniversary con-
test was a result of a world premiere of a
featurette at the Odeon.

Bernard rallied the business people of

West Vancouver and put over the world
premiere booking of “Boy Meets Band,” a
film produced by the National Film Board
which tells the story of the city’s boys and
girls band, composed of approximately 190

peewee players, which is well known
throughout the Canadian and United
States west.

Bernard got practically the whole town
behind the premiere of the film, which
went on to garner plenty of extra boxoffice

for the Odeon. He had worlds of publicity

in the local North Vancouver Citizen,

parades, special ads, climaxed by premiere
day ceremony in which National Film
Board, city and provincial leaders took
part. A four-page prestige “programme”
highlighted the promotion.
“Pepe” was the feature attraction.

Theatre Dinner Party

A1 Jenkins, manager of the Vogue in

Vancouver, lined up Purdy’s restaurant to

offer a good full-course dinner and admis-
sion to the Vogue, both for $2.50. Purdy’s
paid for distribution by two girls of leaf-

lets on streets, which read:

“Announcing Odeon Theatres 20th Anni-
versary Theatre Dinner Party . . . Purdy’s,

Vancouver’s Most Beautiful Restaurant
. . . Full Course Prime Ribs of Beef Din-

ner . . . Vogue Theatre One Admission
. . . All for $2.50 per Person (No Further
Payment) . . . Tickets Available at Purdy’s
and the Vogue.”

Purdy’s had tent cards on the deal at all

tables. Tieup plugged on radio.

Setup was successful and was continued
indefinitely.

. a

Another Winner ^et

Bob Yeoman, manager of the Odeon in

London, Ont., and winner of the second
prize in the anniversary competition, con-
centrated on public relations promotions in

his pressbook, most of which can be
adapted for use on any occasion. These will

be described in a later issue of Boxoffice
Showmandiser.

The campaigns were judged in ten
categories, designed to give every show-
man, whether managing a small or large

theatre, a chance. Judges, acting separate-
ly, awarded points for public relations, con-
sistency of effort, originality of ideas, etc.

Exciting Front, Contest
Stimulate 'Sergeants 3'

An attractively decorated marquee and
boxoffice at the Fine Arts Theatre, Denton,
Tex., brought many comments for “Ser-
geants 3” during a two-week run. Geneva
Wood, manager of the Trans-Texas circuit

house, with the aid of her assistant, an art

major, used a cutout standee from a six-

sheet and triple-sized red-glow letters on
the marquee. The title, “Sergeants 3,” and
the standee were alone on the marquee.
Below this, the boxoffice front was dec-

orated with cutouts from one-sheets and
three-sheets.

Three weeks in advance large cutouts of

the Sinatra clan from the three -sheets and
the title were used in front of the conces-

sion and on the theatre front.

Advertising was spread countywide
through a merchant-sponsored coloring

contest on jumbo-size heralds. On the

Saturday before opening, the assistant

manager and three boys spent the day
touring the county distributing these

heralds. The contest deadline was set to

coincide with the formal opening of a new
bank building in Denton, when Mrs. Wood
knew the town would be full of people from
all over the county. The sponsoring mer-
chant had also handed out entry blanks,

and the contest proved the most successful

ever conducted.
During the second week of the run, Mrs.

Wood limited advertising to newspaper and
radio, but changed the front of the box-
office. Copy there read: “Last Six Days to

See ‘Sergeants 3.’ ” Each day the number
was changed to coincide with the number
of days left in the run.

Local Color for 'Sergeant'
For “The Nun and the Sergeant,” Harry

Boesel, manager of the Wisconsin Theatre
in Milwaukee, came up with some local

color. He discovered that Robert Easton,

who has a leading role in the picture, is a

former Milwaukeean. In a letter, Easton
mentioned that he had become quite at-

tached to the snake he had to work with in

the film. Easton, one of radio’s original

Quiz Kids, moved to Texas with his mother
when he was about 12. His father was the

late John Burke, a court reporter here.
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An intarpretive onalysis ot loy and trodepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus Olid minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regulariy.

This department also serves as on ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releoses. © is for
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company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.
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AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

Very Good; + Good; - Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor. In the summory H is rated 2 pluses, = cs 2 minuses.

2550 ©Ada (108) © Drama MGM 8-7-61 +
2552 After Mein Kampf

(74) Semidoc’y Brenner 8-14-61 ±
2546 ©Alakazam the Great

(84) Cartoon Feature AlP 7-17-61 +
2616 All Fall Down (111) Drama MGM 3-26-62 -|-f

2574 Anatomist, The (73) Or Gordon-SR 10-30-61 ±
2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 —
2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 +
2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61 +
2541 ©Atlas (84) Spec. Vitascope. . Filmgroup 7- 3-61 +
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+ +

H +
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+ + +
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Boxoffice Harrison’s
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Variety

Film

Daily

|
Hollywood
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York

Daily
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Summary

7+ 2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 + 1+
2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

3+3- (91) ® Adventure . . . Woolner 11- 6-61 + it + 3+2-
2563 Flight That Disappeared, The

9+ (72) Stience-F'n DA 9-25-61 + H 7+4-
3+1- 2580 ^©Flower Drum Song (133)

2+3- ® Musical U-l 11-20-61 ++ + f ++ ++ + 12+
1- 2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr 11-13-61

-f- 1+
5+2- 2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama . . . MGM 2-19-62 + ++ + ++ + ++ -H- 12+
1+ 2548 ©Francis of Assisi (105) ©
1+ Religious Drama . 20th-Fox 7-24-61 + + -1- ++ 10+1-

—B

—

2586 y©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 + -H-
H- R + R + 10+1-

2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. • 20th-Fox 12- 4-61 + rt + R R + ± 9f2-
2S76 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 ++ + + R R + + 10+

2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama.. U-l 10-16-61 +f R + R + + ± 10+1-
2569 Badjao (100) Action Dr 10-16-61 ± “T + + 4+1-
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA 2-19-62 + di — 3+3-
2545 Battle at Bloody Beach. The

(SO) © War Drama .20th-Fox 7-17-61 + It + + ct 7+4-
2556 ©Big Gamble, The (100) © Ad. 20-Foix 8-28-61 + ± + + + + + 7+1-
2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy. . . . Lopert 3- 5-62 + 1+
2566 Black Pit of Dr. M (71) Ho.. .

.

. . . UPRO 8- 2-61 ± 1+1-
2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet. . . . Magna 2-26-62 -H- + R R R 10+1-
2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr. . . Para 9-U-61 ± + ± ± 7+6-
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror 11-20-61 - 1-
2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 + + + + + ± 7+2-
2566 Boy Who Caught a Oook (72) Ac. . . UA 10- 2-a + — ± — 4+5-
2543 Brainwashed (78) Dr AA 7-10-61 ± R R + + 7+1-
2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) Cy Para 10- 9-61 ++ + R R R + + 11+
2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama.. MGM S-ZL-61 + + + R + R R 11+
2604 Brushfire (SO) War Dr 2-12-62 + + ± 5+3-

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Cam. ...Cont’l 11-13-61 ± R 3+2-
2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr.. U-l 3-19-62 + R + R R 8+
2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama 3iviera-SR 12- 4-61 ± — It 2+3-
2551 Cat Burglar, The (65) Ac Dr. UA 8-14-61 ± + 2+1-
2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. .Col 2-12-62 + R 3+
2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA 12-18-61 -H- R R R R R R 14+
2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama SR 2-26-62 ± 1+1-
2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus 1-29-62 ± R + R 6+1-
2558 Claudelle Ingllsh (99) Dr WB 9- 4-61 ± d: + + + ± 7+4-
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr. ..Aidart 8- 7-61 + ± + + ± + 7+3-
2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect ....MGM 12-25-61 + + + zt + 6+2-
2575 (jyComancheros, The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama .20th-Fox 11- 6-61 II + + R + R + 10+
2544 <^ome September (112) © Com. . . U-l 7-10-61 -H- + R R R R R 13+
2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night’’)

2607 Couch, The (100) Suspense . WB 2-26-62 ± it it + + ± 7+5-
2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 + 1+

^
2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 ++ + R R + R R 12+
2559 Day the Sky Exploded, The

(80) Science-Fiction . Excelsior 9-11-61 + 1+
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA 2- 5-62 + — + + — ± 4+3—
2547 Dentist in the Chair (84) Com. Ajay 7-24-61 # + R 6+1-
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.... U-l 1-.8-62 + + + R + + 7+
2564 ©Devil at 4 O’clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col 9-2S61 -R + R R R + R 12+
2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion 2-26-62 ± 1+1-
2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror Crown-SR 10-30-61 ± 1+1-
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Staowcorp 12-18-61 + + 4+2-

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec.. AA 12-18-61 + R + R R R R 13+
2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy . . . . Para 12-11-61 + R + R ± 8+2-
2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy. ... Col 11-13-61 - it + + ± 6+5-
2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavision 70

Drama UA 12-26-60 -(4 R R R H R R 14+
2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp...Col 3-26-62 -ft + R R 7+
2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA 9-18-61 + + + + R 7+1-

—F

—

2542 ©Fanny (133) Com. Dr WB 7- 3-61 tt R R R R R R 14+

2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + + R + + + 8+
2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr 11-20-61 R 2+
2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys. Astor 9-25-61 ± 1+1-
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com. . .

.

.Seven Arts 2-19-62 R 2+
2544 Goodbye Again (120) Dr.... UA 7-10-61 + + R R + R 10+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 R R + R R R + 12+
2560 Great War, The (118) Drama Lopert 9-11-61 + ±1 R R + R 9+1-
2556 y©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama ....BV 8-28-61 R + R + R R R 12+
2587 Gun Street (67) Western . UA 12-18-61 ± — — + _ 2+4—
2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± - 1+2-

—H—
2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n.. . .20th- Fox 3-19-62 ± it ± 3+3-
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr . . UA 1-22-62 + it + R it It + 8+3-
2572 Head, The (95) Horror . .Trans-Lux 10-23-61 + _ — + d: — 3+4-
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama Col 3-12-62 + it — ± 4+4—
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical .... Para 12-25-61 + di + + + ± 7+3—
2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA 3- 5-62 ± ± — + + 4+3-
2546 ©Honeymoon Machine (87)

© Comedy MGM 7-17-61 R + + R R R + 11+
2530 ©House of Fright (SO) C Ho. AlP 5-29-61 + It + <+ 5+3-
2565 Hustler. The (134) © Drama1. .20th-Fox 10- 2-61 + + + R R R R 11+

1

2596 ©1 Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr... . . . Parade 1-15-62 + + 3+1-
2587 Innocents, The (IQO) ©

Suspense Drama ..20th-Fox 12-18-61 R R R R R R 13+1-
2^ Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM 8-28-61 ± + + + + ± 7+3-

—J

—

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy... UA 3-26-62 R + 5+2-
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense.... UPRO 2-26-62 + + 2+
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (SO) Adv.-Fantasy.

.

AlP 2-12-62 + di it it + 5+3-
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 R R R R R R R 14+

—K—
2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr 1- 1-62 ± 1+1-
2571 0©King of Kings (161) ®

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 R R R R R + R 13+
2540 King of the Roaring 20's

(106) Cr. Drama AA 6-26-61 + + ± ++ + + + 8+1-
2582 Kitchen. The (74) Drama Kingsley 11-27-61 + -H- + ± 5+1-

2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM 1-15-62 R + R R R R R 13+
2563Lisette (S3) Action

2593 Long and the Short and the

9-25-61 - 1-

Tall, The (102) War Dr. 1- 8-62 R + + 4+
2549 ©Loss of Innocence (99) Dr. Col 8- 7-61 R + + R + R + 1<H-

2593 Lost Battalion (S3) War Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± + 2+1-
2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U-l 12-25-61 R + R R R + R 12+

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr... ..20th-Fox 2-12-62 + + + + 5+1-
2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Cartoon Feature.. MGM 8-14-61 R + *r + R R 9+
2580 iI^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 R + R R R R R 13+
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com Ellis 2- 5-62 R 2+
2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 + + R + d: 7+2-
2541 Man in the Moon (98) Com.. .Trans-Lux 7- 3-61 + + + + + R 7+
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr

2554 ©Marines, Let’s Go (104) ©
9-18-61 + it — + + 6+4-

Service Comedy .20th-Fox 8-21-61 ± + it 6+5-
2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama .. . . .Cont’l 10-30-61 R + + R R R R 12+
2546 Mary Had a Uttle (79) Comedy UA

2576 Mask. The (S3) Depth-dimension

7-17-61 ± — — + 3+4-

Horror Drama WB U- 6-61 + — _ + R It 6+4-
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy . .

.

.Showcorp 1- 8-62 ± + R R + + + 9+1-
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^

o fe i2
X ^ A k.
O A C* (Q

I
m xce l>

li
•58 I"S a.

fez fe> >, E
1=5 Izol A

2599 ©Moon Pilot (9S) Comedy BV 1-29-62 -|- ± ++ -f # ++ 9-|-l—

2611 Most Wanted Man, The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 — 1—

2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho. Col 10-16-61 — -F -F 4- — — &F3—
2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 -F-F + Ft + + + 8-F

2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 -F -F + FF FF + ± 9+1—

N^“
2543 Naked Edge, The (102) Susp. Dr. . . UA 7-10-61 Ft ± + ++ + ++ Ff 11+1-
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 1+1-
2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

(82) Psychological Dr Omat 8-21-61 + 1+
2574 Ninth Bullet, The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SR 10-30-61 44 2-F

2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 + + 44 44 + + 44 10+

+
44

44

1-62 ±
2-61 + +

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 ± ±
2583 One, Two, Three (115) © Comedy UA 12- 4-61 44 + 44

2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com. . Kingsley 3- 5-62 + + +
2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP S-21-61 i.

2589 0uUider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 + ± ± 44

—P—
2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1-

2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10-

2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-11-61 -(-

2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) ® Adventure Filmgroup 12-11-61 -F

2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Foot 10- 9-61 -f-

2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

© Horror Drama AlP 8-14-61

2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 4+

2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 -F

2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ±
2570 Pure Hell of St Trinian's,

The (94) Farce Cont'l 10-16-61 ±
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Foot 10-30-61 +
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr. ..Times 11-20-61 -F

± F

+ + +

± + 44

+ ± +

44

+
44

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

© Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed). .Col 9-18-61 -h

rt ± 6+4-
44 44 13+

+ 7+
1+1-

44 44 11+2-

1+1-
+ + 7+

1+

- 1+1-
± 6+4-

-1- F 8+1-

4- 44 11+1-

4+1-

1+1-

+ 5+3-

4+1-
+ 5+1-

F 3+2-

2516 Raisin in the Sun, A (128) Dr Col 4- 3-61 44 44 44 ++ 44

2551 Rebellion in Cuba (80) Doc Dr IFO 3-14-61 ±
2564 Respectful Prostitute, The

(74) Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Times 9-25-61 ± *
2519 ©Ring of Fire (91)

Outdoor Action MGM 5- 1-61 + 44 F Ff -F ±
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR 3-12-62 ±
2568 Risk, The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 F F F
2584 ©Roman Soring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 F

44 12F
2F1-

2F2-

± 9F2-
H 1-

+ 4F

± + + 44 + + SFl-

2564 Ruffians, The (86)

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Or UA
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRKhemont
2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2464 ©Savage InnKents, The (89)

® Adv. Dr Para

2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr (k)l

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox

2567 Secred of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. . . l)A

2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int'l

2550 ©Secret of Monte Cristo, The

(80) © Adv. Dr MGM
2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor. ... UA
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown

2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Or 20th-Fox

5-15-61 44 + + + 44 + 44 11+
3-19-62 + + + 44 + 6+
9- 4-61 + 1+

9-25-61 + 1+

1- 1-62 + 44 + + + 8+2-
1-29-62 H- — + + 6+5-

9- 4-61 44 H 44 + 7+

3- 5-62 + + Hh + + + + 7+1-

9-26-60 44 44 + 44 44 + 11+1-
8-14-61 F +
10-16-61 F ±

U- 6-61 F F
10- 9-61 +

3-12-62 ±

8- 7-61 F F

9- 18-61 F ±
2- 5-62 F +
2-19-62 ±

10-16-61 -F ±

+ + + 44 F 8F
44 44 ± ± F 9F3-

± 44 F 44 + 9F1-
- ± ± - 3F5-

1+1-

5F3-

5FS-
+ SF

1+1-

5F2-

+ 44 + +

- + + +

J-
^1*0

I S «

E =S= o &
lA. IZfiC

E=s

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2539 Silent Call, The (63) C Dr. . .20th-Fox

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(129) © Drama WB
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent, The (75)

Drama Astor

2615 ©Six Black Horses (SO) W’n U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr. ..WB
2616 ©State Fair (118) © Musical .. 20th-Fox

2536 Stop Me Before I Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. ..Para

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM

—T

—

25% ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox

2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)

.

. . . UA
2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac Parade

2543 ©Thief of Baghdad

(90) © Ad. Fantasy MGM
2559 Three on a Spree (S3) Comedy UA
2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col

2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama MGM 9- 4-61 F
2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr Para 1-22-62 ±
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-23-61 44

2541 Trouble in the Sky (76) Action-Dr.. . U-l 7- 3-61 ±
2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr Col 12-11-61 +
2548 Truth, The (U Verite) (127)

Dr., Eng-dubbed Kingsley 7-24-61 44

2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 20th-Fox 7-10-61 +
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys AA 1-29-62 ±
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 F
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog AlP 3-26-62 F
2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 2<Hlv-Fox 12-25-61 ±
2565 Two Women (105) Or. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 Ff

1-29-62 + ± — F — -
6-26-61 F - F ± + +

1- 8-62 F ± + 44 + F

7-24-61 F
3-26-62 F ± + +
1- 1-62 ± ± F +
9-11-61 44 44 4+ 44 44 44

3-26-62 F 44 ± + 44

6-12-61 F F F :t F
12- 4-61 44 44 44 44 H 44

9- 4-61 ±
10- 9-61 ± F + + + ±

3-12-62 F4 + 44 F4 44 +

3F4-
± 6FF-

a

7F1- 'et

1-4

4F1-
F 6F3-
44 14F

7F1-

F 6-rl-

44 1+F

1+1-
6F3-

10+

1-15-62 -H-

8-28-61 +

3-19-62 +
3-19-62 -F

1-22-62 ±

7-10-61 F
9-11-61 F

+ 44 44

± ± ±.

F ± F
± +

+ + 44 11+

+ - 5+4-

1+
1+

+ 3+1-

± + + 7+i-
- ± 4+3-

1-22-62 — - ± + + + ± 5+4-

+ ± +
± + +
+ + 44

+ + 44

:t +

+ 44 44 »+l-
+ ± 7+4-
± ± 44 l(M-2-

+ 2+1-
+ ± 3+1-

+ ±
44 »F

5+2-
± ± 5+6-

± ± + + ± ± 7-F4-

± ± +

- + + ±

44 44 44

4+2-

44 6+5-

44 44 12+

—u

—

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col 2-12-62 ± ± ± + 4+3-
2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama Sutton 8-ZL-61 + 1+

—V—
2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col U-27-61 ± — — + F — 3+5-
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 4F + 44 # + 44 44 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont’l 2- 5-62 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+
2540 ©Voyage to the Bottom of the

Sea (105) © Ad 2(«h-Fox 6-26-61 + F + 44 + + 8+1-

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 +
2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 44

2567 ©West Side Story (155)

Panavision, Musical Dr UA
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America

2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Or Times

2537 ©Wild in the Country (114)

© Drama/Songs 20th-Fox

2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc

2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox

2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM
2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots.... WB 8-21-61 +
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 +

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr UA 11-20-61 +
2547 You Have to Run Fast (73)

Suspense Drama UA 7-2+61 ±
2555 ©Young Doctors, The (102) Dr UA 8-28-61 +

44 + 44 44 - + 10+1-
+ 3f

10- 9-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

.3-12-62 F4

12- 4-61 ±

6-19-61 +
10- 2-61 -
3- 5-62 —

+ 44 + 44 44

+

i ± ±

10+
2+2—

+ 7+4-
1-
1-

11- 6-61 44 - ± + + =t 7+4-

+ ± ± 7+3-
+ + ± ± 5+2-

+ 44 44 + 9+2-

± F ± - 4+5-
44 44 44 44 44 If: 13+1-
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Feofiire productions by compony in order of release. Running time is In porenttieses. ^ is for CinemoScope;
® VistoVision; (D Superscope; ® Ponovision; (g) Regolscope; ® Techniromo. Symbol denotes BOXOFFiCE
Blue Ribbon Aword; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type*^(Complcte
key on next page.) For review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS | AMERICAN INT'L | ti COLUMBIA 1 ti M-G-M 1 U
Armored Command (99) . . Ac . . 6109
Howard Keel, ’nna Ijoulse

©Alakazam the Great (84) An.. 608
Cartoon feature, with voices of

Frankie Avalorr ami others

JULY-AUGUST
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian

(102) © D..603
James Darren. Deborah Walley,

Michael Callan, Vicki TYlckett

©The Guns of Navarone

(155) © D . .603
Gregory Peck, David Niven
©Two Rode Together

(109) 0D..602
James Stewart. Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones, Linda Crlstal

©Morgan the Pirate

(93) © Ad.. 120
Steve Reeves, Valerie Lagrange
©The Honeymoon Machine

(87) © C..122
Steve .McQueen, Paula Prentiss,

Brlgid Bazlen, Jim Hutton
©Magic Boy (75) An.. 107
Feature-length cartoon

©The Secret of Monte
Cristo (80) © Ad.. 121

Rory Calhoun, Patricia Bredin

©The Pit and the Pendulum
(85) Panavision Ho.. 609

Vincent Price, John Kerr.

Barbara Steele. Luana Anders

©Ada (100) © D..124
Susan Hayward, Dean Martin.
Ralph M^er

©Thief of Baghdad (90) © Ad. .123
Steve Reeves. Georgia Moll

Scream of Fear (81) D..605
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) D..606
Phil Carey, .lulla Amall

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) © 0D..2O1

Richard Boooe. George Hamilton.
Luana Patten

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
David Janssen, Jeanne Cr^,
Dina Merrill. Agnes Moorehead

©The Devil at 4 O’clock

(127) D. .607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 606
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91)..C..609
Leslie Phillips. Rob’t Monkbouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . .203
BUI Traven. Spike Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad. 610
Don Megowan. Sllvana Pampaninl

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho.. 611
Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad. .612
Sean McClary

Everything’s Ducky (80.) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Haekett

Queai of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad. .604
Olaima Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Coiossut of Rhodes
(128) ® Ad.. 204

Rory Calhoun, Lea Maasarl

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope. Lana ’Turner, Jants Paige,
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentlaa

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

JuUe London, Barrie Chase

(©Journey to the Serenth
Planet (80) SF..613

John Agar, Oeta Ibyneo

Lost Battalion (83) Ac. .611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergene

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
( Super-Dynamatlon

)

Mlciiari Craig, Joan Greemvood,
Michael Callan, Gary MerviH

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Oomor, Vittorie da Sica,
Noelle Adam

©Prisoner of the Iron Mask
(SO) © Ad. .614

Michael Lemoine. Wandisa Guida

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,
Carolyn Jones. Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock
(S3) M..616

Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,
Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) .. My. .208
Margaret Rutherford, Arthur
Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho. .702
Ray Mllland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges. Vicld ’Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Havilland, R. Brazzi,
G. HamUton, Y. Mlmieux

The Bashful Elephant (80) 0D..6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID.. 6203
Richard Baaehart, Cordula
Trantow, Marla Emo

Hands of a Stranger (S5>/2) D. .6204
Paul Lukatber, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist Ali Night (87) M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prlma,
Sam Butera and the Witnesses
(includes a color sequence)

Bum, Witch, Burn (90) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) @ Ac.. 620
Richard ’Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse (153) © D..209

Glenn Ford, Ingrid ’Thulin.

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Reprieve (UO) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,

Sammy Daiis jr.

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, bHckey Curtis

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (65) Ho.. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (65) SF..706
Bab Ball, Frankie Ray

Don’t Knock the
Twist (..) M..622

Chubby Oieckcr, Marl Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remlck

Safe at Home (..) D.. 624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patrida Barry

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva .Marie Saint. Warren Beatty,
Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury
©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213 t

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss
j

PARAMOUNT

JUNE-JULY-AUGUST
y©The Pleasure of His

Company (11^) CD.. 6017
Fred Astaire, Pehhic Iteyiiolds

©The Ladies Man (96) ..C..6017

©On the Double (92) ® C. .6016
Danny Kaye. Dana Wynter

>
c:o

©Blood and Roses (74) ® D..6101
Mel Ferrer, Annette Vadim,

rasa Martlnelll

t/»m
~Q

Man-Trap (93)
Jeffrey Hunter,

Dadd Janasen

D. .6102
Stella Sterena,

DO

TO

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CO.. 6103

Aijdrey Hepburn, George Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Ar^eia Lnosbury

The Errand Boy (82) . . . .C. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Doolevy

Hey. Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the StarUten.

Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(US) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad. .6110

Rossano Brazzi, ’Una Louise

©Forever My Love (147) . . D . .61U
Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (SO) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,
Everett Sloane

>

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (..) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,
V'era Miles >

"D
T3
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OCTOBER

I

NOVEMBER

I

DECEMBER

I

JANUARY

I

FEBRUARY



EBRUARY

I

JANUARY

I

DECEMBER

FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

©Misty (92) © 00. 1311
David Ladd, .\rthur O'Conneil

©Voyage to the Bottom of

the Sea (105) © Ad.. 133
Walter I’idgeon. Joan Fontaine,

Barbra Eden, Frankie Avalon

The Silent Call (63) D. .119

Roger Mobley, David McLean,
(Jail RusseD

CO

O
<

©Marines. Let’s Go (104) © C. .137

David Hedison. Tom Tryon,

Lln^ Hutctiins
(

©The Big Gamble (100) © D..134
Stephen Boyd. Juliette Oreco,

Darid Wayne

LU
OQ

Q_
LU
CO

©Francis of Astisi (105) © D. .132

Bradford DUlman, Dolores Hart.

Stuart Whitman
©September Storm (90) . .Ad. .139

Joanne Dru, Mark Stevens

(35mm release)

20.00 Eyes (61) © Cr..l24
G. Nelson, M. Anders, J. Brown

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C. .125

Michael Craig, M. Demongeot

Q£

mO
G

The Hustler (134) © D..136
P. Newman, P. Laurie, J. Gleason

Seven Women From Hell

(S8) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,

Cesar Romero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Letlda Roman

0£
LU
CO

©The Comancheros (107)

© 0D..141
John Wayne, Stuart Whitnean

LU
>O

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,

Kent liaylor

©The Two Little Bean
(tQ) © F/H..143

Brenk Lee, Eddie Albert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C..144

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Heanor Parker,
EVkUe Albert. Jeanne Oain

©Tender Is the Night
(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jason Bobards jr„
Joan Fontaine. Tom EweU

©Swingin' Along (83) © C/M . .204
Noonan and .Marshall, Barbara Eden,
Ray (harles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) © D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

a:
<

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Nuyen

os:

Q.
<

©State Fair (118) ©..D/M.. 208
Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin, Anne-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) ©....W..209
Kent Taylor, Jody .McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

The key to letters ond eovnbinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Dromo; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Dramo
with Music; (Doc) Documentory; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS | ti UNIVERSAL-INT'L | ti WARNER BROS. | ti COMING

©By Love Possessed (116)
Panavision D..6119

Lana Dimer, Efrem Zimbalist jr.

The Last Time 1 Saw Archie

(98) C..6118
Robert M itchum. Jack Webb

When the Clack Strikes

(72) My.. 6116
James Brown, Merry Anders

The Naked Edge (102) My. .6120
Gary Cooper, Deborah Kerr

Trouble in the Sky (76) . Ac. .6118
.Michael Craig, Hizabeth Seal

tf®Tammy Tell Me True

(97) CD.. 6119
Sandra Dee. John Gavin

©Parrish (137) D..015
Troy Donahue, Claudette Colbert,

Itarl Malden, Oormie Stevens

©Fanny (133) D/M.. 016
Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier,

Charles Boyer. Horst Buchholz

ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan

©El Cid ® 0. .

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triftids © SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey

Confessions cf an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho
AMERICAN-INT'L
Warriors 5 Ac.. 707
Jack Palance, Oiovanna RaUl
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun, Yoko Tanl

Survival © Ac..
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon
COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
.Inthony Quinn, Sllvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnlne

13 West Street D .

.

Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger

The Notorious Landlady C..
Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire

Advise and Consent D..
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Walter Pldgeon, Gene Tlemey

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sor<U,

Michael Wilding
©H.M.S. Defiant © D..
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quayle

Five Finger Exercise D..
Rosalind Russell, Jack Hawkins,
Maximilian Schell, Richard Beymer

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

4>©King of Kings ® Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter. Slohhan McKenna

©Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stepbeo Boyd,
Jimmy Durante

©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Charlsse, Geo. Hamdlton
©Boys’ Night Out © C..
Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©1 Thank a Fool © D..
Susan Hayward, Peter Finch

©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot. Marcello Mastro-
ianni

PARAMOUNT
©Escape From Zahrain . . . . D . .6115
Yul Brynner, Madlyn Rhue

©Hatari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne, Red Buttons

Hell Is for Heroes (..) ..D..6116
^eve McQueen, Bobby Darin

Pess Parker, Bob Newhart
©My (leisha C..611S
Shirley MacLalne, Yves Montand,
Rob’t Cummings, Bdw. G. Roblnsan

©Counterfeit 'Traitor D. .6113
WllUam Holden, LllU Palmer

The Pigeon That Took Rome. ...C..
(iharlton Heston, BHsa Martlnelli,

Harry Guardlno
20TH-FOX
©It Happened in Athens © ..Ad..
Jayne Mansfield, Nlco Mlnardos

©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..D..
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

©The Inspector © D..
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Phaedra D • •

Melina Mercouri, Tony Perkin*

Point Blank D..
Sidney Poltier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba ® Ad..
Tony Curtis. Yul Brynner

©Follow That Dream C/M..
Elvis Presley. Arthur O’Connell,

Joanna Moore

Goodbye Again (120) ...D..6125
Ingrid Bergman. Yves Montand,
Anthony Perkins

The Cat Burglar (65) ..Ac.. 6121
Gregg Palmer, June Kenney

Teenage Millionaire (84)
(partly in color) .... C/M .. 6126

Jimmy Clanton, Zasu Pitts,

Rocky Orazlano

Blast of SilmKe (77) ..D..6120
Allen Baron. Molly McCarthy

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac.. 6122
Oalg HUL EUalne Edwards

Three on a Spree (83) . . . C. .6123
Jack Watllng. Carole Lesley

UThe Young Doctors (102) D. .6128
Fredrlc March, Ben Gaazara,

Ina Balln, Dick Clark

©Exodus (212)
Panav” n TO D.. 6129

P. Newman, B. M Saint, 8. Mlneo

©Come September

(112) © C..6121
Rwk Hudson, Gina Ldllobilglda,

Sandra Dee. Bobby Darin

©World by Night

(80) Doe.. 151
A tour of world-famed night spots

Claudelie Inglish (99) ....D..155
Diane McBaln, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Oalg Hill, Paula Kaymond
Town Without Pity (105) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, (Jirlstine Kaufman

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Se^on of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Baxter, B. Borgnlne, J. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward. J(An (Savin

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty.

Pat Hlngle, Audrey Christie

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) ® D. .6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W. .6136
James Brown, Jean WiUes

The Sergeant Wat a

Udy (72) C..6202
Martin West, Venetla Stevenson,

Bill WiUUms

©Susan Slade (116) 0 . . 157
Troy Donahue, Connie 8tevei»,

Dorothy Mc(^lre. Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (S3) D..156
Depth-Dimension

Paul Stavens, Olaudetta Nevlns

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
a Fbrd, B. D«vl«, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D . .6206

8. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Wldmark,
M. Dietrich, M. CUft. J. Garland
(pre-release)

tiOFIower Drum Sovig

(133) © M..6203
Nancy Kwan, James Shigeita,

Mlyo^ Um^
( pre-releue)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) ® C ..6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . . 6203
Agnes Laurent. John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker. Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (SS) . .CD. .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song
(129) © D..152

Dirk Bogarde, John Mills.

Mylene Demongeo't

©Sergeants 3 (112) ® ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin. S. Davis

jr.. P. Lawford, J, Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . .6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-

Technirama 70 D..6204
Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons. Tony Curtis, Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLalne,
James Garner

The Clown and the Kid

(65) D..6207
John laipton, Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C. .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,

Tony Randall, Bdle Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
Michael Craig, John Oreg.son,

Richard Attenborough

The Couch (100) D..160
Slilrley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

EWmund Purdom

Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©Cape Fear 0..
Gregory Peck, Polly Bergen

©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) . . D .

.

Rock Hudson, Burl Ivas,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BID..
Montgomery Clift, Susannah York,

Susan Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Audie Murphy. Joan O'Brien

©That Touch of Mink ® C..

Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig Young
WARNER BROS.
©Merrill’s Marauders .... ..Ac..

Jeff Chandler. Ty Hardin

©The Music Man ® M..
Robert Preston. Shirley Jones

©Lad. a Dog 0..
Peter Breck. Pegg>* McCray

House of Women D..
Sandra Knight, Andrew Duggan

©The Magic Sword (80) . .Ad. .6214
Basil Rathbone, Estelle Winwood,
Gary I^ockwood, Anne Helm

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennet,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(80) C..6208
Jimmy Edwards, Shirley Eaton

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D . .162
Troy Donahue, Angle Dickinson,

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Visto Vision; ® Superscope; ® Ponoyision; ® Regolscope; ® Teehniroma. For story synopsis on eoeh picture, see reverse side.

1
Follow That Dream F 2.35-i

1 United Artists (6216) 110 Minutes Rel. May '62

1 e'^X A lively, warm-hearted addition to the currently popular

1 \ field of family films is this Elvis Presley starrer, and the wise lota-

1
exhibitor who concentrates on the offering's numerous sale-

able assets should reap highly satisfactory results for his

1

efforts. First-—and, perhaps, foremost—there is the indis-

1

putable drawing power of young Elvis, replete with guitar
and a set of new songs, to guarantee a ticket-buying
stampede amongst the teenagers. And any adult hesitancy
about joining youthful audiences may be dissuaded by the

1 fact that the film is based on Richard Powell's amusing book,
1 "Pioneer, Go Home!" which contains some mighty adult

1
humor, none of which has been bypassed in Charles

1

Lederer's screen adaptation. For one and all, there is

polished production by David Weisbort, enhanced by use of

1

Panovision, brilliant Eastman Color, authentic Florida

1

locales, and fast-paced direction by Gordon Douglas, who
milks the last drop of laughter out of the feature's sharp
dialog and comical situations. Along with Presley, the entire

1 cast turns in fine performances, most notably Arthur O'Con-
1 nell and Anne Helm as the singer's dad and sweetheart,

1
respectively. To the Mirisch Co. goes credit for bringing this

1
hour and fifty minutes of fun to theatre audiences.

1
Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Connell, Anne Helm, Joanna

1
Moore, Jack Kruschen, Simon Oakland, Roland Winters.

My Geisha F
Paramount ( ) 120 Minutes Rel. July '62

rials
vivacious, red-haired Shirley MacLaine and her pro-

' ducer-husband, Steve Parker, hit on the amusing filmplay

idea of having her pass herself off as a white-faced in-

scrutable, black-wigged Japanese Geisha and the result is

entertaining fare filmed in Technicolor and Technirama
against eye-catching Japanese locations. With the marquee
lure of the popular Miss MacLaine, the fascinating Frenchman,
Yves Montand, and the youngish veteran Bob Cummings,
more recently a TV favorite, to attract the ladies, plus Ed-
ward G. Robinson and a play-within-a-play "Madame But-

terfly" finale with the glorious Puccini music, this will have
a strong appeal to many types of movie fans and should roll

up big grosses. If Norman Krasna's screenplay is not
always believable, director Jack Cardiff has injected a full

quota of laughs, some stemming from sheer slapstick, and a
few dramatic moments that lead to the happy finale at a pre-
view showing in Tokyo. Miss MacLaine's (Geisha impersona-
tion is startlingly authentic, even if it submerges her bub-
bling personality, and Yoko Tani is enchanting as a real
Geisha. Of the men, all playing members of the film colony,
Robinson is outstanding as an irascible, yet understanding,
studio head. The photography and musical score rate A-plus.

Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand, Bob Cummings, Edward
G. Robinson, Yoko Tani, Alex Gerry, Tatsuo Salto.

1

War Hunt F
1

United Artists (6217) 81 Minutes Rel.

1
Terry and Denis Sanders, the young producing-directing

1
team that attracted considerable attention with their experi-
mental anti-war short, "Time Out of War," which won an

1

Academy Award in 1954, and their "Crime and Punishment,

1

U.S.A.," on updated version of the Dostoevski tale, hove
again employed on arty approach in this off-beat Korean
War film. With John Saxon as the only marquee name, the

1 picture is better suited to the class spots, but it can also fill

1 the supporting spot in neighborhood duals, even if there's

1 more talk than battle action for the males and absolutely no

1
romance to please the ladies. The unusual screenplay by arti,

)

1

' Stanford Whitmore deals with a psychopathic young GI, who
1

relishes killing and takes a possessive attitude toward on

1

eight-year-old Korean orphan. Saxon gives an intense por-
trayal, but the character is not always convincing because
no motivation is shown for his urge to kill—a serious flaw for

audience understanding. The ending is a necessarily tragic
1 one. The picture's most sympathetic role, well played by
1

Robert Redford, a newcomer from the stage, is a platoon re-

1
placement who is mystified by Saxon's nightly forays into

1

enemy territory and who tries to befriend the Korean lad.

1

Enterprises production is a modest-budget affair.

1
John Saxon, Robert Redford, Charles Aidmon, Sydney

Pollack, Tommy Matsuda, Gavin MacLeod, Tony Ray.

The Touchables A Si
Phaeton (States Rights) 63 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

As marketable a title in this television-conscious era os

could be concocted and within a story format faintly allud-

ing to the audience-appealing happenings that prominently
are acted out with spirit and gusto in the Robert Stack ABC-
TV "The Untouchables" long-running series, this strictly

adult effort, filmed in a uniquely titled color process called

"Touching," should gamer sizable boxoffice takes, par-

ticularly in censor-free areas and in other situations where
the bluenose components aren't liable to bestir the citizenry.

— Phaeton International Pictures, Inc., is sending the Jay
n in Sheridan production, directed by Monte Mann and himself, as

based on a Mann original story, into the stotes-rights field,

where, predicated upon post performances of like circum-
stances it should serve up a rousing account, attendance-
wise. The slim story line, such as it is, sufficiently enables
the hero of sorts—a bumbling, blushing, bespectacled "little

man," Billy Holms—to move logically from the confines of a
modest office to the alluring atmosphere of an imposing "For

Women Only" health and rejuvenation resort, peopled by as
lissome a gathering of the feminine wiles os con be con-
tained on celluloid. The exploitotional activity is seemingly
limitless.

Claire Brennan, Billy Holms, John Dennis, Brad Logon,
Maureen Bryce, Doris Gohlke, Elaine Jones.

j

Erotica A
1

Joseph Brenner 68 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

1

Pad-Rom Enterprises, the organization responsible for the

1

controversial "The Immoral Mr. Teas" of some months ago,

1

comes forth now with subject matter and mold not unlike the
predecessor attraction, and, significantly enough, equally
capable of provoking blue-nose, censor^prone invective in

1 the more conservative atmospheres. Basically, primarily the

1
film is best recommended for the strictly adult, well-over-21

1
age element in the metropolitan, cosmopolitan regions, since

1

what is on screen could well be charged for moral sug-
gestiveness in- the known conservative showcases across

1

North America. Six stories, with emphatic camera angles on

1

the fetching female form against on equal number of set-
tings, ore played out with modest dramatic accomplishment.
'The Eastman Color process employed is flamboyantly billed

1 as "Eye-Sploshing." The production effects are not dis-

1 tinguished, admittedly, and where the undraped voluptuous-

1
ness is acclaimed and accoladed the audience reaction

1

anticipatedly will veer far off the critical plane. Donna Town-

1

send and Peggy Martin, among the decided beauties parad-

1

\ ing “on-camera," may not be known at release time, but
^

1

once the word-of-mouth understandably moves cross-town, —
their monickers should be in a special class of distinction.
Pete De Cenze and Russ Meyer produced.

Donna Townsend, Peggy Martin, others.

Diary ol a Nudist A "Si
Atlantic 75 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

This basically sincere study of contemporary America's
growing nudist practice is played out against the flimsy

framework of a traditional irate (at first) newspaper editor

arrogantly intent on expose and his introduction to the

nudists' world of wholesomeness and health, via the guid-
ance of his gal reporter. Understandably enough, the Doris

Wishman production (she both produced and directed from
a Melvin Stanley screenplay) can be aggressively sold to the
action as well as the novelty-seeking crowd, since its

premise is reasonably entertaining and the Raymond Pheelon
photographic effects carefully, lingeringly dwell on the un-
draped feminine form against a sharp contrast of back-
ground. In fetching (indeed!) Eastman Color, and contain-
ing a tune, "Sun Lovers Blues" (by Judith J. Kushner) this

can be merchandised in areas where censor-prone authori-
ties ore not known to be overly critical of screen content. By
no stretch of the imagination, certainly, can the kiddie trade
be included in selling plans. Davee Decker, the principal
gal, is a beguiling creature, lissome and lovely, and,

' clothed, might well be a contender for "meatier" emoting
stints.

Davee Decker, Norman Casserly, Dolores Carlos, Allan

Blacker, Joan Bamford, Maria Stinger, Horry W. Stinger.

j
The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in ony of the following wonrs: (1) in any standard three-ring

[
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in ony standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE

1 GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record shee^,

1

may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: “My Geisha" (Para)

Shirley MacLaine, popuiccr film star who is married to her
director, Yves Montand, is amazed when he tells her he
plans to make “Madame Butterfly" in Japan starring an
actual Geisha girl. Unhappy about being left out of

Montand's film plans, Shirley secretly accompanies Edward
G. Robinson, the studio head, to Japan and, while Montand
is auditioning Japanese girls for the picture role, she dis-

guises herself, via white powder and black wig, as a true

Geisha. In her new guise, Shirley manages to impress
Montand and win the "Butterfly" role. Aided by Robinson,
Shirley is able to keep up the deception all through the
filming. Shirley even feels that Montand is falling in love
with the Japanese Geisha. Just before the picture is com-
pleted, Montand accidentally learns that his wife has been
fooling him by ploying the Geisha. At the world premiere
of the film in Tokyo, Shirley tells the applauding audience
that the girl who played "Butterfly" (actually herself) has
retired from the screen.

EXPLOITIPS:
Stress the star cast, particularly Shirley MacLaine, who has

been acclaimed for “The Apartment," which won an
Academy nomination last year.

CATCHLINES;
The Delightful Tale of a Wife's Greatest Deception—to

Assure Her Husband's Love . . . An American Girl Makes
Love Geisha Style.

THE STORY: "The Touchables" (Phaeton)

Billy Holms, a correspondence-school graduate in ac-
counting, unluckily gets as his first clients, two tough gang-
sters. Holms insists on filing an honest income tax return for

the duo, because the gangsters adamantly refuse. In at-

tempting to escape the gangsters' murderous wrath. Holms
dives into the rumble seat of a convenient roadster (the era,

incidentally is 1932). This Duesenberg is driven by a
gorgeous showgal; she and her bosom buddy are en route to

the “Fat Chance Health and Rejuvenation Resort." Holms'
frantic attempts to get out of this “For Women Only" strong-
hold and the gangsters' subterfuges to get i)n, moke for hilari-

ous situations. Wandering in and out of the steam room,
gym, pool and sun-bathing garden ore Miss Germany (Doris
CGohlke), Miss Canada (Elaine Jones), Miss Switzerland
(Margo Woods) and some of our own nation's healthiest,
home-grown examples of beautiful girlhood. The gals come
to Holms' rescue and there's a rousing, happy ending.

EXPLOITIPS:
Lobby displays should stress feminine forms. A beauty

contest would be appropriate for opening night. Ask local
critics to function os judges.

CATCHLINES:
It's a Thigh-Slapperl ... A Touching Tale of Male and

Female—Unfolded in the Titillating Art of Sure Slapstick!
. . . Please—Just Adultsl

THE STORY: "Diary of a Nudist" (Atlantic)

Small-town Florida newspaper editor Norman Casserly,
lost while hunting, stumbles across a nudist camp. Shocked,
he returns to his office, determined to expose the practice and
assigns reporter Davee Decker to go to the camp in the guise
of a nudism-convert. During her first week at the camp,
Davee is uncomfortable, but os she's drown increasingly into
group activity, she finds the people friendly and sincere.
Nudism, she learns, is wholesome and healthy. Back at the
newspaper, she tells Casserly of her feelings, but he doesn't
believe her. He goes to the camp himself, intent on finding
the basic components of expose journalism. Some days later,

a headline, “Nudist Expose," breaks in the newspaper, and,
at the camp, Davee discloses to the director that she had
been living at the comp under false colors. The director
acknowledges her identity, and, in a warm, sincere moment,
urges Davee to read the story below the headline; the story
is a top recommendation for nudism. Davee and Casserly
ore to be wed.
EXPLOITIPS:
Depending on individual showman's discretion, lobby and

exterior displays can be extremely helpful in generating
word-of-mouth. Cooperation should be sought, too, from local
nudist advocate groups and interests.

CATCHLINES:
Authenticl Filmed at America's Top Nudist Camps! . . .

Unashamed! Revealing! Uninhibited!

THE STORY: “Follow That Dream" (UA)

While driving through Florida, Arthur O'Connell, his son,
Elvis Presley, orphan teenager Anne Helm, plus three young-
sters to whom O'Connell has given a home, run out of gas
along a strand of beach. They decide to homestead on the
property, and go about building a home plus a fishing dock,
which immediately makes money. Other homesteaders join
them, and all goes well until a couple of gamblers move in

with a floating dice game. Since the area is out of the
jurisdiction of local police, the crooks continue at full tilt

until the others elect Elvis their sheriff, and, in a series of

hilarious escapades with the gangsters, Presley unwittingly
runs them out of town. Meanwhile, a social service worker
takes the youngsters away from O'Connell, declaring their

life with him to be unfit for children. In a heartwarming
finale, however, O'Connell regains the tots, Elvis gets Anne,
and all ends happily.

EXPLOITIPS:
Ask bookstores to cooperate with displays of “Pioneer, Go

Home!" and stills from picture. Disc jockeys and music
stores could help exploit Presley's new songs from film. Tout
offering as fit for entire family, and exploit Presley to hilt.

CATCHLINES:
Guaranteed to Hove You Rocking With Laughter—and

With Elvis! . . . Elvis Presley Stars in the Funniest Film of

His Career.

c

THE STORY: “War Hunt" (UA)

Robert Redford joins a platoon at the Korean front and is

baffled by the actions of John Saxon, a sullen soldier who
goes on solitary nightly forays into enemy territory to kill

enemies with a stiletto. Saxon has also “adopted" on eight-

year-old Korean (Tommy Motsuda) and he becomes violently

jealous when Redford tries to befriend the lad. But Saxon
manages to bring back military information which pleases
the platoon captain. When the cease-fire order comes, it

upsets Saxon, who obviously enjoys his killing forays. Violat-

ing the truce, Saxon goes on another night patrol, taking the

boy with him. The captain and Redford are forced to search
no-mon's land for Saxon and, when they find him, he refuses fd
their orders and they are forced to kill him. The confused \

lad runs away into no-man's land.

EXPLOITIPS:
Play on the title by announcing a "war hunt" to locate

Korean orphans in your town or neighborhood who have
been adopted by ex-soldiers. When found they con be guests
at the first performance or make them available for rodio-TV
interviews. John Saxon is a favorite with teenagers from his

“The Reluctant Debutante," “Cry Tough," etc.

CATCHLINES:
War Does Strange Things to Men—and Men Do Strange

Things in War ... A Different Story of Battle—on Uncon-
ventional Look at Valor . . . Not All Men Can Be Given a Gun.

THE STORY: "Erotica" (Brenner)

This contains a sextet of vignettes or simple screenplays
—the stories themselves ore tied together in a manner in-

dicating that a motion picture film editor is running the reels

through a Moviola (editing machine). In sequence: “Naked
Innocence," tells of a beautiful young lady escaping from

stress and strain of city to woodsy dale, where, to accom-
paniment of narration telling of her like for the country, she
proceeds to remove her clothes and swim in the cool stream.

“Beauties, Bubbles and H20" is a humorous satire on the

many ways of taking a bath. “The Bear and the Bare" is a
dissertation on “Bear Ronchin," a voluptuous gal clad in

bear skin sharply contrasting to actual scenes of various
bear-types. “Nudists on the High Seas" takes place aboard
a 60-foot sailboat off the California coast, a “British" type
narrator telling of sailing procedures and practices. "The
Nymphs" contrasts the employment of bath-tub and stand-up
shower, two young ladies serving as models. "The Bikini

Busters" discusses the legends and lore of the bathing suit.

EXPLOITIPS:
Bathing beauty competitions on stage are strongly in-

dicated here, as are varied and sundry applications to the

traditional street ballyhoo.

CATCHLINES:
A Sextet of Lusty-Busty Stories . . . Made by Adults for

Adults . . . From the Cutting Room Floor of “The Immoral Mr.

Teas" . . . The Best Thing in Sight.
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PLUS SERVICE
Listed herewith, alphabetically by companies, are all of the feature pictures

reviewed in BOXOFFICE from January 1 through March 31, 1962. This is

designed os a further convenience for Picture Guide users, the page numbers being the key to reviews kept

therein. Between quarters. Review Digest pages serve os a cumulative P. G. index for feature pictures.

P.G. Page ^ash
T ore Qota-

Tell-Tale Heart, The (Danziger-SR) 2614

Temptation (Cameo IntT) 2613

Then There Were Three (Parade) 2598

Victim (Pathe-America) 2606

View From the Bridge, A (ContT) 2601

Whistle Down the Wind (Pathe-America). .2612

White Slavery (Jos, Brenner) 2596

Foreign Language
Date Reviewed

Arms and the Man (Casino), German.. .3-26-62

Five-Day Lover, The (Kingsley), French. .2-19-62

House of the Three Girls, The (Atlantic),

German 2- 5-62

Krzyacy (Amerpol), Polish 2- 5-62

La Belle Americaine (ContT), French 1-22-62

Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor),

French 1- 8-62

Love Is a Day's Work (ContT), French.. .
3- 19-62

Night, The "La Notte" (Lopert), Italian.. .3- 19-62

Night Affair (President), French 1-22-62

Odd Obsession (Harrison), Japanese.. . 3- 5-62

Zero for Conduct (Brandon), French 1-29-62

rials

QUARTERLY
INDEX

TO

PICTURE GUIDE REVIEWS
First Quarter

1 QUO January
i aOZ Through March

Allied Artists

P.G. Page

Bashful Elephant, The 2605

Hitler 2610

— Twenty Plus Two 2600
oi in
>acitv

American International

Guns of the Black Witch 2593

Journey to the Seventh Planet 2604

Lost Battalion 2593

Premature Burial, The 2614

Prisoner of the Iron Mask, The 2606

Twist All Night 2616

Buena Vista

Moon Pilot 2599

Columbia

Cash on Demand 2603

Experiment in Terror 2615

Hellions, The 2612

Sail a Crooked Ship 2592
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P.G. Page

Three Stooges Meet Hercules, The 2597

Twist Around the Clock 2592

Underwater City, The 2603

Walk on the Wild Side 2602

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

All Fall Down 2616

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, The 2606

Light in the Piazza 2595

Murder She Said 2597

Sweet Bird of Youth 2611

World in My Pocket 2609

Universal-International

P.G. Page
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RATES: 20^ per word, minimum $2.00, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions lor price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. • CKomnG Houst

HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. li you can

sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romcfr-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

Experienced drive-in theatre managers
wanted . . . Call BE 3-4060, Chicago.
WANTED: Experienced manager for con-

ventional and drive-in theatres. Many
benefits. Apply Walter Read-e Theatres,
Mayfair House, Deal Road, Oakhurst, N. J.

POSITIONS WANTED
Any Florida theatre owner looking for

capable manager, 23 years experience?
Have just sold successfully operated the-
atre. Must relocate in Florida for wife's
health. Boxoffice 9441.

Manager: 25 years experience indoor or
outdoor. Excellent creative ad man, best
references, good appearance, no drinker,
knows business. Presently employed. Pre-
fer Mid-Southwest. Consider lease small
situation. Boxoffice 9453.

District Manager presently employed
looking for better opportunity. Age 40,
family. Boxoffice 9452.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
Reflector Broken? Gatorhide it! Use it

for months! Simple . . . easyl Absolutely
guaranteed to work on your reflectorl Kit,
$2.95 Postpaid. Gatorhide, Box 71, Joplin,
Mo.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermissio.'.

tapes ihat sparkle guaranteed to
sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.

WHAT DO YOU
WANT-

To Sell, Your Theatre?

To Buy, A Theatre?

A Job? A Position Open?

To Buy or Sell, Equipment?

Miscellaneous Articles?

Whatever you want—it will pay you

to advertise your needs in

THE CLEARING HOUSE

HERE IS YOUR HANDY
"AD ORDER" BLANK

BOXOFFICE
825 Van Brunt Blvd. I

Kansas City, 24, Mo.
|

4 insertions at the price ot 3 |

(Send Cosh With Order .

Kindly insert the following od
times in your "CLEARING HOUSE" I

Section, running through ALL nine
|

sectional editians of BOXOFFICE.
j

Blind Ads— 12c extra to cover cost
of postage. I

CLASSIFICATION WANTED:
|

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
old established supply house with ex-

cellent direct connections will act as
broker lor your cash equipment purchases
lor 10% over dealer cost (or less). Cash
talks. You can save 207o to 507o- Quota-
iions gladly lurnished. Boxof fice 9444.

WEAIHERPROOF MASONITE BLACK OR
RED Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4"-

40c; 8”-60c; 10”-75c; 12”-$1.00; 14"-$1.50;
16"-$1.75; 17"-$2.00; 24"-$3.00 (10% dis-
count 100 letters or over $60.00 list).

S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

REPLACE YOUR TIRED, OIL-SOAKED,
SCRATCHED, CRACKED Lenses with
brand new variable Superscope anamor-
phics

—

1/4 original cost. Limited quantity,
pair, $195. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York
19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
CLOSED U. S. ARMY THEATRE BOOTH

EQUIPMENTS — projection and sound,
from $S95. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York
19

^

BEST BUYS! Imperial 65/130 generator,
reconditioned, cqpiplete, $425.00; E7
mechanisms, beautiful, $375.00 pr.; Vido-
scope anamorphics, $235 pr.; Simplex X-L
E8 sound system, complete, only $795;
thousand other bargains. Star Cinema
Supply, 621 West 55th Street, New York
19

^

LIKE NEW: Practically all equipment for
complete drive-in theatre operation, in-
cluding 135 amp. Ashcraft lamps, pro-
jectors and rectifiers. RCA sound system,
all projection and concession equipment,
display signs, and other items. No mail
answered. If interested, come and see for
yourself and save a lot of money. Hines
Theatre, Portland, Indiana.

Complete booth . . . you dismantle.
CinemaScope lens, Ashcraft Icmps, Brenk-
ert projectors. Western Electric sound,
new generator, many extras. $1,000 takes
all. Contack Suick Real Estate, Antigo,
Wisconsin. Also drink machine and Na-
tional cash register.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Used projection equipment. Will remove

myself 300 miles from N.Y.C. George Sarti,
183 Scharer Avenue, Northvale, N. J.

DRIVF.-rN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1 720
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $0 75
»ach. Ontario Equipment Co ,

Toledo 1

Ohio.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50 M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Games Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-geles^
Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-

tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36, N. Y.

Let us sell your coming pictures, with ^

our new Exploitation Kits which includes
Trailerette, 1,000 Heralds, 25 Window
Cards and Ad Mat. All for only $7.50.
Send your titles and dates to: Junior
Theatremen of America, Box 157, Perry,
Illinois.

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Illinois.

BY MAIL! Send 25c for list of Hard-To-
Get Adult Books. Cosmo Book Sales,
Dept. BK, Box 635, San Francisco 1.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
Action . . . Camera . . . Roll 'em . , .

Winco produces professional merchants
screen ads . . . NOW . . . sends crews
to film in Motion on the spot screen ads,
local parades, sports, news items in

COLOR with SOUND ANYWHERE! Fast
delivery, satisfaction guaranteed. Box 1595,
Columbia, South Carolina.

THEATRE TICKETS
Prompt Service. Special printed roll tick-

ets. 100,000, $37.95; 10,000, $12.75; 2,000,
$5.95. Each change in admission price, in-

cluding change in color, $4.25 extra.
Double numbering extra. F.O.B. Kansas
City, Mo. Cash with order. Kansas City
Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th Street,
Kansas City 8 , Mo.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsted, Chicago 6 , Illinois.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8

,
California.

FOR SALE; 290-car drive-in and 260-seat
ndoor theatre in Nebraska county seat
own of 3,000. Fully equipped. Reasonable
rown payment to right party. Boxoffice
9407.

For Sale: "Rig Theatre," Premont, Texas.
(South Texas between Alice and Falfur-
lias). Now operating and in excellent
condition. Original cost over $90,000. Will
sell whole building and all equipment for
$25,000. Includes ground floor office or
store (street front), and upstairs apart-
ment, all air-conditioned. Write Dr. R. N.
Smith jr., 513 Lake Drive, Harlingen,
1 exas.

4C0-seot theatre in Missouri, family op-
eration, only one radius 30 miles. 'Terms.
Boxoffice 9445.

400-car, CinemaScope, large screen
drive-in. Located in Southeastern Ohio. No
competition. All equipment modern, in
mint condition. Owners retiring. Boxoffice
9448.

Western Kentucky, 600-car, only drive-
in within 30 miles. CinemaScope, modern.
Population 30,000 area. $45,000, with half
cash or $40,000, all cash. Bed Health.
Boxoffice 9450.

Modern air-conditioned, 700-seat theatre
. . . year around climate . . . population
200,000. Low rent. Phone A.M. 6-2923.
Write P. O. Box 167, Chattanooga, Tenn,
For Sale: 800-seat, fireproof theatre in

city of 8,000, East Central Kansas. Mod-
ern concessions, wide screen. Simplex
equipment, 50 ton refrigeration. Now op-
erating. Full details Boxoffice 9451.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Modern indoor theatre building, seat-

ing capacity 550, downtown location in
thriving East Tennessee town, 8,000 pop-
ulation. Wonderful opportunity for chain
or experienced individual. Address Box-
office 9443.

400-seat indoor. Excellent condition, con-
cession stand, booming suburban town,
reasonable, automobile accident responsi-
ble. Sue Long, Waskom, Texas.

Sacrifice 200-car drive-in. $5,000, no
reasonable offer will be refused. Gus
Costas, Box 215, Lynchburg, Va. Tele-
phone; VI 5-6633.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least

75,()0(). Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Private party interestea in buying or

leasing theatre in Florida. Boxoffice 9440.

Would like to buy on interest or all of

on established drive-in theatre in Flori-

da's Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood, Miami,
Wilton Manor, Pompano, Vero Beach or

Daytona Beach, or would like to have a
manager's job, ten years experience in

drive-in, promotional minded. Boxoffice
9446.

Wanted to lease or rent drive-in theatre,

southwest or far west. Full particulars

first letter, family operation. Boxoffice
6449.

Wanted to buy or lease operation . . .

diive-in theatre anywhere. Confidential.

Box 24, Dublin, N. C.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

aiie by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for cll makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25''x25", 55c ea.; 27''x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, last, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8 ,

Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texes 4-2738.

T_oatre Chairs. New . . . Quantity Used.
Lor.e Star Seating, Box 1734, Dalla^

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

An Authentic Guide to Better Sound-
Projection—Trout's Simplified Sound &
Projection Repair Manual. Trouble-Shoot-
ing Charts—Repair data on projectors, arc
lamps, motors, theatre sound systems;
data on amplifiers, soundheads and speak-
ers. Helpful schematics and diagrams.
Data on lenses and screens, for indoor
and drive-in theatres. Many helpful tips

on servicing 16mm projectors. Additional
servicing sheets sent free all during 1962.

In loose-leaf binder. For exhibitors, pro-

jectionists, repairmen. Written by a Prac-
tical Engineer; 25 years experience. Only
$7.50 prepaid; Cash or P. O. No CODs.
Order Today. Avoid sudden breakdowns,
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,

Oklahoma.

Handy Subscription Order Form
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFnCE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

S3.00 FOR 1 YEAR S5.00 FOR 2 YEARS S7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION

BOXOFFICE April 2, 1962
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APRIL 9, 1962

Natalie Wood and Richard Beymer are shown in a scene from "West Side Story/' United

Artists release, which has been selected as the March winner of the BOXOFFICE Blue

Ribbon Award. The Award is chosen each month by the National Screen Council on the

basis of general entertainment value and suitability for family viewing . . . Page 15.



Caligari Crocks
The Cognoscehti!

THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

NEW YORK 19 ) ) WfSr 53rd STRUT

TtLlRHONt: CIKClf 5-8900

CA81ES: MODtRNART, NEW-YOKK

FILM LIBRARY

March 9, 1962

Dear Mr, Skouras:

When I first heard of it, I hated the idea of a re-make
of CALIGARI, Re-makes usually lack the vitality of originals,
and this particular old master seemed specially impossible to
resurrect todayl I don*t think I have ever been so surprised
in ray life as I was at Monday's screening. Your CALIGARI is
entirely true to the basic idea and spirit of the old picture,
but it is in itself an independent work of art, and one of the
most strikingly original uses of the medium that I have seen

in a lifetime of looking at movies. In writing, direction,
performance, and most especially in lighting and the use of
the space provided by Cinemascope, it is as stunning and as
stylish as can be imagined. Best of all, everything in it
works , rings true, and contributed to the vast surprise of the
ending. Not to go on and on, it is a brilliant job and one on
which I heartily congratulate you and your associates.

I hope it makes you millions. I can't wait to see it a
second time so as to examine in detail how artfully I was
fooled and mystified, Vive le cinema.

With all good wishes.

Sincerely yours.

Mr. Spyros Skouras
c/o Mr. Mxrray Silverstone
20th Century-Fox Film Corp.

444 Vest 56th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

RG/bW

One
of

the

big

reasons

for

joining

^ SPYROS R SKOURAS
2a ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
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FOR A BETTER TOMORROW

O F LATE, the tenn “fast buck artists” has

been attached to producers who make and

exhibitors who show motion pictures designed

to appeal to the baser instincts of potential pa-

trons. There is no doubt that this does great

harm to the industry, that it creates a bad image

for the motion picture medium and is destruc-

tive of good public relations. But the term goes

far deeper than that in destructive policies and

practices of those who extend their “fast buck”

tendencies in directions that can drive this busi-

ness to a point of no return.

We refer to those who show little or no regard

for the industry’s “tomorrow,” w^hose every

action is motivated as though a tomorrow will

never come, and so they grab all they can, in

every way they can, today. These policies and

practices are evident in virtually every phase of

this industry’s operations; they are not only

shortsighted, they are foolhardy and, in fact,

suicidal.

At times when all branches of the industry

should be working together for the common
good, it has been pulling itself apart. First, it

began selling off its libraries of films to tele-

vision that served to strengthen its biggest com-

petitor, while it, thus, weakened its own struc-

ture. Whether or not the money thus obtained

was needed by those companies that made such

sales, there is no denying that, in the long run,

they reduced their own primary market. At first,

this danger was minimized by the theory that

“only very old” films were involved. But,

gradually, they became more and more current

until, now some that are only two years old are

being sold to television.

It has been said that television has deteriorated,

that its programs are of very low quality, as a

consequence of which there was an upsurge in

attendance at movie theatres. Instead of taking

steps to accelerate the momentum in this direc-

tion by increasing the output of high quality

theatrical product, several of the major studios

embarked on heavy programs of production for

television, cutting down their theatrical film-

making to the point of dwarfing it by compari-

son. One studio, alone, invested up to 4 million

dollars in each of about eight series of one-hour

TV shows, or a total of $32 millions so invested

in one season. If that money had been used for

the making of theatrical fihns, it would have

provided a minimum of eight good features that,

we would wager, would not only return a greater

profit to the production company but would have
helped to strengthen the entire industry. Multiply

this by only four—not the nine or ten studios in

operation—and exhibitors would have been fur-

nished with 32 additional good features on which
to build for tomorrow and, at the same time,

be better serving their needs for today.

Another hurtful policy is the fast playoff of

pictures via the over-extended multiple day-and-

date booking practice. In our book, this was

devised to get picture investment back fast

—

even though the total netted was far less than

otherwise could have been attained. In the

doing, this practice did much to destroy the

potential of many worthwhile attractions, at the

same time, it has been a deterrent of patronage,

a destroyer of the moviegoing habit.

Part and parcel of this was the high rental

terms it brought about, since the move-up of

runs thus was created. And, in its wake, the

entire orderly release and clearance patterns that

had been basic in the industry’s success, was

upset. Last runs became first runs; secondary

and third-rate houses played product that was

out of their heretofore-profitable realm; bidding

for pictures became widespread; and high terms

were applied, regardless of run. Pictures were

not only played off fast, they were booked in on

such short notice that time was lacking for

sufficient advance promotion. Is it any wonder

that so many really good, exploitable films have

been flops?

Still another by-product of these practices is

the lack of newspaper cooperation on a far

wider scale than should exist. The opportunity

for a build-up campaign at the local level has

been eliminated in all too many instances. Too
many pictures are shot into release without even

the exhibitors having knowledge of them, what
they are about, who is in them, what are their

merchandising values. This cuts down on the

opportunities of causing more to be done each

day and each week for the firming of a founda-

tion on which exhibitors can build an industry

structure strong enough to withstand the vicis-

situdes of tomorrow.

There has been too much seeking of “greener

pastures” outside the industry, too much direct

competition with it, instead of seeking to

.strengthen the industry from within and at every

point where this may be necessary. There has

been too much division in the industry’s ranks,

too much pulling in opposite directions instead

of uniting every element to concentrate all

attention on creating more public interest and
more attendance—more regular attendance—on

more pictures, rather than on a comparative

handful.

This business has the people, the talent, the

creative minds, the facilities and the means to

make it, again, the biggest (it already is the best)

medium of mass entertainment. It needs only

to harness together the essentials it possesses and
direct its “team” into taking the right road, the

proper action and continuing to pull together.

APRIL
Vol. 80
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EXHIBITORS HAVE 24 FILMS
AVAILABLE DURING EASTER

Many Are Family Pictures;

Nine More Releases

Than for April '61

NEW YORK—The month of April, which
includes the Easter period when youngsters
and teenagers are on vacation, will offer

exhibitors 24 new featm*es, including two
prereleases, from the major companies,
plus Buena Vista, Continental and Pathe-
America. The Easter period of 1961 had
only 15 new pictures available for the
month of April, instead of the 22 originally

announced.

LIST OF FA>ULY FARE
As always, several of the new pictures

will be aimed at the youngsters or family
audiences, including Walt Disney’s newest
live-action film, “Moon Pilot,” a science-

fiction tale which is currently playing the
nation’s largest theatre. Radio City Music
Hall; “State Fair,” a new Cinemascope ver-

sion of the Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical w’ith two teenage recording favor-
ites, Pat Boone and Bobby Darin; “The
Horizontal Lieutenant,” a comedy with
two young MGM stars, Paula Prentiss and
Jim Hutton; “Rome Adventure,” a Dehner
Daves picture in Technicolor, with the

populai' teenage star, Troy Donahue; “The
Magic Sword,” a fantasy aimed at the

youngsters, and a big-scale John Ford
western, “The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance,” starring John Wayne and James
Stewart.
The prereleases, which will be playing

key cities before national release dates, are

a chase film made in Europe, “The Coun-
terfeit Traitor,” starring William Holden,
and Elvis Presley’s “Follow That Dream.”
For the adult patrons are such dramas

as “Sweet Bird of Youth,” from the Ten-
nessee Williams Broadway hit; “Jessica,”

a sexy comedy with music, filmed in

Europe; “Experiment in Terror,” staining

Glenn Ford; “Reprieve,” a drama based on
an actual prison case; and “The Outsider,”
“The Big Wave” and “War Hunt,” grim
dramas in black-and-white.

“Whistle Down the Wind” is a British

drama dealing with three children and an
escaped prisoner. In a lighter vein are

“Safe at Home,” starring Mickey Mantle
and Roger Mai’is, the baseball greats;

“Harold Lloyd’s World of Comedy,” com-
piled from the silent film comic’s old fea-

tures, and two British comedies, “Doctor in

Love” and “Nearly a Nasty Accident.” “The
Brain That Wouldn’t Die” and “Invasion of

the Star Creatures” make up a double ex-
ploitation bill and “Don’t Knock the Twist”
is the latest of the Twist exploitation films.

MNt ARE IN COLOR
Of the 22 April releases, nine, including

the prerelease, are in color. In contrast to

other months, only seven pictures were
largely filmed in Europe or England.
Broken down by companies, the April

releases are:

ALLIED ARTISTS—“Reprieve,” starring
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Sammy

N. J. Allied to Probe Legal

Angle of UA's TV Deal
New’ York—Does the sale of 30 re-

cent pictures to television by United
Artists constitute a violation of the

consent decrees? Allied Theatre Own-
ers of New Jersey is of the opinion that

there may be a violation and intends to

do something about it.

At a meeting of the unit’s members
here Tuesday (3), William Infaid,

president, appointed a committee to

confer with legal counsel to determine
what steps can be taken. The com-
mittee then will meet with Lee Loev-
inger, assistant attorney general in

charge of the antitrust division, to

probe further into the ramifications of

the television deal.

Infald told BOXOFFICE that the
New Jersey unit regarded the United
Artists TV sales as “murder” and that
it was unfair trade practice, particu-
larly because the films will be shown
on prime time Sunday nights next fall.

The committee consists of Irving

Dollinger, Wilbur Snaper, Richard
Turteltaub, Sidney Stern and Infald.

Allied will hold its 1963 national
convention in New York during Octo-
ber with New Jersey Allied as the host
organization, Infald revealed at the
meeting.

Davis jr., Broderick Crawford and Vincent
Price, and “The Big Wave,” made in

Japan with Sessue Hayakawa starred.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL — A
double-bill program of “The Brain That
Wouldn’t Die” and “Invasion of the Star
Creatures.”

BUENA VISTA—“Moon Pilot,” a Walt
Disney live-action picture, starring Tom
Tryon, Brian Keith and Edmond O’Bi’ien

with Dany Saval.

CONTINENTAL—“Harold Lloyd’s World
of Comedy,” compiled from his silent fea-

tures, and “Rififi for Girls,” a French pic-

ture starring Nadja Tiller and Robert
Hossein.

COLUMBIA—“Experiment in Terror,”

stari’ing Glenn Ford and Lee Remick;
“Safe at Home,” stan’ing Mickey Mantle
and Roger Maris with Patricia Barry, and
“Don’t Knock the Twist,” starring Chubby
Checker with the Carroll Brothers and
Lang Jeffries and Mari Blanchard.

GOVERNOR FILMS—“Doctor in Love,”

in Eastman Color, starring Michael Craig,

Virginia Masked, James Robertson Justice

and Leslie Phillips.

MGM—“Sweet Bird of Youth,” based on
the Tennessee Williams play, in Cinema-
Scope and color, starring Paul Newman
and Geraldine Page, with Rip Tom, Ed
Begley and Shirley Knight, and “The
Horizontal Lieutenant,” in Cinemascope
and color, starring Paula Prentiss, Jim

Hutton and Jack Carter, with Miyoshi
Umeki.

PARAMOUNT—“The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance,” directed by John Ford,
starring John Wayne and James Stewart,
with Vera Miles, Lee Marvin and Andy
Devine. The prerelease for Easter is the
Perlberg-Seaton picture, “The Counterfeit
Traitor,” in color, starring William Holden
and Lilli Palmer with Hugh Griffith. Na-
tional release will be July.

PATHE-AMERICA—“Whistle Down the
Wind,” produced in England, starring Hay-
ley Mills with Alan Bates and Bernard Lee,

had some saturation dates in March but is

generally released in April.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX—“State
Fair,” the new Rodgers and Hammerstein
version in Cinemascope and color, starring

Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Ann-Margret,
Pamela Tiffin, Alice Faye and Tom Ewell,

and “The Broken Land,” in color, starring

Kent Taylor with Dianna Darrin and Jody
McCrea.

UNITED ARTISTS—“The Magic Sword,”
in color, starring Basil Rathbone, Estelle

Winwood and Gary Lockwood; “Jessica,”

produced in Italy in color, starring Maurice
Chevalier, Angie Dickinson, Gabriele Fer-
zetti and Agnes Moorehead, and “War
Hunt,” with John Saxon and Robert Red-
ford. Elvis Presley’s “Follow That Dream,”
in Panavision and color, will have special

pre-release engagements for Easter.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL — “The
Outsider,” starring Tony Curtis, and
“Nearly a Nasty Accident,” a British

comedy with Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth
Connor and Shirley Eaton.

WARNER BROS.—“Rome Adventure,”

produced in Italy in color, starring Troy
Donahue, Angie Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi

and Susanne Pleshette.

U. S. Exhibitors Respond
To Skouras Salute Bids
NEW YORK—Exhibitors from almost

every state will attend the testimonial din-

ner and reception for Spyros Skouras on

April 12, according to early ticket orders.

The event, which will salute the president

of 20th Century-Fox on his 20th year as

president of the company, is being spon-

sored jointly by Allied States Ass’n and
Theatre Owners of America.

Marshall Fine, Allied president, and John
Stembler, president of TOA, announced
that the dais acceptances indicated a star-

studded head table for the event. They
said the response of exhibitors and film

companies had been excellent and that

presidents of almost all companies had ac-

cepted bids to sit at the head table. Di-

mitrios Bitsios, Greek Ambassador to the

United Nations, and the Greek Consul Gen-
eral, Basil Vitsaxis, and his wife, will be

among those present.

Tickets for the black tie event are priced

at $25 each and may be obtained through

the Allied headquarters in Detroit or the

TOA offices in New York. The dinner will

start at 7:30 o’clock, following a reception.
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Film Classification Bill Advocates

Aim to Carry Fight Nationwide

Lazarus lo Bronston

As Executive V-P
NEW YORK—Paul Lazarus jr. has joined

Samuel Bronston Productions as executive

vice-president, effec-

tive April 23, and will

be active in produc-
tion, distribution and
expansion of opera-

tions.

Lazarus, who re-

signed as vice-presi-

dent of Columbia Pic-

tures in February,
will be based in New
York but will spend
considerable time at

the Bronston studios

in Madrid, head-
quarters of the Bronston organization.

Lazarus will be active in the pre-pro-

duction plans for the next two Bronston
pictures, “55 Days at Peking” and “The
Fall of the Roman Empire.” The former
will start in late May and the latter will

go into production in the fall. In addition,

Lazarus will supervise the distribution of

Bronston’s “King of Kings” and “El Cid.”

In commenting on his association with

Bronston, Lazarus told Boxoffice that he
had been impressed by Bronston’s methods
of operation and that he believed it to be

the future pattern of independent pro-

duction. By selling distribution rights to

outlets around the world, the negative costs

were underwritten before a picture went
into production, he said. The broadest

possible markets thus were attained.

In addition to the major product of the
“55 Days” and “Roman Empire” calibre,

Bronston plans to produce pictui'es of a

more modest nature as well as expanding
into television film production. Lazarus
said the growth potential was imlimited.

Lazarus’ affiliation with Bronston was
announced formally at a press luncheon
Thursday (5) at 21 Club.

Stock Options Are Granted
To 100 Disney Employes
LOS ANGELES—In accordance with the

Incentive plan previously approved by the
board of directors and stockholders, op-
tions for 84,000 shares of Walt Disney Pro-
ductions stock were granted to 100 key
employes of the company. A committee
comprised of Walt E. Disney, Roy O. Dis-
ney and attorney Gordon E. Youngman
granted the options and disclosed that

15,000 shares of stock are still available

under the plan.

A limit of 5,000 shares for each employe
w'as set at $34.91 a share, five per cent less

than the closing price on March 28. Par-
ticipants must agree to continue working
for the company at least one year after ob-
taining the option, which expires five

years from the granted date. The corpora-
tion has first option on buying back shares
if an employe elects to sell within two
years from grant date.

UA to Rerelease 'Trapeze'

LOS ANGELES—“Trapeze,” 1956 film

starring Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis and
Gina Lollobrigida, will be rereleased next
summer by United Artists. Sir Carol Reed
directed.

ALBANY—The proponents of film classi-

fication legislation, rebuffed in the closing

days of the New York assembly, intend to

take their fight nationwide.

Luigi R. Marano, Brooklyn Republican
and sponsor of the film bills, said the

Joint Legislative Committee on Offensive

and Obscene Material, of which he is

chairman, would soon start holding con-
ferences with representatives from other

states—California, Florida, Michigan, New
Jersey, Kentucky—on the whole problem
of obscenity with the goal of achieving

some uniformity in laws concerning the

problem. Marano said he expected 15 to 20

states to send representatives.

He also disclosed that the committee will

meet in May in New York City, when he
indicated the committee will be glad to ex-

change views with Motion Picture Ass’n of

America representatives on the matter of

designating films acceptable or suitable for

children in public primary and secondary
schools. MPAA representatives fought
against classification until the senate

committee on education killed the house

-

adopted proposal.

Marano and his group won theii' fight

for a bill aimed at “obscene prints and
articles,” which was passed by the senate,

46 to 9. Marano emphasized that this

measure will not affect motion picture

theatre owners, but is aimed at “newsstand
filth in print.” It adopts the Supreme Court
definition of obscenity.

Marano and James L. Herlihy, MPAA
representative, disagreed on the classifica-

tion bill. The fonner said the bill was not
censorship, and insisted there was no justi-

fication for the fear expressed by the the-

are industry that a penalty clause would be

inserted later to support designations by
the New York state motion picture division

that a film is “acceptable” for exhibition

to chUdi'en attending public schools.

He said exhibitors would not have to ad-

vertise such designations either in ads or

on their marquees.
Herlihy contended the bill was censor-

ship and a violation of the constitutional

rights.

“Parents,” he observed, “should bear the
responsibility themselves of deteiTnining

right and wrong for their children during
the formative years. It should not be the

right of the state or of individual groups
to judge motion pictures, television shows
or other media, and exercise then- will upon
children.”

Herlihy underlined his belief that the
motion picture industry should police it-

self; also, his firm support for good, clean

pictures.

Johnston Has 3-Point

Anti-Censorship Plan
NEW YORK — Although the proposed

motion picture classification bill died in

the New York legislature, the fight against

any censorship must continue, Eric John-
ston, pi'esident of the Motion Picture Ass’n,

commented this past week.
Johnston outlined a three-point course

of action to be followed on a continuing

basis if the industry is to succeed in the

battles ahead. He listed the three specific

proposals as follows:

“We must pool our strength and energies

into a cohesive organization ever alert to

any and all attacks on freedom of the

screen.

“We must make evei-y effort to show peo-

ple that we are producing finer films to-

day. Only by exposing more people to more
of our pictures can we destroy the false

notion fostered by our detractors that films

have deteriorated in quality.

“We must make clear to the public that

it has at its fingertips a wealth of advance
information on motion pictures—reviews

and ratings published by the scores by
newspapei's, magazines, religious and edu-
cational groups.”
Johnston hailed the work of Charles

McCarthy of COMPO and Tim Claggett of

the MPAA, as well as others, in helping to

defeat the measure.

Commonwealth Leases
Six Wyoming Theatres
KANSAS CITY—Commonwealth Thea-

tres, Inc., rapidly expanding Mid-America
circuit, has leased six Wyoming theatres,

effective April 1, in a deal with Rialto

Theatre, Inc., Richard Orear, Common-
wealth president, announced this week. The
lease agreement brings to 111 the number
of indoor and outdoor properties in seven

states now under the Commonwealth ban-
ner.

The latest negotiations were concluded
recently between Orear and E. C. Rhoden,
chairman of the board for Commonwealth,
and Russell W. Schulte, president of Rialto

Theatre.
Properties concerned are the Rialto and

America theatres and Terrace Drive-In,

Casper, Wyo.; Mesa Theatre, Douglas;

Ramona Theatre, Wheatland, and Fiesta

Theatre, Gillette.

This marked the second such expansion

in recent months for Commonwealth,
which in December purchased six theatres

in the Scottsbluff, Neb., area. The circuit,

which was founded in 1930, now operates

theatres in Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,

Missouri, Arkansas and South Dakota, in

addition to the propei'ties in Wyoming.
Approximately 50 per cent of the holdings

are drive-ins.

Rialto Theatre, Inc., which entered the

industry back in the 1920s, has other the-

atre interests not involved in the deal with
Commonwealth. Schulte said the press of

other business interests brought about his

decision to lease the theatres.

Speaking for the Commonwealth organ-
ization, Orear said: “We have a great

respect for Russell W. Schulte and the tra-

dition of his history in show business and
we shall seek to cari-y on in that tradition.”

Columbia Dividend
NEW YORK—A quarterly dividend of

$1.06*4 per share on the $4.25 cumulative
preferred stock of Columbia Pictures was
declared by the board of directors last

week. The dividend is payable May 15 to

stockholders of record on May 1.

Paul Lazarus jr.
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Theatrevision Network
Seen by End of Year
NEW YORK—The recent presentation

of “Theatrevision,” a closed circuit tele-

vision system under which a Broadway play

was hooked up to a theatre in Rochester,

was the forerunner to a network of such

theatres which may be in operation by the

end of the year.

On Wednesday night (28), the Paddy
Chayefsky play, “Gideon,” was picked up

from the stage of the Plymouth Theatre

here and telecast to approximately 2,500

patrons in the Auditorium Theatre in Ro-
chester, about 280 miles away. The play

was transmitted again on Thursday, Fri-

day and Saturday nights and Saturday

matinee.
“Theatrevision” is a product of Dynamic

Films and was developed by the Marconi

Wireless and Telegraph Co. of Great Brit-

ain. According to Nathan Zucker, president

of Dynamic, the New York-to-Rochester

telecast paved the way to an extensive ex-

pansion program of the medium which, he

said, would send other Broadway plays,

operas and concerts to cities from coast to

coast.

Roger Lewis, former vice-president of

United Artists, who has been serving as a

consultant on “Theatrevision,” told Box-

office it was the company’s plan to install

equipment in 12 cities between New York

and possibly Detroit. The equipment, which

is ixu'table, would remain in the theatres for

four weeks, during which time a different

Broadway play would be picked up each

week. The equipment then would be taken

out and moved to 12 more theatres west of

Detroit. This procedure, Lewis said, prob-

ably would continue imtil the machines

could be turned out in quantity so that the

theatres could have penmanent installa-

tions.

Lewis said he regarded “Theatrevision”

as an exhibitor answer to pay television.

Not only can the theatre present live shows

from Broadway but can utilize the present

“dead” morning hours with food and fash-

ion symposiums that can be piped to the

theatre by sponsors. The theatre, he said,

thus would become an entertainment center

rather than merely a place to show motion
pictures.

The “Theatrevision” machine in the the-

atre is approximately eight feet long, three

and a half feet high and four feet wide

and throws a picture on a screen measur-
ing 15 by 20 feet. It is planned to have 24

machines in op>eration by the end of this

year.

To Start Three Stooges Film April 10

HOLLYWOOD — Production of “The
Three Stooges Meet the Martians” is

scheduled to go before the cameras on
April 10. Norman Mauer is producer of the

comedy for Columbia release.

Astor Dist.ribution Change
NEW YORK — Astor Pictures has ac-

quired Francois Truffaut’s “Shoot the Pi-

anist” for United States distribution only
—and not worldwide as previously an-
nounced.

ABC-TV Acquires 30

Post-1954 UA Films
NEW YORK—A deal whereby American

Broadcasting Co. acquired 30 post- 1954
United Artists pictures brought mixed re-
actions from exhibitors contacted by
Boxoffice. The pictures will start on the
ABC television network next fall on Sun-
days in the 8 to 10 p.m. time slot.

Some exhibitors said they would make
formal protests to their respective trade
associations which, in turn, would be asked
to protest further to United Artists. Others
said that the Sunday showings would not
be as drastic as would be telecasts of the
same product on Friday or Saturday nights.

One of the pictures in the lineup was a
theatrical release of last year, “The Hood-
lum Priest,” starring Don Murray. Three
others were released in 1960; namely, “In-
herit the Wind,” with Spencer Tracy,
Fredric March and Gene Kelly; “The Un-
forgiven,” with Audrey Hepburn, Burt Lan-
caster, Audie Murphy and Lillian Gish;
and “The Gallant Hours,” starring James
Cagney.
Others in the package are “Vera Cruz,”

1954; “Apache,” 1954; “The Big Country,”
1958; “Thunder Road,” 1958; “The Naked
Maja,” 1959; “The Horse Soldiers,” 1959;

and “The Devil’s Disciple,” 1959.

Among the stars in the latter group are

John Wayne, William Holden, Kirk Doug-
las, Robert Mitchum, Gregoi-y Peck, Charl-
ton Heston, Jean Peters, Burl Ives and Sir

Laurence Olivier.

Roy Evans Returns to UA
Circuit in Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES—After three months in

New York, Roy Evans has returned to the
United Artists Theatre circuit here as as-

sistant to Fred Kunkel, general manager,
in buying, booking and theatre operations.

Evans, who was UA’s division manager in

New York, was brought back to work on
the circuit’s expansion in Southern Cali-

fornia.

Evans also will assist Kunkel in UA’s
remodeling plans for which $1,000,000 has
been tabbed for refurbishing and remodel-
ing the 11 houses operated by the chain.

The Four Star, UA Pasadena and Glendale
have been done over, and UA Long Beach is

now getting a face-lift.

'Marco Polo' Premiere
July 4 in Memphis
HOLLYWOOD—The world premiere of

American International’s spectacle, “The
Adventures of Marco Polo,” has been set

for July 4 at the Warner Theatre in

Memphis, it was announced by Leon P.

Blender, AIP vice-president in charge of

sales.

Filmed in Color and Cinemascope, the

picture stars Rory Calhoun and Yoko Tani.

Hugo Fregonese directed.

New Executive Posts

For 5 at Columbia
NEW YORK—Five executives of Colum-

bia Pictures were elevated to new posts and
titles by the board of

directors at a meeting
in the homeoffice on
Tuesday (3).

Leo Jaffe, formerly
first vice-president
and treasurer, was
named executive
vice-president. M. J.

Frankovich, who had
been vice-president
in charge of British

and Continental pro-
duction activities, was
elected to the post of

first vice-president. Sol A. Schwartz was
named vice-president in charge of West
Coast operations and Seymour Malamed,
formerly assistant treasurer, was elected

Seymour Malamed Jerome Hyams

treasurer. Jerome Hyams, executive vice-

president of Screen Gems, Columbia’s tele-

vision subsidiai'y, was elected to the board

of Columbia Pictures to fill the unexpired

tei’m of the late Abe Montague.
Jaffe has been with Columbia for 32

years, starting as a traveling auditor in

1930.

Frankovich joined Columbia in 1955 as

managing director in England and was

elected a vice-president of the international

subsidiary the same year. He became a

v-p of the parent company in 1959.

Schwartz joined Columbia in March 1961

after 30 years with RKO Theatres. He took

over supervision of studio operations in

October from Samuel J. Briskin, who re-

mained as a consultant.

Malamed joined Columbia in the Screen

Gems division as an executive in 1956 and
moved to the parent company a year later

as assistant to Jaffe.

Hyams has been in the industry since

1924. He became a part of Columbia when
the company absorbed his own television

firms. He was elected Screen Gems’ first

v-p and general manager in 1959.

M. J. Frankovich
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Your Holiday, Entertainment

Co mes from The Mirisch_Cji. and UA

FOR
DECORATlOH DAY*

ELVIS PRESLEY
IN

"EOLLOW THAT

DREAM"
PANAVISION® Color by DELUXE

The Mirisch Company presents Elvis Presley

as "Kid Galahad” co-starring Gig Young

Lola Albright • Joan Blackman

Charles Bronson • Produced by

David Weisbart • Directed by Phil Karlson

Screenplay by William Fay

Color by De Luxe

FOR
THANKSGIVING

ELVIS PRESLEY
AS

"KID

GALAHAD"
Color by DE LUXE

The Mirisch Company presents Elvis Presley

in "Follow That Dream” co-starring

Arthur O’Connell • Anne Helm • Joanna Moore

Jack Kruschen • Produced by David Weisbart

Directed by Gordon Douglas • Screenplay by

Charles Lederer • Based on the novel

"Pioneer, Go Home!” by Richard Powell

Color by De Luxe • Panavision

* Special Pre-release engagements set for Easter.

And, of course, now booking all thru summer— including July 4th.

THRU

UA



Circuit Executive Tells How Hollywood

Can Improve Theatre Attendance

'Make More Product Available to Exhibitors,

Stop Practice of Selling Top Films to TV^

ALBANY—Charles A. Smakwitz, who
supervises about 45 Stanley Warner the-

atres in the Newark,
N. J., zone which in-

cludes Albany, Ti-oy

and Utica, N. Y., has
two answers to the
question, “What can
HolljT\'ood do to im-
prove attendance?”

“First,” he replies,

“make a larger sup-
ply of pictures. Sec-
ond. realize that the
major source of film
revenue is from film

houses, and stop the Charles Smakwitz
destructive practice of allowing topflight

films of the past, especially of the immedi-
ate past, to be shown fi-ee in homes at the
same time one of the current Holl5nvood
releases is being exhibited in theatres.

MISTAKES ON TV HURT
“I am not opposed to television; it is a

popular medium. The thing to which I am
opposed is Holl3nvood selling pictures, on
which a big profit has been made in the-
atres, to television, for simultaneous ex-

hibition on home screens for free while one
of its current films is being shown in the-
atres. In some cases, the current release

is not as good as the one being telecast.

Naturally, boxoffices suffer. To compound
what I think is an eiTor for film producers,
two first class films are sometimes shown
on one TV program.
“From what I am told, the amount mo-

tion picture producers receive from the
sale to TV of films originally made for the-
atres is small—only a fraction of the take
from theatres. Yet the hairn done to film
houses is immense.”

Explaining that he does not profess to

possess all the answers about television,

the Stanley Warner zone chief suggested
that Hollywood produce special films, a
half-hour or more long, for television, or
confine the sale to television pictures made
primarily for theatres to those 20 years old

or more. Smakwitz pointed to the recent
showing on TV of “A Star Is Born,” which
he characterized as “a better picture than
some of the new ones being screened in

theatres.”

COMMENTS ON TOLL TV
Of motion pictures on “paid television,”

Smakw’itz observed, “This is still in the
•strictly experimental stage—no one can
be sure now just how paid television will

work out.”

“I am certain,” he said, “that there will

always be many motion picture theatres in

operation. But to keep them running, and
at a profit, there must be more pictures
produced in Hollywood. The present scar-
city of product is causing extended runs. I

am not speaking, in this connection, of

populous citiir.s like New York or Chicago,
but to average-size communities where a
film can do profitable business, say for a

week, but where if its run is extended to

three, the profits are diluted or wiped out.

“Hollywood should make more pictures.

These can be of two types : those with stars

to put the films across, and those with
great-story content, usually based on
either a successful play or a best-seller

novel, without big names in the cast.”

He cited “Sergeants 3” as an example of

the first type . . . “its pack of stars makes
this western a boxoffice smash.” He men-
tioned “West Side Story,” based on a play,

as an example of the second type. He
thinks this one will come up with an
Academy Award.

CALLS PRODUCERS LAZY
Why does not Hollywood turn out more

films in view of the fact they are needed
to keep in profitable operation theatres
playing to a mass audience? Smakwitz re-

plied: “Perhaps producers become too

satisfied; maybe even a little lazy, or they
depend too much on ‘stars’ whose ability to

draw is questionable.”

Smakwitz does not rate all “stars” as
“smart,” even though their voices in de-
cisions may be the final word, nor does he
class all Hollywood producers as “knowing.”

“I do not pretend I know how to make
motion pictures; if I did, I would be in the
West Coast film capital,” he said. “But I do
understand theatre operation and film ex-
ploitation. Give us more pictm-es to ex-
hibit and we will continue playing profit-

ably to the great mass audience which has
and will patronize our theatres.”

He added there is room for art houses,

too, whose line of product is for class

audiences.

He believes that exhibition today needs
greater enthusiasm and greater energy.

“Exhibition still is suffering from atti-

tudes which developed during the highly
prosperous days of World War II when all

that became necessary was to open the
doors and screen pictures—audiences
flocked in,” he explained.

“This is a different time and the num-
ber of competing media has grown, but
there are a number of men in exhibition
and theatre management who have not ad-
justed themselves to the changes. Some of

them do not hustle enough; others do not
use their imaginations effectively. In some
cases, they do not know the advertising
men on newspapers, or have insufficient
contacts with local merchants. They think
that knowing two or three of the latter is

enough.”

PRESS CONTACTS NECESSARY
Smakwitz criticized what he described as

Hollywood’s lessening or effort to contact
newspapers and to work on promotions
with or through them. “The producers are

making a mistake in this area of activity,”

he concluded.
Originally employed in a Syracuse the-

atre while attending Syracuse University,

Smakwitz has lost none of his drive and
community consciousness with the passing

of years. His headquarters are in Newark.

Prerelease Promotion

Continuing by UA
NEW YORK—United Artists is continu-

ing its recently announced policy of pre-

release promotion on
its blockbuster pic-

tures, notably Harold
Hecht’s $7,000,000

epic, “Taras Bulba,”
which will not go into

release until the
Christmas season in

1962, according to

Fred Goldberg, ex-

ecutive director of

advertising, publicity

and exploitation.

All during the pro-
duction of the picture,

which started filming in the Argentine
October 12 and was completed in Holly-
wood late in March, Hecht and United
Artists had Jim Denton as unit publicist on
the scene and had special lensmen, in-

cluding Ted Allan and Marv Newton, mak-
ing location and studio photographs of the
principals and the off-stage filming.

DENTON TOURING KEY CITIES

While J. Lee Thompson, who directed

“Taras Bulba,” is cutting and editing the

completed footage on the West Coast and
Franz Waxman is preparing the musical
score. United Artists has Denton touring

key cities in the U.S. and Canada with an
art display of hundi’eds of color and black-

and-white blowups of the location filming.

These are being shown to newspapers and
exhibitors in each city to build up interest

in the picture. The newspapers will pre-

pare layouts for forthcoming Sunday sup-

plements or for the amusement pages, Den-
ton pointed out.

Denton has already accompanied his

mobile promotion unit to Denver, St. Louis,

Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,

Buffalo and Toronto. Following his New
York stay April 3, 4, Denton went to Bos-
ton, then Philadelphia, Washington, At-

lanta, Miami, New Orleans, Houston and
Dallas April 16, after which he will return

to Los Angeles. He will leave for Europe in

June to repeat this process in London,
Paris, Rome and other Continental cities.

United Artists is currently preparing a

tradepaper insert for May and will contact

the national magazines with additional

“Taras Bulba” material later in the spring.

But, the newspapers are getting the first

crack at the location photographs, Gold-

berg pointed out.

TO REPEAT ‘TARAS’ TOUR
Denton, a former reporter, city editor,

rewrite man and college English instructor,

will repeat the “Taras Bulba” tour in a few
months to keep up the impact of the year-

end release with the moviegoing public.

Director Thompson and Christine Kauf-

man n, leading lady of the picture, which
stars Tony Curtis and Yul Brynner, have

already given radio-TV and newspaper in-

terviews and other personalities may be

available for later tours, Goldberg said.

United Artists will have special photog-

raphers on hand dm’ing the filming of

George Stevens’ “The Greatest Story Ever

Told,” which will start studio work in the

early summer.

Fred Goldberg
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Production / Written and Directed by

AND SENSATIONAL HIT WITH THE CRITICS

!

Truly a sight for

sore eyes... visu-

ally striking film...

magnificent nat-

ural and interior

setting, gleaming

in color.” -N.Y. Times

1/2

" De p i cts
Vienna at

its best. A
captivating

romance.”
—N. Y. Daily News

"In pageantry

the picture is

at its deco-

rative best.”

—New York

Herald Tribune

"Has a wealth of

gorgeous old world

scenes and sets,

a seemingly endless

array of costumes

that billow and

swirl and captivate.”

—N. Y. Mirror
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'"People Who Live in Glass Houses . .

An aroused exhibitor, taking exception to the attack upon the motion picture in-

dusti-y by a Raleigh, N.C., newspaper editor, hits back with some resounding tmths.

The exhibitor, who operates several theatres in Georgia, has asked that his name
be withheld. His letter follows:

Every time I read in the trade papers

where some newspaper editor with a

halo attacks om- business, I get rather

damn mad.
So my blood pressui’e went up a few

points when I read the Raleigh, N.C.,

dispatch in the Apiil 2 issue of Box-
office, which told of the editor of a

paper there writing an editorial in

which he said he felt no pride in print-

ing theatre ads, concerned mainly with

the wording in the ads, which included

some catchlines to the effect that some
of the movies being advertised were

adult films.

I wonder if the hallowed editor was
proud of everything else in his paper

that day, the blood and thunder stuff

that must have been on his front page,

for surely his daily is no different than
the others?

I also wonder if the editor contacted

his advertising manager and was he

ashamed to accept the money for the

ads, and did the editor turn down his

share of the money for the ads, that

would represent his pro-rata share as

his salary for that week?
I wonder if the editor was ashamed

of some of the ads his paper, no doubt,

has carried from the department stores

on panties, brassieres and other femi-
nine attire usually shown on half-clad

models?
Many of us in the business are con-

cerned about these adult type films,

and we have an obligation to watch oui'

copy. And, in the case of the Raleigh
editor, if the paper did not like the copy
they had the right to refuse same,
rather than to accept any copy they felt

was objectionable.

People who live in glass houses should
not throw bricks. Newspapers sell

papers based on sensational news, on
the very type of story this Raleigh editor

was objecting to.

Let’s edit our copy closely, and at the

same time, let’s not accept any back-
talk from editors who are as guilty of

sensationalism as the motion picture in-

dustry ever dared to be.

Atlanta Downtown Theatre

To Lead Integration
ATLANTA—First-i*un theatres in At-

lanta will lead off a desegregation program
agreed to sometime ago by members of the

Atlanta student movement and the theatre

men, followed by desegregation of neigh-

borhood theatres.

Theatre owners proposed waiting until

after the Met appears here at the Pox dui’-

ing the week between April 30 and May 5,

although the students had insisted on de-

segregation by January 1.

Following the agi’eement reached on the

date of May 5, most of Atlanta’s down-
town houses will begin desegregation at

that time by permitting two Negroes to at-

tend each showing for a trial period of

several weeks. The neighborhood theatres

will then follow suit as downtown houses

allow full-scale desegregation.

Desegregation Into Effect

At Varsity in Raleigh

RALEIGH, N. C.—Negro students at

North Carolina State College are now be-

ing admitted to the Varsity Theatre on
Hillsboro street here.

Raleigh Mayor W. G. Enloe, district man-
ager of the chain to which the Varsity

belongs, said Friday the first instance of

desegregation came more than a week ago.

“I'm glad, though not surprised, that the

integration of the theatre was carried out

without incident of any kind,’’ he com-
mented.

State College information officer Rudy
Pate said that between 20 and 40 Negro
students have been attending the institu-

tion. He pointed out that the number
varies from semester to .semester. Negro
students have been in the graduate school
since 1953 and in the undergraduate school
since 1956.

The Varsity was the second theatre in

the North Carolina district of 'Wilby-Kin-
cey to desegregate. The Carolina in Chapel
Hill admitted Negro students from the Uni-
versity earlier this year and later expanded
the desegregation practice to include all

Negroes.

Tithole, U.S.A/ Available
Through American IntT
PITTSBURGH—“Pithole, U.S.A.,’’ a 13-

minute film subject available without
charge to theatres, will be released this

week by American International Pictures.

The unique short uses the still-life-in-

motion technique to “bring alive’’ the roar-
ing activity of oil history’s first and wildest
boom town.
New York Times critic, A. H. Weiler,

described “Pithole, U.S.A.” as “A phase of
Americana heretofore unheralded in films.”

Pithole was born, grew to bm-sting and
died within the short span of 500 days, just
a few miles from the Drake well, the world’s
first oil well. Today, Pithole does not exist.

It is gone from the map. Tall grass grows
again in the old cellar holes, all that is left

of the hectic days when Pithole was the
boisterous oil capital of the world.
Produced for United States Steel’s Oil

Well Supply Division, “Pithole, U.S.A.” is

distributed by F & K Distributing Co. of
Pittsburgh and can be booked through
AIP exchanges.

Taste of Honey' Is Named
British Entry at Cannes
NEW YORK—“A Taste of Honey,” Tony

Richardson’s film version of the Shelah
Delaney stage hit, which is coproduced and
distributed in the U. S. by Continental Dis-
tributing, has been selected as the official

British entry at the Cannes Film Festival,

according to Irving Wormser, president of
Continental.

Four New Members

On MPAA Board
NEW YORK—Fom- new members were

elected to the board of directors of the Mo-
tion Picture Ass’n of America last week to

fill existing vacancies. All other directors

were reelected as were incumbent officers.

Newly elected to the board were Leo
Jaffe, vice-president of Columbia Pictures:

Joseph J. Laub, secretary and general coun-
sel of Buena Vista; Adolph Schimel, vice-

president and general counsel of Universal
Pictures, and Eugene Picker, vice-presi-

dent of United Artists.

Reelected officers were Eric Johnston,
president; Kenneth Clark, Ralph Hetzel
and Charles Boren, executive vice-presi-

dents: Geoffrey Shurlock, William Fine-
shriber jr.. Manning Clagett and Edward
Cooper, vice-presidents; Sidney Schreiber,

secretary; Stanley R. Weber, treasurer:

Thomas J. McNamara, assistant treasurer,

and Robert T. Watkins, assistant treasurer-

assistant secretary.

The following were re-elected members
of the executive committee of the board
of directors: Barney Balaban, Steve Broidy,
Benjamin Kalmenson, Arthur Krim, Irving

Ludwig, Milton R. Rackmil, A, Schneider,
Spyi’os P. Skouras, Joseph R. Vogel and
Johnston as chairman.

Re-elected to the board were Johnston,
Balaban, George Weltner, Broidy, Edward
Morey, Schneider, Earle W. Hammons,
Pandro S. Berman, Roy O. Disney, Ludwig,
Kalmenson, Howard Levinson, Krim, Wal-
ter Mirisch, Rackmil, William Perlberg,

Hal E. Roach, Herman Robbins, Skouras,
W. C. Michel, C. B. Stratton, Vogel, Ben-
jamin Melniker and Jeiry Wald.

MPAA Adopts Resolution

On O'Connor's Death
NEW YORK—The board of directors of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America
adopted the following resolution in tribute

to the memory of John J. O’Connor, who
died March 26, at its annual meeting:
“Be it resolved, that the board of di-

rectors of Motion Picture Association of

America expresses its deep grief at the

death of John J. O’Connor, a member of

the board since May 8, 1947. He was closely

identified with our industry for almost

half a century and actively participated

in its development and growth in exhibi-

tion, production and distribution. His ser-

vices to the board, as in many other in-

dustry posts he held, were devoted, loyal

and able. For many years as chairman of

the board’s committee on solicitations, he
fostered and directed the participation of

the member companies in humanitarian
causes and projects to fm-ther the welfare

of the industry. The members of this board
respected him for his integrity and fair-

ness and loved him for his kindness, mod-
esty and understanding. They momm the

loss of a congenial and treasured friend,

and join with Universal Pictures Company
in lamenting his death. They extend to his

family their heartfelt sympathy.”

Code Seal to 'Chapman Report'

HOLLYWOOD—A Code Seal was given

“The Chapman Report,” Richard Zanuck
production for Warner Bros., by the As-

sociation of Motion Picture Producers fol-

lowing the initial screening of the film.
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IN CITY AFTER CITY...

KING OF KINGS
BUILDS GIANT BOX-OFFICE GROSSES!

Filmed .n 70MM SUPER TECHNIRAMA
TECHNICOLOR®

A
GREEN BAY, WISC. . . . 166%

FLINT, MICH . 129%

DAVENPORT, IOWA . . . 118% OF
KALAMAZOO, MICH. . . . 112% RECORD-
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. . . 111% > BREAKING
FRESNO, CALIF. . . . . 103% "BEN-HUR”
LAS VEGAS, NEV. . . . . 110% BUSINESS
SAVANNAH, GA. ... . 100%

1

ABILENE, TEXAS . . . . 100%

J

THE PERFECT FAMILY PICTURE FOR EASTER-OR ANY OTHER TIME

BOOK IT NOW! CONTACT YOUR M.G.AT BRANCH!



Honorary, Scientific

Oscars Announced
HOLLYWOOD—The Irving C. Thalberg

Award has been voted to producer-director

Stanley Kramer, it was disclosed by Wen-
dell Corey, president of the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

The Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award
was voted by the Academy board of gover-

nors to wTiter-director George Seaton, with

honorary awards going to Fred L. Metzler,

20th-Fox executive administrator, for “his

dedication and outstanding service to the

Academy”; Jerome Robbins for “his bril-

liant achievements in the art of chor-

eography on film,” and Bill L. Hendricks,

Warner Bros, public relations director, for

“his outstanding patriotic service in the

conception, wTiting and production of the

Marine Corps film, ‘A Force in Readiness’

which brought so much honor to the Ac-
ademy and the motion picture industry.”

The scientific and technical achievement
awards presented annually by the Academy
also were announced by Corey.

Plaques signifying Class II Awards will

be presented to:

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., for the

development of a hand-held high-power
photographic lighting unit known as the

Sun Gun Professional.

James Dale, S. Wilson, H. E. Rice, John
Rude, Laurie Atkin, Wadsworth E. Pohl,

H. Peasgood and Technicolor for a process

of automatic selective printing.

This process employs a unique cueing

distance counter combined with an auto-
matic optical printer whereby scenes may
be selectively deleted, shortened, or inter-

changed for different versions of a motion
picture without recutting the negative. The
system is also applicable to the automatic
production of fades and dissolves.

20th Century-Fox Research Department,
under the direction of E. I. Sponable and
Herbert E. Bragg, and De Luxe Laborator-
ies, Inc., with the assistance of F. D. Les-
lie, R. D. Whitmore, A. A. Alden, Endel
Pool and James B. Gordon for a system of

decompressing and recomposing Cinema-
Scope pictures for conventional aspect ra-

tios.

Certificates signifying honorable mention
for Class III Awards will go to:

Electronic Systems, Inc., for an auto-
matic light changing system for motion
picture printers.

Wadsworth E. Pohl and Technicolor
Corp. for an integrated sound and picture
transfer process.

All the above awards will be pre-
sented with all other Oscars on the 34th
annual Academy Awards show April 9.

Blevins Popscar Award
To Stars O'Hara, Mills
NASHVILLE, TENN.—The 1961 “Pops-

car” Award, given annually by Jim Blevins,
mayor of Popcorn Village here, has gone to
Maureen O’Hara and Hayley Mills, each
of whom will receive a bronze statue and
her weight in popcorn.

’The “Popscar” Award is given to the mo-
tion picture personality who inspires the
most popKJom eating in the movies. Blevins
said that the amount of corn consumed by
r>atrons during the O’Hara-Mills perform-
ances in ‘"The Parent Trap,” topped all

popcorn crunching in the movies in 1961.

Universal Has 'Sportacus'

On General Release Basis
NEW YORK—Universal’s “Spartacust”

went into domestic general release on
April 5 after 18 months on full and modi-
fied roadshow policies and at advanced ad-

mission prices. 'The general release will be

on a staggered territorial basis.

Initial engagements will be in the Char-
lotte territory, with other exchange areas

launching the film during the next eight

weeks. By the second week in June,

“Spartacus” will be available for general

release engagements throughout the United

States and Canada, according to H. H. “Hi”

Martin, vice-president and general sales

manager, who said that both 70mm and
35mm prints will be used in the general

release playoff.

In the 18 months of its roadshow exhibi-

tion, “Spartacus” played about 1,300 en-

gagements and brought in revenue of $8,-

000,000, Martin said. For general release.

Universal has prepared a new pressbook

and new ads. In addition to the regular

accessories, certain of the roadshow ma-
terials which were effective will be made
available for use in the regular engage-

ments, he said.

East and West Premieres
Set Aug. 1 for 'Grimm'
LOS ANGELES—A simultaneous pre-

miere for MGM-Cinerama’s “The Won-
derful World of the Brothers Grimm” has
been set for August 1 at the Stanley War-
ner Theatre Hollywood and Loew’s Capi-

tol, New York. 'The film will open in 48

other theatres in the U. S. between the

premiere date and August 15, according to

announcement of plans being developed by
Robert Mochrie, MGM general sales man-
ager, and Bernie Kranze, Cinerama’s sales

vice-president.

The sum of $300,000 will be spent by the

Stanley Warner circuit to convert the Hol-

lywood Warner house into Super Cinerama.
“How the West Was Won,” second MGM-

Cinerama production, will bow in 40 for-

eign situations toward the end of the year,

according to present blueprints.

Nome Kramer's 'Judgment'
Best by Italian Critics
ROME—Stanley Kramer’s “Judgment at

Nuremberg” was named best foreign film

of the year by a jury of Italian film critics.

The United Artists release will receive the

Silver Ribbon, an annual award made in

this category.

Michelangelo Antonioni’s “La Notte,”

being released in the U.S. by Lopert Pic-

tures as “The Night,” will receive the Silver

Ribbon as the best Itahan picture while

Monica Vitta, featured in the film, was
named best supporting actress by the jury

of film critics. “La Notte” was also named
best picture of the year by the German
film critics.

M. H. Brandon Is Dead
MEMPHIS—M. H. Brandon, former di-

rector of National Film Service, died here

April 1 after a long illness.

Brandon, who was 65 years of age, was
the founder of Film Transit and Transway
Truck Lines of Memphis and New Orleans.

He is survived by two sons, Daniel and
Gilbert, who are active in the business.

CALENDARoeEVENTS
APRIL MAY

s M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5

8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

29 30 27 28 29 30 31

APRIL

9, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences an-
nual awards over ABC-TV.

9, North Centrol Allied annuol convention, Pick-Ni-
collet Hotel, Minneapolis.

16, Theatre Owners of Pennsylvonia membership
meeting, Philadelphia.

24-May 4, Society of Motion Picture ond Television
Engineers 91st semiannuol convention. Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.

24, Morrtona Theatre Ass'n annuol convention. North-
ern Hotel, Billings, Mont.

MAY
1, 2, lndec>endent Theotre Owners of Arkansas an-

nual convention, Lafoyette Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.

1-3, Nationol Film Carriers onnual meeting. Park
Sheraton Hotel, New York.

4, National Ass'n of Concessionaires, Canadian re-

gional meeting. Lord Slmcoe Hotel, Toronto.

JUNE

10-12, Louisiano Theatre Owners onr»uol corwention,
Fountainebleu Motel, New Orleons.

JULY

16-18, Virginia Motion Picture Theotre Ass'n annual
convention, Chomberlin Hotel, Old Point Comfort,
Va.

17, 18, New Mexico Theatre Ass'n 17th onnual con-
vention, Farmington, N. M.

Bronston Tells AA Head
About 'El Cid' Gross
NEW YORK — Samuel Bronstxm’s “El

Cid” has passed $6,000,000 in its first 93

worldwide engagements, the producer told

Steve Broidy, Allied Artists president, on
his arrival from Spain for distribution con-
ferences at the AA home office. Allied

Artists is distributing “El Cid” in the west-
ern hemisphere.

Nearly $4,000,000 has been grossed within
the picture’s initial four months in 64 en-
gagements in Great Britain, Spain, France,

Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Portugal

and Israel. The domestic gross has topped
the $2,500,000 figure in 29 roadshow en-

gagements, starting with the Broadway
run, now in its 16th week at the Warner
Theatre. The next U. S. engagement is set

for St. Louis April 13.

Bronston has set new foreign openings

in Berlin, Cologne, Hamburg and Dussel-

dorf in May; Australian openings in Mel-
bourne and Sydney, a Tokyo opening in

April and other dates in Vienna, Stockholm,
Cophenhagen and Auckland, New Zealand.

Bronston returns to Spain next week to

prepare production on “55 Days at Peking,”

which will go before the cameras May 15.

Catholic Award to 'Hotari!'
HOLLYWOOD — The rarely accorded

“Special Recommendation” of the National

Legion of Decency was awarded Howard
Hawks’ adventure film, “Hatari!” which
stars John Wayne for Paramount release.

The Legion award, in addition to the top

A-1 rating, recommends the picture for the

entire family as “superior, wholesome en-

tertainment.” The picture will be released

this summer in special selected engage-

ments.
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The Motion Picture industry’s

1962 TRADE SHOW
EQUIPMENT ^ CONCESSIONS * SUPPLIES

Sponsored By

ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS

THEATRE EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

THEATRE EQUIPMENT DEALERS ASSOCIATION

in the Brand New Exhibit Hall

Sheraton - Cleveland Hotel

Cleveland, Ohio

December 3, A, 5, 1962

A brochure containing detailed information concern-

ing the ALLIED-TESMA-TEDA 1962 Trade Show has

been placed in the mail and should reach manu-

facturers/ suppliers and concessionaires soon.

INSPECT THE BROCHURE

CHOOSE YOUR SPACE

MAIL YOUR APPLICATION

To: Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association/
1501 Broadway. Room 2101. New York 36. N.Y. OX 5-7828.

Or: Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors/
1008 Fox Building. Detroit 1. Michigan. WO 3-9040.
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BETWEEN THE LINES=
===============^== By AL STEEN

Gold in Them Tills

PICTURES, good or bad, really never gi-ow

old. There’s always another generation

on the way up which has never seen the

pictures which had been seen by their par-

ents, or even by their older brothers and
sisters.

Meti'o-Goldu'yn-Mayer is finding this

out. Let's eliminate the above phi-ase : “Pic-

tm'es, good or bad ....’’ MGM has singled

out eight top-flight pictures; there are no
bad ones. And the company is putting

them out in combinations of two, with
brand new campaigns.
The fii'st duet is composed of “Ivanhoe”

and “Knights of the Roundtable,” some
nifty ones of circa 1952-53. That’s about
ten years ago. So kids of five or six years
old at the time are 15 or 16 years old today
and the chances are that they didn’t see

either of the films when they were in the
kindergarten era; if they did, they were
too young to remember them. But some of

the star names are, perhaps, as magnetic
as they were when the pictures first were
released.

Take a look at “Ivanhoe.” Topping the
cast were Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor,
Joan Fontaine and George Sanders, among
others. “Knights of the Roundtable” had
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner and Mel Fer-
rer. No small potatoes; names that the kids
today know. And the adults don’t mind go-
ing back for a second helping when they
know they enjoyed the first.

In mid-January, MGM started to release
the above combo on a test basis and the
results were so encouraging that the com-
pany has estimated that it will gross, con-
servatively, more than $1,000,000. Loew’s
will play it over its circuit of theatres
starting on March 21.

Succeeding combinations are “Battle-
ground” and “Go for Broke,” “King Solo-
mon’s Mines” and “The Naked Spur” and
“Escort From Fort Bravo” and “Ride, Va-
quero.” And they have names, names,
names.

According to Fred Schwartz, who is

heading up this special sales division for
MGM, the interest in these pictures is

“fantastic.” But he resents the teim “re-
issue” or “rerelease” when referring to
them. He insists that they are brand new
pictures for the brand new audience. MGM
has established ten offices around the
country just to handle these films.

It is quite probable that MGM could have
received a sizable chunk of money from
these pictures, if they had been made avail-
able to television. But the chances are that
they will make more money at the boxof-
fices of the country. So, to use a time-
worn and antiquated expression, a tip of
the lid to Metro. If the cry about the prod-
uct shortage is sincere, then perhaps MGM
is supplying the answer. EveiT company,
from the largest to the smallest, has solid,

money-making product on its shelves which
has been liquidated from a bookkeeping
standpoint, but there is still gold in them
thar tills and it can come from the the-
atres and not from television.

By doing a little probing, we found that

several other major companies were ob-
serving MGM’s trial balloon in this field

and were preparing to do likewise. So, until

more new product comes along, perhaps
MGM’s project will provide the answer, in

part at least, to the alleged product short-
age.

•

'State Fair Campaign
•pWENTIETH Century-Fox’s pre-opening

newspaper ads on “State Fair” has
won almost unprecedented acclaim by ad-
vertising men both inside and outside the
industi*y, according to company spokesmen.
A full-page ad in the New York Times,

heralding the picture’s opening at the

Paramount Theatre on Broadway on April

10 was placed three weeks in advance. This
was followed up by a cooperative page ad
with Macy’s, the first of four, and spotted
on a non-amusement page. Another off-

the-amusement-page half-page ad was
tied in with Sam Goody, large record store,

as a plug for both the picture and the

“State Fair” album.
These off-the-amusement-page ads, tied

in with two firms, plus the initial playdate
announcement, has ai’oused considerable
interest, particularly the co-op display with
Macy’s and Sam Goody. While co-op ads
have been utilized before, the spotting of

them on pages away from the amusement
section has had a strong impact on readers

who become sold on both the picture and
the merchandise involved.

This is good showmanship and the result

is sure to reflect the confidence which the

20th-Fox promotion department has placed
in the venture. New Yorkers are well aware
of the attraction slated for the Paramount
because of the strategy.

Reproductions of these ads are shown in

the Showmandiser Section in this issue.

Exhibitors everywhere should endeavor
to make similar tie-ups in their com-
munities.

•

Nostalgia Is Good
fHE NEW YORKER THEATRE in New

York specializes in showing old pic-

tures. In front of the theatre one day last

week, a six-year-old girl was asked to name
her favorite western star. She said it was
William S. Hart. Not even her parents were
bom when Hart was a star. But it just

proves that pictures never die.

This same theatre recently presented the
first Marx Brothers picture, “The Cocoa-
nuts,” one of the early talking pictures.

If you were lucky, you might have been
able to get a seat.

Nostalgia is not a sickness. It’s a hypo.

Nothing New Dept,
WE THINK of motion pictures on jet

flights as something new, but, accord-
ing to an old newspaper clipping, films were
shown on the night bus between Phila-
delphia and Asbury Park, N.J., back in

1926. The screen was placed behind the
drivers seat.

Nine New MGM Releases,
31 Reissues to October
LOS ANGELES—In addition to nine new

MGM pictures set for release in the next
six months, it was disclosed that the studio
will reissue 31 old features.

New films are “All Fall Down,” for re-
lease this month; “Damon and Pythias,”
May; “Ride the High Country” and
“Lolita,” June; “Swordsman of Siena,”
July; “Two Weeks in Another Town” and
“Savage Guns,” August; “Seven Seas to

Calais” and “Password is Courage,”
September.

Included in the old features, many of

which have been seen on TV, are “A Night
at the Opera,” “A Day at the Races,” “A
Tale of Two Cities,” “Captains Courage-
ous,” “The Merry Widow,” “Naughty
“Marietta,” “The Big Store,” “Rose Marie,”
“Meet Me in St. Louis,” “Easter Parade,”
“Anna Christie,” “Grand Hotel,” “David
Copperfield,” “Dinner at Eight,” and
“Chocolate Soldier.”

Among the features that have not been
on the video circuit are “Student Prince,”

“This Could Be the Night,” “Flame of

Bourbon Street” and “Kim.”

Air Force Cooperating
On 'Starfighters' Film
HOLLYWOOD—The Department of De-

fense has granted producer Will Zens full

Air Force cooperation on the subject of

the F-104 jet fighters. Titled “The Star-

fighters,” this Riviera production is a

dramatic, full-length, Eastman Color fea-

ture which now is completing air shooting

at George Air Force Base in California. In

the cast are Richard Masters and Dick
Jordahl, who also were featm-ed in

Riviera’s current release, “Capture That
Capsule.”

Lee Marvin on 13-City Tour
HOLLYWOOD — Actor Lee Marvin de-

parted for a tour of 13 key cities across the

U.S. in conjunction with regional openings

of John Ford’s “The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance,” in which Marvin costars with

James Stewart and John Wayne. Maiwin’s
nationwide itinerary includes Boston,

Philadelphia, Washington, D.C., New
Orleans, Dallas, Ft. Worth, Chicago, De-
troit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul,

San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Medallion Gets 'Kings'
NEW YORK—Medallion Pictm’es has ac-

quired the Bealyn Productions Eastman
Color-CinemaScope picture, “The Tomb
of the Kings,” for release in the U.S. in

June, according to B. R. Schrift, president,

and Murray Kaplan, sales head. Debra
Paget and Robert Alda are starred. The
feature is the seventh in color and ’Scope

on Medallion’s 1962 schedule.

THEATRE FOR SALE
5,000 sq. ft., 570 seat air-conditioned building

for sale by owners. Downtown Brookfield,

Chicago suburb. Very reosonoble. Neil Spur-

geon, 4315 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago 39. Phone

HU 9-3700.
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'West Side Story’ (UA) Winner

Of March Blue Ribbon Award
By VELMA WEST SYKES

gOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award winner for March is “West Side Story,” modern

version of the Romeo-and-Juliet theme transposed to New York City, with its

clash of opposing juvenile gangs. Although a musical, with colorful choreography to

help tell the story, it is still a tragedy of young love in which the Puerto Rican Juliet

(Maria, played by Natalie Wood) loses both her brother and her lover. Based on the

stage play, the screenplay is by Ernest Lehman. Richard Beymer plays Romeo,
under the direction of Producer Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins. Robbins also did

the choreography.

In selecting “West Side Story” as the

outstanding picture of the month which
is suitable for viewing by the whole
family. National Screen Council members
cDnfirmed the Boxoffice reviewer’s esti-

mate in the October 9, 1961 issue, which
read in part:

“Mirisch Pictures’ presentation of the

enormously successful Broadway stage hit

proves equally effective as a screen blend-
ing of the dramatic, musical and dance
fonn . . . Suitable for family audiences,

but not the very young.” Playing now on
a roadshow basis, it has been grossing 266

per cent of average business in key cities.

Study Guide Available
The National Council of Teachers of

English published a study guide for “West
Side Story” for its October issue of

“studies in the mass media” and makes
it available to classroom use at a nominal
price.

Comments from NSC members gave
these reasons for its selection as the
March Award winner:

“West Side Stoi-y” is a beautiful, dra-
matic and distinguished film.—Paine
Knickerbocker, San Francisco Chronicle
. . . Shakespeare would not recognize this

modern adaptation but his big plot has its

classic appeal today.—May Williams
Ward, Wellington (Kas.) author.

This 20th Century version of the
Romeo-and-Juliet theme is beautifully
presented and executed.—Virginia M.
Beard, Cleveland Public Library Film
Curator . . . This is an extraordinary pro-
duction, a brilliant fusing of drama, ballet

and music.—Mrs. Edward F. CaiTan,
G.F.W.C., Cleveland . . . This will be a
sure winner of the Academy Award.

—

William Hebert, Western Boxoffice
editor.

In my opinion, “West Side Story” is

“unfair” competition. With an obvious
emphasis on bigness and spectacle in our
motion pictures today, quality and artistic

value are somewhat overlooked. “West
Side Story,” although a giant of produc-
tion, also overflows with the art of music,
choreography, cinematography, direction,

dialog and costuming for the situation at

hand. Moreno and Tamblyn were excel-

lent. So were Natalie Wood and George
Chakiris. It’s a shame there couldn’t be
a “sweepstakes” prize for this realistic

—

as well as entertaining—movie.—Jack
Ong, Mesa (Ariz.) Tribune.

While “West Side Story” has brutal
incidents, the music is so outstanding, as

well as the acting, that it gets my vote.

—

Mrs. Paul Gebhart, Cleveland Cinema
Club . . . Vibrant, vivid and volcanic, this

erupts brilliance.—Art Preston, Portland
(Me.) teacher.

Good Enough for Oscar
What’s good enough for Oscar is good

enough for me. I’m waiting to see it

again—Wayne Allen, Springfield (HI.)

Journal-Register ... By all odds, “West
Side Story” should win.—Raymond
Lowery, Raleigh News and Observer.

The musie, ballet, race strife of New
York “caverns” and the fine photog-
raphy win my vote.—Mrs. A. L. Mun-ay,
Long Beach Kappa Kappa Gamma . . .

This is an excellent list, for a change.
“West Side Story” is great.—Glenn Hime-
baugh. Canton Repositoi’y.

This “best picture of the yeai’” has
something for everyone. The coloring is

tops—so is the music by Bernstein.

—

Chuck Fisher, president MP Appreciation
Ass’n, Kansas City . . . The best-filmed
musical I ever saw.—Dick Kenworthy,
Chicago White Sox.

The
Maria Natalie Wood
Tony Richard Beymer
Riff Russ Tamblyn
Anita Rita Moreno
Bernardo George Chakiris

Cast

Lieutenant Schrank Simon Oakland
Officer Krupke Bill Bramley
Doc Ned Glass
Glad Hand John Austin

“The Jets” and “The Sharks”

Production Staff

Producer Robert Wise
Directed by Robert Wise,

Jerome Robbins
Screenplay by Ernest Lehman
Associate Producer Saul Chaplin
Choreography by Jerome Robbins
Music by Leonard Bernstein

Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim

Based on the stage play by
Robert E. Griffith.

Harold S. Prince

Book by Arthur Laurents

Color by Technicolor

iiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiimiiiiiii

RUSS TAMBLYN AS RIFF ENTERTAINS HIS GANG WITH
A SPOOFING OF EXPLANATIONS ABOUT DELINQUENTS

NATALIE WOOD (MARIA) AND RICHARD BEYMER (TONY)
PLEDGE THEIR ILL-FATED LOVE IN THE BRIDAL SHOP

A RUMBLE THAT ENDS TRAGICALLY FOR GANG MEMBERS
LEAVES MARIA BEREFT OF BOTH BROTHER AND LOVER

iiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiii

This award is given each month by the

National Screen Council on the basis of out-

standng merit and suitability for family

entertainment. Council membership comprises
motion picture editors, radio and TV film

commentators, representatives of better films

councils, civic, educational and exhibitor or-

ganizations.



By WILLIAM HEBERT

15 Cinerama Properties

Are Now in Preparation
Max E. Youngstein, executive vice-

president of Cinerama, states he has at

least 15 properties in preparation for the
company which he recently joined. He has
been in Hollywood with Cinerama presi-

dent Nicholas Reisini for meetings with
Robert Weitman, MGM production head,
on the latter company’s two Cinerama
productions, “The Wonderful World of the
Brothers Grimm” and “How the West Was
Won.” Completion of both films is

anticipated in about 60 days, with release

planned for summer of this year, when
between 110 and 125 theatres are expected
to be equipped for Cinerama. Of the 15

properties being readied, at least two are

committed to MGM, with others under dis-

cussion. Under Reisini, Youngstein and as-

sociates’ management. Cinerama is re-

ported to be in its best financial position to

date with prospects bright for expanding
use of its facilities.

Laurence Harvey Committed
With Five Companies
Laurence Harvey will be starring for Co-

lumbia, MGM, Seven Arts, Hal Wallis, and
his own Laurence Harvey Productions this

year, if he fulfills the schedule he has set

for himself. First is “Ballad of a Running
Man,” novel by Shelly Smith to be pro-
duced and directed by Sir Carol Reed for

Columbia. For his own company, Harvey
has purchased ‘"The Feathers of Death,”
by Simon Raven. Since “Ballad” rolls in

Dublin next month, with locations in

Switzerland, and MGM has call on him for

September for its multiple-picture con-
tract, his independent production will

almost certainly have to be pushed over
into next year. Meanwhile, he is supposed
to start the remake of “Of Human Bond-
age” for Seven Arts in November and Hal
Wallis has him down for a December or

JanuaiT start at Paramount on a property
in preparation.

Jim Backus Gets Sheriff Role

In 'My Six Loves' for Para.
Paramount has pinned a badge on Jim

Backus as a sheriff in “My Six Loves,”
which stars Debbie Reynolds, Cliff Robei’t-

son, David Janssen and costars Eileen
Heckart. Backus, whose attainments in the
entertainment world range from gaining
world renown as the voice of the cartoon
character “Mr. Magoo” to costarring with
the late comedienne Joan Davis in the TV
series, “I Married Joan,” plus assorted
other appearances on Broadway and vir-

tually every diversional medium, will essay
the role of a sheriff in a small Connecti-
cut town.

Miss Reynolds heads the cast as a
famous Broadway and musical-comedy star
who .suddenly finds she has “adopted” six

homeless waifs and discovers that she
needs help from friends and acquaintances
who don’t understand her problem any
more than she does.

The picture is being produced by Gant

Gaither, directed by Gower Champion and
is adapted from a novelette written by
Peter V. K. Funk published in Redbook
magazine.

Robert Darvon Organizes

New Production Firm
Robert Darwin Enteiisrises, Inc., with

Daiwvin as president, has been organized to

enter both independent production of the-

atrical films and possible expansion into

TV. Associates are investor R. H. Johnson
and attorney Dan Felts, both of Austin,

Tex.
Darwin states the corporation has

acquired rights to an “experimental” film

titled “A House of Sand,” now in produc-
tion. Use of the term “experimental” is

not explained in the company’s original

announcement, and as this column goes to

press no representative could be reached
to supply details. With financing by a
Texas group, the company is announced
as planning acquisition of a large studio lot

with complete facilities plus a talent-train-

ing adjunct.
Headquarters are given as 1205 Nueces

St., Austin, Tex., Hollywood offices, 7050
Pacific View Drive.

Sam Katzman Assigns Three

For 'Broken Lariat' Cost
Sam Katzman has set James Philbrook,

Nancy Kovack and Guy Mitchell for

“Broken Lariat,” a Four Leaf Production
for Columbia release. The story is a Civil

War drama backgrounded against the

frontier goldfields of Montana. Screenplay
is by Gerald D. Adams. Philbrook, recently

starred in “The Investigators” TV series,

plays a government marshal. Miss Kovack,

AT HOLLYWOOD OPENING—Cyd
Charisse, star of “Black Tights,” is

shown with Salah Hassanein, president

of Skouras Theatres and executive

vice-president of United Artists The-
atres, Inc., at the Hollywood premiere
of the dancing musical at the Four
Star Theatre. Patrons of the Los

Angeles Ballet Theatre sponsored the

black tie opening.

whose exclusive contract is held by Colum-
bia, recently completed the classic role of

Medea in Charles H. Schneer’s screen ver-
sion of “Jason and the Golden Fleece.”

Mitchell, mainly known as a nightclub
singer and recording artist, assumes the
non-singing dramatic role of a ruthless
outlaw.

Dale Robertson Returning

To Theatrical Films
Dale Robertson, who first came to

prominence as a contract leading man for

20th-Fox, then branched into TV as star

of Revue’s “Wells Fargo,” in which he has
been seen in family living rooms for the
past six years, is returning to feature films.

His Juggernaut Corp. has scheduled “The
1,000 Guns of Justin Malloy,” in which he
will star. Original screenplay is by Elliott

Monet, with William Hawks producing and
Ray Kellogg directing.

To be made as an independent produc-
tion, it is scheduled to begin shooting in

June with budget under $1,000,000.

Also for Juggernaut bannerlining is

“The Rebel General,” a biography of Gen.
Robert E. Lee, which Monet is scripting.

Tony Randall Set to Costar

In 'Not on Your Life'

Tony Randall will make his bow at

Warner Bros, as Robert Preston’s costar in

“Not on Your Life,” on which Morton
DaCosta has the reins.

Preston is title star of Meredith Willson’s

“The Music Man,” in which he had a long

nm on Broadway and which is also, in the

screen version, produced-directed by Da-
Costa.

Latter is headed for Em'ope to select

locations in Greece for the new Leo
Katcher original screen-scripted by David
Schwartz.

Warner’s has it scheduled for a start this

summer.

Sinatra Signs Lee L Cobb
For 'Come Blo-w Your Horn'

Lee J. Cobb will play Frank Sinatra’s

father in “Come Blow Your Horn,” hit

Broadway comedy by Neil Simon. Picture

is being mutually made in cooperation

between Sinatra’s Essex Productions and
Tandem Productions (Bud Yorkin-Norman
Lear) . Sinatra will star as a “free-wheel-

ing bachelor.” Lear will write and produce,

Yorkin direct. September 10 is set as start-

ing date, picture to be filmed in color at

Paramount and on locations in New York.
Important stars, in addition to Cobb, are

planned to be added to the cast.

Marlon Brando Sr. to Film

'The Winston Affair'

Marlon Brando sr., president of Penne-
baker, Inc., has announced acquisition of

Howard Fast’s novel, ‘"The Winston Af-

fair,” to be produced by Walter Seltzer.

The story is that of an American officer

charged with murder during World War
II and defended in court martial by an
infantry captain taken out of the front

lines to plead his fellow-officer’s case. The
book has been published to healthy sales

in both hard-cover and paperback edi-

tions. No cast or director has been

announced.
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Set 350 'Sword' Openings
In U.S. Keys for Easter
NEW YORK—Bert I. Gordon’s “The

Magic Sword,” filmed in Eastman Color

with Basil Rathbone and Estelle Winwood
starred, will open in 350 theatres across

the U. S. during Easter, according to James
R. Velde, United Artists vice-president in

chai’ge of domestic sales.

Among the key cities where the piotm-e

will open on a satm-ation basis are Buffalo,

25 theatres; Denver, 29 theatres: Indian-

apolis, 25 theatres; Kansas City, 20 the-

atres; Los Angeles, 50 theatres; New Or-
leans, 20 theatres: Milwaukee, 25 theatres:

Pittsbm'gh, 45 theatres, and San Francisco,

55 theatres.

Last December, Velde and Fred Gold-
bei'g, UA executive director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation, demonstrated
the “Magic Sword” campaign to the trade

press. This campaign was successfully

tested recently in Hawaii, Velde said, to

“the biggest grosses Hawaii has witnessed
in years.”

Elaborate Record Album
For 'Mutiny on the Bounty'
HOLLYWOOD—One of the most elab-

orate record albums in the history of MGM
Records will present Bronislau Kaper’s en-
tire musical score of “Mutiny on the

Bounty,” one of the longest scores ever

written for a film.

The de luxe album, recorded by an en-
larged MGM Symphony Orchestra with
Robert Aimbruster conducting, will include

a souvenir book on the making of the
Areola production and special color photo-
graphs from the film, which stars Marlon
Brando, Trevor Howard and Richard
Hands.

Edward Harrison to Show
'Devi/ New Ray Film
NEW YORK—Edward Harrison, who in-

troduced Satyajit Ray’s Indian film trilogy

to the U. S., has acquired Ray’s newest
film, “Devi” ('The Goddess) for distribu-
tion here. The picture has been chosen by
India as its official entry at the Cannes
Film Festival in May.
Harrison distributed Ray’s “Father Pan-

chali,” followed by “Aparajito” and “The
World of Apu.” Starring in “Devi” are
Sharmila Tagore and Soumitra Chatterjee.

MGM Signs Terry-Thomas
To Star in 'Kill or Cure'
HOLLYWOOD — In London, Terry-

Thomas has been signed to star in MGM’s
“Kill or Cure,” a comedy thriller to be
made in Britain starting in April.

Producer George Brown, director George
Pollock and writers David Pursall and Jack
Seddon, who teamed on “Murder She
Said,” will hold the same assignments on
“Kill or Cure,” which will follow the trend
started by “Murder.”

'Equilateral' Rights to Philip Dunne
HOLLYWOOD—Philip Dunne, 20th-Fox

writer-director, has acquired the film
rights to “Equilateral,” upcoming novel by
John Hammond to be published next
month.

FEATURE REVIEW

'The Counterfeit Traitor'
Paramount

By AL STEEN
gTORIES of foreign intrigue and espio-

nage usually find ready made audi-

ences. The fascinating angle of “The
Counterfeit Traitor” is that it’s a real life

story, 99 per cent factual, according to Eric

Erickson, the central character who cui'-

rently is touring the United States in the

interest of the picture. The Perlberg- Sea-

ton production combines all the elements
of so-called cloak-and-dagger stories plus

authentic locales, excellent color by Tech-
nicolor and underground romance.
“The Counterfeit Traitor” is based on a

novelized version of the actual facts by
Alexander Klein and tells the story of an
American-bom Swedish oil importer,

Erickson, who was reciaiited by the Allies

during World War II as a spy. Because he
represented a neutral country and ap-
peared to be a Nazi sympathizer, he was
given the red carpet treatment by Berhn
and allowed to roam at will through Ger-
many, supposedly to inspect oil refineries

but actually gathering important data for

the Allies. His hair-breadth escapes and
his romance with another Allied agent, a

German girl, provide the ingredients for a
most absorbing picture. This looks like a
money-in-the-bank attraction.

William Holden plays the role of Eric

Erickson and he turns in a smooth, con-
vincing performance. Opposite him is Lilli

Palmer, German-bom actress, who gives a
fine interpretation of the role of the

tragedy-ridden Marianne Mollendorf, who
works for the Allies in order to help free

her country from the Nazi regime. These
ai-e the only two players well known to

American audiences. The supporting cast,

each member carefully and skilfully se-

lected, was drawn from German, English,

American, Danish and Swedish talent.

From the time that Holden, as Erickson,

accepts the request to serve as a spy for the
AlUes, the plot motivation moves forward
with mounting tension. His first chore is

to cultivate an alliance with pro-Nazis and
the German Legation in Sweden. When
this is accomplished, he is given unques-

"THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR"
Paramount

In Technicolor

Ratio: 1.85-

Rurvning time: 140 minutes

CREDITS
Produced by William Perlberg. Directed by

George Seoton. Screenplay by Seaton. From the
book of the same title by Alexander Klein.
Music by Alfred Newman. Director of photogra-
phy, Jean Bourgoin. Art director, Tombi Lorsen.
Assistont director, Tom Pevsner. Costumes, Edith
Head. Film editor, Alma Macrorie.

THE CAST
Eric Erickson . .William Holden
Marianne Mollendorf Lilli Palmer
Collins
Klora Holtz
Dr. Jacob Karp
Porter
Horold Morroy
Fischer .Max Buchsboum
Urvger
Ingrid Erickson
Prof. Christiansen .Ejner Federspiel
Hans Hoitz Helo Gutschwager
Corl Bradley . . . . Holger Hogen
Lt. Nagler . . . .Dirk Hansen
Otto Holtz ....Carl Raddatz

William Holden, Carl Raddatz and
Helo Gutschwager in a scene from
“The Counterfeit Traitor.”

tioned entry into aU parts of Germany
where he gathers information which he
carries back to Stockholm and then passes
on to London, enabling the British and
Americans to carry out concentrated bomb-
ing raids on oil plants. In the course of his

work, he meets up with Lilli Palmer and
their dangerous missions bring them closer

and closer together, she being an Allied

agent. When her role is exposed, Holden
has the ghastly experience of having to

watch her being executed by a firing squad.
Although almost every sequence has

moments of suspense, it is Holden’s escape
from Germany, after being exposed by a
member of the Hitler Youth Movement,
that provides edge-of the-seat reactions.

The well-organized underground, espe-
cially in Denmark, is brought into full

play; the step-by-step maneuvers by
Holden and the underground accomplices
in getting him back to Sweden are vividly

and even tragically portrayed.
To give the picture the utmost authen-

ticity, no backgrounds were faked. Pro-
duction crews and cast members were sent

to Berlin, Hamburg, Copenhagen and
Stockholm to capture the true atmosphere
of the story.

The design for authenticity was further
carried out in the selection of players. The
producers cast American for American,
German for German, Swede for Swede,
Dane for Dane and Englishmen for Eng-
lishmen. The results are self-evident.

Alfred Newman’s musical score catches
the mood of the screen subject. Newman
visited the location sites during production
and absorbed the atmosphere to give each
sequence the proper background.

Exhibitors have a great deal to sell in

the picture, an intriguing subject based on
a highly publicized book and star names
such as William Holden and Lilli Palmer.
It is not strictly a man’s picture despite its

subject matter and war background.
Women at a sneak preview gave it their

overwhelming approval and were partic-

ularly fascinated by the perilous romance
between the two principals and the
feminine fashions of the period, 1942.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as “normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

i

I

Ballad of a Soldier (Kingsley) 125 140 75 150 190 100 225 50 100 130 200 135

Children's Hour, The (UA) 215 95 300 135 175 100 185 250 125 176

Cold Wind in August, A (Aidart) 140 300 150 no 125 175 175 150 175 100 160

Colossus of Rhodes (MGM) 125 85 190 140 135 75 150 130 100 126

Desert Warrior (Medallion) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Doctor in Love (Governor) 155 100 110 125 205 250 158

Don Quixote (MGM) 140 165 125 175 200 161

Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 no no 100 123

4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse, (MGM) 150 160 120 180 100 150 140 70 135 125 300 175 150 200 no 151

George Raft Story, The (AA) 150 130 225 100 100 105 100 120 75 100 200 80 no 105 125 100 120

Girl in Room 13, The (Astor) 140 100 100 100 85 105

Girl With a Suitcase (Ellis) 125 130 100 130 90 80 no 90 115 200 117

Gun Street (UA) 100 100 65 100 100 93

Guns of the Black Witch (AlP) 110 100 100 100 80 no 120 103

Happy Thieves, The (UA) 90 190 90 100 no 100 115 75 125 100 110

Hey, Let's Twistl (Para) 215 100 110 65 70 200 145 100 135 100 125 90 80 118

House of Fright (AIP) 100 100 150 65 130 65 100 130 105

lourney to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 135 150 115 75 90 300 120 205 175 154

Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 150 175 200 200 250 195

King of Kings (MGM) 180 275 200 230 200 110 240 150 450 395 200 250 120 no 195 175 200 no 300 215

Les Liaisons Dongereuses (Astor) 275 100 450 210 250 200 248

Light in the Piazza (MGM) 140 175 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 no 170 90 165 350 no 151

Mark, The (Cont'l) 150 175 165 120 120 105 125 190 125 125 180 115 141

Mary Had a Little (UA) 125 175 90 225 90 141

Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 100 200 140 175 100 no 133

Mysterious Island (Col) 150 125 150 100 175 115 225 240 70 300 250 125 90 no 175 160

No Love for Johnnie (Embassy) 85 170 80 125 100 95 90 165 114

Purple Noon (Times) 150 200 95 110 130 100 175 225 150 150 130 225 153

Rocco and His Brothers (Astor) 150 300 105 130 100 90 80 no 220 90 130 180 140

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 140 150 195 100 100 110 80 125 100 125 115 125 120 105 175 135 150 85 120 124

Secrets of Women (Janus) 140 105 145 80 145 90 175 120 105 200 250 141

Summer and Smoke (Para) 130 100 200 110 150 80 no 150 325
'

100 100 125 195 90 135 100 no 136

Twist Around the Clock (Col) 160 400 120 115 95 100 150 200 265 75 140 150 120 100 160 150 125 150 154

Valley of the Dragons (Col) 70 100 90 100 70 100 100 90

Victim (Pathe-America) 65 155 150 90 190 130

View From the Bridge, A (Cont'l) 120 190 95 125 100 160 125 120 200 300 154

Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 225 225 400 230 240 220 105 195 200 215

Watch Your Stem (Magna) 110 85 160 90 285 150 125 100 138

Weekend With Lulu, A (Col) 165 175 95 135 125 145 100 150 100 100 100 100 124

West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 200 225 175 300 260 300 250 250 250 400 300 266

World of Apu, The (Harrison) 160 100 75 90 90 190 118

X-15 (UA) 85 75 85 120 85 90 105 105 90 no 65 100 75 100 100 100 100 90 75 92

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
IndWIduil runt, not in mrige.
Listings art confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

1. West Side Story (UA)

Kansas City
Milwaukee
Cincinnati

2. Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM)
Kansas City

Chicago
3. Les Liaisons Dongereuses (Astor)

Boston

300
300
200

300
200

275

4.

5.

6.

Judgment at Nuremberg (UA)

Seattle

Walk on the Wild Side (Col)

Memphis
Denver

All Fall Down (MGM)

Chicago

...250

...240

...225

...200

I

I

Ip

i

I

i

W*

i



Revived Unit of Allied

Hears National Leaders

'Hour/ 'Walk' Score

Heavily in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—The Strand Theatre led

for the second week in good grosses, featui'-

ing “West Side Story.” At the Wisconsin
“The Childr-en’s Hour” was ringing up a

fine 250, while “Walk on the Wild Side”

at the Warner was third. Most situations

around town reported good business.

(Average Is 100)
Downer

—

Two Women (Embassy), 4th wk 175
Polace

—

South Seas Adventure (Cinerama),
1 4th wk 200

Riverside

—

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
(MGM) 150

Strand

—

West Side Story (UA), 2r»d wk 300
Times—The Mon Who Wagged His Toil

(Times) 80
Towne

—

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox),
2nd wk 100

Worner—Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 225
Wisconsin

—

The Children's Hour (MGM) 250

'Premature' Is a Good Draw
In Movie-Minded Omaha
OMAHA—There was nothing anemic in

the condition of the dowmtown movie busi-

ness last week and fom’ holdovers did av-

erage or better at the boxoffice. Note-
worthy was “Lover Come Back,” which
was shifted from the Orpheum after foiu:

fat weeks to the Omaha Theatre, where it

rang up a 110 per cent mark in its fifth

week. “The Prematm-e Biu'ial” did double
average business at the Admiral and “Pi-

nocchio” did nearly as well in its second
week at the State.

Admiral

—

The Premature Burial (AlP) 200
Cooper

—

Seven Wonders of the World
(Cinerama), 18th wk 150

Dundee—The Mork (Cont'l), 2nd wk 100
OmafKi—^Lover Come Back (U-l), moveover ....110
Orpheum

—

Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 125
Stote

—

Pinocchio (BV), reissue, 3rd wk 175

'Outsider' by Far the Best

Of Mill City Newcomers
MINNEAPOLIS—“The Outsider,” which

opened at the Gopher, pulled a big 250
per cent. Tying that score was “Sergeants
3” in its sixth week at the Uptown. Business
generally was aided by clear, sunny
weather with most offerings registering

average or better business.

Academy

—

El Cid (AA), 6th wk 110
Gopher

—

The Outsider (U-l) 250
Lyric

—

Walk on the Wild Side (Col), 4th wk 110
Monn

—

West Side Story (UA), 6th wk 165
Orpheum

—

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox),
2nd wk 90

Stote—Lover Come Back (U-l), 7th wk 120
Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 6th wk 250
Westgate

—

Secrets of Women (Janus), 2nd wk. 100
World

—

All Fall Down (MGM) 150

Two Features Slated
For Production Abroad
HOLLYWOOD—20th Century-Pox has

added “Second Sin,” screenplay by Ivan
Goff and Ben Roberts, to Frank McCar-
thy’s production schedule. The picture is

blueprinted to follow “Blood and Guts,”
the stoi*y of General Patton, and will be
filmed in France.
Seven Arts has signed Elia Kazan to pro-

duce and direct his own script, “Anatolian
Smile.” The film, slated for lensing in

Greece and Turkey, will be entirely fi-

nanced by Seven Arts, with no distributor

involved until shooting is completed.
“How to Be a Rich Uncle,” an original

screenplay by Edmund Beloin, will be made
by the writer and director Gordon Doug-
las as an independent production. Negotia-

tions are currently under way for United
Artists release.

Iowa's Blue Boy Oinks
In Shame at Texas Fair
DES MOINES—Some lowans, including

Gov. Norman Erbe, think Hollywood has
gone too far. And they’re speaking out

about it!

The current fuss has nothing to do with
“adult” film fare or loosening of the pro-

duction code. It goes much deeper. It has
to do with the indignity suffered upon
learning that 20th Centui-y-Fox’s latest

film version of “State Fair” has Texas for

its setting and a “counterfeit” Texas hog
in the role of Iowa’s beloved Blue Boy!
The late Phil Stong, a native of Keo-

sauqua, Iowa, wrote “State Fair” in 1932

about the Iowa state fair. Stong died in

1957. Two earlier film versions of the book
kept with the original locale. When he
found that the new movie was filmed in

Texas, about Texas, Governor Erbe dashed
off a telegram to John Cory jr., of Spencer,
president of the Iowa fair board. Erbe
m’ged that Cory protest this “departure
from reality” to officials of 20th-Fox.

“
‘State Fail-’ wears a strawhat,” said

Erbe, “not a ten-gallon Stetson.” The gov-
ernor said that if movie officials persist in

such an error, they soon may film an epic

on the discovery of off-shore oil deposits in

Iowa.
An editorial in the Des Moines Sunday

Register (where Stong once worked as a
reporter) admits that perhaps Texas has a

classier fairgrounds than Iowa, but goes on
to state “no Iowan will ever be able to be-

lieve that they have found a hog as big,

and gallant as Blue Boy.
“A Texas steer may be real, but a Texas

hog can only be an impostor!” The writer

adds: “They may insult our state, but they

had better treat our hogs with respect.”

The Register wonders what Stong, with
his peiTnanent gold pass for the Iowa state

fair, would think about what’s happened to

his authentic Iowa epic.

Well, just imagine how Egyptians would
feel if Hollywood put Cleopatra on a royal

barge and floated her down the Susque-
hanna!

Tour of Film Festival
CHICAGO—The World Playhouse and

the Towne theatre will sponsor a tour to

the Venice Film Festival this summer, de-
parting August 13 and returning September
2. The tour will also include attendance at

film showings in London, Paris and Frank-
furt, along with visits to Paris, Heidelberg,

Zurich, Florence and Rome.

Nev7 Tightening at Columbia
HOLLYWOOD—The Columbia studio

continued to cut down its operation with
the art department, under the direction of

Richard Pearl, reportedly blueprinted to

meld with the production department,
managed by Jack Fier, this summer.
Previously, the studio discontinued its re-

search, still photography, transportation

and sound recording divisions.

MINNEAPOLIS—The reactivated North
Central Allied convened in the Lakeland
room of the Pick-Nicollet Hotel Monday
(9). All independent exhibitors in the

area, whether members of Allied or not,

were invited to attend.

The program included a discussion of

trade practices and sales policies, film

runs, television, toll television, unfair

16mm competition, bingo, contracts and
contract terms, unemployment compensa-
tion, group insurance and cooperative

advertising.

Speakers included Lee Loevinger, head
of the antitrust division of the Department
of Justice, Washington; Marshall Fine,

Cleveland, president of National Allied;

Milton London, Detroit, executive director

of National Allied, and Ben Marcus, Mil-
waukee, chairman of the board of National
Allied.

Omaha 'West' Benefit

For Child Sight Aid
OMAHA — Final plans for the Variety

Club Tent 16’s midwest premiere of “West
Side Story” at the Admiral Theatre were
drawn at the Variety Club stag Monday
(2) at the 40 Bowl.
The movie, nominated for 11 Academy

Awards, will open with the premiere show-
ing April 11. Tickets will be $5. A special

Golden Circle has been set aside and seats

in this section will be $25. A cocktail buf-
fet supper will be given for Golden Circle

patrons before the show.
Chief Barker Don Shane told the stag

gathering that ticket sales have been en-
couraging and extended a special plea to

exhibitors in the area to boost the project.

Benefits will go to the Childi-en’s Sight
Center, at the C. Louis Meyer Therapy
Center adjacent to the Children’s Memorial
Hospital. It is a nursery school for visually

handicapped children and is administered
by the State Department of Education.
Mayor James Dowark is honorary ticket

sales chairman and pm'chased the first

ticket. Others on the ticket committee are

Peter Kiewit, head of Peter Kiewit Sons
Co., internationally operating construction
company; W. B. Millard jr., chainnan of

the board of the Omaha National Bank;
Morris Jacobs, president of Bozell and
Jacobs Advertising Co., and Frank Fogarty,
general manager of WOW radio and tele-

vision stations.

The score for Mel Shavelson’s produc-
tion, “The Pigeon That Took Rome,” was
composed by Italian Alessandro Cicognini

for Paramount.
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Red Wing Trust Case

Lost by John Wright
ST. PAUL—Jim Fraser, operator of the

Auditorium Theatre at Red Wing, and all

other defendants in the consphacy lawsuit
brought by John Wright and associates of

Minneapolis were found not guilty by
Judge Dennis Donovan in federal district

com't here.

Judge Donovan ruled that “the evidence
. . . does not reveal any substantial basis

from which to infer the existence at any
time of a fraudulent or illegal agreement or

conspiracy among any of the defendants or
the existence of any intent on the part of

the defendants to exercise monopoly power
to the detriment of the plaintiff.”

"In fact,” Donovan added, “the strongest
and most compelling inference which can
be drawn from the evdence, in the opinion
of this court, is that the decline of plain-
tiff’s business at the Chief (theatre) was
part of an overall, nationwide decline in

the motion picture industry which came
with the advent of television.

“Therefore, although plaintiff, in a
well-prepared and thoroughly presented
case, has inferentially cast suspicion upon
the acts of the defendants, the court is not
convinced that the required burden of sub-
stantial evidence is present to such an ex-
tent in the instant case to warrant a find-
ing that said antitrust laws have been
violated.”

Judge Donovan’s decision did take a
sympathetic note of Wright’s business
problem at the Chief Theatre, which he at
one time operated in Red Wing, and in-

cludes a mild rebuke to the defendants and
Red Wing generally. Judge Donovan’s
decision, however, makes clear that he can
find in the Sherman antitrust act no
legal basis for the damages of $165,000
which Wright asked.

Wright also has pending in Goodhue
County district court a $202,000 damage
suit against all present members of the
Auditorium board and a former member.
The suit was filed Sept. 5, 1959, but
Wright’s attorneys never have had it

placed on the calendar for trial.

The 13-page decision from Judge Dono-
van begins with a review of the legal

struggle between the Chief and Auditorium

; a screen game,
HOLLYWOOD takes fop

honors. As a box-office at-

traction, it is without equal. It has
been a favorite with theatre goers for

over 15 years. Write today for complete de-
tails. Be sure to give seating or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO. ...

3750 Ookton St. * Skokie, Illinois

theatres and outlines the legal theory on
which Wright based his claim for dam-
ages. This is, that the defendants

—

Fraser, the members of the Auditorium
board and the Red Wing Daily Republican
Eagle—“knowingly engaged in concerted
and parallel action” designed to make the
Auditorium the only first-run theatre in

Red Wing and sought to “eliminate the
plaintiff as an effective competitor in the

business of exhibiting motion pictures” in

Red Wing.
Illegal action by the defendants, Wright’s

attorney asserted, tended to result “in the
creation of a monopoly in Red Wing of

the motion picture exhibition business in

the Auditorium Theatre and to restrain

the free flow of trade in interstate

commerce.”
Reviewing the law. Judge Donovan ob-

served that no previous cases under the
Sherman antitrust act seem to offer a
clear guide to decision in this lawsuit. But
“acts which only incidentally or indirectly

restrict competition while their principal

purpose and effect is the reasonable ad-
vancement of legitimate purposes, are not
prohibited by the law . .

“A reasonable construction of the anti-

trust laws is demanded . . Donovan
added, and “those laws are not intended
to thwart or otherwise fiiistrate the in-

telligent, reasonable and vigorous conduct
of business enterprise.”

And, while circumstantial evidence is ad-
missible, “the circumstances relied upon by
the plaintiff to prove a fraudulent con-
spiracy to restraint of trade must represent
substantial evidence of such violation and
must rise above the realm of mere sus-

picion.” This, Judge Donovan concluded,

Wright’s evidence did not do.

Original defendants in the lawsuit were
members of the T. B. Sheldon Auditorium
boai’d at Red Wing, the city of Red Wing
and the city council president, the editor

of the Daily Republican Eagle and the

newspaper itself, Fraser, 20th-Fox, United
Artists and Paramount. As the trial

progressed, however, Wright’s attorneys

agreed to dismiss the film companies, the

council president and two board members.
Filed Sept. 10, 1959, the lawsuit went

through a number of pretrial hearings and
depositions before trial actually began last

August 29. Arguments and presentations

of evidence continued through Oct. 25,

1961.

Long Frank Puglia Career
Continues in Wallis Film
HOLLYWOOD — Actor Frank Puglia,

who bowed in films for D. W. Griffith as

the crippled youth who saved the girl in

“Orphans of the Storm,” will play the lead

role of Syavros in support of Elvis Presley

in Hal Wallis’ “Girls! Girls! Girls!” for

Paramount release.

The film marks Puglia’s return to the

screen and to Paramount, his last role

having been as Sophia Loren’s neighbor in

“The Black Orchid” several years ago.

From 4 Below to 83 Hot!
LOS ANGELES—From surfboard to

parka was the fate of a sun-tanned,

shivery booker in MGM’s local exchange
this week. He put the company’s “The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse” into

Honolulu, temperature 83, and then booked
the film in Anchorage, Alaska, temperature
4 below!

MINNEAPOLIS
pioneer Theatres conducted a special meet-

ing Thursday (5) for its drive-in man-
agers to make plans for the upcoming out-
door theatre season. The session was in

Carroll, Iowa. Attending from Minneapolis
were Harold Field, president of the cir-

cuit, and Don Smith, general manager.
Gordon McKinnon, district manager, of

Spencer, Iowa, also was at the meeting.
Product and promotion plans were dis-

cussed.

James S. Lombard jr., has been named
manager of the Orpheum Theatre and ex-
ecutive director of all legitimate shows at
the house, replacing Bo’d Whelan, who will

be in charge of the physical supervision of

all Mann theatres in the ’Twin Cities. Whe-
lan will work out of the circuit’s head-
quarters above the World 'Theatre. Lom-
bard formerly was with Broadway Theatre
Alliance, a subsidiary of Columbia Artists.

A year ago the firm was sold out to United
Performing Artists. Lombard was western
states director of the theatre division for

the firm and was stationed in Hollywood.
His father is director of concerts and lec-

tures at the University of Minnesota.

John P. Stopka has been added to the
advertising-publicity department staff of

Minnesota Amusement Co., according to

Ev Seibel, director, and has been assigned
to the Century Theatre, which opens next
Friday (13), to work with Tom Martin,
manager. Stopka was with Malco’s adver-
tising department in 1954. For the past
three years he has been a salesman for a
local office supply firm, and on occasion
done relief manager work in neighborhood
theatres.

In a realignment of assistant managers
in Minnesota Amusement’s houses in Min-
neapolis, Pat McCashin, who has been at

the State, has been named assistant at the
Century. Richard Anderson, assistant man-
ager at the Lyric, was moved to the State.

John Olson, formerly with Radio City and
the State, is new assistant manager at the
Lyric. The new trainee at the Lyric is

John D. McCashin.

One of the first drive-ins in the area to

open for the season was the St. Croix at

Houlton, Wis., which resumed March 30

. . . Exhibitors on the Row were Ray Blakes-

lee, Medford, Wis.; Arvid Olson, Pine

Island, and Pete deFea, Milbank, S. D. . . .

Carol Charley is the new stenographer at

United Artists.

John Calhoun, MGM publicist, was in . . .

Avron Rosen, manager of Buena Vista, was
in the territory calling on accounts . . .

Lucile Langer, contract clerk at Universal,

was in St. Mary’s Hospital with pneu-
monia . . . Three men accused of robbing

the Edina and Subm-ban World theatres in

February were returned to Minneapolis
from Plattsburg, Mo., where sheriff’s dep-

uties arrested them February 18. Warrants
charging the three with first degree grand
larceny were issued.

The auxiliary of the Variety Club of the

Northwest will stage a fashion show May
23 at Oak Ridge Country Club in suburban
Hopkins. Marie Wolpert, president, has
appointed a committee to handle the event.
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OMAHA Ludy Bosten, 50-Year Exhibitor, Hopes

For Return of Mass-Appeal Films^^arren Hall, who owns the Rodeo The-

atre at Burwell and is one of the di-

rectors and active promoters of the famous
Burwell Rodeo, has been appointed county

judge to fill a vacancy He plans to run for

re-election. Hall not only is one of the

area’s leading boosters of the rodeo but is

also a participant in many civic activities

and every fall plays host to numerous
groups of hunters who visit for grouse and
pheasant shooting . . . Fran’: Larson, 20th-

Fox exchange manager, attended a meet-

ing in Des Moines.

Don Campbell, veteran exhibitor at Cen-
tral City, was one of a number of theatre

owners who had to take circuitous routes to

get to Filmrow last week because of flooded

highways. Although there were no reports

of theatres suffering from flood damage,
some lowland drive-ins felt the brunt of

high water. Phil Lannon, West Point ex-

hibitor, said he had to drive about twice as

far as usual to get to Omaha.

Central States set the first of the month
for opening its drive-ins at Columbus.
York, Fremont and Mason City and in most
cases was able to go through with plans.

Norman Grint, who has the Sun Thea-
tre at Sargent, is all set to do aerial crop

spraying again this spring, if and when
winter decides to leave the teiritory. An-
other weekend of snow and sleet kept the

headache going for drive-in owners.

Ed Cohen, Columbia salesman, got a card
from a retired midwest di'ive-in owner in

Florida saying he was watching for the de-

livery of the 50-horsepower outboard motor
Cohen said he was sending. But Cohen says

it is Leo Young of the Center Drive-In

Corp. who is to do the sending.

Marvin Jones, exhibitor and mayor at

Red Cloud, said he had had a big inin on
hay sales at his fai-m because cattle feed-

ers had been unable to get to supplies in

the field . . . The Brown brothers, exhibi-

tors at Oconto, have a new Volkswagen
and are like kids with a new toy. 'They say

it is just the ticket to get to their ranch
property . . . Mary Frangenberg, 20th-Fox
cashier, was singing the blues after bowling
singles and doubles in the Nebraska
Women’s Bowling Tournament at the
Ranch Bowl. Her handicap scores: 513 in

doubles and 490 in singles. Governor Mor-
rison threw the first ball—down the gutter

—opening night when Mary bowled.

Bill Zedicher, theatre owner at Osceola,
did the finishing work on the new post-

office there . . . Mrs. Paul Fine, who spent
the winter in Tucson, bumped into Jack
Kemiedy, former MGM exchange manager
in Des Moines, and Mi's. Kennedy in

Juarez. Mrs. Fine was worried about driv-

ing back to Omaha and learned the Ken-
nedys were driving back at the same time,

so they fonned an Omaha-bound caravan.

Clarence Brubaugh, formerly on the Row
in Omaha, visited here last week . . . Ex-
hibitor^ in town included Nebraskans
Charles Thoene, Lyons; Frank Hollings-
worth, Beatrice; Don Campbell, Central
City; Clarence Frasier, Lincoln; Phil Lan-
non. West Point, and lowans S. J. Backer,
Harlan, and Byron Hopkins, Glenwood and
Villisca.

MUSCATINE, IOWA—Fifty years ago.

Ludy Bosten, a “whiz” of a button cutter,

sat in a local street fair tent to watch “The
Great Train Robbery” and saw a great

future for the motion pictm'e theatre. To-
day, Ludy Bosten, with a half-centm-y in

the theatre business behind him, looks

ahead to still a greater futm'e for the in-

dustry, “if the producers ever get back on
the ball and make pictures that the general

public would like to see.”

The owner of the Uptown Theatre and
Hilltop Drive-In here and the Wapello
Theatre at Wapello, Ludy’s 50-year career

is a personal chronology of the film indus-

try and the changing times. It all started

back in 1912. Inspired by “The Great
Train Robbery,” the first motion picture

with a plot, Ludy gave up the button busi-

ness and launched his fii'st theatre, the

Princess, a nickelodeon. Later, it was
known as the Gayety.

OPENED A-MUSE-U THEATRE
Several years later, in the heydey of

movies plus live entertainment, Ludy
opened the A-Muse-U where, he recalls, all

543 seats were filled every Sunday after-

noon, and they came from as far away as

Cedar Rapids! Between showings of the

feature, Ludy offered a ten-man orchestra,

decked out in “costumes from Chicago.”

The director was Cliff Reckow, fonnerly

with the Minneapolis symphony, and the

drummer once played with Sousa.

At one time, Ludy also operated the

Family Theatre at Muscatine with Carl

Laemmle jr., who later went to Hollywood
and founded Universal Pictures. The
Family’s ten-cent matinee included “high-
class vaudeville.” The Grand, another of

Ludy’s theatres in the days before movies
found a voice, featured road companies,
minstrels and vaudeville along with the

films. The Palace, closed two years, ago,

also was a topnotch first-run theatre with

a seating capacity of 700.

TURNED ARMORY INTO THEATRE
Ludy’s present Uptown is one of the

finest theatres in the state. But in 1929,

when he bought an armory building with
plans to turn it into the Uptown Theatre,

they told him he was “crazy.” The 70x140-
foot arniory had an 11-inch concrete floor,

and when Ludy ordered workmen to “tear

it out!”—they laughed, said it was foolish

and couldn’t be done. “But we got the job

done,” he recalls,” and we came up with
a fine theatre and a credit to the town.”
During the 50 years, Ludy spent two on

the road as a salesman for Cecil B. De-
Mille’s “The King of Kings.” With him for

the last 45 years in Muscatine theatre
business has been Agnes Dollman. Miss
Dollman started as a cashier back in 1917,

when a cashier was kept quite busy because
the shows ran from 30 minutes to an hour.
She now seiwes as his bookkeeper and
secretary.

From the 1912 nickelodeon to the 834-

foam-rubber-seat Uptown, and the 500-car
Hilltop, which he operates with his son
Clayton, Ludy Bosten has seen a lot of

celluloid. But he isn’t content to remi-
nisce. “I always have loved the business,

still do, and always will,” Ludy says. With

Ludy Bosten, who has been operating
theatres since 1912, says the film in-

dustry “badly needs family entertain-
ment to bring the masses back into

th? theatre . . . Walt Disney is the
leader. Why not follow the leader?”

an eye to the future, he is determined that
“our business will stage a comeback when
the producers again produce mass enter-

tainment that can be sold at prices which
will allow the exhibitors a fair profit in

return.”

The veteran Iowa exhibitor feels that a

great deal of money is being spent nowa-
days on productions that do not represent
much appeal to the theatregoing public.

Ludy says “we badly need family enter-

tainment to bring the masses back into the
theatre.” He ui'ges more entertainment for

children, teenagers, Ma and Dad, and more
slapstick comedy. He sees lots of room to-

day for these productions in color.

“Walt Disney is the leader,” says Ludy,
and he asks, “Why not follow the leader?”
The theatreman from Muscatine just

doesn’t think the present-day pictures en-
tertain. He cites several, which he labels

“masterpieces in production,” but because
they do not appeal to the masses, they’ll

never pay back the cost tag.”

Jim Philbrook 'Lariat' Star

HOLLYWOOD—James Philbrook signed

to star in Sam Katzman’s Columbia pro-

duction of “The Broken Lariat.”
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Directors Better But Film Stories

Aren't, Says Longtime Boothman
LINCOLN—Roy McGraw, 72, has been

busy in this city’s movie and stage life for

more than 50 years.

If anyone wants
proof of this long-
time experience, Roy
can pull out his gold,

50-year membership
card presented to him
in a sm-prise cere-

mony March 11 by
fellow members of

Local 151 of the
lATSE. Roy was one
of the six original

Roy McGraw "^°vie house opera-
tors joining the group

in 1912.

Roy still is on the job, though only part-
time since his 68th birthday. He does this

by relieving other operators on fulltime

jobs. Aside from local memories gathered
through the yeai's, Roy has these thoughts
on the industry to which he’s given his

loyalty for more than half a century:
“Give me a Disney picture on the reels

and the house won’t be able to handle the
crowds . . . Picture directing was pretty
crude in the early days. The fine directors

represent the best thing that has happened
during the years but they’re not making
the most of this. Pictm es have deteriorated
. . . Our working conditions have improved.
I worked ten hours for $18 a week on my
first job in 1910, cranking out the film.

Today, it’s a five-hour shift, paying any-
where from $97 to $120 weekly.”
Roy recalls the films in his early days

usually ran about 500 feet. Today pictures
are about 13 reels for a total of 20,000 feet.

Friends also like to hear Roy talk about
the first movie serial ever shown in

Lincoln: “It was ‘What Happened to

Mary?’ and it was so popular they made a
sequel serial called ‘Who Will Marry
Mary?’ ” Roy says this preceded Pauline’s
famous “Perils.”

The Lincoln veteran of movies and stage
shows has a son named Jack living in

Texas.

DES MOINES
Jf everyone stays on key and in step, June

19 should be a great day at Mason City.
Ninety-six busloads of bandsmen from all

over the U.S., will be on hand for the press
premiere of “The Music Man” at the
Palace Theatre. That figure doesn’t in-

clude hundreds of Iowa “horn footers,” a
Warner Bros, contingent, film celebrities,

other notables and, of course, press folk. In
all, about 8,500 persons are expected to

participate. And it’s safe to say that most
of Mason City’s 30,000 residents will be in

evidence to honor their favorite son, Mere-
dith WilLson.

With late March behaving itself, more
drive-ins were reopening. In Des Moines,
Lloyd Hirstine turned on the lights at the
Capitol. A few weeks earlier, Vem Carr,
manager of the Southeast 14th Drive-In,
reopened for the season . . . Bill Barker of

Co-Op Theatre Services came from Omaha

to bowl in the ABC. Barker and his wife

visited friends on the Row during their

stay . . . Columbia staff members enter-

tained at a farewell party for Faye Tysdal,

assistant cashier who is leaving to await
the bu’th of a baby.

M. E. Lee of Central States was con-
valescing at home after a too-long stay

in the hospital . . . Bert Thomas, B&I book-
ing agency, also was hospitalized, but is

back on the job and OK . . . Best wishes for

a speedy recovery to Doc Twedt of the Chief
Theatre at Britt, who recently underwent
surgery at Mayos . . . Don Allen and Don
Knight of Tri-States, Frank Rubel of Cen-
tral States and Charles Caligiuri, Para-
mount manager attended a merchandising
meeting in Chicago in behalf of Para-
mount’s “Hell Is for Heroes” . . . Ben Mar-
cus, Columbia division manager, was in Des
Moines to call on exhibitors . . . Ken
Weldon, a former booker at MGM who now
lives in Wintei'set, dropped into the local

office to say “hello.”

Frank Jones is the new manager of Com-
monwealth’s Strand and Skylark drive-ins

at Creston. Jones, who has been with Com-
monwealth Theatres for 19 years, comes to

Creston from Pratt, Kas., where he man-
aged two drive-ins. Frank Banning, former
manager at Creston, has been transferred

to Columbia, Mo., to head the Broadway
Drive-In there.

An impressive article in the Cherokee
Courier has as its subject, Rollin Stone-
brooke, manager of Pioneer’s American,
Arrow and Corral theatres at Cherokee.
Stonebrooke lists as his No. 1 hobby: baby-
sitting, especially on Saturday afternoons
. . . Shortly after noting “Rock” Schwane-
beck of Knoxville as the handsome fellow

pictured with the “Star of the Year,” comes
along a photo of Rock Hudson and Monti

-

cello theatreman Jim Gray. Again, one has
to read far down in the cutlines to deter-

mine whether the matinee idol is the guy
on the right, or the one on the left. Either

Iowa can boast of good-looking theatre

managers, or Show-A-Rama had some ex-
cellent photographers.

George Lefko from Pathe-America in

Chicago was in Des Moines on a sales trip

. . . Roy and Ida Metcalf of Cedar Rapids
were in to attend the screening of “West
Side Story” at the Capri . . . Other visitors

on the Row included Bob Hutte of

Osceola and Don Horton, Mount Vernon.

MILWAUKEE
^hings are beginning to happen in con-

nection with the $704,000 added in

construction items to the new museum
without obtaining competitive bids. Aider-
man George W. Whittow has asked the
city attorney to determine whether it was
legal. An article, which appeared in a pre-

vious issue of Boxoffice (March 26) con-
cerning 20th-Fox publicist Louis Orlove’s

movie projection equipment donated to the

museum, only to be denied space is now
being debated. A member of the museum

board has issued a statement to the effect

that the additional funds went for a mez-
zanine, a second elevator, floor tile and
wall plastering. “But,” says Orlove, “why
not for the badly needed additional space?”

Projectionists returned to work at the
Tower Theatre after reaching an agree-
ment with the management in a contract
dispute. A1 Camillo, manager, said both
sides agreed to a 90-day moratorium in

which time a settlement was expected on
the issue of whether the theatre would pay
first-run scale when it showed second run
motion pictures. The agreement was with
Local 164. A similar agreement is expected
with Local 18 of the stagehands union, he
said.

The death of Harold J. Fitzgerald while
vacationing in Florida was a severe blow
to the motion picture industry here and
civic activities in general for “Fitz” was
usually expected to lead the way in prac-
tically eveiT campaign that meant any-
thing. As former president of Fox Wis-
consin Amusement Corp., a circuit with
about 70 theatres at one time, his advice
and leadership were much in demand.

Lew Breyer, vice-president of King of

Comedy, New York, was among those who
attended the A1 Camillo testimonial.
Breyer formerly was on the sales staff of

U-I here.

New Form 61S Covers
Collapses From Snow
DETROIT—Insurance coverage against

collapse of a theatre building is now avail-

able in Michigan, according to Clive R.
Waxman, general manager of Independent
Exhibitors Theatre Service of Grand
Rapids. The basic protection is now fur-

nished, since February 12, by Special Ex-
tended Coverage Endorsement 61S (Uni-
form Form Edition, September 1961), when
this endorsement is attached to the policy

and the appropriate premium charged,
reading

:

“Extend said policy to insure against all

other risks of direct physical loss except
as specifically excluded in the fonn.”
Waxman checked extensively into this

situation following the collapse of the roof

of the Sun Theatre at Marion due to ac-

cumulated weight of snow, and the de-

cision of the owners that they would be
unable to rebuild because the loss was
found not to be covered by insurance.

As Waxman explains the insurance situa-

tion: “The major factor as the special

coverage endorsement applies to our situa-

tion is that ‘collapse’ is NOT listed as one
of the exclusions—therefore it is covered.”

He notes that this covers a $100 de-

ductible feature on perils other than ordi-

nary extended coverage.

Noting that fonn 61S applies to business

and industrial buildings, Waxman advises

that a different form is applicable to home-
owner package policies.

Reopens in Versailles. Ind.

VERSAILLES, IND. — The Versailles

Theatre, closed since 1958, was reopened

early this month under the management of

Herbert Thompson.

The screenplay for Columbia’s “Diamond
Head,” Peter Gilman’s di-amatic story of a

dynastic Hawaiian family, was written by

Marguerite Roberts.
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n,s intriguing playground under blue Hawaiian skies is at the Kam Drive-In Theatre, Consolidated Amusement
Co. s newest drive-in theatre in the 50th state. It is located five miles from downtown Honolulu. Story page 6.
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Studies made by the di-

rectors of experimental city parks have
shown that small children take great

delight in imaginative types of play

equipment and quickly respond to it.

A world of fantasy is created for them
when they encounter fascinating

sculptured concrete or molded Fiber-

glas animals such as baby elephants,

badgers, whales, horses or turtles (see

page 6).

Some of these animals are purely for

climbing, caressing, crawling over and
sliding upon; or the children often pre-

tend to feed them. Others, such as the

whale, one of which is at the All-

Weather Drive-In Theatre in Copiague,

Long Island, N. Y., incorporate a slide

which descends from the raised tail

which forms a platform, down through

the body of the whale.

Various sizes of concrete blocks or

rounds and pylons spaced fairly close

together for climbing with a larger con-

crete drum located in the center of this

semicircular stairway to serve as a
stage offer all kinds of suggestions to

children for fun and play-acting.

Children will always respond to the

time-tested favorites of swings, slides,

teeter-totters, climbers, etc., which give

them plenty of opportunity to work off

their energy in healthy activity and
have fun at the same time, and this type

of equipment should continue to be
standard for drive-in theatre play-

grounds.

However, outdoor exhibitors would
do well to seriously consider the ad-

dition of one or more pieces of these

newer types of play devices to their

playgrounds. They will add a new ap-

peal and attraction for the youngsters

and, thus, a new draw for their parents.

A child's imagination is a wonderful

thing, a fact which, no doubt, explains

the popularity of miniature trains to

young railroaders and the carousel to

the child who imagines himself a circus

performer.
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YOUR NATIONAL CARBON ENGINEER...
Sells you the best product— gives you the best service!

The illustration shows a National Carbon Sales Engi-

neer using alignment rod equipment to check alignment

of the complete optical train—to assure delivery of maxi-

mum light to the screen. When the two flanges fit per-

fectly together the operator knows his system is in perfect

alignment. This modern equipment is only one of the

many ways National Carbon helps exhibitors to keep their screen

lighting at the highest level of efficiency.

For quality projection, use “National” projector carbons — for

dependable, free technical service, call National Carbon. Get details

from your National Carbon supply dealer or write: National Carbon

Company, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue,

New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Ltd., Toronto.

C. E. Heppberger

OPTICAL ALIGNMENT DEVICES: The use

of this equipment results in restoring to a

screen the light lost through imperfect

alignment of the optical system.

“National” and "Union Carbide” are

registered trade-marks for products of NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
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In year-round sports, the big show is bowling, and men with

talent both for showmanship and sound business management

should find themselves right at home in this growing business.

Bowling lanes average an unusually high return on invested

capital and many owners have paid for their equipment in full

—out of earnings—in as little as five years, putting themselves in

an excellent equity position. These profits, of course, are the

result of the continuing growth of bowling. Not only has the

active bowling population doubled since 1955, but people are

now bowling more often. Increasing leisure time, TV promo-

tion of bowling and America’s new emphasis on physical fitness

indicate further growth. If you are interested in a bowling busi-

ness, it will pay you to talk to Brunswick— the company with

over a century of leadership in the recreation industry.



An Analysis for Theatre Owners:

I

Investment Opportunities

in Brunswick Bowling Centers

Wherever you look on the American landscape, you will see new bowling centers.

Step inside any one of them and you will discover a modern,

club-like atmosphere, fully automatic equipment and plenty of brisk activity.

In 1957, 13,577,000 Americans bowled. In 1961, the estimated figure was

24,364,000 bowlers. At the present rate of growth, by 1965, we can expect

over 32 million bowlers on the lanes.

Yet behind this popular enthusiasm, you will find some of the most carefully

planned investments in business history.

If you are seriously contemplating a bowling investment, here are some answers

to questions most frequently asked

:

Q: Do Theatre Men Make Good
Bowling Operators?

A: Successful theatre owners fill the most impor-

tant requirements for a Brunswick proprietorship

:

They are independent businessmen with a demon-
strated talent for attracting, meeting and entertain-

ing the public.

Q: Can We Be Sure Bowling Will Continue

to Grow?

A: Total population growth alone will create a cer-

tain amount of expansion, but it is the trend toward

regular, organized league bowling that will continue

to give this sport its greatest impetus. In 1947 there

were 30 league bowlers for every lane. Today, there

are 52 league bowlers for every lane—and the num-
ber is still growing ! Women, too, are now entering

the market in greater numbers. All told, more than

1,500,000 new bowlers appear each year.

Q: What Are the Prospects for Converting
Inactive Theatres to Bowling Centers?

A: Any number of theatres have been converted

into paying bowling centers. Because of the unob-
structed interior, the cost of converting a theatre

building to bowling is lower than with many
other types of buildings. If you’re interested,

Brunswick will be glad to send you complete infor-

mation and pictures on this type of conversion.

Q: What Are the Operating Cost Factors?

A: Automatic equipment minimizes labor prob-
lems. Five employees can run a 40-lane house. Be-

cause bowling is a cash business, customers pay and
play—no credit, collection or credit-card problems,
simplified bookkeeping. As a result, most income
can go directly to develop equity if you so desire.

Once equipment is paid for, it goes right on earn-

ing. Because of the carefully engineered quality of

Brunswick equipment, upkeep costs are among the

lowest for any classification of capital goods.

Q: What Investment Protection Do I Get
from Brunswick?

A: If your area can’t support a new bowling cen-

ter, Brunswick will advise you not to build one.
Brunswick carefully weighs trends in retail sales,

population, employment and the general level of

bowler activity for each proposed site.

Q: How Much Help Can I Get from Brunswick
After I Go into Bowling?

A: Once a new center is opened, Brunswick main-
tains its concern for the operator’s success. That is

why Brunswick operates a Bowling Management
School, a Counter Control School and a series of

long-term bowler-business surveys. Brunswick
further helps build and stabilize the bowling indus-

try through large-scale expenditures in year-to-year

advertising to attract new bowlers, and in promo-
tional programs for proprietors.

Q: Is Bowling a Seasonal Business?

A: No. Thanks to modern air-conditioning, bowl-
ing has become an all-year sport. Most lanes now
operate from 50 to 52 weeks a year.

Q: Where Can I Get More Information?

A: Interested investors are invited to contact Mr.
William Blanks, Brunswick Corporation, Theatre
Division, 623 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

(Telephone WE 9-3000)

.

^lUWAWick
The No. 1 Name in Bowling



Imaginative play equipment—spring-mounted horses and friendly looking turtles

—add to the interest of the well-equipped playground at the new Kam Drive-In

Theatre in Honolulu. The sand underfoot is a natural for this Hawaiian drive-

in. A uniformed attendant is on duty at all times when the playground is open,

both pre-show and during the intermission. The playground is enclosed with

chain link fence which is decorated with gaily painted cartoon characters.

NOVEL PUY EQUIPMENT IN HONOLULU DRIVE-IN

Special Thought and Supervision Given to Kids in Luxurious New Theatre

Bouncing horses which give the
kiddies the sensation of a good, fast trot,

and huge, soulful-faced turtles for scram-
bling and climbing are novel equipment at

the new Kam Drive-In Theatre in Hono-
lulu which allow the youngsters to give

full sway to their imagination.

To add further to the interest of these

play devices, which are gaily painted, they
are set at random on the sandy play-

ground, giving the illusion that they “just

happened” to arrive at that point.

LOCATED BEHIND SNACK BAR

The playground is located directly in

back of the snack bar building and also

features .swings, slides and a jungle gym,
all of which are painted in candy stripes.

The play area is completely enclosed with
chain link fence mounted on top of a low
conciHce block base, and the fence is dec-
orat'd at intervals with large, colorful

cutouts of cartoon characters.

Tl ' Kam is Con.solidated Amusement
Co.’s • onnd drive-in operation in Hawaii
where Me company operates 19 theatres,

and two additional sites have been ac-

quired where constniction of drive-ins will

begin this .summer.

Located five miles from downtown Hono-
lulu, the Kam Drive-In is situated in the

Pearl Harbor Heights area on the leeward

side of Oahu, main island in the Hawaiian

group, and overlooks the historic naval
base on one side and the verdant Waianae
mountain range on the other.

A sharp, well-lighted pictui-e on the

The play area at the Kam is located at the right, in back of the snack bar building. Restroom

entrances are shown here, the entrances to the concessions service are on the opposite side.

6 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION



The overall layout of the Kam
Drive-In Theatre which has a

capacity of 1^00 cars. The

50x1 00-foat screen is elevated 25

feet from the ground level, to

assure a good view for patrons at

any location in the theatre. At

left, in the picture, is the central

refreshment service and projec-

tion building which is 65x80 feet.

The Kam is the second drive-in to

be operated in Hawaii by Con-

solidated Amusement Co. and two

additional drive-ins are to be con-

structed this summer. Consoli-

dated also operates 17 indoor

theatres in the U.S.' newest state.

Three boxoffices serve six lanes of traffic at the Kam. The theatre is blacktopped and traffic lanes

are clearly defined. Low planters are an integral part of the front of each boxoffice, and the theatre

is fenced with chain link. The Kam is located five miles from downtown Honolulu near Pearl Harbor.

CREDITS:

Attraction Board: Advance Neon

Changeable Letters: Adler

Cold Drink Dispensers: Carbonic

Grill and Stove: Hotpoint

Food Warmers: Star and Toastmaster

Freezers and Refrigerators: Glenco

Lamphouses

:

Ashcraft

Lenses: Bausch & Lomb

Playground Equipment: Miracle

Projectors and Speakers: Simplex

Screen: Robertson Decking

50xl00-foot screen can be clearly viewed
from any spot in the 14-acre drive-in. The
screen is raised 25 feet from ground level.

The Kam’s snack bar is said to be the

most modern of any theatre in Hawaii and
is staffed by a courteous, efficient person-
nel of 15 girls. It is both a catered and
self-service operation.

A 15x50-foot attraction board utilizes

multicolored letters in various sizes.

The Kam was built at a cost of approxi-
mately $500,000, not including the land.

The Kam concessions offers both

self-service cafeteria and catered

service. At the entrance of each of

the two lanes is a hot food order

arch. As the patron enters the

lane he can place his order for

pizza pie, chili dogs and chili

tamales. He is given an identi-

fication check which he will carry

through the self-service lane on

the way to the checkout cashier.

Here his hot food order will have

caught up with him and is identi-

fiable by his check. A staff of 15

girls handles the food preparation

and service for both the hot foods

counter and the two lanes.
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to the number of admissions, plus the con-
cessions sales. The charge for the conces-

sions is based on the fact that there is

quite a bit more hazard involved. The
rating is statewide, and the same pro-

cedure is used for arriving at the premium
that is used for the enclosed theatre. Since

the Liability covers the entire operation,

including the playground, you can see why
they want a little extra premium.

Some theatres have pony rides, mechani-
cal rides, and other types of special equip-

ment, which should be endorsed on the

policy. The insurance companies figure

their premium based on the usual opera-

tion of a drive-in, so when you add any-
thing extra, make sure they are aware of

it, because it could be quite a costly mis-

take to overlook something like that.

Go-carts are not as popular as they were,

of course, but you can bet that there will be
some type of ride to take their place in the

near future. It is a help to your insurance

agent, if you would call him and talk over

the possibility of engaging in a go-cart op-

eration, or whatever takes its place. The
reason I say this, is that if you set up the

track, (at a real expense to you), and then

sive policy covers automatically if the the-

atre owner should buy a second theatre,

buy some land next to his di’ive-in, or in

any other way add to his existing liability.

This automatic coverage is slightly higher
than the OL&T, but in many cases it is

absolutely a necessity.

A theatre owner with just one theatre,

can make sure that if an employe drives

either the owner’s car or a company car,

that the coverage is in good order, but that
is not the case with a man owning two,

three or more theatres. The man with more
than one theatre should have a Compre-
hensive General Liability policy to cover

at every location he is connected with, and
under the same type policy, he should in-

clude all of his company trucks and cars.

As a suggestion, the liability limits should
be at least $100,000.

ANOTHER COVERAGE NEEDED

He should also have “Employers Non-
ownership” coverage, in case one of his

employes should be called upon to go to

town for more hot dog buns, make a bank
deposit, or any number of minor type
emergencies that can arise. In most cases,

the employe will probably have his own
liability insurance to cover himself for

$5,000 and $10,000 limits, but if it is a
serious accident involving $50,000 or $100,-

000, that employe’s limits are going to be

sadly inadequate, and you, the owner, will

be sued also, because he was your messenger
at the time. If at all possible, be sure a
company car is used.

An enclosed theatre will have a rate

setup, based on the entire state that it is

operating in. For example, the entire state

of Kansas will have one rate for each the-
atre, and the theatre owner estimates what
his receipts will be for the coming year,

and his premium will be based on that. If

an owner estimates his receipts will be

$50,000, then that figure will be taken times

.09, for example. I might point out that

some theatres are mnning at the minimum
premium basis, while others are audited

yearly and if the receipts are higher than

*Mr. Jones is with the Finton H. Jones & Son
Agency, Kansas City, Mo.

Safety Tips for Drive-In Exhibitors

Drive-in theatre owners, nat-
urally, put the emphasis on how to get

the patron in the theatre, how to make
him comfortable while there, how to

feed him the best possible food in the

fastest way and please him enough to

come back again—but one small item is

frequently omitted from the program:
safety.

Often, a theatre owner will check
everything possible before opening
night, but will just take a cursory look

at his playground equipment. Thei'e is

little, or nothing that the drive-in

owner or manager can do to prevent the

children from running in front of cars, or

running between the cars and getting

hung up on the speaker cable, nor is

there much you can do to keep them
from tripping on small rocks in the

gravel, but you can do everything in your

power to make sure that the playground
equipment is securely bolted down, (you

might inspect this as often as possible,

because it can work loose ) . Another
check you might make, is to look for

loose nails and bolts, because it is a piti-

ful sight to watch a youngster have to

take a tetanus shot.

A couple more points you might think

about, are these: If there is a fence be-

tween the front ramp and the play area,

be sure that it is painted and well

marked, because the kids are in a big

hurry to get to the swings and slides,

and might not see the fence. Most play-

ground areas I have seen, have all been

clean and orderly, but it is always good

to check to see that there are no broken

bottles, because quite a few children go

barefoot.

I know that you managers are busy

prior to, during, and after the show, but

if you have any chance at all, you might

check the ramps, to see if any of the

kids are lying in front of their car, or at

the side of it. We have had a few cases

where a child had an aiTn outstretched,

and a car has run over it. You can’t be

responsible for that, but you might be

instrumental in preventing it from
happening.

Moving to the adults attending the

drive-in, you might consider this. When
you put chairs on the patios for the peo-

ple to watch the movie away from their

cars, you might hook them together

with heavy 2x4’s, in sets of thi-ee or

four. This helps to prevent them from
tipping over, and at the same time, it

discourages theft, because a car is not

big enough to throw all three or four of

them in.

If you have an employe paint your

tower, or concessions stand, or any other

duty that is not considered part of his

regular employment, it is best to make it

a contract job. By that I mean, have it

in writing that he is to paint the tower

for a certain figure and upon comple-

tion, you will pay him the specified

amount. This takes him out of the em-
ploye classification and puts him under

the private contractor, so that you will

be covered under your Public Liability.

Otherwise, you had better have Work-
men’s Compensation. Also, have him

supply the ladder, and equipment if at

all possible.

This applies to fheworks too; have

someone outside your employment buy

them, and be entirely responsible for

them, for a specified payment of

money.

P.S. I would like to point out that

there haven’t been more than a dozen

accidents at drive-in theatres in the last

ten years, that could have been pre-

vented by careful inspection. This speaks

well of you owners and managers; con-

gratulations, and keep up the good

work.—FINTON H. JONES JR.

FULL LIABILITY

COVERAGE IS A
MUST EOR THEATRES

For Drive-Ins Operating Playgrounds^ All

Equipment Should Be Endorsed on the Policy

By FINTON H. JONES JR.*

tvERY THEATRE should have either

an Owner, Landlord and Tenant Ehiblic

Liability policy, or a Comprehensive Gen-
eral Liability Policy.

The difference is this: the OL&T policy

covers for one specific location and is

fV»p r’nmnvpViAn-

estimated, then an additional premium is

charged, and by the same token, if the

receipts fall short of expectations, then a
return premium is given.

A drive-in theatre is charged according

8
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call the agent and have him cover it for

you, he might very well have a lot of

trouble getting an insm’ance company to

take the risk. When this happens, he
would have to rely on the foreign market,
with the increased rates. Thus, by not
consulting him, you would have to pay a

lot more than you really should. Rate of

premium also might have been a determin-
ing factor as to whether or not the project

would be undertaken.

Just a brief note as to youi- Property
Damage coverage, under your Liability

policy. It might be a good idea to consider

raising the limits under that portion also.

For example, where would you stand if a
tornado should develop, and the tower
would be blown down on your first couple

of rows of cars? I won’t say it is probable
but you can see where it would be possible.

The indoor theatre owner should check
to see if his policy is endorsed to cover
apartments above the theatre, if this is the

case. If it is not endorsed, the coverage

just might not be there. Also, if you have
a marquee that extends over the sidewalk,

your local law may require that you en-

dorse your policy to hold the city harmless
for any possible loss due to the marquee.

I believe I have covered most of the high

points of your liability insurance, but I

might just add one more note. If someone
is injured on yom- premises, and you feel

that it is in any way your fault, send him
to a doctor immediately, because you have
automatic coverage for emergency treat-

ment. Be careful not to admit liability,

just get the patron patched up, and inform

your insurance man immediately.

NOW! OUTDOOR

SCREEN PAINT THAT

LASTS LONGER

ipM^

IMP
DRIVE-IN

SCREEN PAINT

The Perfect Coating

To Brighten Your Screen

Creates a lenticular effect. Gives your

audience a cleaner, clearer picture from

any angle.

This quality coating eliminates at least

one screen repaint job every two years.

Used by more theatres

than any other paint.

Don't Forget
Spatz FREE Color Styling Service

For Your Whole Theatre

Call your

National Theatre Supply Today.
(Branches everywhere)

Get Acquainted Offer!

We want you to try our New, Improved Beef or Pork in Barbecue Sauce . .

.

prove to yourself how good it is. Write on your letterhead or diner’s check
for your choice of a free 30-oz. can of either Beef or Pork in Barbecue Sauce
(include name of food distributor from whom you buy canned foods).

Silver Skillet Beef or Pork in Barbecue Sauce are never thin. A 30-oz. cart
makes 15 generous 2-oz. sandwiches. It is the only barbecue that can be served
without a napkin! Send for your free sample 30-oz. can of either product
today. Offer limited to one sample.

Extra Bonus Offer!

1

I

SILVER
SKILLET

NAXON
automatic

Ml-PuTpos®
CooKer

Value $20-95

• • •

6/#10 Silver Skillet

““b Barbecue Savce oed/or
Beef in Baroecu

Pork in Barbecue
Sauce.

Pork in Barbecue Sauce

iperature selection. ^^

Exciting new idea! CHILI HOT DOG SAUCE . . . one ounce turns plain ole' hot dawg into

glamorous CHILI-DOG, worth at least an extra dime.

Send for FREE 8-oz. trial sample.

Write to: SILVER SKILLET FOOD PRODUCTS CO., BOX 168, SKOKIE, ILL.
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For full particulars write

The C. B. Dolge Company,
Westport, Connecticut

WESTPORT. CONNECTICUT

I
KEEP WEEDS OUT SEASON THROUGH

Slashes Cost of Maintenance— Repairs

Dolge SS Weed Killer finishes every kind of undesirable

plant. Prevents destruction of black top surfaces, ramps,

•

road shoulders; prevents rotting out of wooden fencing,

rusting out of metal barriers or speaker posts. One easy

application of Dolge SS Weed Killer in a 1-20 solution

will solve your weed problems and sharply reduce cost of.

maintenance and repairs. This chemical goes a long way.

MOTIOGRAPH

RAINMASTER

SPEAKER

A full size protected

unit that assures

longest life.

Ask Your Motiograph Dealer

STOP
SPEAKER THEFTI

Eliminat-e costly loss of stolen speakers
with Speaker Security Installation.

Easy to install! Inexpensive! Less thon

75^ per speaker unit!

Now in use by leading Drive-In Chains
and Exhibitors in U. S. and Canada.

For full details write:

SPEAKER SECURITY COMPANY

The following concerns have recently
filed copies of interesting descriptive liter-

ature with the Modern Theatre Informa-
tion Bureau. Readers who wish copies may
obtain them promptly by using the Readers’
Service Bureau coupon in this issue of
The Modern Theatre.

The new 1962, four-color catalog on the
complete line of playground equip-
ment manufactured by Miracle Equipment
Co. is off the press and available free to all

drive-in exhibitors who request it. Equip-
ment is pictured in color and full descrip-
tions are given.

Catalog sheets and folders are offered
by Star Manufacturing Co. on its complete
line of concessions equipment, including
popcorn machines, deep fryers, griddles,
hot plates, food warmers, hot dog steamers,
etc. The company’s new “Designer Series”
features all imits designed on a modular
basis so that standard concessions counters
can be filled with no space left over. Both
gas and electric units are available.

A four-page folder is available from
John E. Mitchell Co., Icee Division, on its

very complete line of promotional materials
for the merchandising of lemon-lime and
root beer drinks which are frozen into

slush form as they pour from the Icee drink
dispenser (machine described on page 18,

Nov. 6, 1961 issue of the Modern "rheatre

Section) . The traffic builders include out-

door metal signs, jumbo set of window dis-

plays, menu stickers, imprinted cups and
“Icee With Food” signs.

Successful theatremen with their talent

for attracting, meeting and entertaining
people are proving equally successful as

bowling center operators, says the Bruns-
wick Corp. Brunswick is offering complete
information on investment opportunities in

bowling centers, especially for theatremen.

*- — it

utUU ^amouA

LIBERTY

FIREWORKS
For Record-Breaking Drive-In Crowds I

You are assured Greater Value, Safety,

Brilliance, Color, Flash and Noise.

Spectacular LIBERTY FIREWORKS are the great-

est boxoftice attraction because they ore the

world's finest! They pay for themselves In in-

creased attendance,

READ THIS UNSOLIC- it

ITED TESTIMONIAL
“We have shopped around

for fireworks to use in our

drive-ins and after com-
parisons have found wo
get the best deal from
LIBERTY. Your displays

are briihter."

GET FREE CATALOG
NOW!

48 page catalog, fully il-

lustrated shows the gor-

geous beauty and mag-
nificent splendor of LIB-

ERTY FIREWORKS.
Reasonably priced from $35
to $1,000 and up.

NOTICE: NEW HOME ADDRES$

LIBERTY DISPLAY FIREWORKS CO.
Hegeler Lone

Site formerly Hegeler Zinc Plant
P. 0. Box 683, Danville. Illineis

Phone HI 2-25S9. If n» anawor coU HI 6-6743
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' BERGMAN
YVES MOHTAMD

ANTHONY PERKINS

GOODBYE AGAIN
THE DARING STORY OF
A WOMAN S TWO LOVES

*** t KimE”'*®'*"
AT WAKKt

IN TEOflmCCWlR 0BE60IW IK*

PURPLE PLAIH

INGRID Btnii^i;
f«s jwaw

WAGNER THEATRE ATTRACTION PANELS
• 24-hour visibility

• Low-cost, years of service

More theatres use Wagner attraction panels in

their marquees than any other type. They are

available in any size, are readily serviced without

removing frames.

The patented tapered-slot letters are a Wagner

exclusive . . . won’t slip out of place or fall off the

board. One man can use the patented Wagner

• Immediate passer-by impact

• Change letters fast

Mechanical Hand to change your message in half

the time required by two men using ladders.

Mail the coupon today for more information . .

.

to Wagner, the oldest and largest manufacturer

of changeable letter copy boards and attraction

panels.

WAGNER
SIGN SERVICE, INC.

I

L

1

Wagner Sign Service, Inc. •

218 South Hoyne Avenue, Chicago 12, Illinois

Please send more information about Wagner I

Theatre Attraction Panels I

Please send the name of my nearest Wagner product dealer

name.

address.

city. .state.

BOXOmCE :: AprU 9, 1962
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Three 100-Foot Booms Lift

90x65-Foot Screen Tower

And Move It 250 Feet

Roadbuilding projects in Dallas, Tex.,

created some problems for Jack Weisen-
burg, of the Kaufman Pike Drive-In The-
atre, chief of which was the moving of the

The three booms which lifted the 90x65-/oof

screen tower at the Kaufman Pike Drive-In Theatre,

Dallas, Tex., and moved it 250 feet to a new foot-

ing are shown in position in this picture.

NEW FACTORY PREFAB

MINIATURE GOLF COURSES
INDOOR OR OUTDOOR INSTALLATION!
Can be instolled on any type surface.

Reorrangeable and resalable.

NEW AUTO TARGET

ACTION ARCHERY RANGES
A completely automatic, portoble,

easily maintained unit.

NEW STYLE PAR 3 GOLF COURSE
LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION

. . . with PGA advisory staff.

NEW TEE-OFF GOLF

DRIVING RANGE PACKAGE
Complete Tee line, layout and

equipment service.

Look to NSI for the largest exclusive
selection in the U. S. A.

We build the BEST not the most!
If you con firrd better equipment

elsewhere . . . buy it!

FREE CONSULTATION • DESIGN AND
LAYOUT ADVISORY SERVICE

NIAGARA SPORTCENTER, INC.
553 RIVER RD., N. TONAWANDA, N. Y.

Phone NX 3-4490 • TX 3-7344

screen tower which was literally lifted and
moved 250 feet.

The U.S. highway is being enlarged to a
six-lane thoroughfare and this took a
good-sized piece off one section of the
drive-in area, and there is to be an over-
pass over Jim Miller Road making it

necessary to take another section of the
land.

HIGHEST QUALITY CLEANER THAT CAN BE MADE

GLASS & CHROME

CLEANER
y'// / t \ \ \ \ N \

NO SILICONE TO LEAVE FILM.

'CLES®

^I^ARKLING
CLEAN

SOLD BY NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY

FIRST in the field AGAIN
Kneisley announces a complete line

of RECTIFIERS to power XENON lamps
Always with an eye to the future, there appears to be a rising demand for XENON lamps to be used

in connection with screening rooms, rear screen projection, advertising displays and small theatre screens.

Based on installations which we have witnessed, we believe there will be many requests for Xenon lamp

power sources, having the correct voltage and current characteristics, in a price range that will be

attractive to buyers.

The first 5 models listed below are available for immediate delivery. The last 2

models listed (2500 watts) will be ready about April 16.

Rectifier Xenon Lamp Lamp
Model No. Watts Voltage Phase Volts Amps
25 SAKX1 450 115 1 20 25
50 SAKX2 900 230 1 26 50

so STKX2 900 230 3 26 50
70 SAKX2 1600 230 1 26 70
70 STKX2 1600 230 3 26 70
95 SAKX2 2500 230 1 28 95
95 STKX2 2500 230 3 28 95

The original XENON lamps, manufactured by ZEISS-IKON, are available only through
Cine Electronics Systems, Inc., 347 Madison Avenue, New York City.

For complete information see your supply dealer or write.

THE KNEISLEY ELECTRIC CO. P.O. Box 1465, Dept. L, TOLEDO 3, OHIO

12 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION



new Dole Pacer

(one of them isJust right foryou!)

The new Dole Pacer looks like the famous Dole

Director. But there’s a difference:

The Pacer is an ice-cooled dispenser, designed

for use where there is a ready source of ice and pre-

cooled carbonated water.

The Director utilizes mechanical refrigeration

and is available with a built-in carbonator, if desired.

One of them is exactly right for you! Either of

them can help you increase total refreshment sales

. . . and give you more profits per square foot. Look

at these outstanding merchandising features:

Manufactured and distributed by The Dole Valve Company, Chicago,

* Speeds service — Serves three drinks from one

dispenser. * Illuminated End Panels with brilliant

transparency inserts. ^ Built-in Dole Valves as-

sure accurate quality control. ^ New Deeper Base

accommodates all size drinks. ^ Three IVs-gaT

lon syrup tanks give big capacity. * Rugged

Construction — durable Implex plastic cabinet.

For further information, see your representa-

tive for Coca-Cola, or write: Manager, Vending and

Equipment, Fountain Sales Dept., The Coca-Cola

Company, P. O. Drawer 1734, Atlanta 1, Georgia.

Illinois "COCA-COCA" AND "COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS OF THE COCA-COCA COMPANY.
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SPACE EXPLORATION IN POPCORN SALES
By FLOYD BENNETT*

w E ALL REC-
OGNIZE the impor-
tance of our living in

a space age, par-
ticularly since Astro-

naut John Glenn
made his earth-circl-

ing flight. Needless to

say, our business is

tied to that trend.

All reference to the

space age and its

great accomplish-
ments refer to early

modes of travel such as the covered wagon,
ships, conventional air travel, jets, now
rockets, and looking toward the heavens
for our next accomplishments.

Popcorn was our country’s first confec-

tion, served at Plymouth Rock. Therefore
I believe a brief reference should be made
to exploring the progress of the popcorn in-

dustry including concessionaire outlets,

since we are referring to many untouched
fabulous outlets for natm-e’s most delicious,

nutritious food product.

FORMERLY ONLY TWO KINDS

When I started in the popcorn business

33 years ago all we had were two very
common, open-pollenated white types of

popcorn, a small white and a medium
coarse white rice. The consumption level

at that time was probably two-thirds to

the manufacturer of confections such as

Cracker Jacks. Nearly all popcorn was
grown or handled in North Central Iowa.

We made shipments to some distributors

by car load rail, but most shipments to the
vendor who, at that time, had the small
hand-operated gas popper on the street, in

the park, or similar concessions area. Ship-
ments being made by rail freight consisted

of popcorn in plain burlap bags with no
sanitation or moisture protection, ex-
tremely low popping expansion, and with
this went related items of oil, boxes, salt.

LOW POPPING EXPANSION

The average popping expansion of the
white rice popcorn was only 16-to- 1 -volume
and on the small white hulless about 18-to-
1 -volume. They made money in all con-
cessions stands and, you may be interested
to know, in spite of transportation diffi-

*Text of messoge dclived by Floyd Bennett at the
Spwce Age Concessions Forum ot the Heart of

Americo Show-A-Rama V in Kansas City, Missouri,
March 8, 1962. Bennett is a director of the Notional
Ass'n of Coocessionoires and general mariager of
Torkio Popcorn Co., Tarkio, Mo.

culties and distribution costs, inefficient
handling, no elaborate record system, and
selling a 1 lb. size paper bag for 5 cents, it

was by far the most lucrative confection
item they had.

Science has greatly improved the product
until today the entire industry is furnish-
ing to you, the concessionaire, more than
double the popping expansion, handled
under sanitary conditions inspected by the
Pood and Drug Administration, through
more efficient processing methods, im-
proved distribution and vast promotional
programs for the product. We are able to

furnish more flavorsome, tender popcorn
than was ever produced before—far su-
perior to anything we had to offer just ten
short years ago.

OTHER ITEMS PRE-PRICED

You are concessionaires and are vitally

interested in the concessions business. Most
other products served through your con-
cessions stands come to you as a prepared
product, prewrapped, recipe mix, service of

drinks or novelty items, with a fixed cost.

They are prepriced and your only profit has
to be on increased sales.

When you handle popcorn you become
a scientific manufacturer of nature’s most
desirable confection product. Efficient

handling, well-trained personnel, and good
equipment are all very important toward
your margin of profit in popcorn, but most
of all popcorn itself is the determining
factor as to your potential profit. Cheap
popcorn does not make a low cost product
when you recognize that regardless of cost,

the higher the volume of expansion for the
purpose for which popcorn is developed, the
more your net margin of profit.

During the past five years a very definite

division of uses of popcorn has become im-
portant to you, the manufacturers and to
your consumers. Today we have new hy-
brid varieties of popcorn specifically de-
veloped for certain purposes. Today many
of you are “live popping” at the point of
retail and we have popcorn far superior to

anything we had just five years ago for

that purpose. Some of you are "central
popping” and distributing the prepopped
com to your locations for retail sales, and
we have a different type popcorn more de-
sirable for this purpose since it stands re-
handling with minimum of breakage of the
popped kernel and carries a little more
body.

Some of you are interested in popping
your corn at point of location and coating
with various caramels and again, we have
popcorn developed for that purpose. There-
fore, today you should not just order pop-
corn hut be selective in the product you
purchase, since you manufacture that prod-
uct and it is your interest to secure the

proper raw materials which will help you
sell the finest product from your conces-

sions stand, securing more interest and
repeat business and making more money.

SEGREGATION OF TYPES

Unfortunately, some of the trade feels

competitive price is their main interest, not

recognizing that it costs an average of 50

cents to $1 per cwt. added cost to the pro-

cessor who has the equipment and the

facilities to properly segregate the different

types of popcorn for different purposes and
does not make a practice of selling just

plain yellow or just plain white popcorn.

Now let’s talk about popcorn in the con-
cessions stand.

Continued on page 16

Seated at the speakers' table at the Heart of America Show-A-Rama V at the Continental Hotel, Kan-

sas City, Mo., were, from left, Augie J. Schmitt, Houston Popcorn & Supply Co., Houston, Tex., and

president of National Ass'n of Concessionaires; Harold F. Chester, Theatre Candy Distributing Co., Salt

Lake City, NAC treasurer; Floyd Bennett, Tarkio Popcorn Co., Tarkio, Mo., NAC director; Spiro J.

Papas, Alliance Amusement Co., Chicago, NAC chairman of the board. Standing, were Beverly Miller,

Miller Theatres, Kansas City, conference chairman; Pat Mahoney, Continental-Apco, New York City, and

Ed Kidwell, Plains Theatre, Roswell, N.M.

Floyd Bennett
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NOW I

they’re

j

for the NEWmIDDLE SIZE

NEW FOR 62!

Wax free, 32 ounce BUTTERCUP . .

a proven 350 retailer.

The only 32 ounce popcorn cup

manufactured “single wrap” to provide a

convenient “large size” at low cost.

Acclaimed by the nation’s top popcorn

merchandisers— familiar BUTTERCUP
brown and yellow.

Shipped freight prepaid in minimum
quantities of 6M . . .

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

•i.

Server Sales
inc.

north £8 west 16447 main street, menomonee falls, Wisconsin

,5 r.

iycup/SCU3

REGULAR LARGE
1

KING

24 32.. ' 46..
uinCM 35'

1

50'

32 oz. large size .

.

for extra profits in

the Buttercup line
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TO FILL
POPCORN BAGS

AND BOXES WITH
THE tteW PATENTED

spMO-scaop
THOUSANDS OF
DELIGHTED USERS

om^2spjfrvouR
TH£ATRESUPPLYOf
POPCORNSUPPLYOmtR

Write Dept. BX for more details.

Bally Case and Cooler, Inc.

Bally, Pennsylvania

The first show
is in the lobby

Movies are better than ever. So are

the appetites of the people who
enjoy them. That's where your ice

cream novelties get into the act.

Especially when they have a 4-star

display in a Bally Case. Gleaming
Porcelain finish gives real showman-
ship to your products. Whether it’s

in theatre lobbies or in drive-in

refreshment counters, the result is

the same in both places ... in-

creased ice cream sales.

Model TI-30 above for

theatre lobbies, 30"
long, Approx. 875
novelties.

Model TI-43 to right

for drive-ins, 43"
long. Approx. 1194
novelties.

EXPLORATION IN POPCORN SALES

Continued from page 14

New items are constantly appearing on
the concessions scene, and many of them
turn out to be excellent novelties, some
good profit makers. There’s always a great
hue and cry when a new item is found to

have possibilities. A few months later,

something else new appears on the scene,

and the former star recedes into limbo
again.

Meanwhile, old popcorn sails serenely on
through all the fuss, delivering almost a
quarter of the annual concessions dollar

volume in U.S. theatres—and certainly de-
livering more than 25 per cent of their

total concessions profits.

Don’t people ever get tired of rattling

popcorn in the movies? Apparently not,

because popcorn sales are going up—fast!

The industry ended 1961 with a sales

volume 17 per cent higher than in any
previous year in its history—including even
those hectic years when about all the con-
cessionaire could get was popcorn, and
when theatres had no attendance problems
at all!

Yes, popcorn sales are going up, January
sales over 10 per cent higher than Janu-
ary 1961, and we don’t hesitate to predict

that, as long as people get more out of life

by going out to the movies, popcorn will

continue to be the top profit-maker among
all concessions items.

year for theatres. Those who use the ma-
terials say they boost sales from 35 to 350
per cent. How many theatres use these
aids? About 20 per cent! Think what
would happen if they all did!

Too many theatres take popcorn almost
entirely for granted. They shove the ma-
chine or warmer into the background, vent
the popping odor away from the stand,
prepare poor quality popcorn, rarely use
suggestive selling techniques, if at all.

Come to think of it, it’s almost magical
that popcorn sells at all in some theatres.

If I seem to be critical, it’s because I am
—of ourselves, and of those who sell the
product. Both sides have a very big stake
in this product. We are doing our best to

improve the selling climate through the
Popcorn Institute’s nationwide publicity

and promotional program, through the re-

lease of educational materials—how to pre-

pare, how to sell popcorn, etc.—to conces-
sionaires, and through the creation of mer-
chandising aids to help move the product.
We can improve our assistance, I know,
and we are working hard to do it!

You can help by encouraging conces-
sionaires to stop taking popcorn for

granted, and to start selling it in a manner
that befits its position as your top profit-

maker. It will take constant training of

personnel, then constant prodding to see

that they follow through. But what a pot

TREMENDOUS PROFITS!!
REACH FOR HIGHER GOALS

We in the popcorn industry are gratified

by the exalted place that popcorn holds in

the hearts and cash registers of conces-
sionaires. We may be gratified—but we’re

not satisfied!

Now Fresh Fruit Sundaes, Pineapple and

Strawberries from stainless steel pans!

Both juices for snow cones and fresh fruit

for sundaes dispensed from one machine

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE

Do we realize that the per capita sales of

popcorn among all those who attend movies
in the average year is only 5.77 cents?

That 5.77 cents may sound pretty good to

some, but we firmly believe it could be
doubled, even tripled with just a little more
effort on the theatres’ part. If half of the
hoopla put behind new, flash-in-the-pan
concessions items were diverted to popcorn
selling, we’d have to double the acreage we
plant

!

We popcorn suppliers will have to take
part of the blame for this. We’re not
always as helpful as we might be with
selling suggestions and point of sale aids.

On the other hand, neither are aU theatres
and concessionaires extremely receptive to

sales suggestions and merchandising aids.

To illustrate the point: the Popcorn Insti-

tute prepares several point-of-sale kits a

BIG MONEY WITH "SNOW
MAGIC'
THE NEW SNOW
CONE MACHINE

Capacity. 50 conts

every 30 seconds.

The Bert’s ‘SNOW
MAGIC" machine
combines eye-appeal-

ing beauty with per-

fect mechanicai per-

formance and iarge

capacity. ‘‘S n o v
Magic" is easy to

operate and is Fully

Automatic. A Snow
Cone costs to

l'/2C and usually

sells for 10c . . .

that’s profit!

Distributors of famous
Victor's QUICK MIX dry
flavor concentrates.

FREE SAMPLES
WITH EACH MACHINE

SAMUEL BERT MFG. CO
Fair Park Station, Box 7S03, DALUS. TEXAS
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of gold at the end of the rainbow! Shall

we roll up our sleeves and start raking it

in?

Remember, popcorn made money when
the volume was only 15 to 1, the popcorn

cost $5.50 to $10 per cwt. and sold at 5

cents a bag. Popcorn was your biggest

money maker when the crops were short

and volume was about 21-to-l but the cost

higher than you are paying today. Now,

the dollar is shmnk 50 per cent, the ex-

pansion doubled, far better equipment is

available for popping, popcorn is reason-

ably priced and more efficiently handled,

so we believe everyone should bring popcorn

out to the front again. Hand out some

samples, not in bags but a few kernels

direct to the children’s hands before they

buy tickets. They will eat the popcorn, buy

theii- tickets, use their change to buy some

salted popcorn, then will want soft drinks

and other items to quench the thirst that

was stimulated through the few kernels

given away in the entrance.

NEW IDEA ON SEASONING

Many concessionaires have continued to

use the same amount of seasoning for each

100 pounds of popcorn as they have used

over a period of several years. I believe

you should consider using a direct ratio of

oil to popcorn on the basis of the ultimate

popping expansion of the popcorn. Re-

member, your seasoning in the popper

has a two-fold purpose. First you are

lubricating the pan for “French frying”

the popcorn and secondly you are interested

in a uniform quantity of seasoning on all

of your popped product.

I believe you should experiment for your

own satisfaction and not use a direct rule

of thumb, but when many operators

originally based their oil use at about 30

lbs. for 100 lbs. corn, the general average

popping expansion on the corn ranged up

to probably 30 or 32-to-l volume. This

same proportion, whether it is 30 lbs. or

more or less has continued to be used in

most instances even though the popping

expansion has greatly increased. We have

experimented on amounts of oil to raw
popcorn and have found that using 35 per

cent as much oil by weight on corn popping

35-to-l-volume comes closer to giving

complete pan lubrication to the raw com
and nearer complete seasoning uniformity

on the popped corn than the lower quantity

of oil.

Further, it has increased the popping ex-

pansion. We now have new hybrids pop-

ping 38, 39, and 40-to-l-volume. We have

made many tests comparing the ultimate

popping expansion, with the percentage of

oil and find we do a far better job of

having pan lubrication throughout the

popping cycle from the added oil, and also

better seasoning uniformity to the popped
corn by 38, 39 and 40 per cent oil ratio to

Continued on following page

Cosh in big the E-Z WAY!
You'il save up to 75% on
labor oione with on E-Z
WAY automatic coffee-
maker. Costs for less,

yields for more. Get the
tacts—write now:

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
40 Sth Ave., S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

The Biggest Name in Popcorn Throughout the World

MANLEY,,...
IS AT YOUR
SERVICE

For over a quarter of a century, Manley, Inc.

has assisted thousands of theatre owners in

equipping and operating a more profitable

concession. Investigate how Manley's years of

merchandising experience and superior Manley
equipment can help you make your

concession more profitable.

onPCORW
MACHINES

POPCORfU SUPPLIES

Write or Phone: MANLEY, INC.
1920 Wyandotte St. Kansas City 8, Mo.

Box 15337, Denver 75, Colorado

Mfrs. of the Speedster line of quality trench fryers,

griddles and counter ovens.

No other 16" of space earns
profit -so fast, so easilsr!

Yes . if you've got counter space approximately

twice- the size of two of these pages . . .
you've got

a big EXTRA PROFIT potential! The Speedster Electric

Donut Fryer turns out fresh donuts by the dozen and

Profit by the pound! Imagine ... an inexpensive,

easy-to-install, easy-to-operate portable donut fryer

that guarantees high-speed production with a mini-

mum of effort. Sell twelve dozen donuts doily and

your yearly profit can be over $1800!

The Speedster Electric Donut Fryer's exclusive lift-out

heating element makes it easy to clean, too. Thermo-

statically controlled, rugged construction, handsome

appearance, and sanitation approved. 110 volts. No

special wiring needed. Just plug it in. Dollars to

donuts you'll like the price, too . . only $132,501

(Available with hand type donut charger at $162.50)

Lorger models with automatic cutters available for

heavier production requirements.

SEND FOR COMPLETE PROFIT-MAKING LITERATURE

. . . it's yours for the asking.

NEW 15<

THEATRE

PACKAGE

H. B. REESE CANDY CO., HERSHEY, PA.

72

Count
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Quality

BARBECUE
AMERICA'S NO. 1 CHOICE FOR . . .

• Flavor • Customer Acceptance
• Profits • Promotional Know-How
• Profitable Repeat Business

SPECIAL OFFER!

NOW... Get

sJ I . Valuable Gifts

March 15 thru ^ _
May 15. 1962 MM ME ^

With Your Purchases of
Castleberry’s Pit-Cooked Barbecue In 30 oz. Sizes

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE: f

CASTLEBERRY’S FOOD CO. Box 1010 AUGUSTA, GEORGIA

EXPLORATION IN POPCORN SALES

Continued from preceding page

com by weight. On this higher-volume
corn, using the old ratio, approximately 80

per cent of the popcorn comes from the

kettle with the proper seasoning and a
good, bright popped kernel, but you may
find the last 10 to 20 per cent of the corn
will show a lack of seasoning and the pan
will be dry.

This is not a standard in the industry,

but something for you to try since we have
determined such methods have given more
popped corn on the same amount of raw
corn only because of the added pan lubri-

cation for the last corn in the kettle. If

you were dry popping and oil spraying you
would have to use more oil for coverage,

since you would have 10 to 20 per cent

more product to spray, so this is not an ex-

pense but an economy since there is no
more labor involved, no more heat but just

a little more oil, a little more expense in

securing the highest popping corn for the

purpose, a few more bags to serve across

the coimter and it all adds up to two
things. More net profit on each bag or box
of popcorn and more repeat business for

having a more uniform and palatable

product.

Today we are astronauts with earth-

circling ideas and there is no item that has
better opportunities for you to reach “way
out into space” for astronomical profits in

your concessions stand than with good, de-

licious, nutritious, well-prepared popcorn.

Give ice cream quality . . . make on
\0i sales. Cash in on the demand for

delicious soft-served cones, shakes.

Serve a lOj^ cone in 2 seconds . . .

your food cost less than 3^. Serve a

2 5ff shake in 5 seconds . . . your food

cost only 6i. Win new fans, make big

profits with a compact Sweden freezer.

Easily run by untrained help.

Like the Model 208 SottServer

shown here, ell compact Sweden

machines are keyed to high -pro-

duction needs. They occupy only 3

square feet — or less. SpaceSaver

counter models are also available.

SWEDEN FREEZER MFC. CO.

Seattle 99, Wash. Dept, t-5

9we^iM
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NAC Completes Series of

Three Regional Meetings,

To Toronto on May 8

Merchandising Tips One Exhibitor Gleaned

From Concessions Forum at Show-A-Rama V
Joe Vleck of Fox-Intermountain The-

atres, Denver, attended the joint meet-
ing of the National Ass’n of Conces-
sionaires and United Theatre Owners of

the Heart of America during Show-A-
Rama V in Kansas City last month and
gleaned some good merchandising ideas
to take home. Best of all, he shared
them in a mimeographed bulletin to cir-

cuit houses which is reprinted below.—Editor’s note.

• Thorough knowledge of the product
is the key to success. Quality is all im-
portant. Patrons are very particular

about food, and the best food wins the

most and steadiest customers.

• Attention drive-in operators: Here
are some signal flags for those who cook
hamburgers:
Excessive shrinkage—too high fat con-

tent.

Sticking—use of bull meat.
Holes appearing in patty—introduc-

tion of foreign fat material.

Yellow fat—old meat.
Spitting—too much moisture (watered
hamburger)

.

• Potatoes have to be properly con-
ditioned before use. Excessive brownness
indicates too high a sugar content. Ex-
cessive soaking, such as with potatoes

prepared the previous day, results in

poor quality. Potatoes at their best

should be 21 per cent soUd matter.

• Use of vending machines is growing
by leaps and bounds. Complete self-

service food venders are increasing in

popularity.

• Most trouble from poor service

stems not from the patrons, but from
the help. Labor costs and inefficient

labor, and poorly trained labor are prob-
ably today’s greatest deterrents to food

sales. Shortening the menu often makes
for increased efficiency.

• Eliminate the low profit nuisance
items. Candy and ice cream, items of

relatively low profit, might better be
sold in vending machines.

• Never sell something versus nothing.

but sell something versus something “Do
you want the Texas-size or the large

buttered?” Sell dangerously—by this we
mean, get your help to smile. V7e dare
you to try it!

• New cotton candy machines have
been developed in which the resultant

product does not stick but crumbles
away in dry powder. Would be great for

indoor houses and with terrific mark-up.

• Keep everything clean. Especially

does this apply to vending machines.
Keep the displays fresh and the glass

bright. Old flyspecked displays can kill

the customer’s appetite pretty fast.

• One operator put in tamales occa-

sionally and gained a 350 per cent in-

crease in drink sales. Soft drink combi-
nations with popcorn, sandwiches or

other items at a combined price, a “spe-

cial” boosted sales tremendously. Gold
stars on lucky boxes or cups have in-

creased di’ink sales 16 per cent. The
starred cups are redeemable for some-
thing.

• Use of display material provided by
the popcorn institute of America has
increased sales from 35 to 350 per cent.

Sample corn frequently. Never take this

high-profit item for granted. Always
serve it piping hot. Hybrid corns have
now been developed that will pop out 38-

39-40 times their original volume. (We
do not use this type as it is so fragile

that it will not stand shipment under
the pre-pop plan we use.)

• Good vending machines should be
able to serve three patrons per minute.
Vending machines enable you to have a
staff reduction at busy periods and give

staff work in slack periods, thus making
for a more stable employe schedule.

• Vending machines scattered in

islands around a drive-in will give that
many more opportunities to serve

patrons. Center islands and perimeter
groups are suggested. These become
satellite concessions stands. Airline type
containers could be put to good use in

vending machine and pre-package
operations.

T HE National Ass’n of Conces-
sionaires completed its third regional meet-
ing of the year with the eastern session at

the Park Sheraton Hotel, New York City
on March 20, which was attended by ap-
proximately 125 NAC members and
exhibitors.

The first regional meeting was held
Febniarj- 15 at Dallas in conjunction with
the annual convention of the Texas Drive-
In Theatre Owners Ass’n., attended by
about 100 persons. S. K. Barry, Fiesta

Drive-In Theatre, San Antonio, acted as

coordinator for the Texas group and pre-

sided at the three-hour session.

Many new profit-making ideas were pre-

sented and questions from an attentive

audience were handled by a panel of ex-

perts on concessions operations.

MEET AT KANSAS CITY

The second regional meeting was held at

the Continental Hotel, Kansas City, Mo.,

on March 8, in connection with the Heart-
of-America Theatre Owners Show-A-Rama
convention and tradeshow.

Spiro J. Papas, Alliance Amusement Co.,

Chicago, and NAC board chairman, en-
visioned sales soaring to an all-time high
of $17 billion during 1962 for the food serv-

ice industries including concessions. He
said increasing labor costs are one of the

most difficult problems facing conces-
sionaires, and suggested operations be so

designed to necessitate a minimum of help.

At the New York meeting, Emanuel
Frisch of the Randforce Amusement Corp.
and chairman of the American Congress of

Exhibitors, said that the trend toward
charging higher prices at theatre conces-
sions would drive customers away. 'This is

particularly true of candy which can be
bought at supeiTnarkets and five-and-ten-
cent stores for less money. He emphasized
the need for better merchandising
techniques.

The Canadian regional meeting will be
held at the Lord Simcoe Hotel in Toronto,
Ont., May 8.

* *

The resignation of Russell Fifer, execu-
tive director of the National Ass’n of Con-
cessionaires since September 1959, has been
accepted with regret by the board of di-

rectors.

Fifer has not yet announced his futm’e
connections which may remain in the trade
association field or may be channeled into

private business.
« « 4:

Clifford Lorbeck, Server Sales, Inc., has
been appointed to the board of directors of

the National Ass’n of Concessionaires to fill

the vacancy occasioned by the resignation
of George Brummett who had represented
the Equipment-Manufacturer Segment as

senior director.
* 4: 4:

Within less than two weeks after the
first mailing of an attractive brochure out-
lining details for the 1962 Motion Picture
and Concessions Industries Tradeshow, co-

sponsored by National Ass’n of Conces-
sionaires and Theatre Owners of America,

34 booths were reserved and new inquiries

are coming in daily.

This wOl be the third year that the two
organizations have held their jointly spon-
sored tradeshow at the Americana Hotel,

Miami Beach, Fla. 'This year’s event will

be held November 4-10.

Van Myers, Wometco Theatres and di-

rector-at-large of NAC, is exhibit chair-

man.

The Dr Pepper Bottling Co. of Amarillo,

Tex., managed by Mrs. Frances E. Hall, was
named winner of the company’s president’s

award for January. Dr Pepper president

Wesby R. Parker was in Amarillo to pre-
sent Mrs. Hall with a framed certificate

and a cash award of $750.

Pizza and Hot Tea Popular

Italy’s pizza and England’s hot tea

!

'Those are top-selling items at Lincoln,

Neb.’s 84th and O Drive-In, reports Man-
ager Dan Flanagan. Back on a seven-

night schedule, the open-air theatre tem-
peratures make these warm treats hot
sellers.

Dan says he added hot tea to the con-

cessions stand menu six years ago when he
joined 84th and O, though he got a quizzi-

cal look along with approval. Sales since

have proven Dan knew his customers.

Two new items shortly coming up for his

drive-in snackers are shrimpburgers and
corndogs-on-a-stick, says Flanagan.
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DATA ON TRANSISTORIZED

OPTICAL SOUND SYSTEMS
By WESLEY TROUT

TRANSISTORS IN PLACE OF VECUUm
tubes have caused a major revolution in the

electronic industry the past several years.

Fast-disappearing is the once supreme
vacuum tube so many, many years used in

theatre sound systems and other elec-

tronic equipment. The reasons behind the
rapid change to transistor operation are

the miniaturization, low power consump-
tion, and very high reliability. These have
been the desire of engineers and manufac-
turers since the advent of the vacuum

Some years back I bought my SUPERSCOPE Variable Anamorphic
Lenses for about $900. But now I am replacing them with BRAND NEW SUPER-
SCOPE for only $195 a pair. Why buy it again? Because SUPERSCOPE:

• Changes screen proportion with turn of a dial.

• Projects without hurting composition of picture in any way.
• Requires no change in projection booth.

• Varies from Anamorphic to Standard without lens change.
• Switches from one Anamorphic system to another.

• Projects with no loss of light, with clarity, depth and brilliance.

• Projects light evenly over entire screen.

• Fits projection machine of every theatre in the world.

• Insures image quality since minimum aperture used is .006".

• Does not crop picture size.

• Projects non-anamorphic prints.

Time has done my good friends in. My old Anamorphic lenses are scratched

and oil soaked . . . but 1 heard of a sale of

BRAND NEW SUPERSCOPE VARIABLE ANAMORPHIC LENSES

Originally $900... NOW Only $195 Per Pair

S.O.S. PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, Inc. . . s oSw....,
602 West 52nd Street, New York 19, N. Y. — Plaza: 7-0440 — Telegram: "FAX, New Yerk"
Western Bronoh. 6331 Hollywto'od Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California, — Phone 467-2124

USE UP th.s. CARBONS!
•

Full Refund

if not 100%
Satisfied

CALI CARBON COUPLERS
Let You Bum All the Carbon

'"They're Expendable"

FOR ROTATING CARBONS
10mm or 11mm EXTENDER KITS

Complete for 2 lamps $5.50

The most populor carbon saver. Used by more y/igy jove 25% or more of carbon costs.

theatres than ALL other makes COMBINED.

Per Hundred, postpaid: Not Packed in

Mixed Sizes.

6mm S2.2S 8mm $2.75
7mm $2.50 9mm $3.25
No worrying about injury to high priced car-

bon savers. Bum ’em up, you still profiL

Most economical carbon saver you ever used' ;

CALI Products Company
3719 Marjorie Way Socromento 20, Calif

The WORLD'S LARGEST Producer of Carbon Savers
At all progressive theatre supply houses.

tube in electronics; they have finally come
to realization! Many years of testing have
proved that transistorized amplifiers and
other electronic equipment can be oper-
ated for years without any trouble and
practically no replacement of transistors.

One should acquire some knowledge of

transistor operation and maintenance,
even though this type of operation is more
trouble-free and will require very little

servicing except keeping it clean. Natural-
ly, condensers, resistors and other com-
ponents are subject to trouble as hereto-
fore, but transistor operation will cause
less breakdown of these various compon-
ents over a period of many years. One
must keep in mind that transistor opera-
tion requires a slight change in service

technique but not so drastic that it can-
not be learned. As a matter of fact, once
one understands the operation of transis-

tors in electronic circuits, it will be a
simple thing to easily learn to trouble-
shoot. We might point out that we have a
book, in addition to om' regular loose-leaf

manual, on servicing transistor amplifiers

for theatres. These books are good refer-

ence texts and can easily be understood by
projectionists or exhibitors.

A TRANSISTOR CHART

Due to the introduction of several new
types of transistors within the past few
years, one should have an interchange
chart for transistors. However, there are
only a few well-known and standard
types used in the theatre.

Up to a certain extent, checking a trans-

istor audio amplifier is not too much dif-

ferent than checking a vacuum tube cir-

cuit. For example: Wrong bias voltages can
cause trouble <no sound or distorted).

First check voltage at bias point and see if

it is as recommended by the manufacturer.
Next, check circuit resistances (should be
within 10 per cent of rating). Then check
for shorted or leaky coupling, capacitor,

etc. Fourth, check voltage at emitter. If

you find it low, check for open collector

in transistor, open in collector circuit. If

high, check for shorted transistor or open
bypass capacitor. Low volume may be due
to too low voltage for various stages, de-

fective coupling transformer, defective

coupling or bypass capacitors, defective

transistor (rare cases but possible).

Distortion is generally due to incorrect

bias voltages or defective transistor. Keep

Continued on page 22

Ask Your Motiograph Dealer
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extr^
— but How Many

Patrons Does

Bad Projection

Drive Away?

uooa acreen Lighting
means a bright picture
that assures utmost
viewing comfort.

With Strong
projection lighting

you can SEE
the difference.

The full line of Strong projection lamps for 35 mm and 70 mm
projection includes six different models for drive-in theatres and

eight for indoor theatres including the famous Jetarc, most powerful

lamp ever produced. There’s a right lamp for matte or high gain

screens of any size. The right lamps in your theatre will project

pictures that sparkle the brightest, as proved by impartial foot-

candle meter tests.

THE
Write for literature

ELECTRIC CORPORATION
11 City Park Avenue Toledo 1, Ohio

“The World’s Largest Manufacturer of Projection Arc Lamps”
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TRANSISTORIZED OPTICAL SOUND

Continued from page 20

in mind that low voltages (emitter-to-

base) create crossover distortion in push-
pull stages. Also check the input and out-
put transformers or capacitors for defects.

Always use a very high quality test equip-
ment so as not to damage circuits and
in order to get accurate readings. More-
over, all connections should be electrically

firm.

Care must be exercized when doing sold-

ering. We suggest you use a small, stiff-

bristle brush for cleaning off excessive

solder or solder from component terminals
that need unsoldering for making replace-
ment of some part. When soldering small
wire, use a needlepoint pair of pliers which
will make it easy to hold wire and keep
some of the heat off of the component.
The wire and the terminal to which it is

to be soldered must be thoroughly clean
and bright in order to obtain a good con-
nection and not set up a high resistance.

Use smaller than normal tools for work-
ing on transistor amplifiers. A small low-
wattage soldering iron with a relatively

narrow tip will be best for all soldering

in transistor circuits.

You should learn how to do soldering

as this requires skill because transistors

758 SCREENINGS
FROM ONE 70» PRINT

with NORELCO 70/35mm projectors at the RKO Pantages

A “technical triumph” in the field of mo-
tion picture projection! That’s what it

was called when a single Super Techni-
rama 70 print was used for the entire 61
week run of “Spartacus” at Hollywood’s
Pantages theatre. By comparison, the life

of the average 35mm print is 200 runs!

According to Universal-International’s

engineering chief, Walter Beyer, this un-
precedented durability was due to the in-

stallation of new Philips-Norelco pro-

jectors and careful
handling of the film

by the theatre projectionists.

As more and more great 70mm attrac-

tions are produced, more and more
theatres will naturally depend on the
famed Norelco 70/35—the time-tested

and proven 70mm projector now used in

twice as many theatres as all other makes
combined.

Get all the facts about the com-
plete line of Norelco motion picture

equipment from your favorite thea-
tre supply dealer
today!

/Vore/cd
MOTION
PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
DIVISION

Universal 70/35 Projectors

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. 100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. • OXFORD 7-3600

will not stand too much heat when solder-

ing. We suggest you purchase a small
soldering kit for transistor repairs and
avoid overheating the transistors and
other components when making replace-

ments.

Electrical Interference in Transistor
Systems—These systems are very carefully

shielded and have a very, very low inherent
noise level but, as electrical layouts in

projection rooms vary widely, situations

may be met where electrical interference

in any of the following categories is sig-

nificant:

(a) 60 or 120 cycle hum—possibly

changing with electrical load, i.e., air con-
ditioners, motors, house lights, etc.

(b) “Frying” and higher frequency hum.

(c) Clicks when motors, arc lamp or

other electrical equipment are switched on
and off.

(d) Radio pickup (cases of this kind of

pickup are rare).

When these effects are noticed, it is

likely that interference is entering the

electronic system through the ground re-

turn from the projector-transistor and
control fader to the junction box.

Most all systems are "case” ground only

at each projector and heavy gauge wire

should be used to connect each projector

frame to a reliable cold water ground. Do
not rely on an AC distribution common
connection. Additional grounds connected,

for example, to the low side of the stage

speaker line may reduce interference in

unusual cases, but this often causes a

“loop” ground condition and should, in

general, be avoided. Good grounding to a

PAINT THAT SCREEN NOW

Z'

ULTRA WHITE SCREEN COATING

• Stoys white permanently.

• Outwears ordinary flat paints. ^
• Ends screen painting problems

• Helps you get picture perfection
''

• Weather and dirt resistant.

• Glare free. No brush marks.

• Pure alkyd. NOT water thin.

• Apply with brush, roller or spray. .:-!l

• Maximum coverage, economy, s;

THE BEST!!

"PERMANENT
MOLD"

UNIVERSAL

IN-A-CAR
SPEAKER

Here’s oreato' depth—more sound

quality. A new, more attractive

speaker with a better finish at no
increase in price! Special color

combinations on request. Also:

Three other model In-a-Car

speakers to choose from.

Write or Wire for Full Details, Prices on .\I1 Items

DRIVE-IN THEATRE MFG. CO.
505 W. 9th Street. HA 1-8006—1-8007, Kansas City, Mo.
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perfect comfort
in any position

with self-adjusting.

.

Airflo
Every seat becomes “best in the

house” with AIRFLO Loges. The ul-

timate in comfort, AIRFLO features

spring seat and spring back, and the

added luxury of sponge-rubber up-

holstered armrests. Floating spring

base shown below, a feature offered

only by AIRFLO, will make your

theatre famous for comfort. Write

today for free, full-line catalog.

ROCKING CHAIR ACTION
Exclusive spring-base

mechanism keeps proper pitch,

seat-to-back, no matter how
occupant shifts position.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD . PUBLIC SEATING DIVISION

MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN

For YOUR
60X0FFICE
Engraved b y
our exclusive
process on lu-

cite to your
specifications.

LAMOLITE*

ILLUMINATED PRICE ADMISSION SIGNS
Our enlarged plant facilities assure OVERNIGHT

service from coast to coast.

Plastic Signs Engraved for the Entire Theatre

Send tor Folder *Pat pend.

DURA ENGRAVING CORP.
LAMOLITE-BOWMAN DIVISION

133 West 20th Street New York 11, N. Y.

cold water pipe will generally suffice with
only a few rare cases of hum which may
require special treatment.

High frequency adjustment is normally
made via condensers across terminals
designated on schematics and manufac-
turers’ recommendations for high fre-
quency roll-off. This setup of high and
low adjustments is made to fit each audi-
torium and no hard-fast rule can be set
except that there should not be too much
bass which will make the sound reproduc-
tion boomy.

In most cases, equipment is shipped so
that the 8,000-cycle reading should be
down about 6db from the 1,000-cycle read-
ing, the result of normal slit loss. If read-
ing is lower, check azimuth and focus of
sound lens.

Rectifiers Designed for

Xenon Projection Lamps
The Kneisley Electric Co. has announced

a new line of rectifiers to power the new
xenon projection lamps which have been
developed with a color curve which closely

approximates daylight.

The xenon lamps are now available in

450, 900 and 1,600-watt sizes, and larger
units are soon to come. This highly con-
centrated light source is particularly

adapted to screening rooms, rear-screen
projection, advertising displays and small
theatre screens.

However, standard rectifiers are not suit-

able for xenon lamp power supplies. Spe-
cially designed rectifiers are required,

having high voltage characteristics for

ignition, with drooping regulation curves
after the lamps have been started.

Based on this knowledge, Kneisley engi-

neers have chosen selenium as the rectify-

ing agent in this line of products, as it is

not affected by high voltage transients

which occur at the moment of ignition.

Depending upon the xenon lamp size, as

much as 50 Kilo-volts are required, as a

pulse, for starting purposes. These high
voltage transients are very difficult to

arrest, and may enter the rectifier agent.

Silicon, for the time at least, has been
ruled out in favor of dependability.

Kneisley single-phase rectifiers are now
available for the 450-watt models of xenon
lamps; single and three-phase for the 900

and 1,600-watt models. Single and three-

phase will shortly be available for the

2,500-watt series.

WoMETCo Enterprises, Inc., has pur-
chased Paramount Vending Co., Inc., doing
business in Dade, Broward and Palm Beach
counties in Florida and the firm will be-

come a part of Wometco Vending of South
Florida. James Neff, president of Para-
mount Vending, will join Wometco and will

supervise the future expansion of the firm
in Broward and Palm Beach counties. Neff
is a design engineer with more than ten
years experience in the design and manu-
facture of vending equipment.

Use Readers' Service Bureau coupon

found on page 31 for more information

about products described in this issue.

TO-GET-THE

BEST RESULTS

USE THE BEST

FILM
CEMENT

ETHYLOID
Available at All Theatre Supply Dealers

Fisher Manufacturing Co.
MaJu^cuUt^'UnCf, Clte^ni&ti

1185 M». Read Blvd.

Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
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The Right Use of Light and

Color Creates Atmosphere

For Patron Enjoyment

Theatre management is frequently faced
with keeping pace with the times. This ap-
plies in many phases of theatre operation.
From the creation of newspaper advertis-
ing copy, right on into the best methods of
keeping only the latest in housekeeping
procedure. He must look around and spot
the improvements in the current business
scene. An example of this is the tremend-
ous change that has come about in the
world of groceries—the supermarket.

The world of good lighting . . . the world
of music and good sound . . . the world of
color appeal . . . the world of orderly ar-
rangement . . . the world of “freshness”

—

all of these things are employed in the
supermarket. They must also be account-
able in good theatre operation.

IMPORTANT DECORATIVE TOOLS

A national magazine, with a snobbish
motion picture editor, once termed theatres
as “dark, dismal and drab dungeons and
caves” which depress the patron rather
than impress the patron. This is some-
thing that has crept into the scene because
theatre management has permitted the
value of light and color to drift in his op-
eration. We can well remember a fine

showman who impressed upon us, when
we were interested in the first basics of the
business, the value of light and color. In-
tense thought was given to changing colors

around the theatre, in the field of lighting,

with the seasons. The main drape on the
auditorium stage was a sea of moving color.

The auditorium, itself, was cast in delicate

glows of no more than fom' candlepower.
The lobby and foyer were drenched in soft

lights with innumerable spotlights placed
over special displays and advertising

frames and cases.

If theatre management wishes to reach
for something that is modern and impres-
sive—strive to master the possibilities of

“light and color” in and around your the-

atre. This field alone can have a fantastic

bearing on the patron—it can either de-

press or impress the theatre patron. If you
accomplish the task in a masterful and
showman-like fashion, you’ll receive many
compliments upon the impressions you
create.

It’s a basic part of masterful creativity

which must appeal to the public in general.

—M. B. SMITH

Commonwealth Theatres

Continental Outlook Good
Stockholders of Continental Vending

Machine Corp. were told recently by presi-

dent Harold Roth that the company is ex-

pected to increase its 1962 fiscal year earn-

ings by 50 per cent, to more than $2,000,000

on an anticipated sales increase of about

$10,000,000 to approximately $40,000,000.

The increase would constitute a new record

for Continental. Roth predicted that much
of the increase in 1962 would come as a re-

sult of the introduction of new vending

machines.

664-Seat Theatre on New Luxury Liner

Is Equipped With Norelco Projectors

This photo of the 664-seat theatre in the new luxury liner, SS France, shows the ideal positioning of

the pro]ectioi room, which is equipped with two Norelco 70-35mm projectors. The splayed panel walls

were designed for the utmost fidelity from Norelco's high-fidelity stereophonic sound system.

Widescreen motion pictures are being
shown passengers on the new luxury ship,

SS Fi-ance for the fu’st time on any ocean
liner, in the 664-seat theatre, the largest

afloat.

Continuous (14 hours daily motion pic-

tm-es, including the best and latest U.S.

and European films and spectaculars, are

shown by two 70-35mm Norelco (North
American Philips) projectors on the the-

atre’s 33-foot, curved panoramic screen for

wide-gauge fUm.

Behind the screen are five Norelco loud-

speakers, and in addition, acoustic panels
on either side open as needed to release

stereophonic sound through concealed
column speakers. The splayed panel walls

were especially designed for utmost
fidelity in sound reproduction.

Another luxury feature of the ship’s

motion picture system and also another
first in movies at sea is the simultaneous
projection of films for private viewing on
first-class cabin television screens and in

public rooms throughout the ship. They are

monitored from a control room.

Fred J. Pfeiff, left, technical manager of Norelco Motion Picture Division of North American Philips

Co., Inc., and Niels Tuxen, general manager. Communications and Electronics Division, inspect Philips

motion picture installation on the SS France on the ship's first voyage to New York.
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Strong Develops Xenon Lamp

Especially for Smaller Theatres

T HE Strong Electric Corp.,

manufacture!* of carbon arc motion picture

projection lamps for 36 years, has recently

refined a new xenon light source for film

projection in theatres of around 800 seats

with screens of 28 to 32-foot width.

Called the Strong X-16 projection lamp,
the new unit utilizes tungsten electrodes in

a xenon atmosphere, totally enclosed in a

quartz bulb.

Although the X-16 has been in use for

several months, projecting the regular pro-
gram, at the Maumee Theatre in Maumee,
Ohio, with excellent results, the new light

source was formally miveiled and demon-
strated there to a representative group of

theatre owners, managers, projectionists,

theatre equipment dealers, city officials

and newspapei*men on February 23. The
Maumee has 770 seats and a 32-foot screen.

FLICKERLESS, WHITE LIGHT

Advantages of the new light som*ce, it

was pointed out, include a steady, flicker-

less, pure white light, with no discoloration

at the screen. There is uniform intensity

of light at the edges as well as in the center
of the picture, and superior color repro-
duction. The color of the light is inde-

pendent of voltage variations of the power
line supply.

The film and apertui'e plate were said to

be much cooler tlian with carbon arc pro-

jection. Additionally, there are absolutely

no loose particles to pit the reflectors, and
no dust or dirt to cause wear and tear on
the projector mechanism.

Because there are no moving parts (the

once-adjusted focus of the bulb stays con-
stant) and no special cooling is required.

Continued on following page

Some of those attending the demonstration of the new Strong X-16 xenon projection lamp at the

Maumee (Ohio) Theatre were, from left. Milt Gibson and Gordon Gibson, Atlas Theatre Supply, Pitts-

burgh; Cliff Callender, sales manager of the projection lamp division of the Strong Electric Corp.; and

G. M. Studebaker and Clarence Williamson, National Theatre Supply, Detroit.

ThFatrI

ADLER
LETTERS
kSSURi SELLING IMPACT

FOR YOUR CHANGEABLE SIGNS!

The only complete line of Plastic and Aluminum
letters, from 4" to 31", including "Snap-Lok"

Plastic Letters that won't blow off, won't fall off.

All sizes of Adler Plastic Letters available in

Red, Blue, Green, Opaque Black. For Free Cata-

log of Adler "Third Dimension" Changeable
Letters—Mechanical Letter Changer—Stainless

Steel Frames Glazed with Glass or Plastic—Low-
Cost "Sectionad" Displays—Cast Aluminum
"Mounties" for building identification—write;

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
1 1 843-A W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.

PHILLIPS CARBOH SAVERS
Phillips Precision Mode Carbon Savers. Universal
to work with all Makes of Are Lamps and Car-
bons. Machined from Tool Steel for long life

service. Modern Priced. Backed by Forty Years
in Theatre Pro|eetion and experience. Sold only
Through Established

THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS

BUY DIRECT
FROM

allantyne
Save on equipment from one of the

oldest equipment companies.
Ballantyne equipment—famous patented Dub’l-Cone and Single

cone speakers, single and dual channel amplifiers, soundheads
and hundreds of other items have equipped theatres

throughout the world for nearly 30 years.

Fewer theatres, full service facilities and modern fast

transportation have made it possible for Ballantyne to sell

direct and save you money.

Ballantyne equipment carries a reliable lull guarantee of

performance. You can be sure Ballantyne will be making

theatre equipment for the drive-in and indoor theatres of

the future. If you're planning a purchase, we furnish

prompt airmail quotations. Just tell us what you need.

aiiantyne

BALLANTYNE INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRONICS, INC.

A DIVISION OF ABC VENDING CORPORATION

1712 JACKSON ST., OMAHA, NEBRASKA

YOU BUY
WITH

CONFIDENCE
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STRONG DEVELOPS XENON LAMP

“Remarkable Reliability”

At New York’s famed Radio City Music Hall, chief projectionist Ben Olevsky put it this

way. “The reliability of the Simplex X-L projector is remarkable. Our projectors were

installed by National Theatre Supply in 1950 and have been maintained by our staff

since then. In 11 years of operation they have never been removed for overhaul!’’

Similar opinions and experiences are reported all the time by projection “pros” like

Ben at most top theatres throughout the country. The facts are that no other mechanism
on the market is designed and built to the engineering perfection achieved in the X-L.

Incorporating every new advance in projection, the X-L is your assurance that you’ll

have a dependable, up-to-date projector for many years to come.

PROJECTION and

SOUND SYSTEMS
NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY Branches Coast to Coast

50 PROSPECT AV EM U E • TAR RYTOWN. N.Y.- MEDFORD 1-6300
SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Continued from preceding page

the xenon arc bulbs make for simplified
operation by the projectionist and keep
repair and replacement part costs down to
a minimum.
According to Arthur Hatch, president of

Strong, the cost of operating the 1600-watt
xenon bulb, which has an average life

expectancy of 1,500 hours, plus the cost of

bulb replacements and cm-rent, is only a
little more per hour than the cost of cur-
rent and carbons for operating the high in-

The new X-J6 xenon lamp.

tensity carbon arc 46 ampere projection

lamp. The long term costs are even less, the

audience was told.

However, the new xenon lamps are not
expected to replace the carbon arc lamps
in drive-in thearies or larger capacity in-

door theati'es because the xenon brightness

is limited to the equivalent of approxi-

mately a 46 ampere carbon arc.

During the question and answer period
following the demonstration one exhibitor

asked if the demonstration was made on a

new screen. Jack Armstrong, owner of the
nouse, replied that the paint job was three

years old—the intensity was so great it

looked new.

SIGNS TO WATCH FOR

Another person inquired how you can tell

when the bulb is approaching the end of

its life—to avoid stoppage of the picture in

the middle of a reel. It was pointed out

that as the bulb ages it darkens and the

amperage is increased to maintain light

intensity. As it reaches the end of its life,

difficulty is experienced in starting so that

there is plenty of evidence to indicate ap-

proach of the end so that replacement can
be made in plenty of time.

The Strong Electric Corp., world’s largest

manufacturer of motion picture projection

lamps, also developed and manufactm'es

arc camera and printing lamps for the

graphic arts field, heat exchangers, recti-

fiers, reflectors, slide projectors, solar fur-

naces, spotlights, and transformers. Arc

searchlights for airplanes and field use are

also produced for the military. For the past

year Strong has also engaged in the pro-

duction of solar radiation simulator sys-

tems for the development and testing of

outer space vehicles and components.
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Two Theatres Under One Roof in New York

This building with its impressive, "wide open" facade is now under construction in New York City and

will house two theatres, one atop the other. Cinema I and Cinema II. The first will have 750 seats and

the second 300 seats. Both theatres will show the same film, so that patrons may see the feature from

its start every hour on the hour. Cooperating in the design were Abraham Geller and Ben Schlanger.

Several new concepts in the
housing of motion picture entertainment
will be incorporated in the twin theatres

—

Cinema I and Cinema II—which Rugoff
Theatres, Inc., is constructing in New York
City.

Donald S. Rugoff, president, explained
that the joint entrances will be under a
protective arcade, leading to separate ticket

desks, in place of standard boxoffices,

lounges and audience areas.

The lounges and lobby areas will in-

corporate a permanent, and periodically

changing, exhibit of paintings by con-
temporary American artists in part of the
waiting space. In another part, hi-fi equip-

ment will be available for the playing of the

latest recordings. Books will be on dis-

play, selected to illustrate various themes,
tied in with the current pictm-e or reflecting

some current trend in literature. In a sense,

Rugoff said, the twin theatres will be the

setting for a total entertainment or cultural

experience.

CONTINENTAL SEATING PLAN

The inside of Cinema I-Cinema II audi-
toriums also will include many features to

enhance enjoyment of a film, Rugoff said.

Unusually roomy leg space (40 inches) will

be accompanied by the fact that the
continental type of design of the larger

house will have all the patrons arriving

and leaving by side aisles. This, he said,

will give all seats perfect sight lines, un-
crossed by those who may come in or go
out.

Special lighting arrangements also have
been devised. All lights in the auditoriums
will be synchronized with the projection

equipment. When the film goes on, all

extraneous lights within the theatres will

dim at the same time, to create minimum
diversion of attention. Patrons’ eyes will

automatically focus on the screen, with

no other lights to distract them. The
screens will be what is called wall-to-wall

—

unframed and so designed that the entire

end wall will be the screen.

The new building was designed by
Abraham Geller. Special consultant on
theatre design was Ben Schlanger, one of

the architects of Lincoln Center and one
of the foremost designers of motion pic-

ture theatres. The theatres are said to

be the first to be built from the ground up
in New York since the early 1930s.

Cinema I-Cinema II will have, respec-

tively, 750 seats and 300 seats. The model
is being displayed at various Rugoff The-
atres in Manhattan (currently the Sutton)

,

along with a screen trailer done as an
abstract color film by Carmen D’Avino.

The theatres will open on June 26, with
“Boccaccio ’70” set as the premiere at-

traction. With the two theatres in one
building, patrons will be offered the op-
portunity to see the feature from its start

every hour on the hour, Rugoff said.

Venders to Latin America
Wometco Enterprises, Inc., Miami, an-

nounced on March 19 that its wholly
owned subsidiary Wometco International,

Ltd., had completed the shipment of the
largest single sale of vending equipment
ever made in Latin America. This ship-

ment, according to Albert Budlow, director

of Wometco’s International Export Divi-

sion, consisted of automatic soft drink
vending equipment of the ice-dispensing

type.

Budlow announced at the same time that
substantial orders have been shipped to a
number of Caribbean and Latin American
countries, and also stated that further

orders are being processed and will be
shipped shortly.
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Three Models of Slush Freezers

To Fit Into Any Operation

Stoelting Brothers Co., after three years
of extensive research and actual field ex-
perience, now offers a complete, time-tested
line of slush freezers to meet the needs of

any-size operation. The machine makes a
drink frozen from the flavor itself, not ice

with flavor added. Shown here is a single

-

head coimter unit designed for locations
where little or no floor space is available.

It has a full ten-gallon freezing cylinder.

A twin-head, floor model was pictured and
described on page 37 of the June 5, 1961
issue of the Modem Theatre Section. A
third model is a single-head floor model
requiring very Uttle space. The company
also supplies Krist-O-Slush, a syrup espe-
cially designed for the freezers, available in

orange, wild cherry, grape and lemon-lime
flavors. A brand new set of colorful point-
of-purchase signs has been developed to
help theatremen merchandise the drinks.

One features Krist-O-Slush, the drink
frozen from the actual flavor; another pro-
motes Krist-O-Shake, which is made from
slush as it comes from the freezer, blended
with vanilla ice milk or ice cream; and a
third is an attractive sign with a large
Krist-O-Slush, designed to create attention
from patrons sitting in cars.

Efficient Cooker for Coating

Of Red Candied Apples

Server Sales, Inc., is now offering the
new Candi-Mat, said to be the most mod-
em equipment for the coating of red
candied apples. The unit is finely engi-
neered to eliminate the need for ther-
mometers and to remove the human ele-

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Use Readers'

Bureau Coupon on Page 31

ment, thus eliminating errors in judgment
and lost mix. The unit is built of stainless

steel and aluminum, with Fiberglas insula-

tion to prevent injuries from burns. Candi-
Mat employs a dual thermostat system. De-
pressing the starting button brings the mix
up to the necessary temperature, a second
thermostat takes over to keep the mix in

proper condition for dipping. The inner

vessel in the cooker is dimpled at the bot-

tom to hold one apple so that all the mix
may be used, eliminating waste. The imit
comes equipped with a wooden spoon for

mixing and two 16x30-inch, formed stain-

less steel trays for display. Optional, are

transparent lucite domes to cover the
apples. Both drive-in and indoor theatres

using this unit have enjoyed good sales of

candied apples which carry a very low
product cost with excellent profits. Several

large circuit operations have had excellent

results with candied apples which are espe-

cially popular with children.

Outdoor Theatre Screens

With Functional Design

thus readily conform to the varying needs
of individual theatre sites. The screen it-

self is a continuous sheet of 18-gauge,
ribbed, galvanized metal panel, and the
verticle ribs are of such dimension that the
screen surface is virtually flat. The deck
length being equal to the full screen
height eliminates the need for horizontal
joints. The screen is shop-painted gray on
both sides. The Carew Steel Theatre
Screen Package includes the screen, re-

quired structural members, all of hot-roUed
A-36 steel having a minimum thickness of

one-quarter inch and primer painted;
anchor bolts, leveling plates and anchor
bolt plans and reactions. The design and
construction of the foundation, including

any reinforcing rods required, as well as

the supply and application of field painting

is not usually included in the package.
Prices are furnished upon request which
should be accompanied by the customer’s

dimensional layout.

Projection Carbons Burn

The Entire Positive Rod

F.g 1

The drive-in theatre screens which have
been developed by Carew Steel Co. offer

a clear, functional design and require only

four supporting piers. They are extremely
flexible as to screen area and height, and

Claims made for products described editorially

on this and other pages are taken from the

manufacturers' statements.

“Endless” projection carbons, distributed

in the United States by West Coast Thea-
tre Service, are manufactured so that the

entire positive carbon is burned, with no
loss of stub whatever and without using

a carbon saver. The carbons have a very

low burning rate and produce an extremely
bright and stabilized arc. A positive stub

of the Endless can be connected easily to

another positive rod with a special carbon
paste which is supplied with the Endless

carbons. It is recommended that the posi-

tive carbon stub to be connected is within

70mm length. The stub is connected to the

new positive carbon rod when cooled, and
the quantity of carbon paste to be used
for one time may be just bigger than an
ordinary match head. After connection,

if the carbon paste overflows the junction

it should be wiped up. After striking the

arc, the connection is said to be perfect

within two or three minutes by the heat
generated. If the convex of the stub is too

big to insert into the end of a new rod,

the convex may be nabbed with sandpaper
(supplied with the carbons). No air should

be left in the concave of the carbon after

connection.
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Variable Anamorphic Lens

At Greatly Reduced Price

S. O. S. Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., is now
making Superscope variable anamorphic
lenses available to indoor and drive-in the-
atres at less than one-fourth the cost when
the lenses were first developed. Superscope,
it is claimed, utilizes the maximum effect

of widescreen presentation without loss of
light or screen height, yet it can present
a picture of any screen ratio from zero
through 3-to-l of extremely fine quality.

The overall composition of the picture is

improved, resulting in favorable audience
reaction. Superscope does not require a
curved screen and does not impose any re-

strictions upon screening room sound sys-

tems. Screen proportions are changed by
turning the proper controls, and it is possi-

ble to switch from one anamorphic system
to another or to standard featm-es. The
lens is easily installed with any 35mm
backup projection lens.

Vacuum-Mounted Squeegee for

Picking Up Scrub Solutions

A 28-inch vacuum cleaner-mounted
squeegee is now being offered by Multi-
Clean Products, Inc. It is connected to
the intake by means of a plastic hose of

standard iy2 -inch diameter, and is easily

mounted on the front of any Multi-Clean
vacuum cleaner of the Imperial series

equipped with the base casting. It is said
to be a real timesaver for picking up water
and scrubbing solutions. When it is used
with high-foaming cleaners, the manu-
facturer says that an inexpensive Multi-
Clean De-Foamer Pouch will prevent any
excessive buildup of foam inside the
vacuum.

Antistatic Spray for Carpets

To Prevent Shocks to Patrons

A practical answer to the problem of

static electricity inherent in carpet
(particularly wool and nylon) has been de-
veloped by Bryn Mawr Products. Use of

the company’s new Antistatic Spray is said
to eliminate static electricity for 30 to 90
days, according to traffic volume. The
spray is a solvent base product that can be
applied with any kind of sprayer, and it

dries immediately so that the carpet is

never out of service. Even when rugs are
oversaturated by an inexperienced operator,
there is no danger of waterspotting, as can
happen with water base sprays. Ideally,

the spray should be applied only until the
surface is damp to the fingertips, and the
entire rug area need not be sprayed—it’s

adequate to spray an area of 12 feet in
front of the metal that would be touched.

Outstanding New Features in

1962 Line of Floor Machines

The new Super SP Series floor machines
manufactured by National Super Service

Co. have a low, compact design that gives

them a far greater and easier maneuver-
ability, plus many time-saving features.

The new, exclusive Super solution tank
system for floor scrubbing, including all

controls, is embodied in a single unit that
can be attached or detached in ten seconds
without tools. The low design of base and
motor housing permits working under
furniture and counter overhang. Wide-
spaced, no-tip, five-inch wheels make for

easy transportation on uneven floors, up
and down steps. Brush equipment for every
need is available for the machines for dry scrubbing of floors to carpet shampoo.

ALL NEW for ’62
Priced from $3.5° up!

Year

Old

Speaker

Family

When it comes to speakers, nothing beats

experience . . . and our company has been

continuously building in-car speakers longer

than anyone else . . . Many of the original

speakers are still in use after 15 years.

Different speakers basically may look alike

but it’s the little unseen things that make a

big difference. And you only learn them
from experience.

If you’re not one of the thousands enjoying

EPRAD speaker values, change to EPRAD
now and see the big difference in sound
and long-life.

HEADQUARTERS FOR:
Transistor Junction Boxes

Sound Syjtems Generators

Surround Speokers Car Counters

ln*Cor Speakers Burglar Alarms

Hot-Shot Heaters Other Products.

Sold nationally thru theatre supply dealers

1214 CHERRY ST. . TOLEDO, OHIO . PHONE: CHerry 3-8106

BUILDING THEATRE SOUND AND COMMUNICATION
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR 15 YEARS

7 BASIC SPEAKERS • SO MODELS

There’s an EPRAD speaker to meet your
performance and price requirements. No one
can beat our values.
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A "Drop-In" Circulator

For Beverage Dispenser

AMF Dalkin Division is offering an
electrically refrigerated drink dispenser

which features a new, exclusive “drop-in”
type circulator which can be removed or

put in place in 30 seconds, and claimed as

one of the most important engineering im-
provements made on counter beverage dis-

pensers in the last ten years. Pumps and
motors, when located in the base of a
dispenser are subjected to temperatures
which shorten service life, the company
says, and the AMF “Sir Culator” eliminates

pump and motor failure, the major cause
of dispenser service calls. With this new
unit, the “heart” of the dispenser is quickly

and easily removed simply by removing the

connecting plug. The “drop-in” unit is

completely separate from the bowl and
base of the AMF “Sir Culator.” An illumi-

nated merchandising ring (not shown) en-
circling the top of the bowl spotlights sales

messages or the name of the beverage dis-

pensed. The light also floods both the bowl
and the beverage as it cascades down the
bowl sides.

Safety Treads for Stairway

Repair and Modernization

Wooster Products, Inc., has developed
Super Stainnaster safety treads which are
claimed to offer permanence in stairway
repair and updating. The heavy duty
aluminum base, filled with a special

abrasive formula, provides antislip protec-
tion even under hazardous conditions,
Wooster states. Twin visibility lines at the
front edge of the tread clearly define the
edge of each step, providing additional
safety. The treads are decorative in ap-
pearance but constiTicted to withstand
heavy traffic. They are nine inches wide
with beveled back and fit any step up to 13

inches wide. Installation is simple, either
with wood screws on wood steps or lead ex-
pansion shields on masonry. A 1 Vs -inch
deep nose of heavy aluminum serves to
protect the face of the step.

Bulletin 222 describes Kollmorgen
lenses in detail. See your equip-
ment dealer, or write us direct.

HIGHEST
SPEED

IN PROJECTION
Kollmorgen lenses rate tops in the motion

picture industry. Used exclusively with

Cinerama, they are standard equipment

in more than 70% of American theaters.

High light uniformity and less light loss

on the screen—the whole screen—are typ-

ical of the outstanding performance of

SUPER SNAPLITE® lenses.

Other advantages that add up to supe-

rior screening with super snaplite are:

Wire sharp contrast

Uniform illumination

Crystal clarity

Wide range of focal lengths

Sealed construction CORPORATION
NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Buy Value

in '6^...

nsH-mn
SEATING BY GRIGGS

Greater Value for

you and your patrons

• FINEST COMFORT
• BEST APPEARANCE
. GREATEST CONVENIENCE
• MINIMUM MAINTENANCE

Griggs

Chair occupants are not inconven-

ienced when others enter or leave

row. Passing space is created by

pushing back in seat. Chairs return

to normal position automatically.

GRIGGS EQUIPMENT, INC.
Belton, Texas • Selma, N.C.
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about PEOPLE / and PRODUCT
Angeles intx) its company. Both firms make
electrical signs, including theatre signs,

and maintain services for the signs.

Perry E. Pasmezoglu has been named
national sales manager and advertising di-

rector of Bevelite Manufactui'ing Co.
Pasmezoglu, formerly an account executive
with Donahue & Coe Advertising Agency,
has had nine years experience with Fox
West Coast Theatres. Prior to that he had
been with Cole, Fischer Rogow, and for

nine years was a member of the display
advertising department of the Los Angeles
Daily News. Bevelite is one of the coun-
try’s leading manufactm-ers of varicolored
plastic letters and Plexiglas backgrounds.

Shortly after assuming his new post,

Pasmezoglu announced the appointment of

W. G. Spencer Advertising as agency for

Bevelite, and preparations are already
under way for an extensive trade campaign.

Speedster, Inc., Denver, held a three-day
open house to officially open its new plant

located at 15860 West 5th Avenue. The new
faciUties were designed by President John
Kauffman. The company manufactures
doughnut machines, fryers, griddles, hot

plates, food warmers, pizza ovens and other
commercial cooking equipment.

Federal Sign and Signal Co. of Chicago
is to merge Electrical Products, Inc., of Los

-(

M. Michael Cerick has been named di-
rector of sales for Prestoseal Manufactur-
ing Co. Cerick has had 12 years of top
management, marketing and sales experi-
ence in the publishing field.

A NEW VENDING MACHINE Called the Auto-
mat Junior Vender is being tested in thea-
tres, drug and food stores by Automatic
Canteen Co.

Dr Pepper Co. reports continuing all

time record monthly highs in syrup sales
in the first two months of the new year.
January sales were up 30 per cent, and
February sales were up 19 per cent over
the same month of 1961.

Formal dedication of a new multi-
million-dollar carpet yarn plant in States-
boro, Ga., will be made by A. & M. Kara-
gheusian, Inc., manufacturer of Gulistan
carpet, on April 28. The air-conditioned
building provides about 250,000 square feet

of floor space containing plant executives
offices and yarn dyeing and spinning opera-
tions.
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William Joachim has been elected vice-

president of the Pepsi-Cola Co. in charge
of design, art and graphics. Joachim has
been a design consultant to Pepsi-Cola since
1949 and has produced basic designs for
Pepsi packaging and point-of-sale mate-
rials, as well as vending and display equip-
ment items. He wiU expand the company’s
existing design and graphic facilities, mak-
ing additional services and counsel in these
areas available to the company and to

bottlers in the United States and abroad.

G. K. “Whitey” Crampton has been
named national accounts manager of Jet

Spray Coit)., Waltham, Mass., manu-
facturer of beverage dispensers. The ap-
pointment was announced by William H.
Jacobs, president. Crampton wUl devote
his attention to developing profitable sell-

ing programs for and working closely with
national syrup accounts, parent bottling

companies, chains and government facili-

ties. Crampton has been with the firm

since 1957 when he became general sales

manager.

Lucien Vacher has been elected chair-

man of the board and president of Kodak-
Pathe, Eastman Kodak associate company
in France, succeeding the late Alfred Lan-
ducci. Jacques Tassel was named general

manager and Georges Moreau was elected

vice-president of the French firm. Paul
Vuillaume is new sales and advertising

manager and Jean Week was named man-
ager of the company’s Vincennes factory.

Joe Focazio jr., has been named special

syrup representative for Pepsi-Cola Co. He
gained extensive experience in the fountain

service field during 1956-61 spent as

national sales manager for Carbonic

Dispensers, Inc.

Ira Kutok, a veteran in the theatre

equipment field, is celebrating his 25th year

of service with Edward Wolk, Inc.
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Shenanigan on Screen:

'Wind' in Old Process
Oscar Night Is Well Promoted When

Downtown Manager Team Takes HoldWhen “Gone With the Wind” recently

played a repeat run of the current reissue

at the Alpine Theatre, Salem, W. Va.,

owner Gary Barker advertised that patrons

could see the film as it was originally

shown “for the first time in 16 years.”

Digging up the old set of lenses and
aperture plates, put away when the theatre

changed to Cinemascope and widescreen.

Barker showed the picture in its original

1:1.33 aspect ratio, occasionally blowing

up the picture to widescreen dmdng reels

which featm’e spectacular action such as

the burning of Atlanta. Technical effects

were designed and executed by projection-

ist Richard Hiltner.

Barker gave each patron a printed no-

tice explaining the small sized picture and
pointing out that they would see the photo-

play without anything cut off at the top

or bottom.
“The composition of the pictm-e, origin-

ally made for the old shape of screen, was
beautiful,” Barker said. Patrons pointed

out that the colors were sharoer and more
brilliant than when they saw it last sum-
mer at the Alpine in widescreen.

Word-of-mouth about the technical

shenanigans at the Alpine resulted in bet-

ter than expected business.

'Thunder Road' Ballad
Stressed in Dual Ads

Specially prepared combination ads on
“The Big Country” and “Thunder Road,”
made up by S. L. Sorkin at RKO Keith’s,

Syracuse, N.Y., not only attracted tremen-
dous patron interest, but also resulted in

calls from many area exhibitors requesting

mats and proofs. As many as 25 theatres

from as fai- as 200 miles way from Syra-

cuse requested mats and proofs of the ads,

Sorkin reported.

The dual bill was led off by “Thunder
Road,” with the ads emphasizing the song,

“The Ballad of Thunder Road,” which be-

came the No. 1 song hit both in Syracuse
and Rochester. In the ads, Sorkin added
“The Ballad of Thunder Road” as a sub-

title to the picture and mentioned it three

different times. This same procedure was
also used in the smaller newspaper ad.

Not for Junior!
Evidently tiring of the old line about

“Adults Only” in newspaper ads for nudist

and sex films, two Columbus, Ohio, houses
which feature such films ran the following

line for the dual bill of “Shangri-La” and
“Naked Holiday”—“Definitely NOT FOR
JUNIOR.”

Buffalo exhibitors united in a campaign
to promote the 34th Annual Academy
Awards presentation at a meeting in the

office of Ai'thui' Krolick, AB-PT district

manager. Present were Krolick, who acted

as chairman; Maurice Druker, Loew-Shea
Buffalo Theatres; George H. Mackenna,
Basil’s Lafayette Theatre; Charles B. Tay-
lor, Buffalo Paramount Corp.; Charles
Funk, Century Theatre; James J. Hayes,
Cinema Theatre and chief barker of the

Variety Club of Buffalo, and Edward
Meade, radio-TV agency head.
Following the meeting five of the the-

atre heads visited the Buffalo Evening
News office where a photo was taken of

the exhibitors, each holding a press sheet of

the picture in which he was especially in-

terested. Krolick, for instance, held up the

front page of a “Fanny” press sheet; Mac-
kenna, “The Hustler”; Druker, “West Side
Story”; Funk, “The Guns of Navarone”
and Hayes, “Judgment at Nui’emberg.”
This photo was used in a three-column
splash on the drama page of the News with

Each of the five Academy Award nominations had

a supporter among downtown theatremen at Buf-

falo. In a united promotion for Oscar Night, the

downtown exhibitors arranged a photographic stunt

which made a three-column splash in the Buffalo

News. George Mackenna, in front at left, Lafay-

ette Theatre, holds a press sheet on "The Hustler,"

and at right, Arthur Krolick, AB-PT district man-

ager, a "Fanny" man. Top, Maurice Druker, Loew-

Shea Theatres, "The West Side Story"; Charles

Funk, Century Theatre, "The Guns of Navarone,"

and James J. Hayes, "Judgment at Nuremberg."

a story about the campaign the exhibitors

were plamring to plug Oscar night.

As a result of assignments distributed at

the planning meeting;
Mackenna contacted the mayor who

issued an Academy Awards Day proclama-
tion, which was published in the papers
and blown up for 40x60s in all theatre

lobbies.

Taylor supervised general publicity

activity.

Meade supervised radio and television

coverage.

Druker contacted all banks and branches
to post signs announcing Oscar Night, and
helped out in other promotions.
Hayes called on downtown stores for

television tieups promoting TV sets for

use in theatre lobbies on the night of the
telecast. Also obtained co-op ads and
window displays.

Funk lined up windows in large stores

around the city for Oscar night displays,

which included photos of nominees, props
and blank film reels, Oscar posters, etc.

Krolick contacted Niagara Transit Co.
for use of posters inside and outside buses.

Also got cooperation of soft drink distri-

butors to use posters on trucks.

In consequence, Buffalo theatredom
buzzed on many fronts boosting Oscar
Night.

Matchbooks for Film
Astor Pictures is distributing 5,000,000

matchbooks containing instructions for

playing Marienbad, the new match game
introduced in “Last Year at Marienbad.”
The matchbooks, which feature a striking

photograph of the film’s star Delphine
Seyrig, as well as credits for the film, are
being rushed to restaurants, supermar-
kets, motion picture theatres, cigar stores,

newsstands, barber shops, beauty parlors
and other retail outlets across the coun-
try, where they will be available free of

charge to customers.

Coke for Zero Endings
Plaza Theatre Manager Bill Chambers

offered patrons whose admission ticket

numbers ended with zero, a free six-pack
carton of Coca-Cola on the opening day of

“One, Two, Three” at El Paso, Tex. Frisco
Gutierrez, house artist, had an attractive

framed 40x60 in the outer lobby, with full

credits to the El Paso Coca-Cola Bottling
Co.
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Publicist Harry Rice filled the entire window of o drug store at the busy corner of East 9th street and

Superior avenue in Cleveland with publicity for "Walk on the Wild Side" at the Stanley Warner Allen

Theatre.

Merchant Deals Make Good Ammunition

In Art House Fight for New Patrons
In promoting art theatre attractions, the

enterprising exhibitor keeps always alert

to possible ways of stimulating the uniniti-

ated potential art film patrons into making
a first venture into the art film field. A
promotion-minded art house showman is

Charles Stokes, manager of the Bar Har-
bom’ Theatre, Massapequa Park, N. Y., a

shopping center house located on rapidly

expanding Long Island.

Merchant tieups are the strong point in

most of Stokes’ campaigns. For his recent

showing of “Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning,” he set up a competition with
the Roosevelt Savings Bank with poster

copy, both at the bank and the theatre,

reading: “It is never too late to start sav-

ing at Roosevelt Savings Bank—Win a

Roosevelt Bank savings account.” An alarm
clock was attached on one corner of the

posters.

A BANK TIEIN IDEA
Patrons were asked to write down a

specific time—between 7 p.m. Saturday
and 7 a.m. Sunday

—

along with their names
and addresses and drop their entries in

a ballot box at the Bar Harbour “when you
go to see ‘Saturday Night and Sunday
Morning.’ ”

The bank gave ten $5 bills to start sav-

ings accounts. Stokes had between 500 and
600 entries, which, he said, “meant that

many customers to see the picture,” since

patrons had to come into the theatre to

deposit their entries.

A scowling usher, bearing a placard

reading, “He Is A Very Angry Young Man!”
. . .

“ ‘Saturday Night and Sunday Morning’
at the Bar Harbour Theatre,” handed out
special cards printed in cooperation with
six shopping center merchants. Merchants
distributed 1,500 of the cards in advance
of the picture and Stokes and the usher

handed out the other 500.

Stokes has built up an extensive mail-

ing list, through names given in competi-

tion and contests, and he sends out printed

notices in letter or postcard form on vir-

tually all pictures playing at the Bar Har-
bom-.

“Long Island is a large place,” Stokes
wrote, “and my theatre is very new. I have
felt that a lot more people would come
if they just knew a route to the theatre. We
got lots of calls from patrons asking how
to get to Bar Harbour. I had our print shop
do 55,000 flyers and each of our 11 the-
atres (Associate Independent) in Nassau
and Suffolk distributed them. The flyer

read, ‘All Roads Lead to Bar Harbour The-
atre,’ then below the movie ad I had a map
with all the main routes on Long Island
that lead to the Bar Harbour. This paid off

because so many patrons remarked about
it.”

Stokes keeps on excellent terms with
local organizations and helps them when-
ever he can. As a result, he received a
plaque from the Lions Club for helping
with its license plate campaign and made
the front page of the two local papers,

which helped the theatre public relations.

When Stokes played “Never on Sunday,”
he was so confident that the picture would
hold over through his first anniversary
date that he promoted a special anniver-
sary program instead of his usual two-
pager.

22 PAY $25 EACH
“I sold 22 sponsors a page at $25 each

and printed up a nice souvenir program
and shoppers’ guide,” These were given

out to patrons. Results were tremendous
with the picture staying for a record long

run.

For the same picture, Stokes made up a

recorded telephone announcement with the

usual type copy, but with an unusual end-
ing. The last part of the announcement was
“Never On Sunday, nominated for five

Academy Awards including best actress and
the song,”—at which point Stokes sang
the first two lines of the song which won
the Academy Award. Stokes said he had
many comments on the cleverness of the

telephone announcements.

Extra Promotion Turns
Cold Week Into Hot One
While other theatres in Winnipeg, Man.,

were suffering through a week of extreme
cold weather and scattered crowds, Tom
Pacey, manager of the Garrick Theatre,
zeroed in his campaign directly on the
teenagers and came out with an excellent
week’s gross for “Twist Around the Clock.”

His first move was a tieup with the
Quality records distributor, who made
available 100 Chubby Checker records to
three local radio stations. The stations ran
daily contests, awarding the records as
prizes and also throwing in publicity for
“Twist Around the Clock.” Pacey also ar-
ranged for short plugs on KCND-TV, a
Pembina, N.D., station serving the Winni-
peg area.

Pacey’s next step was the awarding of
5x4-inch Chubby Checker photographs, of
which he estimates several thousand were
distributed, to patrons. Other record dis-
tributors also got in the act, giving the pic-
ture publicity in connection with record
sales. The picture was billed for one week
and was aided greatly by a two-day
teachers convention at the end of the week,
releasing the teenage market to the down-
town theatres.

“The extra promotion effort,” said
Pacey, “turned what could have been a
mediocre week into a week of good busi-
ness.”

Bonus Features Play
Art Houses' Dead Nights

If you operate an art theatre and are at
a loss about what to do on a “dead” night,
you might follow Nico Jacobelli’s program
which he inaugurated at his Continental
and Westwood art theatres in Cleveland
and Toledo.

First he showed “Seven Samm’i” at the
Continental on a Tuesday night, moving it

to the Westwood on Wednesday night. His
bookings for following Tuesday-Wednesday
showings in the same order at the two
houses: Ingmar Bergman’s “Three Strange
Loves,” next the Spanish “Death of a
Cyclist,” then the French “The Would-Be
Gentleman,” the Austrian “The Last Ten
Days,” Alex Guinness’ “The Lady Killers”

and finally “The Snow Was Black.”
The above bookings were presented in

addition to the regular features.

All the downtown theatres in Cleveland,
as well as the art houses ai’e normally
single-feature theatres.

Yo-Yo Contest Stirs Kiddy
Interest in Two Shows
Two special matinees for the kids were

held by Jack Peters at the Strand Theatre
in Gilroy, Calif., one on Lincoln’s birthday
and the other on George Washington’s.
Gilroy is a farming town of about 5,000.

Showman Peters re{X)rts you have to sth
up some enthusiasm among the youngsters
to do all right with special shows. On this

occasion, his device was two yo-yo contests,

the first on the Lincoln holiday. Youngsters
had to be able to do the five major yo-yo
tricks—rock the baby, loop the loop, around
the world, walk the dog and around the

corner—in order to be eligible.

Eight boys competed against each other
on Lincoln’s birthday: fom' were picked to

be the finalists in a contest for the cham-
pion at a Washington’s birthday matinee.

lese
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"State Fair" is opening Tuesday (10) at the Paramount Theatre in New York City following a three-

week multiple-media advertising campaign, which was coordinated by Charles Einfeld, vice-president

of 20th Century-Fox, which produced the Rodgers and Hammerstein version of the hit story. The
Tuesday showing is a benefit for the recently merged Medico and CARE, the world philanthropy

organizations.

The Einfeld-generaled campaign began with a full-pcge ad in the New York Times, emphasizing

that 20th-Fox is presenting this Rodgers and Hammerstein picture at popular prices on a continuous

performance basis. A few days after the opening splurge, the Times again carried a full-page pro-

motion, this one a tiein with Macy's department store. Another co-op promotion was a half-page ad
with Sam Goody's record stores heralding the new 20th-Fox "State Fair" album. These two co-ops are

reproduced above.

These ads and others appeared in all major New York newspapers prior to the April 10 openings.

The casts of Rodgers and Hammerstein's current Broadway attraction, "Sound of Music," and
Richard Rodgers' "No Strings" attended a special showing of "State Fair" at the 20th-Fox preview
theatre on March 29, with Rodgers acting as host.

The Noisy Baby Problem:
Suckers Help Solve It

A. Paul Kershner jr., manager of the

Visulite Theatre and the Staunton Drive-

In at Staunton, Va., has a 4-year-old son,

which provides him with sympathy and
understanding in handling the problem of

showtime disturbance by crying infants.

He starts with this assumption:
“It’s an insult for managers to discour-

age parents from bringing their small

children to the theatre. Sure there are

some children who will not behave.’’

When the latter happens, Kershner has
the answer—he or an usher politely asks

the parents if they would remove the child

until it has quieted down. If it is necessai-y

for parents to leave the theatre, a read-

mission ticket is issued. Kershner reports

he has discussed the problem with many
young and older parents, and has found
that only a few were insulted because they

were asked to remove their children.

The Visulite ushers are supplied with

penny suckers and instructed to give them
to children when parents are having
trouble keeping them in their seats or

keeping them quiet. The parents are asked,

of course, if they object to giving the chil-

dren suckers.

“At least we give the young people with

children a chance,” he concludes.

Brochure on Oklahoma
Part in 'State Fair'
A 20-page brochure, complete with a map

of the state fairgrounds at Oklahoma City

showing the location of the racing scenes

appearing in “State Fair,” has been pre-

pared by Video Independent Theatres for

use by Sooner exhibitors in making sure
‘90 - , they and their customers know Oklahoma,

°/ too, had a part in the film.

The brochure, prepared mostly by Roger
Rice, head of the Video publicity depart-

ment, contains in chi’onological order re-

productions of clippings and photos pub-
lished in Oklahoma City newspapers about

the stars and filming of the Oklahoma fair-

grounds sequences. It is titled “To Set the

Record Straight on the Filming of ‘State

Fair.’
”

All exhibitors at the recent one-day con-

vention of the United Theatre Owners of

Oklahoma received copies of the brochure.

As the introduction reads: “Not all of

the new ‘State Fair’ was filmed in Texas!
Some three weeks of on-location shooting

for the production took place at the Okla-
homa State fairgrounds and other scene-

requiring environs near Oklahoma City

... It is estimated that approximately one-
half hom’’s mnning time of the completed
picture involves fUming in the Oklahoma
City area.”

Shrunken Heads Given
Oscar Brotman, Chicago dilve-in opera-

tor, who doesn’t miss a week in surprising

his patrons with a gimmick which ties in

with the feature film, offered a shiomken
head to every adult and child attending the
showing of “Something of Value.” The
head was an authentic replica of the Mau

jgj.\ Mau tribal fetish. ’The cofeature was “The
Wings of Eagles.”

Jerry Baker, RKO Keith’s at Washing-
ton, quickly had “Sergeants 3 Salute to Col.

John H. Glenn” on the mai-quee dmdng the
city’s welcome to the astronaut.

Radio Station Buys Part
The huge Fox Theatre in San Francisco

,

(5,000 seats) had something to sell, when it

played “Satan Never Sleeps,” to a business
with which the theatre is on the buying
end most of the time.

One wall of the Fox building, 200 feet

high, faces a five-point intersection, one
street of which is Market where 200 buses
and street cars pass hourly during the busy
times of the day. Thus the high wall is a
valuable sign site, and the Fox frequently
uses it in behalf of its bookings.
When the wall sign work for “Satan

Never Sleeps” was being designed, enter-
prising Fox publicists thought of Mike
Jackson and his midnight to 6 a.m. deejay
program on radio station KEWB. The
thought became a sale. KE'WB bought an
addition to the sign which read:

“YES, EVER’VBODY STAYS UP TO

of Theatre Wall Sign
HEAR MICHAEL JACKSON, MID-
NIGHT TO SIX A.M. ON KEWB/91.

Jackson also used many mentions of the
tieup during his progi'am talks.

Warning to Parents
In a refreshing approach to community

consciousness, Leonard Sampson, Robert
Spodick and Norman Bialek, partners in
the Nutmeg circuit, ui’ged families to send
youngster patrons to their Lincoln rather
than the Crown in New Haven, Conn., on a
Sunday afternoon dm-ing engagement of
“Odd Obsession.” The Crown ads read:
“Ordinarily, Our Sunday Shows Are Ideal
for Kids. This One Is Not. We Recom-
mend ‘Carry On, Constable’ at the
Lincoln !”
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Man Who Served as Nuremberg Guard

Makes a Big Splash for 'Judgment'
Prior to opeiring of “Judgment at Nurem-

berg.” publicist Ted Barker discovered a

Clevelander. Anthony Conway, who had
been one of the guards at the initial

Nm'emberg trials. Manager Max Mink of

the Palace Theatre, where “Nuremberg”
was on a thi-ee-times-daily schedule,

screened the film for Conway, who reported

that it was “exactly like reliving that

March-December 1945 period.” The Con-
way interview made a full column in the

Plain Dealer and gave Mink a publicity

thrust he said helped the picture a great

deal.

Conway stated that Kramer had “either

shot his film in the Palace of Justice or

had recreated the scenes so perfectly, right

down to the prison and cells, that every-

thing was exactly right.” Conway was there

when Gk»ering and others were being tried,

not the lesser judges of the Kramer film.

He also said that Goering was the only
humorous one in the group on trial for
their lives for “war crimes.”
He also said that the original trials were

“boring” and that Kramer had done a
“terrific” job with the picture. The reason
for boredom was not occasioned by what
went on but by the fact that none of the
guards had head phones to give them the
translation of testimony.
As for the showing of the prison scenes,

again Conway said Kramer was right. Each
prisoner charged had to face motion pic-

tures which showed they knew what they
were doing as high ranking Nazis, and the
use of the documentai-y or newsreel shots
at the trials was recreated in one sequence
in “Judgment at Nuremberg.”
“Kramer brought Nuremberg and the

trials into high dramatic life,” emphasized
Conway.

Cid' Premiere Sponsored by TV Station;

8,000 Enter Video Personality Contest

station KMSP-TV in Minneapolis re-

cently completed one of the biggest on-the-

air promotions in behalf of the upper mid-
west premiere of “El Cid” at the Academy
Theatre here. In a departure from the

noi-mal procedure of turning over the pre-

miere night of a major picture to a chari-

table organization, the Academy manage-
ment decided to offer the entire premiere

to the station.

KMSP-TV cemented goodwill relations

with its viewers by offering them the op-

portunity to receive tickets for its VIP
opening of the film February 21.

Two weeks prior to the event the sta-

tion started a teaser campaign infonning

its viewers of the event and advising them
to stay tuned to the channel for details.

In addition KMSP-TV ran a half-page ad
in TV Guide tieing in with the premiere.

The following week the station showed a
photograph of one of its ABC or local tele-

vision personalities and viewers were asked

to identify it, and followed up with other

photos. Viewers were requested to wait

until they had identified all personalities

then mail their entries. Those con’ect and
with the earliest postmark would receive

tickets for two to the special showing.

Over 125 spots were run on behalf of the

contest. The station received over 8,000

entries, of which over 5,000 were correct.

Charlton Heston, star of “El Cid,” flew

here and held a press conference. He also

appeared on a five-minute interview on the

station’s Mary Jo Show.
KMSP-TV displayed a large standee in

its main window and a smaller standee in

its reception area.

The Academy Theatre inserted a box in

all of its “El Cid” ads calling attention to

the special premiere and advising its

patrons to watch the station’s programs for

details on winning tickets.

The nmht of the premiere all of KMSP-
TV’s personalities were on hand to greet

the contest winners. 'The theatre gave the

event its full Hollywood premiere treat-

ment with floodlights, a red carpet and
special lobby and marquee displays.

In spite of a heavy snowstorm that
night the theatre management reported
that the entire house was full.

Plan $1,000,000 Promotion
For WB's The Music Man'
NEW YORK—Although Warner Bros.’

picturization of the Broadway musical hit,

“The Music Man,” will not be released until

after June 30, 1962, the company has em-
barked on what it calls “its biggest pro-
motional drive,” a $1,000,000 joint effort

by the Webcor Co., distributor of tape-
recorders, and Richards Music Corp., band
instrument manufacturer, which will use a
big advertising campaign to support their

motion picture tieups, according to Rich-
ard Lederer, WB director of advertising

and publicity.

The promotion, which involves thousands
of retail outlets from coast to coast, centers
on a nationwide “Music Man” contest open
to anyone between the ages of 8 and 18 per-
forming on any recognized musical instru-

ment. There will be two national grand
prizes, consisting of an all-expenses-paid
trip to Hollywood, plus $100 in cash for

miscellaneous expenses, as well as a one-
week scholarship to the 1962 national band
course at either Michigan State University,

Indiana University or the University of

Nevada.
Among the 1,800 other prizes will be

special “Music Man” model Richards
musical instruments to each of 150 regional

winners, in addition to a Webcor high-
fidelity tape recorder to each regional

winner’s school. In each of the more than
1,500 local contest centers, there will be

12 prizes awarded. Local prizes include

Webcor transistor radios, Richards “Band
Overnighter” cases, record albums of “The

MAJESTIC
Free Admission ' tSr;.!*”,'

Old Program
Ralph Winship, who has been a the-

atre operator in Phillipsbm'g, Kas., since

1926, recently played “Ben-Hur” at the
Majestic Theatre. As one of his promo-
tions he ran a reproduction of his pro-
gram on the engagement of the original
“Ben-Hur” showing in December of
1927. Note that the 35-year-old pro-
gram shows no Sunday playdates.
Under the “Ben-Hur” announcement is

this admonition: “Producers compel us
to charge 50^, children (6 to 15 years)
25^.” Regular prices listed were 25^ and
10(f. Winship says he has a file of all

the programs since the theatre opened,
which should be a collector’s item even
now. Back from a recent world tour,

the veteran exhibitor says he wished he
might have stopped longer in Hong
Kong, which is a shopper’s paradise.

Music Man” and guest passes to see the
Warner Bros, film when it opens at local

theatres.

The contest, which began February 15,

will end April 30. Judging will be on the
same standards as those used by the
Music Educators National Conference, ex-
cept that age will be taken into considera-
tion.

The national magazines which will carry
advertising on the motion picture tieup
with Webcor-Richards consist of Life,

Look, Time, Newsweek, U.S. News and
World Report, Parents, Modern Photog-
raphy and such music publications as
Down Beat, Instnimentalist, Music Jour-
nal, Musart, Triad and School Music.
The promotion on “The Music Man”

was planned more than a year ago when
the pictui’e first went into production,
Lederer said. The picture, which stars

Robert Preston, who played “The Music
Man” on the Broadway stage for 882 per-
formances, and Shirley Jones with Buddy
Hackett, Hermione Gingold and Paul Ford
featured, cannot be released before June
30 because Kermit Bloomgarten’s touring
company of the musical is still playing. Al-

though not yet officially amiounced, “The
Music Man” has been booked by Radio City
Music Hall for early July, Lederer men-
tioned. The picture, which is “Warner
Bros.’ most expensive in several years,”

runs approximately two hours and 25
minutes.
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2550 ©Ada (lOS) © Drama MGM 8- 7-61 -f -f + -4 -4 -4 -4 7-4

2552 After Mein Kampf

(74) Semidoc’y . . Brenner 8-14-61 :£ — -4 5-43-

2546 ©Alakazam the Great

(84) Cartoon Feature . . • AlP 7-17-61 -f 44 -4 44 -4 4+ 04

2616 All Fall Down (111) Drama.. MGM 3-26-62 -H- -f 44 6-41-

2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr Gordon-SR 10-30-61 ± — 2-43-

2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 - 1-

2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 -1- -4 -4 5-42-

2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Scfioenfeld 11-13-61 + 14-

2541 ©Atlas (84) Spec. Vitascope. Filmgroup 7- 3-61 -1- 1-4

—B

—

2586 Q©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 -1- 44 44 -f 44 4- 104-1-

2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. • 20th-Fox 12- 4-61 + + 44 44 + 94-2-

2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM U- 6-61 ++ -f + 44 44 -4 -4 104

2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama.. U-l 10-16-61 +1- 44 + 44 + -4 10-41—

2569 Badjao (100) Action Dr . . Parallel 10-16-61 ± -f -4 -4 4-41-

2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA 2-19-62 -f
— 3-43—

2545 Battle at Bloody Beach. The

(80) © War Drama .20th-Fox 7-17-61 -t- ±. 4- -4 ±1 7-44-

2556 ©Big Gamble, The (100) © Ad. 20-Fox 8-28-61 -f
HK -4 -4 -4 -4 + 7-41-

2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy. . . . Lopert 3- 5-62 -H 1-4

2566 Black Pit of Dr. M (71) Ho.. .

.

. . . UPRO 8- 2-6L ± 1-41-

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet. . . . Magna 2-26-62 -H- + 44 44 44 104-1-

2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr. . . Para 9-11-61 ± -4 ±. 7-46-

2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror 11-20-61 - 1-
2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 + + + + + 7-42-

2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac. . . UA 10- 2-61 -f — ± — 44-5-

2543 Brainwashed (78) Dr AA 7-10-61 44 44 + -4 7-41-

2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) Cy Para 10- 9-61 -H- + +4 44 44 -4 + U-4
2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama.. MGM 8-21-61 ++ + 44 -4 44 44 U-4
2604 Brushfire (80) War Dr. .'.... 2-12-62 -1- + 5-43-

257S©Call Me Genius (105) Com. 11-13-61 ± 44 3-42-

2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr.. U-l 3-19-62 + 44 + 44 44 8-4

2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Riviera-SR 12- 4-6L ± — It 2-43-

2551 Cat Burglar, The (65) Ac Dr. UA 8-14-61 ± -4 24-1-

2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense .... Col 2-12-62 + 44 3-4

2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA 12-18-61 -H- •H- •H- 44 44 44 44 IH-
2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama SR 2-26-62 ± 1-41-

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film . . .Janus 1-29-62 ± ++ -4 44 64-1-

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Or 9- 4-61 zt + + -4 ± 7-44-

2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart 8- 7-61 4- Hh + -4 -4 7-43-

2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) © Adv. Spect MGM 12-25-61 -1- + -4 zt -f 6+2-
2575 ©(himancheros. The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama .20tb-Fox U- 6-61 -ft + + 44 + 44 + 10-4

2544 ©Come September (112) © Com. ..U-l 7-10-61 ++ + 44 44 44 44 44 13+
2590 Continental Twist. The

(See “Twist All Night’’)

2607 Couch, The (100) Suspense . WB 2-26-62 ± -r + 7+5-
2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 -1- 1+

—D—
2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 +1 + 44 44 + 44 44 12-4

2559 Day the Sky Exploded, The

(80) Science-Fiction . Excelsior 9-11-61 + 1+
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA 2- 5-62 + — + + — 4+3-
2547 Dentist in the Chair (84) Com. AJay 7-24-61 44 + 4+ ±. 6-41-

2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama U-l 1-.S-62 -f -4- -4 44 + -4 7+
2564 ©Devil at 4 O’Clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col 9-^61 +4 + 44 44 44 + 44 12-4

2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion 2-26-62 1+1-
2573 Devil’s Hand. The (71)

Horror-Terror Crown-SR 10-30-61 ± 1+1-
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Sbowcorp 12-18-61 -4 -4 4+2-

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec.. AA 12-18-61 44 44 + 44 44 44 44 13-4

2585 Errand Boy. The (92) Comedy . . . . Para 12-11-61 -f 44 -4 44 8+2—
2577 Everything’s Ducky (SO) Comedy. ... Col U.13,61 _ + -4 6+5-
2490 ©Exodus (212) Super-Panavisior 70

Drama UA 12-26-60 44 44 H 41- 41 44 44 14-4

2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. ..Col 3-26-62 44 + 44 44 7+
2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA 9-18-61 -1- + + -4 44 7+1-

—F

—

2542 0Fanny (133) Com. Dr WB 7- 3-61 44 H 44 44 44 44 44 144-

2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense

2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 + 1+

(91) © Adventure . . . Woolner 11- 6-61 + — + 3+2-
2563 Flight That Disappeared. The

(72) Science-F'n UA 9-25-61 + + 7-M-
2580 O®4lower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l 11-20-61 4f + + + 44 44 12+
2618 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com. ..UA 4- 2-62 + + + 5+
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr. . . Sutton 11-13-61 + 1+
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama . .

.

MGM 2-19-62 + H + -H- + +f 4+ 12+
2548 ©Francis of Assisi (105) ©

Religious Drama . 20th-Fox 7-24-61 4) -f + + + 44 10+1-

2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + + + + + + 8+
2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr 11-20-61 + 2+
2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys. Astor 9-25-61 ± 1+1-
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 +4 2+
2544 Goodbye Again (120) Dr.... UA 7-10-61 + + 44 + It 44 10+1-
2481 Great Impostor. The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 + + + 44 + + 12+
2560 Great War. The (118) Drama . . . . Lopert 9-11-61 + + + 9+1-
2556 <J©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . . BV 8-28-61 tt + H + 44 44 12+
2587 Gun Street (67) Western

2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

UA 12-18-61 ± — — + — 2+4—

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± - 1+2-
—H—

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n.. . .20th -Fox 3-19-62 ± 3+3—
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr . . UA 1-22-62 + + + 8+3-
2572 Head, The (95) Horror

2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®
.Trans- Lux 10-23-61 + — _ + — — 3+4-

Outdoor Drama 3-12-62 + — rt 4+4—
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical .... Para 12-25-61 + + + + 7+3-
26i0 H.tler (107) Drama

2-'v6 ©Hcmeynioon Machine (87)

AA 3- 5-62 ± — + + 4+3-

© Comedy MGM 7-17-61 + + + 44 + 44 + 11+
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama . .20th-Fox 10- 2-61 + -4 + + 44 44 44 U+

""1 ' *

2596 ©1 Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr. . . . . . Parade 1-15-62 + + 3+1-
2587 Innocents, The (100) ©

Suspense Drama . .20th-Fox 12-18-61 + + 44 + + 44 13+1-
2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr . .MGM 8-28-61 ± + + + + it 7+3-

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy.... UA 3-26-62 + i: + it 5+2-
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense....

2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

. . . UPRO 2-26-62 + + + 3+

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy.

.

AlP 2-12-62 + it + 5+3-
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 + + + + 44 44 44 14+

2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr

2571 U©King of Kings (161) ®
1- 1-62 ± 1+1-

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 + + + + 44 + 44 13+
2540 King of the Roaring 20’s

(106) O. Drama AA 6-26-61 + + It H -4 + + 8+1-
2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama.. . . Kingsley 11-27-61 + + + it 5+1-

—L—
2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM 1-15-62 + + 44 + 44 13+
2563 UsetU (S3) Action

2593 Long and the Short and the

. Medallion 9-25-61 - 1-

Tall, The (102) War Dr. 1- 8-62 44 + + -H-
2549 ©Loss of Innocence (99) Dr. Col 8- 7-61 + + -1- + + + 10+
2593 Lost Battalion (S3) War Dr.. . . AlP 1- 8-62 ± + 2+1-
2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U-l 12-25-61 + + + ++ + + ++ 12+

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr.... .20th- Fox 2-12-62 It -f + + + + 6+1-
2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Ou-toon Feature.. MGM 8-14-61 + + T + + 44 9+
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 + + +4 + -H- 44 + 13+
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com Ellis 2- 5-62 44 2+
2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 + + + It + it 7+2-
2541 Man in the Moon (98) CUxn.

.

.Trans- Lux 7- 3-61 + + + -4 + 44 7+
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr

2554 ©Marines, Let’s Go (104) ©
9-18-61 + — — + — ±: + 6+4-

Service Comedy • 20th-Fox 8-21-61 ± it + -t- 6+5-
2573 Mark. The (127) © Drama . . . .Cont'l 10-30-61 + + + + + 44 12+
2546 Mary Had a Little (79) Comedy.... UA

2576 Mask. The (S3) Depth-dimension

7-17-61 ± — — + — 3+4-

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 + - - + + ± 6+4-
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy . . . . Showcorp 1- 8-62 ± + 44 + + + + 9+1-
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2S99 0MOOO Pilot (9S) Comedy BV 1-29-62 +
2611 Most Wanted Man, The (55) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2569 Mr. Sardonicos (90) Ho Cot 10-16-61 +
2597 Murder She Said (57) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 +
2617 ©My Geisha (120) @ Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 +

± -ft + ++ -H- 9+1-
1-

+ + + ± 6+3-
+ +t + + + 8+
+ -H- 4+

2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv. .Col 12-18-61 + + + ++ H + ± 9+1-

—N—
2543 Naked Edge, The (102) Susp. Or. . . UA 7-10-61 -H- ± + H + ++ + 11+1-
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 1+1-
2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

(82) Psychological Dr Omat 8-21-61 -f 1+
2574 Ninth Bullet. The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SR 10-30-61 + 2+
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 + + + ++ + + ++ 10+

2555 One Plus One (U4) Dr SR 8-28-61 ±
2583 One. Two. Three (115) © Comedy UA 12- 4-61 ++ +
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com . . Kingsley 3- 5-62 + +
2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 jt

2589 0uUider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 + ±.

—P

—

2591 Pagan Islano (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62

2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 +
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-11-61

2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) © Adventure Filmgroup 12-11-61 +
2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Fox 10- 9-61 +
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

® Horror Drama AlP 8-14-61 + +
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 -H :±

2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + +
2606 ©Prisoner of the iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ±
2570 Pure Nell of St. Trinian's,

The (94) Farce Cent’ I 10-16-61 ± -
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Foo( 10-30-61 +
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Or... Times 11-20-61 +

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

© Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed) . Col 9-18-61 +

+ + ± ± 6+4-
+++++++++ 13+

+ # + + ± 8+1-
1+1-

± -H- H ++ 11+2-

1+1-
+ + + + 7+

1+

- 1+1-
:t f ± 6+4-

+ + +f + 8+1-

+ -H- + + +t U+1-

± + 4+1-

1+1-

tt ± + 5+3-

+ :t + 4+1-
++ ± + 5+1-

± 3+3—

2516 Raisin in the Sun, A (128) Dr Col 4- 3-61 +
2551 Rebellion in Cuba (80) Doc Dr IFD 8-14-61 ±
2564 Respectful Prostitute, The

(74) Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Times 9-25-61 ±
2519 ©Ring of Fire (91)

Outdoor Action MGM 5- 1-61 +
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR 3-12-62 ±
2568 Risk, The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 +
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 +
2524 ©Romanoff and Juliet (112) Com. ..U-l 5-15-61 -H-

2614 ©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr. ..WB 3-19-62 +
2557 Rommel's Treasure (85) Ac. .. Medallion 9- 4-61 +
2564 Ruffians, The (86)

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 -f

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col 1- 1-62 +
2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA 1-29-62 ±
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont 9- 4-61 ft

2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©
Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 +

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Adv. Or Para 9-26-60 ff

2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr Col 8-14-61 +
2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA 10-16-61 +
2575 ©Second Time Around. The (99)

© Farce-(>)medy 20th-Fax 11- 6-61 +
2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. ..UA 10- 9-61 ±
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l 3-12-62 ±
2550 ©Secret of Monte Cristo, The

(80) © Adv. Or MGM 8- 7-61 +
2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l 9-18-61 +
2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) © Outdoor UA 2- 5-62 +
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown 2-19-62 ±
2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr 20th-FoK 10-16-61 + :!: —
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2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2539 Silent Call, The (63) C Dr. . . 2Dth-Fox

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(129) © Drama WB
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent, The (75)

Drama Astor

2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W'n U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2560 ©Spletvdor in the Grass (124) Dr. ..WB
2616 ©State Fair (118) © Musical .. 20th-Fox

2536 Stop Me Before I Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Cot

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) © Dr. ..Para

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM

—T—
2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox

2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used) . . . . UA
2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac Parade

2543 ©Thief of Baghdad

(90) © Ad. Fantasy MGM
2559 Three on a Spree (S3) Comedy UA
2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col

2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama MGM
2597 Too Ute Blues (110) Dr Para

2572 Town Without Pity (IDS) Dr UA
2541 Trouble in the Sky (76) Action-Dr. .. U-l

2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr Col

2548 Truth, The (U Verite) (127)

Dr., Eng-dubbed Kingsley

2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 20tb-Fox

2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys AA
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col

2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog AlP

2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox

2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy

—U—
2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col

2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama Sutton

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col
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2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont’l

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col

2618 War Hunt (SI) War Drama UA

2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col

2567 ©West Side Story (155)

Panavision. Musical Dr UA
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America,

2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times

2537 ©Wild in the Country (114)

© Drama/Songs 20th-Fox

2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc

2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox

2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM
2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots.... WB
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM
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Feoture productions by compony in order ot releose. Running time is in parentheses. ^ is tor CinemaScope;
Qij VistaVision; (§) Supcrscopc; ® Ponovision; (g) Regoiscope; Ct/ Technirama. Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicote story type^(Complete
key on next page.) For review dotes end Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

.go,
.

es at

ALLIED ARTISTS | U AMERICAN INT'L | ti COLUMBIA 1 U 1s Type Rel.
No.

©The Pit and the Pendulum
(8S) Panavision Ho. 609

Vincent Price, John Kerr,

Barbara Steele. Liiiuu Anderv

JULY-AUGUST
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian

(102) © D..603
James Darren, Deborah Walley,
Michael Callan, Vicki Trlckett

©The Guns of Navarone
(IK) © D. .603

Gregory Peck, David Niven
©Two Rode Together

(109) 0D..6O2
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones. Linda Olstal

©Ada (108) © D..124
Susan Hayward. Dean Martin,
Ralph Meeker

©Thief of Baghdad (90) © Ad. .123
Steve Reeves. Georgia Moll

Scream of Fear (81) D..605
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) 0 606
Phil Ctrcf, JuUs AttmII

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) © 0D..201

Richard Boone, George Hamilton,
Luaiu Patten

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
David Janssen, Jeanne Cr^,
Dina Merrill. Agnes Moorehead

1

©The Devil at 4 O’CIock

(127) D. .607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Lost of Innocence (99).. D.. 60S
K. More. D. Derrieux, 8. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Ptiillips. Rob’t Monkbanae

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Oarroll Baker. James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . .203
Bill Traven. Spike Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad. .610
Don Megowan. SUvana Pao^NUilol

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ... Ho.. 611
Oscar Homolka. Guy Rulfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McClsfy

Everything’s Ducky (SL) ..C..610
kUAey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(SO) f) Ad. .604
Qlanna Maria Canaia, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes
(128) ® Ad.. 204

Rory Calboim, Lea Mawarl

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis PUge,
Jim Huttoo, Paula Preotisa

The deorge Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Dahton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie Lorxlan, Barrie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh
Planet (SO) SF..613

John Agar, Greta ITiyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac..6U
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergene

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
(Super-Dynamatlon)
Mkhael Craig, Joan Oeenwood.
MIcI'.ofI Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O'Conaar, Vluorie da Blca,

NoeUa Adam

©Prisoner of the Iron Mask
(80) © Ad.. 614

Michael LemoUie, Wandisa Guida

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart.
Carolyn Jones. Ernie Kovaes

Twist Around the Clock
(S3) M..616

Chubby Checker, Dtoo, the Marcels,
VlcH Spencer

Murder She Said (87) .. My. .208
Margaret Rutherford, Arthur
Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho. .702
Ray MlUand, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan. Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey. Capucinc,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Haviliand, R. Brazzl,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mlmieux

The Bashful Elephant (SO) 0D..6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID.. 6203
Richard Basebart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Ekso

Hands of a Stranger (^/s) D. .6204
Paul Lukatber, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist All Night (87) M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prlma,
Sam Butera and the Witnesses
(Includes a color sequence)

Bum, Witch, Burn (90) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
Richard Todd. Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen. David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse (153) © D..209

Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin.

Charles Boyer. Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja 'niler,

Peter Van Eyck

Reprieve (UO) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,

Sammy Davis jr.

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (65) Ho. .705

Herb &ers. Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (65) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Don’t Knock the
Twist (..) M..622

Chubby (decker. Marl Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford. Lee Remlck

Safe at Home! (..) D.. 624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Marls,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
EM Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton. Paula Prentiss

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessile Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Warriors Five (..) Ac. 707
Jack Balance, Giovanna Ralll

[

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell. Ma.vimllian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beymer

13 West Street (SO) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (ESig-dubbed)

All Fall Down (111) D..211|
Eha .Marie Saint. Warren Beatty, 1

Karl Malden. Angela Lansbury

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

PARAMOUNT

JUNE-JULY-AUGUST
0©The Pleasure of His

Company (llA) CD .. 6017
Fred Astaire. Debbie Reynolds

©The Ladies Man (96) ..C..6017
.lerry I,ewis, Helen Tranbel

>
c:oc
i/s

©On the Double (92) ® C. .6016
Danny Ka.ve, Dana Wynter

©Blood and Roses <74) ® D..6101
Mel Ferrer, Armeite Vadim.
Fisa Martlnelli

t/sm
TJ

Man-Trap (93)
Jeffrey Hunter,

Darld Janasen

0. .6102
Stella Steiene,

m
5
DO

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CD.. 6103
Audrey Hepburn. OeorKe Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M 6105
EHvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

.^ogeia Lanabury

The Errand Boy (82) . . . .C. .6106
Jerry Lewis, Brian Doolevy

Hey. Let's Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the StarUters,

Teddy Eandazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(US) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad..6U0
Rossano Brazzl, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) . . D . ,6U1
Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland. Jo Morrow,
Eh'erett Sloane 7*3

X

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W. .6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Miles >

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer
(pre-release)

-o

©Escape From Zahrain

(90) ® Ac . 6115
Yul Brynner, Madlyn Rliue,

Pal Mineo

>
-<
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OCTOBER

I

NOVEMBER

I

DECEMBER

I

JANUARY

I

FEBRUARY



MAY

I

APRIL

I

MARCH

I

FEBRUARY

I

JANUARY

FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

tn
=3o

©Marines. Let's Go (104) © C. .137
Darid Hedison. Toni Tryon,

Unda Hutchins

©The Big Gamble (100) © D..134
Stephen Boyd. Juliette Greco.

Hand Wayne

i

©Francis of Astisi (105) © D..132
Bradford Dlllman. Dolores Hart.

Stuart Whitman
©September Storm (90) . . Ad . . 139
Joanne Dru. Mark Stereos

(35mm release)

20.00 Eyes (61) © 0..124
G. NelsOT, M. Anders, J. Brown

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) ..C..125
Michael Crai«. 3L Demooeeat

COO

The Hustler (134) © ....D..136
I P. Newman, P. Laurie. J. Gleason

• Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,

Cesar Romero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad. 135
Ken Scott, Letlda Roman

©The Comancheros (107)

e OD.
John Wayne, Stuart Whitman

.141

>O

©The Purpie Hills (60) © Ac. .142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,

Kent Taylor

0£.
uu
CQ

%
UJO
O

©The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M..143
Brnaia Lee, Eddie Albert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Aroutrd

(99) © C..144
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forreft,

Andy Orirntb, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, EDeanor Parker,

Eddie Albert. Jeanne Oain

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D . . 203
Jeimifer Jones. Jason Robards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom E\rell

©Swingin’ Along (83) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Eden,
Ray Charles. Roger Williams.
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©....D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Krooger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Niiyen

©Stale Fair (118) ©..D/M.. 208
Pat Boone, Bobby Darin. Pamela
Tiffin, Anne-Margret, Alice Faye,

j

Tom Ewell

!©Broken Land (60) © W..209
Kent Taylor, Jody McCrea,

I Dianna Darrin

©I Like Money (..) ©..C..
Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray

Hand of Death (60) Ho. .212
Jrihn Agar. Paula Raymond

i

The key to letters ono comDinonons thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Arimated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Dromo; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Dramo
with Music; (Doe) Documentary; (D) Droma; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi/
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

1

UNITED ARTISTS | ii UNIVERSAL-INT'L | U WARNER BROS. | U COMING

Goodbye Again (120) ...D..6125
Ingild Bergman, Yves Montand.
.\ntbony Perkins

The Cat Burglar (65) Ac . 6121
Gregg Palmer, June Kenney

Teenage Millionaire (84)
(partly in color) ... .C/M . .6126

Jlnuny Clanton. Zasu Pitts.

Rocky Grazlano

Blast of Silence (77) ..D..6120
Allen Baron. Molly McCarthy

ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan

©El Cid ® D..
Charlton Heston. Sophia Loren

©Day of the Triffids © SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho
AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun. Yoke Tani

Survival © Ac..
You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac.. 6122
0Come September

(112) © C..6121
©World by Night

(80) Doc.. 151
Craig Hill. Elaine Edwards

'Three on a Spree (83) . . . C. .6123
Jack WatlliK. Carole Lesley

OThe Young Doctors (102) D. .6128
Fredrlc March. Ben Gazaara,

Ina Balin, Dick Clark
©Exodus (212)

Pana/n 70 D..6129
P. Newman, E. M Saint, S. Mlneo

Rock Hudson, Gina LoUobrlglda.

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin
A lour of world-famed nigut spuis

Claudelle Inglish (99) ....D..155
Diane McBaln, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, (Xmstance Ford

Ray Milland, Jean Hagen.
Frankie Avalon
©The Haunted Village ®....Ho...
Vincent Price

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad . .

Maurice Oievalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo, Sanders, W. Hyde White
COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
AnUiony Qxilnn, Silvatia .Maiigurto.

Jack PaJaiice, Ernest Dorgnlne
The Notorious Landlady C..
Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak.
Fred Astaire

Advise and Consent D . .

Charles Laughton. Henry Fonda,
Walter Pldgeon, Gene Tierney

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sordl,

.Michael Wilding

The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D. .6127
Craig Hill. Paula Raymond
Town Without Pity (106) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufman

Secret nf Deep Harbor

(70) Ac. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D.,6133
A. Ba.’rter, E. Borgnlne, J. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward. John Gavin

©Splendor In the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,

Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) ® D. .6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W. .6136
James Brown, Jean WUles

The Sergeant Was a

Lady (72) C. .6202
Martin West, Venetta Stevenson,

BIH WUliams

©Susan Slade (116) 0..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimension

Paul Stevens, Claudette NevliM

Lt> ll.lfl.^. I^CIKIIIL ..Li..

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quayle
MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ...Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard.
Hugh Griffith, Tarlta

0©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter. Slobban McKerma

©Jumbo M . .

Doris Day, Stephen Boyd.
•Ilmmy Durante

©Two Weeks m Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas. Edw. (i. Robinson.
Cyd Charlsse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys’ Night Out © C..
Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©1 Thank a Fcol © D..
Susan Hayward. Peter Finch
©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot. Marcello Mastro-
ianni

PARAMOUNT
©H atari! Ad.. 6117
Jolin Wayne. Ret) Biittoos

Hell Is for Heroes (..) ..0..6116
Sieve .McQueen, Bobby Darin

Fess Parker, Bob Newharf
©My Geisha C..6118
Shirley MacLalne, Yves Montand.
Boh't Cummings. Edw 0. Robinsen

The Pigeon That Took Rome C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa M.irtinelll,

Harry Guardlno
©A Girl Named Tamiko ®....D..
Laurence Harvey. France Niiyen,

Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umeki
20TH-FOX
©It Happened in Athens© ..Ad..
Jayne Manstleld. Nlco Ml.nardos

©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..D..
Paul Newman. Richard Beymer,
Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

©Lisa © D..
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

The Cabinet of Caligari ©. . . . Ho.

.

Glynis Johns. Dan O’Herlihy

©5 Weeks in a Balloon. . . .Ad. .

F.abian. Barbara Eden, Red Buttons

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster. Karl Malden

Phaedra D .

.

Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Point Blank D .

Sidney Polficr, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba ® Ad..
Tony Ciirtl.s. Yul Brynner

©Road to Hong Kong C..

Bing Crosby. Bob Hope, Joan

Collins, Dorothy Lamour
UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav'n) . . D . .

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BID .

Montgomery Clift. Susannah York.

Susan Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Andie Murphy. Joan O’Brien

©That Touch of Mink ® C..
Cary Grant. Dniis Day. Gig Young

©Phantom of the Opera Ho..

Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears

WARNER BROS.
©Morrill’s Marauders Ac..
•Toff Cliandler. Ty' Hardin

©The Music Man ® M .

Robert Preston. Shirley Jones

©Lad a Don . . D .

Peter Bre<'k. Peggy MeCay
©The Chapman Report D .

.

Efrem Zimbalist jr., SheUey Winters,

Claire Bloom. Jane Fonda

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD. 6204
d Foixl, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment M Nuremberg
(189) D.,6206

8. TVacy, B. Lancaster, R. Wldniark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift. J. Garland
(pre-release)

0(!>Flower Drum Song

(133) © M. .6203
Nancy Kwan, James Shlgeta,

Vlli’oshl Umekl
(pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien l.,eigh, Wairen Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) ® C ..6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholi,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . . 6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker. Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . .CD. .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song
(129) © D..152

IMrk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) ® . 00. . 6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, 8, Davis

jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . .6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill. Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D . .6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons. Tony CurtLs. Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLalne,
James Gamer

The Clown and the Kid

(65) D..6207
John Lupton, Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C . .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Edle Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard Attenborough

The Couch (100) D..160
Slilrley Knight, (3rant WllUams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

Edmund Piirdom

©The Magic Sword (80) . .Ad. .6214
Basil Rathbone, Estelle Winwood,
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90).... Ad..
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) ® C..6219
Maurice Chevalier. .Angle Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon. Robert Redfortl

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennet,

James Franclscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimmy Edwards, Shirley Eaton,
Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D . .162
Troy Donahue, Angle Dickinson,

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette

©Follow That Dream
(110) ® C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm.
.\rfhiir O'Connell

,
©Geronimo (102) 00 ..

i Chuck Connors, Kamall Devi
1

j

The Miracle Worker (,.)..D..

1

Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck. Robert Mitchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D. .6210

Janet Munro, Leo MeKcrn

House of Women (85) . . . . D . . 163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland,
Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

SKoft ub|«ctt, IHted by company, tn or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Dote is notional release month. Color and
process as specified. ^HORTS CHART
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AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D.. Aug 61
Lulu Albright, Scott Marlowe,
llcrschel Bernardi

BUENA VISTA
0©The Parent Trap

(123) C..Jul61
Maureen O’Hara. Brian Keith.

fc»©Greyfriars Bobby (91) D.. Oct 61
Donald Crisp. Kay Walsh

t>©Babes in Toyland

(100) © M.. Dec 61
Bay Bolger, Tommy Santis.

Vnnettc. Ed Wynn
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian
Keith, Edmond O’Brien

CONTINENTAL
The Long and the Short and

the Tall (102) D. .Sep 61
Laurence Harvey, Richard To^

The Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s

(94) C.. Sep 61
.loyce Grenfell, Cecil Parker,
George Cole

The Mark (127) © D.. Oct 61
S, Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C.. Oct 61
Tony Hancock. George Sanders

View From the Bridge, A
(110) D.. Feb 62

Carol Lawrence, Raf Vallone,
Maureen Stapleton
Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd’s 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad. . Aug 61
Lex Barker. Chelo Alonso

FILMGROUP
©Atlas (84) VitaScope Spec. May 61
Michael Forest. Frank Wolf.
Barbnura Morris
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
Antony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland
The Devil's Partner (75) Ac S*o 61

Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan

©The Pirate of the Black
Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61

Mljanou Bardot. Gerard Landry
FOUR CROWN RELS'G
©Assignment—Outer Space

(79) SF..Jan62
Rick Von Nutter, Gaby Farlnon
Phantom Planet (K) . .SF. . Jan 62
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray,
Francis X, Bushman

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Constable (86 ) C.. Feb 61
Ken Connor. Leslie Phillips

©Doctor in Love (87) . . C. . Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,

(UMPO) . .Gerard Blaln
Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) .. (Jean Renoir classic)

Five-Day Lover, The (86).. 2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-
Plerre Cassel, Mlchellne Presle

Joker, The (86) 10- 2-61
(Lnpert) . . J-P Cassel, A. Almee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont’l)..R. Dhery, C. Brosset

©Leda (101) 11- 6-61
(Times) . .Madeleine Robinson.
Jean-Paul Belmondo

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1- 8-62
(Astor) . .Gerard Philipe, Jeanne
Moreau, Annette Vadim

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62-
(President) . .Jean Cabin, Nadja
Tiller, Danielle Darrieux
Rules of the Game (104) 4-17-61
(Jjuius) . .Jean Renoir

GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Casino) . .0. W. Fischer, Lilo
Pulver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
(American-Metropolitan)..
W. Glller, Ingrid Von Bergen

The Girl of the Moors (87) 9- 4-61
(Casino) . .Claus Holm, Maria Ebno

GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) .. Irene Papas

ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61
(Cont’l) . . Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardinale

La Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . Marcello Mastrolarml,
Anita EJrberg, Anouk Aimee
L’Avventura (145) 6- 5-61

James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (81) D . Oct 61

Tony Britton, Peter Cushing
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61
.Michael 0w7nn, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barry and Laurie Cardwell

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune, Y. Natsukl
Then There Were Three

(82) Ac.. Jan 62
Alex Nicol. Frank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
©The Deadly Companions

(90) Panavislon ....W..Jul61
Maureen O’Hara, Brian Keith

Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Situs,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee
RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho. .Jan 61
Gianna Marla Canale
Mark of the Devil (73) D . Jan 61
Marla Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Two-Way Stretch (87) C . Apr 61
Peter Sellers. Wilfrid Hyde White

Double Bunk (92) S. . Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, J:uiette Scott.

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) F . . Dec 61
(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
©Beyond All Limits

(100) 0.. May 61
Jack Palance, Marla Felix

Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) 0 .. Oct 61
Jean Carter, Felix Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad.. Nov 61
Simone Slgnoret. Georges Marclial

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Black Pit of Or. M.

(72) Ho.. Mar 61
Ralph Bertrand. Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidney Street

(93) Ad.. Mar 61
Peter Wyngarde, Donald Slnden

©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad.. May 61
Marian Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D. .Sep 61
Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker, Diane CHento
WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of tha Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61
Mala Powers, Marshall TbomiisoD

(Janus) . .Monica Vlttl, Gabriele

Perzettl, Lea Massari
Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62
(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The
(91) 10- 9-61
(Cont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, Pabllto

Calvo (Span-lang: Eng. titles)

Night, The (U Notte)

(120) 3-19-62
(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, Marcello

Mastroianni, Monica Vitti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor).. A. Delon, A. Glrardot

Two Women (105) 6-19-61
(Embassy) .. Sophia Loren,
Jean-Paul Belmondo

JAPAN
©Rikisha Man, The (105) 5- 8-61
(Cory) Toshiro Mifune

Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR)..Yuko Moshlzuki

Road to Eternity (181) .. 2-27-61
(Beverly) . .Tatsuya Nakadai

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61

(Janus).. Z. Cybulskl
Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) .. Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janezar

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) 12-18-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Blbl
Andersson

Secrets of Women (114) . . 9-18-61
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck, Giinnar

Bjoinstrand, Maj-Brltt Nilsson

U.S.S.R.

Fate of a Man (100) . . 8-2S-61
(UA).. Sergei Bondarchuk

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

6421 Hot Heir (leVi) ....Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

(15>/2) Oct 61
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(ISi/g) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16).. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (I6I/
2 ) Feb 62

6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61
5556 No. 6 , Ser. 2 (lOt^) . .Jul 61
6551 No. 1. Series 3 (11) Sep 61
5552 No. 2, Series 3 (10) Nov 61
6553 No. 3. Series 3 (IOI/2 ) Jan 62
6554 No. 4, Series 3 (11) Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

( 10 ) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (6U2 ) May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey (6'/4) ,.Jun61
5615 Punchy de Leon (S'/p) • .Jul 61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7) Sep a
6603 Imagination (6/2 ) ... Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(6'A) Novel
6605 Grape-Nutty (6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

(6I/2 ) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy (6 ) . . . .Jan 62
6608Wbndfer GibveS (7) Jan 62
6609 Or. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (6J/2 ) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues ( 7 ).. Mar 62
6612 Th 6 OttmPahS (7l/a) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5835 Community Sings
No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) Mar 61

5854 Yukon Canada (10) ... Apr a
LOOPY da LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (S'/i) Jun a
5708 Zoo Is Company (,w*i Jul a
aOl Catch Meow (6I/2 ) Sep 61
a02 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct a
a03 Loopy's Hare-Do (7) . . Dec a
a04 Bungle Uncle (7) ....Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6 ) . .Jul a
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep a
a52 Calling Dr. Magoo

(6'/2 ) (© and standard) Oct a
CT53 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nova
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6 ) (Both '£) and standard) Dec 61

a55 Magoo Slept Here (7) Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6 J/2 ) (© and standard) Mar 62
SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES

5443 Wonderful Greece (19) Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(18) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19) . . Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

( 191/2 ) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland
( 151/2 ) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring

(16) Jul 61
6401 Quiz Whiz (15>/2) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(161/2) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (161/2 ) Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17).. Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That

Ends Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds (Ol/z) ..Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin (..) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neopolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8).. Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) ....Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jckyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9) Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7) Oct 61

W363 Greek to Me-ow (..) Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18)

(Anamorphic) Sep 60
B20-3 Lifeline to Hong Kong

(17) Anamorphic Apr 61
B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fircaway. Story of a

Trotter ( . . ) Nov 61
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher
( 6 ) Jan 61

M20-5 Kid From Mars ( 6 ) Mar 61

M20-6 Mighty Termite (6 ) Jun 61
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(6I/2 ) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics ( . . ) Nov 61
NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P20-3 The Lion’s Busy (6 ) Mar 61
P20-4 Goodie the Gremlin

( 6 ) Apr 61
P20-5 Alvin’s Solo Flight (7) Apr 61

P20-6 Hound About That (6 ) Jun 61
621-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) . . . .Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Gou to

School (6 ) Novel
POPEYE CHAMPIONS

E-21-1 Fireman's Brawl (7) Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) Sep 61
E21-3 Popeve, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7) ..Sep 61
E21-5 Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) ....Sep 61

CARTOON SPECIAL
A-21 Abner the Baseball 2 Reel

(121/2) Sep 61
TRAVELRAMA

(Anamorphic-Color-1 Reel)
T20-1 Porpoise Posse (10).. Mar 61

20fh CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)

7104 Assignment Egypt (9) May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore
& Malaya (10) Jun 61

7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . . . Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10) Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9) Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8 ) Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6 ) May 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7) Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

n) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6 ) .. Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6 ) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6) ..Jul 61
5109 Meat, Drink and Be

Merry (6 ) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6 ) ...Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6) . . Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) ..Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) . . . . Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 )
Apr 61

4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Mexico (9) May 61

4178 Restless Island (9) Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61

4273 Mabuhay Jan 62

4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor. Can be projected In

the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

(Ail run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry ....Apr 61

4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees . . . .May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW) Jul 61
4125 Busman’s Holiday (WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewreckcr

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes . . Can he protected

in the Anamornhic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse. .. .Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker From Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling A’l Cuckoos. ... Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud (..) © Mar 62
4202 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

S3l2 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Auf 61
8316 Ballot Bex Bunny ...An 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Rov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble. ... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-DoodIc-Do Feb 62
9308 Rabbit HOod Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)
8711 Birds of a Father ....Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Caws.. Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble. . . .Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat.. Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep.. Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (18) . .Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) Mar 62

(One Reel)

8502 Alpine Champions (10) Feb 61
8403 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8404 Grandad of Races (10) May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) . . . .Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9).. Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9).. Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FRANCE
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61
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sXHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
A B 0 U T PICTURESbhmh

Praise for Bible Story
"David and Goliath" from Allied Artists was

very well done. A fine religious film, but where
are all you faithful churchgoers.’ It did a little

above average Sunday night, but fell flat on
Monday.

JAMES HARDY
Shoals Theatre,
Shoals, Ind.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Friendly Persuasion (AA, reissue)—Gory Cooper,

Dorothy McGuire, Anthony Perkins. This, in my
opinion, is on outstandingly good feature. Why it

didn't do better we'll never know, unless it's due to
its age. Or maybe they've forgotten Gary Cooper. If

you haven't played it, do so and give your potrons
a treot. It's heads and shoulders above some of the
stuff they p«jt out nowodays. Ployed Sun. Weather:
Okay.— I. Roche, Storlite Drive-In, Chipley, Fla. Pop.
3,100.

BUENA VISTA
Swiss Family Robinson (BV)—John Mills, Dorothy

McGuire, James MacArthur. This picture ond "The
Absent-Mi rxJed Professor" no doubt are good, but
Wolt Disney pictures do not bring out the adults
here. Eesid^ the high rental percentage, we had
to take them for o week. In crder to stay in business,
we just cannot ploy Disney pictures at their ex-
orbitant rates. Played Thurs. through Tues. Weather;
Fine.

—

Milton VonderBloemen, Vogue Theotre, Ar-
cadia, Wis. Pop. 1,949.

COLUMBIA
Devil at 4 O'Chck, The (Col)—Spencer Tracy, Frank

Sinctra, Kerwin Mathews. Ployed this one eotly,
thanks to my booker at Columbia, ond did pretty
well. I don't krvow what would have hoppened if

I had had to wait until lote.—'^on Stott, Southwind
Theotre, Solomons, Md. Pop. 950.

Guns of Novarone, The (Col)—Gregory Pe€k, David
Niven, Anthony Quinn. A real swell, well-done, sits-
penseful show that wos enjoyed by all. I'll never
krxow why, but this one was below average at the
boxoffice. I'd never advise onyone to steer clear of
it—bat, well, let's put it this way: it's not worth SO
per cent.—Don Stott, Southwind Theatre, Solomons,
Md. Pop. 950.

Mysterious Island, The (Col)—Michael Croig, Mi-
chael Gallon, Joan Greenwood. Beoutiful 'Scope or^
color. Kids ond grownups ote this one up. Full of ex-
citement. This is the type of picture that does the
trick for our snack bor. Good attendances. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Clear and cold.—^Al
Aguior, Lirxroln Theotre, Lincoln, Calif. Pop. 3,000

Picnic (Col, reissue)—Williom Holden, Kim Novak,
Rosolind Russell. The best movie since "Gone With
the Wind." We'll probably replay it. Played Wed.,
Thurs., Fri. Weother: Cold.— P. B. Friedman, Grand
Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Ada (MGM)—Suson Hayward, Dean Martin, Wilfrid

Hyde White. Not a bad picture, but a real dud as
for os the boxoffice is concerned. It is o political
story, but the title sourvds like the story of a prosti-
tute. Even I wouldn't hove nomed it thot.—Don
Stott, Southwirxl Theotre, Solomorts, Md. Pop. 950.

Atlantis, the Lost Continent (MGM)—Joyce Taylor,
Anthony Holl. Strictly drive-in fare—and we had to
play It on o weekend! Pity it just didn't stay lost.
Whot's the film business coming to.’ Years ago.
Mighty MGM would have shuddered at the thought
of handling a film like this. Played Wed. through Sat.
Weother: Warm.—Dave S. Klein, Astra Theatre
Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13 000

PARAMOUNT
Blue Hawaii (Para)—Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbury. There is a lot of entertainment
wrapped up in this one. Excellent color ond the
scenery is terrific. Elvis' acting improving. Put that
guitor in Elvis' hond and give him some good songs
and you've got a show. Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues.
Weather: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre Wov-
noko, Okie. Pop. 2,018.

'

Errand Boy, The (Para)—Jerry Lewis, Brian Don-
ley. A good block and white comedy for average
ooxoff\ce. No story, but with sofne hilarious come<ty
cliches. On o pxor with Jerry's other efforts. Played
Sun., Mon. Weather: Snow and mud.—^Leonord J
Leise, Roxy Theatre, Rondolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

G. I. Blues (Para)—Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse,
Leticio Roman. Wish we could play this every week”
Doubled with "Mr. Sardonicus" from Columbia for
a very good show. Played Sot. Weather; Cold. P. B.
Friedmon, Grond Theotre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Hey, Let's Twist! (Pora)—Joey Dee, Teddy Ran-
dozzo, Zohra Lampert. The sensation of the nation
the Twist, sure gave us a lift. We played o mid-
night show which storted after the teenogers come
from the high school bosketboll gome. Big crowd
lots of fun. It proves that you don't need the big

spectaculars to make a profit. Played Thurs., Fri.,

Sat. Weather; Fine.—Milton VonderBloemen, Vogue
Theatre, Arcadia, Wis. Pop. 1 ,949.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Frogmen, The (20th-Fox, reissue)—Richard Wid-

mork. Dona Andrews, Gory Merrill. A real action pic-

ture which should have done good business, except
that it was on TV the week before I played it. I

found out there are more ifjeople looking at the idiot

lantern than I thought, so no business. Played Thurs.,
Fri., Sat. Weather: Good.— B. Widmork Burglund,
Troil Theatre, New Town, N. D. Pop. 1,200.

High Time (20th-Fox)—Bing Crosby, Fabian, Tues-
day Weld. Played this back on a double-bill. Still

think it's one of the best pictures I've ever seen.
Double-billed with a repeot of "Flaming Star."
Played Sun., Mon.—S. T. Jackson, Jockson Theatre,
Flomoton, Ala. Pop. 1 ,480.

Morines, Let's Go (20th-Fox)—iDovid Hedison, Tom
Tryon, Linda Hutchins. This one did rather pioorly

here, ptoibably becouse we're neor a naval base, so
everyone here is loyal to navy blue.—^Don Stott,

Southwind Theatre, SolomorYs, Md. Pop. 950.

UNITED ARTISTS
Minotaur, The (UA) — Bob Mathias, Rosanna

Sohiiaffino, Rik Battaglia. Very, very good. Everyone
enjoyed this. Did foir business on a cold, cold Sot-
urday.—^P. B. Friedimam, Grord Theatre, Larx;aster,

Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Misfits, The (UA)—Clark Gable, Marilyn Monroe,
Montgomery Clift. Played this very late, but it did
surprisingly above overage business. Had many faces
which I hadn't seen for some time. They turned out
to see "the King" in his lost picture. Played Wed.
Weather: Very cold.—James Hordy, Shoals Theatre,
Shools, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Tunes of Glory (UA)—Alec Guinness, John Mills,

Susonnah York. Nothing but proise for thiis worder-
ful film. Boy, can the British moke a film. No for-

tune spent on this orte. but it's coining mortey! We had
to extend the run—^it fully deserves it. Don't Woffy
about the Scottish background. The two stats dte
well known, on yoUr side and just Wonderful in this.

Ployed Sun. through Sot.—through Sun. Weather:
Fine.—Dave S. Klein, Astra Theotre, Kitwe, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 1 3,000.

Young Doctors, The (UA)—Fredric March, Ben
Gozzora, Ino Ba-lin. A black and white picture that
is wonderful, but we suffered bodly at the boxoffice.
Doctor dromos ore the foge on TV, but the trend
hosn't cought on here yef. A worwerful show, but
something was wrong. Played Sun., Mon. (pulled
Tues.). Weother: Fair to cold.—Ken Christianson
Roxy Theotre, Woshburn, N. ID. Pop. 968.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Bock Street (U-l)—SuSon Hoyward, John Gavin,

Vera Miles. Best business in two ntonths. Beautiful
color. Everyone seemed to enjoy this Ross Hurrter pic-
ture. Played Sot. preview; Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold,
w rdy.—^Roy C. Kendrick, Star Theotre, Minco, Okla.
Pop. 950.

Secret Ways, The (U-l)—Riohord Widmork, Sonja
Zieman. Another one which shouldn't have been
made. Time, money and Richord Widmark's fine
eating talents wasted. Give us more goad U.S.A.-
made pictures. These foreign jobs ore sure duds.
Played Tues., Wed. Weather: Cold.—'James Hardy,
Shools Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

WARNER BROS.

Claudelle Inglish (WB)—Oione McBoin, Arthur
Kennedy, Will Hutchins. This "God's Little Acre"
type of film will fit right into your double-feature
prog'rom. Comments were varied—some liked it and
some were soso with comments. Played Fri., Sat.
Weather: Typical fine Florida weather even in the
middle of winter!— I. Rodhe, Storlite Drive-In, Chip-
ley, F'l'o. Pop. 3,100.

'Twist'mas Came Late
Columbia's "Twist Around the Clock" proved

o natural for our theotre. We broke every exist-
ing record with this picture. Usually we ploy
for one week, but we held this one for two be-
cause of the fantastic boxoffice receipts. The
first week we eo-feotured it with "Mysterious
Island" and the following week with "Mr. Sar-
donicus" (including the punishment poll and
oil the gimmicks). Then I hit on o brainstorm
to build up the second week's audience. We held
o Twist Contest on our stage on Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday and used Chubby Checker al-
bums tor prizes. This bit of promotion not only
brought bock everyone from the previous week,
but many, many more. We were reolly jammed
and packed full for every show.
Now we're reody for our next Twist picture.

Pull out oil the stops tor this one, and you'll
come out on top, too.

PAT ROCCO
Temple Theatre,
Los Angeles, Calif.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Tomorrow Is My Turn A
Showcorporation 117 Minutes Rel. March '62

A touching and imaginative French-lan-
guage film dealing with two prisoners-of-war
in Germany during World War 11, this Franco-
London production directed by the famed
Andre Coyatte is strong art house fore. The
slightly built Charles Aznavour, who was
named France's "best actor" for this portrayal,

and the handsome Georges Riviere, play the

prisoners from different walks of life, one
being a timid pxastry cook, the other a sophis-
ticated journalist. Both actors are outstanding
and they ore supported by two charming
players, Cordula 'Trantow (currently featured
in the Hollywood-made "Hitler") as a German
form girl, and Nicole Courcel, os a beautiful
collaborationist. Released in France in 1960

as "Le Passage Du Rhin," the picture won top
honors at the Venice Film Festival, a selling

angle for class patrons. Sup>erbly directed by
Cayertte, Who also wrote the screenplay with
Armond Jamot, the story O'Pens in 1940 when
the humble Aznavour and the famous Riviere
both join the French Army and ore cxrptured

and interned on German farms. Riviere effects

a daring escape, at the expense of a German
girl who loves him, while Aznavour stays on
as a farmhand for the German family who
grows to love him. After liberation, Riviere be-
comes editor of a Paris newspaper but fails to

find happiness, while Aznavour, back at his

prosaic baker's job, finally goes back across
the Rhine to the only place he ever felt

needed. This is a notable French film—a fine

study in contrasts. An English-dubbed ver-
sion is now being prepared by Peter Riethof
in Perris for later U.S. release.

Charles Aznavour, Cordula Trantow,

Georges Riviere, Nicole Courcel.

Throne of Blood A
c,a„ic or«na

Brandon Films 108 Minutes Rel. Apr. '62

Akira Kurosawa, who directed the classic,

"Rashomon," is responsible here for a striking-

ly effective adaptation of the Shakespearean
"Macbeth" atmosp!here, although the Oriental
flavor understandably dominates. The audi-
ence for which the Toshiro Mifune-storring
vehicle is obviously intended will find, in the
main, a drama of towering thespian quality,
Japanese-style. It must be quickly established
that the dialog employed by the Bard
hasn't been employed, nor has Kurosawa seen
fit to put into play all of the Scottish charac-
ters. Rather he's looked to "Macbeth" as
a plot thread and worked from that point,

weaving out a yarn of a Japanese worrier
(Mifune) who returns home after helping to

quell a revolt. In a forest near his home,
he meets a white-faced soothsayer who pre-
dicts he can become the chief war lord in

medieval Japan by seizing the opportunity
for assassinations. The story moves to its

inevitably tragic conclusion, Mifune putting
into magnificent motion his consummate skill

and perfection. The screen ploy is by Akira
Kurosawa, Shinobu Hashimoto, Ryuzo Kiku-
.s'hima and Hideo Oguni, Kurosawa serving as
both producer and director. English titles

accompany.

Toshiro Mifune, Isuzu Yamada. Takashi

Shimura, Minoru Choiki. Akira Kubo.

Disney Signs Robert Taylor

HOLLYWOOD—Robert Taylor has been
signed by Walt Disney Productions to star
in “Miracle of the White Stallion,” slated
to roll in Vienna in May.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
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The Horizontal Lieutenant F 2^,
MGM (213) 90 Minutes Rel. April '62

Sp I

*

Count any year lost that some movie mogul doesn't come d

up with an offering based on the antics and philonderings '
'

of Uncle Sam's boys in blue, khaki or olive cpreen. In the

past, a good many of them have hit paydirt—notably "Mister

Roberts" and "Don't Go Near the Water," to name a couple.

Comes now Leo the Lion's addition to the list of service

comedies, and it's all too apparent that any similarity to

the aforementioned features was purely intentional on the

part of its makers. Comparisons will be inevitable and un-
fortunate, for although "Horizontal Lieutenant" has all of

the ingredients established by its predecessors as necessary
to the success of such film fare (the bevy of pretty nurses,

the bumbling young officer and his comedic sidekick, the

blustery, bark-is-worse-than-his-bite exec, etc.), it doesn't

come off as other than overage entertainment. To its ad-
vantage is its compact running time, making it suitable for

either end of a double bill, plus the reteaming of Jim Hutton
and Paula Prentiss, the combination which won an immediate
fan following after their appearances in "Honeymoon Ma-
chine" and "Where the Boys Are." Joseph Pasternak produced
and Richard Thorpe directed in Cinemascope and Metrocolor.

Forever My Love F S"
Paramount (6111) 147 Minutes Rel. March 'C2

ymen) Rarely has the screen shown such sartorial splendor and
magnificent scenic backgrounds, resplendently photographed
in Technicolor, as in this Ernst Marischka period romance.
The mature patrons who appreciate an operetta-type plot,

based on the real-life 19th Century love story of the young
Emperor Franz Joseph and his Bavarian princess-bride, will

be entranced by this eye-filling picture even if it will

seem over-long {2^/z hours) and comparatively unexciting to

mo :t younger moviegoers. This is best suited to the art

houses, where both Romy Schneider, soon to be seen in

Joseph E. Levine's "Boccaccio '70," and Karl Boehm, currently
featured in "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," might
be familiar names. The strikingly- beautiful Miss Schneider,
who is a fine German actress, and the handsome Boehm,
who wears his colorful uniforms with aplomb, certainly make
one of the best-looking screen couples within memory and
Magda Schneider (the star's mother) and Gu.ctav Knuth are
ideally cast os the girl's parents. Made in Austria in 1957 and
released in Germany os two features, this shortened version
is dubbed into English. Marischka produced, directed and
wrote the screenplay.

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss, Jack Carter, Jim Backus,
Charles McGrow, Miyoshi Umeki, Marty Ingels.

Nearly a Nasty Accident F
Univ.-Int'l (6208) 86 Minutes Rel. April '62

From the "classic understatement" of its title and the broad
comedy portrayals of the apoplectic Jimmy Edwards, with his

handle-bar mustache, down to the minor players, this Bertram
Ostrer production is "too, too British" but is entirely in the
vein of the "Carry On" series, which have been convulsing
American audiences. Although completely lacking in mar-
quee value, Edwards, the mild-mannered Kenneth Connor, a
regular of the "Carry On" pictures, and the owlish Richard
Wattis will be familiar to all devotees of British fare. The
picture's best spot will be as supporting duoler to a top
dramatic film. Directed at a fast, even frantic, pace by Don
Chaffey, this deals with a timid, bungling aircraftman whose
disastrous mistakes almost disrupt the Royal Air Force. It's

slapstick from start to finish, most of it hilarious tomfoolery.
Midway through the proceedings, the welcome appearance
of lovely Shirley Eaton, as a WRAF corporal, adds pulchri-
tude and a touch of romance. Connor is likable despite his

ineptitude as a mechanic, while Wattis and Eric Barker con-
tribute highly amusing portrayals as harried British Ministry
officials. Based on a British play, "Touch Wood," by David
Stringer and David Coir, the screenplay is by Jack Davies
and Hugh Woodhouse.

Jimmy Edwards, Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton, Richard
Wattis, Roimie Stevens, Eric Barker, Jon Pertwee.

Reprieve F Ratio:

1 .85-1

Drama

Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm, Magda Schneider, Joseph
Meinrad, Vilma Degischer, Gustav Knuth, Uta Franz.

Burn, Witch, Burn F ;S"i

American-Int'l (704) 90 Minutes Rel. April '62

Described as a psychological thriller, "Burn, Witch, Burn"
has suspense and intriguing episodes to hold the most
discerning audiences, as well as those who like their

shudders in large doses. The story blends the supernatural
with modern science, with a dash of witchcraft and some
clever special effects to give the picture an offbeat flavor
that makes it a good piece of merchandise for almost any
type of theatre. Janet Blair is the only player well known
to American audiences, but she has been surrounded with

^
‘ a capable British supporting cast. Her costars are Peter
Wyngorde, Margaret Johnston and Colin Gordon, who turn
in fine performances. Miss Blair portrays a woman who
secretly practices "black magic" in the belief that her
rituals hove furthered her husband's career as a college
professor. Not until the exciting climax is it revealed that
she has been under the spell of another professor's wife
who has been a believer in sorcery. The screenplay by
Charles Beaumont and Richard Matheson was directed with
emphasis on suspense by Sidney Hoyers. Produced by
Albert Fennell, the film's executive producers were Julian
Wintle and Leslie Parkyn.

Janet Blair. Peter Wyngarde, Margaret Johnston, Anthony
Nichols, Colin Gordon, Kathleen Byron, Reginald Beckwith.

The Shame of the Sabine Women F
Allied Artists (6205) lOSVz Minutes Rel. April '62

A restrained but highly effective performance by Ben
Gazzora as true-life convict John Resko makes this picture
worthwhile. Another excellent performance is rendered by
Stuart Whitman, as a prison guard bucking to be warden but
who befriends Gazzara against his own resistance. All indi-

vidual performances ore outstanding; Rod Steiger in a brief

scene as a sadistic warden; Ray Walston and Sammy Davis
jr., as fellow convicts of the convicted man; Broderick Craw-
ford as a warden who will brook no misbehavior on the part
of the prison inmates; Jack Kruschen and Naomi Stevens as
the convict's parents. The picture has fxjwerful impact as a
delineation of life behind prison bars and the desperation of

men who dwell there. Suspenseful drama is brought into
play by Gazzora's pathetically ineffectual attempts to escape
from Sing Sing and Dannemora. (The picture was actually
shot, with screen credit to authorities and inmates, at Folsom
prison.) Vincent Price, as well-known author and art critic

, Carl Cramer, registers well in brief scenes in which he
for

j
accredits Gazzara's release from prison as rehabilitated for

“

- civilian life. Unresolved on the screen remains the convict's ^
future, which is left to the imagination of audiences.

Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray Walston, Vincent
Price, Rod Steiger, Broderick Crowiord, Dodie Stevens.

United Producers 80 Minutes Rel.

Colorful backgrounds in Eastman Color, bloody battle

scenes replete with charging riders, plus a liberal dose
of sensual romantic interest may sufficiently entertain youth-
ful and male audiences, especially in saturation bookings,
to save this Spanish import from utter doom. There's little

else to recommend the spectacle, inspired by the legend of

the twin brother founders of Rome, Romulus and Remus,
who vie for leadership of the new great city. Few if any
of the players will be familiar to American moviegoers,
albeit, after viewing the film, distaff fans may clamor for

more of hero Lex Johnson, whose handsome face and fine

physique make him a stand-out amongst the other muscle-
bound gladiators. The screenplay by Albert Gout, who
also produced and directed, revolves around innumerable
stock situations such as captive maidens, the aforementioned
gladiator combats, and the inevitable climactic hero's battle

followed by the usual happy romantic ending. The action
takes precedence over any necessity for acting ability, despite

“* which performances ore adequate and Teresa Doude is

particularly fetching as the wild, seemingly untamable
Sabine woman wooed by Johnson. English dubbing is good.

Lex Johnson, William Wolf, Teresa Doude, Lorena Doude,
Rubinskis, Luis Induni, Leandro Vizcaino.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) indivMually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The lat^r, including a year's supply of booking and doily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associoted Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

STORY: “Forever My Love" (Para)

The royal mother of Karl Boehm, the young Emperor Franz
Joseph of Austria, selects the elder daughter of her sister,

Ludovika, Archduchess of Bavaria, as her son's bride. On
the trip to Ischl to meet Boehm, Ludovika takes along her Cc
younger daughter, Romy Schneider, and it is she -who
attracts Boehm and becomes his bride, despite his mother's
well-laid plans. After an idyllic honeymoon, Romy helps
her Emperor-husband in making decisions of state and even
brings about an, alliance with the Hungarians. When Romy
visits Hungary as guest of a handsome count, Boehm be-
comes jealous but they are happily reunited. Later, Romy
becomes afflicted with tuberculosis and must go to Spain
for treatment. But, under her mother's loving care, Romy is

miraculously cured and she joins her husband on a happy
trip home.
EXPLOITIPS:

For the mature fans, stress the pictorial splendor, the

European scenic backgrounds and the “royal romance" plot.

Use stills or blowups of lovely Romy Schneider and hand-
some Karl Boehm to attract teenage fans. Mention that

Romy is one of the stars of the forthcoming “Boccaccio '70"

and that Boehm is in “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
CATCHLINES:
A Royal Romance That Flowered Against the Exquisitely

Lovely Backgrounds of Europe's Scenic Wonders . . . She
Tried Catching Fish But Accidentally Hooked a Royal Catch.

THE STORY: "The Horizontal Lieutenant" (MGM)
Stationed happily in Hawaii, 2nd Lieut. Jim Hutton has just

re-established a former romance with nurse Paula Prentiss
when he is bounced off to the hinterlands—in this case, a fT-H remote tropical island—where his new job is to track down V
a Jap named Kobayashi who has been creating havoc with
army headquarters by stealing canned goods and other
foods. Hutton and his buddy, Lieut. Jack Carter, place a
young Japanese sergeant os a spy among the inhabitants
of the island, and thereafter follows a series of humorous
incidents, during which the army officers are constantly
outwitted in. their attempts to catch the thief. The sergeant
ultimately falls for one of the island girls (Miyoshi Umeki),
who agrees to reveal the identity of Kobayashi. This done,
Hutton becomes a hero and convinces Paula that he is

not the bumbling fool he appeared to be.

EXPLOITIPS:
Based on the novel, “Bottletop Affair," by Gordon Cotier,

book stores may be asked to cooperate. 'Tout the team of

Prentiss and Hutton, previously teamed in “Honeymoon
Machine," “Where the Boys Are" and “Bachelor in Paradise."
Dress a young man as an army lieutenant and hire a girl

as an army nurse to walk the streets with theatre information.

CATCHLINES:
Another Rollicking Service Comedy! . . . Paula Prentiss

and Jim Hutton Together Again in Their Fourth Straight

Comedy-Team Assignment.

THE STORY: "Burn, Witch, Burn" (AIP)

Janet Blair is the wife of a college professor, Peter Wyn-
garde, and secretly has been practicing black magic. When
V/yngorde learns about it, he is angry and destroys all her
amulets and magic charms. Immediately things begin to

happen to him; he is almost run down by a cor, accused
of having an affair with a student and has other experiences
which threaten his life and career. Strange sounds float

through the house and a stone gargoyle on top of a college
building comes to life and almost attacks him. Wyngarde
begins to believe his wife's warnings of his impending
death. After a series of mysterious happenings, it becomes
apparent that his wife has been under the spell of Margaret A t

Johnston, the wife of another professor. When Margaret is

killed by the falling of the stone gargoyle, the spell is broken
‘ ®

and Wyngarde and his wife are reunited.

EXPLOITIPS:
Send a witch-garbed woman through the streets carrying

a broom. Promote an essay contest of “My Most Terrifying
Supernatural Experience." Place a stuffed eagle in the lobby
with sign “I Am One of the Stars in 'Burn, Witch, Bum.'

"

CATCHLINES:
See What Happens When a Man Learns His Wife Is a

Witch . . . The Supernatural Collides With the Natural for a
Most Astounding Climax ... A Stone Gargoyle Comes to Life

to Spread Terror . . . Sorcery

—

Black Magic—Witchcraft All

Combined in a Delightfully Horrifying Picture.

THE STORY: "Nearly a Nasty Accident" (U-I)

Kenneth Connor, a mild-mannered RAF mechanic, has an
obsession for "fixing" things which nearly always results in

a “nasty accident," such as prematurely releasing a rocket
missile. Connor's station commander, Jimmy Edwards,
worried about his promotion, tries to get the mechanic dis-

missed and even the Air Ministry gives the matter its per-
sonal attention by sending Richard Wattis to see that Connor
is transferred. Despite all precautions, Connor disappears
from a train while “fixing" the heating system and, finding
his way back to camp, he meets Shirley Eaton, a WRAF
corporal, trying to hitch a ride to the same place. After

wh. accidentally flooding South Wales and blacking out the r
area's electricity supply, Connor and Shirley turn up at camp,
where Edward is delighted to retrieve his lost mechanic. The
arrival of the Air Minister himself excites Edwards to the

extent that he accidentally causes another "nasty accident."
EXPLOITIPS:

Play up this British farce as another "Carry On" type of film

by using stills of Kenneth Connor, a regular of these pictures,

lovely Shirley Eaton, Richard Wattis and Eric Barker, who
will be recognizable by their faces, not their names. Jimmy
Edwards is a top British comic.

CATCHLINES:
He Was Willing, Able and Oh, So Clumsy ... A Mild-

Mannered Mechanic Who Made the Entire Royal Air Force

Turn England Upside Down.

THE STORY: "The Shame of the Sabine Women" (UPRO)

Romulus kills his twin brother, Remus, and becomes the
undisputed leader of the new city of Rome. Every need is

fulfilled in the model town but one. There are no women
within its walls. Romulus sends his aide. Lex Johnson, to

a.sk their neighboring Sabine women to become wives of
the Romans, but Lex is repelled in his efforts. Romulus then
invites the women to a fair in his city. Cnee inside the
gates, the Romans capture the maidens and forcibly take
them as their brides. The Sabines’ hatred of their new life

and enforced love is vicious and deep-seated, but, eventually,
they learn to live amiably with their captors. Ultimately, the
Sabine men arrive for revenge and a bloody battle ensues
until the women stop the combat by declaring they have
learned to love their Roman husbands and wish for peaceful
coexistence between both peoples.

EXPLOITIPS:

Costume a young man os Roman gladiator to walk streets
with theatre information or stand guard at entrance to the-
atre. Give paper Roman gladiator helmuts to youngsters at
opening matinee performance. i>n"oi;

•«nd

CATCHLINES:
What Was the Shame of the Sabine Women? . . . They

Were Love Captives, and Their Hatred Knew No Boundsl

THE STORY: "Reprieve" (AA)

Awaiting the chair at Sing Sing for killing a storekeeper,

Ben Gazzara learns his sentence has been commuted to life

imprisonment. Transferred to Donnemora Prison, he lands in

solitary confinement when he attempts to break out. Informed
that his father has drowned saving a child in an effort to

atone for the life his son took, Ben again attempts to escape
and again is sent to solitary. Later, prison officials discover

Gazzara's isolation cell covered with sketches he had made
with the heel of his shoe and suggest he develop his art

talent to earn money for his daughter. Ben joins the prison

art class where his work is viewed by a visiting art con-

noisiseur, Vincent Price, who starts a campaign for his parole.

Eventually, the parole comes through and Gazzara, now
famous through his canvases, departs Donnemora to find a
new life with his now-grown daughter and his baby grand-
daughter.
EXPLOITIPS:
Use your local wardens in press and on TV to tell the

problems of men in prison, pegged on this picture. Wardens
will cooperate; so may some notable local prison inmates.

,udie.
highly dramatic. Show the picture to local prison ^

"on F inmates and use their comments in the press.
•bbv CATCHLINES:

The True Story of a Man Who Came Back From Death . . .

For the First Time See Life Inside Prison Walls, Depicted As
Never Before.

*
rtf
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HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can

sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising m conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact; Romor-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

Experienced drive-in theatre managers
wanted . . . Call BE 3-4060, Chicago.

WANTED: Experienced manager for con-
ventional and drive-in theatres. Many
benefits. Apply Walter Reade Theatres,
Mayfair House, Deal Road, Oakhurst, N. J.

Drive-in manager, experienced and
bondable, midwest town of 22,000. Com-
plete knowledge; buying, booking, oper-
ating. Year round job. State experience,
reference and salary. Boxoffice 9458.

Manager and Sign Man for established
first run theatre in midwestern city of over
200,000. Experience in exploitation, build-
ing of fronts and maintenance necessary.
Immediate employment. State phone num-
ber and expected starting salary. Boxoffice
9454.

POSITIONS WANTED
District Manager presently employed

looking for better opportunity. Age 40,
family. Boxoffice 9452.

Manager: Mature, reliable. Many years
experience all phases. Capable of general
manager duties. Locate anywhere. Box-
office 9456.

Texas Manager. 42 years old, neat ap-
pearance, family man, 21 years experience
indoor and drive-in, all phases, exploita-
tion-minded. Presently Cfity Manager for
one of Texas' largest theatre chains. De-
sires permanent and challenging position
change. Top salary required. Boxoffice
9457.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

topes that spiarkle . . . guaranteed to
sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50 M cards. Other

tames available, on, off screen. Novelty
James Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36, N. Y.

Let us sell your coming pictures, with
our new Exploitation Kits which includes
Troilerette, 1,000 Heralds, 25 Window
Cords and Ad Mat. All for only $7.50.
Send your titles and dates to: Junior
Theatremen of America, Box 157, Perry,
Illinois.

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Illinois.

BY MAIL! Send 25c for list of Hard-To-
Get Adult Books. Cosmo Book Sales,
Dept. BK, Box 635, San Francisco 1.

LET US PROMOTE YOUR PICTURES
WITH PICTURES. Personalized heralds,
window cards and calendars. Advertise
more than one picture at a time. 500 her-
alds $1.75, 15 window cards $1.95, ad
mat 35c. Write for samples. Buy direct,
no middleman. Fepco Theatre Advertisers,
Box 795, Omaha, Nebraska.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
Action . . . Camera . . . Roll 'em . . .

Winco produces professional merchants
screen ads . . . NOW . . . sends crews
to film in Motion on the spot screen ads,
local parades, sports, news items in
COLOR with SOUND ANYWHERE! Fast
delivery, satisfaction guaranteed. Box 1595,
Columbia, South Carolina.

MISCELLANEOUS
Free Sample. QUIKWAY dry concen-

trate for fountain, Sno-Cone flavors, slush,
etc. 1 oz. package makes 1 gallon for
only 75c. For free sample write QUIK-
WAY SYRUP CO. P. O. Box 4773, Balti-
more 11, Maryland.
Wanted to buy: Old Film Daily year-

books, stills, posters, pressbooks, misc.
movie material. Memory Shop, Box 365,
Cooper Station, N.Y.C. GR. 3-2404.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW

Old established supply house with ex-
cellent direct connections will act as
broker for your cash equipment purchases
for 107o over dealer cost (or less). Cash
talks. You can save 207o to 507o. Quota-
tions gladly furnished. Boxoffice 9444.

WEATHERPROOF MASONITE BLACK OR
RED Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4"-

40c; 8"-60c; 10"-75c; 12"-$1.00; 14"-$1.50;
16"-$1.75; 17"-$2.00; 24"-$3.00 (10% dis-
count l(i0 letters or over $6(5.00 list).

S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

REPLACE YOUR TIRED, OIL-SOAKED,
SCRATCHED, CRACKED Lenses with
brand new variable Superscope anamor-
phics—Vi original cost. Limited quantity,
pair, $1K. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York
19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
CLOSED U. S. ARMY THEATRE BOOTH

EQUIPMENTS — projection and sound,
from $895. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York
19.

BEST BUYS! Imperial 65/130 generator,
reconditioned, c<^plete, $425.00; E7
mechanisms, beautiful, $375.00 pr.; Vido-
scope cmamorphics, $235 pr.; Simplex X-L
E8 sound system, complete, only $795;
thousand other bargains. Star Cinema
Supply, 621 West 55th Street, New York
19.

LIKE NEW: Practically all equipment for
complete drive-in theatre operation, in-

cluding 135 amp. Ashcraft lamps, pro-
jectors and rectifiers. RCA sound system,
all projection and concession equipment,
display signs, and other items. No mail
answered. If interested, come and see for
yourself and save a lot of money. Hines
theatre, Portland, Indiana.

Complete booth . . . you dismantle.
CinemaScope lens, Ashcraft lamps, Brenk-
ert projectors. Western Electric sound,
new generator, many extras. $1,000 takes
all. Contack Suick Real Estate, Antigo,
Wisconsin. Also drink machine and Na-
tional cash register.

16mm Victor. Ampro, DeVry, Bell &
Howell sound projectors, complete with
speaker. Excellent condition, guaranteed.
New price over $650, now $195. Delinea-
scope. Epidiascope, and Visualcast edu-
cational projectors. New price $475, only
$95 each. Shipped duty paid. $20.00 de-
posit, balance C.O.D. Crown Equipment
Co., 1011 Bleury, Montreal, Quebec.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Used projection equipment. Will remove

myself 300 miles from N.Y.C. George Sarti,
183 Scharer Avenue, Northvale, N. J.

TOP PRICES PAID: For all types pro-
jectors, lamphouses, lenses, etc. What
have you? Star Cinema Supply, 621 West
55th Street, New York 19.

Wanted: Complete booth equipment,
high intensity dual sound. 400 seats, good
shape. No junk. Paul Paquin, 56 St. John
Street, East Angus, Quebec, Canada.
WANTED: Curtain from theatre stage.

Write Mike Foley, 65 Mather Street, Man-
chester, Connecticut.

WANTED: Theatre booth equipment.
Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Avenue, Speed-
way 24, Indiana.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AHVIN ELECTHIC-IN-CAH HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 1x2"
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
Reflector Broken? Gotorhide it I Use it

for months! Simple . . . easy! Absolutely
guaranteed to work on your reflector! Kit,

$2.95 Postpaid. Gotorhide, Box 71, Joplin,
Mo.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
75 Theatres Since 1951. Planning, design

and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber, screen tower, perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rate insurance. Oscar May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California .

FOR SALE: 290-car drive-in and 260-seat
indoor theatre in Nebraska county seat
town of 3,000. Fully equipped. Reasonable
down payment to right party. Boxoffice
9407.

For Sale: 'Rig Thecftre," Premont, Texas.
(South Texas between Alice and Falfur-
rias). Now operating and in excellent
condition. Original cost over $90,000. Will
sell whole building and all equipment for
$25,000. Includes ground floor office or
store (street front), and upstairs t^art-
ment, all air-conditioned. 'Write Dr. R. N.
Smith jr., 513 Lake Drive, Harlingen,
Texas.

400-seat theatre in Missouri, fomiW op-
eration, only one radius 30 miles. Terms.
Boxoffice 9445.

400-cor, Cinemascope, large screen
drive-in. Located in Southeastern Ohio. No
competition. All equipment modern, in
mint condition. Owners retiring. Boxoffice
9448.

Western Kentucky, 600-car, only drive-
in within 30 miles. CinemaScope, modern.
Population 30,000 area. $45,000, with half
cash or $40,000, all cash. Bad Health.
Boxoffice 9450.

Modem air-conditioned, 700-seat theatre
. . . year around climate . .

. population
200,000. Low rent. Phone A.M. 6-5923.
Write P. O. Box 167, Chattanooga, Term.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
460-seat indoor. Elxcellent condition, con-

cession stand, booming suburban town,
reasonable, automobile accident responsi-
ble. Sue Long, Waskom, Texas.

For Sale or Lease: 500-seat indoor and
soda shop. Long building lease. Only one
in industrial city in North Carolina. Box-
office 9455.

270-seat theatre for sale, Wichita, Kan-
sas. Theatre in operation. Owner has
other interests. Reasonable. Boxoffice 9459.

For Sale: Modern theatre, porkiim lot,

concession. Accept property, farm. Terms.
Sell building reasonable. Van Noy Theatre,
Middletown, Indiana.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wanted to lease or rent drive-in theatre,
southwest or far west. Full particulars
first letter, family operation. Boxoffice
9449.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27”x27'', 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Chairs, New . . . Quantity Used.
Lone Star Seating, Box 1734, Dallas.

Theatre Exhibitors, when you have a
problem with the chairs in your theatre,

contact us. 'We con rebuild your chairs or

we can supply you with the most com-
fortable and durable chairs made today
and save you more than half of what you
would have to spend for a new chair
and be no better than we can supply. Nick
Diack, Eastern Seating Company, 138-13

Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens 13,

New 'York. Phone LAurelton 8-3696.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

An Authentic Guide to Better Sound-
Projection—Trout’s Simplified Sound &
Projection Repair Manual. Trouble-Shoot-
ing Charts—Repair data on projectors, arc
lamps, motors, theatre sound systems;
data on amplifiers, soundheads and speak-
ers. Helpful schematics and diagrams.
Data on lenses and screens, for indoor
and drive-in theatres. Many helpful tips

on servicing 16mm projectors. Additional
servicing sheets sent free all during 1962.

In loose-leaf binder. For exhibitors, pro-

jectionists, repairmen. Written by a Prac-
tical Engineer; 25 years experience. Only
$7.50 prepaid; Cash or P. O. No CODs.
Order Today. Avoid sudden breakdowns,
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,

Oklahoma.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Rent or Sale: 24 fully equipped
Brunswick lanes, well established operat-

ing business, choicest location. "LaSalle,"

945 Granville Street, Vancouver, B. C.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other

makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsted, Chicago 6, Illinois.

Handy Subscription Order Form
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFHCE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of 'which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

S3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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MAKING WITH

EXHIBITQRS^VERYWHE^.

.

MTTONAL SCREHJ'S new
EXPLOITATION SERVICE!

PREVIEW RE
As an exhibitor enthused

upon hearing of the new

advertising service: “It’s

a terrific idea. Think of all

that wasted time during

'breaks’ filled up with plain

background music. Now

we can use it to sell our

coming attractions.”

/Sells your Atta^^tion!

rte^ySuTRefreshments

!

/ Great LOBBY PROMOTION!
Ask your NSS Salesman

about this high-powered,

LOW COST Exploitation Service!

Only |T

J L per week - per record

nttuonni.^C/^^
P/UltBftBr i

SCRVICE
Of we mousrnY »

,
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"West Side Story" was chosen as the best picture of 1961 by the Academy of Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences at the Oscar Night festivities last Monday (9). A scene from

the picture is shown above. Maximilian Schell, at left, was voted the best actor for his role

in "Judgment at Nuremberg," while Sophia Loren, right, was selected as best actress for

her portrayal in "Two Women." George Chakiris, who was named best supporting actor, and

Rita Moreno, best supporting actress, are shown in the center photo . . . story on page 4.

Showmanship Campaign

Columbia

•See Showmandiser Section
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“That man is great ivho rises to

emergencies of the occasion and

becomes master of the situation.”

—DONN PIATT

T here have been many emergency occa-

sions in the industry as well as in his own
company to which Spyros P. Skouras has risen

—^and emerged as master of the situation every

time.

The career of Spyros Skouras is one of inspira-

tion to all who admire in a man those qualities

that make for greatness—courage, character and

constancy. Throughout his long career from the

cradle days of the motion picture, he has demon-

strated a vision, an aptitude for seeking and

achieving the best, an artistic and refinement

sense that lifted this industry from a museum
curiosity to one of the world’s greatest arts and

businesses. His progress has been the industry’s

progress, for Spyros Skouras did not think of

individual gain without consideration for the

industry at large.

The people of this business are well-familiar

with the “emergencies” involving the 20th Cen-

tury-Fox company. They know, too, the drama

that saw this organization climb from small

beginnings to the heights of industry success

and drop to lower levels. It has been a tense

drama in which all in this industry have been

vitally interested. And behind the scenes sat

the guiding hand and mind that had “saved the

show” on so many occasions.

The testimonial dinner this week in honor of

Mr. Skouras’ twentieth year as president of

20th Century-Fox is most fitting and highly

merited. The industry is proud to do honor to a

great man. On this occasion, w'e pridefully

congratulate Mr. Skouras—and the motion pic-

ture industry for having had, and for still having,

a Spyros Skouras.

The Oscar Telecast
For a business that thrives on publicity, there

is no single annual event to match the Oscar

Night announcement of the Academy Awards for

the various “bests” in all the categories of mo-

tion picture production. And the event, in itself,

this year deservedly should have the industry’s

plaudits for being one of the best, if not the

very best. AU who had a part in the planning and

in carrying out the program this year are to be

congratulated, as should the hundreds of exhibi-

tors who helped to create the tremendous audi-

ence that watched the Oscar-giving on television

and heard it on radio. Another thing, the at-

tention given to it by the press—before as well

as after—is another example of its great interest

to the mass public.

On the w^hole, the program this year was well-

paced and, despite those who criticize the com-

mercials, they were less intrusive than in the

past, with the exception of those for a brand of

tooth paste. The rest of it was in keeping with

the aura of glamour generally attached to mo-

tion picture people and an added fillip for the

women viewers.

It has been brought up before, but we would

like to reiterate that there should be more of

the industry doing a good commercial for itself.

True, much is implicit in mere mention of mo-

tion pictures that were nominated and, of course,

for those that emerged as winners in one or

another facet. But what seemed to be greatly

amiss was the lack of some expression on behalf

of the nation’s motion picture theatres. Just a

closing reminder that the pictures whose titles

were mentioned would be sbowing at “your

favorite theatre” is not enough.

Another suggestion that has been made from

time to time concerns inclusion of so many
technical awards. Without doubt, they are

merited, but recognition for the accomplish-

ments by technicians and others that may come

under that category are of comparatively little

interest to the general public. Cognizance of

this fact was demonstrated by having some of

the Oscar presentations made off-camera while

the commercials were on the air. If, in some

way, this could be extended, tlie air time might

be held to an hour or 90 minutes at most,

instead of over two hours, which, in the East,

has been carrying the program well beyond mid-

night, causing many not to tune in, and others

to tune out before it is over.

If this is feasible, it might, as one exhibitor

wrote to us a week before the event and, as others

have done in other years, make possible the

filming or taping of the “main event” and mak-

ing it available for showing all over the world.

Such a film would have interest for people who

do not w-atch television (and they are legion)

and it could make a good attraction for theatre

showing, in this country as well as abroad.

Be that, as it may, we think the Oscar show

has a great value to the industry. It engenders an

inestimable amount of talk about and interest

in motion pictures generally and, particularly, in

those pictures that spawn a winner for whatever

merit cited. Again, we say, congratulations to

all who had a part in the Oscar event this year!

APRIL
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WEST SIDE STORY’ BEST FILM;
SCHELL, LOREN WIN OSCARS

ACADEMY I AWARDS '61

United Artists Surpasses

Own Record, Winning
Total of 15 Awards
SANTA MONICA—United Artists took

another giant step forward by virtually
sweeping the board in capturing 15 of the
cherished Little Gold Giants at the 34th
Annual Academy Awards Pi-esentations.
Oscar, who gave UA his not always pre-
dictable blessings with 12 of his stalwart
little images in 1961, topped his last year’s
performance for UA with a majority sanc-
tion of Academy members.
The distinction this year was that, while

six UA films shared honors in 1961, “The
Apartment" leading the way by garnering
six of the awards, the UA-Mirisch Co.’s

“West Side Story” gathered 11 awards all

unto itself.

Quoting Walter Mirisch after the
awards: “It’s a wonderful night for all of
us associated with the picture.”

Audience applause from the 6,000 packed
into the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium
and several thousand occupying stands and
sidewalks outside was unusually strong for
Maximilian Schell and Sophia Loren, as
best actor and actress, “West Side Story"
for best picture, George Chakiris and, not-
ably Rita Moreno, as best in supporting
roles.

There were few upsets in prior predic-
tions. Prognosticators were almost unani-
mously solid in picking most of the princi-
pal winners. Toss-ups were in the best sup-
porting and costume designing categories,
odds leaning toward Judy Garland for a
largely sentimental vote and toward an as-
sortment of costume designers, with Piero
Gherardi and Irene Sharaff taking the in-
dividual trophies in those categories for
WSS, though Miss Sharaff was nominated
also for “Flower Drum Song.”

Presentation of the Irving Thalberg
Award to Stanley Kramer was exception-
ally popular, with Kramer having to take
extra bows before the prolonged applause
would permit him to speak, and George
Seaton’s speech in accepting the Jean Her-
sholt Humanitarian Award was one of the

Stanley Kramer George Seaton

best of the evening, with Bob Hope crack-
ing afterward: “I wish somebody had
written me a speech like that when I re-
ceived mine!”
While there are mixed reports on the

attitudes of television viewers toward the
program, probably due in part to inter-

Best Picture; "West Side Story," Mirisch Pictures,
Inc., and B&P Enterprises, Inc. United Artists; Robert
Wise, producer.

Best actor: Maximilian Schell in "Judgment at
Nuremberg," Stanley Kramer, United Artists,

Best Actress: Sophia Loren in "Two Women,"
Champion-Les Films Morceau-Cocinor and Societe
Generole De Cinematographie Prod., Embassy Pictures.

Best supporting actor: George Chokiris in "West
Side Story," Mirisch Pictures and B&P Enterprises,
United Artists.

Best supporting actress: Rita Moreno in "West Side
Story," Miirisch Pictures and B&P Enterprises, United
Artists.

Best Director; Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins for
"West Side Story," Mirisch Pictures and B&P Enter-
prises, United Artists.

Best screenplay based on material from another
medium: "Judgment at Nuremberg," Abby Mann.
Stanley Kramer Production, United Artists.

Best screenplay, written directly for screen: "Splen-
dor in the Grass," William Inge, NBI Production,
Warner Bros.

Best cinematography, black and white picture:
"The Hustler," Gene Shufton. Robert Rossen Pro-
duction, 20th Century-Fox.

Best cinematography, color picture; "West Side
Story," Daniel L. Fopp. Mirisch Pictures ar>d B&P
Enterprises, United Artists.

Best art direction, black and white picture: "The
Hustler," Harry Horner; Set decoration. Gene Calla-
han. Robert Rossen Production, 20th Century-Fox.

Best art direction, color picture: "West Side Story,"
Bo-ris Leven; Set decorotion, Victor Gangelin. Mirisch
Pictures and B&P Enterprises, United Artists.

Best costume design, black and white picture; "La
Dolce Vita," Piero Gherardi. Riama Film Production,
Astor Pictures (Italian).

Best costume design, color picture; "West Side
Story," Irene Shoraff. Mirisch Pictures and B&P
Ervterprises, United Artists.

Best Film editing: "West Side Story," Thomas
Stanford. Mirisch Pictures and B&P Enterprises, United
Artists.

Best scoring, musical picture: "West Side Story,"
Soul Choplin, Johnny Green, Sid Ramin and Irwin
Kostol. Mirisch Pictures and B&P Enterprises, United
Artists.

Best scoring, comedy or dramatic picture: "Break-
fast at Tiffany's" Henry Mancini. Jurow-Shepherd
Production, Paramount.

Best song: "Moon River," from "Breakfast at Tif-
fany's" music by Henry Mancini, lyrics by Johnny
Mercer. Jurow-Shepherd Production, Poromount.

Best sound: "West Side Story," Todd-AO sound
department; Fred Hynes, sound director; and Somuel

ruption by commercials, and the returns
on the size of the TV audience are not yet
in as this is written, the consensus of press

occupying down front seats in the audi-
torium was that it was the best in several
years. Viewed entirely from within the
auditorium, it got off to a slow start be-
cause of necessary amenities and tradi-

tional but unnecessary, some thought, or-

chestral reprise of Academy Award-win-
ning hits. But, thereafter, it was extremely
well-paced, dressed, mounted and produced
by Arthur Freed and his staff. The writ-

ing, handled by Hal Kanter and some of

the best scripters in the business, was com-
pact, apropos, tailored to speakers who did
not come prepared with their own material,
and not only light but frequently funny.
Bob Hope was considered in top form with
some of the best material he has presented
in recent appearances.

Goldwyn studio sound depxirtment; Gordon E. Sawyer,
sound director.

Best special effects: "The Guns of Navarone," Bill

Warrington, visuoil effects; John Cox, oudible ef-
fects. Corl Foreman Production, Columbia.

Best documentary feature: "Le Ciel et la Boue,"
(Sky Above and Mud Beneoth), Ardennes Films

ond Michael Arthur Film Productions, Ronk Film
Distributors (French); Arthur Cohn and Rene La-
fuite, producers.

Best documentary short: "Project Hope," Mac-
Manus, John & Adorns, Inc., ExCell-0 Corp.; Frank P.

Bibos, producer.

Best foreign language film; "Through a Glass
Darkly," A. B. Svensk Filmirrdustri (Sweden).

Best live-action short; "Seowords the Greot Ship>s,"

Templar Film Studios, Lester A. Schoenfeld Films.

Best cartoon short; "Ersatz" (The Substitute), Za-
greb Film, Herts-Lion International.

Irving Thalberg Memorial Award; Stanley Kramer.

Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award; George Seaton.

SPECIAL HONORARY AWARDS
Fred L. Metzler, executive administrator of 20th-

Fox Studios, for "his dedicotion and outstanding ser-

vice to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences."

Jerome Robbins, for "his brilliant achievements in

the art of choreography on film."

William L. Hendricks, director of public relations
for Worriers, for "his outstanding patriotic service
in the conception, writing ond production of the
Marine Corps film 'A Force in Readiness' which has
brought so much honor to the Acodemy and the
motion picture industry."

TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC AWARDS
Class I (None)

Class II

Sylvania Electric Products, for development of a
hand-held high-power photogrophic lighting unit

known os the Sun Gun Professional.

James Dale, S. Wilson, H. E. Rice, John Rude,
Laurie Atkin, Wadsworth E. Pohl, H. Peasgood and
Technicolor, for a Process of Automatic Selective
Printing.

Twentieth-Fox Research Deportment, under the
direction of E. I. Sponable and Herbert E. Bragg, and
DeLuxe Laborotories, with the assistance of F. D.

Leslie, R. D. Whitmore, A. A. Alden, Endel Pool ond
James B. Gordon, for a system of decompressing and
recomposing CinemaScope pictures for conventional
aspect ratios.

Class III

Electronics Systems, for on Automatic Light Chang-
ing System for motion picture printers.

Wadsworth E. Pohl and Technicolor Corp., for on
Integrated Sound and Picture Tronsfer Process.

The momentary intrusion of a gate-

crasher who walked on stage waving a

pseudo-Oscar and announcing that it was
for Hope, while rudely placing it on the

lectern as Hope stood off toward the wings,

then vanishing back into the audience

mystified all present, who could not figure

whether it was a planned part of the en-

tertainment or some kind of practical

joke. Hope, in mike, after the incident:

“We don’t need Price-Waterhouse. What
we need here is a doorman.”
The “live” audience was spared the

commercials, which may have contributed

to the general enjoyment, and there were
few “stage waits” while the commercials
were being seen on the network. Freed and
his associates having foreseen to that and
filled the inteiwals with presentation of

scientific awards which would not have
been of interest to the general public.
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HONOR TO SPYROS SKOURAS
AT 20TH ANNIVERSARY DINNER

Around LOOO Leaders From
Industry, Government
Are in Attendance
NEW YORK—In a glittering tribute, al-

most 1,000 persons saluted Spyros P.

Skouras Thursday evening (12) on the oc-

casion of his 20 years as president of 20th
Century-Fox. The event, sponsored jointly

by Allied States Ass’n of Motion Pictm-e

Exhibitors and Theatre Owners of America,
was held in the grand balh'oom of the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, with Marshall Fine, Allied

president, and John Stembler, president of

TOA, serving as co-toastmasters.
A resolution, citing Skom-as for his ac-

complishments and contributions to the in-

dustry, was presented by Fine. Stembler
presented to Skouras a silver inscribed tray.

Then, Fine and Stembler gave Skouras a
check, representing the net proceeds from
the banquet, which will be given to the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac Lake,
N.Y.
Skouras responded with an address of

appreciation.

Following the national anthem. Arch-
bishop lakovos gave the invocation. Din-
ner music consisted of selections from 20th
Century-Fox productions. Fine introduced
Monsignor Thomas Little, who offered a
prayer, and the Allied president then gave
the official welcome and introduced
Stembler who carried on as toastmaster for

the program.
A “This Is Your Life” film was presented.

Terry Saunders sang selections from “The
King and I” and Juanita Hall sang “Bali
Hai” from “South Pacific.’

’

The entertainment, coordinated by Mor-
ton Sunshine, included such personalities

as Groucho Marx, Alan King, Juanita Hall,

Terry Saunders and the Radio City Music
Hall Chorus.

MANY FIELDS REPRESENTED
The dais consisted of leaders in govern-

ment, exhibition, television, distribution,

and entertainment. Seated at the head
tables were, in addition to Skouras:

Dimitrios Bitsios, Greek Ambassador to

the United Nations; Basil Vitsaxis, Greek
Consul General in New York City; Judge
Samuel Rosenman, board chairman of

20th-Fox; Barney Balaban, president of

Paramount; John Stembler, TOA presi-

dent; Marshall Fine, Allied president; Peter
Levathes, head of 20th-Fox production;

Joseph R. Vogel, president of MGM;
Harry Mandel, president of RKO Theatres

;

Irving Levin, executive vice-president of

National General Corp.; Leonard Golden-
son, president of American Broadcasting-
Paramount Theatres; Hari-y Bi'andt, presi-

dent of Brandt Theatres; Irving Bollinger,

Allied coordinator; S. H. Fabian, president
of Stanley Warner; George G. Kerasotes,
TOA; Meyer Levanthal, Allied; Arthur H.
Lockwood, TOA;
Milton London, Allied; Ben Marcus,

Allied; Albert Pickus, TOA; Samuel Pinan-
ski, TOA; Walter Reade jr., TOA; George
Stern, Allied; Mitchell Wolfson, TOA; Abe

SPYROS P. SKOURAS

Schneider, president of Columbia Pictm-es;
Richard Walsh, president of lATSE;
Emanuel Frisch, chairman of American
Congress of Exhibitors; Joseph Levine,

president of Embassy Pictures; Sidney
Markley, president of A.C.E. Films; Rixssell

Downing, president of Radio City Music
Hall; Herman Robbins, board chairman of

National Screen Service; William German,
president of W. J. Gennan, Inc.; A. H.
Blank, retired head of Tri-States Theatres,

Des Moines;
William C. Michel, executive vice-presi-

dent of 20th-Fox; Murray Silverstone,

president of 20th-Fox International; Glenn
Norris, general sales manager of 20th-Fox;

Joseph Moskowitz, vice-president of 20th-

Fox; Charles Einfeld, vice-president of

20th-Fox; Donald Henderson, secretary-

treasurer of 20th-Fox; Alan Freedman,
president of De Luxe Laboratories; Ed-
mund Reek, vice-president and general

manager of Movietone News; Otto Koegel,

20th-Fox general counsel; Juanita Hall;

Ina Balin; Pamela Tiffin; Terry Saunders;

E. D. Martin, TOA; Thelma Ritter and Mr.

Ritter; Rabbi Moshay Mann, Actors’

Temple; Right Rev. Msgr. Thomas Little;

Archbishop lakovos; Lauri Peters; Jack
Clark, Allied; Jay Emanuel, publisher

Motion Pictm-e Exhibitors; Don Mersereau,

associate publisher, Boxoffice; Martin
Quigley jr., editor. Motion Picture Herald;

Abel Green, editor. Variety; Morton Sun-
shine, editor. Independent Film Jomnal;
Mo Wax, publisher. Film Bulletin;

Rita Gam; Julie Newmar; Jack Arm-
strong, Allied; Wilbur Snaper, Allied; Sen.

Jacob Javitz; Bette Davis; Alden Smith,

Allied; Sidney Cohen, Allied; Milton Rack-
mil, president of Universal Pictures;

Laurence Tisch, president of Loew’s The-
atres; Leslie Schwartz, Metropolitan Pic-

ture Theatres Ass’n; Nicolas Reisini, presi-

dent of Cinerama; Groucho Marx; Benja-

min Berger, Allied; Sol Hurok, impresario;

Tina Louise and Ernest Stellings, TOA.
The benediction was rendered by Rabbi

Mann.

High Tribute From Exhibition

Following is the resolution presented to Spyros Skom-as Thmsday night by

Marshall Fine, president of Allied States Ass’n, on behalf of Allied and Theatre

Owners of America;

“A giant among showmen, a Goliath among leaders, and a Samaritan among
legions of friends, you, SPYROS P. SKOURAS, are many fine things to many
people.

“You are a courageous and dynamic executive, who dm-ing the 20 years of your

Presidency, made 'Twentieth Century-Fox a film producer and a film distributor of

worldwide importance and respect.

“You are an aggressive, determined, and practical scientist who has brought

new spectacular dimensions to our physical screens, and new glamour to our world

of entertainment.

“You are a som-ce of inspiration that goes beyond the arena of your own
Company. You have caused exhibitors to be more united, and our industiy’s public

service to be more meaningful.

“You are the champion of good causes, and your boundless energies have reaped

harvests of benefits for countless charities, drives, our government, and the welfare

of your native Greece and your church.

“You are the Horatio Alger of the Twentieth Century, typifying all that is

traditional in the American success story.

“Thus it is with the sincerest respect, and with warmest admiration that all of

Exhibition takes this opportunity to salute you, our friend, and to express, in this

small measure, our heartfelt affection. May your active years with us number many
more decades, and many more anniversaries.”

THE ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION
OF MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS
THE THEATRE OWNERS OF AMERICA
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Skouras' Horatio Alger Career

From Busboy to High Rank in Industry

Is Story of 20th Century-Fox Head
By AL STEEN

NEW YORK

—

As Spyros Skouras looked
over the sea of approximately 1,000 faces in

the grand ballroom of the Hotel Waldorf
Astoria Thursday evening, it is quite possi-

ble that he recalled a summer day in 1910

when he landed in New York from his

native Greece and headed for St. Louis, a

completely unknown boy in a strange land.

Seated on the dais at the testimonial ban-
quet which was celebrating his 20th year

as president of 20th Centui'y-Fox, Skouras
was far from being a nobody. He was being

hailed by dignitaries in almost eveiT walk
of life, but particulai'ly by those in the in-

dusti-y to which he had attached himself

when both he and pictures were in the

adolescent stage.

Skouras' Horatio Alger career has been
printed from time to time, but the so-called

rags-to-riches stories always find a wann
spot in people’s hearts. And his merits

repeating.

Not many folks have heard of the Greek
town of Skourohorion but that is where
the 20th-Fox president was born on March
28, 1893. Skouras sidestepped an oppor-
tunity to study in a monastery in order to

join his older brother, Charles, who had
emigrated to the United States a few years
before. And so at the age of 17, Spyros be-
gan the first of comitless trans-Atlantic

crossings. He got himself a job as a busboy
in the Planters Hotel in St. Louis but he
was quite sure that he didn’t want to make
tray-carrying a career. Four years later,

he, Charles and George, who, meanwhile,
had come over from Greece, pooled their

savings and bought a controlling interest

in the Olympia Theatre in St. Louis, a
1,200-seat theatre. Shortly thereafter, they
bought an interest in the Lafayette The-
atre and by the end of 1914 had acquired
the Pageant Theatre.

The United States entered World War I

in April 1917. In October, Spyros enlisted

in the newly organized Air Corps but the
war ended before he had completed his

flight training and he was discharged in

1919. He returned to St. Louis and re-

joined his brothers in the operation of the-
atres. Seven years later, they controlled 37

theati’es. During the next two years, the

Skouras houses were sold to Warner Bros,

and, in 1929, Spyros was named general

manager of the Warner circuit. In 1931, he
left to head up the Paramount theatres.

Later, he became head of the Wesco Corp.,

a holding company in which all of 20th
Century-Fox theatre interests were
merged. By 1942, the year he was elected

president of 20th-Fox, following the death
of Sidney R. Kent, the company controlled

564 theatres.

Skouras’ career from then on is well

known, but his many activities sometimes
get lost in the minds of people because of

the extensiveness of their scope. He long
has been head of the film industry’s Red
Cross division and headed the Greek War
Relief Ass’n throughout the last war. He is

vice-chairman of the American Museum of

Immigration and is chairman of the Na-
tional Committee on Immigration and
Citizenship. Throughout the years, Skouras
has been active in the work of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews and is

chairman of the Extension Committee of

the World Brotherhood Movement. Other
organizations with which he is active are

United Jewish Appeal, Alfred E. Smith
Memorial Foundation, National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis, American
Heart Fund, National Fund of Medical
Education, National Arthritis Research
Foundation, Jewish Federation Appeal,
Cardinal’s Committee of the Laity for

Catholic Charities, American Fund for

Israel Institutions, Greater New York
Fund, Visiting Nm'se Service, Girl Scout
Council and many others.

Dming the Truman administration,

Skouras was appointed a member of the

National Committee of the Emergency
Food Collection for the United Nations Re-
lief and Rehabilitation.

While working as a busboy in St. Louis,

Skouras studied English and business

methods at a commercial college. Also

while there, he met and married Saroula
Bruiglia, of Italian-American parentage,

and they have four children: Daphne,
Diana, Spyros jr. and Plato, and 13 grand-
children.

Milton H. London Speaks
In Four States in Week
DETROIT—Milton H. London, executive

director of National Allied, was in four

states last week for meetings and speeches.

On Monday <9) he spoke at a one-day con-
vention of North Central Allied at Minne-
apolis; Tuesday, he conferred with exhibi-
tor leaders in Chicago; Wednesday, he
spoke at the conference in Grand Rapids of
the National Federation of Motion Picture
Coiinr;;!: : Thursday, he was in New York
for se.ssions with TESMA-TEDA officers on
the indu.stry tradeshow to be held in Cleve-
land next winter, and to attend the Spyros
Sk : a dinner that night, and Friday,
confere' ‘.v,;h exhibitor leaders in New
York.

National Screen Service
Mails Drive-in Booklet
NEW YORK—National Screen Service

has issued its 1962 Drive-In Trailer Di-
rectory, a 16-page book of selling ideas.

Among the features are a personalized

feature presentation leader and matching
coming attraction leaders, date strips,

snack bar sales items and other material
that exhibitors can utilize.

Among the innovations is a suggestion
for a game called “Drive-in Poker,” which
is played by selecting a line of cars and pro-
viding a jackpot pi’ize to the car carry-

ing license plates whose numbers repre
sent the highest poker hand.
The catalog also carries an assortment

of plasti-cloth pennants.

Ely Landau to Embark

On Big Film Program
NEW YORK—Ely A. Landau, whose film

version of Eugene O’Neill’s “Long Day’s

Jommey Into Night” has been selected to

represent the United States at the Cannes
Film Festival, is going into film production

on a large scale, he told his guests at a

press luncheon here Wednesday (11). Lan-
dau said he had mapped out a program of

approximately ten pictures which will be

made largely in New York but anywhere
required by a story’s locale.

Landau, former chainnan of the board

of National Telefilm Associates, took his

first leap into film production with the

O’Neill play, which was shot on a 37-day

schedule in New York on a budget of $400,-

000. Sidney Lirmet directed with a cast

headed by Katharine Hepburn, Sir Ralph
Richardson, Jason Robards jr.. Dean Stock-

well and Jeanne Barr.

No distribution deal has been set for

the picture and Landau said he was in no
hurry to make a deal. He said he might
even handle the distribution himself with-

out any major tieup.

Other entries at Cannes from the United
States will be Otto Preminger’s “Advise

and Consent,” MGM’s “All Fall Down”
and Pathe-America’s “Out of the Tiger’s

Mouth.”

Harold Rand Will Direct

Publicity for Embassy
NEW YORK—Harold Rand, who has

been named director of publicity for

Embassy Pictures
Corp., wiU take over

his new post on April

23. He is withdraw-
ing from active par-

ticipation in Blank-
R a n d Associates,

public relations finn,

to accept the post,

replacing Mort
Nathanson.
Rand formerly was

publicity manager of

Paramount. He also

held a similar post

with Buena Vista and for several years

was in the publicity department of 20th

Century-Fox.

Harold Rand

Mort Nathanson Joins

Myer Beck Organization

NEW YORK—Mort Nathanson, recently

with Embassy Pictures and, before that,

publicity director of United Ai'tists Corp.,

has joined the Myer P. Beck organization

to head the recently developed interna-

tional operations department.

Nathanson will headquarter in New York
and be responsible for the sales, advertis-

ing and publicity activities of both the mo-
tion picture and the recently acquired tech-

nical accounts.

Para. Tax Expert Dies
NEW YORK—James Greenleaf, 48, head

of the tax department of Paramount Pic-

tures, died here April 8 following a pro-

longed illness. His wife and two daughters
survive.
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

in association with

Seven Arts Productions

present in June

the long awaited

James B. Harris and

Stanley Kubrick’s

JTA

1

I

I

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents in association with SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS JAMES B. HARRIS and STANL

PETER SELLERS "Quilty” And IntroducingSUE LYON “Lolita" Directed bySTANLEY KUBRICK Screenplay byVLADII



r
' pi

FOR PERSONS OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE

URICK’s LOU IA S....JAMES MASON • SHELLEY WINTERS
tOKOV based on his novel"Lolita” Produced byJAMES B. HARRIS Music composed and conducted by Nelson Riddle Lolita Theme by Bob Harris

Original Soundtrack Recording

on MGM Records

•
Approved by the Production

Code Administration



MCA May Submif Offer for Merger

With Decco, Universal 'Any Day'
NEW YORK—The much discussed report

of a possible merger of MCA. Inc., and
Decca Records and
its subsidiary, Uni-
versal Pictures, rests

with a firm offer by
MCA. according to

Milton R a c k m i 1,

president of both
Decca and Universal.

And that offer may
be submitted “any
day.” Rackmil told

stockholders of both
Universal and Decca,

at separate meetings,

here Tuesday (10).

The following statement was made by
Rackmil at each of the meetings:

"I want to tell you of the developments
in my talks with MCA.

TALKS STARTED LAST FALL

“On and off since the late fall, conver-

sations were had with MCA and what be-

gan with possible production and distribu-

tion arrangements led into discussions

looking to a closer tieup of that company
with Decca and its subsidiary companies.
It became increasingly evident that, since

the activities of the respective companies
are not competitive, their integration

would be highly beneficial to each of the

operating companies. There would be no
overlapping. Instead, there could and
would be greater development and use of

talent and personnel in all phases of

phonograph record, motion pictm-e and
television production and distribution.

“There are various possibilities, one of

which is an exchange of MCA stock for

Decca stock. That is where we are now.
The next step is for MCA to submit its

offer. When that will take place I cannot
say. My guess is that it is imminent and
may be any day.”

At both the Decca and Universal stock-

holders meetings, Rackmil declined to

elaborate further on the proposed deal,

stating that he could say nothing or make
any kind of predictions until MCA came
up with an offer. Although he was pressed
on all sides by shareholders, Rackmil
could not, and would not, comment on what
the beneficial effects might be.

ONE CRITICAL STOCKHOLDER
The one dissident note of the meeting

was rendered by a Buffalo, N.Y., stock-
holder, Aldo Sand, who was critical of

management in regard to certain phases of

operations. Sand indicated, too, that if the
MCA-Decca-Universal merger, if it should
happen, should not give equality of treat-

ment to Universal stockholders, he would
bring suit. When he mentioned possible

court action, Rackmil thereafter declined
to answer any questions asked by Sand.
Rackmil told the Universal shareholders

that the company’s net for the first hall

of the fiscal year would be about $3,400,000,

compared with $1,837,000 for the same
period a year ago.

In answer to a question regarding
“Spartacus,” Rackmil said the picture had
earned $14,000,000 in film rentals to date

and that the sm-face had barely been
scratched. He said the film would be amor-
tized by the end of this year and pre-
dicted it would be one of the biggest gross-
ing pictures of all time.

In regard to the sale of product to tele-

vision, Rackmil said no deal had been
concluded because no acceptable offer had
been made.
The stockholders re-elected all directors.

The late John J. O’Connor, who died three
weeks ago, was not replaced, but Rackmil
said a successor would be selected at the
next meeting of the board. Re-elected to
the board were Preston Davie, Albert A.
Garthwaite, Budd Rogers, Harold I.

Thorpe, Samuel Vallance and Rackmil.

Represented at the meeting were 855,819
shares of stock.

The Decca stockholders were told that
the first quarter, ended March 30, was the
most profitable in the history of the com-
pany which earned $2,137,000, or $1.65 per
share, compared with $963,815, or 75 cents

a share, in the corresponding period of the

NEW YORK—Major executive assign-
ments for Paramount Distributing Corp.
sales and administrative activities, both in

the office and in the field, have been an-
nounced by Jerome Pickman, vice-presi-

dent and domestic general sales manager.
The changes are effective immediately.
Tom W. Bridge, recently appointed as-

sistant domestic general sales manager,
will assist Pickman in the overall super-
vision of the domestic sales organization.

Hugh Owen will function as eastern sales

manager and Howard Minsky will serve as
western sales manager. Each will have 14

offices under his wing. Minsky also will be
responsible for Paramount’s Canadian dis-

tribution, which is handled through Af-

preceding year. Rackmil said the prospects

for the year were very bright and he esti-

mated that it would be “Decca’s biggest

year.”

A proposal by Lewis and John Gilbert,

stockholders, to adopt cumulative voting

in the election of directors was voted down
by the stockholders by a vote of 842,660

shares against and 41,432 shares in favor

of the recommendation.
The Decca directors were re-elected:

namely, Leonard Schneider, Martin P.

Salkin, Albert Garthwaite, Harold I.

Thorpe, Samuel Vallance and Rackmil.

NGC Names Dick Conley
Merchandising Head
LOS ANGELES—Dick Conley was set by

National General Corp. to head the newly
created post of merchandising specialist

under which he will explore new areas of

merchandising and vending.
Conley leaves his position as city man-

ager at the Fox Theatre in Billings, Mont.,

to assume his new job under Robert W.
Selig, theatre operations vice-president.

Ed Doty replaces Conley in Billings, with
Dale Kutterer replacing Doty as city man-
ager in Pocatello, Idaho, and Ronald F.

Harman stepping into Kutterer’s post as

manager of the Academy, Provo, Utah.

filiated Pictures.

Edmund C. DeBerry, who will serve as

circuit sales manager, handling the na-
tional circuits operating out of New York,

formerly was executive assistant to Owen.
The branches under Owen’s supervision

are: New York, Boston, Buffalo (Albany),

Cincinnati, Cleveland, New Haven, Phila-

delphia, Pittsburgh, Washington, Atlanta,

Charlotte, Jacksonville, Memphis and New
Orleans. Minsky will supervise Chicago.

Detroit, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minne-
apolis, Dallas (Oklahoma City), Des
Moines, Kansas City, St. Louis, Los Angeles,

Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco and
Seattle (Portland). Jerry Limata will assist

Owen, and Jack Perley will assist Minsky.

Milton Rackmil

New Sales Cabinet for Paramount

From left to right: Edmund DeBerry, Hugh Owen, Howard Minsky, Jerome
Pickman and Tom Bridge.
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Georgia High Court Rules

Against Censor Board

'Problem Parents' Scored
By Mrs. Twyman in Mich.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—A strong po-

sition against government censorship and
legal classification was taken by Mrs. Mar-
garet Twyman, director of community re-

lations, in an address to the Federation of

Motion Picture Coimcils in the Pantlind

Hotel here Wednesday (11).

Mrs. Twyman said the motion picture

industry was faced with a new problem
which might be termed “problem parents.”

She said such parents were those who
would not make the necessary effort to de-

termine from reliable sources which pic-

tm-es were playing at the local theatre and
to decide for themselves, based on available

information, whether or not they wanted
their children to see a given picture.

“Certainly we want suitable films for the

mature mind as well as film for the entire

family,” Mrs. Twyman said. “Parents must
make the effort to select films for their

children. There need be no embarrassment
or disappointment on the part of any par-

ent willing to accept his responsibility

in this area.”

Another speaker on the program was
Taylor Mills, public relations director of

the MPAA, who discussed motion picture

advertising and the Advertising Code. He
stressed the fact that today’s film adver-

tising must be factual as well as develop-

ing the desire to see the picture.

Mills said that because many films today
were designated for a matme audience, it

was imperative that the advertising be di-

rected especially to that audience. He said

every reader of film advertising should be
reasonably certain concerning the type of

picture offered, thus allowing the reader to

make up his mind as to whether he wanted
to invest in this entertainment. The most
effective advertising is that which arrests

the attention and creates a desire to see

a picture, he said.

MPC Federation Award
Goes to 'Parent Trap'
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—Walt Disney’s

“The Parent Trap” was awarded the Feder-
ation of Motion Picture Councils citation as

the best family picture of the year at the

concluding banquet of the federation’s two-
day conference here Wednesday and
Thursday (11, 12).

The award was accepted, in behalf of

Disney, by Frank Jones, Buena Vista man-
ager at Detroit. Disney won the same
award last year for “Pollyanna.”
A special award went to Spyros Skouras,

president of 20th Century-Fox. It was ac-

cepted by Sol Gordon, publicity and ad-
vertising director of the 20th-Fox Chicago
office.

Over 300 representatives of motion pic-

ture coimcils in the nation attended the
conference at the Hotel Pantlind. A high-
light was a panel on “Previewer—Critic

or Censor?” with preview chairmen of ten
different councils participating. It was
moderated by Mrs. S. Julian Colyer, feder-

ation preview chairman and evaluator of
the Green Sheet.

Representing the industry at the con-
ference were Milton H. London, executive
director of National Allied; Alden Smith,
Cooperative Theatres of Michigan, and
Margaret Twyman, director of community
relations for the MPAA.

ATLANTA — The end of the city of

Atlanta’s movie censorship laws was
marked Saturday (7) when the Georgia
supreme court in a 6-1 majority declared

them to be in violation of the state con-

stitution. Georgia’s highest court’s historic

action as good as put the Altanta Board of

Censors out of business who had heretofore

required all movies to be shown in the

metropolitan area to first have their

approval.

MANY PRECEDENTS CITED
The court, in handing down its decision,

said, “The chapter and ordinance which
provide for city permits as prerequisites to

exhibiting any picture offend the constitu-

tion and are void.”

Only one of the seven justices cast a dis-

senting vote. Justice Thomas S. Candler.

Justices Carleton Mobley and Joseph Quil-

lian concurred “specially” meaning more
can be expected from them on this subject

a little later.

Chief Justice W. H. Duckworth, who
wrote the 6-1 majority opinion, cited a
large number of legal precedents which
supported the Georgia court’s view that

there is no merit in the attack on the cen-

sorship laws “upon the ground that ‘forbid-

ding the showing of any picture without its

having been approved by the censor of-

fends the U.S. Constitution.’ The court held

that the city’s censorship laws in its

charter and ordinances violated the

Georgia constitution, and not the U.S.

Constitution.” Justice Duckworth said,

“The charter and ordinance provision, re-

quiring inspiection of the protected pic-

tures, and also requiring a permit from the

city authorities before any picture can be

exhibited in the theatre, violates the state

constitution. The words of the constitution

reading, ‘no law shall ever be passed to cur-

tail or restrain,’ are irreconcilable with any
law, including a city ordinance, that does

curtail or restrain.”

APPEAL LAST DECEMBER
The constitutional attack on the censor-

ship laws here went to the supreme court

last December on an appeal from the Ful-

ton superior court. TTie plaintiff in the

court action, K. Gordon Murray Produc-
tions, Inc., a motion picture distributing

firm, sought in superior court to enjoin

the city censors from preventing the show-
ing of the films, “Wasted Lives” and “The
Birth of Twins,” and to have declared un-
constitutional the city censorship laws.

Fulton Judge Ralph Pharr upheld the city

demurrers in December, and the K. Gordon
Murray Productions began its appeal to the
higher court. The company argued that
the ordinance failed to set up any stand-
ards for censorship, “but permits the

Board of Censors to arbitrarily ban or per-

mit the showing of any film for any
reasons.” They also charged that the
ordinance allowed the Board of Censors to

act as “judge and prosecutor and did not
establish any safeguards to prevent the

Board from acting arbitrarily.”

The state supreme court commented on

the opinion and its “far-reaching” implica-
tions resulting from its decision, saying,

“As individual citizens, we hate to see the
youth of this state subjected to all the evil

influence that obscene pictures might exert

upon them. But as trusted judges, we have
no alternative to saying, thus sayeth the

Constitution, and we cheerfully obey.”

Justice Candler, who cast the one dissent-

ing vote, said that “freedom of speech is

not an absolute right under the state or
U.S. Constitution, and that freedom of

speech does not preclude a municipality
from protecting its people against the

dangers resulting from public display of

obscene or licentious pictures or any pic-

tm-es which might adversely affect the
peace, health, morals and good order.”

Atlanta’s movie censor, Mrs. Christine

Gilliam, has had nothing to say, or at least

for the present, on the ruling made by the
state supreme court. No longer will Mrs.
Gilliam be authorized by city laws to de-
termine what movies will be shown in the

city of Atlanta, unless the Georgia supreme
court’s ruling can be overruled by the U.S.

Supreme Court by an appeal. This still re-

mains a possibility. Aubrey Milam, oldest

veteran Iward member, having served 24

years, said, “a moderate degree of censor-
ship is needed, especially for younger peo-
ple. An awful lot of obscenity creeps into

things today.” Milam cited foreign films,

with emphasis on those made in France.
“I think the board has done a good job.

We’re still going to keep watch on the
pictures.”

Montclair, N. J., Approves
Ban on 'Indecent' Filins

MONTCLAIR, N.J.—The City commis-
sion has approved a ban on the showing of

motion pictures which are deemed “in-

decent, lewd and obscene.”
In a 3-2 vote, the board of commissioners

declared that any citizen has the right to

take action against films that fall into that
category. Under provisions of the law, any
citizen can sign a complaint against the
theatre showing the “obscene” film and
have it temporarily banned, pending court
action.

'The adoption of the ban followed the
controversy last month over the exhibition

of the film, “Les Liaisons Dangereuses,” a
French motion picture, which was at the
Bellevue Theatre.
The censorship bill was advanced by

Angelo J. Fortunato, city public safety di-

rector, and received the endorsement of

mayor Harold Osborne and commissioner
Howard Brundage. Opposing it were com-
missioners Robert G. Hooke and Robert
Miller.

Some 600 citizens attended the board’s
meeting in the Hillside High School. A
show of hands at the session indicated
about 400 of those in attendance were in
favor of adoption of the ban.

After police confiscated the French film,

Astor Pictures of New York chartered buses
to take local residents to New York so they
could see the movie for free.
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Modernized Sales Methods Urged

At North Central Allied Convention
MINNEAPOLIS—The one sure way to

improve theatre attendance is for all the-

atre operators to “wake up” and modernize
the merchandising of their screen product
and put their showhouses in the best possi-

ble shape.

This was the message voiced by Ben
Marcus, chairman of the board of National

Allied, and Milton London, president, at

the one-day reorganization convention of

North Central AUied here Monday (9)

.

Martin Lebedoff, the pro tern president

since the recent reactivation of the North
Central unit, was continued in that post,

and Ben Berger, pro tern chairman of the

board, also was continued.

Marcus, owner of a large and prosperous

theatre chain in Wisconsin and successful

in other commercial enterprises, told how
new and up-to-date merchandising of pic-

tures, plus other innovations, had lifted the
Marcus circuit grosses substantially. Even
his theatres in six small towns, which had
been in a patronage “sinking spell," have
been brought back almost to an “easy
street,” he said.

‘AWAKEN’ TO PROPER METHODS
London, who also is president of Allied

of Michigan, spoke optimistically of future
exhibition through an “awakening” of ex-
hibitors to proper operating methods. This,

he said, is now under way and is bringing
attendance to higher levels.

Marcus made evident that he believes

that almost any theatre anywhere can be
operated profitably if his “Marcus Plan”
methods are followed. London pointed to

gains in indoor theatre construction
throughout the nation as indication of the
improved motion picture outlook.

The National AUied leaders agreed that
serious trade problems remain, but they
were confident of their eventual solution.

In fact, there was a noticeable lack of the
verbal brickbats aimed at film companies
common at North Central Allied meetings
in the past. Even the talks of Lebedoff and
Berger were mild and practically free of

denunciation, although they have an-
nounced they’U fight tooth and toenail to
halt “the killing off” of small-town and
subsequent run exhibitors by distributors.

CRITICIZE DISTRIBUTION
The reactivated NCA did criticize dis-

tribution practices in a resolution which
called on the board to “initiate a program
of legal or other action to ensure that all

film product be made available to every
theatre in this territory, regardless of size,

on the basis of ability to pay.” The resolu-
tion asserted that the small theatre “can-
not survive under the present selUng
poUcies.”

Another resolution committed the North
Central unit to affiliate with National
Allied.

Lee Loevinger, U.S. assistant attorney
general in charge of the Department of

Justice’s antitrust division, devoted nearly
his entire luncheon talk to an explanation
of antitrust laws and the Consent decrees.

“I have no pat answers for your prob-
lems concerning clearance, competitive bid-

ding and other such trade matters,” said

Loevinger. “If the old answers no longer

fill the bill it’s because of what population

and other changes, television and the like,

are doing and how this affects exhibition.

You fellows must find new answers.”

Loevinger did get into the matter of

competition among exhibitors and how this

enters into antitrust laws consideration. He
told of small exhibitors operating un-
profitable theatres and requesting the

antitrust division’s consent to sell out to

large chains.

SEEK NEW MEANS
Later President Lebedoff, a friend of

Loevinger, a former Twin Cities resident,

commented; “The U.S. assistant attorney
general told us not to look to past formulas
as methods of correcting present day in-

justices toward us, of which the distribu-

tors are guilty. We know now that we
must resort to new and different means.
And that’s just what we propose to do.”

Both Lebedoff and Berger have been
making no bones of the fact that they have
disapproved of National Allied president

Marshall Fine’s policy of peaceful coexist-

ence with the film companies, but they
invited Fine to speak at the convention.

However, the National Allied chief was un-
able to come because of “personal reasons,”

as explained by President Lebedoff.

On Berger’s part, the former stormy
petrel of Allied paid high praise to the
present youth-directed Allied States and
said he’s “happy” with the parent body.

Berger insisted that top motion pictures

must be sold on ability to pay terms “so

that movies can continue to be the mass
entertainment that we want them to.”

“We can thwart the film companies that
refuse to sell their films on the ability to

pay basis only by organization.”

FILM COSTS ARE TROUBLE
Lebedoff expressed the opinion that “all

our troubles add up to film costs.” He
declared “thousands of theatres in the U.S.

are being closed because distributors have
been so unreasonable in their rental de-
mands.”
London, in his address, expressed the

view that the principal reason for many
exhibitor woes is that they’ve been
asleep.

“But now exhibitors are starting to

wake up,” said London. “As a result of

this ‘awakening,’ evidenced by the adoption
of new kinds of effective showmanship and
presentations, I feel sure people will come
back to the theatres. As a matter of fact

they’re already starting to do so.”

In addition to Lebedoff and Berger,
other officers elected, all of them on the
slate prepared by the temporary board of

directors, were as follows: first vice-

president, Lowell Smoots, Little Falls,

Minn.; second vice-president, Ray Von der
Haar, Alexandria, Minn.; secretary. Ward
Nichols, Wahpeton, N.D.; treasurer, Paul
Mans, Minneapolis, and executive vice-

president and general counsel, Stanley D.
Kane, Gk>lden Valley, Minn., a post that

Kane held with the previous NCA.
Board of directors chosen were A1

Bergmann, Ashland, Wis.; John Branden-
hoff, Fairmont, Minn.; Don Buckley, Red-
wood Falls; Edward Fredine, Cloquet; A1
Fritz, Watertown, S.D.; S. E. Heller,

Minneapolis; Gay Hower, Worthington;
Jake Musich, West Duluth; E. O. Olson,

Northfield; Ernest Peaslee, Stillwater;

James Randgaard, Staples; John Lehr,

Pine River; Jack Wright, Minneapolis;
Howard Gould, Glencoe, and Sidney Volk,

Minneapolis.

Most of those who wiU serve the ensuing
year as officers and directors are veteran
exhibitors who were active and served in

similar capacities in the former NCA.
The convention attendance of less than

100 was blamed on the weather. On the day
before the meeting there had been another
bad snowstorm and steep temperature
drop.

Aldrich, Lombardo Settle

Dispute Over 'Sodom'
ROME—'The long-standing legal contro-

versy between Robert Aldrich, director of

the Titanus Film production, ‘"rhe Last

Days of Sodom and Gomorrah,” and Gof-
fredo Lombardo, producer of the multi-

million dollar spectacle, has been “cor-

dially settled,” according to joint announce-
ment by both parties.

Aldrich and Lombardo will now execute

their original plans, suspended when the

“Sodom” despite arose, to make a second
Titanus-Aldrich picture to be “a mam-
moth spectacle based on a story by Aid-
rich to be produced by Titanus in 1963-64.”

Aldrich left for London, following the

settlement of the dispute, to accept Lom-
bardo’s invitation to see the completed
film at a screening. After a personal dis-

cussion, the two agreed on the cut of the

film which was satisfactory to both. At
Lombardo’s request, Aldrich agreed to re-

main in consultation with him until de-

livery of the answer print of “Sodom” is

made. Aldrich will later go to Rome, before

returning to the U. S.

Michael Curtiz Is Dead;
Directed Many WB Films
HOLLYWOOD—Motion picture director

Michael Curtiz died April 10 at the age of

72, following a long bout with cancer. The
end came for the Hungarian-born Curtiz

in his North Hollywood apartment, with his

wife of 30 years, screenwriter Bess Mere-
dyth, at his bedside.

Born in Budapest on Christmas Eve in

1889, Curtiz was already a noted European
director when he met Harry Warner, who
signed him to come to Hollywood in 1920.

He ultimately spent more than 20 years

in a successful association with Warner
Bros. Studios, where he made such films

as “Captain Blood,” “Charge of the Light

Brigade,” “Kid Galahad,” “Angels With
Dirty Faces,” “Robin Hood,” “Dodge City,”

“Virginia City,” and “Mildred Pierce.”

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences bestowed an Oscar on Curtiz in

1943 for “Casablanca,” which also won its

star Humphrey Bogart, a statuette. His

“This Is the Army” reportedly grossed more
than $8 million dollars, a figure topped at

the time only by “Gone With the Wind.”
A daughter by another marriage, and a

stepson also smvive. Funeral services were
held in the Church of the Recessional,

Forest Lawn.
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Mantle-Maris Wear Product Firms

Set Promotions for 'Safe at Home

Pictured at the “Safe at Home” press conference in the Columbia home office,

left to right, are: Tom Naud, executive producer of the film; Jonas Rosenfield

jr., Columbia vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity; Rube Jackter,

Columbia vice-president and general sales manager; Mitchell J. Hamilburg, co-

producer of “Safe at Home”; and Robert S. Ferguson, Columbia national director

of advertising, publicity and exploitation.

20th-Fox Reports '61

Loss of $22,532,084
NEW YORK—Twentieth Century-Fox

Film Corp. has reported a loss from opera-

tions of $$22,532,084 for the 52 weeks
ended December 30, 1961. However, part of

the loss was $13,922,000 by reason of special

write-offs and reserves in connection with

theatrical and television inventories.

The company also reported a gain of

$25,477,917 from the sale of certain of the

studio properties.

Losses from operations for the previous

52 weeks, ended December 31, 1960,

amounted to $2,868,113. The gain from
special items amounted to $9,181,214.

The company also reported cash and gov-

ernment securities of $18,663,639 at Dec.

30, 1961, compared with $16,279,610 at the

end of the previous year. Net working capi-

tal was $83,713,105, compared with $77,-

118,124 the previous year. The book value

of stockholders’ investment at Dec. 30, 1961,

was $90,129,960, compared with $89,096,-

472 at the end of the previous year.

Income from film rentals, including tele-

vision, was $107,476,709 for 1961, compared
with $108,811,979 in 1960.

Film Industry Cooperated
In National Library Week
NEW YORK—The past week (April 8-

14) was National Library Week and both
Motion Picture Ass’n of America and The-
atre Owners of America participated in the

observance by urging the public to read
the books that were being produced into

films or already had been produced.
The MPAA mailed a special poster to

5,000 libraries and 500 armed forces the-

atres throughout the country. The poster

had the legend: “Read These Important
Books . . . See These Important Films! . . .

The Motion Picture Industry Celebrates
National Library Week.”
TOA also distributed 1,500 posters to

members, with a bulletin from John H.
Stembler, president, suggesting they con-
tack local libraries. The two-color poster
listed 17 books as sources of film material.
They were:

“Billy Budd,” Allied Artists; “Moon
Pilot,” Buena Vista; “Barabbas” and “Ad-
vise and Consent,” Columbia; “Light in the
Piazza” and “The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse,” MGM; “The Counterfeit
'Traitor” and “Dear and Glorious
Physician,” Paramount; “The Longest Day”
and “Nine Hours to Rama,” 20th Century-
Fox; “Judgment at Nuremberg” and “The
Manchurian Candidate,” United Artists;

“To Kill a Mockingbird” and “Lover Come
Back,” Universal, and “Lad: A Dog” and
“The Marauders,” Warner Bros.

Honor Four NT Managers
LOS ANGELES—Four National Theatres

theatre managers have been tabbed as
“Showmen of the Drive” by the circuit for

the first quarter, it is disclosed by Robert
W. Selig, vice-president of theatre opera-
tions. The four outstanding showmen, who
will receive plaques and $125 checks, are
Ray Pankow, Fox Theatre, San Bernar-
dino; John Fredericks, Wilson Theatre,
Fresno; Sid Page, Fox Theatre, Missoula,
Mont., and Phil Hill, Lincoln Theatre,
Belleville, 111.

NEW YORK—Columbia Pictm-es is put-
ting “one of its most unusual and exten-
sive point-of-sale consumer merchandise
promotional campaigns in the history of

Columbia” behind “Safe at Home,” the
baseball picture starring Mickey Mantle
and Roger Maris, according to Jonas
Rosenfield jr., vice-president in charge of

advertising and publicity.

Tie-ins have been made with ten na-
tional manufacturers of Mantle-Maris
Wear licensed products. These manu-
facturers have promised to feature tie-ins

with the film in their individual advertis-

ing and point-of-sale activity across the
country beginning with the more than 400
opening dates in April and May for “Safe
at Home.” The Mantle-Maris Wear
Licensing Corp. will supply the manu-
facturers’ 15,000 retail outlets with an
11x14 two-color easel-back counter card
highlighting the picture and the stars. The
manufacturers will supply Columbia with
more than $13,000 worth of their merchan-
dise for promotional use in playdate con-
tests throughout the country.
The ten manufacturers consist of Ran-

dolph Manufacturing Co., making canvas

Allied Lauds AIP Policy
For Not Selling to TV
DETROIT—American International Pic-

tures received a strong policy commenda-
tion in a cuiTent statement being issued in

the Allied Report for April by Milton H.
London, executive director. Noting the
opening of new exchange offices in Cin-
cinnati and Indianapolis by Jack Zide, AIP
distributor in Cleveland and Detroit, Lon-
don’s comment is that “although AIP has
produced almost 100 features, some of

which are now more than seven years old,

none of this company’s product has ever
been sold to television.”

In contrast, the policy of at least some
other distributors is summed up, without
naming names, in a quotation in the same
Allied Report from Jack Gould of the New

shoes; Proudfoot Hosiery Co.; Norwich
Knitting Mills, making T-shirts, sweat-
shirts, underwear and pajamas; Sports-
wear Industries; Charles Greenbert & Son,
making boy’s dress and sports shirts;

Pauker Boyswear Corp., making sweaters;

H.S. Publications, for Mickey Mantle
Magazine; Meredith Press, for Roger
Maris Baseball Book; Herman Iskin Co. for

baseball uniforms, and Astra 'Ti-ading Co.,

making transistor radios.

Robert S. Ferguson, Columbia’s director

of publicity, advertising and exploitation,

outlined plans for contest promotions in all

major markets playing the film. Between
$250 and $1,000 worth of Mantle-Maris
Wear merchandise will be alloted to each
market. In ten of the contest markets, a
grand prize of a trip to the Major League
All-Star game in Chicago July 20 will be
awarded with winners flying to the event
on American Airlines.

Ferguson also reported that the Little

League, through its national headquarters
in Williamsport, Pa., will work closely with
“Safe at Home” by notifying its state, dis-

trict and local leaders on playdate infor-

mation and local promotional pi’ograms.

York Times—“motion pictures of com-
paratively recent vintage have steadily be-
come more available” for television.

Charles M. Reagan Named
Charity Drive Chairman
NEW YORK—Charles M. Reagan, long-

time industry executive, has been named
chairman of the motion picture indiistry

subcommittee for the 1962 charity appeal
of the Cardinal’s Committee of the Laity.

Reagan succeeds the recently deceased
John J. O’Connor.
Robert J. O’Brien, executive vice-presi-

dent and treasurer of MGM, has been
named vice-chairman of the subcommittee
for the annual charity drive now in prog-
ress.
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$3 Million for Construction in Boston

Joe Levine Plans Twin Theatre Project

While Ben Sack Will Add 3 Houses

Architects’ drawing of the twin theatre planned by Joe Levine in Boston.

By GUY LIVINGSTON
BOSTON — Joe Levine, the producer-

distributor, now going into exhibition in

Boston announced his long-awaited plans
for the first twin theatre in Boston at a
press luncheon and conference at the Ritz
Carlton hotel here on Wednesday (8).

With two associates he showed the plans
for the $1,000,000 project, a twin theatre
with 500 seats on the lower level, and 700
seats on the upper level, featuring conti-
nental seating, and one boxoffice, to be
built at 596 Commonwealth Ave. in the
Kenmore Square area opposite Boston Uni-
versity dormitories.

Levine, in association with Albert R.
Daytz, veteran exhibitor with a circuit of

theatres, and his partner, attorney Maurice
Epstein, signed a 50-year lease on the
parcel of land where the theatre is to be
built by William Riseman Associates of
Boston and Ben Schlanger, consulting the-
atre architect. Levine said the theatre has
not been named, and that he may run a
contest in Boston for a name for the new
type theatre.

Plans call for the opening of the new
theatre by Labor Day. “A most revolu-
tionary architectural conception of theatre
design has been blueprinted for this the-
atre,” Levine said. “Twin theatres that
will combine perfection in sight and sound
from every section of these theatres. Spe-
cial continental seats giving parlor seat
comfort to all, with generous aisles always
illuminated from below the seats. Fresh
pure air the year around will be auto-
matically circulated.

“One of the truly revolutionary details

of these twin theatres will be that never
will the viewer be subjected to ‘black-outs’

or obstruction of vision at any time. Thus
the continuity of the visual story on the
screen will remain unbroken.

“In every detail of the architecture, the

comfort of the patron has been the domi-
nant factor stressed,” he said. “Spacious
lobbies, comfortable rest rooms, picturesque
but simple decor, always restful to the eye.”

He called it “a jewel of a theatre,” and
“doubly so, since they will be ‘twins.’

”

Levine also aimounced that he and his

associates are taking over the Telepix The-
atre in the Park Square Building, which
will be renamed the Park Square Theatre,
where the seating of 211 will be increased

to 250. Telepix, now operated by Irving

Isaacs, closes on April 30, and the new
owners take over for refurbishing and ex-
pansion during May and June with open-
ing set for July 1.

The combination move of the twin the-

atres and the Telepix gives Levine three

theatres in Boston for playdates. The cost

of construction of the twin theatre is set

at $600,000 and the land is valued at about
$400,000, a conservative estimate, Levine
said.

Also Ben Sack, the hard-hitting
Boston exhibitor, who is rapidly winning
international attention with his remodeling
and restyling of motion picture theatres

making them edifices of beauty and sim-
plicity, to say nothing of practicality, and
who has been making news in the motion
picture business in Boston, has announced
his biggest coup, which has Boston, New
York and Hollywood sitting up and taking
notice. The operation, which is focusing
the eyes of the motion picture world on
Boston finds the colorful exhibitor plung-
ing into a $2,000,000 theatre building and
acquisition deal, which will add three

brand new showcase houses to his extensive

holdings.

The operation, which is going down as

one of the biggest deals in motion picture

history here, includes the building of a
new revolutionary type motion pictm'e the-

atre, the taking over and refurbishing and

restyling of two other theatres including
the largest capacity house in Boston, the
Metropolitan.
Sack is building a revolutionary new

type 1,200-seat theatre, which will be com-
pletely walled with glass on one side that
allows for visibility in and out, with elec-

tronically controlled curtains coming to-

gether to screen the glass when the 70mm
projection, which the house will be
equipped with, goes on the screen. With
800 orchestra seats, and 400 mezzanine
seats, including rocking chair seats, the
theatre, which will be named “The Com-
monwealth,” will be built at Kenmore
Square at the corner of Beacon St. and
Commonwealth Ave. Groimd for the new
theatre will be broken in three weeks, and
Sack expects to open the glass house in

September.

TO REFURBISH METROPOLITAN
The exhibitor, who has made show case

houses out of his Beacon HUl, Capri, Saxon
and Gary theatres in Boston, takes over
the biggest motion picture palace of them
all, the Metropolitan, built in 1925, and a
showplace, which he will completely re-
furbish and restyle in a $500,000 operation.
The Metropolitan, which was recently

sold by ABC-Paramoimt Corp. to the New
England Hospital Center, is going to receive

a complete overhaul from top to bottom,
inside and outside. It will be named: “Bos-
ton’s Music HaU.”
With all new seats, an 80-foot screen,

interior and exterior work in keeping with
the beauty and design of the marble build-

ing, all types of greenery will be installed

and spouting foimtains will be placed in

the marble lobby. The Sack inspired

“Music Hall” is set to open on Friday, July
13. And the exhibitor said he picked the
Friday, 13th date purposely, to indicate
that “pictures are great any day in the
week, no matter what!”
The showman will also restyle and re-

furbish the Strand Theatre on Huntington
Ave., which will be called the Capri, and
which will open on June 28. This house will

caiTy on for Sack’s present Capri, which is

in the path of a new toll road extension
into downtown Boston and will be torn
down.

Sack, whose theatres here, the Beacon
Hill, Gary, Saxon and Capri, have played
seven Academy Awards in six years, leaves

for the coast to screen new product for his

theatres on April 26, and he will call a
press conference on his return to detail

plans for the new theatres, and to show
blue prints and sketches to the press.

SIX FOR SACK IN BOSTON
With the completion of his projected $2,-

000,000 plan, the showman will have six

theatres in Boston, the Beacon Hill, Gary,
Saxon, the new Capri, new “Boston’s Music
Hall,” and new “Commonwealth.”
Sack only recently completed a $50,000

refurbishing job on the Beacon Hill The-
atre making it a showcase house. He con-
verted his other three theatres from former
legit houses into No. 1 motion picture the-

atres, the Saxon, which was the former
Majestic: then Gary, the former Plymouth;
and the Capri, the former Copley. With
the acquisition of the Metropolitan, he will

be operating the biggest capacity film

house in the city. The theatre is occupied
by the Metropolitan Opera Co. for one
week. Sack’s staff moves into the Metro-
politan on Jime 1, and present offices of

New England Theatres there, will serve as

Sack Theatres general offices.
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Youngstein Reviews Company's Progress

Sees Big Gain for Cinerama Income;

Hails New 360-Degree Still Camera

Mervyn Le Roy to Promote
'Gypsy' on U.S. Tour
HOIjLYWOOD—

T

he time has come for

Hollywood to show an interest in audiences
so audiences will generate a new interest

in Hollywood. So believes Mervyn Le Roy,
who consequently will embark on a four-

week national tour of key cities in the U. S.

a month before the national release ol

“Gypsy” which he is producing and direct-

ing at Warner Bros. Rosalind Russell,

Natalie Wood and Karl Malden are starred.

On his swing aroimd the country, Le Roy
will address college groups, clubs, business

organizations, plus making TV appear-
ances and huddling with motion picture

editors of newspapers and magazines.
Le Roy is scheduled to start production

on “Mary, Mary,” based on Jean Kerr’s

Broadway comedy hit, at Warners in early

1963. He expects to complete “Gypsy” later

this month, after which he will take a
European vacation, returning to this coun-
try in the fall preparatory to starting his

goodwill tour.

Denver-Based Producers
To Make Feature Film
DENVER — Production of a feature-

length motion picture, “A Badge for

Danny,” is scheduled to start here May 15

as a first theatrical venture for Ken Ken-
nedy Productions, headed by Ken Kennedy
and John C. Mullins, local TV executives.

Script for the picture was written by
Kennedy’s brother, Burt, in Hollywood. The
story, set in Denver, is that of a police-

man’s son.

Mullins and Kennedy said they are co-

producing the film in the hope that it will

be the first of many. Kemiedy is a director

at KBTV, which is owned by Mullins.

Negotiations are under way, Kennedy
said, for Marjorie Reynolds and Tris Coffin
to play leading roles in the film, and a

search is being made for a 12 to 14-year-
old boy to play the title role. The principal

roles are expected to be cast out of Holly-

wood, however some 18 speaking roles will

be cast locally.

Distribution arrangements will be nego-
tiated after the film’s completion.

48 Bowery Boy Features
Available for TV Use
HOLLYWOOD—At the opening of the

first general sales meeting of Allied Artists

Television Corp., it was revealed that 48
Bowery Boys feature comedies, originally

released by AA, have been made available

to television as of April 16.

The four-day session held at the studio

was addressed by Steve Broidy, president
of the parent company. Executives who
arrived here for the meeting with sales

vice-president Robert B. Morin are Pete
Jaeger, eastern sales manager; Fred Frank,
southern sales manager; Jim Stem, mid-
west sales manager; Barney Broiles, south-
west sales manager, and Maurice Gresham,
western sales manager. Allied’s TV sub-
sidiary is headed by Edward Morey as

president.

To Portray Lieut. Kennedy
HOLLYWOOD — Cliff Robertson has

snagged the plum role of Lieut. John F.

Kennedy in “PT 109.” The Warner Bros,

film is based on the wartime experiences

of the President.

NEW YORK—Cinerama’s new still cam-
era and the company’s potential earnings

were stressed by Max
E. Youngstein, execu-
tive vice-president, at

a meeting of the New
York Society of Se-
curity Analysts
Wednesday (4).

Youngstein re-

viewed the progress
of Cinerama, details

of which were well

known to the trade
but, apparently, new

Max E. Youngstein ^o the financial peo-
ple, and pointed out

that the pi-ofit potentials of the two up-
coming Cinerama productions were $5,000
per week in each of the 120 Cinerama-
equipped theatres thi'oughout the world,
making a total of $600,000. The two films
are “How the West Was Won” and “The
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm.”
The new still camera, Youngstein said,

can do for still photography what the
Cinerama cameras can do for motion pic-
tures—and more. The camera can shoot
a picture at a 360-degree angle; in other
words, it can shoot all sides of a single
room, or any portion thereof, Youngstein
said. It has an electric eye and fixed fo-
cus and is interchangeable with color and
black-and-white.

Youngstein said he had used the camera
and that it measured up to all that was
claimed for it. He said specifications now
were being sent to various factories for
estimates on turning the cameras out on
a large scale. He said it would be a “low
priced” commodity. The mechanism is

based on patents of the late Fred Waller
who developed Cinerama.

“How the West Was Won” will be com-
pleted in mid-May and will be released

late in the year. “Brothers Grimm” may be

released in the late summer. The former
cost approximately $12,000,000 to produce
and the latter about $6,000,000. Both will

be distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Youngstein predicted that the two pictures

would be among the highest gross films of

all time.

Youngstein gave credit to Nicholas Rei-

sini, president and chairman of the board
of Cinerama, for the progress made by the

company. He said Reisini had pulled Cine-

rama out of a losing proposition into a

profit company in three years and had ar-

ranged for a $6,000,000 credit with Pruden-
tial Insurance Co. as part of a financial re-

organization plan.

Youngstein said Cinerama would make
pictirres with “timeless” themes so that

there always would be residuals of quality

product in the inventory.

Analyst Cites 2 'Problem'

Production Companies
NEW YORK — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

and 20th Century-Fox were described as

“problem” companies by David Bell, an
analyst for Gruss & Co., investment house,

at a meeting of the New York Society of

Security Analysts Wednesday. The basis

for the problems, he said, was two expensive

pictures, “Mutiny on the Bounty” (MGM)
and “Cleopatra” (20th-Fox).

Bell pointed out that MGM had a dis-

appointing second quarter but that pros-

pects were good for a profitable last half

of the fiscal year. He also congratulated

the MGM management for restoring the

company to a soimd basis after a period

of stockholder and inner strife.

Companies doing well. Bell said, were

United Artists, Buena Vista, Paramount,
Universal and Decca.
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:he shooting is over. . .the shouting begins!

WORLD PREMIERE JUNE 20th

ORIENTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO

CO-STARRING

JANET BLAIR PATTI PAGE
JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS OSCAR HOMOLKA
HOWARD MORRIS ANNE JEFFREYS
^\ND

HOWARD DUFF
SCREENPLAY BY IRA WALLACH ADAPTATION BY MARION HARGROVE

BASED ON A STORY BY ARNE SULTAN and MARVIN WORTH DIRECTED BY MICHAEL GORDON
^ KIMCO-FILMWAYS PICTURE

G CINEMASCOPE & METROCOLOR

GUEST STARS:
ZSA ZSA GABOR WILLIAM BENDIX FRED CLARK
JIM BACKUS RUTH McDEVITT LARRY KEATING

BOOK IT NOW THROUGH MGM



By WILLIAM HEBERT

Allied Artists to Distribute

Travels of Marco Polo'

Steve Broidj’, president of Allied Artists,

reports conclusion of distribution arrange-
ments with Raoul Levy and his Han Pro-
ductions of “Travels of Marco Polo,”

Anthony Quinn to be starred. Quinn will

play Kublai Khan. Alain Delon will costar

as Marco Polo. Fi-ance Nuyen and Dorothy
Dandridge have costarring roles in the film

which is stated to have a multi-million dol-

lar budget, one of the first so highly bud-
geted by AA. Filmization is planned in

both widescreen and Eastman Color.

Chi’istian-Jaque will direct sequences to

be filmed in Italy, France, Yugoslavia,

Spain, Nepal and other Asiatic countries.

Levy, who is principally noted for pro-

ducing Brigitte Bardot’s successful “And
God Created Woman” and “La Verite,” is

producing “Travels of Marco Polo” in as-

sociation with Seven Arts Productions. AA
will distribute within the Western Hemis-
phere. A release for next Christmas season

is planned.

Ellis Kadison to Produce,

Direct 'Comedy' for Fox
Ellis Kadison has been assiged by 20th-

Fox to be producer-writer of a feature

film based on an original story of his titled

“Comedy.” The film will mark Kadison’s

debut as a motion picture producer, having
previously helmed 20th’s TV series, “Fol-

low the Sun” . . . James Garner has been
signed to star opposite Doris Day in U-I’s

“The Thi’ill of It All,” slated to roll in Sep-
tember . . . Vincente Minnelli will direct

MGM's “The Courtship of Eddie’s Father,”

starring Glenn Ford . . . ’Two-time Oscar
winner Sammy Fain has been signed by
producer Ed Gollin to write the title song
for his current production, “Ten Girls

Ago,” which costars Bert Lahr, Dion, Bus-
ter Keaton and Eddie Foy . . . Kathy West,
granddaughter of veteran silent actor Billy

West and daughter of James West, super-
intendent of Allied Artists studio, makes
her screen debut as a teenaged bathing
beauty in Columbia’s “Five Finger Exer-
cise.”

Paula Prentiss to Head Cast

Of 'Follow the Boys'

Paula Prentiss, who has become one of

filmland’s brightest yoimg stars since mak-
ing her debut less than two years ago in

“Where the Boys Are,” will head an all-

star cast of MGM’s young talents in “Fol-
low the Boys.” Also named to direct the
romantic comedy was Richard Thorpe, who
leaves May 12 for the French Riviera where
lensing is slated to start July 7. Connie
Francis already has been set for another
top starring role in the film to be produced
by Lawrence P. Bachmann. Miss Prentiss
will appear as one of a group of sweet-
hearts and wives who follow the U. S. fleet

in the Mediterranean, with hilarious re-

sults . . . Three other MGM castings of note
were Nick Adams, star of TV’s “The Rebel”
series, for the role of GI Hackett in the

Perlberg-Seaton production “The Hook,”
starring Kirk Douglas, and Stuart Whit-
man to star opposite Simone Signoret in

the drama, “Tomorrow Is Another Day.”
The latter will be produced by Jacques Bar
as a Cipra Production and will be directed

by Rene Clement. Bar’s recently completed
“A Very Private Affair,” starring Brigitte

HELL WEEK
ON THE CAMPUS
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Bardot, will be released by MGM this

spring . . . Shirley Jones will costar with
Glenn Ford in MGM’s “The Courtship of

Eddie’s Father,” Joe Pasternak production
which Vincente Minnelli will direct. Miss
Jones, an Oscar wiimer for her performance
in “Elmer Gantry,” recently completed a
starring role in Warner Bros.’ “Music Man.”

Lee Marvin Signeci to Costar

Again With John Wayne
John Ford, to produce and direct a so-far

untitled feature by South Seas specialist

James Michener for Paramount release,

again has signed Lee Marvin for a co-

starring role with John Wayne. Instead of

being Wayne’s worst enemy, as in the re-

cent Ford-Wayne-James Stewart parlay,

“The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,”
Marvin wUl play Wayne’s rough-and-
tumble pal.

Production of the untitled film is sched-

uled for early July. Marvin, well-recognized

for his appearances on ’TV, will meanwhile
make personal appearances on behalf of

“'The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance” in

13 key cities.

William Castle to Direct

'The Old Dark House'
William Castle will direct “The Old

Dark House,” based on J. B. Priestley’s

novel, to be filmed in England and in color

for Columbia release. The start is sched-

uled for May 14. Tom Poston will be

starred.

The film marks a reunion for Poston
and Castle, who starred the actor in

“Zotz!” The latter is a Columbia release

for summer 1962, with Julia Meade, Jim
Backus and Fred Clark also toplined.

Castle, who also will serve as executive

producer on “The Old Dark House,” has

arranged screenings of “Zotz!” on the

world’s newest passenger liner, S. S.

France.

Robert Lewis, Harry Horner

Form Independent Unit

Robert Lewis and Harry Horner have

formed Lewis-Horner Productions to make
three independent features, with Gene
Shuftan as cameraman on the trio.

Initial film on the slate is “A Gentle

Murderer,” slated to roll in New York in

October from a script by Leonard Kantor

based on Dorothy Salisbury’s novel. Fol-

lowing are “The Fancy Dancer,” which v/ill

be shot here from a novel by David Lord,

and “Barometer Rising,” based on Hugh
McLenan’s tome. Lewis will produce the

films and Horner will direct.

Ginger Rogers Set to Star

In 'Husband and Wife'

Ginger Rogers has been signed by

Charles Wick to star in “Husband and

Wife,” with a screenplay by Ruth Flippen.

The film will be produced independently by

Chanford Productions, partnered by Wick,

Prances Langford and Ralph Evinrude.

The story treats with a married couple

whose marriage is on the rocks until their

teenage daughter teaches Mom there’s

more to life than being a housewife.
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PFATURE REVIEW

The Music Man'
Warner Bros.

By FRANK LEYENDECKER

QN A PAR with “Oklahoma!” which was
a real slice of Americana embellished

with rousing songs and vibrant dances, this

joyous picturization of Meredith Willson’s

recent stage success, which played on
Broadway for tlu-ee seasons and tom'ed the

length and breadth of the U.S., is un-
questionably one of the best film musicals

of the past decade. It should delight audi-

ences and exhibition alike—with patrons

singing and cash coming in at the box-

office.

For Meredith Willson was writing nos-

talgically of his home town of Mason City,

Iowa, of 50 years ago and the River City of

the picture is remarkably reproduced on
the Warner lot. The horse-and-buggy era,

with a few old-type autos, the big open
squarc, the fireworks in the park and the

high-button shoes and extravagant, be-

plumed attire of the ladies, all splendidly

photographed in Technirama and Techni-
color, will bring wistful sighs from the

older patrons and get chuckles from the

younger fans—all of them entering into

the spirit of the small town 1912 period.

Producer-director Morton DaCosta has

endowed the entire film with a consistently

happy quality which might even inspii-e

applause at the outstanding song and
dance numbers (as it did several times dur-

ing the New York theatre screening) and
send audiences out with a smile while hum-
ming the lilting tunes. It’s the kind of pic-

ture which moviegoers will recommend to

them friends and, because of its whole-

some quality, is ideal family fare with a

special appeal to the ladies and the

youngsters.

No less than 17 musical sequences have

been integrated into Marion Hargrove’s

screenplay and most of them stem from

"THE MUSIC MAN"
Warner Bros.

In Technirama and Technicolor
Ratio: 2.55-1

Running time: 151 Minutes

CREDITS
Produced ond directed by Morton DaCosta.

Screenplay by Marion Hargrove. Based on Mere-
dith Willson's "The Music Man," v/ith his music
and lyrics; book written in collaboration with
Franklin Lacey, as produced on Broadway by
Kermit Bloomgarten with Herman Greene in as-
sociotion with Frank Productions, Inc. Director
of photography, Robert Burks, A.S.C. Art di-

rector, Paul Groesse. Film editor, Williom Zieg-
ler. Sound, M. A. Merrick. Music supervised and
conducted by Roy Heindorf. Vocal arrangements,
Chorles Henderson. Orchestrations, Ray Hein-
dorf, Frank Comstock and Gus Levene. Ohore-
ograp>hy, Onna White, assisted by Tom Panko.
Assistant director, Russell Llewellyn.

THE CAST
Horold Hill Robert Preston
Marion Paroo Shirley Jones
Marcellus Washburn Buddy Hackett
Eulolie Shinn Hermione Gingold
Mayor Shinn Paul Ford
Mrs. Poroo Pert Kelton
Tommy Djilas Timmy Everett
Jacey Squires, Olin Britt, Ewort Dunlop and
Oliver Hix as The Buffalo Bills

Zaneeta Shinn Susan Luckey
Winthrop Poroo Ronny Howard
Charles Cowell Harry Hickox
Mrs. Squires Mary Wickes
and Peggy Mondo, Adnia Rice, Jessalyn Fax,
Cosey Adorns, Chorles Lone, Barbara Pepper,
Monique Verrriont.

Shirley Jones and Robert Preston in

“The Music Man.” Timmy Everett is

back of Preston.

plot situations so that they never seem to

intrude on the action. Of course, the

stirring marching number, “76 Trombones,”
is the standout, especially in the climactic

reprise down the streets of the Iowa town
when all of the leading characters are

identified on the screen and win an audi-
ence hand just as if they were taking final

bows from a stage—an effect that should
be used more often when several screen
newcomers are being introduced. The open-
ing train number, “Whadayatalk,” with its

clever stammering rhythm, the prancing
“Shipoopi” routine in the park, the song-
and-dance to “Madame Librarian” and the

wonderful “Gary, Indiana,” sung both by
Robert Preston and by the adorable tyke,

Ronny Howard, are sure-fire audience
pleasers. “Goodnight, My Someone” and
“Till There Was You” are tender romantic
ballads for Preston and Shirley Jones, while
the barbershop quartet humming “Lida
Rose” and several other tunes by the Buf-
falo Bills of the original Broadway show is

the type of expert harmonizing seldom
heard in these times.

Onna White’s spirited and splashy dance
routines are tremendously inventive and
DaCosta has employed “iris shots” to cloak
the outer screen when a few intimate fade-

outs are needed.

As important to a musical as its songs
and dances are the talented performers and
Warner Bros, wisely chose Robert Preston,

who scored on Broadway, to recreate his

vibrant portrayal of Harold Hill, the music
man. Preston, a screen leading man of the

1940s, amazed Broadway audiences with his

grace, clever footwork and fine singing

voice, as well as his mature charm, and his

screen performance is sure to be judged one
of 1962’s finest. Shirley Jones, of the wist-

ful loveliness and bell-like singing voice, is

ideally cast as the mousey librarian-heroine

and Hermione Gingold is elaborately and
raucously comic as the mayor’s over-

dressed wife.

Also from the stage show are Paul Ford,

as the pompous mayor, and Pert Kelton
as the heroine’s lovable Irish mother, as

well as the fat Peggy Mondo and the skinny
Adnia Rice, who garner many laughs.

Buddy Hackett is almost lost in the shuffle

until he leads the “Shipoopi” number while

Timmy Everett and pert Susan Luckey
make an engaging pair of teenage lovers.

And little, red-haired, freckle-faced Ronny
Howard, who lisps adorably, will win “ohs”

and “ahs” from many feminine patrons.

Taste of Honey' Winner
Of 4 British Awards
LONDON—“A Taste of Honey,” British

picture produced by Michael Balcon and
distributed in the U. S. by Continental
Distributing, won four British Academy
Awards April 5. Robert Rossen’s “The Hus-
tler,” distributed by 20th Century-Fox, and
“Ballad of a Soldier,” Russian picture dis-

tributed in the U. S. by Kingsley Interna-
tional, tied for the British Academy Award
as “best foreign-made picture.”

“A Taste of Honey” was named “best

British film,” Dora Bryan was named “best

actress” for her starring role; Shelagh De-
laney and Tony Richardson won the award
for “best screenplay” and Rita Tushing-
ham was named “best newcomer” for her
featured role in the picture.

Peter Finch was named “best actor” of

1961 for his role in “No Love for Johnnie,”
distributed in the U. S. by Embassy Pic-

tures: Paul Newman was named “best for-

eign actor” for his starring role in “The
Hustler” and Sophia Loren was named
“best foreign actress” for her starring role

in “Two Women,” distributed in the U. S.

by Embassy Pictures. Walt Disney’s “101

Dalmatians” won the award in the ani-

mated film field.

Meredith Willson Gets
Big Brother Award
WASHINGTON — Meredith Willson,

author-composer of the forthcoming War-
ner Bros, musical, “The Music Man,” was
presented with the 1961 Big Brother of the

Year award by President John F. Kennedy
at ceremonies at the White House Tuesday
(10). Willson was selected for the award
by Big Bi-other leaders in the U. S. and
Canada in recognition of “his deep and
abiding interest in the welfare of youth.”
Kirk Douglas has accepted the invitation

of Secretary of the Treasury Dillon to rep-

resent the motion picture industry at the

kickoff of the new U. S. Savings Bonds
“Freedom Bond Drive,” which takes place

in Washington April 16. Douglas was
chosen by Secretary Dillon to represent

the film industry because two of his screen

roles, “Spartacus” and “Lonely Are the

Brave,” have depicted man’s fight for free-

dom.

American International
Adds to April Releases
NEW YORK—American International

has added another combination bill, com-
posed of “Assignment Outer Space” and
“Phantom Planet,” to its list of April re-

leases. Another combination bill, “The
Brain That Wouldn’t Die” and “Invasion

of the Star Creatures,” is also on the

April list.

“Assignment Outer Space,” is a science-

fiction picture in color, with Archie Savage
and Gaby Farinson. “Phantom Planet.”

also a science-fiction picture, stars Dean
Fredericks, Coleen Gray and Tony Dexter.

Lloyd Nolan to Star in Navy Film
HOLLYWOOD — Lloyd Nolan has been

signed to star with Kenneth More in the

comedy, “We Joined the Navy,” to be pro-

duced overseas by Danny Angel. Wendy
Toy will dii'ect the film, a spoof on the

American and British navies, and has

slated shooting in London on May 28.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

%

1 Angry Silence, The (Vitolite) 140 190 85 70 80 150 100 116 I
f Armored Command (AA) 100 100 125 80 90 no 100 65 80 200 130 80 no 100 80 103 i
1 Children's Hour, The (UA) 215 95 300 135 175 250 100 185 150 250 125 180 i
j? Day the Sky Exploded, The (Excelsior) 100 100 100 100 100 100 i
^ Desert Warrior (Medallion) 100 100 100 100 100 100 I
i Devil's Eye, The (Janus) 200 150 225 no 100 115 160 225 161 i
1 Doctor in Love (Governor) 175 155 100 no 125 205 250 .60 1
Double Bunk (Showcorp) 140 115 125 150 150 150 mi

i El Cid (AA) 180 300 250 275 250 250 250 400 285 150 190 253 i
t 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse (MGM) 150 160 120 180 100 150 140 70 135 125 300 100 150 175 150 200 no 148 1
^ George Raft Story, The (AA) 150 130 225 100 100 105 100 120 75 100 200 80 no 105 125 100

%
120 i

< Guns of the Black Witch (AIP) 110 100 100 100 80 no 120 103 I
1 Head, The (Trans-Lux) 180 125 115 70 no 120 1

Joker, The (Lopert) 130 90 90 100 115 185 118 i
ji Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 135 150 115 75 90 300 120 205 175 154 I
1 Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 150 175 200 200 250 196 1
\
Madison Avenue (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 80 80 100 100 120 100 100 104 1

1 Majority of One, A (WB) 130 125 225 110 95 no 120 75 100 100 100 125 120 165 100 150 140 123 i
\
Mon Who Wagged His Toil (Conti) 155 85 80 80 90 125 103 i

:l
No Love for Johnnie (Embassy) 85 170 80 125 100 95 90 165 114 i

1
Neapolitan Ccnrousel (Lux-Jacon) 135 100 100 200 100 127 i

\ Outsider, The (U-I) 175 190 125 200 225 250 135 186 1
Pirate of the Black Hawk (Filmgroiup) 135 65 100 100 100 100 I

1:
Premature Burial, The (AIP) 140 225 95 300 200

W-
192 1

i Pure Hell of St. Trinian's, The (Cont'l) 150 170 100 95 100 120 135 200 133 I
Singer Not the Song, The (WB) 100 85 85 75 100 100 85 115 90 93 i
Summer and Smoke (Para) 130 100 200 110 150 80 no 150 325 100 100 125 195 90 135 100 no I
Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 220 200 110 200 200 300 175 190 450 222 1
Tender Is the Night (20th-Fox) 130 170 130 195 85 75 no 170 125 210 200 200 140 100 180 120 150 125 125 144 i

5 3 Stooges Meet Hercules, The (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 135 200 115 165 1
i Too Late Blues (Para) 160 115 70 120 120 150 95 100 116 1
1 Town Without Pity (UA) 130 175 100 175 no no 140 no 125 185 140 100 100 90 100 175 100 135 75 125 I
1 Trunk, The (Col) 100 100 100 100 90 65 85 100 93 1
i Twist Around the Clock (Col) 160 400 120 115 95 100 150 200 265 75 140 150 120 100 160 150 125 150 154 1

1 Two Little Bears, The (20th-Fox) 90 85 100 185 75 107 1
1 Victim (Pothe-America) 65 155 100 150 90 190 125 1
1 View From the Bridge, A (Conti) 160 120 190 95 125 100 160 100 125 120 200 300 150 1
% Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 100 225 225 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200

I
\ Watch Your Stem (Magna) no 85 160 90 285 150 125 100 138 1
1 Weekend With Lulu, A (Col) 165 175 95 135 125 145 100 150 100 100 100 125 100 1
^ West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 200 225 175 300 260 300 250 250 250 400 300 266 1
1
Wonders of Aladdin, The (MGM) 65 85 80 100 100 65 100 135 100 no 80 no 195 90 no 102 1' •>'

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an avtrage.
Listings art confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM)
San Francisco 450

Buffalo 220

Detroit 200

Denver 200

Block Tights (Magna)
Los Angeles 300

Children's Hour, The (UA)

Milwaukee 250

4. Outsider, The (U-l)

Minneapolis 250
Memphis 200

5. Jessica (UA)

Los Angeles 225

6. Walk on the Wild Side (Col)

Milwaukee 225

7. Premature Burial, The (AlP)

Omaha 200



'Bird' a 500% Flyer

In Mill City's Park
MINNEAPOLIS—“Sweet Bird of Youth,”

which opened at the Park, pulled a big 500

per cent in its opening stanza. Next in line

was “Sergeants 3” in its seventh week at

the Uptown Theatre with a rating of 225

per cent. Most other offerings did average

or above business for the week.

(Average Is 100)
Acodemy—El Cid (AA), 7th wk 100
Avalon—^Surfside 77 (Cresse); School for

Scoundrels (Cont'l), reissues 150
Gopher

—

The Outsider (U-l), 2nd wk 125
Lyric—Walk on the Wild Side (Col), 5th wk 120
Mor>n—West Side Story (UA), 7th wk 160
Orpheum—The Head (Trons-Lux) 90
Pork

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 500
Stote

—

The Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-l).... 110
Uptown—Sergeants 3 (UA), 7th wk 225
World—All Fall Down (MGM), 2nd wk 100

Todd-AO 'Oklahoma!'
Scores 420 in Omaha
OMAHA—The Todd-AO 70mm produc-

tion of “Oklahoma!” was off to a smashing
420 per cent opening week at the Dundee
Theatre as all first-run offerings fared

well in Omaha. Pushing close behind was
“Sergeants 3” at the Admiral and Chief
with a 300 mark. Although “Pinocchio”

slipped at the State, it still did nearly av-
erage and more than doubled average for

its four-week overall figure.

Admirol, Chief—Sergeonts 3 (UA) .300
Cooper—Seven Wonders of the World (Cinerama),

1 9fh wk 120
Dundee—Oklahoma! (Mogma) 420
Onvoha—^The Four Horsemen of fhe Apocalypse
(MGM) 120

Orpheum—Walk on the Wild Side (Col), 2nd wk. 110
State—Pinocchio (BV), 4th wk 95

'West Side Story' Continues
Near Capacity in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” in its

third week at the Strand was the best

grosser for the second consecutive week,
followed by “The Children’s Hour” at the
Wisconsin and “South Seas Adventure” at

the Palace. Business in general was good.

Downer

—

Murder She Said (MGM) 200
Poloce

—

South Seas Adventure (Cinerama),
15th wk 200

Riverside

—

The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
(MGM), 2nd wk 125

Strond

—

West Side Story (UA), 3rd wk 300
Times

—

Make Mine a Double (Ellis) 125
Towne

—

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox); The
Long, Hot Summer (20th-Fox), reissue, 3rd wk. 90

Worner

—

Walk on the Wild Side (Col), 2nd wk. 100
Wisconsin

—

The Children's Hour (UA), 2nd wk. 225

Krupp Trial Judge Guest
At 'Judgment' Opening
SEATTLE—“Judgment at Nuremberg”

opened at the Blue Mouse with a judge who
presided at the trial of munitions-maker
Krupp among the special opening night
guests. The distinguished visitor was John
William J. Wilkins of Superior Court who
was one of the three judges at the Krupp
trial in Nuremberg following World War II.

President Paul P. Ashley of the Wash-
ington State Bar Ass’n; S. C. Soderland,
president of the Seattle-King County Bar
Ass’n, and other dignitaries, judges and
their wives were in the first night audience.

Peter Montemuro Quits

HOLLYWOOD—Peter Montemuro, 20th-
Fox studio manager, has resigned following
26 years with the company to enter real

estate.

Morris Theatre Completes
Third Remodeling Phase
MORRIS, MINN.—Third phase of the

remodeling program of the Morris Theatre
here has been completed, according to R.
E. Collins, manager.
The first phase was started over a year

ago with installation of a complete new
snack bar, a new popcorn machine and
new drink machines.
The second phase involved a complete

redecorating of the theatre as well as the

remodeling and modernization of the

ticket office. Constniction on this project

was started last fall and the decorating

was completed in December. Decorating
was done by Dahlstrom & Weinberger,
Minneapolis (now Weinberger Decorators)

.

The third phase of the remodeling pro-

gram was two-fold in purpose—to widen
the space between the seats in the audi-

torium and to recover the backs and seats

with new material. New fabrics now have
been installed on all seats in the audi-

torium and balcony. Work was done by
Den Besten of Hancock with the Adams
Installation Service of Minneapolis, seat-

ing engineers who specialize in auditorium
seating.

A fom’th and final phase of the remodel-
ing program will be completed this spring,

Collins said. A new roof will be installed

on the theatre and the entire exterior will

be whitewashed. The canopy also will be
painted.

New Indoor Theatre

In Milwaukee Suburb
MILWAUKEE—A $300,000 motion picture

theatre will be built in Brown Deer Vil-

lage, suburban area adjacent to Milwaukee,
according to an announcement by Richard
A. Koch, president of the village.

Koch said the theatre would be con-
structed at North 43rd and West Bradley
road. It will have 600 seats, a 67-foot

widescreen, the latest in audio-visual
equipment and a supervised nursery. Con-
struction is to start this summer.
Koch said the name of the firm con-

structing the theatre would be released at

a later date.

J. M. Rostvold Sr. Makes
Progress After Surgery
CALEDONIA, MINN.—J. M. Rostvold sr.

has returned from St. Mary’s Hospital at

Rochester where he had major surgery in

March. Rostvold, who is owner of the State
Theatre, is reported to be getting along
nicely.

His son, J. M. jr., is manager of the State
and Tom Burke of Minneapolis handles the
bookings for the theatre.

Gets 'Tomboy' Rights
LOS ANGELES — Director Francis D.

Lyon has acquired from Signal Pictures
Corp. worldwide distribution rights, ex-
clusive of the U.S. and Canada, of “The
Tomboy and the Champ,” which he di-

rected. Lyon left for Europe to negotiate
distribution deals for the Eastman Color
film in the British Isles and on the con-
tinent. U-I distributed the film in North
America.

Wisconsin Salesman

Ends 34-Year Career
MILWAUKEE—Morris “Ginzey” Hor-

witz, 34 years a salesman for 20th-Fox
here, has put his brief case away and re-

tired.

In token of the esteem in which he has

Morris “Ginzey” Horwitz, retiring

20th-Fox salesman at Milwaukee, is

seated with several friends and co-

workers at the testimonial luncheon.
Seated, from left: Pete Stathes, Sparta
exhibitor; Dave Chapman, Horwitz;
Manager Jack Lorentz, and standing,
Harry Schlar and Meyer Kahn, all of

the 20th-Fox staff.

been held down through the years, mem-
bers and associates of the Reel Fellows
Club gave “Ginzey” a luncheon at the
Boulevard inn. A total of 65 attended.
Jack Lorentz, 20th-Pox manager, said:

To have lived through nine branch man-
agers here indicates the caliber of our
guest of honor. I might also mention here
just how he got the nickname of Ginzey. It

seems that some of the big brass from New
York dropped into the office, and later

Horwitz was introduced, one of them said,

‘After this, you’re Ginsberg!’ Well, I guess,

down through the years, the boys sort of

shortened it to Ginzey.”
Lorentz presented a check, representing

34 weeks of salary, and a gold watch
to Horwitz.
Among those attending the luncheon

were:
Rudy Koutnik John Schuyler
Floyd Albert Ken Siem
Morey Anderson Leo Lind
J erry Bores Ben Marcus
Walter Blaney Harry Melcher
Ken Brechler Joe Strother
Ernie Merbler Harry Olshan
Dove Chopm.an Harold Pearson
Bill Charboneau Eddie Johnson
Gerry Fronzen Moe Provencher
Eddie Gavin Harry Perlewitz
Bob Gross Poul Schober
Jack Frachman Barney Sherman
W. Erber Irv Cenatl
Joe Imhof John Stock
John Kemptgen Ray and Ollie Trompe
Joe Kaitz Hugo Vogel
Tom Lees Pete Stothes
George Levine Ray Schulz
Carl Lind Corroll Morten
Orville Peterson John Botes
Harry Mintz Sid Turer
Herb Copelan Al Johnke
Harold Homley Ray Smith
Ed Krofta Jack Dionne
Jerry Gruenberg Meyer Kahn
Frank Yoblans Harry Schlar
Fred Florence

Horwitz has not indicated what his plans
are for the future, but Lorentz made it

plain that the office just wouldn’t be the
same without him and that he’d be wel-
come whenever he chose to drop in.
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L. J. Wegener Leaves

Central States Corp.
DES MOINES—L. J. Wegener, 59, has

left Central States Theatre Corp., where
he served as general manager for the last

16 years. Wegener's plans for the futm-e
are indefinite. He had been with Central
States for 36 years. Myron N. Blank, presi-

dent of the circuit which operates more
than 70 theatres in Iowa and Nebraska, said

he is taking over the duties of general
manager.
Blank also amiounced that Arthur Stein,

former owmer and manager of the Norman
Cassidy women’s clothing stores in Des
Moines, has been named head of the main*
tenance and purchasing department for

Central States. Stein succeeds Herb
Loeffler who resigned last fall to enter a
business at Mason City.

MINNEAPOLIS
J^innesota Entertainment Enterprises,

which operates several drive-ins in the
greater Twin Cities area, plans to open its

outdoor stands Wednesday (18), according
to Henry Greene, general manager. Some
Twin Cities outdoor theatres were sched-
uled to open for the season last weekend.

Roy Miller, Universal manager, flew to

Jamestown, N.D., to meet Kenny Adams,
sales manager, where the two called on
accounts . . . Helen Fiegel of United Artists

cashiers department, vacationed in Florida
. . . Avron Rosen, manager of Buena Vista,

was in Chicago for a district meeting.

A high school press conference and
“Coketail” party were held when Pamela
Tiffin was in to help plug “State Fan-,”

which opened Friday (13) at the State,

Minneapolis, and Paramount, St. Paul.

Editors of Twin Cities high school news-
papers had a chance to interview the young

star and write up a story for their papers
. . . Lee Marvin was in Thursday (12) to
help promote “The Man Who Shot Liberty
Valance,” which opened at the Lyric, Min-
neapolis, and Riviera, St. Paul.

Theatre Associates is doing the buying
and booking for the Homewood Theatre on
the north side of the city, which is being
reopened by Paul Pink and associates. The
opening film attraction will be “The Glenn
Miller StoiT,” with Peter Nero heading the
stage show. Tickets will be pegged at $1.75

for general admission and $2.20 for seats in

the front section of the theatre.

Outstate exhibitors on the Row were Paul
Perrizo, Blue Earth and Winnebago; Jim
Fraser, Red Wing; Freeman Parsons, Sauk
Centre, and Mirriam Francis, Mahnomen,
who plans to open his Star Drive-In there
the end of this month.

Richard A. Maw, son of the late Ralph
Maw, onetime branch manager of MGM,
and Joan Howard of suburban Plymouth,
was married recently in St. Martin’s at

Mimietonka Beach, with a reception after-

ward in Woodhill Country Club . . . Jack
Winter plans to reopen the Alo Theatre at

Albany, which has been closed for about a
year . . . Edward Baehr plans extensive re-

modeling of the old Bemidji theatre build-

ing in Bemidji.

A Studio Club Benefit
HOLLYWOOD—Edith Head, Paramount

fashion stylist, conducted a charity fashion
show to benefit the Hollywood Studio Club.
Former residents of the club modeled the
gowns, including Kim Novak, Barbara
Rush and Barbara Britton. All clothes

shown were designed by Miss Head for

Paramount’s “The Counterfeit Traitor,”

“My Geisha,” “Hatari!” and “The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance.”

The screenplay of MGM’s “Period of Ad-
justment” emphasizes comedy, lightness

and a happy ending, a departure from
Tennessee Williams’ usual vein.

DES MOINES
gattle reports from the OLD “State Fair”

front! Whether lowans are indignant
that the new “State Fair” was set and shot
in Texas was the question of the day on
Russ VanDyke’s noontime KRNT inquiring
mike. It also was the query in the Des
Moines Register’s “What Do You ’Think?”
symposium. The consensus, of course, was
that it should have been kept an Iowa
story. Letters to the editor, for the most
part, also are on the Iowa side. However,
there are other progressive rebels who sug-
gest that every member of the Iowa Fair
Board should receive a free pass to the
movie so that they get a glimpse of what
a filmable fairgrounds looks like. 'The na-
tives are restless, but their rumblings have
brought a whale of a lot of page-one pub-
licity for the film set to open at the Des
Moines Theatre Thursday the 19th.

Apparently there is considerable interest

in the proposed men’s Filmrow bowling
league. Stan Soderberg at 20th-Fox is the
man to contact for full details . . . G. J.

Malafronte, manager of branch operations
for U-I, was in from New York for a few
days . . . Lou Levy and wife returned from
a six-week vacation in Florida.

Bill Proctor, manager of the Town Drive-
In here, reports plans for a new boxoffice

and entryway at the theatre. The Town
and the West-Vue drive-ins opened with
free shows. Jerry Bloedow manages the
West-Vue. Both are Iowa United Theatres
. . . The Twixt Town Drive-In at Cedar
Rapids, also owned by Iowa United, re-

opened for the season with a similar “no
charge” for the first night. Leo Heaton is

manager there . . . C. L. McFarling, man-
ager of the Orpheum in Des Moines, thinks

his Golden Agers would give teenagers a
run for their money when it comes to eat-

ing cake. The Orpheum recently had a
morning Golden Age theatre party and the

guests were served cake and coffee, com-
pliments of Bishop’s cafeteria. The old-

sters thoroughly enjoyed the movie and
calories, says McFarling.

Warner Bros, screened “Music Man” at

the Ingersoll Tuesday (10). Gov. Norman
Erbe was invited to attend. It was assumed
that because Warners had not turned the

River City epic into a South Seas musical,

the Iowa governor and Hollywood were
friends again . . . Sol Francis of Allied

Artists was in from Omaha on business . . .

Hod Engbretson plans to reopen the De-
corah Drive-In on April 29 . . . “Variety

in Fashions,” a spring style show spon-
sored by the women’s division of Variety,

was well attended and from all reports,

scored a hit. The evening event was at

Stearns store and all of the models were
Variety ladies . . . WOMPIs had a screen-

ing for nurses at the Broadlawn Polk

County Hospital. The film was “Pleasure

of His Company” and afterwards the

nurses were treated to refreshments.

Claude Moore of Commonwealth The-
atres was in from Kansas City . . . Don
Smith was here from Pioneer and Min-
neapolis . . . Nick Yiannias of Dubuque
and Charles Legg of the Chief Drive-In at

Estherville were among visitors on the

Row.

MGM’s “The Hook” is slated to be filmed

on Catalina Island this spring.

WOMAN
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OMAHA
^Jeyer Stern, former chief barker of

Variety Club Tent 16 and branch man-
ager for American International Pictures

in this territory, will attend the convention
of Variety Clubs International at Dublin,
Ireland, May 14-19. Mr. and Mrs. Stern
and another Omaha couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron Rips, plan to fly over and continue
on to London, Paris, Rome and Israel . . .

Stem was busy last week in cormection
with the personal appearance of June
Wilkinson at numerous places in town on
a three-day visit. She is a star in the pic-

ture. “Twist All Night” appearing at the

Admiral, Chief and Sky-View Drive-In.

Gene Cline has taken over the Sun The-
atre at Beaver City, formerly operated by
Ben Thorn . . . Pat Halloran, Buena Vista

representative in this ai'ea, said a big

ban-age is scheduled this spring and sum-
mer. “Moon Pilot” will be the Easter of-

fering at the State and “Big Red” and
“Bon Voyage” are scheduled in Omaha
later.

Carl White, Quality Theatre Supply, is

a good example of frastrated lawn en-
thusiasts in Omaha. For the past two
weeks he has reserved a big power rake at

a rental service—and each time the mid-
week sunny days have given way to miser-
able weekends.

Will Warner, who opened his drive-in at

Fort Dodge, Iowa, last week, is building a
big bowling alley on the east edge of town
. . . Although the outdoorers have been
ooening, the weather has been anything
but favorable. Exhibitors through north-
ern Nebraska, western Iowa and southeast
South Dakota were for the most part
fortunate to escape damage from flooding.

However, Central States’ drive-in at Nor-
folk shipped a lot of water. Cherokee and
Anthon, Iowa, were flooded but the the-

atres were safe.

Russell Brehm of Lincoln reported that
all the Center Drive-In Theatre Cbrp.
holdings are now^ open . . . Hannon Grunke
has opened for his first season at O’Neill . . .

Jim Schlatter, manager of the Sky-View
Drive-In in northwest Omaha, said barri-

cades on the street thi'own up by the high-
way department did not deter crowds
coming to see “Sergeants 3.” Jim said

cars had to snake around a back entrance
“but they kept coming just the same” . . .

Fred Ballantme, exhibitor at Denison,
Iowa, and his wife have returned from a
visit in Florida.

Mike Bosiljevac, photo engraver at TOP
Advertising Co., was a guest of the news-
paper staff at the University of Omaha.

TOP does the engraving for the student
paper. Gateway, and Bosiljevac told about
the engraving process . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Barker of Co-Op Theatre Seiwices
were in Des Moines last week for the
bowling tournament . . . Enna DeLand,
United Artists booker, attended the Metho-
dist Church Women’s convention at York
. . . C. A. Hill, in charge of 20th-Fox ex-
change operations at the home office in

New York, visited the Omaha exchange.

Mr. and Mrs. Rawley Connell of Bassett
were in town to buy and book for their

Rock Theatre and drive-in. Other exhibi-
tors on the Row included Nebraskans Phil
and Jack March, Wayne; Howell Roberts,
Wahoo; Harmon Grunke, O’Neill; Mrs.
Fred Schuler, Humboldt; Sid Metcalf,
Nebraska City, and lowans S. J. Backer,
Harlan; John Rentfle, Audubon; Mrs. A1
Haals, Harlan, and Jim Travis, Milford.

MILWAUKEE
^/Jrs. Agnes Jellama, program chairman of

the Milwaukee County Federation of
Women’s Clubs, reviewed the book, “Light
in the Piazza,” currently appearing on
film at various local theatres, at the April

meeting of the Better Films Council of Mil-
waukee County. Mrs. A. V. Abramson,
president, presided at the meeting held at

the Milwaukee Public Library. The pre-
view committee released these ratings;

Family—Excellent: South Seas Adventure;
Very Good; State Fair; Good: Three
Stooges Meet Hercules; Underwater City.

Adults and Young People—Very Good:
Madison Avenue; Good: Lonely Are the
Brave; The Outsider. Adults—Very Good:
West Side Story. Good: The Children’s
Hour; The Four Horsemen of the Apoca-
lyse; Satan Never Sleeps.

The mayor’s motion picture commission
issued the following film ratings: General
Audience—Bachelor of Hearts, Beauty and
the Beast, The Big Money, The Dalton Who
Got Away, Escape From Zahrain, Experi-
ment in Terror, Fear No More, Follow That
Dream, Hand of Death, Hatari, Hell Is for

Heroes, The Horizontal Lieutenant, Inci-

dent in an Alley, Land We Love, Lonely
Are the Brave, Magic Tide, Merrill’s Ma-
rauders, Mighty Ursus, The Most Wanted
Man, Ring of Terror, Rome Adventure,
Secret File Hollywood, Six Black Horses,
State Fair, Swinging Along, That Touch
of Mink, 13 West Street, Twist All Night.
Mature Entertainment: Animas Ti-ujano,

Cape Fear, Force of Impulse, Hands of a
Stranger, Last Year at Marienbad, Jessica,

Lovers on a Tight Rope, Maxime, Prema-
ture Burial, The Tell-Tale Heart and
Womanhunt. Adults — The Children’s

Hour, Les Liaisons Dangereuses, Rocco
and His Brothers, and Temptation. Recom-
mended not be shown: Erotica.

Lew Breyer, a former Milwaukeean who
is vice-president and sales manager of

King of Comedy, Inc., the firm syndicating

a series of Charlie Chaplin films, an-
nounced that television stations in the

United States, Canada and Mexico will

begin televising the pictures. Breyer says

he has edited them, adding musical scores

and sound effects. Before joining King of

Comedy, he was executive vice-president of

Milwaukee’s WXIX, UHF station. Prior to

that, he was associated with ZIV Television

and Universal-International Pictures here.

LINCOLN
phe Stuart Theatre has been as lively

mornings as nights with special com-
munity bookings. A cancer month special

showing of educational films for Lincoln
women sponsored by the Lincoln Woman’s
Club and the Lancaster County Unit of

the American Cancer Society opened the
series of morning engagements April 5.

School children fonned the audiences for

the Junior League’s annual play the first

four mornings of a five-day run. The final

April 14 performance was open to the pub-
lic. Also competing for nighttime audiences
was the Lincoln Symphony Orchestra’s
April concert (10).

Both “The Children’s Hour” and “On the
Wild Side” had holdover runs at the Var-
sity, but this is not the only reason Walt
Jancke is going around humming a song.
It is a special new song called “Lincoln,

Lincoln,” in which Walt, as publicity and
promotions chair-man for the Lincoln
Chamber of Commerce, is especially inter-

ested. Every three out of foiu: persons
hearing the song “which helps sell Lincoln
to Lincoln” likes the catchy swing and
words, reports Jancke. With lyrics by Jack
Callaway, KLIN radio manager, and music
by Eurel Box of Dallas, the Texas-recorded
song for Nebraska’s capital city was placed
on sale April 10 by the Lincoln Chamber.

Dubinsky Bros.’ Starview Outdoor ’The-
atre, on a weekend schedule since early

winter, opened fulltime operation April 5

with a sponsored show on KLMS. Dubin-
sky’s other Lincoln outdoor theatre, the
West O, will not shed its wraps until late

spring.

Some Lincoln showgoers do not have to

go to the State to see “Moon Pilot,” which
took over from “Pinocchio” April 12. They
are patrons who saw the Varsity’s recent
sneak preview of “Moon Pilot.”

Walt Jancke has been elected vice-chair-
man of the Lincoln Air Force Base Squad-
ron adoption plan, recently taken over from
volunteer citizens and incoi-porated as a
responsibility of the Lincoln Chamber’s
military affairs committee. In this plan,

service or other civic clubs adopt some of

the many squadrons as their special project.

Max Pennington is chairman of the

program.

Helena Showmen Voice
Protest to Fast Time
HELENA, MONT.—Chub Munger, owner

of the Sunset Drive-In; Keith Didriksen,

owner of the Sky-Hi Drive-In, and Allen

Schrimpf, manager of the Marlow Theatre,

appeared before a meeting of the retail

merchants branch of the Helena Chamber
of Commerce to voice their opposition to a

proposal to install daylight saving time
here this summer.
Munger said the drive-ins would be

forced to start their screen programs at

10 p.m., and patrons would not be able to

get home before 2 a.m. if there was a double

feature. The theatremen said their com-
bined yearly payroll amounts to about

$55,000 and the daylight saving time would
hurt all of their business. Merchants
President Marius Olsen, after the meeting,

requested the membership to carefully con-

sider the merits and weaknesses of the day-

light saving proposal.
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Old Burial-Alive Spooker Is Revived

For Premature Burial'; It's in Lobby
A promotional come-on common a

score of years before and after the turn of

the century was revived by Walt Guarino,
manager of the Saenger Theatre in New
Orleans, and it brought shudder and
amazement in these times of scientific

gadgets as effectively as it did then.

The stunt—putting a man to sleep and
burying him alive for two or three days

—

was resurrected in behalf of “Prematm-e
Burial.” The trance was induced by a Dr.

Leroy, who bills himself as the world’s

foremost hypnotist, on the Saenger stage.

Subsequently thei*e were a couple of

hitches, but a man really remained in an
earth-covered tomb in the Saenger lobby
the advertised 72 hours.

WANT AD WEEK PRIOR
A week in advance, Guarino used the

want ad columns in local newspapers for

this appeal:

Wanted—Man to be buried alive! No experi-
ence necessory. Apply in person to Mr. Con-
ners, Saenger Theatre.

Maude O’Brien, New Orleans States
want ad reporter, included the item in her
column of unusual want ad insertions, for

a bit of gratis publicity.

A goodly number of males answered the
strange appeal, young and old, and several

were picked out for consideration for final

hypnosis and burial! Even this precaution
didn’t do any good. When the night came
for execution of the stunt, everyone had
backed out and Dr. Leroy had to fall back
on his assistant.

After this man was hypnotized on the
stage, he was placed on a catafalque and
wheeled down the center aisle by six young
men picked from the audience to a tem-
porary resting place in the outer lobby.
The procession was joined by many
spectators.

RAIN INTERFERES
The burial place was to have been out-

side the theatre along Rampart street, but
heavy rain prevented the gravediggers
from excavating, and the hypnotized man
in his special coffin was buried under loads
of dirt in the front lobby. The roped in

tomb remained open to the public, 24 hours
a day for three days. Specially constructed
glass tubes enabled crowds of curious to
take a look at the man buried alive

!

After a little more than 48 hours of this,

another hitch developed. The buried man
woke up in the dead of the night (about
2:30 a.m.) and started screaming to be let

out. This was unplanned. To carry out the
advertised stay of 72 hours. Dr. Leroy hyp-
notized himself and took his assistant’s

place in the improvised tomb.
The original “burial” on a Thursday

night, opening night of “Premature
Burial,” was performed with appropriately
bannered ambulances in front of the the-

atre and nurses standing by. Passes were
offered to women onlookers who did not
faint, and plenty were passed out.

Came Sunday night, the assistant

aroused Dr. Leroy, who came forth from
the tomb and walked to the stage.

At the time the Saenger’s long lobby was
bannered with black swastikas, intensify-

ing the grisly burial display. The swastikas
promoted “Hitler,” the next attraction.

Free Bus to 'Liaisons'

When Pulled in Jersey
Astor Pictures made capital publicity for

“Les Liaisions Dangereuses” in both New
York City and in New Jersey when resi-

dents of Upper Montclair, N.J., were
Astor’s guests by chartered bus to New York
to view the film.

The chartered bus offer by the film com-
pany was made after “Les Liaisons” was
denied booking in Upper Montclair because
of a complaint filed by a local resident who
claimed the film is obscene. ’The bus was
run on two consecutive nights for the more
than 100 Upper Montclair residents who
accepted Astor’s offer of free transporta-
tion and theatre admission.
The bus bore a side banner reading:

“Nothing Is More Dangerous Than Cen-
sorship. We’re Going to See ‘Les Liaisons

Dangereuses’ in New York.”
Following the showing each night a

questionnaire was circulated among the
guests, results of which showed that they
felt almost unanimously that the film
should be shown in Upper Montclair.

(The picture was reopened at Upper
Monclair.)

A 'Shopping Spree' Prize
A 10-minute shopping spree in one of

those di'ugstores that “sells everything”
was a successful tiein used by Jim Mc-
Knight, manager of the Grand Theatre at

Oelwein, Iowa, in behalf of “Bachelor in

Paradise.” Customers signed up in the

drugstore and the drawing was held at the

theatre.

The flight to far-away places is not an exclusive

come-on for big city or multiple theatre contests.

Walter Hopp, manager of the Grove Theatre in

Garden Grove, Calif., got the local newspaper, the

Grove, and Standard Airways to go in on a three-

week Flight to the Islands contest. The News

offered subscribers coupons, daily throughout 21

days during the run of "Blue Hawaii" at the

Grove, the coupons good for drawing on the round-

trip flight for two. Filled-in coupons had to be

deposited in a contest box at the theatre. The

drawing was conducted on the Grove stage. The

coupon holder didn't have to be present at the

theatre to win. Result? Twenty-one days for free

plugs for the film. The above photo showing Hopp

posing with five Grove usherettes dressed in muu-

muus was published in a four-column layout in the

News.

Lion Bought for Stage Is

Flop; Goes Back to Shop
The Senate Theatre in Chicago made

front page headlines when a lion refused

to carry out his feature role in a stage show
which had the house filled to capacity. The
lion, named Hank, had been trained to do a

disappearing act in a magicians program.
To get the lion, Charles Gomez, owner of

the Senate, had to buy him from the

Animal Kingdom pet shop. When he
steadfastly refused to perform, Gomez de-
cided to raffle him off. He was won by a

couple who didn’t know how to handle him
so Hank was returned to the pet shop

—

with no refund to Gomez!

Impressive Gun Display
Oscar Brotman assembled an impressive

display of antique. Civil War and modern
gims in promotion of “Gun Glory” at his

Oasis Theatre at Chicago.
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The radio station needed a gimmick for its new Coffee Club morning program, and the Odeon Theatre

needed promotion for "Misty." Showman Robert Yoeman came up with "Coffee Club Theatre Party."

With an assortment of giveaways, prize contests of the corn variety (above photos), a fashion show and

"Misty," everybody was happy. The London, Ont., station plugged the event for three weeks prior.

Theatre Party With Prizes and Corn

Brings in Top Radio Aid for Film

Robert Yoeman. a champion showman of

the Odeon circuit, says one of his objectives

is to maintain London (Ont.) Odeon The-
atre as the showplace of western Ontario.
Yoeman won second place in Odeon’s 20th
Anniversary showmanship contest.

His contest entry, an impressive tome ap-
proximately 29x28 inches in size, concen-
trates on several promotions which brought
the theatre into top prominence rather
than the fUm. Such was “A Festival of

Fashions” he worked up for the first two
nights of “By Love Possessed,” with Gar-
ber’s Formal and Bridal Salon displaying

fashions on the Odeon stage “inspired by
Lana Turner.”
Yoeman, not having a pressbook, used a

Life magazine ad to impress the Gai-ber
people with the high fashion of the Turner
costumes in the film.

NEW COPY WRITTEN
The pressbook ads were not suitable to

match in with the fashion show theme, so

new copy was prepared in place of the sex
emphasis, and the whole approach was di-

rected toward woman and “prestige.”
All costs of “A Festival of Fashions,” pre-

sented Friday and Saturday evenings, was
borne by the cooperating merchant, except
for the stagehands. Flowers for the stage
decorations and later for lobby use were
promoted in return for mention in the the-
atre displays and programs.
A copy of one of the dresses worn by

Lana Turner in the film was made up by
a Toronto garment house on a three-day
notice, and this was used as a highlight of
the stage presentation.
Hope Garber, who conducts the At Home

Show on television station CFPL, a daily
program for women, acted as hostess and
commentator for the Fashion Festival, and
she helped promote the affair via her
program.

All signs, etc., including several on stage,
gave credit to the cooperating merchants.
Another approach to impress that seg-

ment of the public which is not considered
primarily as theatregoers was a “Coffee
Club Theatre Party,” staged on a Saturday
morning with the cooperation of radio sta-

tion CKSL, which was initiating a Coffee
Club show over the air. The theatre party
basically was a disc jockey screening,
dressed up with prizes, contests, giveaways
and a fashion parade.
From the theatre viewpoint, the tieup

made it possible to get maximum free radio
coverage and help on newspaper lineage

for a screen attraction, in this case
“Misty.”
The CKSL Coffee Club, on the air six

days a week from 9 to 11 a.m., is hosted by
Ron Cooper. The station saw in the theatre
party an opportunity to get Coffee Club
members to meet host Cooper, and arouse
member interest, all in a pitch for addi-
tional members. It was easy to get Gar-
ber’s, the same company as above, to put
on a fashion show, promoted as “A Fashion
Carnival,” prior to the screening of

“Misty.” In addition, another merchant
was promoted for 12 shopping bags of

llluslrated here are "The Show of the Month" lay-

outs developed by Manoger Robert Yoeman of Lon-

don, Ont., for use with replays he books to fill

product gaps.

groceries and merchandise, which were
used by CKSL people to give away as prizes

for contests among the women on the
stage.

In addition, 20 record albums were do-
nated by distributing companies for door
prizes, and Nestle’s of Canada provided
enough sample packages of Quik, a choco-
late drink, to give one to every patron.
CKSL started the promotion with a radio

teaser three weeks in advance. Starting two
weeks prior, a maximum of six plugs went
over the air each houi- in behalf of the
Coffee Club Theatre Party. Each plug
stressed the Parents’ Magazine award and
other critical acclaim given to “Misty.”

A GREAT TURNOUT
There was a lineup on Saturday morning

awaiting for the theatre party, and there
was a great turnout.

Interviews with patrons on the screening
were taped, and used throughout the run
of “Misty.”

The games on the stage were pure corn,

such as are devised by the radio Breakfast
Club hosts.

CKSL issued special Coffee Club mem-
bership cards, numbered consecutively, for

admission to the screening. They also were
used for the door prize di-awings.

In reporting his promotion for “Exodus,”
Manager Yoeman observes, ‘"The best ad-
vertising is always that which money can’t

buy. It comes through making the best out
of breaks and following through.”
In the case of “Exodus,” the break came

in the picketing of the theatre on the Fri-

day night opening by 20 members of the
local branch of the Arab Friends of the

Middle East, headed by one Issa Fahel. ’The

London Free Press splurged the picketing

with large photos and headlines. Stories

explained, of course, that the Arab group
thought the film misrepresented the Arab-
Jewish controversy.

Then there were more news stories when
Issa Fahel claimed his group included

members who were Jews, which brought
heated denials from Jewish leaders.

The radio and television stations also

covered the conti'ovei’sy.

A stunt bom of the product shortage is

described by Yoeman, namely “The Show
of the Month” format, which he has de-

veloped for use with replays which are

booked to relieve the scarcity of films. This

is an ad layout, whose barker line and in-

troductory copy are identical, only the film

mats and words are changed. He has
found this successful. “The Show of the

Month” copy is also used on the marquee.

Do you dare to be different? Do you

know how to be individual? You must if

you want to write successful ad copy.

There’s such a daring showman at the

Oriental Theatre in Rochester, Pa. Recently

he had this copy in a 2-col. 2-inch ad;

WE INTERRUPT THIS NEWSPAPER
For a Special Announcement

Latest Scientific Reports Indicate

Moviegoing to Be Polyunsaturated!!

It's Good for You—Get Some Tonite!! d

Tonite at the Oriental . . . LOVER COME BACK. S

We can’t explain the reference to poly-

unsaturated, but it obviously is a takeoff

on the sanctimonious scientific pronounce-
ments on diet and about every other con-

ceivable subject under the sun.

Want Interesting Ads?
Dare to Be Different
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Eye O'Chicago! When 650,000 "Irishmen," including Chicago's Mayor Richard J. Daley and Dublin's

Lord Mayor Robert Briscoe (third and fourth from left) paraded by the Balaban & Katz circuit's State

Street flagship on St. Patrick's Day they were delighted to note the marquee read O'Chicago. The

stunt rated press and television coverage. In addition, the B&K Loop combination ad that day was

printed in green, with the theatres billed as the O'Chicago, O'State Lake, O'Roosevelt and O'United

Artists. Even the B&K president that day was called Dave O'Wallerstein!

Here's Good Hoax—If You
Have the Right Sign

Here’s a trick that’s bound to get atten-
tion. Our Cleveland reporter explains that
if your drive-in theatre sign is far enough
away from the main road, you, too, can
perpetrate one of the greatest hoaxes
Cleveland has had this year.

It wasn’t done by a theatreman but by
a member of a construction (Lombardo)
firm which has a seiwice station on one
side of the old Ohio canal and on the other
side a racetrack for low-slung automobiles.
A massive sign is being constructed on top
of the gasoline and diesel station. At the
time the trick was pulled, a clock on one
side of the massive sign was completed but
the other side was blank (see photograph)

.

Charles J. Lombardo conceived the idea of

calling attention to the whole project.

DUMMY ON HIGH LADDER
He put a dummy on a ladder held high

above the ground by ropes. Almost at the
break of dawm the calls came into the
police stations of the suburbs in the area

—

about the man who had “obviously fainted’’

on the ladder and was in need of help be-
fore he fell to his “death.” The Lombardos
could not be found at the outset. The re-

sult; traffic jams at the “cloveiTeaf” which
is the busy intersection of routes 17 and 21

—the first to the airport and the second
south to Akron.
The “danger” to the crippled man was

even on the air within a short time and
police had their hands full trying to move
the traffic jam.

ORDERED DOWN
Of course the Lombardos had to get the

ladder down and the dummy removed be-
fore too long but the publicity stunt had
worked. All Cleveland was talking about
the “man” who had passed out at the top
of the huge bulletin board. This can only
be worked when or if you have a sign far
enough from the road so that the auto-
mobilists will think that the dummy is a
real man in real trouble.

The calls which went into ME-1-7100
(the Lombardos’ main office) lit up the
switchboard like a Christmas tree.

Seen here is the "painter" and incompleted tele-

phone number sign which had residents in the area

in a dither over a collapsed dummy placed there

as a publicity stunt.

April Fools Laff Show
Cashiers Buy Tickets!
An April Pools Laff Show, which proved

very successful a year ago for Elmer De-
Witt, who holds forth at the Valentine
Theatre in Defiance, Ohio, was staged
again this year. Via heralds and newspaper
ads (same mat was used for both), lobby

display and screen trailer DeWitt adver-
tised :

APRIL FOOLS LAFF SHOW
Midnight Saturday March 31

INflJ 3HX SSIHI X.NOa
Oops! There we go again. Everybody’s go-
ing wacky planning our April Fool Show
FUN . . . FROLIC ... 2 FULL HOURS OF
SHOW
The guy upstairs may run the film upside

down!
Ushers may insist you find them a seat!

Our cashier may refuse your money and
buy you a ticket.

Wild, Wacky Fun for All!

We May Not Even Tell You the Name of

the Feature . . . But We’ll Guarantee Lots
of Fun for All

Remember Saturday Night. Boxoffice opens
at 11:30. Fun Starts at 12

Get Your Tickets Now . . . All Seats 75 cents

Maybe our cashier will buy your ticket!

Last night she bought 25!

VALENTINE THEATRE

Tinocchio' Safety Stunt
“Pinocchio” promoted safety up around

Algona, Iowa, where the snowdrifts were
skyhigh during the recent winter seige. Ray
Langfitt, manager of Central States The-
atre Corp.’s Algona Theatre, gave away
balloons advertising the film. Motorists
flew the balloons from their auto radio

antennas to warn other drivers as they ap-
proached snow-banked counti-y intersec-

tions.

'Wild Side' on Arrows

All Over Downtown
Liberal use of Walk on the Wild Side!

(without quotes) stood out in the cam-
paign for the opening of the film at the
Paramount Theatre in Kansas City. Man-
ager Harold Lyons started the title line

(unquoted) five weeks before playdate on
silent trailers spliced between regular films.

The regular “Walk on the Wild Side”
trailer was started three weeks prior.

'The unquoted title on aiTows, some two
and three feet long, was sniped around the
theatre and around downtown also five

weeks in advance.
There was a tieup with radio station

KMBC whereby the announcers asked lis-

teners ;

“How many steps will the girl with the
black cat take between the radio station

and the Paramount Theatre where ‘Walk
on the Wild Side’ opens on Friday?”
A pretty girl in a leopard coat, carrying

a large black cat, handed out cards (calling

card size) en route reading:
“We have a Date . . . Paramomit Friday,

Mai’ch 19 ... Be sure to See ‘Walk on the
Wild Side.’”

Displays were at music store, bookstores
and news dealers.

Apples With Tickets
The art director of the local high school

was persuaded to make up one of the candy
girls at the Ashland (Ohio) Theatre as

Apple Annie. Manager John Sparling sta-

tioned the girl on a busy street corner,

selling apples. Next to her was a 30x40 card
reading, “Buy an apple from Apple Annie
and see ‘A Pocketful of Miracles,’ etc.”

With each apple sold, the girl gave a pass
to see the film good only when accompan-
ied by a paying adult.
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Authentic Posters From Spain Give

Colorful Splash to Holiday' Debut

This view of the lobby of the Eglinton Theatre, a de luxe Famous Players Canadian house situated in an

area of fashionable shops and apartment houses in Toronto, Ont., shows the colorful decorations

arranged for "Holiday in Spain." The scenic posters, etc., were obtained with the help of the Spanish

Tourist Office, Spanish vice-consul, and the Canadian Pacific Airlines which flies direct to Madrid from

Toronto. Note the guitarist and Spanish dancer.

The quality of motion picture selling has
improved as the industry grows more aware
of its competitive position. The progress is

particularly evident in promotion of ex-

tended runs, where the showman usually

has more time and a more ample budget to

do a more-effective job. In some cases these

long-showing campaigns approach a per-
fection.

A fine compaign comes from the Eglin-

ton Theatre, a Famous Players Canadian
house situated in the uptown shopping
and apartment area at Younge and Bloor
street in Toronto. Ont. The Eglinton was
winding up a 52-week reserved-seat show-
ing of “Windjammer," described as second
only to the 93-week run in Stockholm,
Sweden. This film was being pulled for a
holiday premiere of “Holiday in Spain.”
Exploitation for the Mike Todd jr. film
was under the sup>ervision of Tiff Cook of

the FPC staff.

PETER LORRE AT DEBUT
The Todd company came through with

substantial assistance, another beneficial

development of the changing times with
producers and distributors assuming more
responsibility for the merchandising of

their product. Through Todd's coopera-
tion there was the personal appearance of

Peter Lorre at the premiere, and a strong
lineup of accessories, such as an interest-

ing folder in color sketching technical de-
velopments from the penny arcade to Cine-
miracle, the process featured in “Holiday
in Spain.”
Cook went straight to Madrid for much

of his material. This included an authentic
bullfight pKJSter. with art work by Savedra,
such as is employed by La Plaza de Toros
de Madrid. For this he enlisted the help of

Canadian Pacific Airlines, which fly di-

rect from Toronto to Madrid; the Spanish
Tourist Office and the Spanish vice-con-

sul. Cook had the printer in Madrid put

in the date of the premiere at the Eglinton,

and leave off at the bottom the name of the
third matador.
This last was a smart gimmick that tied

the poster right down as a conversation
piece—the empty space could be used for

printing of the names of persons who re-

ceived the poster, thus making a standout
piece for the recreation room or office!

SPECIAL POSTERS USED
Cook does not mention just how many he

ordered, but it must have been a couple of

hundred or more. One each, with their

names at the bottom, went to some 150

critics, x’eporters, disc jockeys and VIPs
who had or could help in the promotion.
The posters were handed out at an advance
cocktail party and dinner. Attached to each
poster was this letter, signed by Mike Todd
jr.:

SENORAS Y CABALLEROS:
AS MY PICTURE "HOLIDAY IN SPAIN" WAS

FILMED IN ITS ENTIRETY IN SPAIN, we thought
tbot you would like to hove a genuine bullfight
poster os a little memento of your visit to the
Eglinton Theatre for the premiere.
. This poster is the type that is used in Modrid
for all the major bullfights and was flown direct
from Modrid through the courtesy of Canodian
Pacific Airlines.

Normally there are three motodors listed on
these posters but we have dropped the nome of
the third motodor so you con letter in your own
name . . . Yes, you too con be a motodor ond
you never hove to foce the bull.

I sincerely hope thot you enjoy "HOLIDAY IN
SPAIN" and if you do pleose tell your friends.

Spanish scenes, travel posters, etc., were
supplied by the Spanish Tourist Office for

an outstandingly colorful lobby decoration.

On opening night, a guitar player and
dancer, in Spanish costumes, performed in

the lobby.

The front doonnan was attired in a

Spanish cape, etc.

Radio station CKEY had disc jockey

Norm Perry to interview celebrities on
opening night. His tape was played back
on the air an hour later.

The Norshery restaurant nearby, which

does huge business, went in heavy for co-

operative publicity. Cook states the res-

taurant supplied 100,000 playbills to distri-

bute to patrons, and arranged to use “Holi-

day in Spain” placemats. Norshery also

picked up the tab for reserved-ticket en-

velopes.

For television. Cook arranged a television

contest with a trip to Spain via Canadian

Pacific Airlines as the grand prize.

As a promotion for the tag end of “Wind-
jammer’ a Tea Clippei’ Contest was set up

with the Tea Council of Canada, which of-

fered an expense-paid trip to India and

Ceylon, plus a $1,000 university scholar-

ship, as major prizes in a model tea clip-

per building competition.

Local Doris Day Subject

Of Radio-Store Tieup
Bill Lavery, one of the Schine circuit

managers, had an excellent tieup for

“Lover Come Back,” a recent issue of Flash,

the circuit news booklet for managers, re-

13.L0S

Lavery reported a deal he made with the

Oswego, N. Y., radio station WSGO got a

radio saturation campaign on “Lover Come

Back” for a few theatre passes.

He learned there was a girl in town by

the name of Doris Day who works for the

GLF store. This bit of information soon

brought on a scheme for both the radio

station and the store. The radio people

liked it, while the GFL people thought

well enough of it to foot the bill.

The store put up some worthwhile prizes,

electrical appliances and the like, and the

theatre supplied passes. Radio spots and

plugs throughout each day of the stunt in-

vited listeners to visit the store and meet

Doris Day, also register for the prizes and

passes being given away via daily drawinp.

The radio spots, naturally, plugged the pic-

ture and playdates.
^ ,

The store set up a display, and the local

Doris Day talked up the picture to people

who registered for the prizes.

Using an open-end interview record, a

tape was made . . • “Oswego’s Doris Day

Interviews Hollywood’s Doris Day
^

which was broadcast as part of “Lover

Come Back,” with added talk of course

about the GFL tiein.

The local Doris Day and her family were

guests at the theatre on opening night and

were introduced from the stage.

ieup on a Balloon
For “Mysterious Island,” John Sparling

the Ashland (Ohio) Theatre borrowed

iirigible-shaped balloon from a local dry

aning shop and attached a 15-foot ban-

r to it reading, “Starts Thursday,

hine’s Ashland Theatre,” and the name

the dry cleaning store. At the store Spar-

ig placed a 30x40 announcing a free pass

see “Mysterious Island” to anyone hav-

T a suit cleaned during the run of the

Tickets With $5 Purchases

Woolworth’s at Massena, N. Y., gave a

free child’s ticket to “Pinocchio” at the

Massena Theatre with each $5 purchase.

In promoting this, the store ran a 3-col.,

10-inch ad. Bill Copley manages the Mas-

sena.

5 .

c

d
s
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FABULOUS!
FANTASTIC!
TWO DOLL-SIZED BEAUTIES
WORSHIPPED BY A
WINGED BEHEMOTHI

WHiir Bizarre spell

DOTHETilflEsTliroMEN

INALLThEWORED
HOLD 0VERTHE

MiGhTiESr
MONSIER
INAU

Ad No. 302—435 Lines (including imprint space)
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THE CAST I
Franky Sakai m

Hiroshi Koizumi B
Kyoko Kagawa

Emi Itoh S
Yumi Itoh j

Jelly Itoh H
Ken Uehara B

THE CREDITS |
Producer Tomoyuki Tanaka g
Original Story =

Shinichiro Nakamura, B
Takehiko Fukunaga, I

Yoshie Hotta |
Screenplay Shinichi Sekizawa g
Director of Photography g

Hajime Koizumi M

Art Director Takeo Kita, |
Kimei Ahe

Sound Recording =
Shoichi Fujinawa, B

Masanebo Miyazaki

Lighting Toshio Takashima

Music Yuji Koseki

Director Inoshiro Honda

Director of Special Effects

Eiji Tsuburaya

English Language Version

Produced by David Horne

Directed by Lee Kresel

Script Robert Myerson

A Toho Company Production

in

Tohoscope

Eastman Color by Pathe

Distributed by Columbia Pictures

THE STORY

j (Not for Publication) Members

g of a joint Japanese-Rosilican ex-

pedition to Infant Island, scene of

J H-Bomb testing by the Rosilican

g government, find the heavily-

radiated island still holds life:

J some beautiful young women,
B Ailenas, only two feet high and

guardians of Mothra, a sacred
= egg. Nelson, one of the men on

B the expedition, returns to Infant

Island to kidnap the young
s Ailenas, planning to exhibit them
B around the world. The egg

I hatches, a gigantic insect larva

^ which crawls into the sea. When
B the larva, now grown in size,

I reaches Tokyo, it wreaks con-
s siderable havoc before it begins

B to spin a cocoon. Rosilican and

B Japanese troops attack it but
iheir atomic heat rays only speed

B the metamorphosis of the larva

B into an adult moth of colossal

= proportions, impervious to all

H their weapons. Nelson flees to

B Rosilica with the Ailenas;
H Mothra follows. It destroys the

B capital city and Nelson is killed

B by angry Rosilican demonstrators,
a Chujo and Fukudo persuade the

B Rosilican government to sur-

^ render the Ailenas; Mothra picks

P them up at an airfield and flies

B them back to Infant Island,

g Peace has again returned to the
world.
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MIGHTY

TOY STORES
Link your showings ol ”Mothra“ with the sale of "atomic” suits,

rockets. "Mothra” guns and similar merchandise sold by toy stores,

dime and department stores, etc. Make the window and counter
displays you prepare more attractive through the generous use of

stills from the picture and cutouts from the posters. Offer the cooper-

ating store o quantity of guest admissions for a lucky number of

young customers.

“MOTHRA” COSTUMES
Still No. 1 10 shows the discovery on an atom-radiated island of young
women only two feet high. The expeditionary force wears special

helmets and other garb to protect them from the radiation. These
helmets and costumes might serve as examples, in a "make-it-your-

self” contest for youngsters with judging for "best Mothra costumes”
taking place at a Saturday matinee. Street ballymon might also be

garbed in similar fashion; sign on his back carries full credits.

SCIENCE FICTION CLUES
In almost every city, there is a science-fiction or a science club where
amateurs and professionals get together to discuss the latest in

modern science and in modern science literature. These clubs ore

a natural for "Mothra.” Work with the members in your territory; aim
for group theatre parties, assistance in publicity planting and on
local radio/TV shows.

GIANT “MOTHRA”
Sign shop or local handyman should be able to rig up a giant

"Mothra.” working from stills, for posting atop theatre marquee.
This should be as elaborate as possible, including a good point job,

eyes which throw changing rays of light, wings which alternately

open and close, etc. A similar model "Mothra" might "swoop down”
from lobby ceiling.

WEAPONS DISPLAY
Local police and fire departments, and armed services, might supply

weapons of various kinds for a display in your theatre lobby, or on
the street outside. Caption the display: "These Weapons Couldn't

Stop Mothra'l” Background exhibit with a blowup of Still No. 165.

CHALK FENCES
Wherever fences or walls ore available, chalk up the title, "Mothral"

If local statutes permit, title might also be stencilled on the streets lead-

ing to your theatre. As a gag. such postings might read—in some
areas

—
"Mothra. Go Homel”

WRECKING SIGNS
Wherever any local digging or wrecking is going on—or, after work-

ing hours, wherever any construction is going on—put up signs read-

ing:
”
‘Mothra* Was Herel” Add picture, theatre and ploydote credits.

^MOTHRA^
SHOWMANSHIP

FOR
EVERY SITUATION

Selling Aids
TV Trailers Each TV trailer has a finol frome freeze for super-imposed visual

credits, os well os room for local announcer to odd theatre ortd playdate information

Order direct from: Exploitation Deportment, Columbio Pictures Corporation, 711 5th

Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Transcriptions: A variety of spot announcements, all open end for local commen-
tator to odd theotre credits. Available on a single disc. Order from your Columbia
exchange; tronscriptions will be shipped direct from New York.

Two Telops: Style A, theatre ond station identification. Style B, theatre advertising

only. Prices S5 00 without imprint; $7.50 with imprint; $2.00 for eoch additional

slide or telop. Specify style and copy desired when you order direct from QQ Title

Cord Co., 247 West 46th St., New York 36. N. Y.

Displays: 9' x 12' Flag: single face, $45.00; double face $75.00. Badge: 40c.

Streamer: 17' long, $16 50 eoch. Valance $1.65 per runnning foot; minimum length,

10-foot. 12 pennant strong; 30' long, $3 50. Bumper strip: $1.00 eoch; minimum
order 15. Order from National Flog Co., 43 West 21st St., New York 10, N. Y. or

in Canodo: Theotre Poster Service, 227 Victorio Street, Toronto. Ont.

Accessories
• ONE SHEET

Two 22 X 28's

’ EIGHT 11 X 14's

' UTILITY MAT
' 42 X 60

THREE SHEET
’ INSERT CARD
SLIDE

TRAILER

40 X 60

24 X 62

• THREE STILL SETS
fSet e> 25 (lai> ond 10 upri9hr(, presjbook {>

ORDER ALL ACCESSORIES FROM YOUR COLUMBIA EXCHANGE

GADGETS ON DISPLAY
Local electrical, radio or TV repair shop might construct a "Mothra
Gadget.” for your lobby or window use, patterned after the atomic
heat ray used in the picture and shown in Still No. 165. Device could
contain various lighting effects and also a few noise (sirens, whis-

tling effects) attachments. Supplement the gimmick with stills from the

picture, and a picture and playdate announcement.

CIVIL DEFENSE
Local Civil Defense and similar agencies might be persuaded to

publicize the fact thot their personnel ore ready for "Mothra.” and
any other menace from the skies. Such announcements might be
made via window displays, recruiting posters, etc. Arrange for a
Civil Defense parade to your theatre, on opening day. with posters

carrying the "We're Ready for ‘Mothra' ” line.

CAGED “MOTHRA”
Using a still of “Mothra" from the film—either of the winged monster

or of the giant larva which initiolly destroys Tokyo—construct o giant

papier mache figure, and place it in a wooden cage atop o flatbed

truck, or in your theatre lobby. Placard the display: "It's Reoll It's

Alivel It's “Mothra'l"

TEASER AD CAMPAIGN
Using a title treatment from one of the ad mats, set up a teaser ad

campaign with lines like: "Watch for “Mothra'l" "See 'Mothra'lliurs-

dayl"
"
‘Mothra' Is Coming.” etc. In a similar vein, a series of daily

teasers might be set up in advance of regular display advertising: "12

Days Until 'Mothra' Comes," "11 Days Until ‘Mothra' Comes.” etc,

GEIGER COUNTER
If possible, arrange a display of radioactive materials in your lobby,

with a Geiger counter handy to demonstrate its power. Contact a

local high school or neighboring college for the apparatus and sub-

stance. Post appropriate picture copy to background the stunt.

SCIENCE MAGS
Work with local magazine distributors to display tack cords on

"Mothra” and have them display science fiction magazines in con-

nection with the opening of picture.

PURLIC LIRRARIES
"Mothra" might be linked with the various volumes of science and

science-fiction and similar subjects in the public libraries of your

town, via bulletin board displays of stills, book jockets. etc.

RALLY GIRLS
Send two attractive street bally girls—dressed in abbreviated space

suits—through main business and shopping districts, and in the

vicinity of schools and play areas. Sign on their backs might be along

the lines of:
”
“Mothra'—The World's Most Fantastic Love Story," etc.
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(Mat 2A; Still No. 128) The girls are only two feet high; the moth is"Mothra,"

a winged monster capable of destroying cities. It's a scene from "Mothra," new

Columbia science-fiction thriller In Tohoscope and Eastman Color.

(It's International)

Making a motion picture to-

day is truly an international

undertaking. The growing in-

ter-cultural relationship de-

veloping between nations, even
in a world torn by political dis-

sension, results in more and
more co-productions by nation-

als of different coimtries. Since

most movies are made for an
international market, there is

an increasing temptation to in-

sert story elements and people

of other countries, with an eye

to a wider market potential.

In “Mothra,” a Toho produc-
tion for Columbia release now
at the Theatre
in Tohoscope and Eastman
color, this current facet of

moviemaking has not been neg-

lected. The science-fiction

thi-iller tells of a wdnged be-

hemoth’s worship of two doll-

sized beauties and its world-
wrecking rampage when they

are kidnaped by an opportun-
istic promoter to display on the
world’s stages.

Although “Mothra” was con-
ceived by Japanese and is set

largely in Japan, thereby em-
ploying many Japanese actors,

the climactic action, when the
gigantic beast rescues the

tiniest women ever born, takes

place in a coimtry remarkably
like America.
Movie-making is truly an in-

ternational occupation.

(Review)
“Mothr-a,” the astounding

stoiT of a colossal adult moth
that terrorizes the world,

opened yesterday at the
Theatre. The exciting new sci-

ence-fiction thi’iller is a Toho
production for Columbia Pic-

tures release in Tohoscope and
Eastman Color. It is in the same
imaginative, exciting vein as

Toho’s earlier hits, “The H-
Man” and “Battle in Outer
Space,”
Reason for the winged be-

hemoth’s anger with the world
of men is the fact that two
Ailenas, beautiful young women
standing only two feet high,

who had been its guardians,
have been kidnaped by an op-
portunistic promoter for exhibi-

tion around the world.
Product of a heavily radiated

Pacific Island. Mothra starts

out as the larva from a
sacred egg which crawls into the
sea and proceeds to tear ships
in half, wreck dams and other-
wise makes a menace of itself.

It spins a cocoon and changes
into an adult moth of colossal

proportions when it is blasted
with atomic heat rays. The
moth, if anything, is even more
destructive than its larva and,
in short order, is destroying
cities as it hotly pursues the
kidnaped Ailenas.

Featured in the principal

roles of the Columbia release

are Franky Sakai, Hiroshi Koi-
zumi, Kyoko Kagawa, Emi Itoh
and Yumi Itoh. Based on a
story by Shinichiro Nakamura,
Talcehiko Rukunaga and Yoshie
Hotta, “Mothra” was written
for the screen by Shinichl Se-
kizawa.

(General Advance)
A winged behemoth so huge

that it darkens the sky in

flight; two doll-sized beauties

worshipped by the monstrous
beast and a battle to save the
world from its destructive for-

ays, are but some of the excit-

ing elements that are said to

lift “Mothi’a” into the top level

of science-fiction thriller. A
Toho production for Columbia
release, the thriller is due

at the
Theatre in Tohoscope and
Eastman Color.

“Mothra” tells the strange
story of a sacred egg on a ra-
dioactive island whose guar-
dians are the Ailenas, beautiful

yoimg women only two feet

high. When the Ailenas are
kidnaped by an adventurer who
plans to exhibit them around
the world, the egg hatches into

a gigantic insect larva which
visits destruction on Tokyo. At-
tack by atomic heat rays only
speeds its metamorphosis into

an adult moth of colossal pro-
portions. In its changed form
its war on mankind becomes
even more savage.
“Mothra” is said to be a

splendid example of special ef-

fects wizardry in all its as-

tounding virtuosity, indulging
in such technical spectacles as
breaking an ocean liner in half

;

crushing houses as if they were
eggshells, uprooting skyscrap-
ers, smashing bridges and
wrecking dams. Mothra’s trans-
formation from egg to insect

larva and then emergent from
a colossal cocoon as adult moth
are said to be handled with
amazing credibility.

Principal featured players in

“Mothra” include Franky
Sakai, Hiroshi Koizumi, Kyoko
Kagawa, Emi Itoh and Yumi
Itoh. Shinichi Sekizawa’s
screenplay is based on a story

by Shinichiro Nakamura, Take-
hiko Fukunaga and Yoshie
Hotta.

(Mat lA; Still No. 165) "Mothra," a

giant moth more powerful than the

atomic heat guns turned upon it, is

the science-fiction highlight of the

new Columbia picture in Tohoscope

and Eastman Color.

(Science-Fiction)
Almost every passing day

witnesses newspaper reports of

scientific advances. Motion pic-

ture producers, quick to seize

upon entertainment values in-

herent in the daily headlines,

capitalize on the public interest

in science by producing a steady
stream of science-fiction films
exploring every aspect of

scientific fact and theory.
Latest of these is “Mothra,”
Columbia release of a Toho
production now at the
Theatre in Tohoscope and
Eastman Color.

Although science-fiction

movie-makers have become
starry eyed in their contempla-
tion of distant planets, the ad-
vent of radioactive atomic and
hydrogen bombs has opened a
whole new realm for science fic-

tion films. The effect of radio-
activity on man, on insects, fish,

creatures of all shapes and
sizes now is being extensively
explored on the screen.
To such productions as “It

Came From Beneath the Sea,”
“The Incredible Shrinking
Man,” “The Fly” and “The H-
Man” has now been added To-
ho’s “Mothra.” “Mothra” deals
with an insect larva hatched
from an egg on a radioactive
island. It grows to mammoth
proportions before evolving
into a colossal moth. This mon-
ster creatm-e so huge that it

blackens the sky, wreaks havoc
and destruction when its guard-
ians, two beautiful yoimg
women standing only two feet
high, are kidnaped.
Destroying ocean liners and

bridges, toppling skyscrapers
and airfield towers, the behe-
moth of a moth scourges the
world imtil the two tiny women
are safely returned to it.

“Mothra” featmes Franky
Sakai, Hiroshi Koizumi, Kyoko
Kagawa and Emi Itoh and
Yumi Itoh. Shinichi Sekizawa’s

screenplay is based on a story

by Shinichiro Nakamura, Take-
hiko Fukunaga and Yoshie
Hotta.

(Modern Miracle Men)
’The age of Biblical miracles

is long since past, but modern
man continues to work his own
miracles. The widely-publicized
miracles of science penetrate to

even the most remote corners
of the globe. But another kind
of modern “miracle man,” less

well-known, is also at work:
the motion picture special ef-

fects man. The latest example
of his cinematic ingenuity is

“Mothra,” new Columbia Pic-
tures’ release of a Toho pro-
duction now at the Theatre in

Tohoscope and Eastman Color.
“Mothra” is in the same awe-
some spectacle vein os Toho’s
earlier hits, ‘"The H-Man” and
“The Battle in Outer Space.”
In “Mothra,” the special ef-

fects boys really had a field day.
They were confronted with the
juicy problem of creating on-
screen the incredible spectacle
of a gigantic insect larva
hatched from an egg and then
growing by leaps and bounds,
spawned as it was on a heavily-
radiated island, until it threat-
ens the desti-uction of the
world. Eventually the larva be-
comes an adult moth of fan-
tastic proportions.
This is but part of the work

the writers of “Mothra” laid
out for the special effects men.

(Opening Notice)
“Mothra,” a Toho produc-

tion for Columbia release, opens
at the

Theatre. Filmed in Tohoscope
and Eastman Color, the new
science-fiction thriller tells of

a winged behemoth that terror-

ized the world as it searches
out the tiniest women ever

born. Featured in the new Co-
lumbia release are Franky Saki,

Hiroshi Koizumi, Kyoko Ka-
gawa, Emi Itoh and Yumi Itoh.

Eiji Tsubm’aya devised the

special effects for “Mothra,”
which is in the same imagina-
tive vein as Toho’s earlier hits,

“The H-Man” and “The Battle

in Outer Space.”
Printed in U.S.A.
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2593 Lost Battalion (S3) War Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ±
2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U-l 12-25-61 +

—M—
2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th-Fox 2-12-62 ±
2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Cartoon Feature. .MGM 8-14-61 +
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 +
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com.... Ellis 2- 5-62 +
2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 +
2541 Man in the Moon (98) Com.. .Trans-Lux 7- 3-61 +
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr Para 9-18-61 +
2554 ©Marines, Let’s Go (104) ©

Service Comedy 20th-Fox 8-21-61 ±
2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama Cont’l 10-30-61 +
2546 Mary Had a Uttle (79) Comedy UA 7-17-61 it

2576 Mask, The (83) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 +
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy .... Showcorp 1- 8-62 ±
2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 +
2611 Most Wanted Man, The (85) Com.. Astor 3-12-62 —

+ ++ tt ft- + +f 13+
1-

+ +
+ + + +

+ +f ft ff

+ + +
+ T + +

+ ff ff ff

+ ff ±
+ + +
± - + ±

± ± + ±
+ + + +
± - + -

- - + +

+ + + +
± ff + ff

+ 5+
+ + 10+
+ 2+1-
+ ff 12+

+ + 6+ 1-
+ 9+

ff + 13+
2+

+ ± 7+2-
+ + 7+
± + 6-H-

it 6+5-
+ + 12+

3+4-

± ± 6+4-

+ + 9+1-
ff 9+1-

1-
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary -H is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. tt Very Good; + Good; ^ Fair; — Poor; = Very Poor.

S

-

= 6
is S

c
O

•58 I is
So.

l!
£=izo

I

2569 Mr. Santaiicus (90) Ho. (Jot 10-16^ + — + + + ± dt 6+3—
2597 Murder She Said (S7) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 + + + ++ + + + S+
2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 + + + 4+ 6+
25S7 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 + + + +4 tt + ± 9+1—

+

2543 Naked Edoe. The (102) Susp. Or. . . UA 7-10-61 + ± + 44 + 44 44 U+1-
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slarer

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ±
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 + ± +
2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

(82) Psychological Dr Omat S-Zl-61 +
2574 Ninth Bullet. The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SR 10-30-61 44

2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama , Embassy 1- 1-62 + + 44 44 + + 44 10+

2555 One Phis One (U4) Dr SR 8-28-61 ± ± +
2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy U A 12- 4-61 44 + 44 44

2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley 3- 5-62 + + + 44

2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP 8-21.61 jt

2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 + ± ± 44

1+1-

5+2-

1+

3+

+ ± ±
44 44 44 13+

+ + — S+l

—

1+1-
44 44 # 11+2-

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62

2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 44 + + + +
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-11-61 +
2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) (D Advmture Filmgroup 12-11-61 +
2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Foot 10- 9-61 + ± 4- ±
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + + ± + +
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 44 ± + 44 44 +
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + + ± +
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ±
2570 Pure Hell of SL Trinlan’s,

The (94) Farce Cent' I 10-16-61 ± — 44 ±
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 2Dth-FcDi 10-30-61 + + ± +
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr... Times 11-20-61 + U ±

1+1-
+ 7+

1+

- 1+1-

5+1-

44 11+1-

4+1-

1+1-

+ 5+3-

4+1-
+ 5+1-

2561 Quemi of the Ptrates (80)

® See Adv. (Eng-dubbed). • Cel 9-18-61 +

2516 Raisin in the Sun, A (128) Or Col

2551 Rebellion in Cuba (8D) Doc Dr IFD

2564 Respectful Prostitute, The

(74) Or. (Eng-dubbed) TIoms

2519 ©Ring of Fire (91)

Outdoor Action MGM
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR
2568 Risk, The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 +
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 +
2524 ©Romanoff and Juliet (112) Com... U-l 5-15-6144
2614 ©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr... WB
2557 Rommel’s Treasure (85) Ac. .. Medallion

2620 Reprieve (IO5/2 ) Drama AA
2564 Ruffians, The (86)

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis

4. 3-61 44

8-

14-61 ±

9-

25-61 ±

5 1-61 +
3-12-62 ±

3-

19-62 +
9- 4-61 +
4- 9-62 +

44 44 44 44

44 + 44 + ±

± +

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy OeRochemont

2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©
Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Adv. Dr Para

2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr Col

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fax

2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. ..UA
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Oown Int’l

2550 ©Secret of Monte Oisto, The

(80) © Adv. Dr MGM
2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy u-l

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor. ... UA
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown

9-25-61 +

1 - 1-62 +

1-

29-62 ±

9- 4-61 44

3- 5-62 +

9-26-60 44

8-14-61 +
10-16-61 +

U- 6-61 +
ID- 9-61 ±

3-12-62 ±

8- 7-61 +

9-

18-61 +
2- 5-62 +
2-19-62 ±

± ± 34-2-

44 12+
2+1-

2+2-

± 9+2-
1-fl-

+ 4+

+ »+l-
44 11+
+ 7+

1+
3+1-

1+

± ± 44 + + + 8+2-
- + + ± ± 6+5-

44 ++ + 7+

+ ± + + + + 7+1-

44 + 44 44 + ± U+1-
+ + + + 44 + 8+
± 4f 44 ± ± + 9+3-

+ ± 44 + 44 + 5fl-
- ± ± - 3+5-

+ ±

1+1-

5+3-

± ± ± ± - 5+5-
+ + 44 + + + 8f

1+1-

§,5 1)=

SB

vj b|

© Action Dr .20th-Fox 10-16-61 + — + + + 8+2-
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr . . .UPRO 4- 9-62 ± it 2+2-
^

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac 1-29-62 + — + — — 3++-
2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(129) © Drama WB 1- 8-62 + + 44 + 7+1-
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent, The (75)

Drama 7-24-61 + 1+
2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W’n. U-l 3-26-62 + + + + ± 64 2-
2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA 1- 1-62 ± ± + + dr + 6+3-
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr.. .WB 9-11-61 44 44 44 44 44 + 44 1+4
2616 ©State Fair (118) © Musical. 20th- Fox 3-26-62 + it + 44 + 8+1-
2536 Stop Me Before 1 Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col 6-12-61 + + + + + 6+1-
2584 ©Summer and Sarake (US) ® Dr. ..Para 12- +61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 1+f-

2558 ©Sun Lavers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty 9- +61 ± 1+1-

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama. WB 10- 9-61 ± + + + 6+3-
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama . . .MGM 3-12-62 44 + 44 44 44 + 44 12+

—T—
2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox 1-15-62 44 + 44 44 + + 44 11+
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used) UA 8-28-61 + + — 6+A-
2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR 3-19-62 + 1+
2613 Temptation (94) Melodr. ... 3-19-62 + 1+
2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac 1-22-62 ± + + 3+1-
2543 ©Thief of Baghdad

(90) © Ad. Fantasy . ..MGM 7-10-61 + + ± + + + 7+2-
S59 Three on a Spree (83) Comedy ....UA 9-11-61 + ± + — :t +4-3-

2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col 1-22-62 ~ — dt + + + ± 5++-
2557 ©Thimder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Draam ...MGM 9- +61 + + + + 44 44 9-H-
2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr 1-22-62 ± + + + ± 7++-
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-23-61 44 + + 44 it 44 10+2-
2541 Trouble in the Sky (76) Action-Dr. .. U-l 7- 3-61 ± + 2+1- '6-

2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr.. Col 12-U-61 + + ± 3+1-
2548 Truth, The (U Verite) (127)

Dr., Ehg-dubbed . Kingsley 7-2+61 44 + + 44 44 Of
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) ® Dr ZOtb-FoK 7-10-61 + + + 5+2-
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys.. AA 1-29-62 ± rt — it ± 5+6-
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 + + + ± 7-4+-

2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog.... AlP 3-26-62 + dr + — +f3-
2589 Two Uttle Bears, The (SI)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ± — + + it H 6+3-
2565 Two Womoi (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles .Embassy 10- 2-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 12+

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy ....Col 2-12-62 ± it + +43-
2553 Unstoppable Man. Tba (68)

Suspense Drama ..Sutton 8-21-61 + 1+

—V

—

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± _ + _ 3+5-
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 44 + 44 44 + 44 44 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama 2- 5-62 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr.. .Col 2- 5-62 44 44 + 44 44 — + 10+1-
2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4- 2-62 ± + + 44 44 8+2-
2586 Weekend With Ulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-U-61 44 + 3-t-

2567 y©West Side Story (155)

Panavision, Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 1+4
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America. 3-12-62 44 + 44 + 44 44 10+
2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr ..Times 12- 4-61 _ + 2+2-
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 1-
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 — 1-
2576 ©Wanders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy . .MGM 11- 6-61 44 — + ± + ± 7+4— a-
2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots .. WB 8-21-61 + + + ± + ± 7+3-
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 + + + rt 5+2-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr . . . . UA 11-20-61 + ± + 44 44 + 9+2-
2547 You Have to Run Fast (73)

Suspense Dranu UA 7-24-61 ± ± It it — +45-
255B OYoung Doctors, Tbc (102) Or. ....UA 8-2861 44 44 44 44 44 44 S: 13+1-
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Feature productions by compony in order of releose. Running time is in porentheses. © is tor CinemoScope;
(y,i VistoVision; © Superscope; Panavision; © Regolscope; (J) Techniromo. Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. Letters and combinotions thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) for review dotes and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

iilsr

jcons

ingo,
es '

ALLIED ARTISTS I ii AMERICAN INT'L B il COLUMBIA B ti M-G-M 1 ti

©The Pit and the Pendulum
(85) Panavision Ho. .609

Vincent Price. John Kerr,

Barbara Steele, Luiina Anders

JULY-AUGUST
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian

(102) © D..603
JamcM Darren, Deborah Walley,

Michael Callan, Vicki Trickett

©The Guns of Navarone

(155) © D..603
Gicgnry Peck, David Niven

©Two Rode Together

(109) 00. 602
James Stewart. Richard Widmark,

Shirley Jones, Linda Cristal

©Ada (108) © 0 . . 124
Susan Hayward, Dean Martin,

Ra pli Meeker

©Thief of Baghdad (90) © Ad. .123

Steve Reeves, Georgia .Moll

Scream of Fear (81) 0. 605
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) D. .606

Phil Carey. Julia Arnall

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) © 0D..201

Richard Boone, George Hamilton,

laiana Patten

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
Javid Janssen, Jeanne Oain,
Dina Merrill. Agnes Moorehead

©The Devil at 4 O’Clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 608
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Les.ie Phillips, Roh’t Monkhouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) . .D .202

Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . .203

Bill Travers, Spike .Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch
(81) (© Ad.. 610

Don Megouan, Silvana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) .... Ho. .611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Scan McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) © Ad . 204
Rory Calhoun, Lea .Massari

(^Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana ’Turner. Janis Paige,

Jim HuttO'n, Paula Prentiss

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Ju.ie London. Bar,ie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh
Planet (80) SF..613

Jolui Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac. .611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
( Snper-Dynamation

)

Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle ,\dam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Chubby (3iecker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) .. My. .208
Margaret Rutherford, Arthur
Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray Milland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © 0. .207
Olivia de Havilland. R. Brazzi,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mimieux

The Bashful Elephant (SO) 0D..6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID.. 6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Emo

Hands of a Stranger ( 851/2 ) 0- -6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) . . Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
iiichard Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © .. .D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee .1. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. 0.. 210
Rod Steiger. Nadja ’Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Reprieve (110) D. .6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Sammy Davis jr.

The Brain That Wouldn’t

Die (65) Ho.. 705
Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (65) SF..706
Bob Ball. Frankie Ray
Phantom Planet (82) . . . . SF . . 711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M . . 622

Chubby Checker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home! (..) D..624
.Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip ’Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Warriors Five (..) Ac. 707
Jack Balance, Giovanna Ralli

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Itosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Bcymcr

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Bod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael (Lilian

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl .Malden, Angela Lansbury

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

PARAMOUNT

JUNE-JULY-AUGUST
J^©The Pleasure of His

Company (114) CD . 6017
Fred Astaire, Debbie Keynoids

©The Ladies Man (96) ..C..6017
Jerry I/e«is, Heien Traiibci

>
c:
(7)

©On the Double (92) 0 C..6016
Danny Kaye, Dana Wynter

©Blood and Roses (74) ® D. .6101
Mel Ferrer. Annette Vadim,
Elsa Marlinelii

Man-Trap (93) D..6102
.left'rey Hunter, Steila Stevens,

Davi(i Janssen

oom
T3

DO

7*3

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CD.. 6103
Audrey Hepburn, (Jeorge Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,
•\nge:a Lansbury

The Errand Boy (82) . . . C . .6106
Jerry Lc«ls, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starllters,

’Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) 0..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

TO
-<

©Summer and Smoke
(118) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad.. 6110
Rossano Brazzi, Tina Louise

DO

7*3
-<

©Forever My Lo.e (147) .. D . .6111
Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland. Jo Morrow,
Everett Sloane 7301

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W. .6114
J.imes Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Miles >
©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer
(pre-release)

73
7*3

©Escape From Zahrain

(90) ® Ac.. 6115
Yul Brynner, Madlyn Rliue,

Sal Mineo

>
-<
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OCTOBER

1

NOVEMBER

I

DECEMBER



MAY

I

APRIL

I

MARCH

I

FEBRUARY

I

JANUARY

FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

©Marines, Let's Go
(104) ig- C..137

t— Darid HediMrti. Tom Trjon,

^ Linda Hutdiias

^ ©The B.g Gamble (100) (g D..134

^ Stj'plien Boyd, Juliette Greco,
Dadd WajTie

©Francis of Assisi (105) © D..132
Q£ Bradford IMllraan, Dolores Hart,

Stuart Whitman“ ;©September Storm (90) . Ad. .139

^ Joanne Dm. Mark Stevens

i_ (35mm release)

Q. 20.000 Eyes (61) © Cr . .124
caJ G. Nelson. M. Anders, J. Brown

l©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..125
> Michiiel Oaig. M. Demoiigeot

The Hustler (134) © D..136
1’. Newman, 1’. I.,;iurie. J. Gleason

O'
LU
CO
O
h—OO

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Parcel,

Cesar Romero. John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

©The Comancheros (107)

a; © 00. 14).
jwj John Wayne. Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
Gene Nelson, Jminna Barnes,

Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M. .143
LU Brenda Lee, Eddie Albert,
CO Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

O
©The Second Time Around

(99) © C..
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,
Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

144

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,
Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night
(146) © D..203

Jennifer Jones, Ja.son Rohards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Ewell

©Swingin’ Along (74) © C/M.. 204
•Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Eden,
Ray Charles. Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©....D..207
Deborah Kerr, .Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steie Piecaro, Lisa lai. Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps
(124) © D. .205

William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Niiyen

©State Fair (118) ©..D/M . 208
Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) ©....W..209
Kent Taylor, Jody .McCrea,
Dianna Iiarrin

01 Like Money ( . . ) © . . C. .

Peter Seilers, .Nadia Gray

Hand of Death (60) Ho . 212
I

John .\gar, Paula Raymond

The key to letters ond combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Droma; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS ^ UNIVERSAL-INT'L | ii

Blast of Silence (77) ..D..6120
,\llen Baron, Molly McCarthy

WARNER BROS. I ti COMING
1

Goodbye Again (120) ...D..6125
lug. id Bergman, Vies Montand,
.inthony Perkins

The Cat Burglar (65) ..Ac.. 6121
Gregg Palmer, June Kenney

Teenage Millionaire (84)
(tartly in co or) . . . . C/M . .6126

Jimmy Clanton, Zasu Pitts,

Rocky Graziano

ALLIED ARTISTS
|

Billy Budd D . .

Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid ® D . .

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ... SF..
Howajd Keel, Nici/e Maurey

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho
AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Kory Calhoun, Yoko Tani

Sur.ival © Ac..
Ray .Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon
©The Haunted Village ®....Ho..

V incent Price

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad , .

.Maui ice Chevalier, Haylcy Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde \Vhite

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
•Anthony (Juinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine

The Notorious Landlady C..
•tack Lemmon, Kira Novak,
Fled .Astaire

Advise and Consent D..
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Walter Pidgeon, Gene Tierney

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, .Alberto Sordi,

Michael Wilding
rvVH M S riefiant (Rl D

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac.. 6122
Craig Hill, Elaine Edwaids

Three on a Spree (83) . C . .6123

1

Jack Watling, Carole Lesley

1
4iThe Young Doctors (102) D. .6128
Fredric -March, Ben Gazzara,
Ina Balin. Dick Clark

©Exodus (212)
Panav'n 70 D..6129

1

P. Newman, E. M. Saint, S. Mineo

©Come September
(112) © C. .6121

Rock Hnd.son, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

©World by Night

(80) Doc. 151
•\ tour of world-famed night spots

Claudellc Inglish (99) . ..D..155
Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

1 The Flight That Disappeared
' (72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill. Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) . . D . . 6135
Kirk D(nlgl,^s, ChrLstine Kaufmann

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) . .D. .6133
A. Baxter, E. Bnrgnine, .1. Mills

©Back Street (107) ....D..6201
Susan Hayward, John; Gavin

©Splendor in the Grass
(124) D..154

Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,
Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) © D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac. . 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Uroivn, Jean Willes

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin West. Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevins

.Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale
MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffitli, Tarita

i,*©i<ing of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

C.vd Cliarisse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys' Night Out© C..
Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony
Uandall, Janet Blair

©1 Thank a Fool © D . .

Susan Hayward, Peter Finch
©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastro-

ianni

PARAMOUNT
©H atari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayme, Red Buttons

Hell Is for Heroes (..).. D . .6116
Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart
©My Geisha C..6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand,

Rob’t Cummings, Edw. G. Robinson

The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martinelli,

Harry Guardino
©A Girl Named Tamiko ®....D..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,

Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umekri

20TH-FOX
©It Happened in Athens © ..Ad..
Jayne Mansfield, Nico Minardos

©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..0..
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker
©Lisa © D • •

Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

The Cabinet of Caligari ©....Ho..
Glynis Johns. Dan O’Herlihy

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. I,ange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

4)0Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan. James Shigeta,

Miyoshi llmeki

(Pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Wairen Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) ® C..620S
James ciagney. Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . .6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison. Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song
(129) © D..152

Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) © . .OD. ,6213
Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin, S.

Davis ,jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . . 6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Gnhy

Deadly Duo (69) D .6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D. .6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

•lean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter

Cstinov (regular release)

iJ®A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosa'ind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children's Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey llejihiirn, Shirley MacLaine.
lames Garner

The Clown and the Kid

(65) D .6207
John Liipton, Mike McGreevey

©Lorer Come Back (107) . . C . .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,

Tony Randall, Bdie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
.Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard .tttenborongh

The Couch (100) D..160
Shirley Knight, Gr:uit Williams

Malaga (96) Ad. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

Edmund Pnrdom

'Fabian. Binbara Eden, Red Buttons

UNITED ARTISTS
Eirdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Phaedra D . .

Melina Mercouri, Tony Perkins

Point Blank D..
S.dney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Curtis, Yiil Brynner

Road to Hong Kong C..

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope. Joan

ColUns. Dorothy Lamour
UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) . . D . .

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BID . .

Montgonrery Clift, Susannah York,

Sn.san Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Andie Murphy, Joan O'Brien

©That Touch of Mink © C..

Cary Grant. Dnris Day, Gig Young
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Herbert Lorn, iieather Sears

WARNER BROS.
©Merrill's Marauders Ac..
Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardbi
©The Music Man ® M..
Bohert Preston, Sliirley Jones

©Lad, a Dog D..
Peter Breek, Peggy McCay
©The Chapman Report D..
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Shelley Winters,

Claire Bloom, Jane Fonda

©The Magic Sword (80) . . Ad . .6214
Basil Rathhnne, Estelle Winwood.
Gary LoekwoiKl, Anne Helmi

©Mighty Ursus (90).... Ad..
Ell Eiiry

©Jessica (105) © C. .6219
M.iurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John S.'ixon, KoIhtI Uedforrl

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennett,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimm'y Edwards, Sliirley Baton,

Kennetli Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D. .162
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge
Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette

©Follow That Dream
(110) © C .6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
.\rlhnr O'Cnnnell

©Geronimo (102) OD..
Ctiiiek Connors, Kamali Devi

The Miracle Worker (,.)..D..
\nnc Baneruft, Patty Duke,

Victor Jury

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck. Robert Mitchiim,

Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D. .6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85) . . . . D . . 163
Sh rley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
Geo ge Montgomery, Gilbert Boland,

Ziva Rodann, Joan O'Brien
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dar of rafaasa. Running time follows title.

Dote is notional release month. Color and
process os specified. Shorts chart

MISCELLANEOUS

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D.. Aug 61
Lola .Mbright, Scott Marlowe,
Hersclicl Bernard!
BUENA VISTA
OQThe Parent Trap

(123) C..Jul61
Maureen O’Hara, Brian Keith.

UOGreyfriars Bobby (91) D.. Oct 61
Donald Crisp. Kay Walsh

0®Babes in Toyland

(100) (© M . Dec 61
Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,
Annette, Ed Wy-nn
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian
Keith. Edmond O’Brien

CONTINENTAL
The Long and the Short and

the Tall (102) D. Sep 61
Laurence Harvey. Richard Todd

The Pure Hell of St. Trinian'f

(94) C.. Sep 61
Joyce Grenfell, Cecil Parker,
George Cole

The Mark (127) © D.. Oct 61
S. Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C.. Oct 61
Tony Hancock, George Sanders
View From the Bridge, A

(110) D.. Feb 62
Carol Lawrence, Raf Vallone,
Maureen Stapleton
Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd’s 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad.. Aug 61
Lex Barker. Chelo Alonso
FILMGROUP
©Atlas (^) VitaScope Spec. May 61
Michael Forest. Frank Wolf,
Barboura Morris
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
Antony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland
The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac Sep 61

Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan

©The Pirate of the Black
Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61

Mlianou Bardot, Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
Carry On. Constable (86 ) C.. Feb 61
Ken Connor. Leslie Phillips

©Doctor in Love (87) . . C. . Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,
James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk. The (SI) D. . Oct 61

Tony Britton, Peter Cushing
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61

(UMPO) . .Gerard Blaln
Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) U-13-61
(Brandon) . . (Jean Renoir cla.ss1c)

Five-Day Lover, The (86 ) . . 2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-

Plerre Cassel, Mlchellne Presle

Joker, The (86 ) 10- 2-61
(Lopert) . J-P Cassel. A. Almee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont’l)..R. Dhery, C. Brosset

©Leda (101) 11- 6-61
(’Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paiil Belmondo

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1 - 8-62
(Astor) . .Gerard Phlllpe, Jeanne
Moreau, Annette Vadim

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabln, Nadja
Tiller, Danielle Darrieux
Rules of the Game ^04) 4-17-61
(Janus) . Jean Renoir

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
( Showcorp ) , . Charles .Aznavour

GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62

( Casino )..0. W. Fischer, Lilo

Piilver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
(American-Metropolitan) .

.

W. GUler. Ingrid Von Bergen
The Girl of the Moors (87) 9- 4-61
(Casino) . .Claus Holm, Maria Emo

GREECE
Antigone (93) SL25-61
(Norma) .. Irene Papas

ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61
(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardinale

La Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . .Marcello Mastrolannl,
Anita Ekberg, Anouk Almee
L’Awentura (145) 6 - 5-61

•Michael Owymn, Margarete Jahnen
The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barry and Laurie Cardwell

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune, Y. Natsukl
Then There Were Three

(82) Ac.. Jan 62
Alex Nicol. Frank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
©The Deadly Companions

(90) Panavision ....W..Jul61
Maureen O’Hara, Brian Keith

Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Marla Canale
Mark of the Devil (73) D . Jan 61
Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Two-Way Stretch (87) C. . Apr 61
Peter Sellers. Wilfrid Hyde White

Double Bunk (92) S. . Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott.

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) F. . Dec 61
(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
©Beyond All Limits

(100) D.. May 61
Jack Palance, Marla Felix

Never Take Candy From a
Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61

Jean Carter, Felix Aylmer
©Gina (92) Ad.. Nov 61
Simone Sl^oret. Georges Marchal

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
BUck Pit of Dr. M.

(72) Ho. . Mar 61
Ralph Bertrand. Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidney Street

(93) Ad.. Mar 61
Peter Wyngarde, Donald Slnden

©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad.. May 61
Marian Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D.. Sep 61
Richard Attenborough, Stanley
Baker, Dlaoe CCento

©Shame of the Sabine
Women (80) Ad..

Lex Johnson, WiUiam Wolf
WOOLNER BROS.
©night of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61
Mala Powere, Marsball ’nNmtieon

(Janus) . .Monica Vlttl, Gabriele

Ferzettl, Lea Massaii
Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62
(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The
(91) 10- 9-61
(Cont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, PabUto
Calvo (Span-lang: Eng. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62
(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau. Marcello
Mastrolannl, Monica Vitti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor).. A. Delon, A. Glrardot

Two Women (IDS) 6-19-61
(Embassy) . . Sophia Loren,

Jean-Paul Belmondo

JAPAN
©Rikisha Man. The (105) 5- 8-61
(Cory) Toshiro Mifune

Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR) . .Yuko Moshizukl

Road to Eternity (181) . . 2-27-61
(Beverly) - .Tatsuya Nakadal

Throne of Blood (108) 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61
(Janus) . . Z. Cybulskl

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janczar

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) 12-1E-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Blbl
Andersson

Secrets of Women (114) . . 9-18-61
(Janus).. Eva Dahibeck, Gunnar
Bjornstrand, Maj-Brltt Nilsson

U.S.S.R.

Fate of a Man (lOO) . . 8-28-61
(DA) . . Sergei Bondarchuk

Summer to Remember, A
(80) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . . B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
6421 Hot Heir (16>/2) Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

(I51/2 ) Oct 61
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(I8/2 ) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16).. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (161/2) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61
5556 No. 6 , Ser. 2 ( 10</2 ) . . Jul 61
6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11) Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10) Nov 61
6553 No. 3. Series 3 ( 10</2 ) Jan 62
6554 No. 4, Series 3 (11) Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (ffl/p) May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey (&M ,.Jun61
5615 Punchy de Leon (»/2 ) . .Jul 61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7) Sep 61
6603 Imagination ...Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(6I/2 ) Novel
6605 Grape-Nutty (6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

(6I/2 ) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy (6 ) . . . . Jam 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (6'/2 ) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7) . . Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (TVa) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5835 Community Sings

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) . . . . Mar 61
5854 Yukon Canada (10) ... Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Coler Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (6>A) Juo 61
5708 Zoo It Company (6pV) Jut 61
6701 Catch Meow (61/2) ... .Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61
6703 Loop/s Hare-Do (7) . . Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7).... Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6).. Jul 61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(6/2 ) (© 3nd standard) Oct 61
6753 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6 ) (Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7) Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6I/2 ) (© and standard) Mar 62
SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES

5443 Wonderful Greece (19) Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(IS) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19).. Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(15) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

(I91/2 ) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched In Scotland
(I51/2 ) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring

(16) Jul 61
6401 Quiz Whiz (I 51/2 ) .... Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(IG/2 ) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (lO/i) Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17).. Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daf^

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That

Ends Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds iS>/2 ) ..Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin (. .) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRANCE
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neopolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8).. Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) ....Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ KiHen (9) Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7) Ort 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..) Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin' (18)
(Anamorphlc) Sep 60

B20-3 Lifeline to Hong Kong
(17) Anamorphic Apr 61

B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
P21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter (..) Nov 61
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(6) Jan 61
M20-5 Kid From Mars (6 ) Mar 61
M20-6 Miphty Termite (6 ) Jun
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(6I/2 ) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics (..) Nov 61
NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P20-3 The Lion’s Busy (6 ) . . Mar 61
P20-4 Goodie the Gremlin

(6 ) Apr 61
P20-5 Alvin’s Solo Flight (7) Apr 61
P20-6 Hound About That (6) Jun 61
621-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6 ) Nov 61
POPEYE CHAMPIONS

E-21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7) Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) Sep 61
E21-3 Popeve, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7) ..Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) ... .Sep 61

CARTOON SPECIAL
A-21 Abner the Baseball 2 Reel

(IZi/a) Sep 61
TRAVELRAMA

(Anamorphic-Color-1 Reel)
T20-1 Porpoise Posse (10) . . Mar 61

MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES
(Color, unless specified)

7104 Assignment Egypt (9) May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore
& Malaya (10) Jun 61

7107 Hills of Assisi (10) ... .Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakis^n (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10) ^p 61
7110 Assignment India (9) Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8 ) Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6 ) May 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7) Dee 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6).. Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6 ) Jul 61
5108 Banate Binge (6) ..Jul 61
5109 Meat, Drink and Be

Merry (6) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6 ) ...Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6) ..Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6) . . Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 ) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Mexico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9) Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor. .Can be projected In

the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry ....Apr 61
4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW) Jul 61
4125 Busman’s Holiday (WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes . . Can be projected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)
4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse. .. .Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker From Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling AM Cuckoos. . . . Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 AH That Oriental
Jazz (16) © Nov 61

4202 Land of the Long
White Cloud (..) © Mar 62

4202 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

8312 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Com Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot Bex Bunny An 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble. ... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
9308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

5723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)
8711 Birds of a Father . . . .Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws.. Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daff/s Inn Trouble. .. .Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct CT
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat.. Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep.. Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodilc Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (18).. Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (IS) Mar 62

(One Reel)

8502 Alpine Champions (10) Feb 61
8403 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8404 (vrandad of Races (10) May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) . . . .Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9).. Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Nov 61
95()2 Emperor’s Horses (9).. Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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"S-
XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

PICTUREShhhh

In Defense of 'Navarone'
In reoding through the March 19 edition of

BOXOFFICE, Mr. Weber's complaint about lack
of business for "The Guns of Novarone" in Ken-
sett, Ark., caught my eye. Have just completed
our run of "Novarone" after holding seven days
beyond our regular runs. We played to 48.5 per
cent of the entire population, and everyone loved
the picture ... I would suggest to Mr. Weber
that he rebook the picture as soon as possible,
os I'm sure word of mouth advertising from those
who did see the film would assure a successful
second run.

J. H. BLACK, Mgr.
Totem and Capitol Theatres,
Prince Rupert, B. C.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Friendly Persuasion (AA, reissue)—Gary Cooper,

Dorothy McGuire, Anthony Perkins. As fine a pic-
ture as anyone could hop« to play. It has all the
ingredients to moke a picture great. Gary Cooper
ot his very best. It didn't do onything extra here
for a reissue. Funny how fhey will watch a repeat
on the little block box, though. Played Sun., Mon.
Weother: Chilly.—James Hardy, Shoals Theatre,
Shools, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

BUENA VISTA
Greyfriars Bobby (BV)—^Donald Crisp, Kay Walsh,

Lourerxe Naismith. This is one of Disney's lower
grossers. Well produced, but lacks youth and that
something thot really entertains. The accent prob-
ably hurt some. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather:
Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla.
Pop. 2,018.

Ten Who Dared (BV)—John Beal, Brian Keith, Ben
Johnson. Played this late, but showed a profit due
to reosonoble terms from Disney. Play it, if you
hoven't already. Nice little breod and butter picture.
Played Fri., Sot. Weather: Good.—^Roy C. Kendrick,
Star Theatre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

COLUMBIA
Scream of Fear (Col)—Susan Strasberg, Ranald

Lewis, Ann Todd. This is a good thriller and gave
a nice balance to a double-bill with the comedy
"Everything's Ducky," also from Columbia. Played
Sun.—S. T. Jackson, Jockson Theatre, Flomoton, Ala.
Pop. 1,480.

Song Without End (Col)—^Dirk Bogorde, Capucine,
Genevieve Page. First class entertainment. Music
lovers will lap this up. Strong cast and story will ap-
peal to the rest. It ought to do well in most situa-
tions. Bogarde excellent. Music worth the admission
price. Ploy it, it will give your theoitre doss. Played
Sun. through Sot. Weather: Fine.—Dove S. Klein,
Astra Theatre, Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia, Africa. Pop.
13,000.

Twist Around the Clock (Col)'—Chubby Checker,
Dion, Vicki Spencer. Wish we could ploy one like
this every week. People came out who hadn't found
their way to this theatre in years. Held up fine two
days, lagged the third. Suitable for any situation.
Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Fair.—P. B.
Fridman, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bachelor in Paradise (MGM)—Bob Hope, Lana

Turner, Janis Poige. Very good, with just enough
comedy in it to make it highly entertaining. Lana
Turner always turns in a good job no matter whot
kind of role she plays. Sunday night was above aver-
age. Played Sun., Mon. Weother: Rainy.—James
Hordy, Shools Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Ben-Hur (MGM)—Charlton Heston, Haya Haroreet,
Step>hen Boyd. Certainly a worxJerful picture ond de-
serves oil the honors that it hos received. The chariot
roce was a spectocular scene ond will never be for-
gotten by those who saw it. Played around me first,
but still did business. Ployed Wed. through Sat.
Weother: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theo'tre, Way-
noka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

PARAMOUNT
Blue Hawaii (Para)—Elvis Presley, Joon Black-

man, Angela Lansbury. An extra boxoffice special
thot drew because of worxlerful titles and gorgeous
color. Story just fair and otherwise just an ordinary
good show. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Terrible.

—

Leooord J. Leise, Roxy Theatre, Rondolph, Neb. Pop.
1,029.

Blue Hawaii (Pare)—Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,
Angela Lansbury. Color, 'Scope, songs and story
ore oil great in this wonderful family picture. The
color and some scenes were gorgeous. We are now
going to Howoii when we retire 45 years from now.
Ployed to big crowds for nine show. Played Wed.
through Sot. Weother: Cold.—Ken SpxJulding, Bijou
Theotre, Morrisville, Vt. Pop. 3,450.

Hey, Let's Twist! (Para)—Joey Dee, Teddy Ran-
dozzo, Zohro Lompert. A few teenagers came out to
see this on our Tues., Wed. change—also obout six
odults. Paronrraunt stuck it in the top bracket. Why???—Weother: Nice.—Carl W. Veseth, Villa Theatre,
Molta, Mont. Pop. 2,100.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Comancheros, The (20th-Fox)—John Wayne, Stuart

Whitman, Ina Bolin. Extra good. We've been having
to stretch these out to five days to compete with
basketball at the local high school. But "Coman-
cheros" was worth stretching and the sound gave us
many nice comments. Played Thurs. through Mon.
Weather: Coolish.—Carl W. Veseth, Villa Theatre,
Malta, Mont. Pop. 2,100.

Francis of Assisi (20th-Fox)—Bradford Dillman, Do-
lores Hart, Stuart Whitman. We really tried with this

one. Hopred Stuart Whitman's name would help, but
this is Lent and as everyone knows the folks who
plead for fine entertainment like this stay at home.
A beautiful, beautiful picture. Top scenery, pho-
tography and costuming. Dolores Hart was outstand-
ing. The few who saw this were deeply impressed.
After this, guess we'll have to hunt up "Thunder
Road" again. Played Wed., Thurs., Fri.—P. B. Fried-

man, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Marines, Let's Go (20th-Fox)-—^David Hedison, Tom
Tryon, Linda Hutchins. Action and comedy put this

picture over. Played to good business on my action
change. Played Fri., Sot. Weather: Good.—Mel Dan-
ner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Second Time Around, The (20th-Fox)-—'Debbie Rey-
nolds, Andy Griffith, Steve Forrest. Excellent picture.

Just a little corny. Did not do business expected.
Played Tues. through Fri. Weother: Okay.—S. T. Jack-
son, Jackson Theatre, Ftamoton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

UNITED ARTISTS
Hoodlum Priest, The (UA)'—<Don Murray, Kier Dul-

lea, Cindi Wood. Excellent picture. Fine acting by
Mr. Murray, and a little above average in the money
dopartment.—^Dot Stott, Southwind Theatre, Solo-
m'ons, Md. Pop. 950.

Poris Blues (UA)—Paul Newmon, Joanne Wood-
ward, Sidney Poitier. This picture is slow in spots.
Has good cast but business was a little on the slow
side. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—^Mel
Donner, Circle Theatre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Teenage Millionaire (UA)—Jimmy Clanton, Rocky
Graziano, Zasu Pitts. This picture is junk, but it cer-
tainly did well at the boxoffice. I played up the
appearance of Chubby Checker doing the Twist, and
did obove average gross. Played Fri., Sat. Weather:
Fair, worm.—^Roy Kendrick, Star Theatre, Minco,
Okla. Pop. 950.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Blast of Silence (U-l)—^Allen Baron, Molly Mc-

Carthy, Larry Tucker. Our Saturday customers en-
joyed this rather offbeot, excellently photographed,
crime doesn't pay film. Fairly good picture. Color
would have helped. Weather: Colder.—^P. B. Fried-
man, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

WARNER BROS.
Girl of the Night (WB)—Connie Fronois, Lloyd No-

lan, John Kerr. This didn't do anything for me. Was
a pretty good odult attraction. Played Wed., Thurs.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomoton, Ala. Pop.
1,480.

Sins of Rachel Cade, The (WB)—Angie Dickinson,
Peter Finch, Roger Moore. This wos a very good pic-
ture. Played it 2nd run, to very poor business.
Played Tues., Wed., Thurs.—S. T. Jackson, Jockson
Theatre, Flomoton, Ala. Pop. 1 ,480.

Susan Slode (WB)—Troy Donohue, Connie Stevens,
Dorothy McGuire. The color ond setting alone is

worth Ihe price of admission. Throw in Troy and
Connie and it all adds up to a pretty good show. Has
a plot that has been trampled 1^o death but still goes
over, we reckon, for fair business. Played Sun.
Weather: Okay.— I. Roche, Starlite Drive-In, Chipley,
Fla. Pop. 3,100.

Vermonters Applauded
Miss Wood's Acting

In WB's "Splendor in the Grass" Natalie Wood
won the applause of our patrons after they had
seen the miraculous job she did in this film. We
thought it was Academy Award night when the
applause started. In all the years the Bijou has
been in business, this is the first time our patrons
expressed themselves by applauding and cheer-
ing. It was well deserved and you are to be con-
gratulated, Warner Bros., for bringing us the
best in screen entertainment. We need you to
stay in business.

KENN SPAULDING
Bijou Theatre,
Morrisville, Vt.

MISCELLANEOUS
Magic Tide, The (Feoturette, States Rights)—This

32 minute film is good warm family-type enter-
tainment. In Eastman Color and set entirely to
music. This one plucks ot the heartstrings and may
even bring a tear to your eye. The photogroiphy is

superb. This feoturette has on "arty" quality which
will go along with any art or family-type picture.
Got excellent cooperotion from the distributor. Som-
brero Flims. Business was good.—Woody Maddox,
Four Star Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Last Year at Marienbad A F^tasy-
1.85-1 Drama

Astor Pictures 98 Minutes Rel.

Where the art house regulars patronize
foreign pictures in the key cities, this highly
acclaimed Alain Resnais French-language
film will be the most-discussed of the year,
and, as a result, long lines will form nightly
for its first-run dates, as they do at New York's
Carnegie Hall Cinema. Time Magazine, the
Saturday Review and the avant-garde set

agree that "Marienbad" is an artistic triumph,
brilliantly directed and photographed and
replete with hidden meanings all causing
controversy among the pictures's devotees.
However, the average moviegoers will more
likely label it "pretentious, dull, confusing and
almost plotless" and tell their friends to ovoid
the film. The three chief actors, none of them
with character names, have no marquee draw
so the controversy, as well as Venice Film
Festival award and various French critics'

commendations, will have the required pulling
power with class patrons. This is adult fare

solely because youngsters would not under-
stand it. The widely publicized match game,
played in the picture, as well as the Coco
Chanel original costumes, will intrigue many
fans. Resnais first won international fame
with last year's "Hiroshima, Mon Amour," a
far more rational film. Resnais devotes the

first half of the footage to a camera tour of

a magnificent, baroque hotel, with mirrors,

gilded paneling and statues, peopled with
wealthy, frozen-faced guests. Through these
corriders wanders an unknown man who en-
counters a woman whom he apparently tries

to seduce while another man "who might
be her husband" hovers in the background.
The past is interspersed with the present, the
heroine has phantoms of rape, suicide and
tragedy and the audience remains mystified
throughout. Delphine Seyrig wears 36 fabu-
lous gowns, often switching to another as she
walks toward the camera. At any rate, it's

a pictorial triumph, if nothing else. A French-
Italo coproduction by Pierre Courou of

Preceitel and Raymond Froment of Terrafilm.

Delphine Seyrig, Giorgio Albertazzi,

Sacha Pitoeff, Gilles Queant.

Viridiana A

Kingsley-Int'l. 90 Minutes Rel. April '62

This Spanish Grand Prix Winner of the 1961

Cannes International Film Festival is a
characteristically meticulous Luis Bunuel
study, one best recommended for the discern-

ing, probing adult mind and therefore not
necessarily restricted to the hard-core art the-

atre routings. R. Munoz Suay produced and
Senor Bunuel directed from his own screen-
play, skillfully focusing his sharply contrast-

ing black-and-white photographic • effects in

what might best be termed an ironic indict-

ment of false charity. He employs erotic Ond
religious symbolism, not unlike the best
Ingmar Bergman effects, as his yam spins out
against a setting of Spain. Silvia Pinal—and
a tender and touching delineation she pro-

vides, too—is cost os the young religious

novice who leaves her holy calling to try

to atone for a wrong she has done. The de-
parture from the prescribed path leads to a
resoundingly bitter conclusion. The Spanish-
language (English titles) effort marks Senor
Bunuel's first film on Spanish ground in three

decades.

Francisco Rabal, Silvia Pinal, Fernando

Rey, Margarite Lozano, Victoria Zinny.
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Opinions on Current Productions ^EATURC REVIEWS
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® VisfoVision; ® Superseope; (g) Ponovision; ® Regolscope; (I, Techniromo. for story synopsis on eo.-h picture, see reverse sioe.

Swingin' Along F “t" o”
20th-Fox (204) 74 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

If ever a modest-budgeted effort contained a showman’s
fervently anticipated "built-in" promotional factors, this 'o.

Tommy Noonan-Pete Marshall costarring stint qualifies with
promise, vigor and pronounced vitality. In addition to these
two acknowledged funsters, the Jack Leewood production,
handsomely filmed in CinemaScope and De Luxe Color,

features three of American music's most acclaimed per-

sonalities, composer-pianist-vocalist Roy Charles, pianist-

recording personality Roger Williams and teenage singing
idol Bobby Vee, all spiritedly entering into the framework
of an admittedly conventional screenplay by Jameson
Brewer. The degree of enthusiasm imparted by the prin-

cipals, significantly, transcends the tried-and-true shooting
script format; what happens here is light, lithesome and very
much in the mood and mold of young America's donce-
mindedness and the alert showman can provide a whopping
amount of exploitalion calculated to get the young and the
young in heart audiences very much interested. Both
Noonan and Marshall hove been teamed in past 20th-Fox
pre:entations, but never before with the decided impact of

jazzdom's greats going hand-in-hand with dramatic values.
Charles Barton has directed with astuteness.

Tommy Noonan, Pete Marshall, Barbara Eden, Connie
Gilchrist, Carol Christensen, Ray Charles, Roger Williams.

The Magic Sword p
United Artists (6214) 80 Minutes Rel. April '62

Here is a tongue-in-cheek fairy tale which rises to heights

of satirical splendor at times and sinks to ordinary contrived

narrative at others. If designed for children, it is somewhat
macabre; if for adults, it could get sniggers. But all-in-all,

it's a well-mounted, ingeniously credited piece of merchan-
dise that has excellent special effects. It is a fantasy which
combines witchcraft, sorcery, romance and knighthood, all

woven into a tale of adventure, a crusade to rescue a beauti-
ful imprisoned princess from the clutches of a nefarious a

sorcerer. Basil Rathbone is the sole name of consequence, _ 1-

although Estelle Winwood is known because of past stage
roles. Anne Helm os the princess and Gory Lockwood as her
rescuing lover make a good team, while Liam Sullivan is

quite adequate as a traitorous knight. Highlights of the pic-

ture ore the effective sipecial visual effects, created by Bert

I. Gordon, who also wrote the story, produced and directed
it. Some of such effects are people reduced to the size of

little dolls, a fire-breathing dragon, mirrors that hove tele-

vision effects and numerous other gimmicks that keep the
story going at a fast pace. The Eastman Color is good.

Basil Rathbone, Estelle Winwood, Gory Lockwood, Anne
Helm, Liam Sullivan, John Mauldin, Jacques Gallo.

'anter

rv H’ Ratio; Action Drama
OCUJIQT r 1.S5.1 @
Warner Bros. (164) 89 Minutes Rel. Mery '62

George Montgomery, star of many action films, becomes
a triple-threat man by producing and directing, in addition to

starring in, this red-blooded action thriller made to order
for moviegoers who like excitement and thrills in their film

fore. With Montgomery and the rugged veteran Gilbert

Roland for marquee value, this con top the bill in almost any
situation. WB is teaming it with a routine programmer,
"House of Women." Entirely photographed in the Philippines,

with Technicolor enhancinig the mountainous, rock-covered
backgrounds over which hundreds of Filipino exiles ore
forced to climb, with many of them tumbling to their death,
the picture often attains epic proportions. Montgomery even
collaborated with Ferde Grofe jr. on the screenplay, based
on the real-life Spanish Colonial oppression of the Philippines
natives in 1870, and the plot is replete with gunplay, savagery
and nail-biting suspense, with time out for several romantic
scenes. Montgomery gives a convincing two-fisted portrayal
and Roland is outstanding, as always, as the brave, com-
passionate leader of the exiles. Ziva Rodonn, as a native
girl, and blonde Joan O'Brien contribute well-contrasted per-

formances. A Winchester-MAM production.

George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland, Ziva Rodann, Nico
Minordos, Joan O'Brien, Mario Barri, Danny Jurado.

1 .

re

o'

Counterfeit Traitor F “J"'*
Paramount (6113) 140 Minutes Rel. April 62

leatrt To condense Alexander Klein's exciting factual account of

1,000. Erick Erickson's hazardous experiences as an Allies spy,

while posing as a Nazi conformist, into 140 minutes of film

was a courageous effort, but William Perlberg and George
Seaton have done it with gratifying results. "Counterfeit

Traitor" is a tense and romantic storv of real life events that

should mean money in the bank for exhibitors. William
Holden and Lilli Palmer, as the Allies informers, are a good
team and give excellent and convincing performances. The
picture was shot on actual locations in Berlin, Hamburg,
Copenhagen and Stockholm, giving added authenticity to

the production. Holden and Miss Palmer are the only players
well known to American audiences, but they have been sur-

rounded with a capable supporting cast, each a native of the

country he or she represents in the respective roles. Fine
color by Technicolor is another plus to this gripping story of

intrigue and espionage which is interspersed with a tragic

romance. The escape sequences in the latter port of the pic-

ture are as gripping as any ever seen in a so-called cloak-
and-dagger feature. Produced by Perlberg and directed by
Seaton, the screenplay by Seaton was based on Klein's book.
A fine musical score was created by Alfred Newman.

William Holden, Lilli Palmer, Helo Gutschwager, Hugh
Griffith, Erica Beer, Phil Brown, Ejner Federspiel.

Don't Knock the Twist F iS' vvit“'ic
Columbia (622) 87 Minutes Rel. April '62

Although the Twist dance craze is reportedly waning in

many U.S. cities, it is still popular with the teenagers and is

catching on in Europe and Japan, so this follow-up to Sam
Katzman's "Twist Around the Clock" will make a strong

programmer generally with Chubby Checker, Mr. Twist him-
self, for marquee draw. Checker has developed into an
ingratiating performer and, of course, he puts over such songs
as "Twistin'," "La Paloma Twist" and the title tune in fine

fashion. Best of the other specialty acts are Vic Dana, who
i spei

''garbles the plaintive "Little Altar Boy" and the Dovells,

ey who slam out "Bristol Stomp." Gene Chandler's "Duke of

Earl" is a ridiculous impression. There ore 13 songs in all.

The story by James B. Gordon is adequate as a frame for

these specialties and gives the striking Mori Blanchard the
opportunity to shine as a fashion designer whose jealousy
almost wrecks a TV Twist show. Georgine Darcy, who
twists with Stephen Preston, and the rugged Lang Jeffries,

also take part in the film's romantic triangle. Two old-timers,

the Buttery Nydia Westman and Frank Albertson, contribute
good bits. Kotzmon knows the sure-fire formula for a film

aimed at neighborhood houses and the drive-ins. A Four Leaf
production directed by Oscar Rudolph.

Chubby Checker, Gene Chandler, Vic Dana, Linda Scott,

Lang Jeffries, Mari Blanchard, Georgine Darcy.

The Man Who Shot Liberty ValanceF '^rtlo^Lsri
Paramount (6114) 123 Minutes Rel. Apr. '62

To identify this film as a drama of any kind is almost to

outrage the category but, since that seems to be its inten-

tions, so it shall be. We reluctantly have to report, however,
that despite a notable cast and one of our great directors,

John Ford, it adds up to nothing more nor less than a su-
perbly photographed satire on all the westerns ever made.
If for that reason, and no other, it is not to be missed. An
adult audience in a packed public theatre, where it was first

screened for the press, laughed, groaned and commented so
audibly and derisively that a well-disposed reviewer could
only be embarrassed for its makers. It would appear un-
necessary to remind producers that people see so many west-
erns of every type on TV nowadays that they know all the

answers. But, if a reminder is needed, this picture will serve
very well. Viewpoint of this reviewer is neither critical nor
categorical but strictly; how many tickets will it sell? This
one should sell a lot of tickets—to people who like to laugh.
The abundance of unnecessary violence will probably cause

/uthv PTA and related organizations from coast to coast to scream
r. Oyi with pain. Edmond O'Brien, as a drunken newspaper pub-

lisher, pulls the picture out from under his costars with a
performance of Shakespearean magnitude.

James Stewart, John Wayne, Vera Miles, Lee Marvin,
Edmond O'Brien, Andy Devine, Ken Murray.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring

loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including o year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,

may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Counterfeit Traitor" (Para.)

As Erickson, an American-born Swedish oil importer,
Holden is recruited by the Allies to serve as a spy during ,
World War II. His free access to Germany makes him a per- ^ fa'
feet agent. He pretends to become a Nazi sympathizer, there- ^ol
by arousing the anger ot his family and friends. In Germany,
Holden meets Lilli Palmer, a German girl who wonts to free
her country of the Nazi regime. Working together, they fall

in love during their underground operations. When Lilli is

exposed and imprisoned, Holden has the horrifying experi-
ence of watching her executed. He continues his work for the
Allies until he, too, is exposed by a Nazi youth and then
comes the ordeal of escaping from Germany to Sweden,
which he accomplishes with the crid of underground opera-
tives in Germany and Denmark. His work done, he feels that
his efforts have helped to shorten the war.
EXPLOmPS:
Arrange book tieups with book stores. Hold special screen-

ing for newspaper correspondents who covered the last war.
Describe a "spy" who will be sent out to roam the streets and
offer a prize to the person w*ho identifies him.

CATCHLINES:
So That a Million Men Might Follow, One Man Opened the

Way . . . The True Story of the Most Exciting Spy Adventure
of V/orld War II . . . The Story of a Secret Agent and a
Woman Spy Who Fell in Love . . . Everything Was Counter-
feit Except Their Love.

THE STORY: "Swingin' Along" (20th-Fox)

Simple-minded Tommy Noonan has hopes of entering a
song-writing contest. A fast-talking promoter, Pete Marshall,

to tells Noonan he will be his manager (for a profit). Marshall ^
Hooi. is attracted by pretty Barbara Eden, whom he spots in a %

limousine. She turns him down for a date at first but later

consents. Barbara tells Marshall that sihe is only a private
secretary and when she demands that he take her home by
cob, he convinces Noonan to do it instead. Noonan spends
his last dime and has to walk home, stopping in at a night-
club for a glass of water and witnessing a performance by
Ray Charles. Noonan's girl friend, Carol Christensen, sur-

prises him with a visit and the two lovebirds take a stroll in

the park, coming upon young singer Bobby Vee serenading
a group of girls. Thanks to Carol's help, Noonan completes
his "Son Francisco Sonata" on his dad's piano, "Ludwig," but
the music is blown away by the wind. All seems lost—until

the contest winner is announced in the Park Pavilion. To
everyone's surprise, Noonan takes top honors.

EXPLOITIPS:
Disc jockeys and record store merchandising people should

be alerted to cast presence of Ray Charles, Roger Williams
and Bobby Vee, and contests can be adapted locally.

CATCHLINES:
C'mon Swing Along for the Grandest Load of Fun You've

Ever Had . . . Just Brimmin' Full . . . With Laughter, Music
and Everything That's Gay!

THE STORY: "Don't Knock the Twist" (Col)

Long Jeffries is ordered by his TBC network boss to put
together a 90-minute TV Twist spectacular to beat out a rival

RBS show by two weeks. Jeffries turns to his friend. Chubby
Checker, to help him stage the show and they round up such
stars as Vic Dona, Gene Chandler and the Dovells. Durin.g
a weekend in the country with his fiancee, Mori Blanchard,
a fashion designer, Jeffries discovers Georgine Darcy twist-
ing with her brother, Stephen Preston, and he puts them in

the show for a Salome "rwist number. But Mori, jealous of

Lang's interest in Georgine, designs on abbreviated Salome
costume which brings in censor protests and almost holts
the TV show. Georgine 's Orphans Summer Camp followers /L-li

rally to her support and the TV show goes on to great vu-i'
success.

EXPLOITIPS:
Put the campaign behind Chubby Checker, whose several

Twist record albums are among the top sellers. Get a truck to

drive around town playing Chubby Checker Twist records
and have a loud-speaker playing his Twist numbers from the

lobby. Thom McAn Shoes is featuring "Chubby Checker
Twisters" and the stores will cooperate with window dis-

plays of stills from the picture.

CATCHLINES:
Meet the Guys and Gals Who Flipped for the Dance Fad

That's Sweeping the Country . . . Chubby Checker, the King
of Twist, Singing a Dozen Tunes and Dancing Like Mad.

THE STORY: "The Magic Sword" (UA)

When Basil Rathbone, a wicked sorcerer, kidnaps Anne
Helm, a princess, Gary Lockwood goes to her rescue wear-
ing an invincible suit of armor, riding the fastest horse and
carrying a magic sword, gifts from his foster mother, Estelle

Winwood, a whacky, third-rate sorceress. He is accompanied
by seven knights, brought back to life after having been
dead for centuries, and by Liam Sullivan, a knight of the

princess' castle, who plotted the kidnapping with Rathbone.
They hove to overcome seven curses to reach the imprisoned
princess before she is fed to Rathbone's two-headed dragon.
With the help of the magic sword and his armor, Lockwood

/A 1 1 overcomes all the curses and the traps set for him, slays the

\ Borr dragon and carries off the princess to her home.
EXPLOITIPS:
Good tieups are possible with magic or novelty stores.

Promote a midnight show headlining locai amateur magi-
cians. Dell has issued a "Magic Sword" comic book which
can be used as prizes or given away to the first 100 cus-

tomers! Send a man dressed as a knight on a white horse

around the town.
CATCHLINES:
The Most Incredible Weapon Ever Wielded . . . Feats

Beyond Description! Spectacle Beyond Imagination! ... It

Holds Powers Beyond Belief—It Performs to Destroy Every
Curse . . . See the Green Fire Demons, the 25-Foot Ogre, the

Beautiful Vampire Woman Trap Her Prey.

THE STORY: "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" (Para.)

Congressman James Stewart and wife Vera Miles arrive by
train in a frontier western town, year about 1910. They view
the body in coffin of John Wayne, a footloose rancher and
fast-gun once in love with Miss Miles. Flashback. Stewart
tells group of local newspapermen and others how he first

came to Shinbone as a tenderfoot intending to practice low.
Was persecuted by Lee Marvin, uncontrollable local outlaw
in employ of wealthy cattleman interests opposed to state-

hood rights for the town. Stewart fell in love with Miss Miles,

a waitress, vrith whom Wayne was in love. Tenderfoot
Stewart is forced to a main street shoot-out with Marvin.
Wayne kills Marvin from a dark alley with a rifle. Stewart
goes on to be elected to Congress and Ambassador to the
Court of St. James.

EXPLOITIPS:

(Exhibitors: This is a problem picture, to be played for

either fun or seriously, depending on the way you sense your
audience.)
Play up great award-winning cast and director, cast and

director including some of the top boxoffice names in the
business.

CATCHLINES:
Roaring Fun and Action . . . Top Award Winners (name

them) Excitingly Together for the First Time.

THE STORY: "Samar" (WB)

In 1870, the Philippines are under Spanish Colonial rule,

which exiles many natives to the remote penal island of

Samar. George Montgomery, an American gun-runner,

receives a five-year sentence because his medical knowledge
is needed there. En route, he meets Ziva Rodann, a half-

breed with whom he falls in love, and Nico Minordos, a
blood-thirsty Spanish captain. On Samar, the head of the

penal colony is Gilbert Roland, who persuades Montgomery
to help the inmates escape Spanish oppression by a giant

exodus to a remote valley. En route over jungles and
tortuous mountains, they encounter headhunters who shoot

poisonous darts and missiles. Roland is wounded but the

natives carry him up the high mountains until they finally

glimpse the fertile valley where they will be free.

EXPLOITIPS:
George Montgomery, star of a dozen action films, including

Warners' recent "The Steel Clow," and Gilbert Roland, a
star since the silent days, ore favorites with the ladies and
good marquee names generally. Ploy up Ziva Rodann, the

brunette beauty, and blonde Joan O'Brien.

CATCHLINES: ,a-

The True, Harrowing Story of the Great Exodus in the ''

Philippines in the 19th Century ... A Thousand Natives En-

counter Tyranny, Cruelty and Untold Dangers During a
Giant Trek to Freedom.
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CIBIIIIIG HOUS
HELP WANTED

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can
sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romcrr-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

Experienced drive-in theatre managers
wanted . . . Call BE 3-4060, Chicago.

Drive-in manager, experienced and
bondable, midwest town of 22,000. Com-
plete knowledge; buying, booking, oper-
ating. Year round job. State experience,
reference and salary. Boxoffice 9458.

Manager for leading independent drive-
in. Located in ideal size Deep South City.
Excellent community for family man. Pres-
ent employes know of opening. Boxoffice
9469.

POSITIONS WANTED
District Manager presently employed

looking for better opportunity. Age 40,
family. Boxoffice 9452.

Projectionist available May 15, will go
anywhere. Can manage small theatre.
Capitol Theatre, Morrison, Illinois.

Manager: Immediate assignment, top
notch experience. Boxoffice 9461.

Manager: 23 years successful experience
all phases theatre work including adver-
tising, exploitation, concessions. Write
Boxoffice 9464.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

tapes that sparkle . . guaranteed to
^11 • . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action) $4.50 M cards. Othei

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Gt^tnes Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36, N. Y,

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Illinois.

LET US PROMOTE YOUR PICTURES
WITH PICTURES. Personalized heralds
window cards and calendars. Advertise
more than one picture at a time. 500 her
olds $1.75, 15 window cards $1.95, ac
mat 35c. Write for samples. Buy direct
no middleman. Fepco Theatre Advertisers
Box 795, Omaha, Nebraska.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
Action . . . Camera . . . Roll 'em . . .

Winco produces professional merchants
screen ads . . . NOW . . . sends crews
to film in Motion on the spot screen ads,
local parades, sports, news items in
COLOR with SOUND ANYWHERE! Fast
delivery, satisfaction guaranteed. Box 1595,
Columbia, South Carolina.

MISCELLANEOUS
Free Sample. QUIKWAY dry concer

Irate for fountain, Sno-Cone flavors, slusl
etc. 1 oz. package makes 1 gallon fc

only 75c. For free sample write QUH
WAY SYRUP CO. P. O. Box 4773, Balt
more 11, Maryland.

Wanted to buy: Old Film Daily year-
books, stills, posters, pressbooks, misc.
movie material. Memory Shop, Box 365,
Cooper Station, N.Y.C. GR. 3-2404.

WANTED: Film Daily Yearbooks for 194C
and '42. Woodrow Gabbard, 625 S. Clair-
mont, Springfield, Ohio.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
WEATHERPROOF MASONITE BLACK OR

RED Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4"-

40c; 8"-60c; 10"-75c; 12"-$1.00, I4"-$1.50;
16"-$1.75; 17"-$2.00; 24"-$3.00 (10% dis-
count lOO letters or over $6(1.00 list).

S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

REPLACE YOUR TIRED, OIL-SOAKED,
SCRATCHED, CRACKED Lenses with
brand new variable Superscope anamor-
phics—>A original cost. Limited quantity,
pair, $195. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York
19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
CLOSED U. S. ARMY THEATRE BOOTH

EQUIPMENTS — projection and sound,
from $695. S O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York
19.

BEST BUYSl Imperial 65/130 generator,
reconditioned, complete, W25.00; E7
mechanisms, beaufiful, $375.00 pr.; Vido-
scope onomorphics, $235 pr.; Simplex X-L
E8 sound system, complete, only $795;
thousand other bargains. Star Cinema
Supply, 621 West 55th Street, New York
19.

Complete booth . . . you dismantle.
CinemaScope lens, Ashcraft lamps, Brenk-
ert projectors. Western Electric sound,
new generator, many extras. $1,000 takes
all. Contack Suick Real Estate, Antigo,
Wisconsin. Also drink machine and Na-
tional cash register.

For Sale: Bell & Howell 35mm camera,
like new. Belmar Drive-In Theatre, R.R. 2,
Belvidere, Illinois.

16mm Ampro Arc sound projectors com-
plete, $625 each. Boxoffice 9467.

Complete booth equipment in excellent
condition. All new in 1953 with the ex-
ception of the heads which were com-
pletely overhauled in 1953. Best offer takes
all. Boxoffice 9462.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Used projection equipment. Will remove

myself 300 miles from N.Y.C. George Sarti,
183 Scharer Avenue, Northvale, N. J.

TOP PRICES PAID: For all types pro-
jectors, lamphouses, lenses, etc. What
have you? Star Cinema Supply, 621 West
55th Street, New York 19.

Wanted: Complete booth equipment,
high intensity dual sound. 400 seats, good
shape. No junk. Paul Paquin, 56 St. John
Street, East Angus, Quebec, Canada.

WANTED: Theatre booth equipment.
Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Avenue, Speed-
way 24, Indiana.

Wanted: One used Manley Popcorn Ma-
chine. Broadway Theatre, East Chicago,
Indiana.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVm ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Complete equipment for small drive-in.
Mr. Keller, P.O. Box 631, State College, Pa.

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
75 Theatres Since 1951 . Planning, design

and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber, screen tower, perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rate insurance. Oscar May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

THEATRE TICKETS
Prompt Service. Special printed roll tick-

ets. 100,000, $37.95; 10,0(10, 12.75; 2,000,
$5.95. Each change in admission price, in-
cluding change in color, $4.25 extra. Dou-
ble numbering extra. F.O.B. Kansas City,
Mo. Cash with order. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th Street, Kansas
City 8, Mo.

1

THEATRES FOR gALE
West Coast theatres for sole. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California.

FOR SALE: 290-car drive-in and 260-seat
indoor theatre in Nebraska county seat
town of 3,000. Fully equipped. Reasonable
down payment to right party. Boxoffice
9407.

For Sale: "Rig Theatre," Fremont, Texas.
(South Texas between Alice and Falfur-
rias). Now operating and in excellent
condition. Original cost over $90,000. Will
sell whole building and dll equipment for

$25,000. Includes ground floor office or
store (street front), and upstairs <yart-
ment, all air-conditioned. Write Dr. R. N.
Smith jr., 513 Lake Drive, Harlingen,
Texas.

400-car, CinemaScope, large screen
drive-in. Located in Southeastern Ohio. No
competition. All equipment modern, in
mint condition. Owners retiring. Boxoffice
9448.

Western Kentucky, 600-car, only drive-
in within 30 miles. CinemaScope, modern.
Population 30,000 area. $45,000, with half
cash or $40,000, all cash. Bad Health.
Boxoffice 9450.

270-seot theatre for sale, Wichita, Kan-
sas. Theatre in operation. Owner has
other interests. Reasonable. Boxoffice 9459.

For Sole: Modern theatre, parkirig lot,

concession. Accept property, farm. Terms.
Sell building reasonable. Von Noy Theatre,
Middletown, Indiana.

Bargain: 220-seat indoor theatre, now in
operation, Lorena, Texas, ten miles south
of Waco. Complete with building and
extra building now rented. Whole works
$9,500. Walter J. Pearce, 3224 Trice, Waco,
Texas, owner.

For Sale: Drive-in theatre in southern
Idaho, nearest competition 25 miles, popu-
lation of area 16,000. Ill health of owner.
Write Manwaring-Brower Real Estate Co.,
91 No, Broadway, Blackfoot, Idaho.

De luxe drive-in theatre for sale. 20
acres, 828 speakers, 400 heaters, all new
1961. Casey Realty, 1023 E. Main St., Co-
lumbus 5, Ohio,

400-seat theatre, N.E. Oklahoma. Only
one radius 20 miles. Top condition, Cine-
maScope, 3 furnished apartments, barber
shop, cafe, family operation. Sacrifice
building and all, terms or lease. Box-
office 9465.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
400-seat indoor. Excellent condition, con-

cession stand, booming suburban town,
reasonable, automobile accident responsi-
ble. Sue Long, Waskom, Texas.

For Sale or Lease: 500-seat indoor and
soda shop. Long building lease. Only one
in industrial city in North Carolina. Box-
office 9455.

Small town theatre and bowling alley,
in southwest. Terms. Boxoffice 9466.

For Sale or Lease. 275-seat theatre in
Oklahoma. P.O. Box 70, Covington, Okla-
homa.

First time oRered: Finest theatre, 500
seats, 3,000 county seat town, Nebraska,
terms. Boxoffice 9463.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wanted to lease or rent drive-in theatre,
southwest or far west. Full particulars
first letter, family operation. Boxoffice
9449.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Well established theatre seating busi-

ness in Southwest, installation, repair and
rebuilding. Owner wishes to retire. Box-
office 9460.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsted, Chicago 6, Illinois.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seal
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Exhibitors, when you have a
problem with the chairs in your theatre,
contact us. We can rebuild your chairs or

we can supply you with the most com-
fortable and durable chairs made today
and save you more than half of what you
would have to spend for a new chair
and be no better than we can supply. Nick
Diack, Eastern Seating Company, 138-13
Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens 13,

New York. Phone LAurelton 8-3696.

SOUND-PROJECTION SERVICE
MANUAL

An Authentic Guide to Better Sound-
Projection—Trout's Simplified Sound &
Projection Repair Manual. Trouble-Shoot-
ing Charts—Repair data on projectors, arc
lamps, motors, theatre sound systems;
data on amplifiers, soundheads and speak-
ers. Helpful schematics and diagrams.
Data on lenses and screens, for indoor
and drive-in theatres. Many helpful tips

on servicing 16mm projectors. Additional
servicing sheets sent free all during 1962.

In loose-leaf binder. For exhibitors, pro-
jectionists, repairmen. Written by a Prac-
tical Engineer; 25 years experience. Only
$7.50 prepaid; Cash or P. O. No CODs.
Order Today. Avoid sudden breakdowns,
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,
Oklahoma.

FILMS WANTED
35mm, 16mm films. Will purchase large

or small lots. Boxoffice 9468.

Handy Subscription

Order Form

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

n $3.00 FOR 1 YEAR

$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE

NAME

POSITION



SWEET TALK
ABOUT

SWEET BIRD'
“Excellent ! An Exciting Experience!

Seldom do we see a picture that can boast of

so many electrifying performances, six gems

of characterization, none outshining the

others so much as to dim the general perfec-

tion! Geraldine Page is a great artist!”

-N.Y. DAILY NEWS

“Excellent script, sensitive direction and rare

characterizations. There are Academy (next

time) nominations here.”
-CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER

“Bristles with all the Williams dynamic power!

This may have the widest audience of any of

his long and unbroken string of movie hits.”

-N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

“Expertly handled drama! Top notch per-

formances. Geraldine Page lights up the

screen!” -Saturday review

“While the camera is on Miss Page, you are

seeing one of the most acute and unnerving

performances put on film in a long, long time
!”

-N.Y. HERALD TRIBUNE

“Forceful . . . Powerful . . . Full of rich

performances!” -Newsweek

“‘Sweet Bird’ soars to greatness. Stars hkely

‘Oscar’ contenders again.”
-FORT WORTH STAR TELEGRAM

SWEET BIZ

“sweeTbird
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer’s “SWEET
BIRD OF YOUTH” is making Box-
Office News for exhibitors as it starts its

Blockbuster release across the nation.

NEW YORK {Dual Opening) Capitol biisiness

is the best of any M-G-M attraction since

“Butterfield 8.” Sutton sets opening day rec-

ord and is continuing its exceptional business!

DALLAS {Majestic) opening tops such out-

standing grossers as “Please Don’t Eat The
Daisies,” “Where the Boys Are” and “Some
Came Running”!

MIAMI {Carib) Opening week tops Easter
Week business of “Gone With The Wind”!

WASHINGTON, D. C. {Capitol) and
ST. LOUIS {State) Opening weeks top “Where
The Boys Are” New Year’s business!

BUFFALO {Buffalo) tops “Where The Boys
Are” and “Some Came Running”!

DETROIT {Mercury) tops “Boys” business!

BALTIMORE, {Hippodrome) ATLANTA
{Grand) and SAN ANTONIO {Aztec) top

“Daisies” grosses!

. . . and “Sweet Bird” is Just
starting to soar! BOOK IT NOW!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents

PAUL NEWMAN
GERALDINE RAGE

SHIRLEY KNI6HT' ED BEGLEY- RIPTORN -“S.'.’SSSSSS
IQ] Provocative

[B Adult

^ Entertainment!
RICHARD BROOKS PRODUCED BYPANDRO S. BERMAN

writer-director of 'ELMER OANTRY* producer of •BUrTERFI£LD S'



^Tsuoos

^ ""Off *0 -j

The quadruple dais at the testimonial bonquet honoring Spyros P. Skouras on the occasion of

his twentieth year as president of 20th Century-Fox. Sponsored by the industr/s two national

exhibition orgonizations, Allied States Ass'n of Motion Picture Exhibitors and Theatre Owners

of America, the event was an expression of appreciation for the contributions

Skouras made to the progress of the motion picture industry . . . Story on page 10.

Showmanship Campaign

-See Showmandiser Section
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co-starring

PAT CONWAY - ADAM WEST - ARMANDO SILVESTRE .

LAWRENCE DOBKIN-JOHN ANDERSON -

ENID JAYNES and ROSS MARTIN r

Laven-Gardner-Levy present
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No. 1

QUESTIONS SEEKING ANSWERS

I
N THE mail this week came several letters

from exhibitors that, while seeking advice,

contain suggestions worth consideration on the

part of both producer-distributors and exhibi-

tors. Two of these, which deal with the subject

of television—one looking upon a phase of it as

ultra-competitive to theatres and the other as a

possible source for the supplementing of the-

atrical film fare, are quoted below.

Jack Repp, manager of the Decatur Theatre

at Decatur, Mich., writes:

“I wish you would exert your influence on Walt
Disney and do something—or get something done—about

that Sunday time slot. A year ago, our Sunday night

business was ALWAYS 40 per cent better than the

matinee. Now% except for the embarrassment, I could

just as well close the boxoffice at 5 p.m.

“Yesterday (Sunday), fourth day of six for ‘Babes
in Toyland,’ we had about 145 patrons; but only 21 for

the 8 o’clock show! This pattern persists, no matter
whether the show is adult, family, kiddie or what.

“If 4:30 is okay for the West Coast, what’s wrong
with taping the show and running it at 4:30 here? That
7 :30 slot is impossible.

“Of course, Fox and NBC have kicked the hell out of

Saturdays and, now, ABC is going to take over Sundays.
Next, I suppose, CBS will do it on Fridays, and THEN
watch the tents fold!

“Can’t -ANYONE do anything? Is there something
that I can do?

“Further, regarding Sundays: No, the afternoon busi-

ness hasn’t propwrtionately increased.

“Can you think of a reason why exhibitor organiza-

tions haven’t insisted on a “No TV” clause in exhibi-

tion contracts? ....

Mr. Repp’s complaints seem to be fully justi-

fied, if only because many other exhibitors have
felt the loss of patronage resulting from the

direct competition of theatrical films on TV. If

it is necessary, for economic reasons, for pro-

ducers to make recent theatrical product or spe-

cial TV shows available to the networks, they

should, in the interest of their regular exhibitor

customers, choose better time spots for these

showings. But they probably have little or no
choice in the matter, especially on a straight

network deal.

Still, companies, individually, can choose not

to sell their product to TV, as some have chosen
to do, thus working in the best interests of their

customers and, in the long run, in the industry’s

and their own future well-being. There still are

several of these “holdouts,” but how long they

will remain as such is a question.

As for the Walt Disney program, specifically,

this has been held to be of great assistance to

the theatre boxoffice on his company’s pictures.

And we have heard exhibitors say they wished
other companies would follow this example.
However, those companies—20th-Fox and United
Artists, whose product is being televised on
Saturday and Sunday evenings, do not seem to

have the same “privileges” as does Disney in

plugging their own current or forthcoming pro-

ductions. Thus, the Disney “formula” seems to

be something “special.”

Exhibitor organizations, some years ago.

raised their voices and proclaimed that they

would take action to keep theatrical product off

TV screens. Even some of the producers, notably

Spyros Skouras, agreed that there should be

clearance of up to seven years before theatrical

films were permitted to be shown on TV. But

the Government seemed to have a different view

of the whole matter and exhibitor organization

efforts came to naught.

Another thing that is impelling producer-

distributors to continue to sell their older films to

TV—but not on prime time—is the belief that

this does not hurt their or the exhibitors’ busi-

ness. That school of thought stems from experi-

ence with pictures being reissued after they

have been shown on TV. This doesn’t always

hold true, but, in some cases, these films have
been reported to have done better business than

on their initial release. However, it must be con-

sidered that these TV showings were made at

very late hours or on afternoons, hence not in

direct competition at prime theatre show times.

The other letter, from R. E. Falkinburg sr.,

owner of the Majestic and Ralf Theatres at Lex-

ington, Neb., follows:

“Am I barking up a dead tree? I would like to know
if a few of the more popular 30-minute short stories on
television can be put on 35mm prints to be shown in

theatres as short subjects. For instance, Danny Thomas
Show, Hennessey, Flintstones, Andy Griffith Show, Gun-
smoke, etc. ...

“Television is using movies—why cannot theatres use
television stories as well, when we know all TV pro-
grams are not seen by everyone? And we do need more
short subjects. I believe these subjects could be shown
as serials once were. Will you give me your honest
thoughts on this idea?”

We don’t know the legal or other obstacles

that might be involved, but we believe that Mr.
Falkinburg’s idea has merit and is feasible. In

fact, it has been carried out with feature-length

TV programs. And a long while back, we ad-

vanced a similar suggestion. But, aside from the
longer shows having been so adapted, it didn’t
get very far. If enough exhibitors could offer

sufficient playing time to guarantee a profit to

the makers of such subjects as Mr. Falkinburg
has in mind, they might find some takers. On the
other hand, there are plenty of good comedy and
other short subjects gathering dust in studio
vaults that did not receive sufficient theatre
playing time when they were originally avail-

able. Many cartoons have been reissued, also
some comedies, and played to good advantage.

If, in one way or another, exhibitors could
obtain a steady supply of entertaining shorts

—

dramas, as well as comedies—and play them to
round out single-feature programs, this could be
the means of solving the feature product short-
age, at least until the new sources in prospect
got to functioning.
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Milton H. London Points the Way

Film Councils to Promote
Family Movie Patronage
DETROIT—Some 30 local or regional

motion picture councils were represented,

many in force, at the national conference
of the Federation of Motion Picture Coun-
cils in the Hotel Pantlind in Grand Rapids.
This meeting marked a new step forward,
in that it was an independent operation
conducted by the council members them-
selves in all phases, and was the first which
was not sponsored either by the Motion
Picture Ass’n of America or by some seg-

ment of the film industi’y. Despite the new
independence, a strong tie of friendly co-

operation with the industry in all appropri-
ate relationships continues.

RESOLUTION IS PASSED
A resolution clarifying the interpretation

of “family” as compared to “children” rat-

ing as applied to films was passed by the
organization. The resolution, in part, read:
“Whereas members of a family attend-

ing a motion picture together build family
unity and tend to improve behavior in the
theatre; be it resolved that the Federation
of Motion Picture Councils adopt as a pro-
ject the promotion of attendance at the
motion picture theatre of parents and chil-

dren together when the film is rated as
‘family’ entertainment.”
The unusual statement wrapping up

teenage behavior, family togetherness, film
classification, and positive economic sup-
port of good pictures was inspired directly

by a forthright “kiss of death” speech given
by Allied executive director Milton H.
London.

Invited to talk on “How the Cotmcils Can
Help the Theatres,” London said frankly
that he prefeiTed to talk on “How the
Motion Picture Councils Can Cooperate
With Motion Picture Theatres in Aiding
Their Communities,” telling the delegates
that “Too often community theatres are
treated like parents, in that they are not
appreciated till after they are gone.”

COMMUNITY VALUE CITED
London cited the importance of a theatre

to the community—“It is the center of the
economic life of its business district: it is

a major taxpayer; it provides the safe and
supervised place where teenagers can go,
either singly or on dates.” He showed what
happens to a community, especially in a
neighborhood or small town situation, when
a theatre closes, because neglect by the
public may cause a house’s business to go
down and force closing.

He gave a good sampling of 2,000 case
histories where communities through
Chambers of Commerce, women’s groups,
and others, have taken steps to cooperate
to subsidize or reopen a theatre, citing the
example of a strong editorial from the
Blissfield, Mich., paper, about closing of
the local show.
“How much easier not to allow a theatre

to close in the first plaice, and force their
children to go careening down the highway
to some other town or to unsupervised en-

tertainment,” London commented.
But he scored with an indictment of the

failm’e of parents to make showgoing with
their children a habit, for its family morale
value as well as for its necessary support of

the theatre, which, he pointed out clearly,

is not benefitting from any government or

other subsidy, but depends on the public
patronage to make possible the public serv-

ice it performs in entertaining and holding
the attention of children of all ages for

hours at a time at a vei*y low admission
cost.

“The tag ‘family entertainment’ is the
‘kiss of death’ as far as theatres are con-
cerned—because parents think it means,
not for them, and they just drop off their

children at the theatre.

MATINEE SUPPORT NEEDED
“Children’s matinees are largely sub-

sidized by theatres for the good of the
community, and the theatre cannot sur-

vive without adult admissions to pay the
expense of operating.”

London’s concept of family attendance
together at motion pictures finds a close

parallel in the widely publicized program
on behalf of church attendance, with the
theme that “the family that worships to-

gether, stays together.”

The question ot rowdy conduct by teen-
agers at Friday night shows was raised by
a council member from the floor, and Lon-
don replied directly that, “If the parents
would accompany them, there would be no
rowdyism. This is not a problem for the-
atre management or for the police. It is a
problem of the relations between parents
and children.”

London pleaded with the women of the
Federation to support theatres by actually
urging (1) attendance by family groups
one night a week; (2) a theatre party by
women’s and other clubs or groups, with all

members attending theatres in a body once
a month. He pointed out that exhibitors
would be willing to cooperate in making
this a special occasion.
Alden Smith, executive of Coope»-ative

Theatres of Michigan, talked on “Preview-
Benefits—How to Do It.”

MEDALLION PRESENTED
'The first Federation Medallion, a new

recognition of achievement, was presented
to Mrs. Max M. Williams of Royal Oak,
Mich., the first woman to serve as national
president. This is a new design made up in
the form of a medalUon, or “charm,” in

silver and gold, and designed to resemble
reels of film.

Marie Hamilton, Film Estimates director
of the Federation, showed advance plan-
ning of details for the revised Green
Sheet, and announced that no charge
would be made for this publication.

Coimcil members attended two screen-
ings—“State Fair” and “Moon Pilot,” and
received special promotional material for

each. Margaret "Twyman, MPAA director
of community relations, also spoke.

High Court Nixes Review

Of Texas Antitrust Suit

Washington — The Supreme Court
has refused to review an antitrust ac-
tion brought by the owner of Texas
Theatres. The case, Adelman vs. Para-
mount Pictures, Inc., was an attempt
to have a change made in the avail-

ability of first-run films to one of

Adelman’s theatres.

In declining the review the Supreme
Court left standing the decision of

lower courts to the effect that Adelman
is bound by an earlier judgment to

which he had consented.

2 House Resolutions

Seek Films' Probe
WASHINGTON — Creation of a nine-

member special committee of the House of

Representatives to investigate motion pic-

tures is sought in identical resolutions in-

troduced by Representatives Kathryn E.

Granahan (D., Pa.) and George M. Wall-
houser (R. N. J.). Appointment of new
members would be made by the speaker.

The special committee could sit any-
where in the U. S. and hold hearings,

whether or not Congress is in session, if the

resolutions are adopted. Recommendations
would be included in its report “as soon as

practicable during the present Congress.”

The attendance of witnesses and the pro-

duction of records and other documents, as

well as subpoena power, could be required.

Authorizing and directing, the special

committee “can conduct a full and com-
plete investigation and study of the prob-

lem of obscenity, lewdness, salaciousness,

immorality in connection with the pro-

duction, distribution and exhibition in the

United States of motion pictures and in

connection with advertising related there-

to,” the language of the resolutions points

out.

Rep. Granahan, whose post office and
civil service subcommittee has in the past

probed into motion picture affairs, will not

run for re-election this fall.

TOA Censorship Group
Is Given a New Name
NEW YORK—The censorship committee

of Theati-e Owners of America has been
given a new title. It is now the production

code liaison committee and is jointly

headed by George Kerasotes and Roy
Cooper. The committee felt that the new
name would be a less restrictive descrip-

tion of its activity in the field of fight-

ing proposed outside regulation of the in-

dustry.

Meanwhile, John Stembler, TOA presi-

dent, has appointed the presidents of all

units to a special committee to keep TOA
and the production code committee alerted

on legislation at the municipal and state

levels. The presidents are to keep TOA
posted on proposed laws not only in the

field of censorship and classification, but

on taxes, minimum wages and any other

matters which could cause problems for

theatres.
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MGM Half-Year Earnings

Dip But Vogel Optimistic

MCA Offers Terms

For Decca Merger
NEW YORK—The fii’st step to a possible

mergei' of MCA, Inc., and Decca Records,

the pai'ent company of Universal Pictures,

was made Monday (16) when MCA sub-

mitted a proposal for the exchange of MCA
stock for all of the outstanding capital

stock of Decca.

This move was indicated a week earlier

when Milton R. Rackmil, Decca president,

told the stockholders of both Decca and
Universal that MCA might submit its pro-

posal “any day.”

Rackmil and Lew R. Wassennan, MCA
president, announced that the proposed

exchange of stock would be on the follow-

ing basis:

“For each share of Decca, there will be

offered one share of new MCA convertible,

voting prefen-ed stock plus one-third share

of MCA common stock. The preferred will

pay $1.50 annual cumulative dividend, and
each shai-e will be convertible into one-half

share of MCA common. This no par con-

vertible voting preferred stock will ibe

callable at, and entitled on liquidation, to

$32 per share.”

The statement said that the offer would

be subject to acceptance by holders of at

least 80 per cent of Decca’s outstanding

stock, the approval by the holders of a

majority of the outstanding stock of MCA,
the customary requirements for registra-

tion, stock exchange listing and opinions

of counsel.

It was stated that tax counsel had ad-

vised that if the exchange offer became
effective in accordance with its tenns, there

would be no taxable gain on such exchange
to the Decca shareholders. After registra-

tion with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the offer will be submitted to

Decca stockholders via a prospectus.

Decca’s board has approved the MCA
terms and has recommended its acceptance

by Decca stockholders. Decca stock has
ranged this year from a high of 51^4 to

38%. MCA has ranged from 63% to 78"%.

Leo Gutman Named Para.
Advertising Manager
NEW YORK—Leo A. Gutman has been

appointed advertising manager of Para-
mount Pictures by
Martin Davis, direc-

tor of advertising,

publicity and ex-

ploitation.

Davis said Gutman
was an executive

with broad experi-

ence in the entertain-
ment field and had
resigned as director

of advertising and
sales promotion for

Ziv-United Artists
Television to accept

the new post. Associated with Ziv for the
last 15 years, Gutman previously operated
his own advertising agency in Cincinnati.

Gutman will assume all responsibility

for the administration and creation of

Paramount’s advertising program. In ad-
dition, he will work closely with Lennen &
Newell, Paramount’s advertising agency.

Jeff Livingston Named

V-P of Mirisch Co.
HOLLYWOOD—Jeff Livingston has been

appointed vice-president and national di-

rector of advertising

of the Mirisch Co. by
Harold J. Mirisch,

president. He will as-

sume the duties for-

merly handled by
Leon Roth, who has
fonned his own com-
pany to produce films

in association with
the Mirisch organiza-
tion.

Livingston will
start his new post on
May 7, thus ending

a 15 -year association with Universal Pic-

tures where he currently is executive co-

ordinator of sales and advertising.

The new Mirisch executive began his film

career in 1937 in the publicity department
of Metroy-Goldwyn-Mayer. After five

years, he left to serve in the U. S. Army
Air Force and re-entered the industry in

1946 via the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
coordinating the roadshow release of

“Henry V” through United Artists and
then “Hamlet” through Universal.

Livingston will make his headquarters
at the Mirisch offices at the Samuel Gold-
wyn Studios in Hollsnvood.

Louise Fazenda Is Dead;
Famed Comedienne
HOLLYWOOD—Louise Fazenda, famed

film comedienne and wife of Paramount
producer Hal Wallis, died April 17 at the

age of 67 following a cerebral hemorrhage.
Services were conducted by Rabbi Morton
Bauman, with interment in Ingelewood
Park Cemetery.
Born in Lafayette, Ind., Miss Fazenda

started her career with Mack Sennett while
in her teens. She later joined Warner
Bros., with whom she had a long associa-

tion, and also was active at Paramount,
First National and MGM as one of the fore-

most stars of her time.

In addition to Wallis, to whom the
actress was married in 1927, she is sur-

vived by a son, Brent, a psychologist living

in Florida.

Jack Kuhn of MGM Dies
NEW YORK—Funeral services for Jack

Kuhn, a member of MGM’s home office

publicity department, were held Friday
<20) at the Schwartz Funeral Parlor in the
Bronx. Kuhn, who was 51, died April 18.

He had been with MGM since 1927.

S. C. Theatre Joins TOA
NEW YORK—Kenneth Richardson of

Seneca, S. C., has enrolled his Oconee The-
atre in Theatre Owners of America mem-
bership.

NEW YORK — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s
half-year earnings dropped from those of

the prior year, but Joseph R. Vogel, presi-

dent, in a report to stockholders, said that

the pictures scheduled for the balance of

the fiscal year would re-establish the fa-

vorable trend of film rentals and earnings.

The net profit for the 28 weeks ended
March 15 was $2,553,000, or $1 per share,

compared with $6,684,000, or $2.65 per

share, in the corresponding period a year

ago. Vogel said it was the company’s firm

judgment that earnings this year would
amply support the $2 annual dividend rate.

Earnings for the second quarter of the

current fiscal year amounted to $380,000,

or 15 cents per share, as compared to $4,-

507,000, or $1.78 per share, in the second
period of the previous year.

In his report, which was accompanied
by a 50-cent dividend check, Vogel said

the falloff in the second quarter was due
primarily to two factors: first, the writeoff

of the anticipated loss on “The Fom* Horse-
men of the Apocalypse,” and, second, the

late completion and postponement of the

receipt of income from “Mutiny on the

Bounty.”

Vogel said “The Fom* Horsemen” had
met with difficulties during production

abroad and that a major portion of the

picture had to be completed in Cali-

fornia at increased costs over budget. He
said despite its boxoffice worth, the re-

turns could not match the cost of produc-
tion and that in accordance with account-
ing policy, the anticipated loss had been
written off.

“Mutiny on the Bounty,” Vogel said, had
been completed and that previews had
convinced executives of its worldwide box-
office appeal.

These two pictures plus the two Cine-
rama productions, “How the West Was
Won” and “The Wonderful World of the
Brothers Grimm,” along with other fea-

tures, will mean earnings growth, Vogel
said.

Loew's Earns $L 168,000

In Half of Fiscal Year
NEW YORK—Net earnings of Loew’s

Theatre for the 26 weeks ended February
28 amounted to $1,168,000, or 44 cents per
share, after providing for income taxes of

$1,247,000 and depreciation of $1,505,000 on
gross revenues of $20,205,000. For the com-
parable period last year, gross revenues
were $17,553,000 and the net income was
$953,700.

The net income for the second quarter
of the fiscal year, ended February 28, was
$640,200, equal to 24 cents per share, and
for the comparable quarter last year was
$549,900, equal to 21 cents per share.

Laurence A. Tisch, chairman of the
board, said that during the current quarter
the sale of radio station WMGM for $10,-

950,000 was consummated and that after

deducting related income taxes of $2,810,-

000, a net gain of $7,630,000 was realized,

equal to $2.85 per share.

Leo A. Gutman

Jeff Livingston
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'La Dolce Vita' Gets

NPAA Certificate
June 8 Is V-Day/ Starting

Universal's Anniversary
NEW YORK—“U-Day" celebrations will

be launched by Universal Pictures on June
8, which will mark the 50th anniversary of

the company. On June 8, 1912, a group of

executives headed by Carl Laemmle formed
the Universal Film Manufacturing Co. at

1 Union Square in New York.
The celebrations will be part of Uni-

versal's Golden Anniversary year and its

Presidential Sales Drive honoring presi-

dent Milton R. Rackmil.
According to Henry H. “Hi” Martin, vice-

president and general sales manager, and
Americo Aboaf, vice-president and foreign

sales manager, exhibitors throughout the

world will be asked to exhibit some Uni-

versal release on that day. The executives

said that some of the biggest boxoffice

attractions in the company’s 50-year his-

tory will be released during the anniversary

year.

During the first half of the year, Uni-

versal has released “Lover Come Back”
and “Flower Drum Song,” which are re-

ported to be among the all-time record-

holders of Universal, as well as the general

release of “Spartacus,” “The Outsider” and
“The Day the Earth Caught Fire.”

Scheduled for the final weeks of the

sales drive are “Cape Fear” and “Lonely

Are the Brave,” and, for the second half of

the anniversary year, “That Touch of

Mink,” “The Spiral Road,” “Phantom of

the Opera” and “If a Man Answers.”

In production are “The Ugly American,”

“To Kill a Mocking Bird,” “Forty Pounds
of Trouble” and “Freud,” and, scheduled to

start, are “A Gathering of Eagles” and
“The Thrill of It All.”

AA to Indemnify Exhibitors

Playing 'Raft' and 'Capone'
NEW YORK—Allied Artists has prepared

a “letter of indemnification” for exhibitors

who play either “The George Raft Story”

or “A1 Capone,” protecting them against

any possible legal action by the estate of

the late A1 Capone. The letter was pre-

pared at the request of Theatre Owners of

America.
As reported. Allied had been threatened

by the Capone estate with suits on the

two films and AA will issue the letter to

any exhibitor requesting it. The letter

reads:

“We agree to indemnify and hold you
harmless of and from any and all legal

actions, attorneys’ fees and judgments
arising out of any action, claim or pro-

ceedings against you by the estate of Al-

fonso <A1) Capone with respect to said

photoplays . . . and to bear the cost of de-

fending any such action, claim or proceed-
ing brought against you by the estate.”

Krasny Quits GAC
NEW YORK—Milt Krasny, executive

vice-president of General Artists Corp.,

has resigned, effective June 4. He was a

partner in GAC with the late Tom Rock-
well and served in an executive capacity

for the last 22 years. No future plans were
announced.

UA Ups David Chasmon
To Ad Executive Director
NEW YORK—David Chasman, advertis-

ing manager of United Ai'tists, has been
promoted to execu-

tive director of ad-
vertising, a post newly
created by Fred
Goldberg, executive

director of advertis-

ing, publicity and ex-

ploitation, in his UA
reorganization pro-

gram.
Although Chasman

will still continue to

be responsible for the
administration and
operation of world-

wide advertising functions, his major re-

sponsibility will lie in the areas of creativ-

ity and closer collaboration with producers
and their representatives, Goldberg said.

“The executive director of advertising

will now be able to begin the development
of a campaign with the producers and their

representatives even before production

starts on a motion picture. This will en-

able United Artists to utilize the produc-
tion period to develop material that can
only be created and delivered while the

cameras are rolling and the cast is avail-

able,” Goldberg pointed out.

Prior to joining UA as ad manager in

1960, Chasman had been advertising ex-

ecutive with Grey Advertising, Inc., from
1953 to 1960 and the Monroe Greenthal
Agency from 1951 to 1953.

Paramount Pictures Net
For 1961 Exceeds 1960
NEW YORK—A consolidated net income

is reported by Paramount Pictures for the

year 1961 at $5,668,000 or $3.35 per share,

plus profit on sale of investments of $1,-

480,000 amounting to $.88 per share, or

a total of $7,148,000 or $4.23 per share
based upon 1,688,531 shares outstanding at

December 30.

The net income for the Year 1961 would
have been $1,147,000 or $.68 per share

higher had it not been for a change in

accounting procedure for the amortization

of research and development costs. Net in-

come for the year 1960 was $7,026,000 or

$4.20 per share of 1,673,231 shares then
outstanding.

Bobby Darin Film Tieup
LOS ANGELES—Plans to release “Hell

Is for Heroes” to coincide with topliner

Bobby Darin’s nightclub tour which starts

June 21 in St. Louis are being blueprinted

by Paramount. The company plans to open
the pictm’e in each of the 11 cities where
Darin appears, including Milwaukee, De-
troit, Flint, Michigan: Pittsbm'gh, Roches-
ter, Boston, Philadelphia and Forrest Hills,

N. Y., with one date still open.

NEW YORK—On the eve of the first

anniversary of the opening of “La Dolce
Vita,” George Foley,
president of Astor
Pictures, announced
Wednesday (18) that
the Motion Picture
Ass’n of America had
granted a certificate

of approval to the
picture. At the same
time, he announced
that Ernest Sands
had been appointed
general sales man-
ager.

At a combination
press conference and birthday party,
with a big cake holding a single

candle, Foley said that the MPAA’s
certificate enabled Astor to book the pic-

ture in smaller cities throughout the coun-
try which played only MPAA-approved
pictures and also on military installations,

which followed a similar policy. The
certificate was awarded by a six-man
committee headed by Geoffrey Shurlock,
chief of the Production Code Authority,
who hailed Astor for the “dignified manner”
in which the company was releasing “this

important though controversial picture.”

Foley said Douglas Netter would be the
supervisor of all sales, with Sands serving
as general sales manager. He said the
promotion was in keeping with Sands’ in-

creasing responsibilities in the company’s
continued sales expansion program. Sands
had been assistant general sales manager
under George Josephs who continues as a
vice-president of Astor.

Astor will release 12 pictures during the
next 12 months, Foley said, two of which
will be coproductions overseas. The others
will be imported product. There are no
plans to participate in the production of

any pictures in the United States, at least

in the immediate future, he added.
Set for release in May is Francois Truf-

faut’s “Shoot the Piano Player,” French
picture staiTing Charles Aznavour. Sched-
uled for June is Michelangelo Antonioni’s
“H Grido,” made in Italy with Steve
Cochran, Alida Valli and Betsy Blair.

In July, Astor will release Vittorio De
Sica’s “The Last Judgment,” starring Jack
Balance, Jimmy Durante, Ernest Borgnine
and Akim Tamiroff from Hollywood, as
well as Melinda Mercouri from Greece,
Vittorio Gassman, Renato Rascel, Alberto
Sordi and Silvana Mangano from Italy and
Fernandel, Anouk Aime and Elisa Cegani
from France. Federico Fellini’s ‘"The Swin-
dler,” starring Broderick Crawford, Giuli-
etta Masina, Richard Basehart and Franco
Fabrizi, will be released in August.

In addition to Astor’s four current re-
leases and the four pictures forthcoming,
the company also is releasing “Peeping
Tom,” “The Most 'Wanted Man” and “Dur-
ing One Night.”

Geraldine Page in 'Toys'

HOLL'YWOOD — Geraldine Page has
been signed to play opposite Dean Martin
in “Toys in the Attic,” Mirisch Co. pro-
duction of Lillian Heilman’s play which
Walter Mirisch will produce and George
Roy Hill direct for United Artists release.

David Chasman

Ernest Sands
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And we’re inviting

EVERY exhibitor to join

our celebration by play-

ing some Universal prod-

uct on EVERY theatre

screen in the world on

that day.

Your Universal booker is

waiting for your call.

OUR GOLDEN JUBILEE OF HITS IS YOUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFITS

SPARTACUS BACK STREET LOVER COME BACK THE OUTSIDER FLOWER DRUM SONG PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

CAPE FEAR THE SPIRAL ROAD LONELY ARE THE BRAVE THE DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE THAT TOUCH OF MINK



Skouras Sees New Hope for Exhibition;

To Unveil 'Secret' Development Soon

A smile lights the face of Spyros P. Skouras as John Stembler, TOA presi-

dent, left, and Marshall Fine, Allied president, present him with a check rep-

resenting the net proceeds from the banquet, which he will turn over to the Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac Lake, N.Y.

NEW YORK—The spotlight was on
Spyros P. SkoiU’as on the evening of April

12 in the gi’and ballroom of the Hotel
Waldorf Astoria. Even when the spotlight

was on a speaker, Skoiu-as was the object

of affection. And when the spotlight was
beamed on him officially at the end of the

gala evening, he had much to say, not only
in appreciation of the banquet which had
been tendered him, but words of new hope
for the benefit of theatres.

The occasion was a testimonial tribute

to Skom-as in recognition of his 20 years
as president of 20th Century-Fox. The
evening had been arranged and sponsored
jointly by Theatre Owners of America
and Allied States Ass’n and, despite the
presence of leaders of distribution and gov-
ernment, as well as talent, the event pri-

marily was exhibition’s salute to an all-in-

dustry leader. The guest list numbered ap-
proximately 1,000.

When industry executives had had their

say in honor of Skom-as and when the tal-

ent had completed their entertainment as-

signments, Skom-as stepped to the podium
and w'as greeted with a standing ovation.
And his address was intriguing in that he
dangled an unidentified new development
under the noses of his audience. It was re-

called that in 1953, Skouras had brought
Cinemascope to an industry that needed a
new tonic. Now, he said, he shortly would
be able to announce another development
which would revitalize theatres and bring
patrons back in flocks. It will be of great
importance to theatres, he said, and he
warned exhibition that there could be dis-

astrous results if theatremen did not take
the innovation seriously. He did not elab-
orate on his “secret.”

Skouras said he had to take the responsi-
bility for the difficult situation which 20th
Century-Fox was in today.
But he thanked the exhibitors for the

cooperation and friendship at a time when
he needed it more than at any other time.

He said that because the motion picture

theatre was the foundation of the industry,

the theatre must be protected.

Tribute was paid to Skouras by leaders

of exhibition. S. H. Fabian, president of

Stanley Warner Corp., praised the 20th
Centm-y-Fox president for his introduc-
tion of Cinemascope which came at a time
when exhibition was at a low ebb. Irving

DoUinger, Allied’s representative on the

banquet committee, centered his remarks
on Skouras’ energy which guided his ac-

complishments. Hari-y Brandt, president of

Brandt Theatres and liaison chaii-man of

the event, said all exhibition agreed on
one point and that was that Skouras was a
great leader and would continue to be.

Ben Marcus, chairman of the board of

Allied, cited Skouras for his honesty which,
he said, was impregnable, while MitcheU
Wolfson, president of Wometco Theatres of

Florida, said that Skouras’ career reflected

the ingredients of what made America
great, pointing out that Skouras had
started as a busboy.
A highhght of the evening was a sort of

“This Is Yom- Life” presentation of film

clips tracing Skouras’ career, assembled by
TOA and Allied. This 20-minute subject,

flashed on a screen at the back of the ball-

room, was nan-ated by Hem-y Fonda and
showed some snapshots of Skouras as a
young boy and film footage of his various
industry and charitable activities.

A last-minute speaker was Sen. Jacob K.
Javits of New York, who had rushed from
Washington to be present. He had come
direct from the aii-port and was almost out
of breath when he arrived. The senator
cited Skouras for his devotion to charitable
organizations and added that Skouras
loved freedom and justice more than any-
thing in his life.

Tribute came from many who were not
present and even from a strong competitor.
Norman Rydge, head of Greater Union
Theatres of Australia, cabled congi-atula-

tions and expressed appreciation of his ac-
complishments .

Marshall Fine, president of Allied States,

and John Stembler, TOA president, who
were cochairmen of the event, also praised

Skouras for his contributions to the in-

dustry. Fine said that the big attendance
and the tributes were a reflection of the
industry’s esteem for the guest of honor.
Groucho Mai-x’s remarks were regarded

by some as being a bit too personal and,
despite the laughs he got, there was some
resentment. Marx concluded his talk, how-
ever, by saying that it was “all in fun.”

An inscribed silver tray was presented
to Skoui-as by Stembler and Fine in ap-
preciation of his contributions to the mo-
tion picture industi-y.

Product Shortage TOA's
Big Problem: Stembler
PHILADELPHIA—The product shortage

is the most serious long-range problem of

Theatre Owners of America, John Stem-
bler, president, told the fii-st membership
meeting of Theatre Owners of Pennsyl-
vania at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel here
April 16. Stembler said that because the
major companies had given no indication

of any material increase in production in

the near future, TOA had directed its main
efforts at encouraging new sources of pro-
duction.

In fui-ther discussing TOA’s overall ob-
jectives, Stembler said TOA opposed all

forms of pay TV, sought means of avoid-
ing censorship or mandatoi-y classifica-

tion and was pursuing liaison with other
industry branches to promote better under-
standing and assistance.

Stembler looked upon the newly formed
A.C.E. Films as a source of more product
and m-ged the Pennsylvanians to support
the pi-oject. He said if there were 300 or
more quality films available, instead of the
220 to 225 now being delivered, many ex-
hibitor problems would disappear.

Pointing out that TOA would continue
its exploratorf work with the Production
Code Authority, Screen Pi'oducers Guild
and Motion Pictm-e Ass’n, Stembler urged
exhibitors to use discretion in advertising
to avoid unnecessary antagonizing of crit-

ics.

New Officers Nominated
For Variety Clubs Int'l
PHILADELPHIA — Nominations of new

officers of Variety Clubs International for

the ensuing year were announced by
George Eby, chairman of the nominating
committee, which recently met in Chicago.
The slate is as follows: Rotus Haiwey,

San Francisco, international chief barker;
James Carreras, first assistant interna-
tional chief barker, London; Ralph Pi'ies,

second assistant international chief barker,

Philadelphia; Jack Fitzgibbons jr., Toronto,
international property master, and Joseph
Podoloff, Minneapolis, international dough
guy. Each has served either as an inter-

national officer or international represen-

tative and been singly honored for long and
dedicated services.

Additional members of the nominating
committee were named to serve as follows:

Dan Brandon, Charles Alicoate and Irv'ing

Shenker, three years; C. J. Latta and John
Fulton, two yeai's; M. J. E. McCarthy and
Nat Nathanson, one year.
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By WILLIAM HEBERT

Next Cinemiracle Feature
To Start in September
Max Youngstein, in a brief visit to Holly-

wood, stated that the next Cinemiracle fea-
ture will go into production in September
of this year. Title, cast and creative per-
sonnel, presumably still in negotiation,
were not disclosed.

Cinemiracle was acquired in recent
months by Cinerama from National The-
atres and Tele\’ision (now National General
Corp.). Acquired at the same time for ad-
ditional release was “Windjammer,” first

feature in the three-camera process.

Youngstein reports being approached by
some 20 American and foreign producers
interested in Cinerama installations, for
which they can tailor their films.

“I’m listening to all reasonable pro-
posals,” he said, “but not negotiating for
anj'thing at this time.”

He indicated that Minemiracle may also
produce its own films but no definite plans
in that direction are currently set.

Exhibitor interest in Cinerama and Cine-
miracle is best demonstrated by E. D. Mar-
tin of Atlanta who has in work the build-
ing of ten new Super Cineramas, investing
therein a reported $11,000,000.

Youngstein’s main concern at the
moment has been arranging exhibitor visits

to Hollywood to see a rough cut of MGM-
Cinerama’s “How the West Was Won.”
Excerpted from MGM’s first major effort
in the Cinerama process the as yet incom-
pletely edited footage runs about 40 min-
utes and has excited the interest of leading
exhibitors who have been invited to see it

at what was formerly the Forum Theatre
in Hollywood and is now called Cinerama
Studio.

Among producers to whom Youngstein
is talking is John Huston, who just com-
pleted producing-dlrecting “Freud” in Ger-
many and Austria for Columbia and who
is considering making his next, as yet un-
titled, in Cinemiracle.

Brian Aherne Set to Portray

King Arthur in 'Lancelot'
Brian Aheme, after nearly two years on

tour as the male lead in “My Fair Lady,”
will star as King Arthur in the Cornell
Wilde-Bernard Luber production, “Lance-
lot and Guinevere.” The picture is bud-
geted at $2,500,000 for U-I release. Wilde
will coproduce with Luber, also star and
direct. His wife, Jean Wallace, will costar
opposite him as Guinevere. A 16-week
shooting schedule is planned for Pinewood
Studios, London, and locations in Yugo-
slavia.

Warren Beatty Is Signed
As 'Cocoa Beach' Star
Warren Beatty has been signed by Robert

Rossen to star in “Cocoa Beach.” Rossen
will write, produce and direct for his Cen-
taur Productions, Columbia releasing.

Cape Canaveral is the locale. Time is

the 48 hours preceding Col. John Glenn’s

launching into orbit, though Glenn will not
appear nor be directly or personally in-

volved in the story.

Rossen’s “The Hustler” won nine Acad-
emy Award nominations, the New York
Critics Circle award for direction and the
British Academy Award for best picture.

Walt Disney Plans to Film

Kipling's 'Jungle Book'
After lengthy negotiations Walt Disney

has purchased all of Rudyard Kipling’s fa-

mous stories compiled in “The Jungle
Book”—Volume I and II—^with plans to

produce a multi-million dollar motion pic-

ture.

The Disney production will include Kip-
ling’s classic stories of Mowgli, the Jungle
Boy, who learns the laws and life of the
jungle from the family of wolves that
adopts him.

Ronald Lubin to Produce

'Bolivar' in Todd-AO
Todd-AO is the choice of producer Ron-

ald Lubin for the Kaufman-Lubin produc-
tion, “Bolivar,” story of the historically

famous South American liberator.

Lubin seeks not only a license for use of

the process in filming his planned spec-

tacle but supplemental financing by Todd-
AO and guaranteed presentation in Todd-

AWARDS TO TECHNICOLOR —
Wadsworth E. Pohl, technical director

of the motion picture division of Tech-
nicolor Corp., is shown with the two
technical awards voted by the board of

governors of the Academy to the com-
pany. The Class Two Award was
awarded to Pohl, H. Peasgood, John
Rude, S. Wilson, H. E. Rice, Laurie At-
kin and James Dale and Technicolor
Corp. for a process of Automatic Se-
lective Printing. The Class Three
Award was awarded to Pohl and Tech-
nicolor Corp. for an Integral Sound
and Picture Transfer Process.

AO-equipped theatres throughout the
world.

Discussions are current between Lubin,
George Skouras, Todd-AO president in New
York, and Fred Hynes, Skomras’ principal
representative for the process in Holly-
wood.

Todd-AO is reported to have been long
interested in the Bolivar story, which has
been announced by several top producers
without follow-through.

Lubin’s negotiations are expected to be
finalized within the next three to four
weeks. Meanwhile, he is also discussing
with major companies distribution of the
35mm version following the Todd-AO
presentation.

U-I Building Costly Sets

For 'Ugly American'
Two of the largest and most expensive

sets ever built at U-I studio are nearing
completion at a cost of $420,000 for use in

“The Ugly American,” Marlon Brando-
Sandra Church starrer being produced and
directed by George Englund.

The exterior set, a Southeast Asia village,

covers 35 acres of the studio back lot and
is budgeted at $270,000. Interior set is a
jungle compound covering all of the studio’s

largest stage at a construction cost of

$150,000. Art directors Alexander Golitzen

and Alfred Sweeney are supervising the
building of both sets.

Joanna Moore to Costar

In 'Son of Flubber'
Walt Disney has set Joanna Moore to co-

star with Fred MacMurray and Nancy
Olson in “Son of Flubber.” Miss Moore
recently costarred with Elvis Presley as

leading lady in “Follow That Dream.”
“Flubber” concerns an inventive pro-

fessor not unlike the role played by Mac-
Murray in Disney’s highly successful “The
Absent Minded Professor.”

Robert Stevenson will direct the Buena
Vista release, which is being written by
longtime Disney scripter Bill Walsh.

'Cassandra at the Wedding'
Bought by Martin Manulis
Martin Manulis, currently producing

“Days of Wine and Roses” at Warner Bros.,

has acquired film rights to Dorothy Baker’s

newest novel, “Cassandra at the Wedding.”

Miss Baker is chiefly famous for her

best seller of the 1930s, “Young Man With
a Horn.”
For filmization, the new book requires a

top dramatic actress who can play the

double role of twins in a presently timed
psychological love story.

Plan 'Nostrome' Interiors

For Hollywood Lensing
Producer Joseph Lebworth has disclosed

that although the locale of “Nostrome,”
Joseph Conrad’s novel of revolution and
greed, is laid in Latin American, all in-

teriors will be shot here, with some ex-

teriors lensed out of the country for

authenticity.

The film will cost approximately $2,000,-

000, according to Lebworth, who announced
he has signed Jack Richardson to write

the screenplay.
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20th-Fox Schedules 15 Features

For April-September Release

Wise. Group to Make Study
Of TV Kiddy Programs
MADISON, WIS.—The Wisconsin Ass’n

of the American Council for Better Broad-
casts, will sponsor a unique Children’s Film
Festival at Central High School here, April

25-27, the first of its type in the country.

The objective is to offer holiday entertain-

ment for youngsters, plus an opportunity
for serious study of television children’s

programming. The three dates — during
spring vacation—will have preschoolers and
kindergarten children at 9:30 a.m. each
morning, and the elementary school young-
sters at 1:30 p.m.

“Research,” according to the sponsors,

“has found that children spend 15 to 20

hom's a week watching, for the most part,

fair to poor cartoons which have been de-
signed primarily for adult audiences in

movie theatres ... It seems that most pro-
ducers have avoided making good films for

children because distributors have been re-

luctant to accept them. Distributors are in-

clined to discourage producers, because
they feel there is no market for this kind
of film. Thus, even broadcasters as enlight-

ened as those in Madison are left with lit-

tle choice.” The group hopes the festival

will prove “that real interest does exist”

in quality films.

Col. Int'l Acquires Lloyd
Feature for Overseas
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures Inter-

national has acquired the foreign distri-

bution rights to “Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy,” the feature-length film with ex-
cerpts from some of the star’s most suc-
cessful silent and sound comedies, accord-
ing to Mo Rothman, executive vice-presi-

dent.

The comedy classic, which is being dis-

tributed in the U. S. and Canada by Con-
tinental Distributing, will be shown out of
competition at the Cannes Film Festival
in May.

Burt Lancaster Is on Tour
For 'Birdman of Alcatraz'
LOS ANGELES—Burt Lancaster has left

Hollywood to begin a four key city pro-
motional tour as national kick-off for

Harold Hecht’s production of “Birdman of

Alcatraz,” United Artists release.

Lancaster will screen the film for and
confer with editors, publishers and writers,

as well as film columnists, in San Fran-
cisco, Chicago, New York and Washington.
Accompanying the actor will be Thomas E.

Gaddis, who authored the book, “Birdman
of Alcatraz,” with Hecht joining them for

the Washington segment of the tour.

Three European Actors Set
For 'Great Escape' Leads
HOLLYWOOD—Three European actors

—Donald Pleasence, David McCallum and
Hannes Messemer—have been signed by
producer-director John Sturges for lead-

ing roles in the Mirisch-Alpha production,

“The Great Escape,” which is slated for

shooting in Germany on June 4 for United
Artists release.

The fUm, based on Paul Brickhill’s non-
fiction account of actual events that took
place at German Stalag Luft III, will be
filmed entirely in Germany.

NEW YORK—'Twentieth Century-Fox
will release a total of 15 films, all in Cine-

mascope, for the six-month period start-

ing in April, Glenn Norris, general sales

manager, told the branch managers and
sales cabinet attending the recent two-days
sales meeting in New York.

MONTH-BY-MONTH LINEUP
Following the April release of “State

Fair” and “The Broken Land,” both in De
Luxe Color, the month-by-month list will

include

:

May—“I Like Money,” made in England,
starring Peter Sellers and Nadia Gray;
“Hand of Death” and special engagements
of “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari”; June

—

“Lisa” (formerly “The Inspector”) starring

Stephen Boyd and Dolores Hart; “It Hap-
pened in Athens,” starring Jayne Mans-
field and Nico Minardos, both in De Luxe
Color, and “20,000 Eyes” and “The Silent

Call”; July—“Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vaca-
tion,” starring James Stewart and Mau-
reen O’Hara, in De Luxe Color, and “Air

Patrol”; August — “Hemingway’s Adven-
tures of a Young Man,” starring Richard
Beymer and special guest star Paul New-
man; “Five Weeks in a Balloon,” starring

Frankie Avalon, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
Peter Lorre, both in De Luxe Color, and
“The Fhebrand,” currently shooting in

Spain; September—“Lion of Sparta,” made
in Europe in De Luxe Color, starring Rich-
ard Egan.
In addition to the 15 pictures for release

in the second and third quarters of the

cuiTent season, Spyi’os Skouras, who ad-
di’essed the assembled sales executives,

said that the company “was sparing noth-
ing” in bringing to exhibitors and the pub-
lic the kind of pictures that would redound
to the credit of the company and its em-
ployes. He pointed out that the “most gi-

gantic plans ever afforded any movie” are

currently in preparation for the release of

the Todd-AO production of “Cleopatra,”

now in its final stages of filming in Rome.
Peter Levathes, vice-president in charge

of production, then outlined a minimum
number of productions definitely scheduled
to begin filming through the end of 1962

and the beginning of next year.

MARILYN MONROE STARRER
The first of the projected pictures is

“Something’s Got to Give,” starring Mari-
lyn Monroe, Dean Martin and Cyd Cha-
risse, which started April 16 imder George
Cukor’s direction. On April 30, Jerry Wald’s
“Celebration,” starring Joanne Woodward
and Richard Beymer, will go into produc-
tion under Franklin Schaffner’s direction.

Starting in May will be Wald’s produc-
tion of Robert Kennedy’s “The Enemy
Within” and among the summer starters

will be “Evil Come, Evil Go,” starring Pat
Boone; “The Battle of Leyte Gulf,” writ-

ten by Edmund H. North; the screen ver-

sion of James Joyce’s “Ulysses,” to be shot
in Dublin with Jack Cardiff directing, and
“Promise at Dawn,” based on Romain
Gary’s novel, starring Ingrid Bergman and
Richard Beymer.

Scheduled for later in the year are “Take
Her, She’s Mine,” starring James Stewart;

Jerry Wald’s production of Richard

Hughes’ “High Wind in Jamaica”; “Hap-
pily Ever After,” from a story by Vera Cas-
pary, and Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “The
Sound of Music.” Currently scheduled for

production next year are: ‘"The Patton
Story,” “Drink to Me Only,” based on the

Broadway play; “The Agony and the Ec-
stasy,” from Irvin Shaw’s best-selling

novel; “Big River, Big Man,” “Love in a

Cool Climate” and “Gideon Goes to War,”
to be directed by Mark Robson.
A new sales drive, which will have the

overall title of “The Challenge Drive,” was
inaugurated for the current quarter and
is “totally Independent from the preceding

one,” according to Norris. Each 20th-Fox
manager may call the “Challenge Drive”

whatever name would be most applicable

in his particular territory, he said.

20th-Fox to Distribute

2 Carlo Ponti Films

NEW YORK — Twentieth Century-Fox
and producer Carlo Ponti have concluded

an agreement whereby 20th-Fox will dis-

tribute Ponti’s production of “The Con-
demned of Altona,” based on Jean- Paul

Sartre’s play, starring this year’s Academy
Award winners, Sophia Loren and Maxi-
milian Schell, and written by Abby Mann,
the Academy Award winner for his screen-

play of “Judgment at Nuremberg,” ac-

cording to Spyros P. Skouras, president.

“The Condemned of Altona,” which will

start shooting at the Tirrenia Studios in

Rome May 2, will also star Fredric March,
who will leave his Broadway starring role

in “Gideon” to make the picture with

Robert Wagner and Anouk Aimee under
the direction of Vittorio De Sica.

Skom’as announced that 20th-Fox will

also distribute the forthcoming Goffredo
Lombardo production of “The Leopard,”

based on Guiseppe di Lampedusa’s novel,

which will go before the cameras May 15

with an international cast headed by Burt
Lancaster, the French star Alain Delon and
Claudia Cardinale from Italy.

Ponti, who came in from Italy to close

the deal with Skouras, said that the Ti-

tanus productions would both be made in

English.

Sol Cande Is Ad Head
For Producers Int'l

HOLLYWOOD—William Himter, in ex-

tending his activities as president of Pro-
ducers International Pictures, has added to

his staff Sol Cande as vice-president in

charge of advertising and promotion.

Working in close association with Hunter,
Cande will leave soon from Hollywood for

a promotional tour of principal cities to

set up advertising campaigns on PIP re-

leases, “The Huns” and “The Centurions.”

CORRECTION
Pad-Ram Entei-pi’ises, Inc., is the na-

tional distributor of “Erotica,” and not
Joseph Brenner, as stated in the review

which appeared in the April 2 issue of

Boxoffice.
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New Milestone Seen

For Drive-In Dales
Value Line Sees Advance
In Industry Earnings
NEW YORK—Consolidated eai'nings of

both producer-distributors and exhibitors
ajre expected to advance modestly during
1962, according to the Value Line Invest-
ment Survey, released here Monday (16).

Tei-ming Hollywood “still a going con-
cern,” the Survey quoted Commerce De-
partment figures showing theatre admis-
sions in the U.S. during 1961 of $1.5 billion,

about $30 million above 1960, and at-
tendance advancing to approximately 2.1

billion.

Although, the Suiwey said, “it is patently
evident” that profit margins on motion pic-

tm'es production were narrow last year,

“prospects for the months ahead are
favorable.

“The highest-quality motion pictures
now in production or release suggest in-

creased attendance at higher prices.

Moreover, we do not expect the proclivity

toward more expensive films to reduce
significantly the number of features
available for distribution. Then, too, com-
petition from free television which has de-
pressed theatre attendance, is believed to

be leveling off. Superimposed upon a con-
tinually improving economy, profits from
motion pictm’e production can reasonably
be expected to advance in 1962, albeit from
a rather desultory level.”

The Survey points to the U.S. Treasui-y
budget of $43 million expected from the-
atre admission taxes in fiscal 1963 as
against $40 million the previous year.
“Another significant factor on the plus

side of the ledger,” the Survey continues,
“is the shift of studio bosses from movie-
makers to businessmen . . . Those who em-
phasized artistic success at the expense of

earnings have been replaced by individuals
who promulgate the profit motive without
jeopardizing quality.”

The Survey noted that if competition
from television has reached a plateau it

“would be imprudent to look for significant
amplification of income from this som-ce,”
adding that the home screen, while de-
tracting from the producers’ basic busi-
ness, has “largely been responsible for the

overall profit expansion of recent years.”
The Survey analysis, it continued, “re-

veals that the influences which had closed
7,000 of the 19,000 movie houses operative
in 1945 no longer exist.”

The earnings performances of individual
companies, it was pointed out, are expected
to fluctuate widely, since the success or
failm’e of one feature, especially a major
production, can influence the trend.

Noting that American filmmakers are
shooting more films overseas, the Survey
concluded that esthetics was only one rea-

son, economics was more important, since

wage costs, construction costs and taxes are

lower outside the U.S., while, in addition,

many foreign governments offer subsidies

or other assistance to filmmakers.
“Simple arithmetic reveals,” the Survey

said, “that ‘nmaway’ production has con-

tributed substantially to earnings of

America’s motion picture studios.”

The suiwey predicted that the trend to-

ward overseas production “will intensify

unless conditions in the U.S. undergo a

metamorphosis which enables this country

to compete effectively for the production
dollar.”

Esther Minciotti Dead;
Featured in 'Marty'
NEW YORK—Funeral services for Es-

ther Minciotti, Italian character actress

who played Ernest Borgnine’s mother in

“Marty,” Academy Award-winning picture,

in 1955, were held at the Walter B. Cooke
Funeral Home in Jackson Heights Wed-
nesday (18). Mrs. Minciotti, who was 74,

died April 15 in Physicians Hospital,

Queens.
Mrs. Minciotti, who was the widow of

Silvio Minciotti, Italian actor who died in

1961, had played the same role in the TV
production of “Marty.” She also played
in “House of Strangers,” “The Wrong
Man,” “Strictly Dishonorable” and her
last film, “Full of Life,” staiTing Judy
Holliday, in 1957.

PHILADELPHIA—Drive-in theatre op-
eration is approaching a new milestone in

its comparatively short history, Herman
Levy, general counsel of Theatre Owners
of America, told the first membership meet-
ing of the new Theatre Owners of Pennsyl-
vania. He said the milestone was the in-

creasing desire on the part of drive-in ex-
hibitors to play firstrun product day-and-
date with conventional theatres.

Levy said the idea of drive-ins playing
first-run, day-and-date, with hardtops had
not yet created a problem, but it could
create a problem if the product market
continued to tighten.

SOME FOR DAY-AND-DATE RUNS
In general. Levy said, distributors and

exhibitors felt that all drive-ins reason-
ably close to conventional theatres, were
in competition. However, he added, some
drive-in theatres have taken the position

that they were not in competition and that

their drive-ins should not be compelled to

bid competitively; rather, that they should

be given day-and-date playing time with
conventional houses.

“Whether the present seller’s market has
been consciously or unconsciously created

by production and by distribution does not

matter,” Levy said. “The effect has been

the same—exhibition is an innocent vic-

tim of major changes in production and
distribution. 'There are just not enough
playable pictures to go around. Successful

operation of all theatres will rest not on
moving up runs, not on day-and-date play-

ing time and certainly not on competitive

bidding. Only more product will do it. It

is now obvious that additional product will

not come from the present source of sup-

ply. It will have to come from new avenues

and those new avenues will have to be ex-

hibition efforts in production and in dis-

tribution. It deserves your immediate and
most careful consideration.”

PATENT RULING IN 1937

Other milestones in the history of di'ive-

ins were cited by Levy in his addi’ess. The
first was in 1937 when a U. S. Cucuit

Court ruled that a drive-in theatre might
be patentable, but the one under considera-

tion was not. This opened the gates and
drive-ins began to dot the country.

In 1950, a com-t upheld the right of an
Allentown, Pa., drive-in to bid for first-nin

product. Loew’s, in 1955, sought to acquire

a drive-in. A conventional theatre a few

miles away contested the action of Loew’s

dominant position on the grounds the

circuit might be able to acquire first-run

pictures. The court ruled that when the

outdoor theatre was in operation and ob-

tained first-runs, then it would be time

to determine whether there was restraint

of trade under the Paramount case.

400 'Kings' Prints
NEW YORK — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

has made more than 400 prints available

for “King of Kings” dmdng the current

Easter period. The film was the Easter at-

traction in 60 New York metropolitan the-

atres and in Boston, Chicago, Minneap>olis,

St. Louis, Philadelphia, Columbus, Cleve-

land, Washington, San Diego and Indian-

apolis.
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60X0FFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

i All FaU Down (MGM) 200 90 115 70 150 150 150 132
1

Blast of Silence (U-I) 135 80 100 125 70 100 102
1

1 Childrens Hour, The (UA) 215 95 300 135 100 175 250 100 185 150 250 125 173 i

V'' Day the Sky Exploded, The (Excelsior) 100 100 100 100 100 100
1

Don Quixote (MGM) 140 165 100 125 175 200 151
1

. El Cid (AA) 180 300 250 275 250 250 250 400 285 150 190 253 \

P Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 no no 100 123
1

^
4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse (MGM) 150 160 120 180 100 150 140 70 135 125 300 100 150 175 120 150 200 no 146

1

Girl in Room 13, The (Astor) 140 100 100 100 85 105
1

P Guns of the Black Witch (AIP) 110 100 100 100 80 no 120 103
1

1 Hand, The (AIP) 100 100 100 100 100 100
\

1^ Happy Thieves, The (UA) 90 190 90 100 100 no 100 115 75 125 100 109 1

Head, The (Trons-Lux) 180 125 115 70 90 no 115 1

1
Hey, Let's Twistl (Para) 215 100 110 65 70 no 200 145 100 135 100 125 90 80 118

1

1
Innocents, The (20th-Fox) 150 190 150 170 95 125 125 120 185 130 125 200 180 100 135 150 no 144 1

1
Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 135 150 115 75 90 300 120 205 135 175 152 1

1 Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 150 175 250 400 200 200 250 228
^

1 La Belle Americoine (Cont'l) 130 200 150 170 90 115 150 144 1

1 Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor) 275 100 450 210 250 200 248 1

1
Light in the Piazza (MGM) 140 175 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 no 170 90 165 350 no 151

1

I Lost Battalion, The (AIP) 100 100 100 80 100 96

II
Lover Come Back (U-I) 180 325 300 250 200 220 200 185 300 500 150 300 300 220 160 190 220 230 300 225 248

1

i Malaga (WB) 110 100 100 65 90 93
1

g
Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 100 200 200 140 175 100 no 139

f

1
Outsider, The (U-I) 175 125 85 125 130 125 190 125 200 225 250 90 135 135 151

1

1 Premature BurioL The (AIP) 225 140 225 95 300 90 200 182

^ Purple Noon (Times) 150 200 95 175 110 130 100 175 225 150 150 130 225 155

^ Rocco and His Brothers (Astor) 150 300 105 130 100 90 80 no 220 100 90 130 180 137

^ Soil a Crooked Ship (Col) 140 200 125 150 no 100 175 175 150 120 130 105 140 125 150 125 150 139

p Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 140 150 195 100 100 no 80 125 100 125 115 125 120 105 175 135 150 85 120 124
1

^ Sergeants 3 (UA) 175 350 300 150 225 240 135 175 500 140 200 300 600 135 200 300 150 400 300 262 \

^ Siege of Syracuse (Para) 100 70 100 100 95 100 94

^ Summer and Smoke (Para) 130 100 200 no 150 80 no 135 150 325 100 100 125 195 90 135 100 no 136

^ Summer to Remember, A (Kingsley) 125 165 80 105 no 185 128

1 Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 220 200 no 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 500 100 190 125 450 223
1

\ Swingin' Along (20th-Fox) 100 85 80 100 100 95 93

^
3 Stooges Meet Hercules, The (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 135 200 115 165

1 Too Late Blues (Para) 160 115 70 120 100 120 150 95 100 114

^ Two Women (Embassy) 150 225 105 165 150 500 150 135 150 200 100 100 200 125 195 105 100 140 100 163

'% Victim (Pathe-America) 65 155 100 150 90 190 125

I Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 100 225 225 125 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200 194

^ West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 200 225 175 300 260 300 250 250 250 400 300 26611!1 MvXvivIv

I 1 Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 3 . Sergeants 3 (UA)

1
TOP HITS Minneapolis 500 Omaha .. ...300

1
Memphis . 300

4. Premature Burial , The (AIP) 1

1
THE WEEK 2. Judgment at sluremberg (UA)

Boston . ...225
I

% IndWdual runt, not in mrage.
% Listings are confinMl to opening

P week figures on new releases only.

Kansas City 400 5 Murder She Said (MGM)
1

Denver 250 Milwaukee ... ...200

1



'Liberly Valance' Is

210 Hit in Mill City
MINNEAPOLIS—“Sweet Bird of Youth,”

in its second week at the Park, again led

all first-run offerings with a rating of

300 per cent. Runnerup was “The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance,” which opened
at the Lyric, with 210 per cent. Not far be-
hind were “State Pair,” which opened at

the State, and “West Side Story,” in its

eighth week at the Mann, both of which
garnered 200 per cent.

(Average Is 100)

Academy—El Cid (AA), 8th wk 90
Avalon—Surftide 77 (Cresse); School for

Scoundrels (Conf'l), rerun, 2nd wk 125
Century—The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
(MGM) 130

Gopher—Rome Adventure (WB) 125
Lyric—The Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance

(Para) 210
Mann—West Side Story (UA), 8th wk 200
Orpheum—Moon Pilot (BV) 150
Pork—Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 2nd wk. . . 300
State—State Fair (20th-Fox) 200
Suburban World—Through a Gloss Darkly

(Janus) 125
Uptown—Sergeants 3 (UA), 8th wk 175
World—All Fall Down (MGM), 3rd wk 90

'Outsider' Opens Okay
In Mild Omaha Week
OMAHA—The first-run movie fare

brought averages ranging from thi-ee times
greater than normal to 85 per cent of aver-
age in Omaha last week. “Oklahoma!” had
a second sizzling week at the Dundee The-
atre and the holdover “Sergeants 3” did
well at the Admiral. While “Walk on the
Wild Side” failed to make average in its

third week at the Orpheum, the finale was
commendable in view of two good previous
weeks.

Admiral—Sergeants 3 (UA), 2nd wk 150
Cooper—Seven Wonders of the World

(Cinerama), 20th wk 325
Dundee—Oklahoma! (Magna), 2nd wk 325
Omoho—The Outsider (U-1) 120
Orpheum—Walk on the Wild Side (Col), 3rd wk. 85
State—World in My Pocket (MGM) 85

'Sweet Bird/ 'West Side Story'

Top Milwaukee First Runs
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” and

“Sweet Bird of Youth” were the best gros-
sers for the week with packed houses at
the Strand and Wisconsin, respectively.

“Les Liaisons Dangereuses” at the neigh-
borhood Times was giving the leaders a
good nudge in grosses.

Downer—Murder She Says (MGM), 2nd wk 175
Palace—South Seas Adventure (Cinerama),

1 6th wk 200
Riverside—The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (MGM), 3rd wk 100
Strand—West Side Story (UA), 4th wk 300
Times— Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor) 200
Towne—All Fall Down (MGM) 105
Warner—Hitler (AA); Belle Sommers (MGM).... 80
Wisconsin—^Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 300

Minneapolis News Strike

Does Not Affect Theatres
MINNEAPOLIS — Theatre business did

not seem to be affected too much at the
beginning of the newspaper strike here last

week. Both the Minneapolis Star and
Tribune, operated by the Cowles interests,

shut down April 12 after the Mailers
Union went on strike and other union
members employed by the two newspapers
refused to cross picket lines.

The actual effect on theatre business,

however, was difficult to estimate. If a
first-run film opened before the strike be-

gan, it was not hurt much. Bob Hazelton,

buyer and booker for the Mann Theatre
circuit, said.

Neighborhood theatres, which change
two or three times a week, were expected to

be hui’t the most by the shutdown.
Ev Seibel, advertising and publicity di-

rector of Minnesota Amusement Co., said

that the circuit does not depend solely on
newspaper advertising. Seibel said that he
had used a diversified campaign for the
three pictures which recently had opened
here employing radio, television, cards on
the front of buses and posting. The three

pictm'es were “State Fair,” “The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse” and “The
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance.”

In addition, Maco’s advertising depart-
ment had bought ads in all suburban news-
papers way in advance of the strike.

Two first-i-un houses operated by Harold
Field, the Park and the Uptown, both ad-
vertised in the St. Paul newspapers as did
the Mann Theatre, which was playing
“West Side Story.”

Shooting Adds Excitement
To Friday the 13th Show

ST. JAMES, MINN.—Theatregoers who
attended a Friday the 13th double feature
horror show at the Princess Theatre here
got more than they had expected.
During the latter part of the twin bill

—

“Dracula” and “The Thing That Wouldn’t
Die”—a gun brought into the theatre by a
local man discharged and sent a bullet into
the leg of a 17-year-old youth watching
the show.
There was considerable additional noise

at the time including the popping of di'ink-

ing cups and many persons, in the audience
did not realize what had happened, ac-
cording to Bob Johnson, manager.
The injured youth was treated and re-

leased at a local hospital where he was
rushed by police. The gun was brought
into the theatre by a 19-year-old man, who
was free on $1,000 bond while awaiting
sentencing on a burglary charge, accord-
ing to authorities.

He was given a midnight ride to the
county jail at Mankato and was turned
over to Youth Conservation Commission
authorities.

Two a Year for Suzanne
HOLLYWOOD—Suzanne Pleshette, cur-

rently starred opposite Troy Donahue in
Warner Bros.’ “Rome Adventm-e,” has been
signed to a long-term contract with the
studio. The pact calls for two pictures a
year.

Walking Under Ladder
'Good Luck' for 147
Fremont, Neb.—Kenneth Shipley,

manager of the Empress Theatre, de-
cided to test the superstitious nature
of his patrons.

The night of Friday the 13th he put
a ladder in front of the Empress and
offered to knock ten cents off the
price of admission for each fan who
walked under the ladder.

The box score for the double-thriller
phantom midnight show of “The
Trunk” and “Scream of Fear”:
Number of patrons, 203; number

walking under the ladder, 147, number
refusing to go under the ladder, 56.

16mm Films Target

At NCA Convention
MINNEAPOLIS—Attendance here at the

recent reorganizing convention of North
Central Allied slightly exceeded 100, in-

stead of being under that as initially re-

ported. A checkup of registration reveals

that it numbered 101. A severe snowstorm
and temperature di’op, making driving con-
ditions poor, kept away many who had
planned to come.

After the convention there were several

additions to the board of directors. They
were James Fraser, Red Wing; John
Glaser, Tracy; Sid Heath, Wells; Otis

Engen, Botinneau, N.D., and Mickey
Justad, Austin.

When the exhibitors present were asked

to state their troubles and problems, 16mm
competition came in for a lambasting. One
theatre owner told of his inability to buy a
picture, but that it showed up in 16mm at

an American Legion post at about the same
time he wanted it as his attraction.

“I told the film company I surely was
glad I didn’t get it,” he said. “I charge
75 cents at my theatre. The American
Legion admission was 40 cents. How’s that

for competition?”
Don Buckley, who has a theatre in Red-

wood Falls and another Minnesota town,
arose to blast the “stinkin” reviews of pic-

tures appearing in the two Minneapolis
daily newspapers, “especially since there’s

more columnist coverage of screen attrac-

tions.”

“Redwood Falls is 110 miles from Min-
neapolis, but the newspapers have big cir-

culations in and around it,” said Buckley.

“The kind of bad newspaper reviews that

so many pictures are undeservedly getting

nowadays is hurting my theatre business

plenty.”

Buckley wanted to know what can be

done “about this.” No answer was forth-

coming.
Ray Von der Haar, Alexandria, Minn.,

exhibitor, aroused much interest in a
recital of how he has succeeded in having
the real estate and personal taxes for his

theatre drastically reduced. He instructed

others piesent how they should be able to

do likewise. The fact that attendance and
grosses at his showhouses have dropped
considerably justifies lower valuation of the

Alexandria showhouse and that means
lower state and county taxes, officials were
convinced. This tax slash amounted to 25

per cent, the meeting was told.

Tom J. Wolf Is Manager
At Springfield Regent
SPRINGFIELD — Thomas J. Wolf of

Fremont has been named manager of

the Regent Theatre here by Michael H.
Chakeres, general manager of Chakeres
Theatres. He has managed theatres in

Fremont, Hamilton and Bellevue, Ohio, as

well as Leavenworth and Manhattan, Kas.
His most recent position was that of gen-
eral manager of theatres and other proper-
ties in HeleAa-West Helena, Ark. His wife

Alice is a junior high school English teacher
and the Wolfs have one son named Tim.
12 .

Wolf is a member of the Kiwanis Club,

Fourth Degree Knights of Columbus, and
the American Legion.
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A TTIMTION!
Central and North Central

Drive-In Theatre

Owners and Managers

LET US DO YOUR
DRIVE - IN

SCREEN PAINTING
No ladders, scaffolding, swings or other

outmoded equipment to mar the

surface of your screen

HfIGHT IS NO PROBLEM!
The picture above shows Noble painting the huge
"41 Twin Outdoor" screen. This 103 foot high
tower puts every square inch of your screen
within eosy reach—nothing is missed or over-
looked.

YOU WILL SAVE TIME!
The portable 103 foot aerial tower comes in

ready for action. There are no ladders, rigs—no
ropes to worry about. No danger of falls, etc.
We know how the job should be done, and we
do it thot woy!

YOUR MONEY GOES INTO YOUR SCREEN -

Not for paying workmen climbing all over your
screen, not for setting up and tearing down old-
fashioned rigging. There is no wasfe motion.
Our aerial tower allows us to reach corners,
crevices usually overlaoked when working from
shaky swing stages or scaffolds.

ASK OUR CUSTOMERS:
We have painted some of the largest and finest
drive-in screens in the country. Names on request.

DON'T DELAY-NOW IS THE TIME-
FOR APPOINTMENTS

To Get Your Screen Ready for the New Season

Write or Wire ,

DEAN NOBLE

NOBLE AERIAL SERVICE
ROCHESTER, WISCONSIN

or phone 242J, Waterford, Wis.

Newcomer Bill Munchel
Managing Indicma Theatre
BATESVILLE, IND.—William Munchel

of Oldenburg has been appointed manager
of the local Gibson Theatre by Joseph P.

Finneran, president of Syndicate Theatres.
Prior to his association with the Gibson,
Munchel farmed in Franklin County for a
number of years.

MINNEAPOLIS
Jn line with the national pattern, two book-

ers, Russ McCarthy and Dennis Aug-
ustine, and a supplementary clerk, Stella

Lettus, have been let out by Warner Bros,

in an economy move. Claude Dickinson,
former office manager and city salesman,
now will be office manager and head
booker. Bill Westerman, formerly a sales-

man, will be a booker.

An unseasonable snowstonn the previous

day canceled the scheduled opening of

some Twin Cities di'ive-ins for April 13.

Over six inches fell on Minneapolis and St.

Paul when a blizzard came down from
Canada. Minnesota Entertainment Enter-
prises, which operates several Twin Cities

drive-in theatres, was scheduled to open its

outdoor stands last Wednesday (18). Pio-

neer theatres planned to open its outdoor
theatres at Atlantic and Perry, Iowa, April

13; its drive-in at Clarinda, April 14; its

drive-in at Webster City, April 19, and its

outdoor theatres at Carroll, Cherokee,
Storm Lake and Spencer on Sunday (22).

The new owner of the Kota Theatre at

Garrison, N. D., and the Riverdale at River-
dale, N. D., is B. M. Kuchen. Former owner
Art Bean will continue to do the buying
and booking. Bean recently took over the
operation of the 52 Drive-In at Harvey,
N. D., foiTnerly operated by D. W. Gilbert.

Outstate exhibitors on the Row included
Art Bean of Garrison, N. D.; Roy Rasmus-
sen, Perham; Chick Everhart, Walker, and
Mike DeFea, Milbank, S. D. . . . Lowell Kap-
lan, buyer and booker for Berger Amuse-
ment Co., has been ill . . . Condolences to

R. L. Madsen, operator of the Crystal The-
atre at Flandreau, S. D., whose wife died

recently.

The Century Theatre was reopened by
Minnesota Amusement Co. April 13 with
‘‘The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”
on a policy of continuous performances at

popular prices. Improvements to the house
include a new screen, new draperies, a re-

modeled projection booth with 70mm
equipment, improved sound system and
complete reseating on the main floor after

removal of the booths by Cinerama.

With MGM changing its plans for re-

leasing its first Cinerama film, ‘‘How the

West Was Won,” there also has been a
change in the plans for opening the new
Cooper Cinerama Theatre in suburban St.

Louis Park. MGM plans to release the film

near the end of 1963, but will release “The
Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm”
in August. The new Cinerama showcase
originally was scheduled to open July 4,

but now the opening date has been pushed
back to August 15 to coincide with the new
releasing plans.

MILWAUKEE
^he striking unions at the neighborhood

Tower Theatre here have granted the
theatre management another 90 days to

decide whether, for labor contract purposes,
it is a first-run theatre. Jack Shanberge,
business agent for Stagehands Local 18,

said negotiations would resume about June
1. Oscar E. Olson, business agent of pro-
jectionists Local 164, said the grace period
was granted to show the union’s good bar-
baining faith. Tower Manager A1 Camillo
has refused to pay first-run wages for the
run of two 13-year-old pictures.

Frank J. Ullenberg, 80, who died here as

a result of complications from injuries he
suffered in an automobile accident in De-
cember, was noted for having supplied the
music for many silent movies when he con-
ducted orchestras at various theatres here.

Every time the theatre situation in Cuba
is mentioned in Warner Theatre Manager
Gabriel Guzman’s presence, he winces.

Gabe was with a Cuban theatre circuit, and
barely managed to escape the country when
the “pressure” was at its peak. The other

day Castro’s regime announced that the
government was “buying up” all motion
picture houses privately owned for better

organization of film distribution and other

cultural activities, according to the press

release. Asked for a comment on the mat-
ter, Gabe merely shrugged his shoulders,

and said; “What can one do about it?”

Joe Reynolds, manager of the Towne
Theatre, got some unexpected assistance in

arranging personal appearance spots for

Lee Marvin, star of “The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valance,” who was here recently.

Reynolds had Marvin on both WTMJ-TV
and WISN-TV, visited both the Journal
and Sentinel newspapers, and wound up at

the Milwaukee Press Club, where Marvin
autographed a plaque which will be on ex-

hibition along with hundreds of other per-

sonalities: presidents, explorers, screen
stars and a host of others.

Many 'King of Kings' Dates

LOS ANGELES—“King of Kings,” which
has grossed over $1,000,000 in the past few
weeks, will open a multiple engagement in

40 theatres in this area May 23. The MGM
Biblical spectacle will be the Easter attrac-

tion in more than 200 key cities throughout
the country, including 60 houses in the New
York area.

T
WATCH PROJECTION IMPROVE

with

ECHNIKOTE
PRODUCTS

Now! — The On^v
ANTI-STATIC SCREEN S

XR-171 Pearl • Repels Dust

Available from your authorized I
Theatre Equipment Supply Dealer: I

Export—Westrex Corp. I

NIKOTE CORP. 63 Seobring St., B'kiyn 31, N.Y. |
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rVE BROKEN ALL
RECORDS at

the WORLD!

I BE4re//ir I

^^’suB/ir r

A dynamic, thrilling

story about youth

—how they live, love and GO.**

DAVID FARRAR • NOELLE ADAM • SHIRLEY-ANN FIELD • ADAM

and introducing GILLIAN HILLS

Loser
SEE “CHICKEN” OH THE RAILS! SEE DRAG RACE “GO MAH-GO”

All Materials including Transcriptions available thru NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

TIMES FILM CORP.
Telephone: PLaza 7-6980 • Sales Director, IRVING SOCH/N

MILWAUKEE
Charles Teitel

Teitel Film Corp.

410 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

HArrison 7-3024

MINNEAPOLIS

Abbott Swartz

Independent Film Distributors

74 Glenwood Avenue

Minneapolis 3, Minnesota

FE 8-7103



OMAHA
^on Shane, chief barker of Vai'iety Tent

16. reported the organization’s midwest
premiere of “West Side Story” at the Ad-
miral was “very successful" and that the
Variety Club was happy wuth the turnout.

Although the final count of receipts had
not been completed, he said Variety would
have a good amount to turn over to the

Omaha Children’s Sight Center, for which
the premiere was arranged. The Sight Cen-
ter. a nursery school for visually handi-
capped, has been the recipient of Tent 16’s

support for a number of years.

Reggie Gannon, who has the Sky The-
atre at Schuyler, and his family have re-

turned from a long stay at Phoenix, Ariz.,

and they ai'e contemplating moving to

Arizona . . . Bob Hirz, Warner representa-

tive in this teiTitoi-y, was elected to a three-

year teiTn on the board of education at

Plattsmouth.

Ed Metzger, who has the Cozy Theatre
and drive-in at Tyndall, S. D., said linger-

ing snow drifts indicate he may not be
able to open his outdoorer until May . . .

Walt Weaverstadt, exhibitor at Centeiwille,

S. D., and Rock Valley, said both were
threatened on three sides by water in re-

cent flooding but his places escaped dam-
age.

has the Alvaro Theatre at Parkson, S. D.,

has retmmed from California . . . George
Dimick, exhibitor at Kimball, S. D., is

starting to mn dances at the Pavillion,

which is in the same hall as his Casino
Theatre . . . The Crest Theatre at Su-
perior offered a month’s pass to the stu-

dent selling the second largest number of

tickets to a style show which was put on
at the theatre by the Superior Band
Mothers’ Club. The Chamber of Commerce
and band mothers sponsored the spring

style show and movie with the cooperation
of the Crest to raise money for band uni-

fonns.
Meyer Stern, American International ex-

change chief here, said June Wilkinson
zoomed interest in the twist contest sched-
uled later this month when she made per-

sonal appearances around town. Here in

connection with “Twist All Night” at the
Sky View and Chief theatres, June wowed
’em at shopping centers and other points.

Exhibitors on the Row included Nebras-
kans Harold Struve of Deshler, Hebron and
Beatrice; Warren Hall, Bm*well; Hazel
Dunn, Valentine: Reggie Gannon, Schuy-
ler; Sol Slominsky, Loup City, and lowans
S. J. Backer, Harlan; Arnold Johnson,
Onawa; Charles Vickers, Mapleton, and
H. P. Carleton, Griswold.

Art Johnson of the Dakota Theatre at

Yankton reported he is feeling much im-
proved since his return from the Mayo
Clinic at Rochester, Miim. . . . Ray Keiser,

who has the Home Theatre at Crofton,
does not plan to operate after Lent . . .

Lester Versteeg, operator of the Virginia

Theatre at Springfield, S. D., plans to close

May 22 . . . “Fanny” and “Splendor in the
Grass” more than doubled average at the
Golden Spike Drive-In, Manager Bob Col-
lier reported.

M"-! M. Kruse, exhibitor at Pierce who
was appointed to fill out the clerk of the
district com*t term, is now a candidate for

election to the office . . . A1 Wuebben, who

cjwai+s \^ou wficn

WAHOO is the

ideal boxofFice attraction

to increase business on your

"ofF-nights". Write today for com-

plete details. Be sure to give seat-

ing or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Oakton Sf. Skokie, Illinois

DES MOINES
Jowa friends were shocked and saddened

to learn of the death of Art Farrell,

Central States drive-in manager at Omaha.
Farrell, who grew up in Des Moines and
spent many of his years as a theatreman
in this area, was “one of the nicest guys
in the business,” according to those as-

sociated with him here . . . Paul Gilpatinck,

Coimcil Bluff manager for Central States,

is taking over the Omaha post temporarily.

“West Side Story” received a wonderful
review in the Des Moines Trtbune, and
since the Academy Awards were annoimced
the film has been doing a turnaway busi-

ness at the Capri, reports Bob Fridley. The
movie opened there April 11 and was a
sellout for the following weekend. Fridley

says that the next big one scheduled in at

the Capri is “El Cid,” the first 70mm film

to be shown there since “Exodus.”

To say that Warner Bros.’ screening of

“The Music Man” was well I’eceived would
be the understatement of the year. It is

not the purpose of this column to “sell”

any single movie, but it would be more un-
fair not to pass along some of the comments
on this big, brassy, fun-filled sp>ectacle.

Most agreed that the film religiously fol-

lowed the stage production in stoiT and
song, but the celluloid version far surpassed
the original, especially in the dance se-

quences and the “surprise” ending. One
enthusiastic couple remarked it was the
first film in 20 years they wanted to see

AGAIN . . . Along with “Music Man,” the
screening guests were treated to a colorful

“Blue Danube” cruise via a Warners short.

The 61 Drive-In at Maquoketa has re-

opened under the ownership of Mr. and
Mrs. Fay McKinsey. The new firm is

known as the Timber City Amusement

Coi-p. The previous owner, Walter Allen,
will continue to operate his drive-in at
Moline . . . Dick McCauley has reopened
the Carlisle Theatre.

Iowa United Theatres reopened three
more drive-ins for the season—^the Gor-
don Twin at Sioux City, where Clarence
Lay is manager; the Falls at Iowa Falls,
managed by Tommy Tompkins, and the
Waco at Washington, headed by Clarence
Locke . . . Ken Claypool, Paramount sales-
man, was in Des Moines for a meeting.

Hank Kaufman, Columbia exchange op-
erations manager, was in from New York
for two days on business . . . Patty Crouse
is back at Columbia temporarily as a
stenographer . . . Variety women report
their recent rummage sale was a success.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank of Des Moines
and Nick Yiannias of Dubuque attended
the testimonial dinner in New York City for
Spyros Skouras April 12. The event was a
salute to the president of 20th Century-
Fox on his 20th year as head of the com-
pany.

Among many visitors who came to see
“Music Man” or to conduct other business
on the Row were Alice Arthur and Harley
Klemas of Mason City; Mi-, and Mrs.
Laurel Nelson of Gowrie; Mr. and Mrs.
Ernie Thies, Waverly; M. L. Dickson,
Mount Pleasant: Fred Meyer, Humbolt;
Bob Davis, Emmetsbui-g, and Bob Malek.
Independence.

Boothmen at Norshor,
Duluth, Sign New Pact
MINNEAPOLIS—Minnesota Amusement

Co. has signed a new two-year contract
with its own projectionists who have been
on strike at the Norshor Theatre, Duluth,
according to Charles Winchell, Maco presi-
dent. The operators have been with the
circuit more than 21 years, and the strike

lasted 90 days, Winchell said.

A paradoxical situation is that the Nor-
shor is still being picketed by the pro-
jectionists union, although the theatre’s
projectionists are union members. During
the, strike, management personnel was used
to mn the booth equipment.
According to the terms of the new con-

tract two projectionists will be employed
for a 70-hour week (35 hours a week each)

,

whereas the work week used to be 84 hours.
The hourly pay rate has been boosted from
$4,331/2 to $4,441/2 for the first year. The
second year the hourly rate of pay will go
to $4.50.

There also are fringe benefits in the new
contract, Winchell pointed out, including
two-week paid vacations and an insurance
policy. The new contract went into effect

April 6.

WHETHER ITS A DRIVE-IN
OR AN INDOOR THEATRE
GET EXTRA PROFITS BY SELLING

MERCHANT ADS
AND KEEP YOUR MERCHANTS HAPPY
WITH YOUR TRAILERS MADE BY

1327 So. Wabash FILMACK Chicago 5, Illinois i
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TV and Radio Carry

Burden for 'Lover'
Parris Shanboiu' of the Plaza Theatre

in Oklahoma City went to radio and tele-

vision for nearly the whole load of promo-
tion for “Lover Come Back.” Saturation

schedules were bought on all three TV sta-

tions and two radio stations.

Astronaut John Glenn’s orbital flight

took place just two days ahead of opening,

so Shanbour concentrated 50 per cent of

his TV spots on that day, figuring cor-

rectly that everyone would have their TV
sets on and be watching the epochal event.

Illustrating his heavy TV barrage, Shan-
bour relates: “We bought all available

spots on KOCO-TV for Wednesday before

opening and on opening day. There were
62 spots at C, B and AA times, 10 and 20-

second and one-minute in length, for a
total of $600. We had a spot every 30 min-
utes until signoff. We used spots around
Laramie, the Outlaw, and the local news
and weather reports, also NBC news.”

He had 110 spots on WKY radio through
ten days and 80 on KTOK for ten days.

The other major promotion was dis-

tribution of 5,000 “VIP” mints obtained
from Universal.

The “Lover Come Back” trailer was
started nine weeks in advance.

Striving to Reach the Whole Family

Showman Writes Own Ads for 1.2,3'

O/Og.TW0.TOg6E
mmscf6n&. HoerscMxz.

WISH DOGS COULD

GO TO THE THEATRE

they say this fic-

ture is so funny it

- WOULD MAKE A DOG

LAUOHI

BILLY WILDER'S

JAMES CACNEV

PAMELA TIFFIK

HORST BUCHHOLZ

LOOKING I

BARGAIN m
{KTWrTAINAWNT, SCE WHAT

MAY if THC FUNNIEST

MOTION WCTURf YOU

WHl EVBt SEE

BIUY WHDETS

WHY NOT SEE

THE WACKIEST,

CRAZIEST,

PUN-FILLED

MOTION PICTURE

OF THIS YEARI

IT'S

BILLY

WILDER'S

103 GUARANTEED
LAUGHS OR
YOUR MONEY

BACK!

BILLY WILDER'S

AMES CAGNEY %

HST BDCHHOL2 o^y£:,'^wt/0,774#^GE:.
AMELA TIFTIH

Now
Showing

THE ANSWER IS YESI-

I'LL CO WITH YOU

TO SEE THAT

gUZY MOVIE EVERYBODY IS TALKING

ABOUTI

IT'S B»UY WILDER'S

ONE,TWO,THREE
IN PANAVISION

JAMES CAGNEY

Wr DONT MIND STICKING
OUH NECK OUT. IF YOG

T THINK THIS IS 1...
FUNNIEST MOTION PIC-
TVRE THAT YOU
SEEN IN THE LAST YEAH

GIVE YOU YOUR
MONEY BACKI

ra»jv«Bo»tv,

Kxsrmtaz
“ filWATIWN,

NOW
SHOWING

THIS IS ONE

MOTION PICTURE

WORTH CROWING

ABOUT WE

GUARANTEE

103 LAUGHS

OR YOUR

MONEY BACK

IT'S

BILLY WILDER'S

NOW
SHOWING

These eight ads, all of them two columns wide except one, were mode up by Manager Joe Corlock of the

Pitt Theatre in Lake Charles, La., when the pressbook layouts didn't come up to his taste. Note the

cartoon illustrations, available at most newspaper offices. His copy emphasized the laughs in the picture.

Film Salesman Obtains
'Outsider' Page Layout
Cleveland Film salesman Jack Lewis

(egged on by Duke Hickey, publicity rover

for U-I PictiU’es) got a page in the Plain
Dealer in advance of the showing of “The
Outsider” in the Stanley Warner Allen.

The tie-up came through the flag-raising

at Iwo Jima and Lewis’s picture of the
flag-raising on another formerly Japanese
held island. Aka Shima, March 26, 1945.

Jack had been a photographer prior to

World War II and when he enlisted in

the Coast Guard he was assigned to a

photographic unit.

Many of the pictures he made in the

Pacific war area were reproduced in the

U.S. magazines and newspapers during the
war. The one shot on Aka Shima had
wider distribution than all others.

In this one Father Donelly was given the

honor of raising the flag on the freshly

captured island. Adds Jack, “the really

sorrowful phase of this picture is not the

fact that Father Donelly was transferred

to another outfit—which was most fortun-

ate for him—but as nearly as I could ever

trace the outfit, every man in this picture

of my flag raising was killed in the next
beach assault.”

Jack is now a film salesman for U-I.

Joe Carlock, manager of the Pitt Theatre
in Lake Charles, La., likes to emphasize the

common touch in his promotion, be it ad-
vertising copy, displays or ballyhoo.

In looking over the pressbook for “One,
Two, Three,” neither copy nor illustrations

were to his taste. He felt that this was a
picture that should be sold to the whole
family, so he made up his own ads, using
homey catchlines and cartoon figures

familiar to people of all ages.

For example one two-column layout had
a drawing of a dog such as ai’e often seen
in comic strips, with this catchline: “Wish
Dogs Could Go to the Theatre. They Say
This Picture Is So Funny It Would Make
a Dog Laugh.” Other copy was confined
to the title, star names, theatre sig, plus a
head mat of Pamela Tiffin.

All his copy centered on the comedy, the
laughs in the picture. The following copy
was illustrated by a drawing of a rooster,

probably from the newspaper’s mat service

!

“This Is One Motion Picture Worth
Crowing About. We Guarantee 103 Laughs
or Your Money Back. It’s Billy Wilder’s,
etc.”

Prior to opening Carlock used a gag that
is as old, in one form or another, as show-
manship itself. The old medicine showmen
usually planted a shill in the audience to
get the ball rolling. But Carlock had two

young men to camp out front for three days
in advance, waiting for the opening of
“One, Two, Three” and make certain they
would be the first in line.

The local American Press published a
two-column of the campers with appropri-
ate cutlines.

As in all areas where the film is shown,
the Coca-Cola people bannered all route
trucks with banners on the film.

50 Couples Twist Through
Night in Stage Event
The huge hydraulic platform of the

Saenger Theatre in New Orleans was used
the fii-st time in several years during the
“Twist All Night” 'Twist-A-Thon stage
contest which featm’ed a three-day ap-
pearance at the Saenger of Louis Prima,
former New Orleanean, and his band.

Fifty couples were selected by Allen All-
knight of WJWB during a preliminary at
the station.

Walt Guarino, Saenger manager, emceed
the all-night event.

The winner received $150 and an in-
vitation to appear on the Prima show at
the Saenger.
Admission for the allnight event was 50

cents. WJBW broadcast from the stage.
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It's a Showman's Pleasure to Foster

Young Staffer in Management Career

A job which all true showmen who have

the welfai-e of their industi-y at heart en-

joy is the training of

aspiring staffers to

carry on the skills in

theatre management
which they have de-

veloped. His joy is

twofold. A well-

trained assistant not

only assures a capa-
ble relief from long

hours of theatre
management, but also

shares the daily bur-
den of multi-detailed

supervision.

Such a mutually helpful team is shar-

ing the management bm-dens at Bridge
Drive-In at Groton, Conn., the rapidly

growing home base of the U.S. Navy’s sub-
marine arm. Groton, originally a suburb of

New London across the broad Thames
river, has already passed the older city in

population, and is still growing.

Eddie Roy

A PROMISING FUTURE
Needless to say, drive-in business amid

such suiTOundings faces mighty promising
prospects, given proper boxoffice impetus.

The building of a capable assistant and
a future manager started last summer
when Bridge Manager Eddie O’Neill asked

Eddie Roy, just turned 20, if he would be

interested in learning how to manage a

drive-in.

Now nearly a year later Roy is on the
way to a career in exhibition, and assures

other young men that there’s a future in

the outdoor theatre business if they’re

willing to work and learn!

“I definitely feel that there is a fine

future in the motion pictm’e theatre field

for a young fellow, especially in the drive-

in phase,” Roy told a Boxoffice repre-

sentative.

Not unlike many another high school

graduate, young Roy had no idea on that

June 1960 night, at "Waterford High School
that he’d get into exhibition. During his

last two years of high school, he had
worked part-time in the concession build-

ing at the Bridge Drive-In. In his senior

year, he became concession manager.

INVITED TO LEARN
“Then, last summer,” he continued,

“Eddie O’Neill asked if I’d be interested in

learning the full management of a drive-in.

My immediate answer was yes. In the last

ten months I’ve learned that to do the job

right requires in many instances, long

hours . . . it’s not aU glamor.”
Manager O’Neill doesn’t believe in con-

fining his students to menial and tedious

tasks. He early introduced Roy to the art

of preparing ads.

“Eddie showed me how to write news-
paper ads,” Roy recalls, “emphasizing time
and again that it’s not enough just to list

a lot of names and a few titles; the copy
must be good enough to attract the read-
er’s eye and, equally important, keep that
eye focused.”

At present, Eddie Roy writes all news-
paper and radio advertising copy for the
Bridge Drive-In, and some of his work has
provoked laudatory comments from the
patronage.

“I soon discovered that this was a very
time-consmning job, since many of my ads
are composites made up of various parts or
different mats. Frequently I will make ads
two weeks in advance, put them in my desk
drawer, take them out a few days later

and re-do them. I very much dislike

making ads in a hurry.”

SERVES AS LIAISON
Roy is in frequent phone contact with

Dan Ponticelle of the Brandt office. New
York, which books Bridge product.
He has found that working in a modern

drive-in theatre brings respect from his

elders on the management level.

Said Roy: “I’m given a chance to come
up with my own ideas, which is important
to somebody out of high school for just a
few years. I’m in a business that is grow-
ing and I want to grow along with it. I

think the industry is missing a bet in not
encouraging more young people.”

O’Neill said young Roy’s ideas are good
and have brought results. Roy lives only
five miles from the theatre—in ’Waterford.
Eddie Roy is an avid reader, particularly

on the industry tradepaper level. “I’m look-

ing for ideas and the best spot to find these

ideas is in a trade publication such as

Boxoffice, which is concerned with exhibi-

bition on the local level,” he said.

As for O’Neill’s opinion of his yoimg aide,

he enthuses: “I wish more drive-ins had
people of his caliber; what we need in ex-

Impressively informing patrons at the Orpheum
Theatre in Vancouver, B.C., of the coming of "The

Mask," was this 16x1 6-foot lobby arrangement, de-

signed by Manager Ivan Ackery. Note the usher-

ette standing at the lower right.

hibition today is an influx of young blood
with fresh, intelligent ideas. Why, Eddie
Roy can come over to me with an idea or a
slant on a phase of our operations that
I’ve probably overlooked or forgotten with
the passage of time and once we apply it,

we’ve benefited tremendously.
“And I’m gratified to know that he will

stay with om- theatre for a career. In
time, we intend to use him in a manage-
ment capacity. Towards that objective,
he’s already accompanying me on booking
trips to the Brandt office in New York.
I’ve sat with him over om- books; I want
him to know that an expense goes out and
an income comes in and why!”

Convention Gimmick

Helps Pay for Trip
Phil Hayes, manager at Effingham, 111.,

for the Frisina circuit, says he always tries

to bring back from the trade conventions

he attends a “fresh, new outlook on our
show business,” and to arrange an exploita-

tion gimmick or piece of publicity to off-

set the cost of the trip and his absence
from the business.

The photo reproduced herewith was the
promotional momento from the trip Hayes
made to Kansas and then to Oklahoma
City to attend the recent one-day United
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma and the Pan-
handle of Texas convention. As indicated
by the autograph, the pictm-e shows June
Wilkinson and Hayes with a poster of

“Twist All Night,” in which she stars, be-
tween them. June appeared at the Okla-
homa convention.
Hayes visited the editor of the Effing-

ham paper after the trip. The result was
an 18-inch article with a two-column re-

production of the photo of Hayes and Miss
Wilkinson.
The article told of Hayes’ visits to sev-

eral cities with television cable systems,
such as he is installing at Effingham for

Frisina and associates. The local paper
infoi-med its readers about Hayes meeting
the star of “Twist All Night” and winning
a free telephone call to Hollywood and the
choice of playdates on the film for being
the exhibitor who traveled the farthest to

attend the Oklahoma City meeting.
Hayes formerly was at Bartlesville, Okla.,

where he supervised an installation of pay
television by "Video Independent Theatres.
Hayes said he had to pass up the Show-

A-Rama convention in Kansas City this

year because of sickness, breaking a string

of five years’ attendance at that meeting.
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The Carlton, de luxe Odeon showcase in

downtown Toronto, featui'es selected book-
ings from a broad range of product from
many countries, and goes in for con-

sistently sharp promotion.
Indicative of the wide range of this

theatre’s presentations is a recent booking
lineup consisting of “La Notte Brava,” an
Italian opus anent the “moral bankruptcy
of desperate youth”; “The Children’s

Hour,” a U.S.-made adult film, and “The
Best of Enemies,” a British production on
the comedy side.

Long rans are the male rather than the

exception.

Victor Nowe, the knowledgeable manager
who ranks among the leaders of his pro-

fession in showmanship, devotes special

interest to his at-theatre displays. These
have contributed in a substantial measure,
along with the selected bookings, to the

maintenance of patronage at the large

first-run. And Manager Nowe’s displays

have won trade attention, and prizes.

Above are pictured three lobby displays

on the above-mentioned bookings. Promo-
tion for “La Notte Brava” went up five

weeks in advance. The special standee at

left above measured 12 feet high by 6 feet

wide. The scenes sell the “moral bank-
ruptcy” and sex angle, and were par-
ticularly seductive, judging by patron re-

action. The line at the top was, “The
Moral Bankruptcy of Desperate Youth
Brought Stumiingly, Shockingly to the
Screen.” The excerpts from the standard
48x72 poster and the two landscape blow-
ups are set on a rich yellow background,
while the star blowup is mounted on bril-

liant Da-Glo red.

A snipe below the credits reads, “Admit-
tance Restricted to Persons 18 years of Age
and Over,” in conformance with a classi-

fication by the Ontario Board of Censors.
The display was illuminated with a 500-

watt spot.

The attraction also was announced in the
front window space of the Carlton, where
Nowe created a three-section arrangement,
featuring the title, cast and “One of Italy’s

most outstanding films!” in the center; on
one side 18 selected selling stills, and on
the other side parts from the 48x72 poster
with a star still.

Center, above, depicts an alcove arrange-
ment on “The Best of Enemies,” which

stresses David Niven and the Italian

comedy star Albert Sordi. Niven’s name
is done in white letters, with a comedy line

underneath, all on red background. The
Niven blowup is a 22x28. Sordi’s name and
line underneath is on a blue background.
The title is done in red on a yellow card.

At the base, gold satin is used to add the-
atrical effect.

Five floodlights were used overhead.
Since the time was March, before and

after, Nowe’s advance in the main lobby on
“The Children’s Hour” stressed the five

Academy Award nominations with the
Oscar occupying the prominent space. The
Oscar is done in deep bronze with touches
of gold and set on a gold background. Note
the separate panels at top for the five

nominations. Now'e commented: “The ex-
cellent stars in this film, plus the superb
supporting cast and the Academy Award
nominations are really getting wonderful
attention for this coming engagement.”
Nowe also used a 22-foot banner on the

ovei’door large, glass mirror in the main
lobby of the Carlton. This gave special

emphasis to the three main stars via a
beautiful blowup and big lettered names.

Heavy Radio and Television Schedules

Herald Experiment in Terror' Premiere

Wichita Falls Rates
'King of Kings' Highly

Saturation schedules on two radio sta-

tions, a screening plus a preview for news-
boys kicked off “King of Kings” at the

Strand Theatre in Wichita Palls, Tex.

Manager Fred McHam used the single plat-

ter on the film music to get a contest on
the radio, good for a free plug every time

one was awarded.

The local newspapers came through with

extensive publicity on this religious opus.

The free copy and illustrations totaled

nearly 300 inches.

McHam had the “King of Kings” fact

booklet in all barber shops, medical offices

and restaurants, set up table tents in the

cafeterias, had a 24-sheet pasted on the

sidewalk out front, and displays in book
and music stores.

“All in all this film was well received

here,” McHam reports. “Wichita Falls was
impressed.”

A heavy schedule of radio and newspaper
advertising heralded the premiere of “Ex-
periment in Terror” at the Paramount
'Theatre in San Francisco. There also were
substantial television buys on times ad-
jacent to the major mystery and suspense
TV shows.

The theatre trailer highlighted the fact

that “Experiment in Terror” was filmed on
many of the Bay City’s noted landmarks,
including Fisherman’s Wharf, Chinatown
and Candlestick Park, home of the San
Francisco Giants.

Cooperation of the Crocker-Anglo Na-
tional Bank for quarter-sheet cards in

lobbies of their branches in San Francisco

and the surrounding Bay area was sched-

uled. This marked the first time that the

bank has permitted any commercial or

theatrical venture to be promoted through
its offices. The tiein pointed up the story

of “Experiment in Terror,” which tells of a
bank teller who is threatened with a subtle

campaign of terror unless she embezzles
$100,000 for a psychopathic criminal.

Another tiein was effected with the
Fisherman’s Wharf Merchants Ass’n for

the complete blanketing of all restaurants
and shops on the famed wharf, using
poster art crediting the theatre and film.

This promotion covered more than 100

establishments.

The Paramount Theatre is a unit of the
AB-PT lineup.
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CITATION WINNERS FOR MARCH 1962

Glen Allen, manager, Indiana Theatre, Marion, Ind. Meritorious achievement in

public relations. His Hollywood Premiere of 1962 was sponsored by the high

school boosters club and supported by the city government.

•

Edward H. Eckert, owner. Palms Theatre, Dunedin Fla. Keeps his theatre as

conununitv center. Recently elected mayor.

•

Mae Jensen, manager, Rio Theatre in Wharton, Tex. For holiday display which she

and her staff made as a civic gesture.

•

Tony Abramovich, manager, Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa. For “Tender

Is the Night ’ promotion of original wardrobe on TV.

Carl Fridley, owner, Capri and Varsity theatres, Des Moines. For original ads in

behalf of “Pocketful of Miracles.

•

Earle M. Holden, manager, Lucas and Avon Theatres, Savannah, Ga. Originated

program to use motion picture screens of city for a civic-boosting program.

«

Carl Hoffman, manager, Omaha Theatre, Omaha, Neh. Deejay giveaway promotion

for “Hey, Let’s Twist!” and “Too Late Blues” combination.

Council Fuss Over Walk' Is Strong Promotion

Controversy over the proposed world pre-

miere of “Walk on the Wild Side” in New
Orleans, which netted considerable press

space, failed to hurt the subsequent open-

ing of the picture a month later at the

RKO Orpheum. As a matter of fact, the

wide publicity given the picture brought in

added sheckels at the Orpheum boxoffice,

according to Manager Asa Booksh.

The picture was slated to premiere Feb-

ruary 20, but a local citizen, Mrs. Harold

R. Ainsworth, a lay member of the local

Legion of Decency, touched off the fire-

works when she asked the city council to

prevent the premiere on the grounds that

the film would “bring shameful national

publicity to the city.”

The council requested to see the film in

advance of the premiere, a request denied

by producer Charles K. Feldman. When
the assistant city attorney was instructed

by the council to attend the premiere to

see if the picture violated any existing city

obscenity ordinance, Feldman canceled the

premiere stating that the film was being

subjected to “prior censorship and unwar-

ranted hostility and harassment,” and that

when the picture opened in March “New
Orleans citizens would have the oppor-

tunity to see how capricious and ignoble

the impetuous actions of the city council

have been.”
More fuel was added to the publicity

fire just prior to opening when a local

television station refused to accept paid

advertising on the film from Columbia

and the Orpheum. A review in the Times-

Picayune the day after opening again re-

ferred to the world premiere battle and

pointed out that other pictures of “far more

lurid” nature had played in New Orleans

uncontested by self-appointed censors.”

Results of the controversy, Booksh said,

were that “Wild Side” ran close with “The
Guns of Navarone,” shown at the Oipheum
in the early summer last year, and which
set a record topped only by “Auntie Marne.”

IWB

UPTOWN

WEDNESDAY
DOORS OREN IDO A M

CONTINUOUS SHOWS FROM 2

CRAZY*DAY
P/mmiiL/UL

UP TO

V2 MILLION FREE

GOLD BOND
STAMPS GIVEN AWAY)

Trading stamps come with nearly everything—why

not a motion picture opening? The Gold Bond

people tied up with the Uptown Theatre in Minne-

apolis, offering 500,000 (potentially, they figured)

Gold Bond trading stamps free for opening day

patrons of "Sergeants 3." As detailed in the

above reproduction of a large size ad, 200 stamps

were given with every adult admission before 1

p.m., 100 stamps to every patron 1 to 5 p.m. 1,000

to every ex-sergeant or cavalry man arriving on a

horse, in a covered wagon or in h)s service uniform,

and lesser amounts for other qualifications.

Sponsored Kid Series

Packed Every Week
A spring series of sponsored Saturday

shows is paying off happily at the Saenger
Theatre in Pine Bluff, Ark., where Bruce K.
Young is the wide-awake manager. The
series is part of the Saenger’s “Spring
Festival Celebration . . . Ten Glorious Weeks
of Top Hits.”

Young relates that he has had the local

Coca-Cola bottler as sponsor of the Saen-
ger’s Summer Vacation Movies for years,

and the company has been very well satis-

fied with the results, so when Young pre-
sented an attractive plan for a spring se-

ries, Coca-Cola went for it with open arms.
Coca-Cola has a drink. Sprite, and

Young’s plan was to sell this through Sat-
urday kiddy show series at the Saenger.
Here’s how he did it—and attracted from
1,700 to 2,000 kids to the theatre at each
show.
Admission to the Saturday Morning Fun-

Frolics is two empty bottles of Sprite.

All the youngsters are given neckties with
Sprite bottle caps on them. Kids wearing
the Sprite ties are eligible for a special door
prize at the next free Saturday show. One
happy result for Coca-Cola was that many
of the kids wore their ties all the time (for

a week or so).

The Coca-Cola company promotes a lit-

tle jingle about Sprite on a radio progi’am.
Young and his aides teach the kids at his
Fun Frolics this jingle, staging contests for

kids to sing it from memory, which makes
the sponsor very happy.
The bottling company plugs the Saenger

pictures all week with the Sprite jingle ad-
vertising and puts Saenger posters on de-
livery trucks. Posters about the kid shows
are put out in grocery stores. Coca-Cola
gives away several dozen of free cartons of

Sprite each week as prizes to the kids via
answers to the Sprite Funny Man (which is

Young himself) from the stage.

There is an hour of stage fun before the
screen program starts.

Special attention is given to the conces-
sion stand, of course

!

The Saenger is packed every Saturday.

Happy Over '1,2,3/ Boys
Camp on Top of Marquee
Three Onarga, 111., high school boys

camped high after seeing “One, Two,Three”
at the Mode, a Kerasotes theatre managed
by L. J. Bennett. Their camp site was the
top of the Mode marquee all through Fri-

day night and Saturday until 8 p.m.
The boys lived in the glare of floodlights

during the night, with neighbors and ac-
quaintances passing by and tooting their

horns. WLS of Chicago, which was not too
far away, broadcast mention of the pub-
licity stunt, Bennett mentioned it in his

newspaper ads. A local grocery store sup-
plied the boys with food.

“You’d be sm'prised at the amount of

interest this received in a small town,”
Bennett commented.

Proclaim R&H Weeks
In promotion of “Flower Drum Song,”

showmen in a number of situations have
had the mayor proclaim a Rodgers and
Hammerstein Week in tribute to the musi-
cal achievements of this pair of geniuses.
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One MAN'S promise—Another man's curse

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents

TWO GIANTS OF ADVENTURE STARRED TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!

Ad Mat No. 406—560 Lines (4 Cols, x 140 Lines)
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PROMOTION

TWO WESTERN STARS IN ONE GREAT MOVIE

!

JOEL McCREA
AND

RANDOLPH SCOTT

They II set Fire
f j

to your

COLOR STILLS
Metro-Q«lct«yn-Maycr has prepared a special set of twelve BxlO

color stills for use in your lobby displays, for tlr>lru with mrretumts
of your community and for other special extra coverage you may
obtain for exploitation of “Ride the High Country"

STIIJ. NO, 17'rti2

“STARS OF THE OLD WEST’’ CONTEST

J.M-I M.Ctro Knn.|..1)>h S..II ha^r brrn iHrntilio.1 Hill> im

|..,(|nMl fi.loir. .lonlinit »>lh ihr for mah> «rar> IVx

IN M-G-AA'S

“RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY”

TITLE SONG ON RECORD
TTie catchy title song of “RJdc the High Country" hsa been re-

corded as one of the selections In a new Kspp LP album, "Meet the
Lincolns, ” which serves to Introduce one of the nation’s newest and
most rxcltlruc vocal groups. The Lincolns See ihst du« Jockeys In

!l.. ui(l> till* |.arl nf Ihr Kut mnnv »lliri .|ar> nU.. h.nr

l.m. i.lrnlifinl »it)i -’»r.irn..--

\rianK<- f"t « t"'^l >li» In n ronlrat f..r vnung mi.l

PROMOTION IDEAS
STREET BALLYHOO .... Have iwo horernieii, atlinsl in western garb, race through your

EXPLOITATION STILLS

FASHIONS COSMmeS
IMxaihlr ].k«I in Mirh a M>nlr-I

M.Ar irrtaiii ihni llir rniilrM liK-n] i-i»rra)ir. (larlirularK ti\

«.f %oui nrw.paiwt,

' ' »*“•»'
III m«n» arraa liiral mmllBMli «aii l»r inHiinxI In |inrliri|uilr. .iioi

street*, each rairying a banner on “RIDK lilk Hll.H COlJNrK).

THEATRE STUNTS .... CoMume your ushers in western outfits with "RinK THK HKHt
COI NTRY" badges.

opening day, willi passeiigem mslumed fur the evenl

LOS6V CONTEST ... Pul on a nipMwirling conicsl in your lobby . . Have a local disc

Ihn. thrx .an t-ln'Ml-* you, jockey or other ladio prr*<malit> on hand to brnoi|ra*t the etrni and

other happening* lied in willi your engagement.
7S04 7SM



RADIO ADVERTISING

RADIO SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
1-MINUTE IIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No I

lliyrfi Ilif-h’iviMrinl rlianu'

lli^thlt rxpimivr ri>m«ni<* . . . MtiM'i "fUI>K
THE HICIICOI NTHV! .. Sl«rrin|{

Stolf and Jr^I M«(.rrn . . . . a» Iwn nf |)ir pfral-

r^l ^utificlitr-n of ihr Ur»l! TIjrN had onf<" {nufthl

»idr li\ .idr- hul not* ihry afi* fair lo fair and
ihr fir»l lo drat* (|r|» |)ir (tirl and ihr fjiild! ....
"KiDF riif. nr(;M an nth>" . . inio ihr

lonrit, and lawir«« Mi|(h Srrra'
.

Hrrr i< ii

nri* hri)<hl in *un{>rniv IwlHrrn |hi> dr«|irr.ilr mrii

. . iinr *Mom lo ihilt , . .moihrr i>n*rd> for

(Told . . . and raih wilh a nun and n lo*l i-haiiir

10 malir good on onr tidr of ihr l.iu or ihr oihrr'

tfrrr i« ihr lrn«r and liirilling *howdowii a* li*o

giral fririid* fa< r rai'h oihrr in a gunfighl ihni onr
iiuKl ttiii! Thrt roulil ouldraH an* man . . . hul
not rarh oihrr' Srr Raiidol|ih Soil and Jorl

\1iCrcB in Ml.Nf. "lUDK TIIK HfCM COIN.
I KT . . In f'iiiriiinSo|>r and Mriroiolor)

l-MINUTE LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No 2

Inn giant* nf iiiKrntlirr «larrnl logrihrr for Ihr

filBl Iimr! Sn* Hiinilo||di Soil and Jorl Mrf.rra
in M(.M * ‘ inDf. uiK nii;M mi mrv . . .

ihr •lor* of Imo grriit frirnd* who rould oiildraw

nn> man . . . hut nol raih oihrr .... nnd not*.

11 i« lirlMrrn ihrm and ihr fir*l In lira** gri* ihr

girl and ihr gold! RIDK IIIK IIK.II COl NTRY"
. . inin 5uddrn dniigrr in ihr Irrailirious High

Sirtrn! Hrrr i« IirralhtaLing rtrilrmrnl hriwrm
Iho dr*firrnlr mrn. rach with a gun and a la*t

ihnmr It. mjLr g<md on ..nr «idr .d ihr la*i or
ihc oihrr! Hrrr i» a nrt* lirighl in tii.eiini'r in

onr of ihr ninsl Irnitr atol llirdliiig >Jiot*do(*n« rirr
lilinrd! Srr Rondolph Soil mid Jorl MrCrea in

MliM's high-jK.ttrrr<l dnimn -RIDI: THK Hirill

f.OUNTRY” .... Ill CinmiiiSopr nnd Mriro-

Vi-MINUTE LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No I

A •thowilowii in ihr High Sirrrn nnd ihr firsi lo

tirni* grU ihr gidti .ind ihr girl ! Srr Rainhdph Scoll

nnd Jorl MrOra- -Iwo ginnt* of advrnliirr *farrrd
togrihrr for Ihr fir*ii Iimr in MCM * "RIDK THK
1 I 1 CII COl MRY-” Hrrr i. a nrt* hr.ghi in sii-

|>rnsr 119 two grrnl frirmi*. who omr fought mdr
i>\ «idr. not* fair rai-h oihrr in 11 gunfighl ihol onr
niuiil vtiit! iP.MSBi Srr MliM* •Rim-; THK
HK.H (-OI NTRY"' In <!iiirmnSritttr and MrUo.
lolor!

Va-MINUTE LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No 2

High atitrnlurr in ihr gold infe»lrd High Sirrra

. Srr \K.Nr* • KIDKTHE HIGH COl NTRY"'
. Starring Handidph Scoll and Jorl MiCn-a a«

Imo of ihr giralr*! gunfighirr* of ihr Wi-«l who

fought Bidr h* *idr and fair lo fa<v! "RIDK THK
HKrH (.01 NTRY " .... into a laulr^s luMfiil

land uhrrr girl* and gold are srurcr .nnd a man'a

I loM**| fririiil (an suddrnl* hrromr hi* moul ilradit

rnrm)! S-r "RIDK THE HIGH COIM RY "
.

Ill CiiirniaS-o|ir and Mrirnrnlor'

SO-WORO LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No I

High atitrnlurr!
. High-powrrrd drama in

ihr gtild infr*lrtl High Sierra! Srr M(iM'« "RIDK
THK HKiH cm NIHY" . . . Starring Ranilidpli

fighlrr* of ihr \\r*l . . . who fought sidr b) «nlr

.tnd farr lo farr' "RIDE THK HIGH COl M RY
"

... In CiiirinaS(ii|>r nnd Mrlroinliir

!

50-WORD LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No 2

Iwo giani* of ndvrnlurr utarreii logrlher for ihr

fir»l lime! -S-r Randolph S-olt and Joel MrC.rr.1 in

M(.\T* "RIDK THK HIGH COl NTRY ”! ....
Hrrr is high ndtrnlurr in the High Sirrr.i where
girls and gold are acarce. and a mail'* rtii*r*l friend

tan suddrnl) liecome hi* mosi draillt rnrmv! See

"RIDK THK HK;H COliNTRY " .. In C iiirmt).

>i ti|H- mill Mrlrtii tilor !

35-WORD LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No I

Two giants of adventure starred together for ihe

firsi lime! Srr lUndidph Scoll and Joel MrCrrn in

M(i\t'* high-iHiwrred drama—“RIDE THK HIGH
col N I'HY " In CineniaSriijtc and Mrlro-

35-WORD LIVE ANNOUNCEMENT No 2

.\ showdown in the High Sierra and the first lo

draw get* the girl and ihe gold! See Randolph

Srnll and Joel McCrea in MGM's high-powered

droma-"RII)E THE HIGH COl NTRY" ....
In C.memnScope and Mrtrocolor!

fWO G/ANTS OF ADV£fi/ruff£ STARR£D T0G£THER FOR THE F/RST TIME!

JOEL

McCREA
METRO GOLDWYN-MAYER

MARIETTE HARTLEY- n bItonejs - SAiTprcKiNPAH- richKITvons

Ad Mol No, 30&—400 Lines (3 Cols, x 133 Lines)

Ad Mot No 408—400 Lines <4 Cols 100 Lmcsi

SYNOPSIS

The days of glory u.* a legendary lawman have long pnsM-d ami Sieve Judil,

I JOEL MrfiRKA I. Urginning In frri the rffn l* of age. i» almt.il furgollrn in the

Wntl Id which he hrl|>ril tiring law and order.

Rut the Coarse Gold gold strike m ihr High Sirru pul* him in the spollighi

again. Hr ha* hren uskisl by a ilorniliis banker to r*|abli»h a bunk 111 their

ramp and thus prolril their rainmgs from banilil* He pnk* Judd us the man lu

receive deposits of gold and then In transfer ilirm over the Innely trails In

Hnrnilos III ihr Itiwland*. He agrees w illi Judd that il wnuld b<- foolliurily for one

man In allemjit the hazardous trip alone and agrees lo hire two helpers.

Finding men willing In ri«k iheir lives in *ueli a tt-nliirr isii'l erisy. bul Judd

run.* into Oil \Yrstnim iRANDOl.PII SGOITl, nt one lime ulmost a* famous

a lawman a* hr and an olil friend. Now, like JuiM. almo*l forgollen, Gil hau

become a «hnrp*hooler in a uiriiivnl

It IS Wiwirum who suggests a third mmi, link Ij.iiglrn-, iRtlN >I AHRi

an ad*eiiluruu» young drifter ami lighling-fasl with a gun.VL eairum. disguilrd

with ihe way life ha* Irraird him ha* hi* own plan with whirh Hn-k readily

agrees. Tliey'll hijack the Giarse Gold demisil*. If Judd wauls to ihmw in wilh

them, lhal's fine H nol. ihrv'll aiiandon nim on the trail.

On their wav lu Coarse Gold ihev mrel an unrvjtn'lrd ipliratioii in Elsa

Knudsen. iMAHIKTTK HARTI KT 1. al whose .Irrnlv rightron* fathers hoU«-

the* spend ihe nighi Klva is mfaluaird wilh Rillv lJ.AMK> DRI RY 1, one of the

wild Hammond brother* who live in Course Gold, In an altrmpl lo ewape her

father iR. (i ARMsTRONt.i *he runs awav. join* llr.k, Judil and Wrslrurn

on the trail.

Eba cause* a row betwern the three men whm link allrnijits lo force hi*

.itlenliopi,* upon her. Judd »r«< in-* her. kniK-k* Duiglree down. 1 -iler Gil also

flattens him.

They find Coarse Gold In l>r a stiiialid. wild mining romp of leiiLs with a

place run hv Kate iJENIK JA( K'*ONi the onlv real -Irudure Elsa and Rilly

are married there by Judge Tolliver iHKiAR HI CHANANi bul a drunken

brawl starts immediately following ihe rrreniuny

He<k and Judd iu*li lo kale’s flare from iheir leiil. lake the disillusioned,

heart-broken El«a jwat and siari )>aik to the |owl,*nd>

Eln route. Gil and lle.k allenijil lo .leal ihe gold Judd discover, the plot

and disarm* ihriii Then the Hammonds itlai k bul are routed. During the night,

Gil slip* away.

link and Kki are now in love A* the three approadi Elsa’s fann they are

ambushed b* the Hammond* who have killed her father and hidden in ihe house

and ham.

Ill the ojiening gunfire He«k is wounded, nol seriouily. bul enough lo lake

him out of action. Si Judd fights alone Suddenly till rides down from

ihe hill* and joins him

The Iwo old friends i lialleiige Hillv an<l his Iwo bmlhers to a fair fight in the

open, in a Idatmg shool-out. Judd is moMalU sioundevl f>r|ore all three lUm
monJs are slain.

-\* Judd dies, (,i| promises him that lie still defivrr the gold and d-i what

be can for the youngsters

"I know lhal.~ Judd anssters. 'I alwavs did Si long partner



ADVERTISING

MARIETTE HARTLEY

N. B. STONE, JR. - SAM PECKINPAH- RICHARD E.IyONS

In Cinemascope and METROCOLOR

ITSA LOMC.ROUGH RIDE FROM COARSE COIP
... with a bullet waiting every mile ofthe W3Y

they '

each
had

^ a gun
%* and a

‘•'v last

^ fchance
ik to make

good-
on one
side
of the
law

k or

^ the
m other.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presems

RANDOLPH

SCOTT

AIDE
/AfHlGVL

coanm
DEL

McCREA

T H E A R E

Ad Mot No 308 126 Linei (3 Cols x 42 Lines)

SPECIAL COMPOSITE MAT
contoins the following od and publicity mots.

Ad No. 112 Ad No. 206

Ad No 113 Ad No 209

Ad No 115 Ad No 211

Ad No 120 Ad No 220

Publicity Mot-IE

Publicity Mot 2E

Ad Mot No 407—768 Lines l4 Cols s 192 Lines)

Ad Mot No 115—14 Lines

Ad Mot No 112—40 Lnes
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SCOTT

. ,-MARIETTE HARTLEY n. rsiONE. jr - samTeckinpah richIrTe°lyons aiTd*ME'TwlcOLOR

3 SHEET

MARIETTE HARTLEY n b sfdiRjR, swpeSwpbh

6 SHEET

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER

RANDOLPH

SCOTT

MARIETTE HARTLEY

JOEL

McCREA

ACCE;SSORI ES
6 SHEET 22x28 LOBBY CARD

3 SHEET 14x36 INSERT CARD

1 SHEET 14x22 WINDOW CARD

COMPOSITE MAT BANNERS, VALANCES, FLAGS

8x10 STILLS SLIDES

TRAILERS SET OF 12 COLOR STILLS

40x60, 30x40, 24x82, 24x60 SPECIALTY DISPLAYS

ALL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE AT
YOUR LOCAL BRANCH OF
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE

ONE SHEET

All advertising material in this pressbook, as well as all

other newspaper and publicity material, has been approved

under the MPAA Advertising Code as a self-regulatory

procedure of the Motion Picture Association of America.

All inquiries on this procedure, which is voluntarily subscribed

to by the major motion picture companies, may be addressed

to: Advertising Code Administrator, Motion Picture Associa-

tion of America, 552 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York.



An interpretive analysis ot loy ond trodepress reviews. Runnin9 time is in porentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicote degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updoted regulorty.

This department olso serves as on ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feoture releoses. (§) is for

CinemoScope; ® VistaVision; »D Superscope; (g Ponovision (g) Regolscope; ® Techniromo.
Symbol U denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; Q color photography. For listings by
compony in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.

Review digest
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

H Very Good; Good; — Foir,* Poor; — Very Poor- In the summory H is rated 2 pluses, — os 2 minuses.

¥i S

8 .

seXK

I

u
Hi

2550 ©Ada (108) © Drama MGM 8- 7-61 + + + + + + + 7+
2552 After Mein Kampf

(74) Semidoc’y . Bremer 8-14-61 ± — -F 5+3-
2616 All Fall Down (111) Drama.. MGM 3-26-62 ff + + ff ff 9+1-
2574 Anatomist. The (73) Dr Gordon-SR 10-30-61 ± — 2+3-
2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 - 1-

2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 + + + 5+2-
2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61 + 1+
2541 ©Atlas (84) Spec. Vitascope. . Filmgroup 7- 3-61 + 1+

—B

—

2586 iJ©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 + ff ff + ff 4- 10+1-
2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. .20th-Fox 12- 4-61 + + ff ff + ^2-
2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 ff + + ff ff + + 10+
2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama.. U-l 10-16-61 ff ff + ff + + 10+1-
2569 Badjao (100) Action Dr ..Parallel 10-16-61 ± + + + 4+1-
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr.. AA 2-19-62 + — 3+3-
2545 Battle at Bloody Beach, The

(80) © War Drama .20th-Fox 7-17-61 + + + 7+4-
2556 ©Big Gamble, The (100) © Ad. 20-Fox 8-28-61 + ± + + + + + 7+1-
2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy. . . . Lopert 3- 5-62 + 1+
2566 Black Pit of Dr. M (71) Ho.... UPRO 8- 2-61 ± 1+1-
2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet. . . . Magna 2-26-62 ff + ff ff ff 10+1-
2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr. . . Para 9-11-61 ± -f- + 7+6-
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror 11-20-61 - 1-
2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 + + + + + 7+2-
2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac. . . UA 10- 2-61 + — ± ± — 4+5-
2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) C’y Para 10- 9-61 ff + ff ff ff + + 11+
2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama.. MGM 8-21-6L ff + + ff + ff ff 11+
2604 Brushfire (80) War Dr 2-12-62 + + 5+3-
2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp. AlP 4- 9-62 + — + 2+1-

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com. 11-13-61 ± ff 3+2-
2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr.. U-l 3-19-62 -f ff + ff ff + 9+
2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Rivlera-SR 12- 4-61 ± — 2+3-
2551 Cat Burglar, The (65) Ac Dr. UA 8-14-61 ± + 2+1-
2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. .Col 2-12-62 + ff 3+
2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA 12-18-61 ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ,...SR 2-26-62 ± 1+1-
2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus 1-29-62 ± # + ff fr+1-
2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr 9- 4-61 ± ± + + + ±. 7-+4-

2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart 8- 7-61 + ± + + + 7+3-
2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM 12-25-61 + ± + + zt + 64-2-

2575 ©Comancheros, The (107) ©
Outdoor Drama 20U)-Fax 11- 6-61 ff + + ff + ff + 10+

2544 ©Come September (112) © Com. ..U-l 7-10-61 ff + ff ff ff ff ff 13+
2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (100) Suspense . WB 2-26-62 ± + + dt 7+5-
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para 4-16-62 ff ff + ff ff 9+
2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 -I- 1+

2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 4+ f). f|. 12+
2559 Day the Sky Exploded, The

(80) Science-Fiction Excelsior 9-11-61 + 1+
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama . .UA 2- 5-62 + — + + — 4+3-
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama..

2564 ©Devil at 4 O’clock, The

. .U-l 1-.8-62 + + + ff + + 7+

(127) Adv. Dr . .Col 9-25.61 ff + ff ff ff + ff 12+
2607 @Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion 2-26-62 ±
2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror Crown-SR 10-30-61 ±
2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col 4-16-62 +
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Showcorp 12-18-61 +

—E—
2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec

2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy.

.

2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy.

2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp.

.

2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr

—F—
2542 ©Fanny (133) Com. Dr

2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 +

1+1-

1+1-

-f ± 5+3-
^ 4- 4+2-

S-S

SI

ct ± ± H

++

-H

. .AA 12-18-61 ff ff + ff ff ff ff 13+
Para 12-11-61 + ff + ff 8+2-

. .Col U-13-61 — + + 6+5-
Col 3-26-62 ff + + ff ff ff 10+

..UA 9-18-61 + + + + ff 7+1-

.WB 7- 3-61 ff ff ff ff ff ft ff 14+
If

2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Adventure Woolner 11- 6-61 +
2563 Flight That Disappeared, The

(72) Science-F'n UA 9-25-61 -f-

2580 ^©Flower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l 11-20-61 ++

2618 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com. ..UA 4- 2-62 +
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr Sutton 11-13-61 +
2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama Para 4- 9-62 +
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama MGM 2-19-62 ff

2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 +
2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr Omat 11-20-61 ff

2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys Astor 9-25-61 ±
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 ff

2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 ff

2560 Great War, The (118) Drama ....Lopert 9-11-61 +
2556 OOGreyfriars Bobby (91) Drama ....BV 8-28-61 ff

2587 Gun Street (67) Western UA 12-18-61 ±
2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ±

—H—
2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n 20th-Fox 3-19-62 ±
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr . . UA 1-22-62 +
2572 Head, The (95) Horror Trans-Lux 10-23-61 +
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama Col 3-12-62 +
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical .... Para 12-25-61 +
2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA 3- 5-62 ±
2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The

Comedy © ,.MGM 4- 9-62 +
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama .. 20th-Fox 10- 2-61 +

““ I —

“

2596 ©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr Parade 1-15-62 +
2587 Innocents, The (lOO) ©

Suspense Drama 20th-Fox 12-18-61 ff

2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM 8-28-61 ±

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy.... UA 3-26-62 ff

2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense UPRO 2-26-62 +
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy AlP 2-12-62 + ± ± ±
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 ff ff ff ff ff

—K

—

2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr Brenner 1- 1-62 ±
2571 OOKing of Kings (161) ®

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 ff

2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama. ... Kingsley 11-27-61 +

1 " i"'.E tSz
|,r r Ni>- -

= S E
-

O *7
1 W ^ZOC I0.S

I
>v

5+2-

± 7-f4-

H 12+
S+
1+

± + + ± + ff 8+2-

ft + ff + ff ff 12+

+ + ff + + + S+
2+
1+1-
2+

ff + ff ff ff + 12+
± ff ff + ff ^1-
+ ff + ff ff ff 12+

+ -

+ ff ±
- + ±

+ + + ±
— + + —

± + + ff

2+4—

1+2-

± 3+3-
+ 8+3-

3+4-

± 4+4-
± 7+3-

4+4—

6+1-
+ + ff H H ff 11+

=t + 3+1-

± ff ff ff ff ff 13+1-
± + + + + ± 7+3-

+
+

ff

ff

+
ff

ff +f +
+

6+3-
3+

5+3-
ff 14+

1+1-

ff 13+
± 5+1-

2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama . .

.

2563 UsetU (83) Action

2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War C

2549 ©Loss of Innocence (99)

-JVtr-

2622 ©Magic Sword, The (80)

Fantasy-Adventure

2580 y©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 ff

2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com Ellis 2- 5-62 -ff

2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 +
2541 Man in the Moon (96) Com. . .Trans-Lux 7- 3-61 +
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr Para 9-18-61 +
2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (123) Western Para 4-16-62 ±
2554 ©Marines, Let’s Go (104) ©

Service Comedy 20th-Fox 8-21-61 ±
2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama Cont’l 10-30-61 ff

2546 Mary Had a Uttle (79) Comedy UA 7-17-61 ±
2576 Mask, The (S3) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 +
2594 ©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy ....Showcorp 1- 8-62 ±

MGM 1-15-62 ff + ft ff ff ff ft 13+
9-25-61 — 1-

1- 8-62 ff + + + 5+
Dr Col 8- 7-61 ff + + ff + ff + 10+

AlP 1- 8-62 + 2+1-
Comedy. . U-l 12-25-61 ff + ff ft ff + ff 12+

20th- Fox 2-12-62 it + + + + + 6+1-
'eature. .MGM 8-14-61 ff + T + ff H 9+

UA 4-16-62 + + + + 4+

+ ff ff ff ff ff 13+
2+

+ ff ± + ± 7+2-
+ + + + ff 7+
± - + ± ± + 6+4-

+ ff ff

+ ±

6+ 1-

± 6+5-
+ + ff ff ff ff 12+
± - + - 3+4-

- - -f ff ± ± 6+4-

+ ff tt + + + 9+1-
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AND ALPHABETICAl INDEX In the summary ++ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minases. ++ Very Good; + Good; ± Foir; — Poor; — Very Poor.

« & is= irl>

'n
I S u

I oS

2599 ©Moon Pilot (9S) Comedy BV 1-29-62 -f ± ft + ++ -H-

2611 Most Wanted Man, The (S5) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho. Cot 10-16-61 -f — -f + -f

2597 Murder She Said (S7) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 + -f -f ft +
2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 -f ft -f ft

25S7 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 -f -f + ft ft

K E

I

9-fl-
1-

± 6+3—
+ + 8+

6+
+ ± 9+1-

2543 Naked Edge. The (102) Susp. Dr. . . UA 7-10-61 ft ± + ft + ft ft U+1-
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 1+1-
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 + ± ± 5+2—
2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

(82) Psychological Or Omat 8-21-61 + 1+
2574 Ninth Bullet. The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SR 10-30-61 ff 2+
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 + + ft ft + + + 10+

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 ± ± + + ± ± 6+4-
2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy U A 12- 4-61 ft + ft ft ft + ft 13+
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley 3- 5-62+ + + ft + + ± 8+1—
2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy. .AlP 8-21-61 ± 1+1—
2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 + ± ± ff ff ft ft 11+2-

P
2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 ± 1+1—
2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 ft + + + + + 7+
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-U-61 + 1+
2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) ® Adventure Frimgroup 12-11-61 + — 1+1—
2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Fok 10- 9-61 + ± f rt ± ± 6+4—
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + + ± + + 5+1—
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 ft ± + ff ff + ff 11+1—
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + + ± + 4+1—
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (SO) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ± ± 2+2—
2570 Pure Hell at St Trinian’s,

The (94) Farce Cont'l 10-16-61 ± — ft ± + 5+3—
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Fox 10-30-61 + + ± + 4+1-
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr... Times 11-20-61 + ff ± + 5+1—

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

® Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed). Col 9-18-61 +

2516 Raisin in the Sun, A (128) Dr Col

2551 Rebellion in Cuba (90) Doc Or IFD
2564 Respectful Prostitute, The

(74) Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Times

2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR
2568 Risk. The (£1) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 +
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 +
2614©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr... WB 3-19-62 +
2557 Rommel's Treasure (85) Ac. .. Medallion

2620 Reprieve (lOS'/z) Drama AA
2564 Ruffians, The (86)

Susp. Or. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis

+ 3-61 ft

8-

14-61 ±

9-

25-61 ±
3-12-62 ±

9- 4-61 +
4- 9-62 +

ft ff ff ff

:t It 3+2-

ff 12+
+ 2+1-

+ +

± +
+ ±

+
+

+

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True- Life Fantasy DeRoehemont

2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB
2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Adv. Dr Para

2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr Col

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox

2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr...UA
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l

2550 ©Secret of Monte Cristo. The

(80) © Adv. Or MGM
2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown

9-25-61 +

1- 1-62 +
1-29-62 It

9- 4-61 ft

4-16-62 +

2+2-

m-
4+

8+1-

8+1-

1+
3+1-

1+

± ff + + + 8+2-
+ + It It It 6+5-

+ ff + 7f
± + f- 5+2-

3- 5-62 + + ± + + + + 7+i_

9-26-60 ft ff

8-14-61 + +

10-

16-61 + It

11- 6-61 + +
10- 9-61 ±

3-12-62 ±

8- 7-61 + +

9-

18-61 + It

2- 5-62 + +
2-19-62 ±

+ ff ft + ± 11+1-
+ + + ft + 8+
ff ff It ± + 9+3-

± ff + ff + 5+1-
- ti It - 3+5-

1+1-

± ± ± 5+3-

± ± t: — 5-LS—

+ ff + + + 8+
1+1-

i-
ll
xec

5S

V.H
I
02

2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr 20th-Fox

2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(SO) Adv. Dr UPRO
2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(129) © Drama WB
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent, The (75)

Drama Astor

2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W’n U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr. ..WB
2616 ©State Fair (US) © Musical. .20th- Fox

2536 Stop Me Before I Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. ..Para

2558 ©Sun Lavers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor

10-16-61 +

4- 9-62 ±

1-29-62 +

1- 8-62 -t

7-24-61 +
3-26-62 +
1- 1-62 It ±
9-11-61 ff ff

3-26-62 + ft

6-12-61 + +
12- 4-a ff ff

9- +61 It

± - + + + 5+2-

± 2+2-

— + - - 3+4-

+ ff + + 7+1-

1+
± ± 6+2-

+ + ± + 6+3-
H ff + ff + 14+
It + ft + 8+1-

+ t: + + 6+1-
ff ff ft ff ft 14+-

1+1-
2568©Susani Slade (116) Drama.

2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

WB 10- 9-61 It + + + it 6+3-

© Drama MGM 3-12-62 fl- + ff ff ff + ff 12+
2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©

Com/Mus 20th-Fox 4-16-62 + — 1+1-

2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama .20th-Fox 1-15-62 ff + ff ff + + ff 11+
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)....UA 8-28-61 + + — 5+4-
2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR 3-19-62 + 1+
2613 Temptation (94) Melodr. ...

2598 Then There Were Three

3-19-62 + 1+

(82) Ac 1-22-62 It + + 3+1-
2559 Three on a Spree (83) (krmedy

2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

....UA 9-11-61 + + 4+3-

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col 1-22-62 -- — dt + + + it 5+4-
2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama . ..MGM 9- 4-61 + + + + ff ff 9+1-
2597 Too Ute Blues (110) Dr 1-22-62 It + + + It 7+4-
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-2361 ff + + ff It ff lD+2-
2541 Trouble in the Sky (76) Action-Dr. .. U-l 7- 3-61 ± + 2+1-
2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr..

2548 Truth, The (La Verite) (127)

Col 12-U-61 + + 3+1-

Dr., Eng-dubbed . Kingsley 7-24-61 ff + + ff ff 8+
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 2Dth-Fox 7-10-61 + + + 5+2-
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys.

.

2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

AA 1-29-62 ± it 5+6-

Musical Col 1- 1-62 + rt + + 7+4-
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog.... AlP 3-26-62 + it + — 4+3-
2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ± — + + ff 6+3-
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles . Embassy 10- 2-61 ff ff ff ff ff ff 12+

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy ....Col 2-12-62 It + 4+3-
2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama . . Sutton 8-21-61 + 1+

—V

—

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± + 3+5-
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 ff + ff ff + ff ff 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama . .Cont’l 2- 5-62 ff + ff ff ff ff ff 13+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 ff ff + ff ff — + 10+1-
2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama . . . .UA 4- 2-62 It + + ff ff 8+2-
2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 ff + 3-t-

2567 y©West Side Story (155)

Panavision, Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 ff + ff ff ff ff ff 14+
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 f + ff + ff ff 10+
2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr..

.

Times 12- 4-61 ± _ + 2+2-
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr . Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 - 1-
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery . 20th -Fox 3- 5-62 — 1-
2576 ©Wonders ot Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy .

.

.MGM 11- 6-61 ff
— It + ± + 7+4-

2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world nighl spots.

.

. WB 8-21-61 + + it + ± + ± 7+3-
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 + + + 5+2-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr.... . .UA 11-20-61 + tl it + ff ff + 9+2-
2547 You Have to Run Fast (73)

Suspense Drama . .UA 7-24-61 ± ± -+•
It - 4+5-

2555 OYoung Doctors, The (102) Or UA 8-28-61 ff ff ff ff ff ff t; 13+1—
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Feature productions by compony in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
VistaVision; © Superscope; © Panavision; (g) Regalscope; (J) Techniramo. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE

Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) for review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS I 1° AMERICAN INT'L | ti COLUMBIA B ti Type

Rel.
No.

©The Pit and the Pendulum
(85) Panavision Ho. .609

Vincent Price. John Kerr,

Barbara Steele, Luana Anders

JULY-AUGUST
©Gidget Goes Hawaiian

(102) © D..603
.Iame.s Darren, Deborah Walley,

Michael Callan. Vicki Trickett

©The Guns of Navarone

(155) © D..603
Gregory Peck, David Niven
©Two Rode Together

(109) 0D..6O2
James Stewart, Richard Widmark,
Shirley Jones, Linda Cristal

©Ada (108) © D..124
Susan Hayward, Dean Martin,

Ra’ph Meeker

©Thief of Baghdad (90) © Ad. .123
Steve Reeves, Georgia Moll

Scream of Fear (81) D..605
Susan Str,a!!berg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) D..606
Phil Carey, Julia Arnall

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) © 0D..201

Richard Boone, George Hamilton,
Luana Patten

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My . .6110
Javid Janssen, Jeanne Crain,

Dina Merrill, Agnes Moorehead

©The Devil at 4 O’clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 60S
K. More, 1). Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Phillips, Roh’t Monkhouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . . 203
Bill Travers, Spike Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch
(81) (g) Ad.. 610

Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho.. 611
Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

(giColossus of Rhodes

(128) © Ad.. 204
Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana I’urner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

The George Raft Story
(105) D..6111

Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Juiie London, Bariie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh
Planet (80) SF..613

John Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (S3) Ac..6U
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
(Super-Dynamation)
Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O'Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,
Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(S3) M..616
(Clubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) .. My. .208
Margaret Rutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray Milland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercu.es (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Havilland, R. Brazzi,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mimieux

The Bashful Elephant (SO) 0D..6201
Molly .Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID..6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Emo

Hands of a Stranger (85(4) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist AH Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

?urn, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) © Ac.. 620
Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © . . . . D . .209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulln,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D. 210
Rod Steiger. Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Recrieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Sammy Davis jr.

Phantom Planet (82) . . . .SF. .711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (71) Ho.. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Don’t Knock the

Twist (87) M..622
Chubby Checker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D. .624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Balance, Giovanna Ralli

Five Finger Exercise (109) ..D.. 625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard licymer

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac. .627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

PARAMOUNT

JUNE-JULY-AUGUST
4,}©The Pleasure of H

Company (114) . .

I'led Astaire. Debbie

CD. .6017
lieynolds

©The Ladies Man (96) ..C..6017
Jerry Limis, Helen Traubel

>
CZo
<z
CO

©On the Double (92) 0 C..6016
Danny Kaye, Dana Wynter

©Blood and Roses (74) © D..6101
Mol Ferrer. Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

Man-Trap (93) D..6102
.leffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens,

David Janssen

COm
-o

©Breakfast at Tiffany's

(115) CD.. 6103
Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbuiy

The Errand Boy (82) . . . .C. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starllters,

Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(118) © D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) © Ad.. 6110
Rossano Brazzi, Tina Louise

m
00

>
TO<

©Forever My Lo e (147) .. D . .6111
Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,
Everett Sloane

>
TOO

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W. .6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,
Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer
(pre-release)

>
~o
70

©Escape From Zahrain

(90) © Ac . 6115
Yul Brynner, Madlyn Rhue,
Sal Mineo

>
-<
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OCTOBER

I

NOVEMBER

I

DECEMBER

I

JANUARY



MAY

I

APRIL

I

MARCH

I

FEBRUARY

|

JANU

FEATURE CHART The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) ActionDrama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Dromo; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX

137

©Marines, Let’s Go
(104) C.

David Hedison, Tom Tryon,
Linda Hutchins

©The Big Gamble (100) © D..134
Stephen Boyd, Juliette Greco,
David Wayne

©Francis of Assisi (105) © D..132
Bradford Dillman, Dolores Hart,
Stuart Wliitraan

©September Storm (90) . . Ad . . 139
Joanne Dru, Mark Stevens
(35mm release)

20,000 Eyes (61) © Cr..l24
G. Nelson, M. Anders, J. Brown

©Upstairs and Downstairs
(100) C..125

51ichael Craig. M. Demongeot

The Hustler (134) © D..136
P. Newman, P. Laurie, J. Gleason

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,
Osar Komero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

©The Comancheros (107)
© 0D..141

John Wayne, Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,
Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M..143
Lu Brenda Lee, Eddie .Albert,

CQ Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

UJ ©The Second Time Around

!t!
' (99) © C. .144
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,
Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,
Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beynver, Oleste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,
Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night
(146) © D..203

Jennifer Jones, Ja.son liobards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Ewell

©Swingin’ Along (74) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Eden,
Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) © D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccjiro, Lisa lai. Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps
(124) © D..205

William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Nuyen

©State Fair (118) ©..D/M..208
Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Alice Faye
Tom Ewell

'

©Broken Land (60) © W. 209
Kent Taylor, Jody .McCrea,
Dianrva Darrin

©I Like Money (,.) ©..C.,
Peter Sellers, .Nadia Gray

Hand of Death (60) Ho.. 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

UNITED ARTISTS | ii UNIVERSAL-INT'L | ti
Goodbye Again (120) ...D..6125
Ingiid Bergman, Yves Montand.
.\nthony Perkins

The Cat Burglar (65) ..Ac.. 6121
Gregg Palmer, June Kenney

Teenage Millionaire (84)
(partly in co:or) ... .C/M . .6126

Jimmy Clanton, Zasu Pitts,

Rocky Graziano

Blast of Silence (77) ..D..6120
Allen Baron, Molly MeCarthy

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac. 6122
Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards

Three on a Spree (83) . .C . .6123
Jack Watling, Carole Lesley
yThe Young Doctors (102) D. .6128
Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,
Ina Balin. Dick Clark

©Exodus (212)
Panav’n 70 D..6129

P. Newman, E. M. Saint, S. Mlneo

©Come September
(112) © C..6121

Rock Hudson, Gina Ixvllobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

The Flight That Disappeared
(72) SF..6129

Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmaim

Secret of Deep Harbor
(70) Ac.. 6130

Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Ba.xter, E. Borgnlne, J. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) ® D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,
Bill WUliams

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CO.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

(©©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta,
Miyoshi Umeki
(Pre-release)

One, Two, Three (108) ® C..620S
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . .C. .6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) ....D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©Sergeants 3 (112) ® ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin. S.

Davis jr.. P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) CD.. 6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill. .Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

lean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter
U.stinov (regular release)

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MaeLaine,
James Garner

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Lupton, .Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C. .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Edie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,
Richard .Attenborough

©The Magic Sword (80) . . Ad . .6214
Basil Rathbone, Eiitelle Wlnwood,
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) . . . . Ad. .6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) ® C..6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angle Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John S.ixon, Robert Redford

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennett,
James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) V...C..6208
Jimmy Edwards, Shirley Bkiton,

Kenneth Connor

©Follow That Dream
(110) 'P) C..6216

Elvis Presley, ,\nne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D. .6221
(Muck Connors. Kamali Devi

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peek, Robert Mitchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D. .6210

Incident in an Alley (S3) D..6218
Chris Warfield, Erin O'Donnell

The Miracle Worker (..)..D..
Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory

WARNER BROS.

©World by Night
(SO) Doc.. 151

A tour of world-famed night spots

Claudelle Inglish (99) D..155
Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,
Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevins

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

©The Singer Not the Song
(129) © D..152

Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alee Guinness

The Couch (100) D..160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,
Edmund Purdom

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . 0 . . 162
Trevor Howiird, Dorothy Dandridge
Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85) . . . . D . .163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland,
Ziva RodiUin, Jo,an O’Brien

__ COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid ® D. .

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ....SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho
AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

End of the World © Ac..
Ray Milhuid, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon
©Tales of Terror (120) ®..Ho..
Vincent Price. Basil Rathbone
BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad..
Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
.laek Palance, Ernest Borgnlne

The Notorious Landlady C..
.laek Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire

Advise and Consent D..
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Walter Pidgeon, Gene Tierney

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, .Ylberto Sordi,

Michael Wilding
©H.M.S. Defiant © D..
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,

.\nthony Quale
MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

4>©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,

Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Charisse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys’ Night Out © C..

Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony

Randali, Janet Blair

©I Thank a Fool © D..
Susan Hayward, Peter Finch

©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastro-

ianni

PARAMOUNT
©Hatari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne, Red Buttons

Hell Is for Heroes (..).. D

.

.6116

Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart
©My Geisha C..6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand,

Rob’t Cummings, Edw. G. Rohinson

The Pigeon That Took Rome. ...C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martinelli,

Harry Guardino

©A Girl Named Tamiko ®....D..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,

Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umekl
20TH-FOX
©It Happened in Athens © ..Ad..

Jayne Hlansficld, Nico Mhiardos

©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..D..
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

©Lisa © D - •

Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

The Cabinet of Caligari ©....Ho..
Glynis Johns, Dan O’Herlihy

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian. Barbara Eden, Red Buttons

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Phaedra D..

Melina Mercouri, Tony Perkins

Point Blank D..
Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba ® Ad..
Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner
Road to Hong Kong C..

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan

Collins, Dorothy L,amour

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) . . D .

.

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BiO . .

Montgomery Clift. Susannah York,

Susan Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
•Yudie Murphy, Joan O’Brien

©That Touch of Mink ® C. .

Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig Young
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Herbert Lorn. Heather Scars

WARNER BROS.
©Merrill’s Marauders Ac..
Jeff Chandler. Ty Hardin
©The Music Man ® M..
Robert Preston, Shirley Jones

©Lad, a Dog D..
Peter Breck, Peggy McCay
©The Chapman Report D..
Efrem Zimbalist jr.. Shelley Winters,

Claire Bloom, Jane Fonda
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FEATURE CHART
Short subjects, listed by company, in or-

der of releose. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified.

Khorts chart

Buil^
'hjr*'

lis. ^
urn©'

MISCELLANEOUS

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) 0.. Aug 61
Lola .tlbright, Scott Marlowe,

Herscliel Bernard!

BUENA VISTA
OQThe Parent Trap

(123) C..Jul61
Maureen O’Hara. Brian Keith.

4>©Greyfriars Bobby (91) 0.. Oct 61
Donald Crisp. Kay Walsh

y©Babes in Toyland

OOO) © M.. Dec 61

Ray Bolger. Tommy Sands.

\nnette. FM Wynn
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62

Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian

Keith, Edmond O’Brien

CONTINENTAL
The Long and the Short and

the Tall (102) 0.. Sep 61
Laurence Harvey, Richard Todd

The Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s

(94) C.. Sep 61

Joyce Grenfell, Cecil Parker.

George Cole

The Mark (127) © D . . Oct 61

S. Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C.. Oct 61
Tony Hancock. George Sanders

View From the Bridge, A
(110) D.. Feb 62

Carol LawTence. Raf Vallone,

Maureen Stapleton

Harold Lloyd's World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from

Lloyd's 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad. . Aug 61
Lex Barker, Chelo .41onso

FILMGROUP
©Atlas (84) VitaScope Spec. May 61
Michael Forest, Frank Wolf,

Barboura Morris

Creature From the
Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61

Antony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland

pte Devil's Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan

©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61
Mljanou Bardot. Gerard Landry

GOVERNOR
Carry On, Constable (86) C.. Feb 61
Ken Connor. Leslie Ptillllpa

©Doctor in Love (87) . .C. .Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,

James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (SI) D. .Oct 61

Tony Britton. Peter CUshtng

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61

Michael Gwynn, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61

Barry and Laurie Cardwell

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61

Toshiro Mifime, Y. Natsukl

Then There Were Three

(82) Ac.. Jan 62
Alex Nicol, Frank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
©The Deadly Companions

(90) Panavision ....W..Jul61
Maureen 0 Kara, Brian Keith

Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D. .Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee

RCIP
The Devil's Commandment

(71) © Ho . Jan 61
Gianna Marla Canale
Mark of the Devil (73) D.. Jan 61
Maria Feiix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Two-Way Stretch (87) C.. Apr 61
Peter Sellers. Wilfrid Hyde White

Double Bunk (92) S . Nov 61

Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74 ) F . . Dec 61

(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
©Beyond All Limits

(100) D . May 61
Jack Balance, Maria Felix

Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D

Jean Carter, Felix Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad
Simone Signoret, Georges

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Black Pit of Dr. M.

(72) Ho.. Mar 61
Ralph Bertrand. Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidney Street

(93 )
Ad.. Mar 61

Peter Wyngarde, Donald Slnden

©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad.. May 61

Marian Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D. .Sep 61

Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker. Diane Cllento

©Shame of the Sabine

Women (80) Ad..

Lex Johnson, William Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61

Mala Poweri, Marshall Thompean

.Oct 61

. Nov 61
Marchal

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRANCE _ „
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61

(DMPO) . .Gerard Blaln

Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) U-13-61
(Brandon) . . (Jean Renoir classic)

Five-Day Lover, The (86) . . 2-19-62

(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-

Plerre Cassel, bUchellne Presle

Joker, The (86) 10- 2-61

(Lopert) . . J-P Cassel. A. Almee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62

(Cont’l)..R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienhad

(98) 4-16-62

(Astor) . .Delphine Seyrig, Giorgio

.Vlbertaxzi. Sacha Pitoeff

©Leda (101) 11- 6-61

(Times) . Madeleine Robinson.

Jean-Paul Belmondo
Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1- 8-62

(Astor) . . Gerard Phillpe, Jeanne

Moreau. Annette Vadim
Night Affair (92) 1-22-62

(President) . .Jean Gabln, Nadja

Tiller. Danielle Darrieux

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62

(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62

( Casino )..0. W. Fischer, Lilo

Piilver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61

(American-Metropolitan) . .

W. Glller, Ingrid Von Bergen

GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61

(Norma) .. Irene Papas

ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61

(Cont'l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61

(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardlnale

La Dolce Vita (175) .... 4-24-61

(Astor) . Marceilo Mastrolannl,

Anita Bkberg, Anouk Aimee
L'Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Janus) . .Monica Vlttl, Gabriele

Ferzettl. Lea Massari

Love Is a Day's Work (84) 3-19-621

(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl|

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The

(91) 10- 9-611

(Cont’l) . Peter Ustinov, Pablltol

Calvo (Span-lang: Eng. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-621

(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, MarceUoI
Mastrolannl, Monica Vlttl

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-611

(.Astor).. A. Delon. A. Glrardot

Two Women (105) .... 6-19-61]

(Embassy) . . Sophia Lorai.

Jean-Paul Belmondo
JAPAN
©Rikisha Man, The (105) 5- 8-61

(Cory) Toshiro Mifune
Rice (118) 9-18-61

(SR). Yukn Moshlznkl

Throne of Blood (108) .... 4- 9-62

(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61

(Janus).. Z. Cybulski

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61

(TTarrLsnn) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) H* 6-61

(Kingsley) . . T. Izewska, T. Janezar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62

(Kingsley) . .Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal. Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, ’The (90) 12-18-61

(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Blbl

Andersson
Secrets of Women (1141 . . 9-18-61

(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck, Gunnar
Bjomstrand, Maj-Brltt Nilsson

U.S.S.R.

Fate of a Man (100) . 8-28-61

(UA).. Sergei Bondarchuk

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Baxkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

6421 Hot Heir (ISl/g) Sep 61

6431 Caught on the Bounce

(ISi/z) Oct 61

6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Novel
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(I8I/2 ) Dec 61

6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61

6423 Flung by a Fling (16) . . Dec 61

6424 The Gink at the

Sink (161/2) f't>62

6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62

6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62

6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61

5556 No. 6 . Ser. 2 (lOf/g) . Jul 61

6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11) Sep 61

6552 No. 2. Series 3 (10) Nov 61

6553 No. 3. Series 3 (lO'/a) Jan 62

6554 No. 4, Series 3 (11) Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

( 10 )
May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (6/2 ) May 61

5614 Topsy Turkey (6'/2 ) ..Jun61
5615 Punchy de Leon (ff/2)..Jul61

6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61

6602 The Music Fluke (7) Sep 61

6603 Imagination (6/2 ) ... Oct 61

6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(61/2 )
Nov 61

6605 Grape- Nutty (6 ) Nov 61

6606 The Popcorn Story

( 61/2 )
Dec 61

6607 Cat-Tastrophy (6 ) . .

.

.Jan 62

6608 Wonder Gloves (7) Jan 62

6609 Dr. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62

6610 The Family Circus (OVe) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7).. Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs iWz) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5835 Community Sings

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) Mar 61

5854 Yukon Canada (10) ... Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (6>A) Jun 61

5708 Zoo Is Company (6!/*) Jul 61

6701 Catch Meow (61/2 ) Sep 61

6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61

6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7) . . Dec 61

6704 Bungle Uncle (7) Jan 62

6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6). . Jul 61

6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61

6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

( 61/2 ) (© and standard) Oct 61

6753 Magoo's Masterpiece (7) Nov 61

6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6 ) (Both © and standard) Dec 61

6755 Magoo Slept Here (7) Feb 62

6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(61/2) (© and standard) Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19) Jun 61

6441 Images of Luangua

(18) Oct 61

6442 Wonderful Israel (19).. Dec 61

6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62

6444 Pleasure Highway

(I91/2 )
Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo ..Jun 60

5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60

5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61

5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched In Scotland

( 151/2 )
May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring

(16) Jul 61

6401 Quiz Whiz (I51/2 ) Sep 61

6402 Fifi Blows Her Top
(lei/z) Oct 61

6403 Pies and Guys (I5/2 ) Nov 61

6404 Sweet and Hot (17).. Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62

6406 Oils Well That

Ends Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds (91/2 ) ..Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin ( .
.

)

Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W266 Neopolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60

W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 60

W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7 )
Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60

W273 Cat Fishin’ (8 ) .

W274 Part Time Pal (8)

W275 Cat Concerto (7) . .

W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9) Sep 61

W362 Down and Outing (7) Oct 61

W363 Greek to Me-ow (..) Dec 61

. .Sep 60
. . Sep 60
. .Sep 60

PARAMOUNT
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec

(16) Sep 60
B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18)

(Anamorphic) Sep 60

B20-3 Lifeline to Hong Kong

(17) Anamorphic Apr 61

B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61

B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter (. .) Nov 61
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher

(6) Jan 61

M20-5 Kid From Mars (6 ) Mar 61

M20-6 Mighty Termite (6 ) Jun 61

M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(61/2 ) Oct 61

M21-3 Popcorn &
Politics ( . . ) Nov 61

NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P20-3 The Lion’s Busy (6 ) . . Mar 61
P20-4 Goodie the Gremlin

(6) Apr 61
P20-5 Alvin's Solo Flight (7) Apr 61

P20-6 Hound About That (6) Jun 61
621-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6 ) Nov 61
POPEYE CHAMPIONS

E-21-1 Fireman's Brawl (7) Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) Sep 61
E21-3 Popeve, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7) . .Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61

E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) Sep 61
CARTOON SPECIAL

A-21 Abner the Baseball 2 Reel

(12»/2 ) Sep 61
TRAVELRAMA

(Anamorphic-Color-1 Reel)

T^O-l Porpoise Posse (10).. Mar 61

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 )
Apr 61

4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Mexico (9) May 61

4178 Restless Island (9) Jun 61

4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61

4272 Caramba © Dec CT

4273 Mabuhay
4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANU CARTUNES
(Technicolor. .Can be projected In

the Anamorphic process, 2.35-p
(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry ...Apr 61

4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW) Jul 61
4125 Busman's Holiday (WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc's Last Stand Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

WALTER LANT7 REISSUES
(Color Cartunes . . Can be projected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Pec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker From Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling AM Cuckoos. ... Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud (..) © Mar 62
4202 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

20fh CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)

7104 Assignment Egypt (9) May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore

& Malaya (10) Jun 61
7107 Hills of Assisi (10) Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10) Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9) Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8 ) Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6 ) Hay 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7) Dee 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6).. Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7) Apr 62
5225 Riverhoat Mission (7) May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6) ..Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merry (6 ) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6 ) ...Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6) ..Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) ..Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) . .

.

.Apr 62

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

8312 The Lion's Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun ^
8314 Com Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot Bex Bunny ...Apf61
9301 A Hound for Trouble Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father. .. .Sep 61
9303 Tile Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble. ... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
9308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul CT
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)
8711 Birds of a Father ....Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin' Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun Cl
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws.. Jul 61
8716 TTie Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble. .. .Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat.. Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep.. Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (18).. Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) Mar 62

(One Reel)

8502 Alpine Champions (10) Feb 61
8403 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8404 Grandad of Races (10) May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Iun61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9).. Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10 ) Nova
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9).. Dec a
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9 )
Feb a
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'S-
XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY

A B 0 U T P I C T U R E

EHHS Tip Pays Off
We pushed hard on selling MGM's "Ring of

Fire" due to the nice reports on it in the EHHS
department—and did very well on this colorful
action picture. It is on above-average thriller
that mode us some money on our Fri., Sat.
change.

KEN CHRISTIANSON
Roxy Theatre,
Washburn, N. D.

ALLIED ARTISTS
George Roft Story, The (AA)—.Roy iDanton, Jayne

Mansfield, Julie London. Black and white, and slow
in spots. Boxottice was slower. Midweek is a waste
of time here anyhow, but maybe that's why people
aprpreciate blockbusters later when they do arrive.
Played Wed., Thurs. Weother: Fair.—A. A. Rich-
ards, Morion Theatre, Marion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

BUENA VISTA
Greyfriars Bobby (BV)—.Donold Crisp, Kay Walsh,

Laurence Noismith. Excellent movie, enjoyed by all.
This one brought in mostly fomilles, grandparents
come too. Very good troiler from NSS. Beautiful color
Whcrt more con I say? Played Fri,, Sat. Weather-Wi^y cloudy —Roy Kendrick, Star Theatre, Minco,
Okla. Pop. 950.

COLUMBIA
Devil ot 4 O'clock, The (Col)—Spencer Traicy,

Fronk Sinotra, Kerwin Mathews. One ot the finest
pictures we have ever played and our personalnominee for best picture ot the year. Frank Sinatra
extra good in this one. The tew who saw this agreed
ttrat you can^t see such magnificent scenery onthe idiot box. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Rain.

Pop 3°6oO
Theatre, Lancaster, Ky.

Everything's Ducky (Col)—Mickey Rooney, Buddy
I used this on a Sunday^uble-bill ond it seemed to please my patrons Ididn t see it, but I heord some of the laughter—

S

I

480*^^^°"' Theotre, Flomoton, Ala. Pop.

Guns of Navorone, The (Col)—Gregory Peck An-^ny Quinn, David Niven. A really terrific program
One-half of the boxoffice

c
*'o not receiving the stereophonic print.

fr^it theotre apartfrom the Idiot lar^ern. The folks like it and ask for

wTr^hZr through Tues.Weotl^r. Muddy, it s spring again.—Carl W VesethVilla Theatre, Malta, Mont. Pop. 2,100.
'

Without End (Col)—Dirk Bogorde, Copuoine,fenevieve Page. I think that this picture ba^ on
the finest technical achieve-ments ar^ best entertainments of our time. The

pilling of Jorge Bolet and Bogorde's doing the moke-beli^e piano ploying of the greot music is out-st^ing. Actmg is superior and photography is topsoi^ m color. We enjoyed good business Played Sum!
Fournier, AcadiaTheotre, St. Leonord, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bachelor in Porodise (MGM)—Bob Hope, LanaTurnCT, Jams Paige. Bob Hope scores again for us.

terrific corn^y, and Lana Turner is perfect
laughs.

Pop 65
Theatre, Cass City, Mich.

Thunder of Drurns, A (MGM)— Richord Boone,George Homiltcn, Luana Potten. Fox's "The Co-moncheros wos playing in the trade area: it did
'^a.^.uttered. Far below average here. No

° 1^°^ booking on my part.
X^®ather: Foir.—Ken ChristionsonRoxy Theotre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

PARAMOUNT
An^L“ln

(Pa'-a)—Elvis Presley, Joan Blackmon,Angela Lonsbury. What a jewel. Such beautifulscenery ar^ thwe lovely Hawaiian melodies jusf linger
the Legion being down on Elvis we

to show a profit on it. I'm sure gladHollywood did not throw the mold away on Presley^oy It ond smile Played Sot., Sun., Mon. Weathlr-

^i^"i^°Pop'^^-
Hcy, L^'s Twist! (Para)—Joey Dee, Teddy Ran-

I '^'da't think too much of thisone. Didn t do but obout half as much as Co-lurnbia s Twist Around the Clock," and (to me) not

ne« “pi c
better than average busi-

nme' -lockson, Jackson The-orre, Flomoton, Alo. Pop. 1,480.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
All Hands on Deck (20th-Fox)—Pat Boone Bor-

Hackett. Buddy Hackett carriedtne show. Pot Boone s name commarxls respect here
^ we did boby-sitting. Ployed Wed,, Thurs Fri'
Weather: Chilly.—P. B. Friedmon, Grand Theotre
Loncoster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

'

Big Gamble, The (20th-Fox)—Stephen Boyd, Juliette
Greco, Dovid Woyne. Pretty good oction picture.

Played to average business on midweek. Played Wed.,
Thurs. Weother: Good.—Mel Danner, Circle The-
atre, Woynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Big Show, The (20th-Fox)—Esther Williams, Cliff

Robertson, Robert Vaughn. A reol good show that
did excellent business. People were a little scored of
Esther Williams, until they sow she did no swim-
ming, thank heavens. As good a circus film as they
come. Ideol entertoinment for all situations. Played
Wed. through Sot. Weother: Fine.—'Dave S. Klein,

Astra Theatre, Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia, Africa. Pop.
13,00,

Comancheros, The (20th-Fox)—^John Woyne, Stuart
Whitman, Ino Balin. One of the best outdoor pictures
of the year. It did a little above average on Sunday
night for me. The background music wos very good
and had a good swing like that of "The Magnificent
Seven" (onother great outdoor picture). Play^ Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Worm.—James Hordy, Shoals The-
otre, Shools, Ind. Pop. 1 ,555.

Hustler, The (20th-Fox)—Paul Newman, Piper
Laurie, Jackie Gleoson, George C. Scott. Very good.
Did not do the business it Should have done. Fine
acting in this picture. Played Mon. through Thurs.

—

S. T. Jockson, Jockson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop.
1,480.

UNITED ARTISTS
Facts of Life, The (UA)—Bob Hop>e, Lucille Boll,

Ruth Hussey. This picture (in black and white, and
old) must be on TV—beoouse only a hondful paid to
see it ot the theatre. Business about 30 per cent of
normal. Played Sat., Sun., Mon. Weother: Clear and
worm.—^Carl P. Anderka, Rainbow Theotre, Castro-
ville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

Naked Edge, The (UA)—Gory Cooper, Deborah Kerr,
Eric Portman. Gary Cooper wos tops and Deborah
Kerr was better than ever. The block ond white pho-
tography was excellent; editing was outstanding; story
was above average—^but it floppred due to a local
livestock show. Played Sot. prevue; Sun., Mon.
Weather: Windy, cool.—Roy C. Kendrick, Stor The-
otre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

One, Two, Three (UA)—^Jomes Cagney, Horst Buch-
holz, Pamela Tifin. A wortderful comedy, but in
block ond white—so it did poor business. What a
shame the producers don't leorn obout color. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues. Weother: Fair.—A. A. Richords,
Marion Theatre, Morion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

War Drums (UA, reissue)—Lex Borker, Joon Taylor,
Ben Johnson. This 1957 releose is one of the better
westerns. It has interesting story, beautiful color and
good cast. Lex Barker is convincing as an Apache
chief. Fine for double-bill. Played Sot. Weather: Cold.
P. B. Friedman, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop.
3,000.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Come September (U-l)—'Rock Hudson, Gina Lollo-

brigida, Sondra Oee, Bobby Dorin. "Too cute for
wfoirds" best describes this bit of light-hearted fluff.
Hod a very j>oor crowd due to the fact it had
played all around me. Top stors like Rock Hud-
son, Debbie Reynolds, John Wayne—to name a few—command top rentol but don't pull a "top" crowd
in my subrun situotion. They've seen 'em all by the
time I get to play 'em! Played Sunday. Weather:
Fine.— I. Roche, Storlite Orive-ln, Chipley, Fla. Pop.
3,100.

Flower Drum Sorrg (U-l)—^Noncy Kwon, Jomes Shi-
geta, Miyoshi Umeki. Highly touted and very in-
teresting musical, but musicals don't usually pull form
ond factory people so well. Neither did this one,
olthough Nancy is real cute. Played Sun., Mon.,
Tues. Weather: Rainy, then fair.—A. A. Richards,
Marion Theatre, Morion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

Tammy Tell Me True (U-l)—^Sondra Dee, John Ga-
vin, Chorles Drake. The best of the "Tammy" shows.
Sandra Dee did a bong-up job in this. Milked in this
area, however. Roted an editoriol in the local poper,
praising a wonderful movie ond jabbing the readers
for passing it up. Ployed Sun., Mon. Weather: Fair.—^Ken Christionson, Roxy Theotre, Woshburn, N. D
Pop. 968.

WARNER BROS.
Singer Not the Song, The (WB)—^John Mills, Dirk

Bogarde, Mylene Demongeot. Excellent dromatic
show, exceptionally well acted and directed. Dirk
Bogarde is a favorite here with the ladies, and the
picture did good average business. The color pho-
togrophy by Otto Heller is very good. Ployed Sun.,
Mon. Weather: Nice. Paul Fournier, Acadia Theotre,
St. Leonord, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Good Shorts Build
A Better Program
"Sound of Arizona" is a magnificent 10-min-

ute short subject from 20th-Fox which will en-
hance any program. "Spring in Scandinavia"
from Paramount is a two-reeler that is very out-
standing. I gave it special plugs which brought
in several extra patrons and gathered pleased
comments.

LEONARD J. LEISE
Roxy Theatre,
Randolph, Neb.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Wozzeck A

Brandon Films 81 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

The Germctny of more than a century ago,
the Germany of harsh, uncompromising
atmosphere for the lowly Prussian enlisted

man, is the dork and sombre setting for this

meticulous Georg Kloren adaptation of the
Georg Buchner play. Where the serious art

film student abounds in profusion would
seem to be the best recommended play-off.

Brandon is distributing the Kurt Halme
Deutche Film A. G. Berlin attraction, supplied
with adequate English titles, in the U.S.

Georg Buchner, who died in 1837, left among
his manuscripts the original 20-scene ploy
about a Leipzig soldier-barber who had been
executed for murdering his mistress (a serious

approach to the "If I can't hove her, no one
can" school of romance), but it was not

published for nearly 100 years. Alban Berg
based his opera on the property—initially

produced in this country at the New York
City Center in 1952—and the motion picture,

both written and directed by Herr Klaren, is

based on the written drama rather than the

opera itself. Kurt Meisel is the tragedy-
stricken Wozzeck, Helga Zulch his lady love,

and Richard Haussler, the bold, bombastic
sergeant-major who adamantly claims Frou-
lein Helga over Wozzeck's voluble protesta-

tions. Acting is both skilful and sympathetic.

Kurt Meisel, Helga Zulch, Amo Paulsen,

Richard Huassler, Paul Kenkels,

Fare'well Doves!

Artkino 98 Minutes

n Ratio: Comedy-
L85-1 Drama

Rel. Apr. '62

A contemporary Russian drama, with
comedy overtones and only sporadic touches
of propaganda, has been directed with
astuteness and deft manner by Yakov Segel
of "The House I Lived In" fame, and, as
such, con hold its own in selected showcases.
English titles accompany the Segel screenplay
which delves entertainingly enough into the
maze of young adult love, circumstances that

can be duplicated well beyond the defined
borders of the Soviet Union. Student nurse
Svetlana Savyolova and gas inspector Alexei
Lokhtov grope their way to romantic under-
standing over voluble protestations of well-

intentioned parents. Yalta Film Studios pre-

sentation is released here by Artkino Films
Inc.

Alexei Loktov, Svetlana Savyolova,

Valentine Telegina and Sergei Plotnikov.

The Ninth Circle A

Interprogress 90 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

An unrelievedly grim, probing, penetrating
drama of life in Yugoslavia during the Nazi
World War II occupation, this contains some
striking delineations, particularly those of

Duisica Zegorac, as a 17-year-old Jewess,
and Boris Dvomik, or Yugoslan teenager,
forced by his family to marry Miss Zegorac,
thus temporarily saving her from the gas
chambers. The superficial relationship, how-
ever, blossoms into love, Dvomik proving his

now-strong ties by going to his death at a
concentration comp known as "The Ninth
Circle." Zora Dirnbach's screenplay has been
directed with forceful effectiveness by France
Stiglic. English titles adequately accompany
the Yugoslav dialog.

Dusica Zegorac, Boris Dvomik, Bronko

Totic, Ervino Drogmon.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® VistaVision; ® Superscope; ® Ponoriiion; ®; Regolscope; ® Teehniromo. For story synopsis on eooh picture, see reverse side.

O —J IT' Ratio: Adventure DramaDig Hed i 1.85.1 0
Buena Vista 89V2 Minutes Rel.

The ncone of Walt Disney has long been regarded as a by-

_ word in family entertainment, and this latest boy-dog offer-

\ ing serves to further enhance the producer's standing as top
MV purveyor of filmfore fit for everyone from junior to grundpop.

It has all the warmth and color of earlier Disney productions
of its ilk ("Nikki, Wild Dog of the North," "Old Yeller," "The
Shaggy Dog," et al) and should enjoy the some big box-
office results. Located in the lush, verdant pine country of

Canada's Quebec province, the breathtaking scenery is a
top asset of the film, brilliantly shot in Technicolor, and
there's the nam.e of Walter Pidgeon to overcome the other-

wise unknown cast comprised of Canadian thespians. In the

role of the boy, 14-yeor-old French-Conadian Gilles Poyant,
who was chosen frcm 300 youngsters for the part, is out-

sianding, and viewers may expect to see the rugged, tow-
headed lad in future motion pictures. To Bill Koehler goes
credit for finding and training Champion Red Aye Scraps,
U.D. (Utility dog—the utmost in obedience) whose skill and
beauty leave an unforgettable impression on the screen.
Winston Hibler coproduced with Disney, and Norman Token-

directed. Musical score by Richard M. and Robert B. Sher-
man is an added plus to the overall fine production.

Walter Pidgeon, Gilles Poyant, Emil Genest, Janette

Bertrand, Georges Bouvier, Doris Lussier, Holland Bedard.

Five Finger Exercise F i"g5"i

Columbia (G25) 109 Minutes Rel. May '62

• Superb performances by Rosalind Russell, recent Academy
Aword-winner Maximilian Schell, Jack Hawkins and Richard
Beymer give this picture a better than even chance ;'or highly
satisfactory returns at the boxoffice. The play by Peter
Shaffer on which it is based won the Drama Critics Awards
in both New York and London. The basic material of the

play is shallow, artificial and inconsequential. The power
given the screen version is provided by the stars, who give
the subject matter depth and dimension. By sheer person-
ality and artistry of performance the stars enliven what is

essentially a vapid play. From a critical standpoint the
characters seem to walk through their scenes like shadows
of real persons with no genuine background provided for the
motivation of their moods and reactions. Maximilian Schell
gives on entirely sensitive and appealing performance,
though when his emotional reactions to Miss Russell are
finally revealed, against her dramatic reactions, they ore so
incredible and naive that they brought a laugh from the
preview audience. Nevertheless, the picture has exploitable
values because of the popularity of Miss Russell and the
oncoming force of Maximilian Schell's personality.

Rosalind Russell, Jack Hamilton, Maximilian Schell,

Richard Beymer, Annette Gorman, Lana Wood.

The Music Man F ”“i”' T’
Warner Bros. ( ) 151 Minutes Rel.

On a par with "Oklahoma!" which was a real slice of

Americana embellished with rousing songs and vibrant

dances, this joyous picturizotion of Meredith Willson's recent

stage success is one of the best film musicals of the past
decade. It should delight audiences and exhibition alike

—

with patrons singing and cash coming in at the boxoffice.

Willson was writing nostalgically of his home town in Iowa
and the 1912 horse-and-buggy era has been foithfuilly re-

produced on the Warner lot and splendidly photographed in

Techniroma and Technicolor to bring wistful sighs from the

older patrons and get chuckles from the younger fans. Pro-

BuiN ducer-director Morton DaCosta has endowed the entire film

-hj<^ with a consistently happy quality which will send audiences
out smiling and humming the lilting tunes. Because of its

wholesome quality, this is ideal family fare with a special

appeal to the ladies and the youngsters. No less than 17

musical sequences have been integrated into Marion Har-
grove's screenplay and, of these, the stirring marching num-
ber, "76 Trombones," is the standout. Onna White's spirited

dance routines ore tremendously inventive and the Buffalo

Bills contribute expert barbershop harmonizing.

Robert Preston, Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackelt, Hermione
Gingold, Paul Ford, Pert Kellon, Timmy Everett.

Doctor in Love F
Governor Films 93 Minutes Rel. April '62

As the fourth in the popular British "Doctor" comedy series,

and the first to star the handsome Michael Craig, instead
of the original Dirk Bogarde of "Doctor in the House" and
the two follow-ups, this Betty E. Box production is another
delightfully amusing romp in the best tradition of English
humor. The devotees of British comedies, which are in-

creasingly favored with U.S. audiences, will recognize all

the regulars, headed by the outrageously blustering bearded
James Robertson Justice and including Irene Handl, Leslie
Phillips, Reginald Beckwith and the dimwitted blonde Liz

Frazer, to mention a few, all of them contributing character
gems. Ralph Thomas, who directed the three previous
"Doctor" films, is again at the reins and delivers fast action,
much of it in the slapstick vein, even if the background is

a hospital and its operating rooms. Craig is especially
good in his semi-serioors moments involving his romance
with a female physician, convincingly played by Virginia
Maskell, who is currently attracting attention in the Peter
Sellers film, "Only Two Can Play." Carole Lesley also
scores as a giddy hospital receptionist while Miss Frazer
and Joan Sims gamer many laughs as empty-headed strip- -ipfu'

ils. ) teasers in quarantine. Fine Eastman Color photography.

Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell, James Robertson Justice,

Leslie Phillips, Reginald Beckwith, Carole Lesley.

Safe at Home F JS r.t
Columbia (624) 83 Minutes Rel. April '62

A pleasing baseball comedy-drama, which combines the

big league name value of Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris
of the New York Yankees with the kid appeal of the Little

Leagues, this Noud-Homilburg programmer is made-to-order
for the spring season, when baseball fever is at its height.

Its ideal spotting is in the neighborhood houses, where dad
will bring the youngsters, or vice-versa. Outside of Mantle,

who displays a friendly personality, and Moris, who looks

more frozen-faced, the best-known player is the veteran
William Frawley, of TV's "I Love Lucy" fame, who ploys the

,,
kindly Yankee coach. But nine-year-old Bryan Russell is

opo’ a natural and engaging performer as the Little Leaguer who
pretends he knows Mantle and Moris and Don Collier, star

of TV's "Outlaw" series, and Patricia Barry add a modicum
of romantic interests to satisfy the females who might not

dig the national pastime. Directed by Walter Doniger from

a story by producer Tom Naud and Steve Ritch, the picture

was largely filmed at Fort Lauderdale, Fla., winter training

ground of the Yankees, with Yankee manager Ralph Houk
and pitcher Whitey Ford also making brief appearances as
themselves. If heavily exploited to stress Mantle and Maris,

this baseball picture can't miss at the boxoffice.

Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris, William Frawley, Patricia

Barry, Don Collier, Bryan Russell, Eugene Iglesias.

House of Women F
Warner Bros. (163) 83 Minutes Rel. May '62

In every respect, title, a cast with mild marquee draw and
a routine prison tale, photographed in black-and-white on the

studio lot, this Bryan Foy production is typical of the rapidly

vanishing "B" picture, similar to "Caged," "Marked Woman"
and other old Warner programmers dealing with women in

prison. Although lacking in romance, the tear-jerking plot

will appeal to women fans, so WB is teaming this with
"Samar," a red-blooded adventure film for the male patrons.

The duoler will satisfy audiences for midweek bookings.
Based on the true premise that some women's prisons permit
young mothers to keep their small children with them, the

story, written and directed by Crone Wilbur, is filled with
cliches but generates some suspense during the climactic
prisoners' revolt with a parole board member held as hostage
and forced to walk a high ledge. Shirley Knight, who was
an Academy Award nominee for her role in "The Dark at the

Top of the Stairs," acts well but is handicapped by wearing
a well-groomed, shoulder-length hairdo—in the cellblock, no
less. The usual types, Barbara Nichols, as an ex-stripteaser,

and Constance Ford, as a hard-boiled dame, are on hand but
Virginia Gregg contributes the best performance.

Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggem, Barbara Nichols,

Constance Ford, Margaret Hayes, Virginia Gregg.

The reviews on these pages may be filed far future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Five Finger Exercise" (Col)

Rosalind Russell is a dominant woman married to a self-

made furniture manufacturing tycoon, Jack Hawkins. She
rents a seaside cottage for the summer into which move her
husband, daughter Annette Gorman and a refugee German
tutor for the daughter, Maximilian Schell. They are joined
by son Richard Beymer, on vacation from college. Miss Rus-
sell conceives a desire for the tutor which she hesitates to

express. The son observes their innocent encounters and re-

ports to his father that they are in love. Schell is innocent of

any wrongdoing despite Miss Russell's desire. The daughter
also has a crush on him and he rescues her from an almost
fatal swim in the ocean. The father confronts him with
accusations. Schell tries suicide by gas, but is revived and
then dismissed. Miss Russell and her husband renew normal
marital relations.

EXPLOmPS:
Play to the hilt Rosalind Russell's popularity in current

hits plus Maximilian Schell's winning of this year's Academy
Award. If photos showing Schell receiving his Oscar are
available, they would make excellent theatre front display
as well os gel a play in your local newspaper.

CATCHLINES
Sensationally Together—Rosalind Russell and Academy

Winning Maximilian Schell . . .The New Type of Movie
You've Been Wanting to See—Sensationall

THE STORY: "Big Red" (BV)

Gilles Payant finds a home and a dog to love when he

goes to work for Walter Pidgeon exercising his show dog,

•of gt When Red is severely injured, the youngster carries him

e a to a shack in the woods before Pidgeon can put him out of

his misery and nurses him back to health. When Gilles and
Red return, pride keeps the older man from reconciling with

the boy. Walter ships Red and his mote, Mollie, to Montreal

to be sold, but the dogs manage to escape from the train into

the mountains. Gilles finds them in time to fend off a
marauding mountain lion and assist in the birth of a litter

of pups. Pidgeon takes off to find the boy and is pinioned

in a gorge by falling rocks when his horse shies suddenly at

a lion. Red finds the trapped Pidgeon, and Gilles appears in

time to shoot the lion and save both Red and Pidgeon.

EXPLOITIPS:

Hire a boy to walk the streets with a Red Setter on leash

with appropriate information signs. Hold a matinee pet

show for local boys and their pups, awarding free tickets to

the winner. Ask kids to write essays about their pets, award-

ing free tickets or appropriate gifts for the winners' pet.

CATCHLINES
The Heartwarming Story of a Boy's Love for a Dog . . . See

the Adventures of a Grand Champion Setter and the Boy Who
Wins Him.

THE STORY: "Safe at Home" (Col)

Young Bryan Russell, whose widower father, Don Collier,

operates a fishing boot chartered by Florida vacationers,
pretends to his fellow-players on the Little League school
team that he knows Yankee stars Mickey Mantle and Roger
Maris. While Collier is on a three-day charter trip, Bryan's
original lie snowballs and he has to promise to deliver the
Yankee stars for the local Little League banquet. Bryan
hitches a ride to Fort Lauderdale to try to meet Mantle and
Maris at their training grounds and persuade them to help
him out. Mantle and Moris refuse to be party to Bryan's
deceit. Meanwhile, Collier comes in search of his missing
boy and takes him home to tell the truth to his team-mates.
Just as Bryan finishes his confession, word arrives that Mantle 'j

and Maris have invited the Little League team to Fort >-bi’

Lauderdale to witness spring training and play ball with
the Yankees.

EXPLOITIPS:
Put the selling campaign behind Mickey Mantle and Roger

Maris by making tieups with the manufacturers of Mantle-
Maris wear licensed products—T-shirts, canvas shoes and
other sports equipment for window displays.

CATCHLINES:
A Grand-Slam of Fun and Laughter With the Greatest

Guys in Baseball . . . Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris, the
Idols of Millions, Ploy Themselves and Become the Buddies
of the Luckiest Kid in the World,

THE STORY: "The Music Man" (WB)

The familiar plot deals with a traveling salesman (Robert

Preston) who descends on River City, Iowa, in 1912 planning

to bilk the citizens out of money for musical instruments and

band uniforms for their children before skipping town. But,

Preston falls sincerely in love with Shirley Jones, the prim

librarian who sees through his scheme even though the town

mothers fall for his line. In the end, Preston actually gives

River City a genuine children's bond, which plays 76

Trombones" with spirit and crashing noise while marching

down Main Street.

EXPLOITIPS:
The fame of Meredith Willson's Broadway musical, which

played on Broadway for three years while a touring company
‘iat. played all key cities in the U.S., is the major selling point. /

Warner has made tieups with Webcor for transistor radios

and music shops will cooperate with window displays of the

record albums. Robert Preston, a star since the 1940s, and

Shirley Jones, of "Oklahoma]" fame, as well os Hermione

Gingold, a regular on Jack Paar's TV show, also merit selling.

CATCHLINES:
Sing, Dance and March to the Glorious Music of Broad-

way's Hit Musical, Starring Robert Preston, Mr. "Music Man,"

Himself . . . You'll Never Forget the Happy Musical Which Set

the U.S. to Laughing and Singing ... A Brash Traveling Man
and a Shy Librarian Make Merry Music As the Whole Town
Watches.

THE STORY: "House of Women" (WB)

Shirley Knight, a pregnant girl who is sentenced to prison

for robbery, is permitted to keep her baby with her until the

child is three, when it must be put up for adoption. Shirley

makes friends with Constance Ford, a hardened criminal who
also has a small child in prison, and Barbara Nichols, on ex-

stripteaser. After Andrew Duggan, the warden, has Shirley

assigned as a maid in his house, he falls in love with her
and relaxes his former stern prison rules. When Shirley's

parole comes up, Duggan turns the appeal down because he
is afraid of losing her. Shirley tells Constance the reason
and the latter goes berserk cmd incites the women inmates
to riot. They hold a woman parole board member os
hostage until the warden accedes to their demands. As
Constance is about to kill the parole member, the prison
doctor and Shirley manage to save the woman. Duggan is

replaced by a woman warden cmd Shirley wins her parole
and is reunited with her little daughter.

EXPLOITIPS:
Place prison bars over the theatre-front frames or across

the boxoffice. Shirley Knight was nominated for an Academy
Award for her teenage role in "The Dark at the Top of the ^
Stairs" and is currently featured in "Sweet Bird of Youth." x 1

CATCHLINES:
Girls Behind Bars With No Glimpse of the Outside World

. . . The Startling Facts About the Female Criminal Behind
Prison Walls.

THE STORY: "Doctor in Love" (Governor)

Michael Craig, young doctor working at a London hos-

pital, under the direction of the blustering James Robertson

Justice, catches jaundice cmd, while in bed, falls in love with

his night nurse. When the latter leaves the hospital on

Craig's recovery, he decides to accept a post at a country

clinic, where he cores for all kinds of patients. Craig is

finally put in full charge of the clinic and his new assistant

turns out to be lovely Virginia Maskell. Craig again falls

in love, this time with Virginia, and all goes well until his

ex-flame turns up. Craig and Virginia have a spat and

she, too, walks out on him. But the two are reunited at the

London hospital when Justice, forced to have his appendix

taken out, insists on having the operation performed by Craig.

Virginia is called in to help out—and Justice s appendix

plays Cupid this time.

EXPLOITIPS:
Where British comedies are popular, ploy up the hand-

some Craig, the bearded James Robertson Justice and Liz

Frazer, Irene Handl, Reginald Beckwith and the others -who

hove become regulars in the Doctor or Carry On series.

CATCHLINES:
iUl Britain's Handsome "Doctor" Falls in Love—With a Beau-

tiful Lady Physician . . . Laughs in the Hospital and Love •

Among the Young Doctors and Nurses . . . It's a Mad and
^

Merry Mix-up When the "Doctor" Falls in Love—With One

of His Feminine Colleagues.
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CUfllllllG HOUSt
HELP WANTED

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can
sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romcrr-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

MANAGERS WANTED: Well known,
rapidly expanding Midwest Circuit has
openings for managers in single and mul-
tibill indoor operations and/or drive-ins.

Write giving experience background and
salary range. Boxoffice 9471.

Experienced operator indoor and out-

door operation. Must be sober and have
complete run of booth, maintenance and
some janitorial. Good pay, steady year
round employment. Must furnish refer-

ences, enclose phone number. Reply to

Boxoffice 9470.

POSITIONS WANTED
District Manager presently employed

looking for better opportunity. Age 40,

family. Boxoffice 9452.

Projectionist available May 15. will go
anywhere. Can manage small theatre.
Capitol Theatre, Morrison, Illinois.

Manager: Immediate assignment, top
notch experience. Boxoffice 9461.

Manager: 23 years successful experience
all phases theatre work including adver-
tising, exploitation, concessions. Write
Boxoffice 9464.

Projectionist, 25 years experience indoor
theatre, would like a job for this sum-
mer. Arkansas-Mississippi. Ed L. Dardenne,
Box 141, Benton, Arkansas.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more actionl $4.50 M cards. Other

S
omes available, on, off screen. Novelty
lames Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36, N. Y.

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Illinois.

LET US PROMOTE YOUR PICTURES
WITH PICTURES. Personalized heralds,
window cards and calendars. Advertise
more than one picture at a time. 500 her-
alds $1.75, 15 window cards $1.95, ad
mat 35c. Write for samples. Buy direct,
no middleman. Fepco Theatre Advertisers,
Box 795, Omaha, Nebraska.

BY MAILI Send 25c for list of Hard-To-
Get Adult Books. Cosmo Book Sales,
Dept. BK, Box 635, San Francisco 1.

MISCELLANEOUS
Free Sample. QUIICWAY dry concen-

trate for fountain, Sno-Cone flavors, slush,
etc. 1 oz. ixickage makes 1 gallon for
only 75c. For free sample write QUIK-
WAY SYRUP CO. P. O. Box 4773, Balti-
more 11, Maryland.

Wanted to buy: Old Film Daily year-
books, stills, posters, pressbooks, misc.
movie material. Memory Shop, Box 365,
Cooper Station, N.Y.C. GR. 3-2404.

MONSTER, HORROR, PSEUDOSCIENCE
stills, pressbooks, posters, sought: Chaney,
Karloff, Lugosi, Metropolis, Just Imagine,
Vompyr, Foust, Kong, Siegfried, Aelita,
Flash Rogers, Etc., especiafly silents, se-
rials. Forrest Ackerman, 915 So. Sher-
bourne Dr., Los Angeles, 35, California.

Complete mailing list, Oklahoma City
Exchange territory, only $5.00. Sam Brunk,
3416 N. Virginia, Oklahoma City 18, Okla.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
BROKEN FILM ALARM. P.O. Box 546,

Forest City, N. C. Money back guarantee.
20 per cent discount. Write for full infor-
mation.

EVERYBODY BUYS—WHATEVER THE
SIZE—Weatherproof Masonite black or red
Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4"-40c; 8 "-

60c; 10”-75c; 12”-$1.00; 14”-$1.50; 16"-$1.75;
17”-$2.00; 24-'-$3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS—

V

4 Original Cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S O S.,

602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED

Complete booth . . . you dismantle.
CinemaScope lens, Ashcraft lamps. Break-
er! projectors. Western Electric sound,
new oenerator, many extras. $ 1,000 takes
all. Contact Suick Real Estate, Antigo,
Wisconsin. Also drink machine and Na-
tional cash register.

16mm Ampro Arc sound projectors com-
plete, $625 each. Boxoffice 9467.

BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY
THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
TOP PRICES PAID: For all types pro-

jectors, lamphouses, lenses, etc. What
have you? Star Cinema Supply, 621 West
55th Street, New York 19.

WANTED: Theatre booth equipment.
Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Avenue, Speed-
way 24, Indiana.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Paris, Il-

linois.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 5(X) watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Your drivo-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

Drive-In Theatre TicketsI 100,000 1x2"
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8 , Mo.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
75 Theatres Since 1951. Planning, design

and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber, screen tower, perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rote insurance. Oscar May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

SOUND-PROJECnON SERVICE MANUAL..

A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE to Better Projec-
tion and Sound Reproduction. Easy-to-
understand general maintenance of sound
and projection eqmpment; no hard-to-un-
derstand technical terms. Written for ex-
hibitors, projectiorjists and repairmen.
Diagrams, schematics, trouble-shooting
charts, projector and sound equipment re-
pair data; arc lamps, lenses and screen
service data; many tips on 16mm equip-
ment. News on special equipment; Service
tips from projectionists; Trout's helpful
editorials, etc. In loose-leaf binder—ad-
ditional Service Bulletins for one year.
All for only $7.50. Cash, check or P.O.,
no COD's. Edited by practical engineer,
20 years of erqperience. Order TODAY.
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,
Oklahoma.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sole. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8 , California.

FOR SALE: 290-car drive-in and 260-seat
indoor theatre in Nebraska county seat
town of 3,000. Fully equipped. Reasonable
down payment to right party. Boxoffice
9407.

270-seat theatre for sale, Wichita, Kan-
sas. Theatre in operation. Owner has
other interests. Reasonable. Boxoffice 9459.

For Sale: Modern theatre, porkirig lot,

concession. Accept property, farm. Terms.
Sell building reasonable. Von Noy Theatre,
Middletown, Indiana.

400-seat theatre, N.E. Oklahoma. Only
one radius 20 miles. Top condition, Cine-
maScope, 3 furnished apartments, barber
shop, cafe, family operation. Sacrifice
building and all, terms or lease. Box-
office 9465.

For Sale: 400-seat theatre. Western Il-

linois town of 5,000. Manufacturing and
agricultural area. Good lease, newly dec-
orated, very well equipped. Box 25, Mor-
rison, 111 .

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE

For Sale or Lease: 500-seat indoor and
soda shop. Long building lease. Only one
in industrial city in North Carolina. Box-
office 9455.

Small town theatre and bowling alley,
in southwest. Terms. Boxoffice 9466.

Will Sell or Lease: Two 300-speaker
drive-ins in North Carolina. Easy terms.
45 miles apart, available now. Other busi-
ness interest. Contact G. R. Pattillo, Tryon,
N. C., UL 6-6290.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea, Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8 , Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Exhibitors, when you have a
problem with the chairs in your theatre,
contact us. We con rebuild your chairs or

we can supply you with the most com-
fortable and durable chairs made today
and save you more than half of what you
would have to spend for a new chair
and be no better than we can supply. Nick
Diack, Eastern Seating Company, 138-13
Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens 13,

New York. Phone LAurelfon 8-3696.

INTERMISSION TAPES

WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission
tapes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to

sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P, O. Box 5,

Sulphur Springs, Texas.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsfed, Chicago 6 , Illinois.

LOCATION FILM1NG-35MM

ACTION . . . CAMERA . . . ROLL 'EM!
WINCO produces professional motion pic-

ture parades, screen ads, news items.

NOW . . . Sends Camera Unit ... to

film live "on the spot" in COLOR. Elim-
inate stills . . . stock pictures. Makes sell-

ing easy. Fast delivery. Guaranteed work.
Box 1595, Columbia, South Carolina.

FILMS WANTED
35mm, I6mm films. Will purchase large

or small lots. Boxoffice 9468.

Handy Subscription Order Form
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFnCE:

825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

oi which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION

29



“Searing suspense

melodrama.

Neat, fast

and masterful job.

Full of extra visual

excitement.

A truly gripping

finale.”

— Stanley Eichelbaum, S.F. Examiner

“Above the usual

run of

suspense films.”

— Paul Speegle, S.F. News-Call Bulletin
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The multi-city world premiere of 20th Century Fox's "State Fair" was exploited in 11 Texas

cities with outstanding success by Interstate-Texas Consolidated showmen. The newspaper pub-

licity received was unprecedented in the state where bigness is a trademark. Raymond Willie and
W. E. Mitchell, circuit heads, check o brochure cataloging the premiere publicity . . . See page 10.

Herman M. Levy

Analyzes Censorship

i Ruling in Georgia



Everybody say: “One picture worth a thousand laugh^...’’

the pictu re is “MR. HOBBS TAKES A VACATION’’
<INTU»T-»0»
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ELIMINATING THE NEGATIVE

T he resolution passed by the Federation of

Motion Picture Councils at its recent an-

nual convention held at Grand Rapids whereby

the councils would undertake “the promotion of

attendance at the motion picture theatre of par-

ents and children together when the film is

rated as ‘family’ entertainment” is a move in

the right direction. But it will be meaningless

unless it is motivated by activity such as Milton

London, executive director of Allied States Ass’n,

advocated.

This activity would provide concrete sup-

port of theatres by members of the councils

urging attendance by family groups one night a

week and the sponsoring of a theatre party at

which council members and other clubs or groups

would attend theatres in a body once a month.

The Federation resolution was designed to

stimulate attendance of whole families in a de-

sire to “build family unity” or “togetherness.”

While this has quite generally been noted at

neighborhood and drive-in theatres on Friday

nights, it has far too often been largely a “chil-

dren’s night” when so many parents dump their

children at the theatre and go elsewhere. It is

believed by the Federation and theatremen that

the attendance of parents with their children will

not only serve the purpose the Federation has in

mind, but, at the same time, will improve the be-

havior of children who are left or permitted to

go to theatres alone. And this would encourage

the attendance of other adults who have steered

clear of Friday nights at movie theatres because

of the unruliness of youngsters on their own.

Mr. London made some other good points to

which not only Federation members but other

civic groups should pay heed, when he cited

the importance of a theatre to the company as

the center of the economic life of its business

district, its place as a major taxpayer, its pro-

vision of safety and supervision for teenagers,

singly or on dates. This was emphasized by his

reference to representative instances where com-

munities have taken steps to cooperate to keep

a theatre in operation or to reopen one that had

been closed. His parallel of family attendance to-

gether at the motion picture theatre with the

theme that “the family that worships together,

stays together” is worthy of widespread adoption

and promotion.

From within the industry, and also from with-

out, parents have been admonished for their

neglect of parental duty in the selection of the

types of pictures their children should see. They

also have been scored for discouraging the mak-

ing of so-called “family” pictures by their own
non-attendance of such showings. This is a

negative approach that does not contribute one

iota to the solution of a most serious problem for

the industry. The positive approach, such as

seeking to secure the widespread cooperation of

parent, civic and other groups to work with ex-

hibitors—in the mutual interest that would

thereby be served—seems the better way to get

the desired results.

The Federation of Motion Picture Councils’

interest in this problem has opened the way. Ex-

hibitors should take full and proper advantage

of this opportunity and expand it throughout

their communities via all similar avenues open

to them. But they should not expect any one-shot

effort to snowball, as it were, or carry along on

its own. It will require constant effort to keep

it going and growing.

Turnabout
Not very long ago, Otto Preminger gave vent

to some highly critical expressions regarding

the physical condition of theatres and of ex-

hibitor laxity in theatre operation. He also criti-

cized exhibitors for an apathetic attitude toward

motion picture promotion. But a recent tour and

consequent visit to theatres have brought about

a change in Mr. Preminger’s view of conditions

exhibitorwise.

At the recent meeting of the Theatre Owners

of America board of directors at Washington,

D. C., Mr. Preminger paid compliment to the

theatre owners on what he termed a great im-

provement in physical theatre operation. He
said that, in his travels around the country, he

had noted a marked improvement in theatre

projection and sound and that he believed ex-

hibitors fully recognized the importance of pre-

senting pictures in the best possible way, and

that they were endeavoring earnestly to do just

that.

There is no question but that exhibitors, gen-

erally, have always been interested in presenting

pictures in the best possible way. But, for quite

a spell, many were held back from replacing

wornout or obsolete equipment, solely because

of financial inability to do so. In the past couple

of years, business improvement has made pos-

sible the updating of which Mr. Preminger

speaks. Not only have exhibitors improved the

projection and sound in their theatres, they

have made improvements in the entire physical

being of their properties, both inside and out.

Boxoffice has just finished a sur\^ey on the-

atre modernization, renovation and new con-

struction which it shortly will publish. Briefly,

the facts and figures reveal an upbeat picture for

the industry, the like of which has not been seen

in many a year.



Herman Levy Analyzes Decision

'Georgia's Censor Ruling

Is Another Step Forward'
NEW YORK—The recent niling of the

Georgia Supreme Court that the Atlanta

censorship ordinance was unconstitutional

has some interesting aspects, according to

Herman M. Levy, general counsel of The-
atre Owners of America, who, in an in-

dustry case digest, described it as another

step forward in what should be the ulti-

mate goal of the film industry.

The decision was unusual. Levy said, be-

cause the com't made a suggestion that At-

lanta might di-aft a new ordinance which
might be “within the bounds of constitu-

tionally permissible legislation.” However,
he said, such an attempt would pose a
problem because the new ordinance would
have to be permissible not only under the

Georgia Constitution, but under the fed-

eral Constitution as well.

“Granting, for the purpose of this dis-

cussion, that the conclusion of the Georgia
coui’t is valid and substantiated,” Levy

wrote, “there is still the grave problem a-

head for all motion picture licensing a-

gencies to prove that the standards applied

by them, in censoring motion pictm'es, do
not affront the guarantees of the First and
14th Amendments.”
The case under consideration was that

of K. Gordon Murray Productions, Inc.,

and Levy noted the ruling’s importance
stemmed from the fact the Georgia court

decided the case, not under the federal

Constitution, but vmder the state consti-

tution. Levy pointed out that in the Times
Film case versus the city of Chicago, the
U. S. Supreme Court stated it was not pas-
sing on the question as to whether the
standards set out in the Chicago ordinance
were unconstitutional. Rather, he said, Mr.
Justice Reed explained that it would be
the duty of the courts, when such cases
came before them, “to determine whether
the principles of the First Amendment have
been honored.”

Wometco Film Rating System in Ads
Is Designed As Guide to Parents
MIAMI—For the past few weeks, the

Wometco Theatre chain in Miami and Fort
Lauderdale has inserted a rating designa-
tion in all of its motion picture ads in

newspapers, in the theatres, on the trail-

ers and in radio and TV copy. The ratings:

A . . . strictly adult entertainment.
AM . . . adults and matm'e young people.

OK . . . good entertainment for all.

The Wometco rating, according to

Mitchell Wolfson, president, “is not de-
signed to grade the entertainment value of

the movie but rather is designed to guide
parents in selecting movie choices for their

children.”

The guide to the ratings is placed at the
top of each overall Wometco movie ad. The
individual symbol is placed within the
framework of each sp>ecific movie and ad-
jacent to the title.

“We’re opposed to censorship,” says
Wolfson. “It is our feeling that parents are
the best judge of what movies they want
their children to see. The Wometco rating
should help them in making their selec-

tion.”

Each week a committee meets at

Wometco to make up a list of ratings on
each of the pictures currently booked to
play at one or more of the Wometco the-
atres. In making up the Wometco rating,

careful attention is paid to classifications

given other groups such as the Protestant
Motion Pictiue Council, the National Con-
gress of Parents and Teachers, the Legion
of Decency and the Federation of Motion
Picture Councils.

’The rating will appear in each and every
ad, no matter what the medium of adver-
tisement. The rating symbol is so stand-
ardized that it can be easily recognizable
and readily seen. It is hoped that this

service will still the complaint frequently
heard that the movie title by itself many
times does not give any clue to the content
of the picture.

Wolfson, a longtime motion picture ex-
hibitor with many titles in the industry, is

at present a member of TOA’s Pi'oduction
Code liaison committee which is attempt-
ing to set up a nationwide system whereby
exhibitors can “rate” pictures uniformly
and pass this rating along to the movie
public in their individual areas.

Wolfson believes: “Hollywood has about
completed the cycle of so-called problem
pictm’es simply because the oversatura-
tion of the offbeat theme is not paying off

at the boxoffice. As more and more par-
ents exercise ‘home censorship’ there will

be a return to the type of movie that
Wometco rates as ‘OK’.”
The Wometco rating will apply to only

the 22 Wometco Theatres cmrently in op-
eration in Greater Miami and Fort Lauder-
dale. Already, however, exhibitors in other
parts of the country have written to

Wometco for full details and intimated
that they will institute a similar “rating”
system for guidance of parents and movie
goers in their areas.

Tim 'Tyler, manager of Wometco’s 163rd
Street Theatre, received a petition de-
manding something else beside “adult”
pictures,” signed by 200 teenagers protest-

ing that “the rash of sex films” has closed

the doors to them for their favorite Satur-
day afternoon matinees, and he decided to

do something about it.

For six weeks his theatre will run only
pictures like “A Hole in the Head,” “April

Love,” “The Wackiest Ship in the Anny,”
etc., and if the experiment catches on, it

will be continued.

Arkansas Exhibitors

To Meet This Week
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—The 43rd annual

two-day convention of Independent The-
atre Owners of Arkansas will be in ses-

sion at the Lafayette Hotel here May 1, 2,

according to Miss Nona White, secretary

of the theatre association.

One of the principal speakers on opening
day, Tuesday, will be John G. Broumas,
president of the Maryland Theatre Owners
Ass’n and assistant to the president of

'Theatre Owners of America. His subject

will be “Exhibition.” Also on the same
day’s progi’am is Bill Slaughter of Rowley
United 'Theatres, Dallas, who will talk on
“Concessions.”
Clarence Walker of Atlanta, somewhat

an expert in public relations and in the
fields of amusements, concessions and al-

lied trades, is scheduled to speak on “Keys
to Success.”
M. B. Smith of Commonwealth 'Theatres

of Kansas City, a nationally known author-
ity on publicity, will tell exhibitors about
“Exploitation and Publicity.”

An open forum will be a high point of

interest at the luncheon on Wednesday.
Coming up for discussion will be taxes,

censorship, and anything else exhibitors

may want to bring before the panel. 'This

may include the pay television contro-
versy now being tried in the com'ts, and
Leon B. Catlett, one of the attorneys for

exhibitors, is scheduled to bring the dele-

gates up to date on progi’ess of the litiga-

tion.

At the Coca-Cola-sponsored banquet
Wednesday evening, something special is

in store. This will be a prize awai’d of a

two-day weekend stay at the Ai’hngton
Hotel in Hot Springs—won thi’ough a draw-
ing of registrants at the banquet.
One feature of the meeting for several

years has been the annual award of a show-
manship plaque to an outstanding member.
Buster Flake’s orchestra, a local organiza-
tion, will play for the dance on ’Tuesday
night. Election of officers will close the
event on Wednesday afternoon. J. T. Hitt,

Bentonville, is president.

Over 700 Reservations In
For VCI Convention
MIAMI — More than 700 barkers with

their wives have already registered for the
Variety Clubs International convention to

be held in Dublin, Ireland May 15-19. Con-
tingents will make the trip from the U.S.,

Canada, Mexico, London and Ireland. 'The

total is expected to reach over 1,000.

There are still a few spaces available for

charter flights with Irish Airlines. Hotel
accommodations are being held for the

conventioners.

Sean Lemass, the prime minister of Ire-

land, will entertain the delegates at a state

reception at Dublin Castle on Tuesday
night. May 15. 'The next day the delegates

will attend the famous Cm-ragh Race-
course. On Thursday evening the Pepsi-

Cola Co. will host a dinner-dance and
cabaret at the Gresham and Metropole
ballrooms. Coca-Cola will be the host for

the banquet on Friday evening for the

Hearts Awards and Humanitai’ian Award.
Special trips and a garden pai’ty at the

Embassy are scheduled for the ladies while

the barkers attend the business sessions.
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Montana TOA Renames Gorder;Neiler Executive V-P

Of Aster Pictures
NEW YORK — L. Douglas Netter jr„

president of Astor Pictures International,

has been appointed
executive vice-presi-

dent of the parent

company, Astor Pic-

times, Inc., and will

function in both ca-

pacities.

George F. Foley,

Astor president, said

that Netter, in his

new pK>st, would have
the responsibility of

supervising Astor’s

L. Douglas Netter jr. sales activities, there-

by providing a closer

liaison between the company’s coproduc-

tion and sales activities. George Joseph,

formerly general sales manager, will con-

tinue as vice-president in the New York
office. Ernest Sands, recently appointed

general sales manager, is on a trip to the

company’s exchange centers.

Netter joined Astor last yeai' after hav-
ing served as general manager of Samuel
Goldwyn Pi-oductions, supervising the

sales of “Porgy and Bess” throughout the

world. Previously, he was vice-president in

charge of operations of Todd-AO on such
product as “South Pacific,” “Oklahoma!”
and “Ai'ound the World in 80 Days.”
A native of Seattle, Netter served as a

lieutenant senior gi'ade with the U. S.

Navy during World War II. He is a gradu-

ate of Holy Cross College. His father is the

former president of Florida State Theatres
and a member of the board of that circuit.

Baloban & Katz Report Net
Of $944,853 for 1961
CHICAGO—Balaban & Katz net earn-

ings after taxes in 1961 totaled $944,853,

equal to $3.60 a share, it was announced at

the annual stockholders meeting.

The report included the first full-year

earnings of the Prairie Farmer Publishing

Co. since this company was purchased by
B&K in 1960.

B&K also sold the land on which the

Norshore Theatre stood to the Railway
Employes Benefit Ass’n during the year.

The company has signed a new lease on the

theatre now under construction on the site

of the Lyric Theatre at Blue Island, which
was destroyed by fire in 1960.

Jerome B. Golden was elected as a di-

rector to replace Sidney M. Markley, re-

signed. All other present directors were re-

elected; David B. Wallerstein, Elmer C.

Upton, Arthur A. Goldberg, Simon Siegel,

Edward Hyman and Bernard Levy.

Timothy Carey to Tour
LOS ANGELES—Actor Timothy Carey

has announced that he will personally re-

lease and exploit his “new wave” produc-
tion, “The World’s Greatest Sinner.” Carey,

who costars in the film with his wife, Doris,

and Gil Baretto, said he will tour the coun-
try to secm'e bookings, and then barnstonn
with it. Anthony Lanza is partnered with
him in the venture as cobacker and associ-

ate producer.

Stembler Stresses
BILLINGS MONT.—Chris Gorder of the

Fort Theatre, Poplar, will continue as presi-

dent of the Montana
Theatre Ass’n, an af-

filiate of the Theati’e

Owners of America,
for the second con-
secutive year. He was
re-elected Wednesday
at the concluding ses-

sion of the two-day
meeting at the North-
ern Hotel here. Bob
Suckstorff of Sidney
was re-elected secre-

taiT-treasurer.

Three new directors

were named, to serve with six other direc-
tors whose terms continue. The new direc-
toi’s ai’e John Telia of Butte, Bob Johnson
of Havi*e, and Harold Hansen of White-
hall. Continuing on the board are Spence
Ryder of Kalispell, Chuck Smith of Billings,

Don Campbell of Lewistown, Marie Green
of Lodge Grass, Isabelle Boniface of Chi-
nook, and Jack McGee of Salt Lake City,

Utah.
John H. Stembler, president of the TOA,

in an address read by George Roscoe, TOA
public relations director, said that most of

the exhibitors’ problems would disappear
if Hollywood was able to put out 300 or
more quality feature films each year.

“The seller’s market would be eased,”
he said, “and we not only could buy films
at more reasonable terms but also change

Adopt Ad Plan to Combat

Newspaper Strike Effect

Detroit—Metropolitan Exhibitors of

Detroit has adopted a plan to combat
the ill effects of the three-week-old
newspaper strike here, by announcing
it would print 300,000 Movie Guides
listing the programs of every local the-

atre for the week of April 29 to May
5.

Copies of the Movie Guide will be de-

livered to theatres for distribution to

patrons through both theatres and
other business firms. The Guides will

continue to be printed for the dura-
tion of the strike.

Meantime, Albert Dezel, operator of

an art theatre circuit here, gave notice

to projectionists that all four of his lo-

cal theatres will be closed because of

the strike. Business has dropped to the
lowest figure in his 11 years as an
exhibitor, hitting as low as $40 a night
gross, Dezel said.

He joined with the other local the-

atres in printing the Movie Guide,
which will be distributed before his

two-week notice to projectionists is up.

Dezel said he had tried advertising in

neighborhood newspapers without too

much effectiveness, and that the cost

of television is prohibitive to the
smaller operator, making it more
profitable to close and save operating
costs.

Film Need
om- programs more oftener and thus at-

tract more patrons. We could pass up
those films we think unnecessarily aggra-
vate the public and thereby avoid playing

into the hands of those who seek to censor

and put shackles on om- business.

“We could book far enough ahead, in

most instances, to assure adequate time
to better merchandise our pictures.

“Many bidding problems would be elim-

inated.

“And perhaps, we could regain a measure
of the stability we had a decade ago when
pictures wea’e still in reasonably good
supply.”

Stembler then recounted TOA current

steps:

1. Continued vigorous support of ACE
films to encourage a new source of supply.

2. Pushing appeals to the Arkansas su-

preme comi; to have the Little Rock pay
TV project put under federal regulation,

and to the U. S. Supreme Court to set

aside an FCC authorization for a three-

year Phonevision test in Hartford, Conn.
Also TOA is assisting exhibitors in opposi-

tion to pay TV movies at Denver.
“There is no pay TV operating in the

U. S. today only because of exhibitor oppo-
sition, and the records will show that TOA
has been in the forefront of this opposi-

tion,” Stembler said.

He reported that the industry appears

to be coming through the 1962 legislative

sessions relatively unaffected on the cen-

sorship front.

25M Probable Audience
Foreseen for 'State Fair'
NEW YORK—Sindlinger & Co., market

analysts, declared in a report this week,

that “State Fair-,” after only two weeks in

release, has a probable audience of 25,000,-

000 people, nearly doubling the March 30

figure of 14,975,000, tabulated just before

initial openings of the film.

Sindlinger attributed the jump to the

impact of advertising and publicity cam-
paigns plus favorable audience reaction

and predicted that the probable audience

could go as high as 35,000,000 by the end
of the month.

High Legal Conference
On Censorship May 16, 17
CHICAGO—Constitutional limitations on

motion picture censorship will be one of

the primary topics discussed May 16, 17 at

a meeting of federal judges and lawyers

from Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin at the

Hotel Knickerbocker. Chief Justice John
F. Hastings of the U.S. court of appeals

here will preside. Representative Abner J.

Mikva, Dem., Chicago, and Frank J. Mc-
Garr, lawyer, will discuss censorship. U.S.

Supreme Court Justice Thomas C. Clark is

due to attend.

Nat Weiss to Rome
NEW YORK—Nat Weiss, publicity man-

ager of 20th Century-Fox left for Rome
over the weekend to supervise the final

phase of the publicity campaign for

“Cleopatra.”

Chris Gorder
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Reports Persist on Odeon Circuit Sale

In Canada to Atlas Telefilm, Ltd.
TORONTO — Reports have persisted in

Canadian financial circles of the prospec-

tive purchase of the Odeon Theatres circuit

of 107 units by Atlas Telefilm, Ltd.,

Toronto, in a $17,000,000 deal, but no con-

firmation was forthcoming here.

In London an official of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization admitted negotiations

for sale of the Canadian chain had been
discussed for some time. “We will make a

statement at the proper time if a con-

clusion is reached,” he said. Odeon of

Canada is a wholly owned subsidiary of

JARO.
C. R. B. Salmon of Toronto, who suc-

ceeded L. W. Brockington as president of

Canadian Odeon a year ago or more, de-

cUned to comment on the report and there

was silence elsewhere in local theatre

circles.

Leslie A. Allen is president of Atlas Tele-

film, Ltd., and the vice-president is James
A. Cowan. Other officers are Carl B.

Fi'ench, secretary, and James Houston and
Gerald Kirby, directors. Both Allen and
Cowan have been identified with the film

industry for a long period. Neither has

confirmed or denied the report.

Last November, Atlas Telefilm, which
originally was a mining company under

another name, purchased from Rank Or-

ganization the Canadian rights of many
film features in the library of Ealing

studios in England. A report placed the

number of films involved at 100 while

another report said “more than 50 major
films.”

Shares of Atlas, on sale at 90 cents 12

months ago, were heavily traded on the

Toronto exchange last week. On Monday
the close was $3.80. Two months ago Atlas

shares reached almost $4.

Atlas leases movies to television, and is

reported to have the backing of a similar

company. Seven Arts Productions.

Technicolor 1st Quarter
Earnings of $567,326
NEW YORK—Technicolor, Inc., and its

wholly owned subsidiaries reported earnings

for the first quarter of 1962, ending March
31, of $567,326, equal to 22 cents per share

on 2,623,218 shares outstanding. This is

compared to $451,479 for the first quarter

of 1961, or 18 cents per share on 2,543,179

shares.

Patrick J. Frawley jr., chairman of the

board and chief executive officer, said sales

for the first quarter were $14,796,100, com-
pared with $11,807,564 the previous year.

'The Longest Day' to Be

Roadshow Attraction
New York—The decision to release

Darryl F. Zanuck’s “The Longest Day”
as a roadshow attraction was reached
here last week in conferences between
the producer and 20th Century-Fox
executives. The picture will have its

initial two-a-day engagements in New
York, starting in July. “The Longest

Day” is reported to have cost $10,000,-

000 to produce.

UA's 1961 Net Up 15.5%

Over Earnings of 1960
NEW YORK—A 15.5 per cent in-

crease in net earnings of United Artists

for the year 1961 over 1960 was re-

ported at the weekend by Robert S.

Benjamin, chairman of the board.
Net earnings after provision for in-

come taxes of $3,239,000, amounted to

$4,042,000, or $2.34 per share. This
compared with earnings of $3,498,000,

or $2.02 per share, in 1960.

Benjamin said the net earnings for

1960 were shown before a special credit

arising from adjustment of prior years’

reserves. UA’s worldwide gross income
for 1961 was $112,717,000, as compared
with $108,531,000 in 1960.

Hock Leaves Paramount
For UA Advertising Post
NEW YORK—Mort Hock has resigned as

assistant advertising manager for Para-
mount Pictures to become advertising man-

ager for United Artists, according to Fred
Goldberg, executive director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation. Hock succeeds

David Chasman, who was promoted to UA
executive director of advertising.

Val Coleman, assistant publicity man-
ager at United Artists since 1959, has
been promoted by Goldberg to the post of

exploitation coordinator. He will be as-

sistant to A1 Fisher, UA exploitation man-
ager, and will serve as liaison between the

publicity and exploitation departments in

the preparation and servicing of promo-
tional materials from the field.

Hock, whose UA appointment becomes
effective April 30, was account executive at

Blaine Thompson Co. in charge of adver-
tising campaigns for many of David Mer-
rick’s Broadway productions and the

American Shakespeare Festival at Strat-

ford, Conn., for three years. While with
Blaine Thompson, Hock served on the War-
ner Bros, account^, He joined Paramount
in 1960. Coleman joined UA in 1956 as a
publicity writer.

Paramount Dividend
NEW YORK—A quarterly dividend of 50

cents per share was declared Wednesday
by Paramount’s board of directors, payable

June 4 to stockholders of record on May 18.

Mort Hock Val Coleman

Film Industry Week

In July at Seattle
NEW YORK—’The motion picture in-

dustry will have its own week at the Seattle

World’s Pair, during the week of July 2.

Fourteen pictures, dating back to 1916 have
been selected by a poll taken of newspaper
critics throughout the United States who
have designated their preferences of films

to be shown. It is reported that the pic-

tures go back to “Intolerance,” produced by
D. W. Griffith in 1916.

Two pictures will be shown daily through-
out the week. The Motion Picture Ass’n.

of America has been combing the field for

the desired prints, many of which can be
found only in such film libraries as that of

the Museum of Modern Art in New Yoi’k

City.

A representative of the industry, who
will be the official host, will be announced
shortly by the MPAA.
On June 30, prior to the film week and

as a sort of ballyhoo for the event, will be
“Film Day” at the Seattle Fair. 'The studio

publicity directoi-s have airanged to send
a delegation of top film personalities to

Seattle for a day of ceremonies.

Meanwhile, there has been no new ac-
tivity in regard to participation by the film

industiT in the New York World’s Pair in

1964. A committee designated by the MPAA
to look into possible participation in the
Fair became inactive for various reasons.
Herbert Golden, the chaii-man, had re-

signed from United Artists to go into the
investment business. Paul Lazarus jr. left

Columbia Pictures to join Samuel Bronston
as vice-president and John J. O’Connor, the
third member of the committee, passed
away a few weeks ago. Therefore, a new
committee will have to be appointed. The
only project to be discussed was a “theatre
of tomorrow.” Architects would comp>ete
for the selected design.

Republic Stockholders Vote
America Corp. Acquisition
NEW YORK—By an overwhelming ma-

jority, Republic Corp. stockholders voted
to acquire the America Corp. at their an-
nual meeting in the Hotel Pierre on Mon-
day (23). The actual consummation of the
deal will have to await developments stem-
ming from a civil complaint against a

merger of the two companies on the

grounds that the combination would be a

violation of the Clayton Anti-Tinist laws.

Victor Carter, chaiiTnan of the board of

Republic, said the government had claimed
that the merger would give the combined
companies 40 per cent of the laboratory

work of the counti-y which. Carter con-
tended, was not true.

Under the proposal, America Corp.

shareholders would tender three shares of

America stock for one share of Republic

stock.

Eleven directors were reelected: namely,
Carter, Gordon Greenfield, William Zeck-

endorf sr. and jr., Hari*y C. Mills, James
King, Arthur S. Kleeman, O. W. Mmxay,
Myron Cowen, John M. Fisher and William
C. Warren. Four incumbent directors were
Sidney P. Solow, Franklin McCarthy,
Edwin Van Pelt and John J. O’Connell.
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GQonqilit

PHIL M. DALY
• • • IN THE ORDINARY COURSE
OF EVENTS we hear very little

about the trailer, and when we
do it is usually to pay tribute on

the important part trailers play

in both the production and mer-

chandising branches of the

business, it is rather interesting

commentary that every exhibi-

tor survey that has been made
has found the trailer to be one
of the most effective means of

advertising, with nothing but

praise for their content. Being

both economical and without

waste circulation, the trailer has

long since established its value

to the industry.

service
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APRIL

24-Moy 4, Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers 9 1st semionnuol convention, Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles.

MAY

1, 2, Independent Theatre Owners of Arkonsos an-
nual convention, Lafayette Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.

1-3, National Film Carriers annual meeting. Park
Sheraton Hotel, New York.

4, Notional Ass'n of Concessionaires, Canadian re-
gionol meeting. Lord Simcoe Hotel, Toronto.

JUNE

10-12, Louisiona Theotre Owners annuol convention,
Fountainebleu Motel, New Orleons.

JULY

16-18, Virginia Motion Picture Threotre Ass'n arvruol
corrvention, Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Comfort,
Vo.

17, 18, New Mexico Theatre Ass'n 17th onnuol con-
vention, Formington, N. M.

SEPTEMBER

7-9, Association of the Women of the Motion Picture
Industry 9th annuol convention. Hotel Muelebach,
Kansas City.

11-14, Independent Exhibitors, Inc. ar>d Orive-ln The-
otres of New Englond regional convention, the Bel-
mont, West Horwich (Cape Cod), Mass.

18, 19, Allied Theotres of Michigan 43rd annuol con-
vention, Sheroton-Codillac Hotel, Detroit.

Argentine-Made 'No Exit'

Ready for U.S. Release
NEW YORK—The first English-language

version of Jean-Paul Sartre’s “No Exit”
has been completed for showing in the
U.S., according to Hector Olivei’a, who pro-
duced the picture with Fernando Ayala in

Buenos Aires under the banner of Aries

Cinematografica Argentina.
Viveca Lindfors, Rita Gam, Morgan

Sterne and Ben Piazza, who were touring
South America with the New York Reper-
tory Company, made the picture there
under the direction of Ted Danielewski late

in 1961. Final editing of the film was com-
pleted in New York under the supervision of
Carl Lerner.

Olivera, who is currently in New York,
and Jacob Gerstein, theatrical attorney,
are negotiating with American distributing
companies for the film’s U.S. release.

Two Astor Films Retitled
NEW YORK—‘"The Swindle” has been

set as the U.S. release title for the Federico
Fellini picture, formerly titled “The
Swindler” ^11 Bidone), which will be re-
leased by Astor Pictures in August.
Broderick Crawford, Giulietta Masina and
Richard Basehart are starred in the
Italian-made film.

Astor Pictures has also subtitled its June
release, “II Grido,” with the English title

translation “The Outcry.” The film, made
in Italy by Michelangelo Antonioni, stars
Steve Cochran, Alida Valli and Betsy Blair.

Oscar Morgan Dead at 73;

Veteran Para. Executive
ORMOND BEACH, FLA.—Oscar Morgan,

who retired in 1958 after 44 years with
Paramount Pictures

in various executive
sales capacities, died
here April 22. In-
terment was in As-
bury Park, N.J.

Morgan, who was
73 years old at his

death, joined Para-
mount in 1914 as
manager of the com-
pany’s first theatre,

the Paramount, in
Newark, N.J. He sub-
sequently held posi-

tions as branch, district and division man-
agers in various parts of the country. He
also was manager of short subjects and
newsreel sales for many years and, at the
time of his retirement, was manager of
rerelease sales.

His wife, a son and daughter survive.

James P. Clark, Owner
Of NFS Branches, Dies
PHILADELPHIA—Pi'ivate funeral seiw-

ices were held in New York last week for

James P. Clark, the
owner of branches of

National Film Ser-
vice, which inspects,

cleans and repairs

motion picture films.

Clark, who was 62,

was found dead in his

penthouse apartment
in the Ritz Towers in

New York Apiil 17.

He had been under
treatment for a heart
condition.

Clark was one of

the founders of the Philadelphia Variety
Club, a Democratic party leader, a phil-

anthi’opist and a sportsman. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Margaret.

'The Night' for Melbourne
NEW YORK—Michelangelo Antonioni’s

“The Night” (La Notte), distributed by
United Artists thi'oughout the world, has
been invited by the Melbourne Film Festival

committee in Australia to be shown in

competition as an official Italian entry at

the festival, which will be held May 24
through June 9. The picture, which has
completed a nine-week engagement at the
Little Carnegie 'Theatre in New York, is

distributed in the U.S. and Canada by
Lopert Films, UA subsidiary.

Parade to Release 'Lila'
LOS ANGELES — Riley Jackson and

Robert Patrick of Parade Releasing Or-
ganization announced the acquisition of
“Lila” from Richard Gordon of Gordons
Films, Inc. A Rhombus-Sandrew Produc-
tion for UFA, the film was lensed in East-
man Color in Sweden, Norway and Lap-
land, starring Erika Remberg, Joachim
Hansen and Birger Malmsten. “Lila” will

be released this month by Parade under
the title of “Make Way for Lila.”

Oscar Morgan

James P. Clark

Albert P. Way Dead;

Senior U. S. Showman
DUBOIS, PA.—Hon. Albert P. Way, rec-

ognized in the Congressional Record as the
Senior Showman of the United States of

America, and beloved in the film industry,
died peacefully in his bed April 24. Aged
93, he had been a theatre owner longer
than any other person in this country and
probably in the world. Never an employee,
but from the very beginning a theatre
owner, he had owned and managed the-
atres continuously for sixty-five years. A
civic and political leader, he was a lifelong

hunter and fisherman who loved the great
outdoors.

He opened shop Dec. 1, 1896 in Curwens-
ville. Pa., and his first theatre was named
the Academy of Music. In 1899 he entered
show business in DuBois and he had been
on the job from that time to several years
ago when he cm'tailed his fulltime activity

when son Marlin Way became general man-
ager. A former member of the Pennsyl-
vania General Assembly, “Al” Way had
been in declining health for a year and
he had been confined to his bed at home
for three months prior to his quiet death.

He had met the theatre payi’oll for 65

years.

For many seasons he was not only a the-
atre owner and manager but he was booker
of theatrical attractions for various other
theatres in the Keystone State, and at one
time he maintained a New York office for

booking the traveling musical comedy and
dramatic shows.
He was honored on the occasion of his

golden anniversary as a theatre owner in

1946 and in addition to local friends and
community leaders, he was joined by 50

members of the film and theatre industries

from the Pittsburgh area. At that testi-

monial dinner, Howard J. 'Thompson re-

vealed that he had entered into show busi-

ness in 1896 as an usher for Way at (Jur-

wensville. A few months ago Thompson re-

tired after operating the Mid-State 'Thea-

tres, Clearfield, for many years.

Miss Aloyse Simmons has been the Way
theatres’ secretary for two score years at

the Avenue Theatre.
Surviving are his wife, Sarah Way, sons

Marlin and Albert jr.; and gi'andchildren

Saundra and Dean, children of Mai'lin and
Doris Way. Funeral was from the Moore
Mortuary on Apidl 26.

3 Types of 'Grimm' Trailers
LOS ANGELES — The theatre trailer

campaign for MGM-Cinerama’s presenta-

tion of George Pal’s “’The Wonderful World
of the Brothers Grimm,” has moved into

high gear with three types currently com-
prising the project. The initial announce-
ment trailer, in full color, will reach the-

atres soon, while special cross-plug trailers

for regular screens are in work. An elabor-

ate tlu-ee-strip ti-ailer to be presented in

full size on Cinerama screens thipughout
the world is nearing completion.

Mersereau Hospitalized
NEW YORK—Don M. Mersereau, associ-

ate publisher and general manager of

Boxoffice, is recuperating at Nyack Hos-
pital, Nyack, N.Y., from a ciTished vertebra
caused by a fall in his home.
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Landmark in Showmanship by Interstate
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Kicks Off 'State Fair
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Here a pasteup of headlines gives an indication of the impressive volume
and variety of publicity received in Texas newspapers for the 11 -city world
premiere of “State Fair,’’ as a result of fine teamwork by Interstate—Texas
Consolidated Theatres showmen and 20th Century-Fox.

DALLAS—Seldom in motion pictm’e pro-
motion have sectional pride and local

loyalties been exploited with greater suc-
cess than was done by Interstate Theatres
showmen for the world premiere of 20th
Century-Fox’s “State Fair” April 4 in 11

Texas cities.

A top volume of newspaper publicity, un-
precedented in a state where bigness is a
trademark, was received for the new musi-
cal version of the stoiT first popularized so

well by Will Rogers in 1935—a volume
which, in the words of executives of Inter-

state and affiliated Texas Consolidated
Theatres, stands as a new “landmark on the
high road of showmanship.”
So “button-bustin’ ” proud of their com-

petitive managers are Raymond Willie and
W. E. Mitchell, cii'cuit vice-presidents and
general managers, that they have issued a
special outsize issue of Interstate’s Weekly
Digest, the first in Interstate histoi*y, re-

capitulating the flood of newspaper stories,

illustrations and co-op advertising obtained
in “State Fair” campaigns in the 11 cities.

Willie and Mitchell also express their

personal appreciation to the managers.
“Interstate and 20th Century-Fox

fielded a great team of showmen,” Willie

and Mitchell report. “Each man batted a
thousand per cent in promotion, exploita-

tion, advertising, publicity and ingenuity.

“There have been other multi-city pre-
mieres, but never one like this. This one
was the absolute topper . . . Behind each
clipping, each display of editorial art lies a
story of burning enthusiam, of personal
dedication, of indomitable will to follow-

through—these are the prime attributes of

true showmen.”

The buildup of “State Fair” premiere
publicity was anchored on two gimmicks
which had nothing to do with the content
of the film but with people and their

emotional response. One was the trans-
fer of the “State Fan-” locale of the first

two versions from Iowa to the big state fah
at Dallas, the pride of all Texans and
southwesterners.
The other “handle” was the original

scheduling of the world premiere at only

the Palace Theatre in Dallas. Immediately,
Interstate showmen in Houston, Fort
Worth, Austin, San Antonio, El Paso, Waco,
Tyler, Amarillo, Wichita Falls and Abilene

went to their newspaper friends expressing

their indignation that 20th-Fox had
slighted their cities, which, after aU, send
thousands to the Dallas state fair annually,

etc., each varying the complaint to suit

the local situation.

At the same time, the managers showed
copies of the telegrams they were sending
to Spyros Skouras and Glenn Norris of

20th-Fox in New York asking to share the

“State Fair” world premiere.

In some cities, signatures to the telegram

were obtained from radio station managers,
school superintendents, mayors. Chamber
of Commerce presidents, police chiefs,

newspaper publisher^, civic club leaders,

coimty judges, etc., all of whom, of course,

were not adverse to some harmless hoopla.

(The same pattern was followed through
by Independent Video circuit showmen in

Oklahoma City for a premiere there, based
on the use of the Oklahoma state fah-
grounds for shooting the race car scenes.)

With this starter, the Texas showmen
followed through with a wealth of other

promotions, feature article ideas for local

publication, selection of “State Fair” pre-
miere queens—all leading up to the gala
world premiere night, with bands, red car-

pets, balloons, stage ceremonies and all the
trappings.

The publicity gained momentum when
20th-Fox sent Ann-Mai*gret, the Swedish-
bom Chicago girl; Pamela Tiffin, Holly-

wood newcomer; Pat Boone, the singer,

stars of “State Pair,” and others on tours

to the 11 premiere cities. In each city, the
Interstate showmen came thi'ough with
interviews, stage, radio and television ap-
pearances, etc., to gain maximum news-
paper coverage.

In several cities, the theatre block was
roped off and bus schedules changed for

the fhst-nighters.

The wave of publicity continued with
stories from Iowa that that state’s governor
and leading citizens were hurt by the

transfer of the “State Fair” setting from its

honored Hawkeye setting.

There was cori^ in the campaigns, and
there’s corn in the film, too.

April Green Sheet Lists

Only 2 in Family Class
NEW YORK—Five pictures were listed

in the A or adult category and only two in

the F or family bracket in the April issue

of The Green Sheet, prepared by the Film
Estimate Board of National Organizations.

Six others were tagged A-MY, adult-mature
young people, and foui' in A-MY-Y, adult-

mature yormg people-young people.

In the adult class were United Artists’

“The Children’s Hour” and “Jessica,” 20th

Centui’y-Fox’s “Satan Never Sleeps,” Co-
lumbia’s “13 West Street” and Conti-

nental’s “A View From the Bridge.”

Designated as family films were Para-
mount’s “Forever My Love” and Metro-
Goldwyn Mayer’s “The Horizontal Lieu-

tenant.”

In the adult-mature young people class

were Coliunbia’s “Belle Sommers” and
“Experiment in Terror,” Pai’amount’s

“Brushflre” and “Siege of Syracuse,”

United Artists’ “Saintly Sinners” and 20th

Century-Pox’s “Hand of Death.”
Marked suitable for adults-mature young

people-young people were Universal’s “Six

Black Horses” and “Infonnation Received,”

Columbia’s “Cash on Demand” and United

Artists’ “Deadly Duo.”

Four 20th-Fox Pictures

Ready for Late 1962
NEW YORK—'Twentieth Century-Fox,

which will release 15 features between April

and September, has four other major pic-

tures completed which will be released

during the last quarter of 1962, including

Darryl F. Zanuck’s “The Longest Day.”
“The Longest Day,” with a cast of 51

stars, is based on Cornelius Ryan’s novel,

will be released in New York and other key

cities around Labor Day. Also completed,

but without definite release dates, are “The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” starring Glynis

Johns, Dan O’Herlihy and Estelle Winwood,
which will have a pre-release in the sum-
mer; “The Lion,” based on Joseph KesseTs
novel, starring William Holden, Capucine.

Trevor Howard and Pamela Franklin, and
“Gigot,” directed in Paris by Gene Kelly,

starring Jackie Gleason in the title role.
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Calls Theatregoing 'Dress-Up Fun

In Difterent-From-Home Scene

SMPTE Convention Now
In Progress in L.A.
LOS ANGELES—The 91st semiannual

convention and exhibit of the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers will open Mon-
day (30) at the Ambassador Hotel and
approximately 1,000 engineers and
scientists are expected to attend. The event
will continue through Thm-sday.
The opening get-together luncheon will

be conducted by John Services, SMPTE
president. The keynote speakers will be
Max E. Youngstein, executive vice-presi-

dent of Cinerama, Inc., whose topic will

be “Hollywood’s Disregard of Research and
the Price It Has Paid for that Disregard.’’

There will be 70 research reports on
advances in color motion pictures and color

television. The committee announced that
the meetings would feature the largest

exhibit area of new equipment in the his-

tory of the Society with display space of

14,500 square feet.

ABC Vending Has Net
Of $2,644,108 for Year
OMAHA—ABC Vending Corp. reported

net income of $2,644,108, or $1.02 per share,

for 53 weeks ending December 31. This
compared to $2,513,988, or one dollar a
share, for 52 weeks ending Dec. 25, 1960.

Total operating revenues last year rose
to $90,248,070, compared to $79,433,057 in

1960.

Ballantyne Instruments and Electronics,

Inc., of Omaha is a division of ABC Vend-
ing. It was formed in April last year to
acquire the assets of the Ballantyne Co.
ABC’s annual report said Ballantyne will

introduce a “revolutionary” intercommun-
ication system for professional and in-

dustrial use.

Ballantyne is a big producer of theatre
equipment, sound equipment and drive-in
speakers.

Correction: NAC Meeting
In Toronto on May 4
TORONTO — The Canadian regional

meeting of the National Ass’n of Con-
cessionaires will be held here Friday, May
4, at the Lord Simcoe Hotel instead of on
May 8, as reported in the April 9 Modern
Theatre section of Boxoffice.
The Toronto meeting will be the fourth

regional conference of the association this
year, previous sessions having been held
in Dallas, Kansas City and New York City.

'Eclipse' Set for Cannes
NEW YORK—Michelangelo Antonioni’s

recently completed Italian film, “Eclipse,”
starring Alain Delon and Monica Vitti, has
been accepted as the official Italian entry
by the Cannes Film Festival committee, ac-
cording to Jean Goldwurm, president of
Times Film Corp. “Eclipse” had its world
premiere in Milan and will be distributed
by Times in the U.S. in the fall.

Shaw Heads MGM Talent
HOLLYWOOD—Peter Shaw, who joined

MGM as a member of the studio’s executive
staff last year, has been appointed execu-
tive in charge of talent by Robert M.
Weitman, vice-president in charge of pro-
duction. Before joining MGM, Shaw was
an executive with the William Morris
agency.

NEW YORK—While not intending to

categorize a motion picture theatre with

a Polly Adlerism, A1
Sherman believes

that “a theatre is a
house and not a
home.” Sherman,
managing director of

Walter Reade’s Bar-
onet Theatre here,

expressed the opin-
ion that it was time
to plan a revolution-

ary concept of the
cinema’s place in en-

A1 Sherman tertainment - seeking
society. The motion

picture theatre should be thought of as a
haven of romance, of illusion and as an ad-
venture in a happy night out, he said.

Sherman said his revolutionary concept
was, in reality, an old-fashioned one of

persuading entertainment seekers that
theatregoing is “dress-up fun,” not an ex-
cuse for dirty-bottomed jeans and under-
shirts. Moviegoing, he said, should be hand-
holding romance under the spell of illus-

ion on the screen, “not a mitt-clutching
squeeze of an odorous hot dog.”

Commenting on theatre habits of yester-
year and today, Sherman said he could
remember when going to a film theatre was
atmospheric fun.

“People went to the movies because they
were bored with sitting around the house,”
Sherman said. “They wanted a change, a
pleasant, entertainment-filled change.
They didn’t go to the movies because they
wanted to sit around in their shirt sleeves.

They didn’t feel they had the license, along
with their ticket, to behave with the in-

foraiality of suspender-hanging, kimono-
dragging habits of life at home. In those
old-fashioned days of my youth, movie-
going meant incense and courtesy, not

food smells and an elusive usher.

Sherman pointed out that today’s the-

atres had the most comfortable seats, the

biggest of screens, the softest of ankle-deep

carpets, the prettiest of wall decorations

and the newest in stereophonic sound. For
a reasonable fee, the people are invited to

enjoy these modern advantages, yet, some
theatres permit patrons to burn holes in

the carpets, to lounge with cushion-break-
ing soddenness and foot-braced force in

the seats, to gaze through a fog of to-

bacco smoke at the screen, to speak loudly

or rudely. In other words, he added, to be-

have like boors, instead of as American
ladies and gentlemen should.

Perhaps the theatres had overdone the
“come-to-the-movies-and-be-at-home” bit,

said Sherman, adding that there was a
need for a course along the lines of the

erstwhile Paramount-Publix managers
school. He asked:

“What’s wrong with ushers who know
their business, with having cashiers who
can speak English reasonably well and can
answer a telephone intelligently and with
instilling discipline and good manners in

the audiences?”
Under such conditions, he said, the pub-

lic will really enjoy going out to a motion
picture, not because it’s a top “must-see”
hit, but because a theatre is not just an-
other room at home and “because a the-

atre is a house of pleasurable excitement
and anticipatory thidlls, fulfilled in an at-

mosphere where good manners are spelled

out as consideration and enjoyment by
management and patrons alike.”

Stanley Warner Dividend
NEW YORK—The board of directors of

Stanley Warner Corp. has declared a divi-

dend of 30 cents per share on the common
stock, payable May 25 to stockholders of

record May 9.

HELL WEEK
ON THE CAMPUS

IT'S IN THE NEWS

NOW IT'S ON FILM!

REFER TO REVIEW
IN BOXOFFICE MAGAZINE

MARCH 12, 1962

Distributed By

Playstar Productions, Inc.

6000 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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Disneyland to Be Used
For Tony Curtis Film
Walt Disney, for the first time, has

agreed to use of Disneyland as the locale

of a major sequence in a feature motion
pictm-e. Disney reportedly has turned down
more than 20 requests to use the illustrious

playground in feature-length pictures be-

cause he didn’t think the scripts appropri-

ate. First to obtain approval is Cmtis
Enterprises, headed by Tony Curtis.

Arrangements completed between Disney
and the Cui’tis independent organization

will permit the latter organization to film an
extended sequence lasting, in final version,

about 15 minutes on the screen for “40

Pounds of Trouble,” in which Curtis, Phil

Silvers and Suzanne Pleshette star in

Stanley Margulies’ production for U-I re-

lease under the direction of Norman
Jewison.
The sequence will be devoted to Curtis

and Miss Pleshette taking a six-year-old

“orphan” (Claire Wilcox) on her dreamed-
of desire to visit Disneyland, with full use
of Disneyland facilities for the filming.

Six to eight days are scheduled for shoot-
ing of the sequence with between 75 and
100 children hired as extras. Sections of

the park will be roped off and not open
to the public while shooting is in progress.

George Marshall to Direct

'Company of Cowar(ds'
George Marshall has been signed by

Robert M. Weitman, MGM production
head, to direct “Company of Cowards.”
This will mark the 457th feature motion
picture Marshall has directed.

As a director, Marshall has an un-
equalled record in number of films directed
over more than a half-century. Most
recently he directed one of the sequences
of MGM-Cinerama’s “How the West Was
Won,” including a stampede of buffalo
which is reported one of the most im-
pressive scenes in the film.

“Company of Cowards” is backgrounded
in Civil War history and concerns an
infantry company accused by superiors of
cowardice. Principals in the company later
redeem themselves through heroism in the
Indian campaigns which followed the war.
Romance is provided by the captain of the
company falling in love with an Indian girl.

No cast, as of this writing, has been set.

Sam Peeples is writing the screenplay
based on a novel by Jack Schaeffer.

Peter Finch Set to Costar

In Second MGM Film
Peter Finch will costar in his second

feature for MGM, this time opposite Jane
Fonda in a romantic drama entitled “In
the Cool of the Day.”

Decision was made by MGM executives
following a screening of “Cry From the
Heart,” in which Finch costars opposite
Susan Hayward.
John Houseman will produce. Robert

Stevens, who directed Finch in “Cry From
the Heart,” will direct him again in the
adaptation of Susan Ertz’ best-selling novel.

Houseman and Stevens are currently in

Europe to select locations in England, Italy

and Greece for the planned all-star produc-
tion adapted by Meade Roberts from the
novel and scheduled to go into production
this summer.

Alfred Hitchcock Delays

Grace Kelly Starrer
Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock has

postponed “Mamie,” the pictm’e which was
to have starred Grace Kelly, due to the
schedule on his currently filming “The
Birds.”

Indications are that the Princess Grace
feature, which was slated to go before the
cameras in August, will not start imtil

next year.

Tad Mosel Writes Script

For Martin Manulis
Pulitzer prize-winning playwright Tad

Mosel’s first original screenplay has been
titled “The Out-of-Towners” by producer
Martin Manulis and director Delbert Mann,
who plan production late this year for as
yet undisclosed distribution.

Mosel won last year’s Pulitzer Prize for

his Broadway play, “All the Way Home.”
Manulis now is producing “Days of Wine

and Roses” at Warner Bros.; Mann has
been set to direct “A Gathering of Eagles,”
starring Rock Hudson among others, at
U-I starting next month.

MGM Signs Dolores Hart

For 'Girl on the Wing'
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has inked Dolores

Hart for a starring role in “Girl on the
Wing,” slated to roll in London this summer

PRODUCERS MAKE DEBUT—John
Monks jr., left, and Richard Goldstone,
who make their bow as producers with
“No Man Is an Island,” a Gold Coast
production which U-I will release in

the fall, are pictured in their Hollywood
office against a background of still art

from the film. The feature, starring
Jeff Hunter and Marshall Thompson,
was made on location in the Philip-

pines.

RESKO EXHIBIT—John Resko, left,

who painted his way out of prison after

escaping the death chair by minutes, is

shown with actor Vincent Price at the
exhibit of his work at the Raymond
Burr Galleries. Resko’s story is told

in the Kaufman-Lubin production of

“Reprieve” for Allied Artists, in which
Ben Gazzara portrays the painter and
Price the writer Carl Carmer, who
instigated Resko’s parole.

under the direction of Henry Levin for

producer Anatole Litvak. Miss Hart last

appeared in MGM’s “Where the Boys Are.”

. . . Phil Silvers has been signed by Stanley
Kramer for a costarring role in “It’s a Mad,
Mad, Mad World,” in addition to Silvers’

costarring with Tony Curtis and Suzanne
Pleshette in Curtis Productions “40 Pounds
of Trouble.” Both productions will be Uni-
versal releases . . . Mary Murphy was
set for the key role of Tony Cm'tis’ ex-wife

in “40 Pounds of 'Trouble.” . . . Due to

the unavalability of Jackie Gleason, Steve
McQueen and Blake Edwards have post-

poned the start of their independent co-

venture, “Soldier in the Rain,” to June of

1963. Gleason bowed out of the feature

because of the sale of his new TV series

to CBS. The actor-comedian will star in

“Rain” next year, however.

Cliff Robertson's Contract

At Columbia Revamped
Cliff Robertson’s Columbia contract has

been revamped so that the actor will make
one film per year for the studio for the next
six years and be free to accept outside

films.

The new pact voids a previous contract
calling for two pictures annually under a

seven-year deal with Columbia, which
Robertson signed fom’ years ago.

The actor is currently costarring in

Paramount’s “My Six Loves,” opposite

Debbie Reynolds, folowing which he will

go to Warner Bros, to portray Lt. John F.

Kennedy in “PT Boat 109.”

Steve Allen Signed for Role

In Marilyn Monroe Film
Actor-comedian Steve Allen was cast by

20th-Fox as the psychoanalyst in “Some-
thing’s Got to Give,” Henry T. Weinstein
production starring Marilyn Monroe. Dean
Martin and Cyd Charisse were previously

set for the film, which George Cukor is

directing.
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WB Regional Men Start
'Music Man' Promotion
NEW YORK—Warner Bros, is sending

out nine regional publicity men, under the
over-all leadership of Richard Lederer,
advertising-publicity director, to bring
word on the forthcoming release of “The
Music Man” to more than 400 larger cities

from coast to coast.

The Warner Bros, publicity teams
started out Wednesday (25) and will cover
a total of 40,000 miles utilizing a fleet of
Chevrolet Impala station wagons em-
blazoned with the slogan “The Music Man
Is Coming.” After visiting editors of ap-
proximately 600 publications with “The
Music Man” publicity material, the field

men will make a report on the press re-
sponse to the trade press and exhibitors.
Special engagements on “The Music Man”
will begin in July.

Joe Hyams, national publicity manager;
Ernie Grossman, exploitation manager, and
Bill Latham, assistant studio publicity
manager, are all going into the field to
give personal direction to the campaign.
Heading the nine regional task forces are;
Latham and Floyd Fitzsimmons, New Eng-
land field representative, in the northeast;
Irving Windisch and Burt Sloane of the
New York headquarters in the New York-
New Jersey and Connecticut area; Bob
Quinn of the studio exploitation staff and
Irving Bliunberg in the middle Atlantic
states; J. D. Woodward and A1 Dubin in

the southeast; Felix Greenfield of the New
York publicity staff and Bill Elliott in the
east-central states; Grossman and Frank
Casey in the midwest; Leo Wilder of the
New York publicity staff and Don Walker
in the north-central and Great Plains
areas; Hyams and Kevin Genther in the
southwest, and W. W. Brumberg, western
exploitation coordinator, and Jack Wodell
in the far west.

AIP Inaugurates Drive
To Honor Dave Melamed
HOLLYWOOD — A seven picture, 26-

week bonus sales drive has been inaugu-
rated among American International Pic-

tures exchanges, according to sales chief

Leon P. Blender.
The drive, called “The Dave Melamed

‘Lucky Seven’ Sales Drive” after the AIP
financial topper, will pay exchange em-
ployes bonuses on seven films during the
ensuing six months. Blender said.

The pictures are “Alakazam the Great,”
“Beware of Children,” “House of Fright,”

“Journey to the Lost City,” “Master of the
World,” “Operation Camel” and “Portrait

of a Sinner.”

RCA 1st Quarter Earnings
Highest in Its History
NEW YORK—Radio Corp. of America

reports the highest first-quarter sales and
earnings in the 43 year history of the com-
pany, according to David Sarnoff, RCA
chairman, and Elmer W. Engstrom, presi-

dent.

Profits after taxes rose 21 per cent to

$14,500,000, compared with $12,000,000 for

the first quarter of 1961. Earnings per
common share for first quarter of 1962
were 81 cents, compared with 68 cents in

the same period of 1961 on a slightly

smaller volume of shares outstanding.

LETTERS
Observations by an Outsider
As one on the outside looking in so to

speak, I hope you will grant me a few lines

for a couple of observations and comments.
The Academy Awards. If nominees’

nerves are frayed with the mounting ten-

sion and excitement of who will be chosen,

the television viewer’s patience is sorely

tried with the seemingly endless parade of

minor and technical awards leading up to

the bestowal of major honors. Over two
hours of presentations is, in itself, a long
session in front of the screen, especially in

the East where the ceremonies do not get

under way until 10:30 p.m., which is close

to bedtime for most working viewers. But
to wade through nominated - for - achieve-
ments - in - circular - lighting - for - tri-

angular - sets and I - could - never -

have - this - honor - without - the- help -

of - my - wonderful - associates (named
one by one) routines before the top awards
are announced, definitely imposes upon the
public’s time and patience. However im-
portant to the egos of the recipients, these
miscellaneous honors mean nothing to the
hapless viewer. When it is realized that
public curiosity and interest lie only in

major acting and production awards, when
the oft-repeated and all-too-familiar script

is accorded new and novel treatment, when
the presentations are confined to top con-
tenders and the ceremonies tightened to a
reasonable length of time, then will the

Academy Awards reflect credit on the in-

dustry and win the admiration and support
of the public.

Time now for happy pictures. With
several musicals on upcoming release

schedules, one may hope that the cycle of

“unhappy” and “psychological” films is

nearing an end. I enjoy a good solid drama
as much as the next fellow, and I would be
the first to resent innocuous time-wasters,

but to subsist on an almost steady diet of

sex, incest, degeneracy and bleak-back-
ground screen fare is enough to make me
avoid the boxoffice temporarily and look

with a jaundiced eye on “for mature
adults” movie announcements. Let people

be normal for a change; let there be more
“Apartment”-hke films; let there be
musicals; let there be happiness and pleas-

ui’e occasionally in attending the movies.

There have been enough schizophrenic sons
and pathological mothers to prove that

Hollywood has grown up.

It goes without saying, however, that the
fine acting of Geraldine Page, Paul New-
man and Ed Begley make “Sweet Bird of

Youth” well worth seeing, and I except
“Cape Fear” from the list because of the
terrific suspense, which had me holding on
to my skin to keep from jumping out, and
the marvelous performance of Robert
Mitchum as the sadistic antagonist. I

don’t know when I have had such a har-
rowing and suspenseful moviegoing experi-

ence, with the possible exception of an
Alfred Hitchcock thriller.

RALPH COKAIN
New York, N.Y.

Agrees With Editorial

I read with great interest your editorial

entitled “For a Better Tomorrow” in the
April 9 issue of Boxoffice.
You evidently have the pulse of what is

(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)

going on because what you say is exactly

the way I have felt for some time.

The future of this industry lies primarily

with the distributors, as a lot of product-

hungry exhibitors are falling by the way-
side by resorting to fast-buck pictures.

Personally, they will never be on my
screens, if I have to close.

“Brushfire” censorship is going to spread
from time to time all over the country,

unless the core is cut out of the various

things that are causing more and more
flare-ups of censorship.

The sad part for all the theatre people

is the fact that we have to face the public

and apologize and apologize for some of

the pictures we are running, not only from
the sex angle and the brand some time
referred to as trash, but also foreign-made
pictures, cheaply made black and white pic-

tures, and now the build-up on fast-buck

pictures of nudist colonies, burlesque and
other screen fare that certainly creates

more ill-will among the public.

I rejected a Columbia picture called

“Walk on the Wild Side.” This was not
rejected because it was degrading to the

South—we have many of these, but simply
from a moral standpoint. After witnessing

the picture, I found that it contained an
overdose of sex, glorified prostitution, and
had about as much brutality as you could

put in one picture. Personally, I believe,

unless there is a change soon, made by the

producers, there is no hope for the future,

except possibly in the larger cities with a
few pictures and in Cinerama and other
media.

Again, thank you for your editorial.

MART COLE
Cole Theatres, Inc.,

Rosenberg, Tex.

Ask Censorship Reasons
What is the true motive behind all the

interest and zeal of the censorship cru-

saders? Their spokesmen say it is to “pro-

tect public morals.” In most cases I

suspiciously doubt this high-sounding ap-
praisal, but casting cynicism aside for a
moment, let us say that that statement
is a true pronouncement, that their

objective actually is to protect public

morals.

On that basis, I would like to ask a
couple of questions: What makes them so

sure that seeing immorality causes immor-
ality? How do they know that the result-

ing sophistication doesn’t lessen it?

JACK STEPHENSON
Calvin-Sunset Theatres,

Washington, Mo.

Big Gain at Chicago
CHICAGO — Theatre taxes for March

totaled $23,774.27, an increase of 20 per
cent over the same period in 1961. The
total for three months to date is $79,834.55.

'Ersatz' Print Order Increased
LOS ANGELES—More than 200 prints

were ordered initially for bookings of

“Ersatz,” Herts-Lion International’s Oscar-
winning cartoon, which has now been
booked by all major circuits throughout the

U.S., according to Emanuel Barling, gen-
eral sales manager for the company.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer thon five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

III
Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner)

|j 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse (MGM) 150 160 120 180 100 150 140 70 135 125 300 100 150 130 175 120 150 200 110 146 i
Great War, The (Lopert)

^ Gun Street (UA)

80 90 100 115 100 65 100 170 103 i
100 100 65 100 100 93

Head, The (Trans-Lux) 180 125 100 115 70 90 110 113 i
Hitler (AA) 145 130 150 80 80 117

Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 150 175 250 400 200 200 250 228

^ King of Rings (MGM) 180 275 200 230 200 110 240 150 450 395 200 250 120 110 195 175 200 110 300 215 |

La Belle Americaine (Cont'l) 130 200 150 125 170 90 115 150 141

Les Liaisons Dongereuses (Astor) 275 100 450 210 250 200 200 248
||

Light in the Piazza (MGM) 140 175 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 110 170 90 165 350 110 151

Lost Battalion, The (AlP) 100 100 100 80 100 96

Lover Come Back (U-I) 180 325 300 250 200 220 200 185 300 500 150 300 300 220 160 190 220 230 300 225 248

Majority of One, A (WB) 130 125 225 110 95 110 120 75 100 100 100 125 120 165 100 150 140 123

Malaga (WB) 110 100 100 80 65 90 91

Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 175 200 ,210

% Mary Had a Little (UA) 125 175 90 225 90

150 110 169

141

^
Moon Pilot (BV) 150 185 200 250 315 200 250 150 165 125 200 199

Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 100 200 150 200 140 175 100 110 140

No Love for Johnnie (Embassy) 85 170 80 125 100 95 90 165 114

Outsider. The (U-1) 175 125 85 125 130 125 190 125 200 225 250 90 135 120 135 149

^ Pirate of the Black Hawk (Filmgroup) 135 65 100 100 100 100

^
Premature Burial, The (AIP) 225 140 225 95 300 90 200 182

Purple Noon (Times) 150 200 95 175 110 130 100 175 225 150 150 130 225 155

% Rome Adventure (WB)

^ Sergeants 3 (UA)

130 105 125 160 100 124

175 350 300 150 225 240 135 175 500 140 200 300 600 135 200 300 150 400 300 262

P Siege of Syracuse (Para)

i Singer Not the Song. The (WB)

100 70 100 100 95 100 94

100 85 85 75 100 100 85 115 90 93

Sterte Fair (20th-Fox) 175 200 250 180 250 125 200 185 150 191

Summer and Smoke (Para) 130 100 200 110 150 80 110 135 150 325 100 100 125 195 90 135 100 110 136

Summer to Remember, A (Kingsley) 125 165 80 105 110 185 128

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 220 200 110 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 300 500 100 190 125 450 228

3 Stooges Meet Hercules (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 135 200 115 165

Victim (Pothe-America) 65 155 100 150 90 190 125

View From the Bridge. A (ContT) 160 120 190 95 125 100 160 100 125 120 200 300 150

Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 100 225 225 125 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200 194

West Side Story (UA)

mmmm/
175

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runt, not an average.
Listlngi are confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

200 400 200 275 200 225

1. Moon Pilot (BV)

Denver 315
Cleveland 250

2. Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM)
Milwaukee 300

3. Block Tights (Magna)
Cleveland 275

4. State Fair (20th-Fox)

Cleveland 250
Indianapolis 250

mmm ' '

300 260 300 250 175 250 250 400 300 266

5. Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (Para)

Minneapolis 210

Chicago 200

6. Experiment in Terror (Col)

San Francisco 200

7. Les Liaisons Dongereuses (Astor)

Milwaukee 200



A Flying 450 Start

For 'Story' in Omaha
OMAHA—The big thunder on the Omaha

movie front came from the Admiral The-
atre, where Ralph Blank opened “West
Side Story” after the midwest premiere for

Variety Tent 16. Coming close on the heels

of the Academy Award progi’am, the offer-

ing at the Admiral soared to more than
four times average gi'oss and appeared
headed for nearly that big a figm’e the sec-

ond week. Omaha patrons had an entic-

ing list of bell-ringers offered them and
they responded heavily all along the line.

(Average Is 1 00)

Admiral

—

West Side Story (UA) 450
Cooper

—

Seven Wonders of the World
(Cineiramo), 2Ist wk 125

Dundee

—

Oklahoma! (Magna), 3rd wk 300
Omaha

—

The Three Stooges Meet Hercules
(Ccl); The Underwoter City (Col) 100

Orpheum

—

State Fair (20th-Fox) 140
State

—

Moon Pilot (BV) 200

No Extremes Are Seen
In Mill City Houses
MINNEAPOLIS—As the strike of the

Minneapolis Tidbune (morning) and Star-

(evening) continued, the effect on boxof-
fice gi'osses, particularly at downtown the-
atres, apparently was not too noticeable.

Best business was done by “Sweet Bird of
Youth” in its third week at the Park with
a rating of 175 per cent. Close behind was
“The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance” in
its second week at the Lsric with 170 per
cent. The nice spring-like weather and the
long Easter weekend tended to depi'ess

grosses generally.

Academy

—

El Cid (AA), 9th wk 90
Century

—

The Four Horsemen of fhe Apocalypse
(MGM), 2nd wk 80

Gopher

—

Rome Adventure (MGM), 2nd wk 75
Lyric

—

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
(Para), 2nd wk 170

Mann

—

^West Side Story (UA), 9th wk 150
Orpheum

—

Moon Pilot (BV), 2nd wk 100
Pork

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 3rd wk 175
Stote

—

State Fair (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 115
Suburbon World

—

Through a Glass Darkly
(Jonus), 2nd wk 100

Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 9th wk 140
World

—

Experiment in Terror (Col) 100

'Belle Americaine' Brisk

In Milwaukee Opening
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” in its

fifth week at the Strand was by far the
best grosser of the week. “Sweet Bird of
Youth,” “South Seas Adventure” and “La
Belle Americaine,” the latter the only new-
comer, showed up next best at the box-
office in the order named.
Downer

—

La Belle Americaine (Cont'l) 175
Palace

—

South Seas Adventure (Cinerama),
1 7th wk 200

Riverside—Moon Pilot (BV) 175
Strand

—

West Side Story (UA), 5th wk 300
Times

—

Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor),
2nd wk 175

Towne

—

All Fall Down (MGM), 2nd wk 90
Warner

—

Splendor in the Grass (WB); Fanny
(WB), revivals 100

Wisconsin

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 2nd wk. 250

New World Theatre Opens
As Art House in Butte
BUTTE, MONT.—The New World The-

atre, formerly the Dolly, has opened imder
its new art theatre policy, its premiere
attraction being a British import.

Described as one of the most modern the-

atres in the northwest, the New World is

complete with a special section for smokers
and displays of original art in the lobby.

The management also guarantees to vali-

date downtown parking garage tickets.

Ben Marcus Going Into

Big Hotel Operation
MILWAUKEE — The closing of the

Pfister Hotel was averted by the appoint-

ment of Ben Marcus, head of Wisconsin’s

largest theatre circuit, as receiver of the

property.

It also was revealed at the heaidng be-

fore Robert C. Cannon, circuit judge, that

Marcus had offered to purchase an inter-

est in the property, and that his offer had
been accepted, effective May 1.

After the com't session, Marcus said he
is buying the land contract which Fields

Hotels, Inc., holds from Hotel Associates,

the firm which has been operating the ho-
tel. The latter will pass out of the picture,

Marcus said.

Smith Hotel Enterprises, which sold its

interests in the Pfister in 1957 to Fields

and still holds a large .mortgage on the

property, had petitioned for a receiver.

Some two dozen lawyers appeared in the

matter before Judge Cannon, some of them
representing creditors.

Cannon said he was making the appoint-

ment with the understanding that Marcus
would advance some of his own money to

continue operation. Appointment of Mai’-

cus was urged by several because “his

credit will keep the electricity going.”

Updating Marks 50ih

Year for SD House
RAPID CITY, S. D.—To mark its 50th

year in Rapid City, the Elks Theatre is un-
dergoing extensive remodeling, including a

new front and marquee. The theatre was
closed early this month for the renovation

program which will be continued rmtil the

mid-July reopening.

The present stage will be torn out to make
room for a 22x45-foot screen which will re-

place the present 12x28-foot screen. Re-
moval of the stage and a barber shop, in

the front comer of the theatre building,

will make possible increasing the seating

from 760 to 850 and enlargement of the

lobby and refreshment stand. Installation

of new seats thi'oughout and relocation of

the projection booth on the main floor are

other features of the remodeling.

Corner, Howe & Lee are the general con-

tractoi's.

New Port Richey Theatre
Leased by Stephen Barber
NEW PORT RICHEY, FLA. — The

Cinema Theatre has been leased by Ste-
phen Bai'ber, manager of the Carib and
New Ritz theatres in Cleainvater, from Mr.
and Ml'S. Charles Richelieu.

Barber, who said that the growth of this

town warrants operation of a theatre here,

has appointed Shelmon Masca as manager.
Family-type movies are being shown, with
an extra kiddies show on Satm'day morn-
ings. A woman attendant is on duty Sat-
urday and Sunday matinees to care for

children.

Doors open Monday through Friday at

6:45 p.m., with shows at 7 and 9 o’clock.

Shows are continuous from 2 until 11 p.m.

on Saturdays and Sundays.

Robert Arthur is the producer of U-I’s

“It Seems There Were 'These Two Irish-

men.”

Daylight Time Chaos

Begins in NC Stales
MINNEAPOLIS—The annual twice-a-

yeai' confusion about daylight saving time
began Saturday ( 29 ) in 24 states, including
Wisconsin and Iowa. Minnesota will not go
on daylight time, however, until May 27,

the last Sunday in the month.
To add to the confusion, Minnesota will

return to central standard time September
4, 20 days ahead of Wisconsin and nearly
two months ahead of Iowa, which stays on
fast time until October 28.

Minnesota’s western neighbors. North
Dakota and South Dakota, are among the
23 states which ignore daylight time com-
pletely.

Not even within the states that do go on
fast time is there complete agreement on
when to start, when to stop or whether to
take part at all. For example, seven Iowa
communities will remain on standard time
all summer and thi'ee others will shift back
September 3, some eight weeks ahead of
the rest of the state.

Visit to Drive-In Theatre
Amazes Finnish Official
FREMONT, NEB.—The counselor of the

defense ministry of Finland got his first

look at a drive-in theatre in Fremont. He
was absolutely amazed.

V. Esko I. Katajarinne, the Finnish of-

ficial, recently spent three days in Fremont
as part of a State Department-sponsored
trip to the United States. Drive-in the-
atres were not on the official agenda. How-
ever, when Katajarinne was the dinner
guest in the home of Lauri Kallio, Fremont
resident who served as an interpreter, the
subject of the drive-in theatre was brought
up. Terry Kallio is assistant manager of

the Fremont Drive-In.
Finland has no drive-ins and the coun-

selor had visualized a sort of outdoor port-
able stage with actors. When his hosts
took him out for a first-hand look, he was
amazed at the size and complexity of the
entire operation. The fact that persons in

460 cars could watch the show at once was
quite a surprise. To learn that this was
considered a small drive-in was almost a
shock.

Another Fremont first for the Finn was
an unscheduled tour of the drive-in’s pro-
jection booth. There, he was highly im-
pressed and interested in the speed of the
film, intensity of the light and the change-
over from camera to camera. But occa-
sionally his escorts had to call his atten-
tion back to the equipment, as Katajarinne
also was deeply interested in watching the
screen and John Wayne in “North to

Alaska !”

Asked if American movies influenced the
Finns badly toward Americans, he replied,

“We get the bad as well as the good, but we
digest more of the good.”
Accompanying Katajarinne on the spon-

taneous visit to the theatre were the

Kallios; Kim Nillsen, State Department
interpreter, and Howard Shinrock, secre-

tary of the Fremont Chamber of Com-
merce. Kenneth Shipley is manager of the
drive-in which is owned by Central States
Theatre Corp.

A Passion play in Spanish was featured

at a San Antonio theatre.
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A TTENTIOH!
Central and North Central

Drive-In Theatre

Owners and Managers

LET US DO YOUR
DRIVE - IN

SCREEN PAINTING
No ladders, scaffolding, swings or other

outmoded equipment to mar the

surface of your screen

HBIGHT IS NO PROBLEM!
The picture above shows Noble painting the huge
"41 Twin Outdoor" screen. This 103 foot high
tower puts every square inch of your screen
within eosy reoch—nothing is missed or over-
looked.

YOU WILL SAVE TIME!
The portable 103 foot aerial tower comes in

reody for oction. There ore no lodders, rigs—no
ropes to worry about. No danger of falls, etc.

We know how the job should be done, and we
do it thot way!

YOUR MONEY GOES INTO YOUR SCREEN -

Not for poying workmen climbing all over your
screen, not for setting up and tearing down old-

fashioned rigging. There is no waste motion.
Our aeriol tower allows us to reach corners,
crevices usually overlooked when working from
shaky swing stages or scaffolds.

ASK OUR CUSTOMERS:
We hove painted some of the largest ond finest
drive-in screens in the country. Names on request.

DON'T DELAY-NOW IS THE TIME-
FOR APPOINTMENTS

To Get Your Screen Ready for the New Season

Write or Wire

DEAN NOBLE

NOBLE AERIAL SERVICE
ROCHESTER, WISCONSIN

or phone 242J, Waterford, Wis.

Services Held in Omaha
For Mrs. William Barker
OMAHA — Funeral services were held

here for Alyce G. Barker, who assisted her
husband, William E. Barker, in the opera-
tion of the Co-Op Theatre Seiwices book-
ing firm here.

Mrs. Barker died at a hospital following
a cerebral hemon-hage. She was a former
resident of Oakland, Neb., and was well-
known among exhibitors in the area. Bill

Barker fonnerly was with Paramount, Co-
lumbia and Universal exchanges here be-
fore opening the booking seiwice and has
long been one of Omaha’s top-flight bowl-
ers.

Survivors include her husband; five sis-

ters, Mrs. Anna Nelson and Mrs. Nettie An-
derson, Oakland: Mrs. Lillian Anderson and
Mrs. Irene Sterian, West Point, and Agnes
Borg, Phoenix, Ai*iz., and two brothers,

Frank Hullman, Oakland, and Lawrence,
Omaha.
Committal services were held at Oak-

land’s Paimquist Mortuary, which is in

charge of the Alice G. Barker Memorial
Fund.

MINNEAPOLIS
J^ost Twin Cities Drive-Ins, aided by

spring-like temperatures, opened to

good business April 18. With the Minne-
apolis newspapers still on strike, Minne-
sota Entertainment Enterprises, which op-
erates four outdoor theatres in the Twin
Cities, advertised all four stands in the St.

Paul newspapers and used radio spot an-
nouncements in Minneapolis. The Hilltop

Drive-In in subui'ban Columbia Heights
did very well with “Blue Hawaii” on its

opening night.

“Premature Burial” was awarded on bid

to the Gopher Theatre and is set to open
in May. MoiTie Steinman of Morris W.
Steinman & Associates, St. Paul, will han-
dle the exploitation for the picture . . .

William Madden, MGM district manager,
and John Calhoun, MGM press representa-
tive, were in from Chicago.

Glenn Wood, Universal booker, vaca-
tioned in Milwaukee for a week . . . Kenny
Adams, Universal sales manager, visited

his two sons in service at Ft. Devons, Mass.
. . . Bunnie Linder, wife of Ed Linder, Go-
pher manager, is due in May 7 from Miami
Beach, where she is assistant treasurer of

the municipal auditorium. Mrs. Linder will

spend the summer here.

Edward L. Remig, director of exchange
operations for American International, was
in working with the staff of Independent
Film Distributors, local franchise holder

. . . Ben Marcus, Columbia midwest dis-

trict manager, was in . . . Outstate exhibi-

tors on the Row were Paul Perrizo, Blue
Barth and Winnebago; Tom Novak, Glen-
coe; Pete and Jack deFea, Milbank, S. D.;

Arvid Olson, Pine '' Island ; Robert Hodd,
Abbotsford, Wis.; Joe Mlinar, Spring Val-

ley, Doug Engels, Pepin, Wis., and Nelson
Logan, Mitchell, S. D. Ralph Pielow’s Quad-
States 'Theatre Service will handle the buy-
ing and booking for Logan’s State The-
atre at Mitchell.

Starring in AA’s “Hands of a Stranger”
are Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey, James
Stapleton and Irish McCalla.

OMAHA
Janie Moore, 16-year-old daughter of

Kenneth Moore, is a good example of
the great number of modern teenagers who
accept responsibility with a relish, despite

the outcry of some that today’s youth are
going to the dogs. Janie’s father has the-
atres at Logan, Dunlap and Woodbine,
Iowa. Kenneth’s daughter is ninning the
theatre at Woodbine and doing a bang-up
job.

The Fox screening room on Filmrow was
jammed last week for the screening of

“Judgment at Nuremberg” by United
Artists . . . Press and industiT folks are

eagerly waiting May 3, when Cooper
Foundation Theatres will offer a special

preview of “Cinerama Hohday” at the
Cooper Theatre, after a nm of nearly a
half year for “The Seven Wonders of the

World.”

Ernie Van Wey, veteran exhibitor at

Gothenburg, participated in the dedication

of the new Masonic Lodge at Wauneta.
Ernie is deputy grand master of the Grand
Lodge of Nebraska . . . An all-breed dairy

sale of Nebraska 4-H and Future Farmers
of America members was held at the State

Fairgrounds Coliseum sponsored by the

Cooper Foundation and Nebraska Jersey,

Guernsey, Brown Swiss and Holstein ass’ns.

Dairy promotion for young Nebraskans has
been one of the big projects of the Cooper
foundation.

Ben Juracek, who is building a new drive-

in at Albion, Neb., is shooting for a May 1

opening . . . Exhibitors who have just

opened their outdoorers include Harmon
Granke, O’Neill; Mr. and Mi's. Robert
Sharpe, Valentine; Harvey Fast, Winner,
S.D. ... A corporation of four businessmen
at Creighton, which took over the Lyric

Theatre, has sold it to Abbott R. Tyler, a
retired farmer . . . “Twist All Night”
doubled the average gross at the Chief The-
atre and Sky View Drive-In and duplicated
the figure at the Star View Drive-In in

Lincoln.

Joyce Bauer, former exchange manager’s
secretary at 20th-Fox, is likely to be in the
spotlight at the coming Ak-Sar-Ben race

meet. Joy and her husband, candymaker
Ray Bauer, are the owners of Aeroflint,

one of the top mnners nationally, and will

enter him in the Omaha meet. Aeroflint is

in Florida now. He ran second a couple of

weeks ago to Shirley Jones in the $20,000

Pan-American Handicap at Gulf Stream
Park to boost his 1962 earnings past the

$25,000 mark. Last year Aeroflint won the

Omaha Handicap at Ak-Sar-Ben, just

missing the track record.

George Leuhrs, who lives at Bassett and
has the theatre at Ainsworth, visited

Omaha and became acquainted along Film-

row. He took over the theatre from Cecil

See about a year ago. Other exhibitors in

town included Nebraskans Scotty Raitt,

Genoa; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska City; Imin
Beck, mayor of Wilber; Phil Lannon, West
Point: lowans Arnold Johnson, Onawa; S.

J. Backer, Harlan; Sol Shulkin, Sioux City;

Jim Travin, Milford, and South Dakotan
Eskel Lund, Viborg.

Cecil Waller, owner of the King Theatre
at Ida Grove, has opened the Lake Theatre

at Lake View, Iowa, with his son in charge

of operations.
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By Better Business we mean:

* Better projection and sound therefore in-

creased patronage

* Less equipment trouble and lower mainte-

PLAN FOR

nance

It may be costing you more to maintain your

present equipment than to own a modern in-

stallation. Many exhibitors know that recent

technologic advances have been so great as to

make their present projection and sound

equipment completely obsolete— and this does

effect theatre attendance.

For better business your audience wants and
deserves the best.

Your Century theatre supply dealer is pre-

pared to advise you on modernizing your

theatre— the latest improvements come to you
from Century.

1
CENTURY ALL-TRANSISTOR

SOUND SYSTEM

A "miracle of modern science.” A
complete theatre sound system in

a 17" cabinet. No tubes, trans-

formers, relays, complex switches.

All switching is electronic.

PENTHOUSE REPRODUCER.

Century-Ampex 4-channel magnetic.

Century reproducer with exclusive

Ampex magnetic cluster. (Clusters

available for replacement on all

reproducers.)

Wa CENTURY 70 MM 35 PROJECTOR (or standard 35 mm)

The only American made projector for 70mm and 35mm films.

1

See your Century dealer or write . . .

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORPORATION
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

OLD BY

Quality Theatre Supply Co. Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.
1515 Davenport St.

Omaha, Nebraska

1121 High St.

Des Moines 9, Iowa

Minneapolis Theatre Supply Co.
75 Glenwood Are.

Minneapolis 2. Minnesoto

Harry Melcher Enterprises
417 West Highland Avenue

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin
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DES MOINES
^Jr. and Mrs. Harold McKinney plan to

attend the Variety International con-
vention in Dublin May 15-19. McKinney,
of Iowa Film Delivei'y, is past chief barker
of Tent 15. From Dublin, the McKimieys
will travel on to Holland to visit theii' son

who is with the American Trampoline Co.

there.

Cecil Waller, owner of the Ida Grove
Theatre, has leased the Lake at Lake View,

which had been closed for more than a

year. He reopened April 22 with “Ben-
Hur.” Waller plans to operate on Sun-
days, and Tuesday, Friday and Saturday
evenings . . . The Mallard Theatre at

Mallard recently undei-went complete re-

decorating.

Sympathy to Bill Barker of Co-Op The-
atre Services whose wife Alyce died in

Omaha, and to Mabel Magnusson of U-I,

whose mother died at Minburn . . . “Lover
Come Back” ended an eight-week stay in

Des Moines, which is a feat here . . .

Some who attended a screening of Univer-
sal’s new comedy, “That Touch of Mink,”

BUILD

YOUR

BUSINESS

WITH

BRIGHTER

PICTURES

NATIONAL
“
35/70

SPECIAL”

Call or write

your nearby

N.T.S. branch . .

KANSAS CITY 8. MO.

223 W. 18th Street

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS.

1027 N. 8th Street

MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINN. -

56 Glenwood Avenue

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

predict bigger things for the Cary Grant
film. Another screening which brought
most favorable comment, was United
Artists’ “Judgment at Nuremberg” . . .

Mary LeWarne, Columbia staffer, jour-
neyed to Ft. Leonard Wood in Missouri for
Easter to visit Alan Miller, formerly of the
Columbia branch . . . Joyce Brain, Para-
mount’s blonde-again-booker, spent the
holiday down on the faim.

Tri- States Theatre Corp. was granted a
reduction on the property tax valuation of
the Hiland Theatre amounting to $4,200,
from $18,495 to $14,295. It was the largest
reduction granted by the city assessor in
that particular tax district. Reason for the
cut, according to the assessor, was “declin-
ing theatre income.” Ti’i-States also was
granted a reduction last year on the down-
town Des Moines and Paramoimt . . . The
Starlite Drive-In at Waterloo was on a
dawn-and-dusk operation over Easter. Sun-
rise services were held there in the early
hours, and a “no-charge” egg hunt came
off at 5 p.m. Sunday . . . Daylight savings
time is rearing its ugly head again. The
issue lost in Cedar Rapids, but keeps crop-
ping up in other areas.

Bulldozers and shovels were put into
operation on the shell that once was the
Page Theatre at Shenandoah. The theatre
was the victim of fire last winter, and it

is anticipated that work on a new structure
may get under way in the near future . . .

Allied representatives were in town for a
meeting with John Rentfle of Audubon;
Jim Watts, Osage; Harrison Wolcott, El-
dora; S. J. Backer, Harlan; Jack Compston,
Forest City, Neal Houtz, New Hampton;
Keith Mlinar, Cresco, and others . . . Wel-
comed back on the Row after a bout at
Mayo’s was Doc Twedt, theatre owner from
Britt.

Texans may be miffed, but staunch, stub-
born lowans will be amused. A Filipino

guest in Des Moines repoi-ts that in his

country, the word “Texas” means “gang-
ster, or bad man,” and the derivation
comes from the film image . . . The
Orpheum in Des Moines, which for months
has been eyed by the city traffic engineer
as a perfect site for a municipal parking
lot, has a sort of reprieve. The whole idea

has been shelved for the present . . . Bill

Ford, manager of the Paramount at Cedar
Rapids, was host to more than 600 school
patrolmen on a recent Saturday afternoon
. . . Jane Jordan, Paramount contract
clerk, resigned . . . Also of Paramount,
Maxine Dagnillo, took a week’s vacation.

AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO., Sioux Falls, S. D.

DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, la.

MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.

MILWAUKEE
^Wisconsin’s leading organ recording art-

ist, Bob K^es, is seeking “expos-
ures,” as he puts'" it, meaning he will play
before large groups and on certain occas-
ions where the publicity will “rub off” in

festivities at the Pfister Hotel.

Sid Turer, U-I salesman, had an unusual
experience the other day. Seems that 7-

year-old Craig Mundt thoughtfully placed
his spectacles on the roof of Turer’s car,

so he wouldn’t break them in an infoiTnal

wrestling match. Next morning Craig re-

membered where he had placed them, and
his mother called the Tm'er home, only to
be told that Sid had left for a two-day
trip over the territory. But Mrs. Turer
phoned her husband’s office and explained
the matter. Then everybody went into ac-
tion, and as Sid was traveling at about a
50-mile an hour clip, he noticed passing
cars honking at him. (Sid said he knew
he didn’t know all those guys.) Finally one
motorist rolled down his window and
pointed wildly toward the rear of Turer’s
car. He stopped and found the glasses on
the trunk lid. Young Mundt got his glasses.

Jack Carson, cmTently staning in ‘"The
Petrified Forest,” and Bill Bendix, here re-

hearsing for his role in “Light up the Sky,”
(both plays at the New Swan Theatre),
were guests of honor at the Variety Club’s
“King for a Day event Monday (23), at

Fazios. Bendix says he remembers a winter
here more than a score of years ago, when
he was playing the part of the policeman
in William Saroyan’s “The Time of Your
Life”—“It was 10 below zero, and I couldn’t
afford a taxi to the theatre from the hotel
I was living in, so I walked.”

Prudential Theatres, fiim in the belief

that the “Movies Are Better Than Ever,”
opened a 70-car parking lot for Oriental
Theatre patrons. Prudential’s Tower op-
ened Fi’iday (20) with “State Fair” . . .

Louis Orlove, advertising and publicity

manager for 20th-Fox here, reports the
article which appeared in a recent issue of

Boxoffice in connection with his vintage
collection of motion picture equipment has
resulted in mail from all over the coimtry,
asking for details. However, he says the col-

lection which he presented to the Mil-
waukee Public Museum for futm-e exhibi-

tion, “will never see the light of day,” be-
cause of space difficulties in the new mus-
eum now under construction. Hence, the
appeal to those interested. Orlove says since

the article appeared in Boxoffice, it was
picked up by the Hollywood Reporter, and
the local Milwaukee Sentinel. “Trouble now
is,” he adds, “each one writes me to inquii'e

only about certain pieces of the entire col-

lection. And my hope is to keep the collec-

tion intact for future exhibition.” So, we
repeat; “Isn’t thei'e some one . . . ???”

Marie Torre, fonner television columnist,

in a talk before the Civic Club at Madison,
urged her listeners “to take some of the
commercialism out of television, and put
some conscience in it.” She spoke on
“Who’s Responsible for the TV You See,”

She encom’aged viewers to write sponsors,

network heads and the FCC of theii’ opin-

ions on TV programs and progi’amming.

“The Wild Westerners” has been set as

the final title on the Columbia release

formerly called “The Broken Lariat.”

WHETHER IPS A DRIVE-IN
OR AN INDOOR THEATRE
GET EXTRA PROFITS BY SELLING

MERCHANT ADS
AND KEEP YOUR MERCHANTS HAPPY
WITH YOUR TRAILERS MADE BY

1327 Sa.Woboih FILMACK Chicago 5, II
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Boxoffice Freeze Excites Showman's

Mettle, and a Movie Month Tonic!
Exhibitors are increasingly accentuating

the positive as the facts of economic life

squeeze their pocketbooks and force them
to evaluate failm’es at the boxoffice in

terms of personal effort—or lack of it.

A major theme of cmTent conventions
and exhibitor leadership statements,
National Allied and Theatre Owners of

America, is summed up in this advice given
by an Allied leader to theatremen whose
profits are sinking:

“Modernize the merchandising of your
screen attractions and put yom’ showhouse
in the best possible physical shape.”

LOOK IN FOR FAILURES
Up-to-date merchandising, plus other

operating improvements will help even the
smallest theatre! This is the encouraging,
the positive theme, one which agrees with
an old rule for success, “Look in youi’self

for the causes of failm’e; look outside for

the reasons for success.”

It was 20 below in Havre, Mont., and
business was poor at the Orpheum The-
atre, a Joe B. Moore operation managed by
Bob Johnson, who also supervises Moore’s
Lyric in this northern plains city of under
9,000 population.
An up-and-coming merchandiser would

conclude that neither the frigid air—there’s

lots of this at Havre—nor the theatre, nor
the screen product, nor (least of all) the
people were at fault. What was needed was
a shot of in the arm of “movie tonic,“ or

the like.

The time was late February. Johnson’s
decision was to beat the doldrum with a
“March Is Movie Month . . . It’s Movie
Time. See a Movie Tonight” promotional
surge.

A FULL-PAGE KICKOFF
Right on the dot, March 1, he came out

with a full page ad in the Havre Daily
News, which promoted current and coming
pictures at the Orpheum, and the theatre

and moviegoing. Three large layouts were
on the current film and the next two book-
ings. Under the heading of “Coming Soon”
appeared mats of four more pictm-es, while

listed in large type under the line “Watch
for These” were eight titles with their

principal stars.

The layout was impressive, well balanced,

not jammed with illustrations and copy.

Johnson used a one-column picture of

himself, tagged simply as “Bob,” then,

“Dedicated to Bringing You the Best in

Entertainment.

BOXOFnCE Showmandiser : ; April 30, 1962

Other lines, in addition to the “March
Is Movie Month . . . It’s Movie Time! . . .

See a Movie Tonight!” mentioned above,
were

:

Top Shows . . . Top Stars . . . Top
Entertainment.
Movies Are a Family Affair.

Drama! Comedy! Action! Romance!
Excitement and Fun for All.

Orpheum Theatre . . . Havre’s Finest
in Entertainment.

Johnson feels that most merchants are
a part of the so-called lost theatre audi-
ence. This feeling he shares with many
theatremen. So for his March promotion,
he decided to get some of them in his

theatre. He did this by printing up a 100
cardboard slogans, blue, red, yellow, etc.,

with this copy:

IT’S MOVIE TIME!
See a Movie Tonight
ORPHEUM THEATRE

He went to the merchants and asked
that they permit him to place the cards in

their display windows. At the same time he
gave each merchant a pass.

SATURATION ON RADIO
A three-day radio saturation also kicked

off the Movie Month, 20 spots each day.
Half were devoted to the current picture,

“The Second Time Around,” and the other
half to institutional copy such as “Spend
an evening at the movies . . . Get more out
of life, etc.”

Johnson figured the front as the key
point-of-sale spot, and he tried to make
tho most of it (see accompanying picture).
His marquee copy was “Barrel of Fun with
Debbie Reynolds . . . Second Time Around,”
plus a hanging banner in colors, “It’s a
Free for All of Fun.”
With the marquee lines he put up a

barrel to catch the public eye. This was
painted by a local artist, then pasted on
cardboard and wired to the marquee. The
cost of the painting was a pass to the artist

and his family good for two shows.
Above the barrel, on top of the marquee,

a large six-foot sign was placed with six-

feet cutouts that included a picture of

Debbie Reynolds. This was a framework of

lxl2s on which was stapled white sign-

board. The cutouts were pasted on the
latter.

The 20-foot “It’s a Free for All of Fun”
banner was made by tracing the proper
marquee letters on regular meatshop white

— 69—

A front is brought to life at small cost. The barrel

was painted by an artist for family passes to two

shows, while Manager Johnson of the Orpheum in

Havre, Mont., painted the under-marquee banner on

meotshop paper with water colors. The letters were

traced from the marquee alphabet. He also made

the top display.

wrapping paper, then painting them with

water colors.

The front stood out brightly at night.

Well, the result, as they say, is always
the proof of the pudding. And the business

at the Orpheum boxoffice during the first

three days of March Is Movie Month was
as much as a whole week of grosses in

February

!

Las Vegas Trips for 3

Lure for 'Sergeants 3'

Down in New Orleans three policemen on
horses, each carrying a “Sergeants 3”

guidon, aroused lots of attention. You see,

each horseman was dressed in the uniform
of a (pardon the language, suh) Union
sergeant. Each guidon also gave the play-

date of the film at Loew’s State.

Manager Frank Henson and assistant

Bob Ragsdale also had a contest for a
Hacienda Champagne tour for three per-
sons to the playground of the stars of the

picture, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Peter

Lawford and Joey Bishop. Station WWL-
TV invited viewers of its daily Ladies First

show starting three weeks in advance to

write letters to the theatre or the tele-

vision station telling why “I would like to

go to Las Vegas . .
.” The top prizes were a

roundtrip to Las Vegas via Constellation

Airline jet, five days and nights in the

Hacienda Hotel, plus free meals, shows,
etc., for three persons.

A striking display in the theatre publi-

cized the contest.

1



The EHTERTAINMENT SPOTLIGHT

Keller Oil Company
Suggest You .

.

a//fhe
THEATRE TICKETS >^i-OPENir^
week, march 30 thru APRIL 7/^
JUST STOP AT ANY S/^eLL STATION IN-

THE EFFINGHAM AREA THAT IS SERVICED BY KELLER OIL COMPANY

^ AND G£T YOUR Ticket....You Wont MAV6 To ASK— TVE ATTENDANT.

WILL Give IT7& 100... LIMIT OF ONE FREE TICKET FER- CftR OuRlNG OPENING 9 DAYS/

Season

Opening

Ad

Drive-in theatre reopening

ad splurges are as sure a

sign of spring as blooming

of jonquils, the start of

baseball and the whine of

power cutters. Here is

a page announcement from

the smooth, skilled hand

of Dole Thornhill, now

manager of the Rustic

Drive-In at Effingham, III.,

for Frisino Theatres. With

several of the key lines

printed in orange, the over-

all look is appealing. De-

tails include good balance,

readability plus a gimmick.

The latter, a standard part

of drive-in reopenings, is a

ticket giveaway by all Shell

Oil Co. stations in the area.

Defiance, Ohio, Campaign for Question 7'

Is Model for Selling This Special Film

The pattern followed in campaigns for

“Question 7” has been to work through the
churches, particularly the Lutheran de-
nomination which sponsored its production,
to sell it as a film which every person in-

terested in the problem of political freedom
should see.

It’s really a moving screen story of in-

terest to all regardless of politics and re-
ligion.

Judged by the above, the promotion con-
ducted by Elmer DeWitt, manager of the
Valentine Theatre in Defiance, Ohio, ap-
proached perfection. This master showman
of the Armstrong circuit must have started
with a strong appreciation of the quality
and broad appeal of this production, for
he began laying the groundwork several
months in advance of his booking.

MEETS WITH PASTORS
Before its release, DeWitt attended a

meeting of the Defiance County Ministerial
Ass’n and told the members about “Ques-
tion 7,” and that it would have an early
playdate at the Valentine. Then, on re-
ceiving his booking, he again met with the
association and set up a committee headed
by a Lutheran pastor with a Methodist as
cochairman to work with him on promo-
tion. This was on February 10, 15 days be-
fore the February 25 opening.
He had letters all ready to go out the

next day to 195 clergymen in the five-

county area, signed by the chairmen of the
“Question 7 Premiere Committee,’’ invit-
ing them to a screening on February 15 and

detailing the “imqualified approval” given

by critics, the National Board of Review,
the Legion of Decency, the Anti-Defama-
tion League and representatives of all

faiths. With each letter went a fact sheet
(mimeographed like the letter) featuring

quotes from various magazines, prominent
persons, religious organizations, etc. This
was intended to assure good attendance.

A couple of days later, DeWitt spoke at

Lutheran pastoral seminar, held in De-
fiance, at the invitation of chairman Gal-
lert of the “Question 7 Premiere Commit-
tee,” where 37 churches were represented.

H went to this meeting well armed—^with

discount tickets and the distributor sou-
venir “Questionnaire: My Socialist De-
velopment,” a Communist booklet which is

a key item in the film. He also distributed

a “Question 7” sheet of suggestions to pas-
tors, plus a list of reasons why they should
support the film.

21 CHURCHES LINED UP
Some 9,400 discount tickets and reams of

advertising material were distributed at

that time to pastors of 21 churches. Pas-
tors of 16 churches 70 to 80 miles away
did not take the tickets since they had
theatres in their own towns.
Almost 200 showed up at the screening,

including 74 pastors, their assistants, wives
and friends. Each one was asked to register

his name, church, city and membership of

church.
’The ushers gave each minister a pitch

sheet, on which was a suggestion, among

others, to preach a sermon on “Question
7,” which suggested Bible texts. Chair-

man Gallert also asked the pastors to use

infonnation on the film in church bulletins,

distribute discount tickets and in general

publicize the Valentine Theatre showing.

While the pastors were viewing the film,

ushers packaged the discount tickets, with
the individual names and church member-
ship on the outside, and information on
how to get more tickets. By that evening

DeWitt had distributed all of his initial

order of 20,000 discount coupons, and he
ordered 5,000 more.
Another screening was held for nuns.

Gallert devoted 15 minutes to “Question
7” on his Sunday radio program.
The newspaper suspended its rule on one

publicity break per picture and went all

out on this one.

TO RELIGIOUS CLASSES
The ministerial association also cooper-

ated in giving promotion material to the

city’s school religious classes whereby high
school students can go to church for one
period each Wednesday morning.
The American Legion, VFW and other

service groups were asked to cooperate by
permitting local pastors to give seven-min-
ute talks on “Question 7.”

On PebiTiary 23, two days prior to open-
ing, the pastors were requested to give one
last punch on Sunday.
The ministerial association wrote an

elaborate endorsement for the newspaper,
which published it. The mayor also sub-

mitted his endorsement to the paper.

In addition to the 25,000 discount tick-

ets, DeWitt distributed 2,000 copies of

“Questionnaire: My Socialist Develop-
ment,” and 100 posters.

DeWitt also got Derrow Motor Sales to

run the “Question 7” public service ad over

his personal signature. The two-column
ad also included a small photo of M. L.

Derrow.

Mysterious Billboard

Contest for 'Hellions'
An unusual promotion reaching Show-

mandiser from Los Angeles is a “Mysterious

Billboard” gimmick arranged for the open-

ing of ‘“The Hellions” in the Angeleno area.

It’s a Columbia Pictm’es exploitation.

Pacific Outdoor Advertising Co. donated
four prime 24-sheet billboard locations,

which were posted on opening day of the

film with displays plugging KFWB, a radio

station which tied in, and the picture.

KFWB listeners were asked to find the

location of the “Mystery Billboard” in their

area and telephone the station, give the

location and the names of “The Hellion”

cast, which appeared prominently on each

board.
Disc jockey Bobby Dale plugged the

event a week in advance. The opening day
response was so great that the station

added a second switchboard operator to

handle the incoming calls.

Poe Stories Asked
Listeners of radio station WOKY at Mil-

waukee were asked to send in lists of at

least five stories written by Edgar Allan

Poe for passes to see “Premature Burial.”

Only 50 passes wei'e available each day

—

first comers, first served.

and
'O.T.V

lUS-

thp
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Pinpoint Promotion on Air . . . Three

Co-Op Ideas Reach 3 Patron Groups

One, on TV, Is 'Most Popular School' Contest

The most effective promotions for

“Journey to the Seventh Planet” at RKO
Keith’s Theatre in Syracuse, N.Y., were
tieups with television and radio.

The TV hookup was with the children’s

shows on WSYR and their conductors: Don
Dauer, who emcees the Saturday affair,

and Denny Sullivan, who has the weekday
daily shows.

S. L. Sorkin, the Keith manager, tried to

buy a suitable space helmet in local stores

for use in this tieup but finally had to turn
to the television people, who got one from
Macy’s in New York City.

Both the emcees dressed in space cos-

tumes (see accompanying photo) and ap-
peared in a simulated space ship cabin in

which they made believe they were travel-

ing to the seventh planet, Uranus. They
talked about the film and when it was
coming to RKO Keith’s, and told about the
mysteries of the seventh planet. They
stressed that “Journey to the Seventh
Planet” was at the Keith daily and at

9:30 a.m. on Saturday.

STORM WINDOWS AWARDED
The free radio (free to theatre) deal in-

volved a giveaway of ten aluminum storm
windows and screens by the Better Shelter
Products Co., which had cards printed
and paid for ads in the Sunday paper and
other advertising telling all about the give-

away.
Radio spots on the giveaway were

placed on three radio stations, ten a day on
each for seven days. Tiein copy: “Why
not ‘Journey to the Seventh Planet’ in

color . . . and see the stars through your
futuristic altuninum windows by Better-

Shelter Products Co., etc.”

Radio listeners and newspaper readers
were invited to send their names, phone
numbers and addresses to the Better
Shelter Products Co. to enter into the

window giveaway contest. A full display at

the theatre also invited registration in the

contest.

The drawing for the windows was held

on a Friday evening at the theatre.

Sorkin’s ad copy: “You are in space be-

yond space ... Is the seventh planet a
world with a seventh sense? Have they new
and terrifying powers of mind over matter?
. . . Orbit into deep space trapped within

the time zone beyond the mysteries of the

seventh sense!”

“The Lost Battalion” was dualed with
“Seventh Planet” on the RKO Keith’s bill.

GRAB BAG FOR TEENERS
The kiddies and the adults were the ob-

jective of the above two tieups. Another
promotion by Manager Sorkin, this one in

behalf of “The Head,” which was teamed
with “Pirate and the Slave Girl,” was
tailored to reach the teenagers.

It’s a Grab-Bag (over $2,000 worth of

prizes) and a “Most Popular School” con-
test to obtain names of junior and senior

high school students.

It’s also a TV co-op.

The rules are simple; contestant has to

attend either a junior or senior high school.

Radio station (WNDR) plays a song at

specific, advertised times through seven
days, with new melody each time. Con-
testants asked to telephone the radio sta-

tion and identify the song. All who did had
their names put on ballots, which were
thrown into a drum.
The songs were popular ones and easily

identifiable.

Each call went down as a vote for one of

the junior or senior high schools. The
highest total of votes received by any one
school naturally made this one the most
popular school in the Syracuse area.

Five names were drawn daily for seven

days, and each of these persons was en-
titled to pick a prize from WNDR’s Grab
Bag. Prizes included a $500 car, a tele-

vision set, a hi-fi set, a year’s supply of

guest tickets to RKO Keith’s Theatre, 25

pairs of guest tickets, and many other small
prizes.

The drawings were conducted each eve-

ning in the lobby of RKO Keith’s by Dan
Leonard, top WNDR announcer, and broad-
cast live from 8 to 9 p.m. Contestants and
their relatives and friends jammed the

lobby each night, generating considerable

excitement. Naturally, listeners were told

the broadcast was from the Keith lobby

where “The Head” was a coming
attraction.

A pick-an-envelope device decided the

winners. The five lucky persons were en-

titled to pick an envelope from a 40x60
board in the Keith lobby.

A special set of ads prepared by Manager
Sorkin stressed the shock angle, although
the sex angle was not neglected.

A horror front was arranged featuring

“the Head” hanging from the soffit. This
head, six times bigger than the three-sheet

head, was used inside in advance, then
moved outside.

The science -fiction groups were also

contacted.

Dan Leonard, Syracuse, N.Y., announcer, is shown

with a boy in the center who won the $500 car of-

fered in the "Most Popular School" contest spon-

sored by WNDR and RKO Keith's Theatre. Note

the prize envelopes tacked on a 40x60. Five selected

teenagers were entitled to pick one envelope each

from the prize board each day of the contest.

WSYR emceee Don Dauer in action, telecasting

from the seventh planet! Dauer and his weekday

children's show colleague Denny Sullivan journeyed

in a space ship to Uranus (on TV) in promotion of

"Journey to the Seventh Planet."

Joe Carlock, promotion-minded manager of the Pitt Theotre in Lake Charles, La., was cited by a church

youth group recently as the Lake Charles theatreman showing the highest percentage of fomily motion

pictures during the last year. Here three officers of the Young Christians Ass'n of Lake Charles

present the group's plaque to Carlock. The presentation took place at a showing of "One, Two, Three."
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LA Alert for 'Castle'Public Is Presented Realistic Comparison

Of Widescreen and TV by Theatre Float

Pictured above is one side of a float

which Bob Young, owner of the Grand The-
atre in Canton, Okla., constructed for a
Christmas parade. He explains he would
have sent the picture to Showmandiser
sooner, but there was a mixup at the nega-
tive developing shop and he was a long
time in getting his photographs back.
However, Young’s idea is good for any

occasion, anytime of the year, so we are

reproducing the photo. He relates he had
been mulling over the idea for a long time,

and went ahead with it for the Canton
Chamber of Commerce Christmas parade.
He reports:

“I secured the use of a large wheat truck,

on which I mounted 14-feet of plyboard on
each side. The background was painted an
attractive color, then a screen with mask-
ing painted aroimd it. To this was added

Ushers Wheel Casket

On Downtown Streets
Marty Brnmett, manager of the Stanley

Warner Strand in Albany, N.Y., attracted
unusual attention to “Premature Btudal”
by having a casket wheeled around the
city’s downtown streets with a sign read-
ing, ’’We Are On Our Way to See ‘A Pre-
mature Burial’ at the Strand.” Two ushers,
in civilian clothes, guided the interment
“vehicle.” A leading funeral home loaned
the box; another, the undercarriage.
Newspaper advertising for the picturiza-

tion of Edgar Allan Poe’s chiller included a
stary-eyed Ray Milland exclaiming, “With-
in the coffin I lie . . . alive,” and the draw-
ing below of a man so encased.
A second feature was “The Couch,” the

bill being spotlighted as one not for the
faint-hearted.

Man in Black Tours
City for 'Burial'

When Manager Ed Miller played “Pre-
ma.ture Burial” at the Paramount in Buf-
falo, he had Leonard Roska, an usher, dress
in an undertaker-like costume and walk
around town carrying an attache case, on
the front and back of which was lettered,

“I Am Not Dead . . . Only the Victim of
PREMATURE BURIAL. Friday at the
Paramount.”

Miller also tied up with the local news
distributing company, putting the paper-
back book on sale in the lobby and getting.

regular red velvet curtains with gold
fringe, to make it resemble a real theatre
screen. Best of all it afforded the chance to

make a Cinemascope and TV screen com-
parison.

“We finished it up with the panels show-
ing screen personahties, on each side of the
screen. These, of course, were very color-

ful, as was the whole float. It was topped
off with cutout letters in beautiful fluores-

cent color at the top.

“While this float did not quite follow the
Christmas idea, it did create a lot of inter-

est. We got a lot of favorable comments
and felt that it was really worth while for

all the work and expense.
“I hope that it helped a lot of people

realize that movies and other programs on
a very small screen cannot compare with
our large screens of today.”

in return, posters on all the distributor

trucks which moved constantly all over the

city.

The public library and all its branches
distributed bookmarks tieing in a list of

Edgar Allan Poe books recommended for

reading with an ad on “Premature Burial”

playing up the theatre and the playdate.

Copies of the paperback edition were sent

to all the local drama editors and disc

jockeys.

A classified ad was used offering free

admission to all gravediggers who so

identified themselves at the boxoffice.

There was a flash front, one of the high-
lights of which were two large cutouts of

Ray Milland’s head with flashing red bulbs

inserted in the eyes.

National Tieups Herald
'Lieutenant' Openings

Extensive national exploitation has been
arranged by MGM for key city bookings at

Eastertime of “The Horizontal Lieutenant.”

MGM field men have received the title

tune recorded for Mercury by the

Diamonds, together with bulletin board
material plugging local openings to college

fraternities and sororities. Music stores

will give a heavy promotion to both the

record and sheet music.
In addition, 6,000 stores of the Indepen-

dent Grocers Alliance will stage a major
national newspaper ad campaign featuring

topliners Jim Hutton and Paula Prentiss

There will be ads in over 3,000 newspapers,
and area contests and point-of-sale dis-

plays in IGA stores at the time of release.

Despile Lack of Dale
When Jerome Hill, motion picture pro-

ducer, who incidentally is the grandson
of the railroad tycoon of early days, was
in Los Angeles recently, the Herbert
Rosener Theatres executives couldn’t pass

up the opportunity to do some sharp pro-

motion of “The Sand Castle,” which Hill

filmed on Laguna Beach in the Angeleno
area, although there was no sure booking
at Rosener ’s Vagabond Theatre at the time.

“Castle” is down in the Rosener books as

an unusual film of merit which, however,
will require strong promotion So Sidney
Linden, Rosener general manager, and E.

D. Harris, ad-publicity du-ector, went
ahead to alert the public regarding the

importance (entertainmentwise) of this

film.

First on their promotion program, of

course, were interviews for Hill by motion
picture editors of the Los Angeles Times,
the Citizen News and the Herald-
Examiner. Since Hill made good copy (he

also produced a film biography of Albert

Schweitzer) , this resulted in several col-

ums of copy about him and his film. Hill

also appeared on radio and television

shows.
Then screenings wei'e held for news-

paper, college, trade, radio and television

folk, also PTA and board of education of-

ficials. Subsequently, the district PTA di-

rector and the motion picture director of

the board of education alerted all PTA
units and all teachers in the area about

“The Sand Castle.”

The newspapers came through with art

and advance stories.

In addition, the film score was recorded

on a Columbia platter, by Columbia pro-

motion manager Chuck Gregoi*y, who got

the platter on most of the radio stations.

TV Kiddy Personalities

On Stage; Admission 90c
Television personalities, especially those

on children’s programs, like to meet their

audiences face to face occasionally. And
there’s no better place than a theatre.

Thus Arnold Kirsch, recently appointed ad-

vertising, promotion and publicity manager
for the John C. Bolte Theatres in the

Bronx, New York City, had little difficulty

in getting Bill Britten, who acts as Bozo
the clown on WPIX-TV, and Doris Faye,

as Princess Ticklefeather, to appear in kiddy

stage shows.
To make the most of this opportimity,

Kirsch arranged two Saturday stage shows,

built around Bozo and the Princess, at the

Melba and one at Laconia Theatre. They
were scheduled to appear at 12 noon and
2:30 at the Melba, and 1:30 at the Laconia.

On the screen was “tom thumb” and car-

toons. Admission was 90 cents for both

children and adults.

The house was cleared between the Melba
performances. After each show the 'TV

people gave free autographed photos to

each person.

Kirsch made his debut as an actor, with

Bozo and Princess Ticklefeather, when he

got his last year’s Fathers Day necktie cut

off in a bit of horseplay.

Plugs on the Bozo-Princess TV show,

newspaper ads, posters, lobby displays and
heralds promoted the triple event.

and
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An interpretive analysis of lay and trodepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releases. © is for
Cinemascope; ® VistaVision; ® Superscope; ® Ponovision ® Regalscope; ® Technirama.
Symbol U deitotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; Q color photography. For listings by
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Review digest
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H Very Good; + Good; — Fair; Poor; — Very Poor. In the summary tt is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.
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2550 ©Ada (108) © Drama MGM 8- 7-61 + + + + + + + 7+
2552 After Mein Kampf

(74) Semidoc’y . . Brenner 8-14-61 ± — -
1
- 3+3-

2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama.. MGM 3-26-62 -H- + + ff ff ±i + 10+ 1-
2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr Gordon-SR 10-30-61 ± — 2+3-
2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 - 1-
2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 + + + 5+2-
2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61 + 1+
2541 ©Atlas (84) Spec. Vitascope. . Filmgroup 7- 3-61 + 1+

—B

—

2586 ^©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 + ff ft + ft -f 10+1-
2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. .20th-Fox 12- 4-61 + + ft ff + 9+2-
2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 +• + + ft ft + + 10+
2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama.. U-l 10-16-61 -H- ft + ft + + 10+1-
2569 Badjao (100) Action Or . .Parallel 10-16-61 ± + + + 4+1-
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr.. AA 2-19-62 + — 3+3-
2545 Battle at Bloody Beach, Thi

(80) © War Drama .20th-Fox 7-17-61 + ± + + ± 7+4-
2556 ©Big Gamble, The (100) © Ad. 20-Fox 8-28-61 + + + + + + 7+1-
2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy. . . . Lopert 3- 5-62 + 1+
2624 ©Big Red (S91/2 ) Adv BV 4-23-62 +- + ft 5+
2566 Black Pit of Dr. M (71) Ha. .

.

UPRO 8- 2-61 ± 1+1-
2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet. . . . Magna 2-26-62 ++ + ft ft ff 10+1-
2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr. . . Para 9-11-61 ± it + ± 7+6-
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror 11-20-61 - 1-
2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 + + + + + 7+2-
2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) At. . . UA 10- 2-61 + — ± d: — 4+5-
2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) Cy Para 10- 9-61 + + ft ft ft + + 11+
2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama.. MGM 8-21-61 4+ + + ft + ft ft 11+
2406 Brushfire (80) War Dr 2-12-62 + — + 5+4-
2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp. AlP 4- 9-62 + — + 2+1-

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com. ....Cont’l 11-13-61 ± ft 5+8-
2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr.. U-l 3-19-62 + ff + ff ff

j.

.

9+
2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Rivlera-SR 12- 4-6L ± — ± 2+3-
2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense Col 2-12-62 + ft 3+
25S1 Cat Burglar, The (65) Ac Dr. UA 8-14-61 ± + 2+1-
2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA 12-18-61 ft- ff ft ff ff ft ft 14+
2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama SR 2-26-62 ± 1+1-
2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film . . . .Janus 1-29-62 ± ff + ff 6+1-
2558 Claudelle Ingllsh (99) Or WB 9- 4-61 ± ± + + + 7-f4-
2550 (>>ld Wind in August (80) Dr. ..Aidart 8- 7-61 + ± + + ± + 7+3-
2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM 12-25-61 + + + zt + 6+2-
2575 ©Comancheros. The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama .20th-Fox U- 6-61 ff + + ft + ft + 10+
2544 ©Come September (112) © 1[>Mn...U-l 7-10-61 ff + ff ft ft ft ft 13+
2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense . . . WB 2-26-62 ± + + 7+5-
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama 4-16-62 ft- ff + ff ff 9+
2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 + 1+
—D

—

2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 ff + ff ft + ft ff 12+
2559 Day the Sky Exploded, The

(SO) Science-Fiction . Excelsior 9-11-61 + 1+
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA 2- 5-62 + — + + — 4+3-
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.,.. U-l 1-.S-62 + + + ft + + 7+
2564 ©Devil at 4 O’clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr 9-2S.61 H + ff ft # + ff 12+
2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv . Medallion 2-26-62 ± 1+1-
2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror , Crown-SR 10-30-61 ± 1+1-
2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com. . . . . Governor 4-23-62 + “t- 4+2-
2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col 4-16-62 + dz ±: + 6+4-
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce .Sbowcorp 12-18-61 + + 4+2-

—E—
2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec AA 12-18.61 ++

2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy. ... Para 12-11-61 -f

2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy .... Col 11-13-61 —
2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. . . Col 3-26-62 ff

2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr. UA 9-18-61 -I-

2577 Fear No More (SO) Suspense Dr. Sutton U-13-61 -|-

ff + ft ft ft ff 13+
ft + ff 8+2-

±: + + dr 6+5—
+ + ff ff ff ff 12+

+ + + ft 7+1-

If

2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Or.

2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

Jr
1 1 ..XK >

|fc

11
V c

xo

2563 Flight That Disappeared, The

(72) ScietKe-F'n

2580 ^©Flower Drum Song (133)

2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama

. . .Col 4-23-62 + d: ft + + 6+1-

Woolner 11- 6-61 + - + 3+2-

. . UA 9-25-61 + ff 7-f4-

. . .U-l 11-20-61 ff + 4- H ft ft ff 12+
1 .. .UA 4- 2-62 + + + tt -i- ft s+
. Sutton 11-13-61 + 1+

. . Para 4- 9-62 + + + + ff 8+2-

.MGM 2-19-62 ff ff + ff + ff ft 12+

. . .AA 12-11-61 + + + ff + + + s+
2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama

2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr Omat 11-20-61 ff

2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 (+

2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys Astor 9-25-61 ±
2481 Great Impostor. The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 H +1 -l-

2560 Great War, The (118) Drama .... Lopert 9-11-61 -|- ± f|-

2556 y©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . .

.

BV 8-28-61 +f -f +f

2587 Gun Street (67) Western U A 12-18-61 ± — —
2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ±

IF

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n 20th-Fox 3-19-62 ±
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr . . UA 1-22-62 -f ± -|-

2572 Head, The (95) Horror Trans-Lux 10-23-61 -f
— —

2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®
Outdoor Drama Col 3-12-62 -f ± ±

2590 Hey. Let’s Twist! (SO) Musical Para 12-25-61 -|- ± -|-

2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA 3- 5-62 ± ± —
2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The

Comedy © MGW 4- 9-62 -f

2623 House of Women (S3) Drama WB 4-23-62 ±.

2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama. ,20th-Fox 10- 2-61 +
—

I

2596 ©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr Parade 1-15-62 -f-

2587 Innocents, The (100) ©
Suspense Drama 20th-Fox 12-18-61 -H-

2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM 8-28-61 ±

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy UA 3-26-62 ± ±
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense UPRO 2-26-62 -j-

2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy AlP 2-12-62 -j-

2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 ++ -H-

—K

—

2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr Brenner 1- 1-62 ±
2571 y©King of Kings (161) ®

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 -H #
2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama Kingsley 11-27-61 -f

1-15-62 ++

9-25-61 -

1- 8-62

8- 7-61

1- 8-62 ±

+

-f-

2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM
2563 Lisette (83) Action Medallion

2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr Cont’l

2549 ©Loss of Innocence (99) Dr Col

2593 Lost Battalion (83) War Dr AlP

2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy. . U-l 12-25-61 # +
—M

—

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th-Fox

2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Cartoon Feature.. MGM
2622 ©Magic Sword, The (SO)

Fantasy-Adventure UA

2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 f|- -f

2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com.... Ellis 2- 5-62 H
2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr Para

2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (123) Western Para 4-16-62

2554 ©Marines, Let’s Go (104) ©
Service Comedy 20th-Fox

2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama Cont’l 10-30-61 ++ -f

2546 Mary Had a Uttle (79) Comedy UA 7-17-61 ± ±
2576 Mask, The (S3) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 -|- —
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream

2-12-62 ± -f

8-14-61 tt +

4-16-62 -f

2-26-62 + +
9-18-61 -f ±

++

8-21-61 ± ±

++

2+
2+
1+1-

+ 12+
-H- 9+1-
H- 12+

2+4—

1+2-

± ± +

± ± +
± +
+ +

+ ±
+ -

+ +
+ -

H H •+

3+3-
8+3-
3+4-

4+4-
7+3-
4+4—

7+2-
± 5+4-
++ U+

3+1-

ff ff ft ft ff 13+1-
+ + + + ± 7+3-

+ + 7+3-
+ + 3+

+ 5+3-
ft ft H ff ff 14+

1+1-

ff ff ft + + 13+
ff + ± 5+1-

ft ff ff ff ff 13+
1-

+ + + 5+
+ + + ff + 10+

+ 2+1-
ff ff ff + ff 12+

+ + + + 6+1-
-r + ff tf 9+

+ + + 4+

ff ff ff ff ff 13+
2+

ff ± + ± 8+3—
— + + 6+4-

+ ff ff 8+1-

+ ± 6+5-
+ ff ff H ff 12+
— + — 3-f4-

— + ff ± 6+4-
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(74) (© PuDDet Fantasy ....Showtorp 1- 8-62 ± + ++ ++ -f -f + 9+1—

2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 + ± -|-|- + -H- -H- -H 11+1

2611 Most Wanted Man, The (S5) Com..Astor 3-12-62 — 1—

2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho. Col 10-16-61 + - + + + ± 6+3—
2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery ....MGM 1-22-62 + + + -14 + + + 8+
2624 ©Music Man, The (151) ®

Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 + 4+ ++ ++

2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 + 44 + 44

2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv. .Col 12-18-61 + + + 44 44 -4

8+
6+

± 9+1-

2543 Naked Edge. The (102) Susp. Dr. . . UA 7-10-61 44 + 44 + 44 44 U+1-
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slayer

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 1+1-
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86 )

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 + ± + + ± 5+2—
2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranper

(82) Psychological Dr Omat 8-21-61 + 1+
2574 Ninth Bullet, The (90)

Adventure Dr Awhibon-SR 10-30-61 4f 2+
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 + + 44 44 + + 44 19+

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 d: n: + + ± ± 6+4-
2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy U A 12- 4-61 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com . . Kingsley 3- 5-62 + + + 44 + + ± 8+1—
2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP S-21-61 t 1+1—
2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 + ± ± 44 44 44 44 U+2-

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 ± 1+1—
2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 44 + + + + + 7+
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Cre$t-SR 9-U-61 + 1+
2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) (D Adventure Filmgroup 12-11-61 + — 1+1—
2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Ady 20-Fok 10- 9-61 + d: 4 dt ± ± 6-44—
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

g,Horror Drama AlP 8-14-61 + + + + 44 + ± 8+1—
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 44 ± + 44 44 + 44 11+L-
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + + ± + + 5+1—
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (SO) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ± ± 2+2—
2570 Pun Hell of St Trinian’s,

The (94) Farce Cont’l 10-16-61 ± — 44 ± + 5+3—
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-FoK 10-30-61 + + ^ + 4+1—
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr... Times 11-20-61 + 44 ± + 5+1—

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

f) Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed) Col 9-18-61 + dt ± 3+8—

2516 Raisin in the Sun, A (128) Dr Col 4- 3-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 12+
2551 Rebellim in Cuba (80) Doc Dr IFD 8-14-61 ± + 2+1—
2564 Respectful Prostitute, The

(74) Or. (Eng-dubbed) Times 9-S-61 ± ± 2+2—
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR 3-12-62 ± 1-| 1—
2568 Risk, The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 + + +,44^
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 + ± + + 44 + + R+1—
2614©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr... WB 3-19-62+ + ± + 44 + .4 8+1—
2557 Rommel’s Treasure (85) Ac. .. Medallion 9- 4-61 +
2620 Reprieve (IO51/2 ) Drama AA 4- 9-62 + ± + 3+1—
2564 Ruffians, The ( 86)

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 + 1+

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col 4-23-62 + — ± ^ 4+2—
2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col 1- 1-62 + + zt 44 + + + 8+2—
2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA 1-29-62 ± — + + ± ± ± 6+5—
2558 Sand Ca$tl^ The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont 9- 4-61 44 44 44 4 74
2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB 4-16-62 + ± ± 4 4 ± 6+3—
2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 + + ±4 + 44 741—
2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Dr Para 9-26-60 44 44 4 44 44 4 ± U4I-
2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr Col 8-14-61 4444444454
2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA 10-16-61 + ± 44 44 ± + 4 943—
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox 11- 6-61 + + dt 44 4 44 4 94I—
2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. ..UA 10- 9-61 ± — ± ± — 345—
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l 3-12-62 ± 1+1—
2550 ©Secret of Monte Crista, The

(80) © Adv. Dr MGM 8- 7-61 + + :t ±: i 543-

(72) Service Comedy .

.

U-l 9-18-61 + — 5-L5-

2602 ©SergeanU 3 (112) (g) Outdoor UA 2- 5-62 + + -4 44 + + -4 8+
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo.

.

. . . Crown 2-19-62 ± 1+1-
2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Or .20th-Fox 10-16-61 + - + + + 8+2-
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr . . .UPRO 4- 9-62 ± 2+2-
2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac 1-29-62 + it — -4 — — 3+4-
2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB 1- 8-62 + + 44 + + ± 8+2-
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent. The (75)

Drama 7-24-61 + 1+
2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W'n. U-l 3-26-62 4 -4 + + ± 6+2-
2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA 1- 1-62 ± + + + 6+3-
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr.. .WB 9-U-61 4+ 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2616 ©State Faird IS) © Musical. .20th-Fox 3-26-62 + 44 + 44 + 44 10+1-
2536 Stop Me Before 1 Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col 6-12-61 + + + + + 6+1-
2584 ©Summer and Smoke (US) ® Dr. ..Para 12- 4-61 44 +4 +4 44 44 44 44 14+
2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©

Novelty 9- 4-61 ± 1+1-
2568 ©Susan Slade (U6) Drama. WB 10- 9-61 ± + -4 + it 6+3-
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama . . .MGM 3-12-62 44 -4 41- +4 +4 + 44 12+
2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©

Com/Mus 20th-Fox 4-16-62 + — 1+1-

—T—
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)....UA 8-28-61 + + — 5+4-
2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR 3-19-62 + 1+
2613 Temptation (94) Melodr. ... 3-19-62 + 1+
2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox 1-15-62 44 + 44 44 + -4 44 11-4

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac 1-22-62 ± + + 3+1-
2559 Three on a Spree (S3) Ccmiedy ....UA 9-U-61 + + — ± 4+3-
2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col 1-22-62 ~ — -4 4 4- ± 5+4-
2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama ...MGM 9- 4-61 + + + + 44 44 m-
2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr 1-22-62 ± -4 -4 -4 ± 7+4-
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Di UA IO-23-a 44 + + 44 44 UH-2-
2541 Trouble in the Sky (76) Action-Dr.. . U-l 7. 3-61 ± + 2+1-
2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr.. Col 12-U-6L + + ± S+l-
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 20tb-Fox 7-10-61 + + + ± 5+2-
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys.. AA 1-29-62 ± — ± 5+6-
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog.... AlP 3-26-62 + -4 — 4+3-
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 + -4 -4 ± 7-f4-
2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ± — + + 44 6+3-
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 4-|- 4f +4 44 44 44 12+

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col 2-12-62 ± -4 5+4—
2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama 8-21-61 + 1+

—V

—

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col U-27-61 ± + 3+5-
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 44 + +f 44 -f- 44 44 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama 2- 5-62 44 -4 +4 44 44 44 44 13+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr.. .Col 2- 5-62 44 +4 + 44 44 — + 10+1-
2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4- 2-62 ± -4 + +4 44 8+2-
2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 44 + 3+
2567 4Js©West Side Story (155)

Panavision, Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 44 +4 4+ 44 44 44 44 14+
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 44 + 44 + 4f 4f 10+
2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr ..Times 12- 4-61 — + 2+2—
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 - 1-
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3 . 5-62 — 1-
2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy ..MGM 11- 6-61 4+
— + ± + ± 7+4-

2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots . . .WB 8-21-61 + -4 + + ± 7+3-
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 4 + + + rt 6+2-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (U2) ® Dr . . . . UA 11-20-61 + ± + 44 44 + 342-
2555 UYoung Doctors, The (102) Or. . . . . UA 8-28-61 44 +4 +4 44 44 44 2: 13+1-

md
\r’<-
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Feature productions by compony in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
(V) VistaVision; (f) Superscope; 0 Ponovision; Regolscope; (J) Technirama. Symbol Q denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Aword; 0 color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) for review dotes and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart
ALLIED ARTISTS | AMERICAN INTI I ti COLUMBIA 3 ii 1 <T» 1

Type Rel.
No.

Scream of Fear (81) D..605
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) D..606
Phil Carey, Julia Arnall

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) © 0D..201

Richard Boone, George Hamilton,

Luana Patten

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
Javid Janssen, Jeanne Crain,

Dina Merrill, Agnes Moorehead

©The Devil at 4 O'clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 608
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Phillips, Rob’t Monkhouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . . 203
Bill Travers, Spike Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) (g) Ad.. 610
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampaninl

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho. .611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McCloiy

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204

Rory Calhoun, Lea Massaii

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Barrie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) SF..613
Jolin Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad. .613

(Siiper-Dynamation)

Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) . . My. .208

Margaret Rutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray Milland, Hazel (iourt

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trlckett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D, .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Havilland, R. Brazzi,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mimieux

The Bashful Elephant (80) 0D..6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID..6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Ehno

Hands of a Stranger (S5'/2) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
Richard Tedd, Anne Auhrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ... D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid ThuUn,
Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobh

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Reprieve (110) D,.6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,

Sammy Davis jr.

Phantom Planet (82) . . . .SF. .711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space
(79) SR.. 712

Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (71) Ho.. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Don't Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Checker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D..624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Palance, Giovanna Ralll

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beynver

13 West Street (SO) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

©Ride the High Country

(94) © 0D. .216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea

The Bridge (104) D. .6207
(Eiig-dubbed version)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper,
Michael Minz

End of the World © D. .70S
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

Advise and Consent (138) © D . .

Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franebot Tone

©Best of Enemies (..).. ..CD..
David Niven, Alherto Sordi,
Michael Wilding
©The Wild Westerners (. .) W. .

Jas. Philbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

Lolita ( . . ) D . .

James Ma,son, Shelley Winters,

Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

PARAMOUNT

©Blood and Roses (74) ® D..6101
Mel Kerrer. Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

Man-Trap (93) D..6102
leffrey Hunter, Stella Stevens,

David Janssen

(>m

ro

©Breakfast at Tiffany's

(115) CD.. 6103

Audrey Hepburn, (leorgc I’eppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis I’rcsley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbiiiy O<

00

The Errand Boy (82).... C.

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

. 1^

.6106

OmO

Hey, Let's Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

Teddy Itandazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(118) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad.. 6110

©Forever My Love (147) . . D . .6111

Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer
(pre-release)

©Escape From Zahrain

(92) ® Ac.. 6115
Yul Brynner, Madlyn Rhue,

Sal Minco

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . . 6116
Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Eess Parker, Bob Newhart
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FEATURE CHART The key to letters ond combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) ActionDrama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Dromo; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Dromo; (F) Fontosy; (FC) Force-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama- (Hi)
Historical Dromo; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX

O'
UJ
03

Bradford Pillman, Dolores Hart,
Stuart Whitman

Joanne Dm. Mark Stevens
(SSnim release)

20.000 Eyes (61) ©
©Upstairs and Downstairs

I

(100) C.,
Michael Craig. M. Demongeot

Seven Women From Hell

I Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,
Cesar Romero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

©The Comancheros (107)
© OD.

John Waj-ne, Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © i

Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,
Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

Brenda Lee, Eddie .Libert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,
•\ndy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..I
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld.
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

r-iwiue ..U..4
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,
Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night

Joan Fontaine, Tom Ewell

©Swingin’ Along (74) © C/

Ray Charles. Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©...,D..20
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Steve Plccaro, Lisa Iji, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Nuyen

©State Fair (118)
J'aiiii, j rime

Tiffin. Ann-Margret. Alice Faye.
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) ©. .

Kent Taylor, Jody .McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

John Agar, Paula Raymond

©Lisa (..) © 0,
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

.210

'©It Happened in Athens (..)

JayTie .Mansfield, Nico .Mlnardos

! UNITED ARTISTS | ti UNIVERSAL-INT'L f ti

©Come September
(112) © C..6121

Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee. Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS. I 1°

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac.. 6122
Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards

Three on a Spree (83) . .C. .6123
Jack Watling, Carole Lesley

OThe Young Doctors (102) D..6128
Fredric March. Ben Gazzara,
Ina Balin, Dick Clark

©Exodus (212)
Panav’n 70 D..6129

P. Newman, E. M. Saint, S. Minco

©World by Night

(SO) Doc.. 151
A tour of world-famed night spots

Claudelle Inglish (99) D..155
Diane AtcBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmann

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Ba.xter. E. Borgnine, J. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,
Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) ® D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, J;uia Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

The Sergeant Was a

Lady (72) C. .6202
Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevlns

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CO.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy. B. Lancaster, R. Widmark.
At. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

Vo)©FIPwer Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan. James Shigeta,

Aliyoshi Umeki
(l’re-relea.se)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) ® C. .6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . .C. .6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Box Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Alylene Demongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) ® ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . .CD. .6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

©Spaitacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

jtji©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLaine.
James Gamer

The Clown and the Kid

(65) D..6207
John Liipton, Alike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C. .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,

Tony Randall, Edie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac. .6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard .Attenborough

The Couch (89) D..160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

Edmund Purdom

©The Magic Sword (80) . . Ad . .6214
Basil Rathbone, Estelle Winwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) Ad.. 6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) ® C..6219
Alaiirice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon, Robert Bedford

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Oirtis. Bruce Bennett,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
.limm-y Edwards, Shirley Eaton,

Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D . . 162
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette

©Follow That Dream
(110) ® C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D..6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
Chris Warfield, Erin O'Donnell

Third of a Man (..).... D

.

.

Simon Oak'and

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85) . . . . D . .163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
Geoige Montgomery, Gilbert Roland.

Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien

The Miracle Worker (..)..D..
Anne Bancroft. Patty Duke,

Victor Jo;y

i Road to Hong Kong (..).. C

.

.

1 Blag Crosby, Bob Hope,

1 J(ran Collins, Dorothy Lamour

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

® 0D..6215
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,

Walter Alatthaii

©Night Creatures (81) . . Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing, Yvonne Romaln

©Lad, a Dog (98) D . .

Peter Breck, Peggy McCay

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS

’

Billy Budd d..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Did ® D..
Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triftids © ....sK.
Howard Keel. Nicole Maurey

Rider on a Dead Horse D..
John Vivyan, Lisa Lu

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

©Tales of Terror (120) ®..Ho..
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone

©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . . . . Ad . .

Pier .Lngeli. Edmund Purdom
BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad. .

Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabhas ® D..
Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack Balance, Ernest Borgnine

The Notorious Landlady C..
Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire
©H.M.S. Defiant © D..
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale

The Interns D..
CJff Robertson, Susy Parker,

Haya Harareet. Michael Callan
Requeim for a Heavyweight. ... D . .

Anthony Quirai, Jackie Gleason

.Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris
The War Lover D . .

Steve McQueen, Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ami Field

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

4i©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Jumbo M..
Doiis Day, Stephen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Charisse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys' Night Out © C..
Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©I Thank a Fool © D.

.

Susan Hayward, Peter Finch

©A Very Private Affair D .

.

Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastro-

ianni

PARAMOUNT
@H atari 1 Ad.. 6117
John Wayne, Bed Buttons

©My Geisha C. .6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand,

Rob’t Cummings, EMw. G. Robinson

The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston. BRsa Martinelli,

Harry Guardino
©A Girl Named Tamiko ®....D..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,

Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umekl

20TH-FOX
©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..D..
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

The Cabinet of Caligari ©....Ho..
Glynis Johns, Dan O’Herlihy

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian, Baibara Eden, Red Buttons

©I Like Money © C.

.

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden, Capucine.

Trevor Howard
©Mr. Hobbs Takes a

Vacation © C..
.lames Stewart, Maureen O'Hara,

Fabian, Laiiri Peters

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Phaedra D..
Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point D..
Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba ® Ad..
Tony Oirtis, Y'lil Brynner
UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) . . D .

.

Rock Hudson. Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BiD . .

Montgomery Clift, Susannah York,

Susan Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Audie Murphy, Joan O’Brien

©That Touch of Mink ® C..

Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig Young
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Ilerhert Lorn. Heather Sears

WARNER BROS.
©Merrill’s Marauders Ac..
Jeff Chandler. Ty Hardin
©The Music Man ® M..
Itobert Preston, Slurley Jones

©The Chapman Report D..
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Shelley Winters.

Claire Bloom. Jane Fonda

ind
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FEATURE CHART
Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. Shorts chart

MISCELLANEOUS
(r Q ^

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D.. Aug 61
Lula .Ubriglit, Scott Marlowe,
llcrscliel Bemardl
BUENA VISTA
4>©Greyfriars Bobby (91) D.. Oct 61
Donald Crisp. Kay Walsh

4i©Babes in Toyland

(100) © M. .Dec 61
Bay Bolger, Tommy Sands.
Annette. Ed Wvnn

©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian
Keith. Edmond O’Brien

CONTINENTAL
The Long and the Short and

the Tall (102) D. .Sep 61
Laurence Harvey. Richard Todd

The Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s

(94) C.. Sep 61
Joyce Oren/ell, Cedi Parker.
George Cole

The Mark (127) © D.. Oct 61
S. Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C.. Oct 61
Tony Hancock, George Sanders
View From the Bridge, A

(110) D. .Feb 62
Carol Larvrence, Baf Vallone,
Maureen Stapleton
Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd’s 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad.. Aug 61
Lex Barker. Chelo Alonso
FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
Antony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland
The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac ^ 61

Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buclianun

©The Pirate of the Black
Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61

Mlianou Bardot, Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
Carry On. Constable (86) C.. Feb 61
Ken Connor. Leslie Pblllipa

©Doctor in Love (87) . . C . . Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,
James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (81) D. Oct 61

Tony Britton, Peter Dishing
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61
Michael Owynn, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barrv and I,aurie Cardwell
PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61

FRANCE
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61
(ITMPO) . .Gerard BlaJn

Crime of M. Lange,
The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) . . (Jean Renoir classic)

Five-Day Lover, The (86).. 2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-
Plerre Cassel, Mlchellne Presle

Joker, The (86 ) 10- 2-61
(Lopert) . . J-P Cassel. A. Almee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont’l). R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad
(98) 4-16-62

(Astor) . . Delphine Seyrig, Giorgio
-Vlbertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1 - 8-62
(Astor) .. Gerard Philipe, Jeanne
Moreau, Annette Vadim

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabln, Nadja
Tiller. Danielle Darrieiix

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

©Web of Passion (101) . .11- 6-61
(’Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paul Belmondo

GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Casino).. 0. W. Fischer, Lllo

Pulvcr

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
(American-Metropolitan) . .

W. GUler, Ingrid Von Bergen

GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) .. Irene Papas

ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61
(Cont’l) . . Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardlnale
U Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . .Marcello Mastrolannl,
Anita Ekberg, Anouk Almee
L'Awentura (145) 6 - 5-61

Toshiro Mifune, Y. Natsukl
Then There Were Three

(82) Ac.. Jan 62
.Alex Nicol. Frank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
©The Deadly Companions

(90) Panavislon ,...W..Jul61
Maureen O’Hara, Brian Keith

Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho. .Jan 61
Gianna Marla Canale
Mark of the Devil (73) D.. Jan 61
Maria Felix. Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) S.. Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) F . . Dec 61
(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) 0 .. Oct 61
Jean Carter. Felix .Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad.. Nov 61
Simone Slgnoret. Georges Marchal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) .. My. . Oct 61

{ Eng-dubbed ).. Alain Delon, Marie
LaForet, Maurice Ronet

Wild for Kicks (92) 0.. Jan 62
David Farrar, Noelle .Adam, Gillian

Hills, Shirley Ann Field
Frantic (81) D.. Mar 62
(Eng-dubbed) Jeanne Moreau
.Also available witli sub-titles at

90 minutes running time.

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Black Pit of Dr. M.

(72) Ho.. Mar 61
Ralph Bertrand. Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidne; Street

(93) Ad.. Mar 61
Peter Wyngarde, i-onald Slnden

©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad.. May 61
Mari^ Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D . . Sep 61
Rlriiard Atteviborougb, Stanley

Baker, Diane Ctleota

©Shame of the Sabine
Women (80) Ad..

Lex Johnson, William Wolf
WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of tha Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61

Mala Powers, Marshall T%oiii|)80d

(Janus) . .Monica Vlttl, Gabriele
Perzettl. Lea Massari

Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62
(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The
(91) 10- 9-61
(Cont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, PabUto
Calvo (Span-lang: Eng. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62
(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
Mastrolaimi, Monica Vlttl

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor).. A. Delon, A. Glrardot

Two Women (IDS) 6-19-61
(Embassy) .. Sophia Loren,
Jean-Paul Belmondo
JAPAN
©Rikisha Man, The (105) 5- 8-61
(Gory) Toshiro Mifune

Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR)..Yuko Moshizukl

Throne of Blood (IDS) 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune
POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61

( Janus).. Z. Cybulskl

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. janezar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . .Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal, Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) 12-18-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Blbl
Andersson

Secrets of Women (114) . . 9-18-61
(Janus).. Eva Dahlbeck, Gunnar
BJomstrand, Maj-Britt Nilsson

U.S.S.R.

Fate of a Man (100) . . 8-28-61
(UA).. Sergei Bondarcfiuk

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

6421 Hot Heir (W/a) Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

OSi/a) Oct 61
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(ISi/g) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16).. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (I6I/2 ) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61
5556 No. 6, Ser. 2 (IOV2 ) -Juiei
6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11) Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10) Nov 61
6553 No. 3. Series 3 (lO'/a) Jan 62
6554 No. 4. Series 3 (11) Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

( 10 ) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (6J/a) May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey (&/z) ..Jun61
5615 Punchy de Leon (^^)..Jul61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7) Sep 61
6603 Imagination (6>/a) .... Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(&/z) Nov 61
6605 Grape-Nutty ( 6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

(6!/a) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy (6) . . . . Jam 62
^08 Wonder Gloves (7).... Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (6’/a) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7).. Mar 62
^12 The Oompahs (7V^) . . . . Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5835 Community Sings

No. 1, Ser. 13 (10) . . . . Mar 61
5854 Yukon Canada (10) . . . Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Coior Cartoons)

5707 Fee He Foes {9A) Jun 61
5708 Zoo Is Company (6pa) Jul C-
6701 Catch Meow (0/a) Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61
6703 Loop^s Hare-Do (7) . . Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) ....Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Mago« Goes West (6)..Jul61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoe

( 61/2 ) (© and standard) Oct 61
6753 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6 ) (Both © and standard) Dec 61

6755 Magoo Slept Here (7) Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6'/a) (© an'l standard) Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19) Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(18) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19).. Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(15) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

( 191/2 ) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotltmd

aS/z) May 61
5408 Fling in the Ring

(16) Jul61
6401 Quiz Whiz (I51/2 ) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(16'/2) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (W/z) Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17).. Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffti

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That

Ends Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds ( 91/2 ) . . Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin ( .
. ) Feb 62

6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neopolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup pn a Picnic (7) Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8).. Sep 60
W275 Cat Copcerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9) Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7) Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..) Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (IS)
(Anamorphic) Sep 60

B20-3 Lifeline to Hong Kong
(17) Anamorphic Apr 61

B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fireaway. Story of a

Trotter (..) Nov 61
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher
(6 ) Jan 61

M20-5 Kid From Mars (6 ) Mar 61
M20-6 Mighty Termite (6 ) Jun 61
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(61/2) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics (. .) Nov 61
NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P20-3 The Lion’s Busy (6 ) . . Mar 61
P20-4 Goodie the Gremlin

(6 ) Apr 61
P20-5 Alvin’s Solo Flight (7) Apr 61
P20-6 Hound About That (6 ) Jun 61
621-1 Mutiro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6) Novel
POPEYE CHAMPIONS

E-21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7) Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorabte (7) Sep 61
E21-3 Popeve, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7) ..Sep 61
E21-5 Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) .... Sep 61

CARTOON SPECIAL
A-21 Abner the Baseball 2 Reel

(12Va) Sep 61
TRAVELRAMA

(Anamorphic-Color-l Reel)
T20-1 Porpoise Posse (10) . . Mar 61

MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES
(Color, unless specified)

7104 Assignment Egypt (9) May 6
7106 Assignment Singapore
& Malaya (10) Jun 6

7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . . . Jul 6
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 6
7109 Ski New Horizons (10) Sep 6
7110 Assignment India (9) Oct 6
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 6
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) Dec 6
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 61

7202 Mel Allen’s Football
Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8 ) Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail
(6 ) May 61

5126 Sappy New Year (7) Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6).. Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7) Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6) ..Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merry (6) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6 ) ...Sep 61
5111 Clown Je^s (6 ) ..Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) . . Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 ) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Mexico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9).... Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor. .Can he projected In

the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry ....Apr 61
4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW) Jul 61
4125 Busman’s Holiday (WW) Aug ^
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand Nov^
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes . . Can he projected
in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)
4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Pec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse. .. .Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker From Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling A'l Cuckoos. ... Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental
Jazz (16) © Nov 61

4202 Land of the Long
White Cloud (..) © Mar 62

4202 Football Highlights of
1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

8312 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313Thumo Fun Jun 61
8314 Curn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug 61
B316 Ballot Bex bunny ...Apf61
y3eii A Hound for Trouble Sm 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
:V303 The Grey Hounoed Hare Oct 61
9304 Legnorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
9308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit

8724 Compressed Hare
9721 Prince Violent . .

9722 Wet Hare

May 61
Jul 61

.Sep 61

.Jan 62
MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)
8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws.. Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble. . . .Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat.. Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep.. Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (IS).. Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (IS) Mar 62

(One Reel)
8502 Alpine Champions (10) Feb 61
8403 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8404 Grandad of Races (10) May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) lun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9).. Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9).. Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
PICTURESbhi^h

A Crowd-Pleaser , . .

Columbia did a good job on ''The Devil at 4
O'clock." It brought good business. No walk outs.
Kept everyone in suspense, especially the erup-
tion scenes. Columbia should odvertise with
better troilers; some of them don't give their
pictures justice.

AL AGUIAR
Lincoln Theatre,
Lincoln, Calif.

ALLIED ARTISTS
I Passed for White (AA)—Sonya Wilde, James

Fronoscus, Pat Michon. Too old and hod played every
screen around these p>arts. Not up to expectations,
just a drive-in programer as far os I om concerned,
business soso. Played Sun., Mon. Weother: Cold.

—

Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D.
Pop. 968.

BUENA VISTA
Greyfr.ars Bobby (BV)—'Donald Crisp, Kay Walsh,

Laurence Noismith. This was okay, but had one of
the lowest Soturdays I've ever had. I should have
used it on a double-bill.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson
Theatre, Flomoton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

COLUMBIA
Devil at 4 O'Clock, The (Col)—Spencer Tracy,

Fronk Sinotro, Kerwin Mothews. A very excellent mo-
tion picture. Do not fail to use it. Perfect cast. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues.—S. T. Jockson, Jackson Theatre
Flomoton, Alo. Pop. 1,480.

Mr. Sardonicus (Col)—Guy Rolfe, Oscor Homolka,
Audrey Dalton. Everyone liked this better than we
did. We had many favorable comments and that's
what we're interested in. Could stand alone, with ex-
ploitation. Played Sot. Weother: Cold.—P. B. Fried-
man, Grand Theotre, Lancoster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Mysterious Island (Col)—^Michael Craig, Joan Green-
wood, Michoel Gallon. Very interesting Jules Verne
yarn. And in color! Since it was midweek, it didn't
breok any records, but the grosses were better than
another Jules Verne which came in black and white.
Ployed Wed., Thurs. Weather: Foir.—A. A. Richards,
Morion Theatre, Marion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.
Two Rode Together (Col)—James Stewart, Richard

Widmork, Shirley Jones. For a John Ford production
this is disoppointing and much too slow-moving west-
ern fare. It is fairly entertaining, though, and the
color is excellent. Okay for a double-bill. Played
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Weather: Nice.—Paul Fournier,
Acodia Theotre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Weekend With Lulu, A (Col)—Bob Monkhouse,
Leslie Phillips, Shirley Eoton. This is not a sex pic-
ture os you might think. It is a British comedy, full
of corn and has plenty of laughs. Try it. We played
on midweek to satisfoctory business. Played Wed.,
Thurs. Weather: Good.—^Mel Danner, Circle The-
atre, Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bachelor in Paradise (MGM)—Bob Hope, Lana

Turner, Jonis Paige. Better than average business.
Everyor>e likes Bob. Plus color and comedy^nuff
sed? Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Good.—A. A.
Richords, Morion Theotre, Marion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

Bridge to the Sun (MGM)—Carroll Baker, James
Shigeta, Sure it's a good picture, but black and
white. This type of picture is no draw—^people are
very tired of Jopanese-Americon settings. Boxoffice
on this was disoppointing. Not up to mighty Metro.
Ployed Sun., Mon. Weother: Fair.—Ken Christianson,
Roxy Theotre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

Wonders of Aladdin, The (MGM)—.Donald O'Con-
r>or, Vittorio De Sica, Noelle Adam. Wow, what o
show! Need we say more, boxofficewise arid picture-
wise’ Played Thurs., Fri., Sot. Weather: Nice—Paul
Fourn er, Acodio Theotre, St. Leonord, N. B. Poo
2,150.

PARAMOUNT
Blue Hawaii (Poro)—Elvis Presley, Joan Blackmon,

Angela Lansbury. Not quite os good os "G.l. Blues"
but It will pleose just the some. Presley did some
good oefing in this ond I hope he'll stay with Hal
Wollis. Beoutiful color and sharp photography. Angela
Lonsbury stole the show. Let's see her in more com-
edy roles like this. Both nights 'way, 'way above
overoge. Wish I could leave tor Howoli next week.
Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Rain and cool.—James
Hardy, Shools Theotre, Shoals, lr>d. Pop. 1,555.

Blue Hawaii (Poro)—Elvis Presley, Joan Blackmon,
Angela Lonsbury. I personolly agree that Elvis is o
wonderful business getter and is helping us small
towners to stay in business. But what obout those
wonderful pictures "Fonny," "Francis of Assisi," etc,
thot deserve better business thon "Howoii," but r>o-
body comes to see them? It's o shome. Ployed Sun.,
Mon., Tues. Weother: Nice.—Poul Fournier, Acadia
Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Errand Boy, The (Poro)—Jerry Lewis, Brian Don-
levy. Talk obout corn, this is it. Just a lot of tom-
foolery—r>o story, no nothing, in block ond white.
But Jerry hos a good following so business wasn't

too bod. Of course, we won't see these faces again
until next year. Played Sot., Sun., Mon. Weather:
Good.—Carl P. Anderko, Rainbow Theotre, Costro-
ville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Police Dog Story (20th-Fox)—Jomes Brown, Merry

Anders, Barry Kelley. A. low-budget minor item that
fits in perfectly to pass the hour.—^Poul Fournier,

Acodio Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Racers, The (20th-Fox)—Kirk Douglas, Bello Dorvi,
Gilbert Rolond. A racing thriller with good cost, ex-
traordinory scenery. A good playable oldie with lots

on the wheels for a sotisfootory show. It really op-
pieoled to the younger set and they ore all we hove
left. Played Fri., Sot. Weother: Poor.—Leonard J.

Leise, Roxy Theatre, Rondolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

September Storm (20th-Fox)—Joonne Oru, Mork
Stevens, Charles Strauss. Beoutiful color, good di-

rectirtg, good story or>d octing all go to moke this

little picture well worth playing. Has not been od-
vertised very well. Played Thurs., Fri., Sot. Weother:
Good.— B. Widmork Berglund, Troll Theatre, New
Town, N. O. Pop. 1,200.

UNITED ARTISTS
Alamo, The (UA)—John Wayne, Richord Widmork,

Laurence Horvey. Good picture. UA treated me pretty
good on this one, so I come out oheod. I'd advise
anyone to ploy it.—^Don Stott, Southwind Theatre,
Solomons, Md. Pop. 950.

Young Doctors, The (UA)—^Fredric March, Ben
Gozzoro, Ino Bolin. The trailer for NSS uses the
visual squeeze in order to hard sell in a very short
time. The movie wos well mode too, but I haven't
broken even on a UA picture in a long, long time.
Played Sot. Preview; Sun., Mon. Weather: Worm.—Roy
Kerldrick, Stor Theotre, Minco, Oklo. Pop. 950.

Young Savages, The (UA)>—Burt Lancaster, Dina
Merrill, Shelley Winters. Now here ore the stork, cold
facts of life that really tug at the emotion'ol heart-
strings. Business was 'way oft, as usual. Hollywood is

killing the program pictures with their 70mm block-
busters, the result being we all suffer. Played Sat.,

Sun., Mon. Weather: Nice.—Carl P, Anderka, Rain-
bow Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

UNIVERSAL^INTERNATIONAL
Blast of Silence (U-l)—Allen Boron, Molly Mc-

Carthy, Lorry Tucker. Excruciatingly morbid oi^ dis-
pleosing. Poor. Leave it in the con. For the junk
tans only.—Paul Fournier, Acodia Theatre, St.

Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Doy the Earth Caught Fire, The (U-l)—Janet Munro,
Leo McKern, Edward Judd. As near rvothing, otter
all the suspense, os you'll ever see. Some sort ot
"explosion' would hove pleosed everyone better.
Played Thurs., Fri. Weather: Fair, then rain.—A. A.
Richards, Marion Theotre, Marion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

Ma and Po Kettle Back on the Farm (U-l, reissue)

—

Marjorie Moin, Percy Kilbride, Richard Long. Best
weekend in months tor this 1951 film. This Kettle
entertainment is still our best bet. Wish this trend
could come bock instead of the torvgue-in-cheek type
ot sex comedies we've been getting lotely. Played
Fri., Sot. Weather: Fair.—^Ken Obristionson, Roxy
Theatre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

Perfect Furlough, The (U-l)—Tony Curtis, Jonet
Leigh, Linda Cristol. One of the great commies of
recent years. Well worth ploying if you haven't ol-
reody. Business overage. Played Thurs., Fri., Sot.
Weother: Rain.— Paul Fourrvier, Acodio Theotre, St.

Leonord, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Seven Ways From Sundown (U-l)—Audie Murphy,
Borry Sullivan, Venetio Stevenson. An excellent little

western with Audie Murphy, whose populority here is

endless. Played with "Seven Women From Hell."
Barry Sullivan is outstonding in "Sundown" (you'll
love him). Good color. Ployed Thurs., Fri., Sot.
Weother: Nice.—^Poul Fournier, Acodio Theatre, St.

Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

WARNER BROS.
Sins of Rachel Cade, The (WB)—Angie Dickinson,

Peter Finch, Roger Moore. Good picture ond every-
one Who sow it seemed to like it. Good business. I

hod set this one bock several times. Should do okay
on weekend chonge. Played Fri., Sot. Weother: Gooa.—Mel Donner, Circle Theatre, Woyr>oka, Oklo. Pop.
2,018.

Triple Bills Not Meant
For Indoor Theatres

For our Saturday change we tried three science-
fiction pictures—"This Island Eorth" (U-l), "Voy-
age to the Bottom of the Sea" and "journey
to the Center of the Earth," both from 20th-
Fox. Three features may be tine tor drive-ins,
but they're no good for indoors. In the first

place, most kids get restless after two hours.
It's much worse after tour hours.

A. A. RICHARDS
Marion Theatre,
Marion, S. C.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Through a Glass Darkly A

Janus Films 91 Minutes Rel. April '62

Although grim, depressing and excessively

talky fore, Ingmar Bergman's latest Swedish-
language drama for Svensk Filmindustri is a
powerful study of mental illness, superbly

acted by its cast of four and magnificently

directed and photographed as were all of

Bergman's recent works. This just won the

Academy Award for "best foreign film" as did

Bergman's "Virgin Spring" last year, factors

which will increase the producer-director's

current vogue in the U.S. and 'insure strong

grosses in the art spots. Two of Bergman s

regulars. Max von Sydow of "The Magician,"

and "The Seventh Seal," and Gunnar Bjorn-

stTond, of "Wild Strawberries" and "The

Magician," again respond splendidly to his

direction to give fine portrayals of the dis-

traught husband and father, respectively, of

a girl plagued by recurring fits of madness.

The latter role, played by Harriet Andersson

of Bergman's "Smiles of a Summer Night and
"The Naked Night," is a pitiful figure whose
climactic lapse into complete insanity is a
mOisterpiece of acting. A 19-year-old new-

comer, Lars Passgord, is sensitive and touch-

ing as the girl's adolescent brother, wlio has

an incestuous relationship with her. Naturally,

the picture is stfictly adult fare. Although the

girl voluntarily agrees to return to the hos-

pital, the ending has a ray of hope as the boy

and his father reach a bond of understanding,

The title is taken from a Biblical quotation,

Corinthians 13:12. The music is from Bach's

Suite No. 2, effectively 'played on a violin-

cello.

Max von Sydow, Harriet Andersson, Guil-

nar Bjornstrand, Lars Passgord.

Zazie

Astor Pictures

A Ratio: Comedy- Drama
L85-1 ©

86 Minutes Rel. Apr. '62

Raymond Queneau's Gallic novel, Zazi

Dans le Metro," has been adapted to motion

picture terms by producer-director Louis

Malle, cited by the more discerning American

critical fraternity some months ago for his

controversial "The Lovers. This is most pro-

nouncedly in the "New-Wove" genre and the

less-demanding audiences ostensibly lured by

promise of more a novelty than directorial

groping for Objectivity may well find the

viewing a trifle trying. Sometimes satire,

sometimes farce, M. Malle s latest effort is

concerned with an ll-yeor-old girl from the

provinces, (and a Wistful delineation, too, by

CoTherine Demongeot) who wants nothing

more at the moment than to ride blithefully

along on the Paris metro (subway). The

Louiis Malle-Ieon-Paul Rappeneau screenplay

sees to it, however, that a strike has

"grounded ' the below-the-pcrvement railrocrd,

and our little girl encounters a cross-section of

Parisian life—light, lecherous and not always

within the accepted realm of wholesomeness

(a grotesque study of homosexuality, fleeting

though it may be implies unappetizing enter-

tainment). The comedy-drama, in Techni-

color, is at its best when M. Malle's cameras

focus lovingly on the boulevards and sights of

a city he obviously loves very much. In

French-language with English titles.

Catherine Demongeot, Philippe Noiret, Hu-

bert Deschamps, Antoine Roblot.

Two Warner Films Shortened

Warner Bros, announces the change in

running time on two of the company’s

features now in release: “The Singer Not

the Song” from 129 to 98 minutes and “The

Couch” from 100 to 89 minutes.

And
vr’r

(Us-

TlP
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Opinions on Current Productions ^EATURi REVIEWS
Symbol © denotes color; (g) CinemoScope; ® VistaVision; (f) Superscope; ® Ponorision; ® Regolscope; ® Techniromo. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

Geronimo F
“S'""

United Artists (6221) 101 Minutes Rel. May '62

oPi- lOO K
tails

^
Every lover of western or action films knows fhcrt W.

|jscon-- Geronimo was the great Apache chief just as ever devotee
of westerns on TV knows Chuck Connors as the star of the
popular "Rifleman" series, so it follows that this super-
western in Panavision and Technicolor has a ready-made
audience in all except first-run situations. Produced and
directed by Arnold Laven, who collaborated on the story with
Pat Fielder, the picture follows the recent trend toward treat-
ing the Indians fairly and making some members of the U.S.
Cavalry the villains. As a result, there ore fewer battles and
less bloodshed in the first half but the climax is a rip-roaring
encounter between Geronimo and his small band of Apaches
and the U.S. Cavalry armed with a cannon. Romance has not
been neglected and the embittered Geronimo takes time off
from his battling the Cavalry to persuade an educated
Apache girl to bear ihe child he wonts so passionately. This
girl is well played by a lovely, darked-haired newcomer,
Kamali Devi. The mountain and desert backgrounds are
magnificently photographed on the Panavision screen. Jules
Levy and Arthur Gardner are executive producers.

Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi, Pot Conway, Adam West, Ross
Martin, John Anderson, Denver Pyle, Laurence Dobkin.

Harold Lloyd's World of Comedy F ”

g5°i

Continental 94 Minutes Rel. April '62

3 ,000 ) A large segment of today's theatregoing public was either
"" too young to remember when Harold Lloyd was a king of

comedy or was not yet born. But that should be no reason

for hesitating to book this picture because his name is a
tradition that has been handed down through the years.

Curiosity should pull both the younger patrons and the old-

sters who remember Lloyd so well. Lloyd's "World of

Comedy" is a collection of highlight scenes from eight of his

well known pictures, dating from 1923 to 1938. And the

laughter that has greeted it at recent previews is proof

enough that the film is a bell ringer. There appears to be no
age limit to the enjoyment; sub-teenagers guffaw as loudly

os the older folks. Current films do not hove the fast, furious

and completely illogical chase sequences that ore embodied
in the Lloyd library; the older people miss them and they ore

all new to the youngsters. The only criticism that might be
levelled at the film is that the final sequence, the building-

climbing episode from "Feet First," is a little too long and
becomes repetitious. Some excerpts from on all-time favorite,

"A Sailor Made Man," could have been inserted here. But

everything else is solid entertainment. Produced by Lloyd,

the picture is narrated by Art Ross, with music by Walter
Scharf. Jack Murphy was associate producer.

Information Received F
Univ.-Int'l ( ) 77 Minutes Rel. July '62

An interesDholding cops-and-robbers film, this British-made
picture produced by United Co-Production, Ltd., will make a
strong supporting duoler in U.S. situations, despite its lack
of marquee draw. The players are all excellent but only
Hermione Baddeley, who toured the U.S. as star of "A Taste
of Honey" this season, may be familiar to some patrons.
Well directed by Robert Lynn from the intricately plotted
screenplay by Paul Ryder, this is better than many
American-made programmers and far better than action
dramas being shown on TV. The climax is packed with sur-

K prises and suspense. But the film must be seen from the be- 975
]

jSj'*''
ginning or audiences will be mystified as to the identity of L 1

the American sa.'e-cracker, a role played with conviction by
William Sylvester, who actually is on American-born London
actor. Sabina Sesselman, a sexy German actress who shows
great promise, appropriately plays a double-crossing German
girl while Miss Baddeley is a standout, as always, as a
friendly Cockney woman who aids the handsome hero. The
fact that Edward Underdown and the actors ploying police
inspectors and detectives are unfamiliar faces make their
performances more believable. The actual London back-
grounds give the picture the feeling of authenticity.

William Sylvester, Sabine Sesselman, Edward Underdown,
Hermione Baddeley, Frank Hawkins, Walter Brown.

The Broken Land F
20th-Fox (209) 60 Minutes Rel. Apr. '62

This strictly program filler effort—despite its ruggedly
handsome CinemaScope and De Luxe Color setting—is

marketable with the strikingly effective delineation of a
second-generation Hollywood "name," in this instance Jody
McCrea, whose dad (Joel) before him still rides over many far-

reaching plains orrd into many golden sunsets.

Young McCrea, who resembles his dad, is cast in a costarring

stint as veteran thespian, villainous-minded Kent Taylor's

deputy in a western community not long after the Civil War,
•'3- rmd olthnngh he i.s killed off at about the three-quarters con-

elusion mark, he is on camera sufficiently to impress the

viewer. Taylor snarls in the best tradition of a western
marshal gone sour os the Edward Lakso relatively routine

yarn spins its undistinguished web of circumstances.

Leonard A. Schwartz produced and John Bushelman directed

for Associated Producers, Inc., and just why the running time

was abruptly culminated at the 60-minute mark is some-
thing to be pondered when it comes to selling practices. As
the attraction stands, it is very much like the scores of

home-screen wide open spaces adventures, the good and the

bad quickly and uncomplicatedly defined.

Kent Taylor, Dianna Darrin, Jody McCrea, Robert
Sampson, Jack Nicholson.

Hands of a Stranger A
Allied Artists (6204) 851/2 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

Spectacularly introducing a new filmmaking talent, Michael
duPont (scion of the internationally recognized social family)

has provided rousing entertainment, not unlike the "be-sure-
to-scare" efforts that have sporadically come into the modest-
budgeted realm over the years. At the some time, it's sure to

provoke attention of television viewers who have habitually
of late turned to the home-screen adventures of "Dr. Ben
Casey" and "Dr. Kildare," although in this particular instance
dramatic stress in the original story and screenplay of co-

producer and director Newton Arnold, is on the

psychologiccd effects of a hand transplanting operation for

pianist James Stapleton. He turns vicious, vengeance-seeking
killer, in the process bringing death to four people who
caused him to lose all that he has held vital and dear career-

wise, at least to his mold of thinking. The hospital setting is

more or less, incidental prelude to the circumstances
strikingly, suspensefully brought into plcry after Stapleton's

hands ore horribly mutilated in a taxicab accident and Dr.

Paul Lukother has transplanted the powerful hands of a
chonv murdered man to the unconscious Stapleton. The action-and-
16 N.' horror crowds will find the Glenwood-Neve production, how- 'nid,

'

ever, very much in their genre.

Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey, James Stapleton, Ted Otis,

Michael duPont, Larry Haddon, Irish McCalla.

Dead to the World F JS
United Artists (6202) 87 Minutes Rel. Apr. '62

A routine, conventionally applied acting atmosphere dom-
inates what might, in more capable performing hands, hove
emerged as dramatically compelling entertainment. An of-

fering of National Film Studios, this stars Reedy Talton, Jana
Pearce and even lesser-knowns in a rambling, uninspiredly
enacted yarn of a State Department aide wrongly accused
of treason and his subsequent valiant and even heroic ef-

forts to clear his name and bring the real traitor to justice.

The setting is modern-day Washington and Mr. Talton is the

chop about to be "sacrificed" by his boss, Joel Thomas, to a
hard-hitting Congressional Committee. It takes a murder
(political chieftain Leon B. Stevens) to bring out significant

clues eventually leading to the wrong doings of Thomas.
Miss Pearce provides some fleeting feminine interest but, in

the main, the dawdling story adheres strictly to chose-ond-
effect. F. William Hart produced and Nicholas Webster di-

rected from a standard screenplay by John Roeburt, the
latter working from an Edward Ronns novel. Significantly,

the opening narration by nationally syndicated and recog-
£T / nized Drew Pearson may well aid in metropolitan selling

campaigns, especially in those locales where his writings are
prominently featured.

Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce, Ford Rainey, Casey Peyson,
John McLiam, John Dorman, Joel Thomas.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "World of Comedy" (Cont'l)

The picture leads off with the famous clock sequence from
"Safety Last," in which he climbs the side of a building and
hangs on to the hands of a large clock. Next is a scene from /OO.

"The Freshman" in which he manipulates a trick football
play. This is followed by two episodes from "Hot Water," the
revolution sequence from "Why Worry" and the train se-
quence from "Girl Shy" which includes a hilarious chase on
bicycle, trolley cor and wagcn team. Another chose footage
is from "Professor Beware," with scenes on top of a railroad
freight train. "Movie Crazy" has the part in which Lloyd
accidentally puts on a magician's coat, thereby releasing
birds, rabbits and v.'hite mice at a formal party. The final
episode is the building-climbing climax to "Feet First," in
which Stepin Fetchit has a minor, but very funny role.

EXPLOITIPS:
Prior to opening, have ushers, cashier and others of staff

wear large horn-rimmed glasses. Acquire a car of the 1924
vintage, or at least an old one, and send man around town
in it wearing the well-known spectacles and appropriate
sign on the sides. Stage a Harold Lloyd "double" contest.
CATCHLINES:
The Best of Harold Lloyd's Best . . . See the King of Comedy

in Some of His Greatest Roles . . . Whether You're Nine or
Ninety, You'll Scream With Laughter at This Treasure Chest
of Great Comedies . . . Here's a Golden Treasury of the Best
in Comedy . . . He's the King of the Kingdom of Komedy.

THE STORY: "Geronimo" (UA)

In 1883, Geronimo (Chuck Connors) and his small group of

Apache warriors, under constant attack from both the U.S.
military forces and the Mexicans, reluctantly decide to sur-

render and receive food and land. But Geronimo, bitter about
the way his people are mistreated, plots to escape the
reservation. Just as the Apaches succeed in growing crops
on their land, the government Indian agent makes a lucra-
tive deal with a large cattle corporation and the Apaches
are told they will be moved elsewhere on the reservation.
Geronimo persuades his Indians to escape to Mexico where
they declare all-out war on the U.S. Geronimo also secretly

returns to bring back Kamala Devi, an Indian maid who will

bear him the son he wants. The fighting continues until the
Apaches face starvation and death. It is only when Congress
sends a senator to investigate their plight that Geronimo tells

his warriors to surrender and sign a new treaty recognizing
the Indians' rights.

EXPLOITIPS:
Decorate the lobby with Indian, paraphernalia and hove

the doorman or ticket-taker wear on Indian head-dress, ob-

tainable in any novelty shop.

CATCHLINES:
"Geronimo," the Name That Struck Terror in the Hearts of

the U.S. Cavalry . . . Chuck Connors, TV's Famed "Rifleman,''

as History's Greatest Indian Warrior . . . The World Took His

Name and Made It a War-Cry for All Time,

THE STORY: "The Broken Land" (20th-Fox)

Marshal Kent Taylor, a sadistic officer dominating a small
western town, imprisons Jack Nicholson, harmless son of a
famous gunfighter, and also arrests Gary Snead and Robert
Sampson, when they attempt to help Nicholson. Taylor tells

waitress Dianna Darrin to leave town. Dianna, going to the
jail and giving the three young men their cell key, is seen
leaving the building by Taylor's deputy, Jody McCrea. The
three young men break jail and head for the mountains,
intercepting the stage carrying Dianna and although they
don't demand it, the frightened driver throws down the
money box. Taking Dianna and the money, they continue
their escape. Dianna and Sampson are attracted to each
other. Taylor, McCrea and two posse men find the young
people's hideout, but Nicholson and Sampson get the drop
on them and force Taylor to take the money and leave.
Taylor decides to double back and capture the young men,
but McCrea objects. Taylor kills him. Taylor sneaks back,
kills Snead, disarms the others and hauls them off to town.
Stripped of his badge and power to hurt, Taylor is left kneel-
ing in the street, an object of scorn and hate.

EXPLOITIPS;
Play up the second generation atmosphere—Jody McCrea is

son of the long-reigning cowpoke, Joel McCrea.
CATCHLINES:

For the Fast Fun . . . For a Sheriff's Badge, This Was the
Land of Reckoning!

THE STORY: "Information Received" (U-I)

A notorious safe-cracker, on his way from America to Eng-
land, is arrested by the British police for a previous crime
because they believe he has been sent for by a big safe-

breaking syndicate. William Sylvester, a detective, is told to

take the safecracker's identity and, as suspected, he is con-
tacted and successfully "broken out" of jail. Sylvester is

hidden in a cottage of a go-between, where the latter's wife,

Sabine Sesselmon, makes a play for him and tells him where
he con contact the master-mind, Edward Underdown. When
Sylvester leaves the cottage, Sabine contacts her husband,
and, when he arrives, she cold bloodedly kills him. Sylvester,

suspected of the killing, is forced by Underdown to open a
jly fyi safe in a factory engaged in secret work. As Underdown gets

his envelope with the secret information, the police break in

and arrest him, at the same time rescuing Sylvester, The
police smash the criminal gang but Sylvester still longs for

the double-crossing Sabine.

EXPLOITIPS:
The only possible selling names ore Hermione Baddeley,

who toured the key cities of the U.S. this season as star of

"A Taste of Honey," and William Sylvester, who starred in

the London production of "Teahouse of the August Moon."
CATCHLINES:
The Story of a Safe-Cracker in the Employ of Scotland

Yard ... A Double-Crossing Dome Who Won the Heart of

an Honest Detective.

THE STORY: "Dead to the World" (UA)
State Department employe Reedy Talton, suspected of

treason, is under investigation by a Ford Rainey-headed
Congressional Committee in Washington. Talton has been
accused of turning over top secret material because of his
continuing contact with a Bulgarian fam.ily that saved his life

during V/orld War I!. The hearing is recessed for the week-
end and Talton sets out to prove his innocence. Political
boss Leon B. Stevens is pushing the investigation because he
thinks Taltcn has designs on his wife, Casey Peyson. Talton's
State Department superior, Joel Thomas, pledges his aid.
Talton meets on old flame, Jana Pearce, but doesn't know if

he can fully trust her. Going to meet Stevens, he also en-
counters Thomas and Casey there. Stevens is found mur-
dered and Talton is slugged into unconsciousness. Coming
to, he finds he's charged with the deed. Jana helps him escape
to a motel, Talton bent on continuing the search into these
strange goings-on. Henchmen of Thomas, the real traitor,
now capture Jana, but Talton rescues her. Thomas is ex-
posed and Talton is returned to governmental favor.
EXPLOmPS:

Plant on eisay contest in newspapers. Insert teaser mes-
sage in General Notices" section of the classified pages. /chat
CATCHLINES: This

State Department Intrigue! ... He Was Written Off the
Books—A Career Failure! . . . Until the Girl Came Out of the
Night to Help Him Find the Traitor in Our Notion's Capitall

THE STORY: "Hands of a Stranger" (Allied Artists)

The hands of pianist James Stapleton ore horribly mutilated

in a taxicab accident. Dr. Paul Lukather decides to trans-

plant the powerful hands of a murdered man to the uncon-
scious Stapleton's wrists. Joan Harvey, Stapleton's sister,

and Michael Rye, his manager, agree it is the only hope for

the musician to ever play again. The operation is a success,

but Stapleton is mentally unable to accept the new hands.
Morose, he visits girl friend Elaine Martone, who is repelled

and backs away from him, knocking over a candle-lit table,

igniting her gown. Stapleton is psychologically unable to

save her. Vengeful Stapleton visits the cab driver's home,
finds his son, talented young pianist Barry Gordon, alone.

After Gordon plays, Stapleton makes his first attempt to

strike some chords. TTiey are dissonant. In a rage, he
grabs Gordon, who falls, fatally striking his head on the

piano. These episodes trigger Stapleton's determination for

V full vengeance. His next murder victims are Dr. Michael
duPont and the latter's fiance, Sally Kellerman. Police Lt.

Lorry Haddon kills Stapleton to save Lukather.

EXPLOITIPS:
Take advantage of TV's popular medical pattern—make up

ied th a set of double doors out of beaver board or plywood, similar

'th" to hospital operating room entrances.

CATCHLINES:
Hold on to Your Nerves While the Surgeon's Scapel Writes

a Thrillerl
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RATtlS: 20c per word, minimum $2.00, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CUtRIIIG HOUSt
HELP WANTED

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can
sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.
An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romcrr-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

MANAGERS WANTED: Well known,
rapidly expanding Midwest Circuit has
openings for managers in single and mul-
tibill indoor operations and/or drive-ins.
Write giving experience background and
salary range. Boxoffice 9471.

WANTED: MANAGERS for hardtop and
drive-in theatres. Northern California,
good future, excellent benefits include
Health & Welfare and Pension. Give all
background first letter. Boxoffice 9473.

POSITIONS WANTED
Projectionist available May 15, will go

anywhere. Can manage small theatre.
Capitol Theatre, Morrison, Illinois.

Manager: Immediate assignment, top
notch experience. Boxoffice 9461.

Manager: 23 years successful experience
all phases theatre work including adver-
tising, exploitation, concessions. Write
Boxoffice 9464.

Employed, experienced circuit booker.
Desire relocate south. Prefer Florida. Box-
office 9475.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more acfioni $4.50 M cards. Other

g
ames available, on, off screen. Novelty
'Umes Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cords. Die cut 1, 75-500 combine
tions. 1 , 100-200 combinations. Can b
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premiui
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New Yor
36, N. Y.

Exploifertion and Burlesk fecrtures ovail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Ilhnois.

LET US PROMOTE YOUR PICTURES
WITH PICTURES. Personated hlr™“
window cards and calendars. Advertise

picture at a time. 500 her-
olds $1.75, 15 window cards $1.95, ad
mat 35c Write for samples. Buy direct,
no miMleman. Fepco Theatre Advertisers,
Box 795, Omaha, Nebraska.

THEATRE TICKETS
Special printed roll ticl

|ts. 100,000, $37.95; 10,000, $12.75; 2,00(
$5.^. Each change in admission price, ir
eluding change in color, $4.25 extre
Double numbering extra. F.O.B. Kanso
City, Cash with order. Kansas Cit
Ticket Co., Dept. 11 , 109 W. I 8th Stree
Kansas City 8 , Mo.

MISCELLANEOUS
Free Sample. QUIKWAY dry concen-

trate for fountain, Sno-Cone flavors, slush
etc. 1

more

Wanted to buy: Old Film iTaily year-
books, stills, posters, pressbooks, misc.
movie material. Memory Shop, Box 365,
Cooper Station, N.Y.C. GR. 3-2404.

MONSTER, HORROR, PSEUDOSCIENCE
stills, pressbooks, posters, sought: Chaney,
Karloff, Lugosi, Metropolis, Just Imagine,
Vampyr, Fefust, Kong, Siegfried, Aelita,
Flash Rogers, Etc., especially silents, se-
rials. Forrest Ackerman, 915 So. Sher-
bourne Dr., Los Angeles, 35, California.

Complete mailing list, Oklahoma City
Exchange territory, only $5.00. Sam Brunk,
3416 N. Virginia, Oklahoma City 18, Okla.

only
WAY

oz. package mokes 1 gallon fc

sample write QUIK
SYRUP CO. P. O. Box 4773, Balt:
11, Maryland.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
tnulres. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsfed, Chicago 6 , Illinois.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
EVERYBODY BUYS—WHATEVER THE

SIZE—Weatherproof Masonite black or red
Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4 "-40c; 8 "-

60c; 10"-75c; 12”-$1.00; 14“-$1.50; 16"-$1.75;
17"-$2.00; 24"-$3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS

—

1/4 Original Cost. Replace
your tired, oilsooked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
IGnun Ampro Arc sound projectors com-

plete, $625 each. Boxoffice 9467.

BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY
THEATRES-^rojection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

Manley Popcorn Machine, floor model.
Good working condition. $125. Dave Wil-
liams, 25291/2 Jule, St. Joseph, Mo. Adams
3-6904; Adams 4-1429.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
TOP PRICES PAID: For all types pro-

jectors, lamphouses, lenses, etc. What
hove you? Star Cinema Supply, 621 West
55th Street, New York 19.

WANTED: Theatre booth equipment.
Frank Rogers, 1122 Winton Avenue, speed-
way 24, Indiana.

Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.
We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Paris, Il-

linois.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
AHVm ELECTHIC-IN-CAH HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

1,000 Electromode, 208 V, 500 watt in-
car heaters, with automatic shut-off. 3
years old. Cost $24.95 new, bargain at
$8.50 each. Sample available upon de-
posit of $15.00. Boxoffice 9474.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE CONSTRUCTION
75 Theatres Since 1951. Planning, design

and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber, screen tower, perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rate insurance. Oscar May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

SOUND-PROJECTION
SERVICE MANUAL

A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE to Better Projec-
tion and Sound Reproduction. Easy-to-
understand general maintenance of sound
and projection eq^uipment; no hard-to-un-
derstand technical terms. Written for ex-
hibitors, projectionists and repairmen.
Diagrams, schematics, trouble-shooting
charts, projector and sound equipment re-
pair data; arc lamps, lenses and screen
service data; many tips on 16mm equip-
ment. News on special equipment; Service
tips from projectionists; Trout's helpful
editorials, etc. In loose-leaf binder—ad-
ditional Service Bulletirts for one year.
All for ottly $7.50. Cosh, check or P.O.,
no COD's. Edited by practical engineer,
20 years of erroerience. Order TODAY.
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,
Oklahoma.

SLIDES

SLIDES for coming attractions, an-
nouncements, etc. WHITLEY, 2123 Stanley,
Fort Worth, Texas,

THEATRES FOR gALE
West Coast theatres for sole. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California.

FOR SALE: 290-car drive-in and 260-seat
indoor theatre in Nebraska county seat
town of 3,000. Fully equipped. Reasonable
down payment to right party. Boxoffice
9407.

270-seat theatre for sale, Wichita, Kan-
sas. Theatre in operation. Owner has
other interests. Reasonable. Boxoffice 9<^.
For Sale: Modern theatre, porkiiig lot,

concession. Accept property, farm. Terms.
Sell building reasonable. Von Noy Theatre,
Middletown, Indiana.

400-seat theatre, N.E. Oklahoma. Only
one radius 20 miles. Top condition, Cine-
maScope, 3 furnished apartments, barber
shop, cafe, family operation. Sacrifice
building and all, terms or lease. Box-
office 9465.

For Sale: 400-seat theatre. Western Il-

linois town of 5,000. Manufacturing and
agricultural area. Good lease, newly dec-
orated, very well equipped. Box 25, Mor-
rison, 111.

Two Idaho Theatres. Full price, includ-
ing buildings, $22,500. Easy terms. Both
theatres in operation and doing O.K. Also
two more in adjacent towns that could
be circuited with these, for $50,000 on
terms. Theatre Exchange, 5724 S. E. Mon-
roe, Portland 22, Oregon.

Rietta Drive-In and Dorothy Theatres,
Henrietta, Texas. Only theatres in county.
Best equipment in both. These are nice.
See to believe. Out of state owner. Will
sell both for $10,500, hi down or will trade
for any or all part. Going to quit. Come
and check. Claud Thorp, Box 80, Ryan,
Oklahoma.

210-car capacity. Room to expand. Cine-
maScope, snack bar. Booming area in
Southwest. Profitable year round. Owner
ill. Boxoffice 9472.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
For Sale or Lease: 500-seat indoor and

soda shop. Long building lease. Only one
in industrial city in North Carolina. Box-
office 9455.

Small town theatre and bowling alley,
in southwest. Terms. Boxoffice 9466.

Will Sell or Lease: Two 300-speaker
drive-ins in North Carolina. Easy terms.
45 miles apart, available now. Other busi-
ness interest. Contact G. R. Pattillo, Tryon,
N. C., UL 6-6290.

Central Virginia Drive-In Theatre sale
with/without acreage. Main highway. No
competition. Write Hardin, 8C® Rollins
Drive, Alexandria, Virginia.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least

75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late mode<l chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Ports for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27”, 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Exhibitors, when you have a
problem with the chairs in your theatre,

contact us. We can rebuild your chairs or

we can supply you with the most com-
fortable and durable chairs made today
and save you more than half of what you
would have to spend for a new chair
and be no better than we can supply. Nick
Diack, Eastern Seating Company, 138-13

Springfield Blvd., Springfield Gardens 13,

New York. Phone LAurelton 8-3696.

Available Now: 2,000 seats, excellent
condition, full spring seat, full uphol-
stered backs. May be seen at Metropolitan
Theatre, Boston, Mass., beginning June 1.

Call or write: Sam Richmond, Sack The-
atres, 131 Stuart St., Boston 16, Mass.

INTERMISSION TAPES

WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

tapes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to

sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,

Sulphur Springs, Texas.

FILMS WANTED
35mm. 16mm films. Will purchase large

or small lots. Boxoffice 94b8.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
ACnON . . . CAMERA . . . ROU. 'EMI

WINCO produces professional motion pic-

ture parades, screen ads, news items.

NOW . . . Sends Camera Unit . . to

film live "on the spot" in COLOR. Elim-
inate stills . . . stock pictures. Makes sell-

ing easy. Fast delivery. Guaranteed work.
Box 1595, Columbia, South Carolina.

Handy Subscription Order Form
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFnCE:

825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

oi which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION



AMERICA'S OFFICIAL ENTRY IN

THE 1962 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

EUGENE O'NEILUS

LONG

JOURNEY

INTO

NIGHT

Thank You for Selecting It...

Willis Goldbeck, John House-

man, Gene Kelly, Walter
Mirisch, Allen Rivkin, Charles

Schnee, Richard Widmark
and Fred Zinnemann.

Thank You for Making It . .

.

Katharine Hepburn, Ralph
Richardson, Jason Robards
Jr., Dean Stockwell, Boris
Kaufman, Dick Sylbert, Andre

Previn, George Justin and
Sidney Lumet.
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NT€rl Vans to Construct

29 Theatres in 3 Years

Mqjor E»poniion Mo¥» Und»r Woy Cooper Invests $1 Million

In Downtown Okla. City

OkUbonu CUr—ne Cooper Fo«b>
doUon. olreodr operkUng three of the
lop firtt-run Iheatree to the citp, thl*
week made a i»lUlon>iloUar lBTe*t>
meat la downtown property which la>
eluded the Warner. Midwest and
Sooner theatres sad the lO-story Mid-
west BuUdlnf.
The Cooper Fonndatloo, which oper-

ates theatres la Colorado, Nebraska
and Oklahoma. Is eapwndlnc its hold-
Infs la the motion Mclure field. This
rear, the Foundation opened the mll-
llon-doUar Cooper Cinerama Theatre In
Denver, placed a similar theatre under
war In Minneapolis and >««« plans for
new theatres In Omaha and Colorado

The purchase by the Cotter Fonnda-
Jl^was made as "a lonc-tlme Inreot-

P^k|^^Ml^trates our faith In down-
W aecordlnc to

/5 NewCineramaTheafres

To Cost $20,000,000 LOS ANOELE&—Twenty new diive-tns
and nine theatres have been blueprinted for
construction during the next three years by
National Theatre 6t Television In a vigorous
expansion move spearheaded by president
Eugene V. Klein's belief that there Is a
definite upswing In both the production
and exhibition fields of the motion picture
Industry.

I

First of the new theatres to be built un-

1

der the new program is a de luxe l,OSO-car I

drtve-ln Ajk^hoenix. Am., stated to open
‘ ‘ ‘

e first drlve-ln

^e ground up.

NEW YORK—A major movement to

place* Cinerama Theatres In key areas
throughout the country is under way
Cinerama, Inc. this week revealed that It

had Just completed an agreement with
Wolf Corp.. a New York construction com-
pany. to build IS such theatres within the
next year at an estimated cost of S30.000.-
POO. and then lease them to Cinerama.

Nicolas Relslnl, president of Cinerama.
Inc. said the cities will include New York,
Boston. St. Louis. San Francisco, New
Orleans. Phoenix. Miami and Seattle. Each
of the theatres will seat about UDO per*i

theatre wi
center to h

''•Pe Cod

incluetetf
* around

I

‘twigned

Picture,

•topping]

gH^nd I

NTicT
Klein i

planDj
with A
by tm,
Kiev

OTHERS ALREADY ANNOUNCED
These projects apparently are in.

tlon to a l.OOO-seat Sl.OO^iiH
house which Coope^^g^^^^^^

root to “®h. tl *•'*«
-

sS‘ss;'%£*-:g?,

i 'I

Fullon Will Undergo

$200,000 Rebuilding
PITTSBUROH — Ernest SWm. whol

heads Associated Theatres which add>-d|

the downtown Pulton Theatre to Its llne-|

up a few days ago. believes that motion I

pictures are the best form of enlerUln-l

roent and that the downtown will remain I

as a show cenUr He's one of PUmrow'sl

busiest executives, operating a motel busl-'l

ness icurrenUy building lwo>. manages ex-1

lervitve^jk^sUte Interests and superits/*;]

nume^^PBlUienU The Pulton gives!

-.the cousin Oeorge'

twoMn Oayely a few

De Luxe Indoor Theatre Announced
LFor Durham, N.C., by Consolidated i

DURHAM. N C. — Durham's Norlhgate
mopping Center soon will start construe-
Wn on the l.ooo-seat Northgate Theatre

\ »een Watts street and Kerr RexaU
IS vs-
;st We announcement was made Jointly by
ott Wuetle, president of the Consolidated
te* Wu of Charlotte, and Kenan Rand.

^kt of the Northgate Shopping
e*''^

I ..
negotiated by

^worthy of the Northgate Shopping
#|t1 y* Wf Prank Beddlngfleld. secreiary-

Vf Consolidated Theatres

Long-Dork Palace Theatre
Opens in Meriden* Conn.
MERIDEN. CONN.—The long-shuttered

Palace Theatre has been reopened by the

ZIP Corp . New York, on a sublease from
Loew's Theatres. John Davis Is serving as

resident manager for the ZIP Interests,

which has taken the theatre on a year-to-

gate " He added. "We are proud <

facUlUes we wUl offer to Durham th
goers, particularly the free p(
feature •'

J W. York. exeeuUve vice-presld«
Che Northgate Shopping Center, satf
are very happy to announce this w«
addition to Northgate and the eityfl
ham." York, who is also develop^V
Cameron VUlage Shopping CV.
Raleigh. conUnued. "We are
with the success of ConsolldateiVA
Village Theatre In Cameron Wb,^
are looking forward to havlng^Tj:^*^'

A group of Meriden Investors built

downtown theatre tn 1931. pledging at

time to bring Uve performances to the I<

scene in a day when vaudeville was
ginning to show signs of decline.

Loew's Theatres, which had operated

y " Tfeo..

Construction of new theatres and remodeling of existing properties during 1961 reached record highs for

the decade with $81,330,600 invested. Prospects for 1962 call for an even greater pace, with $41,581,500

allocated for construction and updating during the first 60 days of the year . . . story on page 7.

MAY 7 , 1962



N.Y. TIMES-THURSDAY, MAY 3

FROM THE BOOK BY

CORNELIUS RYAN

alpmabetically usted

I EDDIE ALBERT 2 PAUL ANKA 3 ARLETTY 4 JEAN-LOWS BARRAULT 5 RICHARD BEYMER 6 BOURVIL 7 RICHARD BURTON 8 RED BUTTONS 9 SEAN CONNERY 10 RAY DANTON

II IRINA DEMICH 12 FABIAN 13 MEL FERRER 14 HENRY FONDA 15 STEVE FORREST 16 GERD FROEBE 17 DANIEL GELIN 18 LEO GENN 19 HENRY GRACE 20 JOHN GREGSON

21 PAUL HARTMANN 22 WERNER HINZ 23 JEFFREY HUNTER 24 CURT JURGENS 25 ALEXANDER KNOX 26 PETER LAWFORD 27 CHRISTIAN MARQUAND 28 RODDY McDOWALL

29 SAL MINED 30 ROBERT MITCHUM 31 KENNETH MORE 32 EDMUND O'BRIEN 33 RON RANDELL 34 MADELEINE RENAUD 35 FRANCOtSE ROSAY 36 ROBERT RYAN

37 TOMMY SANDS 38 ROD STEIGER 39 RICHARD TODD 40 TOM TRYON 41 PETER VAN EYCK 42 ROBERT WAGNER 43 STUART WHITMAN and 44 JOHN WAYNE

Released by 20th Century-Fox
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BUILDING TREND IN RISE

New theatre construction reached a

new high in 1961 with a total of $54,725,-

400 expended for the building of 142 new houses,

84 of which were conventional type properties,

and the rest drive-ins. This, incidentally, is the

first time in recent years that four-wall theatre

building exceeded that of the outdoor theatres,

a trend that seems likely to continue. In addition

to new construction, more than $26,000,000 was

invested in updating existing properties. In total,

this evidence of genuine confidence in the in-

dustry, amounted to $81,000,000 and represents

the highest such activity in the last 12 years.

That the trend will continue the pace set in the

past year is indicated by the fact that projected

plans thus far set for 1962 show $41,518,500 al-

ready allocated for construction, remodeling and

improvements, with an additional $28,000,000

provided for new Cinerama theatres alone. In the

first two months of this year, approximately

$10,000,000 has gone into the upgrading of 164

theatres. With the onset of spring and warmer

weather, this may be expected to be substan-

tially increased.

Highly significant is the fact that 300 the-

atres were reopened during 1961, representing

property investments totaling approximately

$21,000,000. While there were some closings

—

as in every business field—reopenings were al-

most double the shutdowns. And it is noteworthy

that 20 per cent of the reopenings were of houses

that had been dark from one to ten years. Doubt-

less, community demand or need underlined this

development.

It would seem that the industry is at last be-

ginning to catch up to the population explosion

that has been felt in every part of the nation

and is providing the required facilities for show-

ing motion pictures in new residential develop-

ments that have arisen during the last decade or

more; or to adequately serve existing areas that

have experienced heavy population growth.

There long has been an awareness of the new
audience potential in the populous new or grow-

ing areas. Hence there has been wonder why the

industry was so slow in giving it recognition.

There are various reasons for the so-called slow-

ness, one quite general one may have been the

uncertainty held by some in this business as to

its future. That seems now to have been dispelled

or such multi-million dollar sums would not have

been put into new construction or remodeling

and refurbishing of existing properties.

In substantial measure, the burgeoning of

shopping center projects has attracted theatre

interests to become a part thereof. The parking

problem that has plagued both downtown and
neighborhood theatre operations has been eased

thereby. People have made known their dissatis-

faction with the need to go great distances away

from their communities to see good movies and

in good environment. Some of the “dressing-up”

has been more or less forced on those who held

back in doing it, albeit they long wanted to do

it. Here economics enters the picture; better

product was drawing bigger attendance and

brightening the outlook and, in all, making the

updating and upbuilding possible.

The comfort factor, which played such an im-

portant part in the advance of the movie the-

atre—from the nickelodeon type of operation

to the motion picture “palace” environment—has

again been recognized as having great attrac-

tion value. The “home sitters” want to get out

and they want more than the so-called comfort

of their parlor easy chairs when they go to a

movie. While they may have contented themselves

with the jumping images on a 21-inch screen in

their homes, they expect perfection in the sight

and sound of movies in a theatre, be it in an en-

closed auditorium or outdoors—especially with

admission prices being what they are today.

So it is not surprising to note that a number

of the renovation projects have called for in-

dividual expenditures of as much as $500,000,

or that so many new theatres have been con-

structed at costs of up to $1,000,000.

It is encouraging to see that theatre owners,

again, are installing new carpeting, more com-

fortable seating, improving sound and projection,

concessions equipment and all other facilities that

make for better patron service. Add the con-

tinuing of product improvement, in quantity as

well as quality, and you have a potent combina-

tion for upbuilding theatre attendance.

An Exhibition Basic

“Whether the present seller’s market has been

consciously or unconsciously created by produc-

tion and by distribution does not matter. The

effect has been the same—exhibition is an in-

nocent victim of major changes in production

and distribution. There are just not enough

playable pictures to go around. Successful op-

eration of all theatres will rest, not on moving

up runs, not on day-and-date playing time and

certainly not on competitive bidding. Only more
product will do it.”—Herman Levy, general

counsel of TOA.
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FEATURES FIRST 9 MONTHS

TOA Survey Reveals Drop in Product;

Urges Exhibitor Support of ACE

Four More Pictures Than

During 1960-61 Period;

19 Films Set for May
By FRANK LEYENDECKER

NEW YORK—With the addition of 19

new featui'es from the nine major dis-

tributors, plus Continental, for release dur-

ing the month of May, these ten companies
and Buena Vista released a total of 158

pictm'es during the first nine months of the

1961-62 releasing period (September
through May), a slight increase from the

154 pictm’es released dm'ing the same
period the previous year, September 1960

thi'ough May 1961.

BRITISH PRODUCT INCREASE
Dm'ing the same nine-month period this

year. Governor Films, Kingsley Interna-

tional, Pathe-America, Embassy Pictures,

Showcoi'poration, Sutton Pictm-es and
Filmgroup released from ten to 15 addi-

tional features, most of them British-made,

to make a total of more than 170 pic-

tures available for the period. This does

not include the foreign-language product

released by Astor Pictures, Lopert, et al.

United Ai'tists far outdistanced all the

other majore in the number of releases

for the nine-month period, UA’s 32 pic-

tures being almost one-third more than
the 23 released by Columbia Pictures and
the 22 released by 20th Centm-y-Pox. Dur-
ing last year’s nine-month period, 20th

Century-Fox was fai' ahead of the others

in point of total number of releases, hav-
ing 35 features for release while Columbia
had 27 featm'es and United Ai'tists only 18.

None of the other majors even ap-
proached these totals, the highest being
MGM, with 15 new pictm'es, compared to

14 a year ago; Paramount, with 14 new
pictm-es, compared to 12 a year- ago, and
Warner Bros., with 13 new films, com-
pared to 11 a year ago. However, all of

these companies showed a slight increase

in the number of releases, as did American
International, with ten releases, and Conti-
nental, with seven releases. Universal-
International had 11 new releases for the
nine-month period thi'ough May 1962, com-
pared to 13 during the nine-month period
through May 1961.

SOME TOP ACTION SPECTACLES
Of the 170 pictures released dm'ing the

nine-month period from September 1961
through May 1962, approximately 60 were
made entirely in part in England or the
European continent. However, only a few of
these were filmed in a foreign language
and later dubbed into English, the most
notable exceptions being the German

-

made “Forever My Love,” “WaiTiors 5,”

“Siege of Syracuse” and “Queen of the
Pirates,” Italian-made spectacles, as well
as the Japanese-made “Mothra.”
The 19 new features for May release in-

clude such action-adventure spectacles as
“Geronimo,” “Samar,” “Warriors 5,”

“Escape Prom Zahrain,” “Ride the High

NEW YORK — Theatre Owners of

America is concerned over the product
situation and the number of pictures in

production. In a survey made for its Bul-
letin, TOA pointed out that while 31 pic-

tures cm'rently were before the cameras of

the major companies, only 36 had been
started since the first of the year, down
from the 59 in work in April of 1961. In
the same 1960 period, which covered the
studio strike, 53 were in production; in

1959, there were 58 and, in 1958, just five

years ago, 94 pictures were on the stages.

According to the TOA survey, the 11

larger companies, from January through

Country,” and “Mothra,” all made in color,

as well as “Cape Fear,” “The Day the

Earth Caught Fire,” “A Taste of Honey,”
“Five Finger Exercise,” “A Very Private

Affair” and “13 West Street,” several of

these being in the adult category. The
only comedies are Elvis Presley’s “Follow
That Dream” and Peter Sellers’ “I Like

Money,” in addition to “Hai'old Lloyd’s

World of Comedy,” a compilation of scenes

from his eai'ly feature comedies. Several

pictures, including “Counterfeit Traitor”

and ‘“rhe Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” will be

pre-i'eleased in May.

Broken down by companies, the May
1962 releases are:

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL—"Worriers 5," mode
in Maly in color, starring Jock Polance, (jiovonni
Rolli and Serge Reggianni. AlP released ten other
features from September 1961 through April, several
of these made in England or Europe.

ALLIED ARTISTS — "Confessions of on Opium
Eoter," starring Vincent Price with Linda Ho. AA
releosed severol other feotures from September 1961
through April, only "The Bashful Elephant" and "The
Big Wave" originoting from obrood.

COLUMBIA—"Five Finger Exercise," storring Rosa-
lind Russell, Maximilian Schell, Jack Hawkins and
Richard Beymer; "13 West Street," starring Alan
Ladd, Rod Steiger ond Dolores Dorn, and "Mothra,"
a Jopanese-made spectacle in color. Columbia re-

leased 20 other features from September 1961
through April, seven of these made in England or
in Italy.

CONTINENTAL—"A Taste of Honey," mode in

Englond with Dora Bryon, Robert Stephens, Rita
Tushingham and Murray Melvin feotured, and "Horold
Lloyd's World of Comedy." Continental released five
other features, four made in England and the
French-mode "A View From the Bridge," during the
period from September through April.

MGM—"Ride the High Country," in color, starring
Randolph Scott and Joel McCrea, and "A Very
Private Affair," starring Brigitte Bardot and Mar-
cello Mastroianni. MGM released 13 other features
from September 1961 through April, seven of these
mode in England or in Europe.

PARAMOUNT—"Escape From Zahroin," in color,
starring Yul Brynner, Sol Mineo, Jack Warden and
Madlyn Rhue, and the pre-release of "The Counter-
feit Traitor," in color, filmed in Europ>e. Poromounf
released 13 other feotures from September 1961
through April, three of these mode in Europe.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX — "I Like Money,"
mode in Englond, starring Peter Sellers with Nodio
Gray; "Hand of Death," with John Agor and Paula
Raymond, and the pre-releose of "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari." 20th-Fox released 20 other features

July, will be giving theatres only 130 pic-

tures, two less than the same period last

year, 13 less than the strike-bound first

seven months of 1960 and 17 less than the

1959 period. Of the 130 films, 30, or 23 per

cent, are of foreign origin, TOA stated,

adding that the pickup in quantity during
the summer months in the past was not yet

evident for this June and Judy.

Commenting on the product outlook,

TOA stated that “an object lesson for ex-

hibitor support of A.C.E. Films, and any
other new source of product, is to be found
in this year’s production and release figures

of the major film companies.”

from September through April 1962, only three of
them mode in England or Europe.

UNITED ARTISTS—"Geronimo," In color, starring
Chuck Connors with Komala Devi; "Follow That
Dream," in color, starring Elvis Presley, Arthur O'Con-
nell and Joanna Moore, and "Incident in on Alley,"
with Chris Warfield. United Artists also releosed 29
other pictures from September 1961 through April,
ten of these made in Europe including such big-
scale pictures as "Exodus," "One, Two, Three" and
"Judgment at Nuremberg."

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL—"Cope Feor," star-
ring Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum ond Polly Bergen,
ond "The iDay the Earth Caught Fire," made in Eng-
land with Edward Judd, Janet Munro and Leo Mc-
Kern. U-I releosed nine other pictures from September
through April 1962, two of these made in England.

WARNER BROS.—"Samor," filmed in color in the
Philippines, starring George Montgomery, Gilbert Ro-
land ond Ziva Rodann, ond "House of Women,"
starring Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan and Con-
stance Ford. WB also released 11 other pictures from
September 1961 through April, four of these made
in England or Europe.

Buena Vista, which has no May release, released
three Walt Disney color pictures, one each in Oc-
tober, December and April 1962. During this nine-

month period. Governor released "Doctor in Love,"
Kingsley International released "The Risk," Pottie-

America released "Victim" ar>d "Whistle Down the
Wind," Embassy released "No Love for Johnnie,"
Showcorporotion released "Double Bunk" and "A
Midsummer Night's Dream," Sutton Pictures releosed

"Never Take Candy From a Stranger," Times Film

released "Wild for Kicks" all of these British-made
while Filmgroup also hod three releoses.

Richard Brandt to Europe
On Trans-Lux Product Hunt
NEW YORK—Richard Brandt, president

of Trans-Lux Corp., is on a product-

hunting trip to Europe and will attend

the Cannes Film Festival.

The trip is in line with the expansion

plan announced by Trans-Lux last Janu-

ary. Brandt will confer with European pro-

ducers in regard to the acquisition of pic-

tures to supplement the present releases

for 1962 for Trans-Lux Distributing Corp.

AIP Sets 'Wild Cargo' Release

LOS ANGELES—American Liternational

Pictures has set September 12 as the re-

lease date for “Wild Cai'go,” adventure

spectacle in color and ’Scope starring Ed-
mund Purdom and Fber Angeh.
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Johnston Sees Tax Bill

Hurting Trade Abroad

More Films Advocated

With Technical Gains
Hollywood—John Servies, vice-presi-

dent of National Theatre Supply and
president of the Society of Motion Pic-

ture and Television Engineers, told

conventioneers at SMPTE’s 91st an-
nual conclave here that although there

are approximately 5,000 theatres in the

U.S. equipped for stereophonic sound,

not one motion picture was made in

1961 using the device.

Hitting further industry oversights,

Servies said that although de luxe

drive-ins have 70mm projection equip-
ment, they still have to use 35mm
prints, and this despite the fact that
some pictures were made in both 70mm
and 35.

He noted, however, that the past
year saw many theatres refurbished,

with some providing for 70mm pro-
jection and magnetic, optical and four-

track sound.

WB Six-Month Profit

Rises to $4,074,000
NEW YORK—Consolidated net income

of Warner Bros, for the six months ended
March 3 amounted to $4,074,000, repre-

senting 84 cents per share on the 4,830,052

shares of common stock outstanding. For
the corresponding period last year, the net
was $3,564,000, which, after giving effect

to the stock split of four shares for one,
was equal to 79 cents per share on the out-
standing shares on Feb. 25, 1961.

Film rentals including television, sales,

etc., amounted to $40,931,000, dividends
from foreign subsidiaries not consolidated
were $44,000 and profit on sales of capital

assets was $118,000 for the six months
ended last March 3. This compared with
$43,394,000, $389,000 and $342,000, respec-
tively, for the six months ended Feb. 25,

1961.

Net current assets on March 3 were $47,

516,000, including cash and government se-

curities, and debt matm-ing after one year
was $5,096,000. This compared with assets

of $48,212,000 and debt maturing after one
year of $5,943,000 on Dec. 2, 1961.

Stellings Disposes of Part
Of His Circuit Holdings
CHARLOTTE, N. C.—Disposition of a

substantial part of his holdings in the
various companies operated under the trade
name of Stewart & Everett Theatres, Inc.,

was announced last week by Ernest G.
Stellings to the parent company, Essantee
Theatres, Inc., and his associate, Charles
B. Trexler, executive vice-president. The
transaction became effective on May 25.

Stellings, former president of TOA, and
active in the theatre business for more
than 40 years in North and South Caro-
lina, has disposed of part of his interests
in order to free his time for certain per-
sonal activities and desires which were
limited to him under his requirements in
these theatre operations. Stellings will be
succeeded as president of Stewart & Everett
Theatres, Inc. by Trexler.

WASHINGTON — Portions of the pro-
posals in the Revenue Act of 1962, if

passed, would penalize the motion picture

industry and serve to shrink or restrict its

foreign markets, Eric Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Ass’n, told the Sen-
ate Finance Committee here Tuesday (1).

Johnston admitted that the committee
had a monumental task in trying to equate
government needs, but he said there had
been a misconception about the American
motion picture industry and that this mis-
conception had caused the film industry to

be covered by a provision of the new tax
bill as if it were an enterprise that did not
engage in active trade and business abroad.
More specifically, he said. Section 13 of the
proposed law would tax film companies in

the same way it would tax the recipients of

so-called passive income.
“It would tax us,” he said, “for passive

ownership of copyrights even though this

does not apply to us. We do not turn over
our copyrights to foreign corporations to

avoid taxation of income. But this bill

would put us in a tax category with those
who do. As a result, the motion picture

industry’s foreign operations would not be
taxed as they should be; namely, the same
as the foreign operations of any other
American trade or business.”

In explaining the misconception, John-
ston said that if the film industry’s pro-
duct was a toaster or a washer, it would be
clear that films should be treated like all

others. But the industry’s product is enter-
tainment—an image of light and shadow
on a screen, he said, adding that the over-
seas subsidiaries did not own copyrights.
They merely distributed or licensed the use
of motion pictures which were protected by
copyrights. Johnston explained that the
subsidiaries could not sell the positive

prints; they must be circulated from the-

NEW YORK—The splitting of product
among exhibitors over the objections of the

distributors or without their knowledge or

assent is improper and could be a viola-

tion of the antitrust laws. That point was
brought out this past week in an industiY
case digest prepared by Herman Levy, gen-
eral counsel of Theatre Owners of America,
and was based on a hearing of an applica-

tion by National Theatres to build a drive-

in theatre near San Jose, Calif.

At a hearing on the application before

Federal Judge Edmund L. Palmier! in New
York, Maurice Silverman, representing the

Dept, of Justice, publicly stated the De-
partment’s position insofar as splitting

product was concerned. In his digest. Levy
quoted Silverman as follows:

“Now, certainly a split of product among
exhibitors to which distributors object, or

atre to theatre and the copyright must be

protected at all times against unauthorized

users. He said company subsidiaries did

not receive passive income ; on the contrary

they must solicit exhibition contracts fi’om

theatres and must supply positive prints.

Johnston said that film rentals abroad
amounted to about $300,000,000 a year and
that the Dept, of Commerce estimated

from $215,000,000 to $220,000,000 was
brought back to this country. He said that

relatively speaking, American films could

be the largest dollar-earner of all Ameri-
can enterprises abroad, bringing back al-

most ten to one in earnings over expendi-

tures abroad.

Johnston made six legislative proposals

which would not penalize the industry by
the tax bill. He suggested:

• Appropriate changes to remove the

motion picture industry from a category in

which it did not belong.

• A change in the provision on quali-

fied property which under the bill would
prevent member companies from using

their funds earned abroad for the legiti-

mate operations of non-distributing sub-

sidiaries.

• A clarification to permit the deduction

of certain costs of doing business in the

same way that amortization and deprecia-

tion were allowable deductions for other

businesses.

• Deletion of a provision which seem-
ingly would prevent the cost of prints,

titling and dubbing from being considered

as ordinary and necessary expenses of

doing business.

• A change to provide more flexible

treatment of losses in controlled foi’eign

corporations.

• A proposal that the companies not be

required to pay taxes on blocked income.

which they don’t know about, to which
they do not assent, is not proper. A division

of that sort, in my opinion, would be a vio-

lation of the antitrust laws.”

Silvei-man, however, pointed out that if

two exhibitors in a community went to a

distributor and said that both of them
bidding for his pictures caused a hardship
and that they would like to have the films

on an equitable basis, and if the distributor

agreed to it, then that would be proper.

“Thus, it is clear,” Levy said, “that in the

view of the Department, a split is proper if

the distributors agree to it and is improper
if the distributors object to it.”

Film Studio Destroyed
BARCELONA, SPAIN — Fire destroyed

Barcelona’s big motion picture studios here
on April 28. No injuries were reported.

Case Digest Contends Product Splits

Proper Only If Distributors Agree
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Film Ratings Given

In Dallas Directory
DALLAS—Ratings of feature films play-

ing Dallas area theatres now are being pub-
lislied in the motion picture directory of

the Dallas Morning News. Ratings are the

audience designations reconunended by the

Texas Motion Picture Board of Review,
and include adult (A), adult-mature young
people (A-MYP) ; adult-young people (A-

YP), and family (F).

The publication of the ratings came after

a conference between News amusement
editor William Payne and representatives

of Texas COMPO, the organization which
assembles and makes the ratings available

for its membership in Texas.
The News has for some time devoted

considerable space to publishing the the-

atre directory, which cross-references

films and theatres, listing films alpha-
betically in one section, and theatres alpha-
betically in another section. Film titles are

capital letters, with theatre names follow-

ing the titles. In the second section, the-

atre names are in capital letters with the

attraction title following the name of each
theatre.

The directoiT carries movie listings of

more than 40 theatres, both indoor and
outdoor, operating in Dallas.

Kyle Rorex, executive director of

COMPO, said, “The Dallas News is per-
forming a fine public service for its read-
ers by publishing the Texas Review
Board’s recommended audience designa-
tions. Other newspapers that have at-

tempted a rating service have failed to

develop appreciable interest because movie
listings have not been made as easy to find

and as simple to comprehend as the di-

rectory printed daily by the Dallas News.”

FOX TO RELEASE PONTI FILM

Twentieth Century-Fox has concluded
an agreement with Carlo Ponti for the dis-

tribution throughout the world, exclusive

of France and Italy, of Ponti’s production
of “The Condemned of Altona,” based on
Jean-Paul Sartre’s noted play, it was an-
nounced at a press conference at the 20th-
Fox home office last week.

In the photo are Ponti, left, and Charles
Einfeld, 20th-Fox vice-president in charge
of advertising and publicity.

The film will star Sophia Loren and
Maximilian Schell, winners of this year’s

best actress and best actor Academy
Awards. The picture, now shooting at Pon-
ti’s Tirrenia Studios in Rome, under the di-

rection of Vittorio De Sica, also will star

Fredric March, Anouk Aimee and Robert
Wagner.

Walter Reed Puts 'Teeth'

In Film Rating Policy

NEW YORK— The Walter Reade
circuit, operating theatres in New Jer-
sey and New York, is said to be the
first organization to put “teeth” in

its voluntary advisory ratings on pic-

tures in ads and lobbies.

Each of its theatres has been sent a
stock lobby sign reading:
“No children under the age of 16,

whether or not accompanied by an
adult, can be admitted to this theatre
for any part of the program.”
The circuit will decide for itself

those pictures on which it will display

the signs. While many theatres use
ratings in their advertising, this is

believed to be the first instance of a
theatre circuit voluntarily refusing to

admit children to a film it considers

of an “adult” nature and to the ex-

tent of barring children when accom-
panied by adults.

As reported in last week’s issue of

Boxoffice, Wometco Enterprises of

Florida has created a “parent aid plan”
which was designed to guide parents
in selecting film choices for their chil-

dren.

TOA Technical Bulletin

Gives Money-Saving Ideas
NEW YORK — Theatre Owners of

America this week inaugurated a new ser-

vice for members with the issuance of its

first Technical Bulletin, featuring reports

on equipment, methods and procedures
tested by exhibitors, which are saving them
money in either labor, equipment or im-
proved efficiency.

The Technical Bulletin, issued with the
regular semimonthly Bulletin of TOA this

month, will be issued “periodically,” ac-

cording to A1 Floersheimer, director of pub-
lic relations.

The first of the bulletins featured details

on a long-wearing “carpeting,” the use of

walkie-talkies to reduce the number of

field or ramp men in a drive-in and the

use of turnstiles instead of doormen.
TOA asked theatremen who have done

research in their own theatre operations
which has saved them money, manpower
or improved efficiency to send details to

TOA for inclusion in future bulletins.

Set 'Lonely Are Brave'
For Texas Saturation
NEW YORK—“Lonely Are the Brave,”

the Joel production starring Kirk Douglas
for Universal-International release, will

open in seven Texas cities May 24 to launch
a series of Texas saturation openings, fol-

lowed by a southwest territorial series of

bookings, according to Henry H. “Hi” Mar-
tin, vice-president and general sales man-
ager. Bill Raisch, one-armed actor who
has a featured role in the picture, will aid

in the advance promotion.
The seven theatres where “Lonely” will

open May 24 are the Majestic, Dallas; the

Majestic, Houston; the Majestic in San
Antonio; the Worth in Fort Worth; the
Paramount in Austin and the State in

Galveston.

Harling Says FCC Worried
Over Growth of CATV
NEW YORK—The Federal Communica-

tions Commission, as well as exhibitors, is

worried over the expansion and growth of
community antenna systems, according to
Philip F. Harling, chainnan of the Joint
Committee Against Pay TV.
Harling said here last week that exhibi-

tion was concerned that community an-
tenna systems provided the ready-made
apparatus for future pay television. He
said tlie FCC’s worry was based on fear
that cable systems might force local tele-

vision stations off the air. The FCC ac-
cordingly has asked Congress to grant it

authority to regulate CATV.
Harling’s information was predicated on

a letter sent by the FCC to Thomas G.
Dunne, city manager of Salinas, Calif.,

where a CATV application was being con-
sidered. The FCC noted that originally
the CATV systems were installed in remote
areas lacking local television service, but
that in recent years the systems were
moving into areas where there already
were stations. This had caused some sta-
tions to go off the air.

The danger of unregulated CATV has
been seen for a long time by the Joint
Committee, particularly as a potential for

pay TV. The committee assisted local ex-
hibitors in defeating a community antenna
application in Santa Cruz, Calif., last July.

It also warned that TelePrompTer was
buying CATV systems on the west coast
with the intention of eventually adapting
them to its own pay TV system.

James Jerauld, 74, Dies;
Film Tradepress Editor
NEW YORK—James M. Jerauld, former

New York editor of Boxoffice, died in

Roosevelt Hospital here April 30 after a
long illness. He was 74 years of age.

Born in Valley Falls, R. I., Jerauld started

his newspaper career with the Pawtucket,
R. I., Times, after attending Brown Uni-
versity. He subsequently was on the staffs

of the New Bedford Standard, Providence
Journal and Newark News.

Jerauld’s first post in the film industry
was with Paramount at its Astoria studio

where he was publicity manager. Subse-
quently, he became personal representative

of Fred Thomson, FBO western star, and
publicity manager of Fox Film Corp.

In 1935, Jerauld joined Quigley Publica-
tions and later was named managing editor

of Motion Picture Daily. In 1943, he joined
Boxoffice and served as editor in New
York until 1956. The following year, he re-

joined Quigley as director of the Managers
Round Table and later joined the New
York staff of Greater Amusements.

Survivors are his wife, Elen; a brother,

Lewis, and a sister, Ula Smith.

WB Offering Collie Prizes
HOLLYWOOD—Warner Bros, is offering

20 collie puppies as grand prizes in a na-
tional contest for kids being conducted in

connection with the Decoration Day re-

lease of “Lad: A Dog,” Technicolor film

version of Albert Payson Terhune’s novel.

The collies will be among the 1,600 prizes

in the competition for the best letters of

50 words or less.
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$54,725,400 INVESTED IN NEW THEATRES IN 1961

Boom in Four-Wall Construction With 84 Indoor Houses; 58 Drive-Ins

KANSAS CITY—The motion picture in-

dustry is undergoing its biggest boom in

theatre construction and upgrading in more
than 12 years and the trend which began in

1961 is expected to continue throughout
1962 and longer. For dollars actually spent,

there has been nothing like it since 1950.

In 1961, exhibitors spent $54,725,400 for

construction of 142 new theatres and an
estimated $26,605,200 in remodeling and
improvements for a total investment of

$81,330,600. The 84 new indoor houses

are more than twice the number con-

structed in 1960, and 1961 marked the first

year in more than a decade that construc-

tion of indoor houses exceeded that of

drive-ins. Last year, 58 drive-ins were
erected.

Estimates based on preliminary plans

announced in the first 60 days of 1962

indicate that $41,581,500 already has
definitely been allocated for new theatre

construction, remodeling and improve-
ments. This estimate includes $32,415,000

for construction of 79 new theatres—64

indoor houses and 15 drive-ins—^already

announced, and approximately $9,166,500

for upgrading of 164 properties, including

both circuit and independent theatres.

These figures are based on a spot check
of 30 circuits, large and small, representing

all sections of the country, equipment
dealers and individual reports from ex-

hibitors and Boxoffice correspondents.

An indication of the big swing in new
theatre construction is shown in pre-

liminary announcements by circuits . In

1961, eight of the circuits reported they

built 13 indoor houses at a cost of $5,225,-

000. In 1962, 17 of the 30 will erect 47 in-

door houses costing $19,965,000. In ad-

dition, where last year only three of the

circuits erected drive-ins at a cost of

$875,000, the current year will find six

circuits building 11 new outdoor houses

at a cost of $4,350,000.

Altogether, the reporting circuits have
indicated that they plan to spend a total

of $24,315,000 on 58 indoor and outdoor
properties this year. The Prudential cir-

cuit, for example, will erect seven indoor

theatres, costing $2,200,000 compared to

two at $500,000 in 1961. Skouras Theatres
already has plans for four theatres, where
the circuit in 1961 did not build a single

house, although a number of theatres

underwent extensive remodeling.

Associated Independent Theatres, an
up-and-coming organization in the Long
Island area, also has major plans for the
year—four theatres, costing $1,300,000 and
one drive-in, to cost $250,000. In 1961, the

circuit erected one drive-in at a cost of

$225,000.

In recent weeks, the Walter Reade cir-

cuit announced plans for construction of

three specialized theatres in the New York
City area as part of an ambitious $5,000,000

construction and expansion program which
will see the building or acquiring of nine

theatres before the end of 1962.

The Trans-Lux Corp. also recently an-

nounced plans for a new $500,000 theatre

in New York City with completion

scheduled by fall.

Other circuits and individual exhibitors

reporting to Boxoffice correspondents in

January and February have announced 17

new indoor theatres and four drive-ins to

cost an estimated $8,100,000.

In addition, the industry will witness a

flood of Cinerama theatres in every section

of the country — luxurious, top-drawer

undertakings costing about $1,000,000 each.

The Martin circuit of Georgia announced
plans to build six Cinerama houses—in

Honolulu, St. Louis, San Antonio, Phoenix,

Seattle and New Orleans—and to renovate

the existing Cinerama house in Atlanta.

The circuit contract with Cinerama, Inc.,

provides for the expenditure of approxi-

mately $1,000,000 for each for the new
theatres and about $500,000 for the Atlanta

remodeling. Other Cinerama theatres in

the plans for 1962 are in Houston, Syracuse

and San Diego.

Cooper Foundation Theatres of Lincoln,

Neb., opened one Cinerama theatre, in

Denver, in 1961, has one under construction

in Minneapolis, and plans others in Omaha
and Colorado Springs.

Late in the year. Cinerama, Inc., an-

nounced completion of an agreement with

Wolf Corp., a New York construction com-
pany, to build 15 Cinerama theatres in

key areas throughout the country within

one year at an estimated cost of $20,000,000

and then lease the houses to Cinerama.

Following are state-by-state reports of

new indoor and drive-in theatres built dur-

ing the year, based on Boxoffice con-

tinuing survey records:

INDOOR THEATRES
These new theatres were first reported in

Boxoffice in 1961. Theatres marked with
an asterisk have been opened.

ARIZONA
Phoenix—^Forman-Nace, 1,218 seats.

ARKANSAS
Texarkana—Joy, 520 seots, Joy N. Houck and L. D.

Powers.*
CALIFORNIA

Berkeley—Cinema, ort theatre, Edward Londberg.*
Canoga Park—Conyon, 1,150 seats. Statewide The-

atres, $400,000.
Canoga Park—^Holiday, 920 seots, Jock Grossman &

Associates; in 5-ocre shipping center.
Carmel Valley—^Lodge, 350-400 seots, B&B Amuse-

ments.
Clovis—400 seats, in new Aqua Mall Shopping Center.
El Monte—

1 ,200 seots, Stotewide Theatres, $350,000.
Lo Mirada—^1,150 seots, Stanley Warner, $1,000,000,
Los Angeles—Hollywood, 800 seats, port of NBC

Vine and Sunset development.
Oakland—940 seats, Porkwoy Cinema, Marty Foster.*
Palo Verde—^De luxe theatre. Fox West Coast.
San Francisco—^Fine Arts, 340 seats. Fine Arts The-

atre Corp.
Son Francisco—iMusic Hall, 385 seats. Herb Rosener,

$150,000.
Tustin—Tustin, 950 seots, Saul Mahler.
West Covina—^opri, 1,000 seots. Statewide Theatres.
West Covina—^Eostlond, 1,100 seats, A. L. Sanborn

& Sons, $500,000.*
Wofford Heights—Lake, 236 seots, Dick Shaw; first

theatre built in Kern River Valley.*
COLORADO

Breckenridge—Peok, being moved from Dillon, 8
miles away.

Boulder—^Fox, 500 seats. Fox Intermountoin The-
atres.*

Colorado Springs—^De luxe theotre. Cooper Theatres.
Denver—^Monterey Hills, 600 seats. Jack Lopata and

Ernest Madison, port of $5,000,000 shopping cen-
ter.

Fort Collins—800 seats. Fox Intermountoin Theatres,
$350,000.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford—800 seats, Stanley Warner, $400,000.
New Haven—^1,200 seats, Stanley Warner, in sub-

urban Homden Shopping Mart.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington—^De luxe 800-seat shopping center the-
otre, John Broumas and Ira Sichelman.

FLORIDA
Eau Gallie—800 seats, Kent Theatres, near local

drive-in; $250,000.
Orlando—Porkwood Cinema, 1,200 seots. General

Drive-In Corp., in Porkwood Plaza Shopping Cen-
ter, $750,000.*

Pinellas Park—’Palm, 450 seats, Mrs. Honnoh M.
Nichols.*

ILLINOIS
Chicago—^Edens; Lubliner, Trinz and Mayer Stern;

first theotre constructed in this orea in 25 years.
Chicago—300 seats, in The Gatewoy, million-dollar

motel ot Ogden and Lincoln Pork.
Chicago—^Hillside, 1,500 seats, Leonord H. Sherman

and Oscor A. Brotman, $600,000.
Chicago—‘De luxe theotre in Marina City apartment

project.
Chicago— 1.500 seats, Stanford Kohiberg, on site of

Kohiberg's Starlite Drive-In.*
LOUISIANA

New Orleans—University Cinema, 400 seats. Uni-
versity Cinema; on ort house, 24 feet below street
level, $250,000.

MASSACHUSETTS
North Adams—360 seots, Peter Desmond; in North
Adams Shopping Center.

MICHIGAN
Alma—Strand, 800 seats, A. Corl Schmidt.*

(Continued on page 8)
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SOUTHLAND AUTO THEATRE Lexington, Ky. Mahaffey & Hughes

$54,725,400 INVESTED IN THEATRES;

FOUR-WALL CONSTRUCTION BOOMS
(Continued from page 7)

Detroit— 1 ,500 seats; Sloon Theatres, Adolph and
Irving Goldberg, Lew Wisper and Williom VVets-
man.

DETROIT—Mai Koi, Nicholas George Theatre Enter-
prises, two-auditorium theotre, 3,000 seats, $1,-

000,000; in shopping center.
MINNESOTA

St. Louis Pork—^Cinerama, Cooper Theatres, 1 ,000
seots, $1,000,000.

NEBRASKA
Omaha—Cinerama, Cooper Theotres.

NEW JERSEY
Delaware Township—Cherry Hill, General Drive-In

Corp., in new Cherry Hill Shopping Center.
Fort Lee—850 seats, B. S. Moss, opposite his Lee

Theatre.
Menlo Park—Cinema, 1 ,600 seots. General Orive-ln

Corp., in shopping center.*
NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque— 1,000 seats. Frontier Theatres, $500,-
000 .

NEW YORK
Brentwood—500-600 seats, Associoted Independent

Theatres.
Brentwood—Shopping center theatre. Prudential The-

otres.
Eost Rochester—600 seots, Rugoff Theatres and In-

terboro Theatres, $300,000; in Universal Shopping
Center.

Glen Cove—Town, Town & Country Theatres.*
Glen Oaks—800 seots. Century Theatres; in Glen Oaks

Shopping Center.
Hauppauge—600 seots, Associoted Independent The-

otres.*
Mount Kiseo—600 seots, Richord Martobono.
Merrick—600-seot shopping center theatre, Sanders

Bros, ond Hotten Bros.
Nesconset—Combinotion indoor-outdoor theatre, 900

seats, 1,500 cors. Prudential Theotres, $1,000,000.
Newburgh—800-seats, Associated Independent The-

otres; in Mid-Hudson Plaza Shopping Center, $400,-
000 .

New York City—Comegie Holl Cinema, Robert Fer-
mon. Eve Schlosser, Meyer Ackerman, $100,000.*

New York City—Coronet, 600 seots, Walter Reade
Theotres; built atop Reod's Baronet Theotre.

New York City—Lincoln, 600 seats, Furman & Acker-
man.

New York City—-23rd Street, 900 seats, for RKO
leose.

New York City—600 seats, George and Irving Hat-
ten; first new lower east side Manhattan theatre
in 25 years.

New York City—^Kipps Bay, 500 seats. Associated In-
dependent Theatres, $1,500,000.

New York City—600 seats, Loew's Theatres; in Tower
Eost, 72nd street ond Third avenue.

New York City—'Dual theatre; street level, 750 seats;
second floor theatre, 250 seots; Rugoff & Becker.

New York City—600 seats, David Sanders; Grand
and Essex streets.

Potchogue—^Plaza, 2,200 seats. Associated Independ-
ent Theatres.

Potchogue—^De Luxe, Potchogue Shopping Center.
Spring Valley—600 seats, for leose to Bram Enter-

prises; Sol Kuperman, owner; on Route 45.
Spring Valley—600 seots; Howord Lesser, owner;

$500,000.
Spring Valley—800 seats, Skouras Theatres, on Route

59.
NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte—500 seats. Bijou Amusement Co.; on
Beattie's Ford rood.

Charlotte—Cinema, 1,200 seats. General Drive-In;
in Chorlottetown Mall Shopping Center.

Durham—^1,000 'seats. Consolidated Theatres; in

Northgate Shopping Center.
NORTH DAKOTA

Stanley—^Local citizens building new theatre to re-
place burned-out house.

OHIO
Columbus—iDe luxe, Amos Shopping Center; William

Hadler, developer.
OKLAHOMA

Comanche—^Huckleberry, Bill Hance and Chamber of
Commerce.*

PENNSYLVANIA
Honesdale—^Capitol, Comerford Theatres; replaces

fire-destroyed Lyric.
Philadelphia—^Aodvork, $100,000.*
Philadelphia—Capitol, 880 seots, Paul Kliemon.*

TEXAS
Houston—Gulf Gate, 1,200 seots, Teddy Berenson; in

shopping center.
Houston—^Northl'ine Shopping Center theatre, 1 ,200

seats, Teddy Berenson.
Joaquin—Jay, Herman Powell jr.*

Son Antonio—McCreless Shopping Center theatre, Mc-
Creless Properties.

WASHINGTON
Bellevue— 1,500 seats, Sterlina Theatres.

BAHAMAS
Nassau—800 seats, Wometco Theatres of Miami.

HILLSIDE THEATRE • Chicago • Oscar A. Brotman

DRIVE-IN THEATRES
The following drive-ins were reported in

BoxOFFICE as new construction projects for

the first time during 1961. An asterisk

denotes the drive-in has been opened.
ARIZONA

Glendale— First drive-in in nation for National The-
atres & Television; being built at 59th and Mis-
souri avenues; 1,050 cars, $600,000.

CALIFORNIA
Buena Park—^Pacific Drive-Ins to build $500,000

drive-in between Disneylond and Knott's Berry
farm; 1 ,500 cars. /

Fountain Valley— 1 ,800-cor drive-in for Pacific Drive-
Ins; south of Huntington Beoch ond near Garden
Grove; $500,000.

Hanford—West Side Valley Theotres has applied for
a permit to build 600-cor drive-in at 7th avenue
and Locey boulevard.

La Habra—Permit granted Fred Greenberg to build
drive-in at Imperial and Idoho.

La Habra—'Developer D. B. Roesner asks permit to
build $300,000 airer for 1,100 cors at 1301 South
Harbor Blvd.

La Hobra—Robert L. Lippert gronted permit to build
$750,000 drive-in at Imperial highway and
Fullerton road; 1,400 cars.

Newbury Park—Pacific Drive-Ins granted zoning
variance to build drive-in.

Riverside—-Van Buren, $500,000, Sero Amusement Co.

Sacramento— Hi-Londer; 1,000 cars; Fred Naify and
Paul Almaz, owners; $250,000.*

San Diego-^Frontier Drive-In opiened.*
San Francisco— 1,000-car drive-in for Blumenfeld

Theatres; $400,000.
Tustin—^Pacific Drive-Ins to build $400,000 oirer at

Newport Boulevard and Tustin avenue; 1,200 cars.
Union City—^East Bay Theatres; town's first drive-in;

800 cors.
COLORADO

Denver—North Star; 1 ,600 cors; Wolfberg Theatres;
$400,000.*

CONNECTICUT
North Canaan— Drive-in opened ot junction of ceme-

tery and town roads.*

DELAWARE
Wilmington—900-car drive-in for Claude Schlanger

and Charles Kahn jr. in Price's Corner Shopping
Center.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville—^Midway, 808 cars, Fenton Theatres.*

GEORGIA
Atlanta

—

April opening scheduled for drive-in being
built for R. C. Cobb.

Atlanta— 1,500-car drive-in for Storey Theatres on
Northwest expressway; $500,000.

Atlanta— 1 ,500-car drive-in for Storey Theatres on
Fulton Industrial boulevord; $500,0(30.

HAWAII
Aiea—Aiea Drive-In for Consolidoted Amusement

Co., replocing a midtown theatre.
Kailua—Consolidated Amusement Co. seeking zoning

change to permit building airer.

Waipahu—'Drive-in to be included in large shopping
center; Joe Poo, builder.

IDAHO
Meridian—^The Hungry Onion Drive-In opened.*

ILLINOIS
Dundee—Robert Jelnick opens 1,000-cor drive-in one

mile east on Route 72.*
Springfield—^Fox Midwest announces 1,000-car drive-

in.

Wheaton—Cascade; 1,200 cars; Basil Charuhas, Wil-
liam Galligan, Spiro Charuhas, Milt Levy; $400,-
000.*

INDIANA
Aurora—Storlite; 408 cars; Charles R. Whisman,

owner.*
Boonville—Gene Higginson anrx>urvces drive-in; 3

miles north of town on Boonville-Lynnville road.*
Indianapolis—Permonent injunction denied by Judge

Charles Ardery jr. to halt building of $150,000
drive-in at 99th and state highway 431.

South Bend—Western Auto Drive-In opened in mid-
June; George T. Brenner, monoger; $150,000.

IOWA
Davenport—Oasis; 800 cars, $300,000; Independent
Amusement Co.*

KENTUCKY
Lexington—Southland 68; 1,248 cars; $250,000; J. M.

Mahaffey, A. J. Hughes, owners.*

MICHIGAN
Dowogiac—^Five Mile Drive-In; 452 cars; Silver Lake

Enterprises.*
MINNESOTA

Sauk Rapids—Villoge council accepts request by Leo
Ross to build drive-in directly in front of the
grandstand at the foirgrounds.

NEBRASKA
Millard—$600,000 Twin Screen Drive-In, 1,600 cors,

built by Russell Brehm, Senotor Roman Hruska and
H. S. Gould.*

NEW JERSEY
Wayne Township—Eastern Monagement Corp, op-

plies for permit to build drive-in.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque—Silver Dollar Drive-In to be built by
Tom Gritting on recently acquired 50-acre site.

Albuquerque—Wyoming Drive-In opened by Tom
Gritting.

NEW YORK
Binghompton—Airport Drive-In; over 1,000-cor ca-

pacity; Sunness Theotres.*
Elmira—Roxy Drive-In opened in August.
Limestone—^Limestone; 1,000 cors; Clifford Brown.*
Nesconset—$1,000,000 oll-weother drive-in for Pru-

dential Theatres; 1 ,500-cor capacity, plus 900-seat
auditorium.

Rocky Point—Spring opening planned for 1 ,000-cor
drive-in; Prudential Theatres.

NORTH DAKOTA
Corrington—Glen Kraus and ossociotes building 300-

car drive-in between Carrington ond New Rock-
ford.

New Rockford—Star Nite; 200 cars; Ken Brandhagen,
owner.

OHIO
Akron^—'Edward Robb, owner, opens New Starlight

Drive-In.*
Goshen^—Highway Theotres Corp. opens Highway 28,

a 650-car drive-in.
Reynoldsville—830-car Torch Drive-In; Frank Weifel,

owner.*
Worren—Robbins Enterprise Co. purchases 22 ocres

from Mrs. Isobell Jordan to build drive-in for

1 962 season.
OREGON

Portland—600-car New Canyon Drive-In; Adomson
circuit.*

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston—52 Drive-In; 1,000 cors; $300,000; Con-

solidated Theatres.
TEXAS

Abilene—Patio Drive-In p>ermit granted by city in-

spector.
Folurrias—Jersey Drive-In; Raul Soliz, owner.*
Harlingen—$100,000 drive-in, 370 cars, opened by

group of Harlir>gen arxl Son Benito businessmen.
Hurst—^Fisher Family Corp. building drive-in for sprirrg

opening.
WASHINGTON

Bellevue—Sterling Theatres acquires site of dissolved
Eastside Sportsmen's Ass'n for a drive-in.
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RECORD UPDATING OF 807 PROPERTIES IN 1961
Exhibitors Invest $26^605^200; Outlook for 1962 Even Greater

KANSAS CITY — Theatre remodeling
and upgrading reached an all-time peak
for the decade ending in 1961, when U. S.

exhibitors invested $26,605,200 in 807 prop-
erties. Indications from preliminary re-

ports reaching Boxoffice in the first 60

days of 1962, are that the trend not only
will continue, but will gain momentum dur-
ing the new year.

For the third consecutive year, invest-

ments in existing theatre properties

climbed, with more than twice as many
houses being improved in 1961 than in

either of the preceding years. Exhibitor
optimism reflected itself in their spending
and that outlook is paying off.

Skouras Theatres, for example, updated
17 of its houses in 1961 at a cost of $750,-

000 and plans to invest another $1,000,000
in 13 other houses this year. Salah M.
Hassanein, president, reflected the think-
ing of other circuit executives reporting to

Boxoffice, with this statement:

“Every house that we have completed in

our remodeling program has reacted better

than our highest expectations. Well-ap-
pointed houses have brought additional and
new patrons to om- theatres.”

During the first two months of 1962,

plans were announced or projects started

on 164 theatres to cost $9,166,500. Other
projects will be announced as the year
progresses.

In 1961, 30 circuits upgraded 238 theatres,

while other chains and individual owners
accounted for twice as many remodeling
jobs, 479. In addition, 90 drive-ins reported
major overhauling.

Major circuit installations during 1961
were in carpeting and concessions equip-
ment, with 57.06 per cent of those the-
atres for which breakdowns were given re-

porting carpet installations, and 66.6 per
cent installing new concession equipment.
In the circuit projected plans for 1962,
even higher percentages are forecast, with
64.4 per cent of the 118 jobs announced
planning carpet installations; 71.1 per cent,
concessions; 55.9 per cent, new screens;
and 49.1 per cent, new projection or sound.
Twenty-two of the circuits spent $600,000

for new seating in 1961 and total invest-
ment in chairs for the year, both circuit

and individual, was estimated at $2,069,-

600. For the first two months of 1962, an
estimated $587,500 has been earmarked for

new seating in 33 theatres.

In 1961, exhibitors reopened 300 theatres,

representing a property investment of ap-
proximately $21,000,000—with reopenings
nearly doubling the number of closings for

the year. Most of the reopenings followed
updating jobs. Twenty per cent of the re-
opened houses had been closed from one to
ten years.

Following is a state-by-state tabulation
of nonseasonal reopenings of indoor the-
atres reported in Boxoffice in 1961. The
asterisk denotes that the theatre was up-
dated prior to reopening:

ALABAMA
Cordova—^Dixie, Isodore Sampeiri.
Geraldine

—

Sarvds, E. M. Box.

ARKANSAS
Beebe'—^Palace.
BlyHieville—Savoy, Warren Moxley.
Caraway—Caraway.
Junction City—City, Frank Patterson.
Lonoke—Oak.
Mulberry—Clint.*
Smackover—Joy, R. D. McCaskill.

CALIFORNIA
Alturas—Niles, John Doezal.
Buena Park—Grand, John Molone.
Huntington Park—Lyric, George Munton.*
Isleton—Isleton, Mack Lampley.
Lemoore—Lemoore, Earl Woods.*

Los Angeles'—Almeda.
Oakland—'Porkway Cinema, Marty Foster.
Redwood City—^Poris, Harold Snyder.
Salinas—Globe International, O. Kirke Erskine.*
South Gate—Allen, Joe DeDonota.

COLORADO
Breckenridge—^Pock 8.

Denver—Copri, Jordan & Anderson.
Douglas

—

Mesa, N. 0. Reed.
Flagler—^Grond, Nora Wright.*
Minturn—^Minturn, Lloyd Grove.
Strasburg—Ute, C. Grigsby.

CONNECTICUT
Hartford—Art, Lockwood & Gordon.
Middletown—Middlesex, Adorno Theatres.
New Britain—Arch Street.
Norwich— Hillcrest, Henry L. Lucas.*
Southington—Colonial, Southington Colonial Corp.
Toftville—Hillcrest.

Windsor Locks—Rialto, Windsor Locks Rialto Corp.
FLORIDA

Fort Myers—^Edison, Florida State Theatres.
Graceville—Jones, Horold Freeman.
Miami—Parkway, Wometco Theatres*
St. Petersburg—Copitol, Monny Oliver.

GEORGIA
Atlanta^—'Kirkwood, G. S. Pike.
Butler—.Dean, LeRloy Gee.
Claytoiv—Rabun.
Nahunta—Royal, Frank Williams.
North Augusta—Carolina, Horoce Geisling.

IOWA
Alton—Roxie, Elmer Svendsen.
Armstrong—Roxy, Armstrong promoters.*
Council Bluffs—Broodway, Byron Hopkins.*
Dunlap—^Dunlap, Ken Moore.
Garner

—

Avery.

1961-1962 THEATRE REMODELING AND UPDATING

IMPROVEMENTS 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Air 15.7%
Conditioning 18.1%

New 22.3%
Chairs .22.9%

44.8%
Carpeting _55.5%

Projection 35.3%

Equipment 49.3%

28.6%
Screens 50.6%

Concessions 30.2%
Equipment . . _ 61.1%

18.5%
Fronts 30.6%

14.3%
Marquees

_ 27.8%

19.6%
Draperies 39.6%

Solid line indicates percentage of theatres installing indicated equipment during 1961. Based on 623 the-
atres giving specifics of installotions.

Broken line gives percentage of such installations onnounced during first 60 days of 1962. Based on 144
theatres giving sp>ecifics.
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BIG EXPENDITURES
Indicative of remodeling progress

during 1961 and projects set for 1962

are these reports, gathered from cir-

cuits and other theatre reports to

BOXOFFICE

:

• New York — Loew’s Theatres re-

modeled 11 properties throughout the
country.
• Nashville, Tenn.—Bijou Theatres re-

modeled 10 houses during 1961, plans

to remodel ten more this year.
• New Orleans—Gulf States Theatres
renovated 15 houses.
• Los Angeles—Fred Stein Enterprises

—Statewide Theatre circuit remodeled
eight at a cost of approximately $500,-

COO, and plans renovations to ten
more in 1962.
• Detroit—United Detroit Theatres
remodeled three in 1961 at a cost of

§180,000, and plans renovations to two
others this year.
• Los Angeles—Fox West Coast The-

ON RENOVATION
atres completed remodeling programs
on the Lido, Los Angeles, and the Wil-
shire, Santa Monica, at a total cost of

approximately §300,000.
• Los Angeles—Stanley Warner Corp.
updated the Warner Hollywood at a
cost of §250,000.
• Bridgeport, Conn.—The Nutmeg cir-

cuit of Connecticut announced a §175,-

COO overhaul for the Brooklawn The-
atre.

• San Antonio, Tex.—The Jack Cane
Corp. purchased three theatres and an-
nounced a §100,000 remodeling job for

the National Theatre.
• Los Angeles—^United Artists The-
atres circuit announced plans for a
$165,000 renovation of the Four Star
Theatre.
• New York—Walter Reade, Inc. an-
nounced a §1,500,000 remodeling pro-
ject for the two theatre combination.
The Coronet and Baronet.

Griswold—Globe, Chamber of Commerce.*
Masseno—Lux, Chamber of Commerce.*
Milford—Strand, Jim Davis.
Toledo—Wiefing.*
West Des Moines—^Lyric, Paul Henning.
Wilbur—Moon, Irving Beck.

ILLINOIS
Byron—Byron, W. N. West.
Chicago—Stony, Ray LoRue.
Chicogo—Essex.
Chicogo—GrarvJ, Ben Bonowitz.
Decatur—Empress.
Flora—Town, Douglas Phillips.*

Golva—Golva, Forrest Thompson.*
Greenup—Old Trolls, Phil Harlan.*
Griggsville—Ford, Steve Durbin.
Lanark—Lanar, George Crofton.
Melrose Park—Melrose, Richard Salkin.*
Mound City—Roxy, Jesse BisselL*
New Athens—Town, Lions Club.
New Windsor—^Duchess.
St. Charles—Arcodo, J. H. McForlond.*
Sesser—Hope.
Sisne—Sisne, Flora Kleper.
Stewart—Clark.
Sumner—Idoho, Charles Lancaster.
Wyoming—Paramount, M. F. Bodwell.

INDIANA
Auburn—Butler.
Brownsburg—Browny, Frank Rogers.
Carrolton—Irving, Leroy Robinson.
Cambridge City—Grand.
Fort Wayne—Little Art, Gerald Allen.
I nd ia napo lis—Fox

.

Kewanne—Key, Joe McPherson.*
Knightstown—Alhambra.
Mooresville—Rifz.
North Vernon—-Park, Howard Black.*
Oakland City—Ohio, Paul Love & Associates.*

KANSAS
Baxter Springs—New Baxter.
Chetopo— Bell, W. G. Bell.*
Cimarron—Cimorron, L. M. Blackeman.
Ellis—Ellis, Thomas Lillord.

Florence—Mayflower, Americon Legion.
Kensington—Kensir>gton.
Marquette—Strond, Curt Adrean.
Newton—Roxy.
Pittsburg—Gozy, James J. Bertone 8. Son.

KENTUCKY
Louisville—Roy, Horold L. Williams.
Pikeville—Liberty.

LOUISIANA
Bosile—Prince, Beotrice Langley.
Broussard—Broussard, George Wheeler & Associates.
Broussord—Poloce, E. E. Harrison.
Jeanerette—Avalon, Walter Hebert & William Conrad.
Livingston—Fox, H. I. Hodges.
Lockport—Fun, C&B Theotres.
Morgon—Century, Jack Serio.
New Iberia—Iberia.
New Orleans—‘Dixie, Gulf Stotes Theatres.
New Orleans—Bob, F&R Enterprises.
Ponchatoula—Pic, Ernest Drake.
Welsh—Joy.
Yadkin ville—Seots.*

MAINE
Fort Fairfield—-Paromount.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston—Circle.
Boston—Fine Arts, Cotholic diocese.

MICHIGAN
Ackley—Strond.
Bottle Creek—Eostown.
Buchanan—Hollywood, Eletcus & Lucille Slater.
Cassapolis—Gem, Maj. G. W. O'Boyle.
Charlotte— baton, Beechler circuit.

Crystal Falls—Aldo, Aldo J. Zaupa.
Detroit—Dexter.
Detroit—t^iviera, Nederlonder fomily.
Detroit—Studio North, Williom Flemion & Edword

Shulmon.

Detroit—Loop, Gulf Coast Theotres.
East Jordan—Temple, Ben Schervck.
Flint—Fox Michigon, Eddie Johnson.
Flint—^Regent, Butterfield Theotres.
Flushingi—^Dawn, Ed Dalton.
Hastings—^Hastings.
Inkster—Melody.
Imlay City—^De Luxe.
Jackson—^Easton.
Jonesville—Civic, Craig Dudley.
Lansing—Art.
Lake Odessa—^Lake, Lloyd Mokley.*
Morenci—Rex.
Niles—Riviero.*
Olivet—State.
Port Huron—Huron.
St. Louis—Gem, Russell K. Kortes.
Suttons Bay—Bay, Tom Klinefelter.
Swartz Creek—Creek.
Scottville—Four Stor, Glenn Wallace .

Three Oaks—Lee, Fred McGrath.
Ubiy—^Huron, William Raitz.
Vicksburg—Sun.

MINNESOTA
Argyle—^Roxy, H. Willard Johnson.
Bloomington—^State, John Greaves.
Browntown—Star. *

Columbus Heights—^Heights.
East Grand Ford—WW.
Floodwood—F loodwood

.

Hector—-Hector.
Hendricks—^Lake, C. R. Erickson.
Loke Benton—Colley, Mrs. Louis Drury.
Leeds— Leeds.
Little Ford—Rex, Ruby Lueders.*
Mable—Gem, Robert Johnson.*
Mopletown—^Ritz, Meredith Themes.
Minneota—-Joy.
New London—^Riolto, Mrs. Eric Anderson.
North Branch—^Family.
Oakler—Oak.
Parkers Prairie—Arrow.
Paynesville—^Koronis, A. L. Fitch.
Sherburn^—Sherburn, Harold Anderson.
Starbuck—^Storbuck, Harry Thorstod.
Truman—^Rialta, Neil Neumoeller.
Warren—^Karlstad, ‘Dave Sang.

MISSISSIPPI
Brookhaven—^Dixie, Gulf States Theatres.
Ackerman—Ackerman, C. C. McGahery.
Canton—Canton, Gulf Stotes Theatres.*
Carthage—‘Fox, M. A. Connett Theatres.
Jackson—^Ebony, Al Orkin.*
McComb—Lyric, Gulf States Theatres.*
Monticello—^Mono, E. W. Clinton.*
Walnut—^Hinz, Carl Wilbonks.
West Point—Royal.

MISSOURI
Bernie—Bernie, D. B. Barnhardt.
Braymer—^Michlo, Gene Michaels.
California—-Ritz, Norman Revling.
Edina—Lindina, Knights of Columbus.
Gera Id—Gerold.
La Plata-—‘Green, Virginia Green.
Lockwood—Cozy.
Oran—Mork, David Barnhardt.
Pleasant Hill—^People's, Dickinson Theatres.
Windsor—Windsor, Harold Porta.

NEBRASKA
Bridgeport—Trail, Dorrance Schmidt.
Broken Bow—Lyric.
Ewing—-Eldorado, S. R. Davis.
Grant—Grant, Maxine Erickson ond teenagers.
Harvard—Harvord, Arthur Dohte.
Harrison—Summit.
Humphrey—Coronado, Froncis Sends.
Mullen—^Mullen, J. C. Mocke.
Poxton—Paxton.
Verdigre—Empress.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester—Paloce.
Manchester—Rex.

NEW JERSEY
Newark—Penthouse Cinema, RKO Theotres.

NEW YORK
Akron—^Park, Claude Risley.
Athens—Weller.
Ballston—Copitol

.

Bennington—Hart, Boston interests.
Buffalo—Circle, Eugene and Wadsworth Konzokowski.
Buffalo—Allendale.
Buffalo—^Kensington, Dipson circuit.*
East Rochester—Copri, Louis M. Levitch.*
Golden Meadows—Rebstock, Lloyd Guidry.
Niagara Falls—Ropids, Strand-Cotoract Theotre

Corp.*
Saranak Lake—Palace, Reginold F. Clork.*
Seneca Falls—^Strand, Olwer Ackeson.*
Williamsville—Glenn.

NORTH CAROLINA
La Grange—^Paramount.
North Charlotte—Astor.
West Gastonia—Corolina.
Wilson—Wilson, H. B. Meiselman Theatres.*

NORTH DAKOTA
Finlay—^Finlay, Claude Porterville.*
Leeds—^New Leeds, Harold Petsinger.
Selby—Star.

OHIO
Ashtabula—Playhouse.
Cedarville—Cozy, Russell Adorns.
Cleveland—Westwood Art, Art Guild Theotres.
Columbus—Indianola, F. Marizelli.
Columbus—^Little Art.
Lockland—^Roxy, Moses E. McCray.*
North Canton—Park.
Toledo—^Esquire, Loew's Theatres.*
Whitehouse—Majestic, Mrs. Carroll Harris.
Youngstown—^Mahoning, Poul Petrella.
Youngstown—Schenley, Stephen Foster.

OKLAHOMA
Blanchard—Ritz, D. B. Hill.

Bristow—Walmur, C. O. Murphee.
Duncan—^Rodeo, J. C. Drake & A. S. Moore.
Jenks—Ritz, Barbora Ann Trusen.
Moore—'Broadmoor, T. B. Bebo.*
Oklahoma City—^East Side, George Singer.
Oklahoma City—Wes-Ten, Mrs. Eunice Frantz.*
Tuttle—Home, Roy Kendrick.

OREGON
Mill City—^Mill City, Bob Veness.*
Mount Angel—^Mount Angel, Jim Anderson.

PENNSYLVANIA
Bradford—Bradford, Dipson Theatres.*
California—^Hollywood.
Cairnbrook—Coirnbrook, Fronk Orban jr.

Carnegie—Grand.
Conneautville—Palace, Larry Kotapish.
Dunbar—Strand.
Erie—^Regent.
Garriek-CMelrose.
Hooversville—Hooversville, Frank Orban jr.

Johnsonburg—Palace, Edword Murphy.
Mars—Mars.
Mercer—^Liberty.
Mount Pleasant—^Grand.*
Oil City—^Latonia, Drake Realty Co.
Perryopolis—^Perry, Tom Korolcik.
Philadelphia—Capitol, Klexner Theotres.
Pitcairn—Strand, Mory Civitorine.
Sheffield'—^Penn.
Shinglehouse—^Shingleton, Don Enstrom.
Reynoldsville—^Regent, Mae E. Shively.
Weedsville—Valley.

RHODE ISLAND
Providence—Art Cinema.
Providence—^Darlton.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Edgefield—Towne.
Greer—Grand.
Summerville—iFaye.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Bridgewater—^Home.
Elkton—Elk, Kenneth Palmer.
Giddes—Ritz.
Kimball—Casino, James Gough.
Salem—Regale.
Seneca—Seneco.
Sioux Foils—Strond.
Tripp— Home, Shorty Heibel.
Waublee—-Woublee, J. A. Livermont.
Waubay—Waubay, Darrold Rebelske.
Wall—Riata, Ed Neumeister.*

TENNESSEE
Halls—^Halls, Riffin Amusement Co.
Memphis—-Linden Circle, Willie Shapiro.

TEXAS
Comfort—Comfort, Henry Zimmermon.
Fort Worth—Copri, Bob Hargrove.
Houston—Al-Ray.
Richardson—^Ritz, Ramon Lence.*
Rising Stor—Star, Verr>on Baird & George Wilcoxon.
Waco—Gem, Joe Muker.

VIRGINIA
Bennington—^Harte.

WASHINGTON
Seattle—Columbia, L. W. Roe.*

WEST VIRGINIA
Belington—Seneca, George Everett.*
Huntington—^Beverly, James Rogers.
Parsons—Victoria, Ralph Stewort.
West Union—Regent, Gene Chipps.

WISCONSIN
Augusta—Augusto, Richard E. Leigh.
Cuba City—Stanley.
Green Boy—Strand, L. F. Gron.*
Janesville—^Myers, Wisconsin Amusement Corp.*
Kiel—^Kiel.

Spring Green—^Green.
Stanley—Stanley, Sigurd Olson.*
Stevens Point—^Lyric, Wisconsin Amusement Co.*
Thorp—Thorp, Chuck Klieforth.*
Whitehall—^Pix.

WYOMING
Douglas—Mesa.
Moorecroft—^Avon, Frank Burdick.
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By WILLIAM HEBERT

Nine Photoplays to Roll During May;

Columbia Leads Studios With Two
Columbia Pictures stepped out in front

for the month of May, with two of the

nine photoplays slated to go before the

cameras listed for starts on the Gower St.

lot. Of the total number of films blue-

printed to roll, two were holdovers, those

vehicles which were previously touted for

lensing last month but which, due to pro-

duction snags, did not get off the ground as

scheduled.

Walt Disney Productions. Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,

United Artists, Warner Bros, and an inde-

pendent film outfit each announced one

picture on their respective di’awing boards

this month, making a total of three less

films than were posted by the various

studios as slated to go last month.
By studios, following are the features

given the green light for May:

COLUMBIA
“Bye Bye Birdie.” In Eastman Color,

this film is based on the successful Broad-
way play dealing with a popular singing

idol of the day and what happens to him,
his career, and the people suiTounding him
when he is summoned by Uncle Sam for

army duty. Stars Janet Leigh, Dick Van
Dyke, Jesse Pearson. Producer, Fred
Kohlmar. Director, George Sidney.

“The Old Dark House.” To be lensed in

color in England, this is another mystery
chiller from William Castle Productions.
Stars Tom Poston. Producer, Anthony
Hinds. Director, William Castle.

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
“Son of Flubber.” This is the sequel to

“Absent-Minded Professor” and treats

with the further adventures and experi-
ments of the Professor with his former dis-

covery, Flubber, an anti-gravity substance.
Stars Fred MacMuiTay, Nancy Olson,
Keenan Wyrm, Tommy Kirk, Joanna
Moore. Producer, Walt Disney. Director,

Robert Stevenson.

INDEPENDENTS
“Guns of Fort McDowell.” Colorado will

serve as the background for this western
yam, starring Kelo Henderson, Smokey
Wade, Jan Barthel and Ken Hall. Pro-
ducer, Smokey Wade. Director, Joe Kane.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
“The Hook.” A Perlberg-Seaton Produc-

tion, this is a suspense picture revolving
around a group of UN soldiers who escape
from an island with a captured North
Korean, who is a known spy. They are
under orders to kill him, but the question
is, which soldier will do the job? Stars Kirk
Douglas, Nick Adams, Nehemiah Persoff.
Producer, William Perlberg. Director,
George Seaton.

PARAMOUNT
“Wildest of the Thousand.” A young

maverick Texan creates havoc and adven-
ture in a bygone era. Stars Paul Newman,

Melvyn Douglas, Patricia Neal, Brandon
De Wilde. Producer-director, Martin Ritt.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
“Celebration.” In Cinemascope and De

Luxe Color, based on the Broadway play,

“A Loss of Roses.” It concerns an actress

whose lover jilts her. Stranded in her old

hometown she turns for love to a younger
man, who also jilts her when she becomes
pregnant. She returns to her former lover

and hits the depths doing strip shows for

stag parties. Ultimately, she escapes and
resolves to go her own way to a better life.

Stars Joanne Woodward, Richard Beymer.
Producer, Jen-y Wald. Dii’ector, Franklin
Schaffner.

UNITED ARTISTS
“The Lonely Stage.” A drama which will

be shot in London starring Judy Garland,
Dirk Bogarde, Jack Klugman and Kay
Walsh. Producers, Stuart Millar and Law-
rence Tm'man. Director, Ronald Neame.

WARNER BROS.
“Panic Button.” A Seven Arts Produc-

tion to be shot in Rome, it’s a comedy top-

lining Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker,
Jayne Mansfield and Akim Tamiroff. Pro-
ducer, Ron Gorton. Director, George
Sherman.

Mann-Kastner Buy Rights

To 'Light in August'
Film rights to William Faulkner’s novel,

“Light in August,” have been purchased
by Elliott Kastner and Abby Mann, who
have scheduled shooting for March under
their Mann-Kastner banner. Purchase
price for the property was a reported
$150,000.

Kastner will produce the film from
Mann’s script. The team also has set
“Children of Sanchez” to go before the
cameras at the end of the year in Mexico,
with Vittorio de Sica directing.

William Roberts to Make
'Out of the Everywhere'
The first assignment for William

Roberts, recently upped to producer status
at MGM, will be “Out of the Everywhere,”
which he also scripted from the Vina Del-
mar play.

Roberts, who became the second staff
producer at the Culver City studio, with
Edmund Grainger, recently worked on the
final script for “The Wonderful World of
the Brothers Grimm” and did a treatment
on “Champagne Flight.”

Plato Skouras, Nico Minardos
Form Independent Company
An independent production company has

been formed by Plato Skouras and Nico
Minardos to film “Miss Harriet,” an

TYPIFIES FREEDOM—Kirk Doug-
las, who represented the motion pic-

ture industry at the Washington, D. C.,

kickoff of the new U. S. Savings Bonds
Freedom Drive, is shown with one of

the promotion posters. Douglas was
invited by Secretary of Treasury Dillon

to represent the film industry because
two of his prominent screen roles—in

Universal’s “Spartacus” and “Lonely
Are the Brave”—have depicted man’s
fight for freedom.

original screenplay by James Bridges.

Michael O’Herlihy will direct, with Min-
ardos starring.

The film is slated to roll in August on
location on the Aegean Islands, off the
coast of Greece.

MGM Signs Karl Malden
For 'Champagne Flight'

Karl Malden, who recently completed top
roles in “All Fall Down” and “How the
West Was Won” for MGM, has been signed
for his third picture for the studio this

year. Malden joins Dolores Hart in a
starring role in “Champagne Flight,” in

which he’ll portray a wealthy Texan who
falls in love with an airline stewardess in

Pai’is.

“Champagne Flight” is due to roll in late

June in London and Rome, with Henry
Levin directing and Anatole de Grunwald
producing. William Roberts wrote the
screenplay.

Lucille Ball acquired two red-haired sis-

ters for “Critic’s Choice” at Warner Bros.

They are Marie Windsor and Joan Shaw-
lee, both of whom will don flame colored

wigs to match Lucille in the Technicolor-
Panavision version of the Broadway play,

also starring Bob Hope.

Jackie Mason Inked for Role

In Stanley Kramer Film
Jackie Mason, an ordained rabbi who

recently left the pulpit to enter the enter-
tainment world and has risen to over-
night fame via his TV and nightclub ap-
pearances as a comedian, has been signed
by Stanley Kramer to make his film debut
in an important role in the forthcoming
United Artists picture, “It’s a Mad, Mad,
Mad, Mad World.”
Mason, who has a cuiTent hit record

album in “I’m the Greatest Comedian in

the World Only Nobody Knows It Yet,”
will switch to a character role in the UA
release.
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FEATURE REVIEW

'The Miracle Worker'
United Artists

By WILLIAM HEBERT
pHIS IS NOT in any sense an ordinary

motion picture; it is superb. While it

cannot immediately contend with the
“blockbusters” or the “sexsational” films
for audience attention, it will have a strong
emotional impact on all who see it.

It has an intense and classic quality
which, in the judgment of this reviewer,
will make it last forever as one of the
finest works of art in the history of motion
pictures.

In its execution and, more importantly,
its emotional content entirely conveyed, it

rates above and beyond all the unpreten-
tious but eternally memorable black-and-
white films any of us has ever seen.

It is said that there is a flaw in every
diamond and some determinedly perceptive
critics may find something not wholly to

approve in Anne Bancroft’s admixture of

Irish, Scotch and Bronx accents in her
delivery as “Annie Sullivan.” Apparently,
Miss Bancroft never was given the oppor-
tunity, or if given it didn’t take it, to per-
fect the proper accent for the role of an
Irish-born tutor.

This is a most minor defect, however,
because Miss Bancroft gives such a power-
ful, tender and impressive performance
that it could rarely be equalled by any
other female star with such demands put
upon her to keep the role in character
without going overboard.

In the role of Helen Keller as a child,

little Patty Duke is absolutely flawless. In
fact, she is incredibly perfect in aU the
moods and mannerisms required of a very
difficult role.

This reviewer is not one to stick his neck
out readily, but if this child doesn’t win
one or more Academy Awards for her per-

formance as the contentious little Helen
Keller either the voters’ ballots will have
gotten lost in the mails or the members
of the Academy Board of Governors can be
accused of looking out the window when
they should have been watching this

picture.

To hang a few additional bouquets on

UNITED ARTISTS
presents

"THE MIRACLE WORKER"
A Playfilms Production

Ratio: 1.85-1
Running time: 106 minutes

CREDITS
Produced by Fred Coe. Directed by Arthur

Penn. Screenplay by William Gibson from his
Broodway play. Director of photogrophy, Ernest
Coparros. Art direcrtor, George Jenkins. Produc-
tion manager, Harrison Starr. Film editor, Aram
Avakion. Camera operator. Jack Horton. As-
sistant director. Lorry Sturhohn. Makeup, Herman
Buchmon. Script, Moggi Jomes. Hairdresser, Ed
Callahon. Costume desigrter, Ruth Morley. Sec-
ond ossistant director, Ulu Grossbard. Music com-
posed by Laurence Rosenthol.

THE CAST
Annie Sullivon Anne Bancroft
Helen Keller Potty Duke
Copt. Keller Victor Jory
Kote Keller Inga Swenson
Jomes Keller Andrew Prine
Aunt Ev Kothleen Comegys
Viney Beoh Richards
Mr, Anognos Jock Hollander
ond Michael Daren, Dale Ellen Bethea, Peggy
Burke, Wolter Wright jr., Donno Bryon, Mindy
Sherwood, Dione Bryon, Keith Moore, Michael
Farr, Allon Howard, Judith Lowry, Williom F.
Hoddock, Helen Ludlum.

Anne Bancroft and Patty Duke in a
scene from “The Miracle Worker.”

this film, which is not om- custom, Victor
Jory gives a magnificently contained per-
formance as Helen Keller’s father. Con-
tained, because if ever an actor had an op-
portunity to chew the scenery into frag-

ments Mr. Jory had that very good chance
but eschewed it in favor of giving a force-

ful but entirely believable, and at times
even touching, performance.
Inga Swenson, as the mother of the child

Helen Keller, is pretty and sensitive but not
particularly impressive.

Andi’ew Prine, as the elder brother of

Miss Keller, with a suggested remote ro-

mantic attachment for the tutor (Miss
Bancroft) in appearance suggests a young
John Carradine but fails to register in any
conspicuous way as either a character in

the film or a personality of his own.
The story, in brief, concerns seven-year-

old Helen Keller (Patty Duke) who is deaf,

dumb and blind due to an accident in

infanthood. She is also extremely spoiled

due to her own lack of comprehension and
her reasonably well-to-do parents’ lack of

comprehension of her ineptitudes.

As Annie Sullivan, (Anne Bancroft) her-
self raised in a school for the blind, is

brought to the Keller home as a tutor for

the child. Conflict immediately arises. The
child will accept no tutoring and the tutor

has to resort to severest measures to get

her to behave even reasonably well at the

dinner table.

By pure patience the tutor teaches the

child to understand words and meanings
tactilely—by touch of the hands only,

while controlling her with an iron discipline

which outrages even her parents, though
they finally succumb to the unselfish and
dedicated motivation of the tutor.

The tutor has an obviously maternal in-

stinct toward the child, but, despite suffer-

ing within herself, will brook nothing that
will prevent her protege to succeed as a

person and a human being.

The tutor’s slight rewards come when
the child, after energetic tries on the part

of her teacher, can slowly speak a few
words.
The teacher’s ultimate rewards come

when the child clambers into her arms, in

all her blindness, as the teacher sits in lone-

liness on the front porch of the family

home, and kisses her teacher warmly on
the cheeK.
The absolutism is given by the suggestion

that the modest but determined woman
who worked the miracle of putting the
child’s mind in order will work additional

mii’acles with her.

Accolades should certainly go to producer
Fred Coe, of Playfilms Productions, Inc.,

director Arthur Penn and author William
Gibson. The photography by Ernest Capar-
ros is highly dramatic and effective in it-

self. His use of lighting and washout of

backgrounds to point up the reactions of

the players is unique and highly commend-
able. It indicates a creative accord between
producer, director and Caparros.
George Jenkins, as art director, shows his

always dependable skill at creating mood
and period without being intrusive with his

sets. The musical background composed by
Laurence Rosenthal is delicately ap-
propriate.

This is by no means merely an “art

house” picture and will undoubtedly play

to extensive and responsive audiences. It

has a tremendous “word-of-mouth” po-
tential.

It should be remembered in exploiting it

that it deals with the brat-like beginnings
of one of the great women of our century

—

Helen Keller, who, with the help of Annie
Sullivan, surmounted the all-enclosing

handicaps of deafness, dumbness and
blindness.

Miss Keller should be requested to co-

operate in accenting the picture for audi-

ences, particularly if some part of the pro-

ceeds of opening night performances can
be donated to assisting organizations dedi-

cated to helping the deaf, dumb and blind.

Miss Keller has made an indelible mark
on our era. She should not personally be

exploited for any purposes which do not

have a meaning for her.

The picture has an endless playing-

potential in ALL media.

'Divorce Italian Style'

Acquired by Embassy
NEW YORK—Joseph E. Levine’s Em-

bassy Pictures has acquired the new Italian

feature, “Divorce Italian Style,” for U.S.

release this summer, according to Leonard
Lightstone, vice-president in charge of in-

ternational sales.

The picture, which is the official Italian

entry at the Cannes Film Festival May 7-

23, was produced by Franco Cristadi and
directed by Pietro Germi. It stars Marcello

Mastroianni, who won Italy’s Silver Ribbon
Award for his perfonnance, and Daniela

Rocca.

More 'Reprieve' Prints
LOS ANGELES—Exhibitor interest has

spurred Allied Artists to increase to 350

its print order for “Reprieve,” which will be

released in June. A Kaufman-Lubin pro-

duction, the picture stars Ben Gazzara,

Stuart Whitman, Ray Walston, Vincent

Price, Rod Steiger and Broderick Craw-
ford.

Pickus in Who s Who
NEW YORK—Albert M. Pickus, exhibi-

tor of Stratford, Conn., and chairman of

the board of directors of the Theatre Own-
ers of America, has been listed for the

first time in the new 1962-63 edition of

“Who’s Who in America.”
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Columbia Promotion Men in N.Y. for Conferences20th-Fox Executives See
'Longest Day' in Paris
NEW YORK—Spyros P. Skouras, presi-

dent of 20th Century-Fox, headed a group
of company executives who left for Paris

on the May 5 weekend to view the finished

print of Dai'ryl F. Zanuck’s “The Longest
Day,” now being edited.

Accompanying Skouras were Mmray
Silverstone, 20th-Fox International presi-

dent; Charles Einfeld, vice-president, and
Glenn Norris, general sales manager. They
were joined by Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-

president and eastern studio representative,

who left for Europe late in April.

Following their stay in Paris, the 20th-
Fox executives will proceed to Rome,
where producer Walter Wanger and di-

rector Joseph I. Mankiewicz will screen for

them the footage thus far shot on “Cleo-

patra,” which is almost 75 per cent
completed.

New Company Plans Four
For Release First Year
NEW YORK—A new production-distri-

bution company has been formed by Ray-
mond Pheelan, president of Stock Shots to

Order, Inc., which operates a film library

for motion picture and television producers.

Under the name of Rialto International
Film Releasing Corp., the company plans to

release four features the first year. The
initial film, “Twisted Morals,” was pro-
duced by the company in New York. An-
other story is on the drawing board and the
company has an option on a foreign
picture.

The program will be handled on a states

rights basis after local key runs have been
set.

Lillian Gerard to Direct
Times Film Ad-Publicity
NEW YORK—Mrs. Lillian Gerard has

been appointed to direct advertising and
publicity for Times Films Corp. by Jean
Goldwunn, president. Mrs. Gerard joined
Times a year ago as a consultant on ad-
vertising and public relations.

Times’ upcoming product consists of “Les
Parisiennes,” a quartet of French love
stories, Michelangelo Antonioni’s “The
Eclipse” and “Eva,” an English language
film produced abroad.

'Electra' for UA Release
NEW YORK — “Electra,” produced in

Greece by Michael Cacoyannis, will be dis-
tributed throughout the world, except in
Greece, by United Artists. The picture,
which stars Irene Papas in the title role,

has been invited by the Cannes Film Fes-
tival committee for showing at the Festival,

to be held May 7-23. Cacoyannis is a past
winner at Cannes for his direction of
“Stella.”

Astor Sets Coproduction
NEW YORK — Astor Pictures will co-

produce with French-Italian interests the
first feature to have its location photog-
raphy shot entirely in Lebanon. Titled “The
Quest,” the film has been budgeted at ap-
proximately $900,000. Astor will handle
worldwide sales and will distribute the pic-
ture in all English-speaking countries.

NEW YORK—Colirmbia Pictures called

in its field exploitation representatives over
the weekend for a series of meetings de-
signed to revitalize and restyle the field

coverage.

Jonas Rosenfield jr., vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity, said

that because of the rapidly changing dis-

tribution patterns, it was the intent of the
meetings to make its area men active

partners in both national and local cam-
paign creation and development. The two-
day seminar was devoted to a discussion of

the company’s major summer releases.

Field men attending were John Markle,

New England; Milton Young, Philadelphia;

Sid Zins, Washington; Jesse Levine, south-
east; Robert Cooper, Pittsbm-gh; Harry
Rice, Cleveland; Ray Nemo, Cincinnati-

Indianapolis ; Arnold Hirsch, Detroit; John
Thompson, Chicago-Milwaukee ;

Irving

Shiffrin, St. Louis-Kansas City; Bill Lewis,

southwest; Barry Lorie, Denver; Jack Ber-
wick, southern California, and Sam Siegel,

northwest.

From the home office were Robert
S. Ferguson, Ira H. Tulipan,, Hortense
Schorr and Richard Kahn. John C. Flinn,

studio advertising and publicity director,

also was present.

OFFICIAL ENTRY AT THE INTERNATIONAL FILM FAIR
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

This is the BIB 1
mostly luscious, delectable v/omen

E! I.
1

The IMIIOUL WEST
and how it was LOST

!

• Starrinq

The
TOPANGA
GULCH
Players*

• by the producers
of —

The Immoral
Mr. TEAS

EVE & THE HANDY
MAN

AND EROTICA

SAMMY GILBERT
TERI TAYLOR
FRANK BOLGER

PHOTOGRAPHER
AND EDITOR
RUSS MEYER

Eastman
COLOR
• INSTANT •

ADULTS
• SCREAMINGLY— funny Film that dares to
ridicule America's Favorite Myth
• • the augmented with
more than enough Beautifully - Endowed
young all TYPES, SHAPES,
& SIZES I Not hard to get

just FRIENDLY

!

DISTRIBUTORS

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

1235 Alicante Drive

Pacifica, California

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Capitol Films

309 N. 13th St. LO 7-2698

NEW YORK, N. Y.

William Mishkin

1564 Broadway

JU 2-2928 — CO 5-4695

DALLAS, TEXAS

J. E. Gribble

1710 Jackson St.

Room 219. RI 2-4845

DENVER, COLO.

J. M. Nercesian

429 East 14th Ave. TA 5-4864

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Scott Lett

300 W. 3rd St. ED 4-6426

PARIS, FRANCE

Fred Kremen

166, Avenue De Verdim

Lss-Less Moulineaux (Seine)

Tel. Mitchelet 86-77

FILMS PACIFICA, INC
8886 Evanview Drive, Hollywood 69, Calif.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

V? Colossus of Rhodes (MGM) 125 85 190 140 135 75 150 130 100 126 1
' Double Bunk (Showcorp) 140 115 125 150 100 150 150 133 I
Everything's Ducky (Col) 95 90 100 65 100 100 70 125 93 1
Experiment in Terror (Col) 80 100 165 200 no 131 I

^ Five-Day Lover, The (Kingsley) 125 90 75 150 145 117 i
Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 135 no no 100 125 i

^ Flight That Disappeared, The (UA) 100 100 100 100 65 100 100 95 i
B 4 Horsemen of the Apocalypse (MGM) 150 160 120 180 100 150 140 70 135 125 300 100 150 130 175 120 150 200 no 146 1
i| George Raft Story, The (AA) 150 130 225 100 100 105 100 120 75 100 200 80 110 105 125 100 120 I
ii>; Guirs of the Black Witch (AIP) 110 100 100 100 80 no 120 103 1
:| Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM) 105 95 100 100 145 150 116 i
g I Bombed Pearl Harbor (Pcrrade) 100 115 110 110 135 75 90 75 125 104 1

1 Innocents, The (20th-Fox) 150 190 150 170 95 125 125 120 185 130 125 200 180 100 135 150 no 144 1
1 Joker, The (Lopert) 130 90 90 100 115 185 118 II

||
Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 135 150 115 75 90 300 120 205 135 175 152 1

1 Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 200 150 175 250 400 200 200 250 225 I
La Belle Americaine (Cont'l) 130 200 150 125 170 175 90 115 150 145 I

1 Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor) 275 145 100 450 210 250 200 200 229 i
1 Light in the Piazza (MGM) 140 175 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 no 170 90 165 350 no 151 i
%. !

'(% Madison Avenue (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 80 80 100 100 120 100 100 104 1
» Magic Sword, The (UA) 100 175 80 125 90 114 I
i Make Mine a Double (Ellis) 130 165 100 125 90 122 I
% Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 150 175 200 250 110 210 90 145 150 no 159 P
;| Moon Pilot (BV) 150 250 185 200 250 315 135 200 300 250 175 150 100 165 200 175 125 200 196 i
1 Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 100 200 150 200 140 175 100 no 140 1
1 Premature Burial, The (AIP) 225 140 225 150 95 300 90 200 I
% Rome Adventure (WB) 130 95 95 105 125 160 100 116 1
f|

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 140 150 195 100 100 110 80 125 100 125 115 125 120 105 175 135 150 85 120 124 I

1 Siege of Syracuse (Para) 100 70 100 100 100 95 100 95 1
1 State Fair (20th-Fox) 175 150 200 120 250 180 250 175 125 200 110 185 140 150 172 1
1 Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 220 200 110 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 300 500 100 190 125 450 228 1
1 Swingin' Along (20th-Fox) 100 85 80 100 100 95 93 1
1 3 Stooges Meet Hercules, The (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 100 135 200 115 160 1
1 Too Late Blues (Para) 160 115 70 120 100 120 150 95 100 114

1

i Twenty Plus Two (AA) 125 95 90 110 80 100 100 100 120 100 80 100 I
1 Two Little Bears, The (20th-Fox) 90 85 100 185 75 107 I
1 Underwater City, The (Col) 100 75 100 100 100 95 i
1 Victim (Pathe-America) 65 155 100 150 90 250 100 143 I
1 Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 100 225 225 125 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200 194 i
1 Weekend With Lulu, A (Col) 165 175 95 135 125 145 100 150 100 100 100 125 100 124 I
1 West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 200 225 175 300 260 300 250 175 250 450 250 400 300 263 1
1
Wonders of Aladdin, The (MGM) 65 85 80 100 100 65 100 135 100 110 80 no 195 90 100 no 102 1

x:y:x%r*

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runs, not an average.
Listings are confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

1. West Side Story (UA)

Omaha 450

2. Moon Pilot (BV)

Kansas City 300

Buffalo 250

3. Only Two Con Ploy (Kingsley)

Cincinnati 280

Los Angeles 250

Cleveland 230

4. Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (Para)

Cleveland 250

5. Victim (Pathe-America)
Los Angeles 250

6. Counterfeit Traitor, The (Para)

New York 200

7. Judgment at Nuremberg (UA)

Baltimore 200

i

i



'Story' Still in Orbit

In Good Omaha Week
OMAHA — The Admiral Theatre’s re-

ceipts stayed in orbit, going moi'e than
four times the average for the second
week of “West Side Story.” Wonderful
weekend weather, ideal for yard work and
early season picnics, failed to make too

much of a dent at the boxoffice and all

the first-run offerings did average or bet-

ter.

{Average Is 100)

Admiral—West Side Story (UA), 2nd wk 405
Cooper

—

Seven Wonders of the World (Cine-
romo), 22nd wk 175

Dundee—Oklohoma! (Magna), 4th wk 150
Omaha—Rome Adventure (WB) 100
Orpheum—State Foir (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 100
Stote—Moon Pilot (BV), 2nd wk 200

'State Fair' Scores 250

As Milwaukee Newcomer
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” in its

sixth week at the Strand was leading the
big grossers here, with “State Fair” at

the neighborhood Tower the best new pro-
gi-am. Business thi-oughout the area was
considered good.

Downer

—

La Belle Americoine (Cont'l), 2nd wk. ..150
Palace

—

South Seas Adventure (Cineroma),
18th wk 175

Riverside

—

Moon Pilot (BV), 2nd wk 185
Strand

—

West Side Story (UA), 6th wk 300
Times

—

Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor),
3rd wk 150

Towrve

—

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
(Pora) 150

Tower

—

^State Foir (20th-Fox) 250
Warner—Rome Adventure (WB) 110
Wiscorrsin

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 2rxJ wk. 200

DES MOINES
^uch of the credit in beating down a day-

light savings time proposal at Cedar
Rapids goes to representatives of the en-
tertainment business. The Cedar Rapids
Junior Chamber of Commerce backed the
fast time while the entertainment people
went to bat against it. Joining with farm-
ers and some of the small local merchants,
they formed a Committee for Standard
Time and the daylight proposal finally was
whipped by 1,200 votes.

Jack Lorentz, Milwaukee manager and
leader of 20th-Fox’s Challenge drive for
the second quarter, was in Des Moines for

business talks with Dave Gold, Des Moines
manager. Frank Larson and Tony Good-
man came over from Omaha to take part in
charting the course for the summer
months . . . Obviously more lowans are
concerned with seeing a good movie than
with harboring nostalgic grudges against
Hollywood for moving their “State Fair” to

Texas. The long lines at the Des Moines
Theatre boxoffice, where the film opened,
didn’t look much like a boycott.

E. M. Garbett of Iowa United Theatres
has been dismissed from the hospital where
he spent a couple of weeks, and as of the
first of the month was recuperating at

home . . . Lois Loar, Joe Yoimg’s secretary
at Warners in Des Moines, was vacationing
for two weeks . . . R. N. Wilkenson, Univer-
sal divisional sales manager, was in the
Des Moines office for a week ... It has
been interesting to note the work and re-

action of “Question 7” in the Central States

'West Side' Premiere Aids Sight Center

Variety Club Tent 16’s benefit project, the Omaha Children’s Sight Center,

received a big boost from Omahans who attended the midwest premiere of “West
Side Story” at the Admiral Theatre in Omaha. The benefit performance and
general opening followed closely on the Academy Awards announcements.
Mayor James Dworak was honorary chairman of the ticket committee, which
was headed by Omahans prominent nationally in public relations, construction,

banking and radio and television. Premiere patrons paid $5 a ticket, or $25 to

sit in the golden circle. Don Shane, chief barker and city manager for Tri-

States Theatres, guided the highly successful premiere campaign. He is shown
above with Admiral Theatre owner Ralph Blank, Mrs. Blank and Meyer Stem
(from left). Stem is a past chief barker, a pioneer in the film industry in Omaha
and will represent the Omaha tent at the Variety Club convention in Dublin,

Ireland, this month.

circuit the last few months. Managers have
been putting in overtime on this film

which, according to Larry Day, CST di-

rector of advertising and public relations,

“demands a different approach in each
situation.” A film with great potential, but
lacking in big names and ballyhoo, “Q 7”

calls for a whale of a lot of personal work
on the part of the local manager, according
to Day. Obviously the approach is through
churches, but as to actual promoting. Day
likens it to the old days, when each movie
had to be sold on an individual basis.

“When you’re trying to reach mature minds
with a high level picture, don’t send a boy
to do a man’s job,” says Larry, with a nod
to the managers’ important role. Response
to hard work has not been the same every-
where. But one manager did say he
thought he had people in his theatre “who
never had seen a movie before.”

Lillian Davis, cashier at Des Moines’ Pio-
neer Drive-In, is back in the boxoffice

after a bout with the flu. Her son Dick,

who owns the drive-in, has named Ray-
mond Webb as manager. Webb, former as-

sistant manager of Hill’s shoe store in Des
Moines, is a student and scholar of the
cinema, according to Davis. Dick plans to

devote his time to buying and booking
and to other business interests.

Gary Sandler reports on remodeling at
the Fairfield Drive-In which reopened in

mid-April. Bob Dunnick is manager there
. . . With the tulips in bloom, Algona at

last was snow-free enough for Ray Lang-
fitt to reopen Central States’ drive-in up
there. The reopening came after many de-
lays . . . Mom had a chance to choose her
Easter bonnet in peace and quiet at Boone,
thanks to Cy Fangman who put on a “Baby
Sitter Special.” There was a three-hour
small-fry show and the Coke and popcorn
were free.

Joe Loeffler Appointed
Parade Distributor
MINNEAPOLIS—Joe Loeffler of Lomac

Distribution Co. here has been named sales

representative for Parade Releasing Or-
ganization of Hollywood in this territory.

Parade’s first release, “I Bombed Pearl

Harbor,” has been booked for the Lyric

Theatre here early in June.
Other available product includes “Then

There Were Three,” “Trauma,” “When
the Girls Take Over,” “East of Kiliman-
jaro,” “A Public Affair” and “Make Way
for Lila.” Also scheduled for early summer
release, Loeffler said, is a super horror

classic.

ROMAR OUTDOOR FRAMES
THE IDEAL OUTDOOR SERVICE FOR WINDOW CARDS

NO COST TO THE EXHIBITOR
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

ROMAR VIDE CO. chetek,wisc.

AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO., Sioux Falls, S. D.

DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, la.

MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.
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A TTCNTION!
Central and North Central

Drive-In Theatre

Owners and Managers

l£T US DO YOUR
DRIVE - IN

SCREEN PAINTING
No ladders, scaffolding, swings or other

outmoded equipment to mar the

surface of your screen

Hf/GHr IS NO PROBLEM!
The picture above shows Noble painting the huge
"41 Twin Outdoor" screen. This 103 foot high
tower puts every square inch of your screen
within easy reach—nothing is missed or over-
looked.

YOU WILL SAVE TIME!
The portoble 103 foot aerial tower comes in

ready for action. There are no ladders, rigs—no
ropes to worry about. No danger of falls, etc.
We know how the job should be done, and we
do it that way!

YOUR MONEY GOES INTO YOUR SCREEN -

Not for paying workmen climbing all over your
screen, not for setting up and tearing down old-
fashioned rigging. There is no waste motion.
Our aerial tower allows us to reach corners,
crevices usually overlooked when working from
shaky swing stages or scaffolds.

ASK OUR CUSTOMERS:
We hove painted some of the largest and finest
drive-in screens in the country. Names on request.

DON'T DELAY-NOW IS THE TIME-
FOR APPOINTMENTS

To Get Your Screen Ready for the New Season

Write or Wire

DEAN NOBLE

NOBLE AERIAL SERVICE
ROCHESTER, WISCONSIN

or phone 242J, Woterford, Wis.

OMAHA
l^ussell Acton has reopened the Rialto at

Villisca, Iowa. It formerly was operated
by Byron Hopkins, who still has theatres
at Glenwood and Council Bluffs in Iowa,
and Bellevue, Neb. . . . Bob Hirz, city man-
ager for Warner Bros., reported he has
been swamped with cards and letters from
persons who attended the screening of

“Music Man” at the Military Theatre. “I’ve

never seen the response like it after a
screening,” he said. He also invited band
directors from all the high schools in

Omaha and they were particularly en-

thusiastic . . . The 20th-Fox screening room
was packed for the screening of “Judgment
at Nuremberg” and United Artists said the

reaction was gratifying.

Mrs. Mona Pace, exhibitor at Malvern,

hoped to get word from doctors as to

whether she would be permitted to reopen

her Empress Theatre. She suffered a

broken hip about two months ago and has
been in a wheel chair . . . Tony Goodman,
20th-Fox salesman, won his match on the

Putt for Dough television program in com-
petition with the father of Vicki Trickett,

Omahan who has been getting some fancy

screen parts in Hollywood . . . Tony and
20th-Fox Manager Frank Larson attended

a sales meeting at Des Moines.

Mr. and Mrs. Dean Richardson of the

Pawnee Theatre at Pawnee City already

are getting things in readiness for their

vacation in July. They will spend it in the

west and plan to be gone a month . . . Her-
man Gould, retired exhibitor in Omaha
and Nebraska, is moving from Estero, Fla.,

to St. Petersburg. He had a private boat

dock at Estero and said he “got tired of

waiting for that 30-foot launch promised

by Columbia salesman Ed Cohen and
Center Drive-In Theatres city manager Leo
Young to arrive.”

Fred Schuler, who with his wife operates

the theatre at Humboldt, is shoving many
of the theatre chores on his wife these

days while he gets his famous strawbeiry

bed in shape . . . Sol Francis, Allied Artists

manager, underwent an operation last

week and is doing fine . . . Irwin Beck,

mayor of Wilber, will close his Moon The-
atre the first of June for the summer . . .

Ai’t Sunde, exhibitor at Papillion, has re-

turned from his new farm in Arkansas.

A. G. “Tidy” Miller, exhibitor at Atkin-

son, sent this card to Bill Wink, Allied

booker, from Nassau in the Bahamas: “My
wife is taking me on this all-expense tour.

Sure glad the lady I married is a woman
with money.” An earlier card from Winter

Park, Fla., said they had arrived in Florida

“by way of New Orleans, where we took the

night tour. What a show!” Tidy also is a

retired Atkinson postmaster, has a paint

factory and has been an exhibitor about 50

years.

Meyer Stern, head of American Interna-

tional Pictures exchange for this area, and
his wife are all set to leave May 11 for the

Variety convention in Dublin, Ireland. Ac-

companying them on the plane trip will be

Omahans Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rips . . .

Bill Grenville of Quality Theatre Supply

has been busy working in trips to the

dentist . . . Mary Frangenberg, 20th-Fox
cashier, was on a vacation . . . May Witt-

hauer, 20th-Fox manager’s secretary, at-
tended an executive board meeting of the
Wesleyan Service Guild at Des Moines . . .

Opal Woodson, United Artists office man-
ager, attended a meeting of the United
Cerebral Palsy board.

Mrs. Georgia Rasley made her first trip
to Omaha in many moons. She is one of
the veteran exhibitors in the state and has
the Royal Theatre at O’Neill . . . Other ex-
hibitors on the Row included Nebraskans
A1 Leise, Hartington; Slim Frasier, Have-
lock: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Schuler, Hum-
boldt; Russell Brehm, Lincoln; Howell
Roberts, Wahoo; Art Sunde, Papillion;

Frank Hollingsworth, Beatrice; Warren
Hall, Burwell, and Sid Metcalf, Nebraska
City, and lowans Carl Harriman, Alton,
and Arnold Johnson, Onawa.

MILWAUKEE
^he Milwaukee Sentinel stations WISN

and WSN-TV, are plugging “Boat-A-
Rama,” which among other offerings offers

a free trip to Hollywood, the studios and
a possible screen test to the lucky “Miss
Boat-A-Rama.” Exhibitors interested, may
get in touch with the sponsors.

Variety Tent 14 was host to stars of stage
and screen Jack Carson and Bill Bendix,
both here to appear in starring roles at the
Swan Theatre. The event was another
“King for a Day” celebration at Fazio’s

restaurant. Ray Boyle, managing director

of the Swan Theatre, signed Carson to

star in “The Petrified Forest,” and Bendix
in “Light Up the Sky,” which Carson will

direct. Both stars were presented plaques
by Chief Barker Bernie Strachota, in

token of their individual contributions to

the motion picture industry.

91-Year-Old Exhibitor
Mrs. Anna Nagle Dies
SHAWANO, WIS.—Mrs. Anna Nagle, 91,

owner and operator of the Crescent The-
atre for many years, died recently as she
sat at her desk in her office at home.
One of the community’s prominent busi-

ness women, Mrs. Nagle was born October
24, 1870, at Beaver Dam, the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Washtock. She was
married in Beaver Dam to George Nagle.

After living briefly in Rhinelander, they
came here to build the Ci'escent Theatre.
Nagle died before it was finished, but Mrs.
Nagle completed it and operated it.

In recent years, Mi's. Nagle was associ-

ated in operation of the Ci'escent with her
niece Eleanor and Eleanor’s husband, John
Reilly.

Two Phoenix Theatres Book
'The Bashful Elephant'
LOS ANGELES — “The Bashful Ele-

phant” was booked by Allied Artists to

open May 23 in two Phoenix theatres, the

Northern Drive-In and the Strand.
A McGowan International production,

the film stars Molly Mack, Helmut Schmid
and Kai Fischer, and was written, produced
and directed by Dorrell McGowan and
Stuart E. McGowan.
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iLIVE...WITHOUT A BODY...FED BY AN UNSPEAKABLE HORROR FROM HELL!
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EXCHANGE

MILWAUKEE
Ed Gavin

212 West Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin

BRoadway 3-6285

OMAHA
Meyer L. Stern

1508 Davenport Street

Omaha, Nebraska
342-1161

MINNEAPOLIS
Abbott Swartz

74 Glenwood Avenue North
Minneapolis 3, Minnesota

FEderal 8-7013



MINNEAPOLIS
greater Northwest Attractions, Inc., has

taken over operation of the neighbor-
hood Homewood Theatre and will imn the

house on a 42-day bi’eak policy with films

exclusively. Although the theatre opened
with a combination legit-film policy, there

will be no stage attractions. Members of

the operating firm are Richard and Nor-
man Gold, A1 Cohen and Dave Rosen. Paul

Fink, who was instrumental in reopening

the house, is no longer associated with its

operation. Theatre Associates will con-

tinue to do the buying and booking.

former booker at Paramount, and her
young daughter were visitors on the Row.

J. P. Kavanaugh has taken over operation
of the Garrison Drive-In at Gandson from
Howard Underwood . . . Donna Larson,
cashier at MGM, is engaged to Charles
Brown. They will be married September
22 . . . “Big Red” is opening at the Gopher
Theatre June 15, and “Bon Voyage” will

open at the Orpheum Theatre June 29, ac-
cording to Avron Rosen, BV branch
manager.

Leo Ross opened his new 10-Hi Drive-In

on Highway 10 east of St. Cloud April 26.

The outdoor theatre accommodates about

500 cars. Reno WDk also operates the Cloud
Drive-In near St. Cloud . . . Outstate ex-

hibitors on the Row were Burr Cline,

Jamestown, N.D.; Walt Sayler, Wishek,

N.D.; Don Karsky, North Branch; Sigurd

Olson, Stanley, Wis., and Ernie Schweig-

erdt. Miller, S.D.

Dan Peterson sold his Sioux Drive-In at

Redfield, S.D., to Donald A. Nenaber.

Peterson’s State Theatre at Redfield has

been closed and will be converted into a

bowling alley . . . Marvin Maetzold, head
booker at Columbia, is vacationing in Albu-

querque and Phoenix . . . Ann Krekelberg,

As a screen game,
HOLLYWOOD takes top

honors. As a box-office at-

traction, it is without equal. It has

been a favorite with theatre goers for

over 15 years. Write today for complete de-

tails. Be sure to give seating or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO. .„

3750 Ookton St. * Skokie, Illinois

WHETHER irS A DRIVE-IN
OR AN INDOOR THEATRE
GET EXTRA PROFITS BY SELLING

MERCHANT ADS
AND
WITH

KEEP YOUR MERCHANTS
YOUR TRAIL!

HAPPY
MADE BY

1327 So.Wabosh FILMACK Oiiiogo 5, Illinois i

•n i

The Dakota Theatre at Wishek, N. D.,

formerly owned by Walt Sayler, has been
taken over by a group of local businessmen.
Pete Mensing will do the buying and book-
ing for the theatre . . . H. N. Viste closed

his Dodge Theatre at Dodge Center last

Tuesday (1) because of lack of attendance.
For some time the house has been the only
one in Dodge County running full time.

Theatres in Kasson and Hayfield have
been ruiming three and four nights a week.
The theatre was constnacted in 1937, and
Viste has operated it for the last seven
years.

Two young men were nabbed by sheriff’s

deputies recently after leaving the Kato
Outdoor Theatre at Mankato with a

speaker. Deputies stopped the car after

they spotted it being driven without lights

on a county road. The speaker and a case

of beer were found in the car. The driver

of the car pleaded not guilty to a petty

larceny charge. He contended the speaker
was left in the rear window of the car when
he drove off and that it was not taken
intentionally.

Mill City First Runs
Paced by 'West Side'
MINNEAPOLIS—“West Side Story,” in

its tenth week at the Mann, and “Sweet
Bird of Youth,” in its fourth week at the

Park, tied for first place honors, both rat-

ing 150 per cent. The general level of busi-

ness appeared to be down as this city went
into the third week of a newspaper strike.

Academy

—

El Cid (AA), 10th wk 90
Century

—

The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse (MGM), 3rd wk 70

Goipher

—

Rome Adventure (MGM), 3rd wk 75
Lyric

—

The Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance
(Pora), 3rd wk 120

Mann

—

West Side Story (UA), 10th wk 150
Orpheum

—

Moon Pilot (BV), 3rd wk 90
Park

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 4th wk 150
State

—

State Fair (20th-Fox), 3rd wk 90
Suburban World

—

Through a Glass Darkly
(Janus), 3rd wk 100

Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 10th wk 135
World-

—

^Experiment in Terror (Col), 2nd wk 100

Booth Local 735 Elects
DETROIT — Richard Rank has been

elected president of the projectionists Local

735, whose jurisdiction generally covers

the southeastern Michigan area north of

Detroit, including part of the metropolitan

suburban area.
^

Sam Seplowin Named

Capitol Films Head
CHICAGO—James Nicholson, president

of American International Pictures, hosted
a luncheon for exhibitors at the Ambassa-
dor East Hotel and a screening of “Burn,
Witch, Burn” at the Carnegie Theatre. He
said pictures to be released this year by
AIP represent an expenditure of 13 mil-
lion dollars.

Besides Burn, Witch, Bum, there will be
Survival, Poe’s Tales of Terror, The Black
Cat, The Case of Mr. X, End of the World,
The Seafighters, The Men With the X-Ray
Eyes, When the Sleeper Wakes and The
Mutineers. Premature Burial was a top
grosser at the United Artists in the loop.

Nicholson announced that Sam Seplowin
will head Capitol Films, official distributor

in this area for AIP product. Seplowin has
been operating Selwyn Films, which will be
absorbed in Capitol Films. Sam Kaplan,
salesman, and Alice Dubin, booker-office

manager, have been in charge at Capitol
since the death of Max Roth three months
ago.

Coronado Being Rebuilt
At Oklahoma City
OKLAHOMA CITY—Refurbishing of the

Coronado Theatre in surburban Warr
Acres, which was struck by fire February
20, is under way and the theatre should
be back in business around the last of

June.
The building is owned by Bob McFarland,

and is leased to the R. Lewis Barton cir-

cuit.

McFarland estimated the cost of putting
the theatre back in shape may run close to

$50,000. This would include furnishings as
well as the building.

Fire units from Warr Acres, Bethany and
Oklahoma City fought the blaze until the
wee hours of the morning. The blaae
climbed the east or rear wall into the
ceiling. Because of heavy insulation the
fire was resisted stubbornly. What the fire

didn’t accomplish in the way of destruction,

tons of water did, said A1 Notton, Warr
Acres fire chief.

Theatre equipment will be completely
new, said Barton. “We will probably re-

seat the theatre and there will be a new
air conditioning system. We’ll have a first

class suburban theatre when we get done.”

John Kenny TEC Manager
DETROIT—John Kenny, salesman for

National Theatre Supply Co. for several

years, has been appointed Theatre Equip-
ment Co. manager. Bill Esperti jr., swing
shift projectionist and son of the booth-
man at the Grand Circus Theatre, has
joined TEC as salesman. Howie Forbes,

formerly with TEC, son of the late Elmie
Forbes who operated Forbes Theatre Sup-
ply here for many years, is joining the sales

staff of National Theatre Supply.
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featuring

Seating and 3Lo. Ccoi/erin

New seating and carpeting and

vastly improved acoustical con-

ditions were highly important

phases of the $4,000,000 up-

dating program in the Fisher

Theatre, Detroit, Mich., which

transformed the 1928-vintage

movie palace into a luxurious,

modern showplace for both

stage and motion picture pre-

sentations. The new, extra-

wide theatre chairs are spaced

on wide centers, and the

original 3,000 seats were scaled

down to 2,081. These are

allocated as follows: 1,222 in

the orchestra and mezzanine

levels, 384 on the lower balcony

and 475 in the upper balcony.

These latter seats are con-

cealed by a motor-operated,

open-type aluminum grillage

which rises into the ceiling

when the larger capacity for

musical comedies is required.

Illustrated story on page 6.
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YOUR FORMER PATRONS ARE

WATCHING A BRIGHT PICTURE

IN THAT LITTLE BLACK BOX

Actual brightness readings with Panavision brightness

meters on numerous TV tubes of various vintages show

an average brightness of 13.4 foot lamberts.

5 TIMES BRIGHTER THAN THE

AVERAGE DRIVE-IN SCREEN

Although technical groups recommend a minimum of

4.5 foot lamberts for drive-in screens, surveys disclose

that the actual measurements read as low as 1 foot

lambert and only as high as 4 foot lamberts.

If you hope to bring back those patrons you must have

a screen brilliance that at least competes with TV.

Your Strong Dealer can show you how the new type

projection lamps will do it.

Send for literature now.

ELECTRIC CORPORATION

11 CITY PARK AVENUE • TOLEDO 1, OHIO

2 The MODERN THEATRE SECTION



JUST PULL THE

HANDLE TO SERVE

THE BEST-TASTING

LEMONADE

ON THE MARKET

SPECIAL OFFER! You can have the Princess dis-

penser and 4 gallons of Crush-Lemonade syrup at a

special price of $39.95. At 15c per drink, your return

on the 4 gallons of Crush-Lemonade syrup is at least

$70.00. You pay for both the dispenser and the syrup

and make an additional profit of 75%.

Order today by filling out the coupon

JL

la.

No lemon-squeezing. No fro-

zen concentrates to store or

dissolve. Just add water to

Crush-Lemonade syrup and

serve it right from the handy,

economical Princess dispen-

ser. For the first time! A heavy

pulp lemonade with true

homemade flavor in a conven-

ient fountain syrup.

Crush International Inc.

2201 West Main Street

Evanston, Illinois

Gentlemen:

I would like to take advantage of your special

offer. Please send. me the Princess dispenser and 4

gallons of Crush-Lemonade syrup for only $39.95

Please have your representative contact me

Name-

Company.

Address-

City

—

-State.
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FEW, IF ANY, appointments

in a theatre contribute more to an at-

mosphere of elegance and luxury or

offer greater comfort to the patron than

carpeting and seating.

As the theatregoer enters the lobby

or lounge and steps upon the cushioned

thick carpet he senses, even if subcon-

sciously, the comfort it offers in contrast

to the hard sidewalk outside and that

here, indeed, is a place of gracious liv-

ing.

Passing on into the auditorium the

patron is shown to his seat and finds

another source of comfort and pleasure.

The new theatre chairs offer many fine

features—posture-fitting design, spring

cushion and back, lush upholstery,

padded and double arm rests, retracta-

ble or pop-up cushions, to name only a

few.

Seating arrangements in all new the-

atres are on wide centers, an average

of about 40 inches, and on important

phase of all theatre updating is the re-

spacing of chairs on wider centers to

provide non-cramped seating and ease

of passage.

Informal seating in lobbies and

lounges tends toward the light and

modern settees and chairs and many
delightful styles are available on the

market. In many cases, such furniture

is custom-made, however, such as the

interesting super-sofa which seats 80

persons in the lounge of the Beekman

Theatre, New York City. (Page 11.)

Most unusual is the informal seating

in the auditorium of the new Studio

Theatre in Kansas City, Mo., which is

also pictured on page 11. Because the

theatre has a screen at one end and a

stage at the other, director chairs are

used so that they may be reversed on

occasion.
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ECONOMY

T-24

BUTTERCUP

READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

FROM SUPURDISPLAY, THE ORIGINATOR

AND SOLE DISTRIBUTOR OF

BUTTERCUP PRODUCTS

The T-24 BUTTERCUP is per-

fect for theaters, drive-ins, carni-

vals, fairs, arenas, stadiums and

all places where people gather.

• 24 Oz. Capacity

• Full Welded Seam

• Rolled Edge

• The famous BUTTERCUP
design . . . for quick cus-

tomer recognition and
acceptance

• Low Cost

• An ideal 25?: retailer

HOW TO ORDER:
Please specify

T-24 BUTTERCUP.
Minimum quantity

10,000 freight prepaid.

SUPURDISPLAY, INCORPORATED • 1324 W. Wisconsin Ave. • Milwaukee, Wis.
i.
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OWNER; Fisher Bros. Corp. ARCHITECT: Rapp and Rapp

mmm seatie plai for

Deep -Pitch Auditorium Floor, Vertical - Lift

ALL-PERPOSE THEATRE

Balcony Screen Solve Problem



M ANY EXTRAORDINARY faCCtS Of

ai’chitectui'e, design, materials and fur-

nishings were incoi'porated and inter-

related in the $4,000,000 remodeling of the
33-year-old Fisher Theatre in Detroit,

Mich., transforming the huge movie palace

with elaborate gingerbread decorations in

a Mayan theme to a contemporai-y theatre

of rare beauty and exquisite taste.

Fisher Bros. Corp., owner, Nederlander
Theatrical Corp., lessee, and Rapp and
Rapp, architects, have, therefore, been the

recipients of congratulations and high
praise from theatre industry people, film

critics, national consumer magazines and
the general public all over the country.

One of the most interesting featui’es of

the conversion of the old, eight-story-high,

3,000-seat theatre is the design of the seat-

ing arrangement to accommodate both
stage and screen pi-esentations.

SEATS CLOSER TO SCREEN

“According to Mason G. Rapp, “Although
somewhat hampered by certain existing

structural conditions, we were able to de-

velop an ingenious sight line section by de-

signing a new, steep-pitch auditorium
floor, together with a complete new horse-

shoe mezzanine circle. The existing balcony
was changed to bring seats closer to the new
stage (by simply eliminating the cross-

aisles and utilizing the space thus made
available) . This placed all seats in the

orchestra and mezzanine within 82 feet of

the curtain line, and the last row of the

front balcony within 92 feet of the curtain

line when used for legitimate showings.

“The theatre has 1,222 seats on the

orchestra and mezzanine levels, 384 seats

on the lower balcony and, to accomplish
additional seating for musical comedies an
additional 475 seats can be added to the
balcony when required for musical
comedies. This phenomenon is accom-
plished through the use of a vertical-lift,

completely motor-operated open-type
grillage screen wall which disappears in the

ceiling when larger capacity is requhed.”

The chairs used on all levels are Hey-

Continued on following page

This unique precast and prepainted aluminum grillage cuts off the front of the Fisher auditorium from

the rear balcony, but can be flown Into the ceiling to add 475 seats when musical comedies are played.

Distinctive features of the lower-level lounge are the carefully matched East Indian rosewood doors,

crystal and brass chandeliers and colorful planters. All levels are accessible by automatic elevators.

The spacious lobby of the Fisher

features hand-selected and
matched East Indian rosewood

which complements imported and

domestic marble, all softly lighted

by distinguished and especially de-

signed crystal and brass chande-

liers. Further ceiling lighting con-

sists of an unusual luminous ceil-

ing constructed of large-diameter

anodized gold aluminum rings,

intermixed with smaller-sized

rings that blend and unify the

overall lighting. Many other light-

ing effects are incorporated to fur-

ther enhance the lobby, such as

low lighting in planting areas at

floor level that penetrate the ex-

tremely interesting foliage. Espe-

cially designed vinyl wall covering

is used over the main entrance

doors to the lobby from the arcade

entrance which very ingeniously

carries out the general character-

istics of the crystal chandeliers in

line and form and is a perfect

blend for the adjoining walls.

The bronze statue of a dancer

was especially commissioned.
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INGENIOUS SEATING PLAN

Continued from preceding page

wood-Wakefield “Encore,” but the end
standard was especially designed by the

architect. It is of rigidized steel in a

random wood grain pattern with a gold

epoxy finish. The seat cushion is a de luxe

coil spring model with a foam rubber pad.

UpholsteiT is a gold, long-pile mohair.

For the exhibition of motion pictures,

the Fisher has a vertically flown, 50-foot

widescreen which is permanently stored

overhead in front of the proscenium arch
and drops down when needed, thus allow-

ing hard -ticket showings of spectacular

presentations during the summer months.
Projection and sound equipment was pro-

vided for 35mm widescreen, 35mm Cinema-
Scope and 70mm films.

In the main, auditorium walls are faced
with hand-selected wood panels in an ex-
tremely simple pattern, with the panels
being properly angled for acoustic sound
reflective purposes. Areas surrounding the
paneling are covered with an especially de-
signed, gold-colored aluminum foil, sub-
divided by pleasing cast-plaster shields in

a soft white. Gold is a predominate fea-

ture of the auditorium and extends into

movable side wings at the proscenium
which permits flexibility in the opening,
and into the stage curtain with a high
sateen finish.

Though decorative in simple line and
form, the auditorium ceiling was especially

designed to utilize every possible sound-
reflective surface. Lighting in the ceiling

Cuts labor 50%
Briteway removes dirt, kills bac-

teria . . . One cup to pail of water

produces abundant suds . . .

Apply to counter tops, fixtures,

walls, floors and throughout

washrooms . . . Refreshing aroma.

Write for descriptive folder to

The C. B. Dolge Company,
Westport, Connecticut

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

mmwAy

consists of specially designed down lights
that have an exceptional twinkling effect,

along with side wall units covering the wall
paneling. Large ci*ystal and polished brass
chandeliers in the upper portion of the
balcony were used as a softening influence,
and to provide a sparkle in this area, so

often lacking.

Other materials used in the auditorium
include bronze railings, marble dados, and
planting areas on each side of the rear
auditorium that create a bright splash of

green, complementing the basic gold and
Vermillion Bigelow carpet and walnut color

scheme.

Approximately 17,000 square feet of cir-

culating promenades and lobbies create a
unique ratio compared to the orchestra
floor area of 8,100 square feet, which pos-
sibly surpasses the largest of continental
music haUs, and is certainly greater than
any dramatic theatre on this continent.

WARM, FORMAL ATMOSPHERE

In creating the decor of these areas, ex-

treme care and many hours of design study
were devoted to present a warm, formal and
restful atmosphere. Imported marbles. East
Indian rosewood, carpeted floors, terrazzo

floors with marble and bronze inserts,

bronze, fabrics, draperies, plantings, combi-
nation of ci-ystal, bronze and polished

cadmium lighting fixtures, and sculpture

were all blended to present exciting, yet

formal interiors.

The lower lounge is basically simple but
exceptionally rich using custom-sculptured
ceramic tile with applied panels of walnut
wood accentuated with bronze. Custom-
design seating and plantings, and crystal

and polished brass lighting fixtures, with
carpet of greens and blues carry through
the same basic design as in the general the-

atre areas, and are lighthearted in feeling

but retain the dignified and still dramatic
overall decor.

Directly adjacent to the Fisher Theatre
is parking space for 1,000 cars which is ex-

ceptionally well-illuminated, controlled and
landscaped.

Send for FREE LITERATURE

SEATING
COMPANY

M80 BUCHANAN GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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V-

24-hour visibility

Low-cost, years of service

» Immediate passer-by impact

Change letters fast

WAGNER THEATRE ATTRACTION PANELS
Wagner Mechanical Hand to change your mes-

sage in half the time required by two men
using ladders.

Mail the coupon today for more information

... to Wagner, the oldest and largest manu-
facturer of changeable letter copy boards and
attraction panels.

More theatres use Wagner attraction panels in

their marquees than any other type. They are

available in any size, are readily serviced with-

out removing frames.

The patented tapered-slot letters are a Wagner
exclusive . . . won’t slip out of place or fall off

the board. One man can use the patented

Holden kwan
'"THE WORLD OF

SUZIE WONG
»N TECHNICOLOR

r

Wagner Sign Service, Inc.

218 South Hoyne Avenue, Chicago 12, Illinois

Please send more information about Wagner
Theatre Attraction Panels

Please send the name of my nearest Wagner product dealer

name.

address.

city. jone state.

J
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MOVIES RETURN TO KANSAS CITY SHOWCASE

CT»S>

Looking down from the grand staircase to the balcony, the luxurious decor of the Saxon lobby is quite

evident. Polished wood paneling, crystal chandeliers and thick carpet set the tone. The entranceway

is outlined by the solid section of red carpet and the surrounding carpet is a floral design with a beige

background and red motif. Above the entrance doors and to the right may be seen sections of the cast

iron grillwork which is in gold and forms a railing around the balcony promenade.

Amotion pictures are again being
shown in the former Midland Theatre in

Kansas City, Mo., lush movie palace that
delighted theatregoers for more than three

decades until a recent brief period when it

was converted to a professional bowling
arena.

Furthermore, not one, but two theatres
are operating under its roof. The Saxon
which seats approximately 1,600 persons,

will utilize the former Midland auditorium
and have its entrance on the original Main
street side. Under this ^ace, in a large

lounge area, is the Studio, an intimate art

theatre with a capacity of 150. The Studio
has its own entrance off Thirteenth street

around the corner.

New marquees were installed over both
theatre entrances and rough stone planters

enhance the areas.

Durwood Theatres, Inc., which took over

the lease of the former Loew’s theatre, em-
phasized restoration of the original Mid-

A new marquee was erected over the entrance of the former Midland Theatre,

now the Saxon, in Kansas City, Mo., and a canopy bearing the theatre name
suspended beneath it. The color scheme is green and gold. The boxoffice

remains in the center, but rough stone planters were added on either side.

Draperies which cover the entire front of the Saxon auditorium and curve

around to the sides are bittersweet-hued. New green aisle carpet runners were

laid, and the seats which had been removed from the front during the bowling

conversion were replaced. Seats in the first 30 rows were more widely spaced.

The same green and gold color motif of the Saxon

marquee was repeated in that of the Studio, as

were the brick planters. This entrance, around the

corner from the Saxon, was formerly used as an

exit from the old Midland Theatre.

The lobby of the Studio is done in gold and white flocked wallpaper and walnut paneling, and has the

same floral carpet in beige and red as used in the lobby of the Saxon. The inside boxoffice is also

decorated with the wallpaper and framed with walnut. A stairway at the left leads down to the 150-

seat art theatre located in a former lounge area. There are also luxurious lounges and restrooms

located on this lower level.
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land decor in the remodeling—lush carpet-

ing, draperies, crystal chandeliers and
paneling. Pour large chandeliers were
cleaned and new lamps added. Many pieces

of the original furniture were restored and
reupholstered. Original art objects and
paintings which added glamor to the the-

atre have also been restored to continue to

give pleasure to patrons.

A good many seats at the front section of

the main auditorium which had been taken
out to make way for bowling apparatus had
to be replaced and seating in the first 30

rows was respaced on wider centers. Seats
in the remaining portion of the house could
not be changed because of floor construc-
tion. This work was done by Eaker Seating
& Fabrics, and the company also checked
the seating in the entii’e auditorium, in-

cluding the balconies, mechanically, and
wedged-up the front edge of the cushions
to make them more comfortable and cor-

rect the feeling of slipping forward out of

the seat.

Recovering of the cushions was not
necessary at the time, although it is

planned for later.

GREEN AND GOLD COLOR SCHEME

Side walls in the auditorium were painted
green and gold and the floor has new green
carpet aisle runners.

A bittersweet drapery covers the front of

the proscenium. Stage facilities were re-

stored to allow live stage performances, in-

cluding the use of an orchestra pit.

The Studio has an inside boxoffice in its

lobby and this area is decorated with gold
and white flocked wallpaper and walnut
paneling. A staii*way leads down to the
small auditorium which can readily be con-
verted for small stage attractions by re-

versing the free-standing director chairs.

The screen is at one end and a small stage
at the other, and the screen can be flown

Continued on following page

This view of the Studio shows the stairway leading down to it, and the director chairs set to face the

screen which is covered with gold draperies and is flooded with a band of fluorescent light. Antique

paintings are set about ten feet opart on the walnut paneled walls, and the gallery lights which are

on a dimmer also function as house lights.

This view looks back toward the small stage which may be used for live performances when the chairs

are reversed. Also, may be seen, on the stage, a small portable concessions stand which is rolled out

during intermissions. When movies are not being shown, the Studio is available for meetings.

Informal Seating for More Than 80 Persons in Beekman Lounge

The unusual "dynamic" seating in the Beekman Theatre, New York City.

An immense sculpture, which is actually

a sofa capable of seating more than 80

persons, is the key feature of the Beekman
Theatre lounge. New York City. Rolfe

Myller, prominent New York architect-

sculptor, was the designer of all the fui--

nishings which were made expressly for

the Beekman.

The design, called by Myller a “dynamic”

seating plan, accommodates twice as many
seated persons as before, and also allows
for rapid movement of the line of patrons
entering the auditorium as the feature
changes.

Divided into three sections, the sofa was
sculptured in a series of free form curves.

The curves enable patrons to be seated in

intimate, separate, conversational groups.

“Floating” table tops are placed at each
curve, so that a patron is never out of

reach of an ash tray or a spot to rest his

cup of coffee.

Completing the design of the new lounge
are fom* abstract paintings by David
Chapins, which were commissioned by
Myller and are considered an integral part
of the overall design.
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MOVIES RETURN TO SHOWCASE
Bun Value

in 62...

GRIGGS

pusH-mjn
SEATING

®

the Ultimate in styling and convenience

and the greatest VALUE in .. .

• COMFORT

• BEAUTY

• MINIMUM MAINTENANCE

• HAPPIER PATRONS

Write for Griggs "VALUE ViSUALiZER"

and compiete information.

Chair occupants are not

inconvenienced when
others enter or leave row.

Passing space is created

by pushing back in seat.

Chairs return to normal

position automatically.

Buy Value in ’62

Griggs

GRIGGS EQUIPMENT, INC.
Belton, Texas • Selma, N. C.

Continued from preceding page

when not in use for showing motion pic-
tures.

The director chairs have walnut frames
and are upholstered in three different
colors—orange, rust and tan.

The auditorium is fully carpeted and the
side walls are of walnut paneling with
beautiful antique paintings spaced about
ten feet apart. The gallery lights on the
paintings are on a dimmer and also serve
as house lights. In addition, a band of
fluorescent light floods the gold traveler in
front of the screen.

The booth is unique in that only one
projector with oversize magazines is used,
and the entire picture is run in two parts
with a five-minute intermission. Simplex
booth equipment is used, with Altec sound.

Oversize luxury restrooms and lounges
accommodate the Studio patrons, and a
small, neat, portable concessions coimter is

located in the rear of the auditorium, and
rolled out during the intermission.

Design and decoration of the two the-
atres was by Hollis Jack, layout and con-
struction under the direction of Gene
Gramm, supervisor of Durwood Theatres.

Willis Pettegrew is manager of both the
Saxon and the Studio.

A Multi-Screen AEC Film

Engineered by Reevesound

Automaticket

standard

wherever

tickets

are issued

An unusual three-film, three-screen
color motion picture on the peaceful uses
of atomic energy has been shown with
wide acclaim in four Latin American
Capitols and was shown recently during the
annual convention of the Educational
Film Library Ass’n in New York City.

The projection and sound system of the
film, which was produced by Francis
Thompson of New York under the auspices
of the United States Atomic Energy Com-
mission, was designed and engineered by
Reevesound Co., Inc., specialists in multi-
ple-image motion picture techniques.

The special projection system has an
interlock drive, double-film magnetic
sound reproducer and theatre playback
facilities.

EQUIPMENT USED IN SYSTEM

Projectors used in the traveling exhibit

are Victor arc Model 1600 16mm machines
specifically modified with remote con-
trolled changeover dowsers and Reeve-
sound sync selsyn interlock drive system.

All machines are silent, running synchron-
ously with a Reevesound studio reproducer
that plays back a single 16mm magnetic
sound track in the language of the host
country. The theatre sound system con-

sists of one Altec 128A 30-watt power
amplifier and two Model A-7 Voice-of-the-

Theatre speakers.

The technical apparatus is unique in

several ways. The motor drive and inter-

lock control components and the sound re-

producer are all units of professional sound
recording studio quality, designed for syn-

chronous operation and long operating life.

These characteristics are essential to pro-

fessional presentation of the AEC message.
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Drive-In Screen Light Spills

Over Into Old Mexico
The Fiesta Drive-In Theatre is said to

be the most southern border drive-in in the
United States, located south of Brownsville,

Tex., 25 degrees, 32 minutes north latitude,

and its screen is practically on the Mexican
border. Consequently, the spillover of pro-

jected light goes well into Mexican territory.

This became increasingly true after the

recent visit of William Spooner, Lorraine
arc carbon projection engineer who, with
the Fiesta projectionist, made alignment

corrections. Following the corrections, the

light measured 8.2 foot lamberts,* almost
five foot lamberts more than the average
readings of drive-ins as noted by the Mo-
tion Pictm-e Research Council in a report

a few yeai's ago. The incident Ught read-
ings now measure ten foot candles. Prior

to Spooner’s visit, this theatre read only
one foot lambert on No. 1 machine and 1.4

foot lamberts on No. 2 machine.

City manager M. M. Roden of the Lone
Star Drive-In Theatres, says that the light

is so intense and brilliant that it is now
easier for the theatre’s border patrol to

apprehend the “muchachos” slipping across

the border in back of and along side of the
screen so as to enter the drive-in without
paying the required pesos, which the the-

atre accepts in lieu of American currency.

Lorraine arc carbon engineers travel

from coast-to-coast, border-to-border,

solely to make available to projectionists

and U.S. theatre owners the unique Lor-
raine arc carbon booth services of up-
grading and aligning, periodically, present

projection equipment and thus making it

possible for greater arc screen brightness,

such as was achieved at this southernmost
drive-in.

*Technicol Data:
Screen 52x36'
Throw—480'
Lamps—Strong Mogul
Mirrors— 1

4"
Lens—7" F 2.0 B. L.

Power Supply—Generator 80-160A-60V
Carbons—Lorraine Super 8x14 Grade 544-IOc

F>ositive and 7x9 Grade 545C negative,
at 75 amprs., 48 volts.

758 SCREENINGS
FROM ONE 70» PRINT

Lone Star Drive-In Theatres city manager M. M.

Roden points out to Lorraine arc carbon projection

engineer William Spooner the location of the booth

at the Fiesta Drive-In Theatre, south of Brownsville,

Tex., from which the arc light is projected into

Mexican territory. The screen is practically on the

Mexican border.

Are Your Theatre Seats in Need of Repair?
The Manko Fabrics Co.—seating and fabric

specialists for over 27 years—will manufacture

to your specifications a tailored sewn cover made
of new improved No Tare Leatherette of proven

duration, all colors, sides matching or contrast-

ing corduroy. We guarantee to fit any standard

seat. Prices from $1.05 up.

We also feature a large selection of mohairs,

corduroy nylon blends and velvets all reasonably

priced. Also general seating supplies
—

"Vinyl-

foam" cushioning, cotton batting. Fabrics sold

by the yard, precut squares, or sewn covers. Send

tor current price lists and samples. Many close-

outs below mill prices. Compare our values and

be convinced.

MANKO FABRICS CO., Inc.
49 W. 38th St., N. Y. 18, N. Y. Tel. OX S-7470-1-2

with NORELGO 70/35mm projectors at the RKO Pantages

For a Beautiful

Safe Lotty
/

The New Heel-Proof

American Sentinel

Entrance Mat.

American A4at
CORPORATION

2220 Adams Street • Toledo 2, Ohio

SEND FOR C/UALOG

SHEETS i PRICES

"America's Largest

Specialists in Floor Matting"

A “technical triumph” in the field of mo-
tion picture projection! That’s what it

was called when a single Super Techni-

rama 70 print was used for the entire 61
week run of “Spartacus” at Hollywood’s
Pantages theatre. By comparison, the life

of the average 35mm print is 200 runs!

According to Universal-International’s

engineering chief, Walter Beyer, this vm-
precedented durability was due to the in-

stallation of new Philips-Norelco pro-

jectors and careful
handling of the film

by the theatre projectionists. *

As more and more great 70mm attrac-

tions are produced, more and more
theatres will naturally depend on the
famed Norelco 70/35—the time-tested

and proven 70mm projector now used in

twice as many theatres as all other makes
combined.

Get all the facts about the com-
plete line of Norelco motion picture

equipment from your favorite thea-
tre supply dealer
today!

/Vorelcd
MOTION
PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
DIVISION

Universal 70/35 Projectors

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. 100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N.Y. • OXFORD 7-3600
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ADDED INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS

MAKE MORE SALES-AUTOMATICALLY
Drive-Ins Can Increase Sales

And Cut Payroll by Partial

Or Total Vending Setups

By WILLIAM G. MEEDER*

® T WAS LESS than 30 days ago that

a United States citizen was launched into

space by a push button. Today, we push
buttons to run diesel trains and electronic

brains—for stoplights and bombsights—to

vote at the polls and to pay tolls. This

year, you can make more concessions sales

automatically through push-button food

service equipment. It is important that our

astronaut was for the first time able to

guide his path through space. Like our

astronaut, you can guide concessions sales

to new heights with the new opportunities

possible only ttu-ough vending equipment.

The success achieved this past year in

automatic restaurants, automatic employe
cafeterias, automatic drive-ins—and the

lower costs experienced because of this new
method of food distribution—could be of

benefit in theatres of all types. It is only

within the past year that the proper type

of vending equipment has been success-

fully introduced and manufactured, to per-
mit the handling of food items and the

complete automation of food service.

CAN ELIMINATE SOME PROBLEMS

Some of you here today will be the first

of the theatre operators to provide 100
per cent automated refreshment and food
services this year. These theatre operators

will have the same foresight and vision of

the engineers and managers of the astro-

naut projects. They will carefully analyze
the common problems in present drive-in

concessions and compare these to the

similarity of problems in any food service.

They will analyze the number of these

problems which can be eliminated or re-

duced through automatic food service

equipment.
Automatic food service equipment is a

more descriptive and more appropriate
identification than vending. Today, the
purpose and function of this automatic
equipment greatly exceeds the role of the
soft drink vender or the candy vender or

'Manager of doiry and ccxnmerciol soles. The Vendo
Co. An oddress delivered at Show-A-Roma V, Konsas
City, AAo. on March 8.

the individual product vending machine
for refreshment items. Automatic food
service equipment is a tool for achieving
savings in food distribution—the same as

automatic bookkeeping equipment is a tool

for achieving labor savings in accounting
methods, and in wide use in American in-

dustry.

In its application to industrial feeding,

vending has proven time and time again its

ability to reduce high company subsidies

for food operations. In many cases, auto-
matic food service has turned these cost

items into profit opportunities.

The operation of manual concessions

Continued on page 16

Automatic Vending Layouts for Drive-In Theatres— ST” “““DRIVE-IN VENDING^^

CEN'mAL CONCESSION

WITH PERIMETER

REFRESHMENT STANDS
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Profits pop ’way up when you sell Pepsi and popcorn!

Your Pepsi-Cola bottler will show you how to make
the most of these two money-makers. Call him today!
“Pepsi-Cola" and "Pepsi" are irademarks of Pepsi-Cola Company, Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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MORE SALES AUTOMATICALLY

Continued from page 14

stands may have problems common with
those of manual di'Ug store foimtains.

Historically and almost imiversally, drug
store fountains have found themselves
limited in the selling price of their food.

They have catered to fast lunches at ex-

tremely economical prices. They have found
the need for obtaining labor within the

same market as the highly paid but un-
skilled industrial labor market. Conse-
quently, it is necessai-y to hhe persons
wdth lesser talent and interest to maintain
labor costs. This, too, is affecting gross

dollar sales by presenting the food service

somewhat undesirably to the consumer.

LIMITED SPACE A PROBLEM

Druggists have also found themselves
with floor space and square footage of in-

creasing value; and lower profit margins

—

demanding higher and higher productivity

per employe. Yet, the combination of

limited space at high cost and shortness

of time with which to feed a comparatively
great number of people gives manual oper-

ations poorer and poorer opportunities for

profit. This may be similar to drive-in

concessions.

Automatic food service equipment has
reduced labor costs by approximately 30

per cent. In automatic cafeterias it has
greatly inci-eased the number of persons
served per minute. It has extended the

hours of food availability—it has provided
more time for food preparation—it has
made employe working conditions more
pleasant and, thus, provided the oppor-
tunity for attracting better-qualified labor.

Automatic food seiwice provides extended
availability of food. It has the opportunity
of utilizing central commissary facilities

—

with an appropriate savings in food prepa-
ration, personnel and equipment.

FAMILY MEAL AT DRIVE-IN

With four small children, I know that
families often attend drive-ins for a full

evening of entertainment. It is not unusual
for the young family to arrive early enough
to enjoy sandwiches, snacks, and refresh-
ments as their evening meal from the
drive-in concessions stand. Wouldn’t this

family appreciate a fine selection of quality

and nourishing food at reasonable prices?

It seems to me that drive-ins are de-
veloping into more than just an outdoor
movie house. Your customers are going to

request and demand that you provide
greater recreational facilities—that you
give them the opportimity to spend more
time to enjoy themselves—that you give

more for every dollar of admission. As one
of your customers, it seems natural to ex-
pect outdoor drive-ins to become recrea-
tional centers, and more effectively utilize

investments in land and facilities. An at-

tractive automatic restaurant may draw
customers earlier in the day, for more
hours. Through automatic food service
equipment, this could be practical, could
be profitable, and would be a valuable pro-
motion tool.

How might our automatic theatre con-
cessions stand be designed? Four suggested
applications accompany this dissertation.

First of all, to the existing centrally

located concessions stand could be added
perimeter refreshment stands. These would
primarily be used to supplement the exist-

ing food facilities. Because of theh nearby
but subdued visibility, they would create

“plus” sales during the features. They
would relieve the burden of service during
intermission. They would move products
closer to the audience in the areas where
yom’ customers would be using the facil-

ities. For instance—frequently, playground
facilities are located near or behind the
projection screen. Often customers are on
hand for an hour or more before the
featm’e. Tempting availability automatic-
ally through vending machines would make
new sales.

In another situation, it may be possible

to remove the central concessions stand
and, through artistic creation of satellites,

provide efficient and economical services.

Actual food preparation would be removed
to a less desii-able area.

Next, it may be possible to take a present
concessions building and, through rede-

sign, convert it to a completely automatic
food operation. Here you can see a possible

layout providing for three entrances with
two featured lineups of food and beverage
equipment. Each food vender in this

battery would serve approximately three
persons per minute. Automatic change-
making equipment would be conveniently
located so, with but few exceptions, the
entire operation would be self-service. The
kitchen woidd I’emain in its existing loca-
tion.

To provide greater convenience of the
kitchen location and increase the flow of
customers, an open-square arrangement
could be utilized. Because of the rear-door
loading feature of the machines, all food
preparation and storage facilities are most
accessible to all machines. Your customers
could gain entrance and access to all of the
equipment from four areas or conceivably
the entire outside area could be open and
be a constant attraction and advertisement
of the ready availability of the food and
beverage items.

Completely Automatic Vending Plans for Drive-Ins

‘DRIVMN CONCESSION

2 LANE AUTOMATIC CAFETERIA
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In the creation of these ideas and to

achieve the successful acceptance of your

patrons to automatic food service, it is im-
portant that a theme be identified with the

food service area.

Only yesterday, it was difficult for most
of us to seriously accept that man would fly

around the earth three times in as many
hours. As we meet here today, it is possibly

difficult for us to feel that some of us will

perhaps make this same journey. So it is

with automatic food service equipment. It

may be difficult for you to accept that

within the next few years most concessions

stands will be automatic. However, as our

astronaut guided his flight through space,

so you will guide your drive-ins and food
operations into new fields—and, into new
applications. One of these will be auto-

matic food service.

To Research, Develop Candy
Over $500,000 will be invested in candy

research and development over the next

five years by Bayuk Cigars, Inc., which
recently entered the candy field with the

acquisition of Mason, Au & Magenheimer
Confectionery Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Charles M. Balkcom has been appointed di-

rector of research, and the research facili-

ities will be located in Philadelphia.

Balkcom is a graduate of the University

of Georgia with a bachelor’s and master’s

degree in food technology, and has had
extensive experience in the candy industry.

Readers' Service Bureau Coupon, page 35.

'You Have Got to Display It to Sell It/ Says Video

The slogan of Video Theatres is: "You have got to display it to sell it," and this photo of the recently

enlarged and modernized snack bar in the first-run Will Rogers Theatre in Tulsa, Okla., is a glowing

example of how the circuit's theatre managers follow through. Trained and interested personnel is

another reason that circuit spokesmen say, "No wonder Video's patrons are the best calorie-fed patrons

in the world."

price

range

EXTRA

1 ' New
^ 1962 Model

SERV-O-MAT
Refined to more efficiently

dispense controlled portions

of hot butter.

BUTTER SERVER
Deluxe model, low
cost, manually oper-

ated—designed for small vol-

ume locations.

PROFITS

ADOm TOWax free, leak proof. Brand
Name containers in familiar

brown and butter yellow . . .

shipped freight pre-paid

in 6M quantities.

Send for illustrated

brochure on the full

Server Sales line.

north 88 west 16447 main street, menomonee falls, Wisconsin

iOO >URl BUTTER

the Dispenser . . the Container . . the
Join the nation’s top concession merchandisers, Put the

BUTTERCUP Profit Package to work for you.

i.'r _ ,

Adc€s^o|$as

K£CUIAK URGE KING

24 .. 32 .. 46 ..

25 ' 35 ' 50 '

Server Sales
inc.
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You
Still

Have
Time!

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
^ OF THIS

SPECIAL OFFER!

X0A\:..Get

Valiiable Gifts

olyoiir
4

fli FREE (luring

With Your Purchases of

Castleberry's Pit-Cooked Barbecue
in 30 Oz. Sizes

OFFER VOID AFTER MAY 31

BARBECUE]
. . , Is America's First Choice For

Flavor, Customer Acceptance, Pro-

fits, Promotional Know - How and
Profitable Repeat Business!

CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR,

ORDER NOW!

aSTLEBERRrS FOOD CO.

Box 1010, Augusta, Ga.

Tiein Opportunities in

250th Candy Anniversary

This year the candy industry is celebrat-

ing the 250th anniversary of its birth which
dates to 1712 when the first known adver-

tisement for confections appeared in a
Boston newspaper. A copy of the original

publication, The Boston News Letter, is

now in the archives of the Boston
Athenaem.

The ad, placed on behalf of a Boston
apothecary shop, offered “sweetmeats” and
chocolate along with other items available

in such establishments at that time. The
ad was placed by Dr. Zabdiel Boylston, a
famous colonial physician-apothecary. He
is credited with the introduction of small-

pox inoculation in the colonies and a num-
ber of New England landmarks have been
named after him and members of his

famUy.

The anniversary offers theatre conces-

sionaires as well as other candy merchants
an opportunity to develop more sales by
tieing promotions into the event. Many
phases of the Candy, Chocolate and Con-
fectionery Institute public relations pro-

gram will utilize the celebration for added
impact in 1962. Television, radio, news-
paper and magazines will be featuring the

250th throughout the year because of CCCI
publicity efforts.

A variety of point-of-purchase display

materials is available at cost from the In-

stitute, 208 South La Salle Street, Chicago
4, 111. These include window banners,
counter cards, shelf talker cards and
stickers.

Give ice cream quality . . . make on
\0i sales. Cash in on the demand for
delicious soft-served cones, shakes.

Serve a 10^ cone in 2 seconds . . .

your food cost less than 34 Serve a

2 5ff shake in 5 seconds . . . your food
cost only 64 Win new fans, make big
profits with a compact Sweden freezer.

Easily run by untrained help.

Like the Model 208 SoftServer

shown here, all compact Sweden

machines are keyed to high-pro-

duction needs. They occupy only 3

square feet — or less. SpaceSaver

counter models are also available.

SWEDEN FREEZER MFC. CO.

Seattle 99, Wash. Dept. T-6

U.S. Appeals Court Affirms

Vendo Patent Decision

The U. S. court of appeals in St. Louis
has affirmed a decision reached Decem-
ber 30, 1960 by the U. S. district court

in Kansas City holding a patent owned by
the Vendo Co. and relating to a selective

bottled beverage vending machine, valid

and infringed by models CS-72 and CS-96
vending machines manufactured by
Cavalier Corp, of Chattanooga, Tenn. The
suit was originally brought against a user
of one of the Cavalier machines, and was
defended by Cavalier imder a hold harm-
less agreement with the user.

Vendo officials indicated that the next
step in concluding the controversy will be
taken by bringing one or more further ac-

tions to obtain prohibition by injunction
against further commercialization of the
infringing Cavalier machines, and to col-

lect damages for infringing manufacture,
sale and use that has occurred in the past.

A Vendo spokesman stated he was ad-
vised that Cavalier had made and sold in

excess of $20 million of the infringing ma-
chines.

Leo Kimmelman has been elected presi-

dent of the Credit Executives Ass’n, Inc.

Kimmelman is branch treasurer of Pepsi-

Cola Metropolitan Bottling Co.’s New York
City plant.

Dependable
Quality

POPCORH MACHINES
HOT DOG EQUIPMENT
COUNTER COOKING UNITS
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••COCA-COLA" AND "COKC" ARE REOISTEREO TRADE-MARKS

This is the perfect dispenser for many locations.

It serves a good drink economically, profitably.

But it’s just one of many pieces of equipment

that are recommended by The Coca-Cola Com-

pany. In your particular location a completely dif-

ferent type of equipment might be even better.

With dozens of pieces of fine equipment to choose

from, don't you think it would be a good idea to

get some impartial advice before you pick one?

Then do it. Call your representative for Coca-Cola,
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Named Dalkin Sales Manager

Henri Melbard, formerly West Coast
sales manager for AMF Lowerator Dispens-

ers, has been promoted to sales manager
for AMF Dalkin dispensers for carbonated

and noncarbonated drinks, products of the

Dalkin Division of American Machine
Foundry Co.

NOW for the First Time

THE INSECT
ELECTROCUTOR

gives you complete

electronic control of

both day and night-

time insects — Flies

etc.

— Wasps — Mos-

quitoes — Moths,

IDEAL FOR:

• Driving Ranges
and miniature Golf

Courses

The most effective

. . . economical bug

protection you can

have. Costs only

pennies a month to

operate. Write for FREE

BROCHURE today.

• Beaches and Pools

• Drive-In Theatres

and Restaurants

• Amusement Parks

and Roller Rinks

• State Fairs and
Summer Camps

ASK ABOUT OUR RENTAL PLAN

SNO- MASTER MANUFACTURING CO.
Box BX, 124 Hopkins Places—Baltimore, Maryland

SNO-MASTER

ASK ABOUT OUR RENTAL PLAN

SNO-MASTER
MANUFACTURING CO.

Box BX, 124 Hopkins Place

Baltimore 1, Maryland

SANITARY
SNO-CONES
ARE BIG
BUSINESS
GIVES YOU
400% PROFIT
Cash in with SNO-
MASTER! Make
$100.00 or more
a week selling de-
licious SNO-MAS-
T E R SANITARY
SNO-C ONES &
SNO-BALLS. Uses
only 1 sq. ft. of
space. Meets
Health Depart-
ment regulations.
EASY TERMS!
Fully Guaranteed!
Write for FREE
CATALOG end
RECIPE BOOK.

Cosh In big the E-Z WAY
You'll save up to 75% oi
labor alone with an E-3
WAY automatic coffee
moker. Costs for less
yields far more. Get thi
facts—write now:

STEEL PRODUCTS CO.
40 8th Are., S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Comfortable Seating Big Feature of Remodeling

In the general remodeling of the McCook Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, new seating comfort was a prime

object. The capacity was reduced from 914 to 697, with the row back-to-back spacing increased from

30 to 34 inches. The International chairs are long-back, fully upholstered on seats and backs with

turquoise nylon fabric, and the standards are blue. Other updating included new carpets, drapes. Philips

Todd-AO projectors and six-channel stereophonic sound.

Pepsi Sets All-Time Record

The highest sales and earnings in its

history were recorded by Pepsi-Cola Co. in

1961. Net sales for the year were $173,854,-

426 compared with $157,672,258 in 1960.

Net income for 1961, after taxes and
adjustment for foreign activities amounted
to $14,368,035 compared with the previous
high in 1960 of $14,180,705.

This is equal to $2.21 a share on 6,509,055

common shares outstanding at the end of

1961, as compared with $2.18 a share on
6,495,955 common shares outstanding at the
end of 1960.

Spike Drinks With Pickle Juice

Theatre concessions selling pickles, and
more and more of them are doing this, can
well heed the advice of Jim Langford, Com-
monwealth Theatre manager at Clinton,

Mo. He suggests that the transparent bags
be opened and the pickle juice poimed into

a large jar. This not only prevents messy
spills, but permits the concessionaire to sell

Coke, Pepsi or Dr Pepper spiked with the

pickle juice, very popular with teenagers.

Sees Theatre of the Future

In Interurban Locations
“The theatre of the future, stage and

screen, will be interurban, far from the

maddening crowd, the one-way street, the

traffic jam. Out where folks are spaciously

living or longing to move, where the finest

schools are building, where there’s room to

park a family sized car—there’s the ideal

site for the first-run super flicker or the

touring musical.”

Such are the thoughts of Lou Levitch,

president of the Leci Theatre Corp., Buf-
falo, who announced that a site for a new
theatre north of Buffalo will be chosen by
his company within 30 days and constnic-

tion soon will begin. He said financial ar-

rangements are complete.

“We would probably operate 40 weeks of

the year on a quality pictm’e basis,” Levitch

explained. “The balance of the time would

be filled by major touring shows with name
stars.”

Lici operates the North Park in Buffalo

and the LaSalle near Niagara Falls.

T

Cretors Kettle Cleaners 1
Cretors’ “CCC” removes carbon,
keeps the inside of kettles clean
and sweet.
To make the outside shine like

new, use Cretors’ “OK” Cleaner.

CRETORS and Co.
Popcorn Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.

Cnfors Cleaning Cempountf I

mm Immtm m/ / v
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the difference:

MORE PROFIT PER GALLON I

Yours— all these profita-

ble differences when you

sell Royal Crown Cola!

See if you’re receiving

these advantages with

your present supplier.

Call your local RC Cola

bottler, or write:

Check this handy list:

Theater parties (write for details

of 1500 successful kid promotions)

Liberal jug-return allowance

A leading cola and all flavors

from a single source

Local pickup and delivery

No shipping delays, low inventories

Local participation in promotions

Lowest-priced national cola brand

Royal Crown*Cola
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA
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Bally Case and Cooler, Inc.

Bally, Pennsylvania

Write Dept. BX for more details.

TO FILL
POPCORN BAGS

AND BOXES WITH
THE fIfeW PATENTED

THOUSANDS OF
DELIGHTED USERS

ONLY ^2S9Ar YOUR
THBATRESUPPLYOf
POPCORNSUPPLYomiR

The first show
is in the lobby

Movies are better than ever. So are

the appetites of the people who
enjoy them. That's where your ice

cream novelties get into the act.

Especially when they have a 4-star

display in a Bally Case. Gleaming
Porcelain finish gives real showman-
ship to your products. Whether it’s

in theatre lobbies or in drive-in

refreshment counters, the result is

the same in both places ... in-

creased ice cream sales.

Model TI-30 above for

theatre lobbies, 30"
long, Approx. 875
novelties.

Model TI-43 to right

for drive-ins, 43"
long. Approx. 1194
novelties.

Three Executives Move Up

At Vendo in Recent Changes

John T. Pierson Spencer L. Childers

Three executive changes in the Vendo Co.
were recently announced by Elmer F. Pier-
son, chairman of the board, in keeping
with the company’s policy of creating op-
portunities within the company which will

encourage the best managerial talents to
rise to new positions of responsibility.

Spencer L. Childers was named presi-
dent and succeeds John T. Pierson who
was moved up to vice-president of the
board of directors and chairman of the
finance committee.

John T. Pierson jr., who has been as-

sociated with Vendo for the past five years
was named vice-president in charge of the
new products division, with responsibility

for developing new products and their

marketing programs.

Announcement of the new posts was
made by Elmer F. Pierson, board chairman,
who, with his brother John T. Pierson

founded the company in 1937. Vendo is the

largest manufacturer of automatic mer-
chandising equipment.

Childers has been associated with auto-

matic merchandising since 1938 and came
to Vendo in 1956 from Fresno, Calif., when
Vendo acquired VendoiTator Manufactur-
ing Co. He is also president of the West
Coast facility. In 1958 he became vice-

president in charge of operations at Vendo
and, in May, 1961, he was elected executive

vice-president.

Consolidate Dr. Pepper Offices

Wesby R. Parker, president of Dr Pepper
Co., has been elected chairman of the

board to fill a vacancy since the death of

J. B. O’Hara late in 1961. The responsi-

bilities of the offices of board chainnan
and president were consolidated into a

single position, now representing the chief

executive officer of the company. Parker
joined the company in July of 1965 as

executive vice-president.

Five new regional sales representatives

have been added to the Dr Pepper Co.

fountain sales organization. Claude Culp,

assigned to the midwestern region, will

headquarter in St. Louis. James Impler will

headquarter in Birmingham, Ala., and serve

the southeastern region. Another south-

eastern representative is John Woodward
who will headquarter in Old Hickory, Tenn.
Assigned to the southwestern region is

Jerry Simms, with headquarters in Shreve-

port, La. Paul Morlas will serve the western
region with headquarters in Los Angeles.

"Soft'' Brewed Beverage
A new non-alcoholic type drink, which

is like beer in that it tastes and fizzes like

beer, but hasn’t the kick, has been intro-

duced for the theatre concessions market
by the Fox Head Brewing Co. of Milwaukee,
Wis.

It is described as a non-sweet drink that
can compare in price with soda or soft

drinks. Fox Head president Howard Hart-
man describes the “soft” brewed beverage
as the “first inexpensive, non-alcoholic
dx'ink of its kind that tastes and acts like

beer, yet can be transported in bottled,

canned or syrup form and vended from
machines. The beverage is said to have
been four years in development.

TREMENDOUS PROFITS!!

Now Fresh Fruit Sundaes, Pineapple and

Strawberries from stainless steel pans!

Both juices for snow cones and fresh fruit

for sundaes dispensed from one machine

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE

BIG MONEY WITH "SNOW
MAGIC"No PulleyslNo Gears!

No Belts! No Oiling!

Distributors of famous
Victor's QUICK MIX dry
flavor concentrates.

FREE SAMPLES
WITH EACH MACHINE

THE NEW SNOW
CONE MACHINE

Capacity. 30 cones

every 30 seconds.

The Bert's ‘SNOW
MAGIC" machine
combines eye-appeal-

ing beauty with per-

fect mechanical per-

formance and large

capacity. “S n o v
Magic" is easy to

operate and is Fully

Automatic. A Snow
Cone costs V/n to

U/2 C and usually

sells for 10c . . .

that’s profit!

SAMUEL BERT MFG. CO
Fair Park Station. Box 7803, DALLAS, TEXAS

CANDY APPLES CHEAPER'
WITH VICTOR’S NEW

”CANDY APPLE MAGIC”

Fabulous new mix coats apples

with a delicious red cherry flavor

in a jiffy. Skyrockets candy apple

profitsi Each bag, plus 5 lbs. of

sugar, coats 115 apples at less than]

1c each. Packed in “poly" bags
at 45c each.

SEND 25c FOR SAMPLE! Ample
mix for 50 applesi FREE

detailsl

JOBBERS WANTED!

SNO-CONES
FASTER! \\
CHEAPER!

QUICK MIX DRY FLAVOR CONCENTRATES
contain flavor and citric acid in correct

: omounfs fo make Sno-Cone and drink
SYRUP. Add 5 lbs. sugar and water to
moke GALLON! All flavors!

SEND 25c for SAMPLE. Details FREE!
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ALL EYES ARE ON THE SCREEN

Steps That the Exhibitor and Projectionist

Can Take to Achieve Proper Screen Brightness

And Superior Motion Picture Presentation

By WESLEY TROUT

UT IN THE
FIELD we run into

many projection
problems, and one we
find most often is the
lack of sufficient

screen illumination.

We find in many
situations that the
arc lamp is inade-
quate and should be
replaced with a
higher power lamp in

order to obtain a
well-lighted screen image. In other cases,

we found the lamp adequate but consider-
able light loss due to improper alignment
of the optical system—the reflector, car-
bons and projector mechanism not in line;

in other cases, wrong size carbon combi-
nation, insufficient amperage and voltage,

plus dirty reflectors. Too, even though the
optical system was correctly aligned, the
reflectors wei-e in bad condition and should
have been refinished or replaced with new
ones.

Wesley Trout

CORRECTING LIGHT A CHALLENGE

Clearing up bad screen illumination in

drive-ins is always a challenge, but it can
be licked, if the exhibitor will cooperate
and do the things recommended that will

produce a satisfactory screen image—one
that will be sufficiently illuminated over
its entire area, not just in the center.
What, you may ask, is necessary for us to

do to obtain maximum light output from
our equipment? Well, first one must have
good equipment. The ai'C lamp must be
large enough in light output capacity to

properly light your screen image, but one
must also take into consideration that
there are associated units that contribute
to maximum light output, namely:

1. Good projection lenses of the right
diameter and speed for your particular
theatre; 2. The correct carbon sizes for the
amperage you are pulling and the correct
arc gap; 3. The lamp and its components
must be kept clean and the reflector in

good condition, plus the correct distance of

the reflector to the film plane; 4. A good
screen surface.

Too many outdoor theatres do not re-

finish their screens often enough, this de-
pending upon, of course, the type of sur-
face used. If it is a painted one, it should
be refinished at least once a year; other

types of finish about every two years. A
good screen surface is a “must” if you want
to secure the ultimate perfection in re-
flected light and good picture definition.

If one expects a perfect—well, let’s say
a near-perfect—projected screen image, the
ovei-all screen illumination must be as near
brilliant as one can make it with modern
equipment. This means that the spot
must be kept properly focused on the aper-
ture, be free of unwanted shadows caused
by improperly focused light, carbons not in

alignment and the optical alignment not
correct. Too, discolored light and uneven
screen illumination can often be traced to

the incorrect distance of the mirror and
the aperture or picture plane. If the
manufacturer designates his particular
type of lamp should be 34 inches from the
aperture, this recommendation should be
adhered to as nearly as possible, a little

difference is permissible in some cases.

We have found in many situations, dur-
ing our occasional treks in the field, that
the screen size (screen area) had been in-

creased but no change made in replacing a
totally inadequate projection lamp and DC

supply som'ce so that there would be suf-
ficient screen illumination. Whenever you
increase the screen area, more light is

absolutely necessary to obtain the same
brilliant picture—if it was adequately
lighted—that you had with the smaller
picture.

Now it is quite true, one can enlarge a
screen area and have a satisfactory picture
because the arc lamps were large enough
to take care of the change, but if the in-

crease in size is considerable, then the only
thing to do is to install larger lamps with
an adequate DC power supply. It should
be needless to state there are now fine

projection arc lamps to take care of any
situation, so why not give your customers
the best. Generally, a better-illuminated
picture will bring in extra customers, and
they will enjoy seeing a perfectly projected
pictm-e. Too-brilliant picture, in some
cases, will cause eye strain, but we have yet
to see an over-brilliant picture in a drive-

in theatre.

Before we go into other components that
contribute to obtaining adequate light, let

Continued on following page

This orderly, well-planned projection room greeted Paul C. Ladas, projectionist at the recently opened

Thunderbird Drive-In in Glendale, Ariz., just outside of Phoenix. The equipment, which included Strong

ultra-high intensity arc lamps, was installed by John P. Filbert Co. of Los Angeles.
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ALL EYES ARE ON THE SCREEN

Continued from preceding page

US discuss projection lenses. Over the

years, rapid advancement has been made
in producing projection lenses—motion
picture lenses—that do give more light and
better overall definition. One of the most
important steps in vastly improved pic-

ture definition and increasing light output
was the coating of lenses, preventing glare

which caused light loss within the lens

barrel before it even left the lens. It has
been definitely proved that a treated lens

will furnish a brighter screen image as

much as 25 per cent over the old type lens.

The coated lenses will produce better con-
trast. Blacks will be blacker and highlights

crisper; colors take on their full richness

and are not diluted with the scattered

light that an old, untreated lens produces.

If you want more light, a better-pro-

jected picture, use only treated lenses that
contain a higher quality optical glass. This

advice should be followed in both indoor
and outdoor theatres. We find too many
situations using cheap, old-type lenses and
expecting a satisfactory projected image.

It just can’t be done with mediocre lenses.

Universal Arc Slide Projector
• Promote concession sales. Remind of

closing hour of snack shop.

• Project merchant advertising.

• Photograph patrons with Polaroid Trans-

parency Film and project on screen

instantly.

• Show pictures of lost children.

• Project date strips throughout running

of trailers.

• Call doctors without interrupting sound

or picture.

• Project song slides.

• Embellish screen with color during pro-

jection of titles, and black and white

film.

• Project colored curtain or screen sur-

round while running shorts.

• Cultivate good will by projecting “Go
to Church Sunday,” etc., slides.

Write for literature,

free demonstration or trial period use.

THE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
14 CITY PARK AVENUE TOLEDO 1, OHIO

USE UP those CARBONS!

CALI CARBON COUPLERS
Let You Burn All the Carbon

"They're Expendable"

FOR ROTATING CARBONS
10mm or 11mm EXTENDER KITS

Complete for 2 lamps $5.50

The most popular carbon saver. Used by more They save 25% or more of carbon costs.

theatres than ALL other makes COMBINED.

Per Hundred, postpaid: Not Packed in

Mixed Sizes.

6mm $2.25 8mm $2.75
7mm $2.50 9mm $3.25
No worrying about injury to high priced car-

bon savers. Bum 'em up, you still profit

Most economical carbon saver you ever used!

CALI Products Company
3719 Moriorie Woy Sacromento 20, Cqlit

The WORLD'S LARGEST Producer of Carbon Savers
At all progresshe theatre supply houses.

Before we proceed further in this dis-

cussion, let me point out that even a slight

finger mark on the lens surface will blur

definition and make it hard to secure a

sharp focus. But often we find projection-

ists allowing dust to accumulate on the lens

surface for several days (even oil deposit)

and then wondering why a sharp focus

could not be obtained. A competent pro-

jectionist who takes pride in his work will

thoroughly clean his lenses evei-y day be-

fore starting the show, and he will close

the fire shutters after the show has shut

down over night to prevent dust coming
into the projection room and getting on
the lenses and mechanism. If there is

glass in the ports, this won’t be necessary,

but you will find many, many theatres not

using glass in the ports to keep out noise

and dust.

BETTER DEFINITION IN LENSES

Better definition in lenses, the past sev-

eral years, has resulted from more highly

developed optical glass, and from added re-

finements in lens manufacture. Modem
projection has sharp enough definition,

flatness of field, and freedom from color

fringes to satisfy the most critical observer.

In order to obtain a good overall focus,

the optical glass must be of the highest

quality and absolutely free of imperfec-

tions that would cause color fringes. This

has been achieved by using the right kind

of lens combinations and perfectly ground.

Lenses are carefully sealed and this seal

should not be broken for cleaning—clean

only the outside surfaces.

Lenses are kept in a perfect straight line

in the lens barrel and must be kept in

perfect alignment with the picture from
the aperture plate. This means that a good

lens holder in the mechanism is a “must”
in order to secure this alignment. Modern
projector mechanisms are equipped with

rigid lens mounts and hold the lens in a

perfect line so that the projected image
will have good focus from center to edge.

If the optical system is not in a straight

uuHt ^amoud.

LIBERTY

FIREWORKS
For Record-Breaking Drive-In Crowds

I

You are assured Greater Value, Safety,

Brilliance, Color, Flash and Noise.

Spectacular LIBERTY FIREWORKS ore the greot-

est boxoftice attraction because they are the

world's finest! They poy for themselves in in-

creased attendance.

READ THIS UNSOLIC- A
ITED TESTIMONIAL
"We have shopped around

for fireworks to use in our

drive-ins and after com-
parisons have found we
get the best deal from

LIBERTY. Your displays

are brighter.”

GET FREE CATALOG
NOW!

48 page catalog, fully il-

lustrated shows the gor-

geous beauty and mag-
nificent splendor of LIB-

ERTY FIREWORKS.
Reasonably priced from $35
to $1,000 and up.

NOTICE: NEW HOME ADDRESS

LIBERTY DISPLAY FIREWORKS CO-
Hegeler Lane

Site fermerly Hegeler Zinc Plant
P. O. Bax 683, Danville, lllinais

Phone HI 2-2S59. If no answer coll HI 6-6743
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line, picture definition will suffer to the

extent that it will be impossible to focus

the edges sharply; or, focus the edges, and
the center will be slightly out of focus.

Now, one should keep in mind that poor

overall focus is not always due to a poor

quality projection lens—uneven focus can
be caused by worn shoe tracks, causing the

film to not lie flat over the aperture. And,
picture definition can be blurred by dirty

lens surfaces.

May we point out that there is no such

thing as a perfect projection lens, but opti-

cal manufactiu'ers strive to keep any im-
perfection in the projected image too small

to be noticed by the eye. For all practical

purposes, manufacturers of projection

lenses have achieved their goal. And, in

addition to a more perfect projected screen

image, they have increased the light output

in a modern lens.

The requirements of a projection lens,

may we point out, are both optical and
mechanical. The problem of good or, ideal,

lenses we should say, strictly depends upon
a properly designed lens barrel that will

hold the elements in a straight line and fit

various makes of projector lens mounts.

This particular phase in lens manufacture
was easy to accomplish, but the optical

manufacture presented many problems in

lens correction, colored edges, correct

curvature of lenses in order to obtain a

good overall focus. Again, we say, optical

manufacturers, for all practical purposes,

have achieved their goal.

IMPORTANCE OF LENSES

Now let us return to the subject of satis-

factory screen illumination. The reason we
have discussed lenses at considerable

length is because they are a governing

factor in maximum light output in con-
junction with the arc mirror, carbon
crater, shutter (mechanism shutter) and
projection screen surface.

The reflector, one should keep in mind,
has no part in keeping a uniform and
constant light on the screen. It is the

driving motor and a well-designed carbon
feed mechanism that must do the job of

keeping a pre-determined carbon feed

rate which will maintain the arc gap the

correct length. The correct feeding of the

carbons will always cause a imiform cur-

rent to flow through the arc and maintain
an even screen illumination. This in turn
will produce maximum hght output from
the reflected light from the arc mirror to

Continued on following page

MOTIOGRAPH
DEIUXE SPEAKER

Ask Your Motiograph Dealer

BalCOLD

REFLECTORS

CUT HEAT

INHAlf
Read this Hollywood test report. “Film gate heat at 1.85 aperture,

is 280° F. with silvered reflectors, hut only 140° F. with BalCOLD.”
And look at the benefits when BalCOLD Reflectors cut heat in half

:

NO FOCUS DRIFT. As much as 5400 feet of film have been run

without refocus. Cooler film gate cuts down film bulge—keeps con-

stant focus.

GREATER DEPTH OF FIELD. Less film bulge means better back-

ground resolution, color fidelity, and clearness of detail.

NO END-OF-REEL CONTRACTION. Lens and projector parts

can’t cool off and contract (thus changing focus) because BalCOLD
Reflectors don’t let them get hot enough to expand!

NO EMULSION PILE-UP. Green film never gets hot enough to

leave emulsion coatings on film tracks and shoes.

LONGER REFLECTOR LIFE. Theatres all over the country report

up to 17 months and more constant, top-quality performance.

LONGER FILM LIFE. Theatres report film life doubled with

BalCOLD Reflectors. Means a lot when prints cost up to $10,000 ea.

Next time you replace silvered reflectors, replace them with

BalCOLD—the only reflector whose proven contribution to the

advancement of motion picture projection has won for its designers

the highly regarded technical award from the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

BAUSCH & LOME

BAUSCH & LOME INCORPORATED

72029 Bausch St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

I Q Send me BalCOLD Data Brochure E-35.

\

I Name ....

Theatre

Address
I

I

I

City.

L

Zone State .
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ALL EYES ARE ON THE SCREEN

Kollmorgen lenses rate tops in the motion
picture industry. Used exclusively with
Cinerama, they are standard equipment
in more than 70% of American theaters.

Wire sharp contrast of the projected

image on the screen—the whole screen

—

is typical of the outstanding performance
of SUPER SNAPLiTE'® lenses.

SHARP
CONTRAST

IN PROJECTION

Other advantages that add up to supe-

rior screening with super snaplites are;

Fastest lens speeds

Uniform illumination

Crystal clarity

Wide range of focal lengths

Sealed construction

Bulletin 222 describes Kollmorgen
lenses in detail. See your equip-
ment dealer, or write us direct.

CORPORATION
NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS

I
ALBANY, N. Y.

ALEXANDRIA, LA.

ATLANTA. GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BUFFALO, N. Y.

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

CHICAGO, ILL.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
CLEVELAND, OHIO
DALLAS, TEXAS
DENVER, COLO.
DES MOINES, IOWA
DETROIT, MICH.
GREENSBORO, N. C.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
HOUSTON, TEXAS
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WISC.
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.

POINTS OF DISTRIBUTION

I
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

NEW YORK CITY
OKLAHOMA CITY,

OKLA.
OMAHA, NEB.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
PORTLAND, ORE.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SALT LAKE CITY,
UTAH

SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.

SEATTLE, WASH.
SIOUX FALLS, S.

DAK.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CANADA
TORONTO, ONT,
MONTREAL. QUE.
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Continued from preceding page

the screen via the projection lens. All
components must be “matched” and work
together for maximum results.

Maximum light delivery from the pro-
jection arc lamp can only be secured when
the right voltage, amperage and carbon
combinations are used. Satisfactory light

production from any make or type of arc
lamp cannot be had if the mirror is not
optically correct, particularly if the re-
flector is not a well-known make, manu-
factured by a long-established firm geared
to build an optically coiTect reflector.

Moreover, poor electrical connections
within and out of the lamp can cause loss

of voltage and amperage with resulting
loss of light output. Arc lamp leads,

particularly those connected to the arc it-

self should be renewed at least once a year.
And don’t forget those carbon contacts.
Clean every day and avoid high resistance
contacts.

TRUE OPTICAL ALIGNMENT

One more thing that is extremely im-
portant, while we are on the subject of pro-
jection lamps. The correct distance between
the reflector (miiror) and the apertm'e is

very necessary if one is to obtain all the
light reflected from the reflector. Con-
siderable light loss has often been traced
by the writer to the fact that this distance
was wrong—the optical alignment way off

center.

We want to strongly impress on your
mind the importance of purchasing re-

flectors of known quality and manu-
factured for your particular arc lamp. We
find many cases where the exhibitor pur-
chased a reflector because it was “cheap,”
and did not take into consideration that
a cheap reflector may not be perfect
optically because it had to be manufactured
quickly and at little expense to sell it way
below regular prices. In many situations

we have proved that high quality reflectors

gave far more light and longer service.

Try one of the cheaper reflectors with one
made by a well-known manufacturer and
you will find we are right—we know from
long experience and tests in the field.

Screen brightness, as we have stated

many times, is no problem in an indoor
theatre because one can purchase high gain
screen surfaces to fit each particular situ-

ation, but drive-ins, due to increased pic-

ture area and other factors that cut down
screen illumination have posed a problem
many years. However, this has been licked

to a certain extent with higher power
lamps, improved lenses and new coating
materials. Too, the ability of the human
eye to perceive detail increases as the size

of the projected image increases. There-
fore, the very large size of drive-in theatre
screens is in itself a great help to the eye,

even though the light is lacking.

NEED FOR CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT

So, in most cases where modern arc

lamps, a good screen surface and projec-

tion lenses are employed, the pictm’e is

generally satisfactory—we will say, satis-

factory in the sense that the public accepts

the presentation with little or no com-
plaint. But one should always strive to

improve picture presentation whenever
possible in order to obtain increased
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INTERCHANGEABLE

internationals

Unitized assembly makes every Inter-

national easily interchangeable with

every other chah of the same style

—

with no nuts, bolts or fasteners exposed.

Write today for the complete
International story.

International Seat Div.

Union City Body Co., Inc.

Union City, Ind.

eSHCRflFI
PROJtCTIOn LflfllPS

and

RtCTIfItfiS

World's Standard

of

Projection Excellence

HIGHEST QUALITY CLEANER THAT CAN BE MADE

///II \ w\
NO SILICONE TO LEAVE FILM.

sparkling
CLEAN

SOLD BY NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY

patronage, and pati’on satisfaction of see-

ing a well-presented program.

There is absolutely no good reason, in

most situations, for exhibitors to have
mediocre projection; equipment to do a
good job is readily available and theatre

supply dealers are prepared to furnish

modern equipment at reasonable prices and
terms to meet most budgets.

To sum up, in most drive-in theatres the

screen surface finish is still white paint

—

in some instances special paint supplied

by a theatre supply house—because of its

comparative ease of application and its

reasonable cost. This is all right if the
screen surface is finished at least once to

twice a year, depending on climatic condi-
tions and the type of paint used. The drive-

in operator should keep this in mind: Any
size (capacity) drive-in theatre needs an
adequate light source; an efficient optical

system; proper selection of aperture sizes

for widescreen and Cinemascope; a well-

maintained screen surface; blowers in the
lens port holes to keep down dust and avoid
using glass; good reflectors in lamphouse
and optical system kept clean to avoid light

loss. Shutters can be trimmed, depending
upon the make of projector, in many situ-

ations, with a considerable gain in light, if

done right. Use the correct carbon sizes

for your voltage and amperage. All these

things go hand-in-hand in making better

projection possible.

Theatre Market Potential Good

Says Allied-TESMA-TEDA

“Most theatres have had a good year
and research indicates that the next two
years should be even better, both for new
theatres and for the rebuilding and re-

furbishing of older ones. The market po-
tential is good and getting better!”

This, in part, was the message issued by
the joint tradeshow committee for the
Allied-TESMA-TEDA tradeshow which will

open in Cleveland at the Sheraton-Cleve-
land Hotel on December 3 of this year, in

a brochure containing complete information
about booth space, rental prices, etc. The
show will be held in conjunction with the
annual conventions of Allied States Ass’n
of Motion Picture Exhibitors, the Theatre
Equipment and Supply Manufacturers
Ass’n and the Theatre Equipment Dealers
Ass’n.

Great interest is anticipated in this first

industry tradeshow in four years to feature

theatre equipment other than that for con-
cessions operations.

New Screen at Detroit Fox

The 5,000-seat Fox Theatre in Detroit
has installed a new 65x32-foot Hurley
Super-Optica screen, continuing a long
range improvement program, according to

managing director William Brown. The
installation was made by the Fox crew
under the management of John Moran,
stagehand. Equipment was sold by Russell

Ruben of Amusement Supply Co.

The screen is of sufficient size. Brown
pointed out, to accommodate 70mm pro-
jection if it is installed next year as now
planned. This may be done, it has been
found, with no change in the present pro-
jection booth location.

TIIEOTIIF
IncH I

SERUICE
[HECKS
UP TO
150 poinis
on EUERV
SERUICE
[RILI
RCA’S COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE CHECKLIST INCLUDES:

0 SPEAKERS
0 SOUNDHEADS
0 AMPLIFIERS
0 POWER SUPPLIES
0 SOUND CONTROLS
0 MOTORS
0 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
0 SOUND QUALITY ANALYSIS

The RCA Theatre Service Program is

planned to be thorough . . . planned to

be complete . .
.
planned to produce

superior performance. Thousands of ex-

hibitors enjoy this better service program
—why don’t you?

TECHNICAL PRODUCTS SERVICE

RCA SERVICE COMPANY
A Division of Radio Corporation of America

Camden 8, N. J.
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Little Rock to Get a New Twin Drive-In

box,'

office

^lay^roond ansa

The new Twin-Razorback being built in Little Rock, Ark.

Construction is under way of a new twin
drive-in theatre in Little Rock, Ark., by
the Arkansas Amusement Co. (Rowley
United). The theatre is to be built on
Cantrell Road at the site of the present

Riverside Drive-In which was closed for

the winter.

To be called the Twin-Razorback, the

theatre will replace the Riverside and the

present Razorback. Lease on the ground
at the present Razorback in the east end
of the city has been released to the school

board for construction of a new junior

high school.

The new theatre will have space for a
total of 800 to 1,000 cars.

Layout of the twin will permit the show-
ing of a single featm-e on each screen or

two different pictures at the same time.

Projection will be from the second story of

a building in the center, with a modern,
air-conditioned concessions layout on the

ground floor.

Each end of the theatre will have its own
patio. A large playground area on one
side will suffice for patrons of either end.

A May opening is scheduled.

TEDA Invites TESMA

To Join Its Roster

In January, members of Theatre Equip-
ment Dealers Ass’n and members of the
Theatre Equipment and Supply Manu-
factm’ers Ass’n held a highly successful

joint meeting at the Hotel Sherman in

Chicago to discuss their mutual interests.

Now TEDA has issued formal invitations

to TESMA members to become social mem-
bers of its organization. E. H. Geisler,

TEDA president, recently sent a letter to

the TESMA members stating:

“We now extend to all of our manu-
facturers this cordial invitation to join

with other individual manufacturers as

social members of our dealer organization.

We’re all agreed that close cooperation be-
tween dealer and manufacturer is essential

and that the frequent meeting together to

exchange ideas and to stimulate active

selling is highly desirable. Here’s an op-
portunity by simple, direct action to insure

that these things come to pass. Join with
us and help us make it work

!

“Following the announcement at our
Chicago meeting that TEDA would expand
to take into its membership as social mem-
bers individual manufacturers, there has
been a great deal of interest and inquiry

from among the manufacturers and, we’re

happy to say, quite a few informal applica-

tions for this social membership. Ten have
already sent checks for their ’62 dues, and
this despite the fact that until this letter

no formal invitations to join have been
extended.”

BUY DIRECT
FROM

allantyne
r 1

IS

Save on equipment from one of the

oldest equipment companies.
Ballantyne equipment—famous patented Dub’l-Cone and Single

cone speakers, single and dual channel amplifiers, soundheads
and hundreds of other items have equipped theatres

throughout the world for nearly 30 years.

Fewer theatres, full service facilities and modern fast

transportation have made it possible for Ballantyne to sell

direct and .save you money.

Ballantyne equipment carries a reliable full guarantee of

performance. You can be sure Ballantyne will be making

iheatre equipment for the drive in and indoor theatres of

the future. If you're planning a purchase, we furnish

prompt airmail quotations. Just tell us what you need.

aiiantynG

BALLANTYNE INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRONICS, INC.

A DIVISION OF ABC VENDING CORPORATION

YOU BUY

WITH

CONFIDENCE

1712 JACKSON ST., OMAHA, NEBRASKA

I

NOW! OUTDOOR

SCREEN PAINT THAT

LASTS LONGER

DRIVE-IN

SCREEN PAINT

The Perfect Coating

To Brighten Your Screen

Creates o lenticular effect. Gives your

audience a cleaner, cleorer picture from

any angle.

This quality coating eliminates at least

one screen repaint job every two years.

Used by more theatres

than any other paint.

Don't Forget
Spati FREE Color Styling Service

For Your Whole Theatre

Call your

National Theatre Supply Today.
(Branches everywhere)
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The following concerns have recently

filed copies of interesting descriptive liter-

ature with the Modern Theatre Informa-
tion Bureau. Readers who wish copies may
obtain them promptly by using the Readers’
Service Bureau coupon in this issue of

The Modern Theatre.

A BROCHURE FROM Strong Electric Corp.,

describes a new type silicon stack trans-

former-rectifier that serves as power supply
for two projection arc lamps. Associated

with each output is a novel “Lo-Strike”

feature that protects the silicon stacks from
overload and prevents the destruction of

the carbon crater upon striking the arc.

This Bi-Powr rectifier is available in three

ratings, 60-85/60-85, 90-135/90-135 and
120-160/120-160 amperes.

A SMOKELESS INCINERATOR is described and
pictured in a two-color brochm-e available

from Hoskinson, Ltd. The incinerator is

guaranteed by Hoskinson to bmm any
waste, wet or dry, without smoking, odor

or fly ash. It requires only 115-volt AC
current and a gas line to its location.

A space-heating attachment transforms
rubbish heat into useful space heating
either in the form of hot air or hot water.

The incinerator may also be fitted with an
automatic oil burner to maintain heat
when the available rubbish heat has been
consumed. The Hoskinson Incinerator is

guaranteed to comply with the requir-

ments of all clean air legislation.

Bausch & Lome has issued a new 22-page,

illustrated index to its catalogs which
makes it easy to select the desired informa-
tion on its line of optical and electronic

products, including motion picture projec-

tor lenses. Catalogs of allied products are

grouped together for quick, easy reference,

and brief descriptions of contents and
catalog numbers are given.

Kodak to Have Information

Center at Seattle Fair

When the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair, Cen-
tury 21, opens in April, Eastman Kodak Co.

will help photo-minded visitors get many
good pictures with its photo-inlormation
center located at the heart of the fair-

grounds. That’s the prediction of James E.

McGhee, Kodak vice-president in charge
of U.S. sales and advertising.

The photo-information center, designed
in keeping with the fair’s futuristic theme,
will be an L-shaped, one-story structure of

glass and aluminum. It will be located
near the base of the towering, 600-foot
Space Needle near the monorail station
where visitors from downtown Seattle dis-

embark.

The center will feature displays of color

prints, transparencies and miniature
coloramas. Its staff, chosen from Kodak’s
sales service division in Rochester, will

answer how-to-do-it questions about
photography, offer suggestions on picture
subjects at the fair and provide technical
services.

Century 21 will remain open six months
and it is expected that visitors will number
about ten million.

HAND

YOUR

PATRONS

FLAMELESS

ELECTRIC COMFORT HEAT!

Electromode SAFEST, MOST CONVENIENT

DRIVE-IN HEATER
Drive-In owners across the country are extend-

ing their season and boosting profits by keeping

their patrons completely comfortable with these

remarkable flameless all-electric ELECTRO-
MODE in-car heaters.

Designed especially to meet every require-

ment for an ideal drive-in-heater—by the

world’s largest exclusive producer of electric

heaters. Secret of perfection is Electromode’s

exclusive Cast-Aluminum Heating Element. All

heating wires are embedded deep inside a finned

aluminum casting, providing positive safety,

long-life and highest efficiency.

Heat is instant, no warm up delay, no flames,

fumes or odors. Windshield doesn’t steam up.

DON’T DELAY. Fill in the convenient

coupon below for complete information. These

world’s finest comfort heaters are a sure bet to

attract more customers to your drive-in.

• Exclusive Electromode Cast-Aluminum
Heating Element. 100% safe around
children.

• Noiseless operation. Quiet, fan-circulated

electric comfort heat.

• Compact, lightweight. Equipped with heat-
resistant handle and extra long extension.

• Extra sturdy construction, built to stand
rough treatment.

• Modern design, in scratch-resistant silver-

grey finish.

Front and rear views

of the heater. Sits on

any flat surface,

dashboard, floor, etc.

No additional

equipment needed.

Installs quickly and

simply on your

present speaker post

Dept. B-52, Division of Commercial

Controls Corp., Rochester 3, N. Y.

Send complete information on Electromode’s

r~1 In-Car Heaters Other heaters for projection rooms, ticket stands, etc.

Name

Address

City Zone State.-

Electzomode
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Counter Cooking Equipment

Designed on Modular Basis

Star Manufacturing Co. has a complete
new line of counter cooking equipment de-

signed on a modular basis so standard
equipment stands can be filled with no
space left over. This Designer Series equip-

ment is constructed of stainless steel for

easy cleaning and lasting dm-ability. New
full-width doors provide recessed control

knobs and access to interior. New modular

FOR MORE
^

INFORMATION #Sp
Use Readers’

Bureau Coupon on Page 35

machine combines ease of operation and
maintenance with style and eye appeal.

Uniform shaved ice that is dry and fluffy

is produced at the flick of a finger for snow
balls, snow cones, slush and other iced

drinks. Ice dispensed right into a cup makes
it no longer necessary to store shaved ice

that becomes soggy and has to be dipped
and transferred to a cup. The Sno-Master
is constructed of aluminum and stainless

steel with an all-mirrored finish. It occupies
only one square foot of counter space.

Since operation is without ice coming into

contact with hands at any time, all health
requirements are met.

Special Formula Mix for

Coating Candy Apples

Candy apples are being offered to theatre
concessions as a new item with the “Candy
Apple Magic” mix manufactured and dis-

tributed by Victor Products Co. The mix,
in a cherry flavor, is packed in air-tight,

sanitary polyethylene bags complete with
instructions. One bag of the mix plus five

design permits flush rear wall installation

in equipment stands without wasting space.

New recessed tops on all units trap grease

and spillage and allow a practical means of

locking units together with grease-tight

seals. All units are completely serviceable

from top and front. The new modular styl-

ing provides a maximum of cooking capac-

ity in a minimum of lineal counter space.

New adjustable legs with concealed threads
make for true levehng and lineup. The
complete set of equipment consists of deep
fryer, griddle, hotplate and foodwarmer. It

is available for either gas or electric power.

Work top spacers are also available.

Non-Toxic Insecticide Spray

In Aerosol Dispenser Can

Spix Aerosol, a new, non-toxic, non-
flammable insecticide spray has been de-
veloped by the C. B. Dolge Co. especially

for use against flies, mosquitoes and gnats.

Pressure on the aerosol can valve releases

a fine fog, assuring prolonged and deadly
contact with insects. Where these insects

are present the Spix Aerosol should be
sprayed at the rate of six seconds per

1,000 cubic feet. Since it is non-flammable,
the sprayer may smoke if he wishes. One
compact can of this new spray is equivalent

to more than one gallon of Class AA in-

secticide by government standards as it

has concentrated killing power. It is suit-

able for use wherever food is handled, and,

used as directed, is deadly also to wasps,

roaches and silverfish.

1962 Ice-Shaving Machine
Has Many Improvements

Sno-Master Manufacturing Co. says that

its new, 1962 model Sno-Master ice shaving

Claims made for products described editorially

on this and other pages are taken from the

manufacturers' statements.

pounds of sugar will coat 115 apples at a
cost of less than one cent each. A special

“test” sample size of the mix, enough to

coat 50 apples, is available for 25 cents in

coin or stamps.

New Energy Candy In a Straw

For Theatre Concessions

A new candy item with a plus feature is

Sip-Its which is made by Milko Products,

Inc. Sip-Its work like a straw and each
9V^-inch Sip-It includes about 1/5 ounce
of pure dextrose, native’s main source of

body energy. While helping to keep
children’s bodies primed, dextrose interferes

less with their normal eating habits, being
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less sweet than other sugars. A twist of

the wrist is all it takes to enjoy this

delicious, nutritious snack. Merely tear off

the end, tilt up the straw and the flavored,

cool-tasting powder flows out in a colorful

stream. Sip-Its come in five assorted
flavors—cherry, grape, lemon, lime and
orange—30 to a box. Each package ap-
propriately depicts two happy kids sucking
on the straws. Cellophane windows clearly

show the product inside.

Ice Cream Display Case
For Drive-In Theatres

A 6.9-cubic-foot ice cream case, especially

designed for drive-in theatres, which holds
1,194 ice cream novelties is available from
Bally Case and Cooler, Inc. The case is

4314 inches wide and contains a roomy
storage compartment in the lower section.

The complete exterior is covered with
bright, lifetime acid-resistant porcelain and
trimmed with stainless steel. The full in-

terior is also lined with rust-resistant

stainless steel. No plumbing is required.

New Hybrid Yellow Popcorn

With High Popping Expansion

Tarkio Popcorn Co., Inc. says its new
TY-1200, triple-tested popcorn has the
highest popping expansion ever developed,
and that the hulless yellow corn is also the
tastiest and tenderest available. Popping
expansion is said to be 15 per cent higher
than commercial hybrids offered. The grain
is small yet has high expansion with all

types of popping equipment. It has been
especially developed for on-location pop-
ping. The company guarantees the popcorn
to meet all sanitation regulations. The pop-
corn processor has a mobile official testing

machine and moisture testing machine and

offers to go to theatres and pop a series of

tests, using the theatre equipment, to show
that the TY-1200 popcorn will produce

from $15 to $25 more gross than other

conventional hybrids.

Two-Way Dispenser Eliminates

Straw Wrapper Annoyance

The Duplex, a two-way straw dispenser

manufactured by the Duplex Straw Dis-

penser Co., is said to cut straw costs in half,

and eliminate the nuisance of discarded

straw wrappers, because unwrapped straws
are used. Health-board approved, the Du-
plex dispenses one unwrapped straw at a
time from both sides of the unit. The all

stainless steel units carry a lifetime guaran-

tee. They are made in two models, the
Standard for 6 V2 -inch milk or 8 ‘/2-inch
standard straws, and the Jumbo for eVa-
inch, S'/a-inch jumbo and SVa-inch super
jumbo straws.

ALL NEW for '62
Priced from up!

Year

Old

Speaker

Family

When it comes to speakers, nothing beats

experience . . . and our company has been

continuously building in-car speakers longer

than anyone else . . . Many of the original

speakers are still in use after 15 years.

Different speakers basically may look alike

but it’s the little unseen things that make a

big difference. And you only learn them
from experience;

If you’re not one of the thousands enjoying

EPRAD speaker values, change to EPRAD
now and see the big difference in sound
and long-life.

There’s an EPRAD speaker to meet your
performance and price requirements. No one
can beat our values.

7 BASIC SPEAKERS • 50 MODELS

HEADQUARTERS FOR:
Transistor

Sound Systems

Surround Speakers

In-Car Speakers

Hot-Shot Heaters

Junction Boxes

Motor Generators

Cor Counters

Burglar Alarms

Other Products.

Sold nationally thru theatre supply dealers

1214 CHERRY ST. . TOLEDO, OHIO . PHONE; CHerry 3-8106

BUILDING THEATRE SOUND AND COMMUNICATION
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT FOR 15 YEARS
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Portable Intercom Requires

No Installation, No Wires

A completely portable intercom called

“The Bennett” has been announced by
Precision Equipment Co. The system pro-

vides instant, simple two-way communica-

tion without wiring. The user simply plugs
it in and talks. Up to eight additional
units may be used and all stations will be
heard with the same clarity at the same
volume. The stations can be moved from
place to place as the needs arise. For ex-
tended talking, such as dictating, the units
have a special lever to lock them in

position. The intercom system features a
highly sensitive Alnico V speaker-micro-
phone, and picks up normal conversation
within a conservative range of 20 feet.

Automatic squelch control is provided.

Pilelifter Machine for Complete
Carpet Maintenance Program

A new maintenance machine for the care
of carpet, introduced by Bryn Mawr Pro-

KEEP WEEDS OUT SEASON THROUGH I

Safeguards Drive-in Theatres

I! Against Destructive Growth

Dolge SS Weed Killer finishes every kind of undesirable

plant. Prevents destruction of black top surfaces, ramps,-

road shoulders; prevents rotting Out of wooden fencing,

rusting out of metal barriers or speaker posts. One easy

application of Dolge SS Weed Killer in a 1-20 solution

will solve your weed problems and sharply reduce cost of

maintenance and repairs. This chemical goes a long way.

For full particulars write

The C. B. Dolge Company,
Westport, Connecticut

WESTPORT. CONNECTICUT

ducts, combines a heavy, powerful vacuum
with a deeply penetrating roll of bristles.

It removes deep-down grime and grit and
restores crushed, matted pile to fluffy

freshness. Used correctly, it gives the user

a five-point carpet maintenance program:
1) Daily and weekly vacuum and pile lift;

2) Vacuum and pile lift before wet sham-
poo; 3) Pile setting after wet shampoo; 4)

Brush-in of powder dry cleaners; 5) Pick-

up of soiled powder and fluffing of rug
after dry shampoo. The Thor Pilelifter

machine brushes are a full 17 inches wide,

as compared with the usual 12-inch width,

which means that it can do the same job

with one-third fewer passes, yet it weighs
no more than 12-inch machines. The Pile-

lifter brush can be operated independently
of the vacuum which makes the machine
ideal for brushing in dry powder cleaners.

The brush has 12 rows of scientifically

spaced, all-nylon bristles that dig deeply

into carpet pile to dislodge dirt.

THE BEST!!
"PERMANENT

MOLD"
UNIVERSAL
IN-A-CAR
SPEAKER

Heie's greater depth—more sound

quality. A new, more attractive

speaker with a better finish at no
increase in price! Special color

combinations on request. Also:

Three other model In-a-Car

speakers to choose from.

PORTHOLE BLOWER

for CLEANER PROJECTION

• Keeps Expensive

Equipment Clean.

• For Indoor and

Drive-In Theotres.

• One Model for

ALL Types of

Projectors.

Everything for Your Drive-In!

No matter what you need write, wire

or phone today for full details and

prices on all items.

Write or Wire for Full Details, Prices on All Items

DRIVE-IN THEATRE MFG. CO.
505 W. 9th Street, HA 1-8006—1-8007, K«ns*f City. Mo.
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National Speaker Reconing Co.

To Enter Distribution Field

National Speaker Reconing Co., Denver,

Colo., believed by Frank Horn, owner, to be

the largest exclusive speaker repair service

in the United States, is planning to also

enter the distributing field in the near
future, distributing all types of speakers,

speaker accessones, baffles, switches,

speaker systems, etc.

Horn has been in the electronic business

since 1946 and has diplomas from three

Home of National Speaker Reconing Co., Denver.

electronic schools. He was in the radio
and television servicing business for music
and TV shops for about ten years. About
five years ago he entered the drive-in the-

atre speaker I’econing business which has
continued to prosper. Although the busi-

ness was moved into larger quarters about
two years ago, a new expansion may be re-

quired as even these quarters are now none
too large.

“Since the day we first started our busi-

ness we have continued to strive for the
best in parts, workmanship and service.

The cloth cone used in our reconed drive-in
theatre speakers has spelled success for

us,” Horn said. “All parts used are water-
proof and moistureproof, and every speaker
is guaranteed for one full year from the
date of reconing against defective parts
and workmanship.

“We try to give 24-hour service on
speakers, which at times is quite difficult,

but we keep as close to this policy as
possible.”

Daytime Use of Drive-Ins

The greatest problem of drive-ins, ac-

cording to Judy Poynter of Film Booking
Service, is what to do with them in the

daytime. Film Booking Service is going all-

out to research this problem and do some-
thing about it. Although no plans are

definitely set, in the blueprint stage are

ideas which will include using the drive-in

for meeting places for churches, clubs,

birthday parties for kids fon the play-

grounds) and parties for small groups, both
social and civic.

Poynter says that most speaker loss is

accidental—a customer accidentally tears

a speaker loose, then is too emban-assed to

report it and usually drops the speaker
right outside the drive-in grounds.

Reader's Service Bureau coupon. Page 35

“Remarkable Reliability”

At New York’s famed Radio City Music Hall, chief projectionist Ben Olevsky put it this

way. “The reliability of the Simplex X-L projector is remarkable. Our projectors were
installed by National Theatre Supply in 1950 and have been maintained by our staff

since then. In 11 years of operation they have never been removed for overhaul!”

Similar opinions and experiences are reported all the time by projection "pros” like

Ben at most top theatres throughout the country. The facts are that no other mechanism
on the market is designed and built to the engineering perfection achieved in the X-L.

Incorporating every new advance in projection, the X-L is your assurance that you’ll

have a dependable, up-to-date projector for many years to come.

PROJECTION and

SOUNO SYSTEMS

SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY Branches Coast to Coast
50 PROSPECT A V E N U E • TA R RYTOW N. N Y. .MEDFORD 1-0200
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They re Rolling in the Aisles — Bowlers, That Is!

Alta Theatre, Dinuba, Calif, pictured (left) before conversion into Dinuba tion of bowlers scores and concourse behind seating area where two re-

Lanes (right). Note sleek lines of bowling equipment, tele-scores for projec- freshment stands are located. Note tenpin-shaped lights above one stand.

n STRANGE SIGHT at first.

It takes a moment to become adjusted to

a theatre where spectators have become
performers; where cries of “Cut ’em off

at the pass!” have been replaced by “We
need a double to win!” and the sneering
villain substituted by the jeering away at

a defiant ten pin.

Films have become frames in certain

movie houses across the country. Existing

economic factors have forced certain opera-
tors to explore profits in other fields of

entertainment. Bowling has proven to be
one of the best.

The move is a logical one. Theatre struc-

tures, already recognized by the community
as a center for recreation and relaxation,

often are adaptable for conversion into

As/k Your Motiograph Dealer

centers for the nation’s number one sport.

Take the case of Phil Milberger in Kansas
City. He converted with six Brunswick
Crown Imperial Lanes, tel-e-scores, settees

and a snack shop. The $60,000 renovation

was launched in late spring and completed
in time for the fall bowling season. At last

report, approximately 13 leagues act out

the bowling drama in his theatre each
week.

EXTENSIVE CONVERSION IN THE EAST

In the northeast. General Drive-In Corp.

has undertaken the conversion and opera-

tion of 15 theatres into a chain of bowling
establishments. Over 500 Brunswick “Gold
Crown” lanes are planned for the recrea-

tion of these theatre markets.

Philip Smith, late General Drive-In

president, who spearheaded his firm’s entry

into the bowling field said he looked upon
the move as “a most promising expansion
of our historic interest in family entertain-

ment for an ever-growing leisure time mar-
ket.”

The trend has gone overseas, too. The
Arthur J. Rank Organization made its move
into the bowling business.

But the move to conversion has not been
hasty or lacking in planning. Research on
market area, facilities of existing structures

to accommodate the desires of bowlers are

carefully examined by the house operator

and a representative of the bowling manu-
facturer.

As one Brunswick branch manager
stated, “It has been the policy of my com-
pany to step over to the side of the prospec-

tive customer. We analyze, study and draw

ECONOMY- TOP PERFORMANCE
assured when you install

UNBREAKABLE - NON-PITTING - NON-TARNISHING - NON-PEELING

ER-SHULTZ METAL REFLECTORS
GUARANTEED 5 YEARS!

Eliminate Cost of Replacements and Spares

See Tout
tised by Army ond Air Force Motion Picture Service since 1952

Theatre Supply Dealer Manutoctured by HEYER-SHULTZ INC- cedar Grove, N. J.

conclusions on the basis of “does the loca-
tion and market offer the potential for

profit?” So far, this premise has worked
well for all concerned.

America, with its highest living standards
of any era, looks to recreation to fill leisure

time. It is only fitting that movie structures

continue their role in that facet of the
American way of life.

For more information about equipment or

products described editorially or in adver-

tising in this issue, use Readers' Service

Bureau coupon on page 35.

MINIATURE
GOLF

A money making addition

To your present business

HI-PROFIT
LO-COST

BEWARE
Old Fashioned concrete or wood type

construction

BE SURE
Buy the newest — Buy the besi

—^Electrical Automation

—

—Fibreglas and steel construction

—

—Long term guarantee

—

—Low cost

—

Write or phone

NIAGARA SPORTCENTER, INC

j
553 River Road NX3-0660

j

N. Tonawondo, N. Y. NX3-4490 |

I Also Builders of
Driving Ranges—Automated Archery |

Par 3 Golf Courses
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about PEOPLE / and PRODUCT
Robert J. Kauffman has been named

technical sales manager for Eastman
Kodak Co’s Pacific Southern Sales Di-
vision. He has been with Kodak since 1949.

George J. DeRise has been appointed
executive vice-president of Bert Nathan
Enterprises, Inc., a subsidiary of American
Univend Corp. DeRise joined Bert Nathan
Enterprises in 1950 as a vending machine
routeman, and was named a vice-president
in 1958. The company is comprised of a
group of related concessions, vending and
distributing organizations serving theatres.

offices, plants and discount stores through-
out the United States.

Royal Crown Cola Co. occupied its new
international headquarters in Columbus,
Ga., in February. The spacious, $500,000

office building is a complete and separate

addition to the company’s manufacturing

center at Tenth Street and Tenth Avenue.

The two-story building is of contemporary
design and has approximately 40,000 square

feet with a 250-foot frontage and a depth

of 70 feet. The move from the old office

building was completed on two weekends.

50 Years in Show Business
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Lawrence D. Lowe, Jacksonville, Fla., who is cele-

brating 50 years in show business, is shown operat-

ing a Strong carbon arc follow spotlight in the pro-

jection room of the Roosevelt Theatre. He is a

member of I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. and carries a

Local 511 card. Lowe has been a stage manager,

worked on the road as an electrician with the Paul

English Players (a dramatic stock company), and

has been a motion picture projectionist for most of

his half century in show business.

Dr. Albert K. Chapman has been elected

chairman of the board of directors of East-
man Kodak Co. to succeed Thomas J. Har-
grave who died February 21, 1962. He was
formerly vice-chairman of the board, and
will continue as chairman of the company’s
executive committee.

James B. Ippolito has been named con-
cessions coordinator for Pepsi-Cola Co.’s

Pepsi-Cola, Teem and Patio line of flavored

drinks at the 1964 New York World’s Fair.

Announcement of the appointment was
made by Vice-President D. Mitchell Cox,
director of public relations and executive

director of Pepsi-Cola activities in the

Fair. President Herbert L. Barnet of

Pepsi-Cola is a member of the Fair’s board
of directors.

In its March board meeting all officers

of Royal Crown Cola Co. were re-elected.

They are: Edward L. Norton, chairman of

the board of directors; W. H. Glenn, presi-

dent; John Gates, vice-president-treasurer;

Willis Battle, vice-president-secretary;

W. E. Uzzell, vice-president-marketing;
Bradford D. Ansley, vice-president-sales;

F. E. Gorman, vice-president-advertising;

W. T. Miller, vice-president-production;

James F. Cm*tis, vice-president-overseas

operations; Joseph F. Hale, vice-president-

technical services; W. D. Morgan, assistant

treasurer; and Nolan Murrah, assistant

secretary.

President John L. Bates of Pepsi-Cola
Metropolitan Bottling Co. has announced
the appointment of Roland W. Ball as

vice-president and manager of the com-
pany’s regional division in Memphis, Tenn.
Ball, who has been with Pepsi-Cola for 15

years, succeeds Frank C. Holden who has
been appointed Dallas regional manager
for Pepsi-Cola Co. Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan
is a subsidiary of the parent company and
operates 18 plants in 15 cities in the U.S.
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THE GUIDE TO

Western Union Offices Sell 'West Side Story' Tickets

Jaycees in Rochester, N. Y.,

Also Peddle Ducats for

Riviera Theatre Opening

Throughout One Week
Western Union offices in the Rochester,

N.Y., area are selling tickets for the New
Riviera Theatre’s reserved-seat engage-
ment of “West Side Story.” The tieup is a
Rochester first, and Linn B. Smeal, man-
ager of the Schine operation, believes his

idea also is a national fu'st.

His campaign for the April 5 opening of

the Academy Awards winning musical was
masterfully conceived and executed, and is

significant in its completeness in reaching
about everyone with appeals to buy tickets

to the premiere and subsequent showings.

BIG JAYCEE PROMOTION
Advance promotion was built up around

the Rochester Jimior Chamber of Com-
merce and radio. Several months in ad-
vance, Manager Smeal contacted the Jay-
cees and sold them a fund-raising project,

which called for a week-long ticket-selling

campaign, for a commission.
Pictures were taken of the contract sign-

ing and, through the influence of the club,

placed on a WORC-TV news telecast.

Other Jaycee publicity steps:

Mayor Henry Gillette was persuaded to

proclaim April 1-7—“West Side Story”
opened on the 5th—as Jaycee Week, which
was covered on all news media. WHAM
permitted Joseph Schirano of the Jaycees

and Manager Smeal to go on its Open Line

noontime program to tell about the pre-

miere and the Jaycee ticket deal, and the

same station also had Louise Wilson of

It’s a Woman’s World program interview

four Jaycees along the same Une.

TAKE OVER RADIO FOR DAY
A high spot of Jaycee Week was a Jaycee

Day on another radio station, WROC, on
April 2. 'This was plugged days in advance.

Then on the 2nd, Jaycee members took the

air from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. to sell tickets.

“They read the news, the commercials,

sports, etc.,” Smeal relates. “It was a heck

of a deal, and everyone, including the

listeners had a great time. The untrained

Jaycees certainly messed up a few of the

commercials, but all this got a big laugh

and everyone was happy.”
Along with selling tickets, the amateur
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The Statesman drum corps added stirring rhythm and color to the gala "West Side Story" opening at

the New Riviera Theatre in Rochester, N.Y., playing first outside as searchlights probed the sky, then

moving inside. Jack Slattery of radio station WHAM introduced sports figures and Chamber of Com-

merce leaders from the stage. Roses were given to the women as they entered the theatre. A WROC
television cameraman took shots of the gala opening for use on o newscast. Radio WHAM broadcast

lobby display.

radio team pushed the “West Side Story”
premiere hard. About every five minutes
they talked about Jaycee Week and offered

ticket delivery by that evening to all per-

sons calling the station and ordering them.
As Smeal remarks, few films have received

so much free radio publicity in one day.

The Jaycee package was a big advance
promotion in itself, but Smeal had other
advance selling ideas going.

One was a mobile boxoffice! A Volks-
wagen Micro bus was obtained at no cost

from a Rochester dealer and bannered on
all sides with copy on “West Side Story”
and the fact that tickets could be secured
“on the spot.” The Micro bus toured the
downtown streets and shopping areas, and
it got good attention.

Record stores, bookstores, dime stores,

etc., were serviced for window displays.

Record distributors provided platters for

the deejays. 'The Columbia Music shop

(Continued on next page)

Schine officials attended the New Riviera "West

Side Story'" opening in Rochester. Here Donald

Schine and George Haefner (center) are interviewed

by Jack Slattery, WHAM announcer and opening

night emcee. Manager Linn Smeal is at right.
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WU and Jaycees Sell
Ccdiiornia Style Show
In Theatre at Buffalo

(Continued from preceding page)

downtowTi turned all its windows over to

“West Side Story" displays, and agreed to

sell tickets.

A “theatre tour” idea was good for three

days of plugging the New Riviera and its

readiness for the gala premiere on Miss
Wilson's It’s a Woman’s World progi-am on
WHAM. This idea, personally submitted to

Miss Wilson, can be duplicated for many
occasions.

Miss Wilson came to the theati'e and she
and Manager Smeal taped a complete torn'

of the Riviera, talking about seats, the
sound system, the furnishings, etc. This
was aired on a Monday the 2nd program.
The projectors were described by Ernest
Henley and Frank Placerean, the booth

-

men, also the sound control, rewind system
and lighting. This part was aired the fol-

lowing Monday.

ON BACKSTAGE TOUR
The third broadcast', on the 16th, had

Miss Wilson and Smeal touring backstage,

talking about the curtain, sound towers,

the screen, etc.

Each broadcast, slanted to plugging

“West Side Story,” ran about ten minutes
and was without cost.

The Western Union tieup was completed
at a conference by Manager Smeal and
John Noonan, WU Rochester chief. The
setup called for the main WU office main-
taining a supply of “West Side Story”

tickets, available at the front counter. This

office also was given a four-part reserva-

tion form to check off current-day sales

and tabulate the purchases for future

showings.
Each WU branch office within a 35-mile

radius of Rochester became additional

“boxoffices,” but the bi'anch clerks call the
main office operator with the orders they

receive. They issue receipts to the pur-

chasers and collect the money.
WU also is offering a delivery service

through the showing, for a light charge.

Patrons may call a 'WU clerk and order a

ticket delivered by messenger boy to the

office or home.

INSERTS IN TELEGRAMS
WU publicizes the service with herald

inserts in aU outgoing telegrams, window
and counter cards in all offices, while

Smeal is carrying mention in his theatre

ads. Also, about 50 night letters were sent

to the leading industries telling them about
the “West Side Story” ticket purchase and
delivery service. These were posted on the

plant bulletin boards.

The Rochester Times-Union published a

feature article on the novel “order a ticket

by Western Union” idea, and the service

was mentioned on radio programs.
“I feel the Western Union promotion

could be the start of something very good
for the industry,” Smeal comments. “It

has unlimited possibilities.”

'The Sears, Roebuck & Co. tieup which
has helped in the success of several pre-

vious hard-ticket attractions was exploited

for 100 per cent cooperation in the Roch-
ester area. The Sears stores offer tickets

to “West Side Story” to customers, who
may even charge them to their Sears ac-

counts and be billed for them at the end of

the month via their regular statement.

Sears mailed 40,000 heralds plugging

The roaming boxoffice sent out by the New Riviera

Theatre in Rochester, N.Y., to sell tickets for ' West
Side Story."

“West Side Story” and this charge service

to its complete list of charge customers.
All it cost the theatre was the printing of

the heralds. The return has been excellent,

Smeal reports.

These heralds also were used at all three

stores as package stuffers. Supplies were
left at each cash register.

At the Sears Southtown store, the Roch-
ester Telephone Co. placed thi'ee repeater-
type phones on the main cashier counter
which repeated a message about the film

and the Sears charge service. Smeal had
large signs about the phones and the
Riviera attraction nearby. This display

was scheduled for a month. Smeal reports

the phone company loaned the phone sets

to him and pennitted him to make the re-

cordings at no cost.

“The entire Sears tieup is proving to be
of great value,” Smeal comments.

Miss Aeorospace at Theatre

For the opening of “Moon Pilot" at the

Roosevelt, Lynda Atkinson of Chicago, who
is joining the U. S. Air Force program for

women, appeared in an astronaut suit to

receive the title of “Miss Aerospace” by the
Air Force recruiters in a State street side-

walk ceremony.

The downtown Paramount Theatre was
the center of a major downtown merchant
promotion recently. California CaUing, a
musical fashion show featuring professional

singers and dancers, and new spring and
summer fashion creations by nearly 40

manufactm-ing finns, was staged twice, at

11 a.m. and 2 p.m. on a recent Thursday,
at the Paramount.
Admission was by free tickets obtained

by writing to the fashion editor of the Buf-
falo Com’ier-Express. The April 12 event
was proclaimed in full-page color ads, tele-

vision and radio . . . “Six acts with original

music and lyrics, presenting California’s

newest creations in play clothes, travel

clothes, street clothes and formal wear.”
Thu’ty-seven fashion firms participated

in the show.
Both Arthm’ Ki'olick, district manager,

AB-PT, and Edward Miller, manager of the
Paramount, were recipients of enthusiastic
congratulations following the shows.

Friday 13th Gimmicks
Used at Toledo Airers
Friday the 13th of April did not pass im-

noticed at the Jesse James and Mhacle
Mile drive-ins at Toledo, Ohio; in fact, one
had to be deaf or blind to miss it.

Every 13th car was admitted free, every
license number ending in 13 was admitted
free; every ticket ending in 13 entitled the
holder to a free pass for one, and every
car containing 13 adults was admitted free.

In addition to the regular double feature,

at midnight each theatre had a “shocker”
thrill-type film.

At the Parkside Drive-In in Toledo, it

was “Fright-Day the 13th,’ and good luck

specials were at the boxoffice for lucky
winners, while free vampire cocktails were
given to adults.

Garden Clinic at Theatre
Disney’s “Plant 'World” in color and other

garden movies were featured at an annual
flower and garden clinic held in the Evan-
ston (111.) Theatre, managed by Lester
Stepner. The clinic and Springtime Easter
festival are sponsored by the North Evan-
ston Business Ass’n and the Garden Coun-
cil.

This spectacular sign has gone up in Los Angeles months prior to the west coast premiere of "Boccaccio

'70." The louvered section, left, of the 50-foot-wide bulletin rotates to depict each of the film's three

segments. The first of such spectaculars went up in January on Broadway in New York and producer

Joseph Levine plons to erect others in Paris, Rome, London, Tokyo, and elsewhere.
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4^500 Dinners Given Away at Opening

Of Rocco' . . . Hurdy-Gurdy Out Front

A heck of a lot of calories—4,500 spa-

ghetti dinner invitations—gave hundreds
of opening day patrons of “Rocco and His
Brothers” some nourishment even if they

did not cause people to beat down the the-

atre doors to get in at later showings.
Thirty-three hundred dinners were given

away by the Imperial, Famous Players

Canadian flagship house in downtown
Toronto, and 1,200 by the Capitol in the

northern section of the city, courtesy of

Peppio’s, classy Italian restaurant and
tavern.

BIGGEST GIVEAWAY
The tasteful promotion was arranged by

Tiff Cook, FPC exploitation manager, and
Paul Hanner of Astral Films. It is the big-

gest giveaway ever done by the FPC ad-
publicity department, amounting to $6,750

worth of spaghetti with dinners worth $1.50

each. Cook reports.

Peppio’s set up a table from their res-

taurant, with chaii's, tablecloth and
candles, etc., where four attractive models,

supplied by Peppio’s, distributed the dinner
invitations to the first-nighters.

A sort of ti’ademark for Peppio’s is theii-

100-year-old Italian hurdy-giu’dy organ
from Naples, which usually is on display

out in front of the restaurant. To add to

the atmosphere at the theatre front, this

organ was loaned to the Imperial along
with a man to grind it. The organ is really

old and out of tune, but it was noisy and
got lots of attention.

SIGNS AT BOTH PLACES
FPC supplied signs for both the theatres

and for the restaurant, the theatre signs

urging patrons to visit Peppio’s their next

night out, and the restaurant signs plug-

ging the picture.

The dinner giveaway was put on the air

by Fi'an Dempster on CKFH, who broad-
casts eveiT Monday evening from the lobby

of Peppio’s. She interviewed restaurant

guests and gave double guest tickets to

“Rocco.”
FPC ads cairied underUnes on the give-

away.
Other promotion for this film without a

big-name cast was centered on radio and
television. Previews were for writers, disc

jockeys, etc.

Hanner set up two radio contests, one
with CKEY where the winner received a

private screening for 20 guests of his or her
choice. The winner decided to bring all

her relatives and this ended up with a
screening room full of uncles, aimts, in-

laws, brothers and sisters, and it was a ball.

The radio station gave ten free plugs a
day for ten days, and FPC gave out con-
solation prizes of albums and theatre

tickets.

A RADIO CONTEST
The other radio contest was with a

morning disc jockey show and followed the

lines of album and ticket giveaway for the
first so many writing in.

The other two radio stations used 30

minute musical and interview discs, with
the musical disc being used on a coast-to-

coast program.
Hanner also arranged for an excellent

television plug on the CBC’s top-rated On
the Scene program. This was an interview

by critic Clyde GUmom- with Bert Brown,
the manager of the Imperial. Scenes of the
theatre front were shown and a cUp from
the picture was used. The show was taped
in advance and shown on opening night.

ffilOfSJim-.af

ROCCO

An old hurdy-gurdy grind organ from Naples gave front atmosphere at the big Imperial in Toronto on

opening night of “Rocco and His Brothers." It was 100 years old and out of tune, but noisy, and really

attracted attention.

BROTHERS
DEAA PATRONS. . .to eel«brat« th« op«nlng of Rocco And Hla
Brothora at tha In^rlal and Capitol ttiaatraa atartlng
totaorrov, we are offering to every adolt a coupon for a
FR£B apaghettt dinner at PEPPZOS RBSTAthUUrr TAVZRH.

ADMITTANCE

II TtAU O* *C(
oa evQ

tMOKiNC lOCG MUNICIML MRKINC

MPMTOa.
Yonge at Oundos Sq Vonge at Co\llei>eld IMOkinc

TODAY ONLY IMPERIAL "DEVIL AT A. O’CLOCK" FRANK SINATRA
TODAY ONLY CAPITOL ELVIS PRESLEY "BLUE HAWAII"

This newspaper ad packs plenty af appeal. Note the

lines inserted on the giveaway of 4,500 spaghetti

dinners on the opening day at the Toronto Imperial

and Capitol theatres.

Toys and Pizza Pies Plug
Toyland' in the Bronx
Manager Arnold Klirsch of the Melba

Theatre in the Bronx had “Babes in Toy-
land” first run, so to celebrate, and roimd
up the attention of the youngsters, he con-
tacted a big toy store. The generosity of

the latter gave Kirsch $100 worth of toys
and more than enough cash to pay for

6,000 heralds plugging the film and a give-

away of toys.

The heralds were numbered. Lucky num-
bers were called from the stage and the
toys were thus distributed.

An Italian restaurant donated certifi-

cates for 15 pizza pies, and these were used
to stimulate some adult reaction. Fifteen
business cards from Ralph’s restaurant, the
donor, were attached beneath seats in the
adult section. When Kirsch finished gi'ving

away the toys, he announced:
“Ladies and gentlemen, you haven’t been

forgotten. Through the courtesy of Ralph’s
Italian restaurant up the street, 15 of you
will be lucky to receive absolutely free a

large pizza pie. Kindly stand up and lift

your seat and you may find yom- card
good for your free pie.”

Want Ad Gimmick Used
One of the promotions for “West Side

Story” at the Heilman Theatre in Albany,
N. Y., was the spotting of names and ad-
dresses of area residents through the classi-

fied section of the Knickerbocker News.
Headlines on the classified page explained:

“Win 2 Guest Tickets to See ‘West Side

Story’ at the Heilman Theatre . . . Find
Your Name and Address in Today’s Classi-

fied Section . . . You May Be One of the

Winners . . . Present the Page With Your
Name As Identification at the Boxoffice

for Tickets.
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Editor Discusses a Flop: Feels Title,

Publicity Left Ordinary Joes Cold

THERE'S TRUTH IN THE QUOTATION

NEVER JUDGE A FILM BY ITS TITLE

'This thi-ee-column, 36-point headline on

an article in the Alberni Valley Courier at

Port Alberni, B.C., contains food for

thought by theatremen and film folk who
are trying to get better results from then'

advertising and promotion.

Andy Biggs, the editor and author, feels

that the motion picture folk who prepare

film publicity and advertising are too far-

removed from the world of the ordinary

Joes—educated truck drivers, inconspicuous

housewives, etc.—to get moving messages

across to them consistently. As for the

local theatre operator, he indicates that

they must do more than repeat the title

and cast for these, to quote the headline

above, don’t always sell the film.

CALLS IT A CLASSIC

The small-town grassroots discussion

concerned why “A Raisin in the Sun” did

so poorly in a week at the Paramount The-

atre in Port Alberni, despite the fact that

many of those who did see it were so im-

pressed that they phoned the theatre or

the newspaper. The article was written after

“A Raisin in the Sun” closed. Editor Biggs

describes the film as “a classic of human
interest, with superb, natm-al acting by

almost an unknown cast, a film which

ranks within the ‘Gone With the Wind’ and

‘The Good Earth’ category.

‘‘If I were asked to define my main
criticism of ‘A Raisin in the Sun,” I would

say that the title was ill chosen in the ex-

treme and this, plus the ‘super-spectacular’

press release can be held directly re-

sponsible for a first-class audience flop,

for how can one judge which Is a good pro-

duction when they all are labeled ‘Prize-

Winning Super-Colossal!’

‘‘In many ways perhaps, the film press

releases have reached the ‘outer-space’

category. They seem to have become in-

consequential to the average Joe as the

dozens of advertising signs displayed on

every street corner. They are tolerated but

they receive little serious thought . . .

Perhaps, all too often the buildup by the

‘super-colossal’ publicity men of the film

companies turn out to be no more than a

dream of the producer, rather than a

practical demonstration of the real quality

of the production.”

Biggs gives a hint that a part of his

skeptical attitude toward ‘‘bigtime film

publicity men” is temperamental and a

result of his grassroots location, for he

says, ‘‘Yet for all the things I have read

about ‘A Raisin in the Sun’ since I saw the

film, I am more than inclined to endorse

the opinions of the super-colossal pedlers

of fabulous fiction-minus facts propa-

ganda.”
He then quotes Clyde Gilmom', Toronto

newspaper film reviewer, who listed the

film among the top ten of 1961.

Biggs relates a conversation with the

theatre manager, whom he doesn’t name.

Biggs asked what response the theatre had
received the week it was shown.

“Poor,” he replied.

“What enquiries did you receive during

the week of the showing?” I asked.

“Of the people who telephoned, the ma-
jority just asked what film was on. When
I replied ‘A Raisin in the Sun’ most of

them replied—‘A raisin in the WHAT?’
Then they asked who was starring in it.

“When I named Sidney Poitier, Claudia

McNeil and Ruby Dee they replied they’d

never even heard of them and that they’d

probably take in a show on the following

week.”

FAR AWAY PUBLICITY

Biggs then continued: “I don’t think the
Alberni Valley Courier reaches Hollywood,
but as I’ve said before,—the little tin gods
of film publicity are now so far removed
from the world of the ordinary Joe that
nothing a two-bit reporter could ever say
is likely to bring them back to earth, but
this is surely one instance where screen
drama comes completely within the field

of classic literatme and the old saying that
one should ‘never judge a book by its

cover.’

“Perhaps we should do considerably more
to encourage the ordinary Joes,—the edu-
cated truck drivers and the inconspicuous
housewives, to give their imcensored ap-
praisals of films—we might be more pre-

pared to accept unprofessional publicity

even if at times the truth does hurt.”

Top Radio Cooperaiion
Is Received for 'Mask'

Excellent success with radio was obtained
in behalf of “The Mask” in Vancouver,
B. C., by Ivan Ackery, manager of the Or-
pheum. In all radio C-FUN went for three

ideas submitted by Ackery. This station

carried a schedule of Orpheum spots.

The first idea was the old see-the-film-

alone-at-midnight stunt. Five one-minute
spots were used daily on Wednesday,
Thursday and Fi’iday, then two on Satur-
day for two weeks, inviting a girl (over 21)

who had the most courage to sit entirely

alone in the theatre from midnight to 2

a. m., and watch “The Mask.” Women
were invited to write the station, giving

reason why they felt they were the best

qualified. The one selected received $25.

Dozens of entries were received, Ackery
reports. TTie winner, Mrs. Dorothy Bruner,
was interviewed on C-FUN directly after

she was notified (three minutes), and
again from the Orpheum just before she
was locked in to see “The Mask.” There
was a third live interview after she saw
the shocker.

“The promotion so aroused the interest

of listeners and C-FUN’s deejays that

countless ad lib plugs were made through-
out the days following, in addition to a

regular schedule of follow-up spots,” Ack-
ery comments.
The second C-FUN promotion was an

offer of 50 passes to mothers who felt they,

too, had unique qualities of courage. The
best 50 letters sent to the station earned
each sender a pass to “The Mask” on the

day after opening. C -FUN advertised this

promotion as an extra. The passes, plus

clothes hampers, were presented by C-FUN
in a special on-stage promotion.

C-FUN cooperated with another Ackery
proposal. During the hours before midnight
just prior and after the opening, the an-
nouncer offered listeners passes to “The
Mask” for the most hoirifying personal

experience selected from those phoned in.

Interest was high. The winning experience

was read just before midnight each eve-

ning, with suitable music and effects.

Arm-Margret, star of “State Fair” was
presented a western outfit by Del Noi-te

Saddlery when she visited there for the

world-premiere showing.
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The two young men seated on their cots in the tent spent three days and nights at the makeshift home

on the sidewalk in front of Loew's State Theatre in New Orleans to make sure that they would be the

first on hand for the opening of "One, Two, Three." The man on the ladder really isn't Billy Wilder,

the producer, but a cutout, port of the promotion rigged up by Bob Ragsdale, assistant to Manager

Frank Henson. The two girls and man standing are three of the thousands of passersby who stopped

for a look at the sidewalk "home." The camping equipment was on loan from Roland's Army store.

There were proper banners on the tent sides.
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++ Very Good; + Good; ^ Fair; ~ Poor; = Very Poor.

2550 ©Ada (108) © Drama MGM 8-7-61 +
2552 After Mein Kampf

(74) Semidoc’y Brenner 8-14-61 ±
2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama MGM 3-26-62 ++

2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr Gordon-SR 10-30-61

2562 Anatomy ot a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 —
2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 +
2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61 +
—B—

2586 0©Bahes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 +
2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com . . 20th-Fox 12- 4-61 +
2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 ++

2570©Back Street (107) Drama U-l 10-16-61 +
2569 Badjao (lOO) Action Dr Parallel 10-16-61 ±
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Corn-Dr. .AA 2-19-62 +
2556 ©Bio Gamble, The (100) © Ad. 20-Fox 8-28-61 +
2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy. ... Lopert 3- 5-62 +
2624 ©Big Red ( 891/2 ) Adv BV 4-23-62-+

2566 Black Pit of Dr. M (71) Ho. UPRO 8- 2-61 ±
2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet Magna 2-26-62 +
2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr... Para 9-11-61 ±
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror Crown U-20-61 -

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 +
2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac. . . UA 10- 2-61 +
2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) (Ty Para 10- 9-61 +
2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama . MGM 8-21-61 +
2625 ©Broken Land, The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox 4-30-62 ±
2406 Brushfire (80) War Dr Para 2-12-62 +
2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP 4-9-62 +

—C^—

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont’ I 11-13-61 ±
2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l 3-19-62 +
2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Riviera-SR 12- 4-61 ±
2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. .Col 2-12-62 +
2551 Cat Burglar, The (65) Ac Dr UA 8-14-61 ±
2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr U A 12-18-61 -+

2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ....SR 2-26-62

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus 1-29-62 i:

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WB 9- 4-61 ±
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr. ..Aidart 8- 7-61 +
2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM 12-25-61 +
2575 ©Comancheros, The tl07) ©

Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox 11- 6-61 +t

2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense WB 2-26-62 ±
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para 4-16-62 +
2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 +
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2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l

2559 Day the Sky Exploded, The

(80) Science-Fiction Excelsior

2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo UA

2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA

2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.... U-l

2564 ©Devil at 4 O’Clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col

2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion

2573 Devil's Hand, The (71)

H orror-Terror Crown-SR

2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com Governor

2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col

2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Showcorp

—E

—

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec AA

2585 Errand Boy. The (92) Comedy Para

2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy. ... Col

2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. ..Col

2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA

2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton

2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr Col

2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Adventure Woolner
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12-18-61 + + 4+2-

12-18-61 44 + 44 44 44 44 13+
12-11-61 + 44 + 44 ± 8+2-
11-13-61 — ±. ± + ± + 6+5-
3-26-62 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+

918-61 + + + 44 7+1-

11-13-61 + U
4-23-62 + ±2 44 + + + 8+2-

11- 6-61 + — + 3+2-

In the summary -H- is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses.

2563 Flight That Disappeared, The

(72) Scienee-Pn . UA 9-25-61 + It 44 7-F4-
2580 UOFIower Drum Song (133)

© Musical . .U-l 11-20-61 44 + -F H +4 H 44 12+
2613 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com. . UA 4- 2-62 + + + 44 4- 44 8+
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr Sutton 11-13-61 + 1+
2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama .Para 4- 9-62 + + + + 44 8+2-
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama MGM 2-19-62 44 44 + 44 + 44 44 12+

2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + + 44 + + + 8+
2626 ©Geronimo (101) ® Outdoor Dr UA 4-30-62 + + + -4 4+
2579 ©Gina (S>2) Adv. Dr 11-20-61 44 2+
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com .Seven Arts 2-19-62 44 2+
2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys. Astor 9-25-61 ± 1+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 + 12+
2560 Great War. The (118) Drama .... Lopert 9-11-61 + 44 44 + 44 9+1-
2556 Q©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . . BV 8-28-61 44 + 44 + 44 44 44 12+
2587 Gun Street (67) Western UA 12-18-61 ± — — + _ 2+4-
2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± — 1+2--

—H

—

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n.. . .20th-Fox 3-19-62 ± it it 3+3-
2626 ©Hands of a Stranger (85/2 ) Susp. . . AA 4-30-63 ± it 2+2-
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr ..UA 1-22-62 + ± + 44 + 8+3—
2625 Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) Comedy . . . Cont'l 4-30-62 + 44 44 5+
2572 Head, The (95) Horror 10-23-61 + — — + — 3+4-
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama 3-12-62 + tz — 4+4-
2590 Hey. Let’s Twist! (80) Musical .... Para 12-25-61 + zt + + + It it 7+3-
2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA 3- 5-62 ± + + — 4+4-
2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The

Comedy © MGW 4- 9-62 + ± + + 44 7+2-
2623 House of Women (83) Drama WB 4-23-62 ± + + — 5+4-
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama. 20th-Fox 10- 2-61 + 4- + 44 H u 44 11+

— i

—

2596 ©1 Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr. . . . . . Parade 1-15-62 + + 3+1-
2626 Information Received (77) Dr U-l 4-30-62 + + 2+
2587 Innocents, The (lOO) ©

Suspense Drama . .20th-Fox 12-18-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 13+1-
2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-IOr ..MGM 8-28-61 ± + + + + 7+3-

—J

—

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy.... UA 3-26-62 44 zt + + it + 8+3-
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense.... UPRO 2-26-62 + + + 3+
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (SO) Adv.-Fantasy.. AlP 2-12-62 + H- + — 5+4—
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 # 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

—-K—
2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr 1- 1-62 ± 1+1-
2571 UOKing of Kings (161) ®

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 44 44 H 44 44 + 44 13-4

2582 Kitchen. The (74) Drama. . . .Kingsley 11-27-61 + 44 + 5+1-

—L_
2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM 1-15-62 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+
2563 Lisette (83) Action 9-25-61 - 1-

2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr... 1- 8-62 44 + + + 5+
2549 ©Loss of Innocence (99) Dr. Col 8- 7-61 44 + + 44 + 44 + 10+
2593 Lost Battalion (S3) War Dr.. . AlP 1- 8-62 ± + 2+1-
2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U-l 12-25-61 44 + 44 44 44 + 44 12+

—Mr—
2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr... . .20th- Fox 2-12-62 ± + + + + + 6+1-
2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Cartoon Feature.. MGM 8-14-61 44 4- T + 44 44 9+
2622 ©Magic Sword, The (80)

Fantasy-Adventure UA 4-16-62 + + + + 4+
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama

2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com..

. . .WB
. .Ellis

11-20-61 44

2- 5-62 44

+ 44 44 44 44 44 13+
2+

2607 Malaga (97) Drama . . .WB 2-26-62 + + 44 ± + ± 8+3—
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr 9-18-61 + t: — + ±i + 6+4-
2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (123) Western . . Para 4-16-62 ± 44 + 44 44 8+1-
2554 ©Marines, Let’s Go (104) ©

Service Comedy 20th-Fox 8-21-61 ± it it + dt ± 6+5-
2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama . .

.

.Cont'l 10-30-61 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+
2576 Mask, The (S3) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama . . .WB 11- 6-61 + - - + 44 ± 6+4—
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AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary ++ is rated 2 pluses. — os 2 minuses. Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor.

2594 ©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy . . . . Showcorp 1- 8-62 ±
2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 +
2611 Most Wanted Man. The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho, Col 10-16-61 -f

2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 -f

2624 ©Music Man. The (151) ®
Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 -H

2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 -f

2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 -f

—N—
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slawer

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ±
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

o
1 >.

"E ^ I?
= <r l>

-H

++

— o ” s r —
^ ^ to S 'nX ec lx a. Iz o

+
+
-f

4+

+
+

-f -I- -I- 9-i-l-

-H- +4 4+ 11+1-
1-

+ ± 6+3-
44 + + + 8+

44 44 S+
44 6+
4t -4 ± 9+1-

1+1-

2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

2574 Ninth Bullet. The (90)

2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr. SR

2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley

2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy. .AlP

2589 Outsider. The (108) Drama U-l

—P

—

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn

2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR

2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) (D Adventure Filmgroup

2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Foot

2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

(gHorror Drama AlP
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

(g, Horror Drama AlP
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP
2570 Pure Hell of St. Tiinian’s,

The (94) Farce Cont'l

2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Fox

2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr... Times

2561 Queen of the Pirates (SO)

S Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed) Col

2516 Raisin in the Sun. A (128) Dr Col 4- 3-61 4f
2551 Rebellion in Cuba (80) Doc Dr IFD 8-14-61 ±
2564 Respectful Prostitute. The

(74) Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Times 9-25-61 ±
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR 3-12-62 ±
2568 Risk. The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 -4

2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone.

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 -4

2614©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr... WB 3-19-62-4
2557 Rommel's Treasure (85) Ac. .. Medallion 9-4-61-4
2620 Reprieve (105'/2) Drama AA 4- 9-62 -4

2564 Ruffians. The (86)

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 -4

44 44 44 44

± +
+ ±

+

+
+

+ +

+ ± +

12-4

2+1 -

2+2-

1-41-

4+

8+1-

8+1-

1+
4+1-

1+

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col 4-23-62 + —
2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col 1- 1-62 + ±
2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA 1-29-62 ± —
2558 Sand Castle. The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont 9- 4-61 44

2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB 4-16-62 + ±
2610 ©Satan Ne.er Sleeps (125) ©

Comedy- Drama 20th-Fox

2464 ©Savage InnKents. The (89)

® Adv. Dr Para 9-26-60 44 +
2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr Col 8-14-61 + +
2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA 10-16-61 + ±
2575 ©Second Time Around. The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox 11- 6-61 + +
2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. . . UA 10- 9-61 ±
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int'l 3-12-62 ±
2550 ©Secret of Monte Cristo, The

(80) © Adv. Dr MGM 8- 7-61 + +

± + + 4+2-
± 44 + + + 8+2-
+ + ± ± ± 6+5-

44 + + 7+
+ + ± 6+3-

3- 5-62 + + ± + + + -4 74-i_

+ + 44 + 11+1-
+ + + tt + 8+
44 tt ± ± + 9+3-

tt + 44 + 9+1-
- ± ± - 3+S-

± ±

1+1-

^3-

4- 9-62 + + + 5+2-

8-21-61 + 1+

10-30-61 44 2+

1- 1-62 + + 44 H + + 44 10+

8-28-61 + + + 644-
12- 4-61 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+
3- 5-62 + + + 44 +

'

+ 8+1-
8-21-61 jt 1+1-

12-25-61 + Hh
44 44 44 44 11+2-

1- 1-62 ± 1+1-
10- 2-61 44 + + + + + 7+

9-11-61 + 1+

12-11-61 + _ 1+1-
10- 9-61 + -t 4 6+4—

8-14-61 + + + + + + 8+1-

U-13-61 44 + 44 44 + 44 U+1-

3-19-62 + + + + 6+2-

2-19-62 ± 2+2-

10-16-61 ± - dt + 5+3-

10-30-61 + + + -f 4-1-
11-20-61 + 44 + 5+1-

9-18-61 + 3+2-

u

O

*co ^
o

>t o
E
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2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown

2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr 20th-Fox

2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(SO) Adv. Dr UPRO
2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent, The (75)

Drama Astor

2615 ©Six Black Horses (SO) W'n U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr. ..WB
2616©State Fair (118) © Musical .. 20th-Fox

2536 Stop Me Before I Kill (93)

Suspense Dr (U>l

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) © Dr. ..Para

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM
2622 ©Swingin' Along (74) ©

Com/Mus 20th-Fox

—T—
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used) .UA
2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo

2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox

2598 Then There Were Three

9-18-61 +
2- 5-62 +

2-

19-62 ±

10-16-61 +

4- 9-62 ±

1-29-62 +

1- 8-62 +

7-24-61 +

3-

26-62 +
1- 1-62 ±
9-U-61 44

3-26-62 +

6-12-61 +
12- 4-61 44

9- 4-61 ±
10- 9-61 ±

3-

12-62 44

4-

16-62 +

± ± ± ± — 5-1-5—

+ + 44 + + + 8+
1+1-

5+2-

2+2-

3+4-

8+2-

- + + +

±

+ +4 + +

1-t-

± + + + ± 6+2-
— + + ± + fr+3—

44 + 44 44 44 44 14+

+4 ± + 44 + 44 10+1-

+ + + + 6+1-
44 44 44 44 44 44 144-

1+1-
+ ± + + ± 6+3-

+ 44 44 44 + 44 12+

1+1-

8-28-61 + + ± + -

3-19-62 +
3-19-62 +

1+
1+

1-15-62 44 + 44 44 + + 44 11+

2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr.

2544 20.000 Eyes (61) © Dr

2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

. . . Parade 1-22-62 + + + 3+1-
....UA 9-11-61 + + — 4+3-

Col 1-22-62 — - 4- + 4- 5+4-

...MGM 9- 4-61 + + + + 44 44 9+1-
1-22-62 + 4- 4- 4- 7+4-

r UA 10-23-61 + + + 44 44 10+2-
Col 12-U-61 + + 3+1-

20th-Fox 7-10-61 + + + 5+2-
AA 1-29-62 ± — 5+6-

AlP 3-26-62 + 4- - 4+3-

Col 1- 1-62 + it + 4- 7+4-

20th-Fox 12-25-61 ± — 4- + 44 6+3-
2565 Two Women (105) Or. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 44 44

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col 2-12-62 ±
2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama Sutton 8-21-61 +

44 44 44 44 12+

+ 5+4-

1+
—V

—

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± - - + ± - 3+5—
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 44 + 44 44 + 44 44 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont'l 2- 5-62 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+

- +
44

+

44 + H + 44 44 14+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 44 44 + 44 44

2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4-2-62+ ± + + 44

2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 +
2567 y©West Side Story (155)

Panavision, Musical Dr. ........ UA 10- 9-61 44

2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 44 + 44 + 44 44 44

2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times 12- 4-61 ± — +
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 —
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 —
2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM 11- 6-61 44 — ± + + + —
2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots.... WB 8-21-61 + + + + + + +
2609 World in My Packet (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 + + + + + +

10+1-
8+2-
3-1-

124

2+2-
1-
1-

7+4-

7+3-
6+ 2-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr UA 11-20-61 + + + + + 44 + 9+2-
2556 WYoung Doctors, The (102) Dr UA 8-28-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 + 13+1—
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Feature productions by company in order of releose. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScope;
VistaVision; (§) Superscope; ® Panovision; ^ Regalscope; ® Techniramo. Syrnbol Q denotes BOXOFFICE

Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next poge.) for review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

'7cAmi CHART
ALLIED ARTISTS | ii AMERICAN INT'L | ii COLUMBIA 1 ii M-G-M B ii

Scream of Fear (81) D..605
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) D..606
Phil Carey, Julia Arnall

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) © 0D..201

Richard Boone, George Hamilton,

Luana Patten

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
Javid Janssen, Jeanne Crain,

Dina Merrill, Agnes Moorchead

©The Devil at 4 O’clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 608
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Phillips, Rob’t Monkhouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . .203

Bill Travers, Spike Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad.. 610
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) .... Ho. .611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valey of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Ilackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204

Kory Calhmjn, Lea Massaii

©Bachelor in Farad se

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

The George Raft Story

(105) 0..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

JUiie London, Barrie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) SF..613
John Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac. .611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
( Super-Dynamation

)

Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O'Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sal a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(S3) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) . . My . . 208
Margaret Rutherford, .\rtbur

Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho. .702
Ray Milland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D. .207

Olivia dc Havilland, R. Brazzi,

G. Hamillon, Y. Mimieux

The Bashful Elephant (80 ) 00.. 6201
Molly iM.ick, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BiD..6203
Richard Basehart, Corthila
Trantow, Maria Emo

Hands of a Stranger (S5t/2) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Piima,

Ram Biitera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) . . Ho. . 704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac. .620
R.chard Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid 'Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. 0.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Reprieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart IVhitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Sammy Davis jr.

Phantom Planet (82) SF..711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (71) Ho,. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Checker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D. .623
Gletm Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D. .624
•Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Pau’a Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, .Angela Lansbury

The Bg Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Balance, Anna Ralli

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russe.l, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beymer

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac. .627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

©Ride the High Country

(94) © OD . .216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrca

The Bridge (104) D..6207
( Eng-dubbed version

)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper,
Michael Minz

Panic in Year Zero © D . . 70S
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

Advise and Consent (138) © D . .

Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franehot Tone

©Best of Enemies (..).. ..CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sordi,
Michael Wilding
©The Wild Westerners (. .) W.

.

Jas. Philbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell, Duane tMy

©Damon and Py'hias (..) Ad. .214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

Lolita (. .) D. .217
James Mason, Shelley Winters,
Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

PARAMOUNT

©Blood and Roses (74) ® D..6101
Mol Kerrer. Annette Vadim,

Klsa Martinelli
t/im
-o

Man-Trap (93) D..6102
Jeffrey tlunter, Stella Stevens,

David Janssen 00m
70

©Breakfast at Tiffany's

(115) CD.. 6103

Audrey Hepburn, Ceorge I’eppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis I'reslcy, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbu;y

The Errand Boy (82) . . . .C. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

Teddy Itandazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) D..6109
Bobby Darui, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke

(118) (T) D..6107
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ®
Rossano Brazzi, Tina

, . .Ad. .6110
Louise

©Forever My Lo.e (147) .. 0 . .6111

Homy Schneider, Kail Boehm

Bruslifire (80) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113

Will am Holden, Lilli Palmer

(pre-release)

©Escape From Zahrain

(92) ®
Ynl Br.vnner, Madlyn

Fal Mineo

. . .Ac. .6115
Rhue,

II Is for Heroes (90) . D .6116

teve McQueen, Bohby Darin,

ess Parker, Bob Newhart
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I

NOVEMBER

I

DECEMBER

1

JANUARY

I

FEBRUARY

1

MARCH

I

APRIL

|

MAY



JUNE

I

MAY

I

APRIL

FEATURE CHART The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentory; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western

20TH-FOX UNITED ARTISTS

©Francis of Assisi (105) © D. .132
Bradford Dillman. Dolores Hart,
Stuart Wliitraan

©September Storm (90) . . Ad . . 139
Joanne Dni. Mark Stevens
(35mm release)

20.000 Eyes (61) © Cr..l24
G. Nelson. M. ,\nders, J. Brown

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(lOO) C..125
Michael Craig. M. Demongeot

The Hustler (134) © D..136
P. .Newman. I*. Laurie. J. Gleason

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,

Cesar Bomero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

>O

©The Comancheros (107)

© 0D..14I
John Wayne, Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac. .142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,
Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M.
uj Brenda Lee, Eddie .\lbert,

CQ
I

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

.143

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C. .144

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Bcymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,
Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Ewdl

©Swingin' Along (74) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Elden,

Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©....D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Qd Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry

Kroeger

!©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,

' France Niiyen

©State Fair (118) ©..D/M.. 208
Pat Boone. Bobby Darin. Pamela
Tiffin. Ann-Mgrgrct, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) ©....W..209
Kent Taylor, Jody McCrea,
Dianna Iiarrin

Hand of Death (60) Ho. . 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

© Lisa (112) © D .210

I
.Stephen Boyd. Dolores Hart

l©lt Happened in Athens (..)

© Ad.. 214

I

Jayne .Mansfield, .Vico Minardos

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac. 6122
Craig Hill, Elaing Edwards

Three on a Spree (83) . . C . .6123
Jack Watling. Carole Lesley

QThe Young Doctors (102) D..6128
Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,
Ina Balin. Dick Clark

©Exodus (212)
Panav'n 70 D..6129

P. Newman, E. M. Saint, S. Mineo

The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmann

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133

Baxter, E. Borgnine, .1. Mills

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) ® D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H, Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster. R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
'prc-relea.se)

One, Two, Three (108) ® C..620S
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . .C. .6203
Agnes Laurent. John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison. Rita Hayworth

©Sergeants 3 (112) ® ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . .6205
Don Beddoe, EHlen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLaine.
James Garner

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Lupton, Mike McGreevey

©The Magic Sword (80) . . Ad . .6214
Basil Rathbone. Estelle Winwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) . . . . Ad. .6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) ® C..6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angle Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon. Robert Redford

©Follow That Dream
(110) ® C..6216

Elvis Presley, .tone Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D..6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
Chris Warfield. Erin O'Donnell

Third of a Man (..).... D

.

.

Simon Oak'and

UNIVERSAL-INT'L

The Miracle Worker (..)..D..
Anne Banernlt. Patty Duke,
Victor Joi

y

Road to Hong Kong (..)..C..
BLng Crosby, Bob Hope,
Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour

©Come September
(112) © C..6121

Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

WARNER BROS.

©World by Night

(80) Doc.. 151
A tour of world-famed night spots

Claudelle Inglish (99) D..155
Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,

Pat llingle, Audrey Christie

The Sergeant Was a

Lady (72) C. .6202
Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

0©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan. James Shigeta,

Miyoshi Umcki
(Pre-release)

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Techmrama 70 D..6204

Ivirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

©Lover Come Back (107) .. C . .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony ILindall, Edie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,
Richard Attenborough

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennett,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimury Edwards, Shirley Baton,

Kenneth Connor

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert 'Mitchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevins

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Couch (89) D..160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

BMmiind Purdom

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D. .162
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshettc

House of Women (85) . . .

.

D

.

.163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
Geo:ge Montgomery, Gilbert Roland,
Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

® 0D..6215
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,
Walter .Matthau

©Night Creatures (81) .. Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing, Yvonne Remain

©Lad, a Dog (98) D . . 158
Peter Brock, Peggy McCay

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid ® D. .

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ....SF..
Howard Keel. Nicole Maurey

Rider on a Dead Horse D..
John VivTan, Lisa Lu

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

©Tales of Terror (120) ®..Ho..
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone

©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . . . . Ad . .

Pier Angeli. Edmund Purdom

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad..
Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,
Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D . .

Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine

The Notorious Landlady C..
Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire
©H.M.S. Defiant © D..
itlec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde.
Anthony Quale

The Interns D..
Cliff Robertson, Suzy Parker.

Haya Harareet, Michael Callan
Requeim for a Heavyweight. ... D . .

Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason
Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The War Lover D . .

Steve McQueen. Robert Wagner,
Shirley ,tnn Field

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
.Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita
0©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Jumbo M . .

Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Bdw. G. Robinson,

Cyd CJiarisse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys' Night Out© C..
Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony
Rjindall, J.met Blair

©I Thank a Fool © D..
Susan Hayward. Peter Finch

©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot, MarceUo Mastro-
ianni

PARAMOUNT
©Hatari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne. Bed Buttons
©My Geisha C..6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand,
Rob’t Cummings. Edw. G. Robinson

The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martinelll,

Harry Guardlno
©A Girl Named Tamiko ®....D..
Laurence Harvey. France Nuyen,

Martha Hyer, Mij'oshi Umekl

20TH-FOX
©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..D..
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,
Susan Strasberg. Diane Baker

The Cabinet of Caligari ©....Ho..
Glpils Johns, Dan O’Herilhy

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons

©I Like Money © C.

.

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden, Capucine,

Trevor Howard
©Mr. Hobbs Takes a

Vacation © C..

James Stewart, Maureen O’Hara,

Fabian, Lanri Peters

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster. Karl Malden

Phaedra D--
-Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point D..
Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba ® Ad..
Tonv Curtis, Yul Brynner

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Raad (Panav’n) .. D . .

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BiD . .

Montgomery Clift, Susannah York.

Su.san Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Andie Murphy. Joan O’Brien

©That Touch of Mink ® C..

Cary Grant, Doris Day. Gig Young
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
llerhert Lorn. Heather Sears

WARNER BROS.
©Merrill’s Marauders Ac..
Jeff Chandler. Ty Hardin
©The Music Man ® M..
Robert Preston, Shirley Jones

©The Chapman Report D..
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Shelley Winters,

flaire Bloom, Jane Fonda

*1-

ill.
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FEATURE CHART

ills C
consi;

Ago,
T«s C

159:^

MISCELLANEOUS

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D.. Aug 61
Lula Albright, Scott Marlowe,
llirschel Bcmardi
BUENA VISTA
4i©Grcyfriars Bobby (91) D.. Oct 61
Donald Crisp, Kay Walsh

U©Babes in Toyland

(100) © M . .Dec 61
liay Bolger, Tommy Sands,

Annette. Ed Wvnn
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian
Keith, Edmond O’Brien

CONTINENTAL
The Long and the Short and

the Tall (102) D , Sep 61
Laurence Harvey, lilcbard Todd

The Pure Hell of St, Trinian's

(94) C,. Sep 61
Joyce Grenfell, Cecil Parker,
George Cole

The Mark (127) © D, , Oct 61
S, Whitman, M, Schell, R, Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C,, Oct 61
Tony Hancock, George Sanders
View From the Bridge, A

(110) D., Feb 62
Ciirol Lawrence. Raf Vallone,
Maureen Stapleton
Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd's 1924-39
features) C., Apr 62

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad . Aug 61
I>e.\ Barker, Qielo Alonso
FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC,.Sep61
Antony Carbone, B, Jones-Moreland
The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac Sep 61

Ed Nelson, Jean ARlson, Edgar
Buchanan

©The Pirate of the Black
Hawk (75) ® Ad,. Dec 61

Mljanou Bardot, Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
Carry On. Constable (86) C . Feb 61
Ken Connor, Leslie Phillips

©Doctor in Love (87) . . C . . Apr 62
Michael Craig. Virginia Maskell,
James Robertson Justice
KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (80.) D.. Oct 61

Tony Britton, Peter Cushing
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61
Michael Owynn, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
B.irrv and Laurie Cardwell
PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61

Toshiro Mifune, Y. Natsukl
Then There Were Three

(82) Ac.. Jan 62
Alex Nicol, Frank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
©The Deadly Companions

(90) Panavision . . . ,W. .Jul 61
Maureen O’Hara, Brian Keith

Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) ft) Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale
Mark of the Devil (73) D. . Jan 61
Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) ....S.. Nov 61
Ian Caimichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) F . Dec 61
(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61
Jean Carter, Felix Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad.. Nov 61
Simone Signoret. Georges Marchal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) .. My. . Oct 61
(Eng-dubbed) . .Alain Delon, Marie
LiiForet, Maurice Ronct

Wild for Kicks (92) . . . . D . . Jan 62
David Farrar, Noelle Adam, Gillian

Hills, Shirley Ann Field
Frantic (81) D.. Mar 62
(Eng-dubbed) Jeanne Moreau
Also available with sub-titles at

90 minutes running time,

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Black Pit of Dr. M.

(72) Ho.. Mar 61
Ralph Bertrand. Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidne' Street

(93) Ad.. Mar 61
Peter Wyngarde, iwinald Slnden

©Nature Girt and the Slaver

(70) Ad. . May 61
Marian .Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D . . Sep 61
Richard Attenhorough, Stanley

Baker. Diane CUento
©Shame of the Sabine
Women (80) Ad,.

Lex Johnson, William Wolf
WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRANCE
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61
(UMPO) . Gerard Blain

Crime of M. Lange.
The (78) U-13-61
(Brandon) .. (Jean Renoir classic)

Five-Day Lover, The (86).. 2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-
Plerre Cassel, Mlchellne Presle

Joker, The (86) 10- 2-61
(Lopert) . .J-P Cassel. A. Almee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont’l)..R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienhad
(98) 4-16-62

(Astor) . . Delphlne Seyrig, Giorgio
Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1- 8-62
(Astor) .. Gerard Phllipe, Jeanne
Moreau, Annette Vadim

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabln, Nadja
Tiller. Danielle Darrleiix

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

©Web of Passion (101) . . 11- 6-61
(Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paul Belmondo

Zazie (86) 4- 30-62
(Astor) .. Catherine Demongeot
GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Casino).. 0. W. Fischer, LUo
Piilver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
(American-Metropolitan) . .

W. Giller, Ingrid Von Bergen
GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) .. Irene Papas
ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61
(Cont’l) . . Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardlnale

La Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . .Marcello Mastrolannl,
Anita Bkberg, Anouk Aimee

L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Janus) . .Monica Vlttl, Gabriele
Ferzettl, Lea Massarl

Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62
(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The
(91) 10- 9-61
(Cont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, Pabllto
Calvo (Span-lang: Bhig. titles)

Night. The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62
(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
M.istrolanni, Monica Vltti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor).. A. Delon, A. Glraxdot

Two Women (IDS) 6-19-61
(Embassy) .. Sophia Loren,
Jean-Paul Belmondo
JAPAN
©Rikisha Man, The (105) 5- 8-61
(Cory) Toshiro Mifune

Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR)..Yuko Moshiziikl

Throne of Blood (108) 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune
POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61
(Janus).. Z. CybulskI

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . . Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janczar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . .Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal, Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) 12-18-61
(J,nniis) . . Jarl Kulle, Blbl
Andersson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) 4- 30-62
(Janus) .. Harriet Andersson, Max
von Sydovv

U.S.S.R.
Summer to Remember, A

(80) 12-18-61
(Kingsley) . .B. Baxkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Dote is notional release month. Color and
process os specified. ^HORTS CHART

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
6421 Hot Heir (16'/2) Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

(I51/2) Oct 61
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce. Dance

(ISI/2) Dec 61
6422 Parlor. Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16) . . Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (161/2) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61
5556 No. 6, Ser. 2 (IOI/2) . . Jul 61
6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11) Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Scries 3 (10) Nov 61
6553 No. 3. Series 3 (lO'/a) Jan 62
6554 No. 4, Series 3 (11) Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (6/2) May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey (Wz) ..Jun61
5615 Punchy de Leon (^/i).. Jul 61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7) Sep 61
6603 Imagination (61/2) ... Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(6I/2) Novel
6605 Grape-Nutty (6) Nov 61
^06 The Popcorn Story

(6I/2) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy (6) . . . .Jam 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (6/2) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7).. Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (T'/a) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5835 Community Sings

No. 1. Ser. 13 (10) Mar 61
5854 Yukon Canada (10)... Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (6V2) Jun 61
5708 Zoo Is Company (S/z) Jul CL
6701 Catch Meow (Ci/a) . . . -Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61
6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7) .. Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) ....Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7).... Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6).. Jul 61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(C/2) (© and standard) Oct 61
6753 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6) (Both rS) and standard) Dec 61

6755 Magoo Slept Here (7) Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6'/2) (© and standard) Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETfES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19) Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(18) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19) Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

(19/2) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues;

4160 King of the Congo . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo .... Nov 60
5140 The Glea^ Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland

(151/2) May 61
5408 Fling in the Ring

(16) Jul 61
6401 Quiz Whiz (I5V2) . . . .Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(W/z) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (IG/z) Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17).. Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That

Ends Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds (9>/z) ..Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin ( . . ) Feh 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

n.

2 6
i CLZ CC O

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) .Sep 60
W266 Neopolitan Mouse (7) Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7) Sep 6U
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) . Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . . Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (S) . . . . Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8) . Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . . Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jckyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin' Kitten (9) Sep 6l
W362 Down and Outing (7) Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..) Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) .Sen 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18)
(Anamorphic)

B20-3 Lifeline to Hong Kong
071 Anamorphic . . . . Apr 61

B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) . Nov 61
R21-2 Fireaway. Story of a

Trotter (..) . Nov 61
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)
M20-4 Phantom Moiistacher

(6) Jan 61
M20-5 Kid From Mars (6) Mar 61
M20-6 Mighty Termite (6) Jun 61
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) .Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(S'/a) . Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics ( . . ) Novel
NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P20-3The Lion’s Busy (6). Mar 61
P20-4 Goodie the Gremlin

(6) . Apr 61
P20-5 Alvin's Solo Flight (7) Apr 61
P20-6 Hound About That (6) Jun 61
621-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) ... .Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6) Novel
»0PEYE CHAMPIONS

E-21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7) Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) . .

.

• Sep 61
E21-3 Poneve, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Hugos (7) . •Sep 61
E21-5 Taxi Turvey (6) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) . .

.

.Sep 61
CARTOON SPECIAL

A-21 Abner the Baseball 2 Reel

(12Va) . Sep 61
TRAVELRAMA

(Anamorphic-Color-1 Reel)
T20-1 Porpoise Posse (10)

.

Mar 61

20fh CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)
7104 Assignment Egypt (9) May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore
& Malaya (10) •Jun 61

7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . . Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Auo 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10) Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9) Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) . Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (S) Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERR’YTOON 2-D’s
Al- Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail
(6) May 61

5126 Sappy New Year (7) Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6) . . Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7) . . . Apr 62
5225 Riverhoat Mission (7) May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6) . . . . .Jul 61
5108 Banana Binoe (6) • Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merrv (6) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6) . . Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Mexico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9).... Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61

4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dandies Feh 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Tecimicolor. . Can be projected In

the Anamorphic process, Z35-1)
(Ail run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry ....Apr 61
4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW) Jul 61
4125 Busman’s Holiday (WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand Nov ^
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartunes . . Can be projected
in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)
4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse. .. .Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker From Mars Feh 62
4235 Calling A'l Cuckoos. ... Mar 62
4236 Niagara Foo's Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental
Jazz (16) © Nov 61

4202 Land of the Long
Whie Cloud (..) © Mar 62

4202 Football Highlights of
1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE
(fechnicolor Reissues—7 min.)

S312 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313 Tnumo Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ tee Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot bex Bunny ...Apf61

M Hound tor Trouble 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
93U4 Leonorn Swagpled Rov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble. ... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
9308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)
8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickcty-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Caws . Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble. .. Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat. . Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep.. Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (18).. Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) Mar 62

(One Reel)

8502 Alpine Champions (10) Feb 61
8403 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8404 Grandad of Races (10) May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) lun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9).. Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9)..Decn
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
PiCTURESH^^H

'Homicidal' Pulls Teens
And Sells Popcorn Too

Teenagers really liked William Castle's "Homi-
cidal" (Columbia). Castle's "Fright Break"
helped. Play it! You'll make money in the box-
office ond concessions on this one on a Fri.,

Sat. change.
ROY C. KENDRICK

Star Theatre,
Minco, Okla.

ALLIED ARTISTS
David ond Goliath (AA)—Orson Welles, Ivo Payer,

Eleonora Rossi Drogo. Played on Mon., Tues., Wed.
to fair business with Acodemy Awards as competi-
tion. Heord several say next day that the Award
show was too long and drawn-out. I saw the lost

pxtrt of it. Bob Hope wos the only good part about it,

from my point of view. — S. T. Jackson, Jackson
Theatre, Flomoton, Fla. Pop. 1 ,480.

First Texon, The (AA)—Joel McCrea, Felicia Farr,
Jeff Morrow. This 1956 release is in 'Scope and
color and bosed on historical foct, which, I believe,
helpred some at the boxoffice. Bought this right and
played it in bitter cold weother, but those who came
enjoyed it ond told me so and I like that. Played
Tues.—F. L. Murray, Strand Theotre, Spiritwood,
Sask. Pop. 500.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
Twist All Night (AlP) — June Wilkinson, Louis

Prima. This was okay. Several customers said it's

best of the three twisters seen. However, business
wosn't as good as for the others. Played Tues.
through Fri.—S. T. Jackson, Jockson Theatre, Floma-
ton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

COLUMBIA
Guns of Navorone, The (Col)—Gregory Peck, An-

thony Quinn, Dovid Niven. We did a very good
busrness on this picture, not what it deserved but
this winter was tough on "showbusiness" here and
It was easy to stay home on cold nights, so we
thought our gross wos good for the times. We have'
farmers arnd they ore hard hit with quotas and cut
ocreoge, so it is easy for them to stay home and
to keep even. This is a swell picture and deserves
the best time. It should do business since the Awards.
We played it in February when the weather was
real cold.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach Theatre,
Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Loss of Innocence (Col)—Kenneth More, Susannah
York, Daniele Darrieux. Very good. It did poor busi-
ness for me, but picture is good, even though
English mode. Susannah York good. Played Tues.,
Wed., Thurs.—S. T. Jackson, Jockson Theatre, Flo-
moton, Ala. Pop. 1 ,480.

Three Stooges Meet Hercules, The (Col)—Stooges,
Vicki Trickett. Midweek dote and it was black and
white, but well attended. Proves that TV advertising
helprs. But will the increase cover the TV cost for
midweek? It seldom does. But give us more comedy.
Played Wed., Thurs. Weother: Good.—A. A. Rich-
ords. Morion Theatre, Morion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

Twist Around the Clock (Col)—Chubby Checker,
Dion, Vicki Spencer. This is the 'best Twist pictufe
out. It did very well on Sunday night and everyone
wos pleosed. Vicki Spencer is very good. Color would
hove helped 100 per ceryt more. Played Sun., Mon.
Weother: Fair and cool.—James Hordy, Shools The-
atre, Shools, Irxi. Pop. 1,555.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Ben-Hur (MGM)—Charlton Heston, Haya Harareet,

Stephen Boyd. A big picture; Biblicol drama in Camara
^ closed oil winter and opened

" ^en-Hur" ond guess I did as much on it as
if I h“d run all winter—ond, naturolly, I am perfectly
sotisf:ed with the engagement. Played Wed. through
Sot. Weother: Stormy two doys, but cleared off.

—

F. L. Murroy, Strar>d Theotre, Spiritwood, Sosk.
Pop. 500.

Green Helmet, The fMGM)—Bill Travers, Ed Begley,
Nancy Welters. This is a fair sports car racing pic-
ture. Ployed with "The Wonders of Aloddin," also
from MGM, for an overage gross for the change.
Played Fn., Sot., Sun. Weather: Cool.—Larry Thomos
Fayette Theotre, Foyetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

PARAMOUNT
Devil's Hoirpin, The (Pora, reissue)—Cornel Wilde,

Jeon Wallace, Mary Astor. Repeafed this olctie to the
best midweek business in a long time. The teen-
agers around here love sports cars, and this picture,
in color and VistaVision, is just what the doctor or-
dered. Good story, good cost, well mode. Played Tues.,
Wed., Thurs. Weather: Fair, cool.—Roy Kendrick,
Star Theatre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

One-Eyed Jocks (Para)—Marlon Brando, Karl Mal-
den, Koty Jurodo. Played late to an obove-average
crowd. A fir>e exomple of directing with some reolly
orxJ truly excellentt photography. Acting is superb.
One of the greatest of the yeor. Played Thurs., Fri.,
Sot. Weother: Cold.—Paul Fournier, Acadia Theatre,
St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
High Time (20th-Fox)—Bing Crosby, Fabiari, Tues-

day Weld. Played this back on a double-'bill. Still

think it's one of the best' pictures I've ever seen.

Double-billed with a repeat of "Flaming Star."

Played Sun., Mon.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre,
Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

Madison Ave. (20th-Fox)—^Dana Andrews, Eleanor
Porker, Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain. Poor artendance.
Too classy and political for mine. Dana and Eleanor
did a good job but the script was not always fully

descriptive; too hard to understand sometimes, with
short sentervces. Played Wed., Thurs. Weather: Poor.—A. A. Richards, Marion Theatre, Morion, S. C. Pop.

7,200.

Return to Peyton Place (20th-Fox)—Carol Lynley,

Jeff Chandler, Eleanor Parker. The bockgrourid for

the opening credits, with Rosie Clooney singing
"The Wonderful Season of Love" is perfectly beauti-
ful. Not quite up to "Peyton Place"—^and the title

kept our children away in droves. Parents stay away
anyhow. Carol Lynley arxJ Jeff Chandler were too
mismotohed in age, but Mory Astor was excellent.

Business off. Played Wed'., Thurs., Fri. Weather: Fair.— P. B. Friedman, Grand Theotre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop.

3,000.

UNITED ARTISTS
By Love Possessed (UA)—Lana Turner, Efrem Zim-

balist jr., Jason Robards jr. Played very late. Dis-

appointing gross. Lana Turner was never better. Title

hurt us in this situation. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.
Weather: Rain, flood.— P. B. Friedman, Grand The-
atre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Comanche (UA, reissue)—(Dana Andrews, Kent Tay-
lor, Linda Cristal. A trade picture we had little

hopes for—and it was a smash weekend hit. Did al-

most Ma and Pa Kettle business here. You figure
it out. Sure been improvements in picture making
since this was made (1956). Played Fri., Sot. Weather:
Windy and cold.—^Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre,
Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Head of a Tyrant (U-l)—Massimo Girotti, Isabelle

Corey. This is costume picture and this type never
did go over here, but I hod no walkouts or com-
ploints, although I don't think very many people'

cored much for it. 'Scope and color helps, though.
Ployed Fri., Sat. Weather: Extremely cold for this

time of year.—F. L. Murray, Strand Theotre, Spirit-

wood, Sask. Pop. 500.

Outsider, The (U-l)—^Tony Curtis, James Franciscus,
Bruce Bennett. I've seen every war picture made
since I was knee high to a grasshopper. Not since
"Battle Cry" has any picture left me as astonished
as this picture. Our audiences were plenty "shook"

—

and so was I. Tony Curtis should get the best actor
of the year award for 1962 for the remarkable job
he does os Ira Hayes. Tony is getting more popular
each time he comes around. We had competition
ogainst us—^minstrel shows, dances, suppers, con-
certs and what have you—^but still we were drawing
above average houses each night. Book it now,
you won't be the least sorry you did. We thank
U-l for allowing us tO' be one of the selected New
England houses to play It first. Played Wed. through
Sat.—Kenn Spaulding, Bijou Theotre, Morrisville, Vt.
Pop. 3,451.

Romanoff and Juliet (U-l)—Peter Ustinov, Sandra
Dee, John Gavin. Now here was o picture that should
have been titled "Businessoff and Nobody-yet." Oh
well, maybe the reason I can't deal with some com-
panies is that I can generally smell a dog for my
town and try not to pay more thon' it's worth.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues.—Joe Mochetta, Emerson
Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

WARNER BROS.
Crowded Sky, The (WB)—^Dana Andrews, Rhonda

Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist jr. Excellent picture, but
did very poor business. However, I used it second-run
and played it old. Still o good picture. Played Mon.,
Tues., Wed.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Floma-
ton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

Fabulous World of Jules Verne, The (WB)—Ernie
Novara, Lou Tock, Jane Zalata. Played this single-
bill to the lousiest business on a Thurs.-Sat. date for
a long time. A second feature with this one is a
must.—Joe Mochetta, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo.
Pop. 2,300. V

Steel Clow, The (WB) — George Montgomery,
Charito Luna. This was okay on a bill with "Where
the Boys Are" from MGM. The program did very
good business. Played Fri., Sot, Weother: Nice.

—

Larry Thomas, Fayette Theatre, Fayetteville, W. Va.
Pop. 2,000.

Salute to MGM's Efforts
MGM is trying hard to introduce new players

and new ideas in such shows as "The Honey-
moon Machine" and "Where the Boys Are." Both
are excellent shows and each has many up-
and-coming stars of the future.

AUDREY THOMPSON
Ozark Theatre,
Hardy, Ark.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

The Sound of Life F i"s5?i

Artkino 78 Minutes Rel.

'Vladimir Korolenko's novel, "The Blind
Musician," has been brought to the screen bir

Gork'y Film Studios, S'wift and sure senti-

mentalit'y ruling the atmosphere of Old Rus-
sia on the brink of "liberation." The story of

a rich, blind pianist's sudden encounter with
the harsh realities of the workaday world has
been given mood and scope by I. Manevich's
screenplay, Sergei Shestopalov delineating
the child musician and Vasili Livanov the

grown man. T. Lukashevitch has directed
with tender touches. Livanov, in the adult
role, is a study in sensitivity as he plods un-
erringly to eventual recognition, via the con-
cert stage. The works of Mendelssohn and
Chopin are among the musical renditions.

Soviet color has been dramatically employed
and English titles accompany the Russian
dialog. Released by Artkino Pictures, Inc.

Vasili Livanov, Boris Livanov, L. Kurdy-

mova, M. Strizhenova, A. Gribov.

FEATURETTE

Night and Fog

Brown-Hughes Films (Featurefte) 31 Minutes

Good. A powerful and relentlessly horrify-

ing documentary filmed on the site of the

concentration camps of 'World War II, this

Alain Resnais featurette made several years
ago had been denied a U.S. showing, prob-
ably because distributors thought it would
hove no commercial value. But, since the art

house success of Resnais' subsequently-made
features, "Hiroshima, Mon Amour" and the cur-

rent "Last Year at Marienbad," the French
director's name has become boxoffice. This

will attract some attention and merits high
praise, but it should only be shown as support
to a lighter film for it is so starkly realistic it

will leave many patrons limp. The Eastman
Color present-day portions are interspersed
v/ith black-and-white shot's of the atrocities,

the crematoriums and the piled-up dead
bodies, footage revealing enough to make
many turn their heads away. Naturally, this

is not for impressionable youngsters or the

more squeamish. The narration (in French) is

by Jean Cayrol. It was produced by Como
Films, Argos Films and (Eocinor on commis-
sion from the Comite d'Histoire de la Deux-
ieme Guerre Mondiale.

SHORT SUBJECT

Frog Legs

Paramount (Cartoon) 5 Minutes

Little Lulu i's back in another fast and funny
cartoon which should be a rib-tickler for kids

and grownups alike. W'hen Lulu's boy friend.

Chubby, learns that frog legs are a delicacy
in restaurants, he gets Lulu to help capture
frogs in a nearby pond. They get a hotbox
full of them and take them to a swanky cafe

where the creatures escape and jump all over
the patrons, causing a panic. 'The manager
chases the kids who think he is going to

wring their necks, but all he wonts is for the

youngsters to round up the frogs. They re-

capture them and go looking for another res-

taurant. Color is excellent and the quality of

the subject is tops.

m.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol Q denotes color; ® CinemoScope; (J) Vista Vision; Superscope; ® Ponovtsion; (g; Regalscope; vX Techniroma. For story synopsis on eo h picture, sec reverse sioe.

i

I

Lonely Are the Brave F
I . Univ.-Int'l (6215) 107 Minutes Rel. July '62

I const Douglas and his producer, Edward Lewis of Joel— Productions, deserve great credit for tackling a unique out-
doors drama, the story of a cowboy struggling against the
forces of the modern West, including onrushing highway
traffic, walkie-talkies and pursuit by helicopter. With Douglas
for marquee lure, this should do good business generally and
make a strong bill-topper where action fore is favored. Based
on the novel, "Brave Cowboy," by Edward Abbey, the pic-
ture is primarily a chase western and director David Miller
generates tremendous suspense during the long climactic
escape by Douglas and his faithful horse across dangerous
mountain terrain, the entire sequence thrillingly photo-
graphed in Panavision by Philip Lathrop, A.S.C. The earlier
action scenes include a vicious fistic encounter and a jail-

break. The picture is first and foremost a tour-de-force for

Douglas and his magnificent white-maned horse, who remain
together through countless dangers until the tragic finale
broi ght about by a giant diesel truck. The truck and its

driver are glimpsed throughout the film, seemingly to no
purpose until the grim crash scene. Of the supporting
players, Walter Matthau is a standout as a laconic but re-

lentless sheriff, who also contributes touches of humor.

Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands, Walter Matthau, Michael
Kane, Carroll O'Connor, Karl Swenson, William Schallert.

or

m'

Bachelor of Hearts A fg'”-

Satire

Continental 97 Minutes Rel. Mar. '62

Hardy Kruger, who first came to considerable American
attention with his dramatically compelling portrayal of an
escaped German soldier in the then-functioning Rank Film
Distributors of America's 'The One That Got Away," herein
essays a completely satirical role, one that should open new
performing vistas to the European previously associated
with out-and-out dramatic vignettes. The contemporary set-
ting in the Julian Wintle-Leslie Porkyn production in Eastman
Color is England's own venerable Cambridge University.

mgo. The primary premise of the Leslie Bricusse-Frederic Raphael
>•8^ c screenplay is the encounter by a heretofore serious exchange

student (Kruger) with camipus "organization" (i.e., student,
hence without university blessing and direction). The accent,
understandably, is on the time-honored, and time-applauded
"sight-gag," Kruger moving resolutely from protocol-bound
book-prober to lively participant in every conceivable aspect
of "organization" work, including the not so distasteful task
of having to date five gals while their boy friends, bound by
Dodos (an "organization" tool) rules not to talk to womenfolk
during end of the semester, turn reluctantly to such duller
atmospheres as classrooms and libraries. Vivian A. Cox
produced and Wolf Rilla directed.

Hardy Kruger, Sylvia Syms, Ronald Lewis, Jeremy Bum-
• ham, Peter Meyers, Philip Gilbert, Charles Kay.

bi

The Intruder A
i'’gi“i

"
Pathe-America 83 Minutes Rel. May '62

Excellently acted and directed, "The Intruder" is a grim,
tense analysis of the segregation situation in the South, a
theme which is reflected daily in the press. Because of the
lack of strong names, the picture will require heavy selling
to attract the customers, and probably specialized customers
at that—those deeply interested in social problems and the
present Negro controversy. Producer-director Roger Cormon
has extracted fine performances from his players, especially
William Shotner who portrays a violent anti-Negro rabble-
rouser. Frank Maxwell as a crusading editor is convincing,
as are all the others in the cast. The picture captures the true
militant attitude of Southerners on the question of integration
and it brings out the atmosphere of tenseness that prevails.
The film obviously was shot on location in a southern town;
the footage principally is exteriors and the interiors were
photographed in the actual locales, such os restaurants,
school halls, print shop, etc. The screenplay was written by
Charles Beaumont and was based on his own novel. Gene
Cormon was executive producer.

William Shatner, Frank Maxwell, Beverly Lunsford, Robert
Emhardt, Jeanne Cooper, Leo Gordon, Charles Barnes.

Lad: a Dog F
Warner Bros. (158) 98 Minutes Rel. June '62

i 20 1
Combining the sure-fire ingredients of a handsome collie

3 lux dog, an appealing crippled child and Albert Payson Ter-
hune's widely-read novel, now in its 71st printing, makes for

ideal family entertainment, especially during the summer
months when school children are on vacation. Millions of

canine owners will also be attracted to the finest dog picture

since MGM's popular "Lassie" series in the 1940s. Peter
Breck, star of Warner Bros. TV series, "Black Saddle," will be
a familiar name to cowboy devotees. In adapting Terhune's
novel to the screen, Lillie Hayward and Roberta A. Hodes
wisely retained the early 1900s flavor, which adds period
charm to the wholesome, if essentially unexciting plot, which
has a barn fire and Lad's battle with a copperhead snake as
the principal thrill highlights. Directed by Aram Avakian
and Leslie H. Martinson, who stress Lad's fine training, which
wins him a valuable trophy at the Hampton Dog Show, his

devotion to his owners and his pride in his two tiny collies.

Although the beautiful collie is the true star of the film,

Angela Cartwright is a natural 8-year-old child actress and
Breck and Peggy McCay make an attractive pair as the dog's

owners but stage comedienne Alice Pearce is wasted in a
small role. Max J. Rosenberg produced.

Peter Breck, Peggy McCoy, Carroll O'Connor, Angela
Cartwright, Maurice Dallimore, Alice Pearce, Jack Daly.

She Didn't Say No! A
Seven Arts Associated 96 Minutes Rel. May '62

Eileen Herlie, Niall MacGinnis and a host of the most com-
petent, most ingratiating players in the British Isles apply
themselves assiduously to the miscalculated perils and pit-

falls of this delightful concoction in blushing Technicolor and,
given the proper and fitting assist advertising and exploita-

tion-wise, can be figured upon for smashing boxoffice re-

turns well beyond the normal art theatre routings. It's not

for the adolescent or Saturday matinee trade, true, but con be
wholeheartedly sold to the adult crowd that wonts adult

xand
®f^*®rtainment, spelled out intelligently, purposefully with

xand^
little flaunting of sex, per se. The Sergei Nolbandov produc-
tion, directed ably indeed by Cyril Frankel, from a T. J.

Morrison-Una Troy screenplay (as based on the Una Troy
novel, "We Are Seven") is hilariously concerned with Miss
Herlie and her blossoming progeny in a tiny Irish village,

the fact that she's conceived out of wedlock a whopping six

times, something discreetly, blandly acknowledged by the

prime community. It's when the youngsters—among them a
winning Perlita Neilson, as the eldest—start thrashing about
in the arena of life for themselves that the story takes on
substance, logic and meaning. The acting values ore assured
and skilfull.

Eileen Herlie, Perlita Neilson, Wilfrid Downing, Ann Dickins,

Teresa Scoble, Lesley Scoble, Raymond Monthorpe.

Satan in High Heels A
Cosmic Films 93 Minutes Rel. March '62

A cheaply made exploitation picture, featuring two sen-
sationally busty personalities, the nightclub singer Meg
Myles and Britain's Sabrina, whose only claim to fame is her
well-publicized measurements, this will attract the curious,

mostly males, to downtown theatres in key cities. A nude
bathing sequence is another attention-getter. Because it deals
with hustlers, jailbirds and similar unsavory characters, the
picture was denied a Production Code seal and, naturally, it's

strictly adult fare and has no place in family, neighborhood or
small town spots. Filmed entirely in actual New York City
locations, the photography is often dark and the sound is

below-por to the extent that much of the dialog is inaudible

—

not that this matters much. Produced by Leonard Burton, the
screenplay by John T. Chapman from his original with Harold
Bonnet, is typical True Confessions stuff which might have
been more interesting if better directed (by Jerald Intrator)

or acted. The chief character is an overly ambitious strip-

teaser who tramples over various men to win fame and Miss
Myles looks credibly trampy and acts well enough. She also
sings two torch songs effectively. Except for Nolia Chapman,
as a discarded mistress, the other actors rarely rise above the
amateur class. Inexpensively made film—and it looks it!

Meg Myles, Sabrina, Bob Yuro, Mike Keene, Grayson
Hall, Earl Hammond, Nolia Chapman, Ben Stone.

I

I

I

I

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE

GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The letter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Lad: a Dog" (WB)
Lad, a full-grown collie, and his owners, Peter Breck and

his wife, Peggy McCay, ore visited by Carroll O'Connor, an
aggressive business man who brings his crippled daughter,
Angela Cartwright, to meet the famed dog, winner of many '

cups and blue ribbons. O'Connor later donates a gold trophy ' '

to a local dog shew, planning that his English-trained collie

will win, but Lad is again a winner. On a visit to Lad,
Angela is attacked by a copperhead, which the dog kills but,

when her nurse beats Lad, the crippled girl walks from her
wheel chair to save him. Peggy promises Angela she may
have one of Lad's new-born pups but the one the child picks
is lost in a barn fire. Angela is disconsolate but Lad finally

convinces the child that his surviving puppy is just as lov-

able. As Angela starts training her little collie, her father
proudly declares that his dog will win him a gold cup yet.

EXPLOrriPS:
Albert Payson Terhune's books and magazine stories were

widely read ro bookstores will cooperate with window dis-

plays of "Lad: a Dog" in its new paperback edition. Admit
owners of the first edition of the bcok, published in 1919, as
guests at the first evening showing.
CATCHLINES:
The Fabulous Feats of Albert Payson Terhune's Beloved

Lad, the World Famous Collie . . . Lad, a Thoroughbred in

Body and Soul . . . The Prize-Winning Collie Who Risked His
Life to Save a Crippled Little Girl.

THE STORY: "Lonely Are the Brave" (U-I)

In present-day Albuquerque, Kirk Douglas, a wandering
cowboy, deliberately arranges to get thrown into jail by em-
broiling himself in a vicious barroom brawl—his purpose

a d being to help his best friend, Michael Kane, who is incar-
'' cerated for helping Mexican wetbacks into the U.S. But Kane

refuses to escape with Douglas, in order to keep his record
clear for his eventual return to his wife, Gena Rowlands, a
girl once loved by Douglas. Douglas does break out and flees

toward the mountain country with his faithful horse. Walter
Matthau, the sheriff, organizes a posse and uses walkie-
talkie equipment and an Air Force helicopter to pursue
Douglas and his horse over the dangerous mountain cliffs.

When the helicopter finally spxjts Douglas and approaches
him, he stops the tail rotor with a rifle bullet. Douglas then
heads lor the Mexican border but, while crossing a crowded
highway, he and his horse are hit by an onru'shing motor
truck. His horse is shot and Douglas is captured.

EXPLOITIPS:
Kirk Douglas is the big selling name but Walter Matthau,

who played with the star in both "Strangers When We Meet"
and "The Indian Fighter," is known from the Broadway stage,

where he is currently starring in "A Shot in the Dark."
CATCHLINES:
A Cowboy Adventurer Struggling to Maintain the Freedom

of the Great Open Spaces in the Atomic Age . . . Helicopter
and Walkie-Talkie Pursue a Lone Cowboy and His Horse.

THE STORY: "She Didn't Say Nol" (Seven Arts Associated)

Left alore while still a young girl, to bring up her first

child, Mary (Perlita Neilson), Bridget Monaghan (Eileen
Herlie) has spent her life searching for an ideal man; un-
fortunately, men being all too human, she is left, eventually,
the m.other cf six delightful children, albeit still unmarried.
The tiny Irish village where the Monaghan family lives, also
houses the fathers of five of her children, a situation giving
rise to embarrassing and piquant situations. Harassed
Willie Bates (Jack MacGowran), father of Bridget's twins,
calls a council of the other fathers and, initially, the group
tries to hove the children removed from Bridget's care by a
magistrate. Plan backfires when she's proved to be a good icc,

mother. Other similar ideas amount to naught. Mrs. Power 'eotih<

(Betty McDovrell), childless herself, gets to know Toughy
(Raymond Manthorpe), one of Bridget's progeny. Mary
(Perlita Metlson), the eldest, falls in love with artist Peter
Howard (Ian Bonnen). Poppy (Ann Dickins) maneuvers to

get herself a screen test. In a surprise ending, James Casey
(Niall MacGlnni.s) proposes marriage to Bridget. She accepts.
EXPLOmPS;

Stress the uniqueness of story components here. Invite the
mom and dad—married, of course!—of your community s

largest family to theatre.

CATCHLINES:
Hilarious New Comedy From the British Isles! . . . The More

Superior Species Proves Its Mettle!

THE STORY: "Bachelor of Hearts" (ConTl)

The "dreaming spires" of Cambridge University (England)
seem more like a nightmare to Hardy Kruger until this pre-

cise, mathematically minded young German student on on
exchange scholarship begins to understand the "strange"
British ways. He finds an "interpreter in Sylvia Syms, sym-
pathetic fellow-student. Anxious to help in campus affairs,

his activity in an annual function backfires, as he's tipped
into the river. His "spxsrtsmans'hip" ingratiates the young
student, however, with campus lights, including Ronald Lewis,

and Eric Baker, director of studies. The Dodos, significant

part of student hijinks, decide to draw lots to determine who
oioi will take a bath in the all-girl Girton College; the plan is K

i’^ils^sified by inclusion of five stalwarts scrubbing them-
selves happily in very feminine bathrooms, and in the en-

suing alarms, Lewis is arrested. Because the Dodos have a
rule not to talk to girls during remainder of semester, Kruger
is pressed into a rather intriguing stint of dating five girls,

using different technique with each, of course. But when the

girls learn he has dated them all to the end-of-the-term ball,

they start a Kruger hunt! At midnight, the Dodos, released

from their silence vow, rescue Kruger.
EXPLOITIPS:

Get fraternities and the like from campuses to provide

some appropriate lobby displays.

CATCHLINES:
Meet the Dodos—THE Integral Part of University Life!

THE STORY: "Satan in High Heels" (Cosmic)
Meg Myles, a dancer in a cheap carnival, tricks her

estranged husband, a dope addict, out of some money and
takes a plane to New York. A fellow-pxissenger sets her up
at a hotel and introduces her to Grayson Hall, who manages
a nightclub. Her singing voice gets her a job and, after
grooming, she scores a hit and attracts both the nightclub
ovrner, Mike Keene, and his playboy son. Bob Yuro. While
Keene buys her clothes and jewels, Meg has a clandestine
affair with Yuro. This infuriates Keene and he sends his son
to Europie. While doing her nightclub show, Meg's addict
husband breaks into the club bent on revenge. Meg tries to
get the husband killed, but eventually her true double-
dealing character is revealed and all the men walk out of
her life.

EXPLOITIPC:
For the exploitation houses, play up the fabulous measure-

ments of both Meg Myles and Sabrina by using blowups of
them photographed sideways. The nude bathing sequence,
which has been mentioned in many columns, will also bring
in male pxatrcn.s. In key cities, Meg Myles, who was fea-
tured in Allied Artists '"The Phenix City Story" a few years
back, is a well-known nightclub songstress i

CATCHLINES:
She Had the Smile, the Shape, the Silky Softness of an

Angel—Brt She Was All Bad . . . "Take Her in Your Arms and
You'll Find a Private Hell of Your Own.

THE STORY: "The Intruder" (P-A)

William Shatner, on emissary of the Patrick Henry Society,

comes to a small southern town to rouse the citizens against
integration of the schools which has become a law. Working
with expert swiftness, he succeeds in creating sentiment for

a show of force to terrorize the town's Negroes to keep them
out of the white schools. Meanwhile, Shatner has romanced
teen-age Beverly Lunsford, daughter of Frank Maxwell, editor

of the local paper, and also seduces Jeanne Cooper, wife of

Leo Gordon, a boisterous carnival pitchman, who live in the

same hotel with Shatner. When Maxwell defends the Negroes
after Shatner has instigated the bombing of a Negro church,

he is badly beaten by a white mob, Shatner then gets

Beverly to falsely accuse Charles Barnes, a colored student,

of trying to rape her so that Shatner con get the people

aroused again. But through Gordon's efforts, the girl admits

V she is lying at Shatner's request and the people turn against

Shatner.

EXPLOITIPS:
Paste up a board of newspaper clippings of the present

integration problem and set it up in the lobby. Invite social

research leaders to a private showing and get their comments m.
for advertising display. >^15

CATCHLINES:
A Dramatic Thunderbolt As Timely As Today’s Headlines

. . . His Silver-Tongue Oratory Was His Downfall! . . . Inte-

gration! Is It a Blessing or a Boomerang?
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V.

HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can

sell advertising, vre have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romor-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

MANAGERS WANTED: Well knovm,
rapidly expanding Midwest Circuit has
openings for managers in single and mul-
tibill indoor operations and/or drive-ins.
Write giving experience background and
salary range. Boxoffice 9471.

WANTED: MANAGERS for hardtop and
drive-in theatres, Northern California,
good future, excellent benefits include
Health & Welfare and Pension. Give all

background first letter. Boxoffice 9473.

Manager, projectionist and maintenance
for drive-in theatre for Cklohoma and
Texas. % Roxy Theatre, Munday, Texas.

Manager, thoroughly experienced in
hard ticket operation. Take full charge
advertising, boxoffice, group sales. Ex-
cellent opportunity for right man. Per-
manent employment. Some choice of geo-
graphical location. Give full employment
record, experience in first letter. Reply in
confidence, Boxoffice 9479.

POSITIONS WANTED
Projectionist available May 15, will go

anywhere. Can manage small theatre.
Capitol Theatre, Morrison, Illinois.

Manager: Immediate assignment, top
notch experience. Boxoffice 9461.

Manager: 23 years successful experience
all phases theatre work including adver-
tising, exploitation, concessions. Write
Boxoffice 9464.

Working drive-in manager now avail-
able. Experienced concessionaire, adver-
tising, maintenance. Salary, $85.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50 M cards. Other

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cords, Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36, N. Y.

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Illinois.

BUMPER STRIPS— silk screened, fluor-
escent, 4"xl5", $12.95 100; other good box-
office promotions! Theatres Promotion Ser-
vice, Box 592, Huntsville, Ala.

MISCELLANEOUS
MONSTER, HORROR, PSEUDOSCIENCE

stills, pressbooks, posters, sought: Chaney,
Karloff, Lugosi, Metropolis, Just Imagine,
Vampyr, Foust, Kong, Siegfried, Aelita,
Hash Rogers, Etc., especially silents, se-
rials. Forrest Ackerman, 915 So. Sher-
bourne Dr., Los Angeles, 35, California.

For Free Sample: Victor's Quick Mix Dry
Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to: Victor Products, Box 8004,
Richmond, Va.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
ACnON . . . CAMERA . . , ROLL 'EMI

WINCO produces professional motion pic-
ture parades, screen ads, news items.
NOW . . . Sends Camera Unit ... to
film live "on the spot" in COLOR. Elim-
inate stills . . . stock pictures. Makes sell-
ing easy. Fast delivery. Guaranteed work.
Box 1595, Columbia, South Carolina.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

topes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to
sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
EVERYBODY BUYS—WHATEVER THE

SIZE—Weatherproof Masonite black or red
Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4"-40c; 8 "-

60c; 10"-75c; 12"-$1.00; 14"-$1.50; 16"-$1.75;
17"-$2.00; 24"-$3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS— 1/4 Original Cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

BROKEN FILM ALARM. P. O. Box 546,
Forest City, N. C. Money back guarantee.
20 per cent discount. Write for full in-

formation.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
16mm Ampro Arc sound projectors com-

plete, $625 each. Boxoffice 9467.

BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY
THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

Need rectifiers and Altec Lansing
speakers, have Peerless Magnates; RCA
sound heads; bases; 375 spring bottom
padded back chairs; sell or trade. Elstun
Dodge, Cincinnati 30, Ohio.

Complete booth equipment plus stereo-
phonic sound (magnetic). Palace Theatre,
St. lohnsbury, Vt.

FOR SALE: 350 good upholstered, self-

rising chairs. Ideal, lot $4 each; Motio-
grapn projectors, mode! SH 7500, excel-
lent, $300; Side-lights, rheostat, curtain,
track, controls $200; RCA screen and frame,
excellent, 13'6" by 29', $200; H' 6 " by 14",
$50. Robert Brown, Leslie, Michigan, Phone
JU 9-4841.

Tronsverter 75/I50-amps, with instru-
ment panel and ballast; input 22-V. 3-HP.
60-CY. Excellent condition. Delivered 48
states $282—gift tor someone! Need any-
thing else? American Theatre Supply, First
at Bell, Seattle, Washington.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.

We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Paris, Il-

linois.

WANTED! 'Theatre chairs, Kroehler or
American, push backs only, good condi-
tion. Write Boxoffice 9477.

WANTED: 3.00" E. F. Widescreen Se-
ries LI Shaplite lenses or equal. Bert Lee,
Terry, Montana.

WANTED: One used Manley Popcorn
Machine. Broadway Theatre, East Chi-
cago, Indiana.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

1,000 Electromode, 208 V, 500 watt in-

car heaters, with automatic shut-off. 3
years old. Cost $24.95 new, bargain at
$8.50 each. Sample available upon de-
posit of $15.00. Boxoffice 9474.

For Sale: Complete drive-in theatre
equipment. Including booth, concession,
speaker posts, generator. Reasonable.
Consider partner with good location. Box-
office 9480.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsted, (Thicago 6 ,

Illinois.

SLIDES

SLIDES for coming attractions, an-
nouncements, etc. 'WHITLEY, 2123 Stanley,
Fort Worth, Texas.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres tor sole. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8 ,

California.

400-seat theatre, N.E. Oklahoma. Only
one radius 20 miles. Top condition, Cine-
maScope, 3 furntshed apartments, barber
shop, cafe, family operation. Sacrifice
building and all, terms or lease. Box-
office 9465.

For Sale: 400-seat theatre. Western Il-

linois town of 5,000. Manufacturing and
agricultural area. Good lease, newly dec-
orated, very well equipped. Box 25, Mor-
rison, 111 .

Rietta Drive-In and Dorothy Theatres,
Henrietta, Texas. Only theatres in county.
Best equipment in both. These are nice.

See to believe. Out of state owner. Will
sell both for $10,500, down or will trade
for any or all part. Going to quit. Come
and check. Claud Thorp, Box 80, Ryan,
Oklahoma.

For Sale: 400-car drive-in, joins closest
airbase in U.S. to Russia and Montanas,
fastest growing city. Scope—all concrete.
Box 506, Glasgow, Montana.

City suburban theatre with 650 seats
in fine Portland neighborhood. $8,000 will
handle. Theatre Exchange, 5724 S. E.

Monroe, Portland 22, Oregon.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Small town theatre and bowling alley,

in southwest. Terms. Boxoffice 9466.

Will Sell or Lease: Two 300-speaker
drive-ins in North Carolina. Easy terms.
45 miles apart, available now. Other busi-
ness interest. Contact G. R. Pattillo, Tryon,
N. C., UL 6-6290.

Central Virginia Drive-In Theatre sale
with/without acreage. Main highway. No
competition. Write Hardin, 808 Rollins
Drive, Alexandria, Virginia.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least

75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincirmati, Ohio.

Wanted to Buy: A drive-in theatre gross-

ing $40,000 or better, or a closed situa-

tion. Boxoffice 9476.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Ports for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also

leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c

ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat

covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8 ,

Michigan. Tyler

8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

FILMS WANTED
35mm, 16mm films. Will purchase

or small lots. Boxoffice 9468.

large

SOUND-PROJECTION
SERVICE MANUAL

A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE to Better Projec-

tion and Sound Reproduction. Easy-to-
understond general maintenance of sound
and projection equipment; no hard-to-un-
derstand technical terms. Written for ex-

hibitors, projectionists and repairmen.
Diagrams, schematics, trouble-shooting
charts, projector and sound equipment re-

pair data; arc lamps, lenses and screen
service data; many tips on 16mm equip-
ment. News on special equipment; Service

tips from projectionists; Trout's helpful

editorials, etc. In loose-leaf binder—ad-
ditional Service Bulletins for one year.

All for only $7.50. Cosh, check or P.O.,

no COD'S. Edited by practical engineer,

20 years of experience. Order TODAY.
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,

Oklahoma.

HANDY SUBSCRIP'nON ORDER FORM
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, MO.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed D Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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DON’T THROW AWAY PRODUCTION VALUES: a crisp, clear negative

deserves a top-quality print. And that’s what you’ll get if you use Eastman all the way-
negative and print-stock. In case of questions—film selection, processing, for example—get
in touch with Eastman Technical Service. For more information, write

Motion Picture Film Department, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. • Midv/est Division, 130 East Randolph Drive,

Chicago 1, 111. • West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Or—for the purchase offilm: W. J. German, Inc. Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional

Films for motion pictures and television. Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, 111., Hollywood, Calif.



Alice Faye, Pat Boone, Pamela Tiffin and Tom Ewell as a family fair-bound group, as

shown in the 20th Century-Fox picture, "State Fair," winner of the BOXOFFICE Blue

Ribbon Award for April. National Screen Council members selected it on the basis of

its outstanding qualities and suitability as family entertainment . . . Page 15.



“A PICTURE TO WIN POPUL

‘LONELY ARETHE BRAVE’ RATES HIGH

"An unusual, moving and dramatic picture. It is a warm and com-

pelling story told with feeling and a most effective use of the film

techniques. Kirk Douglas brings all his expected rugged vigor to the

role. Word-of-mouth buildup would seem to be a certainty."

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"A unique outdoor drama. The story of the struggle against the forces

of the modern West. Thrillingly photographed. A tour de force for

Douglas. The picture generates tremendous suspense."
BOXOFFICE

"Lonely Are The Brave is an unusuai picture, suspenseful and exciting,

one that wili be boosted by favorabie word-of-mouth. It is biessed with

performances that are fuifilling. A moving story with abundant humor."

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

"Lonely Are The Brave is an accomplished compendium of thrilis and

suspense. An unusual film. Douglas delivers as ever a convincingly

vigorous performance."
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

"An extraordinary motion picture. There is exciting action, there’s

wonderful humor. Sure to spur word-of-mouth. It has broad appeal

beyond the action and adventure set, and could be a big box office

surprise. This one will be a solid grosser, with the possibility of really

big things." INDEPENDENT FILM JOURNAL
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SteFhen Boyd ' Dolores Hart
ALSO STARRING
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\{ SmApblvIlfiS ClltsjErs/i/\Sc:OF=>e COLOR BY DE LUXE

AVAILABLE NOW I

Sensational FERRANTE and TEICHER recording of

FOLLOWING IN

THEIR GREAT
TRADITION

FROM ''EXODUS”
THROUGH

"WEST SIDE STORY”

"Theyused
me...Like an

a startling new experience from MARK ROBSON
who electrified you with "Peyton Place,”

"Champion," "From The Terrace”!

"They sold me like hunhan cargo...

now I am terrified by the very touch

of a man— even of the one man
alive who can help me!"
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A TIME. PLACE

I
N KEEPING with our slogan as “the pulse

of the motion picture industry,” we note

this pulse rises to an alarming rate when cen-

sorship is threatened in various quarters. Yet,

it is just such incidents as the one described

below that bring on these threats.

Saturday aftenioon one of our staff members,

Velma West Sykes, went to see a double bill

playing in one of the Kansas City neighborhood

houses. The pictures showing were “Two Wom-
en,” in which Sophia Loren won her Oscar as

best actress, and “The Hustler,” which won the

cinematography Award for a black and white

picture. Mrs. Sykes has for 20 years directed

our National Screen Council which selects the

most outstanding release of the month that is

also good family entertainment, for the Box-

OFFICE Blue Ribbon Award. Here is her report

as it came to our desk

:

“Since I had not seen ‘Two Women’ and ‘The

Hustler’ prior to the Academy Awards, I felt

perhaps I had missed something I should see,

so took advantage of their combined showing

in one theatre. It was with mixed emotions that
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I sat through the two depressing features, for

reasons that I’m sure you will understand.

“First, no one can deny the fact that Sophia

Loren does a magnificent job of acting in a role

requiring tbe best talents of a dramatic actress.

The story is unpleasant but skilfully done, no

matter how much we dislike to believe that a

group of Allied soldiers would take advantage of

an Italian woman and her 13-year-old daughter

in an abandoned church, as the troops marcli

in to ‘liberate’ the Italian people. Maybe such

things happened—we would not deceive our-

selves as many German people did about the

gas chambers at Dachau. Both personal and
mass tragedies happen in any war.

“As an adult picture, I have no quarrel with

its producer. Previously the picture played here

in an art house and that is the type of theatre

where it would be most appreciated. ‘The Hustler’

also seems to me for special audiences where
the acting and technical skills make up for the

sordid details of the story.

“Certainly, neither picture belongs in a neigh-

borhood house on a Saturday aftenioon. The
reason I say this is that, in addition to many
elderly women ( who don’t go to night shows

)

,

I was distressed to see many children, most of

them unaccompanied by an adult. First and
above all, their parents were at fault, of course.

But has the exhibitor no community responsi-

bility? If he could not arrange a matinee per-

formance of a more suitable nature for the chil-

dren (and those elderly women) of his neighbor-

hood used to coming to his theatre because of

its proximity, he could have refused to sell tickets

to those young children who came in trustfully

with their bags of popcorn—and got nothing

else for their money, not even a cartoon.

AND AUDIENCE
“Children may not be actually harmed by

these pictures but I think any film that has a

rape scene ( no matter how well handled) should

bar children without their parents. These were
exceptionally well-behaved children, too, in spite

of the fact you could tell by their restlessness

that they were bored. In a way, they had been
cheated. And since the theatre belongs to a cir-

cuit, part of the fault lies with the circuit booker
as well as the manager.

“The jioint I am trying to make is that for

too long producers and distributors have been
blamed for so many adult pictures. True, they
have made too many of this one type recently.

But the exhibitor knows his community, he knows
when a film is un.su itable for his younger pa-

trons. And when an exhibitor sells the children

short, he is taking an irresponsible attitude to-

ward his own future and that of the entire in-

dustry.”

Mrs. Sykes has hit the nail on the head. While
many in the industry will agree with what she
says, too few may be willing to take the re-

sponsibility called for, even in their own situa-

tions. There seems to be too much proneness to

follow the lines of least resistance on the part

of too many, the while creating an increasing

resistance to moviegoing by large segments of

the public and, at the same time, continuing
to make the industry a target for censorship

attacks.

There is a time and a place and an audience
for every type of motion picture. It is up to

the exhibitor to do the choosing. Certainly, so-

called “adult” pictures should be shown to the

audiences for which they were designed, and
not at Saturday matinees to which children are

admitted. There is no need to alienate any
particular audience or element in any commun-
ity. It may require more time and greater ef-

fort, but judicious booking and playing of avail-

able releases will best cultivate the patronage
of every element—young and old alike.

Good News From UA
An encouraging note is sounded by the United

Artists announcement that it will deliver 19
major pictures—17 new films and two strong
rereleases—from May through Christmas. That
number in the span of eight months is some-
thing of a miracle in these days. Exhibitors who
have been complaining of a product shortage for

many long months should welcome the good
news from UA. Doubtless, they hopefully would
like to hear the same from other major com-
panies.



UA Releasing 19 Pictures

May Through December
NEW YORK—“United Artists will have

in release the strongest lineup of product
ever offered the nation’s exhibitoi*s in the

relatively short period between May and
Christmas." according to Arnold M. Picker,

executive vice-president. He described the

company’s program of 19 major features as

“a motion picture theatre owner’s dream,
representing a total production cost of

$51,000,000, starring 61 of the most glitter-

ing marquee names on the international

scene and created by the world’s leading

film-makers.”

VELDE LAUDS FILM LINEUP

Picker’s enthusiasm for the May through
December releases was shared by James R.

Velde, vice-president in charge of domestic
sales, w'ho sent a letter to the nation’s ex-

hibitors saying, “I have never come to our
exhibitors vith a program of motion pic-

tures as substantial and impressive as the

program listed herein.” He pointed out

that the 19 productions had such directors

and producers as Robert Wise and Jerome
Robbins, who won the Academy Award as

“best directors” for “West Side Story,” one
of the pictures on the list, as well as Stan-
ley Kramer, William Wyler, Harold Hecht,
Carol Reed, Jean Negulesco, Fred Coe, Mel-
vin Frank, Norman Panama, the Mii’isch

brothers, J. Lee Thompson, Edward Small,
John Frankenheimer and Stuart Millar.

In addition to “West Side Story,” for its

directors, three others of this year’s Acad-
emy Award winners are included in the
group, “Judgment at Nuremberg,” for

which Maximilian Schell won the “best

actor” award, and Rita Moreno and George
Chakiris, also for “West Side Story.” Both
of these pictures will now be going into

wider release and William Wyler’s “The
Children’s Hour,” a Mirisch Co. presenta-
tion, and “Jessica,” in Panavision and
Technicolor, a Jean Negulesco production,
which have played key city first runs, will

also go into national release.

LISTS OTHER 15 PICTURES

The other 15 pictures, listed alpha-
betically, are “Birdman of Alcatraz,” a
Harold Hecht production, staiTing Burt
Lancaster, Karl Malden, Thelma Ritter and
Neville Brand; “Follow That Dream,” in De
Luxe Color and Panavision, a Mirisch Co.
presentation standing Elvis Presley; “Ge-
ronimo,” a Laven-Gardner-Levy produc-
tion in De Luxe Color and Panavision, star-
i-ing Chuck Connors; “Hero’s Island,” in

color and Panavision, a Leslie Stevens pro-
duction starring James Mason, Neville
Brand and Rip Torn; “Jack the Giant
Killer.” in "technicolor, produced by Ed-
ward Small v. 'h Kerwin Mathews and
Torin Thatcher; “Kid Galahad,” a Mirisch
Co. production in Technicolor, starring
Elvis Presley; ‘“The Magic Sword.” a Bert
I. Gordon production in Eastman Color,
starring BasU Rathbone and Estelle Win-
wood; ‘"The Manchurian Candidate,” an
M.C. production, starring Frank Sinatra,
Laurence Harvey and Janet Leigh; “The
Miracle Worker,” produced by Fred Coe,

Arthur B. Krim, seated, United
Artists president; Arnold M. Picker,

left, executive vice-president, and
James R. Velde, vice-president in

charge of domestic sales, examine the
company’s release roster.

starring Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke and
Victor Jory; “Pressure Point,” a Stanley
Kramer production, starring Sidney Poitier

and Bobby Darin; “The Road to Hong
Kong,” produced by Melvin Fi’ank, starring

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan Collins and
Dorothy Lamour; “Taras Bulba,” in color

and Panavision, produced by Harold Hecht,
starring Yul Brynner and Tony Curtis, and
“Two for the Seesaw,” a Mirisch Co. pro-

duction in association with Seven Arts,

starring Shirley MacLaine and Robert
Mitchum.

Rounding out the program will be a re-

issue package of “Trapeze,” in color and
Cinemascope, starring Burt Lancaster,
Tony Curtis and Gina Lollobrigida, and
“The Vikings,” in Technicolor and Techni-
rama, starring Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis,

Ernest Borgnine and Janet Leigh.

June 12 Date Set for UA
Stockholders' Meeting

NEW YORK—United Artists’ annual
meeting of stockholders will be held June
12 in the Astor Theatre.
The agenda calls for the election of nine

directors and the ratification of the em-
ployment of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
as auditors for the 1962 fiscal year.

Para. Stockholders Annual
Meeting Set for June 5
NEW YORK—Annual meeting of Para-

mount Pictures stockholders has been
called for June 5 in the homeoffice at 1501
Broadway.
Except for the election of directors and

the designation of Price Waterhouse & Co.
as independent auditors, the only other
item on the agenda is a proposal by a
shareholder to regulate stock option plans,
which, in part, would require an optionee
to hold shares, acquired by option, for at
least three years. Management is opposed
to the proposal.

MPI Reports Progress

In Pushing Product
KANSAS CITY—Substantial progress In

its effort to stimulate the release of a
larger volume of product to theatres was
reported by Motion Picture Investors, Inc.,
in its fourth annual report to stockholders!
Major film companies have been en-

couraged to bring out selected titles from
their film libraries by MPTs success with
“Friendly Persuasion,” “Wichita” and “The
Oklahoman,” which were rereleased by
Allied Artists on a contract with MPI, it
was stated. From this contract MPI has
realized a substantial profit.

The report noted that there are indica-
tions that Allied Artists will continue to re-
lease the above titles and other films fol-
lowing the MPI pattern.

The annual report also noted that the
production of a new film, “The Deadly
Companions,” resulted in part from a loan
of $150,000 by MPI, later reduced to $130,-
000. The film is being distributed by
Pathe-America Distributing Co.
However, it was reported that the value

of the MPI investment portfolio decreased
because of the general decline in stock
market prices and because of the slow box-
office start of “The Deadly Companions.”
The net MPI asset value as of March 31,
1962, was $8.82 a share, based on a total
value of $348,682.91 and outstanding shares
of 43,619.

“It is improbable that future receipts
from the distribution of ‘The Deadly Com-
panions’ will be sufficient to recover the
unpaid balance of $122,690.04 on the note
held on Carousel Productions, Inc.’s pro-
duction of ‘The Deadly Companions,’ ” the
report stated. Accordingly the investment
in the note has been written down to
$65,000.

Film Carriers to Diversify;

Hit by Product Shortage
NEW YORK—The product shortage and

longer runs have deeply affected the film
transit business and efforts to diversify its
interests will be made by the film haulers.
This was stressed here at the annual con-
vention of National Film Carriers in the
Roosevelt Hotel.

The increase in shopping centem with
theatres offers some ray of hope for the
can-iers because additional theatres mean
more shipments, it was said. The daily
routes must be maintained even though
the long engagements have reduced the
number of cans on the tracks. For that
reason, the film transit operators must
eye other forms of merchandise hauling
in order to stay in business.
At the closing luncheon on Thursday,

Ralph Hetzel, vice-president of the Mo-
tion Picture Ass’n of America, presented,
on behalf of Eric Johnston, MPAA presi-
dent, scrolls citing the contributions to
the industry of the late M. H. Brandon,
of Memphis, pioneer in the film transit
business, and the late James P. Clark,
president of National Film Service and
founder and first president of National
Film CaiTiers. The scrolls were sent to
the widows of both men.
Ray Ti-ampe of Milwaukee, president of

National Film CaiTiers, presided.
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Green Sheet Streamlined;

Subscriptions Stay Free

Ark. Exhibitors Push

For New Stars Plan
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. — Independent

Theatre Owners of Arkansas wants Thea-
tre Owners of America to “expedite and
implement” the concept of the new stars

and audience poll programs. At its annual
convention here, the ITOA called for an
early start of the projects and passed a
resolution to that effect.

The pew stars program proposes an in-

dustry effort to produce, for theatre
screens, a series of short subjects introduc-
ing new personalities to motion picture the-
atre audiences. The audience poll would
be a national effort to have patrons vote
in autumn for those pictures and players
whom they feel were the best of the year.

The resolution pointed out that the
Arkansas exhibitors felt that the industry’s

future would be more secure and the pros-
perity of exhibition further enhanced, “if

organized efforts are made to promote
public acceptance of the tremendously
talented young people who are eager to

appear in our motion pictures and to stimu-
late public interest in motion pictures.”

Rejects Motions to Dismiss
Miss. Percentage Suit
BILOXI, MISS.—Federal Judge Mize has

denied motions by A. L. Royal, head of the
Royal circuit, to dismiss three percentage
suits brought against him by Columbia,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Universal.

Royal’s motions were treated by the
court as motions for summary judgments
since they were based on affidavits by
Royal which, according to plaintiffs’ at-

torneys, attempted to dispute certain

analyses of Royal’s boxoffice reports to the
distributors. Judge Mize’s orders directed

that Royal’s motions, treated as motions for

summary judgment, be overruled and
denied.

At the same time. Judge Mize signed
further orders in the same cases which
granted the motions of the three plaintiffs

for inspection of Royal’s theatre records for

a period of seven years prior to the start

of the suits.

Plaintiffs were represented by the Jack-
son, Miss., firm of Wells, Thomas & Wells
and the New York firm of Sargoy & Stein.

Royal was represented by deQuincy V.
Sutton of Meridian.

Kenneth Hargreaves Joins

De Lourentiis Staff
LONDON — Kenneth R. Hargreaves,

former managing director for Columbia
Pictures in Great Britain, has joined the
executive staff of Dino De Laurentiis prod-
uct in the U.S., Canada and the United
Kingdom.

Hargreaves, a former J. Arthur Rank
executive, began his new duties at the De
Laurentiis headquarters in London May 1,

this being the first of several new appoint-
ments planned by De Laurentiis to

strengthen his international staff. The De
Laurentiis films to be released in the U.S.

and Great Britain in 1962 include “Bar-
abbas,” the $10,000,000 version of the Par
Lagerkvist novel, and “Best of Enemies”
from a script by Christopher Fry.

Picker to Represent

MPAA in COMPO
NEW YORK — Eugene Picker, vice-

president of United Artists, has been
elected to represent

the Motion Picture

Ass’n of America on
the governing com-
mittee and executive

committee of the
Council of Motion
Picture Oi^ganizations.

He replaces the late

A. Montague.
The COMPO gov-

erning committee,
frequently referred to

as the triumvirate,

consists of Ben Mar-
cus, representing Allied States Ass’n

;

Samuel Pinanski, Theatre Owners of

America, and, now. Picker, MPAA.
The executive committee consists of

MPAA representatives and designated
members of all exhibitor associations.

The board of MPAA will meet shortly to

vote on participation in the financing of

COMPO, matching dollar for dollar money
contributed by exhibition.

Audubon Films Appeals
On Twilight' License
NEW YORK—Audubon Films, distributor

of “The Twilight Girls,” has filed an ap-
peal to the New York State Supreme
Oorn’t to request that the director of mo-
tion pictures issue a license to the film,

which was denied a license by the Board
of Regents in April, according to Radley
H. Metzger.
The brief, filed by Martin and Arroll,

attorneys for Audubon, states that “The
Twilight Girls,” which was declared ob-
scene in its present form by the Board of

Regents, is “not obscene as a matter of

fact and as a matter of law” and that the
Regents is “without constitutional au-
thority to pick and choose certain portions
of a literary work and to substitute their

views of a work of art for those of the
dtreotoi’, writer and producer.”

Last October, “The Twilight Girls” was
seized in the town of Oakwood, Calif., by
the police there on the grounds that the
film was obscene but a special jury of

housewives, psychiatilsts and business-
men of the town reviewed the film and
ordered the prints retm-ned to Audubon
on the grounds that the picture was not
obscene. Audubon has filed a damage
suit against the town of Oakwood.

WB Declares Dividend
NEW YORK—A dividend of 12 1/2 cents

per share on Warner Bros, common stock
has been declared by the board of directors,

payable August 6 to stockholders of record
on July 13.

NEW YORK — The Green Sheet, pub-

lished by the Film Eistimate Boai'd of Na-

tional Oi’’ganizations, has been streamlined

both as to appearance and operation. 'The

fonnat has been changed and the mailing

list has been revised to conform with the

number of persons who are actively using

the service.

HIGH RETURN FROM SURVEY
Smwey cards were sent to approximately

23,000 subscribers who were receiving 36,-

700 copies dach month. Subscribers who
no longer were using The Green Sheet

actively were removed from the mailing

list. ’The FEBNO received 10,137 replies,

requesting 14,996 copies monthly. Accord-

ing to Mrs. Margaret Twyman, director of

community relations for the Motion Picture

Ass’n, and Mrs. Marie Hamilton, FEBNO
director, this was considered a high return

in view of the fact that they were threat-

ened by the possibility of being charged

a subscription fee. Approximately 55 per

cent stated they would be willing to pay

a fee in order to continue receiving the

service.

As of May 1, The Green Sheet had 11,-

446 subscribers, receiving 15,831 copies.

Readership continues to grow, due in part

to attention called to The Green Sheet

by several widely cii'culated magazine

articles. A Life Magazine article brought

approximately 10,000 responses and these

now are being processed.

With the survey tabulation and a new
mailing list, several policies were estab-

lished for the purpose of further impi-ov-

ing the effectiveness of The Green Sheet.

Since extensive study of the problem indi-

cated that the costs of processing paid

subscriptions would exceed the anticipated

income, it was decided not to charge a

subscription fee. More adequate printing

and mailing facilities were located, without

increasing these costs. The format was

redesigned. The Green Sheet hereafter will

be mailed by first class mail instead of

third class, a move which, it is believed,

will improve its usefulness. All address

plates will be coded according to profession,

so that selected mailings may be made
in the future.

DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOWN
A breakdown of readership showed that

2,710 copies went to librarians, 1,981 to

educators, 1,974 to the film industry, 1,522

to clergymen, 1,413 to community leaders,

309 to mass media, 246 to social workers,

203 to students and 30 to the armed
forces. It was explained that almost with-

out exception, these were institutional

subscriptions, not personal.

Kramer's Danish Award
COPENHAGEN — Stanley Ki'amer’s

“Judgment at Nuremberg” was unani-

mously selected as best pictm”e of 1961

by the Copenhagen Film Critics and
awarded the “Bodil” statuette, Danish
equivalent of America’s “Oscar.” Kramer
previously took Danish honors with “The
Defiant Ones” in 1958 and “High Noon”
in 1952.

Eugene Picker
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Allied Names Exhibitors

To Head Rogers Drive
DETROIT — Exhibitor leaders who will

act as regional coordinators to assist the

sales managers conmiittee in the 1962 Will

Rogers Hospital fund drive were named by
Mai-shall Fine, National Allied president,

last week. This step implements the action

taken by the Allied board at New Orleans

in Maixh, confiitning the active support

always given this project. The goal has

been widened to include the program of

the Bob O’Domrell Memori^ Reseaixh
Laboratories, with a tai*get of $1,000,000

under the chainnanship of Jerome Pick-

man of Paramount.
The regional leaders named to provide

exhibitor support are: Maryland—Elmer
Nolte jr., F. H. Durkee Entei-prises, Balti-

more; Michigan—Woodrow R. Fraught,

United Detroit Theatres, for Detroit, and
H. E. Stuckey, W. S. Butterfield Theatres,

for upstate; New Jersey—William Infald,

Franklin Theatre, Nutley; Illinois—Jack
Clark, Allied Theatres of Illinois, Chicago;

Louisiana, Abe Berenson, Allied Theatre

Owners of the Gulf States, New Orleans;

Kentucky—E. L. Ornstein, Ornstein Book-
ing Service, Louisville; New York—Joe

Miller, Menanus Drive-In, Menanus, for Al-

bany teiTitory, and William Brett, Skyway-
Niagara Drive-In, Tonawanda, for Buffalo

territoiT: Minnesota, North and South Da-
kota—Martin Lebedoff, Capitol Theatre,

St. Paul; Ohio—Sam Schultz, Selected The-
atres, Cleveland; West Virginia—A1 Fusco,

Warner Theatre, Morgantown, for Pitts-

burgh area, and William Wyatt, Virginian

Theatre, Charleston, for Cincinnati teiTi-

tory; western Pennsylvania—George Tice,

Munhall; Wisconsin—Ben Marcus, Marcus
Theatres Management Co., Milwaukee.

Annual Hospital Tour
Set for June 28-30

NEW YORK—The weekend of June 28-

30 has been designated for the annual in-

spection tour of the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital at Saranac Lake, N. Y., which
will be combined with the annual meeting
of the board of directors, again at the

Edgewater Motel, operated by Herman
Robbins and his family, at Schroon Lake.

Approximately 100 key executives of the

entertainment industry will see the ad-
vances made during the last year in new
buildings, enlargement of the new O’Don-
nell Research Laboratories and the ex-

pansion of the newly energized research

and healing programs.
The party will leave New York on

Thursday, June 28, via Campus Coaches,
and go directly to the Edgewater, which
will be the headquarters through Saturday.
On Friday, all will be taken to the hospital

for the inspection tour and informative
luncheon meeting and visits with patients.

The directors meeting will be held the

next day at Schroon Lake and the party

will return to New York that evening.

At the luncheon on Friday, Dr. L. Fred
Ayvazian, the new medical director, is

scheduled to outline the now approaches

to medical treatment. Dr. Martin J. Fitz-

patrick and his associate, Verne Hospel-

horn, will present their new research pro-

gi'am. Delegates also will learn about the
summer I'esearch seminare to be conducted
at the hospital this year* with the coopera-
tion of medical schools of major univer-

sities.

WOMPIs Pledge Cooperation
For Rogers Campaign
CHARLOTTE, N.C.—The Association of

Women of the Motion Picture Industry,

through Myrtle D. Parker, association presi-

dent, has pledged full cooperation in the

Will Rogers fund drive. In a letter to

Jerome Pickman, chairman of the panel
of sales managers, Mrs. Parker said, in

part:

“Our organization is pleased to learn of

the plans for the $1,000,000 drive for Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital which is being
promoted by the sales managers of the ma-
jor companies. We are very much inter-

ested in the hospital and its progress, as

our Association service project is the en-
dowment of a room. Please be assured of

our willingness to cooperate during this

drive.”

Mrs. Parker said that a vote of the mem-
ber clubs prompted the Association’s en-
dorsement of the drive and the offer of

assistance.

Herman Cohen Budgets
$5 Million on 5 Films
HOLLYWOOD—Five pictures, to cost

more than $5,000,000, have been slated for

production in 1962-63 by Herman Cohen
through his Independent Herman Cohen
Productions. Three will be made here and
two in London.

Initial film, blueprinted for an August
start, is “Black Zoo,” a horror yarn written

by Cohen and budgeted at $1,000,000. It

will be followed by a science-fiction yarn,

“Target Moon,” and by “Forgotten Heroes,”
a World War II story to be filmed in

Europe. The most costly production will be
“Circus Magnifique,” to be filmed in

Europe in 70mm and Eastman Color. The
final film on the schedule is “The Haunted
Jungle,” based on the novel by Robert
Conway.

Cohen, now headquartered at Producers
Studio here, will soon announce releasing

plans and production dates for the entire

program.

Embassy Pictures Acquires
The Seven Capital Sins'
NEW YORK—Embassy Pictures has ac-

quired “The Seven Capital Sins” and will

release the French production during the
summer. Each “sin” segment is directed by
a different director and each story written
by a different playwright.
The sins are anger, sloth, gluttony, greed,

pride, envy and lust. According to Leonard
Lightstone, vice-president in charge of in-

ternational sales, “The Seven Capital Sins”
is a new treatment of the classical theme
in modern French style.

Claude Giroux Elected

To Board of AA

Claude A. Giroux

NEW YORK—The election of Claude A.
Giroux to the board of directors of Allied

Artists may be a tip-

off that he will have
a stronger voice in

the affairs of the

company in which he
is one of the biggest

individual stock-

holders. It will be re-

called that Giroux, a
few months ago, was
heading up a syndi-

cate which sought
control of Allied

Artists and had
tapped both Max E.

Youngstein and Paul Lazainis jr., in-

dividually and at different times, to be

president. Both deals fell through.
Giroux is president of Prudential In-

vestment Corp., a privately held Canadian
investment company, and president of D.

Kaltman & Co., eastern drug distributor.

He also has been associated with the

legitimate theatre as both a producer and
operator primarily in New York and Mon-
treal. His election to the board is regarded
as an enlargement of his scope of interest

in the entertainment industry.

According to AA, Giroux will fill the

vacancy occasioned by the resignation of

Norton V. Ritchey, who will remain as

president of Allied Artists International

Corp.
At a meeting of the board on May 4,

payment was authorized for a quarterly

dividend of 13% cents per share on the 5 Vi

per cent preferred stock, payable June 15

to stockholders of record on June 1.

20th-Fox Executives See
'Longest Day' Rough Cut
PARIS—A group of 20th Century-Fox

executives saw a three-hour rough cut of

Darryl F. Zanuck’s “The Longest Day” here
last week and described it as one of the

“greatest motion pictures ever brought to

the screen.”

The Paris edition of the New York
Herald-Tribune carried a full-page ad for

“The Longest Day” and a thousand copies

were distributed to the guests at the Cannes
Film Festival. The picture was not shown
at the Festival because it had not been
completed in time.

The group consisted of Spyros Skouras,
president; Murray Silverstone, president of

the international company; Joseph Mosko-
witz and Charles Einfeld, vice-presidents,

and Glenn NoiTis, general sales manager.
Einfeld went from Paris to London for

conferences on “Nine Hours to Rama,”
currently in production there. He re-
turned to New York over the weekend.

Split Screen Interviews
For 'Boys' Night Out'
NEW YORK—Four split-screen inter-

views for use on local television stations

have been prepared by Embassy Pictures
for “Boys’ Night Out.” The trailers will be
available to exhibitors at no cost.

Kim Novak, James Garner, Tony Ran-
dall and Patti Page were photographed on
the set dui'ing production.
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Flexibility of U-l Filming Operation

Explained by Producer Robert Arthur
NEW YORK — The flexibility of Uni-

versal-International’s pi-oduction opera-

tions is such tliat it can wait for the

right player to play the i-ight role in the

right stoiT. producer' Robert Ai'thur ex-

plained here last week. Ai'thur, who was

in New York to plug his latest Universal

production, “That Touch of Mink,” said

that Universal planned its pixigi-am on the

basis of scripts on hand and that it could

schedule its pictui'es in acooi'dance with

the availability of stars.

EIGHT STORIES ON BOARDS
Arthui' has eight story properties on

the drawing boards, two of which are

ready for shooting. Fii'st to go. in Oc-

tober or November, will be “Captain New-
man,” by Lee Rosten, for which Gregory

Peck has been signed for the top I'ole, al-

though the rest of the oast has not been

selected as yet. This will be followed by

"It Seems There Were Two Ii'ishmen,”

which wiU stai' Rock Hudson and a major
actress. Ai-thm- said two leading feminine

players would fit the role perfectly and
that if one were not available, the other

would be. He declined to identify them.
Arthur said that T. E. B. Clarke was

working on the screenplay of “D for

Diamonds” in England, which will be made
as an adventm-e comedy with a major
British and American star in the starring

roles, possibly Tony Cm’stis and Alec Guin-
ness. Another property is “T h e Brass

Bottle,” based on a popular novel by F.

Guthrie Anstey and published 60 years

ago in England. This will be made in

Hollywood.
Somerset Maugham’s “Ashendon” will be

brought to the screen by Arthur who said

he hoped he could get Clarke to write the

screenplay. Others on his schedule are a
story tentatively titled “Thi-ee on a Match,”
by Larry Markes and Michael Moiris, tele-

vision writei-s; “The Phantom Army,”
based on a camouflage division of the
army, and “King of the Mountain,” by
Stanley Shapiro.

In regard to Shapiro, Arthui' said the
writer was a commodity in Hollywood for

whose sei*vices producei's were clamoring.
Anybody w'ho has a Shapiro property has
a profitable commodity, he said. Pictui'es

written by Shapiro were “The Perfect Fur-
lough,” “Pillow Talk,” “Operation Petti-
coat,” “Come September,” “Lover Come
Back” and “That Touch of Mink.” Of
these, Ai-thur produced all but “Pillow
Talk.”

‘SPIRAL ROAD’ NEXT
Arthur’s next picture to reach the screen

will be “The Spii'al Road,” which by con-
trast to most of his productions, is a
serious drama.

Arthur is a native New Yorker who
started his business career as an ac-
countant and then switched to oil drilling.

Discarding botii "pipfessions, he turned to
writer and became a script writer for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. After army service
in World War II, he returned to Hollywood
and produced several of the Abbott and
Costello comedies and some of the “Fran-
cis” pictures. He moved to Warner Bros,
and Columbia and then, in 1953, returned
to Universal.

'E' for Export Award
Presented to MPAA
WASHINGTON — An “E” for export

flag was awai'ded to the Motion Picture
Ass’n here May 3 by Luther H. Hodges,

Eric Johnston, left, accepts the “E”
Award from Luther H. Hodges.

secretary of commerce, for its work in

support of the President’s export expan-
sion program.
The blue and white “E” flag, a revival

of the World War II pi'oduction excellency
award, was accepted by Eric Johnston,
MPAA president, at a special ceremony. In
presenting the award. Secretary Hodges
lauded the MPAA for “the skill and
thoroughness with which it has organized
since World War II to deal with its ex-
port problems.”

M. H. Poll and Abe Burrows
To Make 'Janus' for UA
NEW YORK — The 1955 stage hit,

“Janus,” will he transferred to the screen
by Martin H. Poll and Abe Buitows for
release by United Artists. Burrows will write
the screenplay, direct and coproduce the
picture which will go into production in
October.
This will be Buitows’ first directional

chore for pictures, although he wrote the
screenplay for “The Solid Gold Cadillac.”
Poll cuiTently is producing “The Grand
Duke and Mr. Pimm” in France.

To Distribute 'Female Animal'
LOS ANGELES—Robert L. Kronenberg,

president of Manhattan Films Inter-
national, announced the acquisition of U.S.
distribution rights for “The Female
Animal,” feature-length documentary of
feminine beauty secrets from around the
world. The film, in English, was made in

Vienna by Sasha Films.

National General Has

Gain in Earnings
LOS ANGELES—Earnings of National

General Coi-p., foi-merly National Theatres
and Television, Inc., for the fiscal 1962

first half, ended March 27, increased 109

per cent to $1,301,347, including a non-
recun'ing gain of $411,270, it was an-
nounced by Eugene V. Klein, president.

This was equal to 46 cents a share on 2,-

830,363 common shai'es outstanding and
compares with 1961 first half net income
of 622,164, or 22 cents a share on the 2,816,-

247 shares then outstanding.

The sharp gain in the recent six months
was attributed to the net income in the

second quarter of fiscal 1962 of $918,957. or

33 cents a share, which compares with

$736,738, or 26 cents a share for the cor-

responding period last year.

National General’s net income from op-
erations in the 1962 second quai-ter, at

$958,797, was greater than operating in-

come during all of fiscal 1961, Klein stated.

Operating income excludes gains or losses

from the disposition of real estate, as well

as the $411,270 non-recurring gain, reg-

istered in the first quarter of this year from
sale of the company’s Cinemiracle process

and the Cinemiracle picture “Wind-
jammer.”
The substantial increases in earnings for

both the ld62 first half and second quarter

were credited by the National General chief

executive to company-wide emphasis on
cost controls and operating efficiency. The
gains were achieved on total income during
the recent second quarter of $11,651,551,

compared with $12,066,045 in the corres-

ponding 1961 period, and total revenues for

the fu'st half this yeai' of $21,504,939,

against $21,911,580 a year earlier.

Klein said that plans are moving ahead
very satisfactorily to expand over-all com-
pany activities. These include strengthen-

ing its theatre circuit, which totaled 214

operating theatres as of last March 27, and
exploring new, more profitable use of some
theatre properties. He said, “Many of oua-

prime location theatre properties offer sub-
stantially greater profit possibilities with
redevelopment into modern commercial
and residential complexes. Full-scale use

studies are now being conducted on several

of the properties and specific building

programs will be launched as soon as

practicable.”

Exhibitor Contest Is Set

For WB's 'Lad: a Dog'
LOS ANGELES—An exhibitor contest for

the best local campaign promoting “Lad:
a Dog” will be conducted by Warner Bros,

in connection with the Decoration Day
•lational release on the Technicolor film.

The winning exhibitor will receive a Zenith
Trans-Oceanic standard and short-wave
radio as grand prize in the nationwide
competition.

Campaigns must be submitted to Lad: a

Dog Exhibitor Contest, Warner Bros., 666

Fifth Ave., New York 19, before midnight,

July 4, 1962.

The picture stars Peter Breck and
Peggy McCay, and was produced by Max J.

Rosenberg and directed by Aram Avakian
and Leslie Martinson.
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NOW IN ITS 3rd RECORD MONTH IN NEW YORK! HAILED BY
N.Y. AND NATIONAL CRITICS AS TRULY EXTRAORDINARY!” N.Y. TIMES,

"HYPNOTIC!” LIFE MAGAZINE, "MASTERFUL!” TIME MAGAZINE

HMTCH II GO lICBOSS THE COUNTHY!
SCHENECTADY, N.Y. SCOTIA ATLANTA, GA. PEACHTREE PEORIA, ILL. VARSITY ST. LOUIS, MO. APOLLO

TROY, N.Y. AMERICAN MEMPHIS, TENN. GUILD CHAMPAIGN, ILL. COED MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. SUBURBAN WORLD

BOSTON, MASS. EXETER ST. NEW ORLEANS, LA. PEACOCK DETROIT, MICH. STUDIO DENVER, COLO. VOGUE & CAPRI

PROVIDENCE, R.l. AVON COLUMBUS, 0. BEXLEY ANN ARBOR, MICH. CAMPUS MONTEREY, CAL. JOHN STEINBECK

WORCESTER, MASS. FINE ARTS YELLOW SPRINGS, 0. LIHLE E. LANSING, MICH. STATE PORTLANO, OREGON FINE ARTS

SPRINGFIELD, MASS. PHILLIPS CLEVELANO, OHIO HEIGHTS ART LOUISVILLE, KY. CRESCENT SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. BRIDGE

HANOVER, N.H. NUGGET TOLEOO, OHIO WESTWOOD MILWAUKEE, Wise. TIMES MENLO PARK, CALIF. GUILD

BINGHAMTON, N.Y. ART AKRON, OHIO ART MAOISON, Wise. MAJESTIC OAKLANO, CALIF. PARKWAY

ITHACA. N.Y. TEMPLE PinSBURGH, PA. SQUIRREL HILL DALLAS, TEXAS FINE ARTS SACRAMENTO, CALIF. GUILD

NEW HAVEN, CONN. LINCOLN WASHINGTON, D.C. PLAYHOUSE AUSTIN, TEXAS TEXAS FRESNO, CALIF. FINE ARTS

HARTFORD, CONN. ART CHICAGO, ILL. SURF KANSAS CITY, MO. ROCKHILL STOCKTON, CALIF. FESTIVAL

SYRACUSE, N.Y. RIVIERA INOIANAPOLIS, IND. CINEMA ART PENSACOLA, FLA. PENN MIAMI BEACH, FLA. NORMANDIE

CINCINNATI, OHIO GUILD BALTIMORE, MO. CHARLES LARKSPUR, CALIF. LARK PinSFIELD, MASS. LIHLE CINEMA

MIAMI, FLORIOA PARKWAY DAYTON, OHIO ART

DON’T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD. CALL, WIRE OR WRITE YOUR ASTOR REPRESENTATIVE
ASTOR PICTURES, 625 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y.



Chromatron Tube Is Demonstrated

For Exhibiting Films in Daylight
By AL STEEN

NEW YORK — The long-hoped-for
achievement of drive-m theatre operators
of a means whereby pictm-es could be pre-
sented in daylight, or at least well before
sundown, may be just around the corner.
The development, which was almost acci-

dental in its concept, stems from the
Chromatron television color tube, invented
by Dr. Ernest Lawi-ence in England and
owned by Paramomit Pictures. The tube, it

is said, has a brightness superior to other
systems and, judging by a demonstration
for Boxoffice in the Paramount home of-

fice last week, the claims ai'e justified.

Paul Raibom'n, Pai'amount vice-presi-

dent, conducted the demonstration of the
color television system and then explained
how it could be adapted for di'ive-in exhi-
bition of motion pictures in daylight. Four
slide projectors threw images on four in-

dividual screens in both subdued daylight
and broad daylight. Density filters were
placed in front of two of the projectors to

show the contrast between the Chromatron
and competitive tubes.

A television set containing the Lawrence
tube then was turned on, presenting a color
slide of a girl in bright ski clothes. It first

was shown in subdued light and the images
were bright and clear. The Venetian blinds
then were raised, flooding the room with
daylight but there was no diminishing of
the clarity of the pictm-e nor the color.

John L. Toohey Named
UA Publicity Aide
NEW YORK—John L. Toohey, author

and theatrical publicist, has been named
assistant publicity di-

rector of United Ai’t-

ists by Fred Goldberg,
executive dii'ector of

advertising, publicity

and exploitation.

Toohey, who has re-

signed as publicity di-

rector for the touring
stage play, “Rx for

Murder,” will work
under the direction of

Samuel J. Friedman,

John L. Toohey national publicity di-

rector.

Toohey, who is the author of numerous
short stories published in the Saturday
Evening Post, McCall’s and Ladies Home
Journal, has also written television plays
for “Adventure” and "Captain Video” se-
ries. In addition to being press representa-
tive on “Victoria Regina,” “The Male Ani-
mal,” “Life With Father,” “Pal Joey” and
“Will Success Spoil Rock Himter?” among
other Broadway plays. Toohey was unit
publicist for “Splendor in the Grass,”
made by Elia Kazan for Warner Bros.
His father, John Peter Toohey, was a
noted press agent and playwright.

Filmgroup Sets 'Mermaids' for June
LOS ANGELES—The Filmgroup has set

June 1 for the national release of “The
Mermaids of Tiburon,” underwater color
spectacle starring Diane Webber.

Raibourn then centered a high intensity

floodlight on the TV pictm-e and there ap-
peared to be no loss of quality in either the
color or the clarity.

The brightness of the TV picture natur-
ally led to the speculation that the same
quality of picture could be presented on an
outdoor screen. Paramount is working on
that angle in the consti-uction of a multi-
gun tube which would have the brightness
of 400 lamberts, whereas the television

image witnessed last week had a bright-

ness of 300 lamberts. (A lambert is a unit of

brightness, equal to the brightness of a
surface which is radiating or reflecting one
lumen per square centimeter.)

Raibom-n sees initial experiments on an
outdoor screen in about a year. As yet, no
tests have been made with motion pictures

because of the lack of necessary equip-
ment. At present, he said, the cost of a
theatre installation would be prohibitive,

probably about $50,000, but with a stepup
in the manufacture of the tubes, the cost

would go down.
A projection booth would be unnecessary

for the daylight showings with the elec-

tronic device, Raibourn said. The screen

will receive its pictm-es from the real-.

Drive-in theatres in daylight saving

areas have been particularly hard hit be-

cause of the late starting time. The Para-
mount-Lawrence tube innovation would
permit shows at any time of the day or

night, it is claimed.

Seven Arts Net; $L100,555
After Million Loss in 1961
NEW YORK—Earnings of $1,100,555 for

the fiscal year ended January 31 were re-

ported last week by Seven Arts Productions

and subsidiaries. For the prior fiscal year.

Seven Arts had a loss of $1,090,212.

In a letter to stockholders, David B. Still-

man, president, said complete details of

earnings would be revealed in the com-
pany’s annual report which would be
published in June. He said total revenue
amounted to approximately $18,000,000, of

which about $13,000,000 represented rentals

from television distribution through its

subsidiary. Seven Arts Associated Corp.

The letter also directed shareholder’s at-

tention to the company’s participation in

“West Side Story,” which won ten Academy
Awards, and the current Broadway play,

“The Night of Iguana,” which was named
best American play of the season by critics.

Alan Bader Joins Embassy
Pictures Publicity Dept.
NEW YORK—Alan Bader has been ap-

pointed to the publicity staff of Embassy
Pictures by Harold R^d, publicity director-.

Bader formerly was in the publicity de-

partment of Universal and was assistant

pubhcity manager of RKO Radio Pictures

prior to its termination of operations.

Before joining Universal, Bader was an
account executive at the Victor Wein-
garten public relations agency and was
publicity director of the Greater New York
Fund. He also sei-ved on the staffs of

newspapers and magazines.

Designate Seymour Peyser
AID Ass't Administrator
WASHINGTON—President John F. Ken-

nedy has announced his intention to ap-
point Seymour M.
Peyser, 47 -year-old
New York attorney
who has been vice-

president and general
counsel of United
Artists for the past 11

years, as assistant

administrator for de-
velopment finance
and private enter-

prise of the Agency
for International De-

Seymour Peyser velopment. 'The ap-
pointment IS subject

to Senate confirmation.
In his new position, which can-ies the

rank of assistant secretai-y of state, Peyser
will be directly responsible for advising

AID administrator Fowler Hamilton on
policies, standards and practices for capital

assistance programs in newly developing

countries through loans, guaranties and
grants. He will help to coordinate AID
loan programs with those of other insti-

tutions and agencies.

Peyser’s office also will encourage pi-i-

vate capital to undertake investments in

countries being assisted by AID thi-ough

the utilization of guaranties, intermediate
credit institutions and other techniques.

A native of New York City, Peyser is a
graduate of Harvard University, AB 1934,

and the Columbia University Law School,

LLB 1937. Since 1937 he has been with the

law fu-m of Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, Krim
and Ballon and has been a partner since

1946. From 1942 to 1946, he served in the

U.S. Army and in 1945 was on the late

Justice Jackson’s staff at the Nui-emberg
war crimes trials.

Titanus Film Will Start

'The Leopard' May 14
ROME, ITALY—Titanus Film will start

production of “The Leopard,” adapted from
the best-selling novel by Giuseppe Tomasi
di Lampedusa, on location in Palermo,

Sicily, under the direction of Luchino Vis-

conti, May 14. The pictm-e will be dis-

tributed in the U.S. by 20th Century-Fox.
Bm-t Lancaster, who is in Rome prepar-

ing for his starring role of Prince Don
Fabrizio Salina, will not appear in the first

week of filming but is expected to start

work May 21. The cast also includes

Claudia Cardinale, as Angelica; Alain

Delon as Tancredi and Rina Morelli, Paolo

Stoppa and Romolo Valli. The picture will

be produced by Goffredo Lombardo, presi-

dent of Titanus, and will be filmed in

Eastman Color on a multi-million dollar

budget over a period of 18 to 20 weeks.

'Stowaway in Sky' Is Title

For Lamorisse Feature
NEW YORK—“Stowaway in the Sky” is

the U.S. release title for the Albert La-
morisse full-length featm-e produced and
released in France as “Voyage in a Bal-

loon.” Jack Lemmon narrates the picture

which features Pascal Lamorisse, the

writer-director’s young son, who also

starred in his father’s prize-winning

featurette, “The Red Balloon.” Lopert Pic-

tures will release “Stowaway” this summer.
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Films for Mature Young People Top

1961-62 Green Sheet Ratings

First MGM-Cinerama Film
Set to Open August 7
NEW YORK—MGM’s first production

in Cinerama, “The Wonderful World of

the Brothers Grimm,” will have its invita-

tional world premiere at Loew’s Capitol
Cinerama (foimerly the Capitol Theatre)
August 7, followed by its regular reserved-
seat engagement the next day simultane-
ously with openings in 13 other key cities

in the U. S.

“The Wondei'ful World” will open Au-
gust 8 at the Boston Theatre, Boston; Capi-
tol, Cincinnati: Palace, Cleveland; Cooper,
Denver; Music Hall, Detroit; Stanley War-
ner, Los Angeles; Cooper, Minneapolis;
Imperial, Montreal; Boyd, Philadelphia:
Warner, Pittsburgh: OnDheum, San Fran-
cisco; Uptown, Washington, D. C., and in
Chicago at a theatre to be selected.

By the end of August, the George Pal
production will be plasdng in 45 U. S.

and Canadian cities and in 60 theatres
thi'oughout the world by the end of 1962,

according to Joseph R. Vogel, president of

MGM, and Nicolas Reisini, president of
Cinei'ama.

The Loew’s Capitol in New York is be-
ing refurbished and remodeled for “The
Wonderful Woi'ld” and two of the other
theatres, the Cooper in Denver and the
Cooper in Minneapolis, are brand-new,
having been built exclusively for Cinerama
attractions. Advance sales boxoffices will

be opened in the 45 Cinerama theatres.
Directed by Pal and Hem*y Levin, “The

Wonderful World of the Brothers Grimm”
stars Lam-ence Haiwey, Claire Bloom, Karl
Boehm, Barbara Eden, Walter Slezak,
Oscar Homolka, Yvette Mimieux, Russ
Tamblyn and Terry-Thomas.
A special Cinerama announcement trailer

is already playing in Cinerama houses and
a cross-plug trailer will be run in nearly
1,000 non-Cinerama theatres.

Pepsi-Cola Had Its Biggest
First Quarter in History
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Pepsi-Cola Co.

had its biggest fu'st quarter earnings in
case sales, dollar sales and net income
in its history, stockholders were told here
at their annual meeting by Herbert L.

Barnet, president.

Income after all provisions for taxes
and reserve for foreign activities amounted
to $2,602,000, compared with $2,448,000 in
the same period last year. This is 40 cents
per share of stock outstanding, compared
with 38 cents in 1961.

The shareholders re-elected all directors.

The regular quarterly dividend of 35
cents per share was declared by the board,
payable June 30 to stockholders of record
on June 11.

Decca Three-Month Net
Zooms to $2,135,868
NEW YORK — Net earnings of Decca

Records, including results of operations of

its subsidiary. Universal Pictures, for the
three months ended last March 31

amounted to $2,135,868, equal to $1.66 per
share on 1,285,701 outstanding shares.

In the corresponding period of 1961,

Decca reported earnings of $963,815, equal
to 75 cents per shai'e on the same niun-
ber of shares outstanding.

NEW YORK—Pictui'es rated for mature
young people topped the number of fea-

tures in the four other categories set forth

by The Green Sheet for the 1961-62 sea-
son, according to a recap made by Theatre
Owners of America for its members. The
pictures consisted of those released in the
complete calendar year of 1961 and Janu-
ary through April of this year. A total of

247 pictures were reviewed.
The Green Sheet, prepared by the Film

Estimate Board of National Organizations,
placed 77 features in the Matm’e Young
People class during that period, or 31.2 per
cent of the total released by ten companies
plus a few independent organizations. In
1960, 51 pictures, or 26.7 per cent, were in

the Matm-e Young People slot, out of 191

pictures reviewed.
In the Young People column. The Green

Sheet listed 61 pictures, or 24.7 per cent of

the total, in 1961-62, against 51 in 1960, or
26.7 per cent of that year’s total.

Adult classifications covered 60 pictures
in 1961-62, or 24.3 per cent, as compared
with 54 features in 1960, or 28.3 per cent.

In the Family bracket, 39 pictures re-

ceived that rating, or 15.8 per cent, against
30 in 1960 when the percentage was 15.7

per cent. Pictures suitable for children, ac-
cording to The Green Sheet, totaled ten, or
four per cent in 1961-62, compared with
five, 2.6 per cent, in 1960.

A film listed for “Children” is acceptable
for all the other classifications. A pictm’e
rated for “Young People” is suitable, in

The Green Sheet’s opinion, also for mature
young people and adults. The reverse is not
true; a film classified for adults is not
recommended for any of the other classi-

fications.

TOA points out that a film recommended
under the Children classification differs

from Family only in that it is considered

suitable for children unaccompanied by
adults and that when a film is rated for

Family, it is assumed that the children

would be accompanied by adults.

The Film Estimate Board of National

Organizations is made up of the following

organizations; American Jewish Commit-
tee, American LibraiT Ass’n, Federation of

Motion Picture Coimcils, General Federa-

tion of Women’s Clubs, National Congress

of Parents and Teachers, National Council

of Women of the U.S.A., National Federa-

tion of Music Clubs, National Society

Daughters of the American Revolution,

Protestant Motion Picture Council and
School Motion Picture Committee.

May Green Sheet Rates

2 Family. 4 Adult Films

NEW YORK—While only two pictm’es

were rated for family patronage in the May
issue of The Green Sheet, four were listed

for adults, mature young people and young
people, which comes fairly close to the

family category. Four features were classed

as adult films and four in the adult-mature
young people class.

In the family bracket were 20th Century-
Fox’s “State Fair” and United Artists’ “X-
15.” Rated for adults, mature young peo-

ple and young people were Columbia’s

“Don’t Knock the Twist,” Paramount’s “Es-

cape From Zahrain” and United Artists’

“Gun Street” and “The Magic Sword.”
Tabbed for adults and mature young

people were Columbia’s “Five Finger Exer-
cise,” Paramount’s “Hell Is for Heroes,”

Universal’s “Lonely Are the Brave” and
Warner Bros. “Rome Adventure.”
Rated strictly for adults were MGM’s

“All Fall Down” and “Ride the High Coun-
try,” Universal’s “Cape Fear” and Warner
Bros.’ “Malaga.”

HELL WEEK
ON THE CAMPUS

IT’S IN THE NEWS

NOW ITS ON FILM!

REFER TO REVIEW

IN BOXOFFICE MAGAZINE
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Distributed By

Playstar Productions^ Inc.

6000 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Advertising Accessories Through

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
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'State Fair' (20th-Fox) Winner

Of April Blue Ribbon Award
By VELMA WEST SYKES

pOR THE second time, a screen version of Phil Stong’s “State Fair” has been voted

the BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award. The first one to win was the comedy ver-

sion with Will Rogers and Janet Gaynor in 1933. There was the musical in 1945, which
must have had stern competition not to win for the month of its release, and now
National Screen Council members have voted the second musical our April Award.
With the Rodgers-Hammerstein songs, many of them new, and the talents of Pat
Boone, Bobby Darin, Alice Faye and Tom Ewell, its entertainment value is exceptional.

According to our review in the issue of

March 26 : “If ever a musical deserved the
rating of ‘ideal family entertainment’ it

is this third pictm-ization of Phil Stong’s
novel, the second to employ Rodgers and
Hammerstetn’s lilting songs, the team’s
only original film score . . . The somewhat
too-familiar story ... is wholesome and
pleasing with the mincemeat and the hog
championship scenes stlU getting laughs
while the racing car sequence has the re-

quired thrills.” According to boxoffice

grosses on first runs in key cities, “State

Fair” has run up a score of 172 per cent of

average business.

Comments on their ballots from NSC
members gave these impressions of the

winner:
“State Fair” is home-spun fun filled

with a silo of good music.—Art Preston,

Portland (Me.) teacher . . . It’s a great

big colorful package with something for

evei’yone. — Nevart Apikian, Syracuse
Post-Standard.

All ages will enjoy “State Fair.” It

lifts your spirits with catchy music yet is

wholesome and entertaining.—Mrs. Ed-
ward F. Carran, G.F.W.C., Lakewood,
Ohio . . . This is another great remake,
brought up to date in style.—Jeanette

Mazurki, Glendale (Calif.) Press . . . For
family and for children, for me this is

tops.—Mrs. Frederic H. Steele, G.F.W.C.,
Huntingdon, Pa.

“State Fair” should have real support
from exhibition and patrons to encourage
producers to continue to make this type of

picture— great entertainment. — Ken

Prickett, ITOO, Columbus, Ohio . . . Good
entertainment—a throwback to “White
Christmas” musical days.—B. W. Platt,

Dayton Journal Herald.
“State Fair” is a noteworthy film. Its

blithe and entertaining aspects delight
audiences.—Mrs. Virginia Rollwage Col-
lier, MP & 'TV Council of D.C., Washing-
ton . . . Ann-Margret is the brightest new
talent in years.—Ingrid Clairmont, Scan-
dinavian Press Hollywood Correspondent.
As good as the original “State Fair,” a

light-hearted movie that leaves a glow.

—

Elayne Bybee, radio station KID, Idaho
Falls ... A grand musical with a story
and enchanting melodies to entertain

young and old.—Malcolm Miller, Knox-
ville Journal.

Naturally it’s “State Fair.” Want me to

be run out of Texas?—Paul Hochuli,
Houston Press . . . For family entertain-

ment, who can beat the third version of

“State Fair,” this one stan’ing Pat Boone
and Ann-Margret?—Bob Battle, Nash-
ville Banner.

“State Fair” is a fine old story, retold in

Cinemascope and with all the music com-
posed by Rodgers & Hammerstein—a real

treat.—Mrs. Claude Franklin, Indian-
apolis NSC Group ... A minor classic

with major overtones.—May Williams
Ward, Wellington (Kas.) author.
From beginning to end, “State Fair” is

a lively, entertaining film with plenty of

comedy, music and excitement provided
by the Dallas State Fair. The cast is also

a fine one.—Frank Grosjean, Shreveport
Journal.

The
Wayne Pat Boone
Jerry Dundee Bobby Darin

Margie Pamela Tiffin

Emily Ann-Margret
Abel Frake
Melissa Frake
Hipplewaite
Harry
Doc Cramer
Squat Judge

Tom Ewell
Alice Faye
Wally Cox

David Brandon
Clem Harvey
Robert Foulk

Cast
Betty Jean Linda Henrich
Red Hoerter Edward “Tap” Canutt
Lilya Margaret Deramee
Jim Albert Harris
Usherette Bebe Allan
George Hotter George Russell
Announcer Edwin McClure
Swine Judge Walter Beilbey
Dick Burdick Tom Loughney
Sime Claude Hall
The Masher Tony Zoppi

Production Staff

Executive Producer Peter Levathes
Produced by Charles Brackett
Directed by Jose Ferrer
Screenplay by Richard Breen
Adaptation by Oscar Hammerstein II,

Sonya Levien,
Paul Green

From a novel by Philip Stong
Music by Richard Rodgers
Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II

Additional Songs by Richard Rodgers
Music Supervised and Conducted by

Alfred Newman

Associate Ken Darby
Choreography Nick Castle

Director ot Photography
William C. Mellor, A.S.C.

Art Direction Jack Martin Smith,
Walter M. Simonds

Set Decorations Walter M. Scott,
Lou Hafley

Assistant Director Ad Schaumer
Costumes Designed by Marjorie Best
Film Editor David Bretherton
Color BY De Luxe

A TYPICAL SCENE IN “STATE FAIR” SHOT AT THE
DALLAS FAIR TO PROVIDE AUTHENTIC BACKGROUND

BOBBY DARIN INTERVIEWS ALICE FAYE (WITH PAM-
ELA TIFFIN, DAUGHTER) ABOUT PRIZE MINCEMEAT

ANN-MARGRET AND PAT BOONE CARRY THE ROHAN-
TIC LEADS WITH SINGING AND DANCING ROUTINES

iiMiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

This award is given each month by the

National Screen Council on the basis of out-

standng merit and suitability for family

entertainment. Council membership comprises

motion picture editors, radio and TV film

commentators, representatives of better films

councils, civic, educational and exhibitor or-

ganizations.
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Nicholson Predicts Boom
In AIP Production
Boom times for American International

Pictures were predicted by president James
H. Nicholson on the eve of his departure
for England with vice-president Samuel Z.

Ai'koff to meet with English distributors

and producers regarding upcoming AIP
product and new productions.

According to Nicholson, others in the in-

dustry may be economizing with layoffs

and production and advertising cutbacks,

but AIP’s employe roster, both here and
in the company’s other exchanges, is at the

highest peak in history, with expenditures
for advertising, promotion and research
being increased steadily. In addition,

Nicholson stated that AIP bookings of cur-

rent product are at the highest rate ever

for present releases and even for future
films.

The executive revealed that for the first

time, AIP is refusing bookings for a motion
picture, “The Prematm-e Burial,” due to

the number of playdates accepted for the

film having exhausted the company’s print

supply through the end of June. He also

disclosed that two other films not yet
screened an5nvhere, “Panic in the Year
Zero!” and “Poe’s Tales of Terror,” are

both nearing the 1,000 mark in advance
bookings “sight unseen.”

“It all adds up to bigger and better things
for American International and for Holly-
wood,” said Nicholson, “as we increase our
office and production staffs everywhere
and plan more and bigger and better mo-
tion pictm'es for the future.”

Several New Independents
Form Production Units
Further increase in celluloid product was

evidenced with announcements made of
several new production companies recently
established. Roger Leonard, formerly as-
sociate producer on the ’TV series “Route
66,” has foiTned his own independent or-
ganization with plans for 13 feature
films. ’The first two, blueprinted to roll

back-to-back this summer in the Philip-
pines, are “Bridge Across” and “Break-
away,” both original screenplays which
Richard Doner will direct.

Edward L. Cahn and Oiwille H. Hampton,
writer-director duo, have set up headquar-
ters on the Samuel Goldwyn lot to prepare
a series of feature films, with four stoiT
properties ready to go and others in
preparation.

The pair, who recently worked for Ed-
ward Small on a number of low-budgeters
for UA release, state that they have evolved
a policy of two features with exploitable
titles and strong sales angles, made back-
to-back to be shown in tandem as complete
theatre programs.
Leon Roth and Irvin Kershner are part-

nered in an independent filmmaking out-
fit, Roth-Kershner Productions, set up on
the Goldwyn lot. The team will develop a
program of quality films to be made in as-
sociation with the Mirisch Co. for United
Artists release. Roth recently resigned as
vice-president of Mirisch to establish his
own company with Kershner, director of a

number of films, including the award-
winning “Hoodlum Priest.”

Three New Productions

Added to MGM Slate
Three new pictures have been added to

MGM’s slate, bringing to a total of 13 the

number of features planned for production
starts within six months. The trio are

“Khartoum,” “Recollection Creek” and
“Sign Post to Murder.”
“Khartoum” is a biographical film of

Charles George (Chinese) Gordon, and will

be written by Robert Ardrey. “Creek” will

be produced by Richard E. Lyons, with Sam
Peeples writing the script based on Fred
Gipson’s novel, and “Sign Post” will be
scripted by Eric Ambler from the current

London stage hit.

The remaining ten films now in prepara-
tion include “Champagne Flight,” “In the

Cool of the Day,” “Take Me Out to the

Fair,” “Follow the Boys,” “Largely a Ques-
tion of Love,” “Courtship of Eddie’s

Father,” “The Alien Seed,” “Mister, Will

You Marry Me?” “Very Important Persons”
and “A Summer Affair.”

Hope Lange, Curt Jurgens

Among Week's Castings
Casting highlights: It’s Hope Lange for

the title role of “Sylvia” which Martin Poll

will produce, based on the novel by E. V.

Cunningham about a detective’s search

through the past of a glamor girl who
seems to have been a half-dozen different

personalities . . . Curt Jergens and Lilli

Palmer have been signed to star with

Robert Taylor in Walt Disney’s feature

film, “The Miracle of the White Stallions,”

World War II yarn about a German ai’my

colonel who saved Vienna’s dancing Lip-

pizaner stallions from destruction with the

help of General Patton. Arthm Hill di-

SMPTE COMMENDED — Ernest
Debs, right, supervisor board chairman,
presented a citation to John W. Serv-
ies, left, president of the Society of

Motion Picture and Television Engi-
neers, and vice-president of National
Theatre Supply Co., commending the
Society’s members for “their high ideals

and technical skills.” The award was
made at the opening luncheon of

SMPTE’s 91st convention at the Am-
bassador Hotel in Los Angeles.

rects from A. J. Crothers’ screenplay . . .

Russ Tamblyn has joined the all-star cast
of MGM’s “Follow the Boys,” gay romantic
comedy which toplines Paula Pi'entiss and
Connie Francis. The story treats with the
sailors and their wives and sweethearts who
follow them wherever the Navy goes.

Bobby Rydell, popular young recording
and singing star, will make his screen debut
in Columbia’s “Bye Bye Birdie,” Fred Kohl-
mar-George Sidney production of the
Broadway musical hit. Rydell, recently
signed to a multiple-picture contract by the
studio, joins a cast which includes Janet
Leigh, Dick Van Dyke and Jesse Pearson.
Harry Keller has been set by producer

Ross Hunter to direct his forthcoming U-I
production, “Tammy Takes Over,” third in

the popular “Tammy” series which is slated
for a June start with Sandi-a Dee in the
title role. Keller also helmed “Tammy Tell

Me True.”

'Mrs. 'Arris Goes to Paris'

Acquired by Seven Arts
story purchases of interest included

Seven Ai'ts purchase of Paul Galileo’s “Mrs.
‘Arris Goes to Paris” from actress Jean
Arthur, who acquired the property five

years ago as a projected starring vehicle

for herself.

Producer Charles Isenberg has optioned
Peggy Phillips’ original screenplay, “To
Charlie, With Love,” which he will make
under his Vernon Productions banner fol-

lowing completion of MGM’s “A Summer
Affair.”

“The Flowers of Hiroshima” has been
acquired by John Frankenheimer who will

du’ect and produce the film with Nathan
Douglas, who penned the screenplay based
on Edita Morris’ novel. All filming will be
done in Japan.
Two more story buys were announced.

Joan Han-ison has purchased “This Sweet
Sickness,” a mystery novel by Patricia

Highsmith, and MGM bought “Sign Post
to Murder,” a suspense thriller now on the

London stage . . . Blanche Analis has been
set to script “Barbara Greer,” a novel by
Steven Birmingham which Fred Kohlmar
will produce at Columbia . . . JeiTald Gold-
smith will score Jerry Wald’s “Celebration”

at 20th-Fox . . . Robert L. Lippert has
switched shooting of “The Firebrand” from
Spain to Hollywood.

'Jaguar on the Mountain'

On The Unit's Slate
A theatrical film titled “Jaguar on the

Mountain” will be made by The Unit, a

production team headed by Bimce Geller,

Sam Peckinpah and Bernard Kowalski
which signed with Four Star Productions
last week.
According to present plans, the picture

would be shot in Africa, with Peckinpah
and Geller writing the script and Four Star
producing.

Joseph Schenck, Columbia

Team for 'Psyche 58'

Joseph Schenck Enterprises has entered

into a coproduction deal with Columbia for

filming of “Psyche 58,” to be made by Alex

Singer as the initial film under a multiple-

picture contract with Columbia. Singer

helmed the recent release, “Cold Wind in

August.”
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Columbia Field Force

Meets in New York
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures has a

“tremendous concentration of money and
films for the next ten weeks comprising
the most challenging release schedule in

the histoiy of the company,” Jonas Rosen-
field jr., vice-president in charge of adver-
tising and publicity, told the field exploita-
tion representatives at the beginning of a
series of home office meetings.
The release schedule during this period

is headed by Otto Preminger’s film version
of “Advise and Consent” and Columbia is

prepared to back its product with major
merchandising and promotional invest-

ments of time, effort and money, Rosen-
field said.

Robert S. Ferguson, national director of

advertising, publicity and exploitation, con-
gratulated the assemblage as “the best field

force in the business, a thriving, active and
energetic group of creative men.” He cau-
tioned them, however, to explore new ways
and means to meet the challenge of “jet-

age merchandising of motion pictures.”

Also present at the opening meeting were
Ira H. Tulipan, assistant national director

of advertising, publicity and exploitation;

Hortense Schorr, publicity manager, and
Richard Kahn, exploitation manager, who
welcomed the group to New York.
The meeting later adjourned to Otto

Preminger’s offices, where the producer-
director discussed plans for “Advise and
Consent” and outlined his series of charity
previews in eveiT state prior to the regular
openings, with the proceeds going to the
charity of each state’s senators’ choice. He
also described plans for a series of three-
way telephone interviews in each premiere
city combining local press representatives
and U.S. Senators of each state and him-
self. Preminger said he would attend the
first fom- openings of “Advise and Consent”
in early June in New York, Washington,
Chicago and Los Angeles.
The remainder of the opening day’s ses-

sions was given over to general discussions
of advertising and publicity problems in in-

dividual areas of the country, the screening
of trailer material and special film footage
from “The Notorious Landlady,” “H.M.S.
Defiant,” “Zotz,” the William Castle film,

Robert Cohn’s “The Interns,” “The Wild
Westei’nei’s” and “The Three Stooges in

Orbit,” all to be released during the ten-
week period.

Field men attending the meetings in-

cluded John Markle, New England; Milton
Young, Philadelphia; Sid Zins, Washing-
ton, D.C.; Jesse Levine, southeast; Robert
Cooper, Pittsburgh; Harry Rice, Cleveland;
Ray Nemo, Cincinnati-Indianapolis; Arnold
Hirsch, Detroit; John Thompson, Chicago-
Milwaukee; Irving Shiffrin, St. Louis-
Kansas City; BiU Lewis, southwest; Barry
Lorie, Denver; Jack Berwick, southern
California, and Sam Siegel, northwest.

MGM Inks Boehm for Five
HOLLYWOOD—Actor Karl Boehm has

been signed by MGM for five pictures, first

of which will be “Champagne Flight,” in
which he will join Dolores Hart, Hugh
O’Brian and Karl Malden. Boehm, who
also starred in the MGM release, “Rififi in
Tokyo,” recently completed a starring role
in MGM-Cinerama’s “Wonderful World of
the Brothers Grimm.”

New Grozea Company Plans 5 Films;

Toilers of the Sea' to Be First

AWARD FOR ZUKOR—The 1962
George Washington Award of the
American-Hungarian Studies Founda-
tion is presented to Adolph Zukor,
center, chairman of the board and
founder of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
at the organization’s annual dinner in
New York. Y. Frank Freeman, left.

Paramount Pictures vice-president,
looks on as Zukor receives the Award
from Prof. August J. Molnar, presi-
dent of the Foundation.

44 Top Sports Events Set
For Pay TV in Toronto
TORONTO — Forty-fom- outstanding

sports events—all of which are “blacked
out” of free television—will be piped into
the homes of Telemeter pay TV subscribers
in Toronto this fall and winter, it was an-
nounced by Leslie Winik, vice-president in

charge of pi’ogramming of International
Telemeter Co., a division of Paramount
Pictures, and J. J. Fitzgibbons, sr., presi-

dent of Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Nine home games of the Toronto Aj-go-

nauts of the Canadian Football League
and 35 away-from-home games of the
Toronto Maple Leafs, which recently won
the Stanley Cup playoffs in the National
Hockey League, are included.
Representing the largest number of ma-

jor sports attractions made available to

Telemeter subscribers since the start of the
pay TV system in 1960, it also marks the
first time that the entire schedule of home
games of the popular Toronto professional
football team will be transmitted into the
pay TV homes. Included are two summer
exhibition games and seven regular season
contests.

For the second year in a row, the com-
plete schedule of the 35 away games of the
Toronto Maple Leafs will be flashed “live”

from New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit
and Montreal into Toronto Telemeter
homes.

Local sports attractions have proved
among the most popular programs on the
Telemeter system, Winik said. As an ex-
ample, he cited a survey made in October
of last year when the Toronto Argonauts
played the Montreal Alouettes. More Tele-
meter families paid $2 per home to see this

local attraction than watched the telecasts

of four other major league football games
combined, available to them on free “TV”
at the same time, according to a survey
made by Canadian Facts, Ltd.

HOLLYWOOD — The newly formed
Grozea Productions, Inc., will embark on
a highly ambitious venture with its first

production, Victor Hugo’s classic “Toilers

of the Sea,” it was announced at a special

press conference held at the Ambassador
Hotel to disclose plans and introduce of-

ficers of the company.
Costel B. Grozea is president; Oscar R.

Cummins, vice-president; and Leo Pearl-

stein, secretary-treasurer, with Grozea to

produce as well as serve as president.

Chosen to fortify the creative end of the

film were men of long and distinguished

accomplishments in their individual fields:

Bruce Manning, who is at work on the

screenplay; Roy Rowland, who will direct;

Lee Garmes as cinematographer.
Starting date is planned for late July, to

be finalized following survey of location

sites this month on the Isle of Guernsey,
where it is the producer’s intention to film

exteriors and underwater scenes, with in-

teriors to be filmed in Hollywood.
In addition to his initial project under

the Grozea banner the producer plans five

additional high-budget, high-quality films

to be made during the next two years, with
release to be detei'mined.

Making films largely concerned with
ships and the sea has long been known to

be woefully expensive, which prompted
Grozea to tell the press that “Toilers of the

Sea” has baffled filmmakers for more than
a score of years. He stated that he himself

had spent five years in adapting it for the

screen and writing the original screenplay,

which he wrote in French. His knowledge
of special effects and process shots of eveiY
description is what enabled him to go ahead
with confidence. He has created special

effects and/or directed special effects for

an astonishing number of the greatest

screen spectacles including “Quo Vadis,”

“War and Peace,” “The Pride and the Pas-
sion,” “A Farewell to Arms” and “The
Vengeance of Hercules,” to list but a few.

Oscar Cummins, vice-president of Gro-
zea, has long been a respected attorney in

the industry and has also served as counsel

for state and municipal boards of officials

regulating proper conduct of state and
municipal services to the public.

Leo Pearlstein, secretary-treasurer, has
headed his own advertising and public re-

lations firm, Lee and Associates, Los
Angeles, for the past 12 years, representing

prominent clients in various fields.

TWA Showing Films Only
On International Flights
NEW YORK—The transfer of Trans

-

Woi'ld Airlines’ fleet of motion picture

equipment jet planes to the international
service has resulted in a temporai'y sus-
pension of the showings on domestic
flights.

Meanwhile, TWA’s expanded schedule of

international flights went into effect last

week and is utilizing the entire existing

fleet of Boeing 707 ships equipped with In-
flight Motion Pictures projectors and
screens.

Domestic flights with films will resume
this summer, according to David Flexer,
president.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagentents are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)
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All Fall Down (MGM) 200 90 115 70 150 105 150 160 150 132 I

IBernadette of Lourdes (Janus) 225 150 90 120 90 135

Children's Hour, The (UA) 160 95 215 95 100 300 135 100 175 250 100 185 150 250 125 162

^ Cold Wind in August, A (Aidart) 140 300 150 110 125 175 175 150 175 100 160 i
Desert Warrior (Medallion) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Devil's Eye, The (Janus) 200 150 225 no 100 115 160 225 161 i
El Cid (AA) 180 300 250 275 250 250 250 400 285 150 190 253

Experiment in Terror (Col) 130 80 100 165 200 110 131

^ Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 no 135 no no 100 125

Girl in Room 13, The (Astor) 140 100 100 100 85 105

Girl With a Suitcase (Ellis) 125 130 100 130 90 80 no 90 115 200 117

Happy Thieves, The (UA)

Head, The (Trans-Lux)

90 190 90 100 100 no 100 115 75 125 100 109

180 125 100 115 70 90 no 113 i
Hitler (AA) 145 130 150 80 80 117

Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM) 105 95 100 65 100 90 145 150 100 106

Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 135 150 115 75 90 300 120 205 135 175 152 i
250 225 IJudgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 200 150 175 250 400 200 200

Light in the Piazza (MGM) 140 175 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 110 170 90 165 350 110 151

Lover Come Back (U-I) 180 325 300 250 200 220 200 185 300 500 150 300 300 220 160 190 220 230 300 225 248

Magic Sword, The (UA)

Malaga (WB)

100 175 80 125 90 114

no 100 100 80 65 90 91

Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 150

Moon Pilot (BV) 150

175 200 250 no no 150 150 210 90 145 150 no 154 i
250 185 200 250 315 135 200 300 250 100 175 150 100 165 200 175 125 200 191 |

Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 no 100 200 150 200 140 175 100 no 138

_One, Two, Three (UA)

Outsider, The (U-I)

160 300 180 195 150 110 150 200 150 350 250 100 125 175 110 200 155

P .

Pirate of the Black Hawk (Filmqroup)
.f,

_
90 175 125 90 85 125 130 125 190 125 200 225 250 90 135 120 135

150 250 140 180

142

135 65 100 100 100 100

Pocketful of Miracles (UA)

p

^ P^rp^_HiUs, The (20th-Fox)

175 275 150 230 120 200 150 135 200 200 120 200 175 100 175 130 165 150 150 168

Premature Burial, The (AIP) 225 140 225 150 95 150 300 90 200

^ Purple Noon (Times)

100 100 /O 100 90

175

“9T

150 200 95 175 110 130 100 100 175 225 150 150 130 225 151

^ Question 7 (de Rochemont)
i

150 145 90 140 105 100 215 155 200 150 105 175 140 115 100 139

P Revolt^ the Slaves, The (UA) 150 125 100 65 100 108

Ro^n Spring of Mrs. Stone, The (WB)

Rome Adventure (WB)

175 275 125 190 100 120 125 225 140 100 200 100 115 195 115 125 125 135 149

130 95 95 105 125 no 125 160 100 100 115

Second Time Around, The (20th-Fox) 150 155

State Fair (20th-Fox) 175

Summer and Smoke (Para) 130

200 135 150 260 200 200 525 70 300 190 140 90 185 120 175 85 150 183

150 200 120 250 180 135 250 175 125 250 200 no 185 140 125 150 172

^ Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM)
100 200 no 150 80 no 135 150 325 100 100 125 195 90 135 100 no 136

175 220 200 no 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 300 500 100 190 125 450 228 i
Through a Glass Darkly (Janus)

West Side Story (UA)

World in My Pocket (MGM)

120 165 95 125 200 141

200 400 200 275 200 225 175 300 260 300 250 175 250 450 250 400 300 263 j
185 90 100

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual rum, net an averagt.
Ustingt are confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

State Fair (20th-Fox)

Milwaukee 250

Cape Fear (U-I)

Detroit 200

Jules and Jim (Janus)

New York 175

90

Doctor in Love (Governor)

New York

85 110

.165

5. Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (Para)

Memphis 150

6. Premature Burial, The (AIP)

Memphis 150



Cooper and Westland

In Operational Deal
LINCOLN—Cooper Foundation Theatres

and Westland Theatres, Inc., with film

houses in both Greeley and Grand Junc-
tion, Colo., have embarked on an expei’i-

ment aimed at better entertainment for

their patrons.

It involves a juggle of theatre opera-

tions on a trial basis since both groups each
had one theatre in each of the two Colo-

rado cities.

It ends up like this:

Cooper Foundation is operating its own
Colorado Theatre and the Westland’s Chief

in Greeley.

Westland, in Grand Junction, is operat-

ing its own Mesa and Cooper Foundation’s
Cooper Theatre.
The end result anticipated is better con-

trol of the product, explained Cooper
Foundation’s Lincoln city manager Dean
Ziettlow, just back from a month in

Colorado.

For instance, both theatres shouldn’t be
showing children’s pictures at the same
time, adult only pictures, etc., in either

Colorado city under this trial basis

arrangement.
Westland has two theatres in Lincoln, the

home office of Cooper Foundation Theatres
—the Varsity and the State.

Stanley Adams Re-Elected
President of ASCAP
NEW YORK—Stanley Adams has been

re-elected president of ASCAP for a third

term. He is the Society’s eighth president
and has served on the board of directors

since 1944. Adams was the writer of such
songs as “What a Difference a Day Makes,”
“Little Old Lady,” “There Are Such Things’*

and many others.

Rudolph Tauhert, president of G. Sohir-
mer, Inc., was elected first vice-president;
Jimmy McHugh, composer, second vice-

president; J. J. Bregman, vice-president of

Bregman, Vocco & Conn, treasurer; Adolph
Vogel, president of Elkan-Vogel Co., as-
sistant treasurer; Deems Taylor, composer,
secretary, and Ned Washington, author, as-
sistant secretaiT-

Leo J. Brettler, executive vice-president
of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., was elected
to fill out the unexpired teiTn on the board
of directors of the late Louis Bernstein.

Strand in Martinsburg
Is Ruined by Flames
MARTINSBURG, W. VA.—The Strand,

oldest theatre in this city, was badly dam-
aged by a fire that started in the boiler

room and burned out the entire rear of

the building. Tom Finucane jr. estimated
the damage at $10,000. He doubted that
the theatre would be opened since the fire

seriously weakened the structure.

The Strand had been running a popular
policy, catering mostly to kids, but a week
before the fire it had switched to burlesque.

“Burlesque is too hot for Martinsburg,”
Finucane wryly commented.
Finucane, the owner, formerly operated

the Herndon in Herndon, Va. The Strand
was built in 1903.

MINNEAPOLIS
^on Walker of Kansas City, regional ex-

ploiteer for Warner Bros., and Leo
Wilder of the Warner publicity depart-

ment in New York were in to confer with
Twin Cities newspaper people in connection
with the oi>ening of “The Music Man.”
’The pictm-e will open at the Mann Thea-
tre following “West Side Stoi-y” sometime
this summer on a soft ticket, continuous-

run policy. Wilder has been driving a spe-

cially decorated station wagon advertising

the piotm-e around to the key cities in the

temtory.

Gloria Hatling, bookers clerk at MGM,
will be man'ied June 16 to Wesley Olson.

. . . Outstate exhibitors on the Row were
Pete deFea, Milbank, S. D., and Sid Heath,
Wells . . . Bob Wigner of Red Wagon
Products was in Toronto for the National
Ass’n of Concessionaires convention.

Columbia has consolidated its account-
ing department with that at its Kansas
City, Mo., branch. Checks, however, should
still be sent to the Minneapolis exchange,

a company spokesman told exhibitors. In
the consolidation move, the assistant cash-
ier was let out . . . “Judgment at Nurem-
bei’g” is set to open at the Academy The-
atre May 31 . . . Edwai'd L. Hyman, vice-

president of American Broadcasting

-

Paramount Theatres, and his assistants

A1 Sicignano and Walter Kaufman were
in on their annual routine spring visit at

Minnesota Amusement Co., local AB-PT
affiliate. They met with the department
heads and Twin Cities managers of the

circuits. A dinner to w'hich all branch man-
agers of the film companies were invited

was held at McCarthy’s Cafe May 3. The
Maoo staff was joined by two heads of the

Tn-States circuit in Des Moines — Don
Allen, general manager, and his associate

Don Knight.

Women’s auxiliary of the Variety Club
of the Noi’thwest will have a luncheon
meeting at Oak Ridge Country Club May
23. A style show featm-ing summer transi-

tional fashions will be a feature of the

event. The program also will include Mrs.
Mel Goldstein, concei’t pianist.

Fran Tarkington, quarterback on the
Viking professional football team, spoke at

the Variety Club meeting May 7, the last

of the season . . . Abe Kaplan, pioneer
exhibitor, was honored on his 75th birth-

day at a stag dinner at the Variety Club
. . . Glen Roberts, recently on the staff of

Theatre Associates, 'has been named general
manager of the Lucky 'Twin Da-ive-In at

suburban Bloomington. The theatre re-

cently was taken over by Kraus-Anderson,
Inc., a constniotion fitm. The outdoor stand
has undergone a major refurnishing.

'Cleo' Set for Cannes
NEW YORK—“Cleo From 5 to 7,” French

film starring Corinne Marchand, singer in

her first dramatic role, has been invited to

be shown at the Cannes Film Festival, ac-
cording to Daniel Frankel, president of

Zenith International Films, which will dis-

tribute the picture in the U.S. The picture

was directed by Agnes Varda, official

photographer of the National Popular The-
atre in France.

Neb. TOA to Disband

As Slate Association
LINCOLN — Nebi’aska Theatre Owners

Ass’n, a state group with headquarters in

Lincoln for the last 25 years, will bow out
about June 15. The some 120 theatre own-
ers in the Nebraska association will be af-

filiated with the national Theatre Owners
Ass’n through the New York City office.

Retiring from the state picture at the
same time will be Robert Livingston of

Lincoln, president of the state group ever
since it began, and secretary Ada Ruther-
ford, also of Lincoln.

Livingston, just back from a ten-day
trip in New York City where he conferred
with TOA officials on the organizational
setup, said the change would not cause any
loss of benefits to the individual Nebraska
theatre owner belonging to TOA.
He said this direct affiliation with na-

tional TOA is used by some other states.

Livingston earlier this year announced he
would retire in late spring.

Both he and Mrs. Rutherford plan to re-

main in Lincoln where they have been
long-time residents. Mrs. Livingston ac-
companied her husband as far as Chicago
on his trip to the east coast, returning
home after a brief visit in the Illinois

metropolis.

Betty Hemstock Elected
By Des Moines WOMPI
DES MOINES—Betty Hemstock of Cen-

tral States Theatre Corp. is the newly
elected president of Des Moines WOMPIs.
Other officers to serve for the coming year
are Dorothy Pobst, United Artists, first

vice-president; Alice Patten, Central
States, second vice-president; Florence
Bundy, Central States, corresponding
secretary; Mary Lou O’Neal, United
Artists, recording secretary, and Florence
Work, Tri-States Theatre Corp., treasurer.
Nola Bishop, Iowa Film Delivery, will serve
as a new board member.
The women’s group recently served as

hostesses for the opening of “West Side
Story” at the Capri Theatre.

Sol Oscar ReiL Veteran
Of Omaha Films, Dies
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA—Sol Oscar

Reif, 56, who started in the film, industry in

Omaha in 1922, died at his home here. He
had been a salesman for United Artists,

U-I, Columbia and Hollywood Pictures and
at various times operated theatres at Morn-
ingside, Iowa, Hastings and Omaha.

Survivors include a sister, Mrs. Louis
Binstein, and niece. Miss Phyllis Binstein,

both of Council Bluffs.

Harry Gould Dead
GENEVA, NEB.—Funeral services were

held here for Harry Gould, manager of the
Rialto Theatre hei-e for 30 years and for

the last 11 years had been assisting Tom
Ewalt.

Reopen at Plainiield, Wis.
PLAINFIELD, WIS.—E. J. Alfery of the

Plainfield Theatre Co., is reopening the
Plainfield Theatre here.
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DES MOINES
Jj^n Allied Independent Theatre Owners of

Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota
boai'd meeting, scheduled for 8 p. m. May
14 at the Varsity Theatre lounge here was
open to all interested independent owners,
according to HarTison Wolcott, secretary-

ti'easui'er . . . Mr. and Mrs. Pnil Samutl-
son have pm'chased the Avalon Theatre
at West Union from C. W. Grimes and
Don Stoessel. The Avalon, which has been
closed since December, will reopen June
1. Samuelson cunently is teaching in F.os-

cobel, Wis., and commutes from his home
in West Union.

The Lux Theatre at Massena reopened
in late April after a winter-long closing.

Pi'ior to the reopening, a community work
day w'as called and Massena volunteers

wound up an extensive repair job on the
theatre . . . Robert Nicholson, manager of

the Albia Drive-In, reopened the aiier the
first week in May. The downtown King
Theati-e at Albia will operate on Fi’idays,

Saturdays and Sundays during the sum-
mer.

Jim Mertz, manager of PeiTy Theatre
and Corral Drive-In, reports a 20 per cent

increase in attendance for 1961 compared
with 1960. Both theatres ai’e owned by
Pioneer. The Pen-y, originally the Grand
Opera House, is steeped in theatrical tradi-

tion dating back to 1903. The late E. P.

Dooley, foi-mer Peny druggist, had charge
of advance ticket sales back in the days
when the PeiTy was playing “East Lynn”
and the like. Mi-. Dooley also was a terse

critic, his record books show. Capsule
criticisms about each show were penciled

in those books. According to druggist
Dooley, they all were either, “Good,” “Fair,”

or “Bum!”

Paramount people are looking forward
to lots of fresh eggs and homegrown salad
materials since Maxine Dagnillo, former
booker-steno, and husband moved to their

new acreage neai- Winterset . . . Richai'd
Glenn has replaced Jane Jordan as con-
tract clerk at Paramount , . . Jake Cohen
of Ottumwa recently underwent surgery
at Iowa City. Another Central Stater,
Joe Jacobson of the State Theatre in
Davenport, was released from Mercy hos-

pital, also in Iowa City, following an
operation.

Joe Jacobs, Columbia managei’, and
salesman Jim Ricketts traveled the Du-
buque-Quad Cities ai'ea on business . . .

Louise Curtice, cashier at United Artists,

planned to take hei- vacation beginning
May 14, and to show her mother who was
due in from Springfield, Mass., ai'oimd

Des Moines . . . John Dugan, UA man-
ager, went to Omaha on business. “The
Miracle Worker,” United Artists film ver-

sion of the Broadway play about Helen
Keller and Annie Sullivan, was screened.

Bill Curry of Iowa United Theatres re-

cently celebrated with a score of other
classmates when the first Dowling high
school graduates, (the Class of ’22), got
togethei- for a big reunion on the Des
Moines campus . . . WOMPIs planned a
barbecue at the home of Camilla Neally,

UA assistant cashier . . . Byron Hopkins
of Glenwood was on the Row. Other visitors

included Eaid Kerr from Colorado and Carl
Schwanabeck, Knoxville manager.

Carl Reiner Bags Comedy
Script Chore for U-I
HOLLYWOOD — Carl Reiner has been

signed to wnte the screenplay on Univer-
sal’s “The Art of Love,” an original ro-

mantic comedy by Richard Alan Simmons
and William Sackheim purchased by the

studio in March.
Reiner will assume his new assignment

as soon as he completes his current polish

job on “The Thrill of It All,” forthcoming
Ross Hunter production starring Doris Day
and James Garner.

Scott Seaton, 92, Signs
For 'Critic's Choice'
HOLLYWOOD—-Scott Seaton, who at the

age of 92 claims to be the oldest Hollywood
actor with a Guild card, was signed to

appear in “Critic’s Choice,” Lucille Ball-

Bob Hope staiTer at Warner Bros.

Seaton, who appeared in 23 pictm-es last

year, last perfonned at Wai-ners in Mere-
dith Willson’s “The Music Man.”

'State Fair' Holds Up
In Milwaukee Tower
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” in its

seventh week at the Strand again took
first place in first-run grosses for the
week. “State Fair” was gathering momen-
tum and with the promotional campaign
already making itself felt, likely will have
an extended run at the Tower. “Victim”
was a strong starter at the Downer.

(Average Is 1 00)

Downer

—

Victim (Patbe-America) 175
Palace

—

South Seas Adventure (Cirierama),
19th wk 150

Riverside

—

Moon Pilot (BV), 3rd wk 150
Strand

—

West Side Story (UA), 7th wk 300
Times

—

Les Liaisons Dongereuses (Astor), 4th wk. 110
Towne

—

The Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance
(Pora), 2nd wk 125

Tower

—

State Fair (20th-Fox), 2nd wk 250
Warner

—

^Experiment in Terror (Col) 100
Wisconsin

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 3rd wk. 175

High School Sneak Days
Fatten Omaha Returns

OMAHA—The 24th and final week for

“Seven Wonders of the World” at the
Cooper Theatre registered 50 per cent

above average, boosted by the spi-ing in-

flux of high school sneak days. The won-
derful spring weather was felt at the box-
office but all first-run theatres still man-
aged to do average or better. And the

Admiral Theatre came up with another
blockbuster total for the third week of

“West Side Story.”

Admiral

—

West Side Story (UA), 3rd wk 390
Cooper

—

Seven Wonders of the World (Cineroma),
24th wk 150

‘Dundee

—

Oklahoma! (Mogna), 5th wk 130
Oma'ha^

—

The Horizontal Lieutenant (MGM) ....100
Orpheurrt

—

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence
(Pora) 130

State

—

^Moon Pilot (BV), 3rd wk 100

Many Factors Contribute

To Minneapolis Droop
MINNEAPOLIS—A combination of fac-

tors probably was reponsible for the slug-

gish grosses on first-run product here. Al-

though a new newspaper made its appear-

ance here, the Minneapolis Daily Herald,

the Star and Tribune still were strike-

bound. The advent of warm weather also

kept many potential theatregoers in their

yards and gardens rathei- than at a show.

Best business was done by “West Side

Story” in its 11th week at the Mann The-

atre. Most other product rated below

average for the week.

Academy

—

El Cid (AA), 3 1th wk 80
Century

—

Jessica (UA) 80
Gopher

—

^Something Wild (UA) 75
Lyric

—

The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
(Para), 4th wk 90

Mann

—

West Side Story (UA), 11th wk 150
Orpheum

—

The Horizontal Lieutenant (MGM) ... 90
Park

—

^Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 5th wk 100
State

—

State Fair (20th-Fox), 4th wk 70
Suburban World

—

Through a Gloss Dorkly
(Janus), 4th wk 80

Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 11th wk 90
World

—

Experiment in Terror (Col), 3rd wk. . . 80

Sy Weintraub, MGM May
Expand 'Tarzan' Duo-Pact
HOLLYWOOD—New contract negotia-

tions with MGM were disclosed by producer

Sy Weintraub under which the present two-

picture pact covering “Tarzan” films would

be expanded to include other projects.

A second “Tarzan” film to star’ Jock

Mahoney, who plays the title character

in the recently completed “Tarzan C3roes

to India,” will be prepared under Wein-

traub’s independent banner. The new con-

tract also could include “Tom Sawyer’s

Treasure,” which Weintraub will coproduce.

P/ease
set)Cf/ne

2 yeors for $5 1 yeor for J3 D 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice
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Iowa Allied Protests

WB Sales Force Drop
DES MOINES—Allied Independent The-

atre Owners of Iowa, Nebraska and South
Dakota recently sent a sti'ongly worded
protest to top officials of Warner Bros,
concerning the release by Warners of

“some 37 film salesmen” and asking that

the film company have proper representa-

tion in the field. The resolution, di'awn up
at a regional meeting of the Allied group
held in Des Moines, went to Jack L. War-
ner, president of Warner Bros. Pictures,

and Charles J. Boasberg, head of Warner
Bros. Distribution Co.

The Des Moines meeting was the first of

a series of monthly regional sessions

plarmed by the independent exhibitors.

Neal Houtz of New Hampton, president of

the group, presided.

Also under fire at the meeting was the

Academy Awards event. It was pointed out
that the industiT was missing a good bet
by failing to push “going OUT to the

movies” and not selling futm'e product to

the wide audience witnessing the awai’ds.

It also was felt that the Oscar show had
lost some of its appeal because of too many
technical awards.

National Screen Service was under at-

tack “by an amazing number of the ex-

hibitors attending the meeting,” according

to Harrison Wolcott, owner of the New
Grand Theatre at Eldora, Iowa, and sec-

retary-treasurer of the independent or-

ganization. Many complained of NSS
“business tactics.” The NSS-Columbia
problem also was brought up and dis-

cussed at the Des Moines session.

Pat Suzuki Given Role
In 'Judo' by Cine-Dyne
HOLLYWOOD—Pat Suzuki, who scored

on Broadway in “Flower Drum Song,” has
been signed to make her motion picture

debut in “Judo,” to be lensed in Japan
stai*ting July 1, with AlUed Artists to dis-

tribute in the U. S. and Canada. The film

will be made by Cine-Dyne of New York,
with Jules Levy as executive producer and
Dennis Kane as producer-director. The
sci'eenplay is by Lawrence Savadove and
Allen A. Adler.

Miss Suzuki will portray a judo instruc-

tor’s daughter who teaches new romantic
holds to some GIs stationed in Japan.

Akim Tamiroff to 'Button'
HOLLYWOOD—Akim Tamii'off has been

signed for a starring role in “Panic Button,”
Seven Arts feature to be filmed for Warner
Bros. Maurice Chevalier, Eleanor Parker
and Jayne Mansfield also star in the
comedy which George Sherman will direct

and Ron Gorton will produce.

Rodlor Seeks Story
HOLLYWOOD — Rodlor Productions,
headed by actor Rod Taylor, has begun
negotiations with English producer Wilfred
Cohn for the screen rights to Alec Coppel’s
“Latitude 35,” which will be Rodlor’s initial

feature film, starring Taylor.

George Marshall has been signed by
MGM to dii'ect his record-shattering 457th
motion picture, “Company of Cowards.”

MILWAUKEE
gouth Seas Adventure” was the only film

to receive the Excellent tag in the films

recommended by the Better Films Council
of Milwaukee County for the month. The
complete ratings follow: Very good:
(Family)— “State Fair.” Good: “Moon
Pilot.” Adults and young people: Very
Good—“La Belle Americaine,” “Murder She
Said,” “The Man Who Shot Liberty Val-
ance.” Good—“Deadly Duo,” “Rome Ad-
venture.” Adults: Very good—“The Day
the Eai-th Caught Fire,” “West Side Story.”

Hugo Vogel, executive secretary for

Variety Tent 14, reports that about 20 per-
sons plan to attend the International
Variety Club convention in Dublin, Ireland.

The list includes David Routt, Claire Krom,
Hugo Vogel, Henry Grodnick, Sam Kauf-
man, Ray Trampe, John Davis, Bob Hin-
din. Herb Kratze, Max Zembrosky, Ray
Davis. Many will be accompanied by their

wives. Vogel has something special to pi’e-

sent to the mayor of Dublin, in addition to

more than 200 pounds of Wisconsin cheese
he’s taking along to be distributed to vari-

ous charities.

Ben Marcus, who heads the chain of

theatres bearing his name along with a
host of other interests including the re-

cently acquired Pfister Hotel, is rumored
to be dickering for another addition to the
Marcus banner. His most recent installa-

tion, the Big Boy restaurant downtown, is

really packing ’em in. The restaurant
located at this spot before Marcus took
over and remodeled apparently just folded

up and closed. Marcus broke groimd and
built his first Big Boy restaurant directly

across the street from the Silver Dollar
restaurant which was doing a land-office

business. Go out that way anytime now and
you’ll stand in line at the Big Boy estab-

lishment. The sixth Big Boy is already on
the drawing boards.

Both the Miller and Pabst theatres have
been having tough sledding during the past
year, winding up in the red. Comes now a
request from the Pabst officials asking the

city to liberalize its lease contract, which
has created a storm of indignation among
other organizations that originally bid for

the theatre and lost out to the present
management. Bob Groenert, former man-
ager at the Downer, Alhambra and other
houses here, who elected to go back to col-

lege, is now a member of one of the fac-

tions seeking another go at the lease, since

there are some possibilities that a change is

in the wind. If so, the other factions also

want the same consideration. One of the
Pabst officials said the loss for the season
would run well over $50,000. The Miller
Theatre management has issued a blanket
invitation asking for 500 volunteers to help
sell season tickets to offset mounting losses.

It’s the heavy promotion that pays off

at the boxoffice. Witness the long runs at

the Strand, with “West Side Story,” and
Estelle Steinbach in command; “South
Seas Adventure” at the Palace, with Milt
Harman calling the turns; “Sweet Bird of

Youth” at the Wisconsin, Hari-y Boesel
rating the nod; “State Pair” at the Tower,
and A1 Camilla promoting parades, bal-

loons in the air, etc.; Johnny McKay at the
Riverside on “Moon Pilot,” Gabe Guzman
at the Warner and his radio contests on

“The Premature Burial,” Henry Kratz at
the Uptown with three subsequent lains in

a row, and Joe Reynolds with stars in town
to guide over the paper, radio and TV
route for Towne Theatre promotions. Just
gets through with Lee Maiwin, here to plug
“The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,” and
now, Eric Erickson here in connection
with “The Counterfeit Traitor.”

Stanley Kramer Buys

Nazi Regime Novel
HOLLYWOOD—Approximately $375,000

has been paid by Stanley Kramer for film

rights to “Ship of Fools,” best-selling novel
by Katherine Anne Porter.

The story, which Kramer plans to bring
to the screen next year, takes place on a
passenger ship sailing from Vera Cruz to
Bremerhaven, and reportedly is regarded as
the book which most clearly defines Ger-
man national characteristics and provides
a basis for imderstandtng the Nazi regime.
Ki-amer stated that the film will have

a multimillion dollar budget and an all-

star cast.

Egyptian Theatre Wins
Premiere of 'Hatari!'
LOS ANGELES—The Egyptian Theatre

was awarded the exclusive west coast
premiere engagement of Howard Hawks’
“Hatari!” following spirited bidding by ex-
hibitors in the L.A. area.

The Paramount release starring John
Wayne, Hardy Kruger, Elsa Martinelli,

Gerard Blain and Red Buttons, will be
given a gala red carpet opening in June
with exact date to be announced later.

“Hatari!” which was produced and di-

rected by Hawks, was filmed in Technicolor
in Tanganyika, and deals with the job of

capturing wild animals alive for zoos and
circuses around the world-. Leigh Brackett
wrote the screenplay from a story by
Harry Kurnitz. Henry Mancini wrote the

musical score.

Lerner Starts Grooming
'Fair Lady' for Film
HOLLYWOOD — Alan Jay Lerner, who

wrote the book and lyrics for “My Fair

Lady,” has begim work on the screenplay

for the Warner Bros, motion picture pro-
duction of the stage hit. The script is

scheduled for completion by this summer.
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OMAHA
Julian Schilling has taken over the Al-

vero Theatre at Pai'kston, S. D. It

foiTnerly was operated by A. P. Wuebben,
who also does auctioneering and has been

travehng in the area so much he was un-

able to continue both interests . . . Prank
Janicek, veteran shipper for 20th-Fox, is

retu'ing and he will be replaced by GaiT
Miller, who has been working with Janicek

learning the ropes . . . 20th-Fox reported

exceptionally fine gi'osses from “State

Fair,” in Omaha, Sioux City, Grand Island

and Hastings.

George Hall, exhibitor at Minden who
also has the Rose Bowl at Franklin, has

been elected mayor . . . The film industry

is well represented at other points in the

state in local city government. Marvin
Jones was electee! mayor of Red Cloud,

and Invin Beck was again chosen to head
the city government at Wilber . . . Opal

Woodson, United Artists office manager,

was busy over the past weekend helping

direct Omaha’s United Cerebral Palsy

fund di'ive. In addition to helping plan

the campaign. Opal manned one of the

collection points at a fire station, then

worked at headquai-ters in the final tally.

Sol Francis, Allied Artists manager, was
back on the job after surgery . . . Ben
Juracek now has his new drive-in in opera-

tion at Albion, where he also has the

conventional Boone Theatre . . . Raymond
Fletcher, fonner owner of the Lyric The-
atre at Hartington, was in Omaha for his

first visit in a long time.

Jack Klingel, city manager in Omaha
for the Cooper Foundation Theatres, re-

ported an enthusiastic audience at the

special preview of “Cinerama Holiday” at

the Cooper Theatre, which replaced

“Seven Wonders of the World,” which ran
nearly half a year . . . Tony Goodman
lost his last match in the Putt for Dough
television contest. However, before being

ousted, his loot included $25 in cash, a

watch, pen and pencil set and cuff links.

Tony, 20th-Fox salesman, is a veteran
golfer and one of the top publinks com-
petitors . . . Bill Doebel, 20th-Fox booker,

helped launch the baseball season with
the Carter Lake team.

Meytr Stern, former Variety Club chief

barker here, left for the international con-
vention in Dublin with his wife and an-
other Omaha couple. He heads AIP in

this territory and left with “Twist All

Night” rolling in high gear. It played to

capacity at the 75 Drive-In at Sioux City.

. . . Bob Hirz, Warner city representative,
was jubilant on reports from the area for

“Funny” and “Splendor in the Grass.”

Mary Frangenberg, 20th-Fox cashier,

and Claire Johnson, biller, are score-
keepere for the Women’s City Bowling
touiTiament at the West Lanes . . . Dorothy
Weaver, assistant cashier, took her mother
Helen Grabbert to Methodist Hospital for
examinations . . . May Witthauer, man-
ager’s secretai-y, went to Des Moines over
the weekend for a chm-ch conference.

Glenn Slipper of the National Theatre
Supply’s Kansas City office was in Omaha
to visit Paul Fine and examine work be-
ing done at the new Astro Theatre, for-

merly the Paramount, which is being com-
pletely remodeled by Lw Dubinsky of Lin-
coln. The Astro will have a 140-foot di’ape.

The auditorium is completely toam up and
the front is being changed. The big drape,
considered the biggest in this ai'ea, will be
hung late in May and Dubinsky is shoot-
ing for an eai’ly June opening.

Exhibitors on the Row included Ne-
braskans Marvin Jones, Red Cloud; Sid
Metcalf, Nebraska City; Howell Robeiis,
Wahoo; Phil Lannon, West Point; Tony
Schroedl, Palls City; Ai’t Sunde, Papillion,

and lowans Fred Ballantine, Denison; S. J.

Backer, Harlan; A1 Haals, Hai’lan; Arnold
Johnson, Onawa; Jim Travis, Milford.

Forman-Nace Opens

2nd Phoenix Deluxer
PHOENIX—Forman-Nace circuit’s new

Bethany West Theatre, displaying “sheer
splendor unseen in theatre constimction
since the days of television,” was formally

opened Wednesday, April 25, in sub-
urban Bethany. On the screen was “Follow
That Dream,” which also opened at the
Cinema Park Drive-In.

The Bethany West is the second plush
theatre constructed in this area by Forman
and Nace, the first being the Kachina,
which was opened late in 1960 in subm'ban
Scottsdale.

In every department, the new Arizona
showcase shows evidence of advance plan-
ning that goes well beyond current-day
expectations. The total seating capacity
consists entirely of plush loge chairs, 1,218

in number. The screen is the largest and
widest found in an indoor theatre in this

area. The decor is blue and gold through-
out.

Opening night festivities included an
appearance by Arizona Gov. Paul Fannin
and Phoenix Mayor Sam Mardian.
A plane load of Los Angeles Filmrow

executives who attended the special event
included William Devaney, MGM division

manager; Norman Jackter, division man-
ager for Columbia; Morris Sudmin, Los
Angeles manager of 20th-Fox; Arnold
Shartin, MGM branch sales manager;
Newton P. Jacobs, president of Favorite
Films; Max Facter, Paramoimt sales man-
ager; Francis Bateman, western division

sales manager for Pathe-America, and A1
Bliunberg, National Screen Service.

Los Angeles home office executives who
made the trip included William R. Forman,
Don Guttman, Bert Pirosh, Mike Forman
and Jack Myhill, all of whom were hosts
along with Harry L. Nace, who headquar-
ters in Phoenix.

Columbia Pictures Buys
Novel by War Prisoner
HOLLYWOOD— 4n important literary

acquisition was announced by Columbia
Pictures with the purchase of “King Rat,”
a novel by James Clavell which will be
published in August.
The highly dramatic story deals with

life in an Asiatic prison camp during World
War II. Clavell, himself a prisoner of war
for five years, states that in his book
“only the names have been changed to

protect the guilty.”

LINCOLN
gefore “Cinerama Holiday” succeeded

“Seven Wonders of the World” at the
Cooper in Omaha, more than 150 Junior
Y-Teens from Lincoln’s junior high schools
traveled to Omaha to see the “Wonders” in
a special Satm'day morning show. All 7th,

8th and 9th graders were impressed. They
finished off the all-day charter bus trip

with lunch and shopping at the Crossroads
in Omaha, then toured Boys Town before
starting the interstate trip home.

Manager Bert Cheever took a few days
off to v/ork on the new home into which
his family hopes to move sometime in June,
so he didn’t see the first-night crowds
coming into the State for “Three Stooges
Meet Hercules.” It began an undetermined
run May 7 following a “Moon Pilot” en-
gagement of four weeks . . . Lari'y Rem-
menga. Varsity usher, has moved over to

the State to join the staff of this O St.

theatre.

Evelyn Sedivy, one of the cashiers at the
Stuart, is up in the air these days and not
just when she’s in the driver’s seat of an
airplane. This aviatrix, now working on
her commercial pilot’s license, and a
feminine flying friend may be Nebraska’s
only entry in the annual Powder Puff
Derby, women’s cross-country ah race, this

summer. With a plane loan assured, the two
now are winding up arrangements for

financial sponsorship.

Irwin Dubinsky, Dubinsky Bros. Thea-
tres president, reported his Piedmont road
home was ransacked during a recent week-
end but nothing was missing. It appeared to

be a similarly busy weekend all over the
area, with two cash registers containing
$490 stolen from Lincoln State Hospital’s

canteen, rifles from a service station, fann
machinery damaged by vandals and
windows in parked junk cars shot out.

Robert Anderson, son of the Kenneth
Andersons (Cooper Foundation Theatres
general manager)

,
made the academic

honor list at Shattuck School in Fairbault,

Minn., where he is a student . . . Nebraska
is one of four states in a 30-minute film to

be featured in the Mississippi Valley exhibit

at the 1964-65 New York World’s Fair.

Kansas, North and South Dakota are the

other states. W. L. Shomaker of Omaha,
chairman of the four-state exhibit com-
mission, said the movie will feature the

states’ history, culture, agricultm’e, indus-

try and tourist attractions in a unique man-
ner developed by Panavision, Inc., of

California: “Viewers will clutch handle-
bars rather than occupy seats. The sci*een

curves around the audience and over its

head, putting each viewer literally into the

picture. The projector is beneath the spec-

tators who will stand in a steeply tiered

arena to view the spectacle. With the

handlebars to hang on to, the illusion is so

realistic that some might get dizzy.”

To Board of SAG
HOLLYWOOD — Nick Adams, Ernest

Borgnine, Steve Fon'est and Lee Marvin
have been appointed as members of the

board of directors of the Screen Actors

Guild, replacing Bruce Bennett, Skip Ho-
meier, Howard Keel and Frank Wilcox.
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Theatres, Newspaper and Radio

Unite in New Season Promotion

Six ads similar to this (6 cols.

15 ins.) were run for the

joint anniversary celebration

promoted by John L. Fagan of

the Bunavista Drive-In at

Borger, Tex., and his competi-

tor, the Video Independent

Plains Drive-In. The daily

newspaper and two radio sta-

tions joined in the promotion.

^in THE THEATRES and lORGER'S MEDIUM OF HOME
TOWN ADVERTISING IN CELEBRATION OF OUR

THIRTEENTH
DRIVE-IN
} ||^''nOw'th>OUC'h"aP»Vi^^^^^

_":J

lOOKEE! WHAT WE HAVE FOR SOME OF OUR

LUCKY PATRONS AT BOTH DRIVE-INS

CtLEIftATION ADMISSIONS

Rra • A4«U» .. Uc » ISc

WE WISH TO TAKE THIS OPFORTUNITY TO EXTEND OUR THANKS
MdUm •! th« lArtir N«wi-H*t«ld, Radi* Station KHUZ and Radio Station KIM, Ht tha

hava landarad our Induitry !•< thoM paot many yaai*.

JOHNNY FACAN — FRANK LITTLE. Mfra.

BE OUR GUESTS TONIGHT ^ BUNAVISTA & PLAINS
ALL THE EMPLOYItS

AND THE MANAGE-

AT THE PLAINS

NO ADMISSION TICKETS SOLD!

GIT THAT HAPPY
FEELING lY ONLY
PAYING

ISc

TO SEE THIS

DELIGHTFUL

I COMEDY!

• AT THE MORLEY — TODAY — WEDNESDAY

TEXAS STYLE IIG ACTION MOVIEI

Two is twice one anywhere, even in mo-
tion picture promotion, where normally the

bigger the splash the better are the re-

sults.

In Borger, Tex., John L. Fagan owns the

Bunavista Drive-In, and his tough compe-
tition is the Plains Drive-In, operated by
the wide-awake Video Independent circuit,

which also has the Morley and Rex the-

atres in that northwest Texas city. How-
ever, Fagan and the Video showmen agree
that tough competitors also make strong al-

lies.

FOUR BIG DAYS
At any rate, the two got together and

stirred up area-wide attention with a new
season, 13th Drive-In Anniversary celebra-
tion, four big days, April 8 through the
12th, plus an exciting Friday the 13th
Black Cat Show!

Since the newspapers and radio stations

are in much the same kind of activity as
theatres—communication—Fagan and his

Video colleagues enrolled the Borger News-
Herald and radio station KBBB in the
spring pep-up promotion. Of course, this

got them telling about the affair, but it

was good for all business so they went along
happily.

The Borger-Herald ran at special rate a
series of large ads, averaging six cols., 15

ins., proclaiming:

Join the Theatres and Borger’s Me-
dium of Hometown Advertising in

Celebration of Our . . . Thirteenth
DRIVE-IN ANNIVERSARY.

THREE FREE NIGHTS

The big attractions were three big free

admission nights. At one, the News-Her-
ald was host to all comers at both the
Bunavista and Plains; Thursday night it

was KBBB’s turn to be the host at the
Plains, while on Tuesday night radio sta-

tion KHUZ was the host at the Bunavista.
Admissions were reduced during the cele-

bration ... to 50 cents at both the indoor
and outdoor houses.

There was a cash gift night totaling

$300.

Other gimmicks at the drive-ins:

• All 1962 License Plates ending in 13

good for free admission for whole car.

• Driver admitted free if his or her driv-

er’s license number ended in 13.

• First 13 dollar bills with serial num-
bers ending in 13 good for 13 free passes.

• Each occupant of each 13th car (Sun-

day and Monday) presented a bag of pop-
corn.

• All children 13 years old admitted free
(two days).

These were changed around during the
three days.

Naturally, everything possible was done
to obtain suitable bookings.

Jobs for Gravediggers!
Ed Miller, manager of the Paramount in

Buffalo, promoted “The Premature Burial’’

by inserting the following ad in the
Personals column of a local sheet: “Atten-
tion, All Gravediggers! If you are a bona
fide gravedigger just identify yourself to
the cashier at the Paramount boxoffice and
you will be admitted free to see ‘The Pre-
mature Burial,’ which starts Friday, etc.’’

The Paramount Theatre is an American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres house.

More on Elke in Ads
The Los Angeles Times ordered an opera-

tion on the bikini-clad figure of Elke Som-
mer, star of “Sweet Violence,” which
opened at the Sunset Theatre. The news-
paper declared the ad as “too sexy,” so

Solly Cohen, Sunset owner, complied with
requests that Miss Sommer’s anatomy ap-
pear less exposed.

Shopper Has $100,000

On Tour for Terror'
Four burly Burns agency detectives in

plain clothes were with her all the time,

so nobody had a chance to lighten the bur-

den of San Francisco actress Fran Bos-
worth during a shopping tom- with a 24-

pound hand bag containing 10,000 ten-

dollar bills. Arranged by Sam Siegel of Co-
lumbia, in behalf of the world premiere at

the Paramount Theatre of “Experiment
in Terror,” Miss Bosworth shopped at de-

partment and drug stores and flower

stands, leaving clerks speechless when she

flipped open the lid of the case to pay cash
for her purchase.
The same promotion was also staged in

Manhattan for the opening at the Criterion

on Broadway.

Miss State Fair on TV
Sara Beth Stevens, a student of nm-sing

at the University of Missouri and Miss
State Fair of 1962, presented the Bowler
of the Year trophy on the Professional

Bowler’s Tour program on ABC-TV re-

cently. She represented “State Fair” and
20th-Fox.
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Radio Discussion and Souvenir Hunt

Do Well for Hitler' . . . Front Strong

This front designed by S. L. Sorkin, manager, at RKO Keith's in Syracuse, N. Y., received much atten-

tion. Note, first, its excellent balance. The boxoffice actually stood out much stronger than the picture

shows, because all three sides were covered with stills and copy.

'Tw’O radio promotions and one news-
paper tieup proved most effective in pro-
motion of “Hitler” at RKO Keith’s in Syra-
cuse, N.Y.
Manager S. L. Sorkin planted the topic,

"Hitler—"Tyrant or Madman? Hitler—Is

He Really Dead? Hitler—His Secret Life?”

on WFBL's Opinion, a two-hour program
featuring discussion via telephone between
listeners and the program moderator every
night from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.

A DISCUSSION OVER RADIO
The moderator asks the questions, then

broadcasts answers and comments coming
in by phone.
The reaction was excellent, Sorkin re-

ports, both from persons who listened to

the program and from those who heard
about it.

Radio station WOLF broadcast two spe-
cial promotions suggested by the Keith
manager. In one, several short spots were
run each day asking anyone who had any
connection with, or perhaps suffered under
Nazi tyramiy to contact the station. 'These
people were interviewed on the air. "The

promotion was tied up with the theme,
“Let’s not forget . . . See ‘The Private Life
of Hitler.’

”

WOLF also asked its listening audience
to write and tell whether they believed
Hitler to be alive or dead and give their

reasons for their belief.

FRUITFUL SOUVENIR SEARCH
The newspaper promotion was a search

for souvenirs of World War II. "The dailies

broke a story from Sorkin requesting per-
sons who had flags, uniforms, helmets, etc.,

used by the Nazis to contact the theatre.
“The response was simply astounding,”

he reports. “Not only did we receive a
sensational collection of Nazi souvenirs,
but uncovered the fact that Capt. Joseph
Delaney, who ‘liberated’ Goering’s fender
flag from his official car, a four-door
Mercedes-Benz with two-inch plateglass
windows and a luxuriously fitted interior,

lives in Syracuse. ’The flag is green with
gold brocade and bears the sign of an

eagle standing on a Nazi swastika. The
newspapei's gobbled this up and printed
pictures of Delaney and Goering’s flag,

with a story to go along with it.

Sorkin obtained in all some 25 articles

of Nazi uniforms, insignia, weapons,
plaques, etc, which were valued so highly
that the display case in which they were
exhibited in the Keith lobby was locked
and nailed, and a man was stationed near-
by to watch it at all times.

Ads prepared by Manager S. L. Sorkin
for “Hitler” gave added emphasis to the
line “The Private Life of Hitler.” In some
of his layouts this became the advertised
title of the film.

Here is outdoor flash a la Times Square in New
York at a small town. The letters of LOVER
COME BACK in the sign above are four feet

high. If the words were placed end to end, the sign

would be 60 feet long, reports P. C. Gossett, vice-

president of Tar Heel Theatres. The fine example

of a theatre front comes from the Paramount at

Kinston, N.C. The work wos done by W. T. Robert-

son, manager for the Tar Heel circuit.

Go to Movies, See World,
Is Film Page Headline
“Go to the Movies and See the World”

—

This was the display line heading a three-

picture story on the amusement page in a

recent issue of the New Orleans Times
Picayune, stating “Armchair TraveUng
Made Easy on the Screen” as colorful and
exotic locations often host “Hollywood-

away-from-home” film companies which ey
strive for authentic scenery. -n

The pictures represent three scenes from
pictures lensed in foreign countries. One
shows Yul Brynner shielding his eyes from
the sun in Salta, Argentina, on location for

the big-budget adventure drama, “Taras

Bulba.” Another is of Horst Buchholz sur-

rounded by a whirling crowd of residents of

Old Delhi, India, who are unaware that

they are captured in a scene for “Nine

Hours to Rama.” "The third picture is of

Yvette Mimieux and George Hamilton in a

scene from “The Light in the Piazza.” The
scene is against the backdrop of Florence,

Italy.

Not only the newspaper’s readers, but

theatre people and distributors of the films

relish these infoi’mative subjects on movies

in one form or another display which ap-

pear a week or so, ofttimes months in ad-

vance of the opening of film here in New
Orleans. The displays generally highlight

the Sunday amusement pages in one or

the other of the New Orleans papers

—

the morning Times Picayune and the after-

noon States-Item.

Showmen Share Prizes

In 'Contest' on Landlady
Columbia Pictures will sponsor a dual-

prize patron showman sweepstakes with

more than 1,000 nationaly advertised items
np

as prizes in behalf of “The Notorious

Landlady.” The “Lucky Lease Sweepstakes”

will award such prizes as GE hair dryers

and food mixers, Schick razors, Webcor
record players. Black & Decker electric

drills and Longine-Wittnauer watches. A
special contest trailer has been prepared

by the company for local exhibitor use,

plus entry blanks and lobby art material.

Webcor tape recorders will be presented

for the best, most complete and imagina-

tive contest campaigns to exhibitors

throughout the country. There will be two
awards each for the best campaigns in

cities under 50,000 population; also in cities

50,000 to 250,000, from 250,000 to 500,000,

from 500,000 to 1,000,000, and in cities over

1,000,000.

Campaigns may be submitted in any
form, but must be documented with photo-

graphs of lobby displays, store windows and
other promotional exhibits, tear sheets or

clips of publicity, evidence of radio or tele-

vision promotions, samples of heralds,

give-aways, etc., and any other means of

promoting the “Lucky Lease Sweepstakes”

contest.

Personal Copy for 'Summer'
Murray Lipson, manager of the West

Springfield, Mass., Majestic, took an in-

stitutional-type ad in the newspapers for

“A Summer to Remember.” It read: “We
do not know how to properly present to you /

the story of great charm in this new first-

run film from Russia, ‘A Summer to Re-
member.’ We can only urge you to see it

with your children. "The film of a 5-year-

old boy on a farm in Russia is completely

charming.”
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Sooner Showman Team Scores Scoop

On Award Winner With Oscar Ad

Memorial in McKeesport
Celebrating 33rd Year
Memorial Theatre, McKeesport, Pa., is

celebrating its 33rd anniversary thi'oughout
May. Mike Cardone, with the SW circuit

for a dozen years, became manager when
Louis Fordan retired last year and he and
his wife moved to Florida last week.
Thomas Mathe of Duquesne, assistant

manager, reports that the Memorial’s 33rd
anniversary screen schedule started with
"Pinocchio.”
Free on opening day was the awarding of

$25 in cash, a six-month pass for two, ten
dinners at the Penn McKee Hotel, four
Pirate baseball tickets, 20 tickets to Italian
Night and the presentation of “Mai-uz-
zella” May 29.

Also planned are an eight-page tabloid
to be distributed with the Daily News; a
Devereaux Chevrolet tieup with an auto in

the theatre lobby; a G. C. Murphy store tie-

up, also merchandising campaigns and
fashion shows with Cox’s, Jason’s, etc.. On
May 9 a gorgeous female was to receive a
season pass, a lucky guy was to win five

Penn McKee dinners, and 25 passes were
distributed. There will be an area “May
Queen’’ contest, special kiddy shows, mid-
night spook shows, radio contests.

The theatre was built by the Harris
Amusement Cos. as a memorial to the ch-
cuit founder, the late Senator John P.

Harris, and was leased to WB circuit, now
SW. With Weiss out of the business, SW
has McKeesport’s only theatres, the
Memorial and the Liberty.

City Slogan on Marquee
On TV With Film Title
“Lover Come Back,’’ booked in at the

Center Theatre in Corpus Christi, Tex., for

21 days, had been showing ten days when
Manager A1 Marsden decided to give it a
boost to see if this would add to the cus-
tomers.
The city was staging a promotion at that

time, a “See and Sell Corpus Christi” af-
fair. Marsden put up on the marquee,
“Lover Come Back . . . See and Sell Corpus
Christi.” 'The local TV stations photo-
graphed it and showed it on several of
their newscasts. Marsden had three
shapely Center girls put on their bathing
suits and go up and down the street passing
out cards. In the lobby, another girl sat
in a rubber raft loaned by the local GI
surplus store. A sign read: “Welcome to the
Center Theatre . . . Stop and Refresh Your-
self at Our Snack Bar While You Are
Waiting for the Next Show.”

Coke for 'Raft' Winners
’Twenty-five delicious whipped cream

birthday cakes (retailing at $3) were prizes

in a George Raft picture contest conducted
via heralds for “The George Raft Story”
at the Melba Theatre in the Bronx. ’The

cakes were through the courtesy of Garden
Hill Bakery. Passes went to the near
winners.

A Showman Apple Annie!
The owner of the Beaver Theatre in

Beaver, Pa., dressed up as Apple Annie, had
a photo taken of himself distributing apples
in front of the theatre, and built an ad
arovmd the picture for “A Pocketful of

Miracles,” which he emphasized is a
family picture.

Howard C. Federer, managing director,

and his State Theatre team of John Har-
vey and Walter Haberlin started a hard-
hitting promotion for “West Side Story”
late in March, three weeks in advance of

their April 19 opening at Oklahoma City.

So convinced were they that this film

would run away with Academy Award hon-
ors, that they announced via bold ads in

the newspapers that the State Theatre
would open the “best pictm'e,” several

houi’s before the official balloting had been
announced.
They had the ads all in type, so when

the early Oscar awards went heavily to

“West Side Story,” they gave the publica-

tion go signal. This “scoop” by an adver-
tiser over the editorial columns was fea-

tured in an Associated Press story.

Beginning the last week in March the Ok-
lahoma trio hammered away thi'ough the
newspapers, radio, heralds, trailers and
other media on the coming of the Oscar
winner.

Sears, Roebuck & Co. stores sold “West
Side Story” tickets and advised all charge
account customers, via heralds mailed out
with their monthy statements, that they
could buy their tickets for this film on
credit from Sears. The Sears stores also

sold tickets for cash.

State Manager Haberlin tied up all the
radio and TV spots on the Oscar show, an-

Who's the girl in the casket? This question on a

sign attached to a coffin carried around town by

ushers of the Texas Theatre in Austin was repeated

by hundreds of people before the promotion was

ended. Jack Dodgin, manager, arranged the stunt

for "Murder She Said." After the opening of the

picture, the casket was set on end out in front of

the boxoffice, with a girl in it at night simulating

a corpse. Dodgin reports good radio coverage, and

a good run on this picture.

Walter Haberlin, left, manager of the State The-

atre in Oklahoma City, and ad director John Harvey

stand beside a lobby display on "West Side Story,"

which they promoted to the utmost for volume

attendance following its opening just ten days after

the Oscar show.

nouncing the tickets (aU reserved) were
now available for the picture that was roll-

ing up award after award. Nor were the
university, schools and dancing classes

overlooked in the campaign. Special ma-
terial was supplied to each outlet and the
leaders were invited to the press premiere.
Meanwhile at the theatre, Haberlin was

equally busy. He lined up organist Wally
Brown, one of Oklahoma’s night club fa-
vorites, to preside at the preshow enter-
tainment. Out front, Hollywood color lights

lighted up the skies.

With the baseball season opening the
same night as the pictui’e, Haberlin saw to
it that the baseball fans received heralds
about “West Side” and covered all the ho-
tels with theatre literatm-e.

Tulsa Theatres Join
Jaycee Litterbug Act
The Majestic and Rialto theatres in

Tulsa, Okla., got in on a “Find the Litter-

bug” act of the Tulsa Junior Chamber of

Commerce. To draw public attention to the
littering up of the streets by thoughtless
persons, the Jaycees sent out hired “litter-

bugs,” who purposely scattered paper, etc.,

here and there. Persons identifying a Jay-
cee litterbug received $10.

J. Vernon McGinnis, who operates the
Majestic and Rialto, sweetened the kitty

a bit and added two passes each to his the-
atres for the litterbug finders.

Nail Files With Shocker
A novel gimmick for distribution by the-

atres will be nail files with a “Caligari”
decal, according to Robert L. Lippert, who
said that the files will be suggested for use
by patrons so they won’t bite then- nails

during the suspense sequences of the
thriller, “The Cabinet of Caligari,” when
the film is released by 20th-Fox.
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Kansas Ham, Bit of Corn, Carny Games,

And Parade Make for Gay State Fair'

Carnival-type ring toss and ball toss games were set up in the lobby of the Roxy Theatre, Kansas City,

during the run of "State Fair," giving customers a chance to win popcorn or orange drinks free. The

concession help, in carnival-type dress, carry baskets of pwjpcorn, dolls, canes, etc., and hawk them

along the aisles.

There’s corn in “State Fair.” And Blue
Boy! 'The latter, of course, is ham, state

fair champion grade.

So M. Robert Goodfriend, general man-
ager for Durwood Theatres of Kansas City,

figmed what’s good for the picture is good
for its promotion, and he combined ham
and corn for a successful campaign for the
opening of the musical at the Kansas City
Roxy Theatre.

HAM FROM KANSAS
The ham came from Kansas; the Mauer-

Neuer Meat Packing Co. of Arkansas City,

Kas., which contributed 46 hams of its

Rodeo Nugget brand in return for a share
in the publicity. Goodfriend and his aides

set aside 36 of these for a giveaway at the
Roxy—one each night—based on a draw-
ing of ticket stubs from a cage where they
were deposited by patrons entering the
theatre for the evening performances.
The other ten hams were turned over to

radio station WHB for a continuance of its

70-Wondermobile promotion, with which
Goodfriend started his “State Fair” cam-
paign 12 days in advance. WHB operates
three Wondermobiles, each manned by a
deejay who tapes interviews, etc., around
the city, in which are worked contests and
giveaways. Manager Goodfriend donated
24 “State Fair” albums and 48 pairs of Roxy
passes to “State Fair” for giveaway by the
Wondermobile deejays, starting April 7 and
running through April 19.

This resulted in about 96 no-cost plugs
for “State Fair.” 'The Rodeo Nuggets ex-
tended this tieup beyond opening day on
the 19th.

SPORTS CARS ON PARADE

The Sports Car Club of America was con-
tacted and came through with a parade of

approximately 50 sports cars of all makes
and models on the late afternoon of open-
ing day. The parade started with a police

escort in the southwest part of the city

at 6:30 p.m. opening day and continued
thi’ough several shopping areas to the Roxy
Theatre. Then it made several turns
through the downtown area before the cars

were parked and the drivers given passes

to the first-night showing.
The lead cars were bannered with the

star names and picture title.

Another station, KCKN, was enlisted in

the campaign, in connection with a paid
schedule of spots, by means of a contest to

select a “State Fair Family,” which re-

ceived an all-expense-paid trip to the Mis-
souri state fair in Sedalia on Kansas Day,
August 23. State fair officials came through
with free admission to the rides, sideshows,
grandstand seats for the main events,

meals and introductions to the crowds at

the various exhibits.

The winners were Mr. and Mrs. Gerard
Scholtz and their five children.

Other publicity:

AM-FM station KBEA augmented the
Durwood regular schedule of spots by fea-
turing the soundtrack album on both
bands, and awarding passes for correct
identification by listeners of the casts in

either one of the original versions of “State
Fair.”

STRAW HAT INVITATION
Preopening ads carried a box addressed

to students advising them that if they ap-
peared in blue jeans and straw hats on
opening night, they would be admitted at

half price. Approximately. 300 students ap-
peared so attired.

Rented carnival-type concession games
were set up at the concession stand; i.e.,

ring toss and ball toss, which give the cus-
tomers a chance to win either popcorn or
an orange drink free. Losers are given a
carnival-type consolation prize.

The staff was attired in blue jeans, plaid

shirts, straw hats, and satin official “State
Fair” badges. At intermission, just before

the drawing for the ham, the concession

help don carnival-type jackets and hats

and carry baskets of popcorn, candy, dolls,

canes, etc. and hawk them through the

aisles.

Calliope music is played constantly from

the time the boxoffice opens until it closes

in the lobby and in front of the theatre.

The entire house, inside and out, is deco-

rated with colorful banners, posters, etc.,

to give a carnival or fair flavor. All news-

paper and radio advertising mention the

fair atmosphere that was introduced into

the Roxy for the rim of the picture.

Passes to State Fair With
'State Fair' Tickets
Buyers of tickets to see “State Fair” at

the Hiland Theatre in Albuquerque, N. M.,

received a bonus—passes good for free ad-

missions to the grounds at the New Mexico

state fair in Albuquerque September 17-19.

The bonus was part of the joint promo-
tion worked out by Tex Barron, manager
for the state fair, and Louis Gasparini,

city manager for Albuquerque Theatres.

The tieup was especially gratifying to

Barron not only because of the state fair

theme of the film but also due to the fact

that Pat Boone, star of “State Fair,” is

scheduled to headline the rodeo shows at

the New Mexico fair this fall.

There even was a pie-baking contest,

with Lena Wilson, head of the New Mexico
state fair home science section, as one of

the judges. The other judges included rep-

resentatives of the city’s three television

stations.

Theatre displayed several boards of prize

winners from last year’s state exposition,

in such fields as pigs, cows, horses and
flowers. The theatre also passed out free

fair literature and brochures. Tieing right

into the exposition was the display of ac-

tual flags, bunting and other items used at

the state exposition.

Dming the run, theatre employes dressed

in typical New Mexico state fail’ clothes

—

boys in blue jeans, cowboy hats and boots,

girls in fiesta dresses.

The booking marked a new policy of

first-run films for the neighborhood house,

which until now has been second-run. Also

started with the bookings were continuous

showings, rather than a single matinee as

in the past.

Spotlight on Organist
At 'State Fair' Opening
For the first time in years, an organ

player in bright red jacket and white

trousers was spotlighted at the de luxe

Plaza Theatre in El Paso, Tex., as he went

through a program of organ favorites. 'The

audience obviously enjoyed it, a 45-minute

program preceding the world-premiere

showing of “State Fair.”

Comments were that the organ never

sounded so good as the first-night audi-

ence filled the theatre. And well put were

these comments, for the Plaza’s huge Wur-
litzer again is at its peak in beauty and
melodious harmony following several years

of renovation and redecoration by El Paso
pipe organ enthusiasts. It stands out in the

Plaza auditorium in glistening new white

and gold. The organ enthusiasts have
formed the Theatre Organ Club of El Paso,

and are happy to perform on any occasion,

be it for pleasure or publicity, at the great

console. Don Shearer is the organist.
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2552 After Mein Kampf

(74) Semidoc’y Brenner 8-14-61 ±
2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama MGM 3-26-62 ++

2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr Gordon-SR 10-30-61 ±
2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 —
2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 -|-

2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61

—B—
2586 y©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 -f

2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com . .20th-Fox 12- 4-61 -|-

2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 ++

2+28 ©Bachelor of Hearts (97) Com Confl. .. 5- 7-62 -f

2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama U-l 10-16-61 ++

2569 Badjao (lOO) Action Dr Parallel 10-16-61 ±
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr. .AA 2-19-62 -f

2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy Lopert 3- 5-62 -f

2624 ©Big Red (S91/2 ) Adv BV 4-23-62 ++

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet Magna 2-26-62 ++

2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr... Para 9-11-61 ±
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror Crown 11-20-61 -

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 +
2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac. . . UA 10- 2-61 -|-

2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) Cy Para 10- 9-61 ++

2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama.. MGM 8-21-61 ++

2625 ©Broken Land, The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox 4-30-62 ±
2406 Brushfire (80) War Dr Para 2-12-62 +
2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP 4- 9-62 -l

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont’l 11-13-61 ±
2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l 3-19-62 -+

2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Rivlera-SR 12- 4-61 rb

2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. Col 2-12-62 +
2561 Cat Burglar, The (65) Ac Dr UA 8-14-61 ±
2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr U A 12-18-61 ++

2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ....SR 2-26-62 zt

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WB
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart

2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The
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(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM 12-25-61 + + + zt + 6+2-
2575 ©Comancheros, The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama .20th-Fox 11- 6-61 44 + + 44 + 44 + 10+
2590 Continental Twist. The

(See “Twist All Night")

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense . . . WB 2-26-62 ± + + 7+5-
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para 4-16-62 + + + 44 44 44 + 13+
2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 + 1+
—0—

2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 -H- + 44 44 + 44 44 12+
2559 Day the Sky Exploded, The

(80) Science-Fiction . Excelsior 9-11-61 + 1+
2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo. UA 4-30-62 — 1+2-
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA 2- 5-62 + — + + — 4+3-
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.. . U-l 1-.8-62 + + + 44 + + 7+
2564 ©Devil at 4 ( Clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col 9-2561 44 + 44 44 + + 44 12+
2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion 2-26-62 ± 1+1-
2573 Devil's Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror Crown-SR 10-30-61 It 1+1-
2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com.... . Governor 4-23-62 + + =t 5+3—
2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col 4-16-62 + ±L + 6+4-
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Showcorp 12-18-61 + + 4+2-

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec.. AA 12-18-61 fl- + + + + 44 + 13+
2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy . . . . Para 12-11-61 + it 44 + + It 8+2-
2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy .... Col 11-13-61 — ih + It + 6+5-
2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. ..Col 3-26-62 -H- + + 44 44 44 44 12+
2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA 9-18-61 + + + + 44 7+1-

2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 + If-

2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr.

.

Col 4-23-62 + ± 44 + + + 8+2-
2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Adventure Woolner 11- 6-61 +
2563 Flight That Disappeared, The

- ± + 3+2-

o
X oC o.

5
1 ^ I fe ;

X oc lo. E z o

UA 9-25-61 + ± ± ± -H(72) Science-Pn

2580 «©Flower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l U-20-61 + + -F +4 +
2613 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com.. .UA 4-2-62+ + + + +
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr Sutton 11-13-61 +
2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama Para 4- 9-62 + ± + + ±
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama MGM 2-19-62 44 44 + 44 +

i 7+4-

+ 12+
8+
1+

44 8+2-

44 12+

+ +

2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + +
2626 ©Gero.vimo (101 ® Outdoor Dr UA 4-30-62 +
2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr Omat 11-20-61 +
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 4+

2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys Astor 9-25-61 ±
2481 Great Impostor. The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 44

2560 Great War, The (118) Drama .... Lopert 9-11-61 +
2556 y©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . . BV 8-28-61 +

44

+ +

+ + 44

+ 44 +
+ 44 tt

+ + 8+
-I 7-t-

2+
2+
1+1-

tt + 12+

+ 9+1-
+ 12+

2587 Gun Street (67) Western . .

2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

. .UA 12-18-61 It — — + _ 2+4-

(81) © Adv. Dr . AlP 1- 8-62 ± - 1+2-

“

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n... .20th -Fox 3-19-62 It it it 3+3-
2626 ©Hands of a Stranger i&SYz) Susp... AA 4-30-63 It 2+2-
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com

2625 Harold Lloyd’s World of

-Dr . .UA 1-22-62 + — + + + 8+3-

Comedy (94) Comedy ContT 4-30-62 + + + + 7+
2572 Head, The (95) Horror .Trans-Lux 10-23-61 + — + it — 3+4-
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama . .Col 3-12-62 + it — 4+4—
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical... . Para 12-25-61 + + + + 7+3-
2610 Hitler (107) Drama

2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The

. .AA 3- 5-62 It — — + + — 4+4-

Comedy © .MGM 4- 9-62 + + + 44 7+2-
2623 House of Women (83) Drama . .WB 4-23-62 It -4- + + — 5+4-
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama. .20th-Fox 10- 2-61 + + + 44 H -H- 44 11+

1-15-62 +
4-30-62 +

2596©! Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr Parade

2626 Information Received (77) Dr U-l

2587 Innocents, The (100) ©
Suspense Drama 20th-Fox 12-18-61 44

2628 Intruder, The (83) Dr Pathe-America 5- 7-62 -r

2^ Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM

+ +
3+1-
3+

1-28-61 ± ±

tt + tt + + 13+1-
-I 2+

+ + + + ± 7+3-

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy.... UA

2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense UPRO

2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy AlP

3-26-62 -H-

2-26-62 +

2-12-62 +

± ± +
+

+ 8+3-

3+

2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 44 44 44 + 44

—K—
2592 Karate (SO) Ac Dr Brenner 1- 1-62 it

2571 yOKing of Kings (161) ®
Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 + + 44

2582 Kitchen. The (74) Drama Kingsley 11-27-61 + +

- 5+4-
44 14+

1+1-

2627 ©Lad: a Dog (98) Drama. . . . WB
2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM
2563 UsetU (83) Action

2628 Lonely Are the Brave (107)

® Outdoor Drama U-l

2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr...

2593 Lost Battalion (83) War Dr.. . . AlP
+ 5+

2+1-

2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy. . U-l 12-25-61 44 + 44 44 44 + 44 12+

5- 7-62 44

1-15-62 44

9-25-61 -

5- 7-62 +

1 - 8-62 44

1 - 8-62 ±

44 + + + 13+

+ ± 5+1-

+ 5+

+ 44 44 44 44 ( 4 13+
1-

44

+
+

4+

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th-Fox 2-12-62 ±
2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Cartoon Feature.. MGM 8-14-61 44

2622 ©Magic Sword. The (80)

Fantasy-Adventure UA 4-16-62 +
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 44

+
+
+

+ + 6+ 1-
44

-
4 - + + +

9+

5+

+ 44 44 44 + 44 13+
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com..

2607 Malaga (97) Drama

..Ellis

. . .WB
2- 5-62 44

2-26-62 + + + +
2+
8+3-

2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr 9-18-61 + It — + It + 6+4-
2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (123) Western . . Para 4-16-62 ± + + 4f 44 + 9+1-
2573 Mark. The (127) © Drama . .

.

.Cont’l 10-30-61 + + + + + + + 12+
2576 Mask, The (S3) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama . . WB U- 6-61 + _ _ + 44 a; 6+4-
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2594 OMidsummer Night's Dream

(74) (g) PuDpet Fantasy ....ShowtorD 1- 8-62 ±
2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 -f

2611 Most Wanted Man, The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho. Col 10-16-61 -f

2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 -f-

2624 ©Music Man, The (151) ®
Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 -ff

2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 +

+

4+
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2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 + + + 44 44 + ± 9+1—

~ N-

2519 ©Nature Girl and the SIsrer

(70) Adv UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 1+1-
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 + ± ± 5+2—
2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

(82) Psychological Dr Omat 8-21-61 + 1+
2574 Ninth Bullet. The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SR 10-30-61 -H 2+
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 + + 44 + + + 44 U>+

+
+
+

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 it lE

2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy UA 12- 4-61 + -f +
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley 3- 5-62 + + +
2554 0 Deration Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 dr

2589 Outsider. The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 + ± ± 44 44

—P

—

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 it

2566 Paris Blues (96) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 + + + +
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Cre$t-SR 9-11-61 -f

2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

± ± 6+4-
+ + 13+
+ ± 8+1-

1+1-
44 44 11+2-

1+1-
+ + 7+

1+

2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

(gHorror Drama

2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama

2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

(g; Horror Drama

2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed]

2570 Pure Hdl of St, Trinian’t,

The (94) Farce

2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror...

2568 Risk. The (81) Drama

2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone.

.SR

2564 Ruffians, The (86)

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont

2627 Satan in High Heels (93),

Exploitation Melodrama Cosmic

2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB
2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2464 ©Savage Innwents, The (89)

® Adv. Dr Para

2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Dr Col

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox

2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Or. ..UA
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l

2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comtir U-l

) 12-11-61 + — 1+1-
t 10- 9-61 + f It 6+4-

’ 8-14-61 + + + + + + 8+1-

i U-13-61 + + + + + tt u+1-

’ 3-19-62 + + + + 6+2-

2-19-62 It 2+2-

1 10-16-61 ± - + + 5+3-

; 10-30-61 + + * + 4+1-
11-20-61 + + + 5+1-

9-18-61 + ±. 3+2-

4- 3-61 + + + + + + 12+
8-14-61 ± + 2+1-
4- 9-62 + -f- + + 5+1-
3-12-62 ± m-

10- 9-61
-f- + + + 4+

12- 4-61 + + + tt + + 8+1-
3-19-62 + + + + + + 8+1-
9- 4-61 -t- 1+

9-25-61 -f 1+

4-23-62 + + + + + 64 2-
1- 1-62 + * + + + 8+2-
1-29-62 ± — + + 6+5—

9- 4-61 44 + + + 7+

5- 7-62 - - 1+4-
4-16-62 + + + 6+3-

3- 5-62 + + + + + + 7+1-

9-26-60 44 + + + + 114-1-
8-14-61 + + + + + 44 + 8+

10-16-61 + — + + + 9+3-

11- 6-61 + + + + + 9+1-
10- 9-61 ± — — 3+5-

3-12-62 ± 1+1-

9-18-61 + — 5+5-

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA
2605 7th Commandment (82) Meio Crown

2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr 20th-Fox

2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr UPRO
2627 ©She Didn’t Say No! (96)

Comedy Satire Seven Arts

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB
2547 ©Sins of Mona Kent, The (75)

Drama Astor

2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W'n U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr...WB

2616i^©State Fair (118) ©Musical . 20th-Fox

2536 Stop Me Before I Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (US) ® Dr. ..Para

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor

2568 ©Susan' Slade (116) Drama WB
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM
2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©

Com/Mus 20th-Fox

—T—
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)....UA

2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo

2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox

2598 Then There Were Three

2- 5-62 +

2-

19-62 ±

10-16-61 +

4- 9-62 It

5- 7-62 4f

1-29-62 +

1- 8-62 +

7-24-61 +

3-

26-62 -f

1- 1-62 It

9-U-61 +
3-26-62 +

6-

12-61 +
12- 4-a +

9- 4-61 It

10- 9-61 ±

3-

12-62 44

4-

16-62 +
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1
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44 + + + 8+
1+1-

ti - + + +

± +

+ +

+ +
+ +

+ ±

+ 44

+ - -

+ + +

5-1-2-

2+2-

2+

3-|4-

8+ 2-

1-P

+ + + ± 6+2-
+ + — + 6+3—
44 44 + 44 14+

+ 1+ -4 -H lO-H-

± + + 6+1-
+ + 44 44 14+

1+1-
+ + It 6+3-

+ 44 + + 12+

1+ 1-

.ey

8-28-61 + It + ± + - 5+4-

3-19-62 + 1+
3-19-62 + 1+

1-15-62 44 -I- 44 44 -f -4 44 11-1-

(82) Ac . . Parade 1-22-62 It + + 3+1-
2559 Three on a Spree (83) Comedy

2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

...UA 9-U-61 + — + — 4+3-

The (89) Farce-(k)medy Col 1-22-62 — — + + + :iz 5+4-
2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama ...MGM 9- 4-61 + + + + + + 9+1-
2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr 1-22-62 It + + + 7-H4-
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-23-61 + + + 44 + 10+2-
2506 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr.. Col 12-U-61 + + 3+1-
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 2OU1-F0X 7-10-61 + + + 5+2-
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys.

.

2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

AA 1-29-62 It :± “ 5+6-

With Music, color Prolog.... AlP 3-26-62 + + — 4+3-
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 + + + 7+4-
2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy- Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 It — + + 44 6+3-
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 + + + 44 44+12+

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col 2-12-62 it ± it

2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama Sutton 8-21-61 +

± + 5+4-

1+

—V

—

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± — — + ti - 3+5—
2606 Victim (lOO) Drama Pathe-Amcrica 2-19-62 + + + + + + + 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont’l 2- 5-62 + + + + + + + 13+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col

2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA
2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 +
2567 y©West Side Story (155)

2- 5-62 +
4- 2-62 It

+ - +
+
+

10+1-
8+2-
3-t-

V Panavision, Musical Dr . .UA 10- 9-61 + + + + + 44 + 14+
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-Amcrica 3-12-62 44 + 44 + 44 44 44 12+
2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times 12- 4-61 ± — + 2+2—
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 - 1-
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 — 1-
2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy .MGM 11- 6-61 + — + + 7+4-
2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots. . . .WB 8-21-61 + + ± + ± + it 7+3-
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 + + + 6-42-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr . .UA 11-20-61 + -f- + tt + + 9+2-
2555 UYoung Doctors, The (102) Or.. ,.UA 8-28-61 44 44 44 + 44 44 13+1-
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Feature productions by company in order of releose. Running time is in porentheses. (§) is for CinemaScope;

(S; VistaVision; (§) Superscope; ® Panavision; Regalscope; ® Techniroma. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) for review dates ond Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

ALLIED ARTISTS I ti AMERICAN INT'L | ti COLUMBIA 1 ti

Scream of Fear (81) D..605
Susan Strasberg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72) D..606
Phil Carey, Julia Arnall

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
Javid Janssen, Jeanne Crain,

Dina Merrill, Agnes Moorehead

©The Devil at 4 O’Clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 608
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Phillips, Rob’t Monkhouse

©Guns of the Black Witch
(81) © Ad.. 610

Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) .... Ho. .611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McClo: y

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna JIaria Canale, M. Serato

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Barrie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh
Planet (80) SF..613

John Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
(Super-Dynamation)
Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,
Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,
Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray Milland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

The Bashful Elephant (SO) OD. .6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID.. 6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Emo

Hands of a Stranger (S5>/z) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,
Sam Butera and the Witnesses
(includes a color sequence)

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) ® ... Ac.. 620
Richard Todd, v\nne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

Reprieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Sammy Davis jr.

Phantom Planet (82) SF..711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space
(79) SR.. 712

Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon
The Brain That Wouldn’t

Die (71) Ho.. 705
Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob BaU, Frankie Bay

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Checker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D..624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayak.awa, Mickey Curtis

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Palance, Anna Ralll

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,
Jack Hawkins, Richard Beyroer

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

The Bridge (104) D..6207
(Eng-dubbed version)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper,
Michael Minz

Panic in Year Zero! © D. .708
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

Advise and Consent (138) © D. .628
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone

©Best of Enemies (..).... CD . .

David Niven, iUberto Sordi,
Michael Wilding
©The Wild Westerners (..) W, .629
Jas. Philbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy

M-G-AA ti I

PARAMOUNT

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) ©

liichiird Boone, George
Lnana Patten

OD. .201
Hamilton,

©Blood and Roses (74) ® D. .6101

Mol Ferrer. Annette Vadim,

KIsa Martinelli

Bridije to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Bilker, .lames Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) .... CD . . 203
Bill Travers, Spike Milligan

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204

Itory Calhoun, Lea .Massari

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana IMrner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O'Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Murder She Said (87) . . My . . 208
Margaret Uutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © 0..207
Olivia de Havilland, B. Brazzl,

G. Hamilton, Y. Miraieux

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulln,

Charles Boyer, Lee .1. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Torn

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,
Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

©Ri-le the High Country

(94) © OD . .216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea

©Damon and Pylhias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

Lolita (. .) D. .217
James Mason, Shelley Winters,
Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

Man-Trap (93)
.leffrey Hunter,

David Janssen

D. .6102
Stella Stevens,

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CD.. 6103

Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) @ C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbuiy

The Errand Boy (82) . . . .C. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

leddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(118) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad.. 6110
Rossano Brazzl, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) .. D . .6111

Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer
(pre-release)

©Escape From Zahrain

(92) ® Ac.. 6115
Yul Biynner, Madlyn Rhue,

Sal Minco

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . .6116
Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Fess Parker, Bob Nevvhart
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I
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I
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I

MARCH

FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

Q_
LU
CO

SiFrancis of Assisi (105) © D..132
Bradford nillman. Dolores Hart,
Stuart Wiitman

I

©September Storm (90) . . Ad . . 139
Joanne Dm. Mark Sterens

(35mm release)

20.000 Eyes (61) © Cr..l24
G. Nelson. M. .Anders, J. Brown

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..125
Michael Craig. M. Demongeot

COO

The Hustler (134) © D..136
I’. Newman, 1*. Laurie, J. Gleason

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens. Denise Darcel,

Cesar Romero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

©The Comancheros (107)

© 0D..141
John Wayne, Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac . 142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,

Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M. .143
Brenda Lee. Eddie .Albert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C..144

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

-Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews. Eleanor Parker,

Eddie Albert, Jearme Crain

>-
oc
<

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom EweU

©Swingin' Along (74) © C/M.. 204
CQ Noonan and Marshall, Barbara EMen,

Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©....D..207
Deborah Kerr, .Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lii, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,

I France Nuyen

0©State Fair (118) ©. D/M .208
Pat Boone, Botiby Iiarin, Pamela
Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) ©....W..209
Kent Taylor, Jody McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

Hand of Death (60) .. 1 ... Ho. .212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

I© Lisa (112) © D .210
I
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

|©lt Happened in Athens (..)

© Ad 214
Jayne Mansfield, .Nico .Minardos

The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentory; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS I ti UNIVERSANNT'L | ti

©Come September
(112) © C..6121

Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS, i ti COMING

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac.. 6122
Craig Hill. Elaine Edvvards

Three on a Spree (83) . .C. .6123
Jack Watling, Carole Lesley

yThe Young Doctors (102) D..612S
Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,

Inn Balin. Dick Clark

©Exodus (212)
Panav'n 70 D..6129

P. Newman, E. M. Saint, S. Mlneo

©World by Night

(80) Doc.. 151
A tour of world-famed night spots

Claudelle Inglish (99) D..155
Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid © D.

.

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ....SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurcy

Rider on a Dead Horse D..
John Vivyan, Lisa Lu

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

©Tales of Terror (120) ©..Ho..
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone

©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . . . . Ad . .

Pier Angeli. Edmund Purdom

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad..
Maurice Chevalier. Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack I’alance, Ernest Borgnine

The Notorious Landlady C..
Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire

©H.M.S. Defiant © D..
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale

The Interns D..
Cliff Robertson, Suzy Parker,

Haya Harareet, Michael Callan
Requeim for a Heavyweight. ... D . .

.Lnthony Quirm, Jackie Gleason

•Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The War Lover D . .

Steve McQueen, Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ann Field

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita
0©King of Kings © ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Cliarisse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys’ Night Out © C..

Kim Novak, James Gamer, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©1 Thank a Fool © D.

.

Susan Hayward, Peter Finch

©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastro-

ianni

PARAMOUNT
©Hatari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne, Red Buttons

©My Geisha C..6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand.

Rob’t Cummings, Edw. G. Robinson

The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston, BRsa Martinelli,

Harry Guardino

©A Girl Named Tamiko ©....0..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,

Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umekl

20TH-FOX
©Hemingway's Young Man ©..0..
I’aul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg. Diane Baker
The Cabinet of Caligari ©. . . . Ho. .

Glynis Johns, Dan O’Herlihy

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian, Barbara Eden, Red Buttons

©1 Like Money © C. .

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden, Capucinc.

Trevor Howard
©Mr. Hobbs Takes a

Vacation © C..

James Stewart, Maureen O’Hara,

Fabian, Lauri Peters

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Fhaedra D .

.

Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point 0..
Sidney I’oiticr, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav'n) .. D .

.

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BID . .

Montgomery Clift, Susannah York,

Sii.van Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Andie Murphy, Joan O’Brien

©That Touch of Mink © C. .

Cary Gr:mt, Doris Day, Gig Young
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Herbert Lorn. Heather Scars

WARNER BROS.
©Merrill’s Marauders Ac..
Jeff Chandler. Ty Hardin

©The Music Man ® M..
Robert Preston. Shirley Jones

©The Chapman Report 0..

Efrem Zimbalist jr.. Shelley Winters,

Claire Bloom, Jane Fonda

The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmarai

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Baxter, E. Borgnine, .1. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,

Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) (g D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

The Sergeant Was a

Lady (72) C. .6202
Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (S3) D..156
Depth-Dimeuson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevins

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, 11. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

<Jt©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan. James Shigeta,

Miyosbi Hnieki

(Pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) © C..6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . . 6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Dirk Bogarde, Jolin Mills.

Mylene Ilemongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) © ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . .CD . .6205
Don Beddoc, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley Macl.aine.

James Garner

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John lyiipton, Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C. .6205
Bock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Edic Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac. .6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard Attenborough

The Couch (89) 0. .160

Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

Edmund Purdom

©The Magic Sword (80) . . Ad . .6214
Basil Ratlibone, Estelle Winwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) Ad.. 6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) © C. .6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John iSaxon, Robert Redford

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennett,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimm'y Edwards, Shirley Eaton,

Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . 0 . .162
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette

©Follow That Dream
(110) © C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D. .6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
©iris Warfield, Brin O'Donnell

Third of a Man (..).... 0

.

.

Simon Oakland

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert Ijitchum,

I’olly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85) . . . . D . .163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
Geoige Montgomery. Gilbert Roland,
Ziva Rodann, Joan O'Brien

The Miracle Worker (106).. D..
Anne Bancroft, Patty l)uke,

Victor .lory

Road to Hong Kong (..)..C..
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

© 00. 6215
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,
Walter .Matthau

©Night Creatures (81) .. Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing, Yvonne Remain

©Lad: a Dog (98) D. .158
Peter Breck, Peggy McCay

(ley

dn
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FEATURE CHART
Short subjects, listed by company, tn or>
der of releose. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. Shorts chart

MISCELLANEOUS

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(SO) D Aug a
ly-,) It Albright . Sfott Marlowe,
lie scIkI Bernanli

BUENA VISTA
4^©Grcyfriars Bobby (91) D . . Oct 61
Donald Crisp, K.-iy Walsh

©Bon Voyage (110) ...,C ..Jun62
(100) (g M.. Dec 61
Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,
Annette, Ed Wyim
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Britui'

Keith. Eilnfond O’Brien
©Bon Voyage (110) ... C. Jun62
r'red MaeAlurray, Jane Wyman,
Michael Callan, Ik'borah Walley
CONTINENTAL
Ihe Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s

(94) C . . Sep 61
Joyce Grenfell, Cecil Parker,

Geo. ge Co.e
The Mark (127) (g) D.. Oct 61
S. Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C . Oct 61
tony Hancock, George Sanders

View From the Bridge, A
(110) D. .Feb 62

t'iirol Lawrertce, Raf Val.one,

.Maureen Slapleton

Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd’s 1924-39
tcatines) C.. Apr 62

©Bachelor of Hearts (97) C. May 62
ilardy Kruger, Sylvia Syms,
Ronald Lewis

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(S7) © Ad.. Aug 61
Lex Barker, Chelo .Alonso

FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
.Anthony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland

The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan
©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) (g Ad. . Dec 61
Mijanou Bardot, Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
©Doctor in Love (87) . . C. . Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,

James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (81) D.. Oct 61
Tony Britton, Peter Cushing

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61
Michael Gwynn, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barry and Laurie Cardwell

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune, Y. .\atsuki

rhen There Were Three
(82) Ac. . Jan 62

Alex Xicol. F. ank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
Victim (100) D . . Feb 62
Di.k Bogarde, Syhia Sym.s,

Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

llay.ey Mills, Bernard Lee

The Intruder (83) ...D. May 62
W’illiam Shatner, F.iuik .MiLXwell

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Maria Cana.e

Mark of the Devil (73) D.. Jan 61
•Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) C . Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) F . Dec 61

(Puppets; voices of Oid A’ic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61
Jean Carter, Felix .Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad. .Nov 61
Simone Signoret. Georges Marchal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) .. My. . Oct 61

j

(Eng-dtibl>ed) . . .Alajn De on, Marie
LiForet, Maurice Ronet

Wild for Kicks (92) . . . . D . . Jan 62

David Fa. rar, Noclle -Adam, Gillian

nil's. Shirley .Ann Field

Frantic (81) D . Mar 62
(Eng-dubtied) Jeanne Moreau

Also available with sub-titles at

!in minutes nmning time

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Black Pit of Dr. M.

(72) Ho . . Mar 61

Ra pli Bertrand, Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidney Street

( 93 )
Ad . . Mar 61

Peter Wyngarde, Donald Sinden

©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad.. May 61

Marian Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D.. Sep 61

Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker, Diane (Jilento

©Shame of the Sabine

Women (80) ........ Ad . .

Lex Johnson. WTliam Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRANCE
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61
(UMPO) . .Gerard Blain

Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) . . (Jean Renoir classic)

Five Day Lover, The (86) .. 2-19-62
(Kingsley) . -Jean Seberg, Jean-

P.e.re Cassel, Mlcheline Presle

Joker, The (86) 10- 2-61

(Lopert) . . J-P Cassel, A. Aimee
La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont’l) . .R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad

(98) 4-16-62
(.Mitor) . . Delphine Seyrig, Giorgio

Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les L'aisons Dangereuses

(106) 1- 8-62

(Astor) .. Gerard Philipe, Jeanne

Moreau. .Annette A’adim

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62

(President) . Jean Gabiti, Nadja
Tiller, Danielle Darrieiix

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Shnwcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

©Web of Passion (101) . 11- 6-61
(Times) • - Madeleine Robinson,

.le;ui-Paul Belmondo
Zazie (86) 4- 30-62
(Astor) . .Catherine Demongeot
GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96 ) 3-26-62
(Casino).. 0. W. Fischer, Lilo

Pulver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
(.American-Metropolitan)

W. Glller. Ingrid A’on Bergen
GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) . .Irene Papas
ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61
(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardinale

La Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . .Marcello Mastrolannl,
Anita Bkberg, .Anouk Aimee

L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Jarais) . .Monica A’itti, Gabriele

Ferzetti. Lea Ma.ssari

Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62

(Cont’l) . -Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The

(91) 10- 9-61

(Cont’l) .. Peter Ustinov, Pablito

Calvo (Span-lang; Eng. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62

(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, Marcello

Mastroianni. Monica A’itti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(.Astor) . ..A. Delon, -A. Girardot

Two Women (105) 6-19-61

(Embassy) .. Sophia Loren,

.leiUi-Paul Belmondo

JAPAN
Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SK)..Y’iiko Moshizukl

Throne of Blood (108) .... 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61
(Janus). -Z. Cybulski

Eve Wants to S’eep (93) 10- 9-61
(llarrLson) . .Barbara Iass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley)..!'. Izewska, T. Janezar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . .FrancLsco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal. Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) ...12-18-61
(Janus) . ..lari Kulle, Bibi
-Andersson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) . 4- 30-62
(Janus) . .Harriet .Andersson, .Max
von Sydow

U.S.S.R.

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

. (Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

6421 Hot Heir (I6/2 ) Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

(I51/2 ) Oct 61
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(IS 1/2 ) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16) . . Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (16!/2) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61
5556 No. 6 ,

Ser. 2 (IOI/2 ) • • Jul 61
6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11).. Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10).. Nov 61
6553 No. 3, Series 3 (IOI/2 ) . Jan 62
6554 No 4, Series 3 (11).. Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (G'/j) . . May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey ( 6'/2 > . . . Jun 61
5615 Punchy de Leon (6i/2 ) . . Jul 61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7)... Sep 61
6603 Imagination (6I/2 ) . . . . Oct 61
6604 The Miner's Daughter

(&/z) Nov 61
6605 Grape- Nutty ( 6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

( 61/2 ) Dec 61
660'7 Cat-Tastrophy ( 6 ) Jan 62
6608 Wonder Glo.es (7) Jan 62
6609 Dr. Blue’rird ( 8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (&/z) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7).. Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (7Vi) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5854 Yukon Canada (10) Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (614) • Juf> 61
5708 Zoo Is Company (614) • •Jul 61
6701 Catch Meow (614) Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy C7) Oct 61
6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7) Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) ...Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6 ) . .Jul 61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(614) (© and standard) .. Oct 61
6753 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

( 6 ) (Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7).. Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(614) (© and standard) . . Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19).. Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(3 8 ) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19).. Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

(1914) Apr 62

SERALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo. .. .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland
(1514) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring
(16) Jul 61

6401 Quiz Whiz (1514) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her 'Top

(1614) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (1614) • Nov 61
6104 Sweet and Hot (17)... Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That Ends

Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds (914) • Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin ( . .) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio
Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7).. Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7^. Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) ..

W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . .Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) .Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8) . . Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) . . . . . Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) . Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9).. Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7) . Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..).. Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B20-1 Carnival in Quebec
(16) Sep 60

B20-2 Boats a-Poppin’ (18)
(Anamorphic) Sep 60

B20-3 Lifeline to Hong Kong
(17) Anamorphic Apr 61

B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter ( . . ) Nov 61
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)

M20-4 Phantom Moustacher
(6) Jan 61

M20-5 Kid From Mars (6) . . Mar 61
M20-6 Mighty Termite (6). . Jun 61
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(614) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics ( . . ) Nov 61
NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P20-3 The Lion’s Busy (6) . Mar 61
P20-4 Goodie the Gremlin

(6) Apr 61
P20-5 Alvin’s Solo Flight (7) Apr 61
P20-6 Hound About That (6) Jun 61
P21-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6) Nov 61
POPEYE CHAMPIONS

E21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7).. Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) ....Sep 61
E21-3 Popeye, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7).... Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) ...Sep 61

CARTOON SPECIAL
A-21 Abner the Baseball 2 Reel

(1214) Sep 61
TRAVELRAMA

(Anamorphic-Color-1 Reel)

T20-1 Porpoise Posse (10) . . Mar 61

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)

7104 Assignment Egypt (9) . May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore
& Malaya (10) Jun 61

7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . .Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10).. Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9).. Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) . Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8).. Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland ( . .) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Co’or

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6) May 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7) . . . Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6) . . Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7).. May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6) Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merry (6) Aug 61
5110 Rea'Iy Big Act (6) Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Me ico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9).... Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dand.es Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor .. Can be projected in

the AnamorphiC Process. 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry Apr 61
4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61

4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW)..Jul61
4125 Busman’s Holiday(WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out(WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61

4211 Doc’s Last Stand .... Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

WALTER LANTZ REISSUES
(Color Cartues..Can be projected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse . . . Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker from Mars Feb 62

4235 Calling All Cuckoos .... Mar 62

4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62

4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud ( . . ) © ... Mar 62
4204 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Rescues—7 min.)

8312 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot Box Bunny ...Apr 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble. . Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble .... Dec 61

9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
3308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominab'e Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
S721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)

8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightjn’ Ones Apr 61
8713 L.ckety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws. . .Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble ...Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat... Dec 61
9705 Nelly's Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep... Feb 62
9707 F sh and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Co or Reissues)

(Two- Reel)

8002 The Man From New
Orleans (20) Mar 61

8033 Winter Wonders (18)... Jul 61
9301 Where the Tr'ade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18).. Mar 62

(One-Reel)

8502 Alpine Champions (10) . . Feb 61
8503 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8504 (jrandad of Races (10) . . May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9)... Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9)... Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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Write—"5.

XHIBirOR HAS HIS SAY
PICTURESh^hh

YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU
HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

Has Only Good Words
For Pathe-America

"The Deadly Companions" was real good. We
are going to use all of the Pathe-America sub-
jects. The Ivy Distributing folks, of Denver, are
most accommodating — and thoughtfulness is

what we can use more of at this particular time.
We played "Companions" on our Thurs., Fri.,

Sat. change.
CARL W. VESETH

Villa Theatre,
Malta, Mont.

ALLIED ARTISTS
George Raft Story, The (AA)—'Ray Danton, Jayne

Mansfield, Julie London. Very good, however the teen-
ogers don't know much obout Raft and this picture
did not do overage Sunday-Mondoy business.—S. T.
Jockson, Jackson Theoter, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,408.

Serengeti (AA)—Animal Documentary. Wild animal
films olwoys hove drawn for us and this picture
(somewhat in the Disney style) did par busirtess for
us on a weekend change with just a program of
short subjects. Very nice color and the animal pic-
tures were somewhat different than we had shown,
olthough some we've seen plenty. Played Fri., Sot.
Weother: Cold.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach The-
otre, LirKoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

COLUMBIA
Edge of Eternity (Col) — Cornel Wilde, Victoria

Show, Mickey Shaughnessy. Just a dandy picture
with plenty of excitement and action. Could be
termed a family picture, but will suit the action
tons os well. Enjoyed pretty foir patronage on it

here. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.— F, L. Murray,
Strond Theoter, Spiritwood, Sask. Pop. 500.

Everything's Ducky (Col)—Mickey Rooney, Buddy
Hockett, Jackie Cooper. Very funny and pleased our
small-fry Saturday oudience. Will do well on dtouble-
bill rn any situation. Played with "War Drums" from
UA. Played Sat. Weother: Cold.—P. B. Friedman,
Grand Theotre, Loncoster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Gidget Goes Hawaiian (Col)—^Jomes Darren, Mi-
chael Collan, Deborah Wolley. We doubled our usual
toke with this picture on our best time. I guess
it wos just whot the teens were looking for and
they bought it. A good little comedy, in color, with
musio—the kind they listen to on their hi fi—and
it gets 'em. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.

—

Moyme P. Musselman, Rooch Theatre, Lincoln, Kas.
Pop. 1,636.

Guns of Navorone, The (Col) — Gregory Peck, An-
tlvarvy Quinn, Dovid Niven. This is o very good pic-
ture but foiled miserably of the boxoffice. If we
hod played it after the Academy Award publicity
we might have hod a better chance. Played Fri.,
Sot., Sun. Weather: Cool.—^Lorry Thomas, Fayette
Theatre, Foyetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

Sail a Crooked Ship (Col)—'Robert Wagner, Dolores
Hort, Corolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs. Very funny. Every-
one liked it even though it is in black and white.
Ernie Kovocs wos better thon. ever. Too bad we had
to lose this oufstandirrg comedion. Played Tues.,
Wed., Thurs. Weother: Windy, cool.—Roy C. Ken-
drick, Star Theatre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Bachelor in Paradise (MGM) — Bob Hope, Lana

Turner, Jonis Polge. We did average on this comedy
in color ond our potrons got a big kick out of the
fun. Quite a cost ond these ''old timers" con get
the job done all the time. Good for best time and
sold ot o foir price, but "buftonnose" is on the air
too much for a big drow ony more. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weother: Nice.—Moyme P. Musselmon, Roach
Theotre, Lirxroln, Kos. Pop. 1 ,636.

Thunder of Drums, A (MGM) — Richord Boone,
George Homilton, Luono Potten. A very good western
thot pleos^ those who come. Played with on oldie,
^^The Moting Game," olso from Metro, for o nice
program thot did overage busir>ess. Played Fri.,
Sot., Sun. Wect'^er: Cool.—Larry Thomas, Fayette
Theotre, Fayetteville, W. Vo. Pop. 2,000.

PARAMOUNT
Blue Hawaii (Poro)-—Elvis Presley, Joon Blockman,

Angela Lonsbury. A fine fomily picture in good taste
orxJ fine color. Too bod we con'f hove more of these,
even if it's minus Presley. Played Sun., Mon., Tues.

—

Joe Mochetto, Emerson Theatre, Brush, Colo. Poo
2,300.

Hey, Let's Twist! (Poro)—Joey Dee, Teddy Ran-
dozzo, Zohro Lomperf. We did obout our overage
weekend, maybe o few extro dollars, but we had
to buy a lot of shorts to fill up the show time.We got a pretty good dote oix. did more odvertis-
ing, but we didn't much enjoy the "salary" we got
for the two days' work. If you con sell the teens this
one, you're okay. Played Fri., Sat. Weother: Cold.

—

Moyme P. Musselmon, Rooch Theotre, Lincoln, Kos
Pop, 1,636.

Psycho (Poro)—Anttxjny Perkins, Vera Miles, Janet
Leigh. This is still a good picture, but did very poof

business on repeat run. Played Tues., Wed., Thurs.

Weather: Cool. — 'Lorry Thomas, Fayette Theatre,
Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Battle of Bloody Beach, The (20th-Fox)—Audie

Murphy, Dolores Michaels, Gory Crosby. Audio's pic-

tures ore well received here. We thought this was TOt
one of his best and it didn't seem to hold the attention

of our Soturdoy audience. Weather: Fine.—^P. B.

Friedman, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Can-Can (20th-Fox)—Frank Sinotra, Shirley Mac-
Lame, Maurice Chevolier. Thonoughly enjoyed—took
us back to the "good old days." Our folks like stereo
sound and tell us so. Why did Fox junk the travelogs
and musical shorts in stereo? Just when we get o
medium the public likes, they take it away—but it

was nice while it lasted! Played Sun., Mon., Tues.
Weother: Spring.—Carl W. Veseth, Villa Theatre,
Malta, Mont. Pop. 2,100.

Second Time Around, The (20th-Fox)—'Debbie Rey-
nolds, Andy Griffith, Steve Forrest. Very good comedy
with unusual story material. Debbie turns in ex-
cellent performance as does Thelmo Ritter. Your
public will like this one. Played Sun. through Wed.
Weather: Good.—^Mel 'Danner, Circle Theotre, Way-
noka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Seven Women From Hell (20th-Fox) — Patricia
Owens, 'Denise Dorcel, Cesar Romero. A good oction-
pocked pioture for the double features. Acting and
direction is fair, but production volues including
photography ore top flight. Good business. Ploy it.

It's exploitable. Played Thurs., 'Fri., Sat. Weather:
Nice, but cold.—'Paul Fournier, Acadia Theotre, St.

Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

UNITED ARTISTS
Goodbye Again (UA)— Ingrid Bergman, Yves Mon-

tond, Anthony Perkins. The trailer from NSS is ter-

rible, but the picture is pretty good. Should have
been in color. I should have at least broken even
on it, but didn't. Played Sot. prevue; Sun., Mon.
Weother: Worm, windy.—^Roy C. Kendrick, Star The-
otre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

Paris Blues (UA)—Paul Newman, Joanne Wood-
ward, Sidney Poitier, 'Diohonn Carroll. This picture
had o terrific m'usical sound track, but was in block
and white ond did below oyerage business. Played
Sun., Mon., Tues.—Joe Moehetto, 'Emerson Theatre,
Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

Pocketful of Miracles (UA) — Glenn Ford, Bette
Dovis, Hope Lange. One of the finest comedies
shown in a long time. Good story, swell color ond
an all around pleoser for the averoge crowd on
a bod-weather night. Highly reoom'mended any time.
Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Rain ond snow.—Leon-
ard J. Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Back Street (U-l)—^Susan Hoyward, John Gavin,

Vera Milos. I don't know 'Whot hoppened on this
picture, but we didn't do ony business, less than
holt of OUT averoge take on this doss and type
of show. No foult to find with the cost or story,
but our patrons just didn't spend their show money
on the pioture. You figure it out. Played Sun.,
Mon. Weother: Cold.—Mayme P. Musselmon, Roach
Theotre, Lincoln, Kos. Pop. 1,636.

Blast of Silence (U-l)—Allen Boron, Molly Mc-
Carthy. This is a neoit little progromer thot hos very
good photogrophy. It you need a filler this should
do all right. Played with MGM's "Pleose Don't Eat
the Daisies" for o nice program thot did average
business. Played Fri., Sot. Weather: Chilly.—Larry
Thomos, Fayette Theotre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop.
2

,
000 .

WARNER BROS.

Cash McCall (WB)—James Garner, Natalie Wood,
Deon Jogger. This is a good dromo in color; moves
right along and the scenery or>d bockgrounds ore
good. The story is interesting ond kept everytxjdy
awoke from the opening to THE CNID. A good trailer
seemed to bring them out orvd we 'had quite a num-
ber In the theotre. Made our expenses. Worrrers were
very reasonable in their price, os they always hove
been with me. Ployed Fri., Sot. Weather: Holding
good.—'F. L. Murray, Strand Theotre, Spiritwood, Sask.
Pop. 500.

Nobody Liked This One
—But the Customers
We hit a good gross with the Columbia

comedy "Everything's Ducky," even though the
reviewer didn't think it wos funny. Our week-
enders bought it and turned out in far beffer
numbers fhan fhey did on some of fhe supers
fhaf we ran on fhe same days. If didn'f cosf

a forfune, if wasn'f in color, fhere wasn'f much
of a casf—buf if did business. How come?

MAYME P. MUSSELMAN
Roach Theofre,
Lincoln, Kas.

—Right Now

TO:

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOmCE, 825 Van Brunt BlvcL,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Title Company

Comment —..

Days of Week Played.

Weather

Title Company

Comment
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Title Company.

Comment
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Title Company.

Comment
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I

Opinions on Current Productions ^EATUR[ REVIEWS
Symbol O denotes color; © CinemoSeope; ® VistaVision; ® Superscope; ® Ponovision; Regalscope; (f) Techniromo. for story synopsis on co.-h picture, see reverse sioe.

I

T H’ Ratio; Adventure Drama
r 2.55-1 © ©

20th-Fox (210) 112 Minutes Rel. June '62

A suspenseful chase melodrama, photographed in De Luxe
,-E IX

.iXyf Color and CinemaScope against actual European back- ce J
grounds, ranging from London, through Holland's canals to *

Tangier and, finally, the shores of Palestine, has many of the

exciting qualities of "Exodus," Stephen Boyd and Dolores
Hart have fair marquee value but the subject and back-
grounds shoulld be heavily exploited to attract action fans.

The new title is better than 'The Inspector," title of Jan De
Hortog's original novel, but neither gives a true indication

of the picture's content. Produced by Mark Robson and well
directed by Philip Dunne from a screenplay by Nelson Gid-
ding, the picture maintains spectator interest by introducing
various fascinating characters in the constantly changing
picturesque locales. Several British character players con-
tribute standout portrayals, particularly Leo McKern, as a
gruff Dutch barge captain; Hugh Griffith, as a scheming
renegade addicted to swatting bats with a tennis racket;

Harry Andrews, os a colorful Arab gun-runner, and Donald
Pleasence, os a mild-mannered British inspector. Boyd gives
his customarily rugged and convincing portrayal, and Miss
Hart is tremendously sympathetic and appealing as the vic-

tim of Nazi concentration camp atrocities.

Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart, Hugh Griffith, Leo McKern,
Donald Pleasence, Harry Andrews, Marius Goring.

Ride the High Country F "S"!
©“‘"©

MGM (216) 94 Minutes Rel. May '62

. Those two stalwarts of cowboy pictures, Randolph Scott

^Tex:^
and Joel McCrea, each of whom has starred in a score of

westerns, are teamed for the first time in a strong outdoors
drama, magnificently filmed in CinemaScope and Metro-
color. The two veterans appropriately play mature cowboys,
the still-handsome, grey-haired McCrea being especially ef-

fective as a former gunfighter now transporting a gold ship-

ment, and the leathery Scott putting a touch of humor in his

portrayal of a pitchman and drifter who plans to double-cross

his old pal and steal the gold. For the teenage fccnis, who
know McCrea and Scott mainly from their westerns shown
on TV, the Richard E. Lyons production devotes considerable
footage to a youthful romance between two personable new-
comers, Marietta Hartley, as a tomboyish form girl who at-

tracts Ronald Starr, playing Scott's hot-tempered young side-

kick. The strictly action fans may find that the girl's run-

away adventures slow up the early scenes but they lead into

the colorful scenes in a lawless mining town, where a
drunken brawl and fisticuffs end up in a rousing gun-battle

climax. Edgar Buchanan contributes a fine bit as a drunken
frontier judge. Directed by Sam Peckinpah from a story by
N. B. Stone jr.

Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea, Mariette Hartley, Ronald
Starr, Edgar Buchanan, R. G. Armstrong, James Drury.

That Touch of Mink A
Univ.-Int'l (6216) 99 Minutes Rel. July '62

The team of Stanley Shapiro, Martin Melcher and Delbert
Mann which turned out "Lover Come Back" was responsible
for this highly amusing story of a naive girl from Upper
Sandusky, Ohio, and a wealthy, pursuing male with dis-

honorable intentions. It is in the vein of "Lover Come Back"
and "Pillow Talk" and as funny, but somewhat more risque,

which may mean that where voluntary classification is in

vogue, this will get a "not for children" reminder. As a
money-maker, it should be in the bag. While Cory Grant and

Hcef Doris Day get the star billings. Gig Young and Audrey 'li
^ Meadows steal a large portion of the scenes. The episodes ~

1

are loaded with so many laughs that the viewer is likely to

ignore the somewhat contrived and illogical situations. The
fast pace is on a par with the above-mentioned pictures,

which means that exhibitors hove a hilarious program to

offer. Poncrvision and excellent Eastman Color ore plus
factors and some of the Bermuda backgrounds are exquisite.

The screenplay by Shapiro and Note Monaster hardly has a
serious moment in it and Delbert Mann's direction captures
the spirit of the story. Robert Arthur was the executive pro-

ducer, while Shapiro and Meldher ore listed as producers.

Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig Young, Audrey Meadows,
Alan Hewitt, John Astin, John McKee, Jan Burrell.

The Miracle Worker F Si
United Artists ( ) 106 Minutes Rel. June '62

While this film cannot contend with the "blockbusters" for

theatre audience attention, it has an intense, classic quality

which will moke it endure as one of the finest works of art in

the history of motion pictures. Performances are powerful,

with Anne Bancroft donating an outstanding tender piece of

work, rarely equalled by any other female star, and little

Patty Duke turning in an absolutely flawless portrayal of

Helen Keller as a child. Additional bouquets go to Victor

Jory for a magnificently contained performance as Miss

,

Keller's father, and to Inga Swenson for her sensitive por-

trayal of the mother. Accolades also are due producer Fred
Coe, of Plcryfilms Productions, director Arthur Penn and author

William Gibson, with a special bow to Ernest Caporros for

his highly dramatic and effective photography, and to George
Jenkins, whose art direction has created mood and period

without being intrusive with his sets. This is by no means an
"art house" picture and undoubtedly will ploy to extensive

and responsive audiences in all media. A delicate musical

background composed by Laurence Rosenthal adds materi-

ally to the overall excellent production.

Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke, Victor Jory, Inga Swenson,
Andrew Prine, John Carradine.

ATasteoi Honey A
Continental 100 Minutes Rel. May '62

A vivid and compelling slice of life among the working
folk in a British industrial town, this faithful picturization of

Shelagh Delaney's London and Broadway stage success is

powerful adult fore, in every way the equal of Continental's
previous top British releases, "Room at the Top" and "Satur-

day Night and Sunday Morning." Although lacking in

familiar names for the marquee, the fame of the play, which
just completed a U.S. tour; the exploitation value of the pic-

ture's four British Academy Awards and the sensitive por-

trayal of newcomer Rita Tushingham, make it strong art

house fare which will build on critical acclaim and favorable
word-of-mouth. The theme of a neglectful, loose-living

mother, a teenage pregnancy and sympathetic treatment of

homosexuality necessitate on “adults only" classification.

However, Tony Richardson, who produced and directed, as
well as collaborated on the screenplay, has handled these
situations with feeling and good taste and secured standout
debut portrayals for 19-yeor-old Miss Tushingham, who im-
presses as the finest screen discovery since Audrey Hepburn;

J from Murray Melvin, who is both poignant and amusing os \

the lonely homosexual, and Paul Danquah, as a Negro sea-
man.
Dora Bryan, Robert Stephens, Rita Tushingham, Murray
Melvin, Paul Danquah, David Bolivar, Moira Kaye.

13 West Street F “
Columbia (626) 80 Minutes Rel. May '62

Average programmers dealing with teenage gong violence,

much in demand a few years back and, accordingly, ground
out by a variety of filmmakers, may seem a bit passe in this

period of public interest in musicals, comedies and outer-

space lore. And this 80-minute contribution Ladd Enter-

prises Production isn't likely to create any new calls for the

old-time product. The screenolay, by Bernard C. Schoenfeld
and Robert Presnell jr., is okay, with enough suspense to

please the more avid hangers-on to the lost-youth-turned-bad
cult. But performances are static (with the exception of Rod
Steiger, who does well by his cop role), action is limited,

and climaxes are too often foreseeable. Neighborhood the-

atres, however, may make a go of it with the names of Alan
Ladd and Steiger to attract adult patrons, plus newcomer
Michael Callon, who established himself with the young set

in "Gidget Goes Hawaiian." Further exploitation value may
be derived from the popularity of Leigh Brackett's novel,

"The Tiger Among Us," on which the film is based. Tech-
\ nical credits are fine, with a properly eerie musical score by
) George Duning that adds to the production. William Bloom
produced and Philip Leacock directed.

Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger, Michael Callan, Dolores Dorn,

Kenneth MacKenna, Margaret Hayes, Stanley Adams.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company. In any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's suppiy of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adi ines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Ride the High Country" (MGM)

Joel McCrea, on aging gunman, rides into a gold strike
town in the High Sierras, to transport gold deposits from the
mountain comps into the town bank. McCrea runs into an old
pal, Randolph Scott, another gunman reduced to running a
carnival racket, and he hires him to help him. Scott and a

“

young drifter, Ronald Starr, decide to double-cross McCrea
and get away with the gold. En route to the camp, a run-
away girl, Moriette Hartley, insists on joining them to reach
her mountain fiance. But she and Starr fall in love and, when
the fiance proves to be one of a gang of five ornery brothers,
he, McCrea and Scott rescue her from a drunken wedding
brawl. En route back to town with the gold, McCrea foils

Scott s attempt to hijack the shipment. But they unite again
to fight off the pursuing mountain brothers and, when Mc-
Crea is mortally wounded, Scott promises to deliver the gold.

EXPLOmPS:
Stress Joel McCrea and Randolph Scott as "Stars of the Old

West" by running a contest for the longest lists of titles of
their many starring vehicles. A local disc jockey might run
an essay contest of "Famous Western Stars."

CATCHLINES:
Two Giants of Adventure—Teamed for the First Time on the

Screen . . . Showdown in the High Sierras With the Girl and
the Gold for the First to Draw . . . They Fought Face to Face
or Side by Side.

THE STORY: "Lisa" (20th-Fox)

In 1946, Stephen Boyd, an inspector in the Dutch police, is

assigned to watch Marius Goring, an ex-Nazi who is sus-

pected of luring homeless girls into white, slavery. Boyd fol-

lows Goring and his newest victim, Dolores Hart, to London
and, after he rescues the girl, he learns that she is a survivor
of a Nazi concentration camp and desires to emigrate to

Palestine. Boyd, who is mistakenly suspected of killing

Goring, and Dolores both become fugitives from justice. They
board a smuggler's barge which takes them through the

Dutch canals and, during their many escapes from the law
Boyd falls in love with the girl. When they reach Tangier,
Boyd tries to get Dolores to the Palestine shore as British

agents pursue them. Aboard a gun-runner, Dolores is acci-

dentally wounded but she finally lands in Palestine os Boyd
prepares to surrender to the British authorities.

EXPLOmPS:
The foreign backgrounds ore the big selling point so tieups

with travel agencies for posters of Londtan, Holland and Tan-
gier ore a natural. Play up Stephen Boyd for his "Ben-Hur"
role, Dolores Hart for "Francis of Assisi" and Hugh Griffith for

his Academy Award-winning role in "Ben-Hur."

CATCHLINES:
The Strange Pursuit of Love—No Longer a Girl at 21, But

Still Afraid to Be a Wom'on . . . London, Amsterdam, Tangier,

Palestine—All Port of Lisa's Escape From a Man's Touch.

THE STORY: "The Miracle Worker" (UA)

Anne Bancroft undertakes the seemingly impossible job of
teaching deaf, dumb and blind Helen Keller (Patty Duke)
'language" through the sense of touch. A high-spirited,
highly intelligent child, Helen repels all of Anne's initial at-
tempts to help her until the teacher sees there is more to the
problem and she must first cope with the variously unhelpful
attitudes of the Keller family. She succeeds in getting the
family to allow her two weeks alone with Helen in a small
garden house on their property. During the experiment, the
child fights her teacher every inch of the way, but Anne per-
sists and makes some progress. In showing her family what
she has learned, however, Helen reverts to her former savage-
ness, and it is not until, miraculously, she speaks her first 2,300
word that all barriers fall and she gives herself whole- '

heartedly to her teacher.

EXPLOITIPS:
Special previews for workers for the blind are indicated,

along with possible charity screenings, with proceeds going
to schools or homes for the blind. Publicize the highly suc-
cessful Broadway production and foot that Anne Bancroft
and Pcrtty Duke repeat their performcmces in the film version.

CATCHLINES:
A Sensation on Broadway! Now See Anne Bancroft and

Patty Duke Recreate Their Unbelievable Performances on the
Screen!

THE STORY: "That Touch of Mink" (U-I)

Business tycoon Cctry Grcmt meets up with Doris Day when
his Car splashes mud on her as she stands on a rain-swept

New York curb on her way to the unemployment bureau.
Through his aide, Gig Young, she is brought to his office to

be compensated. Grant is smitten by the small town, naive
girl and sells her on the idea of going to Bermuda with him,

against the advice of her roommate, Audrey Meadows. In

Bermuda, Grant is resisted and foiled at every attempt of

love-making and even on a subsequent trip, the same thing

happens. When, by a plot to have her go to Asbury Park
for a weekend with an employe of the unemployment

-- bureau. Grant realizes he really loves her. In a wild chase
" after the couple. Grant catches up with her, takes her with

him and marries her. Back in Bermuda, it is Grant who
breaks out into a nervous rash as Doris did on their first trip

there.

EXPLOITIPS:
Because of the exquisite clothes, a fashion show should be

a natural tieup with a local store. Bermuda backgrounds
offer tourist agency cooperation. Fur stores' windows, dis-

playing mink, also is a natural tie-in.

CATCHLINES:
What Happens When an Irresistible Bachelor Meets an Im-

movable Girl? . . . He Thought She Was a Pushover, But See
Who Pushed Whom ... He Was Blind to Frustration, But She
Opened His Eyes.

THE STORY: "13 West Street" (Col)

When space scientist Alan Ladd is brutally beaten by a
gong of teenagers on his way home from work one night, he
becomes bitter and unreasonable about the happening to
the point where he hampers the work of detective Rod
Steiger, who is attempting to round up the boys responsible,
albeit no one knows what they look like or anything about
them. When Ladd and his wife, Dolores Dorn, continue to
receive threats from the kids, Ladd hires a private eye to find
them. Ladd has now turned into a vengeful man, suspecting
every young boy he sees of being one of his assailants.
Steiger ultimately gets a lead on the youths, and he and
Ladd starts after them when a phone call comes from the pri-
vate eye that he is tailing the boys through the Hollywood
hills. The investigator is killed when his car plunges over a
cliff following the kids. Ladd and Steiger make it back to
Ladd s home just in time to save Dolores from the hands of
the gang leader.

EXPLOITIPS:
Ask high school students to write in how they feel about

teenage gang pictures today. Give free ducats to winners.
Tout Ladd and Steiger on marquee, with Callon to lure / V.
youngsters. Send teasers out all over town asking "What lod »

Happened on 13 West Street?"
CATCHLINES:
What Happened on 13 West Street?? ... A Space Scientist

Driven Mad by Teenage Gang Brutality.

THE STORY: "A Taste of Honey" (Cont’l)

Rita Tushingham, lonely teenage daughter of loose-living

Dora Bryan, is disconsolate at her mother's plan to leave her

and go off with her latest, Robert Stephens. Rita has a brief

friendship with Paul DonguPh, a Negro seaman, before her

mother marries Stephens and leaves the girl alone. Rita

meets Murray Melvin, a lonely homosexual, and she permits

the boy to move in with her. When she discovers she is

pregnant, it is Murray who cares for her and makes clothes

for the coming baby. Finally, Murray visits Dora and per-

suades her she should visit her daughter. When the mother
arrives, the two women quarrel and Dora sends Murray
away. Deserted by her seaman lover and the boy who had
befriended her in trouble, Rita is left with her mother, who is

resentful that the baby may be colored.

EXPLOITIPS:
Stress the fame of the stage play, "A Taste of Honey,"

v/hich played for a season on Broadway and then toured the

U.S. key cities. Dora Bryan is known for her comedy por-

trayals in "Fallen Idol," "Carry On, Sergeant" and other

British pictures.

.Jlv CATCHLINES:
fh n Winner of Four British Academy Awards—Best Actress,

Best Newcomer, Best Picture and Best Screenplay . . .

Shelagh Delaney's Poignant Play About Life and Love—Now
on the Screen ... A Pleasure-Seeking Mother, and a Lonely,

Sensitive Daughter Face Life's Hardships Together.

1

I
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RATKS: 20( per word, minimum $2.00, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and

• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CLHfllllG HOUSt
HELP WANTED

HEPHESENTATIVE WANTED. It you can
sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-

door advertising in coiiiunction with The-

atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romot-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

MANAGERS WANTED: Well known,
rapidly expanding Midwest Circuit has
openings for managers in single and mul-
tibill indoor operations and/or drive-ins.

Write giving experience background and
salary range. Boxoflice 9471.

WANTED: MANAGERS for hardtop and
drive-in theatres, Northern California,

good future, excellent benefits include
Health S Welfare and Pension. Give all

background first letter. Boxoflice 9473.

Manager, projectionist and maintenance
for drive-in theatre for Oklahoma and
Texas. % Roxy Theatre, Munday, Texas.

Manager for leading independent drive-

in. Located in ideal size Deep South
city. Excellent community for family man.
Present employes know of opening. Box-
office 9469.

POSITIONS WANTED
Working drive-in manager now avail-

able. Experienced concessionaire, adver-
tising, maintenance. Salary, $85. Box-
office 9478.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more actioni $4.50 M cards. Other

N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Coads. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36 N. Y.

Expl&itoBbn and Burlesk features ovail-
able. Write Mack Enterprises, Centralia,
Illinois.

BUMPER STRIPS— silk screened, fluor-
escent, 4"xl5", $12.95 100; other good box-
ofhce promotions! Theatres Promotion Ser-
vice. Box 592, Huntsville, Ala.

Free catalog, jewelry, novelties, give-
aways. New England, 124B Empire Street,
Providence, R. I.

MISCELLANEOUS
MONSTER, HORROR, PSEUDOSCIENCE

stills, pressbooks, posters, sought; Chaney,
Karloff, Lugosi, Metropolis, Just Imagine,
Vompyr, Foust, Kong, Siegfried, Aelita,
Flash Rogers, Etc., especially silents, se-
rials. Forrest Ackerman, 915 So. Sher-
bourne Dr., Los Angeles, 35, California.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES
For Free Sample: Victor’s Quick Mix Dry

Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to: Victor Products, Box 8004,
Richmond, Va.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

tones that sparkle guaranteed to
^11 . customized . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.

SOUND-PROJECTION
SERVICE MANUAL

A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE to Better Projec-
tion and Sound Reproduction. Easy-to-
understand general maintenance of soundmd projection ecf^uipment; no hard-to-un-
derstand technical terms. Written for ex-
hmitors, projectionists and repairmen.
Diagrams,

^

schematics, trouble-shooting
charts, projector and sound equipment re-
pair data; arc lamps, lenses and screen
service data; many tips on 16mm equip-
rnent. News on special equipment; Service
tips from projectionists; Trout's helpful
^itorials, etc. In loose-leaf binder—ad-
mtional Service Bulletins for one year.
All fw only $7.50. Cash, check or P.O.,
no COD’s. Edited by practical engineer,
20 years of ei^rience. Order TODAY
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid,
Oklahoma.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW
EVERYBODY BUYS—WHATEVER THE

SIZE—Weatherproof Masonite black or red
Marquee Letters, fit all signs. 4'’-40c; 8"-

60c; lD"-75c; 12"-$1.00; 14"-$1.50; 16’'-$1.75;

1.7"-$2.00; 24"-$3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS— >/4 Original Cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

BROKEN FILM ALARM. P. O. Box 546,
Forest City, N. C. Money back guarantee.
20 per cent discount. Write for full in-

formation.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT — USED
BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY

THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

FOR SALE: 350 good upholstered, self-

rising chairs. Ideal, lot $4 each; Motio-
graph projectors, model SH 7500, excel-
lent, $300; Side-lights, rheostat, curtain,
track, controls $200; RCA screen and frame,
excellent, 13'6" by 29', $200; U'6" by 14",

$50. Robert Brown, Leslie, Michigan, Phone
JU 9-4841.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS! Strong 70-

ampere rectifiers, never used, $395 pair;
Ballantyne PD50A amplifier, excellent,

$135; enclosed rewinder $39.50; Magnarc
lomphouses, late, with indicators, $450
pair; 14" reflectors, good, $6.50. Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,
New York 19, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
Wanted: Used theatre booth equipment.

We dismantle. Leon Jarodsky, Paris, Il-

linois.

WANTED! Theatre chairs, Kroehler or

American, push backs only, good condi-
tion. Write Boxoffice 9477.

WANTED: 135 amp lamphouses, 135 amp
generators. Mr. Keller, P. O. Box 631,
State College, Pa.

WANTED for use on Central East Coast.
Complete equipment for 1,000-oar drive-in
including screen tower, marquee, signs
and concession equipment. Also wanted
extra set Simplex XL's and Mighty 90 or
better lamps with generator. Boxoffice
9483.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVm ELECTHIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., 'Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

For Sale: Complete drive-in theatre
equipment. Including booth, concession,
speaxer posts, generator. Reasonable.
Consider partner with good location. Box-
office 9480.

Speaker basket replacements for old
type RCA junction boxes. Made of alum-
inum. Replaces both baskets, easy to in-
stall and gives an up-to-date look to your
drive-ins. Sample and price list 65c. Best
R/C Mfg. Company, 3211 St. John, Kan-
sas City 23, Mo.

Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 1x2”
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City
Ticket Co., Dept. 10, 109 "W. 18th St.
(Filmrow), Kansas City 8, Mo.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes
120 S. Halsted, Chicago 6, Illinois.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California.

For Sale: 400-seat theatre. Western Il-

linois town of 5,000. Manufacturing and
agricultural area. Good lease, newly dec-
orated, very well equipped. Box 25, Mor-
rison. 111.

Rietta Drive-In and Dorothy Theatres,
Henrietta, Texas. Only theatres in county.
Best equipment in both. These are nice.
See to believe. Out of state owner. Will
sell both for $10,500, % down or will trade
lor any or all part. Going to quit. Come
and check. Claud Thorp, Box 80, Ryan,
Oklahoma.
For Sale: 400-car drive-in, joins closest

airbase in U.S. to Russia and Montanas,
fastest growing city. Scope—all concrete.
Box 506, Glasgow, Montana.
For Sale: Drive-in theatre, 215 speakers,

new Simplex equipment. County seat on
new highway. Same owner 26 years.
Major Theatres, Paris, Mo.
600-car drive-in in Southwest, Cinema-

Scope large screen. Four-room apartment.
Open year around. Population over 300,-
000. Boxoffice 9481.

Two Idaho theatres, in adjacent towns,
showing same film on different nights.
Fine bldgs., included for $50,000 full price,
terms. Also two more in the area that
could be circuited for $22,500 full price,
including masonry bldgs., on easy terms.
Theatre Exchange, 5724 S. E. Monroe,
Portland 22, Oregon.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Will Sell or Lease: Two 300-speaker

drive-ins in North Carolina. Easy terms.
45 miles apart, available now. Other busi-
ness interest. Contact G. R. Pattillo, Tryon,
N. C., UL 6-6290.

Central Virginia Drive-In Theatre sale
with/without acreage. Main highway. No
competition. Write Hardin, 808 Rollins
Drive, Alexandria, Virginia.

For Sale or Lease: 400-seat indoor the-
atre, Johnston, S. C., owner does not
wish to operate. Good proposition for
right family operation. Contact Ram
Realty, Aiken, S. C.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease inaooi theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politon Hotel, Cincinnati, Onio.

Wanted to Buy: A drive-in theatre gross-
ing $40,000 or better, or a closed situa-
tion. Boxoflice 9476.

BUY OH LEASE, we have buyers, ex-
perienced-confidential handling 'Wein-
stock Realty, "Theatre Specialists," 11401
Biscgyne Blvd., Miami, Florida.

Drive-in Wanted, sale or lease, Balti-

more, Pennsylvania, Washington, ex-
change area preferred. Will consider other
area. Boxoffice 9482.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Ports for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519

SEAT RENOVA'HNG: Neat, fasi, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan, Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738

Theatre Chairs: Bodiform, International,
Heywood. Lone Star Seating, Box 1734,
Dallas.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
ACTION . . . CAMERA . . . ROLL 'EMI

WINCO produces professional motion pic-
ture parades, screen ads, news items.
NOW . . . Sends Camera Unit ... to
film live "on the spot" in COLOR. Elim-
inate stills . . . stock pictures. Makes sell-

ing easy. Fast delivery. Guaranteed work.
Box 1595, Columbia, South Carolina.

SLIDES

SLIDES for coming attractions, an-
nouncements, etc. 'WHITLEY, 2123 Stanley,
Fort Worth, Texas.

HANDY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, MO.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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FOLLOW THAT ELVIS

FOR YOUR BIGGEST

HAPPIEST HOLIDAY

ENTERTAINMENT HIT!

IT’S ELVIS AT HIS QREA TEST! 1



Film musicals are making a comeback, as the scenes here show. Top, left to right:

Shirley Jones and Robert Preston with the children's band in "The Music Man," Warner
Bros.; Pat Boone, Pamela Tiffin, Tom Ewell and Alice Faye in "State Fair," 20th Century-

Fox. Bottom: Natalie Wood and Puerto Rican singers in "West Side Story," United Artists;

Cyd Charisse ond Roland Petit in "Black Tights," Magna Pictures . . . Page 14.

MAY i

A

Skouras Predicts

Upturn As 20th-Fox

Management Stays

Page 6
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Ernie Grossman (left), national exploitation director and Chicago

own Frank Casey. Team reports that station wagon technique has e

abled them to plant many newspapers never before personally co

tacted bv a movie company.

Joe Hyams (left), Warner’s national publicity director and Kevin

Genther, Southwest field man, map out campaign big as all Texas.

Team clocked over 3000 miles on speedometer.

Bill Latham (left) Asst. Studio Publicity Director and New England
field man Floyd Fitzsimmons had field day in densely populated north-

east, set record for number of newspapers contacted in one day.

Al Dubin (left), Canadian publicity director and J. D. Woodard, Sou

east field man, have just landed a big one. No wonder they ke

whistling Dixie and 76 Trombones.

Warner Bros. Presents Meredith Willson’s “THE MUSIC MAN” Starring Robert Preston • Shirley Jones • Co-starring Buddy Hackett • Hermione Bine



Unprecedented caravan of eight brand new‘MusicMan’

station \A/agons*visits every market, big and small,

to launch greatest movie press campaign ever.

)on Walker (left), North-Central States field man and Leo Wilder of Publicist Jack Wodell (center) points out quality of color layouts avail-

he Home Office. Although provided \with a crate of material, pair “sold able to newrspapers to John Vorhees, Amusement Editor of the Seattle

)ut” in three days, had to wire for more. Post-Intelligencer (right), as W. W. Brumberg, Western exploitation

coordinator looks on.

iilii
ilii

ving Blumberg (left), Philadelphia field man and Bob Quinn, Studio Felix Greenfield (left), from Home Office and Wilson Elliot, East-

xploitation manager, take short breather after whirlwind tour. They Central field man, have reason to smile. Their first stop resulted in a

isited over 100 newsmen. front page 5-column cut.

*Warner Bros, is happy to sell the U.S.A. In a Chevroletl

• '

.u\ Ford • Produced and Directed by Morton DaCosta • Music Supervised by Ray Heindorf • Screenplay by Marion Hargrove • Technirama® Technicolor®



a startling new

experience from

MARK ROBSON

who electrified

you with

"Peyton Place.”

“Champion,"

"From The Terrace.”

MATURE
VIEW

How she can spend a

night in the same room

with a man without

getting into his arms!

How she was used—

iike an animai. .

.

tormented by the memory
of hush-hush “experiments” . .

.

How she became a victim

of the deaiers in human cargo..

.

How she was hunted by the

poiice of three nations. .

.

I

Stephen Boyd Dolores Hart

Hill H IWMi
C:irsiEN/IAS<=OI=>£ COLOR BY DE LUXE
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F or the first time in many years, new sound

stages are being built at a studio in Holly-

wood and at an investment cost of many mil-

lions of dollars. In addition, a complex of ad-

ministrative facilities is being constructed. This

activity has been undertaken by MCA Inc. at the

Revue Studios, long known as Universal City,

in preparation for new theatrical film produc-

tion to begin when the consolidation of this re-

markable organization with Decca Records and

its affiliate. Universal Pictures, is completed.

Therein is an eloquent answer to those who
hav^e been asking, “Whither Hollywood?” and

other such questions implying that this world

film production center and the industry which

it provides with its product in trade are headed

for oblivion. Certainly, such astute business-

men as Lew R. Wasserman, president, and his

associates in MCA have long since proved

that they are not in the least inclined to make
investments for which they do not see sub-

stantial profit returns. And they know also that

Decca and Lniversal, under the guiding hand

of Milton R. Rackmil, are in themselves sound

and strong earning factors.

The prospect of an additional output of quality

productions which will ensue from this united

and strong source should, indeed, be an en-

couraging sign for exhibitors, especially those

who, themselves, have shown confidence in the

future of this business by their own invest-

ments in the modernization of existing and the

building of new theatre properties. And not to

be overlooked is the stimulating effect w'hich

the MCA-Decca-Universal enterprise will have

on production by other companies.

We look forward to MCA opening the way
to new horizons for the entire motion picture

industry.

Target: Bigger Attendance

Getting bigger grosses by greater attendance

rather than through higher admission scales is

the objective set by Harry Mandel, president of

RKO Theatres, during that organization’s cele-

bration of its 75th anniversary. That’s a goal

that every theatreman should set for himself.

Its attainment certainly is worthwhile and it

would solve many of the industry’s problems,

most of which stem from the paucity of at-

tendance.

This view has been previously expressed in

these columns and some efforts have been made

to bring it to realization. However, they have

been only spasmodic, and not all-out, long-

range, efforts. Tries at reducing admission scales

on lower-quality pictures also have been tempo-

rary measures. And, of course, the lifting of

these scales when a big picture came along had

negative effect.

About ten years ago when the advent of tele-

vision dealt its hardest blow's, some theatres

that had increased admission prices, reduced

them, increasing attendance thereby. But, since

the gross had not been appreciably increased or

remained the same, they returned to their for-

mer high scales. We think that Avas shortsighted,

for it was much better for the business to keep

attendance up, to have so many more people

going to the theatre and being exposed to the

sell of trailers for forthcoming attractions and

serve as Avord-of-mouth carriers Avhen a picture

Avas especially pleasing to them.

A circuit man laid part of the blame on

low attendance to the high cost of going to a

movie, especially in the bigger cities. For a

couple that had to hire a baby-sitter, park their

car, pay a highway toll and have a snack after

the shoAv, he summed up the cost at betAveen

•S18 and $20. This was for a suburbanite coming
into New' York. It is not quite so high in, say,

Kansas City, but it still is high enough to deter

or, at least, cut dow'n on the moviegoing of all

too many people. And, if they select onlv the

roadshow attractions, their frequency of at-

tendance is reduced to only four or five times

a year, which probably takes all the money
they can budget for entertainment. It is no
w'onder that so-called “in-betAV'een” though good
product suffers from lack of patronage.

For some time, RKO Theatres has been cog-

nizant of the price factor in relation to at-

tendance or vice-versa. It established Golden Age
Clubs through which it provided lower admis-

sion prices for older people, and teenagers

Avere similarly favored via student tickets.

Mr. Mandel’s statement that “all pictures de-

serve our best merchandising efforts” is note-

w'orthy. If this thesis Avould be carried through

by all in the industry—beginning at the distribu-

tion end—there would not he so many box-

office failures. Many a little picture could do

better business and even the bigger ones could

get increased grosses, if producer-distributors,

first of all, shoAved more confidence in all of their

product. As an industryite once expressed it,

“No picture sells itself; and no selling sells no
picture.”

RKO Theatres plans to do its part to remedy
this condition by expanding its merchandising

efforts and using all available media and means
at the local level to build attendance to a high

point and then hold it there.
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20TH-FOX MANAGEMENT STAYS;

SKOURAS PREDICTS UPTURN
Slight Income Advance

During First Quarter

Up at $23,61 LOGO

NEW YORK — Despite strong critical

comments and veiled suggestions that he
vacate his post, Spyros P. Skouras re-

mained finnly in the driver’s seat as presi-

dent of 20th Century-Fox following the
annual meeting of stockholders here on
May 15. Because of the financial position

of the company and the difficulties en-
countered in the pixjduction of “Cleo-

patra,” there had been predictions that
the shareholders’ meeting would be loaded
with fireworks; there were fireworks but
Skom-as valiantly outrode the storm.

TAKES FULL RESPONSIBILITY

The 20th-Fox president candidly ad-
mitted that he was taking full responsibility

for the company’s difficulties but that they
were due to unforeseen circumstances. He
stated, however, that there was a slight im-
provement in income from theatrical film

rentals in domestic and foreign outlets in

the first quarter of this year over that of

1961. The combined figures, he said,

totaled $23,611,000, compared with $22,-

967,000 during the first three months of

1961.

Skouras said that in the first quarter
of 1962, for the first time with respect

to interim reports, the company had a-
f^opted a policy of writing off prospective

losses on all films released during that
quarter. As a result of this change in policy,

Skouras said, a provision for a special

amortization of $2,090,000 was made. If

it had not been for that special amortiza-
tion, operations from all sources in the
first quarter of 1962 would have shown a
profit of $1,577,000, he said.

“However,” Skouras continued, “after

giving effect to such special provision for

amortization in the amount of $2,090,000,

which our regular tables would not have
called for, the result of the first quarter
of 1962, from all sources, is a consolidated
loss of $513,000, compared to a profit of

$1,669,000 for 1961.”

LOSS HALF THAT OF 1961

Skouras said that taking into account
the $2,090,000 of special amortization over
and beyond that called for by the regular
tables, the result from theatrical pro-
duction-distribution in the first quarter of

1962 was a loss of $2,566,000, compared
with a loss of $4,125,000 for the same
quarter in 1961. He said the other opera-
tions in 1962 had produced a combined
profit of $2,357,000. Other facts which, he
said, had a bearing on the earnings state-

ment for the quarter were:
The decision not to lease to television

any of the backlog of old pictures during
the first quarter of 1962, whereas in 1961

income from that source totalled $6,400,000.

The $2,500,000 income received in the
first quarter of 1962 from the National

First Eidophor Models

To Be Ready Early 1963
NEW YORK—That 20th Century-

Fox planned to bring Eidophor to its

full potentials was indicated by
Spyros Skouras, president, at the an-
nual stockholders meeting here Tues-
day (15). Eidophor is a large-screen

theatre television system which has
been under experimentation for several

yeai’s.

Skouras said that on April 24, he
had seen a demonstration of an Eido-
phor projector at the General Electric

plant in Syracuse and that he was con-

fident the project was on the right

track. He said the first models would
be ready early next year and that “all

promises would be realized.”

Broadcasting Co. was taken into income
in 1961.

On that score, Skouras said that “we
are, therefore, happy, but not overjoyed,

with this improvement in our situation in

this year’s first quarter over the same
period last year.”

A disturbing note of the meeting was
the interjection at various times by a
red-haired stockholder who gave the name
of Gloria Parker, hurled accusations

at Samuel I. Rosenman, chairman of the

board, charging he had conflicts of interests

because of his affiliations with other com-
panies. 'These were denied by Skouras who
frequently had to order her to sit down.
Many stockholders shouted, “Throw her
out.”

When nominations for the board were
read. Miss Parker jumped to her feet and
nominated Elizabeth Taylor as a director.

First regarded as a joke. Miss Taylor’s

name had to be recorded when somebody
seconded the nomination. 'The nominated
slate, however, was overwhelmingly elected

and the board later re-elected all officers.

The overflow of stockholders cheered
when Skouras announced that the final

scenes with Miss Taylor in “Cleopatra”
would be completed in Rome next week.
In answer to a question as to the cost of

the picture, Skouras said the completed
film would represent an outlay of “almost
$30,000,000.” But he defended the pro-
duction by saying it would be the greatest
grossing film of all times and would
eclipse the expectations of everybody. He
said the picture would be ready for re-

lease in February.
Some dissension was expressed when

Skouras said he would show 21 minutes
of clips from forthcoming pictmes. Pro-
tests were shouted because, as one stock-
holder said, the shareholders had attended
the meeting to learn about their invest-

ments, not to be entertained. ’But Skouras
won out and the pictures were presented,
excerpts from “The Longest Day,” “Gigot,”
“The Lion,” “Hemingway’s Adventures of

a Young Man” and “Nine Hours to Rama.”
’The screening proved to be good strategy.

One shareholder, who had been bitter over

20th Century-Fox’s prosp>ects, admitted
that the clips he had seen were evidence

that strong product was on the way.
There was considerable criticism over

operating expenses, with suggestions that

“deadwood” be eliminated, especially at

the studio. One woman stockholder said

that she recently had visited the studio

and had found that many highly-paid em-
ployes were not earning their salaries,

that they appeared to be idle and even had
two or three assistants. Skouras said that

he, Rosenmian and members of the board
would go to the studios shortly to make
a study as to how further economies could

be effected. He said many economies al-

ready had been accomplished as a result

of a study by two recently named direc-

tors, Milton Gould and John Loeb. He
said that among the recommendations
were the production of fewer pictures and
the consolidation of several departments.

The company’s real estate holdings and
oil properties came up for discussion and
the stockholders were assured that those

factor's were being carefully watched for

proper administration. 'The passing of cash

dividends and the substitution of stock

dividends were criticized, but Skouras said

he was certain the cash dividends worUd
be resumed as the company returned to

its status as a top company of the in-

dustry.

Harry Brandt, head of the Brandt cir-

cuit, dispelled much of the gloom ex-

pressed by the stockholders when he said

he h a d increased his holdings in 20th

CentuiT-Fox and now held in excess of

$3,000,000 worth of stock. He praised

Skouras for' his courage and asked for

continued patience of the shareholders.

A recommendation by John and Lewis
Gilbert, stockholders, for the adoption of

cumulative voting of directors was defeated.

The auditing firm of Touche, Ross, Bailey

& Smaiit was approved to serve as inde-

pendent auditors for 1962.

Re-elected to the board were Colby

Chester, Robert Clarkson, Milton Gould,

John Loeb, Kevin C. McCann, William C.

Michel, Thomas A. Pappas, Gen. James A.

Van Fleet, Rosenman and Skouras.

COMPO Dues Drive Awaits
MPAA Appropriation Okay
NEW YORK—Council of Motion Picture

Organizations will launch its dues drive

when the Motion Picture Ass’n of America
approves the appropriation for its partici-

pation in COMPO. No date has been set

for a meeting of the MPAA board to con-

sider the matter which calls for a dollar-

for-dollar matching by the distributors with

exhibition’s contribution.

Approximately a month is required to

set up the mechanics of the di'ive after the

MPAA gives its okay. This would mean
that the dues campaign may get started

in early July.

Eugene Picker, vice-president of United
Artists, has been elected as the MPAA’s
representative on the COMPO governing

board.
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ITOA Flays Competitive

Bidding, Other Practices

Trislate Unit Rejoins

National Allied Ass'n
DES MOINES—Allied Independent The-

atres Ass’n of Iowa, Nebraska and South
Dakota returned to the National Allied fold

almost a year to the day it went its own
way in May 1961.

The reaffiliation was voted at a board
meeting held in the Varsity 'Theatre hei'e

Monday that extended late in the night.

Neal Houtz, the president, was in the chair.

A1 Myrick, board chairman and a fonner
National Allied president, was unable to

attend because of illness.

Milton London of Detroit, executive di-

rector of National Allied, met with the ex-
hibitors and recounted the accomplish-
ments of the Allied States dm'ing the last

year. His invitation to rejoin National
Allied was unanimously accepted, Harrison
D. Wolcott of Eldora, Iowa, secretary-

treasurer, announced.
Houtz and Wolcott predicted expansion

of the Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota
unit under the Allied States banner. The
board called a meeting for 10 a.m. June 10,

also at the Varsity here, to outline a cam-
paign for new members and expansion of

facilities, which probably will include
opening of offices in both Des Moines and
Omaha. The Allied States insurance plan
also will be discussed at the June 10

meeting.

FCC Accepts Petition

Against Colo. Pay TV
DENVER—The petition of the Colorado

Committee Against Pay TV to intervene
in the applioaition of the Teleglobe system
for pay 'TV over station KTVR (Channel
2) here was accepted May 10 by the
Federal Communications Commission, ac-
cording to Philip P. Harling, chairman of

the Joint Committee Against Pay TV.
Marcus Cohn, Washington attorney re-

tained by the Coloi'ado exhibitors to pro-
test the Teleglobe application, will file the
formal protest with the FCC by June 9.

The theatre interests are asking for a

heai’ing on the application on the grounds
that the pay TV test here would not be
in the public interest.

Teleglobe filed application with the FCC
in early April proposing to broadcast a
clear picture over the air and provide
sound by cable through a device attached
to the subscriber’s 'TV set. Colorado ex-
hibitors also will move to oppose state

level approval, necessai-y for use of tele-

phone cables of the Moimtain States Tele-
phone & Telegraph Co., local AT&T sub-
sidiary.

Rock Hudson, Miss Loren
Win German Awards
BERLIN—Rock Hudson, Universal-Inter-

national star, and Sophia Loren, star of

‘"Two Women” and of many pictures filmed
in Italy and Europe, outpolled all of West
Germany’s native stars to win the Bambi
Award of the Film Review, Germany’s
widely circulated film magazine.

In being the first “foreign” star to win
the Bambi Award, Hudson polled more than
the previous German winner, O. W.
Fischer, while Miss Loren outpolled all of

Germany’s female stars.

Marshall Fine in Plea

To Halt Blind Bidding
Detroit—Blind bidding for pictures,

practice virtually unknown for years,
is reappearing “to the detriment of

our industry,” according to National
Allied president Marshall H. Fine,
“working unfair hardship on exhibitor
wherever it is in evidence.”

In open appeal to principal dis-

tributors, Fine reminded them that
“in the past you have indicated that
blind bidding was not to be the policy
or desire of your company in any in-

stance,” and asked them in effect to

confirm this position.

Fine expressed hope for prompt
solution of this old but revived prob-
lem, telling distributors that “your
cooperation by assuring exhibition
that in the future no bids will be due
on any of your company’s product
until prints for screening have been
made available could surely solve this

problem overnight.”
Fine’s action was taken in specific

response to mounting complaints from
theatre owners who have been forced
to return bids on features for which
prints have not been made available
for screening, or who have been lim-
ited to a single screening at an in-

convenient time or place,” according
to National Allied headquarters.

Edward Blatt to Select
Theatrevision' Sites
NEW YORK—Edward A. Blatt, former

manager of the Mark Hellinger ’Theatre,
has joined the staff of Dynamic Theatre
Networks, Inc., and will supervise research
for the selection of theatre locations in 20
cities where D’TN plans to operate its

“Theatrevision” closed-circuit TV network
this fall.

Blatt was company manager for DTN
during its four-day showing of the Broad-
way drama “Gideon,” from the Plymouth
'Theatre in Manhattan to the Auditorium
'Theatre in Rochester, N. Y., recently.
Nathan Zucker, DTN president, said the

company plans to offer a four-week season
of “Theatrevision” entertainment in 20
cities next fall, presenting at least one
Broadway play and one musical, ballet,

concerts and other attractions. Blatt will

select the cities and appropriahi locations

for these showings.

Award to 'Music Man'
HOLLYWOOD — “The Music Man,”

Warner Bros, musical, has been given
Scholastic Magazines’ Bell Ringer Award
for “excellence in direction, acting, pho-
tography and appropriateness of subject
matter.” The award represents an “out-
standing recommendation to the nation’s

junior and senior high school students.”

NEW YORK—^Slim hope was held out
for a change in releasing patterns and the
relaxing of competitive bidding for pipd-
uot in the wake of two resolutions passed
by the Independent Theatre Owners Ass’n
here. The New York organization sent the
resolutions to the presidents and general
sales managers of the major companies, but
sales chiefs contacted by Boxoffice indi-

cated that they could see no immediate
change in the situation as long as busi-
ness continued to hold up in the prior
lams.

The ITOA attitude was similar to expres-
sions presented at recent national ex-
hibitor associations, reflecting resentment
of exhibition—particularly the smaller in-

dependent houses—^as a whole.
In one resolution, the ITOA pointed out

that the special releasing patterns ignored
the competitive positions of ITOA member
theatres and all other theatres similarly

situated, creating undue hardship. It said

that the discriminatory additional runs
served to restrain trade by withholding
much-needed product from the members,
further creating product shortages, adding
that the additional nms were subject to

serious legal question and endangered the
business life of the member theatres. The
resolution said the TTOA had serious in-

tentions “to take such appropriate steps

as may be deemed necessary for the pro-
tection of ITOA members.”
As for competitive bidding, the ITOA

asserted that the practice had been criti-

cized and discredited by the U. S Supreme
Court as a means of fostering “cutthroat”
competition and encouraging monopoly
conditions to the detriment of independent
theatre owners. 'The association contended
that the film companies had been using
competitive bidding as a subterfuge to ex-
tract exorbitant film rentals by pitting

theatre owner against theatre owner in un-
healthy and vicious competition to the
detriment of the industry as a whole, thus
thwai’ting regulai’ and nonnal relea^sing

patterns. 'The ITOA added that it would
take all necessary protective measures to

oppose the continuation of the practice.

One sales manager told Boxoffice that
he had asked for specific instances of

complaints, stating that he v/ould deal

with such complaints on an individual

basis.

“If they will show us where we have
been in error or have violated any ruling,

we will do eveiTthing to rectify the situa-

tion,” he said. “But we will not accept
a blanket charge without specifics.”

King Bros. Plan Two More
Features in Germany
HOLLYWOOD — Producers Frank and

Maurice King, now completing MGM’s
“Captain Sindbad” in Munich, will make
two more major productions in Germany
this year. “King of the Wind,” a story of a
boy and his horse, will be the first to go in

midsummer, with the second film to be a
mystery, as yet untitled.
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To Increase 1962 Heart Projects

Variety Clubs Inf'I Pledges Total

Of $2,400,120 for Charities
DUBLIN — Variety Clubs International

Tents in 35 cities repoi*ted pledges of

$2,400,120 for 1962 Heai’t of Variety pi'oj-

ects, compared with 1961 charity expendi-
tures of $2,385,736.99, according to the re-

port of the chai'lty committee at the 35th
annual convention here this week, Wil-
liam S, Kostei- of Boston is chairman of

the chai'ity committee and members are

C. J. Latta and George Murphy,
The New England Tent, with its Chll-

di'en’s Cancer Reseai'ch Foundation char-
ity, raised $620,816 last year—the largest

individual sum — and reported $300,000
pledged toward 1962 activities. The Miami
Tent raised $393,171 for its Children’s
Hospital in 1961 and has $500,000 pledged
for the cmTent yeai*. The London, England,
Tent ranked in third place with $330,000
for its Heart of Variety, Ltd,, project and
$400,000 pledged.
The Heart and Humanitarian Awards,

for the most valuable hiunanitarian work
dui’ing the year, were to be presented Fri-

day Q8) at the Theatre Royal, by Eamon
De Valera, president of Ireland. This
mai’ked the first time that a nation’s
chief executive has made this presenta-
tion.

George Eby, chaiiinan of the committee

on membea-ship changes, reported on the
position of the tents on a proposal to

admit a percentage of members to each
tent who are not affiliated with show
business, but who would have full voting

privileges.

At the Tuesday (15) session, Ezra Stem
was nominated from the floor as second
assistant chief barker and Jim Hayes was
similai’ly nominated for dough guy. The
slate presented by the nominating commit-
tee included Botus Hai’vey, for interna-

tional chief barker, James Carreras for

first assistant chief bai’ker, Ralph Pries

foi’ second assistant. Jack Fitzgibbons for

property master, and Joseph Podoloff for

dough guy.

A standing ovation was given C. J. Latta,

following passage of a resolution naming
him to the international executive board.

Another resolution adopted provided that

no barker could be nominated for office,

either by the nominating committee or

from the floor-, without his prior consent.

A proposal by Moe Dalitz of the Las
Vegas Tent that an annual golf tourna-
ment be held at the Tropicana Golf Course,

with proceeds going to Variety Club In-

temational was refeii-ed to committee for

appi-oval.

Cinerama's 1961 Earnings
Amounted to $336,000
NEW YORK—Under a newly adopted

quick amoi-tization policy. Cinerama, Inc.,

had net earnings of $336,000 in 1961, com-
pared with $11,000 for 1960. In its an-
nouncement of earnings. Cinerama said it

had adopted the faster amortization plan
for writing off the cost of its old travelog
films inventory.

Per share earnings for the year 1961
amoimted to 12 cents a share as compared
with less than one cent per share in 1960.
It was explained that the faster amortiza-
tion policy wrote off a substantial portion
of the travelogs’ cost in the three-and-a-
quarter year period ending next De-
cember 31.

In announcing the earnings, Nicolas
Reisini, Cinerama president, noted that all

income thus far had been derived from
the five old Cinerama films. Cinerama
eai-nings will not reflect income from
“The Wonderful World of the Brothers
Gi'imm” and “How the West Was Won”
until the thii'd quarter of this year.
The acquisition of the Photo Instruments

Division of Benson-Lehner Corp. has re-
sulted in the development of several pre-
cision photo instruments significant in ad-
vancing scientific knowledge, Reisini said.

Its research also has been responsible for
Cinei-ama developments, among them be-
ing the wide-frame field camera and pro-
jector system in the Spacearium exhibit at
the Seattle World’s Fair, a panoramic still

camera and viewer for amateur photog-
raphy to be marketed by Cinerama and
an advanced Cinerama theatre system
which will employ a single camera and
projector where three now are required.

NGC Circuit Executives
Tour for 'Selig Weeks'
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.—Eugene V.

Klein, president of National General Corp.,
and Iiwing H. Levin, executive vice-presi-
dent, this week began an all-points chcuit
tour to stimulate “Selig Weeks,” June 6-19,

in honor of Robert W. Selig, vice-president
in charge of theatre operations.
Accompanied by William H. Thedford,

Pacific Coast division manager, they met
with circuit managers in San Francisco
Thursday (17) then went on to Portland,
Ore., to inspect theatre properties. Friday
they held a moa-ning session in Seattle.
Other meetings will be held Tuesday (22)

in Salt Lake City and Denver; Wednesday
)23) in Kansas City, and Friday (25) in
Los Angeles and San Diego.

Six Productions Per Year
Planned by Munich Firm
MUNICH, GERMANY—The World In-

dependent Film Co., backed by a group of
Wall Street financiers headed by Martin
Teller of New York, has been formed here
to produce motion pictures with inter-
nationally known stars, a company spokes-
man announced this week.

Plans call for production of at least six

films a year, using both Hollywood and
European talent. Frank King of Holly-
wood will be production chief. First film
planned is the dramatization of the
Frederic Howard novel, “Advance to the
Rear,” with Debbie Reynolds and Tony
Curtis in the stellar roles.

Tent-by-Tent Report on 1961

CITY NAME OF MAIN CHARITY

Heart Projects

Raised
for 1962

Charities Pledges

Pittsburgh ..Camp O'Connell for Handicapped Children... 55,575.00 75,000.00
Cincinnati ..Workshop for Mentally Handicapped .... 20,000.00 20,000.00
St. Louis . .Ooy Nursery Care Program .... 12,000.00 25,000.00
Detroit . . Variety Club Growth and Development Center. 6,800.00 20,000.00
Cleveland . . Variety Ohio Boys' Town 10,681.75 20,000.00
Buffalo . .Children's Rehabilitation Center 2,000.00 15,000.00
Albany . . Voriety Club Camp Thacher . . 11,000.00 11,000.00
IndionapoMs . . P. A. L. Recreation Center 2,150.00 10,000.00
Washington, D. C. . . .Variety Club Research Center at Children's Hospllol. 32,474.00 40,000.00
Minneapolis ...Variety Club Heart Hospital 132,298 63 125,000.00
Philadelphia ..Variety Club Camp for Handicapped Children.. 47,480.00 150,000.00
Milwaukee . . Variety Club Epilepsy Center 25,000.20 40,000.00
Des Moines . .Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 2,500.00
Dallas ..Dallas Services for Blind Children 20,000.00
Dayton ..Crippled Children's Camp 4,700.00 10,000.00
Baltimore . . Voriefy Project for Needy School Children 6,000.00 25,000.00
Memphis . .Voriety Children's Heart Institute ... 37,844.53 25,000.00
Atlanta . .Mt. View Summer Camp

. . . 11,668.23 20,000.00
Oklohoma City. . . . . .Voriety Club Health Centers—Tulsa & Oklahoma City 37,005.30 50,000.00
New England . Children's Cancer Research Foundation, Inc.. . . .... 620,816.00 300,000.00
Charlotte . . Variety Eye Clinic

. . . . 19,405.25 25,000 00
Los Angeles . . Voriety Boys' Club 65,000.00
Chicogo . . Research Center and LaRabida Sanitarium . . . .... 54,060.00 65,000.00
Grand Rapids . . Youth Commonwealth 32,000.00
Toronto . .Voriety Village School 60,000.00
Mexico . Boys' Club No. 1, "Luis R. Montes" 84,582.67 60,000.00
San Francisco

. .Variety Club Blind Babies Foundation 40,454.00 40,000.00
Miami

. Voriety Children's Hospital 500,000.00
Houston . . Voriety Bovs' Club 65,000.00
New York Institute of Applied Biology—Trafalgar Hospital. 23,600.00 27,500.00
London . . Heart of Variety. Ltd.

Los Vegos . .Variety Day Nursery and School for Special Education 67,039.11 50,000.00
Dublin

. .Blind Children

New Orleans* ..'New Charity in Process of Formation ... 500.00 1,000.00
Seattle . Variety Children's Heart and Cancer Clinic .. 10,361.32 10,000.00

2,385,736.99 2,400,120.00

Prepored by: Internotional Charity Committee—William S. Koster, chairman; C. J. LaHo, George Murphy.
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“A ROUSING ACTION STORY OF SUSPENSE ^

AND MYSTERY. . . EXCELLENT SUMMER FARE

FOR ANY SHOWMAN"

“ADVENTURE

INTO HORROR

AND MYSTERY

MADE WITH

STYLE AND

IMAGINATION...

IT HAS

ACTION AND

SUSPENSE...

SHOULD

EASILY

PLEASE THE

FANS’—Film Daily



Good Third Quarter Seen

For AB-PT Earnings
NEW YORK—The theatre division of

American Broadcasting-Paramount Thea-
tres will show a drop in business in the
second quarter of the fiscal year, but the
quality of product upcoming looks promis-
ing, stockholders were told at their annual
meeting here Tuesday (15) by Leonard
Goldenson, president. All other segments
of AB-PT will show earnings ahead of the
corresponding quarter of last year.

Goldenson said that theatre profits in

1961 were slightly ahead of those of 1960,

in spite of the prolonged bad weather,
particularly in the Midwest and South,
which adversely affected fourth quarter
business and continued into January and
February of 1962.

The company has continued to dispose
of marginal theatre properties, Goldenson
said, and, to date, dispositions have been
made or are pending with respect to nine
properties. At the same time, he added,
AB-PT is keeping aware of opportunities
to acquire selected good theatres, either
conventional or drive-ins. He said that last

year AB-PT acquired fom- theatres—two
conventionals and two outdoor theatres.
Corporate expansion projects in 1961

among the other divisions of the company
were explained by Goldenson. A new
national television station sales subsidiary,
ABC-TV National Television Sales, was
established and a classical record subsi-
diary, Westminster Records, was acquired.
AB-PT broadened its interests in inter-
national television, while the news and
public affairs department in the broadcast
division was substantially strengthened.
“We feel certain,” Goldenson said, “that

these moves are most constructive and, as
we experienced in the past in similar
processes, these activities will provide the
base for greater long-range profitability for
our company and our shareholders.”
Goldenson said that, overall, AB-PT ex-

pected its second quaiter to be at least
equal to and probably ahead of the same
quarter last year. He said a record second
quarter in profits was indicated for the
ABC broadcasting division and that all

other divisions would be ahead of last year
with the exception of the theatre division
which would be off substantially.
David B. Wallerstein, president of Bala-

ban & Katz Corp., was elected to the board.
He replaced Sidney Markley who had re-
signed to head up A.C.E. Films.

Re-elected directors were A. H. Blank,
Alger B. Chapman, John A. Coleman,
Everett H. Erlick, E. Chester Gersten,
Leonard Goldenson, Jack Hausman, Robert
H. Hinckley, Robert L. Huffines jr., Walter
P. Marshall, Joseph A. Martino, James G.
Riddell and Simon B. Siegel.

AIP to Reissue Two in June
HOLLYWOOD—American International

will reissue “I Was a Teenage Werewolf”
and “I Was a Teenage Frankenstein” in

June. Both are science-fiction films.

“Werewolf” stars Michael Landon and
Yvonne Linne, and “Frankenstein,” which
includes a color sequence, stars Whit Bis-
sell, Phyllis Coates and Robert Burton.

TOA Protesting TV Adv.

Copy As Code Violation

New York—The advertising by some
television stations to the effect that
pictures offered on television are in

Cinemascope and stereophonic sound
is a violation of the television code,

in the opinion of Theatre Owners of

America.

TOA has asked the National Ass’n

to invoke the code against such sta-

tions, particularly those affiUated with
the National Broadcasting Co., which
have been using CinemaScope and
stereo sound plugs in their ads to

ballyhoo the “Saturday Night at the
Movies” programs.

Philadelphia Tightens Its

Obscenity Ordinances
PHILADELPHIA—The City Council here

has redefined the word “obscene” in its

ordinances on obscenity and advertising of

obscene pictures.

In regard to motion pictures, the Council
redefined “obscenity” to mean “that which,
to the average person applying con-
temporary community standards, has, as

its dominant theme, taken as a whole, an
appeal to prurient interest.”

A clause has been added which reads:

“Obscene, False or Misleading Advertis-
ing. No person shall permit the display of

any picture or other form of advertising on
premises used to exhibit any motion picture
which is obscene or which is false or mis-
leading as to the nature of the motion pic-

ture being exhibited. Each day that a
person permits the display of any obscene
or any false or misleading picture or other
form of advertising shall constitute a
separate violation.”

A new penalty has been provided, calling
for a fine of $300, together with imprison-
ment not exceeding 90 days if the fine and
costs are not paid within 10 days for each
violation.

Astor Pictures Revises
June-Sept. Schedule
NEW YORK — Astor Pictures has re-

."'i-ned its release schedule for the next
^our months, starting with Francois Truf-
faut’s “Shoot the Piano Player,” staiTing
Charles Aznavour, which will be released
in June, instead ofvMay, as previously an-
nounced. “H (Grido” (The Outci-y), starring
Steve Cochran, Alida Valli and Betsy Blair,

will be released in July, instead of June,
and Federico Fellini’s “The Swindle,”
starring Broderick Crawford, will be re-

leased in August. “The Last Judgment, ’

Vittorio De Sica’s all-star picture, orig-

inally scheduled for July release, has now
been set back to Septembei-.

Baltimore City Court

Passes 'Les Amants'
BALTIMORE—The Maryland Board of

Motion Pictures Censors’ order for cuts and
deletions from the film “Les Amants,” (The
Lovers) was reversed here by Judge Dulany
Foster in Baltimore City Court. He ruled

the censors apparently based their deletions

“upon a misconstruction of the applicable

law,” and held that the censorship action

was not supported by substantial evidence.

The judge, in view of the ruling, did not
pass on constitutionality of the Maryland
law which had been questioned in the ap-
peal by the Baltimore Film Society, pro-

posed exhibitor of the film, and its at-

torneys.

The two major cuts ordered by the censor

board. Judge Foster ruled, are an integral

part of the drama and without those

sequences, the story could not have been
developed and shown as the director

planned it.

Noting the Maryland law calls for censor-

ship where the dominant purpose or effect

would be pornographic. Judge Foster ap-
plied principles cited by federal courts in

the “Lady Chatterley’s Lover” case. He said

the film before him is not “erotic or porno-
graphic” as such and that the particular

scenes are part of artistic merits of the
picture.

Judge Foster distinguished the censor
case from the recent appeal in which he
upheld censorship of a picture titled “The
Immoral Mr. Teas” on the ground that its

dominant effect was to arouse sexual ideas

and on the ground it lacked artistic merit.

Douglas Sharrets, attorney for the film

distributor in that case, now is pressing an
appeal in which he questions validity of

the Maryland censorship law in full, on th“
cround that it is an illegal prior restraint

in violation of constitutional guarantees of

free speech and a free press.

Baltimore City Court Appeals
State Action on 'Girl Fever'

BALTIMORE—An appeal from censor-

ship action by the Maryland State Board of

Motion Picture Censors was filed in Balti-

more City Court in regard to the m.otion

picture “Girl Fever.”

The film’s distributor, Y. P. Artists, Inc.,

through a New York attorney, contended
cuts made by the Maryland censors were
unjustified and destroyed the film’s value.

The appeal attacked validity and con-
stitutionality of the censorship and th"

censor itself, contending it amounted to

unconstitutional prior restraint on freedom
of speech.

Rainbow Productions
Plans 13 Features
HOLLYWOOD—Michael O’Shea, Vir-

ginia Mayo, Robert Altman, William Cope-
land and Roger Leonard have formed Rain-
bow Productions, with plans to make 13

feature films, some of which will costar

Miss Mayo and O’Shea, with Altman as

writer-director and Copeland as story

supervisor.

“The Eurasian” and “The Fire Serpent.”
both science-fiction yarns, will be the first

to roll on location this summer in Japan.
Leonard’s “Breakaway” and “Bridge

Across” are among other films to be made
under the Rainbow banner.
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Bronston, AA Close

Deal for '55 Days'
NEW YORK—Samuel Bronston will con-

tinue his releasing arrangement with Allied

Artists, currently distributing his “El Cid,”

starring Charlton Heston and Sophia
Loren, with his foi-thcoming “55 Days at

Peking,” also starring Heston, which is

scheduled to start filming in June at the

Estudios Chamartin in Madrid, according

to Bronston and Steve Broidy, AA
president.

“55 Days at Peking,” which will be pre-

sented as a roadshow attraction starting in

Easter of 1963, will be released by Allied

Artists in the United States, Canada, Japan
and the Near East. Nicholas Ray will direct

from a screenplay by Philip Yordan and
location filming will be done in the Orient,

Bronston said.

In commenting on his new pact, Bronston
said: “I consider that Allied Aitists has
achieved outstanding results in the distri-

bution of ‘El Cid.’ The distribution pattern,

first established with ‘El Cid,’ whereby a
picture is handled by individual releasing

organizations in each territory of the
world, will be carried on with ‘55 Days at

Peking.’ ”

Broidy said that Allied Artists was
“tremendously proud that the company
would again be associated with Bronston.”
Bronston has also concluded agreements

with the following organizations for world-
wide distribution of “55 Days”: Rank Film
Distributors, Ltd., for United Kingdom,
South America, Italy, Germany, Scandi-
navia and the Far East; Melior Films, for

Belgium, Luxembourg and the Congo:
Sociedage Importadora de FUms for Portu-
gal; Filmayer, S.S., for Spain; Valeria
Films, H. Mucchielli for France; British

Empire FUms, Ltd., for Australia; A. S.

Film Ltd., for Israel, and Hafbo Films,
N.V., for HoUand.

UA Signs Chuck Connors
For Two More Features
HOLLYWOOD — United Artists has

signed Chuck Connors to a deal whereby
the actor will make two pictures in ad-
dition to Levy-Gardner-Laven’s “Geroni-
mo,” recently released.

The pact is with L-G-L, although Con-
nors is committed to two pictures for UA,
even if the partners do not make them.

“Custer’s Last Stand,” written for the
screen by Sam Peckinpah, is the first

feature to be produced by L-G-L, with
Arnold Laven to direct. Connors has a 10

per cent participation deal on all of the
pictures.

Glynis Johns Set to Star
With Jackie Gleason
HOLLYWOOD — British actress Glynis

Johns has been signed to star with Jackie
Gleason in Jack Rose’s forthcoming Amro
Production for Paramoimt, “Papa’s Deli-
cate Condition,” based on Corinne Grif-
fith’s novel.

Miss Johns wiU essay the role of Glea-
son’s cultured wife and former film star
Corrine Griffith’s mother in the comedy
to be helmed by George Marshall. Filming
of the script, written by Rose, is slated
for June 11.

First Full-Length Animated Feature

By Norman Prescott Almost Ready
BOSTON—Norman Prescott, for 13 years

Boston’s leading radio and TV personality,

and now executive
vice - president
of Pleasm’e Island,
79 -acre family fun
park at Wakefield,
Mass., has announced
the near completion
of his first full-length

animated feature
fUm, “Pinocchio’s Ad-
venture in Outer
Space.” Two years in

the making, the pro-
duction is now being
completed in Europe.

Prescott started in the film business with
Joseph E. Levine’s Embassy Pictures as
vice-president in charge of the television

and music departments. While with Em-
bassy, he became interested in the anima-
tion phase of the business and, after a year
and a half, left to set up his own produc-
tion company producing animated features.

With Fred Ladd, writer-director of tele-

vision’s “Greatest Fights of the Centuiy”
series, he formed Prescott-Ladd Produc-
tions. The producers spent six months at

the Hayden Planetarimn gathering latest

government space data plus authentic pic-

tures and drawings to be used as back-
grounds in the fUm for authenticity.

Martin Cadin, writer of more than 100

books on space, and foremost authority on
the subject, currently science reporter from
Cape Canaveral for WNEW, New York, was
hii'ed to act as technical adviser.

FILM HAS THREE SONGS
The picture has three songs entitled:

“Goody Good Morning,” “Doin’ the Im-
possible,” and “The Little Toy Shop.” The
cast includes the voices of Arnold Stang,
Jess Cain, morning radio personality
WHDH, Boston; Mineiwa Pious, radio’s

famous “Mrs. Nussbaum” on the Fred Allen
Show, and other New York radio voice
personalities.

The new film, under the name of Pres-
cott-Ladd Productions, will be the first

Boston-based film production company in

the animated field with offices in New
York. The new company is of special in-

terest to Bostonians, not only because Pres-
cott is a local man, but also because many

This scene from “Pinocchio’s Ad-
venture in Outer Space” shows plane
landing on Mars.

other Boston figui'es are involved in it.

Prescott said he chose “Pinocchio” as the
hero of his story because as a child he re-
called that the wooden character would
not be involved in future adventures of a
continuing kind since the author had
written only one story. Knowing that mil-
lions of other children must feel the same
way spurred Prescott to create the idea of
projecting the wooden puppet into the year
1962. Ladd wrote an original screenplay
immediately based on the space theme.
Commenting on the picture, for which a

Boston press reception and screening is

now being arranged, Prescott said: “With
so many films being made on sex, violence,
perversion themes and not enough whole-
some attention being given the youth of
the world, this film could not be an ordi-
nary science-fiction picture, but, rather is

based on entertaining science fact and edu-
cational material.”

PLANS BOSTON PREMIERE
Prescott plans to premiere the animated

film in Boston with a daytime world pre-
miere for children from all over the world
with the help of UNICEF.
According to plans now being worked out,

children will be flown in from many Euro-
pean countries to the U.S. to attend. Plans
are also being made for Lassie and Dennis
the Menace, Jay North, to head special
premiere parades in Boston with Bozo, the
Clown, Rex Trailer and other Boston tele-

vision personalities participating. Also
special science contests are planned for
airing over television with the winning
boys and girls going to Washington to meet
the President, and visiting Cape Canaveral.
Already in production is a second ani-

mated feature, as yet untitled, Prescott re-
vealed, for which Sammy Cahn and Jimmy
Van Heusen have completed two songs and
are currently finishing up eight additional
songs in Hollywood.

Directors Nome Four Films
As Award Candidates
HOLLYWOOD—Pour films released dur-

ing the first quarter of 1962 have been
selected by the Directors Guild of America
as possible nominees for the yearly “direc-
torial achievement awards.” The four,
their directors and assistants, are:
“Sweet Bird of Youth,” Richard Brooks,

Henry Moonjean; “Light in the Piazza,”
Guy Green, Basil RaybiU’n; “Pour Horse-
men of the Apocalypse,” Vincente Minnelli,
Eric von Stroheim jr.; “Walk on the Wild
Side,” Edward Dmytryk, Floyd Joyer.

MGM Brochure on 'Hook'
LOS ANGELES—A special brochure on

“The Hook” is being prepared by MGM for
distribution to exhibitors, executives and
exchange personnel. The three-color mailer
includes portraits of producer William
Perlberg and director George Seaton, in-
formation about the picture, now filming
at Catalina, plus action stills of Kirk
Douglas and his costars Nick Adams,
Robert Walker, Nehemiah Persoff and
Pancho Magalona.

Norman Prescott
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See Revamping of First Run Policies

Due to Suburban Population Growth
NEW YORK — Suburban population

growth and the expansion of shopping
centers are factors that are likely to

change the first-run situation throughout
the country. Film companies, it is reported,

are studying a possible revamping of their

past policies because of the high potential

revenue that can be obtained from the out-
lying areas whose citizens ai'e reluctant to

go into big city amusement centers to see

a first-imn film, but willing to pay for

them if shown simultaneously in theii' own
communities.

United Artists is understood to be among
the first, if not the first in the New York
area, to give the theoiy a try with “The
Road to Hong Kong,” opening it on Broad-
way and in several Long Island theatres
day and date next month. When queried
about it, a UA spokesman said it was time

that a plan was being worked out and that
an announcement would be made shortly.

Commenting on the UA report, Ben
Kubasik, entertainment editor of Newsday,
Long Island daily newspaper, said several

factors had been involved in distributors

not taking advantage of subui'ban interest

when a new picture was at its peak.

“Foremost of these is the silly, antiquated
practice of premiering films in New York
City simply because that’s the way it al-

ways has been done,” Kubasik wrote. “The
thinking behind such premieres was to

stimulate so much interest in the films via

their Broadway advertising and promotion
campaigns that audiences would flock to

second-run and suburban showings. But
there is an obvious flaw in this attitude.

Audience interest obviously is greatest
when movies are first released. Interest
cannot help but wane following extended
two or three-month Broadway premiere
runs. Clearly, the time to get films to

audiences is when people most might want
to see them. Film executives finally are
waking up to the fact that premieres must
be brought to audiences, not audiences to

premieres.”

According to Kubasik, the distributors
became aware of Long Island’s importance
to the film industry when Lopert Films’
“Never on Sunday” played in three theatres
on the island while it still was playing its

premiere engagement in New York. He
said that the picture grossed $400,000 in a
year’s imn at a single theatre, whereas it

took in $200,000 in 14 weeks in three Long
Island theatres.

Mcnireen Stapleton Joins
'Bye Bye Birdie' Cast
HOLLYWOOD—Maureen Stapleton has

been signed to make her musical comedy
debut in the Columbia release, “Bye Bye
Birdie,” costarring Janet Leigh, Dick Van
Dyke, Ann-Margret and Bobby Rydell,
with Jesse Pearson playing Conrad Birdie.

Best remembered for her Broadway
dramatic performances in “The Rose Tat-
too” and “Orpheus Descendingv” Miss
Stapleton will play the role of Van Dyke’s
possessive and slightly eccentric mother
who goes to great lengths to keep her boy
single.

Nominate 7 Foreign Films
For Golden Laurel Award
NEW YORK—The nominating commit-

tee for David O. Selznick’s Golden Laurel
Awards has nominated seven foreign films
for the 12th annual series of these awards,
which will be presented this year at the
Berlin Film Festival June 28, according to

Richai’d Griffith, curator of the film li-

brary of the Museum of Modem Art and
executive director of the awards.

The selections ai’e “Ashes and Dia-
monds,” Polish film distributed by Janus
Films; “Ballad of a Soldier,” Russian film

distributed by Kingsley International; “The
Bridge,” German film distributed by Allied

Artists; “General della Rovere,” Italian
film distributed by Continental; “A Siun-
mer to Remember,” also a Russian film
distributed by Kingsley; “Tomorrow Is My
'Tum,” French film distributed by Show-
corporation, and “Two Women,” Italian
film distributed by Embassy Pictures.

All seven of these films receive Silver
Laurel Medals and become eligible for the
Golden Laurel, selected by the Golden
Laurel jui-y, consisting of Dr. Ralph J.

Bunche, Norman Cousins, Gardner Cowles,
Justice William O. Douglas, Eric Johnston
and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.

The nominating committee consists of

Paul V. Beckley, Kate Cameron, Alton
Cook, Brendan Gill, Janet Graves, Philip
Hartung, Eric Larrabee, Arthur Mayer and
A. H. Weiler.

Also announced on June 28 in BerUn will

be the winner of the Golden Lam-el Ti'ophy,
to be presented to an outstanding producer
or director, and the winner of a Golden
Laurel Trophy, for an actor, the latter

award to be presented for the first time
this year.

Robert W. Selig Elected
NGC's Eighth Director
LOS ANGELES — Robert W. Selig was

elected a du-ector of National General
Corp. at the company’s board meeting,
bi-inging a total of eight members to the
board.

Selig, vice-president in charge of thea-
tre operations, stoii^ed with the company
in 1939 and also holds the posts of presi-

dent of Fox Intermountain Theatres, Inc.

and pi-esident of Fox Midwest ’Theatres,

Inc.

Jerry Wald to Receive
Seattle Fair Honor
HOLLYWOOD—The Seattle World’s Fair

has selected Jerry Wald’s 20th-Fox pro-
duction of Ernest Hemingway’s “Ad-
ventures of a Young Man” as “the out-
standing U.S. picture of 1962,” and will

honor the film and its producer at a special
showing at the fairgrounds Playhouse The-
atre June 1.

Wald and stars Richard Beymer and
Diane Baker will go to the Fair for the
showing.

Walter Branson Helms

NSS in Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD — Burton E. Robbins,

president of National Screen Service, an-
nounced that Walter
E. Branson, his ex-
ecutive assistant, has
assumed full and
complete responsibil-
ity for management
of the comp>any’s
local studio. Robbins
also announced the
appointment of Harry
S em e 1 s, for more
than 30 years in
charge of the com-
pany’s eastern pro-
duction, as executive

assistant to the Hollywood studio general
manager.

According to Robbins, there are no
contemplated changes in the studio op>erat-

ing policy. The company has been a prime
producer of feature trailers for more than
40 years, and in recent years additionally
has become a top producing source for

TV and teaser trailers, main titles, and
TV and industrial commercials. The stu-

dio is also equippied for the process of

“unsqueezing” feature prints, and recently
modernized its studio plant and technical
facilities to be able to handle all require-
ments of film production.

Biondi and Ludwig Upped
By the Mirisch Company
NEW YORK—Guy Biondi has been

named eastern advertising-publicity di-

rector of the Mirisch Co. and Jerry Ludwig
has been appointed publicity director for

the company in Hollywood by Jeff Living-

ston, vice-president and national director

of advertising and pubUcity.

Biondi and Ludwig have been with the
Mirisch organization since 1960, the fonner
as eastern advertising-publicity repre-

sentative and the latter as assistant to the

vice-president.

To Release 'Nero's Mistress'
LOS ANGELES — Robert Kronenberg,

president of Manhattan Films Inter-

national, announced the acquisition of

U.S. distribution rights to “Nero’s Mistress,”

a satirical spectacular film in Cinemascope
and Technicolor, which was produced by
Titanus Films. The feature, in English,

was a Franco-Italian coproduction star-

ring Brigitte Bardot, Vittorio de Sica and
Alberto Soldi, and is scheduled for general

release in this country in midsummer.

New NSS Brochure
NEW YORK—A 12-page brochure has

been mailed by National Screen Service to

exhibitors throughout the country on
summer needs, according to Joseph Bell-

fort, general sales manager. NSS’s new line

of bannei'S, valances, and streamers for air-

conditioning and exploitation purposes are

covered. Also special trailers are listed to

promote cool comfort, kiddie shows, late

shows and other attractions.

Walter E. Branson
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LETTERS
Appreciative of Editorial

We, the officers and member councils of

the Federation of Motion Picture Councils,

Inc., appreciate your fine editorial on the
resolution recently passed at our eighth an-
nual conference, April 11 and 12, in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Permit me to give you the full text of

that resolution:

WHEREAS: there is confusion in the
minds of the public as to the interpretation

of “Family” as compared to “Children’s”

rating applied to films and
WHEREAS: members of a family at-

tending a motion picture together builds

family unity and tends to improve behavior
in the theatre,

BE IT RESOLVED: that the Federation
of Motion Picture Councils, Inc., adopt as a
project the promotion of attendance at the
motion picture theatre of pai’ents and chil-

dren together when the fUm is rated for

“Family Entertainment.”
The ninth annual conference of the Fed-

eration will be held in Philadelphia April

17 and 18, 1963 at the Warwick Hotel.

EDITH M. HAUS (MRS. IRVIN J.)

Secretary,

Federation of Motion Picture Councils, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

20th-Fox Sets 13 Holiday
Dates for 'CaligarF
NEW YORK—Twentieth Century-Fox

has set 13 engagements for the new version

of “The Cabinet of Caligari” for the
Decoration Day holiday period, including

the previously announced New York date

at the Victoria and 68th Street Playhouse,
starting May 25.

The other dates include the Goldman
Theatre, Philadelphia, May 23; Hippo-
di'ome, Cincinnati: United Artists, Louis-

ville; Paramount, Rochester, and St.

Francis, San Francisco, all on May 25, and
the Century, Buffalo; Capitol, Charleston;
Paramount, Des Moines; Omaha, Omaha;
Capitol, Washington, D.C., and Para-
mount, Waterloo, all on May 30.

Stephen Boyd Now in Rome
For Imperial Venus'
HOLLYWOOD—Stephen Boyd, who com-

pleted his role in “Jumbo” at MGM last

week, has departed for Rome to begin his

costarring role with Gina Lollobrigida in

“The Imperial Venus,” the story of Pauline
Bonaparte Borghese, sister of Napoleon,
which Guido Bartolomei will produce on a
$3,000,000 budget.
Before leaving Hollywood, Boyd was

signed by producer Samuel Bronston to

star in “The Fall of the Roman Empire,”
slated for shooting in Madrid in October.

Retitle Columbia Release
NEW YORK—“Revolt at Sea” will be the

U. S. release title for Columbia’s John
Braboume production made in England
under the title of “H. M. S. Defiant.” The
pictm'e, which was filmed in color and
ChnemaScope with Alec Guinness and Dirk
Bogarde starred, is based on the novel,

“The Mutineers.” It is scheduled for re-

lease late in 1962.

Paramount Again to Host
TOA Convention Party
NEW YORK—Paramount again will be

the host at a special party of the annual
convention of Theatre Owners of America
at the Americana Hotel, Miami Beach, this

year. In 1960 in Los Angeles, Paramoimt
gave a studio party and screening of “G.I.

Blues.” Last year in New Orleans the com-
pany was the host at a luau party follow-

ing a screening of “Blue Hawaii.”
This year, another Elvis Presley picture,

“Girls! Girls! Girls!” will be shown on the
opening night of the convention, November
7, along with a party which will be on a
par with the previous affairs, according to

John Stembler, TOA president. He said
arrangements were being made by Jerome
Pickman, vice-president, and Martin Davis,
director of advertising and publicity.

NAC Sets Heavy Agenda
For May 25 Meeting
CHICAGO—Augie J. Schmitt, president

of the National Ass’n of Concessionaires,
was in Chicago recently to prepare and
finalize the agenda for NAC’s midyear
board of directors meeting to be held May
25 at the Lake Shore Drive Hotel here.

Top on the agenda will be the appoint-
ment of an executive director. Other topics
will include the discussion of the proposed
public relations program authorized in New
Orleans, reports of the finance, special

services and membership committees: and
reports on the NAC regional conferences
held in Atlanta, Dallas, Kansas City, New
York City and Toronto, the upcoming
western regional conference in Portland,
June 13, and others now being planned.

Romm Signs Musical Topliners

HOLLYWOOD— Hany Romm has set
Gary Crosby, Kay Medford and Joey Dee
to topline his independent film produc-
tion, “Two Tickets to Paris,” a musical
slated for shooting in New York.
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JUNE

10-12, Louisiona Theatre Owners annual convention,
Fountainebleu Motel, New Orleons.

JULY

16-18, Virginia Motion Picture Tbeotre Ass'n annual
convention, Qiamberlin Hotel, Old Point Comfort,
Va.

17, 18, New Mexico Theatre Ass'n 17tti onnuol con-
vention, Farmington, N. M.

SEPTEMBER

7-9, Association of the Women of the Motion Picture
Industry 9th annual convention. Hotel Muehlebach,
Kansas City.

11-14, Independent Exhibitors, Inc. and Drive-In The-
atres of New Englond regional convention, the Bel-
mont, West Horwich (Cope Cod), Mass.

18, 19, Allied Theotres of Michigan 43rd annual con-
vention, Sheroton-Codillac Hotel, Detroit.

Lachmon in Europe
BOONTON, N.J. — Edward Lachman,

president of Lorraine Arc Carbon Co., was
in Dusseldorf, Germany, for the world con-
clave of Lorraine distributors. He also at-
tended the International Variety Clubs con-
vention in Dublin and plans to go to the
International Film Festival in Venice.

Plato Skouras Buys Story
HOLLYWOOD—“Open House,” an orig-

inal yam by Albert Lewln and Burt Styler,

has been acquired by Plato Skouras for
independent production next year, with
the writers to do the screenplay.

xenosoL
AT THE 1962 SMPTE CONVENTION BOOTHS 226-227

THE REVOLUTIONARY XENON LIGHT SYSTEM
FOR SUPERIOR MOTION PICTURE PROJECTION

check these big zeiss-ikon
xenosol advantages:

COLOR FIDELITY

LOW CURRENT CONSUMPTION

SUPERIOR QUALITY PROJECTION

TROUBLE-FREE CLEAN OPERATION

IMMEDIATE STARTING

ZEISS-IKON XENOSOL equipment— for new installations and
existing carbon arc housings— is available in 900 watt, 1,600 watt
and 2,500 watt sizes to fit every theatre’s need.

For complete information: CINE ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC.
225 East 46th Street, New York, New York. Phone: PLaza 8-1561
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FILM MUSICALS MAKE COMEBACK BID
Largest Number of Tunefilms Since Late 1940s and Early '50s Scheduled for 1962

By FRANK LEYENDECKER

NEW YORK—Following the musical lull

of the past few yeai-s, during which Holly-

wood’s song-and-dance pictures were few
and far between, the big-scale film musical

made its comeback late m 1961 and the

year 1962 will see more than a dozen

musicals either in release, in production or

being planned for the following year.

The lilting 1930s and 1940s had every

major company releasing several lavish

musicals, crowded with spectacular pro-

duction numbers and top-flight singing

stars, each season. The decline started in

the post-war years, when the foreign mar-
ket started to play a larger part in a pic-

ture’s total gross and distributors com-
plained that European patrons didn’t

understand American musicals and the

songs were difficult to translate into for-

eign tongues.

‘WEST SIDE’ STARTS UPSURGE

The resurgence of the fUm musical, after

the decline during the late 1950s, started

with “West Side Story,” which opened late

in October at New York’s Rivoli Theatre
and won imanimous acclaim, climaxed by
the United Artists release winning the New
York Film Critics’ award and no less than
11 Academy Awards.

To date, “West Side Story” has opened
in only 45 other U.S. and Canadian key
cities, all on a reserved-seat basis, and the
picture will not get general showings until

much later.

Following this, opening in December to

play through the Christmas-New Year’s
holiday period, were Universal-Interna-
tional’s picturization of Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s “Flower Dnim Song” and
“Walt Disney’s “Babes in Toyland,” based
on the famous Victor Herbert operetta.

Each of these musicals in color contained
production numbers, dances and a dozen
times and played the majority of their U.S.

dates in January 1962. Paramount’s Elvis

Presley song-fest, “Blue Hawaii,” also in

color, had a few 1961 bookings but was out
to a much greater extent in theatres in

1962.

BALLET FIRST SINCE 1948

In February, Magna Pictures opened
“Black Tights,” a four-episode ballet film

in Technirama and Technicolor, in New
York preparatory to other key city engage-
ments. This is the first major ballet film

since “The Red Shoes,” also British-made,
which won acclaim and tremendous art

house patronage in 1948.

For Easter release, 20th Century-Fox has
Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “State Fair,”

a remake of the 1945 musical, which has
five new songs with music and lyrics by
Rodgers, and is in De Luxe Color and
Cinemascope with Pat Boone, Bobby Darin,
Pamela Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Tom Ewell
and Alice Faye starred.

Also completed but not to be shown until

after June 30, 1962 (because the Kermit
Bloomgarten stage musical is still touring)

Nine Companies Slate

13 for Current Year
Musicals now in release or sched-

uled for release dmdng 1962:
• “Babes in Toyland” (BV)—Ray Bol-

ger. Tommy Sands, Annette.

•“Billy Rose’s Jumbo” (MGM)—Doris
Day, Stephen Boyd, Martha Raye.

• “Black Tights” (Magna)—Cyd Char-
isse, Jeanmaii'e.

•“Blue Hawaii” (Para)—EMs Presley,

Joan Blackman.
• “Bye Bye Birdie” (Col)—Dick Van
Dyke, Janet Leigh.

•“Flower Drum Song” (U-I)—Nancy
Kwan, James Shigeta.

• “Gay PuiT-ee” (WB)—Voices of Judy
Garland, Robert Goulet.

• “Girls! Girls! Girls!” (Para)—Elvis

Presley, Stella Stevens.
• “Gypsy” (WB) — Rosalind Russell,

Natalie Wood.
• “Music Man, The” (WB) — Robert
Preston, Shirley Jones.

• “State Fair” (20th-Fox)—^Pat Boone,
Bobby Darin, Pamela Tiffin.

•“Ten Gu'ls Ago” (U-I)—Dion, Buster
Keaton.

• “West Side Story” (UA) — Natalie

Wood, Richard Beymer, Russ Tam-
blyn.

Among others to be made:
• “Oamelot” and “My Fair Lady”
(WB).

• “Carnival” and “The Unsinkable
Molly Brown” (MGM).

•“Ii-ma la Douce” (UA).
•“Sound of Music” (20th-Fox).

SCENES

FROM
COMING
MUSICALS

Elvis Presley stars

in “Girls! Girls!
Girls!” now filming

in Hawaii for Para-
mount Thanksgiv-
ing release. (1)

Doris Day and
Jimmy Durante
with the elephant
who plays the title

role in “Billy Rose’s

Jumbo” for MGM.
(2j

Rosalind Russell
and Natalie Wood
in Warners’ filmiza-

tion of the Broad-
way stage musical,

“Gypsy.” (3)

1 .

is Warner Bros.’ picturization of Meredith
Willson’s “The Music Man,” in color and
Cinemascope, starring Robert Preston, the
original stage star, and Shirley Jones,
Buddy Hackett and Hermione Gingold, as

well as Paul Ford and Pert Kelton of the
stage musical. ’The picture is set to play
New York’s Radio City Music Hall in July
and may be roadshown in other cities.

Still in production, but scheduled for re-

lease late in 1962, is “Gypsy,” also being

made by Warner Bros., in which Rosalind

Russell is recreating the role played on
Broadway by Ethel Merman and Natalie

Wood is playing the title role of Gypsy
Rose Lee under Mervyn LeRoy’s direction.

The picture, being made in Technicolor,

will have 14 songs from the Jule Styne-

Stephen Sondheim score. Also for release

by Warner Bros, before the end of 1962 is

UPA’s animated musical picture, “Gay
Purr-ee,” featuring the singing and speak-

ing voices of Judy Garland, Robert Goulet

of “Camelot,” Red Buttons and Hermione
Gingold.

FAMOUS BROADWAY HIT

At MGM, producer Joseph Pasternak

and director Charles Walters are filming

“Billy Rose’s Jumbo,” which played on
Broadway in the late 1930s with Rodgers

and Hart songs (before the Rodgers and
Hammerstein collaborations) . Starred in

this are Doris Day, playing in her first

musical in five years, and Stephen Boyd,

Martha Raye, Jimmy Durante and Dean
Jagger. This, too, may be released before

the end of 1962.

Also currently in production in Canada
is “Ten Girls Ago,” a musical in Eastman
Color, which Universal has acquired for re-
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lease later in 1962. Being produced by Ed-
ward A. Gollin, the picture stars Dion, the
teenage recording favorite; Buster Keaton,
the silent days film star, and Bert Lahr
and Eddie Poy jr., from the Broadway
stage.

Starting in April will be two more
musicals, “Bye Bye Birdie” for Columbia
and Elvis Presley’s latest for Hal Wallis,

“Girls! Girls! Girls!” in which he will co-
star with Stella Stevens for Paramoimt re-

lease. Fred Kohlmar will produce “Bye
Bye Birdie” with Dick Van Dyke of the
original stage cast and Janet Leigh co-
starred and Jesse Pearson in the title role.

George Sidney will direct from the Edward
Padula stage hit.

BRITISH MUSICAL READY
Also completed but not yet set for dis-

tribution in the U.S. is “The Young Ones,”
a British musical starring Cliff Richard
of “Expresso Bongo,” Robert Morley and
Carole Grey, a CinemaScope-Technicolor
picture made by Associated British-Pathe,

which is a smash hit in London. This is

the first large-scale British musical since

the ill-fated “London Town,” which was
never even released in the U.S.

The last big musicals made by the Ameri-
can companies releasing the 1962 musicals
were: Warners—“Damn Yankees” and
“The Pajama Game,” released in 1958 and
1957, respectively; Columbia—“Pepe,” re-

leased two-a-day in December 1960 and
continuous run in 1961, and Samuel Gold-
wyn’s “Porgy and Bess,” released two-a-
day in 1960; Universal-International

—

“The Girl Most Likely,” made for RKO and
released in 1957; Paramount—Jerry Lewis’

“CinderFella,” released in December 1960,

and “Li’l Abner,” released in December
1959; MGM—“Bells Are Ringing,” released

in 1960, and “Gigi,” released two-a-day in

1958 and continuous the following year,

and 20th Century-Fox— “Can-Can,” re-

leased two-a-day in 1960, and “South
Pacific,” released two-a-day in 1958. “The
King and I” was a 1956 release. Only
“Pepe,” “Can-Can” and “CinderFella” were
playing in 1961 while only “Porgy and

Bess” and “Bells Are Ringing” were playing
in 1960 and “Li’l Abner” and the continu-
ous run of “Gigi” were the sole 1959 musi-
cals—three very lean years for musicals in

the U.S.

It was in the 1930s that Warner Bros,

big-scale musicals like “42nd Street,” “20

Million Sweethearts” and the like intro-

duced such stars as Dick Powell, Ruby
Keeler and Ginger Rogers while such stage
stars as A1 Jolson and Grace Moore reigned
in Warner and Columbia musicals and
Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy started their musical film

careers. In the 1940s, the musical rage
continued with Ginger Rogers teaming
with Fred Astaire, Judy Garland coming to

the fore at MGM, Deanna Durbin reigning
at Universal, Bing Crosby becoming a top
Paramount musical star, sometimes team-
ing with Bob Hope, and Kathryn Grayson,
Ann Blyth and Howard Keel, as well as
Gene Kelly, starring in MGM musicals,
and Betty Grable, Cannen Miranda and
Vivian Blaine, among many others, star-

ring in 20th-Fox musicals.

BIG GROSSES IN ’40s AND ’50s

During the 1940s and the early 1950s,

film musicals rolled up sensational grosses,

ranging from the $16,000,000 figure for

“South Pacific” and the $12,000,000 figure

for “White Christmas” in 1958 and 1954,

respectively, to $4,000,000 for “The Ziegfeld
Follies” in 1946. In between these years
were such well-remembered musicals as

“Meet Me in St. Louis,” “Blue Skies,” “The
Red Shoes,” “Anchors Aweigh,” “The Road
to Rio,” “TiU the Clouds Roll By,” “Easter
Parade,” “State Fair” (1945 version), “The
Dolly Sisters” and “Night and Day,” each
of which grossed over $4,000,000 in the
1940s, and “The King and I,” “Guys and
Dolls,” “Oklahoma,” “Gigi,” “High Society,”

“Hans Christian Andersen,” “Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers,” “Show Boat,” “Pal
Joey,” “Annie Get Your Gun,” “The Great
Caruso,” “Love Me or Leave Me” and “An
American in Paris,” released from 1951 to

1956, which had grosses ranging from $4,-

000,000 to $8,500,000—no small pickings. Of

these 26 big-grossing musicals, 12 were
MGM releases while no other company re-

leased more than four.

Now, with “Billy Rose’s Jumbo” in pro-
duction, MGM is once again planning
large-scale musicals, two of the company’s
buys for production next year being “The
Unsinkable Molly Brown,” from the 1961
Broadway hit by Meredith Willson, which
will also star Doris Day, and “Carnival,”
from the current Broadway stage smash,
which Arthur Freed will produce. MGM
also made “Lili” on which “Carnival” is

based.

LONG-RUN HIT ON SCHEDULE
Warner Bros., too, will continue making

musical films, including “My Fair Lady,”
now in its seventh year on Broadway as the
longest-running musical of all time. For
this Warners paid the record motion pic-

ture industry sum of $5,500,000 but the pic-

ture cannot be released for several years.

Another Lemer-Loewe current Broadway
musical hit, “Camelot,” has also been
bought by Warners for a huge sum but may
go into production first.

And at 20th Century-Fox, the company
last year acquired the screen rights to the

current Rodgers and Hammerstein Broad-
way musical, “Soimd of Music,” which is

slated for production early in 1963 as the

fifth R&H work to be brought to the screen

by 20th-Fox, following “Oklahoma,”
“Carousel,” “The King and I” and “South
Pacific.”

'The Mirisch Co., too, will put another
musical film based on a Broadway hit,

“L-ma la Douce,” into production in 1963

with Shirley MacLaine, Jack Lemmon and
Charles Laughton starred, also for United
Artists release.

In the past, Hollywood film musicals

have been a typically American form of

entertainment with very few being made
either in England or Exirope. Now, it be-

gins to look as if American-made film

musicals will again be entertaining the
world.

2 .
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Live-Action-Animation

Feature for Warners
After more than a yeai-’s preparation,

Jack. L. Warner has disclosed “Henry
Limpet,” termed an innovation in motion
picture making, is ready to go into semi-
secret production at Warner Bros. The
project, described as comedy with music
combining live-action and animated car-

toon techniques, was put together by for-

mer Walt Disney executive John Rose,

who wall pix>duce the picture in Techni-
color and widescreen.

Based on Theodoi'e Pi'att’s novel, “Mr.
Limpet,” the story was adapted by Jameson
Brewer and Rose and will be directed by
Arthur Lubin and William Tytla.

Don Knotts, known for his comedy role

on TV’s “The Andy Griffith Show” and
as one of Steve Allen’s “man on the street”

comics, has been signed for the title role,

with singer-comedienne Carole Cook as

femme lead and Jack Weston in a principal

comedy role. Oscai'-winning song writer

Sammy Pain and Harold Adamson are

WTiting six original munbers for the pic-

tme, for which Lynn Murray will compose
the musical score.

Hanna-Barbera to Produce
Live-Action Features
With Warners’ announcement of entry

into the animated cartoon production,
Hanna-Bai'bera Productions, until now
active only in that field, revealed it will

branch into live-action featiues as soon
as its new studio is completed here.

A major studio operation will be de-
veloped over four acres on Cahuenga Blvd.,

with construction of the new studios and
stages to be completed within the next
few years, according to H-B vice-president
and part-owner George Sidney. All phases
of entertainment as well as commercial
and industrial production will be embraced,
Sidney said. William Hanna is president
and Joe Barbera vice-president of the
rapidly expanding organization.

Submarine Film to Be Next
For the Three Stooges
The Three Stooges will go from orbit

to submarine when they wind the currently
shooting “Three Stooges in Orbit” at Co-
lumbia and go into ‘“Three Stooges Meet
Capt. Nemo,” which producer Norman
Maurer has added to the three comics’
film schedule.

Maurer is now scripting “Around the
World on 80 Cents” as the next vehicle
for the Stooges.

'A Nation of Sheep' to Be
Four Star's Third Film
Four Star Productions expects to make

“A Nation of Sheep,” William Lederer
novel, as the company’s third feature film.

'The title refers to the book’s description
of the American people as a nation of

sheep, who blindly do what they’re told

without question.

Fom- Star previously acquired “Bom
to Gloa-y,” dealing with a race horse, and
also will film “Jaguar on the Mountain”
through its Unit One production team.

Jerry Lewis to Make Film

About Stanley Berman
’That ebulUent Pi'inoe of Clowns, Jerry

Lewis, who has himself successfully crashed
a few gates in late years—^most notably
into the production and directorial dens

—

has announced acquisition of the rights

to pi'oduce the biographical film of no-
torious gatecrasher Stanley Berm'an.

Bernian, whose exploits include crashing
the recent Oscar awards to hand Dob Hope
a surprise statuette, plus barging his way
into President Kennedy’s inauguration, the
Tony awai'ds and a dinner for Queen
Elizabeth, will be portrayed on the screen
by Lewis, who will make the projected
feature for his Jerry Lewis Pi-oductions Co.

The Lewis deal, inked with Heritage
Productions and its president. Skip Stoloff,

who has the Berman biographical rights,

includes films, television and legitimate
rights.

Miscellaneous Notes

From Various Studios

Around Hollywood: Hope Lange, who
owns film rights to the novel “Walk
Egypt,” plans to coproduce the property
independently . . . Sontag Co. has been
formed by David Sontag, with “Man
Alone” setting the initial film which Sontag
will direct and coproduce with Bruce Kes-
sler this summer . . . Joseph Levine’s Em-
bassy Pictures has added “Where Love Has
Gone,” by Harold Robbins, to its inde-
pendent feature slate . . . Columbia has
registered John B. Sanford’s “The Old
Man’s Place” for future production . . .

John Ashley has been set for the role of

Brandon De Wilde’s pal in “Hud” at Para-
mount . . . Macdonald Carey has left for

London to essay the top role in “The

Audrey Hepburn Signed

For 'My Fair Lady' Lead
Audrey Hepburn has been confirmed

by Jack L. Warner as the studio’s

choice to play Eliza Doolittle in “My
Fair Lady,” Broadway musical which
will be filmed by Warner Bros.

’The actress last appeared for

Warners in “The Nun’s Story,” for

which she received an Oscar nomina-
tion. V

Film rights to “My Fair Lady,” Alan
Jay Lerner- Frederick Loewe musical
based on G. B. Shaw’s “Pygmalion,”
were acquired by Warner Bros, early
this year for the sum of $5,500,000.

’The studio expects to start the
feature in 1963, with Lerner doing the
screenplay.

Stranglehold,” based on an original story
by Guy Elmes, which Jack Lemont is pro-
ducing at Pinewood Studios . . . Aben
Kandel has been appointed by producer
Herman Cohen as story consultant on his
new slate of five pictiires, starting with
“Black Zoo,’ blueprinted to roll August
2 . . . Tom Tryon was set to portray Mari-
lyn Monroe’s fellow castaway in 20th-
Fox’s “Something’s Got to Give.”

AIP Charts June 1 Start

For 'The Young Racers'

June 1 has been slated as the starting
date for “The Young Racers,” American
International Pictimes production which
will be lensed In five European coimtries.

Roger Corman has been signed to pro-
duce and direct R. Wright Campbell’s
screenplay, which is scheduled for three
months shooting with a budget of over
$1,000,000. Actual Grand Prix races in

Belgium, the French Riviera, England,
Holland and in Monte Carlo will be utilized

as backgroimd for the color and scope
film concerning the adventmes of dashing
young race drivers who carry the American
flag in the famed Grand Prix auto races.

Poll and Burrows Will Lens
Two Top Budgeters for UA
Two top-budget films will be produced

by Martin H. Poll for United Artists, with
the initial feature to be “Janus,” Carolyn
Green’s legitimate comedy hit of 1955.

Abe Burrows will script and direct the
feature, as well as coproduce with Poll.

Slated for a fall start, “Janus” will be
lensed on location in Nice.

’The second property on Poll’s UA sched-
ule is Geoffrey Jenkins’ adventure novel,

“Twist of Sand.”

Poll is currently producing “The Grand
Duke and Mr. Pimm” in Nice with Glenn
Ford, Hope Lange and Charles Boyer
starred.

U-I Signs Lana Turner

To Star in 'Madame X'

Lana Turner has been set by producer
Ross Hunter to star in “Madame X,” which
Universal-International will release. Jean
Holloway has been signed to write the
script, with October slated for the starting

time.

The projected film will be the fourth
version of the Alexandre Bisson play to

be brought to the screen, other versions

having been made by MGM in 1929, starring

Ruth Chatterton; in 1937 starring Gladys
George, and in 1920 starring Pauline
Fredericks.

Harold Nebenzal Starting

On 'The Urge of Evil'

Harold Nebenzal is here from Munich
to start preparations on ‘"The Urge of

Evil,” by German novelist Heinz Frieze,

which he will do as a coproduction in

Germany.
Nebenzal, who recently wound “The

Take-Off” in Munich starring William
Bendix and Christine Kaufmann, also has
optioned a screenplay by Victor Brooks
entitled “Laguna Beach,” which he plans

to shoot in Hollywood.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

v' ''

t ^
a

All Fall Down (MGM) 200 90 115 70 100 150 105 150 160 150 129
1

Bernadette of Lourdes (Janus) 225 90 150 90 120 90 128
1

1 Children's Hour, The (UA) 160 95 215 95 100 300 135 100 175 250 100 185 150 125 250 125 160
1

Colossus of Rhodes (MGM) 125 85 190 140 135 75 150 130 100 126
1

Iji Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-I) 110 90 140 65 115 110 175 125 125 117 1

|| Experiment in Terror (Col) 120 130 80 110 100 100 165 200 no 124 1

iis Five Finger Exercise (Col) 130 195 100 185 95 141
i

:S| Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM) 105 95 100 110 65 100 75 100 90 90 100 145 150 100 102
i

s| Jessica (UA) 125 165 100 225 80 160 100 136 j

|i Madison Avenue (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 80 80 100 100 120 100 100 104

^
Magic Sword, The (UA) 100 175 80 125 90 114

1

^ Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 150 171 200 90 210 110 150 110 150 150 210 90 130 145 150 no 148

1 Mark, The (Confl) 150 175 165 120 120 105 125 190 125 125 180 115 141
1

ill Mary Had a Little (UA) 125 175 90 225 90 141
1

No Love for Johnnie (Embassy) 85 170 80 125 100 95 90 165 114

^ One Plus One (SR) 130 75 80 80 100 205 no 65 122
I

P Outsider, The (U-I) 90 175 125 90 85 125 130 125 190 125 200 225 250 90 135 120 135 120 141

M Pirate of the Black Hawk (Filmgroup) 135 65 100 100 100 100

^ Premature Burial, The (AIP) 225 140 225 150 95 150 300 90 200 175

i Pure Hell of St. Trinion's, The (Cont'l) 150 170 100 95 100 120 135 200 133

M Purple Noon (Times) 150 200 95 175 110 130 100 100 175 225 150 150 130 225 151

^ Rome Adventure (WB) 130 95 95 80 105 65 125 110 125 115 160 100 135 100 110

M Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 140 150 195 100 100 110 80 125 100 125 115 125 120 105 175 135 150 85 120 124

^ Siege of Syracuse (Para) 100 70 100 100 100 95 100 95

^
Singer Not the Song. The (WB) 100 85 85 75 100 100 85 100 115 100 90 94

State Fair (20th-Fox) 175 150 200 120 250 180 135 250 175 125 250 200 110 185 140 125 no 150 168

|| Summer to Remember, A (Kingsley) 125 165 80 105 110 185 128

1 Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 220 200 110 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 300 500 100 190 125 450 228

p Swingin' Along (20th-Fox) 100 85 80 100 100 95 93

|| Tender Is the Night (20th-Fox) 130 170 130 195 85 75 110 170 125 210 200 200 140 100 180 120 150 1'25 125 144

Then There Were Three (Parade) 100 100 100 75 75 100 92

Three Stooges Meet Hercules (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 90 100 135 200 115 155

% Through a Glass Darkly (Janus) 120 165 95 125 200 141

^ —

P Too Late Blues (Para) 160 115 70 120 100 120 150 95 100 114

p
Two Little Bears, The (20th-Fox) 90 85 100 185 75 107

P Underwater City, The (Col) 100 75 100 90 100 100 94

^ Valley of the Dragons (Col) 70 100 90 100 70 100 100 90

% Victim (Pathe-America) 65 155 100 150 90 250 175 190 147

^ View From the Bridge, A (Cont'l) 160 120 190 95 125 100 100 160 100 125 120 200 300 146

i Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 100 225 225 125 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200 194

^ West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 200 225 240 175 300 260 300 250 175 250 450 250 400 300 269

P World in My Pocket (MGM) 185 90 100 90 85 no
yA-yy.’W-y.

1 TOP HITS
'

ii TUC \UZZV

West Side Story (UA)

240

3 Taste of Honey,

New York

A (Cont'l)

...195

Peeping Tom (Astor)

TTancoc Pifv 200

4 Victim (Pathe-America)

Milwaukee ...175

^ Individual runi. not an image.

P Listings are confined to opening

P
week figures on new releases only.

5. Jessica (UA)

Chicago .

mm.

165



'Doctor' Starts Fast

In Milwaukee Times
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” in its

eighth week at the Sti'and Theatre again
was the best grosser for the week in this

ai'ea. “State Pair” at the neighborhood
Tower took second place, with the Times
Theatre, another neighborhood house, do-

ing wonders with “Doctor in Love” to nail

down thu’d spot. General business level

here was fairly high.

(Average Is 1 00)

Downer—Victim (Pothe-America), 2nd wk 125
Palace—South Seos Adventure (Cinerama),

20th wk 1 50
Riverside—The Horizontal Lieutenant (MGM);

Six block Horses (U-l) 115
Strand—West Side Story (UA), 8th wk 300
Times—Doctor in Love (Governor) 225
Tower—State Foir i(20th-Fox), 3rd wk 250
Tcwne—The Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance

(Pora), 3rd wk 100
Worner—Safe at Home! (Col); Don't Knock

the Twist (Col) 80
Wisconsin—Jessica (UA) 150

'Cape Fear' Is Sturdy
In Weak Mill City

MINNEAPOLIS — “Cape Fear,” which
opened at the Lyric, took the top honors
among all fu'st-run product in the city

with a rating of 150 per cent. Rimnerup
was “West Side Story,” in its 12th week
at the Mann Theatre, with a rating of

120 E>er cent. Most other attractions rated
below average for the week.

Academy

—

^El Cid (AA), 1 2tih wk 80
Century

—

Jessica (UA), 2nd wk 90
Gopher

—

Ride the High Country (MGM) 90
Lyric

—

Cape Fear (U-l) 150
Monn

—

^West Side Story (UA), 12th wk 120
Orpheum— 13 West Street (Col) 80
Park

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 6th wk 100
State

—

Stote Fair (20th-Fox), 5th wk 70
Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 12th wk 90
World

—

Experiment in Terror (Col), 4th wk 80

'West Side' Continues
To Dominate Omaha
OMAHA — The Admiral Theati’e con-

tinued to be the pace-setter on Omaha’s
first-run movie front last week, with
“West Side Stoiy” still far over average
in the fom-th week. The effect of excellent
outdoor weather plus the opening of the
Ak-Sar-Ben race meet showed up in a
general di-op in grosses.

Admiral—West Side Story (UA), 4th wk 350
Coop>er—Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama) 160
Dundee—Oklahoma! (Mogrxi), 6th wk 130
Cmoha—The Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-l);

Desert Patrol (U-l) 85
Orpheum—The Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance

(Para), 2nd wk 100
Stote—Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) ! . . 1 20

Minnesota Border Towns
Disagree on Fast Time
MINNEAPOLIS—With daylight saving

time less than a week away in Minnesota,
the border towns are going their separate
ways. Eiast Grand Porks has decided to
stay on central standard time, the same
as adjacent Grand Porks, N. D. (North
Dakota and South Dakota do not change
to daylight time.) But Breckenridge and
Moorhead will make the switch with the
i-est of the state next Sunday (27).

Minnesotans will move their clocks
ahead one horn- before they go to bed May
26. Past time will continue in the state
until September 4. Wisconsin and Iowa
went on daylight time with many other
states across the country on April 29.

Minneapolis Exhibitors Cooperating

In Counteracting Newspaper Strike
MINNEAPOLIS—As the strike of the

Minneapolis Morning Tribune and Star
went into its fifth week, a spirit of coopera-
tion came over theatre operators here.

For example, Martin Field, vice-presi-

dent of the St. Louis Park Theatre Co.,

which operates the first-run Park and
Uptown theatres, compiled a list of all

pictures, first-run as well as sub-run,
which were showing in Minneapolis and
suburban theatres as well as the starting

time of the features. He had the informa-
tion mimeographed and supplied it to all

theatre operators and managers here.

Since the newspapers went on strike, the-

atres here have been bombarded with calls

about “what’s showing” not only at their

own theatres but elsewhere in the city.

Some callers even demand to know where a
certain picture is showing in the city.

STARTS DAILY HERALD
On May 1 a new newspaper began pub-

lication here—the Minneapolis Daily Her-
ald. The publisher is Maurice McCaffrey,
owner of an advertising agency. What its

future will be is anyone’s guess. Mean-
while, it is filling part of the gap for a
daily newspaper as negotiations are bogged
down in the settlement of the Star and
Ti'ibune strike.

The Daily Herald is published only Mon-
day through Friday and because of pro-
duction and printing problems has to be
limited to a maximum of 24 pages daily.

The attitude of the paper’s editorial staff

is reportedly very favorable to the film

industry. Minnesota Amusement Co. the-
atres, Mann theatres, some of the drive-

ins and many of the neighborhood houses
are advertising in the new paper.

Hem-y Greene, manager of Minnesota
Entertainment Enterprises, which operates
four Twin Cities drive-ins, said that MEE
was bypassing the paper for the present
in favor of using suburban newspapers
which are delivered to the home. Some of

the circuits, drive-ins and independent
houses also are using the suburban news-
papers as well as radio and television ad-
vertising during the strike.

MANN PUBLISHES TABLOID
A new addition to the publication scene

made its appearance May 10 when Mann
Theatres began publishing Minneapolis
Movie Times, a tabloid-size newspaper be-

ing distributed at Red Owl stores (super-

markets) and initially at major downtown
bus stops. The initial distribution was 150,-

000 through all 25 Red Owl stores in Min-
neapolis and suburbs, according to Bob
Whelan, supervisor of Mann theatres in

the Twin Cities.

Red Owl is placing the paper in shop-
pers’ grocery bags. Furthei'ing the spirit

of cooperation, Mann theatres gave all

other theatres in the city an opportunity to

advertise in the paper. The first issue, in

addition to containing a Ust of attractions

at the Mann theatres, included ads from
Maco theatres, other first-run theatres,

most area drive-ins as well as many neigh-
borhood and subm’ban houses. A guide to

starting times also was included, as well as

columns by two radio disc jockeys and
stories about new pictures opening.
Minneapolis Movie Times will be pub-

lished for the duration of the newspaper
strike, Whelan told Boxoffice.
Meanwhile, it was reported that some

film companies are reluctant to open major
new product without the Star and Tribune
to advertise in, while other distributors are

going ahead with their scheduled bookings.

Boxoffice grosses have been down, al-

though some observers say that the situa-

tion is normal for this time of the year.

Neighborhood and suburban theatres ap-
parently are being hit hardest by the

absence of regular advertising.

Milwaukee Council Hears
Reports From Convention
MILWAUKEE — “You Are There” was

the theme of the Better Films Council of

Milwaukee County meeting at the public

library, Monday (7). With Mrs. S. V.

Abramson, president, presiding, members
of the council who attended the annual
conference of Federation of Motion Picture

Councils at Grand Rapids, Mich., April 11,

12, conducted the session.

Mrs. Abramson discussed the exchange
of ideas from president to president, and
also reported on “Critics or Censors?”
Vice-president Mrs. George Holzbauer’s

topic was special events; Mrs. Fred Rosen-
kranz, public relations chainnan, talked on
the report given by members of public rela-

tions departments of the MPA; Mrs. Irvin

J. Haus, preview chairman and secretary

of the Motion Picture Council, discussed

backstage working on the national level, in

addition to council bulletins, newsreels and
trade journals.

Other members of the panel were Mrs.
J. A. SeUins and Ella Becker, both of

Cedarbm’g. The entire group then discussed

the growth of the Green Sheet and what is

the future challenge for the local council.

Mrs. Abramson acted as moderator.

Remodel at Nicollet
NICOLLET, MINN.—The Centm-y Thea-

tre here has been reopened after complete
refurbishing, which included a remodeled
projection booth with 70mm equipment,
improved sound system and rearrangement
of seating. The theatre will operate on a

continuous performance policy, opening at

noon daily. Managing director of the thea-

ti*e is Tom Martin.

Character actor Akim Tamiroff plays an
important role in the WB comedy, “Panic
Button.”
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OMAHA
Jack March of Wayne, Neb., head of the

March Theatres, came out with the
season’s prize birth flyer. It read: “Now
Showing, Wayne Municipal Hospital,

Wednesday, May 2. Matinee Performance
at 2:40 p.m. Winner of Special Academy
Award for Scene Stealing in 1962—Jeffrey
Philip March, in His Debut Role as ‘Diaper’

in ’Crib Side Story.’ Directed by Dr. Bob
Benthack. Mack March Production in Wide
Windavision and Living Color.” Mrs.
March’s family name is Jeffrey.

Carl White of Quality Theatre Supply I’e-

ports a number of theatres in the area have
been making improvements. Jim Travis
has revamped his Century projectors at

the Lakeland Drive-In at Milford, Iowa,
adding water-cooled apertures and curved
gates. Fred Ballantine has put in Century
projectors at his drive-in at Denison. The
screen at the Beatrice Crest Drive-In,
damaged by wind late last season, has been
rebuilt. Sid Metcalf has done some work

plete details. Be sure to give seat-

ing or car capacity.

HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Oakfon Sf. • Skokio, Illinois

on his Trail screen at Nebraska City and
repainted.

Mary Frangenberg, 20th-Fox cashier,

was on a vacation. Dorothy Weaver, as-
sistant cashier, reported her mother Helen
vjiabert, 80, is doing okay after an opera-
L.on. Her other daughter, Ruth Miller of

Riverside, Calif., came home for a surprise

xvlothers Day visit . . . John Irvin of the
Avon Theatre at Elgin is back from a trip

to Denver. He visited Norm Nielsen, former
Omaha RKO manager and now manager of

the plush Cooper Theatre of the Cooper
Foundation Theatres in Denver. Norm took
Irvin on an extensive tour of the Cinerama
layout . . . Howard Kennedy opened his

Broken Bow Drive-In . . . Bill Bradley has
his outdoorer in operation at Neligh.

Edward L. Hyman, vice-president of

American Broadcasting-Paramount Thea-
tres from New York; assistants Albert
Sicignano and Walter Kaufman, and Tri-

States Theatres executives Don Allen and
Ddu Knight of Des Moines were in to meet
with Don Shane, city manager, and Carl
Hoffman of the Omaha Theatre^ and in-

spect Tri-States’ Omaha and Orpheum
h^re. The AB-PT officials also visited

Minneapolis, Des Moines and other cities in

he area. Tri-States is an affiliate of

AB-PT.

Tom Varney of the Aladdin Theatre at

Broken Bow is in Europe on a month long
trio . . . Opal Woodson, UA office manager,
reported her mother was doing well after

a slieht stroke . . . John Dugan, UA man-
ager at Des Moines, visited the Omaha
offic"". Bill Doebel, 20th-Fox booker, and
ci'stoiian Ray Hudson have renewed their

major league baseball war. Ray is a Dodger
f^n Bill a Yankee booster. So far they have
thrown everything but punches . . . Mary
P nnor is the new secretary to Bill Barker
''t Co-Op Theatre Services . . . ‘‘Big Red”
will open June 15 at the State.

Walt Hagedone, exhibitor at the Rialto

in Cozad, is busy helping corn growers in

the fertile Platte Valley gird for the battle

against corn root worm which last year

caused wide damage. Experiments with

ch micals are being carried out . . . The

2 years for $5 1 year for $3 3 years for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE
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TOWN ZONE STATE..

NAME POSITION

THE NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY 52 issues a year

825 Von Brunt Bird., Kansas City 24, Mo.

Grand Theatre at Ravenna produced $70 in

a benefit for the high school band win...

will represent Nebraska at the Seattle

world’s fair late this month . . . Joe Jacobs,
Columbia manager at Des Moines, was an
Omaha visitor for a couple of days.

Wally Johnson, former exhibitor at

Friend, Neb., was in town with his wife

Vivian for the antique car show and parade.
Garbed in old motoring clothes, they cut

quite a figure in Johnson’s prize entry.

Wally has one of the finest collection of

Model T’s in the country . . . Sharon and
Linda, daughters of United Artists secre-

tary Shirley Pitts, will be home from Okla-
homa State University the end of the week
for summer vacation.

Exhibitors on the Row included
Nebraskans Frank Hollingsworth, Beatrice;

Jack and Phil March, Wayne; Sid Metcalf,

Nebraska City; Virgil Kula, Fullerton; Bill

Zedicher, Osceola; Art Sunde, Papillion;

Irwin Beck, Wilber, and lowans Jim Ti'avis,

Milford; Mr. and Mrs.-Val Gorham, Corn-
ing; Arnold Johnson, Onawa; S. J.

Backer and A1 Haals, Harlan, and Ade
Muetting, Pocahontas, who also has the

drive-in at Hartington, Neb.

Paul, Brother of Late
Carl Reese, Omaha, Dies
OMAHA—The death of Paul W. Reese

marked the passing of the second of two
brothers in the entertainment field within

a short space of time. Carl Reese, U-I city

manager in Omaha, died from injuries suf-

fered in a South Dakota auto accident.

Paul, pianist and singer, performed at

many of the top theatres of the vaudeville

circuit in the 1920s and 1930s. He died at

the age of 66. During the heyday of vaude-
ville, he accompanied such headliners as

Louise Dresser and Grace LaRue. He per-

fonned in Orpheum theatres across the

country and in London and Paris.

At one time he and his sister Elsa had an
act together. When vaudeville began to

fade he became program director of a Los
Angeles radio station and took part in the

first trans -Atlantic radio broadcast from
the United States to London. In the eai'ly

1940s he started a voice studio in Los
Angeles. He continued to operate it until

he became ill and came to Omaha. He
trained many of the present professional

performers.

His father Theodore Rudolph Reese was
a composer and performer and was director

of the Omaha Musik-Verein many years.

Survivors include a brother Hans, Los
Angeles; sisters, Mrs. Marshall Dillon and
Elsa Reese English, both of Omaha; Freda
Reese Flynn, Denver, and sister-in-law,

Mrs. Adrienne Reese of Omaha.

Continental and Bryanston
To Coproduce New Film
NEW YORK—Continental Distributing,

Inc., has joined forces with Sir Michael
Balcon to co-produce “Don Among the

Dead Men,” which will be made in Eng-
land under the banner of Bryanston Pro-

ductions, according to Irving Wormser,
president of Continental.

James Robertson Justice has been cast

in the leading role of the comedy melo-

drama, adapted by Robert Hamer and
Donald Taylor from the novel by J. H.

Vulliany. The film will begin shooting in

September in London and Oxford U.
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By Better Business we mean:

* Better projection and sound therefore in-

creased patronage

* Less equipment trouble and lower mainte-
nance

It may be costing you more to maintain your

present equipment than to own a modern in-

stallation. Many exhibitors know that recent

technologic advances have been so great as to

mEsm

A "miracle of modern science.” A
complete theatre sound system in

a 17" cabinet. No tubes, trans-

formers, relays, complex switches.

All switching is electronic.

Century-Ampex 4-channel magnetic.

Century reproducer with exclusive

Ampex magnetic cluster. (Clusters

available for replacement on all

reproducers.)

CENTURY 70 MM 35 PROJECTOR (or standard 35 mm)

make their present projection and sound

equipment completely obsolete— and this does

effect theatre attendance.

For better business your audience wants and

deserves the best.

1
CENTURY ALL-TRANSISTOR
SOUND SYSTEM

Your Century theatre supply dealer is pre-

pared to advise you on modernizing your

theatre— the latest improvements come to you
from Century.

2a PENTHOUSE REPRODUCER.

K.PLAN FOR

The only American made projector for 70mm and 35mm films.

1

See your Century dealer or write . . .

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORPORATION
NEW YDRK 19, N. Y.

SOLD BY

Quality Theatre Supply Co.
1515 Davenport St.

Omaha, Nebraska

Minneapolis Theatre Supply Co.
75 Glenwood Ave.

Minneapolis 2. Minnesota

Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.
1121 High St.

Des Moines 9, lowo

Harry Melcher Enterprises
417 West Highland Avenue

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin
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DBS MOINES
Jowa RKO personnel who attended the

recent manag'ei's’ meeting in New York
City included Han-y Weiss, midwest divi-

sion manager; C. L. McFai'Ung, Des Moines
Oipheum manager ; Leon Wood, Cedar
Rupids, and Milton Ti-oehler, Davenport.
Harry Deannin of Mai’shalltown was ill

and unable to attend the two-day session.

McFarling i-epoi*ts that big plans are under
way to mai'k RKO’s 75th Anniversary in

June.

Art Thiele of Des Moines Theatre Supply
says the Women’s State Reformatory at

Rockwell City has converted from portable

to standard theati-e equipment—new ma-
chines, lamps, sound equipment and sci'een.

Also, according to Thiele, the Grand at

Dubuque is putting in a new screen and
Hubie Schi-odt’s Mai-shalltoAvn Drive-In
has new 100 amp. lamps.

Vacations are in the ah and Alice

Weaver, secretai’y at United Ai*tists,

plaimed a Florida visit with relatives . . .

Helen Hansen, MGM cashier, vacationed
for a week in the Ozarks . . . Gloria Heath-
cote of Columbia and Mabel Magnusson
of Universal were among the stay-at-home
vacationers . . . The recording, “It Hap-
pened in Athens,” is going to be a hit, and
soon, if fhst Iowa disc jockey reactions

ai'e any indication, says Dave Gold, 20th
Centm’y-Fox manager. The film, with the
same title and staiTing Jayne Mansfield,

comes in June.

whose wife died at St. Luke’s Hospital in

Cedar Rapids. Attending the funeral from
Des Moines were Don Bloxham, Pete Peter-

son, All; Thiele and Bert Thomas.

Meredith Schoonover has been named
assistant managea* of the Pai'amount The-
atre here. Schoonover, a native of West
Des Moines, had been associated with tele-

vision in New York City ... A Filmrow
welcome to Helen Dailey, new booker-
steno at Pai’amount . . . Theo Anderson,
MGM inspector, was recuperating at home
after a stay at Mercy Hospital . . . Mar-
garet Rowson, receptionist at MGM, went
to Milwaukee foi- Navy Day at Marquette.
Her nephew will graduate from the uni-
versity this spring.

MILWAUKEE
Joe Kaitz, Warner Bros, exchange man-

ager here, screened “The Music Man”
at the Vai’sity Theatre and was sincerely

pleased at the tuimout . . . The union at

the Miller Brewing Co., found it necessary

to call its members together for a quick
session and used the Times Theatre for

the 7 a. m. gathering . . . And the Warner
Theatre was used by the Greater Mil-
waukee Coimoil of Chui’ches, with music
blending with meditations. The music for

the service was provided by a grant from
the Recording Industries Trust Funds,
obtained in cooperation with the Milwaukee
Musicians Ass’n Local 8, American Federa-
tion of Musicians.

Ludy Bosten, Fort Madison theatre

owner, paid a visit to Filmrow, his first

in several years. On May 30 Ludy cele-

brates his golden anniversary as a show-
man . . . W. A. Madden, MGM division

manager, was in from Chicago . . . E. M.
Garbett returned to work at Iowa United
Theatres after a recent illness.

Sam Rhoades hopes to get his drive-in

at Newton back in operation by early

June. High winds, which did considerable

damage throughout central Iowa, blew
down the drive-in’s screen tower . . . S. H.
Thompson, Lake Mills exhibitor, is back
after a trip to the Seattle world’s fair.

Si comments that the Seattle show is

great and that he has not seen anything
more breath-taking than the “bird’s-eye”

view from atop the Needle. Climax of the
trip was a jet flight home—having break-
fast in Seattle and dinner in Lake Mills.

Sympathy to Wayne Dutton, manager
of the Castle Theatre at Manchester,

V/ATCH PROJECTION IMPROVE
with

^ Technikote ^* PRODUCTS SSS
Now! — The Only

^ ANTI-STATIC SCREEN S
XR-171 Pearl • Repels Dust

c
Available from your authorized

Theatre Equipment Supply Dealer;
Export—Westrex Corp.

I TECHNIKOTE CORP. 63 Seabring St., B'kiyn 31, N.Y.5

There has been talk along Filmrow re-

garding some sort of a spot at the up-
coming Wisconsin State Fair, perhaps us-

ing a few comics, trailers, etc., as a good-
will gestm'e. But at the moment, it looks

as though the price tag for space is too

high.

Control of Two La Salle
Airers to Alger Company
LA SALLE, ILL.—Alger Enterprises of

Peru has acquired complete control of the

La Salle and Streator drive-ins. The firm

formerly owned a half-interest in the two,

along with Alliance Theatres of Chicago.

Alger has had an interest for 13 years in

the La Salle Drive-In and a little shorter

period in the Streator operation.

Edward Alger is continuing to operate

the two, although each has its own man-
ager. His sons Robert and Jack also share

financial interest in the theatres. Alger

formerly owned the three local theatres but

sold them several years ago to the Kera-
sotes circuit of Springfield. The drive-ins

were retained, however.

Guests at 'Traitor'
HOLLYWOOD—Swedish consul Walter

G. Danielson hosted colleagues of the Los
Angeles consular corps and public figures

at a Paramount .^studio showing of Perl-

berg-Seaton’s “The Counterfeit Traitor,”

William Holden-Lilli Palmer starrer based
on a true World War II spy story involving

Swedish subject Eric Erickson. Guests in-

cluded Herbert Gamble, Great Britain; Axel
Moltke-Hansen, Norway; W. Hasselman,
Netherlands; Anthony Karsten, Denmark;
Deliz Cortez, Costa Rica; Edward Pernet,

Switzerland, and Frederich Waller, Austria.

MINNEAPOLIS
Judgment at Nuremberg” has been set to

open at the Academy Theatre May 31

as a special upper midwest premiere for

the benefit of the proposed Children’s
Hospital. Seats will be priced at $5. The
film will begin its regular run the follow-
ing night, Jime 1, with admission scaled
from $1.25 for weekday matinees to $1.75

for weekend evenings. There also will be
special junior admission prices.

Weinberger Decorators are remodeling
and redecorating the Oxboro Theatre in

suburban Oxboro operated by Paul Mans.
The house was closed for a week for reno-
vation. Improvements include new carpet-
ing, new draperies, new lighting and the
entire redecoi'ating of the lobby, foyer,

auditorium and lounges . . . Tad Rand-
gaard, former owner of the Morris Thea-
tre and Rand Drive-In at Moii’is, was a
visitor on the Row and also visited his

uncle Jim, who operates the Staples The-
atre at Staples and the drive-in at Vern-
dale. Tad now lives in Phoenix.

Lake Amusement Co., headed by Henry
Greene, has leased the neighborhood El

Lago Theatre to Lyle Carisch, who operates

several theatres in the area. Dick Dynes
will do the buying and booking for the
house . . . The East Lake Theatre, operated
by Ralph Green, has been closed for re-

modeling.

The Gala Theatre at Kennebec, S. D., is

opening for the summer only. It will be
operated by a gi’oup of local business-

men . . . Ernie Lund, booker at Pai’amount,

spent his vacation starting to build his

new summer home in Wisconsin. It will be
located on Fish Lake between Webster
and Spooner . . . Lowell Smoots is pushing
the sale of dill pickles at his Falls Thea-
tre and the Aii-poi-t Drive-In at Little

Falls. The item is being promoted as a
“chilly dilly.”

“Five Finger Exercise” opened at the

Centm’y Theatre Fi’iday (18) . . . The Ri-

alto at New London, operated by Mrs.
Eric Anderson, is closing for the summer.
. . . Outstate exhibitors on the Row wei-e

Jake Musich, West Duluth; Leo Huss,

Faulkton, S. D.; A1 Smith, Rochester and
Winona; Phillip Haiwartine, Cornell, Wis.;

Doug Engels, Pepin, Wis., and Ai-t Johnson,
Galesville, Wis.

Circuit Honor to Phil Hill
BELLEVILLE, ILL.—Phil Hill, manager

of the Lincoln Theatre here, is one of four

National Theatres circuit managers to be

designated “Showmen of the Drive” for

the second quarter. Robert W. Selig, vice-

president of theatre operations, and Fred

Souttar, Fox Midwest division manager,
joined in congratulating Hill who is being

awarded a plaque and a check for $125.

Avalon to Be Reopened
WEST UNION, IOWA — The Avalon

TTieatre, closed since the last of December,

will reopen Jime 1 under the management
of Mr. and Mrs. Phil Samuelson, who
purchased the house from C. W. Gi-imes

and Don Stoessel. Samuelson now is teach-

ing school at Boscobel, Wis.
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Radio News Programs Broadcast From

Lobby as Earth Caught Fire' Opens

Girl Cutout on Glass

Does Version of Twist
An animated display that is easy to make

at absolutely no cost was forwarded by Les

Pesall of the Pasco Theatre, Dade City,

Fla., who used the idea in promoting “Twist

All Night.”
Pesall took a stock one-sheet from the

picture, cut out the girl, and glued part

of her head and shoulders to the glass of a

street window with rubber cement. Leaving
the lower half of the body free, he placed

a small fan at an angle which resulted in

a moving version of the twist dance. Best

results came from running the fan on
slow speed, placing something to hold the

feet in place while letting them hang loose.

“I hit on this idea strictly by accident;

however, it was very effective in my outside

concession window,” Pesall related. He had
signs with appropriate copy for the pic-

tm-e in the window ten days in advance.
Also, on Friday night the manager pro-

vided a five-piece band for a twist contest.

Then on Saturday morning, he held a con-
test for the small fry, which was also ac-

complished at no cost. By turning up the

theatre house lights when twist music is

being played in the picture, the audience
can dance, stopping when the house lights

go off.

Much Workl Everybody
Hears About 'Kings'
Everyone in Lexington, Ky., couldn’t

help but know of Sam Mills’ showing of

“King of Kings” at the Strand Theatre.
Fifty hard-covered books were given to

doctors, dentists and barber shops. An at-

tractive front and lobby display was made
up, and snapshots of Jeffrey Hunter,
stamped with theatre and playdate, were
passed out downtown. Tent cards were
placed in hotels and restaurants, and a

tiein was made with the local book store

for a window display. Another window dis-

play was put up in one of the music stores,

and letters were sent to the schools, mer-
chants, service clubs, and women’s clubs.

Special library displays were used in pub-
lic schools and in the university. The editor

of the local newspaper was invited to the
show, after which he gave the theatre a
nice writeup. The theme song for the pic-

ture was played over the local radio sta-

tion.

Seeks Oldest Piano
The oldest piano in the New York area

is being sought by Astor Pictures for pub-
licity purposes in behalf of “Shoot the
Piano Player.”

An extensive television and radio cam-
paign was put on for “The Day the Earth
Caught Fire” at Wometco’s Carib, Miami,
Miracle and 163rd Street theatres in Mi-
iami, with excellent results at the boxof-
fice. The campaign was directed by John
M. “Sonny” Shepherd, Wometco vice-

president in charge of first-run houses and
the selling of the picture was as science

-

fiction.

Two weeks in advance, a four-page tab-

loid paper containing pictures and stories

on the film were distributed at the the-
atres and in their respective neighborhoods.

Special 40x60s were made up of New
York film critics’ “quotes” and displayed
in the lobby of each theatre. Distributors

of paperback editions of the book placed
rack cards in all book outlets, with the-
atres and playdates mentioned.

Airplane banners were used on opening
day, covering the beaches and Gulfstream
Racetrack. A screening was set up for news-
paper persons, particularly the science edi-

tors.

A ballyhoo truck with a simulated
“World” with smoke emanating from it

cruised all over Greater Miami area on
opening day.

At the Miami Theatre, where Gordon
Spradley is manager, the lobby was con-
verted into a live newsroom through the co-
operation of radio station WINZ which fur-

nished the line and had direct AP wire
service to the theatre. Newscaster Dick
Doty broadcast the news from 11 a.m. until

8 p.m. opening day. All newscasts opened
with this, “This broadcast is coming di-

rect from the lobby of the Miami Theatre
where ‘The Day the Earth Caught Fire’

is now showing.”
This stunt at times stopped so many

pedestrians as to cause a traffic jam in

downtown Miami.

25 Iwo Jima Veterans
Twenty-five U.S. Marine combat vet-

erans who participated in the conquest of
Iwo Jima 17 years ago were guests of the
Joy Theatre at New Orleans on opening
night of “The Outsider,” and of Mr. L. C.
Montgomery, jr., who is in charge of the
theatre’s business details dmdng the
absence of the elder Montgomery and
Mrs. Montgomery on a cnrise around the

Street promotion for "The Doy the Earth Caught

Fire" at the Miami, Miracle and 163rd Street the-

atres in Miami, Fla., featured smoking simulation

of the earth on a truck. The smoke was produced

by a special chemical which can be purchased at

most novelty stores.

Miami station WINZ set up o working newsroom in

the lobby of the Miami Theatre in Miami, Fla.,

equipped with an Associated Press wire connection

and teletype. WINZ newscaster Dick Doty broad-

cast direct from the lobby. It was a promotion for

"The Day the Earth Caught Fire."

Guests at Outsider'
world. Assisting in assembling the veterans,

who came from here and there in the Deep
South, was Frank Zito, jr., commandant of

the Marine Corps League of Louisiana, via

an ad in local newspapers. The ad was
given special mention by Maud O’Bryan in

her In and About Town column. Before
the show, the ex-Leathernecks held a re-

union at a dinner in the New Orleans hotel.
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The schoolmarm assigned by George W. H. Spratley, manager of the Hyland Theatre in Toronto, Ont.,

never failed to create interest wherever she went in behalf of "The French Mistress." And no wonder!

She was properly attired in classic mortarboard hat and gown, but that baton-twirler outfit was some-

thing else! This teacher posed in a window, left, and led her class around town, calling them to order

once in a while in front of major stores.

Variety Brings a Breath of Fresh Life

To Theatre; Shakespeare Scares Kids
Like his theatre screen, the life of a suc-

cessful theatre manager is full of variety.

His activities bring him into contact with
all groups as he ranges far and wide to

merchandise his special and regular attrac-

tions.

There are kiddy cartoon shows, serial

bookings, religious and nationalistic film

bookings, queen contests, benefit shows
for the PTA or some civic group, tieups

with this store and that business, teenager

specials, holiday promotions, school’s-out

matinees, booth sales by Girl or Boy Scouts
—all these plus routine operation duties,

certainly leave little time on a busy show-
man’s hands.
Nyman Kessler, manager of the DeWitt

Theatre in Bayonne, N.J., in the teeming
complex around New York City, likens his

position to a soldier on the battlefield where
continual alertness and action against the

opponent is necessary.

Among his recent activities was the selec-

tion on the DeWitt stage of the Bayonne
centennial queen, a two-hour event spon-
sored by a political organization which put
up $1,000 in prizes for the three winners
and paid for all the expenses, including the

ads. WHN disc jockey acted as emcee for

this gala affair which was lit up like a
Hollywood premiere.

“We got columns and columns of news-
paper publicity out of this with stories and
pictures for several weeks before the finals

took place,” Kessler relates. “Twenty-eight
girls showed up for the finals to a packed
house.”

The Bayonne Times, local daily, spon-
sored a “Kiddy Appreciation Show” fea-
turing 25 cartoons. Regular price was 35
cents, but l e Times printed coupons
which entitled youngsters to see the show
for 20 cents, and otherwise plugged the
event. More than the u.sual number of kids

showed up for this .special matinee, and

they sure bought heavily at the concession
counters.

Manager Kessler tried combining two
serials, “Batman” and “Congo Bill,” and
playing three chapters of each on suc-
cessive Saturday afternoons. Since each
serial had 15 chapters, the combo lasted

five weeks. Ten cartoons and a Three

"Aladdin and His Lamp," a^ production by a cast

of 35 youngsters 6 to 17, presented on the stage of

the DeWitt Theatre in Bayonne, N.J., with the active

support of the PTA, which sold tickets at discount

and distributed heralds to school children, did very

well at the boxoffice. But another cultural PTA-
sponsored stage show, Shakespeare's "A Midsummer
Night's Dream," by a professional cast of adults

didn't click.

Stooges were also on the program each
week.
“Although this didn’t go over too won-

derful, it did above-average business, and
it was a change from the usual kiddy
shows,” Kessler comments.
A rock and roll, three-feature show for

teenagers went over well, so another one
was held later. Comment: “These young
patrons sure buy plenty of refreshments
after listening to so much of that type of
music—if you want to call it that. It’s good
boxoffice, nevertheless.”

‘KANAL’ TOO GRIM
“Kanal,” the Polish war film, was shown

two days but apparently was too grim for
the people of Polish descent around Bay-
onne, for it didn’t go over too well even
though it was well publicized, but since the
DeWitt, like many theatres, is always short
of product, pictures of this type are used
occasionally.
An unusually large crowd (who bought

lots of candy, ice cream, etc.) attended a
presentation of an off-Broadway produc-
tion of “Aladdin and His Lamp” with a
cast of 35 youngsters from 6 to 17. The
Bayonne PTA sold tickets for this and
made announcements in all the schools.
“The Knights of the Teutonic Order,” a

three-hour Polish film in Cinemascope,
well promoted among the Poles and
Lithuanian population, brought the people
out in droves through five days. Promotion
included top publicity in the newspapers, a
stream of plugs on the Polish and Lithu-
anian radio stations, and the appearance
of the mayor and two commissioners on
the stage on opening night.
Stanley Warner district manager Harold

Widenhorn and publicity director Edgar
Goth helped get reporters in the surroimd-
ing cities to publish reviews on this epic
about Poland to start word-of-mouth.

SHAKESPEARE IS POISON
Another cultural stage show, also booked

through the cooperation of the PTA,
Shakespeai’e’s “A Midsummer Night’s
Dream,” did not go over so well apparently
because the name of Shakespeare scared
the youngsters from buying tickets like

they did for “Aladdin and His Lamp.” The
cast was made up of professional adults.
Comment:

“Evidently any show with the name of

Shakespeare is poison at this boxoffice, as
this show did only one-third of the previous
stage show. So we’re scratching Shake-
speare off our list, even though we sur-
rounded the stage show with a Walt Dis-
ney festival.”

“Francis of Assisi” went over big, which
Kessler credits to his good contacts with
the Catholic churches and parochial
schools. The Knights of Columbus sup-
ported this one strongly. “Miracle in the
White Suit,” another film with a Catholic
theme, went over well, but “The Teacher
and the Miracle,” another film of the same
type, didn’t go over well since it was dated
too closely to the previous one.

Makes Own Displays

Jerry Fowler of the Geneva Theatre,
Geneva, N. Y., does a nice job in making
up his own attention-getting displays.

Jerry Lewis, who has played opposite

chimpanzees and elephants, now has a

scene with a 410-pound tuna in Para-
mount’s “It’s Only Money.”
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Pies, Merry-Go-Round Rides and Walk

With Pig in Campaigns for State Fair'

An unusual campaign developed for

“State Fair” when it played at Fox Inter-

mountain’s the Denver Theatre in Denver,

WAf Colo., included free rides on a merry-go-
round parked at Zeckendorf Plaza in down-
town Denver, one block from the theatre.

Banners invited children to get the free

rides and urged “Bring the Whole Family”
to see ‘State Fair.’

”

A contest was staged on radio station

KTLN with prizes for the lucky couples

being a hayrack ride through town to the

premiere performance of the film. Box
lunches were provided by a well-known
restaurant.

BLUE BOY BALLYHOO
A street ballyhoo featured a duplicate

of Blue Boy, the picture’s prize-winning
hog, riding in a dressed-up trailer and ac-

companied by a 7-ft., 11-in. youngster at-

tired in levis to look like the figure at the

entrance to the Dallas state fair.

The lobby of the Denver Theatre was
decorated in fair atmosphere and featm-ed

a ring toss with patrons given a free ticket

to see “State Fair” if they made a “ringer.”

This stunt used in advance of the opening
was good for considerable comment.
The campaign was executed under the di-

rection of Harold Rice, city manager. Fox
Intermountain Theatres, assisted by
Charles Allum and Joe Vleck.

A mincemeat pie contest was planted in

the Denver Rocky Moimtain News and
netted considerable space in stories and

BOk art. The paper invited readers to bring

their pies to the Denver Theatre for judg-
ing by a panel of pie experts. First prize

was a $50 savings bond; second prize was a

one-year pass good at any Fox Denver
theatre, and third was a similar six-month
pass.

A pretty girl, a cute piglet and home-

I

I
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Flowers and color in the designs made a refreshing

sign in Loew's State lobby prior to Easter. The dis-

play was headed "There's No Time Like Spring-

time . . . And Spring Is the Time for Loew's Festival

of Hits." Sam Gilman is the manager.

made mincemeat added up to effective

folksy promotion hei-alding the opening of

“State Fair” at the Des Moines Theatre
m the Iowa capital city.

Tony Abramovich, manager of the Des
Moines, in cooperation with radio station
KIOA, ran a successful contest whereby a

model, dressed in appropriate gingham and
straw hat carried a baby pig from the sta-

tion to the theatre. Listeners were asked to

guess how many steps she would take to

reach the film house, several blocks away.
Promotion of the contest was used on

KIOA a week in advance of the “State Fair”
theatre opening and the film received
many free radio plugs. The actual walk
through busy downtown Des Moines
aroused the curiosity of passersby, and
there was no doubt as to “why” the girl

was carrying a pig—she also wore a sign
saying “I'm taking Blue Boy jr. to ‘State

Fair’ NOW! at the Des Moines Theatre.”

MINCEMEAT CONTEST
Prizes for the winners included a trans-

istor radio and “State Fair” record albums.
In another radio promotion, this time

with station KSO, listeners were invited

to send or bring homemade mincement to

the Des Moines Theatre. The station

plugged this one for ten days. There were
25 entries, proving that homemade mince-
meat is not a lost art. Cash prizes and
theatre tickets were awarded.

Giant May Festival

For 33rd Birthday
Thirty-one spectacular amusement days

—the entu’e month of May—were promised
at the SW Memorial Theatre, McKeesport,
Pa., celebrating its 33rd anniversaiT festi-

val. “Giant glittering, glorious” screen and
stage attractions were featured and $1,500
worth of big prizes offered to patrons. Spe-
cial stunts included birthday cake for 500
women, a sports stage show, a Ken and
Jean dance studio stage salute to “Pinoc-
chio,” an Italian Day featmlng “Muimz-
zella,” and giveaway of a jalopy.

Twenty merchants contributed greeting
ads in an eight-page insert in the Daily
News May 1. The city provided special

free parking facilities on schedule.
The Memorial Theatre was built by the

Harris Amusement Cos. and rented to War-
ner Bros. Theatres, now SW, and opened
April 26, 1929. Lou Fordan, manager most
of these years, retired last year. Michael
Cardone now manages the theatre.

Murphy’s store exploited the anniversary
with displays, several page ads, plus a

coloring contest.

A renovation program, mostly redecorat-
ing of the interior, lobby and lounge aa’eas,

was completed for the anniversary.
A Golden Age program was inaugurated,

whereby anyone over 62 years of age, ac-
companied by wife or husband, is admitted
with the price of one admission. Each Sat-
urday a senior high school student acts as

theatre manager and month-long passes go
to the student who handles the duties best.

A ring toss game, familiar at street fairs and

carnivals occupied the lobby of the Denver Theatre

during "State Fair." See top photo. Center: Denver

radio station KTLN gave lucky couples in a broad-

cast contest rides on a hayrack to the Denver The-

atre to see "State Fair." They also received box

lunches. Bottom: The bakers of Wonder bread

stationed its merry-go-round at the Zeckendorf

Plaza in downtown Denver to give free riders to

kiddies in behalf of the Denver Theatre showing.

Barber Shop Singing Due
At 'Music Man' Opening
The Society for the Preservation and En-

couragement of Barbershop Quartet Sing-
ing in America will help promote “The
Music Man” at Pittsbm-gh by means of

competition among eight SPEBSQUSA
quartets. The winning four will harmonize
at its opening. Ray Walton, active in the
singing organization, attended a screen-

ing of the film at the Warner Theatre.

Big Mouseketeer Play
Manager Herb Brown at the Paramount

Theatre tied in Roy Williams’ (fonner
Mouseketeer) visit to Syracuse, N. Y., and
his showing of “Pinocchio.” The local news-
paper donated reams of space to Williams’
appearance and additionally, he received
coverage from radio and TV!

Vespa Scooter to Patron
Bill Moclare, manager of the Penn The-

atre in Pittsbui’gh, arranged a promotion
for “Jessica” in which a patron won a

Vespa motor scooter such as is seen in the
comedy.
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CITATION WINNERS FOR APRIL 1962
\\ ALTER Hope, Grove Theatre, Garden Grove, Calif. His campaign for “Blue Hawaii

’

included an airline tieup for a flight to Hawaii.
•

Bob Young, Grand Theatre, Canton, Okla. For float contrasting the beauties of a

theatre widescreen with a small television screen.

•

Joe Carlock, Pitt Theatre, Lake Charles, La. Cited for original ads in behalf of “One,

Two, Three,” and for his winning a local citation for showing the highest per-

centage of family pictures among Lake Charles theatre managers.
•

Frank Kennedy, Odeon Theatre, North Bay, Ont. For his winning Odeon 20th Anni-

versary promotion, published in Showmandiser recently along with the campaigns

of other winners in the Odeon circuit promotion.
•

R. D. Bartlett, Capitol Theatre, Hamilton, Ont. Winning Odeon circuit 20th An-

niversary promotion.

G. F. CoTTS, Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ont. Another winner in Odeon 20th Anni-

versary promotion.

Robert Yoemans, Odeon Theatre, London, Ont. Also for his winning Odeon 20th

Anniversary promotions.

Bruce K. Young, Saenger Theatre, Pine Bluff, Ark. For his successfully sponsored

kiddy matinee series.

Tiff Cook, exploitation director. Famous Players Canadian, Toronto, Ont. “Holiday

in Spain” promotions.

Under-Ladder Walkers Given Passes to 'Bird'

People walking by Loew’s State Theatre
in New Orleans Friday the 13th came face

to face with an opportunity to win a the-

atre pass by defying tor ignoring) the

don’t-walk-under-a-ladder superstition

!

A set of steps was set up on the sidewalk

in front of the boxoffice. To di’aw attention,

three balloons with the number 13 painted

on each in big black figures were affixed

to the top of the ladder. They were visible

blocks away as they waved in the breeze.

A 12x44 inch card with “Lucky 13” printed

in bold characters, surrounded by ????
Iquestion marks), was posted on the two
sides of the ladder.

Two theatre staffers stood by to clock

the number of persons who walked under
the ladder, unconsciously or deliberately.

To add fun and excitement, the dockers
now and then would challenge some timid

person who started to walk to the side of

the ladder, to walk under it. This aroused
amusing moments for the spectators.

Two passes were given to every 13th per-

son who walked under the ladder. Some re-

cipients, seemingly forgetful that it was Fri-

day 13th accepted the passes with a look

of surprise, showing that “Why? What
For?” look.

The passes were good to .see “Sweet Bird

of Youth.”

Another gimmick was the offer of free

seats to every patron whose admission

ticket had the number 13 in the last two
digits.

A pretty model made a tour around the
city in a convertible with a six-piece band
playing rock and roll music. They stopped
several places and the girl started doing
the twist, inviting onlookers to join her.

She gave out a total of 1,800 balloons,

properly imprinted.
Signs on the convertible read: “Follow

That Dream ... To See Elvis Presley and
Anne Helm in ‘Follow That Dream!’ ”

Music Aids for 'Grimm'
DeVal, Inc., publisher of the songs and

themes by Bob Merrill from “The Wonder-
ful World of the Brothers Grimm,” is

setting up a major schedule of record re-

leases including LP albums and singles,

plus an extensive range of printed music
accessories. In this area will be special con-
cert and marching band arrangements,
symphonic orchestra arrangements, piano
and organ folios, single sheet music and a
full range of educational instrumental se-

lections. These are in addition to the reg-

ular dance band orchestrations.

A Little Girl Contest
A Little Miss Valentine contest was held

at the Federal Theatre, Federalsburg, Md.,
with Manager Pearl Bryant officiating.

Prizes were promoted for all the charming
little girls and the queen.

'Past Hits' Innovation

Is Drive-In Stimulant
In spring, the drive-in manager’s fancy

not-so-lightly turns to thoughts of family
entertainment. During the winter, his pa-
trons mainly are the teenagers, and they
go for that “third horror feature in blood-
curdling color.” Not so the family who , ,

drives out of a summer evening.
^

This is the theory of Richard Davis,
owner of the Pioneer Drive-In at Des
Moines. And from this idea evolved an in-

novation which Davis plays on Friday and
Saturday nights. He calls it “Great Hits
From the Past.” The third film on his

spring and summer bill these weekend
nights follows the two main features and is

used as a bonus. It is advertised as “Never
Seen on TV”; is always high class and a
topnotch film.

There is an air of mystery, not unlike
the “sneak preview” idea, because Davis
never advertises the name of the third
film. Instead, it is touted as a “Great Hit
From the Past” and only the principal stars

are named in newspaper advertising.

Davis personally selects the films, and so
far, “Past Hits” has been a highly suc-
cessful ventui’e.

Tieup Companies Extend
Top Aid on 'Drum Song'
Manager Ken Carter of the Madison The-

atre, Richmond, Ky., reports he can’t re-

member when he had so much fun work-
ing on a picture! It’s no wonder, for the
picture was “Flower Drum Song,” and all

the companies involved in the national tie-

ups were most cooperative and anxious to

do their best. A few examples of the super
tieups which Carter made with these com- ter
panies are as follows:

From Decca Records, he received an ex-
cellent supply of material. This energetic

Schine manager then proceeded to set

up Nancy Kwan standees and other cutouts
in the front and side windows of a local

music store. One of the “Flower Drum
Song” albums was sent to the local radio
station, and the disc jockey featured this

on his Sunday and weekly music programs.
The other albums were placed with the
local college and city schools music de-
partments.
La Choy Food Products came through

with wonderful assistance. Ken received

from them coolie hats, paper parasols and
colorful lanterns. This, of course, was help-
ful in decorating the confectionary stand
and theatre staff.

Airer Promotions, Too
Bernard Mack, president of Filmack

Trailer Co., announced that during the
drive-in season they will devote a special

section of each issue of Inspiration maga-
zine to drive-ins. The section will contain
important drive-in promotions, hints on
how to handle vandalism and speaker dam-
age, how to promote concession services,

and safety suggestions for drive-in patrons.

Jazz at Midnight
The Town Theatre in the Old Town sec-

" I

tion of Chicago is featuring top jazz artists

in a series of Friday “Jazz at Midnight”
programs. The town also maintains an art

exhibition in the lobby.
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AMD ALPHABETICAL INDEX

scenf
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it

•58
XCC

it

2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama MGM 3-26-62 -H- +
2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr Gordon-SR 10-30-61 ±
2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR 9-18-61 —
2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 -f

2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Ady. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61 -|-

+ H tt ± + 10+1-
± 2+3—

1-
± + + ± 5+2-

1+

2586 0©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 +
2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. .20th-Fox 12- 4-61 +
2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 ++

2628 ©Bachelor of Hearts (97) Com Cont’l 5- 7-62 +
2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama U-l 10-16-61 ++

2569 Badjao (lOO) Action Dr Parallal 10-16-61 ±
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA 2-19-62 +
2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy Lopert 3- 5-62 +
2624 ©Big Red (SO'/a) Adv BV 4-23-62 ++

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet Magna 2-26-62 +•

2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr... Para 9-11-61 ±
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror Crown 11-20-61 -

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 +
2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac. . . UA 10- 2-61 +
2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) (Ty Para 10- 9-61 •+

2554 Bridge to the Sun (112) Drama.. MGM 8-21-61 +
2625 ©Broken Land, The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox 4-30-62 ±
2406 Brushfire (80) War Dr Para 2-12-62 +
2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP 4-9-62 +

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont’l 11-13-61 ±
2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l 3-19-62 +
2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama RMera-SR 12- 4-61 ±
2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense Col 2-12-62 +
2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA 12-18-61 +
2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama SR 2-26-62 ±
2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus 1-29-62 ±
2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WB 9- 4-61 ±
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart 8-7-61 +
2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM 12-25-61 +
2575 ©Comancheros, The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama 20th-FOK 11- 6-61 ++

2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense . .

.

WB 2-26-62 ±
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama 4-16-62 -H-

2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup 8- 7-61 +
—D—

2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 +
2559 Day the Sky Exploded. The

(SO) Science-Fiction 9-11-61 +
2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo. UA 4-30-62 —
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA 2- 5-62 +
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama U-l 1-.S-62 +
2564 ©Devil at 4 O’clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col 9-25.61 ++

2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv . Medallion 2-26-62 ±
2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror . Crown-SR 10-30-61 ±
2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com.... . Governor 4-23-62 +
2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col 4-16-62 +
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Sbowcorp 12-18-61 +

—E

—

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec AA 12-18-61 +
2585 Errand Boy. The (92) Comedy. ... Para 12-11-61 +
2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy .... (h>l 11-13-61 —
2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. . . Col 3-26-62 +
2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA 9-18-61 +
—F—

2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 +
2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr Col 4-23-62 +
2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Adventure Woolner 11- 6-61 +
2563 Flight That Disappeared. The

(72) Science-Pn UA 9-25-6L +
2580 y©Flower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l 11-20-61 +
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Summary

2618 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com. ..UA 4- 2-62 + + + tt + tt 8+
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Or

2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

11-13-61 + 1+

Romantic Drama Para 4- 9-62 + + + + tt 8+2-
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama . .

.

MGM 2-19-62 -H- tt + tt + tt tt 12+

—G

—

2585 George Raft Story, The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + + tt + + + 8+
2626 ©Geronimo (101 ® Outdoor Dr UA 4-30-62 + -f-

1- tt f 4- 7f-

2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr 11-20-61
-ff 2+

2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com.... .Seven Arts 2-19-62 ff 2+
2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys. 9-25-61 ± 1+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 + tt + tt tt tt + 12+
2560 Great War, The (US) Drama .... Lopert 9-U-61 + tt tt + tt 9+1-
2556 (^©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . . BV 8-28-61 ff + tt + tt tt tt 12+
2587 Gun Street (67) Western

2593 ©Guns of the Black WiUh
UA 12-18-61 dt — + — 2-f-4-

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± - 1+2-

H
2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n.. . . 2OU1-F0X 3-19-62 dt 3+3-
2626 ©Hands of a Stranger (S5>/2) Susp. . . AA 4-30-63 ± 2+2-
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr . . UA 1-22-62 + dt: + tt + 8+3-
2625 Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) Comedy Cont’l 4-30-62 + tt tt tt 74-

2572 Head, The (95) Horror

2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®
10-23-61 + — + — — 3+4-

Outdoor Drama Col 3-12-62 + di — 4+4—
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical .... Para 12-25-61 + + + + it 7+3-
2610 Hitler (107) Drama

2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The

AA 3- 5-62 ± + + — 4+4—

Comedy © MGM 4- 9-62 + + + tt 7+2-
2623 House of Women (S3) Drama. WB 4 23 62 i ±.

1 + + — 6+4-
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama . 20th-Fox 10- 2-61 + + f tt tt tt tt u+

2596 ©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Or Parade

2626 Information Received (77) Dr U-l

2567 Innocents, The (100) ©
Suspense Drama 20th-Fox

2628 Intruder, The (83) Dr Pathe-America

2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM

1-15-62 + + 3+1-
4-30-62 + + + 3+

12-18-61 tt tt tt tt tt tt 13+1-
5- 7-62 + + 2+
8-28-61 ± + + + + ± 7+3-

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy. . . .UA 3-26-62 tt ± + + di + 8+3—
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense .UPRO 2-26-62 + + + 3+
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (SO) Adv.-Fantasy . .AlP 2-12-62 + + — 5+4—
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr.. ...UA 10-30-61 tt tt tt tt tt tt tt 14+

—K

—

2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr Brenner

2571 (^©Kin« of Kings (161) ®
Religious Drama MGM

2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama Kingsley

2627 ©Lad: a Dog (98) Drama WB
2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM
2630 ©Lisa (112) © Adv. Dr 20th-Fox

2628 Lonely Are the Brave (107)

® Outdoor Drama U-l

2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr Cont’l

2593 Lost Battalion (83) War Dr AlP

2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U-l

—M

—

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th- Fox

2552 ©Magic Boy (75) Cartoon Feature . MGM
2622 ©Magic Sword, The (SO)

Fantasy-Adventure UA

2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com.... Ellis

2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Or Para

2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (123) Western Para

2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama Cont’l

2576 Mask, The (S3) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama WB
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy ....Showcorp

2629 Miracle Worker, The (106) Dr UA

1- 1-62 ± 1+1-

10-23-61 tt tt tt tt tt + tt 13+
U-27-61 + tt + 5+1-

5- 7-62 tt + + + 6+1-

1-15-62 tt + tt tt tt tt ff 13+
5-14-62 + + + tt 5+

5- 7-62 + + + + tt &+

1- 8-62 tt + + + 5+
1- 8-62 it + 2+1-

12-25-61 tt + tt tt tt + tt 12+

2-12-62 + + + + + 6+1-
8-14-61 tt + + + tt tt 9+

4-16-62 + + 4- + + 54-

11-20-61 tt + tt tt tt tt tt 13+
2- 5-62 tt 2+
2-26-62 + + tt d: + it 8+3-
9-18-61 + — + + &+4-

4-16-62 tt + tt tt + 9+1-
10-30-61 tt + + tt tt tt tt 12+

U- 6-61 + - - + tt 6+4-

1- 8-62 + tt tt + + + 9+1-
5-14-62 tt tt tt s+
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2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 -f ±
26U Most Wanted Man, The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho. Col 10-16-61 -f —
2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 -f -f

2624 ©Music Man, The (151) ®
Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 ff -(+

2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 -1- ++

2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 -f -|-

2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad» UPRO 9- 1-61 ±
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 -|-

2553 Never Take Candy From a Stranger

(82) Psychological Dr Omat 8-21-61 -|-

2574 Ninth Bullet, The (90)

Adrentun Dr Audubo»-SR 10-30-61 ++
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 ±
2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy UA 12- 4-61 (4
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com. . Kingsley 3- 5-62 -f-

2554 Operation Camel (74) Sen. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 ii

2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 ±

+

2559 ©Pirate ar>d the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-11-61 -|-

2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) ® Adventure Frlmgroup 12-11-61

2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © A* 20-Foot 10- 9-61 -f

2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 -|- -j-

2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ± ±
2570 Pure Hell of SL Trinian's,

2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Fox 10-30-61 -f-

2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr... Times 11-20-61 -|-

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

© Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed) (>i| 9-18-61 -4

2516 Raisin in the Son, A (128) Or Col

2620 Reprieve (105'/2) Drama AA
2629 ©Ride the High Country (94)

© Western MGM
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR
2568 Risk, The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 -f
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

4- 3-61 -H

4- 9-62 -f-

5-

14-62 +
3-12-62 ±

2614©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr... WB 3-19-62 -f +
2557 Rommel’s Treasure (85) Ac. . . Medallion 9- 4-61 -f
2564 Ruffians, The (86 )

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 -|-

44 -4 +4 44 4+ 11-41-
1-

-4 -4 -4 ± 6-43-

-4 44 -4 -4 -4 8-4

4+ +4 +4 4+ 12-4

-4 44 6-4

-4 +4 +4 -4 9-41-

1-41-

-4 -4 5-42-

1-4

2-4

44 +4 -4 -4 +4 10-4

-4 -4 6-44-

+4 +4 +4 +4 +4 13-4

-4 +4 -4 -4 S-41-
1-41-

-V- 4+ +4 +4 4+ 11-42-

1-41-
-4 -4 -4 -4 7-4

1-4

_ 1-41-

4 6-44-

-4 -4 +4 -4 8-41-

-4 +4 +4 -4 +4 11-41-

-4 -4 6-42-

2-42-

4+ -4 5-43-

-4 -4 4-41-

4+ -4 5+1-

3+2-

4+ 4+ 4+ 4+ 12-4

- -1- -4 5+1-

-4 -4 +4 -4 6+
m-

-4 -4 -4 4+

-4 -4 4+ -4 -4 8+1-
-4 4+ -4 -4 8+1-

1-f

1+

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Or Col 4-23-62 +
2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col 1- 1-62 -f
2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA 1-29-62 ±
2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB 4-16-62 -f
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont 9- 4-61 ff
2627 Satan in High Heels (93),

Exploitation Melodrama Cosmic 5- 7-62 —
2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©

Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 -f-

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Or Para 9-2660 ff
2551 Scream of Fear (81) Susp. Or Col 8-14-61 -f
2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA 10-16-61 4
2575 ©Second Time Abound, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox U- 661 4-

2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. . . UA 10- 9-61 ±
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Infl 3-12-62 ±
2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l 9-18-61 -|-

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA 2- 5-62 -f

- ± + + + + 64-2-
rt ± 44 4- 4- + 84-2-
- 4- 4- ± ± ± 64-5-
± ± 4 + 4- ± 74-3-

++4-74-

= ± 14-4-

4- ± 4- 4- 4- 4- 74- 1-

tt 4- tt -H- 4- ± 114- 1-
4-4-4-4-4+4-84-
± +4 4+ ± ± 4- 9+3_

4- ± 4+ 4- 4+ 4- m-
- ± ± - 34-5-

14-1-

± ± ± ± - 5-1-5-

-f- 4- 4+ -l- -F -f- 84-
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2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown 2-19-62 ±
2570 Seven Women From Hell (88 )

© Action Dr 20Ui-Fox 10-16-61 +
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr UPRO 4- 9-62 ±
2627 ©She Didn’t Say No! (96)

Comedy Satire Seven Arts 5- 7-62 +4

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para 1-29-62 -f

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB 1- 8-62 4-

2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W’n U-l 3-26-62 4-

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA 1- 1-62 ±
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr. ..WB 9-11-61 44

2616iS©State Fair (118) ©Musical . 20th-Fox 3-26-62 4-

2536 Stop Me Before I Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col 6-12-61 -f-

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. ..Para 12- 4-61 +4

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor 9- 4-61 ±

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB 10- 9-61 ±
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM 3-12-62 4+

2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©
Com/M us 20th-Fox 4-16-62 4-

—T—
2630 Taste of Honey, A (100) Dr Cont’l 5-14-62 +4

2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)....UA 8-28-61 -f

2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR 3-19-62 4-

2632©That Touch of Mink (99) ® Com.. U-l 5-14-62 44

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo 3-19-62 4-

2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac Parade 1-22-62 ±
25S Three on a Spree (83) Comedy ....UA 9-11-61 -f

2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col 1-22-62 —
2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama MGM 9- 4-6L 4-

2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr Para 1-22-62 ±
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-23-61 +4

2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr Col 12-11-61 4-

2544 20,000 Eyes (6L) © Dr 20th-Fox 7-10-61 -f

2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys AA 1-29-62 ±
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color Prolog AlP 3-26-62 -j-

2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 4-

2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ±
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 4+

14-X-

54-2-

24-2-

2-4

34-4-

842-

± - 4-4-4-

±4-++4-4-
± 4- 4- 4- ± 6-42-

± -4-4 1:4- 64 3-

+++4++++4+++144-
+4 ± 4- 4+ 4- 44 104-1-

4-4- ±4-4- 64-1-

+4++++++++++14-4

14-1-

+ ± + + ± 6-43-

4- 44 +4 +4 4- 4+ 12-4

14-1-

^led

7F

+4+4 +4

± i: -4 -

-4+4+4

8-4

64-4-

1-4

74-

1-4

1-15-62 44 4- +4 44 -4 4- 4+ 11-4

4- 4-

± 4-

3-41-

± 44-3-

- ± -4 -4 4- ± 5-44-

4- n 4- 4- 4+ 4+ 94-1-

± -4 -4 4- ± ± 74-4-

-4 4- 44 ± ± 4+ 104-2-

-4 ± 64-1-

± 4- 4- ± 64-2-

± ± — ± ± 54-6-

± ± -4 - 44-3-

± ± 4- 4- ± ± 74-4-

- 4- 4- ± 4+ 64-6-

+4 +4 4+ 44 +4 12-4

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col 2-12-62 ± ± 1: ± 4-

2553 Unstoppable Man. Tbe (68)

Suspense Drama Sutton S-Zl-61 4-

—V

—

2581 Valley of tbe Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± — -
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 4+ -4 +4

2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont’l 2- 5-62 +4 4- 44 +4 4+ 44 +4 13-4

54-4-

14-

4- ± — 645

—

+4 -4 44 44 12-4

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 +4 +4 -4 44 +4

2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4- 2-62 ±±-4 -44+

2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 ++ ++

2567 Q0West Side Story (155)

Panavision. Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 44 +4 4+ 4+ 44

2629 13 West Street (80) Dr Col 5-14-62 ± ± ± ±
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 44

2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times 12- 4-61 ± —
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 -
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 —
2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM 11- 6-61 ++ — ±
2553 ©World by Night (80)

A survey of world night spots.... WB 8-21-61 -4 -4 ±
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 -4 -4-4

-4 10-41-

8-42-

5+

4+ 14-4

5-44-

-4 +4 -4 4+ 4+ 4+ 12-4

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr

2555 VJYoung Doctors, The (102) Dr.

.UA 11-20-61 -4 ± ±

.UA 8-28-61 +4+4+4

+ 2-42-
1-
1-

+ + 7+4-

+ + 7+3-

+ — rt 6+2-

+ 4+ 4+ -f 9+2-
4+ 4+ +4 13+1-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses, (g) is for CinemaScope;

(J) VistoVision; ^ Superscope; 0 Ponavision; <g) Regolscope; 0 Tcchniramo. Symbol denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Aword; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicote story type—(Complete
key on next page.) for review dotes ond Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

BUK
sceny

ALLIED ARTISTS I ti

Twenty Plus Two (102) .. My. .6110
Javid .lanssen, Jeanne Oain,
Dina Merrill, Agnes Moorehead

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Barrie Chase

The Bashful Elephant (SO) 00.. 6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) Bi0..6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Brno

Hands of a Stranger (SS'/a) 0. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (815) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho
Payroll (94) Ac.. 6210
-Michael Craig, Francoise Provost,
William Lucas

Rider on a Dead Horse
(72) 00.. 6212

John Vivyan, Lisa Lu, Bruce
Gordorr, Kevin Hagen

Reprieve (110) 0..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,
Sammy Davis jr.

The Bridge (104) 0..6207
(Eng-dubbed version)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper,
Michaei Minz

AMERICAN INT'L COLUMBIA M-G-M

Scream of Fear (81) 0..605
Su.san Strasbcrg, Ronald Lewis

The Trunk (72)
Phil Carey, Julia Arnall

. 0. .606

©A Thunder of Drums
(97) ©

Richard Boone, George
Luana Patten

. 00 . .201
Hamilton,

©The Devil at 4 O’clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. 0.. 608
K. More, 1). Darrieux, S. York

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigcta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CD . .203

Bill Travers, Spike Milligan

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Phillips, Roh’t Monkhouse

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad.. 610
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho.. 611
Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McCloiy

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad . . 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204

Kory Calhoun, Lea Massari

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana ’Turner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

©Journey to the Seventh
Planet (80) SF..613

John Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
(Super-Dynamation)
Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O'Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Murder She Said (87) . . My . .208

Margaret Rutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

Twist Around the Clock

(S3) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho. .702

Ray Milland, Hazel Court
The Three Stooges Meet

Hercules (89) Ad.. 617
Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundlgan, Julie Adams

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Havilland, R. Brazzi,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mimieux

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,

Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Foitda

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
Richard Tcdd, Anne Auhrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulln,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Phantom Planet (82) . . . .SF. .711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space
(79) SR.. 712

Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon
The Brain That Wouldn’t

Die (71) Ho.. 705
Herb Eh'ers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Balance, Anna Ralli

Panic in Year Zero! © D..708
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Cliecker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123). .D. .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D..624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

Five Finger Exercise (109) . , D. .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beynver

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac. .627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

Advise and Consent (138) © D..628
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franebot Tone

©Best of Enemies (..).... CD .

.

David Niven, Alberto Sordi,
Michael Wilding
©The Wild Westerners (. .) W. .629
Jas. PhUbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Maiden, Angela Lansbury

©Ride the High Country

(94) © OD. .216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

Lolita (..) D..217
James Mason, SheUey Winters,
Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

PARAMOUNT

©Blood and Roses (74) ® D. .6101

Mel Ferrer. Annette Vadim,

Elsa Martinelli

Man-Trap (93)
Jeffrey Hunter,

David Janssen

D. .6102
Stella Stevens,

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CD.. 6103
Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbury

The Errand Boy (82) . . . . C . .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(118) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad.. 6110
Rossano Brazzi, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) . . D . .6111

Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer

(pre-release)

©Escape From Zahrain

(92) ® Ac.. 6115
Yul Brynner, Madlyn Rhue,

Sal Mineo

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . . 6116
Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart
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FEATURE CHART The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western

20TH-FOX

©Francis of Assisi (105) © D..132
Bradford Dillman, Dolores Hart,
Stuart Whitman
©September Storm (90) . . Ad . . 139
Joanne Dru, Mark Stevens

(35mm release)

20.000 Eyes (61) ©....Cr..l24
G. Nelson, M. Anders, J. Brown

©Upstairs and Downstairs

(100) C..125
Michael Craig. M. Demongeot

The Hustler (134) © D..136
P. Newman. P. Laurie, J. Gleason

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens. Denise Darcel,

Cesar Romero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

©The Comancheros (107)

© 0D..141
John Wa>ne, Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,

Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M. .143
Brenda Lee, Eddie Albert,

Jane Wyatt. Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C..144

Debbie Reynolds. Steve Forrest,

.\ndy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,

Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jaaon Robards ]r.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Bwdl

©Swingin' Along (74) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Elden,

Ray Charles, Roger Williams.

Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©....D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © 0..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Nuyen

0©State Fair (118) ©. .D/M. .208
Pat Boone. Bobby Darin. Pamela
Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) ©....W..209
Kent Taylor. Jo^’ .McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

Hand of Death (60) Ho.. 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

!

UNITED ARTISTS | 1 °

You Have to Run Fast

(71) Ac. 6122
Craig Hill, Elaine Edwards

Three on a Spree (83) . .C . .6123
Jack Watling, Carole Lesley

yThe Young Doctors (102) D. .6128
Fredric March, Ben Gazzara,

Ina Balin. Dick Clark
©Exodus (212)

Panav’n 70 D..6129
P. Newman, E. M. Saint, S. Mlneo

The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) .. D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmann

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Baxter. E. Borgnlne, J. Mills

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) © D..6137
(3iarles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W. .6136
.lames Brown, Jean Willes

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

One, Two, Three (108) © C. .6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,

Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . . 6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©Sergeants 3 (112) © ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra. Dean Martin, S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) .... CD . . 6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Oorby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

The Chiidren's Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Heriburn, Shirley MacLalne.
James Garner

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Lupton, Mike McGreevey

©The Magic Sword (80) . .Ad. .6214
Basil Rathbone, Estelle Wlnwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) . . . . Ad. .6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) © C. .6219
Maurice Chevalier. Angie Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon, Robert Redford

©Follow That Dream
(110) © C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D..6221
Chuck Connors, Karaala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
(TirLs Warfield. EJrln O’Donnell

Third of a Man (SO) ....D..6226
Simon Oakland

UNIVERSAL-INT'L | ti

©Come September
(112) © C..6121

Rock Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida,

Sandra Dee. Bobby Darin

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

0©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta,

Miyoshi Umeki
(Pre-release)

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

©Lover Come Back (107) .. C . .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Bdie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard .Attenborough

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony CMrtis, Bruce Bennett.

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimmy EMvvards, Shirley Baton,

Kenneth Connor

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert Mltchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D. .6210

Janet Munro, I^eo McKern

© Lisa (112) © D..210
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

©It Happened in Athens (..)

© Ad. 214
Jayne Mansfield, Nico -Minardos

The Miracle Worker (106) . . 0 . .

Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,
Victor Jory

Road to Hong Kong (91) . .C. .6227
King Oosby, Bob Hope.
Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

© 0D..6215
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,
Walter .Matthau

©Night Creatures (81) .. Ho. .6213
Peter (Wishing, Yvonne Romaln

WARNER BROS. B ti

©World by Night

(SO) Doc.. 151
A tour of world-famed night spots

Claudelle Inglish (99) ....D..155
Diane McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Will Hutchins, Constance Ford

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,

Pat Hingle, Audrey Christie

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevins

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

U©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Rmsell, Alec Guinness

The Couch (89) D. .160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge,

HMmund Purdom

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D . .162
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandridge

Rossano Brazzl, Suzanne Pleshette

House of Women (85) . . . . D . .163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
George Montgomery. Giibert Roland,

Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien

©Lad: a Dog (98) D. .158
Peter Breck, Peggy McCay

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Silly Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid ® D..
Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ....SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey

The Frightened City (97) . . D . .6211
Herbert Lorn, John Gregson

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad..
Rory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

©Tales of Terror (120) ©..Ho..
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone

©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . . . .Ad. .

Pier Angeli, Edmund Purdom

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad . .

Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, £l-nest Borgnlne

The Notorious Landlady C..
Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire
©H.M.S. Defiant © D..
Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale

The Interns D..
Cliff Robertson, Stizy Parker,

Haya Harareet, Michael Callan
Requeim for a Heavyweight. . . . D . .

Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason

Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The War Lover D . .

Steve McQueen, Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ann Field

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

4i©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another Town..D..
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Qiarisse, Geo. Hamilton
©Boys’ Night Out © C..
Kim Novak, James Garner, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©I Thank a Fool © D.

.

Susan Hayward, Peter Finch
©A Very Private Affair D .

.

Brigitte Bardot, MarceUo Mastro-
iand

PARAMOUNT
©Hatari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne, Red Buttons
©My Geisha C..6118
Shirley MacLalne, Yves Montand,

Rob’t Cummings, Edw. G. Robinson

The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martlnelli,

Harry Guardlno
©A Girl Named Tamiko ©....D..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,
Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umeki

20TH-FOX
©Hemingway’s Young Man ©..D..
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,
Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

The Cabinet of Caligari ©....Ho..
Glynis Johns, Dan O’Herlihy

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian, Barbara BMen, Red Buttons

©I Like Money © C.

.

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden, Capucine.

Trevor Howard
©Mr. Hobbs Takes a

Vacation © C..

James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara,

Fabian, Lauri Peters

UNITED ARTISTS
Birdman of Alcatraz D..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

Phaedra D..
Melina Mercouri, Tony Perkins

Pressure Point D .

.

Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin
©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner
UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) .. D . .

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BiD..
Montgomery Clift, Susannah York,

Su.san Kohner
©Six Black Horses Ac..
Andie Murphy, Joan O’Brien

©That Touch of Mink © C..

Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig Young
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Herhert Lorn. He.ither Sears

WARNER BROS.
©Merrill’s Marauders Ac..
.left Chandler. Ty Hardin
©The Music Man ® M..
Robert Preston, Shirley Jones

©The Chapman Report D..
Efrem Zlmbalist jr., Shelley Winters,

Claire Bloom, Jane Fonda
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I

FEATURE CHART
Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der ot release. Running time follows title.

Dote is national release month. Color and
process as specified.

BUM
sceny

•PS k

diton

MISCELLANEOUS

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D Aug 61
I/.i ;i .\ll)ii,;lit, Scott .Marlowe,

11;' .'iclKl Bcrnardi
BUENA VISTA
4>©Greyfriars Bobby (91) D. .Oct 61
Donald Crisp, Kay Walsh
y©Babes in Toyland

(100) (g) M.. Dec 61
liay Bolger, Tommy Sands,

.\nnctte, Ed Wynn
©Moon Pilot (98) C. .Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Bri;in

Keith. Edmond O’Brien

©Bon Voyage (132) ... C..Jun62
rred .Mac.Murray, Jane Wym;ui,

Michael Callan, Deborah Walley

CONTINENTAL
ihe Mark (127) @ D.. Oct 61
S. Whitman, M. Scheli, B. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C . Oct 61
i'ony Hancock, George Sanders

View From the Bridge, A
(110) D. .Feb 62

Carol Lawrence, Kaf Valione,

.Maureen Stapleton

Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd's 1924-39
leatures) C.. Apr 62

©Bachelor of Hearts (97) C. .May 62
Hardy Kruger, Sylvia Syms,
Ronald Lewis

A Taste of Honey (100) . . D . . May 62
Dora Bryan, Rita Tushingham

Ne^er Let Go (..) ..CD. Jim 62
Peter Sellers, Richard Todd
CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad.. Aug 61
Lex Barker. Chelo Alonso

FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
.Anthony Carbone. B. Jones-Moreland

The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan
©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61
Mijanou Bardot, Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
©Doctor in Love (87) . C. Apr 62
.Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,

James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (81) D.. Oct 61
Tony Britton, Peter Cushing

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61
Michael Gwyiui, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barry and Laurie Cardwell

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac . Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune. Y. Nat.suki

Then There Were Three

(82) Ac . Jan 62
Alex Niral. Fiank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee
The Intruder (83) D . May 62
William Shatner. Fiank Maxwell

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale

Mark of the Devil (73) D. . Jan 61
.Maria FelLx, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) C . Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) F . Dec 61

(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61

Jean Carter, Felix .Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad. .Nov 61

Simone Signoret. Georges Marehal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) . . My . . Oct 61

( Eng-dubbed ).. .Alain De.on, Marie

LaForet, Maurice Ronet

Wild for Kicks (92) D . Jan 62

David Fairar, Noelle .Adam, Gillian

Hills, Shirley Ann Field

Frantic (81) D. .Mar 62

(Eng-dubbed) Jeanne Moreau

Also available with sub-titles at

90 minutes ninning time

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Black Pit of Dr. M.

(72) Ho. . Mar 61

Ra ph Bertrand, Gaston Santos

Siege of Sidney Street

( 93 )
Ad . . Mar 61

Peter Wyngarde, Donald Sinden

©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70 )
Ad . . May 61

Marian Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) D. .Sep 61

Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker, Diane Cilento

©Shame of the Sabine

Women (SO) Ad. .

Lex Johnson, William Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91 ) ® Ad.. Oct 61

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRANCE
Beau Serge (87) 9-25-61

(UMPO) . .(ierard Blain

Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) .. (Jean Renoir classic)

Five Day Lover, The (86) . . 2-19-62

(Kingsley) • .Jean Seberg, Jean-

Pierre Cassel, Micheline Presle

Joker, The (86) 10- 2-61

(Lopert) . ..I-P C'assel, A. Aimee
La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62

((’ont’l) . .R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad

(98) 4-16-62

(.A.stor) . . Delphine Seyrlg, Giorgio

Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangercuses

(106) 1- S-62
(Astor) . .Gerard Phllipe, Jeanne

.Moreau. .Annette Vadim
Night Affair (92) 1-22-62

(President) . .Jean Gabin, Nadja
Tiber, Danielle Darrieux
Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62

(Shnwcorp) . .Charles Aznavour
©Web of Passion (101) .. 11- 6-61

(Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Joan-Paul Belmondo

Zazie (86) 4- 30-62
(Astor) . .Catherine Demongeot
GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Casino) . .0. W. Fischer, Lilo

Piilver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
( .American-Met ropolitan

)

\V. Giller, Ingrid Von Bergen
GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61

( Norma) . . Irene Papas
ITALY
From a Roman Balcony

(84) 11-27-61
(Cnnt’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardinale

La Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . .Marcello Mastroianni,

.Anita Ekberg, Anouk Aimee

L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Janus) . Monica Vittl, Gabriele

Ferzetti, Lea Massari

Lovt Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62

(Cont’l) . -Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The

(91) 10- 9-61

(Cont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, Pabllto

Calvo (Span-lang; Eng. titles)

Night. The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62

(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, MarceUo
Mastroianni, Monica Vittl

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61

(A.stor)-.A. Delon, A. Girardot

Two Women (105) 6-19-61

(Embassy) . .Sophia Loren,

.lean-Paul Belmondo

JAPAN
Rice (118) 9-18-61

(SR)..Yiiko Moshlznki

Throne of Blood (108) .... 4- 9-62

(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61

( Janus).. Z. Cybulski

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61

(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janezar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62

(Kingsley) - • Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal, Fernando Key

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) ...12-18-61
(Janus) . ..lari Kulle, Blbi
.Ander.sson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) 4- 30-62
(.Janus) • -Harriet Andersson, Max
von Sydow

U.S.S.R.

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

^HORTS CHART

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)

6421 Hot Heir (\6'/z) Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

(15!/2) Oct 61
6432 Measure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(ISi/z) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16).. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (\&/z) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11).. Mar 61
5556 No. 6

,
Ser. 2 (Wa) . . Jul 61

6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11).. Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10).. Nov 61
6553 No. 3, Series 3 (lO'/z) . .Jan 62
6554 No 4, Scries 3 (11).. Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (6V2 ) . . May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey ( 61/2 ) . . . Jun 61
5615 Punchy de Leon (e'/a) . . Jul 61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7)... Sep 61
6603 Imagination (S'/z) ... .Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(6I/2 ) Nov 61
66()5 Grape- Nutty (6 ) Nov61
6606 The Popcorn Story

( 6'/2 ) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy ( 6 ) Jan 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird ( 8 ) Feb 62
6610' The Family Circus ( 61/2 ) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7) .. Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (TVi) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5854 Yukon Canada (10) Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (&/,)
5708 Zoo Is Company (&/z) •

6701 Catch Meow (&/z) . .

.

6702 Kooky Loopy (7)
6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7)
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) ....
6705 Beef for and After (7)
6706 Swash Buckled (7) ...

.Jun 61
.Jul 61
Sep 61

. Oct 61
Dec 61
.Jan 62
Mar 62

• Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6).. Jul 61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

( 6V2 ) (© standard) .. Oct 61
6753 Magoo' s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

( 6

)

(Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7) . . Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(SYz) (© and standard) .. Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19).. Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(IS) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19) .. Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(15) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

(I91/2 ) Apr 62

SERALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo. . . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched irr Scotland

( 151/2 ) May 61
5408 Fling in the Ring

(16) • Jul 61
6401 Quiz Whiz (I5/2 ) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(I6/2 ) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (I6/2 ) • . Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17)... Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That Ends

Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds ( 9/2 ) . . .Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin ( . . ) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7)

Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7).. Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7).. Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60

W272 Mouse for Sale (7) . .Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin' ( 8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal ( 8 ) . . Sep 60
W275Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jckyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9) . Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7).. Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..).. Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COMIC KINGS

F21-1 Frogs Legs (5) ...Apr 62
F21-2 Home Sweet Swampy

( . . ) May 62
F2I-3 Hero's Reward (..) . . May 62
F21-4 Psychological Testing

( . . ) Jun 62
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)

B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter ( . . ) Jun 62
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)

M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

( 6/2 ) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics ( . . ) Nov 61
M21-4 Giddy Gadgets ( . . ) . . Mar 62
M21-5 Hi Fi Jinx (. .) . . . Mar 62
M21-6 Funderful Suburbia

( . . ) M ar 62
M21-7 Samson Scrap (..) .Mar 62

NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P21-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup ( 6 ) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6 ) Nov 61
P21-4 Perry Popgun (6 ) . .Jan 62
P21-5 Without Time or

Reason (6 ) Jan 62
P21-6 Good and Guilty (6 ) . . Feb 62
P21-7 TV or No TV (6 ) . .

.

Mar 62

POPEYE CHAMPIONS
E21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7) . .Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorahle (7) ....Sep 61
E21-3 Popeye, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7).... Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6 ) Sep 61

SPORTS IN ACTION
(1-Reel Color)

021-1 Symphony in Motion
(10) Jan 62

D21-2 Bow Jest (10) Apr 62

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)

7104 Assignment Egypt (9) . . May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore
& Malaya (10) Jun 61

7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . .Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10).. Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9). . Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) . . Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters ( 8 ) . . Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (. .) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D's
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6 ) May 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7) . .

.

Dec n
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6 ) . . Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) . . May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6 ) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6 ) Jul 61
5109 Meat, Drink and Be

Merry (6 ) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6).... Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6 ) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

lo
O.Z

Problem (7) Mar 62

5203

Peanut Battle (7) . . . . Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 ) Apr 61

4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Me ico (9) May 61

4178 Restless Island (9) Jun 61

4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61

4272 Caramba © Dec 61

4273 Mabuhay Jan 62

4274 Leaping Dand.es Feb 62
WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES

(Technicolor. Can be projected in

the Anamorphic Process, 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry Apr 61

4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61

4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61

4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW) . .Jun 61

4123 Mississippi Slow Boat. .Jul 61

4124 Franken-Stymied (WW). .Jul61

4125 Busman’s Holiday(WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61

4127 Woody’s Kook-Out(WW) Sep 61

4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61

4211 Doc’s Last Stand Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Puhv Dec 61

4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62

4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
WALTER LANTZ REISSUES

(Color Cartues.Can be projected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61

4232 After the Ball Dec 61

4233 Chief Charlie Horse . . . .Jan 62

4234 Woodpecker from Mars Feb 62

4235 Calling All Cuckoos Mar 62

4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62

4237 Arts and Flowers May 62
SPECIAL

2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS
4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud (..) © ...Mar 62
4204 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

8312 The Lion’s Busy May 61

8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot Box Bunny ...Apr 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble. . .Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61

9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble .... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Ooodle-Do Feb 62
)308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)

8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws. . .Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61

9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble . . .Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61

9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61

9704 The Last Hungry Cat . . . Dec 61

9705 Nelly's Folly Dec 61

9706 A Sheep in the Deep... Feb 62

9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62

9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62
WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE

SPECIALS
(Co’or Reissues)

(Two- Reel)

8002 The Man From New
Orleans (20) Mar 61

8003 Winter Wonders (18)... Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) . . Mar 62

(One-Reel)

8502 Alpine Champions (10) . . Feb 61
8503 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8504 (jrandad of Races (10) . . May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9)... Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

( 10 ) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9)

.

.

.

Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
A B 0 U T PICTURES^hhh

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Skip Title; Sell Racing
Angle of 'Green Helmet'
"The Green Helmet" from M6M is an okay

picture with o very poor title. Sell it os a
racing pic—n^ne of the better racing pictures
of late. It did very well here, outgrossing "The
Young Doctors" and "Tommy Tell Me True." A
big moneymaker here, and a big salute to my
MGM salesman.

KEN CHRISTIANSON
Roxy Theotre,
Woshburn, N. D.

BUENA VISTA
Nikki, Wild Dog of the North (BV)—Emile Genest,

Jeon Coutu. This was a good little picture. Disney's
films either do big business or poor for me. This was
not so hot, businesswise. Ployed Fri., Sat.—S. T.
Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop. 1,480.

COLUMBIA
Devil ot 4 O'clock, The (Col) — Spencer Tracy,

Fronk Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews. "Devil," "Hell,"
"Love" in a title makes for poor boxoffice even
though t.Te picture is a big one. The kids and
teenogers stayed away, the backbone of our trade
now, so it wos the devil to pay. No gross ot all.

Good show—heavy, though. Sure hove trouble making
a Columbio picture pay. Played Sun., Mon. Weather:
Foir to cold.—Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Wash
burn, N. O. Pop. 968.

Soil a Crooked Ship (Col)-—-Robert Wagner, Dolores
Hart, Ernie Kovocs, Carolyn Jones. Funny, but in
black ond white and our midweek attendance is very
poor. Played Wed., Thurs. Weather; Fair.—A. A.
Richards, Morion Theatre, Marion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

Twist Around the Clock (Col)—Chubby Checker,
Dion, Vicki Spencer, A real surprise at the boxoffice.
Loud tw.st music that appealed to oil the youngsters,
but n;t liked by the older set. Weok story. Played
Fri., Sot. Weotfier: Good.—Leonard J. Leise, Roxy
Theotre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

Two Rode Together (Col)—James Stewort, Richard
Widmork, Shirley Jones. This did well for us doubled
with a light comedy, olso in color. Played Fri., Sat.,
Sun. Weother; Cool.—Larry Thomos, Fayette Theatre,
Fayetteville, W. Vo. Pop. 2,000.
Weekend With Lulu, A (Col)—Leslie Phillips, Bob

Monkhouse, Shirley Eoton. One of fhe funniest pic-
tures I've ever seen. Did fair midweek business in
spite of roin and hail storm. Too bod it couldn't
have been in color. Too much sex in the advertising!
Ployed Tues., Wed., Thurs.—Roy Kendrick, Star The-
otre, Minco, Oklo. Pop. 950.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Time Machine, The (MGM)—Rod Taylor, Yvette

Mfmieux, Alan Young. Well, we shoved this arourid
for o yeor or two, then did one of OL^r best weekend
grosses of the winter on the picture. How can you
tell? Good picture that held up both nights against
school cofT>petition and we bought it cheap, so
banked some for our salory, which is hardly livable
wages. Ployed Fri., Sat. Weother: Cold.—Mayme P
Musselmon, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.
Where the Boys Are (MGM)—'Dolores Hart, George

Homilton, Paulo Prentiss, Jim Hutton. If you haven't
played this it's worth a dote. If you hove played it,
ploy It ogoin. It's o real moneymaker. Played Fri.,
Sot, Weother: Nice.—Lorry Thomos, Fayette Theatre,
Foyetteville, W. Vo. Pop. 2,000.

PARAMOUNT
Blue Howoii (Para)—Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angelo Lansbury. This picture gave us one of our
best grosses for o picture less thon a "special" or
roo^.new izr over two years and actually showed a
profit thot wos comporoble to old times. Get it and
give ycur best time to a picture you con sell ond
live with. Played Sun., Mon. Weather: Cold.—Mayme

,^^usselmon, Rooch Theotre, Lincoln, Kos. Pop.
1 ,636.

Hey, Let's Twist! (Poro)—Jo6y Dee, Teddy Ron-
.

Lompert. Doubled this with Jerry
Lewis The Errond Boy"—so whot could you ex-
pect but business? Thot^s exoctly whot we got. Good
houses oil three days on this program. Played Fri.,
Sot., Sun Weother: Nice.—^Lorry Thomas, Fayette
Theotre, Foyetteville, W. Vo. Pop. 2,000.

Lost Troin From Gun Hill, The (Para)—Kirk Douc
las, Anthony Qumo, Carolyn Jones. Boys, this is
dorn good western, in VistoVision ond color, and n
mistake obout it. I guess I must hove o western fo
lowing because everybody seemed to get a kick oc
of this one. I hod mony good comments ond prett
good boxoffice returns on this. Ployed Fri., So-
Weather: Good. — F . L. Murroy, Strarvd Theatre
Spiritwood, Sosk. Pop. 500.

Pleasure of His Company, The (Pora)—Fred Astair
Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter. This was another dc
of the boxoffice, even though the cost wos goo<
Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues.—Joe Mochetta, Emerso
Theatre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Comancheros, The (20th-Fox) — John Wayne,

Stuart Whitman, Irra Bolin. This picture is boxoffice
and should be played with extra time. Lots ot
rough-tough situations. John Wayne good as usual.

This hos comedy and plenty ot action. Played Thurs.,
Fri., Sot. Weather: Good.—^Mel Danner, Circle Theotre,
Waynoka, Okla. Pop. 2,018.

Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come, The (20th-Fox)

—

Jimmie Rodgers, Luona Patten, Chill Wills. The old

ty(le bread and butter ot years gone by, but didn't
do ony business here. Kid trade was okay, but Mom
and Pop were not buying. Played Fri., Sat. Weather;
Cold.—Ken Christianson, Roxy Theotre, Washburn,
N. D. Pop. 968.

Second Time Around, The (20th-Fox)—^Debbie Rey-
nolds, Andy Griffith, Steve Forrest. A very colorful

and entertaining picture for the entire family. The
only trouble is there seem to be no families any
more. Parents just drop their kids off at fhe the-
atre and head for the beer joints and bowling alleys.

Yes, Mr. Bill Roth, we have the some trouble here.
Played Sat., Sun., Mon. Weother: Cool.—Carl P.

Anderko, Roinbow Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop.
I,500.

Wild in the Country (20th-Fox) — Elvis Presley,
Hope Longe, Tuesday Weld. After "Ben-Hur" nothing
w.uld click. This did average teenage trade, but
that's all. A better picture than led to believe. Elvis

is getting to be a good actor. Hope Lange terrific,

''h really is a good drama. Ployed Fri., Sat. Weother;
Cold.—Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn,
N. D. Pop. 968.

UNITED ARTISTS
Alias Jesse James (UA)—Bob Hope, Rhondd Flem-

ing, Wendell Corey. Undoubtedly this is Bob Hope's
funniest picture and our Saturday crowd loved it.

Rhonda Fleming is breothtaking in this. Wendell
Corey gave Bob competition for laughs. Played this

with "Blast of Silence" from U-l but it can easily
stand alone. It was good to hear continuous laughter
in the theotre. Played Sot. Weather: Colder.— P. B.

Friedman, Grand Theatre, Loncaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Pocketful of Miracles (UA)—Glenn Ford, Bette
Davis, Hope Lange. Good, in color, and tunny but
wrong theme. Bette comes from -too rotten to too
good in too short a time. Not enough build-up. But
we all agree the acting was superb. Average or
slightly above average business. Some people won't
accept free apples. Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather;
Good,—A. A. Richards, Morion Theatre, Marion, S. C.
Pop. 7,200.

X-15 (UA)—iDavid McLean, Chorles Bronson, Patri-
cia Owens. Below average. Just fair boxoffice. Should
be doubled. Weak story. Good -plane shots ot the
X-15 and that was all. Ployed Fri., Sot.—^Leonard
J. Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1,029.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Come September (U-l)—Rock Hudson, Gina Lollo-

brigida, Sandro Dee, Bobby Dorin. An excellent pic-
ture that did excellent busirvess. What more can be
said? Play it, by all meons. Ployed Fri,, Sat., Sun.
Weather: Cool.—Larry Thomas, Fayette Theatre, Fay-
etteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

Curse of the Werewolf, The (U-l)—Clifford Evans,
Oliver Reed, Yvonne Remain. Screaming kids! They
come for this type and then get scored and leave.
Average teen trade. No adults, so just average
here. A fair English-made score show. Ployed Fri.,

Sat. Weather: Cold.—^Ken Christianson, Roxy The-
atre, Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

Shadow of the Cat, The (U-l)—Borbora Shelley,
Andre Morell, Freda Jackson. This is an okay pic-
ture for double-billing. English mode. Played Sot.

—

S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Pop.
1,480.

WARNER BROS.
Fanny (WB)—Leslie Caron, Horst Buch-holz, Chorles

Boyer, Maurice Chevalier. We lacked a lot of breaking
even on this one, just didn't seem to be what our
people want on the big screen—^and this new movie
deal on the one-eyed monster in the living room
is starting to hurt a lot and not much chance to
beat this newest competition. Ployed Sun., Mon.
Weather: Nice.—Mayme P. Musselman, Rooch The-
atre, Lincoln, Kas. Pop. 1,636.

Ocean's 11 (WB) — Frank Sinatra, Deon Mortin,
Peter Lowford. This was good, but did not do aver-
age business. Used second-run here. Ployed Sun.,
Mon.—S. T. Jackson, Jackson Theotre, Flomaton,
Ala. Pop. 1,480.

Did Anyone Else
Think of This?
We had very good boxoffice results with

20th-Fox's "Fronds of Assisi" when we pro-
gramed it with "Two Little Beors," also from
Fox. We liked them both, and so did our
audiences.

LARRY THOMAS
Foyette Theatre,
Foyetteville, W. Vo.

Bell' Antonio A

Embassy Pictures 101 Minutes Rel. May '62

Marcello Mastroianni, the handsome itedian

who attained worldwide fame in "La Dolce
Vita," and followed this with "The Night," is

the chief selling point, and a good one, of this

Raphael Hakim Italian-language picture. With
Claudia Cardinale, the well-publicized Italian

beauty who attracted attention in "Girl With
a Suitcase," for additional marquee lure, this

should do well in the art houses, even if the

story deals with impotence in contrast to the

sexy doings in most Italian films. Of course,

this is adult fare. Director Mauro Bolognini
achieves several touching moments in the

early scenes when the tormented hero, with a
premarital reputation as a great lover, falls

in love with his beautiful bride, but finds he
is unable to consummate their marriage. How-
ever, the finale descends into hilarity (at least

to American audiences), as the hero's mother
learns that her maid is pregnant and shouts

her joy at her son's normalcy from the window
and calls in the neighbors to celebrate. But

the unhappy hero is still in love with his wife,

since married to another. Up to this point, the

subject, Which would never be attempted, in

Hollywood, has been handled with delicacy
and great feeling, Mastroianni gives a sensi-

tive performance and Pierre Brasseur contri-

butes a lusty portrayal as his father who boasts
of his sexual prowess. Miss Cardinale is ade-
quate, buit does little to justify her Bordot-like

reputation. Screenplay by Pier Paolo Pasolini

and Gino Vissentini based on the novel by
Vitaliono Brancati.

Marcello Mastroianni, Claudia Cardinale,
Pierre Brasseur, Rina Morelli.

The Maiden A Melodrama

Green-Roth 90 Minutes Rel.

A Gallic crime study, not unlike the more
or less conventionally concocted-and-de-
velo'ped melodramois crossing the Atlantic

from La Belle France for many years, this

contains the winning emotive qualities of one
Claudine Dupuis, as the human pawn in a
grim-to-death struggle against a crime empire.

It will chalk up a fair-to-middlin' receptivity,

U.S.-wise, in view of the slim marquee
strength. Director Maurice Sourel has a firm

grasp of the dramatically compelling moments
in Jacques Componeez' forcefully defined

shooting script, and Marc Fossord has pro-

vided some significant photographic effects.

Nightclub performer Claudine Dupuis, re-

leased from prison after serving a three-month
sentence (result of a hold-up staged by her

lover, himself now doing ten years), resumes
her hectic life in Paris' Montmartre section,

but now three factions close in—the police (in

person of agent Jeon Goven), the insurance
company (Dony Carrel becomes a fellow

strip-tease "artiste" as a gesture of friendship

towards Mile. Dupuis) and the underworld
(Philippe Nicaud)— to find the secreted loot.

Mile. Dupuis falls dead, bringing a ring of

dramatic conviction to the real-life atmos-
phere. English titles accompany the French
dialog.

Claudine Dupuis, Jean Goven, Dany Correl,

Philippe Nicaud, Dora Doll, Robert Beni.

Pearl S. Buck’s experiences in Japan
during the filming of “The Big 'Wave’’ for

Allied Artists are related by her in a new
book, “A Bridge for Passing,” just published

by John Day Co.
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol O denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® VistoVision; ® Superscope; ® Ponovision; ® Regolscope; ® Techniromo. For story synopsis on eooh picture, see reverse side.

j

Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation F 2”35 i
©”"'*%

20th-Fox (215) 116 Minutes Rel. July '62

1

Here's one of those fine old American comedies guaranteed
.—^ to give the viewer an honest belly-laugh combined with a ope

few lumps in the throat; a delightful mixture of emotions that

should make it a "must" on family entertainment schedules
1 and a bell-ringer at boxoffices. It's highly exploitable fore,

1 with topliners James Stewart and Maureen O'Hara to attract

1
adult ticket-buyers and teenlage idol Fabian to- lure the

1
younger set, plus a ready-made general audience com-
prised of those who hove long since read—and howled over

1

—Edward Streeter's hilarious novel, "Hobbs Vacation," on

1

which Nunnally Johnson based his rapier-like script. And
there are other tried-and-true ingredients, such as Techni-
color to enhance a fine marquee-drawing supporting cast

1 which includes curvaceous Marie Wilson, suave Reginald
1 Gardiner and handsome John Saxon. Keeping a tight reign

1
over the Jerry Wald Production Was associate producer Mor-

1
vin A. Gluck and director Henry Koster, the latter once again

1

proving that his admitted preference for helming comedies

1

marks him as one of the best in his chosen field. Stewart's

1

delineation of the title role will bring joy to his fans who
1

haven't had on opportunity to laugh with him since "Harvey,"
and Miss O'Hara emerges an expert comedienne.

1
James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara, Fabian, John Saxon,

1
Marie Wilson, Reginald Gardiner, Lauri Peters.

Bon Voyage F
Buena Vista 132 Minutes Rel. June '62

.*pm Walt Disney has another "ideal for the entire family" piece

°1oF merchandise in this bright and breezy comedy about
an American family's adventures aboard the luxury liner.

United States, and in Paris and on the French Riviera, all of

these actually used as glamorous locations for the story.

With Fred MacMurray and Jane Wyman for adult marquee
strength and Michael Gallon and the Disney regulars. Tommy
Kirk and Kevin Corcoran, for the teenagers and kiddies, this

should be a Disney blockbuster, made to order for summer
vacation bookings. The light-hearted screenplay is by Bill

Walsh, who also was associate producer with Ron Miller, and
follows the surefire entertainment formula of his previous Dis-

ney hits, "The Shaggy Dog" and "The Absent-Minded Pro-

fessor," both also starring MacMurray. The latter is once

again amusing and natural as a worried parent, and Miss
Wyman is expert and more attractive than ever as his

understanding spouse. Gallon and Deborah "Gidget Goes
Hawaiian" Walley make engaging young romantics and the

flamboyant Jessie Royce Landis and the rotund Georgette

Anys, remembered from "Fanny," contribute colorful

bits. The film was well-directed by James Neilson. The
eye-catching backgrounds are in lush Technicolor.

Fred MacMurray, Jane Wyman, Michael Callan, Deborah
Walley, Tommy Kirk, Jessie Royce Landis, Kevin Corcoran.

1

Merrill's Marauders F
1

Warner Bros. (165) 98 Minutes Rel. July '62

1

Entirely produced in the Philippines, with excellent Techni-

1
color photography pointing up the rugged terrain and steam-

1
ing jungles of the country, this United States Production

based on the true life exploitations of Brigadier General
Frank D. Merrill and his World War If command in Burma

1 will appeal largely to male patrons, but should prove a good
1 bet for an interesting supporting dualer generally. The 98-

1 minute running time mark." the offering os right for either top

1
or second feature spotting. In his last film role, Jeff Chandler,

1

- portraying Merrill, will be a good selling name for the fans, .,y-

1

while young ticket buyers may be lured by costars Ty Har-
|

1
din and Peter Brown. Performances are fine, with Chandler

1

lending proper masculine strength to his portrayal of the

General whose own ability to carry on in battle against
seemingly Herdulean odds serves as inspiration to his bond
of Marauders, who ore called upon to push themselves

1 beyond human endurance to prevent Japanese and German
1 armies from meeting in India. Direction by Samuel Fuller is

1 commendable in its grasp of heroism and objectivity, and the

1
screenplay, which he wrote with Milton Sperling from the

1
book by Charlton, Ogburn jr., has enough action to please the

most avid blood-and-lhunder devotees.

1

Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardin, Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan,

1

Will Hutchins, Claude Akins, Luz Valdez. John Hoyt.

Night Creatures F
Univ.-Int'l (6213) 81 Minutes Rel. June '62

The latest production from Hammer, British specialists in

the horror-suspense field, is another brooding, fascinating

period drama, splendidly mounted and photographed in East-

man Color. With Peter Ouishing, a regular of the Carreras-
Hammer horror epics, as the sole familiar player, the picture

is made-to-order for the action enthusiasts and will make a
strong supporting dualer generally. Produced by John
Temple-Smith for Hammer-Major, the story is an 18th Century
pirate yarn, highlighting thrills and chases instead of strictly

shluddeiy doings. The dreaded "Marsh Phantoms" who ride

at night in a British village are actually church-going citi-

zens who indulge in smuggling activities and their leader is

the outwardly benign vicar, the role played by Cushing with
his customary suavity and aplomb. A subsidiary romantic
angle is capably enacted by Oliver Reed (nephew of Sir

Carol Reed) and the voluptuous Yvonne Remain but director

Peter Graham Scott never permits this to get in the way of

the film's mystery-melodrama elements. Both Reed and Miss
Remain were featured in Hammer's "Curse of the Werewolf"
in 1961. Best of the other British players is Patrick Allen, as a
red-headed Captain who conducts the investigation. Arthur
Grant's misty photography is especially noteworthy.

Peter Cushing, Yvonne Romain, Patrick Allen, Oliver

Reed, Michael Ripper, Martin Benson, Daphne Anderson.

1
Ratio: Horror Drama

tyiOttlTCt Jr 2 . 55-1 Tohoscope ©
j

Columbia (627) 90 Minutes Rel. May '62

'The Japanese filmmakers seem to excel in the production
1 of amazingly realistic science-fiction thrillers about mam-
1 moth beasts, reptiles or flying creatures and this new Toho
1

Co. picture, like "Rodan" and "Battle in Outer Space," is one
1

of the best of its kind. The title and theme must be exploited

1

to attract the youngsters, teenagers and mature action fans
who delight in this type of shocker fore. While marquee

1

value is nil, the Japanese and several Occidental players ore

1

all excellent and their voices have been expertly dubbed into
. English by Titra Sound Studios in New York. Especially en-

gaging are a chubby newsman and a pair of two-foot-high
Oriental beauties who sing plaintively, but none of the actors

1 is identified in the screen credits. Producer Tomoyuki
1 Tanaka and director Inoshiro Honda hove concentrated on
1

the special effeats and the miniatures, including creeping

1

giant larva, which topples skyscrapers and wrecks bridges

1

before hatching a colossal moth, whose wings cause wind-

1

storms which sweep people, cars, etc., before it. The climactic

1

scenes take place in a metropolis remarkably similar to New
1

ips*' 1
York. While the picture is always technically remarkable and roll 1

j

diton astounding, it is never even faintly believable. English 000
- language version was produced by David D. Horne.

Franky Sakai, Hiroshi Koizumi, Emi Itoh, Kyoko Kagawa,
Yumi Itoh, Jelly Itoh, Ken Uehara.

Last of the Vikings F
Medallion Pictures 102 Minutes Rel. May '62

Lavishly produced in Europe in Eastman Color and Dyali-

scope, this adventure spectacle made by Tiberius Film is

superior action fare dealing with Viking conquests, a sub-
ject previously covered only by United Artists' "The Vikings"
in 1958. With two Hollywood names, Cameron Mitchell and
Edmund Purdom, for the marquee, and a first-rate dubbing
job for the otherwise Italian cast, this is better than any of the

recent Italian action "epics" which hove been flooding
American screens in the past few years, the majority of

them poorly dnbbed. Giacomo Gentilomo wisely focuses
attention on the blazing, occasionally gory, battle action,

which starts the picture off at a terrific pace and continues
right through to the Vikings' attack on a Norwegian fortress,

which winds up in a fury of flaming logs and rocks being
hurled w^hile the warriors er.igage in mortal combat—one of

the most spectacular and realistic sieges ever caught on
film. Mitchell, with his close-cropped hair bleached to

Nordic blond, makes a rugged Viking chief bent on revenge
against the treacherous king of Norway, the latter role en-

^
acted in somewhat-hammy fashion with much shouting and
hand-wringing by Purdom. Giorgio Ardisson is a standout as
a brave young Viking. Presented by Samuel Schneider.

Cameron Mitchell, Edmund Purdom, Isabelle Corey, Andrea
Aureli, Helene Remy, Peter Lulli, Giorgio Ardisson.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) Individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including o year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Bon Voyage" (BV)
Fred MacMurray and Jane Wyman, parents of teenage

Deborah Walley and Tommy Kirk and 12-yeor-old Kevin Cor-
coran, board the liner United States for their long-delayed
trip abroad. On board, Deborah meets Michael Callan, play- f bqii

boy son of a Parisian countess, and, in Paris, MacMurray -“H

and Kevin get lost in the underground and Jane acquires a
dazzling new coiffure which catches the eye of a handsome
Hungarian. On the Riviera, Tommy becomes involved with a
French girl and her grasping mother who believes all

Americans are rich. Fred manages to straighten out Deborah
and Tommy in their romantic entanglements and, after get-

ting drunk at a pxrrty, flattens his wife's wolfish pursuer be-
fore the family returns to Terre Haute.

EXPLOITIPS:
The title and the European backgrounds lend themselves

to tieups with steamship lines and travel agencies, which
will lend posters for the theatre lobby and advertise the film

extensively. Fred MacMurray scored in two previous Disney
films, "The Shaggy Dog" and "The Absent-Minded Profes-

sor," a big selling point for this third comedy film. Kevin
Corcoran and Tommy Kirk are regulars on Disney's films

and TV shows.

CATCHLINES:
An American Family Finds Fun, Adventure and Romance

in Europe's Playgrounds . . . They Turned the Continent
Upside Down—But Found America Was Best.

THE STORY: "Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation" (20th-Fox)

Seeking a quiet vacation with his wife (Maureen O'Hara),
successful banker and father of four, James Stewart, is dis-

— appointed when Maureen decides "togetherness" is more im-
'pictur portant and they borrow a beach house at the seaside where

the whole family can be together. The house turns out to be
a shambles, and from then on it's a series of hilarious situa-

tions involving the family's efforts—against every conceivable
obstacle—to make the place liveable. To further complicate
matters, Stewart becomes innocently involved with a bikini-

clad beach acquaintance, the married daughters arrive with
their respective husbands and babies, followed by one of

the sons-in-law's boss and his wife, and teenage daughter
Lauri Peters falls in love for the first time. When all prob-
lems are happily resolved, however, James and Maureen de-
cide it's been the best vacation ever—and hire the beach
house for next year.

EXPLOITIPS:
Tout topliners James Stewart, Maureen O'Hara—and, for

the teenagers, Fabian. Offer vacation-type prizes for best
letter written to theatre on the writer's idea of "A Perfect

Vacation."

CATCHLINES:
James Stewart Stars in the Funniest, Wackiest, Craziest

Film of This—or Any Other—Year! ... He wanted "Alone-

ness," But She Held Out for "Togetherness."

'THE STORY: "Night Creatures" (U-I)

In 18th Century England, the Crown sends Patrick Allen,
captain of a band of sailors, to 'the Romney marshes to in-

vestigate smuggling activities by ghostly night riders. Allen's
men search Martin Benson's inn looking for smuggled wine,
but find nothing but the dead body of their own informer.
Peter Cushing, the vicar to the town's devout parishioners, is

finally revealed to be a former pirate chief, who had sup-
posedly been hanged. Now reformed and using the smug-
gling activities only to help the poor of the town, Cushing is

finally exposed when Alien finds out about the rope scar on
his neck and his empty grove in the churchyard. The 'vil-

lagers rally to Cushing's support but a vengeful mulatto
attacks the vicar and he is finally placed in the grave he has 'loyeo

so long eluded. "is, V
EXPLOITIPS:

Play up Peter Cushing as the star of Hammer's "Franken-
stein"-"Drac'L'la'' remakes, all released in the past few years
by Univerral-International. A rider garbed in black with
white fluorescent markings, similar to the marsh phantoms in
the picture, will attract attention as ballyhoo for the film

CATCHLINES:
What Was the Secret Behind the Dreaded Marsh Phantoms

Who Spread Terror in the Town? . . . Peter Cushing, Star of

"Frankenstein" and "Dracula," As the Notorious Pirate Ctfp-
tain of the 18th Century ... A Pirate Adventure Tale to

Thrill You to the Core.

THE STORY: "Merrill's Marauders" (WB)

It's the year 1944 in Burma, and the 5307th Composite Unit

(Provisional)—dubbed Merrill's Marauders—led by Brigadier

Gen. Frank Merrill (Jeff Chandler) is deep behind Jap lines

in the dense j»ungle. The 3,000 men ore suffering from every

type of fatigue and illness, but, time after time, they are

ordered to push on to capture new objectives. Flanking the

main column is Lt. Ty Hardin, who ultimately turns on his

good friend and mentor the General when Merrill refuses to

give the men their long-awaited rest. Determined to carry

out his orders to prevent the Jap and German armies from

meeting in India, Merrill drives the men on to Mitchina, where

jam, the enemies are expected to meet. Himself suffering from a
lorv., heart attack, Merrill tries in vain to force the beaten Maraud-

ers to the new attack. But when they see their General fall,

inspired they rally to the cause and liberate Mitchina air-

field.

EXPLOITIPS:
Decorate lobby or theatre with Philippine and American

flags. Display any World War II memorabilia. Hold special

previews for USO, or nearby armed service headquarters.

Tout Jeff Chandler in his last screen role.

CATCHLINES:
Could a Band of 3,000 Men Save the U.S. Single-Handed?

... In Technicolor, See the Action-Filled True Story of

Merrill's Marauders.

THE STORY: "Last of the Vikings" (Medallion)

In 700 A.D., Cameron Mitchell, son of a Viking chief, cap^-

tures a Dondsh vessel and learns from a warrior that his

father has been killed by a treacherous usurper, Edmund
Purdom, who has proclaimed himself king of Norway. Mitchell
and his younger brother, Giorgio Ardisson, rally the Vikings,
end by posing as Danes, manage to enter Purdom's castle
and capture his beautiful cousin, Isabelle Corey, who is

being forced to marry the Danish king to cement an allicmice

between the two nations. Isabelle, at first resentful, gradu-
ally comes to love Mitchell. During Mitchell's absence from
his own land, an older Viking chief lets word get out to Nor-
way about the deception. Giorgio tries to warn his brother,
but is himself captured by Purdom and tortured. Mitchell
fights his v/ay into the dungeon and frees his brother, but
he dies in his arms. The vengeful Mitchell then rallies his

Vikings and, in a terrific battle, storms Purdom's castle, kills

him and rescues Isabelle.

EXPLOITIPS:
The title lends itself to a tieup for a local smorgasbord

restaurant, which might feature a Viking dinner; to a ship
model contest, with pxisses as prizes for the best reproduction
of a Viking ship, and for a ballyhoo man dressed in Viking fllS
garb and steel helmet, to publicize the picture and date.
CATCHLINES:
Brawling Boisterous, Barbaric! . . . Mighty Marauders

Roaring In From the Sea—and a World Trembles.

THE STORY: "Mothra" (Col)

Members of a joint Japanese-Rosilican expedition to an

island Which was the scene of H-Bomb testing find that the

heavily radiated spot still holds life, some tiny natives and

two beautiful maidens, only two-feet-high, who guard a mas-

sive sacred egg. One of the Rosilicon men later returns to

the island and kidnaps the two maidens, planning to exhibit

them around the world. The egg then hatches a giant larva

Which crawls toward Tokyo in search of the girls. It wreaks

havoc before it spins a cocoon which hatches from the heat of

the attacking Japanese and Rosilicon atomic heat rays.

While the exploiter of the tiny girls flees the city, the colossal

moth which has hatdhed follows causing destruction in its

flight. The two governments finally decide to surrender the

two tiny maidens and Mothra picks them up at an airfield

—

as peace returns to a frightened world.

EXPLOITIPS:
Link the showings of "Mothra" to tieups with toy and

novelty stores selling science-fiction weapons, space suits,

etc. Construct a giant papier-mache figure and place it in

a wooden cage for the lobby or atop a truck touring the

neighborhood with signs proclaiming "It's Alive, It's Mothra."

e CATCHLINES: U
Mightiest Monster Ever Smashes Earth in Hunt for Tiny XC’

Mates . . . World Wrecked by Love-Crazed Monster . . .

Continents Crushed by Monster Who Seeks Human Mates

. . . It's Astounding, It's Fantastic.
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RATES: 20(2 per word, minimum $2.00, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and

• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

CUIIRinG HOUSE
HELP WANTED

representative wanted. li you can

sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-

door advertising in conjunction with The-

atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For

details contact: Romar-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

WANTED: MANAGERS for hardtop and
drive-in theatres. Northern California,

good future, excellent benefits include

Health & Welfare and Pension. Give all

background first letter. Boxoffice 9473.

Manager, projectionist and maintenance
for drive-in theatre for Oklahoma and
Texas. % Roxy Theatre, Munday, Texas.

Manager: ambitious, hard-working,
honest and ethical only, apply. Oppor-
tunity for right man. Loafers and con-men
stay away. Send complete resume with
snapshot. Boxoffice 9486.

POSITIONS WANTED
Circuit Buyer-Booker. Experienced. Em-

ployed. Desire relocate South. Prefer
FTorida. Boxoffice 9484.

Assistant Manager, handyman. 15 years
experience, excellent references. Sober,
married, go anywhere. Very reasonable
salary requirements, have car and tools.

Gilbert Crail, Box 199, Rt. 1, Mulberry,
Florida.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more acfionl $4.50 M cards. Other

S
omes available, on, off screen. Novelty
tames Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers ot

Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st., New York
36, N. Y.

BUMPER STRIPS— silk screened, fluor-

escent, 4"xl5", $12.95 100; other good box-
office promotions! Theatres Promotion Ser-
vice, Box 592, Huntsville, Ala.

Free catalog, jewelry, novelties, give-
aways. New England, 124B Empire Street,
Providence, R 1.

Twist Rings: The latest craze giveaway
free to teenagers with twist pictures.
Send quarter for sample and prices. Ray
Walton, Box 704, Quincy, Illinois.

STOOGE RINGS: Others too—will build
attendance. 21/2 cents each in volume

—

$1.00 brings ten samples. Box 248, Pulaski,
Wisconsin.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES

For Free Sample: Victor's Quick Mix Dry
Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to: Victor Products, Box 8004,
Richmond, Va.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

tapes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to
sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.

SOUND-PROJECTION
SERVICE MANUAL

A SIMPLIFIED GUIDE to Better Projec-
tion and Sound Reproduction. Easy-to-
understand general maintenance of sound
and projection eq^uipment; no hard-to-un-
derstand technical terms. Written for ex-
hibitors, projectionists and repairmen.
Diagrams, schematics, trouble-shooting
charts, projector and sound equipment re-
pair data; arc lamps, lenses and screen
service data; many tips on 16mm equip-
ment. News on sproial equipment; Service
tips from projectionists; Trout's helpful
e^foriols, etc. In loose-leaf binder—ad-
ditional Service Bulletins for one year.
All for only $7.50. Cash, check or P.O.,
no COD's. Edited by practical engineer,
20 years of etrarience. Order TODAY.
Wesley Trout, Engineer, Box 575, Enid, ^

Oklahoma.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT — NEW
|

MARQUEE LETTERS TWICE AS NICE—
half the price! Weatherproof Masonite
black or red, fit all signs. 4" 40c; 8 " 60c;
10" 75c; 12" $1.00; 14" $1.50; 16" $1.75;
17" $2.00; 24" $3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS

—

1/4 original cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaxed, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
502 W. 52nd, New Yorx 19, N. Y.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT — USED
FOR SALE: 350 good upholstered, self-

rising chairs. Ideal, lot $4 each; Motio-
grapn projectors, model SH 7500, excel-
lent, $300; Side-lights, rheostat, curtain,
track, controls $200; RCA screen and frame,
excellent, 13'6" by 29', $200; H' 6" by 14",

$50. Robert Brown, Leslie, Michigan, Phone
lU 9-4841.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGSl Strong 70-

ampere rectifiers, never used, $395 pair;

Ballontyne PD50A amplifier, excellent,

$135; enclosed rewinder $39.50; Magnarc
lamphouses, late, with indicators, $450
pair; 14" reflectors, good, $6.50. Star
Cinema Supply, 62l West 55th Street,
New York 19, N. Y.

BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY
THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, Mew York 19.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING UNIT;
COMPLETE! 16 and 35 m.m. single system
cameras, complimentary double system
magnetic sound, hand cameras, all lenses,
lighting equipment •— perfect condition,

$ 10,000 value, ready to operate, produce
TV and theatrical high return commer-
cials—$3,000 cash. H. A. Parker, 5059
Woodson Dr., RAndall 2-2500, Mission,
Kansas.

For Sale: Booth equipment with Cinema-
Scope lens. Strong Moguls, Ballontyne
6 , Standard Simplex. Phone MU. 4-3087,
Owensboro, Kentucky.

Transverter 75/150-amps, with instru-
ment panel and ballast; input 220-V. 3-PH.
60-CY. Excellent condition. Delivered 48
states $282—gift for someone! Need any-
thing else? American Theatre Supply,
First at Bell, Seattle, 'Washington.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED! Theatre chairs, Kroehler or

American, push backs only, good condi-
tion. Write Boxoffice 9477.

WANTED for use on Central East Coast.
Complete equipment for 1,000-car drive-in
including screen tower, marquee, signs
and concession equipment. Also wanted
extra set Simplex XL's and Mighty 90 or
better lamps with generator. Boxoffice
9483.

NEED RCA, SIMPLEX SOUNDHEADS—
Century, Super Simplex mechanisms, De-
Vry, Simplex SP portables, Hi-Intensity
Rectifiers. Boxoffice 9485.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
/olt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
ioch. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohic

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

For Sale: Complete drive-in theatre
equipment. Including booth, concession,
speaker posts, generator. Reasonable.
Consider partner with good location. Box-
office 9480.

Speaker basket replacements for old
type RCA junction boxes. Made of alum-
inum. Replaces both baskets, easy to in-
stall and gives on up-to-date look to your
drive-ins. Sample and price list 65c. Best
R/C Mfg. Company, 3211 St. John, Kan-
sas City 23, Mo.

Prompt Service. Special printed roll

tickets. 100,000 $37.50; 10,000 $12.75; 2,000
$5.95. Each change in admission price,
including change in color, $4.25 extra.
Double numbering extra. F.O.B. Kansas
City, Mo. Cosh with order. Kansas City
Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th Street,
Kansas City 8 , Mo.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write lor

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8 ,

California.

Rietta Drive-In and Dorothy Theatres,
Henrietta, Texas. Only theatres in county.
Best equipment in both. These are nice.
See to believe. Out of state owner. Will
sell both for $10,500, % down or will trade
for any or all part. Going to quit. Come
and check. Claud Thorp, Box 80, Ryan,
Oklahoma.

For Sale: 400-car drive-in, joins closest
airbase in U.S. to Russia and Montanas,
fastest growing city. Scope—all concrete.
Box 506, Glasgow, Montana.

600-car drive-in in Southwest, Cinema-
Scope large screen. Four-room apartment.
Open year around. Population over 300,-
000. Boxoffice 9481.

California indoor and drive-in, only
theatres in town of 12,000. $54,000 will
handle. Theatre Exchange, 260 Kearny,
San Francisco 8

,
California.

210-Coq capacity. Room to expand.
Cinemascope, snack bar. Booming area
in Southwest. Profitable year round. Owner
ill. Boxoffice 9472.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Central Virginia Drive-In Theatre sale

with/without acreage. Mam highway. No
competition. Write Hardin, 808 Rollins
Drive, Alexandria, Virginia.

For Sale or Lease: 400-seat indoor the-
atre, Johnston, S. C., owner does not
wish to operate. Good proposition for
right family operation. Contact Ram
Realty, Aiken, S. C.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre
metropolitan areas, population at least

''5 000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
oolitan Hotel, Cincirmati. Ohio.

THEATRE SEATING

Good used late model chairs available,
lebuilt chairs. Chaus rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8 , Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Chairs: Bodiform, International,
Heywood. Lone Star Seating, Box 1734,

Dallas.

SLIDES

SLIDES for coming attractions, an-
nouncements, etc. WHITLEY, 2123 Stanley,
Fort Worth, Texas.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES

Make Your Fountain and Sno-Cone
Syrups for only 66c a gallon. 28 flavors.

Mail $1.00 for 2 sample pints which
make 16 gallons. National Flavor Co.,
P. O. Box 2573, Baltimore 15, Maryland.

MARQUEE LETTER REPAIRING

Use Plastic Weld to repair plastic mar-
uee letters. Your National Theatre Supply
ompany or direct from Plastic Weld-,

P. O. Box 693, Denison, Texas.

POPCORN MACHINES

Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.
Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsted, Chicago 6 , Illinois.

HANDY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, MO.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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while you PROFIT
NATIONAL SCREEN’S

ruLL com

Here’s What You Get
Volue’

$14,95 - STAR SPANGLED BANNER TRAILER
20.00 - NARRATED COLOR DATERS
8.50 - OUR FEATURE PRESENTATION

(2 prints at IS ft. each)

8.50 - PLUS THIS 2ND HIT
(2 prints at 15 ft. each)

10.00

-

PREVIEWS OF COMING ATTRAC-
TIONS— (2 prints at 25 ft. each)

5.00

-

WE PROUDLY PRESENT PREVUES
OF OUR NEXT CINEMASCOPE AT-
TRACTION— (one print)

$10.00 -"COMMONWEALTH" HEADER FOR
COMING ATTRACTIONS

10.00 - HOLLYWOOD "BUSY BEE" HEADER
FOR COMING ATTRACTIONS

33,75 — DAY LEADERS— (choice of 15 at 10

ft. each)

9.00

-

GO TO CHURCH TRAILERS
(2 different subjects at 34 ft.)

REGULAR PRICE $129.70

52 WEEKS of BIG SCREEN SHOWMANSHIP

for only ^ a week!

A whole year's supply of SPECIAL TRAILERS ... in FULL

COLOR! Each trailer specially designed to add valuable

SHOWMANSHIP to your Theatre and to your Attractions!

Individually they’ll cost you $ 1 29.!^0 . . . BUT. . . on National

Screen’s new SHOWMANSHIP PACKAGE PLAN... you

receive the full assortment .. .valued at $1 29.70 ... RIGHT

NOW! . . . and you pay only $2 a week, for 52 weeks . .

.

WHILE YOU USE THEM!

ask yON^

[NSS Salesmonl

DeLUXE

SHOWMANSHIPl
PACKAGE!

*2S'i

It’s $25.70 in your pocket! .. .and a Big

SHOWMANSHIP PACKAGE on your

SCREEN!

Sign up NOW!... Pay LATER!...Just$2a week!

scrvici
C.J pfffit pppt' Of rtt( tpoasmY



The Pioneer of the Yeor plaque was presented to William G. Lester, center, by the

Quebec division of the Canadian Picture Pioneers at its 14th annual dinner-dance.

Lester, president and managing director of the United Theatres and general manager

of Consolidated Theatres, Montreal, was awarded the plaque by Pioneers' outgoing

president Art Bahen, right, while newly elected president W. Harold Giles looked on.

Seek Federal Pro

of Salaciousness

i Films and Ads



ALLIED ARTISTS is proud tc

highly successful association

PRODUCTION STARTS JUNE 1962
at Estudios Chamartin in Madrid, with

location filming in the Orient

WORLDWIDE PREMIERES - EASTER 1963

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION BY: - United States, Canada. Japan, Near tt

MELIOR FILMS Belgium, Luxembourg. Congo • SOCIEDADE IMPORTADORA DE FILMES, LDA. Portugal • VALORIA FILMS H. MUCCHII f
!!



innounce the continuation of the
hat began with

DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY

SUPER TECHNIRAMA • TECHNICOLOR ®

lANK FILM DISTRIBUTORS, LTD. United Kingdom, South America, Italy, Germany, Scandinavia, Far East

nee • BRITISH EMPIRE FILMS PTY., LTD. >lt/s//-a//a • HAFBO FILMS, N.V.

•

FI LMAYER, N. A. Spa/n • A. S. FILM LTD. /az-ae/



V -

co-starring

PRE-RELEASE WORLD
DATING NOW FOR KEY CITY OPENII



^ANNIVERSAKy

in Eastman COLOR

PREMIERE LATE JULY
Jhtefnational

I S BEGINNING IN EARLY AUGUST



RELAX!
take your vacation

while you play

JANESSIEMflUT

MAUVENdiiaM
JERRY WALD’S PRODUCTION OF

Mr.HOBBS
TaKESa
VACflllON

QnemaScoPE^
COLOR by DE LUXE

co-starring

FaBUUI
JOHN SAXON MARIE WILSON REGINALD GARDINER
INTRODUCING

DIRECTED BY SCREENPLAY BY

LAURI PETERS andVALERIE VARDA HENRY KOSTER • NUNNALLY JOHNSON

I
Musical Score by HENRY MANCINI

I

CENW-FOX i
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WANTED: A NEW PATTERN

Recurring complaints by exhibitors over

competitive bidding, particularly that

which they are forced to do “blind,” and of

other alleged unfair trade practices give emphasis

to the need for arriving at some practical basis

for their settlement. Exhibitor organization

leaders point out that promises on the part of

distributors to alleviate these problems have
been going awry and that in each such instance

they have become aggravated and moved further

away from solutions. But the blame is not all

one-sided.

To begin with, competitive bidding was horn

of individual exhibitor desires to move up their

runs—from third to second and from second to

first. And, in many cases, some have sought to

move from near last-run to first. This could not

have been accomplished without competitive

bidding, which was brought about by the consent

decrees that resulted from exhibitor action. Of

course, distributors saw in competitive bidding

the opportunity to obtain higher film rentals and

have been taking advantage thereof. And the

change in method of film production, from large

studio outputs to individualized independent

filmmaking, is not to be overlooked as a cause

for the increase in competitive bidding for in-

dividual pictures. The overall product shortage

has abetted this problem.

As for bidding “blind,” that is, without ade-

quate opportunity to see the pictures on which

bids are required, there is no question of the un-

fairness of such procedure. But why do exhibi-

tors, as individuals, let themselves in for this sort

of practice? Of course, their need for the quality

product that usually is submitted for bids is the

underlying reason. But, it would seem, some

refusals to enter into such negotiations might

soon reduce their incidence, if not entirely

eliminate them. Surely, if exhibitors can play

pictures day-and-date and thus divide the avail-

able patronage, they can play pictures on second

run and still come out better than even. Perhaps

this sounds Utopian, but as long as film buyers

play into the hands of the sellers, so long will

the “sellers’ market” continue to operate to their

disadvantage. And, we think, to the disadvantage

of the industry as a whole. Conversely, the wider

spread given the showing of top attractions,

the better the chance for upbuilding theatre at-

tendance in general.

When the consent decrees first became effec-

tive, one requirement was the screening of

EVERY picture at convenient times and places,

and on sufficient notice, for all exhibitors to see.

The film companies assiduously observed this re-

quirement and at great cost. But the lack of

exhibitor attendance at such screenings was little

short of shameful. That was a prime reason for

the general dropping of the regular and system-

atic screening of product—the exhibitors, by and

large, showed virtually no interest therein. That,

however, does not excuse inadequate screenings

of “bid” jiroduct or of holding such screenings

at inappropriate times.

There might not be so much exhibitor com-

plaint over this lack, if distributors otherwise

provided sufficient advance information on their

film offerings. Boxoffice and other trade publi-

cations have attempted to fill that void but, all

too often, such material has not been available

for release early enough—even in the case of

reviews—to be of very much service in bidding

situations. The buyer not only has the right

to know all about what he is being asked to buy,

but, by being sufficiently informed, he would be

enabled to do a better job of selling the picture

to his public, thus benefiting the distributors,

as well as himself.

Another shortcoming that is a result of the

new order of things—and hannful to produc-

tion-distribution, as well as exhibition—is the

sudden rushing into release of pictures with

almost no notice, thus restricting proper or

adequate efforts by exhibitors to promote these

pictures. Distributors complain that exhibitors

do little or nothing to exploit or promote jiictures

at the local level. But what can the distributors

expect when so very often they do not even make
pressbooks available until after the picture has

gone into release?

Somehow, all of these loose pieces should be

put together to form a pattern that would serve

the many instead of the few. And, in so doing,

the industry’s “image,” at every point of its

contact with the public, would be immeasurably

enhanced.

Nathan Cohen
The untimely passing of Nathan Cohen takes

from the industry one of its most creative and

dedicated journalists. As a staff member of

Boxoffice for 17 years, during the greater part

of which he served as executive editor, Nathan

contributed many constructive ideas and articles.

Trained by earlier journalistic experience in the

entertainment field embracing music and the

theatre, he was, nevertheless, an ardent champion

of the motion picture medium. He was a per-

ceptive student of its every facet and had a keen

ability for digging out facts and putting them
together in interesting and helpful fashion. He
was a congenial fellow worker, who will be sorely

missed by his associates and the many friends

with whom he worked in civic and social welfare

projects. We extend our heartfelt sympathy to

his family.

MAY
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For Federal Investigation of Obscenity

Would Form Committee

To Probe F/7ms, Ads
WASHINGTON—Eight identical resolu-

tions calling for creation of a House Select

Committee to investigate obscenity, lewd-
ness and salaciousness in motion pictures

and film advertising were presented Tues-
day (22> in House Rules Committee hear-
ings here. The Committee took no action
on the resolutions until it could confer with
Rep. Oren Hands «D., Ark.), chainnan of

the House Commerce Committee, and possi-

bly Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N. Y.), chair-

man of the House Judicial^ Committee.
The proposed Select Committee would

consist of nine members named by the
Speaker of the House, with the sole pm’-
pose of investigating motion pictures.

Rep. Kathi-yn E. Granahan (D., Pa.),

chainnan of the House Post Office Sub-
committee, which held hearings on pornog-
raphy in the mails, and prime mover be-
hind the motion pictm-e investigation, was
ill and did not appear at the hearings. Rep.
Walter Rogers (D., Tex.), offered most of

the testimony in favor of setting up the
Select Committee.
Rogers told of complaints he had re-

received from his own district and said,

ATLA.NTA—The board of aldermen has
passed an ordinance providing for the
“review,” rather than censorship, of films
deemed salacious or dangerous to pubhc
safety. The ordinance was designed to

deter the showing of objectionable movies
which has been lacking since the Georgia
Supreme Court ruled that the city could
not block the showing of films under the
old censorship ordinance.

The new ordinance declares it to be “un-
lawful” to show in the city of Atlanta
films which are “lewd, lascivious, indecent
or obscene or which advocate the over-
throw of the government or which would
tend to incite riot or disturbance of the

F>eace or which in general are inimical to

the public safety, health, morals or wel-
fare” of the public.

Mrs. Christine Gilliam, Atlanta’s movie
censor, under this new system, will review
all films and rate them as “approved,”
“unsuitable for the young” or “objection-

able” and that fact must be prominently
displayed in all advertising of a picture,

plus the same treatment at the boxoffice.

Any exhibitor who fails to comply with
the law in this respect will be subject to

a $500 fine, or 30 days confinement.
Exceptions to the ordinance are made

in the case of films shown “for purely
scientific or educational purposes by a

recognized school, college or other scien-

tific or educational institution.”

If an exhibitor disagrees with the classi-

fication of the film by the “reviewer,” he

“We all abhor censorship, but there is go-
ing to have to be some soap and water”
added on Hollywood productions. When
asked if the pix>posed investigation would
cover films on TV, Rogers said that TV
should be left out since it is regulated by
the FCC. In a discussion of other porno-
graphic material, Rogers said that the Se-
lect Oommittee could not take in other
media since it would mn into the freedom
of the press provision “which you don’t do
with movies.”
“Four or five years ago,” Rogers said,

“Eric Johnston promised that the film in-

dustry would clean things up, but he ap-
parently didn’t do it very well ... If the
film industry refuses to clean its own house.

Congress must do it for them.”
Rep. George M. Wallhauser (R., N. J.)

said that the purpose of the subcommittee
is to arouse public interest in cleaning up
motion pictm-es and at the same time give

the pubhc a place to go with complaints
and even with compliments for motion pic-

tures. He said censorship was not the in-

tent of the committee, “but we don’t be-
lieve freedom means license.”

may appeal to the board of reviewers,
which will consist of the members of the
library board. If he dissents from their

finding, he may appeal to the courts.

One alderman, discussing the ordinance
after the board’s meeting, pointed out two
significant aspects of it. If an exhibitor
shows a film classified as “unsuitable for

the young” and so advertises it, he is re-

lieved of the responsibility of deteiTnining
whether tickets should be sold to children.

That responsibility will fall on the parents
or guardians.

If a film is labeled “objectionable” and
an exhibitor so advertises it, he has com-
plied with the city of Atlanta ordinance.
However, that fact will not prevent his

prosecution under a state of Georgia law
making it illegal to show obscene motion
pictures.

Ampex Establishes Lab
For Advance Research
NEW YORK—Ampex Con)- has estab-

lished an advanced research facility to be
known as the Alexander M. Poniatoff Lab-
oratoiT at the company headquarters in
Redwood City. William E. Roberts, Ampex
president, said the new unit will be under
the personal direction of P*oniatoff, fotm-
der and chan-man of the board. Investi-
gations of advanced and experimental
techniques in magnetic recording will be
made.

Nathan Cohen Dies;

Boxoffice Editor
KANSAS CITY—Nathan Cohen, 56, ex-

ecutive editor of Boxoffice Magazine,
died Tuesday <^22) at
Menorah Medical
Center here following

a lengthy illness.

Cohen joined Box-
office in 1945 as as-

sociate editor at the
publication general
offices here. He held
this position until
1950, when he was
elevated to executive
editor. Prior to his

affiliation with Box-
office, Cohen di-

rected a community public relations pro-
gram here.

A native of Duluth, Minn., he had been
on the editorial staff of the Duluth News-
Tribune and Herald. For ten of the 23

years with that publication, he was dra-
ma, music and arts critic. As Sunday
editor, he had charge of the magazine and
picture section. He was a graduate of the
University of Minnesota.

In 1942, Cohen won a Reader’s Digest
contest for the best article by a working
newspapennan. Many of his articles were
printed in Reader’s Digest, the American
Mercury, Etude and other publications.

Along with his newspap>er work, he con-
ducted a radio motion picture program
over station WEBC, Duluth.
Funeral services were held here Wednes-

day and the body was shipped to Duluth
for interment. Cohen is survived by his

wife, Celia: a daughter, Susan; a son,

Stephen, all of Kansas City; two brothers,

Isadore Cohen and Albert Kane, and a

sister, Goldie Cohen, all of Duluth.

Admission Price Index
Shows a Steady Climb
WASHINGTON—A slight climb in the

index of motion picture admission prices

to 120.2 per cent of the 1957-59 average in

March from the 118.1 per cent in December
and 115.3 per cent in March 1961, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics reported last

week. The annual average in 1961 was
115.7, compared- with 110.0 in 1960.

The index for adults was at 117.4 in

March 1961, 115.3 last December, and 112.5

in March 1960. The 1961 annual average

for adults was 113.0 and in 1960 it was
108.5.

Children’s admissions rose to 130.1 this

March, 128.1 in December and 125.2 last

March, with 1961 average of 125.8 and a

1960 average of 115.6.

First Eight Bookings Set
For 'Lolita' in Key Spots
LOS ANGELES—The first eight bookings

have been set for “Lolita” by MGM. Be-
ginning with the world premiere in New
York on June 13, the Seven Arts Production
will have openings in Washington, D. C.

(14), Los Angeles (21), Kansas City <27),

Chicago, Philadelphia, Toronto and Wichita
on June 28.

Atlanta Aldermen Pass Ordinance

To Review and Classify All Films

Nathan Cohen

8 BOXOFFICE :: May 28, 1962



Columbia Heads Confer
On 'Lawrence of Arabia'
LONDON—Columbia Pictures executives,

headed by A. Schneider, president, held
two days of special meetings here this
week with Sam Spiegel, coproducer with
David Lean of “Lawrence of Arabia.” Ac-
companying Schneider were M. J. Franko-
vich, first vice-president; Mo Rothman,
executive vice-president of Columbia Pic-
tures International, and Jonas Rosenfield
jr., vice-president in charge of advertising

and publicity.

Also present were Syd Mirkin, produc-
tion publicity director on overseas pro-
ductions; Pat WilUamson, publicity direc-

tor for Columbia of Great Britain; Jack
Wiener, Continental publicity chief, and
William Blowitz of the Blowitz-Maskel
Agency, producer’s representative for Spie-

gel. Robert S. Ferguson, national director

of advertising, publicity and exploitation,

flew in from his N. Y. home office to join

the meetings, accompanied by Lloyd Mc-
Kean, Columbia account executive with the

Donahue & Coe Advertising Agency in

New York.

MCA Offers Exchange
To Decca Stockholders
NEW YORK—MCA, Inc. is making an

exchange offer to holders of all of the

outstanding shares of Decca Records Inc.

capital stock. Under the offer, each share

of Decca is exchangeable for one share of

new MCA convertible voting preferred

stock, $1.50 annual dividend cumulative,

plus one-third of a share of MCA common
stock. The preferred stock is convertible

at any time into one-half share of MCA
common stock and is not callable before

Jan. 1, 1966. On liquidation or redemption
it is entitled to $32 a share.

Lehman Brothers will form and act as

manager of a group of dealers which will

solicit exchanges.
The exchange offer will expire on June

18, 1962 but may be extended to not later

than July 31, 1962.

The offer is conditioned upon, among
other things, acceptance by holders of at

least 80 per cent of Decca shares.

20th-Fox Executives Meet
On Forthcoming Product
NEW YORK — Peter Levathes, 20th

Century-Fox executive vice-president in

charge of production, conferred here this

week with home office executives on cur-

rent and futm’e film production. Levathes,
here from Hollywood, met with Murray
Silverstone, 20th-Fox International presi-

dent; Joseph Moskowitz, vice-president;

Charles Einfeld, vice-president, and Glenn
Norris, general sales manager.
Product under discussion included the

currently shooting “Something’s Got to

Give,” and the forthcoming “Celebration,”
“The Enemy Within,” “Evil Come, Evil Go,”
“The Battle of Leyte Gulf” and “Take Her,
She’s Mine.”

'Savage Sam' on Disney Slate

HOLLYWOOD—“Savage Sam,” a sequel

to “Old Yeller” by the same author, Fred
Gipson, has been slated for filming by Walt
Disney. Ron Alexander will write the
screenplay.

Roger Lewis Advocates:

Governmenf Subsidy of Production,

Similar to England's Eady Plan
By AL STEEN

NEW YORK—A form of subsidy, similar
to the Eady Plan in England, could go a

long way toward
stimulating produc-
tion and developing
new production talent

in the United States,

in the opinion of

Roger Lewis, fonner
United Artists adver-
tising executive who
has become an inde-
pendent producer.
Lewis has formed a
partnership with

Roger Lewis Langnea- of the

Theatre Guild to pro-

duce “The Pawnbroker” in London.

Lewis said that because of the current

product shortage, it would be to exhibitors’

advantage to spearhead a subsidy plan
which could be patterned after some of

the plans in foreign countries. In reality,

he said, many industi'ies in this countiY re-

ceive a forni of subsidy in one way or an-
other and that the film industry should
be no exception.

If a portion of the admission tax here or

a portion of the amount saved through tax
reductions were channeled into a pool, as

is done in England, a healthier condition

might be created, Lewis said. There is no
lack of originality or production talent, he
said, but there is a lack of the means by
which production packages can be put to-

gether.

More people must make more pictures to

supply the market, Lewis said, and the
pictui'es do not have -to be blockbusters.

They can be the kind that are being made

ovei'seas which ai'e making im'oads in the
U. S. market.

Lewis denied allegations that a govern-
ment subsidy meant government control.

He said that under the Eady plan, the
boai’d which passed on allocations was
made up of industiw men and their only
concern was the boxoffice potentials of a
pictm’e. Subject matter was not considered
insofar as whether a story was in line or

not in line with govea-nment policy.

Exhibitors are well-organized into na-
tional and regional organizations, Lewis
pointed out, and they could get the ball

rolling. It would only be a matter of call-

ing a meeting of talent and imions and
formulating a definite procedure for sub-
mitting to the proper government authori-

ties. He said there had been no concerted
effort to explore the possibilities of sub-
sidies which could be the answer, or at

least a good answer, to the need for prod-
uct and the stimulating of production ac-

tivities.

Exhibitors have shied away from subsidy

suggestions for several years, because of

the fear that it could bring about govern-
ment dictation and possible control. The
issue has been sidestepped when again
agendas were being prepared for annual
conventions.

It has been learned by Boxoffice, how-
ever, that exhibition is beginning to take

a different view of the matter and that it

will be a topic for discussion at one of the

two national exhibitor conventions next
fall—^and possibly -at both of them. Ex-
ploration of the entire scope of subsidies

may be authorized for further action.

INTERNATIONAL DRIVE WINNER—Walter Ribeiro, manager of the United
Artists Belo Horizonte office in Brazil, receives congratulations from Arnold M.
Picker, UA executive vice-president, center, for winning the UA International
Drive in honor of Lou Lober. Looking on, from left: A1 Katz, foreign division

manager; Leonard Pearlman, UA general manager of Brazil, and, at right, Lou
Lober, vice-president in charge of foreign operations. Ribeiro was awarded the
trip to the United States when his branch placed first in the 1961 sales drive.

Pearlman is on home leave.
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Producer Irwin Allen to Tour Key Cities

To Promote 'Five Weeks in a Balloon'
NEW YORK—Irwin Allen, who has just

completed “Five Weeks in a Balloon” for

20th Centm'y-Fox re-

lease in August, will

again go out on an
exhibitor forum tour
of key cities to pro-
mote his picture, as

he did for “Voyage to

the Bottom of the
Sea” in the early

summer of 1961.

This time, in ad-
dition to the goodwill

created by his meet-
ings with leading ex-

hibitors and giving

them kits of promotion material for sell-

ing the picture, Allen plans “to make ex-
hibitors his partners” by issuing printed
brochures with 25 leading questions such
as: “What pictm'es do best at the box-
office?” “What stars have the biggest

di'aw?” “Is color a star?” “Is widescreen
important?” etc. Exhibitors will be asked

to fill in the answers and mail the
brochm'es to Allen at his 20th-Fox head-
quarters so that he can be guided by the

exhibitors’ view and opinions for his future

productions. This is the fii'st time exhibi-

tors have been asked to help out in the

production of future pictures, Allen be-

lieves.

EDITING STILL AHEAD
“Five Weeks in a Balloon.” which was

entirely filmed in Hollywood (except for

some second-unit background shots in

Africa) at a cost of $2,365,000, still has
editing, trick photography and miniatures
to be finished before the picture can be

screened for exhibitors in mid-July, Allen

estimated. In this way he will be able to

get several weeks of prime summer playing

time before the vacationing youngsters re-

turn to school. Allen preferred the August
release date to the originally scheduled
Thanksgiving release by 20th-Fox, he said.

The picture, which is based on Jules

Verne’s first novel, was published just 100

years ago and will thus benefit by the an-
niversary centennial which Le Societe de
Jules Verne has scheduled for 1962.

However, Allen said he is stressing that
“Five Weeks in a Balloon” is not science-

fiction, as are so many of Verne’s works,

but is straight adventure with the accent
on comedy and youthful romance. In this

way, Allen hopes to atttract the teenage
girls and the mature women moviegoers,

neither of which are especially interested in

science-fiction fare.

The picture, which is in Cinemascope
and color, stars Red Buttons and Barbara
Eden, who take care of the comedy and
romantic chores: Fabian, the singing
favorite of the teenagers, and the veterans.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre, Herbert
Marshall and Richard Haydn, whom
Allen predicted would at last come into his

own with his performance which he claims
rivals one by Alec Guinness. Also playing
a Sultan role is the veteran comic, Billy

Gilbert, who had been reported dead a
year ago after he suffered a stroke. When
Allen thought of Gilbert as ideal for the
role in “Five Weeks," he contacted Gilbert’s

agent and the news about a new screen
role was instrumental in rehabilitating the
comic to a full recovery, the producer-
dii'ector mentioned as a human interest

note on the film.

The huge balloon with its gondola used
for the picture has been offered to the
Seattle World’s Fair for an exhibit there
—with appropriate copy for the 20th-Fox
pictm-e, of course.

NEGOTIATING NEW PROGRAM
Allen, who has his own independent unit

on the 20th-Fox lot, has a permanent group
of 17 working on his product. He is now
negotiating with 20th-Fox for a new pro-
gram of feature pictures and a TV program.
Allen, who has previously made one pictm-e
at a time, with his “The Lost World” and
“Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea,” grossing
a total of $13,000,000 worldwide for 20th-
Fox, plans to try to make two pictures
simultaneously or over-lapping in time in

the future.

For his next, which will start in the
early fall, Allen will make “Passage to the
End of Space” on a $3,000,000 budget and
with nine top stars in the leading roles.

Before this is completed, Allen will put
another film, “The Timid Ghost,” prob-
ably with Tony Randall in the title role,

into production. Allen mentioned that he
often puts $100,000 of his own money into
preparations for each picture, but this is

reimbursed by 20th-Fox later.

Crown Int'l to Release
Two Features June 15
HOLLYWOOD — National release date

for Crown-International’s two newest pro-
ductions has been set for June 15, accord-
ing to Newton P. “Red” Jacobs, president.

The pictm'es are “Dangerous Charter,”
filmed in Panavision 35, Technicolor and
Panasound, and the action-drama, “Stake-
out.” Separate ad campaigns and press

books are ready on both pictm-es so that
they can be played as individual attrac-

tions or in combination.
With these new releases, Orown-Inter-

national, which headquarters on the West
Coast in 1918 South Vermont Ave., Los
Angeles, will have a total of six produc-
tions in distribution. The others are “The
Devil’s Hand,” “Bloodlust,” “Secret File

Hollywood” and “7th Commandment.”

Groucho's Daughter in Film Debut
HOLLYWOOD—Fifteen-year-old Melin-

da Marx, daughter of comedian Groucho
Marx, will make her film debut in Co-
lumbia’s currently filming “Bye Bye
Birdie,” Melinda will dance with the film’s

topliners in three bjg production numbers.

Milestone Back on 'PT-109'

HOLLYWOOD—Lewis Milestone, who
walked off “PT-109” at Warner Bros., has
returned to direct the film following

agreement by the studio to make the

changes he requested earlier.

Trained Police Dog Helps

Keep Order at Drive-In

BLENDE, COLO.—Teenage rowdies

attending the Mesa Drive-In here have
met their match in a one-year-old
German Shepherd dog named Big Boy,

who becomes aroused when he hears
loud talking and other disturbances.

Theatre manager R. E. Vaughan
bought the dog three weeks ago and
reports that “it has been quieter at my
theatre in the last three weeks than it

has been in the last ten years.” The
dog received training similar to that

given dogs assigned to the K-9 Corps
and police departments.

Recently, Vaughan said, a group of

teenagers became rowdy in the con-
cession stand. Vaughan and Big Boy
walked in and the dog took up a
position in a corner. “Those kids

quieted down right away,” Vaughan
said. “I would rather have that dog
than carry a gun. I wish I had bought
a dog sooner.”

Any group of people congregating
and talking loudly makes Big Boy
nervous. “He strains at the leash

impatiently and almost pulls my arm
off trying to go over and put a stop

to it,” Vaughan said. “But I keep him
on a chain all the time.”

In past seasons, Vaughan hired two
off-duty policemen to keep order, “but
I doubt if I will need the patrolmen
this year. Big Boy and I will take care

of the policing job.”

Federation of Film Societies

Elects Limbacher Head
NEW YORK—The American Federation

of Film Societies has elected James L. Lim-
bacher of Deai'born, Mich., as its new pi*esi-

dent for 1962-63. Also elected were Philip

Chamberlin, Monterey, Calif., western vice-

president; Evan Jenkins, Chicago, mid-
western vice-president; Dr. H. H. Ben-
nett, Burlington, N. C., southeastern vice-

president, and Blair Watson, Hanover, N.

H., eastern vice-pi'esident.

Thi'ee New Yorkers—Gideon Bachmaim,
William Stan* and William Sloan—were
elected international vice-president, secre-

taiT and treasurer, respectively.

The Federation was foi'med in 1955 and
represents both film society and individual

members in the United States, as well as

publishing its own quai*terly magazine,
“For Film.”

UA-Tony Richardson Set
Two-Picture Deal
NEW YORK—United Artists has closed

a two-picture deal with Tony Richardson’s

Woodfall Films, Ltd., whereby the latter

will produce “Tom Jones,” the classic by
Henry Fielding, and another feature for

UA worldwide release. The deal was
negotiated in London by George Ornstein
and David Picker on behalf of UA.
John Osborn, British playwright, will

write the script for “Tom Jones,” which
will star Albert Finney in the title role

with Richardson directing.

Invin Allen
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Tremendous Selection of Special Ads
and Displays for Local Follow-Through!

Contests!

Biggest Disc-Jockey and Dealer
Promotion for RCA's Henry Mancini HATARI I

Album and DOT'S Smash Single!

Millions of Kids of All Ages Pre-Sold by Big-

gest School and Summer Camp Penetration
Campaign Ever Created
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'
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New Coca-Cola Record Set

For First Quarter Net
NEW YORK—A new all-time high for

the first quarter earnings for the Coca-Cola

Co. was announced by Lee Talley, chairman
of the board, following the board’s annual

organization meeting here. After pro-

visions for reserves, income taxes and other

charges, net profit for the first quarter was
$8,839,678 as compared to $8,042,134 for the

same period last year.

The first quarter of 1962 per -share earn-

ings of 64 cents were ten per cent higher

than the 58 cents per share earned in the

first quarter of 1961. This was based on
the average shares outstanding for the

first quarter 1961 of 13,795,566 and for the

first quarter 1962 of 13,821,750. Provision

for federal income taxes for the first

quarter of 1962 was $10,595,000.

J. Paul Austin was elected president of

the company. He previously served as

executive vice-president. He also will con-

tinue as president of the Coca-Cola Export
Corp.

C. Eugene Boyd was advanced from man-
ager of the company’s research department
to a vice-presidency.

Disney Six-Month Profit

Reported at $2,425,065
BURBANK, CALIF. — Consolidated net

profit of Walt Disaiey Productions and its

domestic subsidiaries for the six months
ended March 31. 1962, was $2,425,065, equal

to $1.45 per share on 1,674,804 common
shares outstanding after provision for

taxes of $2,786,000, Roy O. Disney, presi-

dent, announced Tuesday (22). This com-
pares with a net profit of $669,982 for the

corresponding period of 1961, equal to 41

cents per share on the 1,626,023 shares then
outstanding, after tax provision of $720,-

000 .

Total gross income for the six months
was $32,643,281, as compared with $23,065,-

743 a year ago, an increase of $9,577,538.

Film rentals alone increased by $7,872,854.

The Disney board of directors at a special

meeting Tuesday declared a quarterly cash

dividend of 10 cents per share payable July

1 to stockholders of record June 15.

MGM Declares Dividend;
Third at Increased Rate
NEW YORK — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

Inc., board of directors on Tuesday (22)

declared a quarterly dividend of 50 cents

per share payable on July 16, 1962, to

stockholders of record June 15. This is the

third payment at the increased 50 cent

per share rate.

Payments at the rate of $2 per year, a

25 per cent increase over the previous $1.60

rate, were voted by the directors in Novem-
ber 1961. First payment under the new
rate was in January of this year.

Rcmsohoff Signs William Holden

HOLLYWOOD—Martin Ransohoff, pro-

duction head for Pilmways, has signed WU-
liam Holden to tjopline “The American-
ization of Emily,” adaptation of the Wil-

liam Bradford Huie novel, which Ransohoff
will produce for MGM release. A romantic

comedy backgrounded against World War
II, the film will roll after Holden completes

“Together in Paris” for Paramount.

Variety Clubs Int1 Re-elects Officers

Frank Duffy Gets Humanitarian Honor;

London Tent Receives Heart Award
DUBLIN — Variety Clubs International

concluded its 35th annual convention here

Friday (18) with
election of the entire

slate of nominated
officers, headed by
Rotus Harvey of San
Pi'ancisco as chief

bai'kei'. Others elected

were James CaiTeras
of London as first as-

sistant chief barker,

Ralph Pi'ies of Phila-

delphia as second as-

sistant, J. J. Fitzgib-

bons jr., of Toronto
as property master,

and Joseph Podoloff of Minneapolis as

dough guy.

Climax of the convention came with the
presentation of the Humanitai'ian Award
to 73-year-old Fiiank Duffy, founder of the
Home of Mercy and considered one of the

gi'eatest men in Ii-eland today. The presi-

dent of Ireland, Eamon de Valera, seldom
seen in public, and Premier Sean LeMass
were on stage to make the presentation

to Duffy. The Home of Mea-cy, which aids

the destitute everywhere, has been the life

work of Duffy, a former civil servant,

since 1934. Past winnei-s of the Humani-
tarian Award have included Dr. Tom Doo-
ley, Di*. Jonas Salk, Dr. Albert Schweitzer,
Sir Winston Chui’chill, Sir Alexander
Fleming and George Carver and others.

The Variety Heart Award was presented

to London Tent 36, which collected some
$330,000 in 1961 for its Heart of Variety,

Ltd., which provides playing fields and
other health and reoi’eational facilities for

thousands of underprivileged London chil-

dren. London bai'kers have $400,000

pledged foi- 1962 charity activities.

'The Chai-ity Citation went to Chicago
Tent 26, which collected $54,060 for its

James Carreras Joseph Podoloff

Reseai’ch Center and LaRabida Jackson
Pai’k Sanitarium. Dublin Tent 41 won hon-
orable mention for its St. Joseph Home for

Blind Children, for which it collected $23,-

160. Friday afternoon delegates visited the

home where the official opening of a new
swimming pool was presided over by the

international chief barker.

SuiT>rise of the convention came with the
naming of Buffalo, N. Y., as site for the
1964 convention. It had been previously

felt that New York City had the best

chance for that honor due to the location

of the 1964 World’s Fair in that city.

Friday night, delegates attended the con-
cluding banquet and dance and final fare-

wells were made on Saturday at a cocktail

party.

Rotus Harvey

Paramount 1st Quarter
Net Down From 1961
NEW YORK—Paramount Pictures Corp.

reports an estimated consolidated net in-

come of $1,129,000 for the fii'st quai-ter of

1962, compared with a consolidated net in-

come of 2,450,000 foi* the same period in

1961.

'The 1962 quarter income is equal to 67

cents per share, based upon 1,690,231 shares

outstanding on March 31, compai'ed with

$1.46 per share on the 1,673,231 shares out-

standing in 1961. In addition, an invest-

ment profit was realized in 1961 in the

amount of approximately $400,000 of 24

cents per share.

MGM Sets 15 Key Openings
For Its Cinerama Film
NEW YORK—The MGM-Cinerama pic-

tm’e, “The Wonderful World of the

Brothers Grimm,” will open in 14 key cities

coast-to-coast simultaneously with the

world premiere scheduled for New Yoi'k at

Loew’s Cinerama (formerly the Capitol)

August 7. The pictmo will begin its regular

reserved-seat engagements the following

day.

The key cities selected for the simultan-
eous openings are Los Angeles, Boston,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Washington, Pitts-

burgh, Cleveland, Denver, Minneapolis,

Philadelphia, San P^'ancisco, Detroit, Mi-
ami and Montreal, Canada.
By the end of August, MGM expects that

the George Pal production, stairing Lau-
rence Haiwey and Kai’l Boehm in the title

roles, will be playing in 40 key cities across

the country.

FEATURE CHART CORRECTION
The stai's of “Rome Adventure,” Warner

Bros, feature, aie 'Ti'oy Donahue, Angie
Dickinson, Rossano Brazzi and Suzanne
Pleshette. Due to a mixup of lines the stars

wei’e enoneously listed in the Feature

Chai't of Boxoffice as Tiovor Howard and
Dorothy Dandridge, who appear in “Ma-
laga” for Warners. The curi'ent listing is

now correct.
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Technicolor 'Is Leader'

In Its Field: Frawley
NEW YORK—Technicolor continues to

remain away out in front as the uncon-
tested leader in its field,” Patrick J. Fraw-
ley, chairman of the board and chief ex-

ecutive of the company, told the 250 stock-

holders attending the annual meeting at

the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Monday (21).

The company has adjusted its first
quarter earnings to $513,000, or 20 cents a

share, from the previously reported figure

of $567,326, or 22 cents a share. The new
first quarter figure is higher than the

$451,479, or 18 cents per share, in the

first quarter of 1961.

Despite this improvement, several of the

stockholders fired a barrage of questions

at Frawley, first because the stock sold

as high as 42% per share last year and
closed at 14% May 21, and because no
dividends have been paid by Technicolor

in five years. Several stockholders also

questioned Frawley concerning the com-
pany’s progress in its research division and
the 8mm movie projector with the cart-

ridge of the Consumer Products Division.

About the dividends, or lack of them,

Frawley said the company could pay a cash

dividend but wanted to conserve its funds

for future developments. He said the com-
pany directors “were considering” the pos-

sibility of a stock dividend.

About the 8mm projector, Frawley said

“we are progressing very well with proto-

type models that will eventually bring

sound to this projector.” He admitted that

"we had made a mistake” in the manner
in which they advertised the new 8mm pro-

jector last year and that $600,000 worth
of advertising had been written off. He told

the stockholders that the company is work-

ing on a new advertising campaign and a

better public relations program.

Re-elected at the meeting were the fol-

lowing officers: Frawley, who is also chair-

man of the board of Eversharp, Inc.; Les-

ter G. Clark, president and general man-
ager; Edward E. Ettinger, executive vice-

president; John J. Daly, vice-president and
secretary; Melvin H. Jacobs, George Mur-
phy and James Bums, vice-presidents, and
Reeves L. Kennedy, treasurer and assistant

secretary.

The terms of the five directors elected

at the meeting, Alfred Bloomingdale, Rich-

ard C. Patterson jr., William G. Rabe,
Thomas J. Welsh and Clark, will expire

at the 1963 annual election, when all direc-

tors will be put up for election. There are

15 on the Technicolor board.

Old D. W. Griffith Studio
Demolished by Fire
HOLLYWOOD—Fire destroyed the old

D. W. Griffith Studio, a filmland land-

mark for nearly half a century.

The studio, most recently owned by Co-
lumbia Pictures, had changed hands 17

times since it was built by pioneer motion
picture producer Griffith, who made “In-

tolerance” in 1916 at the location.

'The blazing end to the once famous
studio came while wrecking crews were
preparing to demolish it. Three firemen
were injured and 15 others were imperiled

in the three-alarm conflagration.

Ballontyne Co. Presents
Special Speaker to Y&W

Ho Brown, left, Ballantyne chief

engineer, presents the 2,000,0C'0th

Ballantyne Dub’l-Cone Speaker, a
special gold-plated model, to Hugh Mc-
Loughlin, right, chief engineer, Y&W
Management Co., and to Mark Wolf,
Y&W president. Brown is the man most
responsible for the technical con-
ception and development of the Ballan-
tyne Dub’l-Cone.

OMAHA—Ballantyne Instruments and
Electronics Inc., here, has manufactured
its 2,000,000th Dub’l-Cone Speaker.
Company officials marked the occasion

by presenting a special gold-plated model
to the Y&W Management Co., Theatre Cir-

cuit Operators of Indianapolis. Y&W took
an early interest in the Dub’l-Cone,
recognizing the sound quality offered by
the two-cone principle, and endorsed the
Ballantyne Dub’l-Cone for its durability

and long life.

The Ballantyne Dub’l-Cone is protected
from shocks and vandals by a die-cast
aluminum case; reinforced, tamper-proof
grill; perforated aluminum speaker guard;
spring cushion mounting and special bosses.

Plug-in terminals permit easy post
servicing with no special tools.

60 Booths Already Sold
For TOA Trade Show
NEW YORK—Sixty booths out of a po-

tential 140 have been sold for the trade
show to be held in conjunction with the
annual Theatre Owners of America con-
vention in Miami Beach in November, ac-
cording to the National Ass’n of Conces-
sionaires.

Meanwhile, TOA has sent questionnaires
to its members asking them for topics

which they would like to have discussed at

the convention. 'The planning committee
will tailor the suggestions to conform with
the needs and desires of the majority of

the members.

F. T. Murray, 76, Stricken
NEW YORK—F. ’T. “Tom” Murray, 76,

Universal Pictures Co. manager of branch
operations and maintenance for 20 years
until his retirement in 1958, died at Forest
Hills General Hospital Monday (21) after

a brief illness. He is survived by his wife,

Ida Mae; two sons, Thomas D. of New
York and Robert E. of Tiburon, Calif., and
a daughter, Mrs. Helen Helmer of Santa
Monica.

Big All-Media Budget

Charted for 'Hatari!'
NEW YORK—Paramount unveiled its

global merchandising plan for “Hatari!”
for the tradepress at the Overseas Press
Club on Monday (21). A 12-minute full-

color film strip was presented, designed to
pinpoint every phase of the “Hatari!”
campaign. The sound projectors and film
strip prints will be available to all Para-
mount branches where branch managers
will screen them for exhibitors. 'The equip-
ment also will be available for exhibitor
conventions and meetings.
Martin Davis, Paramount’s director of

advertising, publicity and exploitation, said
the campaign represented one of the big-
gest all-media budgets in the company’s
history. The film strips pointed up the ad-
vertising in such magazines as Seventeen,
Boy’s Life, the Scholastic Group and Sim-
day comic sections, as well as numerous
consumer magazines. It was estimated that
the penetration would reach an audience in

excess of 183,000,000 persons.

Joseph Friedman, assistant to Davis, said

that from a production standpoint, “Ha-
tari!” had the greatest major tieup of any
picture in recent years. He said it involved
the national tieup with Willys Motors,
whose jeeps were used in the filming of

the pictiue in Africa. Willys, he said, was
spending more than $1,000,000 in promo-
tion, highlighted by prize-winning com-
mercials on network television. A study
guide also has been completed for school

and summer camp promotion. A television

and radio campaign has been set to reach

70 per cent of homes, using the 15 different

commercials.

Curtiss Candy Ad Tieup
For Warners' 'Gypsy'
LOS ANGELES—Warner Bros, an-

nounced a three-million dollar advertising

and promotion arrangement with Charles

V. Lipps, president of Curtiss Candy Co., for

Mervyn LeRoy’s production of “Gypsy.”
Special contests will be held by Curtiss

for consumer, store and dealer participa-

tion with the winners to be brought to Hol-

lywood for an all-expense holiday, plus an
“all-out” campaign which will take in

every medium of exploitation and publicity

The tie-up is considered a natural inas-

much as in “Gypsy” Karl Malden plays a

candy salesman of 1923 who peddles the

most popular candy bars of that time which
research disclosed were Curtiss’ Baby
Ruths and Butterfingers.

Atlantic to Distribute

New Chabrol Picture
NEW YORK—“L’Oeil du Malin,” a new

French film written and directed by Claude

Chabrol, has been acquired by Wilshire

International Pictures for distribution in

the U.S. through Atlantic Pictures, ac-

cording to George Roth, president of both

Wilshire and Atlantic.

The picture, which stars Jacques Charrier

and Stephane Audran, was coproduced by
Rome-Paris Films and Lux Films, accord-

ing to Hayes Goetz, vice-president of Wil-
shire, who acquired the film during his

four-week trip to Europe in April.
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Columbia Will Leave Open
Number of Year's Films

With eight films in production so far

this year, Columbia Pictures’ vice-presi-

dent Sol A. Schwartz
has disclosed that the
studio’s future pro-

duction program will

be left open as to

number of films to be
made this year. Ac-
cording to Schwartz,
upcoming pictures
will not be made by
a definite date, but
will be fitted in at

the proper time.

Before the cameras
at the studio are

“Bye Bye Birdie,’’ Fred Kohlmar produc-
tion being helmed by George Sidney, and
“Eiiamond Head,’’ Jerry Bresler production
with Guy Green producing.
Before his departure for New York to ap-

pear on the “Salute to the President” show
at Madison Square Garden, Danny Kaye
was signed by Columbia Pictures to star in

‘"The Man From the Diners’ Club,” which
William Bloom will produce and FYank
Tashlin direct as a Dena-Ampersand joint

venture.

The script by William Blatty will give

Kaye a field day in delving into the opera-
tions of the famous credit card company,
with a role tailor-made for the kind of

comedy routines that have brought him
acclaim.

Columbia Pictiires has purchased a com-
edy, “The Baby Sitter,” based on an original

story by Ame Sultan and Marvin Worth.
Acquisition of the property marks the

second written by Sultan and Worth to be
bought by Columbia. The team is now
writing the screenplay for “Three on a

Couch,” another comedy, for the studio.

MGM to Make Second Film

In United Arab Republic

“Murder on the Nile,” based on the
Agatha Christy novel, will be the second
feature to be lensed by MGM in the United
Arab Republic this summer. The first,

“Cairo,” is now in production in Egypt
starring George Sanders, with Ronald
Kinnoch producing and Wolfe Rilla di-

recting.

George Brown will produce “Murder on
the Nile,” with George Pollock directing.

This is the same pair that made MGM’s
“Murder She Said.”

'Donovan's Reef' Is Title

Of John Ford Production
Paramount has assigned the title of

“Donovan’s Reef” to the formerly untitled
John Ford production scheduled to go be-
fore the cameras in July starring John
Wayne, Cesar Romero and Lee Marvin.

James Edward Grant is currently writ-
ing the screenplay for the South Sea lo-
caled film from original material developed

for Paramount by Pulitzer prize winning
author James Mitchener.
“Donovan’s Reef” will make Wayne’s

third recent starring feature for the Mara-
thon St. studio, having completed Howard
Hawks’ “Hatari!” and Ford’s “The Man
Who Shot Liberty Valance.”

Soupy Sales Signed to Star

In 'Ho-Ho-Ho' for MGM
Soupy Sales has been signed to star in a

feature film titled “Ho-Ho-Ho,” in a deal

finalized by MGM with Artists & Produc-
tion Associates (Jack Lemmon-Max Arnow
—Blake Edwards-Richard Quine outfit)

and the Soupy Sales Co.

“Ho-Ho-Ho,” a comedy by Ving B.

Hershon, with a Christmas setting, is the

second purchased by APA since the start of

the year, and is described as being one of

a number of projects planned by the inde-
pendent organization to give opportunities

to new personalities, wrriters and directors.

Initial APA production will be “Good
Lord, You’re Upside Down,” and is set to

topline Jack Lemmon with Richard Quine
helming for Columbia release.

Vince Edwards Will Star

In Carl Foreman Film

In one of the casting coups of the season,

producer-director Carl Foreman revealed
that Vince Edwards, who is “Ben Casey”
in the popular TV series, will star in his

production for Columbia release of “The
Victors,” slated to roll in England in

August.
In the film, which Foreman will produce,

direct and write the screenplay, based on
Alexander Baron’s book, “The Human
Kind,” Edwards will play the role of Baker,
linked dramatically in the picture with
Sophia Loren.
Highroad Productions, Inc., will produce

the film.

Mike Henry Pacted by WB;
Miscellaneous Notes
Around Hollywood: Mike Henry, line-

backer of the Pittsburgh Steelers, has been
signed to a term acting contract by
Warners . . . Henry Silva has been set to

star in “Flowers of Hiroshima,” which pro-
ducer-director John Frankenheimer will

shoot in Japan in October . . . Stanley
Shapiro’s comedy screenplay, “King of the
Mountain,” has been added to the U-I
production schedule, with Robert Arthur as
executive producer and Shapiro as pro-
ducer . . . Josh Logan will produce “The
Careful Man,” a suspense thriller written
by Edmund Morris from an original story
by Max Franklin, for Seven Arts Produc-
tions . . . Producer Dino De Laurentiis has
created an unusual writing team by signing
Hideo Oguni, Japan’s top screen writer, to
collaborate with British scrivener Francis
Durbridge on the screenplay of “Zakary,”
to be filmed in Japan for Columbia release
. . . What may prove to be the least-read
main titles of any movie were filmed at

Waikiki by director Norman Taurog for
Hal Wallis’ Elvis Presley film, “Girls! Girls!
Girls!” Fifteen of Hawaii’s fairest—and
shapeliest—brunettes, blondes and redheads
were photographed diving, surfing, swim-
ming and sunbathing as fitting back-
grounds for title, cast and credits of the
film.

Charles Lederer, Ben Hecht
To Script George Pal Film
Once again the writing team of Charles

Lederer and Ben Hecht will combine tal-

ents to write the screenplay for George
Pal’s “The Circus of Dr. Lao,” slated to
roll this summer for MGM release. The pair
has reported to the studio to start work on
the script, based on the novel by Charles
Finney.

Although Lederer and Hecht have worked
singly of late, they are noted for their col-

laboration on “Ride the Pink Horse,”
“Comrade X,” “Monkey Business,” “His
Girl Friday,” and ‘Kiss of Death.”

James Gregory Is Assigned

A Top Role in 'PT 109'

Selection of players for the large cast of

“PT 109” has begun at Warner Bros, fol-

lowing extensive testing over the past week.
James Gregory, last seen at the studio in

“Onionhead,” was set for the role of Com-
mander Ritchie, one of the film’s fictional

characters.

Cliff Robertson stars as Lieut. John F.

Kennedy in the film being produced under
the personal supervision of Jack L. War-
ner, with Bryan Foy as producer.

Georgia Moll Gets Top Role

In 'Not on Your Life'

A six-month search for the leading lady

for Morton DaCosta’s next Warner Bros,

picture, “Not on Your Life,” ended with

the signing of Georgia Moll, Italian actress.

Miss Moll will appear opposite Robert
Preston and Tony Randall in the romantic
comedy, slated to go into production in

Greece July 1, with DaCosta producing and
directing as his first vehicle since comple-
tion of “The Music Man.”

Anthony George Organizes

Own Production Unit

Anthony George is activating his own
production company, Cesar Productions,

and has signed two writers to script pro-

perties he already owns. William Donahue
will script “The Sensation Seekers” from an
original yarn by W. G. Glenn, and George
Hahn has been signed to screen write

Harold Bennett’s novel, “Daybreak.”

'What Ever Happened to

Baby Jane?' Starts July

A July 9 starting date has been blue-

printed for “What Ever Happened to Baby
Jane?” Seven Arts Production in associa-

tion with producer-director Robert Aldrich.

Joan Crawford and Bette Davis will top-
line the Lucas Heller screenplay, based on
Henry Farrell’s novel.

Sol A. Schwartz
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combinotion bills.)

I

i All Fall Down (MGMl 200 90 115 70 85 100 150 100 105 150 160 125 150
J

123

1 Call Me Genius (Cont'l) 125 165 90 65 100 125 90 125 mi
1 Cape Fear (U-I) 125 190 100 125 200 100 150 180 146

1 Children's Hour, The (UA) 160 95 215 95 100 300 135 100 175 250 100 185 150 125 250 125 160

§ Cold Wind in August, A (Aidort) 140 300 150 no 125 175 175 150 175 100 160

1 Colossus of Rhodes (MGM) 125 90 85 190 140 135 100 75 150 90 130 100 118

1 Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-I) 110 90 90 140 65 115 no 85 175 85 125 125 110

^ Day the Sky Exploded (Excelsior) 100 100 100 100 100 100

^ Desert Patrol (U-I) 90 100 100 85 100 95

1 Desert Warrior (Medallion) 100 100 100 100 100 100

g Devil's Eye, The (Janus) 200 150 225 110 100 115 160 225 161

I Devil's Hand, The (Crown) 75 90 65 100 90 84

Doctor in Love (Governor) 175 155 100 110 125 205 225 250 168

1 Don Quixote (MGM) 140 165 100 125 175 200 151

1 Double Bunk (Showcorp) 140 115 125 150 100 150 150 133

1 Experiment in Terror (Col) 120 125 160 130 80 no 100 100 165 200 no 127

g Five Day Lover, The (Kingsley) 125 90 75 150 145 117

0
i Five Finger Exercise (Col) 130 195 100 185 125 95 138

•X

$ Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 135 115 no no 100 124

1 Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM) 275 105 95 100 110 65 100 75 100 115 90 90 130 100 145 150 100 114

f I Bombed Pearl Harbor (Parade) 100 115 110 110 135 75 90 75 125 104

Innocents, The (20th-Fox) 150 190 150 170 95 125 125 90 120 185 130 125 200 180 100 135 150 no 141

1 Jessica (UA) 125 165 100 225 150 80 160 100 138

>A Joker, The (Lopert) 130 90 90 100 115 185 118

%
^ Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 110 135 150 115 75 90 300 120 205 135 175 149

f La Belle Americoine (Cont'l) 130 200 150 125 170 175 90 115 150 145

^ Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor) 275 145 100 450 210 300 250 200 200 237

1 Light in the Piazza (MGM) 140 175 120 225 90 100 85 135 220 165 125 125 175 no 170 90 165 350 no 151

p Lover Come Back (U-I) 180 325 300 250 200 220 200 185 300 500 150 300 300 220 160 190 220 230 300 225 248

1 Magic Boy (MGM) 75 65 100 100 90 80 100 75 75 84

^ Mark, The (Cont'l) 150 175 165 120 120 90 105 125 190 125 125 180 115 137

1 Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 110 100 no 200 150 200 140 175 100 no 136

%
§ Only Two Con Ploy (Kingsley) 160 280 190 250 200 216

1 Outsider, The (U-I) 90 175 125 90 85 125 130 125 190 125 200 225 250 90 135 120 135 120 141

i Premature Burial, The (AIP) 225 140 225 100 150 95 150 300 90 200 135 165

'4, Rome Adventure (WB) 125 130 95 95 80 105 105 65 125 no 125 115 160 100 135 100 111

% Six Black Horses (U-I) 100 100 100 85 100 97

1 Stop Me Before I Kill (Col) 95 100 70 90 100 85 100 90 91

1 Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 300 220 200 110 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 300 500 100 190 120 125 450 226

1 Through a Glass Darkly (Janus) 120 165 90 95 125 200 300 156

i Underwater City, The (Col) 100 75 100 100 90 100 100 95

P World in My Pocket (MGM) 185 90 100 100 90 85 no 109

I

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
IndMihiil runt, not in mrigc.
Ustlngi ire eonfintd to opening
week figures on new relettcs only.

1. Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM)
Boston 300

2. Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor)

Kansas City 300

3. Through a Gloss Darkly (Janus)

San Francisco 300

4. Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM)
Boston 275

5. Doctor in Love (Governor)

Milwaukee 225

6. Safe at Home! (Col)

Boston 190
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AB-PT SHIRT-SLEEVES SALESMEN—Big boxoffice receipts will not be
brought about solely by quality product, according to Edward L. Hyman, vice-

president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, who was in Des Moines
recently for a meeting with officials of Tri- States Theatre Corp. Hyman con-
ducted a “shirt-sleeves” session dealing with a “grassroots approach and all-out

sell” on product available in the coming months, as shown in his Report From
Hollywood and Releasing Schedule. The Des Moines meeting was the fifth in a
series of sectional conferences which Hyman is conducting with showmen through-
out the nation. Tri- States, with home offices in the Iowa capital city, owns 16

theatres in Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois and Missouri. Seated, from left to right are
Hyman and A. H. Blank, chairman of the board of Tri- States. Standing: L. Mc-
Kechneay, Tri-States real estate supervisor; A1 Sicignano, assistant to Hyman; A.

Don Allen, Tri-States general manager; Don B. Knight, assistant to Allen, and
Walter Kaufman, assistant to Hyman.

Omaha Indian Hills Chosen as Sife

Of Coopers Third Cinerama Theatre

'Fair' Continues Fast

At Milwaukee Tower
MILWAUKEE—Best grossers for the

week were “West Side Stoi-y” at the Strand
end “State Fair” at the neighborhood

Tower. “South Seas Adventure” in its final

week of a 21 -week mn was solid at the

Palace. “Thi-ough a Glass Darkly” was a

strong starter at the Downer.
(Average Is 1 00)

Down —T'Tough a Glass Darkly (Jar>us) 175
PVjIcc;—

S

outh Seas Adventure (Cirteroma),

21;.t wk 200
Riverside—The Horizontal Lieutenant

(MGSA); Six Black Horses (U-l), 2nd wk 100
Strond—West Side Story (UA), 9th wk 250
Times— Doctor in Love (Governor), 2nd wk 190
Tower—State Foir (20th-Fox), 4th wk 250
Towrte—The Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-l);

Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 100
Worner

—

Burn, Witch, Burn (AlP) 100
Wisconsin—Whistle Down the Wind (Pathe-

Ameirica); East of Kilimanjaro (Porode) 100

Only 'West Side' Relieves

Quietude in Minneapolis
MINNEAPOLIS—Business at first-run

houses seemed to be in the doldrums this

past week. The best showing was made by
“West Side Story” in its 14th week at the
Mann Theatre with a rating of 130 per
cent. All other pictures rated average or

below.
Academy

—

El Cid (AA) 1 3th wk 80
Century—Jessica (UA), 3rd wk 100
Gopher

—

World in My Pocket (MGM) 100
Lyric

—

Cape Fear (U-l), 2nd wk 100
Mann

—

West Side Story <UA), 14th wk 130
Orpheum—Thunder Road (UA); The Big Country

(UA), reissue 80
Park

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 7th wk...100
State

—

The Three Stooges Meet Hercules (Col) . . 85
Uptown

—

Sergeants 3 (UA), 13th wk 85
World

—

Experiment in Terror (Col), 5th wk 80

'West Side' Is Omaha's
Only Top-Money Draw
OMAHA—The genea'al report along the

first-mn movie front here was “slow” al-

though “West Side Story” continued well
above average in its fifth week at the Ad-
miral Theatre. The most frequent com-
plaint was the effect of the Ak-Sar-Ben
races, plus excellent spring weather for

outdoor activities.
Admiroil—West Side Story (UA), 54+1 wk 200
Coap>er

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cineroma),
2nd wk 130

Omoho—Spartacus (U-l) 110
Dundee—Oklahoma! (Mogna), 7th wk 110
Onpheum.—^Experiment in Terror (Col) 85
Stote—Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 2nd wk 95

LINCOLN
^^alt Jancke, city manager for the Ne-

braska Theatres Corp., seemed to find
the extracurricular events calendar just as
busy at home as in Chicago the previous
week. As a member of the Chamber of
Commerce’s military affairs committee, he
has made four talks to base commanders
and civilian groups about the committee’s
new responsibility—the Lincoln Air Force
Base Squadron Adoption program, and
then presented the Navy League’s sword
award to the University of Nebraska’s
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps,
honor recipient at May 15 ceremonies on
campus. Walt was in Chicago as chair-
man of the chamber’s publicity and per-
motion committee to attend the annual
Roller Skating Rink Operators Ass’n con-
vention, backed by chamber staff member
Roger 'Thomas. ’The two not only made
final arrangements for the July 28 week-

(Continued on page NC-4)

OMAHA — Work will start immediately
on a new Cinerama theatre in West
Omaha, the Cooper Foundation Theatres
with headquarters in Lincoln, and Swan-
son Enterprises of Omaha announced
jointly last week.

It will be called the Indian Hills The-
atre, the name taken from one of the
most beautiful development areas in this

section.

Kenneth Anderson, Cooper Foundation
general manager, and Gilbert C. Swanson
of Swanson Enterprises indicated the the-
atre will be on a four-acre site. Swanson
will buUd the theatre and lease it to

Cooper. Cost will be in excess of $500,000.

No land sale is involved.

Indian Hills will be the foundation’s
third theatre built especially for Cinerama.
At present the foundation is operating

the Cooper Theatre in downtown Omaha
for Cinerama productions. The Cooper was
completely done over a few years ago.

It will revert to Todd-AO features and
other roadshow films, Anderson said.

The Indian Hills Theatre will be de-
signed like the one in Denver and the one
being constructed in Minneapolis and will

incorporate all new refinements for Cine-
rama. It will be faced in black brick and
steel.

The auditorium portion will be circular

with metal-panel exterior. It will seat 662
on the main floor and 146 in the balcony.
There will be five lounge areas, including

the lobby and an outside patio.

Anderson described the design as “ter-

rifically beautiful” and said the building

will be architecturally integrated into the

planned development of the Indian Hills

area, which is one of the show spots of

Omaha on a hill at the west approach
to the city.

Designer of the Cinerama theatres is

Melvin Glatz of Denver. Anderson said

they are the only ones in the world de-

signed specifically for Cinerama.”
The audience will face a curved, 105-

foot long screen 38 feet high. There will

be three projectors and seven -track

sound.
The Berglund-Cherne Construction Co.

of Denver has the contract for building

the Indian Hills Theatre. It also is build-

ing the Denver and Minneapolis theatres.

Allied Board Session
At Des Moines June 1

1

The first board meeting of Allied

Independent Theatres Ass’n of Iowa,

South Dakota and Nebraska, since its

reaffiliation with National Allied, will

be held at the Varsity Theatre in Des
Moines, starting at 10 a.m. on June 11.

The date was incorrectly given as

June 10 in last week’s story.
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Tent 14 Bears Gifts

To Variety in Dublin
MILWAUKEE — No stone was left un-

turned here to call attention to Variety
Tent 14’s strong representation at the
convention in Dublin May 15-19. Hugo R.
Vogel, Tent 14 executive secretary, shortly
before the takeoff, met in Madison with
Gov. Gaylord Nelson, where Vogel was pi'e-

sented a gift box of Wisconsin cheese and
a letter of greetings for Sean Lomass,
prime minister of Ireland.

Another meeting took place in the

mayor’s office here, where the gift cheese
and a letter of greeting were received

from the mayor to be delivered to Lord
Mayor Robert Briscoe of Dublin. Some 200

pounds of cheese thus were gathered for

deliveiT to Ireland’s Variety Club charities.

Mayor Henry Maier was to take over the

honors, but he had been taken to the hos-

pital for a stomach ailment, and was re-

placed by president of the council Martin
E. Schreiber, who presented the gift box
of cheese to Irish International Airline

stewardess Imelda Staunton, along with

the letter from Mayor Maier and his best

wishes.

Vogel gave a brief account to the mayor’s

representative of the importance of the

convention and the club’s humanitarian

objectives.

In the Milwaukee delegation were

Messrs, and Mmes. Hugo R. Vogel, Her-

bert Kratze, Robert Hindin, Henry Grod-

nick, Samuel N. Kaufman, Ray Trampe,

John Davis, Max Zembrosky, Ray Davis,

and Messrs. David Routt and Claire Krom.

MILWAUKEE
Bob Groenert, who has managed several

Milwaukee area film houses, has an-

nounced he will seek the Democratic nom-
ination for governor. His last attempt was
as an unsuccessful candidate for the Demo-
cratic nomination for lieutenant governor.

Gertrude Puelicher, known here for hei’

humanitarian efforts, was presented the

Symphony Award “.
. . for her major con-

tribution to the establishment and growth”
of the symphony. Some time ago, she was
told that there was a juvenile problem at

most theatres, vandalism and other un-
couth aspects which the public apparently
was not aware of. So she promptly gathered
a representative group of exhibitors to-

gether, “got the dope” and held a panel

session on her radio program. The results

were startling, she said afterwards.

“The principal reason the movies are giv-

ing franker treatment to more adult
themes is television.” said Gordon S. White,
New' York, vice-president in charge of the
Motion Picture Association’s advertising
code office. He is on a tour to discuss mo-
tion picture advei-tising here with mem-
bers of newspaper advertising departments,
civic gi'oups, and motion picture councils.
He said the goal of the advertising code is

to keep the ads “reasonably acceptable to
reasonable people.”

Seen making the rounds of Filmrow
were Jack McWilliams, Portage Theatre;
Prank Lesmeister, Dodge, Dodgeville; Bill

Exton, Kenosha; Mrs. Louise Reinert, Ma-
jestic, Algoma; Steve Johnson, Wisconsin,
Sheboygan; Otto Settele, Pulaski, Pulaski,
and See-Moi'e, Seymour; Sig Goldberg,
Wausau, and Jim Gasvoda, Hiawatha,
Chassell, Mich. . . . Bud Rose is back in
the harness at his Allied Artists post in
Cleveland.

Services for A1 Anderson
Held in Sioux Falls, S.D.
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.—Funeral services

were held here May 17 for A1 Anderson,
63, formerly Paramount manager here and
in Portland, Ore., and salesman in north-
ern Minnesota. Anderson died May 11 in

Texas.
He joined Paramount in 1924 and was

named manager in Sioux Falls in 1929.

Anderson remained in that position until

1939, when he was transferred to Port-
land as manager. He remained in Port-
land until 1946. Returning to Minneapolis,
he was named salesman in northern Min-
nesota. He later left the industry.

Survivors include his wife and two
daughters, all residing in Texas, and a

brother Frank, Minot, N. D., who formerly

was a salesman for Paramount and War-
ner Bros, in North Dakota.

George Chandler at Powwow
HOLLYWOOD—George Chandler, presi-

dent of Screen Actors Guild, and William
K. Hopkins, Columbia Pictures industrial

relations director, represented the film in-

dustry at a two-day regional conference of

the President’s Committee on Employment
of the Physically Handicapped, held in

Phoenix.
More than 200 representatives of man-

agement, labor, the government and
medical professions from 12 western states

attended the meeting. Chandler acted as

emcee of a banquet.

MINNEAPOLIS
^harlie Jackson, formerly with Warner

Bros., and his wife Connie, now of
Clearwater, Fla., were in town visiting on
the Row. Jackson entertained some of the
Warner staff at a luncheon at HaiTy’s
Cafe. The Jacksons plan to go to Europe
June 14 after retmTiing to Florida. This
will be their lath crossing. They will return
to Clearwater in September.

Lowell Kaplan, buyer and booker for

Berger Amusement Co., is back at work
part time after being hospitalized . . . The
neighborhood Nile Theatre is closed for

remodeling, redecorating and reseating.

The house is operated by Sidney Volk. Seats
obtained from the Nile have been installed

in the Cloquet Theatre at Cloquet. New car-

pet also was installed there.

A new front and a sign flush with the ex-

terioi* have been installed at the Sibley

Theatre at Winthrop, opea-'ated by Louis

Kosak . . . Orville Curb and his eon re-

opened the Royal Theatre at Northome
May 20. The house has been closed since

August 1961 . . . The Grand Theatre at

Nashwauk has been dismantled . . . Howard
Minksy, Paa-amount western sales manager,
was in for a staff meeting.

Mary Kelly, office managei’’s secretary at

MGM, has resigned. Her replacement is

Janee Jung . . . The Roxy at Argyle has

been closed permanently . . . E. O. Paul-

son reopened the Greenbush Theatre at

Greenbush . . . The Rainbow at Mahnomen,
operated by Joe Ullman, has been reopened.

Outstate exhibitors on the Row wei'e Dan
Peterson, Brookings, S. D.; Ai*t Bean, Gar-

rison, N. D.; Robert Tabbert, Jamestown,

N. D.; Rollie Matson, Flandreau, S. D.;

BmT Cline, Jamestown, N. D„ and Ed Fre-

dine, Cloquet.

The Theatre Guild will return to Min-
neapolis next fall after an absence of three

years. The seven plays that are scheduled

to appear in St. Paul will appear at the

Oroheum Theatre. They include Carnival,

The Sound of Music, MaiT, Mary, A Shot

in the Dark, Take Her, She’s Mine and A
Far Country. A seventh play will be chosen

later.

Chuck Bliss, office manager at Universal,

has been named new vice-president of local

F-31, lATSE, front office employes union,

replacing Lee Campbell, 20th Centm-y-Fox

booker, who was promoted to president and

business agent. Campbell replaces Dick

Kolling, United Artists, who resigned.

“Victim,” a new British film about a

gang of blackmailers who prey on homo-
sexuals, opened Friday (25) at the Uptow'n

Theatre. The film does not have a Produc-

tion Code seal . . . “Judgment at Nurem-
berg” will open Thm’sday (31) at the Ac-

ademy Theatre with three shows a day

on a continuous policy. Top price weekend

evenings will be $1.75 with $1.50 the price

weekday nights.

Regional Bow for 'Whistle'

PORTLAND, ME.—American Theatre

Corp.’s State played the regional premiere

of “Whistle Down the Wind,” with “Para-

dise Alley” as the companion feature.

POSITIVELY THE MOST POWERFUL PROJECTION LAMP

The

NATIONAL

VENTARC

IMational
TMCATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

Brings Indoor Theatre Quality

Projection to the Largest Drive-In

Call or write your nearby N.T.S. branch . . .

KANSAS CITY 8, MO.. 223 W. 18th Street

MILWAUKEE 3. WIS., 1027 N. 8th Street

MINNEAPOLIS 3, MINN., 56 Glenwood Avenue
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OMAHA
jgob Hirz, city manager for Warner Bros.,

said the drums which are beginning

to beat for “The Music Man" premiere and
festival at Mason City, Iowa, in June have
echoed deep in the heart of the Nebraska
Sand Hills. The citizens of the cattle town
of Gordon are conducting one of the most
extensive campaigns Gordon has seen to

send the school band to compete in the

national band competition in connection
with the filming of the musical show.

Bandmaster Bob Nygaard has his musi-
cians drilling twice daily as townsfolk beat

the diaims to finance the trip. Leo Wilder,

home office publicist from New York, and
Don Walker, Kansas City area publicist,

were in tovTi last week doing some “Music
Man” tub-thiunping . . . Incidentally, Hirz,

who was elected to the Plattsmouth board
of education this spring, has been moved
up to secretaiy and one of his first jobs

was to put his John Hem^y on 90 diplomas.

Heinie Saggau, exhibitor at Denison,

Iowa, went north to Park Rapids, Minn.,

last week on the fu-st of his commuting
trips between his summer home and Deni-
son . . . Cecil Waller, who has the King
Theatre at Ida Grove, Iowa, and the Lake
at Lake View, was in Shenandoah check-

ing his property there ... Ed Osipowicz,

exhibitor at Correctionville, Iowa, reported

his daughter, her husband and child have
returned from residence in the east to live

in Omaha . . . Dale Goldie, fonner owner
of the American Theatre at Chei’okee,

Iowa, is on the jump filling his duties as

mayor and city judge.

Sam Backer, who has the Harlan The-
atre at Harlan, Iowa, said his wife was
doing fine at Myrtue Hospital following an
operation . . . Ruth Slominski, daughter of

Loup City exhibitor Sol Slominski, will

gi'aduate in June from Hastings College,

where she has been majoring in art and
secondary education and has been an out-

standing student.

vit't-
LET S TWIST i

Yes, That Easy to Use-No Tools Needed

Just Twist The Stub In 8t Out . . .

NO GRINDING—NO DIRT

IF YOU ARE NOT USING The

"Little Miser" Carbon Saver

YOU are losing several Hundred Dollars

Each Year!

4 Sizes 9-1 0-11 m.m. $3.00 Each

13.6m.m. $4.50 Each

ORDER Now—Start Saving Money $$

(We Suggest 3 In Each Projection Room)

LOU WALTERS Projector Repair Service

fAII makes prejectors & movements repaired)

I
8140 Hunnicut Rd., Dallas 28, Texas
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Both daughters of Columbia salesman

Ed Cohen’s daughters were home for

tiothers Day, Joella from Kansas City and
Barbara from Lincoln . . . Dick Smith,

treasurer at the State with the Cooper
Foundation Theatres in Omaha, took a

week’s vacation—to study for his final ex-

ams at Omaha University.

Homer Roberts, who has the Ritz The-
atre at Cambridge and also is in the gas

transport tmcking business, was in Om'alia

last week having a tmck overhauled and
visited friends on the Row . . . Bob Collier,

manager of the Golden Spike, has a win-
ner: the Golden Spike bowling team came
out on top in the Variety Club Bowling
League . . . Collier and Sol Francis, Allied

Artists manager, had another success last

week. They held a successful experimental
test from different sections of Filmrow with
a walkie-talkie.

DBS MOINES
J^loyd Hirstine, owner of the Capitol Drive-

In at Des Moines, is ankle-deep in

orange blossoms. Daughter Carol was wed
to Stephen Hayward on May 12, and ear-

lier in the spring son Richard took as his

bride Madeline Squire. Both sets of newly-
weds are living in Des Moines ... Jim Mc-
Knight, manager of the Grand at Oelwein,

has been named Marshal of Rodeo Days,
a big event in that area.

Howard Minsky, western division sales

manager for Paramount, paid his first visit

to the Des Moines branch . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Tysdal are the proud parents of a
baby girl born May 12. Mama Faye worked,
until recently, at Columbia . . . WOMPIs
got together for a barbecue and to cele-

brate the bii'thday of the little girl they
have “adopted.” There were a birthday cake
and lots of nice gifts for the young guest
of honor . . . Jerry Baumann, Columbia
booker, is a go-cart enthusiast. Pour times
a week he’s out there on wheels. He races

at Knoxville, Osceola, Woodward, Indian-
ola, Sigourny—in fact, all around the state.

Cy Schecter, Universal-International ex-

ploitation manager, spent some time at

the local branch in connection with “Cape
Fear,” “A Touch of Mink,” “Spartacus” and
“Lonely Are the Brave” . . . There is an
organized move afoot to eliminate May
from the calendar, especially May 1962.

Lack of business is blamed by some on the
plague of school activities at school

year’s end and the fact that after the long,

tough winter folks are spending their lei-

sure hours on the golf course or in the pe-
tunias.

Vernon Gummert, Elgin, implement
dealer, heads the Chamber of Commerce
committee which has opened the Lyilc

Theatre there . . . Bill Eioebel, Pox booker,

is busy playing with the Carter Lake base-
ball team but is not bragging about his

hitting—yet . . . Dick Witthauer, son of

Fox secretary May Witthauer, learned it is

not safe to play baseball with keys in his

pocket. He slid into base and made it

safely the hard way—on his keys and with

an injured thigh as a result.

Chief barker Don Shane led a discus-

sion on summer plans at a meeting of Va-
riety Tent 16 at the 40 Bowl party room
. . . The auxiliary held a meeting at the
Mediterranean restaurant . . . Shirley Pitts,

United Artists cashier, said her daughters
Sharon and Linda have sent word they are

all set to return home from Oklahoma State
University—they have reserved a trailer to

haul their belongings home . . . Opal Wood-
son, UA cashier, reported her mother has
returned home from the hospital.

Jack Klingel, city manager for the

Cooper Foundation Theatres, announced
Robert Shields has been named manager
of the Dundee Theatre, replacing David
Franz, who left the organization to take
a sales position. Shields, who has lived in

Omaha recently, was with the United Cere-
bral Palsy about five years, traveling out

of New York over an 11 -state area. James
Coggins has been hired as a manager
trainee and presently is working at the

State. Klingel said “Black Tights” is

scheduled later for the Dundee Theatre and
Sidney Newman of Magna Pictures was
in Omaha conferring with him and George
Gaughan of the Lincoln home office on
the film, which has been acclaimed one of

the greatest ballet movies of all time.

Russell Brehm of the Center Drive-In

Theatres and his secretary, Mrs. Helen
Hibbard, came to the Row from Lincoln.

Other exhibitors in town included Nebras-
kans Clai’ence Frasier, Havelock; Phil Lan-
non. West Point; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska
City; Howell Roberts, Wahoo; Homer Rob-
erts, Cambridge, and lowans S. G. Backer
and A1 Haals, Harlan.

Additional Lincoln Items
(Continued from page NC-1)

long national roller skating championships
in Lincoln this sxunmer, but landed a five-

state regional competition meet for 1963

and an encouraging nod for the rink op>era-

tors’ national convention in Lincoln in

1964. Walt says he didn’t get inside a
movie house but did have a chance to

spend the evenings with his son Ed, an
art student in Chicago.

Victor L. Toft, 64-year-old president of

the University of Nebraska Alumni Ass’n

and Omaha business executive who died

May 9 in Lugano, Switzerland, represented

the Pathe film exchange in Michigan in

his early years. It was in the 1920s that

he sold Harold Lloyd pictures. Our Gang
comedies and other well-known films to

Michigan exhibitors. He died hours after

a heart attack while he and Mrs. Toft

were touring Eimope with 80 others on
the alumni’s first sponsored trip abroad.
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Sidewalk Fair, Food Contest Rate High

As Publicity-Makers for 'State Fair'

The most productive publicity-getter for

“State Fair” at the Eckel Theatre in Syra-
cuse, N.Y., was a “miniature state fair,”

consisting of exhibits and displays on the

sidewalks suiTounding the theatre several

days in advance.
The county 4-H clubs. Grange, Boy

Scouts and other farm organizations set up
the booths, the standout of which from the

viewpoint of public interest was a two-
week-old calf. International Harvester ex-

hibited a tractor and several other imple-
ments. Letters were sent out to several

hundred individuals and groups inviting

participation in this sidewalk fair.

OBTAINS FAIR QUEEN
Herbert I. Brown, the Eckel manager,

added several other standout promotions.
One was the bringing of Mai’garet Breun-
ing of Rochester, New York State Fair

queen, to Syracuse. A photo of Margaret
feeding the two-week-old calf with a bottle

made a three-column photo in the local

newspaper.
She also got newspaper breaks in con-

nection with another oldtime fair standby
which Brown put on on opening day in

front of the theatre at noon when crowds
are out on the streets. This was a food
judging competition, and was accomplished
as follows:

The New York State Fair committee has

You can't have too many prizes at a kiddy cartoon

show; that is, if your seating capacity is large

enough. On display here are only part of the toys

promoted by Sam Gilman, manager of Loew's Stote

in Syracuse, N.Y., for a recent cartoon matinee.

its headquarters in Syracuse, so Brown sent

out 300 or 400 letters to its list of food ex-

hibitors inviting them to participate in the
Eckel food competition. They were told

about the film, of course, that the regular

State Fair judges would judge the theatre

event and that aU food turned in for

judging would be given to charitable or-

ganizations. Better than 150 entries were
received—cakes, pies, breads, preserves, etc.

Miss State Fair, who was obtained
through the committee, attended the com-
petition, tasting many of the entries, which
made a nice newspaper break. She also

appeared on the Eckel stage.

She participated in still another promo-
tion. Brown learned that a florist was giv-

ing away a mink stole on Mothers Day, so

the Eckel showman suggested to the florist

that Miss State Fair would select the win-
ning coupon from the Eckel stage and the

whole deal promoted with a parade, float,

band, etc. The florist thought this was a
great idea, and he went for all expenses,

including the Elks band, the float and
4,000 flyers. The film was mentioned
throughout.

OTHER PROMOTIONS
Brown had a full lineup of other promo-

tions, including:
• A 4x25-foot banner, with city permit,

across East Lafayette, main downtown
street.

• Phone interview between Pamela Tif-

fin and Herald-Journal critic Joan Vane-
boncoeur.

• Regular State Fair tram, borrowed
from State Fair committee, used on streets

and shopping areas opening day.
• Suburban amusement park gave away

500 “State Fah” tickets vahd anytime.
• Florist set up plants along curb line in

front of theatre to create festive color.

• Dot Records tieup good for displays in

music stores.

• TV ad plug obtained through Edwards
department store.

Dime Store 'Toyland' Tieup
For the Strand Theatre’s showing of

“Babes in Toyland” in Ogdensburg, N. Y.,

Manager Dan Jones succeeded in getting

a nice window display in the Woolworth’s
store. Dan also sold 100 children’s tickets

to Woolworth’s to use for a cookie promo-
tion. In exchange for this, the store ran a
tiein ad plugging picture, playdate, and
special starting times.

The giant hand shown above was used to warn

patrons at Florida State Theatres in the Miami

area to wait 20 minutes until the show was over

to enter the theatre to see “Cape Fear." The

Florida-made film was premiered in seven FST

houses.

French Harvey jr., son of the Florida State Theatres

concessions chief, and Asa Mooneyham, doorman of

the Florida Theatre, Jacksonville, ore shown resting

after they had trudged and hitchhiked 98 miles

from Jacksonville to Ocala, Fla., dressed as circus

clowns in a unique exploitation stunt to publicize

the world premiere of "Follow That Dream" at the

Marion Theatre in Ocala April 18. Mrs. Farris Bry-

ant, wife of Florida's governor, headed a group of

celebrities who welcomed the biggest crowds in the

history of Ocala.
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A Paste and Clip Showman Makes Own Heralds

Vaughn Taylor, who manages the Fremont Theatre in San Luis Obispo, Calif., puts out well-designed

heralds that are doing a good promotion job, which he lays out himself. As he puts it, "I sit around

ond draw them with pen and ink, and do a little clipping and pasting." The printing is offset.

Home Guard Raiders Blow Up Bridge

To Emulate an Episode in Navarone'
Eight Vikings from the 11th East Anglian

regiment canoed up the River Yare and
“blew up” the Carrow bridge in Norwich,
Norfolk County, England, in a commando
exercise staged in conjunction with a civic

opening of “The Guns of Navarone” at the
Gaumont Theatre.

The recruiting affair was part of a cam-
paign which earned P. C. Amerena, man-
ager, a perfect marking of 100 by super-
visors in the Circuits Management Ass’n.

After the “destruction” of the bridge, the
saboteurs met other members of the regi-
ment, and all paraded to the theatre for
the “civic” opening at which the lord
mayor, sheriff, city engineer, city treasurer
on down to the city councillors were guests.
The invitations were forwarded through
the lord mayor’s secretary.

The commando raid was quite an attrac-
tion at Norwich. The amateur photog-
raphers were out in numbers to take pic-
tm'es; the banks of the river were dotted
with spectators, as was the bridge itself.

This resulted from newspaper items an-
nouncing the raid. The Eastern Evening
News and Daily Press carried two and
three-column photos, with stories, on the
training exercise.

Manager Amerena injected some dra-
matic timing in his promotion. Ninety-five

radio, television, civic and newspaper rep-

resentatives, plus the colonel of the East

Anglian regiment with six officers and 20

other ranks and their wives were invited to

a special Friday night preview. The foyer

was decorated with canoes, machine guns,

mortars, posters, maps, etc. After the

screening and a subsequent cocktail party,

the colonel “briefed” the group on the com-
mando raid and distributed “warning
orders” to the press and television folk.

With this sendoff, publicity snowballed.

On the Thursday before the Sunday open-
ing, a six-minute film clip appeared (fi’ee)

on the local TV station, with word about
the East Anglia training raid. On opening
day, a four-minute clip appeared, with
comment. The TV reached a potential

audience of five million.

A significant part of all good British film

promotions is the carefully planned use of

stickers, leaflets, small cards and printed
forms. Usually these are prepared with
specific groups in mind, and distribution is

carefully controlled. Distribution by
Amerena, for example, included:

1,000 leaflets, approximately 51/2x 10 '/^,

featuring a paint or color scene and of-

fering five prizes. To childi’en.

50 cards, 6x8, reading, “STOP! Have You
Seen ‘The Guns of Navarone’ at the Gau-
mont Yet?” To store windows.

50 cards, 5x8, reading, “SORRY

—

CLOSED . . . Gone to the Gaumont to See
‘The Guns of Navarone’ Sunday, etc.” For
smaller shops during run in exchange for

passes.

500 circular cards, with only title and
theatre name, imprinted, approximately
four inches in diameter. Used during nm
at coffee bars, bus stations, cafeterias, etc.

500 cards, 3x4, with “Announcing ‘The
Guns of Navarone’ . . . Coming to the Gau-
mont, Norwich . . . Make a Note in Your
Diary Not to Miss It.” Handed out at cafes

and sent out on theatre mailing list.

1,350 slips (plain and colored paper),

4x21/2, reading “You Must See "The Guns
of Navarone’ . . . Gaumont Norwich Now
Showing.” Overslipped on 800 jars of spe-

cial jam at leading grocery market,
dropped into mailboxes dmlng lom. Also

used in taxis, cafeteria, shop counters.

Jiminy Cricket Boosts
'Pinocchio' Promotion
Manager Ron Carnicom of the Bucyrus

Theatre at Bucyrus, Ohio, left no stone un-
turned to sell “Pinocchio.” He succeeded in

getting coverage for this picture in the

schools by means of a “Jiminy Cricket”

bookmark. In addition to the bookmarks,
window cards were put up in the schools

and library. A safety slogan was run by
the local radio free of charge. Signs fea-

turing Jiminy Cricket with the slogan

were posted at main intersections. To top

off his campaign, Carnicom sold a full-

page co-op ad involving 14 merchants with

no cost whatsoever to the theatre.

For “Twist Around the Clock,” a con-

test was held in front of the theatre. This
helped to catch the attention of passing

motorists as well as shoppers.

A local supermarket really helped to sell

“A Pocketful of Miracles.” The market had
a radio promotion tieup which really

plugged this picture. A large display with
apples by a sign was placed in the store.

Also, a repeating tape recorder in the store

plugged the picture and playdate along

with an apple sale. An Apple Annie was
placed on the streets giving away apples,

courtesy of the market.

WB Collie Pup Contest
For 'Lad: A Dog' Release
Warner Bros, is offering 50 collie pups

as grand prizes in a national contest for

youngsters being conducted in behalf of

the Decoration Day release of “Lad: A
Dog,” the motion picture version of Albert

Payson Terhune’s best-seller. The little col-

lies are among 1,600 prizes in the compe-
tition for the best letters of 50 words or

less, completing the statement, “I’d like

a puppy of my own just like Ladd because

Fifty Zenith AM-FM clock radios also

will be awarded to the 50 grand-prize win-
ners for their families, with 500 colorful

miniature statues of Lad as runnerup prizes

and 1,000 recordings of Johnny Marks’
“There Never Was a Dog Like Lad” as

honorable-mention prizes.

Entries must be submitted to the Lad: A
Dog Contest Editor, Warner Bros., 666 Fifth

Avenue, New York 19, N. Y., postmarked
before midnight September 15.
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Radio Theatre Party for Women Sells Romance, Style

Bill Brady, popular star of the Breakfast With Brady program on CKEY at Toronto, left photo, was

kept busy signing autographs at CKEY's theatre party for "Tender Is the Night." Right, Brad Crandall

the Odeon Theatre for their comments on the film.

Staff of Station Hosts

2,300 Ladies to Start

isco4 Successful Promotion

For 'Tender Is Night'

The engagement of “Tender Is the
Night” was highly successful at the Carl-
ton, ace Odeon circuit theatre in Toronto,
Ont. In the words of Manager Victor
Nowe, this film “was thoroughly enjoyed
by patrons for its famous love story, beau-
tiful settings, grand musical favorites and
its beautiful color by De Luxe.”
This description of patron appreciation

is an accm'ate summary of the type of
campaign which showman Nowe executed
for this attraction with his usual compe-
tence-first, stress on the woman’s angle,
then its fashions, its oldtime song hits and
finally its beauty of color and settings.

20 PLUGS DAILY
Selling started off with a radio station-

hosted screening for women only. The
theatre was given over to CKEY, which
started plugging 20 times daily, two weeks
in advance, the intriguing love affair with
catchy spots. The preview was proclaimed
“The CKEY Theatre Party.”
Women listeners were invited to send in

their names and addresses to CKEY, and
receive special invitation cards, mailed to
the first 2,300 names received. These cards,

-. printed at no cost to the theatre, contained
BOM) this copy:
-en*

“CKEY Dial 580 invites you to join
your favorite CKEY personalities at the
CKEY Theatre Party for a special pre-
view showing of the 20th Century-Fox
motion picture, ‘Tender Is the Night,’

starring Jennifer Jones, Jason Ro-
bards jr., Joan Fontaine and Tom
Ewell, in Color by De Luxe and
Cinemascope.”

Theatre credit, date, curtain time and
Admit One was printed at the bottom.

ALL RADIO STAFFERS
On the morning of the preview, all the

top CKEY radio personalities were on hand
to greet the ladies as they entered the the-
atre, chat with them, and usher them to

their seats. The entire theatre floor staff

included all the leading CKEY radio com-
mentators, disc jockeys, and noted star
personalities, who were the hit of the show.
The first 200 women arriving for the morn-
ing screening received a free Capitol re-
cording of Vic Damone singing the title

tune, “Tender Is the Night.” These re-

cordings were promoted from Capitol re-
cordings, at no cost to the theati'e, and
CKEY made this a highlight of its advance
announcements, urging the ladies to come
early, and receive a free Capitol recording.
A short stage presentation preceded the

preview showing, when all the radio per-
ddin| sonalities were introduced from the stage,
' - ' with each extending greetings and welcome

to the 2,300 women, who packed the the-
atre to overflowing capacity.

At the end of the showing, all radio per-
sonalities were on hand in the theatre lobby
to discuss the film, and sign autographs.

of CKEY interviewed women in the main lobby of

broadcast live.

Radio interviews were taped, with glow-
ing comments on the film, and the marvel-
ous entertainment which the ladies enjoyed
by attending the special CKEY Theatre
Party at the Odeon Carlton. These excel-

lent interviews and comments were played
on CKEY radio station within a few hom's
after the preview, and they helped us to get
the engagement of “Tender Is the Night”
off to a ringing start at the boxoffice, Nowe
reports.

PLATTERS TO JOCKEYS
Capitol Records supplied enough Vic

Damone recordings, which Nowe delivered
personally to all leading Toronto radio disc

jockeys. By presenting the albums to them
for playing on their various programs, he
also was able to get many free radio plugs.

A radio contest was used by one disc

jockey on CKEY; it was a “Guess the
Tune” contest. The disc jockey, when open-
ing his program, made an announcement to

the effect that a special recording would be
played, and the first 20 people phoning the
radio station with the correct name of the
tune played would receive a double guest
ticket to see “Tender Is the Night” at the
Odeon Carlton. Selections played by the
disc jockey were of music from the film,

and included such oldtime favorites as “My
Man,” “Wabash Blues,” “Blue Heaven”
and “Linger a While.”
Promotional tieups were made with the

record dealers and record stores on the
title tune on Capitol sung by Vic Damone,
Tony Bennett on Columbia recordings,
Henry Mancini on RCA Victor and Earl
Grant on Etecca recordings. The record
companies cooperated with a citywide pro-
motional scheme, supplying window cards
and streamers to music dealers, depai^tment
stores, record bars and variety shops. Film
credits, star stills, theatre and date credits

were all part of the special store displays,

which gave wonderful away-from-the the-
atre advertising and publicity for “Tender
Is the Night.”
During theatre intermissions, preludes,

and exits, all “Tender Is the Night” title

tune recordings were played for a full two
weeks in advance.
Art cards measuring 30x40 containing

excerpts from the standard insert were

most effective for downtown music store

windows. “Tender Is the Night” recordings
were placed near the cards in all these

front windows. On the store counters and
record bars, cards featuring a star still

were placed. Cards with lots of film and
theatre credits were placed in all soimd
booths, so that people listening to new re-

cordings observed “Tender Is the Night”
publicity.

All 25 trucks of the Sinnot News Co.,

and all bookstores, drugstores, department
stores and shops selling the paperback
book received banners and poster displays.

All the bookstore managers were invited to

come to the opening matinee as guests,

which gave them some enthusiasm in co-

operating with the display campaign on
the film, and the book itself.

A book discussion was held over CKEY
on the film by a panel. It was a question-

and-answer affair. Panelists received

passes.

5,000 SPECIAL HERALDS
Some 5,000 special heralds, made up six

weeks in advance, went out to the Carlton’s

Golden Age Club member list. The her-
ald’s catchlines were directed to the “Gay
Songs of the ’20s and ’30s,” and the screen

version of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s memorable
love story. Special matinee discounts for

“Tender Is the Night” also were offered in

the heralds.

“Magnificent” window displays stressing

the 53 wardrobe changes in the film, fea-

tiu’ing a fashionable star still of Jennifer

Jones were arranged in six leading women’s
wear stores.

A special theatre lobby standee, up weeks
in advance, featured a 40x60 blowup of the
Time magazine review acclaiming the ex-

cellent performances of Jennifer Jones and
Jason Robards jr.

Big Window, Free Spots
For Clara Rennebaum’s showing of

“Bachelor in Paradise” at the Hippodrome
Theatre, Corbin, Ky., a nice tiein was ob-
tained with Belk-Simpson and the IGA
store for a window display. Free spots were
obtained with the local radio stations. They
played the title song from “Bachelor.”
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Oldest Show Page

One of the oldest amusement page
advertising columns is Today in the

Theatres, founded 35 years ago by W.
Harold Wilson, who first got the San
Francisco Examiner to start it. In

due time the other three San Fran-
cisco dailies picked up the idea. Nine
of the 12 original theatres are still

advertising under the original names.
Several others are operating under
different names.

The Examiner, in an announcement
appearing next to the Arthur Brisbane
column of that date (March 26, 1927)

announced: “A new service for Ex-
aminer readers. Today at the The-
atres, a useful guide to leading the-
atres, will appear every day on the
amusement page.

Today at Suburban Theatres was
added by Wilson Oct. 9, 1950, cover-
ing theatres in the Bay area, partic-

ularly in East Bay, Marin and the
Peninsula.

On the Examiner theatre page
35 years ago, items related that the
Golden Gate Theatre was celebrating

its fifth anniversary with Fannie
Ward heading a vaudeville show. On
the Granada (now the Paramount)
screen was “Getting Gertie’s Garter,”
and Loew’s Warfield had “Flesh and
the Devil” augmented by a Fanchon
& Marco stage production and Rube
Wolf’s orchestra. At the long-vanished
O’Farrell street Orpheum, were the
beloved vaudeville acts of that day,
and at the presently disappearing Al-
cazar, Henry Duffy was presenting
Isabel Withers in “Rain” on stage. At
the California (now marked by the
last falling ruins of the State The-
atre) was “The Taxi Dancer,” star-

ring Joan Crawford and a 25-piece
orchestra.

Fuss Over 'Savages'

Lingers for Weeks
The whole town, led by the city council

and newspapers, got in a hassle over “The
Young Savages.” It started when a coun-
cil subcommittee voted to ban the film,

but when a substantial outcry rose, the
city council, numbering more than two
dozen, saw the film and overniled the
banning.
And thi’oughout all was the theatre man-

ager, making capital out of the controversy.
The town was Salisbury in England,

where Manager George A. Howes had a
July opening date scheduled at the Gau-
mont Theatre. Reams of newspaper copy
appeared from the time the council’s watch
committee banned the picture early in

July, on through the reversal by the whole
council. But by that time it was too late;

the Gaumont had to take its turn on an-
other rebooking in the Circuits Manage-
ment Ass’n lineup.

“The Young Savages” finally opened
early in October, a long interim during
which the shouts died down but the argu-
ments over the numerous issues raised
lingered on. Howes enjoyed well above
average boxoffice on his controversial fUm.
To be sure, he helped keep alive the dis-

cussion, or at least the knowledge of it, as

best he could. For example, he ran a screen
trailer during the interim period with a
slide-superimposed line

—

To See ... Or Not to See . . . That
Is the Question!
This line he had in the lobby, across dis-

tributor displays, etc.

Out of the thousands of words of dispute,

this decision evolved; the council decided
to keep its hands off and accept the ratings

made by the National Board of Film
Censors, which gave ‘"The Young Savages”
an X, which means that it’s not to be ex-
hibited for persons under 16.

The town fathers and most of the public

commentators decided that the film about
delinquency and juvenile gangs would not
make criminals out of the young viewers!

In fact, the consensus was that it was a
fine film that showed the youngsters what
not to be.

Howes had signs up over the city pro-
claiming, “At Last! . . . Salisbm'y’s Most
Controversial ‘X’ Film at the Gaumont . . .

(title and star names) . . . Don’t Miss It.”

SW Found Money Drive
In the Newark Zone
The Spring Found Money campaign con-

ducted by the Newark zone Stanley Warner
Theatres, which began in March, ends
the last of May, with grand prizes of two-
week holidays in Great Britain for the

winning district manager and wife and also

the winning theatre manager and wife.

Prizes of $100, $50 and $25 also will be
awarded to the managers, plus $200 prizes

for the district chiefs.

The contest has be6n under the super-
vision of Edgar Goth, zone advertising-

publicity manager. The campaign covers
all phases of theatre operation—extra in-

come from rentals, stage activities, in-

tensive feature picture campaigns, renting

store and office space, economy in ex-
penses, no-cost theatre ads, and special

matinee and evening programming through
imaginative booking.
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BROADWAY THEATRE - Storti Fridoy, March 30th

Reproduced here is a full-page ad in black and red!

It was promoted by Ray Boyes, manager of the

Broadway Theatre in Newburgh, N.Y., with the Bull

Markets, a grocery concern. Note the gimmicks.

Many items on the supermarket shelves contained

silver or gold stars, good for balloons and passes to

“Pinocchio." There were 1,110 such prizes in all.

What a time for the kids accompanying their

mothers on a grocery shopping trip!

Little Cards Do Big Job
At Low Cost for "Trap'
Small cards (bristol), approximately

41/2x2 inches, imprinted on one side with

simply, “H A Y L E Y Will Soon Be Back,”

were dropped at advantageous spots around

town prior to “The Parent Trap” at the

Odeon Theatre in CambeiTey, England.

This low-cost gimmick will go a long

way when used in connection with news-
paper announcements, heralds, etc. Man-
ager R. A. Baker followed the cards up
with some inexpensive leaflets, distributed

at homes and newsstands.

Most productive were a few visits to the

newspaper office and some tradesmen,

which brought a co-op ad page which in-

cluded the ads from 19 merchants, plus

“Parent Trap” ads and a scene contest in

which readers were asked to tell the dif-

ference between two pictures, identical ex-

cept in seven small details. The prize was
an Ilford camera. More than 300 entries

were received.

Elderly folk were invited to be guests at

a special performance.
Display cards were put up in an impres-

sive lineup of show windows, etc.

'Lieutenant' Records to Fraternities

More than 6,000 records of the title tune

from “The Horizontal Lieutenant” have i

been mailed by MGM to each chapter of
"

every social fraternity and sorority in the

United States and Canada to tie in with the

national opening of the service comedy.

The recording is by the Diamonds on the

Mercury label.
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An inrerpietive analysis ot loy ond trodepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The

plus and minus signs indicate degree ot merit. Listings cover current reviews, updoted ^guJorly.

This deportment olso serves os on ALPHABETICAL INDEX to teoture releases © is for

Cinemascope; ® VistoVision; iD Supcrscope; ® Ponavision © Regolscope; ® Techniramo.

Symbol 4> denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. For listings by

company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.
Review digest

AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX

H Very Good; + Good; ± Foir; - Poor; = Very Poor. In the summary -H- is rated 2 pluses, — os 2 minuses.
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2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama MGM
2574 Anatomist. The (73) Dr Gordon-SR

2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR

2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA

2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld

—B—
2586 0©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV

2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com . .20th-Fox

2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM
2628 ©Bachelor of Hearts (97) Com Cont’l

2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama U-l

2569 Bad jao (100) Action Dr Parallel

2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA

2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy Lopert

2624 ©Big Red (89'/2) Adv BV

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet Magna

2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr... Para

2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror Crown

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para

2631 ©Bon Voyage (132) © Comedy BV

2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac,..UA

2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) Cy Para

2625 ©Broken Land. The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox

2406 Brushfire (80) War Dr Para

2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont'l

2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l

2583 Capture That Capsule 1 (75)

Action Drama Ri»l*ra-SR

2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. ... Col

2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA

2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ....SR

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WB
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart

2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Sped MGM
2575 ©Comancheros, The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama . 20th-Fox

2590 Continental Twist. The

(See "Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense WB
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para

2549 Creature From the Haunted Sea

(60) Horror Spoof Filmgroup

—D

—

2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

3-26-62 ++

10-30-61 ±
9-18-61 -
8- 7-61 +

U-13-61 +

U- 6-61 +1

5- 7-62 -f

10-

16-61 +F

10-16-61 ±

2-

19-62 -f-

3- 5-62 +

4-

23-62 -H-

2-26-62 -H

9-11-61 ±

11-

20-61 -
11-27-61 +

5-

21-62 H-

10- 2-61 +
10- 9-61 -H-

4-30-62 ±

2-

12-62 -f

4- 9-62 -f

11-

13-61 ±

3-

19-62 +

12- 4-61 ±
2-12-62 +

12-18-61 ++

2-26-62 ±
1-29-62 ±
9- 4-61 ±
8- 7-61 -f-

12-25-61 -f

U- 6-61

2-26-62 ±

4-16-62 ++

8- 7-61 -t-
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±: + + 7+5-

44 + 44 44 44 tt 13+

1+

(90) Suspense Drama U-l 1-29-62 44 + 44 44 + 44

2559 Day the Sky Exploded. The

(SO) Science-Fiction . Excelsior 9-11-61 +
2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo. UA 4-30-62 —
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA 2- 5-62 + — + + —
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.... U-l 1-.S-62 + + + 44 +
2564 ©Devil at 4 O’aock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col 9-25.61 44 + 44 44 44 +
2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion 2-26-62 ±
2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror &own-SR 10-30-61 ±
2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com... . Governor 4-23-62 + + -4-

2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col 4-16-62 + :iz +
2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Showcorp 12-18-61 +

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec.. AA 12-18-61 44 44 + 44 44 44

2585 Errand Boy. The (92) Comedy Para 12-11-61 + 44 + 44

2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy. ... Col 1a + +
2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. ..Col 3-26-62 44 + + 44 44 44

2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA 9-18-61 -I-

—F—
2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 -(-

2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr Col 4-23-62 -f-

2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) © Adventure Woolner 11- 6-61 -f

2563 Flight That Disappeared. The

(72) Science-rn UA 9-25-61 -f

2580 ^©Flower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l 11-20-61 4+

-f -f -f tt ± 7-t-l-

It

± ± W + -f 4- 8-1-2-

- ± -I- 3+2-

± ± ± ± 7+4-

+ + + ++ 4+ tt 12+

O“I S S s •;
& s E

0 m « £
Q. »- oe 1. o CC CD Z cc > u. z oc aZ z 0 </)

2618 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com...UA 4- 2-62 + + + 44 + 44 8+
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr.... Sutton 11-13-61 4- 1+
2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama 4- 9-62 + + + + 44 8+2-
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama .MGM 2-19-62 44 44 + 44 + 44 44 12+

2585 George Raft Story. The (105)

Biographical Drama . . .AA 12-11-61 + + + 44 + + + 8+
2626 ©Geronimo (101 ® Outdoor Dr... . . .UA 4-30-62 + + + 44 + + 7+
2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr 11-20-61 44 2+
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 44 2+
2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys . Astor 9-25-61 1+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr.. . .U-l 11-28-60 44 44 + 44 44 44 + 12+
2560 Great War, The (118) Drama Lopert 9-11-61 + 44 44 + 44 9+1-
2556 L^©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . .BV 8-28-61 44 + 44 + 44 44 44 12+
2587 Gun Street (67) Western . . .UA 12-18-61 — + — 2+4-
2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Adv. Dr . .AlP 1- 8-62 - 1+2-

—H

—

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n 20th-Fox 3-19-62 3+3-
2626 ©Hands of a Stranger ( 851/2 ) Susp. ..AA 4-30-62 3+3-
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr . .UA 1-22-62 + + 44 + 8+3-
2625 Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) Comedy Cont’l 4-30-62 + 44 44 44 7+
2572 Head, The (95) Horror Trans-Lux 10-23-61 + — + — 3+4-
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama . . .Col 3-12-62 + — 4+4-
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical.. . . Para 12-25-61 + + + + 7+3-
2610 Hitler (107) Drama . . .AA 3- 5-62 4; + + — 4+4—
2620! ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The (90)

Comedy © .MGM 4- 9-62 + zt + + 44 + 8+2-
2623 House of Women (83) Drama . .WB 4 23 62 ; + + + — it 6+4—
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama. .20th-Fox 10- 2-61 4- + 4 44 44 44 44 11+

2596 ©1 Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr Parade 1-15-62 4 + 3+1-
2626 Information Received (77) Dr.... . U-l 4-30-62 + + + 3+
2587 Innocents, The (100) ©

Suspense Drama 20th-Fox 12-18-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 13+1-
2628 Intruder, The (83) Dr Pathe-America 5- 7-62 + + + 3+
2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr MGM 8-28-61 + + + + It 7+3-

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy. . .UA 3-26-62 +4 + + + 8+3—
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense UPRO 2-26-62 + + + 3+
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy . .AlP 2-12-62 + tz tz + — 5+4-
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr.. ..UA 10-30-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

—K—
2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr Brenner

2571 4>©King of Kings (161) ®
1- 1-62 ± 1+1-

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 44 44 44 H 44 + H 13+

1+ 2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama. . . Kingsley 11-27-61 + 44 + ± 5+1-

1+2- L
zt 4+3- 2627 ©Lad: a Dog (98) Drama. WB 5- 7-62 44 + + + 6+1-
+ 7+ 2631 ©Last of the Vikings (102)

Dyaliscope, Adv 5-21-62 + + 2+
44 12+ 2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama 1-15-62 44 + 44 44 44 44 44 13+
1+1- 2630 ©Lisa (112) © Adv. Dr .20th-Fox 5-14-62 + + + 44 5+

2628 Lonely Are the Brave (107)

1+1- ® Outdoor Drama U-l 5- 7-62 + + + 44 + 44 8+
+ 7+3- 2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr... 1- 8-62 44 + + + 5+
7+5- 2593 Lost Battalion (83) War Dr... AlP 1- 8-62 ± + 2+1-

+ 4+2- 2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U*l 12-25-61 44 + 44 44 44 + 44 12+-

—M

—

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th-Fox 2-12-62 ±
2622 ©Magic Sword, The (SO)

Fantasy- Adventure UA 4-16-62 +
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 +

+ +

+ + +

+ + 6+ 1-

+ 5+

+ + + + + 44 1^
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com.

2607 Malaga (97) Drama

. . . Ellis

WB
2- 5-62 44

2-26-62 + + 44 +
2+
8+3-

2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Or 9-18-61 + ± — + ± + 6+4-
2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,

The (123) Western 4-16-62 ±- 44 + 44 44 + 9+1-
2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama .

.

..Cont’l 10-30-61 44 + + 44 44 44 44 12+
2576 Mask, The (83) Dmth-dimension

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 + + 44 6+4-
2632 ©Merrill’s Marauders (98) © Dr. WB 5-21-62 + H" 44 44 7+
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream
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Boxoffice Harrison's

Reports

Variety

Film

Daily

•0
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11
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Magazine

Parents’

New

York

Daily

News

Summary

(74) © Puppet Fantasy . . . .Showcorp 1- 8-62 4- 44 44 -4 4- -4 94-1-
2629 Miracle Worker, The (106) Dr UA 5-14-62 44 44 44 44 8-4

2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 4- ± 44 4- 44 44 44 114-1-
2611 Most Wanted Man. The (85) Com . . Astor 3-12-62 1-
2632 Mothra (90) Tohoscope, HoDr Col 5-21-62 T 4- 24-

2632 ©Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vavation

(116) © Comedy . . ,20th- Fox 5-21-62 44 44 44-

2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho... Col 10-16-61 -4 - 4- 4- -4 ± ± 64-3-

2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM
2624 ©Music Man, The (151) ®

1-22-62

Musical Comedy . . .WB 4-23-62 44 44 44 44 44 44 12-4

2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr... 4- 2-62 4- 44 4- 44 6-4

2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv. ... Col 12-18-61 4- 4- 4- 44 44 4- ± 94-1-

2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Adv .UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 14-1-
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy ...U-l 4- 9-62 -4 4- 4- = 54-2-
2631 ©Night Creatures (81) Adv

2574 Ninth Bullet The (90)

. . .U-l 5-21-62 -4 44 4- 44-

Adventure Dr Audubo»-SR 10-30-61 44 84-

2591 No Love tor Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy l-l-€2+-ftt+f-t--fttllH-

2555 One Pius One (114) Dr SR S-28-61 ± = +4-
2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy UA 12- 4-61 +f + +t ++ ++
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley 3- 5-62 + + -f 4+ -f
2554 Ooeration Camel (74) Serf. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 jt

2589 Outsidv, The (108) Drama 'J-l 12-25-61 -f ± ± (+ +t

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 ±
2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 ++ -f + +
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, Tbe

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-11-61 +
2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) d) Adventure Filmgroup 12-11-61 -f

2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Fok 10- 9-61 -)- .-t f ±
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

®Horror Drama AlP 8-14-61 + + -f -f +4
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 44 ± -f 44 +f
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 -4 -4 ± -4

2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (SO) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ± ±
2570 Pure Hell of SL Trinian't,

The (94) Farce Cent’ I 10-16-61 ± — 44
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Fox 10-30-61 -4 -4 S:
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr...Tlroei 11-20-61 -4 44

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

© Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed) Col 9-18-61 -4

± ± 64-4-

44 44 134-

4- ± 8-41-
14-1-

44 44 U-42-

1-41-

4- 4- 74-

14-

- 1-41-
i: ± 6-44-

4- ± 84-1-

-4 44 U-41-

4- ± 6-42-

24-2-

± -4 5-43-

-I- 44-1-

± + 54-1-

± :fc 54-*-

2516 Raisin in thr Sun, A (128) Dr.

2620 Reprieve (105>/z) Drama

2629 ©Ride the High Country (94)

2568 Risk, The (81) Drama
. g. .

.

2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone.

The (104) Drama

...Col 4- 3-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 1^4-
. . .AA 4- 9-62 f 4- 4- 4- 54-1-

5-14-62 4- 4- 4- 44 4- 64-

...SR 3-12-62 it 141-
iingsley 10- 9-61 4- 4- 4- 4- 44-

12- 4-61 4- 4- 4- 44 4- 4- 84-1-

2564 Ruffians. The (86)

SUSP. Dr, (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 -4

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA
2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRoehemont
2627 Satan in High Heels (93),

Exploitation Melodrama Cosmic

2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©
Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Adv. Dr Para

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox

2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. ..UA
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l

2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

4-23-62

1- 1-62

1-29-62

4-16-62

-4 -
-4 ±

4- ±

9- 4-61 44

-f 4+ 4- 4- 84-1-

1-4

± + -4 -4 -4 6-42-

± 4+ 4- 4- 4- 8-42-

4- 4- ± ± ± 6-45-
± -f 4- -4 ± 7-43-

44 44 -4 74-

5- 7-62 — = Hh 1-44-

3- 5-62 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 74-1-

9-:26-60 44 44 44 14 4- 114-1-
10-16-61 4- 44 4- 9+3—

11- 6-61 4- 4- 44 + 44 4- 94-1-
10- 9-61 - 34-5-

3-12-62 14-1-

O ^
'aZ O
a s
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I

8 :
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: Z Izo I (/)

(72) Service Comedy U-l 9-18-61 4- — 5+5-
2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA 2- 5-62 -4 4- 4- 44 4- 4- + 8-1-

2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo.. 2-19-62 ± 1+1-
2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr ,20th-Fox 10-16-61 4- — -4 -1- 4- 5+2-
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr . . .UPRO 4- 9-62 ± ±. 2+2-
2627 ©She Didn’t Say No! (96)

Comedy Satire Seven Arts 5- 7-62 44 2+
2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac 1-29-62 4- di — 4- — — 3+4-
2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB 1- 8-62 4- 4- 44 4- 4- ± 8+2-
2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W’n U-l 3-26-62 4- 4- + 4- zh 6+2-
2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA 1- 1-62 ± 4- 4- 4- 6+3-
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr.. .WB 9-U-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 144-

2616 t^©State Fair (118) ©Musica ,20th- Fox 3-26-62 4- 44 4- 44 + 44 10+1-
2536 Stop Me Before 1 Kill (93)

Suspense Dr Col 6-12-61 4- 4- 4- A 4- + 64+-
2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. ..Para 12- 4-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 14+
2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©

Novelty 9- 4-61 ± l+l-
2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB 10- 9-61 ± 4- it 4- 4- 6+3-
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM 3-12-62 44 4- 44 44 44 4- 44 12+
2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©

Com/ M us ,20th-Fox 4-16-62 4- — 1+1-

—T

—

2630 Taste of Honey, A (100) Dr.. . 5-14-62 44 44 44 44 + 9+
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)....UA 8-28-61 4- 4- — 5+4-
2614 Tell-Tale Heart The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR 3-19-62 4- 1+
2632 ©That Touch of Mink (99) ® Com.. U-l 5-14-62 44 4- 44 44 7+
2613 Temptation (94) Melodr. ... 3-19-62 4- 1+
2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama ,20th-Fox 1-15-62 44 4- 44 44 4- 4- 44 11+
2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac 1-22-62 ± 4- 4- 3+1-
2629 13 West Street (80) Dr Col 5-14-62 It It -4 + 6+4-
2559 Three on a Spree (83) Comedy UA 9-11-61 4- + — 4+3-
2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col 1-22-62 — — It + 4- 4- 5+4-
2557 ©Thunder of Drums, A (97)

© Outdoor Drama ...MGM 9- 4-61 4- 4- ± + 4- 44 44 9+1-
2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr 1-22-62 ± 4- + 4- 7+4-
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-23-61 44 + 4- 44 + 10+2-
2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr.. Col 12-11-61 4- 4- ± 3+1-
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 20th-Fox 7-10-61 -4 4- 4- 5+2-
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys.

.

AA 1-29-62 ± it — 5+6-
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog... AlP 3-26-62 4- 4- — 4+3-
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 4- ± -4 4- i: 7+4-
2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ± — 4- 4- 44 6+3-
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles . Embassy 10- 2-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 12+

2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col 2-12-62 ± 4- 6+5-
2553 Unstoppable Man, The (68)

Suspense Drama . Sutton 8-21-61 4- 1+

—V

—

2581 Valley ot the Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± 4- 3+5-
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 44 4- 44 44 4- 44 44 12+
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama 2- 5-62 44 4- 44 44 44 44 + 13+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 44 44 4- 44 44 — + 10+1-
2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama... UA 4- 2-62 ± ±i 4- 4- 44 44 8+2-
2586 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy . Coi 12-11-61 i4 44 4- 6+1-
25)57 y©West Side Story (155)

Panavision. Musical Or. ... UA 10- 9-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 H 14+
2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 44 4- 44 4- 44 44 44 12+
2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr ..Times 12- 4-61 — 4- 2+2-
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 — 1-
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 — 1-
2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy ...MGM 11- 6-61 44 - 4- -4 It 7+4-
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 4- 4- 4- 4- 6+2-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr . . . . UA 11-20-61 4- 4- 44 44 + 9+2-
2555 V^Young Doctors, Tbe (102) Or UA 8-2S-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 t: 13+1-
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Feature productions by company in order of releose. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemaScoi^;

® VistaVision; © Superscope; (g Ponavision; ® Regalscope; ® Techniroma. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinations thereof indicate story type—(Complete
key on next page.) for review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

ALLIED ARTISTS I ti AMERICAN INT'L ti COLUMBIA 1 ti M-G-M 1?

Twenty Plus Two (102) . . My. .6110
Javid Jan.ssen, Jeanne Ci.i n,

Dina Merrill. Agnes Mnorchead

©The Devil at 4 O’Clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 608
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie Phillips, Rob’t Monkhouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . .CD. .203

Bill Travers, Spike .Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad.. 610
Don Megowan, Silvana Pampaninl

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho.. 611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valey of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204

Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Boh Hope, Lana Turner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

Hie George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Banie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) SF..613
John Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
(Super-Dynamatlon)
Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

’Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) . . My . .208

Margaret Rutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray .Milland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stonges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundlgan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capuclne,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Havilland, R. Brazzl,

G. Hamilton. Y. Mlmleux

The Bashful Elephant (SO) 00.. 6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BiD..6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Emo

Twist All Night (57) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Foid, Ingrid Thulln,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Hands of a Stranger (SSlr^) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Scssue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) . . Ho. . 704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

Phantom Planet (82) SF..711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Checker, .Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D. .624
.Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) 0..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

Confessions of an Opium
Eater (85) D..6206

Vincent Price, Linda Ho
Payroll (94) Ac.. 6210
Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost,
William Lucas

Rider on a Dead Horse

(72) 0D..6212
John Vivyan, Lisa Lu, Bruce
Go. don, Kevin Hagen

The Brain That Wouldn't
Die (71) Ho.. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

'uvasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beymer

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
-\11-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

©Ride the High Country

(94) © 0D..216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea

Reprieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, Vincent Price, Rod Steiger,

Sammy Davis jr.

The Bridge (104) D. .6207
(Eng-dubbed version)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper,
Michael Minz

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Palance, Anna Ralll

Advise and Consent (138) © D..628
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone

©The Wild Westerners (..) W..629
Jas. Philbrook. Nancy Kovack,
Guy Milchell. Duane Eddy

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad. .214
Guy Williams. Don Burnett

Lolita (..) D..217
James Mason. Shelley Winters,
Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

The Frightened City (97) D..6211
Herbert Lorn. John Gregson,
Yvonne Roraain

Panic in Year Zero! ( . . ) © D . .708
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

The Notorious Landlady
(123) MyC..701

Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fi ed .tstaire

Zotz (..) C..702
Tom Poston, Julia Meade,
Cecil Kellaway

©Boys’ Night Out (..) © C..218
Kim Novak. James Garner, Tony
Rand.a!l, Janet Blair

©Swordsman of Siena
(. .) © Ad. .219

Stuart Granger, Sylva Koscina,
Christine Kaufmann

PARAMOUNT

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CD.. 6103

Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbury

The Errand Boy (82) .

.

. .0. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and tire Starllters,

Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke

(118) ® D..6107
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) (j)
Ad.. 6110

Bossano Brazzl, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) .. D. .6111

Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

he Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D ••

William Holden, LUll Palmer

(pre-release)

6113

©Escape From Zahrain

(92) ®
Yul Brynner, Madlyn
Sal Mineo

. . .Ac. .6115
Rhue,

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . .6116

Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer

©My Geisha (120) ® ..CD.. 6118
Shirley MacjLaine, Yves M, itand,

EMw. G. Robimson, Bob Cummings
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JULY

'

JUNE

I

MAY

I

APRIL

FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

UJ
CQ
O
h—Oo

The Hustler (134) © D..136
P. Newman. P. Laurie, J. treason

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,

Cesar Komero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Leticia Roman

©The Comancheros (107)

a; I © OD. .141
' John tVa>Tie, Stuart Whitman

cxa

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
by Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,

^ Kent Taylor

>-
04
<
04
CO

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M..143
Brenda Lee, Kddie .Libert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C..144

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

.\ndy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse. Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas. Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Ilolm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, EHeanor Parker,

Biddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jasnn Itobards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Bwdl

©Swingin’ Along (74) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and .Marshall, Barbara Eden,
Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) © D,.207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Plccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
Franee Nuyen

OQState Fair (118) ©. . D/M . .208
Pat Boone. Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin. Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

©Broken Land (60) © W. .209
Kent Taylor. Jody McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

Hand of Death (60) Ho.. 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

The Cabinet of Caligari

(104) © HoO.211
Glynls Jidins, Dan O’llerlihy

© Lisa (112) © D..210
Stephen Boyd. Dolores Hart

©It Happened in Athens (..)

© Ad.. 214
Jayne Mansfield. Nico .Minardos

©Mr. Hobbs Takes a

Vacation (116) © C .215
James Stewart, Maureen O'H.ira,

r diian. Laiiri Peters

I

Air Patrol (..) © Ac. 216
I
Willard Parker, Merry Anders

The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Force-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Dramu; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS I 11 UNIVERSANNT'L | 11 WARNER BROS. 1 ti COMING
The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula R.aymond

Town Without Pity (105) . . D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmann

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Ba.vter. E. Borgnlne, J. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,
Pat Hinglc, Audrey Christie

ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid ® D. .

Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ....SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad.. 709
Kory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

©Tales of Terror (120) © Ho.. 710
Vincent Price. Basil Rathbone

©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . Ad. .713
Pier Angeli. Edmund Purdom

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad..
Maurice Chevalier, llayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde AVhlte

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
Anthony Quinn, Silvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, Ernest Borgnine

©Revolt at Sea © 0 . .

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale

The Interns D..
Cliff Robertson, Suzy Parker,

Haya Harareet, Michael Callan
Requeim for a Heavyweight. ... 0 .

.

Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason
Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The War Lover D .

.

Steve McQueen. Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ann Field

The 3 Stooges in Orbit C..
Stonges

0Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sordi,

Michael Wilding

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando. Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

0©King of Kings ® ....Bib 0..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna

©Billy Rose’s Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another

Tov/n 0 . . 220
Kirk Douglas, Bdw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Oiarisse. Geo. Hamilton
©A Very Private Affair D..
Brigitte Bardot, .Marcello Mastro-
lannl

©The Savage Guns 00.. 221
Richard Baschart, Alex Nlcol

PARAMOUNT
©H atari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne. Ited Buttons

The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martlnelli,

Harry Guardlno
©A (jirl Named Tamiko ©....D..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,
Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umeki
20TH-FOX
©Hemingway’s Adventures of a

Young Man © 0 . .

Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian, Barbara EMen, Red Buttons

©1 Like Money © C.

.

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden. Capucine,

Trevor Howard
©The 300 Startans

(113) © Ad.. 219
Ricliaid I^an, Diane Baker,

Sir Ralph Richardson

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) © D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W. .6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Hill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (S3) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevlns

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

0©Flowcr Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta,

Miyoshi Umeki
(Pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
A'ivien Leigh, AVarren Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) ® C..6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
.Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . . 6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, felph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Ilayworth

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Diik Bogarde, John MlUs.
M lene Demongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) © ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin. S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, .1. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . .6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

•lean Simmons, I'ony Curtis, Peter
(IsUnov (regular release)

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Ro.salinil Ku.s.sell, Alec Guinness

The Children’s Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn. Shirley MacLalne.
James Garner

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Luplon, Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C. .6205
liock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Edie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac. .6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard Attenborough

The Couch (89) D. .160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandrldge,

EMmund Purdom

©The Magic Sword (80) . .Ad. .6214
Basil Rathbone, Estelle Wlnwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) Ad.. 6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) © C. .6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angle Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon, Robert Redford

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Oirtis, Bruce Bennett,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jininry Edwards, Shirley Eaton,

Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . 0 . .162
Troy Donahue, .\ngie DickiiKon,

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshette

©Follew That Dream
(110) © C..6216

Elvis I’resley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D..6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..621S
Chris Warfield. Erin O’Donnell

Third of a Man (SO) D..6226
Simon Oakland

Cape Fear (106) 0..6209
Gregory Peck. Robert Mitchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85) . . . . D . . 163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
George Montgomery. Gilbert Roland,
Ziva Kodann, Joan O’Brien

'iJaymond Ma-ssey, Ursula Jeans,

Daniel .Massey, Robert Stephens

Gigot D-.
Jackie G'.eason, Katherine Kath
UNITED ARTISTS
Phaedra D..
Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point . . 0 .

.

Sidney Poiticr, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Oirtis, Yul Brymner

The Miracle Worker (106) D..6225
Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,

A’ictor .lory

©Beauty and the Beast

(77) Ad.. 6223
Joyce Taylor, .Mark Damon,
Eduard Franz. Merry Anders

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) . . 0 . .

Rock Hudson. Burl Ives,

(lena Rowlands
Freud BID . .

Jlontgomery Clift, Susannah York,

Susan Kohner
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Ileihert Lorn. Heather Sears

©If a Man Answers C..

Sandra Dee. Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
’©The Chapman Report 0..

Efrem ZimbalLst jr., Shelley Winters.

Claire Bloom. Jane Fonda
©Term of Trial 0 . .

Laurence Olivier. Simone Signorct,

Sarah Miles. Terence Stamp

©Jack the Giant Killer

(94) Ad. 6222
Kerwji Mathews, Judi Meredith

Road to Hong Kong (91) . .C. .6227
Bing Oosby, Bob Hope,
Joan Collins, Dorothy L^mour

©Night Creatures (81) . . Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing, Yvonne Remain

©Six Black Horses (SQ) . . W. .6214
•Amlie Murphy, D:m Duryea,
Joan O'Brien

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

© 0D..6215
IClrk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,
Walter .Matthau

©Lad: a Dog (98) D. .158
Peter Breck. Peggy McCay

©The Story of the Count of

Monte Cristo (..) ®..Ad..l57
I^)uis Jounliui, Yvonne Fumeaux

Birdman of Alcatraz (..) 0..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

©That Touch of Mink

(99) © C..6216
Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig

A'oung, .Audrey .Meadows

Information Received (77) D..6217
Sahlna Sesselman, W’m. Sylvester

©Merrill’s Marauders

(98) © D..165
.leff Cliaiidler, Ty Hardin

©The Music Man (151) ® M . 168
Roliert Preston. Shirley Jones
(Special engagements only)
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FEATURE CHART
Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of releose. Running time follows title.
Dote is notional release month. Color and
process os specified. Shorts chart

MISCELLANEOUS

® Ad.. May 62
Cameron Mitchell, Edmund I’urdom

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(SO) D Aug 61
Lo.a .Mbright, Scott Marlowe,
lle.schel Bernard!

BUENA VISTA
4>©Greyfriars Bobby (91) D . . Oct 61
Donald Crisp, Kay Walsh
0®Babes in Toyland

(100) © M.. Dec 61
Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,
.\nnctte. Ed Wynn
©Moon Pilot (98) C. .Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian'

Keith. Edmond O'Brien
©Bon Voyage (132) ....C..Jun62
Kred .Mac.Murray, Jane Wyman,
Michael Callan, Deborah Walley
CONTINENTAL
The Mark (127) © D.. Oct 61
S. Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

©Call Me Genius (105) C.. Oct 61
Tony Hancock, George Sanders

View From the Bridge, A
(110) D. .Feb 62

Carol Lawrence, Raf Vallone,

Maureen Stapleton
Harold Lloyd's World of

Comedy (94) (EJpisodes from
Lloyd's 1924-39
features) C . Apr 62

©Bachelor of Hearts (97) C. .May 62
Hardy Kruger, Sylvia Syms,
Ronald Lewis

A Taste of Honey (100) . . D . . May 62
Dora Bryan, Rita Tushingham

Never Let Go (..) ..CD.. Jim 62
I’eter Sellers, Richard Todd
CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(S7) © Ad. . Aug 61
Lc.\ Barker, Chelo Alonso
FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
Anthony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland

The Devil's Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buellanan
©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61
Mijanou Bardot, Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
©Doctor in Love (87) . . C. . Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,
James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (81) D.. Oct 61
Tony Britton, Peter Cushing
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D.. Apr 61
Michael Gwyim, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barry and Laurie Cardwell
MEDALLION
©Last of the Vikings (102)

FRANCE
Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) .

. (Jean Renoir classic)

Five Day Lover, The (86 ) . .2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-

I’ieire Cassel, Mlcheline Presle

Joker, The (86 ) 10- 2-61
(Lopert) . .J-P Cassel, A. Aimee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont'l)..R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad
(98) 4-16-62

(Astor) . .Delphlne Seyrlg, Giorgio
Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1 - 8-62
(Astor) .. Gerard Phllipe, Jeanne
Moreau, Armette Vadim

Maiden, The (90) 5-21-62
(Green-Roth) . .(ilaudine Dupuis

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabin, Nadja
'Tiller, Danielle Darrieux
Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

©Web of Passion (101) .. 11- 6-61
(Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paul Belmondo

Zazie (86 ) 4- 30-62
(Astor) . .Catherine Demongeot
GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Casino) . .0. W. FTscher, Lilo
Ptilver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
( American-Metropolitan

)

W. Giller, Ingrid Von Bergen
GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) . .Irene Papas

ITALY
Bell' Antonio (101) 5-21-62

(Eknba.ssy) . .Miirce’lo Mastpoianni,
Clandia Cardinale, P. Brasseur

From a Roman Balcony
(84) U-27-61

(Cont’I) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari
Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(EHlis) . .Claudia Cardinale

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune, Y. Natsukl

Then There Were Three
(82) Ac.. Jan 62

.Alex Nicol, Frank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylvia Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee
The Intruder (S3) D.. May 62
William Shatner, Frank Maxwell

RCIP
The Devil's Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Maria Canale
Mark of the Devil (73) D.. Jan 61
JIaria Felix, Oox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) C.. Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney Janies

©Midsummer Night's Dream
(74) F. Dec 61

(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) 0. .Oct 61
Jeatv Carter, Felix Aylmer
©Gina (92) Ad.. Nov 61
Simone Signoret. Georges Marcbal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) . . My . . Oct 61
(Eiig-dubbed) . .Alain Delon, Marie
LaForet, Maurice Ronet

Wild for Kicks (92) . . . . D . . Jan 62
David Farrar, Noelle Adam, Gillian

Hills, Shirley Ann Field

Frantic (81) D . . Mar 62
(Eng-dubbed) Jeanne Moreau

Also available with sub-titles at

90 minutes running time

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Ad.. May 61
Marian Michael, Adrian Hoven

Jet Storm (91) 0.. Sep 61
Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker, Diane CUento
©Shame of the Sabine

Women (80) Ad.

.

Lex Johnson, Wllllain Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

La Dolce Vita (175) .... 4-24-61

(Astor) . .Marcello Mastrolannl,

Anita B3iberg, Anouk Aimee
L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Janus) . Monica Vitti, Gabriele

Ferzetti, Lea Massari

Lovfc Is a Day's Work (84) 3-19-62

(Cont'I) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The

(91) 10- 9-61

(C‘ont’1) . .Peter Ustinov, Pabllto

(ialvo (Span-lang; Uig. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62

(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, Marcello

Mastrolannl. Monica Vitti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor).. A. Delon. A. Glrardot

JAPAN
Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR)..Yuko Moshlzuki

Throne of Blood (108) .... 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61

( Janus).. Z. Cybulski

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janezar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . .Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal, Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil's Eye, The (90) 12-18-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Blbi
Andersson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) 4- 30-62
(Janus) . .Harriet Andersson, Max
von Sydow

U.S.S.R.

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

o-z so
COLUMBIA

ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES
(Reissues)

6421 Hot Heir {W/z) Sep 61
6431 Caught on the Bounce

aSVz) Oct 61
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(ISJ/a) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16).. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (16!/z) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

5555 No. 5, Ser. 2 (11) . . Mar 61
5556 No. 6 , Ser. 2 (lO'/a) . . Jul 61
6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11).. Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10) .. Nov 61
6553 No. 3, Series 3 (lO'/z) . .Jan 62
6554 No 4, Series 3 (11). . Apr 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

5613 The Jaywalker (6V2 ) . . May 61
5614 Topsy Turkey (6'/z) . . . Jun 61
5615 Punchy de Leon (SVz) M 61
6601 Red Riding Hood Rides

Again (7) Sep 61
6602 The Music Fluke (7)... Sep 61
6603 Imagination (6>/z) ....Oct 61
6604 The Miner's Daughter

(&/z) Nov 61
6605 Grape-Nutty (6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

( 61/2 ) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy ( 6 ) Jan 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) ....Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (654) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7) . . Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (7Vj) Apr 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5854 Yukon Canada (10) . . . .Apr 61

LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee He Foes (654) -Jun 61
5708 Zoo Is Company (&/z)..M 61
6701 Catch Meow (654) Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61
6703 Loopy's Hare-Do (7) Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) ....Apr 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(TKhnicolor)

5758 Mafloo Goes West (6)..Jul61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(6*4) (© anb standard) .. Oct 61
6753 Magoo's Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6 ) (Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7).. Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(654) (© and standard) . . Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19) . .Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(IS) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19) . . Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(15) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

(1954) Apr 62

SERALS
(15 Chapter- Reissues)

4160 King of the Congo. . . .Jun 60
5120 Son of Geronimo Nov 60
5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland
(1514) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring
(16) Jul 61

6401 Quiz Whiz (1554) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(1614) Oct 61
6403 Pics and Guys (1654) • Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17)... Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

tl7) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That Ends

Well (16) Apr 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds (914) • • - Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin (. .) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

a. z ce o

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio
Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7).. Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7).. Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin' ( 8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8 ) . . Sep 60
W275Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin' Kitten (9). . Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7).. Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..).. Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COMIC KINGS

F21-1 Frogs Legs (5) ....Apr 62
F21-2 Home Sweet Swampy

(. .) May 62
F21-3 Hero's Reward (..) ..May 62
F21-4 Psychological Testing

(. .) Jun 62
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)
621-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter (..) Jun 62
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(614) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics (..) Nov 61
M21-4 Giddy Gadgets (..) ..Mar 62
M21-5 Hi Fi Jinx (..) . . . Mar 62
M21-6 Funderful Suburbia

(..) Mar 62
M21-7 Samson Scrap (..) .Mar 62

NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P21-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6 ) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School ( 6 ) Nov 61
P21-4 Perry Popgun (6) ..Jan 62
P21-5 Without Time or

Reason (6) Jan 62
P21-6 Good and Guilty (6) • Feb 62
P21-7 TV or No TV (6) .. . Mar 62

POPEYE CHAMPIONS
E21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7).. Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) ....Sep 61
E21-3 Popeye, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7).... Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) ....Sep 61

SPORTS IN ACTION
(1-Reel Color)

D21-1 Symphony in Motion
(10) Jan 62

D21-2 Bow Jest (10) Apr 62

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)
7104 Assignment Egypt (9) . . May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore

& Malaya (10) Jun 61
7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . .Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10).. Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9).. Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) . . Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8 ) . . Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Co'or

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6 ) May 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7) . . . Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6).. Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7) . . . . Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) . . May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6 ) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6) Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merry (6 ) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6).... Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6 ) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

6z KO

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

( 8 ) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Me ico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9).... Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep . Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dand.es Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor .. Can he projected in

the Anamorph e Process, 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry Apr 61
4120 St. Mor tz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW) . .Jun 61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW)..Jul61
4125 Busman’s Holiday(WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody's Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand . . . .Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Puhy Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
WALTER LANTZ REISSUES

(Color Cartues. Can be protected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse . . . .Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker from Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling All Cuckoos ....Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud (..) © ...Mar 62
4204 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)
8312 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug a
8316 Ballot Box Bunny ...Apr 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble. . .Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble .... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
3308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)

8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws. . .Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble ...Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat... Dec 61
9705 Nelly's Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep... Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Co'or Reissues)

(Two- Reel)

8002 The Man From New
Orleans (20) Mar 61

8003 Winter Wonders (18)... Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) . . Mar 62

(One-Reel)
8502 Alpine Champions (10) . . Feb 61
8503 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8504 (irandad of Races (10) . . May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9)... Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9) . . . Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
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XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
hmmmhmABOLIT PICTUREShhmh

They Did "Come Back'
This is our slow time of the year at the box-

offiee, but "Lover Come Back" (U-l) brought
them bock better than anything since "Back
Street," "Susan Slade," "Blue Howaii" and
"Teenage Millionaire." Sophisticated comedy
handled tactfully.

A. A. RICHARDS
Marion Theatre,
Marion, S. C.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Armored Command (AA) — Howard Keel, Tino

Louise, Warner Anderson. The few who saw this

thoroughly enjoyed it. It is a good picture. The
openirvg scene is the best we've seen in years.
Tina Louise wos lovely and believable. Played to
for below averoge attendance. Played Wed., Thurs.,
Fri. Weather: Cold orxi rainy.—P. B. Friedunan,
Grand Theotre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

King of the Wild Stallions (AA)—George Mont-
gomery, Dione Brewster, Edgor Buchanan. This 1959
release is only soso, but any animol such os a horse
or a dog will brirvg in more here than the overage
picture. This one is very short, but is in color and
did a fair business for me and terms were very
foir.—^F. L. Murroy, Strand Theotre, Spiritwoad,
Sosk. Pop. 500.

BUENA VISTA
Babes in Toyland (BV)-—'Roy Bolger, Tommy Sands,

Annette. Just a kids' picture. Usually Disney can
appeal to adults os well as kids, as in "The Parent
Trap" and "The Absent-Minded Professor." This one
did not draw too well for such long playing time.
Played Fri. through Mon. Weather: Cool.—Jomes
Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

COLUMBIA
Devil ot 4 O'clock, The (Col) — Spencer Tracy,

Frank Sinatra, Kerwin Mothews. We had a hot date
on this picture, but the Catholics didn't seem to
want it orxJ neither did the other sects. It was a
good picture, swell color and settings, with action
and a oast—but we sold only half our usuol number
of best time tickets. Don't poss it, though, you'll
be sorry if you do. Played Sun., Mon. Weather:
Cold.—Moyme P. Musselman, Rooch Theatre, Lin-
coln, Kos. Pop. 1,636.

Scream of Fear (Col)—Susan Strosberg, Ronald
Lewis, Ann Todd. This would have done oil right
if I had played it on my Fri., Sot. change, but I

goofed. Oh well, you con't win 'em oil. Played Sat.
Preview; Sun., Mon. Weather: Cool.—'Roy C. Ken-
drick, Stor Theatre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

Twist Around the Clock (Col)—Chubby Checker,
Dion, Vicki Spencer. Remember the saying "They
loughed when I sot down at the piono?" Well, that's
the way it went. The boxoffice was above average,
the teens enjoyed it and the odults were curious.
So all in all, it's okay. Played Sun., Mon. Weather:
Cold.—Ken Christionson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn,
N. D. Pop. 968.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Ben-Hur (MGM)—Chorlton Heston, Hayo Haroreet,

Stephen Boyd. Mognificent in every way. Stephen
Boyd's performance is worth on Oscar too. The
choriot race is a specfocle of oil spectacles. Well
worthy of oil the Oscors it received. It did not do
too well, os we played it on the Easter weekend and
everybody wos out enjoying the pretty weather.
Also played oil orourvd me. Play it, though, you'll
be glod you did. Played Fri. through Mon. Weather:
Nice.—James Hardy, Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind.
Pop. 1,555.

Bridge to the Sun (MGM)—Corroll Baker, James
Shigeta. Did averoge midweek business on this pic-
ture. Hod several comments thot it should have
been in color. I ogree, but the block and white
cinemotogrophy is excellent. Played Tues., Wed.,
Thurs. Weother: Cloudy with showers.—Roy Kendrick
Star Theatre, Minco, Oklo. Pop. 950.
Two Loves (MGM)—Shirley MacLaine, Laurence

Horvey, Jock Hawkins. Shirley in a bod port. Played
os "Spinster" and title didn't help o bit. It just did
r»ot do any business. Hard going will be experienced
to sell this one. Pity! Played Wed. through Sat
Weother: Roin. — Dove S. Klein, Astra Theatre
Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia, Africo. Pop, 13,000.

PARAMOUNT
Love in o Goldfish Bowl (Pora)—Tommy Sarvds,

Fobian, Toby Michoels. This is o cute little comedy
thot wos enjoyed by most who come. Nice color
ond photography. Played this on a double-bill with
on outdoorer in color for o program thot did very
well ot the boxoffice. Ployed Fri., Sot., Sun Weather:
Cool.—Larry Thomas, Fayette Theotre, Foyetteville,
W, Va. Pop. 2,000.

Too Lote Blues (Paro)—Bobby Dorin, Stella Stevens,
Vincent Edwords. Another effort wosted on our part.
No business on the stars here—this type of picture is

poison to small towns in this port of the U. S. A.
So we though wrong ogoin ond tried something dif-
ferent on o weekend date ond we got "took" again.

10

Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold.—Moyme P. Mussel-
man, Roach Theatre, Lincoln, Kas. Pap. 1,636.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Comancheros, The i(20th-Fox)—John Wayrre, Stu-

art Whitman, Ino Bolin. John Wayne, color, prime-
time ond all didn't do much this time. But the
weather was poor and cold. Anyway, we ne^ more
like this and "Fox is fine with mine." Fox is fight-

ing to supply us with plenty. Played Sun., Mem.,
Tues. Weather: As aibove.—^A. A. Rchards, Marion
Theatre, Marion, S. C. Pop. 7,200.

Francis of Assisi (20th-Fox)—Bradford Oi liman, Do-
lores Hort, Stuart Whitmon. Excellent, deeply mov-
ing picture. Beoutifully designed production. Ex-
cellent acting on the port of Dillmon. A fine pic-

ture that should have been seen by everyone, but
instead it was seen by no one except for groups of
priests and nuns (they don't pay) ond a couple of
kids. They ask for this kind, but don't support them.
What should we do? Return to sex! Played Sun.,
Mon., Tues. Weather: Fine.—^Poul Fournier, Acodia
Theatre, St, Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

UNITED ARTISTS
Frontier Uprising (UA)—James lOovis, Nancy Had-

ley, Ken Mayer. Informative ond exciting picture.

Color would have help^. My Soturdoy oudience
liked this on a dtouble-bill.—^P. B. Friedman, Grand
Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Goodbye Again (UA)— Ingrid Bergman, Yves Mon-
tand, Anthony Perkins. A real fine movie thot will

apprrol tO' both sexes. Fir>e acting and on interest-
holding story wiith som'e lush Europrean backgrounds
to help make it a most entertoining film. Played
Wed. through Sat. Weather: Fine.—iDave S. Klein,
Astra Theatre, Kitwe, No.rthern Rhodesia, Africa.
Pop. 13,000.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Bock Street (U-l)—Suson Hayword, John Gavin,

Vera Miles. Very good picture thot did very good
business. This one should do business in any situa-
tion. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Snow.

—

Lorry Thomas, Fayette Theatre, Fayetteville, W. Va.
Pop. 2,000.

Come September (U-I)—Rock Hudson, Gina Lollo-
brigida, Sandro Dee, Elobby Dorin. Oid very well
here. Rock Hudson is the boxoffice king in draw.
A sexy type of comedy that was looded for adults.
Hudson, "Lollo" and Sondra for the teere. Good
entertainment. — Ken Christianson, Roxy Theatre,
Washburn, N. D. Pop. 968.

WARNER BROS.
Parrish (WB)^—Claudette Colbert, Troy Donohue,

Korl Molden, Connie Stevens. WOW! What a picture.
This is the kind of picture that will play over ond
over and never weor out ot the boxoffice. If you
haven't played this one, be sure you do or you will
be missing out on a lot of business. Played Fri., Sot.,
Sun. Weather: Cold.—Lorry Thomas, Foyette The-
atre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

MISCELLANEOUS
Long and the Short and the Toll, The (Cont'l)

—

Laurence Harvey, Richord Todd, Riahord Harris. Here
is on outstand'ing wor story os only the British
con make them. Good houses for this one. It's

tough, exciting and extremely well acted. Ployed
Wed. through S'ot. Weother: Fine.—'Dave S. Klein,
Astra Theatre, Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia, Africa.
Pop. 13,000.

Entertaining, Beautiiul

And Appeals to All
We recently played Paramount's "Blue Ha-

waii" and would like to pass the word along
that here is a honey of a show! Of course, not
many are left to debate about playing it, as we
are always one of the last to pull the good
ones. Nevertheless, would like to see this com-
pany get the laurels it deserves for having pro-
duced this fine piefure. It's beautiful—and who
says you con'f get attendance without sex and
degradation—it's clean. Why hosn't somebody
thought of swifehing from orientals (if we must
have foreign-made piefures) to our own beautiful
Hawaiian state? We'll grab one of these every
time we get the chance. We were able to buy
it on terms that we could afford, ond for the
first time in many months we can feel repaid
for our time and the wear and tear on our
equipment.

The many fine compliments we received
were a real lift to our morale. A heavy storm
hit us on Sunday night, but in spite of this we
had triple our average Sunday night attendance.
We would like to express our gratitude to Para-
mount.

MR. AND MRS. GEORGE MASON
Tecumseh Theatre,
Tecumseh, Neb.

Write—
YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU

HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

—Right Now

TO:

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOFnCE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd..

Kansas City 24. Mo.

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Exhibitor

Theatre Population

City State
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Opinions on Current Productions

Symbol Q denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® Vista Vision; (f) Superscope; ® Panavision;

Feature reviews
® Regalscope; ® Teehniromo. For story synopsis on eoc.h picture, see reverse sioe.
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Hatari! F Ratio: Adventure Drama

1 .85-1 ©
Paramount (6117) 159 Minutes Rel.

"Hatari!"—Swahili for ''Danger!"—proves an apt title for ^
this extroor(dinarily exciting picture centering on the always-
(d'angerous profession of catching wild game (destined for '»PE

world-wide zoos) in the forests, jungle and bush of East

Africa. Specta<rular!y photographed in blazing Technicolor,

for which credit is due veteran cinematographer Russell Har-
lan, the authentic backgrounds in and around Tcmganyika,
the thrilling insight the viewer gains into the highly spe-
cialized work of game-catchers, plus a star cost headed by
John Wayne, combine to make the Howard Hawks' produc-
tion a thing of joy for both exthibitors and patrons. Exploita-

tion possibilities ore limitless, and the theotremen vyho ore
willing to take advantage of the film's attraction for the en-

tire family should reap top rewards at the boxoffice. Wisely,
producer-cilirector Hawks has not devoted the feexture ex-

clusively to wild game, but has intermingled plenty of human
romance and comedy with the hunting. As a devil-may-care
game-catcher, Wayne turns in a gusty performance, while
pretty Elsa Martinelli and Michele Girordon ably handle the

love interest and Red Buttons is expectedly comical as
Wayne's sidekick. Fire musical score by Oscar-winning
Henry Mancini is an added asset.

John Wayne, Hardy Kruger, Elsa Martinelli, Red Buttons,

Gerard Blain, Michele Girardon, Bruce Cabot.

Hell Is for Heroes F “i
Paramount (6116) 90 Minutes Rel. June '62

Six well-known male players from various fields of enter-

tainment deliver standout performances in an interest-holding

drama of World War II, which con be exploited to do strong

business in the action spots and make a satisfactory support-
ing dualer generally. The na:-.ies of Bobby Darin., the sing-

ing star; Steve McQueen, a TV star recently in MGM's "The
Honeymoon Madhine"; Nick Adams, the star of TV's "The
Rebel" series; Fess Parker, star of "Davy Crockett" and
other Disney films; Horry Guardlino, the rugged actor who
recently scored in "King of Kings," and Bob Newhart, the

new TV comic whose record albums are big sellers, will at-

tract the teenagers as well as women who might otherwise ^er
feel surfeited with war films. Produced by Henry Blanke
and well directed by Don Siegel, the screenplay by Richard
Carr, from on original by Robert Pirosh, stresses the human
element in one isolated squad of American GIs within the

shadow of Germany's Siegfried Line. There is drama, some
touching scenes and even humor in the early sequences
leading up to the realistic and furious clima<hic battle which
leaves many of the squad dead. Highest praise is due Mc-
Queen, as a Suillen hero; Adams, as a fiery Polish youth,

and Darin, as a light-fingered soldier.

Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin, Fess Parker, Nick Adams,
Bob Newhart, Harry Guordino, Mike Eellin, James Cobum.

Belle Sommers F S
Columbia (621) 62 Minutes Rel. March '62

Polly Bergen, the nightclub and recording star, who re-

cently mcxde a screen comeback in Universal's "Cope Fear,"

is listed as "guest star" but her beauty, rich singing voice
and strong dramatic portrayal are the chief (assets of a
modest-budget gangster film, best suited to the s'uipporting

spot on neighborhood duals. David Janssen, who has ot-

tracrted attention in several recent action programmers cmd
as "Richard Diamond, Private Detecrtive" on TV, also does
good work as a dynamic press agent involved in the rackets
running the radio and recording studios. Produced by Wil-
liam Sackheim and directed by Elliot Silverstein, the hour-
long film is similar to many one-hour dramas shown on TV,
especially in its inordinate dependence on huge closeups to

achieve (dramatic effect. The story by Richard Alan Simmons
has a fair amount of suspense, but the highlights are still

Miss Bergen's singing of "Exactly Like You," while trying to

make a comeback on a TV telethon, and "Once I Had a True
Love" to a fashionable audience at a top New York night-

club—both standards have rarely sounded better. Joan
Staley injects some humor into her role of the publicist's -on- I

"Girl Friday" and Warren Stevens is appropriately menac- I

ing as a minor racketeer, as is Jay Adler as the rackets boss.

Polly Bergen, David Janssen, Warren Stevens, Jay Adler,

Joan Staley, Reedy Talton, Carroll O'Connor.

Advise and Consent F Si
Columbia (628) 139 Minutes Rel. June '62

jrowi For his picturization of Allen Drury's political novel, which
Gif long topped the best-seller lists and then became a Broad-
~ way stage hit, producer-director Otto Preminger has insured

its boxoffice success as a film by casting eight top male
stars as Washington figures, plus the welcome screen return

of Gene Tierney—a marquee combination w'hich will offset

any possible apathy by teenagers and women fans toward
the controversial subject. Largely filmed in the streets and
Senate chambers of the nation's capital, the picture has
tremendous authenticity and, although the characters are

labeled "fictitious," many will try to identify them with

real-life figures. After a slow, hard-to-follow beginning,

the screenplay by Wendell Mayes builds interest and sus-

pense right to the sensational conclusion as the President

dies during the Senate vote on his secretary of state ap-
pointment. Except for Charles Laughton's delightfully broad
portrayal of a vindictive southerner, there is no humor.
Franchot Tone, Lew Ayres, George Grizzord, Don Murray
and Burgess Meredith give noteworthy characterizations.

This is strong prestige fare.

Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Walter Pidgeon, Don
Murray, Peter Lawford, Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone,

Lew Ayres, Paul Ford, Burgess Meredith.

The Cabinet of Caligari F Ati
20th-Fox (211) 104 Minutes Rel. June '62

(Prerelease May 30)

In 1921, the German-made "Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" was
first shown in America and was acclaimed as a striking im-

pressionistic film which is still considered a classic for

museum and film society showings. Producer-director Roger
Kay has used only the title (minus the Dr.) and the surprise

denouement in his upd(3ted psychological drama which, un-

fortunately, relies more on talk thcxn violence or shock value.

The moderate marquee draw of Qlynis Johns and Dan
O'Herlihy may not be strong enough to offset the disappoint-

ment of those moviegoers expecting a remake of the silent

thriller. And teenage horror devotees and the kiddies will

find much of it dull and repetitious. After a weird opening
(no credits ore given until the finale), the film's heroine, as

well as the audience, is continuously startled by the strange

events and puzzled as to the identities of Caligari, his aides

and the "guests" in his eerie mansion. O'Herlihy plays both

the bearded Caligari and a sympathetic, clean-shaven doc-

tor and picture-wise patrons may guess the conclusion be-

fore the actual fadeout. Exhibitors should stress the mystery
and horror by urging patrons to see the film from the be-
ginning. A Robert L. Lippert production.

Glynis Johns, Dan O'Herlihy, Constance Ford, Dick Dava-
los, Estelle Winwood, Lawrence Dobkin, Vicki Trickett.

Peeping Tom A
Astor 86 Minutes Rel.

A novel entry, to be sure, in the unending flow of terror-

and-suspense dramas centered (xround a kill-or-be-killed

premise, this should sell promisingly indeed in situations

where audiences seem to dote on the unusual in entertain-

ment. A real shocker, in the full, comprehending sense of

the marketable phrase, the Michael Powell production, star-

ring Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer, Anna Massey and Maxine
Audley, meticulously traces the inevitable trek to doom for

a ma(d photographer astonishingly bent on recording, for

posterity, the terrified reactions of his victims with a camera.
Powell's directorial prowess has never been better; he builds

to the climactic sequences in Leo Marks' screenplay with
adroitness cmd not a little inventiveness. Boehm, Miss Mas-
sey and Miss Shearer, of course, have had starring stints in

numerous major attractions, although this latest effort marks
a career innovation of sorts for the ladylike movements of

Miss Shearer (she's to be seen currently, for example, in

Magna's "Black Tights," a ballet attraction). She brings to

the part of the gal who inadvertently serves to uncover the

mask cloaking Boehm's terrifying crimes a certain ring of

conviction, while Anna Massey is seen cts yet another in-

tended victim. Eastman Color is striking.

Karl Boehm, Moira Shearer, Anna Massey, Maxine Aud-
ley, Esmond Knight, Bartlett Mullins, Shirley Ann Field.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) Individually, by company. In any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a yeor's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Advise and Consent" (Col)

When the ailing U. S. president, Franchot Tone, nominates
Henry Fonda for his secretary of state, the majority leader,

Walter Pidgeon, must get the Senate's Advise and Con-
sent. Fonda, a controversial intellectual, is opposed by the Lir>

vindictive southerner, Charles Laughton, and by Don Murray,
whom Pidgeon names chairman of the nominating committee.
At the Senate hearing, Lcaighton brings forward a witness
who claims that Fonda was a member of a Communist cell

in his college years. Under Murray's questioning, Fonda
lies, denying the whole episode. To get even with
Murray, an ambitious young senator, George Grizzard, digs

up a shameful episode from his past. The betrayed Murray
commits fuicide. As the Senate vote on Fonda's appoint-
ment ends in deadlock, Lew Ayres, the vice-president, who
has the deciding vote, learns that Tone has died. Ayres de-
cides he v/ill name his own secretary of state.

EXPLOITIPS:
As Allen Drury's novel was a long-time best-seller, make

tieups with bookshops for window displays and feature stills

of the dozen leads with identifying character names under
each.
CATCHLINES:

Allen Drury's Best-Selling Novel About Washington's Daily
Headlines—Now on the Screen . . . Henry Fonda, Charles
Laughton, Walter Pidgeon and Don Murray as the Men Who
Run the Nation From the Senate Chambers.

THE STORY: "The Cabinet of Caligari" (20th-Fox)

Glynis Johns has a flat tire while driving along a lonely

country road. Arriving at a gloomy mansion, she is wel-
comed by the bearded Dan O'Herlihy and introduced to a
strange assortment of "guests." Later, after being drugged
and then questioned by O'Herlihy, Glynis realizes she is a
prisoner and the guests who try to crid her escape are tor-

tured. Her only visitor, young Dick Davalos, is seemingly in

love with her, but he is unable to stay and help her. After a
series of shocks and frightening happenings, Glynis receives
sympathy from a doctor, who resembles O'Herlihy. In the

surprise climax, Glynis awakens from her fantasy to learn

she was in a mental institution, but is now cured and able
to leave with Davalos, who is revealed to be her loving son. Hs t'

EXPLOITIPS:
Stress that this is a modern, updated version of the famous

silent screen classic to placate devotees of the German im-
pressionistic film which starred the late Conrad Veidt. Urge
patrons to see it from the beginning and advertise that no
one will be admitted or allowed to leave during the final 13

minutes. Glynis Johns won an Academy Award nomination
for "The Sundowners" last year.

CATCHLINES:
A Shattering Experience in Suspense—From Robert Bloch,

Author of "Psycho." . . . No One Permitted OUT or IN During
the Last 13 Nerve-Shattering Minutes.

THE STORY: "Peeping Tom" (Astor)

Talented photographer Karl Boehm divides his time be-
tween working as a cameraman in a film studio and shoot-
ing nude "art" photos for the under-the-counter traffic at a
news agency. His father had been a famed scientist who
devoted his life to studying the psychology of fear, using
Boehm as his "guinea pig," by awakening the boy at night,

shining a bright light in his eyes, then photographing the

terrified reactions with a cine camera. Now an adult, Boehm
has become an insane killer, obsessed with filming the fear
on his 'victim's face. He kills street-walker Brenda Bruce and
ambitious actress Moira Shearer, both of them found with
horrified expressions. Psychiatrist Martin Miller, aiding police
in finding the killer, learns from Boehm that his father was
the famed scientist and has a "tail" put on Boehm's trail.

Anna Massey,, tenant in Boehm-owned house, innocently
switches on the projector and sees Moira's murder on the
screen. Anna collapses. Police break into the room to find

that Boehm has killed himself and from the recorder comes
the voice of Boehm's father telling his son not to be frightened.

EXPLOITIPS:
Adopt a 'No-One- Seated-After-Performance-Starts" policy.

Get a winsome model to sit through a post-midnight screening (T^mo
alone, alerting press, radio and TV to the stunt. ^ t-h

CATCHLINES:
The Most Diabolical Murder Weapon Ever Usedl The Most

Shocking Motion Picture Ever Conceived!

THE STORY: "Hataril" (Para)

Michele Girardon, daughter of the late owner of Momella

Game Farm in Africa, famed for catching animals for zoos

all over the world, carries on her father's work with the aid p
of John Wayne, who heads a group of reckless game-

catchers, inicluding Red Buttons and Hardy Kruger. Into the

group comes Elsa Martinelli, a photographer who falls for

Wayne, and playboy Gerard Blain, who makes a play for

Michele. Trouble starts between Blain and Kruger, who con-

siders Michele his girl, while Elsa s penchant for acquiring

baby elephants infuriates Wayne to the point where she de-

parts in tears. All ends happily, however, when Buttons is

injured on a safari and Michele's concern proves that it is

Red whom she truly loves, and Wayne goes after Elsa and

marries her—with baby elephants in attendance!

EXPLOITIPS:

Create a zoo or circus atmosphere in theatre lobby. Give

free popcorn, balloons and lollipops to patrons. Ask local

zoo to bring an animal to theatre for display. Give prizes

to kids bringing most unusual pet to a special matinee show.

CATCHLINES:
"Hataril" Moons DANGER—and That's What John Wayne

Finds in This Thrilling Tale of Jungle Life . . . Filmed in Tech-

nicolor in the Heart of South Africa.

THE STORY: "Hell Is for Heroes" (Para)

In 1944, a battle-weary squad of American GIs, stationed

near the German Siegfried Line, are discussing an expected

furlough although their sergeant, Fess Parker, knows that

they will soon be sent on a hazardous mission. Steve Mc-

Queen, who had been courtmartialed for being drunk, is

returned to the squad in a resentful frame of mind. With the

squad goes Nick Adams, a young Polish refugee who hopes

to be shipped to the U. S., and Bobby Darin, who is col-

lecting loot to send back home. They ore marched to a posi-

tion near a German pillbox, which they ore to hold until re-

inforcements arrive. McQueen suggests knocking out the pill-

box and keeping the Germans busy before the reinforcements /

ffTce get there. When the sergeant is killed, McQueen and two

others charge the pillbox and his companions are killed.

Against threat of courtmortial, McQueen blows up the pillbox

and dies. The breakthrough of the Siegfried Line is achieved

and ultimate victory is now in sight.

EXPLOITIPS:
Stress the star cast by using photographs of Bobby Darin

and Bob Newhart, both of whom have best-selling albums,

as well as Steve McQueen, star of TV's "Wanted—Dead or

Alive," and Nick Adams, star of "The Rebel" series.

CATCHLINES:
The Stirring Drama of a Single Action in World War II . . .

All the Hell, All the Heroism of War.

THE STORY: "Belle Sommers" (Col)

Polly Bergen, once a leading recording and nightclub star,

asks David Janssen, an old friend, to be her press agent for

her comeback. Janssen soon learns that the reason Polly has

been blacklisted professionally is because she walked out on

the promotion racket headed by Jay Adler. The latter sends

Warren Stevens to threaten Polly and to beat up Janssen for

trying to get engagements for her. But Janssen persuades a

friend to put Polly on a TV telethon and
,
this leads to an

engagement at a top New York nightclub. Just before the

opening, Adler threatens to expose Polly's past, which in-

cludes a brief prison sentence, if she appears. Polly bravely

confesses her one indiscretion to the nightclub audience be-

fore singing "Once I Had a True Love," followed by the

patrons' wild enthusiasm. Polly's Career is reborn and the

rackets can no longer harm her.

EXPLOITIPS:
Make tieups with record shops for window displays of Polly

BerQ^en's many record albums and with bookstores for win-

dow displays of her recently-published "The Polly Bergen

Book of Beauty, Fashion and Charm."

/«>'«•» CATCHLINES: ^ r- (
" The Sizzling Story of the Song-Sytndicote That Owns Every-

thing—Even the Girls . . . Polly Bergen As the Girl Singer

Who Signed a Contract With a Mob Who Tried to Hold Her

For Life . . . The Beat of the Big-City Blues.
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RATES: 20<t per word, minimum $2.00, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can

sell advertising, vre have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact; Romar-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

Manager, projectionist and maintenance
for drive-in theatre for Oklahoma and
Texas. 7o Roxy Theatre, Munday, Texas.

Manager; ambitious, hard-working,
honest and ethical only, apply. Oppor-
tunity for right man. Loafers and con-men
stay away. Send complete resume with
snapshot. Boxolfice 94S'6.

MANAGER for first run de luxe art the-
atre. Some previous general experience
required. Must be thoroughly acquainted
and interested in foreign film, be able to
effect support of theatre by colleges, or-
ganizations, etc. Excellent opportunity for
permanent employment and advancement
with progressive, growing organization.
Reply in confidence Boxoffice 9488.

POSITIONS WANTED
Circuit Buyer-Booker. Experienced. Em-

ployed. Desire relocate South. Prefer
Florida. Boxoffice 9484.

DIVISION MANAGER, large drive-in and
conventional theatres. Will take on Inde-
pendent operation or top circuit executive
position. Boxoffice 9487.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50 M cards. Other

S
omes available, on, off screen. Novelty
tames Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st., New York
36, N. Y.

BUMPER STRIPS— silk screened, fluor-
escent, 4"xl5", $12.95 100; other good box-
office promotions! Theatres Promotion Ser-
vice. Box 592, Huntsville, Ala.

Free catalog, jewelry, novelties, give-
aways. New England, 124B Empire Street,
Providence, R I.

STOOGE RINGS: Others too—will build
attendance. 2>/2 cents each in volume

—

$1.00 brings ten samples. Box 248, Pulaski,
Wisconsin.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY: Booming, U.

S. Virgin Islands. $100,000 needed to com-
plete 500-car drive-in. 12 month operation,
real goldmine, within three (3) blocks of
650 family housing development, 5,000 cars
registered on Island. Resident exceptional
movie enthusiasts. Must act fast. Nine
weeks to completion. Timothy O'Brien,
Tropicale Drive-In, Box 1855, St. Thomas,
V. I.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

topes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to
sell . . . customized . . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas

SERVICE MANUAL & MONTHLY
SERVICE SHEETS

DRIVE-IN AND CONVENTIONAL THE-
ATRE: Do you want better projection?
High quality sound reproduction? Trout's
Loose-Leaf Service Manual gives you
Easy-to-Understand Servicing Data how to
achieve the desired results. Data on pro-
jectors, arc lamps, screens, lenses; data
on sound equipment, soundheads, motors,
drives, power amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,
etc. News on new developments in servic-
ing; editorials; 35-70mm equipment. If you
want monthly service sheets only (in-
cluding all sheets published) One Year
only $5; monthly sheets and Loose-Leaf
Manual only $7.S0 year. Indorsed by the
industry. Edited by the writer with over
20 years practical experience. OrderNOW—price may have to be raised later.
Cash, money order or check. No CODs.
WESLEY 'TROUT, Publisher, Box 575, Enid,
Oklahoma.
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CIHIIIIIC HOUSl
GENERAL EQUIPMENT — NEW
MARQUEE LETTERS TWICE AS NICE—

half the price! Weatherproof Masonite
black or red, fit all signs. 4" 40c; 8" 60c;
10" 75c; 12" $1.00; 14" $1.50; 16" $1.75,
17" $2.00; 24" $3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS— Vt original cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
FOR SALE: 350 good upholstered, self-

rising chairs. Ideal, lot $4 each; Motio-
graph projectors, model SH 7500, excel-
lent, $300; Side-lights, rheostat, curtain,
track, controls $200; RCA screen and frame,
excellent, 13'6" by 29', $200; U'6" by 14",

$50. Robert Brown, Leslie, Michigan, Phone
lU 9-4841.

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS! Strong 70-

ampere rectifiers, never used, $395 pair;
Ballantyne PD50A amplifier, excellent,
$135; enclosed rewinder $39.50; Magnarc
lamphouses, Ictte, with indicators, $450
pair; 14" reflectors, good, $6.50. Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,
New York 19, N. Y.

BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY
THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING UNIT;
COMPLE'TEI 16 and 35 m.m. single system
cameras, complimentary double system
magnetic sound, hand cameras, all lenses,
lighting equipment — perfect condition,
$10,000 value, ready to operate, produce
'TV and theatrical high return commer-
cials—$3,000 cash. H. A. Parker, 5059
Woodson Dr., RAndall 2-2500, Mission,
Kansas.

ALL IN GOOD WORKING CONDITION:
BUTTERMAT—Electric, completely rebuilt
and factory overhauled, 90-day guarantee,
$150; TICKET MACHINES—Automatic,
electric, two-bank, $200, three-bank, $250,
four-bank, $300. POPCORN MACHINES—
Cretor Hollywood popcorn machine, $250,
Cretor Hollywood popcorn machine, jr.,

$125; Amplifiers—for drive-in theatres,
RCA and Ballantyne, $175. For further in-

formation write or phone Harry Melcher
Enterprises, 417 West Highland Avenue,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin. BRoadway 1-

0100 .

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED! 'Theatre chairs, Kroehler or

American, push backs only, good condi-
tion. Write Boxoffice 9477.

WANTED for use on Central East Coast.
Complete equipment for 1,000-oar drive-in
including screen tower, marquee, signs
and concession equipment. Also wanted
extra set Simplex XL's and Mighty 90 or
better lamps with generator. Boxoffice
9483.

NEED RCA, SIMPLEX SOUNDHEADS—
Centu^, Super Simplex mechanisms, De-
Vry, Simplex SP portables, Hi-Intensity
Rectifiers. Boxoffice 9485.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1.

Ohio

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

For Sale: Complete drive-in theatre
equipment. Including booth, concession,
speaker posts, generator. Reasonable.
(Jonsid'er partner with good location. Box-
oftice 9480.

Speaker basket replacements for old
type RCA junction boxes. Made of alum-
inum. Replaces both baskets, easy to in-
stall and gives on up-to-date look to your
drive-ins. Sample and price list 65c. Best
R/C Mfg. Company, 3211 St. John, Kon-
sas City 23, Mo.

Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 1x2"
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub rod
tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive, pri-
vate, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sole. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California.

For Sale: 400-car drive-in, joins closest
airbase in U.S. to Russia and Montanas,
tostest growing city. Scope—all concrete.
Box 506, Glasgow, Montana.

6(X)-caT drive-in in Southwest, Cinema-
Scope large screen. Four-room apartment.
Open year around. Populcftion over 300,-
000. Boxoffice 9481.

ZlO-CcO’ capacity. Room to expand.
CinemaScope, snack bar. Booming area
in Southwest. Profitable year round. Owner
ill. Boxoffice 9472.

450 seats, downtown ideal art or second
run. Small down. Ritz Theatre, 520 'W.
Main, Spokane, Washington.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE

For Sale or Lease: 400-seat indoor the-
atre, Johnston, S. C., owner does not
wish to operate. Good proposition for
right family operation. Contact Ram
Realty, Aiken, S. C.

For Sale or Lease 866-seat theatre now
operating, good condition, nothing to buy.
College town. Data on previous businesi-
available. Sale $40,000, Rent ^50. Month
Lease 15% gross. Coay Theatre, Joe A.
Lenski, Phone AD 1-1909, Pittsburg, Kan-
sas. Available immediately.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION

77 Theatres Since 1951. Planning, design
and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber screen tower perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rate insurance. OscOr May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-
atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Chairs: Bodiform, International,
Heywood. Lone Star Seating, Box 1734,

Dallas.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES

Moke Your Fountain and Sno-Cone
Syrups for only 66c a gallon. 28 flavors.

Mail $1.00 for 2 sample pints which
make 16 gallons. National Flavor Co.,
P. O. Box 2573, Baltimore 15, Maryland.

For Free Sample: Victor's Quick Mix Dry
Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to: Victor Products, Box 8004,

Richmond, Va.

MARQUEE LETTER REPAIRING

Use Plastic Wold to repair plastic mar-
q^uee letters. Your National Theatre Supply
Company or direct fromi Plastic Weld,
P. O. Box 693, Denison, Texas.

POPCORN MACHINES

Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.
Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Repideement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Hoisted, Chicago 6, Illinois.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
GUARANTEED reflector repairs!! GATOR-

HIDE repairs broken reflectors!! Kit $2.95

postpaid. GATORHIDE, Box 71, Joplin,

Missouri.

HANDY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, MO.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION
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“I don’t dare run ads

more frequently (because)

. . WE GET SWAMPED"
(with replies and orders, of course!)

GL 4-3727

llllllllllll DRI-VIEW MANUFACTURING CO. 2223 paris dripe, louisville is. Kentucky

May 15, 1962

BOXOFFICE

825 Von Brunt Blvd.

Kansas City 24, Mo. Att: Morris Schlozman, Bus. Mgr.

Dear Morris:

1 The reason I give you just a little business is because you do

such a good job for us.

—we get swamped.

I don't dare run our ads more frequently

Enclosed is copy—-slip it quietly into your next issue.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

(Signed) ^<iudn

ADVERTISERS WISE REALIZE

GOOD RESULTS from p» NATIONAL FILM WEEKLY

w MK acrnNu amoNs



Milton Rackmil, president

of Universal-Inter-

notional, slices a piece of

birthday cake for actor

Cary Grant in observance

of the 50th anniversary

of the founding of Uni-

versal Pictures Co., which

occurred on June 8, 1912.

. . . Story on page 8.

COLUMBIA
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A masterpiece in the art of the chase that takes you

from London to the Hook of Holland... through the

casbah of Tangier to the beaches of Paiestine.

starring

STEPHEN BOYD DOLORES HART
also starring

LEO MERN-HUGH GRIEEITH- DONALD PLEASENCE- HARRY ANDREWS -RDBERI STEPHENS -MARIOS GORING
Produced by Directed by Screenplay by

MARK ROBSON • PHILIP DUNNE • NELSON GIDDING
•

Based on the novel by

JAN De HARTOG V
INEMaScOPlZ COLOR by DE LUXE
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A MAN TO BE REMEMBERED

I
N AN address before the golden jubilee ban-

quet of the Cinematograph Exhibitors’

Ass’n of Great Britain & Ireland at Bournemouth,

England, last week, Eric Johnston, president of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America, called the

exhibitor “unheralded and unsung” and “often,

the forgotten man,” adding, “there is applause

for stars, producers, writers, directors, but I

hear no applause for the exhibitor.”

True, indeed! In fact, too often, the exhibitor

has been sold short by other elements in this

industry—all of whom depend on the exhibitor,

his theatre and his efforts for the success that

they enjoy. Again, in the words of Mr. Johnston,

“I think you (the exhibitors) merit headlines,

aw'ards and applause. After all, you are the mo-

tion picture’s direct link with the public. You
interpret the motion picture to people. The suc-

cess of a picture often depends on your skill,

your imaginative handling, and your perceptive

knowledge of audience tastes. Yes, the exhibitor

is this industry’s direct link with audiences. Yet,

the industry frequently looks upon him as the

missing link . . . Certainly, you are indispens-

able.”

We applaud Mr. Jobnston for those forth-

right words, for his discerning evaluation of the

men and women in this business “who have

been firm, resolute and true” throughout the in-

dustry’s struggle for survival over the last dec-

ade, especially.

It is a sad commentary on the fact that action

evidencing such regard for the exhibitor has been

noticeably lacking in a great many instances

when it could have kept many a struggling the-

atre from toppling over the brink. In all too

many cases, the exhibitors and theatres involved

in such situations were considered expendable

rather than indispensable. And this same atti-

tude still is in evidence.

We have often wondered how many of the

theatres that were forced to close could have

been saved, if they had received greater con-

sideration; if their importance as the direct

contact with the public would have been better

recognized by producers and distributors to the

point of having been extended every possible

aid, not only to stay in business but to build it

to newer and higher levels. This is not to say

that some such efforts were not made or that

they are not now being made. But certain poli-

cies and practices, indulged both within and

without the trade, are vitiating these efforts.

The grab for the “quick buck” by imrealistic

terms and fast playoffs of product and by sales

of theatrical films to television, certainly, does

not enhance the position of the motion picture

theatre, big or little. Nor does the shortage of

product, which has contributed to bringing these

conditions about. Failure to provide enough good

films for exhibitors’ requirements, certainly, is

not serving these customers as they should be

served. Nor is it serving the best interests of

the industry at large.

The exhibitor is a most essential element to

the continued existence and prosperity of this

industry. He cannot succeed alone; nor can the

stars, producers, writers, directors and distribu-

tors succeed without him. He is not bothered

about being the “forgotten man” insofar as

plaudits are concerned. He wants and needs to

be tbe “remembered man”-—remembered by ac-

tion, particularly by the providers of product,

that will make secure his position in this business

and, at the same time, benefit them.

A Salute to Universal

A hig day in Universal’s history—June 8

—

has arrived, marking the Golden Anniversary of

this company’s founding, which is being cele-

brated around the world with a tribute from ex-

hibitors who are playing Universal pictures dur-

ing that week. The participation by 45,000 the-

atres—15,000 in the U. S. and Canada, and 30,-

000 throughout the rest of the world—^which

is just about as close to blanket coverage as is

feasible. That certainly bespeaks the high regard

in which this company and its president, Milton

R. Rackmil, to whom the drive was dedicated,

are held by U’s customers.

It would take many pages to do justice, in

even highlighting the high points of Universal’s

colorful 50-year history. Suffice it to say, it

introduced many progress-making steps from

which the entire industry widely benefited.

Those historic successes have been carried far

forward in the ten years since Mr. Rackmil be-

came Universal’s president. The company’s

growth has been truly phenomenal. And, judg-

ing by the array of product it has on tap for

the coming year, the continuing of that progress

seems well £issured.

We felicitate Mr. Rackmil and his associates

in Universal on their company’s Golden Anni-

versary.
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UNITED ARTISTS WILL LAUNCH
'PREMIERE SHOWCASE' PATTERN

Top Product to Be Shown
On Day-and-Date Basis

With Broadway Runs
NEW YORK—United Artists, on June

28, will launch a new method of distribu-

tion in the New York area and, based on
its success here, could be extended to other
major cities across the country, but each
city would be treated on an individual
basis.

The new setup, in summary, calls for

the premiering of UA’s top product on
Broadway day and date with outlying
communities where selected premiere
"showcase theatres” will present the pic-

tures.

NEW SYSTEM EXPLAINED
Executives of United Artists explained

the new system to the press and producers’
representatives at a breakfast meeting in

the Hotel Astor on May 28. In opening the
meeting, Robert Benjamin, UA board
chairman, said that times had changed
and that the decision to inaugurate the
plan had been motivated by the changing
patterns of public habits. He said the
new method had been thoroughly discussed
by the executives and the producers and
that they were going into it with an open
mind.

Arnold Picker, executive vice-president
of UA, said that the present methods of re-
leasing pictures for first and subsequent
runs had been in existence for more than
30 years and that it was time to update the
methods to conform with present-day
living.

Picker said that last summer UA con-
ducted a “silent experiment” on the plan.
While “Never on Sunday” was playing the
Plaza in New York, the picture was opened
in New Jersey and Westchester to out-
standing business. Attendance at the Plaza
was not affected in any way. Then, while
“West Side Story” was playing the Rivoli,

the picture was booked into theatres in
Montclair, N.J., and Syosset, L.I., with no
ill effects on the Rivoli. the same results
also were achieved in foreign key cities, he
said.

‘ROAD TO HONG KONG’ FIRST

The first picture under the plan will be
“The Road to Hong Kong,” starring Bob
Hope, Bing Crosby and Joan Collins,
which will be given 13 Hollywood-style pre-
mieres on the night of June 27. Because
“The Miracle Worker” will be playing the
Astor Theatre, UA showcase on Broadway,
the picture will not have a Broadway open-
ing but will open at Brandt’s Beacon and
Trans-Lux 85th St. in Manhattan; Cen-
tury’s Huntington, Huntington, L.I.; Cen-
tury’s Plainview, Plainview, L.I.; Century’s
Green Acres, Valley Stream, L.I.; Century’s
Meadows, Flushing; J. J. Theatres’ Luxor,
Bronx; Century’s Kingsway, Brooklyn;
Brandt’s Yonkers, Yonkers; Eastern Man-
agement’s Elmsford; the Paramount, Peek-

Hartford Toll TV Set

For Start June 29
Hartford—The first broadcast of

subscription television in the United
States will be on Hartford’s Channel
18, June 29.

Station officials have not yet decided

what type of program will be presented

on the first broadcast. However, it is

understood, future plans for Channel
18 call for the presentation of current

motion pictures. New York stage plays,

live and recorded sports events, opera,

ballet, educational features and other
programs not available on other tele-

vision stations.

The television experiment is being
conducted by RKO-General Phonevi-
sion Co. in association with Zenith Ra-
dio Corp. Channel 18 will scramble its

subscription television programs which
may be decoded by persons whose tele-

vision sets have the necessary equip-
ment. For the past several weeks,
Channel 18 has been conducting tests

of the experimental system.

The cost of receiving pay television

will be based on the number of pro-

grams the subscriber decodes and re-

ceives.

skill, and theatres in Bayshore and
Patchogue, L.I.

James Velde, UA vice-president in charge

of domestic sales, said that, at the con-
clusion of the “premiere showcase” engage-
ments, UA then would release the film

seven days after closing to other runs in

those areas. He said that under the system,

exhibitors would be assured of a continuity

of top product, such as “Follow 'That

Dream,” “Birdman of Alcatraz,” “Jack the
Giant Killer,” “Pressure Point,” “Geroni-
mo,” “Kid Galahad,” “Two for the See-

saw” and others.

Gabe Sumner, executive assistant to

Fred Goldberg, executive director of ad-
vertising, publicity and exploitation, ex-

plained the promotional aspects of the plan.

He said the “premiere showcase” would
allow, for the first time, the public in the
Greater New York area to respond immedi-
ately to all facets of a campaign attendant
to the merchandising of a film. He showed,
by means of slides, samples of store cards,

marquee pennants, flags, usher badges and
boxoffice banners all bearing the “premiere
showcase” symbol. Newspaper ads and
radio spots will start this week.

Also attending the meeting was John A.

Blum, senior vice-president of Macy’s, who
told of Macy’s success with its branch
stores. He said it had been found profitable

to take the business to the people if the
people cannot be brought to the New York
store. He said Macy’s did not “try out” a
product at the main store, but stocked all

of its outlying stores at the same time.

taking advantage of the power and cover-

age of the metropolitan press and suburban
papers. He said that if Macy’s did not have
branches, it would not have 1/ 100th of the
business it now enjoys. It was pointed out
that UA was doing the same thing with its

film merchandise.

In most cases, a picture will be booked
for three weeks, with the next run follow-
ing seven days later. However, if a pic-

ture should be held fom- weeks, the next
run could start the following day.

While 13 theatres in this area now are

included in the setup, it is hoped that
theatres in Staten Island, Newark and
Jersey City will be added, bringing the
total to 16. It was reported that “Taras
Bulba” will go out under the premiere
showcase plan next fall. Others will be
“Judgment at Nuremberg” and “The
Miracle Worker,” which opened on Broad-
way prior to the development of the show-
case presentation.

High Court Gets Writ

On Pay TV June 5
NEW YORK—In a writ of certiorrari,

the Joint Committee Against Pay TV will

ask the United States Supreme Com-t
to hear exhibition’s appeal to upset the
Federal Commimications Commission’s
authorization of a pay TV test in Hart-
ford, Conn. The writ will be filed on
June 5.

Philip F. Harling, committee chairman,
said the writ would be filed by Marcus
Cohn, attorney, who had represented ex-
hibition in its eight-year campaign against
pay television. In effect, the writ is a
petition asking the high court to review
the decision last March by the U. S. Dis-
trict Court of Appeals, which upheld the
FCC test authorization for RKO General-
Zenith’s Phonevision expeilment in Hai't-

ford.

'The writ will be filed as Phonevision
will be preparing to initiate the limited

pay TV telecasting over Station WHCT,
Channel 18, starting on Jime 29. Harling
said it was not anticipated that Phone-
vision will materially extend its initial

coverage of 300 homes imtil the Supreme
Court had acted.

It was pointed out that the Supreme
Court could nrle on the writ in June
but that it was more likely that it would
act on it during the fall session. Cohn
is expected to use a principal argument
that the Communications Act does not
give the FCC the authority to act on pay
television and that only Congress has au-
thority over the new medium.

The Joint Committee and Connecticut
exhibitors opposed Phonevision at a week
of hearings before the FCC in October
1960 and then appealed the FCC decision

to the District Court, which heard the
case last December 1. The decision was
handed down early last March.
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Critics Guild Is Formed
By Protestant Group

TOA Asks British Aid

In Hiking Production
NEW YORK — Theatre Owners of

America has asked the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Ass’n of Great Britain to join in

American exhibitors’ problem of working

to encourage new production and ease the

product shortage.

In a letter to the annual conference of

the CEA in Bommemouth, Eng., John H.
Stembler, TOA president, explained the

American situation and asked for the

CEA’s help in overcoming the product

dearth. His letter was as follows;

“The critical problem facing us is the

shortage of product. We are without an in-

ventory with which to carry on our busi-

ness. And, on the basis of available infor-

mation, we know that there is little likeli-

hood that the shoi*tage will be less acute in-

sofar as pi-esent major pi'oduction and dis-

tribution agencies are concerned, for a long

time to come. Consequently, we, in exhibi-

tion, are bending all of our effoi'ts and of

our energy to bringing more pictures on the

mai'ket.

“Our problems and yours are common
problems. True, they may not always arise

at the same time, but ultimately they reach

the level of a common denominator. On
this side of the ocean, we have been suf-

fering severely from a product shoi*tage for

several years. We are learning fixrm the

press and from industry charmels that the

pinch of the same problem is now on you.

We hope that you will take the benefit of

our experience and encourage every op-

poi-tunity to increase production to the

common end that this crisis will be elim-

inated.”

The letter was read to the conference by

Ellis F. Pinkney, general secretary of the

CEA.

Atlanta Exhibitor Freed
After Judge Views Film
ATLANTA—Leonard Freeman, manager

of the Kirkwood Adult Theatre, has been

freed by Municipal Court Judge James E.

Webb of a disorderly conduct charge in

showing an allegedly obscene film, “The
Fast Set,” Audubon release. After Judge
Webb viewed the film he said he saw
nothing indecent or likely to debauch the

morals.
Capt. E. O. Mullen, special investigator

for the Aldermanic Board’s Police Com-
mittee, made the first charge when he
seized the film the night of May 22, Mul-
len said, after he found particularly ob-

jectionable scenes showing women nude
from the waist up dancing with men, he

tried to uphold the state statute, which
prohibits the showing of obscene films.

Mrs. Christine Gilliam, city motion pic-

ture reviewer, was present at the hearing,

but was not called to testify.

'300 Spartans' New Title

For 20th-Fox Release
NEW YORK—“The 300 Spartans” has

been selected as the final release title of

the 20th Century-Fox production produced

by Rudolph Mate, which was made under
the title of “Lion of Sparta.” Richard Egan,
Diane Baker, Sir Ralph Richardson and
David Farrar are starred in the Cinema-
Scope DeLuxe Color picture which was

Johnston Says Films'

Greatest Era Ahead
BOURNEMOUTH, ENG.—The most im-

portant years for the motion picture are

ahead, not behind, Eric Johnston, presi-

dent of the Motion Picture Ass’n of Amer-
ica, told the golden jubilee banquet of the

Cinematograph Exhibitoi-s’ Ass’n of Great
Britain here on May 29.

Looking ahead 40 years, Johnston said

that evei*ything pointed to the advent of

a new age which could be called the “Age
of Leisure.” He said the new age was not

a distant dream and that it could be seen
in population, work, social and financial

trends. Motion pictures will achieve new
heights as an art form, he said. Tech-
nology will enable the motion pictui’e to

speak a universal language, Johnston
added, stating that “this alone will make
the motion picture more of a mighty link

in the chain of world communication and
world understanding.”
Johnston praised exhibitors and be-

moaned the fact that they had gone un-
heralded and unsung. He said the film

industry usually got headlines that were
twice the size of the events and that
there was applause for stars, producers,

writers and directors, but that he had
heard no applause of the exhibitor.

“I think you merit headlines, awards
and applause,” Johnston said. “After all,

you are the motion picture’s direct link

with the public. You interpret the motion
picture to people. The success of a pic-

ture often depends on yoiu' skill, your im-
aginative handling and your perceptive

knowledge of audience tastes.”

Johnston said the exhibitor was the in-

dustry’s direct link with the audiences

but “the industry frequently looks upon
him as the missing link.” The MPAA
president m’ged the British exhibitors to

hold fast to their belief in the industry

and to safeguard their devotion to it.

Joseph R. Juliano Named
William Hunter's Aide
HOLLYWOOD—Following through on

his announcement of instituting new
methods of distribution to establish closer

exhibitor-distributor relationships, William
Hunter, head of Producers International
Pictures, has named Joseph R. Juliano his

executive assistant to supervise production
analysis and promotion of films through
pressbooks and specially designed trailers.

Hunter and Juliano will depart shortly

to meet PIP franchise distributors around
the countiT and to get first hand reports

of the type of films the company should
acquire, produce and distribute to meet
market requirements.
On the 15-day tour of PIP distributors,

the pair will outline campaigns for the
company’s first two major releases, “The
Huns” and “The Centurion.”

NEW YORK—The Pi'otestant Cinema
Ci'itics Guild has been fonned by film re-

viewers of some of the nation’s leading re-

ligious publications for the purpose of

keeping church members infonned about
the “many good productions of the motion
picture industry.” Reviewers from more
than 25 denominational and inter-denom-
inational church periodicals are members
of the new guild whose publications reach
a combined readership of more than 10,-

000,000, according to the Rev. Donald J.

Kliphardt, a spokesman for the new or-

ganization.

MOSTLY NEW YORK AREA
Rev. Kliphardt told Boxoffice that a

large majority, perhaps three-fifths, of the
guild members were in the New York area,

with some in Nashville, Dayton and Los
Angeles. He said the group primarily was
concerned with bringing to the attention
of its readers “those films which have real,

positive values.” Too often, he said, church
membere tended to either condemn or ig-

nore Hollywood productions because they
did not have enough infonnation on them.
“We want to make clear that many the-
atrical releases are worthwhile for the
thoughtful reviewer,” he added.

Plans are being developed whereby there

will be an exchange of views among the

members but no compilation oi* summary
of opinions, such as are embodied in The
Green Sheet, is contemplated, the spokes-

man said.

'The guild also will be concerned with
serving as a channel for film industry news,

release schedules and preview an^ange-

ments, as well as to provide opportunities

for members’ growth in motion picture

criticism skills. It also will explore pro-

jects that might lead to more perceptive

film-viewing by Pi'otestants.

Among the publications represented aa*e

Intercollegian, One, Youth, Chi'istian Ad-
vocate, The Episcopalian, United Chm’ch
Herald, Christian Centm'y, Chi'istian Her-
ald and Pulpit Digest.

TWO SESSIONS ARE HELD
Two of four planned meetings per year

have been held. At the first session. United

Artists’ “Something Wild” was previewed,

followed by a discussion with its director.

Jack Gai'fein, and Carroll Baker, the star.

At a later meeting, “Lisa” was exhibited,

a 20th CentuiT-Fox picture, followed by

a discussion with costar Doloi'es Hart and
Adi’ian Awan, exploitation director for

20th-Fox.
Rev. Kliphardt is the reviewer for eight

Protestant youth periodicals and director

of research and utilization for the National

Council of Chm'ches’ department of audio-

visual and broadcast education.

IFIDA Statistical Service
NEW YORK—The Independent Film Im-

porters and Distributors of America has

established a statistical service with the

purpose of informing the trade and the

public about the statistical role of foreign

films in American motion picture distribu-

tion.
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our exhibitor customers every-

where, our sincere thanks for your
overwhelming response to the June 8th

U-Day Jubilee Salute, and for your
enthusiastic support throughout our

Presidential Sales Drive honoring

Milton Rackmil and celebrating our

Golden Anniversary Year.

Look to the months ahead for the same
great product which has made this

Jubilee Year the greatest in the history



of U-I, and look for more of these golden

opportunities for golden profits with

1 these forthcoming releases — “LONELY
ARE THE BRAVE”, “THAT TOUCH OF
MINK”, “THE SPIRAL ROAD”, “PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA”, “IF A MAN ANSWERS”,
“TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD”, “FORTY
POUNDS OF TROUBLE”, “FREUD” and a

continuing flow of other great box office

attractions, produced by the industry’s

outstanding talents and starring the in-

dustry’s greatest box office personalities.



CELEBRATE 'U-DAY' AROUND WORLD
Film Showings Mark 50th Anniversary of the Founding of Universal Pictures

NEW YORK—Worldwide "U-Day” cele-

bratioiis ai'e scheduled for Thui'sday (8>

to mai'k the 50th aiinivei-sary of the found-

ing of Univei-sal Pictui'es Co. as part of

the Golden Anniversaiy year and the com-
panj-'s Presidential Sales Drive honoring
Milton R. Rackmil.
Heruy H. ‘•Hi" Mai'tin, vice-president and

general sales manager, and Americo Aboaf

,

vice-president and foreign general man-
ager of Universal-International Films, Inc.,

foreign sales subsidiary of Univei’sal Pic-

tures Co., announced the “U-Day” plans

in which exhibitors w'ere asked to show
some U-I release on their screens to mark
the company’s birthday. Approximately 15,-

000 theatres in the U. S. and Canada, and
another 30,000 throughout the world are

participating in this salute.

Universal Film Co. was formed on June
8, 1912, at 1 Union Square in New York
City by a group of film executives, with
Carl Laemmle elected president.

The “U-Day” observance is one of a

series of special events which Universal has
set up for its anniversary celebration. With
some of the biggest boxoffice attractions

in its history being released during the
year, the first 26 weeks have been high-
lighted by the Pr-esidential Sales Drive in

both the domestic and foreign markets in

honor of President Rackmil, under whose
leader’ship the company has attained its

gr'eatest financial success.

The first half of the year saw the re-

lease of “Lover Come Back” and “Flower
Drum Song,” high among the all-time

record grossers, based on their early per-

MILTON RACKMIL

formances. In addition, “Spartacus” was
placed in general release after’ setting rec-

ords in its limited roadshow engagements.
Also placed in release dui’ing the first half
of the year were “Back Street,” “The Out-
sider” and “The Day the Barth Caught
Fire.”

Scheduled for' domestic release during
the firual weeks of the Presidential Sales

Dr-ive ai’e “Cape Feai’” and “Lonely Are
the Brave” and scheduled for the second
half of the anniversary year are “That
Touch of Mink,” “The Spiral Road,”

Answers.”
Some of the biggest boxoffice names in

the industry are featured in the Golden
Anniversary releases, including Cary Grant,
Doris Day, Rock Hudson, Gregory Peck,

Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Sandra Dee,

Robert Mitchum, Montgomery Clift and
Susan Hayward.
The impetus of the Golden Anniversary

year also continues in production activi-

ties with five pictures before the cameras
and in final stages of production. These
include “The Ugly American,” starring

Marlon Brando; “To Kill a Mockingbird,”

based on the Harper Lee Puhtzer Fhize

novel and stan’ing Gregory Peck; “If a

Man Answers,” starring Sandra Dee and
Bobby Darin: “Forty Pounds of Trouble,”

starring Tony Cm’tis and Phil Silvers, and
John Huston’s production of “Freud.”

Scheduled to follow later in the year are

“A Gathering of Eagles,” starring Rock
Hudson, and “The Thrill of It All,” starring

Doi*is Day and James Garner, all for re-

lease in late 1962 and early 1963.

Flaherty Film Seminar Set

In Minneapolis June 18
MINNEAPOLIS — The Eighth Annual

Robert Flaherty Film Seminar, presented

by International Film Seminars, Inc., will

be held June 18-28 at the University (

Minnesota Center for Continuation Study

on the Minneapolis campus. This will be

the first time the seminar, which is ex-

pected to attract leading film scholars and

filmmakers from all over the world, will

take place in the Midwest.

The seminars were initiated eight years

ago as a memorial to Robert Flaherty,

pioneer documentary filmmaker and crea-

tor of such films as “Nanook of the North,”

“Moana,” “Man of Aran” and “Louisiana

Story.”

Purpose of the seminars is “to bring

together filmmakers, scholars and film

students in a searching look at the art

of the film and its growing world role,”

according to the 1962 seminar director,

George Amberg, University of Minnesota

professor and interdisciplinary programs.

Set Warner Theatre Date
For 'The Longest Day'
NEW YORK—Darryl F. Zanuck’s “The

Longest Day,” produced in Europe at a cost

of $10,000,000, will have its world premiere

in October on a reserved-seat basis at the

Warner Theatre, according to Spyros P.

Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox,

and S. H. Fabian, president of the Stanley

Warner Corp., owners of the theatre. Allied

Artists’ “El Cid” is currently playing the

Warner Theatre on reserved seats.

The thi-ee-hour, 15-minute feature, which

has a cast of 50 stars, will have one 10-

minute intermission. Boxoffice facilities

will be established throughout the New
York-New Jersey metropolitan area to meet

ticket demands. The Warner Theatre will

close for a brief period for refurbishing

prior to the opening of “The Longest Day.”

“Phantom of the Opera” and “If a Man

From the files of BOXOFFICE comes this nostalgic photograph of a historical

occasion in the long career of the Universal Company. The photo was taken just

30 years ago when Universal stars, directors, producers and other studio person-

nel saluted Carl Laemmle, the company’s founder, on the occasion of his 26th

year as a motion picture executive, dating from 1906 when he became an exhibitor

in Chicago. Doubtless, oldtimers will recall the prominent stars of that period,

many of whom were among the industry’s best boxoffice bets. From left to right,

rear row: Lester Cohn, Boris Karloff, Genevieve Tobin, John Boles, Tala Birell,

James Whale, James Flavin, Bela Lugosi, Paul Perez and Raymond Massey.

Second row: Leo Carrillo, Mrs. Edward Laemmle, Louis Friedlander, Sigmund
Moos, Luis Trenker, George Sidney, Carl Laemmle, June Clyde, Charlie Murray,

Lucile Browne, Tom Mix, Lew Ayres, Noah Beery jr., and Lola Lane. Front row:

Allen Rivkin, 'Witt K. Cochrane, Paul Kohner, Karl Freund, C. R. Hunter, Mickey

Rooney and Ernst L. Frank.
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Denver Filmrow Unites to Promote
New Product on Grassroots Level
Denver—Branch managers of Denver’s

sales offices have joined forces in an
unprecedented combined industry effort

to bring the message of Hollywood’s
production efforts to the people of their

far-flung territory. Believing that the
films to be released by all of the com-
panies this summer and fall should be
sold to the public at the grassroots level,

these managers are making visits en
masse to most of the key cities in the
Rocky Mountain area.

Last week, Mark Sheridan, 2Cth
Century-Fox; John Dobson, United
Artists; Don Urquhart, Warners; Murray
Gerson, Universal; and Jules Needleman
of Columbia, All trekked to Laramie,
Wyo., on the first stop of this tour. The
idea of the whole industry, as it were
coming to their town to talk about films
caught on as real news. The managers
were feted at a luncheon attended by
civic leaders, press and radio represent-
atives, and opinion makers, joined by

exhibitors in the area. The town’s daily.

The Boomerang, gave front-page public-

ity to the event, giving a listing of films

scheduled for release during the next

six months and all of the managers were
interviewed by Terry Foster of radio

station KWBY in a full half-hour pro-

gram. The station was so pleased with

this show that it played it back again in

prime evening time.

As an example of the news-making
effect of the trip, radio newscasts all day
made mention of the idea that Denver’s

film executives had come to Laramie to

inform the public about forthcoming
motion pictures.

The plan has caught on all over the

Denver area and Filmrow is being urged

by exhibitors in other parts of the terri-

tory to repeat the effort in their towns.

Already similar events have been ar-

ranged for Colorado Springs, Colo.,

Albuquerque, N.M., Rapid City, S.D., and
other important situations.

Australia Feeling TV
Impact on Theatres
NEW YORK—The impact of television

in Australia is taking its toll on motion
picture theatres, ac-

cording to Noraian
B. Rydge, chairman
and managing direc-

tor of Greater Union
Theatres, who is in

New York. Rydge
said that in areas

where TV had been
introduced, theatre

business was off 50

per cent. In non-
television areas, busi-

ness is off about 20

per cent. Rydge esti-

mated that almost 500 theatres had closed

since the advent of television in 1956.

Australia is as large as the United States

in area, but its population of about 10,-

000,000 is approximately that of the New
York metropolitan area. But 55 per cent

of Australia’s population is centered in

the six capital cities from which the

greater portion of film revenue is derived.

And these cities are the television centers.

GREATER UNION’S 50TH YEAR
Greater Union Theatre is celebrating its

50th year of operation, starting with a

single nickelodeon and expanding to its

present 128-theatre stature, 20 of which
are drive-ins.

Rydge said that because of television

and other forms of amusement, Australian

exhibitors were retm*ning to the practice

of selling the product, not the habit of

attending theatres. He added that good
pictures will gross more today than ever

before because Australians had become
very selective. He said a theatre could

have the finest appointments, the best

sound and all of the most desired com-
forts, but unless what was on the screen

was what the public wanted, business

would be poor. Large grosses have been
achieved with such films as “El Cid,”

“Ben-Hur,” “South Pacific’’ and “Spar-

tacus,” the latter having played 63 weeks.

In the non-spectacular class which did

outstanding business were “Breakfast at

Tiffany’s,’’ “Lover Come Back’’ and “Come
September.’’

ALSO FILM DISTRIBUTOR
Greater Union also is in the distribu-

tion field in Australia, handling the prod-

uct of the Rank Organization, Anglo-

American, British Lion and Samuel Bron-
ston. Rydge also operates a photography
business and represents Bell & Howell,

Rank Xerox and Japanese camera manu-
facturers.

Host at the luncheon meeting was Capt.

Harold Auten, American representative for

Greater Union. The affair was held at

the Lotus Club.

Retitle WB Picture
NEW YORK—“Mr. Limpet’’ will be the

title of Warner Bros, feature combining
live-action and animated-cartoon tech-

niques, which will be produced by John
Rose with Don Knotts in the title role. The
pictm-e, which will be filmed in Technicoloi'

and widescreen, was originally announced
as “Henry Limpet.”

Beacon Enterprises Takes
Over 4 Cinerama Houses
NEW YORK — Beacon Entenirises,

headed by Sheldon Smerling, has taken
over four theaitres formerly operated by
Cinerama Theatres, Inc. Theatres in the
deal were the Boston Theatre, Boston;
Imperial, Montreal; Oi-pheum, San Fran-
cisco, and the Clairidge, Montclair, N. J.

The takeover became effective on May
27. They will present the first Cinerama
picture with a story, “The Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm.”
Meanwhile, B. G. Kranze, vice-president

of Cinei*ama, Inc., has completed nego-
tiations with E. D. Martin, operator of the
MeVickers Theatre in Chioag’o, whereby the
McVickers will be convei’ted into a Cine-
rama house. After redecorating and re-

styling to meet Cinerama specifications,

the theatre will reopen on August 8 with
“Brothers Grimm.”

Mai’tin announced that his circuit plans
to build a swank Cinerama theatre in San
Antonio, Tex., to seat 753. Cost is expected
to be about one million dollars. Martin is

now building such theatres in New Orleans,
Seattle and St. Louis. Another is planned
for San Francisco.

George Axelrod Forms
Own Producing Company
NEW YORK— George Axelrod has

formed Charleston Enterprises Independent
Corp. to produce “How to Murder Yom-
Wife,” based on an original comedy by
Axelrod with a screenplay by Walter Bern-
stein.

Axelrod, who is president of Charleston,
will put the picture before the cameras in

the fall of 1962, following the completion
of “Paris When It Sizzles,” which he will

coproduce in Paris with Richard Quine for

Paramount release. Axelrod is negotiating
with both Marilyn Monroe and Frank
Sinatra for “Murder.” No distribution

arrangements have been set.

18 Cities Using Bonus

Theatre Certificates
NEW YORK—Forty-five theatres in 18

cities are using “Movie Bonus” theatre

certificates and more than 250,000 certif-

icates have been issued by supermarkets
participating in the plan, according to Nick
John Matsoukas, president of Movie Bonus
Corp. The certificates are redeemable at

50 per cent of the prevailing boxoffice ad-

mission price.

Matsoukas said that in the first six weeks
of the plan, the theatres filled empty seats

dm-ing the week days and there was a

12 to 15 per cent increase on weekends.
An added plus, he said, was the 22 '/2 cents

average sales at the concession stands, per

patron.
A steadier amount of business from

shoppers at the supermarkets was noted,

Matsoukas said. Shoppers went to the par-
ticipating stores because they could get the

bonus certificates. One certificate was
given for every $5 purchase. Housewives
have started to accumulate the certificates

so that the whole family can start going

back to the theatres on week days, Matsou-
kas said.

Prior to the launching of the plan,

Matsoukas tested it in 60 market areas.

Two Weeks' for August;
Selected Runs for Tool'
NEW YORK—“Two Weeks in Another

Town,” screen version of Irwin Shaw’s
novel, starring Kirk Douglas, Edward G.
Robinson, Cyd Charisse, George Hamilton
and Claire Trevor, will be MGM’s regular

release for August, according to Robert
Mochrie, general sales manager.

In addition, MGM will launch “I Thank
a Fool,” produced in London starring Susan
Hayward and Peter Finch, in selected cities

the latter part of August, with the regular

release later in 1962.

Norman B. Rydge
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'Music Man Field Force

Opens Up Tough' Papers
NEW YORK—Evidence that the amuse-

ment pages of manj' newspapers whicli

have long neglected movie news and are

considered “tough" to crack can be opened
up to stories and photos of forthcoming
pictm*es was proven by the field force

sent out by Warner Bros, to promote their

summer release of “The Music Man.”
Richard Lederer, WB advertising-publicity

director, summarized what the company’s
nine regional publicity representatives

learned from their tour in May at a press

conference at the Summit Hotel, May 24.

“The nation’s press, as well as ex-

hibitors from coast to coast, are more than
readj’, willing and able, indeed they’re

dowTiright anxious, to support the kind of

Hollywood product typified by ‘The Music
Man,’ ” Lederer said. He pointed out that
many of the nation’s newspapers visited

by the Waimer publicity forces had not
seen a movie representative in years, nor
had many of the theatre managers w'hich

the field men met and talked to.

“The press is not anti-Hollywood, al-

though we ran into some anti-Hollywood
sentiments,” according to Joe Hyams, na-
tional publicity manager, who covered the

southwest on “The Music Man” tour. “On
the contrary, we found ourselves welcomed
by editors in town after town who said

they would be happy to find room in their

tight-for-space papers for ‘Music Man’
pictures or layouts. We found ourselves as

something like goodwill ambassadors for

Hollywood and ‘The Music Man’ itself, be-

cause it is a slice of Americana, as some-
thing of a goodwill ambassador to the

world,” Hyams said.

Leo Wilder, who covered the north-
central and Great Plains area, said that
the Warner Bros, field men were often

treated like celebrities by the editors and
newspapermen they visited. The Kansas
City Star, a tough paper to crack, came
up with an entire color page for “The
Music Man,” he reported. Felix Greenfield,

who covered the east-central states, said

he covered 2,860 miles and saw 208 news-
papermen, many of whom gave him great
response to the use of color pictures in

their amusement sections for “The Music
Man.” Greenfield wrote to each paper ex-
pressing appreciation for the publicity aid

for “The Music Man.” Warner Bros, ex-

pects to conduct a similar advance pub-
licity tour for “Gypsy,” which will be re-

leased late in 1962, Lederer pointed out.

In all, the publicity teams covered more
than 40,000 miles in specially equipped
Chevrolet Impala station wagons to bring

a vast assortment of written material and
photographs to the editors of more than
600 publications in some 400 localities from
coast to coast, Lederer said.

In addition to Hyams, Wilder and Green-
field, other Warner Bros, publicists who
served as “Traveling Music Men” were
Irving Windisch, Burt Sloane and George
Nelson, who covered the New York-New

Jersey-Connecticut area; Bill Latham, as-

sistant studio publicity director, and Floyd
Fitzsimmons, New England field repre-

sentative, who covered the northeast; Bob
Quinn of the studio exploitation staff, and
Irving Blumberg, who covered the middle
Atlantic states; J. D. Woodard and A1
Dubin, who worked in the southeast; Ernie
Grossman, national exploitation-promotion
manager, who worked with Frank Casey in

the midwest, and W. W. Brumberg, western
exploitation coordinator, who worked with
Jack Wodell in the far west.

The slogan for the picture, which also

is the opening song number in “The Music
Man,” was plastered on their trailers

—

“You Gotta’ Know the Territory.”

The continuing campaign for “The
Music Man” will move into its next stage

with preparations for the national press

preview of the musical on June 19 in Ma-
son City, Iowa, home town of author-com-
poser Meredith Willson, creator of “The
Music Man” on the Broadway stage. Rob-
ert Preston, star of both the stage hit and
the Warner Bros, film version, Shirley

Jones, the costar of the film, Morton Da-
Costa, the director, and Willson himself

will take part.

Wayne Weil Named Aide
In UA Roadshow Dept.
NEW YORK—Wayne S. Weil has been

named assistant to Herb Pickman, director

of United Artists roadshow advertising-

publicity department, by Fred Goldberg,
UA executive director of advertising,

publicity and exploitation. Weil succeeds

John Skouras, who has been named as-

sistant to Maxwell Hamilton, coordinator of

advertising and publicity for George
Stevens’ “The Greatest Story Ever Told,”

Prior to joining United Artists in 1961,

Weil was general manager of the Coconut
Grove Playhouse in Miami. In 1960, he was
company manager of the James Garner
touring company of “John Loves Mary”
and, at various times, he has managed the
Warwick Musical Theatre in Rhode Island

and the Carousel Theatre, Framingham,
Mass.

William M. Shirley Dies
In Paris; UA Fieldman
PARIS—William M. “Bill” Shirley, who

had been with United Artists for the past

11 years, most recently as publicist working
out of the Buffalo branch, died suddenly
May 24 following his arrival from Dublin,

where he had attended the 35th Variety

Clubs International Convention.
Shirley, who was in his mid-seventies,

had also worked with many of the other

film companies throughout the East and
Midwest following his long career as a
vaudeville performer and theatre manager
and operator. He is survived by his widow,
Eva M.; two children, Gerald and Ellen,

and four grandchildren. Memorial services

will be announced later.

PM Award to 'Music Man'
HOLLYWOOD—^Parents’ Magazine has

awarded its Family Medal for June to

Warner Bros.’ “The Music Man” as “one
of the all-time great film musicals.” The
Technirama-Technicolor film, starring

Robert Preston in the title role, was pro-
duced and directed by Morton DaCosta.

Pictured above are part of the nine “Music Man Task Force” units touring
the country to promote the Warner Bros. film. Top left photo: Richard Lederer,
advertising and publicity director; Ernie Grossman, exploitation-promotion man-
ager, and Joe Hyams, national publicity manager, report to the tradepress in
New York on the nationwide tour. Bottom left: In the offices of the Detroit Free
Press, editor Dale Davis greets traveling Music Men Wilson Elliott and Felix
Greenfield. Top right: In Hannibal, Mo., Don Walker, E. L. Sparks jr., publisher
of the Daily Courier-Post, and Leo Wilder, discuss the coming attraction. Bottom
right: Jack Wodell, left, and W. W. Brumberg arrive at the Seattle World’s Fair,
from which they trekked across the West Coast.
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IMPRESSIVE COLUMBIA LINEUP

OF PRODUCT FOR ENSUING YEAR

Consistent Flow of Important and Exciting

Productions Set to Continue Into 1963

By AL STEEN

A consistent flow of quality product from Columbia Pic-

tures can be expected between now and the first of tbe

year, an array of pictures which, in the opinion of Rube

Jackter, vice-president and general sales manager, is the strong-

est lineup ever offered by the company in a seven-month period.

And the flow will continue into 1963, stemming from the films

now in production or in preparation stages.

Columbia executives look upon the schedule as an answer

to exhibitors’ cries for product and more product. As Jack-

ter pointed out, every type of picture catering to all tastes and

ages is included in the program, spanning the areas of comedy,

musical, adventure, action, western, historical and romance.

If there is a product dearth, Columbia apparently is not

aware of it. The company has eleven pictures completed and

in the can, three in the editing department, five in produc-

tion, four in preparation and two in the final days of shooting.

The eleven pictures completed and being readied for release

are “Advise and Consent,” “The Notorious Landlady,” “The

Interns,” “Battle Aboard the Defiant,” “Zotz!” “The Three

Stooges in Orbit,” “Ring-a-Ding Rhythm,” “T h e Best of

Enemies,” “Requiem for a Heavyweight,” “Pirates of Blood

River” and “The Wild Westerners.”

"ADVISE AND CONSENT"
Few pictures, if any, have been so eagerly awaited as “Ad-

vise and Consent.” The novel by Allen Drury zoomed to the

best seller lists shortly after its publication and stayed there.

It was discussed, praised and criticized and its penetration

was deep. Otto Preminger, seeing the strong possibilities for

powerful film material in it, acquired the rights and produced

it on the very locale of the story—the nation’s capital.

Preminger put his own deft hand in both the production

and direction of the picture and selected a stellar cast headed

by Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Don Murray, Walter

Pidgeon, Peter Lawford, Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone, Lew

Ayres, Burgess Meredith, Eddie Hodges, George Grizzard and

Inga Swenson.
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"THE INTERNS"
An absorbing novel has been turned into a still

more absorbing picture: “The Interns.” The novel

by Richard Frede was considered by some critics

as a “sensation” because of its frankness and dra-

matic impact. The picture has retained the book’s

ingredients in a tasteful and ingratiating style and,

despite its somewhat serious theme, is packed with

broad humor, many hilarious situations, tender ro-

mances and a New Year’s Eve party that has never,

or seldom, been seen on the screen. The story tells

of the trials and tribulations of those men, and a

woman, who struggle to become outstanding in

their chosen careers. Produced hy Robert Cohn and
directed by David Swift, the picture’s top roles are

played by Michael Callan, James MacArthur, Cliff

Robertson, Nick Adams, Suzy Parker, Haya Hara-

reet and Buddy Ebsen, surrounded by a fine sup-

porting cast.

"BATTLE ABOARD THE
DEHANT"

In the high adventure class, filmed in Cinema-

Scope and Eastman Color by Pathe, Columbia has

“Battle Aboard the Defiant,” a film that abounds

with action about the British navy in the days of

sailing ships and the wars with Erance. With Alec

Guinness, Dirk Bogarde and Anthony Quayle in the

top roles, John Braboume and Lewis Gilbert, pro-

ducer and director, respectively, have fashioned

an exciting story about mutiny on the high seas

that is suspenseful, fierce and gripping, presented

with the elegance in which the British excel. Bra-

bourne and Gilbert were responsible for the highly

successful “Sink the Bismarck.”
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THE BEST OF ENEMIES
In a somewhat lighter vein, is “The Best of

Enemies,” a Dino de Laurentiis production, with

David Niven, Sordi, Michael Wilding and Harry

Andrews in the leading roles. In Technicolor and

Technirama, “The Best of Enemies” tells the in-

triguing and humorous story of two World War II

officers, one British and the other Italian, who

alternately become each other’s prisoner and how

their natural animosity for each other and their

respective countries turn into mutual admiration

and respect. Sordi, Italy’s biggest boxoffice star,

plays his first English-speaking role.

^''THE NOTORIOUS LANDLADY"
Exhibitors who want to give their patrons escap-

ist enjoyment will find it in “The Notorious Land-

lady,” with Kim Novak, Jack Lemmon and Fred

Astaire in the marquee roles. Producer Fred Kohl-

mar and director Richard Quine have sculptured

a hilarious situation comedy about a State Depart-

ment employee in London who finds lodgings in a

house owned by a young woman wbo had been

involved in a murder case. It’s the kind of fun

that audiences love but seldom find.

"RmaA-DING RHYTHM" ^
In “Ring-a-Ding Rhytbm,” Columbia has a bub-

bling comedy with plenty of music and dancing

that should bring in tbe teen-agers in droves. With

some of the world’s most famous disc jockeys, in

important roles, the picture is an effervescent jazz

session interspersed with a rollicking story that

does not overlook the Twist and even has the King

of the Twist, Chubby Checker. It is the story of

a couple of young folks, Helen Shapiro and Craig

Douglas, who overcome the town’s mayor’s dis-

like for jazz sessions. “Ring-a-Ding Rhythm” is one

of the liveliest, peppiest and tuneful films of its

kind to hit the screen in many a year. It was written

and produced by Milton Subotsky and directed by

Dick Lester.



"THE PIRATES OF BLOOD
RIVER"

For pure adventure, loaded with the type of fight-

ing and romance that has thrilled readers of pirate

stories for centuries, “The Pirates of Blood River”

is tailor-made for the action fans. A Hammer pro-

duction, a trademark that has long been identified

with the unusual in motion pictures, “The Pirates

of Blood River” tells the story of a group of English

settlers who establish a colony on an island off the

coast of South America and become embroiled with

a band of pirates who believe there are hidden

treasures in the settlement. Kerwin Mathews, Glenn

Corbett, Christopher Lee and Marla Landi provide

the principal characters in an absorbing and color-

ful production. Michael Carreras, famous for his

spectacular pictures, was the executive producer.

It is a Hammerscope production with a print by

Technicolor.

"REQUIEM FOR A
HEAVYWEIGHT"

hen “Requiem for a Heavyweight” was pre-

sented on television in 1956, it received six Emmy
awards. Now brought to the screen by David Suss-

kind, the film version appears destined to reap

similar citations as a great and powerful picture.

Its action takes place outside the ring and deals

with the effect of greedy promoters on the career

of an honest man. With a cast headed by Anthony

Quinn, Mickey Rooney, Jackie Gleason and Julie

Harris, the picture was made in New York utiliz-

ing the exact locations of the story, under the

direction of Ralph Nelson.

"THE THREE STOOGES
IN ORBIT"

A crowning achievement in wackiness, broad

comedy and sheer delight is “The Three Stooges

in Orbit,” which brings the trio back to the type

of goofiness that made them famous. It’s a rapid-

fire, rough and tumble spoof on the race for space

supremacy and gives the Stooges free-wheeling op-

portunity to display their brand of bumor in the

style that won them recognition and popularity. In

this one they get mixed up with an inventor, Mar-

tians and a machine that is a combination sub-

marine, helicopter and tank. And there’s a nice

romance to go with the story. It was produced by

Norman Maurer and directed by Edward Bernds

from a screenplay by Elwood Ullman.
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ZOTZ!
That master of suspense and gimmicks, William

Castle, has combined his usual touches to make

“Zotz!” laugh-provoking as well as suspenseful. With

Tom Poston, Julia Meade, Jim Backus, Fred Clark

and Cecil Kellaway in the top roles, “Zotz!” re-

volves around a magic coin which had been dug

up on an archaelogioal expedition and comes into

the possession of Poston, who portrays a professor

of ancient languages. The coin can perform all

sorts of miracles and become useful, powerful and

the cause of many a hilarious situation.

''THE WILD WESTERNERS"
In “The Wild Westerners,” producer Sam Katz-

man has turned out a thrilling action picture, filled

with the kind of gun play, Indian fights, stage-

coach holdups and fisticuffs that have made west-

erns popular. It has a cops-and-robbers-on-horse-

back theme that will appeal to western fans and

even to those who heretofore were only mild ad-

mirers of the type. James Philbrook, Nancy Ko-

vack, Duane Eddy and Guy Mitchell head the cast.

Filmed in Eastman Color by Pathe, the story tells of

a U. S. Marshal who is sent to Montana to clear up

some mysterious stagecoach and gold robberies.

The dance hall girl is played by Nancy Kovack.

Oscar Rudolph directed the fast action picture.
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COMPLETED AND EDITING

"DIAMOND HEAD"
“Diamond Head” is a powerful story based on

the bestselling novel by Peter Gilman and shot on

location on an island of our 50th state. Produced

by Jerry Bresler, the picture has a stellar cast

headed by Charlton Heston, Yvette Mimieux, George

Chakiris, France Nuyen, and James Darren. It was

directed by Guy Green who guided “Light in the

Piazza” and “The Mark,” which were highly ac-

claimed. “Diamond Head” is a dramatic story of

a dynastic Hawaiian family, with Heston portray-

ing a domineering land owner who dominates the

fertile island of Kauai.

"JASON AND THE GOLDEN
FLEECE"

After months of shooting abroad, Charles H.

Schneer now has “Jason and the Golden Fleece”

in the cutting room. Based on the Greek mythologi-

cal story, the production is gigantic in scope. To

give it realism, Schneer created mammoth sets,

including Zeus’ Temple of the Gods, a circus arena,

a Greek warship and a replica of an ancient city of

Thessaly. Nancy Kovack plays Medea in the fascinat-

ing story of Jason’s search for the Golden Fleece

which will bring peace to Thessaly and rid it of

plague and mis-rule. The adventures and obstacles

encountered by Jason in his search and his romance

with Medea, bring to the screen a spectacular,

thrilling and intriguing picture. In Eastman color by

Patbe, the production was directed by Don Chaffey.

"THE WAR LOVER"
A story of heroism and cowardice with great

impact is Arthur Hornblow’s “The War Lover”

based on the best-seller by John Hersey. It tells of

two American fliers based in England and their

personal conflict, along with their romance with

an English girl. Robert Wagner is a flier who hates

war; Steve McQueen loves it and all the glory that

goes with successful combat. The girl is Shirley

Anne Field who prefers Wagner; the reason comes

as a shocking surprise at the end. The picture is

replete with exciting action and tense drama, to-

gether with whimsical and lighter moments, directed

by Philip I^eacock.



IN PRODUCTION—

"BYE BYE BIRDIE" I

“Bye Bye Birdie” is based on the smash musical

which took Broadway by storm and was a solid

hit on the road and in London and Australia.

Built around a Presley-type character, the fast-

paced story tells of hero-worshipping teen-agers

and the resulting problems for their parents. Dick

Van Dyke, who scored in the Broadway version,

has been cast in the same role for the Fred Kohl-

mar-George Sidney screen production. Janet Leigh,

Ann-Margret and Bobby Rydell round out the cast

of principals, while Ed Sullivan, himself, has been

signed for an important segment. Jesse Pearson

who played the part of Conrad Birdie in the Chicago

company will re-enact it for the screen.

"THE L-SHAPED ROOM"
A dramatic and deeply moving story of a French

girl’s search for happiness is being produced by

Romulus Film under the title of “The L-Shaped
Room,” with Bryan Forbes directing. Leslie Caron
plays the role of the French girl who escapes from
the drab life in her French provincial home and
goes to London to leam English and start a new
life. The events that follow and the life with the

cross-section of characters who live in the crumbling

old rooming house are unfolded in an absorbing,

sometimes tearful, sometimes humorous story.

"THE OLD DARK HOUSE"
In England, William Castle is making “The Old

Dark House” in association with Hammer Films.

Tom Poston, who stars in “Zotz!” has the top role

in the film version of the best selling novel by

J. B. Priestley, while Robert Morley and Joyce

Grenfell have co-starring roles. The comedy-suspense

film marks the first of Castle’s international pro-

ductions.

IN PREPARATION
I
N preparation for early shooting are six pictures of widely

varied themes. They are “Cocoa Beach,” “Gidget Goes to

Paris,” “The Long Ships,” “The Man From the Diners’ Club,”

“Under the Yum Yum Tree” and “The Victors.”

Robert Rossen will produce and direct “Cocoa Beach,” a

story about the people who live near and are involved in

the life at Cape Canaveral. Warren Beatty will star.

Jerry Bresler, who produced the previous two “Gidget” pic-

tures, again will make the third of the series, “Gidget Goes

to Paris,” with Deborah Walley and James Darren in the top

roles. As were the others, the latest entry will be a gay, re-

freshing account of youthful escapades in the French capital.

“The Man From the Diners’ Club,” a comedy based on the

well known credit card organization, is being prepared by

producer William Bloom, who has signed Danny Kaye for

the top role.

With Irving Allen producing and Jose Ferrer directing,

preparations are being made in Europe for the production o'

“The Long Ships,” an adventure story in color about th

Vikings.

Carl Foreman, whose last blockbuster was “The Guns of

Navarone,” is getting ready to start “The Victors,” based on

“The Human Kind,” a novel by Alexander Baron. It is the

story of the inter-relations of soldiers and their women during

and after World War H. Already cast are Sophia Loren, Vince

Edwards, Simone Signoret, George Peppard, George Hamilton,

Romy Schneider, Eli Wallach, Michael Callan, Peter Fonda

and Jim Mitchum. Foreman, as producer, director and writer,

will make the picture in England, Italy, France and Sweden.
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Two of the most important pictures ever released by Columbia are on the way. "Barab-

bas" has been completed and "Lawrence of Arabia" is in its final stages of shooting.

^LAWRENCE OF ARABIA"
Sam Spiegel and David Lean, producer and

director of “The Bridge on the River Kwai,”

have joined forces again to bring an epic of

similar, if not greater, proportions to the

screen. “Lawrence of Arabia,” after years of

preparation and more than a year of shoot-

ing, has reached the final sequences of camera

work. Based on T. E. Lawrence’s “Seven

Pillars of Wisdom,” the picture is an unparal-

leled adventure story combining with it an

autobiographical portrait of one of the most

romantic and controversial figures of history.

Peter O’Toole, a British Shakespearean actor,

was chosen to portray Lawrence and he has

been surrounded by such outstanding players

as Alec Guinness, Anthony Quinn, Jack
Hawkins, Claude Rains, Anthony Quayle and

others.

"BARABBAS"
A Dino de Laurentiis production, “Barab-

bas” is one of tbe most ambitious undertak-

ings in the career of the noted producer. Based

on the Biblical character wbo was set free

by Pontius Pilate just prior to his sentenced

crucifixion, the story tells of the murderer’s

exploits following his escape from death as

narrated in imaginative detail in Par Lagerk-

vist’s Nobel Prize winning novel. Produced in

Technicolor and Technirama and directed by

Richard Fleischer, “Barabbas” is likely to

take its place among the greatest pictures of

all time.
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BETWEEN THE LINES=
- == By AL STEFN

Louis L. Abramson Named
NAC Executive Director
CHICAGO—Louis L. Abramson was ap-

pointed executive director of the National
Ass’n of Concession-
aires at the midyear
board of directors

meeting here May 25.

He will headquarter
at the association’s

national offices in

Chicago.

The new executive

director has a varied
background of ex-

perience in the mo-
tion picture industry,

including exhibition,

distribution and,
principally, industry trade organizations.

Prior to 1960 he was administrative assist-

ant to the president and press representa-

tive of Allied Theatres of Illinois. Most re-

cently, he has headed a Chicago-based pub-
lic relations agency bearing his name.

In 1955, Abramson served as convention
coordinator for National Allied when it

jointly held its convention and tradeshow
with NAC.
NAC president Augie J. Schmitt and NAC

board chaiiman Spiro J. Papas both ex-
pressed high approval of the board’s ac-

tion.

In making the annoimcement Schmitt
stated: “We are delighted to have Abram-
son with us, and confidently look forward
to an increased tempo of NAC activities

during his tenure of office. The entire

membership of NAC joins me in welcom-
ing him into our official family.”

Papas, in commenting on Abramson’s ap-
pointment stated: “I have known Lou
Abramson for many years, having worked
closely with him on various theatre in-

dustry projects. I feel he is eminently
qualified for the post to which he has been
appointed and am happy to welcome him
aboard.”

WB Is Releasing Nine
Cartoons for Summer
NEW YORK—Warner Bros, is releasing

nine Technicolor cartoons and three
“Worldwide Adventures” in Technicolor,
between now and mid-August.
The cartoons are “Mexican Boarders,”

“Bye Bye Bluebeard,” “Bill of Hare,”
“Homeless Hare,” “Zoom at the Top,” “Bird
in a Gnilty Cage,” “The Slick Chick,” “Fool
Coverage” and “Louvre Come Back to Me.”
The adventure shorts are “Land of the
Trembling Earth,” “Kings of the Outdoors”
and “Water Wizards.”

Para, and Col. to Dissolve
loint Canadian Distribution
NEW YORK—Paramount and Columbia

have dissolved their joint distribution ar-
rangement in Canada which had operated
under the name of Affiliated Pictures
Corp.

Affiliated was organized late in 1960
to handle the sales and distribution of

Columbia and Paramount product in Can-
ada. The actual teraiination date will be
annotmced shortly. The companies then
will return to individual distribution.

What's With ACE?
^^HAT’s with the American Congress of

Exhibitors? We’ve had some in-

quiries as to whether ACE was still active,

the wonderment stemming from the fact

that there had not been much news com-
ing out of the organization.

A little probing revealed that there were
a number of projects in work but it would
be premature to disclose them at this time.
It was learned, however, that work was
progressing on the institutional short sub-
jects which could be a source of revenue
for ACE and a service to the industry.
About ten years ago, 12 shorts were made

about the film business. Some of the foot-

age is being retained and it is planned to
update the new reels with cuiTent stars
and new narration. Four one-reelers will

be released.

It is reported that financing of the pro-
ject is no problem. Exhibitors will pay for

them as they would for any short subject.
The cost of the fom* shorts will be between
$10,000 and $12,000. Various exhibitors
have guaranteed ACE sizable amounts in
advance. One small circuit, it was learned,
had guaranteed $8,000, another one $12,-

000 and still another $15,000. These were
comparatively small operations. Larger cir-

cuits and many independent theatres could
swell the gross to a sky’s-the-limit income.
There has been some talk in regard to

ACE making another attempt at establish-
ing a conciliation system. So far, it has re-
ceived lukewarm reaction. When first tried
a few years ago, there was hardly any ac-
tivity at all and it was abandoned in a
very short time after it was initiated.

As for A.C.E. Films, that offshoot from
ACE is moving ahead and is expected to
submit its prospectus to the Securities and
Exchange Commission any day now.
Whether the film financing and production
company will be in full operation by the
end of the summer is problematical, but
Sidney Markley, A.C.E. president, is work-
ing hal’d to get the machinery set up so
that it can stai’t functioning as soon as
possible.

•

A Policy Switch
JTALIAN producer Carlo Ponti is pulling

a switch. It has been the custom for

a picture based on a stage play to be made
and released after the play has had its

run. In making “The Condemned of Al-
tona” in Germany, the procedure is going
to be the other way ai'ound.

Ponti plans to use the picture to presell

the play from which the film was adapted
by not allowing the play to open in New
York until after the picture has gone into
release. He owns the American rights to

the Jean-Paul Sartre play which has been
a big success in Pam and London. Ponti
feels that the strong boxoffice pull of the
cast, particularly Academy Awai’d winners
Sophia Loren and Maximilian Schell, will

familiarize such vast audiences with the
theme of the show that it will easily en-
hance the value of the di’aw at a Broadway
boxoffice.

No date has been set for the play’s pro-

duction, although Broadway’s Kermit
Bloomgarden has been pi’essing Ponti for

a green light. 'The picture will be ready
for fall release. Others in the cast are
FVedric Mai’ch and Robert Wagner.

War Pictures
PICTURES with war themes or back-

grounds make money; if they didn’t,

producers would bypass them. But the
time may come when the supply will be
greater than the demand.
Two instances recently reflected that

thought. In a theatre, we were sitting di-

rectly behind two women. On the screen
was a trailer for a war picture. We heard
one of the women say that if she had to

look at another war picture, she would go
out of her mind. Her companion echoed
that statement and added, “Why can’t they

let us forget the war?”
On another occasion, a friend of ours

told us he was taking his wife to see a
certain picture that night. When we asked
him the next day how he liked it, he re-

plied that they had gone to another the-

atre because when his wife learned that

the fii’st selected film was a war picture,

she didn’t want to go.

The current crop of wai’ films is good
and the cycle probably will continue for a
while. But it might be smart for producers
to be cautious in their future planning.

Back in the 1930s, there was a cycle of

undei-world, gangster and bootlegging pic-

tures and they mopped up. But those at

the tail end of the cycle never achieved
their potential. The public had had enough
of them.

•

A New Era Coming?
^HE FORTHCOMING releases of two pic-

tures in the Cinerama process could

write a new chapter in industry history. If

the public goes for them in a big way, it

could be that Cinerama-equipped theatres

would mushixx>m throughout the country.

Despite the cost of conversion to the me-
dium’s system of exhibition, theatres will

have to bow to the patrons’ demands.
A great deal depends on the success of

“How the West Was Won” and “The Won-
derful World of the Brothers Grimm.”
They are the first in Cinerama to teU a
story and more than $20,000,000 has been
invested in the pair. “How the West Was
Won” is being brought in at a cost of

about $14,500,000, while “Brothers Grimm”
has a price tag of around $5,500,000.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is moving slowly

on blueprinting more stories in the process.

If the first two click, the next move is ob-

vious. Not only will MGM go ahead with
production plans, but exhibitors will want
to get in on the act, too. And that will mean
more and more Cinerama pictures will have
to be made.

All this is very elementary, but if solid

smashes ai*e registered by the two pic-

tures, there could be another revolution in

exhibition, just as there was when soimd
pictures came along and when Cinema

-

Scope came into being.
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Seven Features Listed by Filmmakers

For Production Starts During June
With the advent of summer weather and

upcoming vacation periods, the various film

factories would seem to be planning a film-
making hiatus. Only seven features were
listed for possible starts in the month of

June, two less than in the previous month.
Paramount announced two films blue-

printed to go befoi-e the cameras, with Co-
lumbia, United Ai-tists, Universal-Interna-
tional, Disney and an independent outfit

each scheduling one film for production.
By studios, following are the pictures

given the greenlight for Jime:

COLUMBIA
“The Ballad of the Running Man.” A

modern-day yarn about a man who meticu-
lously fakes his own death so that he and
his wife can collect on their insui’ance pol-
icies. No stars set. Producer-director, Sir
Carol Reed.

BUENA VISTA
“The Miracle of the White Stallions.” To

be lensed in Technicolor in Vienna, it’s

the story of the famous Lipizzan horses.
Stars Robert Taylor, Eddie Albert, Lilli

Palmer and Curt Jurgens. Producer, Walt
Disney. Director, Arthur Hiller.

INDEPENDENT
“The Return of Mr. H.” This is a San-

S Production, with script currently being
written. Stars not set. Producers, Anthony
Sanucci, Carl Edwards. Director, Gregory
Stevenson.

PARAMOUNT
“Paris When It Sizzles.” A romantic com-

edy to be shot in Paris in Panavision and
color, starring William Holden and Audrey
Hepburn. Producer, George Axelrod. Di-
rector, Richai’d Quine.

“Papa’s Delicate Condition.” Based on
the biography of silent film star Corinne
Griffith. Stars Jackie Gleason, Glynis
Johns. Producer, Jack Rose. Director,
George Marshall.

UNITED ARTISTS

“The Great Escape.” In Eastman Color
and Panavision. Treats with a mass pris-
oner of war escape from a German security
prison during World War II. Stars Steve
McQueen, James Garner, Richard Harris.
Producer-director, John Sturges. A Mi-
risch-Alpha production.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
“Tammy Takes Over.” Another of the

now-famous “Tammy” films starring San-
dra Dee, this one deals with an elderly
lady whom Tammy befriends. When the
woman is flown from Louisiana to Los
Angeles for an emergency operation, Tam-
my accompanies her and falls in love with

PROUD OF AWARD—Ann-Margret,
one of the stars of “State Fair,” 20th
Century-Fox film, proudly displays her
BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon award. The
boy with her is Bobby Rydell, who ap-
pears in her next film, “Bye Bye Birdie”
for Columbia. “State Fair” was the
Blue Ribbon winner for April. National
Screen Council members selected the
film on the basis of its outstanding
qualities and suitability as family
entertainment.

a young doctor at the hospital. Producer,
Ross Hunter. Director, Harry Keller.

Robert Aldrich to Start

'Baby Jane' July 23
Robert Aldrich has slated July 23 as the

starting date for production of Hem-y Far-
rell’s novel, “What Ever Happened to Baby
Jane?” starring Joan Crawford and Bette
Davis. The picture will be shot at Producers
Studio on a budget of $850,000, with the
femme star's taking small salaries, but set

for big participation deals.

Seven Arts is financing the film, which
will be scripted by Lukas Heller. 'The story
is about a Hollywood ex-child star and her
invalid sister, a former silent screen star.

Aldrich will follow “Baby Jane” with
“Now We Know,” a short story by John
O’Hara, which will be shot in New York.
Other properties planned for lensing by
Aldrich are “Two for Texas,” a Teddie
Sherman screenplay, and “The Iron Cross,”

scripted by Heller, and ‘“The Czar’s Bride.”

Lee Thompson Organizes

Own Production Unit
Lee Thompson Productions has been

formed by the award-winning director who
revealed that John Hawksworth has com-
pleted the first draft screenplay of Thomp-
son’s original drama, “The Pursued.”
'Thompson will produce and direct the
drama and will attempt to reassemble the
cast of “The Guns of Navarone,” which he
directed, for this film. He is currently com-
pleting scoring, editing and dubbing on

“Taras Bulba,” which stars Tony Curtis
and Yul Brynner . . . Hall Bartlett Produc-
tions has signed a deal with Desilu Pro-
ductions to film “The Caretakers,” starring
Robert Stack and Polly Bergen in the film
version of the Dariel Telfer novel. Desilu
will provide all services and physical fa-
cilities for the film, which Bartlett will pro-
duce and direct for UA release from a
script by Henry Greenberg . . . Formation
of his own film production company in the
U. S. and England is announced by writer
Budd Grossman, who has tagged the outfit
Ti'end Productions. Initial film scheduled
by Grossman is “Ghost of a Chance,” a
comedy which he plans to roll this fall.

Gi-ossman’s sta^ge hit, “Bachelor Flat” was
filmed by 20th-Fox.

Information Bits Gathered
From Various Studios
Around Hollywood: Fabian’s option has

been picked up by 20th-Fox for a minimum
of one picture during the next 12 months,
with privilege of outside films during the
pact . . . Hal Wallis has purchased “Rich
and Famous,” a play by Jay Presson, as a
Shirley MacLaine screen vehicle . . . Walt
Disney has inked James Westerfield and
Forrest Lewis to team again as the comic-
cops in “Son of Flubber,” repeating the
roles they played m Disney’s “Shaggy
Dog” and “Absent-Minded Professor” . . .

Delmer Daves has completed the screen-
play of “Spencer’s Mountain,” which he
adapted from Earl Hamner jr.’s recent
novel and will produce-direct for Warner
Bros. . . . Writer J. P. Miller returned to

Warner Bros, from Paris with a completed
screenplay for “The Story of Edith Piaf,”

based on the life of the famed French
singer . . . Janis Paige and Constance Ford
have been signed by Hall Bartlett for fea-

ture roles in “The Caretakers” . . . Tom
Waldman and Frank Waldman, who re-

cently completed the script of “The Grand
Duke and Mr. Pimm,” have been signed
by Artists & Production Associates to write

the original screenplay for the untitled

film to star Soupy Sales for MGM . . .

Montgomery Clift and John Cassavetes
have bought film rights to the autobiog-
raphy of Hong Kong’s “noodles priest,”

Msgr. John Romaniello, as a costarring
vehicle for Clift and Gena Rowlands, with
Cassavetes directing.

Rock Hudson Starts Plans

For Feature in Spain
Rock Hudson’s independent film com-

pany, Seven Pictures Corp., has started

plans to produce the first historical drama
dealing with the turbulent lives of Ferdi-

nand and Isabella of Spain.
Hudson, who would star in the major

production, scouted locations for the film

on his recent trip to Madrid. 'The picture

is tentatively set to begin early next year.

Odets, Mann and Lubin

To Film 'The Actor'
Clifford Odets, Daniel Mann and Ron-

ald Lubin have announced plans to jointly

film “The Actor,” from an original story

and screenplay by Odets.

Mann will direct and Lubin will produce
the picture which will be made in Holly-

wood. The same trio previously disclosed

“Bolivar” as a joint venture, which will

now follow “The Actor” on their schedule.
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Futuramic Gets Approval
For Production in Israel
HOLLYWOOD—Futuramic Pi'oductions

(Israel, Ltd.), headed by Hollywood pro-
ducer Ed Leftwich, has been granted of-

ficial approval by the Israeli government
to produce features in Israel for worldwide
theatrical distribution. Approval came
through Abner Hirschberg, director of the
Bureau for the Encouragment of Israel

Film Production.
The company has leased 25 acres of land

in Kiryat Ono, five miles from Tel Aviv,

from the government which also granted a

loan of one million pounds Israeli toward
studio constiniction. Futuramic has set

aside $3,000,000 for construction, with
groundbreaking set for August 1. Initial

facilities will be available about January 1,

with the entire studio to be completed about
August 1963, according to Leftwich. Com-
panies from abroad will be invited to use
the facilities. David Barsel, representative
of ORB Films, Ltd., in Israel, is associated
with Leftwich in the enterprise.

The first film to be produced in Israel

by Leftwich probably will be “The Last
Vendetta,” scheduled to begin shooting in

September 1963. Leftwich’s American film

company, Futuramic Productions, Inc.,

will begin its initial feature “Don’t Send
Flowers,” on location near Oceanside,
Calif., next month.

National Rejectors Starts

Repair Shop on Wheels
ST. LOUIS—National Rejectors, Inc., has

introduced a “mobile service unit” here,

a repair shop on wheels consisting of a

panel truck stocked with the parts and
equipment necessary to perform all except
the most complex service operations on NRI
and other currency and coin handling
equipment.
William R. Sabol, general service man-

ager, announced that units will be put in

service in other cities during the year,

including San Francisco and Boston.
National Rejectors’ currency handling

products include the Currency Changer,
which automatically makes change for $1
and $5 bills as well as coins.

20th-Fox Gets Started
On Its 1963 Program
HOLLYWOOD—Twentieth Century-Fox

has wound its 1962 releases and has em-
barked on its 1963 program.

Slated to tee off next year’s slate is

Henry T. Weinstein’s “Something’s Got to

Give,” Marilyn Monroe-Dean Martin-Cyd
Charisse starrer, which George Cukor is

directing. Also pointed for 1963 release are
Jerry Wald’s “Celebration,” starring Joanne
Woodward and Richard Beymer; “The
Leopard,” toplining Burt Lancaster; “Al-
tona,” starring Sophia Loren and Maxi-
milian Schell, and “Promise of Dawn,”
starring Ingrid Bergman.

Rock Hudson Back From Europe
HOLLYWOOD—Rock Hudson returned

from Europe after receiving his fourth
“Bambi” award in Germany as Most
Popular Male Actor. The actor also spent
two weeks in Spain, France and Germany
conferring with producers on properties
and locations for his Seven Pictures Corp.

LETTERS (Letters must be signed. Nomes withheld on request)

Wants Mass-Appeal Ad Material
Why is current standard material, such

as one-sheets, three-sheets, etc., lacking so

much in selling appeal? This applies par-

ticularly to independent producers.

It appears to me that the originators of

this material are on Cloud Nine. It does

not appeal to the masses; it is being pre-

pared to appeal to the intelligentsia—the
discriminating moviegoers who represent

perhaps five to ten per cent of the average
city or town’s potential.

Take a look at the one-sheets on “Road
to Hong Kong.” They look like something
the artist Max Ernst would create. This
type of advertising may app>eal to some
people in New York, Los Angeles or To-
ronto, but as I see it, has no appeal what-
soever for Mr. Average Moviegoer.
For instance on “Road to Hong Kong,”

picture the big laughing faces of Bing
(Jrosby and Joan Collins sitting in a rick-

sha, with smiley Bob Hope pushing it

in some comical fashion. This is tthe kind
of material that will sell this kind of movie.
Take a look at the poster material and

newspaper ad on “One, Two, Three,” “Jes-

sica” and, for that matter, “Follow That
Dream.” It all looks like the batter who
struck out for the third time.

One of the answers for improving our
business is to create poster material and
newspaper ads that sell. If the producers
must create material few understand, then
they should also produce at least a second
choice of newspaper ads for the masses.

All you have to do is observe two op-
position theatres side by side in an aver-

age city. I have watched people look at

front of house posters on “One, Two,
Three,” for example, shrug their shoulders

and walk to the theatre next door playing a
film with posters prepared to sell.

As far as advertising is concerned, let

the advertising men stop hitting pop flies

to the infield and hit some home runs for

a change.
F. C. LEAVENS

Maritime District Supervisor,

Odeon Theatres,
Halifax, N. S.

Films for Young and Old Alike
Each time my copy of Boxoffice is de-

livered, I read it from cover to cover with
much interest. In the May 14 issue, I was
doubly interested in the account of Vehna
West Sykes’ visit to a Kansas City movie
theatre. Perhaps when the exhibitors read
Mr. Shlyen’s publication of Mrs. Sykes’

findings and his personal comments, they
will be more careful in their choice of films

to be shown “to young and old alike.”

It was most encouraging to read the
article

—“A Time, Place and Audience.”

ALICE G. SUTCLIFFE
President,

Motion Picture Council for Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wants More Color Films
I am somewhat surprised at the number

of new releases coming out which are
filmed in black and white. I believe I have
told you before that nine out of ten tele-

phone calls we get at the theatre inquiring

about the picture always have an inquiry
as to whether or not the film is in color.

Not only that, you would be surprised at
the number of people who walk away from
the boxoffice when they discover the pic-
ture is not in color, regardless of how im-
portant the movie might be.

We are now in a world of color. While
'TV offers it, it is not universal through
that medium. It’s the one thing we can
offer as an extra inducement to bring peo-
ple to the movies.

I realize some color movies have not been
successful at the boxoffice, but I venture to

say they would have done less business had
they been in black and white.

I would like to see some editorial com-
ment again on this, directed to the people

who make our movies.

SOUTHERN EXHIBITOR

Walter Wonger to Produce
Film on South Vietnam
HOLLYWOO D—Currently winding

“Cleopatra” in Rome, producer Walter
Wanger has laid plans to become the first

filmmaker to base a photoplay on the in-

fantrymen that the U.S. has sent to South
Vietnam to teach the natives guerilla jungle

warfare.

Wanger has registered four titles with
the MPAA Title Bureau: “The Green
Berets,” “What It Takes to Win,” “Fight-

ing in South Vietnam” and “To Liberate

From Oppression.”

C^on^ratuicitiond

For The New

NORTH SIDE

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Indianapolis

A 1200 car $300,000 super deluxe

entertainment asset to the community.

•

No doubt the new associated

member of the world's largest

drive-in theatre—Twin Theataire

—will also be a big success.

Projected Sound, Inc.

Manufacturers & Direct Suppliers of

Drive-In Theatre Speakers

PLAINFIELD, INDIANA
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 2C key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

AU Fall Down (MGM) 120 200 90 115 70 85 100 150 100 105 150 160 125 150 123

: Black Tights (Magna) 160 275 150 300 200 200 214

Bridge, The (AA) 150 175 100 115 150 no 150 no 90 200 250 145

Cape Fear (U-I) 125 150 95 190 100 125 200 100 100 70 150 180 155 150 135

Children's Hour, The (UA) 160 95 215 95 100 300 135 100 175 100 250 100 185 150 125 250 125 156

; Couch, The (WB) 110 100 80 65 90 89

Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-I) 110 90 100 90 140 65 115 100 no 85 175 85 125 125 108

Desert Patrol (U-I) 90 100 100 100 85 100 96

;
Don't Knock the Twist (Col) 100 70 80 100 80 86

El Cid (AA) 180 300 250 275 250 225 250 250 400 285 150 190 250

Everything's Ducky (Col) 95 90 100 65 100 100 70 90 125 93

1 Experiment in Terror (Col) 120 125 160 100 130 80 no 100 100 90 165 85 200 no 120

Five Day Lover, The (Kingsley) 125 155 90 75 150 145 123

: Five Finger Exercise (Col) 130 195 90 100 185 125 95 131

: Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 135 115 100 no no 100 121

; Gun Street (UA) 100 100 65 100 100 93

i Guns of the Black Witch (AIP) 110 100 100 100 80 no 120 no 104

Happy Thieves, The (UA) 90 190 90 100 100 110 100 115 75 85 125 100 107

Head, The (Trans-Lux) 180 125 110 100 115 70 90 no 113

Hitler (AA) 145 130 150 80 80 117

Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM) 275 105 175 95 100 110 65 100 75 100 115 90 90 130 100 145 150 100 118

;
House of Women (WB) 125 85 65 120 90 97

Innocents, The (20th-Fox) 150 190 150 170 9-5 125 125 90 120 185 130 125 200 180 100 135 150 no 141

: lessica (UA) 140 125 165 90 100 225 150 80 85 160 100 129

j
Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 110 135 150 115 125 75 90 300 120 205 135 175 147

\
Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 200 140 150 175 250 400 200 130 200 250 209

5 Malaga (WB) 110 100 100 80 65 90 90 91

\ Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 150 175 200 90 250 150 110 150 no 150 150 210 90 130 145 150 no 148

I
Murder She Said (MGM) 150 160 100 95 110 100 no 200 150 200 140 125 175 100 no 135

\
Premature Burial, The (AIP) 225 140 225 100 150 95 150 300 90 200 135 no 160

Rocco and His Brothers (Astor) 150 300 105 130 100 90 100 80 no 220 100 90 130 180 135

\
Safe at Home! (Col) 190 105 70 80 80 105

1 Samar (WB) 100 85 100 65 100 90 90

1
Six Black Horses (U-I) 100 100 70 100 85 100 93

1
Three Stooges Meet Hercules (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 150 300 80 90 100 135 200 115 149

\
Through a Glass Darkly (Janus) 120 165 90 95 175 125 200 300 159

\
View From the Bridge, A (Cont'l) 160 120 190 95 125 100 100 90 160 100 125 120 200 300 142

1 Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 150 200 100 225 225 125 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200 194

^ Weekend With Lulu, A (Col) 165 175 95 135 125 145 100 150 100 100 100 125 100 124

5
West Side Story (UA) 200 400 200 275 200 225 240 175 300 260 300 250 175 250 450 250 400 300 269

\
Whistle Down the Wind (Pathe-Amer.) 200 85 110 100 195 138

\
World in My Pocket (MGM) 185 90 100 100 100 100 90 85 no 107

'mim mmMMS

I

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Indhrlduil mnt. net in mrige.
Ustlngi are eenfliw) to opening
week figures on new releases only.

1. El Cid (AA)

Cleveland 225

2. Black Tights (Magna)
San Francisco 200

3. Taste of Honey, A (Cont'l)

Boston 200

4. I Like Money (20th-Fox)

New York 185

5. Bon Voyage (BV)

New York 175

6. Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM)

Chicago 175

7. Cope Fear (U-l)

Boston 150

San Francisco 150



Sailing Epic Pleases

Again in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE—“Windjammer,” return-

ing here after a gap of several years, was
the week’s best grosser, though closely fol-

lowed by the tenth week of “West Side

Stoi-y.” the two pictures playing the Pal-

ace ani Strand theatres, respectively. The
neighborhood first-nin houses seemed to

be holding their own with "State Fair” at

the Tower, “Through a Glass Darkly” at

the Downer and “Doctor in Love” at the

Times coming tkrough in the order named.
(Average Is 100)

Downer—Through a Gloss Darkly (Janus),

2nd wk
Poloce—Windjoininer (Cinemiracle), return run

Riverside—A View From the Bridge (Cont'l);

Jungle Fighters (Cont'l)

Strartd—West Side Story (UA), 10th wk
-Times—Doctor in Love (Governor), 3rd wk
Tower—State Fair (20th-Fox), 5th wk
Towne—^Blue Hawaii (Pora); The Bellboy

(Para), return runs
Warner— 13 West Street (Col); The Hellions

Wisconsin—Five Finger Exercise (Col); A Public

Affair (Parade)

150
250

no
225
125
175

80

100

100

'Road' a Satisfactory 120

In Mild Minneapolis

MINNEAPOLIS—“West Side Story” in

its 15th week at the Mann Theatre con-

tinued to take top grossing honors with a

rating of 130 per cent. Weekend business

was comparatively quiet with competition

from Minnesota Twins baseball games on
television and the mild, summery weather.

Most other offerings rated average or be-

low, except for “Road to Hong Kong”
which showed a good 120 in its opening

week.
Academy—El Cid (AA), 14th wk 70
Century—Five Finger Exercise (Col) 90
Gopher—Sofe ot Home! (Col) 65
Lyric—Cape Fear (U-l), 3rd wk 85
Monrv—West Side Story (UA), 15th wk 130
Orpheum

—

The Rood to Hong Kong (UA) 120
Pork—Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 8th wk 100
Stote—Follow Thot Dream (UA) 110
Suburban World—The Happy Thieves (UA) 80
Uptowrv

—

Victim (Pathe-America) 100

Horse Races Siphon Off

Movie Dollars in Omaha
OMAHA—Several holdovers continued to

show good di'awing power on the Omaha
first-run front, with “West Side Story”

topping the field for the sixth week. All

managers reported that they felt the jolt

of the Ak-Sar-Ben races at the boxoffice.
Admiral—West Side Story (UA), 5th wk 200
Cooper—Cineramo Holiday (Cinerama), 3rd wk. 125
Dundee—Oklahoma! (Magna), 8th wk 120
Omaha—Five Finger Exercise (Col) 70
Orpheum—Cape Fear (U-l) 95
Stote—Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 3rd wk. . . 90

Union Gets British Film
NEW YORK—Union Film Distributors

has acquired the British Lion-Bryanston
production, “Two and Two Make Six,”

starring George Chakiris who won an
Academy Award for “West Side Story,” for

distribution in the U.S. in the fall, accord-
ing to Peter P. Hoi’ner, president.

Minnesota Exhibitors Are Adjusting

To Daylight Saving Time Schedules

Cecil Charboneau Reopens
Theatre in Spring Valley
SPRING VALLEY, WIS.—The Valley

Theatre has been reopened by Cecil Char-
boneau, owner, with Gladys Douglas as
manager.
Manager Douglas sent in a huri*y-up or-

der for a Boxoffice subscription with the
comment, “We just reopened the theatre,

and I need the Boxoffice Barometer issue

badly.”

MINNEAPOLIS
pioneer Theatres held a one-day meeting

May 25 at Carroll, Iowa, to discuss up-
coming product and the advertising media
to put the new attractions over. In charge
of the meeting were Don Smith, general

manager, Minneapolis, and Gordon Mc-
Kinnon, district manager, Spencer, Iowa.

All managers of the circuit attended.

Bud Albrecht, operator of the Avalon at

White Bear Lake, is the proud father of a

baby son . . . The State at Caledonia, op-

erated by Joe Rostvold, was damaged by
smoke and water when an adjoining build-

ing caught fire . . . The Family Drive-In

at Faribault, operated by Leo Ross, suf-

fered $20,000 damage when the screen was
smashed by heavy winds during a recent
storm, and lifted across the entry road.

The outdoorer has been closed for two
weeks.

Ted Randgaard of Phoenix, former op-
erator of theatres at Morris who has been
visiting in the Twin Cities, has been in

Abbott Hospital for surgery . . . The neigh-
borhood Homewood, which reopened re-

cently, has closed . . . Outstate exhibitors

on the Row included Devore Gustafson,
Cokato; Mike Guttman, Aberdeen, S. D.;

Davis Johnson, Hayti, S. D.; Roy Ras-
mussen, Perham, and Sid Heath, Wells . . .

Condolences to F. A. “Bud” Wiggins, man-
ager of the State Theatre, whose wife
Zelda died May 17.

Minneapolis Sales Dip
MIINEAPOLIS—Department store sales

in this area slumped compared with the
same week a year ago, in contrast with a
spurt of buying across the country. The
Minneapolis Federal Reseiwe Bank reported
that downtown Minneapolis department
store sales were 10 per cent below the
same week a year ago. Sales at one leading

department store reportedly were down 20
to 25 per cent in some departments.

MINNEAPOLIS—The controversial issue
of daylight saving time appears to have
become an accepted pai-t of the life of most
residents of Minnesota. Even some of the
most severe opponents of fast time seem
to have quieted down in their opposition
to the time changeover, which occmTed
May 26.

One major outdoor theatre manager
said that “of coui'se we have been hurt by
daylight saving time, but the effects have
not been di'astic.”

“We’re planning to run a second featui’e
at 11 p.m. and it’s hai'd to find customers'
at that horn-,” the manager said. He pointed
out, however, that the late starting time
didn’t have too much effect on weekendl
business.

“In fact,” he added, “you find a lot of
people on weekends looking for a late-
starting movie.”

Another circuit said that its operations
had been hurt by daylight saving time,
but would not make an estimate of its
boxoffice loss.

“We’re looking for a solution,” the of-
ficial of the cii'cuit said, “but we don’t
see anything in sight. In this business we’re
stuck with the setting of the sun and it

doesn’t look as if we’re going to change
that.”

An official of Minnesota Entertainment
Enterprises, which operates four outdoor
theatres in the Twin Cities, pointed out
that outdoor theatres are heavily Tiepend-
ent on family attendance. The late start-
ing hour has hurt the outdoor theatres
“tremendously” because of the family at-:
tendance dropoff, he added.

Theatre owners opposed daylight saving
time legislation vigorously prior to its

passage in 1959. Some theatre officials
said then that the legislation would have
a mai’ked effect on attendance.

AMERICAN THEA. SPLY. CO., Sioux Falls, S. D.

DES MOINES THEA. SPLY. CO., Des Moines, la.

MINNEAPOLIS THEA. SPLY. CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

HURLEY SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
96-17 Northern Blvd. Corona 68, N. Y.

Large Core

Greater Crater Area

BOONTON, N. J.

MAXIMUM LIGHT

Evenly Distributed

in Minnesota—'NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, Minneapolis—Main 8273

in Nebraska—THE BALLANTYNE Co., Omaha—Jackson 4444

in Wisconsin—NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY, 1027 N. 8th Street,

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.

CHAS. J. BREWSTER. 417 W. Highland Ave., Mil-
waukee. Wisconsin. Phone BR 1-0100.
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OMAHA
Jndian Hills Cinerama Theatre activities

are under way in West Omaha, and
at the rate bulldozera are mo\dng eai'th the

Cooper Foundation's latest major project

v^ull meet the mid-October tai’get date. It

is hoped to open the ultramodern theatre

at that time with “The Wonderful World
of the Brothers Grimm” . . . Fi-ed Fejfar,

MGM salesman, was in a hospital for a

Vlt'*
Yes, Thai

Just T

* 'LET'S TWIST "i

Easy to Use -No Tools Needed

wist The Stub In & Out . . .

NO GRINDING—NO DIRT

IF YOU ARE NOT USING The

"Little Miser" Carbon Saver

YOU ore losing several Hundred Dollars

Each Year!

4 Sizes 9-1 0-11 m.m. $3.00 Each

13.6m.m. $4.50 Each

ORDER Now—Start Saving Money $$

(We Suggest 3 In Each Projection Room)

LOU WALTERS Projector Repoir Service

(All makes prelectors & movements repaired)

8140 Hunnicut Rd., Dallas 28, Texas

checkup . . . Word was received on the Row
that Meyer Stem, former chief barker
of "Variety Tent 16, had a grand time at

the Vai'iety convention in Dublin. Stern is

AIP representative in this area.

Wayne Pollock has I'eopened the Eldo-
rado Theatre at Ewing, Neb., which for-

merly was operated by his brother . . .

Salesmen covering the Nebraska, southern
South Dakota and western Iowa territory

said exhibitors were as grateful as farmers
when general rains finally fell on parched
gi'ound. Many soil tillers were feai’ful the
gi’ound was too dry to germinate the seed

. . . Frank Lai'son, 20th-Fox manager, at-

tended a sales meeting at Cincinnati . . .

Gladys Pullman, 20th-Fox inspector, was
called to jm-y duty and Sophie "Volkert, re-

turned to fill in.

Jim Travis, who has the drive-in at Mil-
ford, Iowa, startled folks along Filmrow
when he appeared with a pet chinchilla

named George. One gii-l said “it’s fur felt

like a cloud.” Jim raises the animals at

Milford . . . Chuck Connors and Mamala
Devi were enthusiastically received on their

visit to the Skyview, Chief and other points

in Omaha. Especially were Omahans smit-

ten by the dark-eyed Kamala, a native of

India who does a good job in the role of an
American Indian.

A1 Fitter, western divisional manager,
and John Dugan, Des Moines manager,
paid a two-day visit to the Omaha United
Artists exchange . . . Otto Leise, Bloom-
field exhibitor, is running the Norge "Vil-

lage at Yankton, a beautiful new cleaning

establishment . . . "Viola Colburn, 20th-Fox
inspector, was on a vacation trip to visit

relatives in California . . . "Variety Club
Tent 16 held a get-together at the 40

Bowl but no -plans were completed for siun-

mer activity.

YOU CAN
identify
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AND
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IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

DES MOINES
^ave Gold, 20th-Fox manager, returned

from a May 22 divisional meeting in

Cincinnati to rexrort that the company has
prepared a 23-minute trailer on future
product, which will be available for trade-
screening soon. Six of the 23 minutes is a
clip from “Longest Day,” the D-Day film

to be released in October . . . From the
Newman Newsletter, weekly publication of

the Catholic Student Center at Iowa State
University, Ames: “A quick count of the
movies shown in Ames since September
shows that 114 had an A-rating and only
29 a B-rating. No C-movies were shown.
This is a tribute to the responsible judg-
ment of Joe Gerbrach, manager.” The rat-

ings are the Legion of Decency’s, and Ger-
brach is manager of the Central States’

Theatres in the college town.

Paramount booker Joyce Brain’s latest

coiffm-e color is described as “goldenrod
brown.” Hay fever victims are m'ged to

take the necessary precautions . . . After
a late spring paintup, cleanup at the Uni-
versal branch, there was some thought by
the staff of removing their shoes, less they
mar the mirror floore. The decor is soft

beige and very attractive . . . JoAnne Mil-
ler, U-I steno, hoped for good holiday
weather in view of a gala picnic she had
planned.

Fred Hoffman is in charge of the March
Bros, theatres at Le Mars. Dick Berry,
manager of the house the last two years,

resigned recently to accept a post with a
bank at Neligh, Neb. . . . The former Molo
Theatre at Moulton has been remodeled
and now houses the Moulton Odd Fellows
lodge. The lOOF purchased the building
in 1961. At one time it was the Colonial
Theatre . . . Teenagers of Avoca have pro-
tested the closing of the theatre there. In
a letter to the editor of the Avoca Herald,

the youngsters say they have nowhere to

go for entertainment. They point out that

the theatre in Carson sometimes shows
films for “as few as thi’ee oi* fom’ persons.”

They wonder why it is not possible to keep

the lights on at the Avoca—Ah, youth.

Ken Bishard, Paramount salesman, was
recovering after sm'geiT • • • Ben Marcus,

Columbia division manager, came to Des
Moines to call on the chcuit’s local Man-
ager Joe Jacobs . . . Mary Le"Warne, biller

at Coliunbia, was on vacation . . . The RKO
theatre manager at Des Moines, C. L. Mc-
Farling, was busy hiding a $300 “treasure

hunt” diamond ring and inflating 75 bal-

loons to float from atop the Oi-pheum,

heralding RKO’s 75th anniversai-y celebra-

tion which goes into a thi’ee-month orbit

starting June 6. Big plans ai'e in the works

for the diamond jubilee, with disc jockeys

on hand, free passes, roses for the ladies

and other festive events to be announced.

James Garner and Steve McQueen play

leading roles in UA’s “The Great Escape.”

USE AA A D LAMINATED= KwIVUaK daters 6> signs

Last Longer Waterproof Easy to Cleon

Avoilobl* Through Your Thootre Supply Co.
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Kids Prefer Stooges

Which Irk Parents
MILWAUKEE — That three-day film

festival held at Madison, sponsored by the

Wisconsin Ass’n of the American Council

for Better Broadcasts, has tumed up some
mighty interesting infoimation. Much of

it should prove interesting to exhibitors,

distributors and producers.

The complete report has not yet been
announced.
Some 6,000 youngsters saw the films over

the three-day schedule at Madison’s Cen-
tral High School auditorium. And about
1,000 adults also saw the pictures, follow-

ing through with the filling out of lengthy
questionnaires designed to test pai’ents’

attitudes towai'ds children’s progi’amming.
The childi-en were not asked to report

on their favorite programs, but, according
to the armouncement, the youngsters’ pre-

ferences wei'e exactly those that their par-
ents generally disliked. Moreover, many
mothers agreed that children’s programs
on television “could certainly be improved.”
The Thi-ee Stooges took the brant of par-

ental attack. Said Dr. Melvin Kaufman, a
University of Wisconsin child psychologist,

“Naked aggi-ession is always as attractive to

children as it is to adults. Maybe when the
Thi'ee Stooges ratings go down, they will

be replaced by cock fights.”

Baylen Smith, program manager of Mil-
waukee’s WISN-TV, the station that shows
the Thi’ee Stooges, said, “We bring the
children into the tent, so to speak, with the
stooges, and while we’ve got them there,

we can teach them—perhaps such things as

As a screen game,
HOLLYWOOD takes top

honors. As a box-office at-

traction, it is without equal. It has

been a favorite with theatre goers for

over 15 years. Write today for complete de-

tails. Be sure to give seating or car capacity.

> HOLLYWOOD AMUSEMENT CO.
3750 Ookton St. * Skokie, Illinois

1327 S. Wabash • Chicago 5,

not to cross busy streets, or get into cars

with strangers.” Captain Kangaroo is a
CBS children’s show that even the most
particular parents appear to regard highly.

And of this program. Smith had this to

say: “Captain Kangaroo is on, but he gets

lost in the shuffle. I could triple our audi-
ence by taking off Captain Kangaroo and
putting on another type of show!”
Another slant on the matter comes

from Merritt Milligan, manager of Madi-
son’s WMTV. He reported that for the last

year, a group of parents had previewed
films for WMTV, marking them acceptable
or objectionable. “About one in ten films

was rejected, primarily for excessive vio-

lence, some times for racial stereotypes.

This way we have only been eliminating
the negatives, not creating positives.” And
by way of an afterthought, he added that
the average parent, however, is uncon-
cerned and wants only an electronic baby-
sitter.

Ashbrook Bryant, Washington, D. C.,

chief officer of network study for the Fed-
eral Communications Commission, said:

“Newton Minow, the FCC chairman, has
said that children’s programming is TV’s
toughest problem. The home, church,
school and television are the most potent
influences on children. Parents have a re-

sponsibility to supervise children’s viewing,
as they supeiwise other activities . . . There
is such a thing as bedtime, which broad-
casters somewhat rely on to have parents
enforce, but a recent study showed that
from 10:30 to 11 p.m., out of 50 million

viewers, some five million of them were
children under 10 years of age!”
The coimcil, through such events as the

Children’s Film Festival, is trying to im-
press broadcasters and sponsors with the
idea that many parents are concerned with
the quality of children’s programming,
Mrs. Joihn Talbot, one of the council of-

ficials, added the following remarks: “We
realize that commercial broadcasters can
lose money by not attracting large enough
audience. What we want them to realize is,

that there is a market for good children’s

programming.”

MILWAUKEE
paramount’s report that President Ken-

nedy asked for a screening of “The
Counterfeit Traitor,” was a big lift in Joe
Reynolds promotion of the film during
Eric Erickson’s visit here in behalf of the
spy drama. The report also mentioned that
Eisenhower liked westerns and other out-
door melodramas; Truman preferred com-
edy and featm'es with political overtones,
in addition to the Newsreels, and F. D.
Roosevelt went for- the works, though he
chose sea stories whenever available.

Ray Boyle of the Swan Theatre has an-
nounced he will take over the promotion of
the Miss Milwaukee and Miss Wisconsin
pi’ojects, explaining that his theatre offers
the proper sendoff for the promotions . . .

By the way, Linda Darnell, who just fin-
ished a stint here, gave a baby shower in
her apartment in the Cudahy Tower, for
Barbai'a O’Brien, one of the Swan’s resi-

dent actresses. Miss Darnell appeared in
“The Pleasure of His Company.”

Dirk Bogarde stars as misnamed hero
Charles Coward in MGM’s “The Password
Is Courage.”

SAY DEAR ... ^
WANT TO GO TO THE

. MtVe-tN TONIGHT?

I’M AFRAID THE ^
MMOinnS WILL RUIN
THE ENTIRE EVENING!,

PIC UP SALES

WITH PIC

! xs*' GUARANTEES

NO^MjQR^
Hoes

USE IT ANYWHERE
/ INDOORS or OUT!
/ PIC Kills and Repels mosquiloes safely

and surely. Just light it, forget It

and enioy your sleeping and waking
hours.

MONEY BACK

4,%

IHSIST ON

FREE ONE-MINUTE TRAILER. CLOTH

BANNER FOR CONCESSION STANDS.

COUNTER DISPLAY.

See why in 1961 PIC sales to drive-ins

hit an all-time high.

Write to—

PIC

CORPORATION
480 Washington St. Newark 2, N. J.
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Now is the time for ali good men...
to listen to the voice of patriotism!

Many companies the Treasury Pay-

roll Saving Plan. Some don’t promote it

enough! They don’t realize how the plan

works for our country ... and for them.

For example, it strengthens local buying

power. It provides a hard-to-beat employee

benefit program. It acts as an economic

insurance policy. Fill in the coupon and

get easy-to-use promotion ideas that work

!

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

Treasury Department
U.S. Savings Bonds Division

Washington 25, D.C.

We would like to promote the Payroll Savings Plan

among our employees. Please send us your proven program.

Name Title

Company

Address

City Zone State

We have the plan. Please send us We don’t have the plan yet.

L_employee leaflets. Please send complete facts today!

It’s simple! It’s successful! It works!

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotism, The Advertising Council and this magazine.
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The delight of young patrons of the 28th Street Drive-In Theatre, St. Petersburg, Fla., is this fully equipped play

center which is entered only from the concessions stand patio and completely fenced in for safety precautions.



Back in 1940 Strong advertising stated that the Utility 7 KW
/amp delivered all the light required for most screens. (Many

were only 20 feet wide then, remember)?

Well, Strong still makes the Utility, as good a lamp as ever

for small theatres. But, as theatres enlarged their screens.

Strong constantly developed more powerful lamps so as to

maintain desirable screen brightness. These lamps also continue

to be made for use with screens of limited size.

Today, topping the line of six lamps for drive-ins and eight

for indoor theatres, is the Jetarc, most powerful projection lamp

produced to date, with a light output twice that of any other

lamp.

Unless you've installed new lamps within the past couple

of years, you’d better look into the line of modern Strong arcs,

the sure cure for anemic box office.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

THE ELECTRIC

11 CITY PARK AVENUE •

CORPORATION
TOLEDO 1, OHIO
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The Simplex XL Transistor Sound System is not

just a tube system converted to transistors ... it is

a new sound system in design and in performance.

Engineered by Altec Service Company and
General Precision Laboratory ... the system com-
bines all the latest developments in transistor

circuitry. For example, the pre-amplifier is a com-
pletely contained unit that just plugs into the

lower compartment of one XL soundhead. An
apparatus unit plugs into the same compartment
on the other soundhead to provide changeover
and volume control facilities. In emergencies,

either unit can be replaced as quickly and easily

as inserting an electric plug into a wall outlet.

With the Simplex XL Transistor Sound System,

much of the equipment clutter of a typical pro-

jection room can be eliminated. The front wall

is completely cleared and two conduits run-

ning from one pedestal to the other are all that’s

necessary to accommodate inter-soundhead

wiring.

Additional specifications and data may be found

on the back page.

The price? Surprisingly low! For complete de-

tails call your nearby National man.

Branches Coast-to.Coast ALBANY • ATLANTA • BALTIMORE • BOSTON • BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • CLEVELAND • DALLAS • DENVER • DES MOINES
DETROIT • HAMDEN • HOT SPRINGS • INDIANAPOLIS • KANSAS CITY • LOS ANGELES THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
MEMPHIS • MILWAUKEE • MINNEAPOLIS • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • OKLAHOMA CITY HOME OFFICE, 50 PROSPECT AVE., TARRYTOWN, N Y.

PHILADELPHIA • PITTSBURGH • ST. LOUIS • SALT LAKE CITY • SAN FRANCISCO Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation
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A 14-day

hew YORK

TO PAR*S

or A 1962 FORD FALCON!
HOLIDAY

for TWO!

iHH Contest open to all

Theatre Concession Managers

in U,S.A.

Here’s all you have to do to be a
1

Stage an effective, hard-selling concession

promotion for July Is “Pepsi ’N Popcorn

Month.” The promotion can be any type you

choose. You design and run it.
'

Pull out all the stops. Make your entire community

aware of the promotion. Merchandise these two

profit-makers to the fullest. Both will sell BIG when
July is "Pepsi ’N*Popcorn Month” at your theatre.

Make up a scrapbook or folder of your promo-

tion campaign. Include everything connected

with your “Pepsi ’N Popcorn” promotion —
photographs, ads, other material used or received.

Write it up, telling how you put the promotion

together, how you ran it and the results it achieved.

Don’t worry about neatness — it doesn’t count. Make

your scrapbook big, small, uncluttered or jammed —

just be sure to make it.

i



'fS

Jt*.

SECOND PRIZE

Paptsmt

Montif
6 FOURTH PRIZES

I ENTRIE9H
I MUST
BE IN BY

SEPTEMBER 1,

1962

Send your scrapbook to : The Popcorn Institute

333 N. Michigan Avenue

Chicago 1, Illinois

J U D G E S
JAMES McHUGH, Editor, Amusement Business Weekly

PHYLLIS HAEGER,
Public Relations Director, Popcorn Institute

IRWIN ROSEE, Public Relations Consultant



An evening of pleasure at

the drive-in theatre has become a firm-

ly established port of the American

way of life, and the pleasure has been

vastly increased for patrons in recent

years os the outdoor movie emporiums

have developed in beauty, luxury and
scope.

Since the principal reason for a visit

to the drive-in is to see cm entertaining

motion picture, the most important de-

velopment has been the achievement of

better light on the screen to the point

where it is possible to have projection

of "indoor" quality.

Along with this, of course, has been
the improvement of sound systems and
in-car speakers for faithful reproduction

of the sound track. Screen paints have
also been produced which have high

reflectivity, the final link in the chain of

good screen presentation.

More and more drive-ins have been
built with indoor auditoriums for

patrons who prefer to see the picture

from the comfort of a luxurious theatre

chcrir in an air-conditioned or heated
building, as the season may dictate.

And the outdoor theatre is becoming
more glamorous

—

many have taken a
leaf from the "theme" parks and have
their main buildings styled to represent,

for example, a Swiss chalet or an Ara-

bian mosque.

Beautifully landscaped grounds with

abundant growths of shrubbery,

flowers and trees are the pride of many
a drive-in exhibitor and a joy to his

patrons.

And the grounds are also being put

to greater daytime use—in some cases,

such as the free playground and picnic

area, as goodwill builders—in others,

such as a professional kiddylond, golf

course, driving range, etc., as on ad-

ditional avenue to profit.
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ON THE COVER
The 28th Street Drive-In Theatre’s playground was com-

pletely furnished by Miracle Equipment Co., and includes swings,

gliders, slides, jungle gym and benches for parents. Cartoon figures

decorate the fence at intervals.

I. L. THATCHER, Manoging Editor

The MODERN THEATRE Section of BOXOFFICE is included in the first issue of each m<yith.

Editorial or general business correspondence should be addressed to Associated Publications,

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. Wesley Trout, Technical Editor; Eostem Repre-
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Central Representatives: Louis Didier, Jock Broderick, 5809 N. Lincoln, Chicago 45, ML,

Western Representative: Wettstein, Nowell & Johnson, Inc., 672 Lafayette Ploce, Los

Angeles 5. Colif.
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YOUR NATIONAL CARBON ENGINEER...
Sells you the best product— gives you the best service!

The illustration shows a National Carbon Sales Engi-

neer using alignment rod equipment to check alignment

of the complete optical train—to assure delivery of maxi-

mum light to the screen. When the two flanges fit per-

fectly together the operator knows his system is in perfect

alignment. This modern equipment is only one of the

many ways National Carbon helps exhibitors to keep their screen

lighting at the highest level of efficiency.

For quality projection, use “National” projector carbons — for

dependable, free technical service, call National Carbon. Get details

from your National Carbon supply dealer or write : National Carbon

Company, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue,

New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Ltd., Toronto.

C. E. Heppberger

OPTICAL ALIGNMENT DEVICES: The use

of this equipment results in restoring to a

screen the light lost through imperfect

alignment of the optical system.

"National” and "Union Carbide” are

registered trade-marks for products of NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
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Attraction board and entrance to the Reading Road side of the Twin

Drive-In Theatre, Cincinnati. The big, 120-foot widescreen which serves

both sides of the theatre is at the right. An identical attraction board

is located at the entrance of the Norwood side of the theatre, a com-

munity completely encompassed by Cincinnati, but retaining its own
identity. Lineup of cars indicates heavy patronage Twin enjoys.

A PIONEER AND MODEL IN DRIVE-IN GROWTH
2,800-Car Cincinnati Twin Theatre Noted for Its Excellent Facilities

By FRANCES HANFORD

Twin Drive-In, Cincinnati, Ohio,

a pioneer in the development of drive-ins,

and the first “twin” in the area, is celebrat-

ing its 13th anniversary this year, having
been opened in May 1949 by the late Rube
Shor and Peter Palazzola on a site of 21

acres, a corn field, now valued at approxi-

mately $2 million dollars.

The drive-in is renowned for its fine

facilities and the excellence of its

operation.

The Twin, about five miles to the north
from downtown Cincinnati is in a very
advantageous location, for it is literally

sandwiched between two cities, Cincinnati
and Norwood. Due to the topography of

Cincinnati, small communities and towns
have been surrounded and some absorbed
by the city duilng its years of growth and
expansion, and Norwood, a thriving indus-
trial area, preferring to keep its own
identity, is completely encompassed by Cin-
cinnati. So, the Twin-Drive-In has been
a source of entertainment to two cities.

Encircled in its entirety by a ten-foot
steel wire fence, each of the Twin’s drive-
ins is complete, having an equal capacity
for 1,400 cars. The Cincinnati drive-in is

called the Reading side, facing Reading
road, the only through street out of Cin-

cinnati to the north, and also the most
heavily traveled. The other side, on the
edge of Norwood, is called the Norwood side.

On the Reading side there are two box-
offices about 360 feet from the street that
serve four lanes; on the Norwood side, one

boxoffice, approximately 120 feet from the

street, serves two lanes of incoming cars.

The drive-ins share a screen tower about
75 feet high, a sturdy sti-ucture built with
enough steel to construct a bridge across
the Ohio river. The double screens are 58

The Twin Drive-In as it looked when it opened in May, 1949 on a 21-acre site in Cincinnati (left) and

on the edge of Norwood (right). Pioneering through the years in the development of drive-ins, it was

the first "twin" in the area and, perhaps, in the country. Each side has a 1,400-car capacity. The two

concessions buildings shown are 350 feet from the screen tower; since the opening, two additional

concessions buildings were added about 600 feet from the tower to better serve patrons in all areas.

8 The MODERN THEATRE SECnON



Before the opening of the Twin every night, Man-

ager Robert Oda (left) and Assistant Manager Ben

Hathaway (right) go over operational details with

all personnel—car hops and cashiers, ramp boys, the

playground attendant, and the concessions attend-

ants in all four of the theatre's cafeterias.

One of the two boxoffices that serve four lanes on the Reading side. Car hops ask patron which film

he wishes to see (when different features are playing on the two screens), counts the number of car

passengers, handles money and tickets. Cashier signals by the lights under the roof (left and right)

to the attendant in the theatre arena who guides patron to the preferred side of the Twin. On nights

when it is crowded, car hops direct patrons to available space; otherwise patrons locate wherever they

wish. The same system is employed at the single boxoffice on the Norwood side of the Twin.

feet high by 120 feet wide, and on the

Reading side there is projection equipment
for Todd-AO.

The screen tower, which is in the center

of the theati’e area, has high board fences

at its base running across almost the entire

width of the screening ai’ea. As the drive-

ins do not have the same intennission

schedules, it was necessary for patrons’

comfort to build the fences as shields to

block out the lights of cars from both
drive-ins.

These high fence separations in front of

the tower are the playground areas w'hich

are 75 feet deep and 150 feet wide, with all

play equipment furnished by the American
Playground Equipment Co. Also in front of

the play area there are patios with 200

seats for patrons who prefer to watch the

screen out in the open rather than in their

cars. They are also used by parents to

watch their children at play; if they wish,

they may have light picnic suppers there

before the shows begin. In the summer-
time, the Twin opens at 6:30 p.m. to allow

children to play until it is dai*k enough for

the shows to start, and thei-e is always an
attendant in the play area to make sure no
youngster is injured.

Originally there were two concessions

areas, one for each side about 350 feet away
from the screen tower. Two more were
built with second floors for the projection

booths and storage, which are about 600

feet away from the tower. The four con-

cessions ai’eas are now all the same size,

50x50 feet, equipped and operated by the

Berio Vending Co., the locations being

planned for the convenience of patrons.

The Twin operates on a year-round

schedule with the Reading road side always
open except on Christmas Eve when all

company theatres are closed. In the

Continued on following page

The spring-mounted jumpers—donkey, horse, swan and camel—and the slide

are in constant use by the small fry visiting the playground each evening.

A glimpse of the Twin playground equipment, backed by the patio that seats

200, and a corner of the ramp area on one side of the twin screen theatre.
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greater

strength and

SAFETY

!

PLAYGROUND
AND SWIMMING
POOL EQUIPMENT
The wise choice of experienced
buyers for nearly half a century.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

AMERICAN
PLAYGROUND DEVICE CO.

ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. S. A.

WORLDS LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

PARK. PICNIC. PLAYGROUND. SWIMMING
POOL AND DRESSING ROOM EQUIPMENT

THE VERY
EINEST

IN

PROJECTOR

PARTS

CINCINNATI TWIN A MODEL ... Conf'd.

Colorful figures, 12 to 16 feet tall, band painted by a Cincinnati artist, Selma French, make an exciting

background for the Twin play areas. The high board fence which extends on either side of the base of

the screen tower for almost the entire width of the viewing area was built to block out lights from both

sides of the twin theatre because intermission times are staggered in order to serve patrons better.

A section of one of the refreshment cafeterias. There are four, each in a separate building, all of the

same size, and strategically located in the ramp areas for the convenience of patrons in all areas.

wintertime, the Norwood side is open on
weekends. Robert Oda is manager of the
Twin, and Ben Hathaway is assistant

manager.

The Shor interests in the Twin Drive-In
and 11 other theatres were bought in Janu-
ary of this year by Associated Theatres of

Cleveland. After reorganization, the thea-

tre circuit was named Cincinnati Theatres
with Meyer Fine as president, Marshall
Fine and Palazzola, vice-presidents, and
Leroy Kendis, treasurer. Jack Haynes is

general manager of Cincinnati Theatres;
Carl Ferazza, director of publicity and ex-

ploitation, and Walter Watson, booker and
in charge of maintenance.

A Flying Tour for Pepsi-Cola

To assure the success of the recently in-

troduced Miss America dispenser and to

further the spread of the Pepsi transfer

tank program, John E. Repko jr., syrup
sales vice-president of Pepsi-Cola Co., and
a group of other Pepsimen made a flying

tour very early in the year in which

they visited three principal suppliers of

Pepsi-approved fountain equipment in Can-
field, Ohio, St. Louis, Mo., and Dallas, Tex.

Objective of the tour was to familiarize

sales personnel with the items they would
be recommending for purchase and to ac-

quaint engineering personnel intimately

with every working part of each machine.
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MOVIEUND GOLF KEEPS THEM

COMING TO TEXAS DRIVE-IN

Holes Are Dramatized by Movie Replicas

By IDA VANDIVIER

5aturday and Sunday “night at the movies” on television

was becoming an increasing headache. How to bring the people

back to the theatre, supplement income—get out that money?

That was the question bothering movieman Carroll Lewis jr.,

Post Oak Drive-In Theatre in Houston in 1961.

He first thought of a sort of Disneyland, Houston style. And
then had an idea for a museum. But both plans were abandoned.
Houston not being a tourist-type place, he felt people would come
out once to look and not again.

Oil rig bole for "Giant" at Post Oak Drive-In, Houston.

He wanted something that would bring the customers out, not
once or twice, but keep them coming. Hence was bom the idea

for a miniature golf course tied in with movie themes.

MOVIES CAREFULLY SELECTED

He and Charlie Hillis, manager of Post Oak, chose movies to

be represented which would give them the best chance for color-

ful replicas for exhibit. “And you have to keep in mind,” Lewis
said, “a course that’s not too hard for youngsters or for older

people who aren’t too well coordinated, but one that’s still hard
enough to interest a really good golfer.”

Holes included in the 36 are Mutiny on the Bounty, Treasure
Island. The Bridge on the River Kwai, Guns of Navarone, The
Alamo, Jouimey to a Lost Planet, The Vikings, Thi*ee Coins in a
Fountain.

Other motion pictures represented in the six-acre tract in

front of the drive-in proper are Tarzan’s Secret Jungle, The Par-
ent Trap, Gunfight at the OK Coiral, Tombstone TeiTitory, Giant,
Operation Petticoat.

They plan to add baby alligators in the “River.” They have
bamboo bushes and plan to plant banana trees as soon as
possible.

There is a special boxoffice for the golf courses, each 18 holes
of which costs 50 cents to play. People can play during the day or

Continued on following page

Left, and in front of the "Alamo" is Davy Crockett, great-great nephew of

THE Davy Crockett. At right is Police Chief Tom Pickins, an ardent golfer.

A couple of youngsters playing in and around the stockade at "Fort Apache." Pickins, Hunter's Creek village, and Manager Hillis at the "Tambstone" hole.
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MOVIELAND GOLF' KEEPS PATRONS COMING AND BRINGS IN EXTRA INCOME

This is the "Mutiny on the Bounty" hole with the Post Oak Drive-In screen in

the center background. Men are Manager Hillis and Police Chief Pickins.

evening, and also see the show at the regular admission price, if

they wish.

To further augment income on the project, Lewis has rented
advertising space to such businesses as the Long Point National
Bank, for $35 per month, and the Bob Webb Barber Shop, at $25
monthly.

“Cia-ly” Lewis and Hillis felt their way along, building the

Charles Noble, president of Long Point National Bank, and Bob Webb, barber

shop operator, who pay monthly rentals for false-front advertising at one hole.

holes and backgrounds themselves. Construction started in Sep-
tember 1961 and the courses were open to the public in April 1962.

The golfing equipment, such as golf clubs, balls, green “car-

peting,” T-mats, etc., came fi'om Wittek’s Golf Supply House,

Chicago.

Business has been very good so far, according to Hillis, and is

getting better with each succeeding warmer weekend.

LONG LASTING TROUBLE-FREE REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR ALL MAKES SPEAKERS

^ ^ SPEAKER REPLACEMENT ^ ^

H UNITS

—

Complete serv-

ice. A unit for everyD irement. Weather-
~ proofed. Quality crafts-

r W? manship. 1\

Straight and

Koiled Kord will

fit all speakers.

Heavy duty cus-

tom transformers

for longer opera-

tion.

QJLfiJLa.

UNIVERSAL
SPEAKER

The very best ! !

America's finest
speaker designed and
built to outlast all

others. Perfect repro*
duction^ permanent
mold, aluminum hous*
ing— It's quality plus!

RANGER SPEAKER

A high quality speaker.
Heavy duty unit com*
pletely weother proofed,
fungus proofed, diecast
o I u m i n u m housing.
Knurled shaft eliminates
volume control knob.

STANDEE SPEAKER

Post mounting . . .

cost aluminum
weather proofed 6x9
speaker unit, tamper
proof volume control
. . . matching trans-
former completely
weather proofed —
fine acoustical qual-
ities.

CONCESSIONS BUILDING

SPEAKER
Wall mounting, metal
housing weather proof unit.

Reflex holes at top allow
for maximum efficiency
and tonal qualities. Use in

concessions building, pro-
jection room, restrooms, of-

fices.

TWO-CAR POST SPEAKER

Serves two cars for areos
you cannot watch
front and back ramps,
truck areas . . . speaker is

practically indestructible to
customer damages and theft.
Gives customer quality and
you safety.

JLSL^ A Speaker for Every Need -To Fit Every Pocketbook
jlLSLJULSLOJLSLJLJULJl^^

ULtLivLe.

PLEASE WRITE OF WIRE US IF YOU HAVE ANY DRIVE IN THEATRE NEED

World's largest manufacturer of drive-in

theatre equipment.

~lfTljDLnMfajd^ CuryytpuoLnjf

a 505 WEST NINTH ST. HA 1-8006 or 07 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
roTnnnnririnrinnrinnrTpflTnrinnnnnnrinnnnnnrTrinririrTnnrTrinnnrir^
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Luxury Touches in a California Drive-In

This is the attractive patio entrance to the concessions building (left) and an indoor auditorium (right)

at the Lancaster Drive-In Theatre in Lancaster, Calif. Both buildings are concrete block construction.

The cafeteria is 115x35 feet with living planters directing flow of patron traffic. The auditorium has

371 retractable theatre chairs and is heated or air conditioned for year-round use. The center door is

manned by a doorman so that all guests entering must be greeted and attended by him.

This parking lot was especially built behind the concessions for the use of auditorium patrons so that

their cars would not take up space on the 771 -speaker field. The lot is well lighted and patrolled

periodically to maintain order and is a protective measure.

Last year one theatre truck was used for advertising and met with such good response that another was
added this year. Both are painted fire engine red with yellow lettering, and are parked in shopping
areas during the day for maximum advertising. National Screen 40x60 banners and one-sheets are used.

W. hA. Mallette is manager of the Lancaster which is owned by R. E. Griffith.

Pickles for Vending Machines

A new line of packaged pickles in polycel
bags to be sold through existing vending
machines in theatres is being marketed by
J. G'. Van Holten & Son, Inc. Both dill

and kosher pickles are available. The ten-
cent package contains two pickles and can
be vended through candy machines. The
15-cent package contains two larger pickles

and is designed for vending through general
merchandise units. Both packs are said to

have a shelf-life of at least four months
and the product is fully guaranteed by Van
Holten and Son.

44*itU

LIBERTY

_ FIREWORKS

^ For Record-Breaking Drive-In Crowds |

You are assured Greater Value, Safety,

Brilliance, Color, Flash and Noise.

Spectacular LIBERTY FIREWORKS are the great-
est boxottice attraction because they are the
world's finest! They pay for themselves in in-
creased attendance.

READ THIS UNSOLIC-
ITED TESTIMONIAL
“We have shopped around
for fireworks to use in our
drive-ins and after com-
parisons have found we
get the best deal from
LIBERTY. Your displays

are brighter.”

GET FREE CATALOG
NOW!

48 page catalog, fully il

lustrated shows the gor

geous beauty and mag
nificent splendor of LIB
ERTY FIREWORKS.
Reasonably priced from $35
to $1,000 and up.

NOTICE: NEW HOME ADDRESS

LIBERTY DISPLAY FIREWORKS CO.
Hegeler Lane

Site formerly Hegeler Zinc Plant
P. O. Box 683, Danville, Illinois

Phone 442-2559. If no answer call 446-6743

THE BIG CHAINS
SAVE TIME . . . MONEY

SO CAN YOU !

Yes, drive-in owners, large and small, have found

they can keep their grounds clean, quicker and

cheaper. Can be attached to car or truck.

PORTABLE
INCINERATOR CART

One man does the work of many . . . burns all refuse

right on the spot. Just right for paper, leaves, twigs,

etc. Large capacity, 18 cu. ft., yet perfect balance

makes it easy to handle. Wide wheel treads; all

welded steel construction means lasting wear.

Hundreds of satis-

fied users. CUTS i / )

CLEAN-UP TIME /
IN HALF. f(

Shipped unerated by
prepaid Rwy. Exp.

*84
“

COMPLETELY AS-
SEMBLED (West of
Miss. Add $12)

WRITE TODAY TO DEPT. MT

COUNTY SPECIALTIES
0. Box 968 Grand Central Station

New York 17, N. Y.
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PROJECTION OF INDOOR QUAUTY
Chain of Light-Producing Units at Nyack, N.Y., Drive-In Precision Designed

A 150-acre lot. surrounded by
heavily wooded land. Harry and Joe Apple-
man have opened their fifth drive-in the-

atre. this one in West Nyack, N.Y. To those

not familiar with the area, or those who
carmot envision any spot within 45 minutes
of Broadway that is not densely populated,

this could be an eye-opener. This outdoor
theatre might well be in Wyoming insofar
as visible inhabitants are concerned. But
for an 8; 30 p.m. opening on April 17, the
ramps were almost at capacity by 7:30.

Perhaps it was the punch line at the top
of the attraction board at the entrance that

brought them in: “World’s Brightest Pic-

ture.” Maybe it was the advance publicity

which aroused interest in the new theatre

and the opening attraction, “King of

Kings.” In any event, the Applemans hap-
pily realized that night that they had a
winner. So the question might be: “Why?”
The “Why” of it combines many answers

—the most modern projection and sound
equipment, the latest in concessions housing
and dispensing, a nine-hole golf course,

playgrounds, miniature railroad, mechani-
cal merry-go-round, etc.

One thing is certain, no effoi't was spared
to achieve the exceptional screen lighting

and sound system which resulted in drive-

in theatre projection of “truly indoor

quality.”

"LIVED" WITH THE PROJECT

James Thompson, the architect, and
Allen Smith of National Theatre Supply
Co. virtually “lived” with the drive-in the-

atre project from the fii'st day it was
planned. J. E. Currie, National’s vice-presi-

dent-engineering for drive-in theatre plan-
ning, contributed the layout for the Sim-
plex-Altec sound system which the Apple-

mans say is the finest in any of their

theatres.

First in the chain of light-producing
units, according to Smith, is the high speed,

5-to-l ratio, intermittent movement in-

stalled in the drive-in type Simplex X-L
water-cooled mechanisms and the adjust-

able conical-type revolving shutters which
cut the light beam less than one inch from
the aperture plate. By using these high
speed movements, each shutter blade is set

at 46°, permitting 278° of light to enter the

rear element of the projection lens. On
standard movements with standard shutter

blades, 180° of light is cut out and 180°

enters the lens.

The Ashcraft Super-Cinex arc lamps

Attraction board is a two-sided V and is 24 lines

high and 30 feet wide. Ten and 24-inch letters

are used against the flat steel panel background.

The all-steel tower and screen at the Nyack Drive-In Theatre is 52'6"x/25 feet and is faced

by continuous steel strips which are 12 inches wide and 52'6" long. It is painted with a screen

paint which gives a lenticular effect, and is not curved, to provide better viewing of the picture

from extreme angles near the front of the theatre.

The projection room at the Nyack with its especially designed and engineered equipment designed

to give the firtest picture on the screen. Note spaciousness of the room and generous ventilation

of the arc lamps. Film cabinets and rewind table are on the left, with workUght above.
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were designed to permit the shutter hous-

ing of the Simplex X-L projectors to liter-

ally fit inside the lamphouse which pennits

a very shoi't working distance of 31^2" from

the BalCold reflector to the aperture plate.

This shorter working distance increases the

speed of the optical system and, according

to C. S. Ashcraft, who designed the lamp,

makes possible a higher percentage of

white light distribution.

Since a greater percentage of the pic-

tures shown will be in Cinemascope, 6" EF
Bausch & Lomb F. 1:8 4" diameter lenses

were selected as back-up lenses for 4",

large-size anamorphic attachments. A
screen width of 125 feet was selected and
the projection distance established accord-

ingly. The theatre was thus built around

the preselected projection and optical

system.

NO LIGHT INTERFERENCE

The theatre site is ideal for a drive-in

theatre because of its location in the

heavily wooded area where there are no in-

terfering neon or flashing headlights to

distract one’s view of the screen. The line

of projection is east/southeast to west/

northwest which allows earlier starting

time without interference from sunset halo

and with no direct light from the sunset

on the screen.

The screen is 125 feet wide and 52Y2 feet

high. It is all steel, and the screen facing

is made of continuous steel strips, 18 gauge,

12 inches wide, painted with white screen

paint.

The Nyack has a capacity of 1,250 cai-s,

with a stacking area for an additional 600

cars in the holdout space at the entrance of

the theatre.

The land parcel of 150 acres originally

was part of a nine-hole golf course. The
golf course was kept intact and enjoys a

fine business dm-ing daylight hom-s. The
golf course is outside the theatre grounds,

just to the right of the main entrance, but

there is access to the ramps from the

course.

The main building houses a complete

four-lane cafeteria concessions system op-

ei-ated by ABC-Confection Cabinet Corp.

under the supervision of Elliot Cohen. This

building also houses the restroom facilities,

the primary and secondary electrical sys-

Continued on following page

Rectifiers are 165 ampere, 12 phase, with emer-

gency standby wired in.

The attractive concessions and projection building has four complete lanes of cafeteria-style

operation and a large patio in front. Specialties offered in the cafeteria are barbecued hamburgers

and franks, pizza pies and a full line of candies, iced drinks, popcorn, ice cream, etc.

The entrance building includes two boxoffices serving four lanes of traffic, and the manager's office

at the right. The entrance roadway converges into a single 75-foot road, 1,450 feet long, to provide

a holdout area for 600 cars. All roadways and the entire theatre area are blacktopped.

This glass-enclosed club bouse serves the nine-hole golf course which is located outside the thea-

tre grounds to the right of the main entrance. The golf course was part of the 150-acre land

parcel which Harry and Joe Appleman bought for their new drive-in theatre.
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PROJECTION OF INDOOR QUALITY

Continued from preceding page

terns, and the projection booth which is

elevated to project over the roof of the

building with almost a direct line of pro-

jection to the screen.

The restroom and toilet facilities, as well

as the sewage disposal system, are the

largest of any di'ive-in theatre in the east-

ern area, with a capacity 50 per cent

greater than required by the boai’d of

health.

Not ready at time of opening, but ex-

pected to be completed by school vacation

time, will be a large, completely equipped

playground area at the rear of the main
building, and a miniature, small-gauge
railroad will rim from the boxoffice area
to the screen (where another playground
will be located) and return.

Heaters will also be added later for the
fall-winter season.

All roadways and the entire theatre area
are surfaced with a six-inch base of heavy
crushed stone, saturated with road tar, and
finished with two inches of fine stone and
dust with road oU penetration which will

ultimately provide virtually 100 per cent
blacktop sui-factng. More than 7,000 feet

of highway-approved steel guard rails line

the roadways and the rear of the theatre.

The entrance building houses the man-
ager’s office and two complete boxoffices

758 SCREENINGS
FROM ONE 70i>n PRINT

with NORELCO 70/35mm projectors at the RKO Pantages

A “technical triumph” in the field of mo-
tion picture projection! That’s what it

was called when a single Super Techni-

rama 70 print was used for the entire 61

week run of “Spartacus” at Holl3rwood’s

Pantages theatre. By comparison, the life

of the average 35mm print is 200 runs!

According to Universal-International’s

engineering chief, Walter Beyer, this un-
precedented durability was due to the in-

stallation of new Philips-Norelco pro-

jectors and careful
handling of the film

by the theatre projectionists.

As more and more great 70mm attrac-

tions are produced, more and more
theatres will naturally depend on the

famed Norelco 70/35—the time-tested

and proven 70mm projector now used in

twice as many theatres as all other makes
combined.

Get all the facts about the com-
plete line of Norelco motion picture

equipment from your favorite thea-

tre supply dealer
today!

/Vorelcd
MOTION
PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
DIVISION

Universal 70/35 Projectors

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC. 100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N Y. • OXFORD 7-3600
|

handling four lanes of entrance traffic.

Each boxoffice is equipped with a double
2x1 ticket-issuing machine with overhead
indicating lights, and each of the four lanes
is equipped with a separate electric car
counter which provides a check on all cars
entering the theatre in addition to the
transaction counter on the four ticket
issuing units.

When asked about plans for future ex-
pansion, Harry Appleman said “we are
always looking forward to profitable ex-
pansion. Right now we are clearing the
site for our new Edison Township project
in Central New Jersey.

CREDITS:

General Supplier:
National Theatre Supply

Arc Lamps, Rectifiers: Ashcraft

Attraction Board: United Sign Co.

Background Sign Panels: Wagner
Changeable Letters: Bevelite

Electric Car Counters: Eprad

In-Car Speakers, Projectors: Simplex

Junction Boxes, Ramp and Directional

Lights, Concessions and Patio Speakers:
Drive-In Theatre Manufacturing Co.

Lenses: Bausch & Lome
Playground Equipment, Train: Miracle

Rewinds: Goldberg, Simplex

Screen Tower: Carew Steel Co.

Screen Facing: Mahone Steel Co.

Screen Paint: Spatz

Sound: Simplex-Altec

OF COURSBH

IMl^
DRIVE-IN

SCREEN PAINT

Was Used on the Beautiful New

Nyack Drive-In Theatre, Nyack, N. Y.

See Page 14 Modern Theatre Section

SPATZ SCREEN PAINT

The Perfect Coating

To Brighten Your Screen

LASTS LONGER SAVES MONEY
Creates a lenticular effect. Gives your

audience a cleaner, clearer picture from

any angle.

This quality coating eliminates at least

one screen repaint job every two years.

Used by more theatres

than any other paint.

Don't Forget
Spatz FREE Color Styling Service

For Your Whole Theotre

Call your

National Theatre Supply Today.
(Branches everywhere)
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OPENING WEDNESDAY WORLD ^PREMIERE
THE HOUSE OF INTRIGUE

CURT JURGENS CINENASCOPE COLOR

these are

some theatres

that have

WAGNER ATTRACTION PANELS

impact
front teethis as obvious

ssing
as a kid without

SO has this one,

but we
blacked out the

WAGNER
panel . .

.

Only Wagner gives you:
• Exclusive, tapered slot Wagner letters that won’t slip off the board or out of

position.

• Durable, window-type panels available in any size, and readily serviced without
removing frames.

• The plus value of 24-hour visibility.

• The unique speed and ease of changing overhead messages with the Wagner
Mechanical Hand, a simple one-man operation that eliminates the old-fashioned
men-with-ladders method.

P.S. WAGNER PANELS LOOK GOOD AWAY
FROM THE MAIN BUILDING, TOO !

WAGNER PANELS ARE SIGNS OF GOOD BOX OFFICE. FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THEM
BEFORE BUILDING OR RENOVATING YOUR THEATRE. MAIL THE COUPON TODAY.

r
I

I
Wagner Sign Service, Inc.

218 South Hoyne Avenue, Chicago 12, Illinois

Please send more information about Wagner Theatre Attraction Panels

Please send the name of my nearest Wagner product dealer

name

add re ss

cily^ state
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Walters Into 51st Year

Lou Walt-
ers of Dallas, Tex.,

completed his 50th

year in the theatre

business in 1962. Now,
six months into the

51st year, Walters is

enjoying good health

and his motion pic-

tm'e equipment re-

pair shop is very

busy with work com-
ing from all parts of

the states.

“Distance is no factor any more,” he

in Theatre Industry

says, “with the fast motor truck delivery;

and since many of the supply houses have
been forced to discontinue their shops be-
cause of the spasmodic flow of repair work,
my facilities have come in handy and save
the supply houses the shop overhead.”
In addition to the repair service, Walters

also manufactures a carbon saver for ro-
tating type lamphouses and, in 1957, with
the advent of narrow-hole film he worked
out a system for regrinding sprockets
which resulted in several dollars savings
for each booth employing his services.

Waltei's’ first movie job was as all-

around flunky, working evenings after

Lou Walters

For full particulars write

The C. B. Dolge Company,
Westport, Connecticut

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

KEEP WEEDS OUT SEASON THROUGH

Slashes Cost of Maintenance— Repairs

Dolge SS Weed Killer finishes every kind of undesirable

plant. Prevents destruction of black top surfaces, ramps,

road shoulders; prevents rotting out of wooden fencing,

rusting out of metal barriers or speaker posts. One easy

application of Dolge SS Weed Killer in a 1-20 solution

will solve your weed problems and sharply reduce cost of

maintenance and repairs. This chemical goes a long way.

school in the Tent Nickelodeon—that was
in 1911. In 1914 he went to work as a re-
wind boy at the Liberty Theatre, St. Louis,
served his apprenticeship with the pro-
jectionists’ union, and became assistant op-
erator at the Gravois Theatre.

Later he spent ten years in the employ of
the Leai's theatre supply firm, operated the
Isis Opera House, Paragould, Ark.; re-
turned to Missouri and joined the St. Louis
Theatre Equipment Co., agents for the
Nicholas power projector. Other industry
connections were with Exhibitors Supply
Co. when it was formed, marking the be-
ginning of National Theatre Supply Co.,
which he served as salesman in St. Louis
and branch manager in Cleveland.

Walters was with Cine Supply in St.
Louis 1944-48 at which time he sold his
interest and became district manager for
Ampro Co., headquartering in Dallas and
covering five states for its 16mm projector.

Becoming tired of being on the road, he
returned to projection with the largest
Dallas drive-in in 1949 and opened his re-
pair shop.

New Man Is Exhibitors' Friend

Mr. National Carbon has been appointed
to represent the carbon and graphite man-

ufacturer in its

many contacts
with the indus-
try, according
to W. C. Mc-
Cosh, market-
ing director of

National Car-
bon Co., Divi-

sion of Union
Carbide Coi-p.

A t>ersonable

young gentle-

man, Mr. Na-
tional Carbon is

portrayed car-
rying a brief-

case crammed
full of helpful

information on
the wide range
o f industrial

carbon and graphite products marketed by
the company. Emblazoned on the case is

the familiar N-in-Shield trademark of
National Carbon Co.

Through the use of the symbol on adver-
tising materials, it is hoped that the jaunty
character will become a well-known figure

wherever carbon and graphite ai'e used.

GUARANTEED
DRIVE-IN

SPEAKER Sr
• Each Speaker Reconed With ALL NEW

Waterproof Cloth Cone

• All Speakers Rebuilt With Aluminum-based

Voice Coil

• SERVICE AND PARTS GUARANTEED
• Nation-wide Fast Efficient Service

(We invite you to send us 2—3 or 4 inch
speakers to be reconed free of charge)

Once you try us, you will always send your
speaker to

NATIONAL SPEAKER RECONING CO.
1S11 - 17th St. — Denver 2, Colerada
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New Bauer 16mm Projector

With Xenon Lamphouse

Now Available in U- S.

The Bauer 16mm Selecton projector with

xenon lamphouse is now available in the

United States from Camera Equipment Co.,

Inc., a division of CECO Industries. The
projector, a product of Eugen Bauer Co. of

Germany, was designed for constant high
light output and easy operation in per-

manent installations, such as schools and
public auditoriums.

The use of the xenon lamphouse provides

for over 1,500 hours of continuous opera-

The Bauer 16mm projector with xenon lamp.

tion, permitting uninterrupted shows of

any length. The continuous-burning xenon
lamp is instant-starting and requires no
maintenance or adjustment throughout its

life. The xenon lamp offers the conveni-

ence of an incandescent lamp, with a light

output equal to or more than a carbon arc

lamp. There is no mirror splatter and no
need for an exhaust system, since no carbon
monoxide fumes are generated. An ex-

clusive Bauer development in the lamp-
house, called the “cold mirror,” reflects

only the light of the xenon bulb and allows

the heat to pass through it and out the

back of the lamphouse, thus extending film

life. The light output of the Bauer Selec-

ton projector with 2,000 watt xenon lamp-
house is 4,100 lumens measured at the

screen, more than enough to fill a Cinema-
Scope screen over 40 feet wide. This is

equal to a 75-ampere carbon arc lamp, says

Camera Equipment Co.

The Bauer Selecton is equipped with
both magnetic and optical soundheads
which are set at the turn of a switch;

optical/magnetic pre-amplifiers and a 15-

watt power amplifier; a CECO 110-volt, 60-

cycle, two-speed synchronous motor for 16

and 24 f.p.s.; Maltese cross design film

pulldown system which features a sprocket
wheel always engaging film; and a con-

stant circulating lubrication system with

visible level gauge. Lenses from 1" to 3",

F 1.5 to F 1.6 are available.

Variable Anamorphic Lenses

Are in Very Great Demand

The Superscope variable anamorphic
lenses, recently advertised by S.O.S. Photo-
Cine-Optics, Inc. in Boxoffice, are said to

be selling beyond expectations, according

to J. D. Tanney, president. Exhibitors

throughout the United States have been

replacing their worn out, oil-soaked

CinemaScope-type lenses with these vari-

able anamoi-phic lenses. Superscope, it is

claimed, utilizes the maximum effect of

widescreen presentation without loss of

light or screen height, yet it can present a

picture of any screen ratio from zero

through 3-to-l of extremely fine quality.

The overall composition of the picture is

improved resulting in a favorable audience
reaction.

Superscope does not require a curved
screen, and does not impose any restric-

tions upon screening room sound systems.

Screen proportions are changed by turn-

ing the proper controls. With this lens it is

possible to switch from one anamorphic
system to another or to switch from ana-
morphic featm-es to standard features. The
lens is easily installed with any 35mm
back-up projection lens.

Communications Arts at Fair

A new multiple pavilion for the New York
World’s Fair in 1964-5, designed specifically

for companies in the communications in-

dustry has been announced by Communi-
cations Plaza, Inc. It will house multiple

exhibitors in thi-ee pavilions grouped
around an 80-foot tower and an open court.

The Communications Arts pavilion will

be open to motion picture producers, book
publishers and book clubs, record makers
and record clubs, hi-fi and stereo manu-
facturers, advertising and public relations

finns, etc.

The Press pavilion will house such ex-

hibitors as wire services, newspapers and
magazine publishers, and related com-
panies such as manufacturers of paper and
printing equipment.

The Radio-TV pavilion will house radio
and television networks and stations, and
manufacturers of radio and TV equipment.

MOTIOGRAPH

RAINMASTER

SPEAKER

A full size protected

unit that assures

longest life.

Ask Your Motiograph Dealer

The following concerns have recently

filed copies of interesting descriptive liter-

ature with the Modern Theatre Informa-
tion Bureau. Readers who wish copies may
obtain them promptly by using the Readers’

Service Bureau coupon in this issue of

The Modern Theatre.

Niagara Sportcenter, Inc., has issued a

complete catalog covering its line of minia-

ture golf equipment and putting green ac-

cessories. Included also is equipment for

tee-off golf driving ranges and auto target

action archery.

A NEW Catalog 62 available from the

Pratt Poster Co., Inc., presents in full color

the latest stock and custom-made outdoor

sales displays offered by the company. The
24-page catalog shows all-weather banners,

pennants, flags, bunting, posters, signs,

display letters and giant balloons for every

type of event. Most of the displays are

made of plastic, drillcloth or outdoor board.

Literature is available from S.O.S.

Photo-Cine-Optics, Inc., on the company’s
product, S.O.S. Movi-Mylar polyester tape

for repairing tom, damaged films and film

strips, for patching cuts, tears, gouges, etc.,

making butt splices and strengthening

existing splices.

Readers' Service Bureau coupon, page 31.

MINIATURE
GOLF

A money making addition

To your present business

HI-PROFIT
LO-COST

BEWARE
Old fashioned concrete or wood type

construction

BE SURE
Buy ihe newest — Buy the besi

—Electrical Automotion

—

—Fibreglas and steel construction

—

—Long term guarantee

—

—Low cost

—

Write or phone

NIAGARA SPORTCENTER, INC.

553 River Rood NX3-0660

N. Tonowando, N. Y. NX3-4490

Also Builders ot

Driving Ranges—Automoted Archery
Par 3 Golf Courses
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Kodak Plans Exhibits for New York Fair

Eastman Kodak Co. will play a promi-
nent part in the 1964-5 World’s Fair in

New* York City. Now' planned is a tower
of photography, sm'rounded by an elevated

plateau with walkw'ays and photoscenic
vistas where fairgoers may view and photo-

graph gardens, fountains, etc.

This exhibit will featm’e a circular tower

80 feet high and nearly 80 feet in diameter.

Huge photo illustrations in full color will

be displayed on the exterior of the tower,

the subjects providing a panorama of

photography’s impact in all walks of life.

An added feature of the Kodak exhibit

will be a film theatre for 280 persons. The
dome -like design of the theatre will permit
the use of unusual projection techniques.
Film features of interest to the entire

family are planned.

On the ground level, color transparencies,
prints, and projected visuals will Illustrate

the progress of photography from George
Eastman’s early dry plate process to space-
age photo science.

BUY DIRECT
FROM

allantyne
Save on equipment from one of the

oldest equipment companies.

Ballantyne equipment—famous patented Dub’l-Cone and
Single cone speakers, single and dual channel amplifiers,

soundheads and hundreds of other items have equipped
theatres throughout the world for nearly 30 years.

Full service facilities and modern fast transportation

have made it possible for Ballantyne to sell direct

and save you money.

Ballantyne equipment carries a reliable full guarantee of

performance. You can be sure Ballantyne will be making

theatre equipment for the drive in and indoor theatres of

the future. If you're planning a purchase, we furnish

prompt airmail quotations. Just tell us what you need.

YOU BUY
WITH

CONFIDENCE

J 4
1 -nT

%allantynG
BALLANTYNE INSTRUMENTS AND ELECTRONICS, INC.

A DIVISION OF ABC VENDING CORPORATION

1712 JACKSON ST., OMAHA, NEBRASKA

MAKE MONEY WITHOUT EFFORT
LET US HELP YOU SELL THE PICTURE

^ ^ COST TO YOU!!

PROFIT WITHOUT WORK BY USING

ROMAR OUTDOOR OISPLAY FRAMES
THEY PULL IN THE CROWDS, BECAUSE

• They are eye catchers . . . they are weatherproof and out selling

in all kinds of weather

• They sell both your current program and your theatre

• They make your town theatre conscious

YES, NO EFFORT OR COST TO YOU:
We select good locations, arrange for installations and moke all re-

plocements without cost to the exhibitor at any time. Have this

nationally known and widely used service build your business too.

'Step op your concessions)

I
traffic with our ottroc-^

rtive lominated signs.

'Ask obout them.

Write or call us today for details

ROMAR-VIDE CO.
Chetek, Wisconsin

NAMA Blue Book Selected for

Seattle World's Fair Library

The Blue Book of automatic merchan-
dising, published by National Automatic
Merchandising Ass’n, is one of 540 top
reference books selected for the “Library
of the Future’’ exhibit at the Seattle
World’s Fair.

The library, called “Library-21,” is spon-
sored by the American Library Ass’n and
is housed in the Fair’s Theme Building. It

is designed to show Fair visitors a 21st-
Century library environment. It will em-
phasize “the value of recorded knowledge
to all civilized thought and also depict
ways and means by which automatic de-
vices will bring new dimensions to informa-
tion communications,” according to A.I.L.

officials.

The library’s reference book center will

give visitors information service on any
topic and will be staffed by professional
reference librarians.

A “who’s who” of the automatic vending
industry, the Blue Book is the complete
reference volume of vending machine
manufacturers, vendible product suppliers

and manufacturers of component parts and
services. It also contains a complete list-

ing of NAMA operating company members.

Previously, NAMA’s Blue Book was se-

lected by the U.S. Department of Commerce
for American embassies and foreign service

office libraries in 163 countries in view of

increased foreign interest in American
vending equipment.

DRIZZLE CARD®

Now Selling at Drive-Ins

Coast to Coast

The Drizzle Gard, outo-roin-visor, is now being
sold at Drive-Ins from coast to coast. It not
only sells well but helps sell your other lines

by encouraging patrons to come out on rainy
nights. You know that even the threat ot roin

is enough to keep some people at home. You
con overcome this by running o film trailer on
your screen telling your patrons they con now
buy o Drizzle Card it it happens to rain. No need
to run the windshield wiper oil through the
show anymore. No need to stay at home. The
Drizzle Gord is inexpensive and easy to ottoch.
Like on umbrella it con be used ogoin and
again. Patrons buy the Drizzle Gord at the re-

freshment counter and attach it themselves. It

is as simply sold as a candy bor and produces
a profit tor the theatre os well as providing the
customers with a convenience thot permits them
to patronize your Drive-In on rainy nights in

comfort.

Make Drizzle Cards available to your customers.

For full details write to

DRI-VIEW MANUFACTURING CO.
2223 Paris Drive, Louisville 18, Ky.
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selection of LOUDSPEAKERS
in matched units, and scrupulous care

are vitally important in achieving

highest quality SOUND OUTPUT

By WESLEY TROUT

A MONG the
MOST IMPORTANT
UNITS in any size the-

atre are the loud-
speakers, and in

many cases they are

among the most neg-
lected. Once they are

installed, no further
attention is given to

them and they are

allowed to collect dirt

and dust. They will

accumulate more dirt

than any other piece of equipment because
of the dust slowly getting through the

perforations of the screen, and this dust is

harmful to the various components in their

coirect operation. Dirt and fuzz can cause
distortion. At least every three months the

speakers should be cleaned out; one can
use a vacuum cleaner if care is used, or

brush and clean cloth.

CAREFUL SELECTION OF SYSTEM

Now, the selection of a speaker system
should be carefully made in order to obtain

good quality reproduction and coverage of

the entire seating area. The loudspeaker
must be of comparable quality and should
certainly meet the same requirements as

the rest of the system.

The trend the past several years is the
installation of two speakers, one to prop-
erly reproduce the low frequencies and an-
other to reproduce the high frequencies. A
high frequency horn, a high frequency
speaker unit and a horn throat constitute

a complete assembly that reproduces the
high frequencies of the sound originally

photographed on the film sound track.

Since the high frequency horn does not
have to reproduce the long-wave-length
low frequency sounds, it can be relatively

small in dimensions.

In order to obtain good high frequency
distribution, a “honeycomb” type of

speaker unit is attached to the speaker
which will more evenly divide sound in a
wide area. The most common type of high
frequency speaker in use is the cellular or

“honeycomb” type. This unit is always
mounted on top of the large low frequency
speaker cabinet and can be directed into
the seating area, via adjustable legs, for

best overall sound distribution.

PHILLIPS CARBON SAVERS
Phillips Precmon Made Carbon Savers. Universal
to work with all Makes of Arc Lamps and Car-
bons. Machined from Tool Steel for long life

service. Modern Priced. Backed by Forty Years
in Theatre Projection and experience. Sold only
Through Established

THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS

Low frequency speaker units by them-
selves cannot properly reproduce all the

low frequencies, so they are mounted on a

baffle board; the baffle and its housing is

customarily constructed of plywood and
reinforced to prevent vibration and warp-
ing. Note picture construction of a modern
low and high frequency assembly, page 20.

We find many installations, in very small

auditoriums, of “bass-reflex-baffle.” The
bass-reflex baffle is a box that encloses the

rear of the cone of the low frequency
speaker unit. The face of the cone, of

course, is not covered and there is also an
additional opening in the face of the box
above or below the cone. Now, the bass-
reflex baffle, in effect, twists part of the
“sound waves” which come from the back
of the cone in such manner that they add
to the “sound waves” coming from the
front of the cone. The combination of a
bass-reflex enclosure, a large and efficient

low frequency unit, and medium-sized, flat-

wing baffles makes a very satisfactory low
frequency channel for small theatres. Of
course, a medium -size high frequency, with
a suitable crossover imit, must be used even
for this setup for small theatres.

Before we go any fm'ther in this discus-

sion on loudspeakers, let us point out the
importance of matched units for highest
efficiency and quality sound output. Com-
plete, matched high and low frequency
units can be purchased at a reasonable
figure. We will agree that sometimes one

Continued on following page

Wesley Trout

II
boost profits

^ with relaxing comfort

P and easy maintenance

I «/Futura
-u*—u

. J

P#
Box office profits go up, mainte-

{

^1 nance time goes down—thanks to (,/.<•;

^ the comfort and styling of FUTURA -
j

^ seating. Massive arm rests, padded
back, spring-filled cushion seat of-

' ^ •

fer comfort that brings customers ’ ^

j

back. New sloping standards of

'yi ovalized steel permit easy passage t

through rows; leave floor clear for i

^ quicker, easier cleaning. Write for

M full-line catalog.

HEYWOOO-WAKEFIELD . PUBLIC SEATING DIVISION

MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN

For YOUR
BOXOFFICE
Engraved b y
our exclusive
process on lu-

cite to your
specifications.

LAMOLITE*

ILLUMINATED PRICE ADMISSION SIGNS
Our enlarged plant facilities assure OVERNIGHT

service from coast to coast.

Plastic Signs Engraved for the Entire Theatre

Send tor Folder *Pot pend.

DURA ENGRAVING CORP.
LAMOLITE-BOWMAN DIVISION

133 West 20th Street New York 11, N. Y.
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SELEQION OF LOUDSPEAKERS

Continued from preceding page

can use one make with another type, but
the results won’t be nearly as good and
there will be little savings in such setup.

High frequency speakers should be capable
of reproducing frequencies up to 10-12,000

A PERFECT GIVEAWAY!
Here’s the perfect promotion for Grand
openings, Anniversary celebrations or just to

say "Thank You!’ Dewy fresh vanda orchids

or the popular everlasting W'oodrose will make
your next promotion a real success. Write or

wire for brochures.

All flowers shown approximately I/2 ti^e.

Style B*1 - Exquisite
double Vanda Orchid
Corsage, dressed in foil

holder. (Also available
in plastic vial)

CPS and low frequency loudspeakers re-
produce down to 40-50 cps. In theatres, we
find 50-100 cps for the low frequency re-
sponse most satisfactory, and generally
8.000 for optical and 12,000 for magnetic
for the high frequency response.

In some cases, the frequency response is

satisfactory if it is 100 cps for “lows” and
5.000 cps for the “highs.” The sound re-
production, regardless of the frequency re-
sponse output, should be clear and crisp.
This can be obtained with the proper type

of speakers, crossover and soimd system.

One of the most important features of a
modern high frequency speaker is the im-
proved design of the voice coil, using
aluminum ribbon wire which makes a more
compact voice coil, smaller in size and
higher in efficiency. Too, these new
speakers have permanent magnet. The
wire is treated with a temperature re-
sistant varnish, adding additional effici-
ency in operation and providing more con-
ductor material in the magnetic circuit.

Typical High and Low Frequency

Theatre Speaker System

This drawing shows a typical, modern high and low fre-

quency speaker system with suitable dividing networks.

This assembly consists of one high and one low frequency

speaker. (S) is high frequency horn; (U) high frequency

horn throat; (T) field (permanent magnet type); (X) low

frequency speaker (permanent type); (V) dividing network

unit for dividing low and high frequencies to the two

speakers from the sound system in the projection room,

and (Y) low frequency stand for the whole assembly. This

speaker system, if of well-known make, will deliver very

high quality sound reproduction in any size theatre. Of
course, if the auditorium is very large, more speakers may
be necessary, according to the seating capacity.

Sr 9mt USE UP th.se CARBONS!
Full Refund

if not 100%
Satisfied

670 S. LAFAYETTE PARK PLACE
LOS ANGELES 57. CALIFORNIA

ADLER
LETTERS
-4SS(y/?f SELLING IMPACT

FOR YOUR CHANGEABLE SIGNS!
The only complete line of Plastic and Aluminum

|

letters, from 4" to 31", including "Snap-Lok" I

Plastic Letters that won't blow off, won't fall off.
j

All sizes of Adler Plastic Letters available in
I

Red, Blue, Green, Opaque Black. For Free Cata-
log of Adler "Third Dimension" Changeable
Letters—Mechanical Letter Changer—Stainless

Steel Frames Glazed with Glass or Plastic—Low-
Cost "Sectionad" Displays

—

Cast Aluminum
"Mounties" for building identification—write:

ADLER SILHOUETTE LETTER CO.
11843-A W. Olympic Blvd., Lot Angel*. 64, Calif.

CALI CARBON COUPLERS
Let You Burn All the Carbon

''They*re Expendable"

FOR ROTATING CARBONS
10mm or 11mm EXTENDER KITS

Complete for 2 lamps $5.50

The most popular carbon sover. Used by more 7/,gy 25% or more of carbon costs.

theatres than ALL other makes COMBINED.

Per Hundred, postpaid: Not Packed in

Mixed Sizes.

6mm $2.25 8mm $2.75
7mm $2.50 9mm $3.25

No worryina about injury to high priced car-

bon savers. Burn ’em up, you still profit

Most economical carbon saver you ever used' ,1

CALI Products Company
3719 Marjorie Way

^

Socramento 20, Cglif

The WORLD'S LARGEST Producer of Carbon Savers
At all progressive theatre supply houses.

ECONOMY- TOP PERFORMANCE
assured when you install

UNBREAKABLE - NON-PITTING - NON-TARNISHING - NON-PEELING

ER-SHULTZ METAL REFLECTORS
GUARANTEED 5 YEARS!

Eliminate Cost of Replacements and Spares

See Your
Used by Army ond Air Force Motion Picture Service since 1952

Thealre Supply Dealer Monufoclured by HEYER-SHULTZ INC- cedar Grove, N. J.
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The movement of the coil has been made
almost perfect, reducing distortion and re-

producing higher quality output.

Low FREQUENCY LOUDSPEAKERS MUCh Of

the improved low and middle frequency

reproduction is due to many exclusive fea-

tures in the voice coil and cone design.

Heavy field magnet, edgewise wound for

compactness, approximately three inches

in diameter, and copper ribbon voice coil

combine to produce an exceptionally high

efficiency and ruggedness for practically

troublefree operation. Also, most low fre-

quency loudspeakers are 15 inches and use

a seamless, moisture-resistant cone,

mounted in a heavy die case frame to as-

sure alignment of the voice coil in the air

gap of the magnetic structure. In the

better quality speakers the air gap is com-
pletely enclosed by the cone spider and
center dome to keep out dust and dirt

particles.

The better-designed speaker has large

power handling capacity and freedom from
distortion. With proper baffle design and
enclosure, one is assured of smooth re-

sponse, and the elimination of undesirable

transient effects by correct magnetic cir-

cuit and voice coil design. These new
speakers have permanent magnet and the

unit requires no special extra power for its

field.

SPEAKER MUST BE PHASED

Keep in mind that when more than one

speaker is used it is absolutely necessary

that they be “phased.” All diaphragms

must move inward and outward in syn-

chronism. Speaker terminals are generally

marked for correct connections. If the

speakers are not in phase, it will cause a

loss of volume, and a loss of sound quality.

The modern loudspeaker voice coil

seldom gives any trouble, because it is con-

structed better and wound with special

wire that will withstand a fairly heavy

load. However, no speaker unit should be

overloaded; a speaker should be large

enough to take the rated wattage output of

your sound system. One should keep in

mind that should the voice coil become
damaged (or the diaphragm), it will impair

the quality of sound obtained from a

speaker, or render it entirely inoperative.

Prolonged and excessive volume, especially

at low frequencies, may cause the voice

coil to burn out, but is not very common.
If a speaker suddenly becomes “dead,” it

may be due to open circuit in the voice coil

but, we have found, more often, it was
caused by a break at the point where flexi-

ble leads are joined to it. Vibration at this

point will sometimes cause a break in con-

nection. Check with ohmmeter.

To Be Continued Next Month

Austin Elected President of Coca-Cola

J. Paul Austin has been elected president

of Coca-Cola Co., succeeding Lee Talley,

who previously had served as president and
chairman of the board. Talley will remain

as board chahman. Austin previously

served as executive vice-president. The
board also elected C. Eugene Boyd a vice-

president. He is manager of Coca-Cola’s

market research department.

Talley announced that the first quarter

earnings were the highest in company his-

tory. After provisions for reserves, income

taxes and other charges, the net profit for

the quarter was $8,839,678, compared with

$8,042,134 for the same period last year.

It May Be Later Than You Think
• ••Better Check Naw^^^

If your Selenium or Copper Oxide Stacks show signs of foiling, better check now with your supplier

about converting to Silicon or Selenium. All models listed are convertible. For rectifiers not listed

send nameplate data. Prompt reply to your inquiry is assured. Prompt delivery is guaranteed.

Three Phase Rectifiers convertible from selenium to SILICON with R-924 and R-1325
KNI-TRON SILICON STACKS:

ASHCRAFT

KNI-TRON

LEE

McCOLPIN-CHRISTIE
MOTIOGRAPH

NORPAT

R.C.A.

S 85/85
ASR-90

ASR-100
ASR-135
S-1612

S 1712

100STK
135STK
180STK
50073
B570C

H80-140
10032
10035
SO M

"Superior"

100ST
135ST
180ST

ROBIN K-100 K100-S . K-100-DL
" K-150 . . K-180 . . .MAK-100
" MAK-200 .MAK-2000

STRONG 94000 ... 96002

Copper Oxide and Copper-Mognesium-Sulphide Rectifiers

Convertible to SELENIUM with our R-788 SELENIUM STACK:

BENWOOD-LINZE BR-76

BRENKERT R-6 . R-7

FOREST 65/65

GENERAL ELECTRIC 6RC88F2
" 6RC88F3
" 6RC92F3

STRONG... All models orginolly

equipped with Westinghouse

S- 1106143 Stocks

Westinghouse or
j

2366
R.C.A. I 2367

THE KNEISLEY ELECTRIC CO. P.O. Box 1465, DEPT. L, TOLEDO 3, OHIO

MR. EXHIBITOR IF YOU USE ROTATING CARBONS . .

and do not use the “LITTLE MISER" carbon saver you are throwing away several

hundred dollars each year. The “LITTLE MISER" saver can be had at your supply

dealer or if he does not stock you can order direct—cost is the same.

A Size to Fit Your Lamp

9mm -lOmm-11mm- $3.00 each — — 13.6mm- $4.50 each

Order Today and Start Saving Money on that Carbon Bill

EXPERflWECHAi^^ WORK GUARANTEED
PARTS & SERVICE ALL MAKES MECHANISMS & MOVEMENTS

* ARC CONTROLS & MOTORS * AMPLIFIERS & SOUNDHEADS

LOU WALTERS PROJECTOR REPAIR SERVICE
8140 Hunnicut Rd., Dallas 28, Texas

DO YOU NEED
PROJECTOR
REPAIRS???

Send for FREE LITERATURE

SEATING
COMPANY

1 BiiruAbJ Alo nPAKJD RAPIDS

flSHCfiflfT

pfiOiitciiofi Lflmps

and

fitCTIfltfiS

World's Standard

of

Projection Excellence
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AVERAGE CONCESSIONS SALES 63% OF BOXOFFICE
Small -Town Exhibitor

Attracts Patrons by

Hard-Hitting Promotions

T AKE ONE SMALL-TOWN, 450-Cai’

drive-in theatre, located in a poor economic
ai-ea and faced with competition from one

other drive-in and four indoor houses, mix
well with the unbounded enthusiasm and
energy of its 32-year-old owner, and come
up with increased attendance and an aver-

age concessions percentage of 63 per cent

of the boxoffice, with Monday bargain

nights running 100 per cent or better!

As can readily be seen, the priceless in-

gredients in this recipe are the attributes

of the drive-in’s owner. He is Anthsny J.

Gasvoda jr., and the theatre is the Hia-
watha Drive-In, Chassell, Mich., in the

copper country in the Upper Peninsula of

Michigan.

ONLY 28,000 POPULATION

The Hiawatha has a population of only

28,000 to draw from in an 18-mile radius,

and the reason for the poor economy in the
area is that there is no manufacturing and
a lack of employment for young people

who, after graduation from high school,

leave for the service or employment in the

cities.

Despite all this, Gasvoda pulls the
patrons into his theatre most successfully

by hard-hitting promotions, one of which
is a 30-minute “Hollywood Movie Log”
radio program each week (described in

detail on page 1 of the Showmandiser Sec-

tion of Boxoffice, Aug. 14, 1961).

Concerning that astounding concessions

“take,” although various items have been
tried over the years (the Hiawatha is now
in its 11th season), the volume business is

done on the basic items: hot dogs. Sloppy
Joes (hamburger), popcorn, soft drinks,

coffee, hot chocolate, ice cream novelties,

candy and cigarets.

TWO-LANE CAFETERIA

The concessions layout is a two-lane
cafeteria with guide rails divided in the

center. Four girls are employed in the

cafeteria with one of them at the cash
register. On weekends and bargain nights,

Gasvoda takes a second register and adds
a part-time employe behind the counter.

During the week, alternating nights off,

there are only two girls behind the counter.

On a good week-end night during the

Customers of the Hiawatha Drive-In Theatre, Chassell, Mich., enter at the center and proceed to the

left or right cafeteria lane. The layout is not large but serves the 450-car drive-in very well and

on a good weekend night in summer an average of 700 sales are made for a total of about $225.

summer, the Hiawatha rings an average of

700 sales and $225. Approximately half of

this is rung during the first feature and

half hour before show time. The other half

is rung during intermission and the first

few minutes of the second feature. Tliis

A closeup of one side of the cafeteria. Quotations from the poem "Hiawatha" are carried across

the top of the backbar and the railings which guide the customers are laced with heavy green

velvet drapes with hand-painted oil Indian heads for decoration in keeping with the theatre name

and theme. Note the large array of impulse items at left of cash register.
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The Hiawatha has a fine playground in front of the screen tower, equipped

with $3,000 worth of siides, teeter-totters, swings, merry-go-round, castle walk,

etc., from American Playground Co.

The lighted attraction board is 26 feet long by 18 feet high, haying four and

one- half lines of Beyelite letters. The Indian head was done in yarious colored

neon and cost of the whole installation was $4,500.

business is done on the following items:

Popcorn 10 & 25<f

Pop 10 & 20((1 & 14 oz.)

Coffee 10 & 20<!(6 & 12 oz.)

Hot Chocolate .. 15 & 25<*(6 & 12 oz.)

Hot Dogs 25^

Sloppy Joes
(Hamburgers) .. 30(i

Ice Cream
Novelties 6 & \2<f

Candy Bars 6 & 12<

Cigarets 30^

This year, however, the small-size pop-

corn has been raised to 15 cents to cor-

respond with the other theatres and has

met no resistance in sales. Also, foot-long

hot dogs at 45 cents have been added and

are proving good sellers.

Approximately 30 different candy bai's

are sold, which are from Curtis, Mars, Her-

shey and a couple of other companies

which manufacture the biggest sellers.

Butter on the popcorn is sold for ten cents

extra. Coke accounts for 80 per cent of the

sales of soft drinks which are made more
delicious with chipped ice from a Scots-

man ice machine with a 350-lb. storage bin.

Gasvoda says the secret of making so

many sales with so few employes is the ad-

vance preparation.

One of the promotions specifically

aimed for more concessions sales is an ar-

rangement Gasvoda made this year with a

local hotel for free smorgasbord dinners on
Sunday with a few tickets placed in the

25-cent popcorn boxes. These are being

given by the hotel in exchange for the ad-
vertising value and Gasvoda anticipates

substantially increased sales of the large-

size popcorn. Tickets for personalized ball

point pens are also occasionally enclosed in

the 25-cent popcorn boxes.

The cafeteria area carries out the Hia-
watha theme and is done in Indian decor.

Valances over the lights carry lines from
Longfellow’s poem, such as, “By the Shores

of Gitche Gumme” and “By the Shining

Big Sea Waters.” The railings which guide
the customers to the registers at each side

of the building are laced with heavy dark
green velvet drapes with hand-painted oil

profiles of feathered Indian heads.

Since Chassell is located in the nation’s

heaviest snow belt, with an average snow
fall of 200 to 250 inches per year, winter
operation is impractical. The season is

short, mid-April to mid-October, but Gas-
voda makes the most of it. He has sold

Wednesday nights to ten merchants at so

much per week which gives him a guaran-
teed boxoffice for those nights, plus what-
ever he takes in at the boxoffice and con-
cessions. The merchant-sponsored shows
are exchanges for the advertising value

and tickets that the merchants receive and
hand out to their customers, thus getting

traffic into their stores.

20-second screen ads are also sold to local

merchants for intennission time which are

Continued on following page

CANDY APPLES cheaper]
WITH VICTOR’S NEW

"CANDY APPLE MAGIC"

r
Fabulous new mix coats apples

with a delicious red cherry flavor

jiffy. Skyrockets candy apple

profitsi Each bag, plus 5 lbs. of

sugar, coats 115 apples at less than]

1c each. Packed in “poly" bags
at 45c each.

SEND 2Sc FOR SAMPIEI Ample
mix for 50 applesi FREE

detailsl

JOBBERS WANTED!

HOT DOGS SellFaster
, iwith a tasty, golden roll baked right around each
'•< hot-dog-on-a-stick! DIPSY DOG BATTER does

C it quickly, easily, cheaply! Just dip dog in batter
and deep fry for 3 minutes. COSTS LESS THAN

=: ROLLS!
^ Send 25c for SAMPLE—Detoils FREE!
'y.'fyy.y .

The Biggest Name in Popcorn Throughout the World

MANLEY,
IS AT YOUR
SERVICE

For over a quarter of a century, Manley, Inc.

has assisted thousands of theatre owners in

equipping and operating a more profitable

concession. Investigate how Manley's years of

merchandising experience and superior Manley
equipment can help you make your

concession more profitable.

POPCORN MACHINES

POPCORIM SUPPLIES

Write or Phone: MANLEY, INC.
1920 Wyandotte St. Kansas City 8, Mo.
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AVERAGE SALES 63% OF BOXOFFICE Reese Candy to More Than Double Plant Area

Continued from preceding page

made up by Filmack. Intermission time is

approximately five minutes down-time, due

to the fact that coming attractions, special

amrouncements and the merchants ads lam
appi'oximately 20 minutes. New tapes fm*-

nished by Coca-Cola Co. each month are

used before show time and at intennission

with excellent results.

In addition to m.arquee advertising, daily

Anthony J. Gasvoda Jr.

newspapers, daily radio spots plus the

Saturday “Hollywood Movie Log” which
are traded to the station for an ad on the

screen, flyers mailed weekly to motels,

hotels, restaurants, stores and fraternity

houses, posters and trailers from National
Screen are used. All advertising includes

teasers well in advance of play dates.

Gasvoda says, “For the first time in six

years our 1960 season showed an increase,

and 1961 held its own even though tourist

business for the summer was down. Admis-
sion is 75 cents for adults—children under
12 free—and Mondays have been changed

The H.B. Reese Candy Co., expects com-
pletion of construction of additional facili-

ties which will more than double the area
of its present plant at Hershey, Pa., by Oc-
tober 1.

The company, nationally famous for

“One product only, the best,” Reese’s, the
original Peanut Butter Cup, wiU expand its

manufacturing, packaging, shipping and of-
fice facilities to include additional base-
ment and first floor area. The new 100x365-
foot addition wUl increase Reese’s total

plant area to 168,000 square feet.

“Production will be more than doubled
with the additional space,” according to

Robert H. Reese, chairman of the board.
“Two new, high-speed production lines will

be located in the new area, which will also

include space for peanut roasting and
processing. The addition to the plant will

permit greater storage space for materials
and finished product.”

The interior of the new plant will be
similar in many respects to the present
modern plant which was completed in

1957. In the manufacturing, storage and
shipping areas, maple wood floors, tile

walls and acoustical ceilings will make the
plant the most modem in the industry.

from buck night to bargain night with ad-
mission being $1.50 per car-. Comparing
opening conditions this year to previous

seasons it looks as if we can safely say that

this year’s optimism seems warranted.”

“Sound-air,” the newest development in
heating and air conditioning, will be in-
stalled. The new automatically controlled
system operates through pressurized units
eliminating ducts. The new system will

also provide humidity control. A railroad
siding to the west of the new section will

accommodate six freight cars.

The business office area, considerably
enlarged, will be of modem design, and the
latest in modern office equipment for pro-
cessing orders for same day shipment. The
new offices will be located across a section
of the 200-foot frontage, which will be
faced with tinted plate glass windows with
Reese-orange plastic panels situated across
the top portion. The cornice and entrance
will be constmcted of light buff brick and
native limestone.

The H. B. Reese Candy Co., foimded in

1923 by Hairy B. Reese, is now operated by
six brothers with Robert H. Reese serving
as chairman of the board and John M.
Reese as president.

Order from your distributor or write

POP CORN Divisiott NATIONAL OATS CO.
’

I Waft Lake. Iowa • Hagerstown, Md. e Delaware, Ohio

brings ’em back — again

and again!
And a 10 lb. tin or 12V^
lb. poly bag of Butter-

flake Pop Corn yields

more—many more boxes

of Pop Corn than ordi-

nary corn. Its 38-40 to 1

popping ratio lowers
your cost. .. .increases your profit

....per box. Yes — Butterflake’s

extra popping volume produces S25-

S35 more profit per 100 lbs. for

you than ordinary “bargain” corn.

And it’s so tender, delicious that it

always brings ’em back for more.

TREMENDOUS PROFITS !!

Now Fresh Fruit Sundaes, Pineapple and

Strawberries from stainless steel pans!

Both juices for snow cones and fresh fruit

for sundaes dispensed from one machine

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE

BIG MONEY WITH "SNOW
MAGIC"
THE NEW SNOW
CONE MACHINE

Capacity. 50 cones

every 30 seconds.

The Bert's "SNOW
MAGIC" machine
combines eye-appeal-

ing beauty with per-

fect mechanical per-

formance and large

capacity. "Snov
Magic” is easy to

operate and is Fully

Automatic. A Snow
Cone costs 1(4 to

V/iC and usually

sells for 10c . . .

that's profit!

Distributors of famous
Victor's QUICK MIX dry
flavor concentrates.

FREE SAMPLES
WITH EACH MACHINE

SAMUEL BERT MFC. CO
Fair Park Station, Box 7803, DALLAS. TEXAS

Cosh in big the E-Z WAYI
You'il save up to 75% on
labor alone with on E-Z
WAY automatic coffee-
maker, Costs for less,

yields for more. Get the
facts—write now:

STEa PRODUaS CO.
40 Sth Ave.. S.W.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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Crush International Issues

A Promotional Newsletter

To aid concessionaires in promoting sales

of Ci'ush and Old Colony beverages and
foods Cr-ush International, Inc., has
created “Crush Ideas,” a new promotion
newsletter which is planned to tie in with
each month’s holidays and special food
events.

A copy of the first issue of "Crush Ideas," an origi-

nal, monthly promotion newsletter now being sent

out by Crush International, is shown to Derrill W.
Stevenson, Fountain Division sales manager, by Mrs.

Diane Cederberg, secretary.

TO-GET-THE

BEST RESULTS

USE THE BEST

FILM
CEMENT

ETHYLOID
Available at Aii Theatre Supply Dealers

Fisher Manufacturing Co.

Mcuu4^fici44AiirUf, Cltemiiid,

1185 Mt. Read Blvd.

Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

The publication is easy to read and to

understand. Pages of suggested ideas and
promotions are purposely created and ex-

plained in simple style so that sugges-

tions can be put into action with the least

possible effort and expense. Merchandising
descriptions are clearly written and con-

cisely explained.

Backbar signs are illustrated, copy, size,

material and “how to do” suggestions are

all included.

Another feature of the newsletter is

called “Ideas of the Month.” This is a con-

test offer, inviting readers to submit their

favorite merchandising or promotional

idea. Cnish awards a free case of syrup

for each month’s best idea and the win-
ning entry is published in “Cinish Ideas.”

Response to the issues has been excellent.

NAC to Portland June 13

The National Ass’n of Concessionaires

wMl hold its first Portland regional con-

ference at the Memorial Coliseum, Port-

land, Oregon, Wednesday, June 13. The
all-day meeting will begin with registra-

tion at 8:30 a.m. The program will begin

promptly at 9:30.

Larry Moyer, Concession Wholesale Sup-

ply, Inc., Portland, and NAC’s able and

energetic regional vice-president, is in

charge of all meeting arrangements.

Leading concessionaires, including NAC
officials, from throughout the nation have

been invited to participate in the program
and Moyer has assured everyone of an ex-

cellent, fast-paced program, packed with

profit-making ideas.

LET THESE SILENT SALESMEN

WORK FOR YOU!
CREATE IMPULSE SALES

^ Roto-Grille HOT DOG BROILERS

SELL MORE HOT DOGS THAN ANY OTHER
EQUIPMENT!

Rotisserie action rotates 60 hot dogs under
magic infra-red cooking process . . . ready
in 10-12 minutes for quick sales.

Rotogrill keeps hot dogs hot for hours, re-

tains juices . . . prevents spoilage.

Revolving drum lifts out for cleaning. Bun
warmer drawer holds two dozen buns. IISv-
AC.

PVOPCORV*

SENSATIONAL SERVETTE

HERE IS A POPCORN WARMER
THAT KEEPS POPCORN PIPING HOT, CRISP

AND FRESH FOR DAYS . . .

The SERVETTE JR. counter model popcorn
warmer is designed to create impulse sales

ond to fit the needs of theatre concession-
aires with limited space, at a small invest-

ment.

Unit is compact, yet holds three bushels of
popped corn (equivalent to about 125 ten-
cent boxes or bags. Servette Jr. is 26 inches
wide, 23 inches front to back.

WITH NEW IMPROVED AnI^AjOr
FOR EXCITING NEW ACTION.

You get PLUS popcorn business with the NEW
animator . . . plus NEWLY designed top space for

butter dispenser.

Profitable SERVETTE brings you more merchan-

dising features . . . speeds up self service end

over-the-counter selling.

Dependable SERVETTE has removoble sliding

glass doors that retain heat in popcorn wells.

Hinged panel gives additional space between

walls. Blower ond heater elements encased in

moveable drower.

Sell more Popcorn & Hot Dogs this season. Write or call

^Ue cMoil4f4AAaod Ga.

114 WEST 18TH ST. PHONE HA 1-6856 KANSAS CITY 9, MISSOURI
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through the

• or moisture

forces
stainless stee

popped am
regardless o

conditions.

boxed
weather

UP TO ^75 PER HOUR!

KETTLE SIZES
18 oz.

Electric

32 oz.

Electric

32 oz.

Gas

POPS IT BEST!

KEEPS IT H^!
HOT POPCORN MEANS

' Bigger Sales • Repeat Sales

• Increased Beverage Sales

Ambassador Model for Indoor
Situations

Write for FREE Brochure

“77 Years of Leadership”

W8^ AND COMPANY '

12 POPCORN BUILDING • NASHVILLE, TENN. • FACTORY: CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW 15<

72

Count

H. B. REESE CANDY CO., HERSHEY, PA.

THEATRE

PACKAGE

TO FILL
POPCORN BAGS

AND BOXES WITH
THE /YfW PATENTED

THOUSANDS OF
DELIGHTED USERS

ONCt your
THBATRESUPPLYOf
POPCORNSUPPLYomiR

New 1962 Heavy Duty

SODAMAKER
America's Lowest

Cost Quality

Drink Server!

Complete

Self-Contained Unit

WITH

2 OR 3 FLAVORS

Write for Complete Specifieotions and low cost

SUPERIOR
907 N. Broadwoy St. Louis, Mo.

1

!

Glamorous Prizes Offered

For Best Pepsi n Popcorn'

Promotions in Theatres

PEPSi-CoLA Co. is again offering

theatre concessionaires an opportunity to

not only increase refreshment sales during
the July “Pepsi ’n Popcorn Month” promo-
tion contest, but to win exciting and valu-

able prizes.

First prize winner has a choice of a New
York to Paris holiday for two via jet air-

liner and including 14 days in Paris, or a

1962 Ford Falcon sedan or a full-length

mink coat designed by Heritage Furs.

Second prize winner will have a choice of

a Hardman “Duo” player piano, a mink
stole or an RCA Victor stereo console.

There will be two winners for third prize

and they will have a choice of a Westing-
house 13-cubic-foot refrigerator-freezer, or

a Westinghouse RoUabout dishwasher or

a DeWalt home power workshop. Six win-
ners of fourth prize will have a choice of a
Rawlings golf set, a Kodak 8mm motion
picture camera and projector or a Necchi
sewing machine.

TEN FIFTH PRIZE WINNERS

Ten winners will be selected for fifth

prizes which will be a choice of a man’s 14

karat gold Gruen watch, a woman’s 14

karat gold Gruen watch or a three-piece

family luggage ensemble by Samsonite.

To participate in the contest theatremen
must set up a hard-selling promotion to

make both refreshment items big sellers

during “Pepsi ’n Popcorn Month.” Then
they must prepare a scrapbook or folder

giving all the details of the promotion, in-

cluding photographs, ads, etc., and explain-

ing how the promotion was conducted and
the results achieved.

The scrapbook must be mailed to The
Popcorn Institute, 333 North Michigan
Ave., Chicago 1, by September 1, 1962.

Contest judges will be James McHugh,
editor. Amusement Business; Phyllis

Haeger, public relations director. Popcorn
Institute, and Ii’win Rosee, public rela-

tions consultant.

MISCO HAS THE NEW
MISCO MARVEL
IN CAR SPEAKER

Speaker Reconing

Service

Replacement Cone

Units

Volume Controls and

Knobs

Straight, Coiled, and

Theft Proof Cords

Spade Lugs and

Connectors

• Speaker Transformers

* Tools and Supplies

MINNEAPOLIS SPEAKER CO.
3806 Grand Ave. So.
Minneopolis 9, Minn.

Write

for free

catalog
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Animated Changeable Letters

Fit Any Track Available

speaker anywhere inside the loop and
around the perimeter of the loop. The
speaker imit employs a battery-operated
transistorized circuit and the battery will

last nine months or more imder nonnal
use. A mercury switch turns the speaker
on when it is handed to the patron in an
upright position and the imit is turned off

automatically when the speaker is stored
face down. This system can be used in

existing theatres by laying the generating
loop without removing existing wiring. Any
theatre sound amplifier can be used to

generate the signals and amplifier power
requirements are less than for wired sys-

tems. When constructing a new drive-in

theatre, the MC Sound system can increase
land use by allowing higher density park-
ing, and the land may be used for other
purposes, such as parking, during the day.

Pic Corp., manufacturers of the familiar

Pic burning wick sold in drive-in theatres
for in-car use, has introduced a new per-
sonal body spray offering proven protection

against mosquitoes, flies, gnats and other
insects. Called Pic Personal Body Spray, it

is ideal for “people on the go,” not only
wherever they may go in the outdoor the-
atre, but when gardening, picnicking, golf-

ing, fishing, etc. A simple spraying of Pic

Spray lasts for hours and allows for bug-
free funtime. It is odorless, non-greasy,
non-sticky, stainless and resistant to per-
spiration, and is completely safe and per-
fectly harmless to the skin, according to

the manufacturer. It is the only non-
flammable spray of its kind on the market
today, it is claimed.

"Entertainment" Design Paper

Cups for Soft and Hot Drinks

A new series of “Entertainment” design
paper cups, for both manual and automatic
vending of soft and hot drinks, is now
available from the Dixie Cup Division of

American Can Co. Eleven sizes of cups are

available. The cups carry cartoons depict-
ing people having a good time at the

A brand new idea in changeable letters

for marquees and attraction boards is the
Glo-Brite letter made by National Devices
Co. The sparkling letter features numer-
ous “glitter disks” which flutter with air

movement, creating additional attraction
value. The aluminum disks come in red,
blue, green, silver and gold, and the letters

are made in ten and 12-inch sizes. The
letters are adaptable to any track made.

Wireless In-Car Speaker for

New and Existing Drive-Ins

“MC Sound” (magnetic coupling), which
has been in development for several years
by Wiancko Engineering Co., has resulted

in new wireless in-car speakers for out-
door theatres, now in production by the
company. It was necessary for transistor

costs to reduce and efficiency to improve
before the speaker could be marketed. The
MC Sound system combines high fidelity

sound and complete mobility of the speaker,
allowing the patron to place his speaker
anywhere in the car without the restriction

of speaker lead wire, by transferring sound
through magnetic signals from a com-
pletely buried generating loop. These mag-
netic signals can be received by the

Stainless Steel Outdoor

Incinerator for Theatres

unit requires no installation cost or auxili-

ary fuel; to use, simply load with refuse
and ignite from the top. The incinerator
will bum packing, waste paper, food scraps,
sweepings, rags—burnable refuse of all

kinds—to fine ash in any weather, safely
without watching. Scientific draft control
minimizes smoke and smell and the unit
burns damp, green or dry refuse without
fire danger and nuisance of burning, blow-
ing bits of paper. Clean-out door is shovel-
wide for easy access. Ash pan base, hood,
grate and double side panels are all of

stainless steel and are interchangeable and
replaceable. Other Alsto incinerators from
two to 20-bushel capacity are available.

Personal Body Spray Protects

Against Insects Anywhere

Alsto Co. has announced a new, low-cost,

stainless steel outdoor incinerator with ten-

bushel capacity for both indoor and drive-

in theatres. The stainless steel construc-
tion assures longest possible life under all

climatic and burning conditions. The new

FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Use Readers*

Bureau Coupon on Page 31

Claims made for products described editorially

on this and other pages are taken from the

manufacturers' statements.
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movies, in amusement parks, ball parks, etc.

They also carry such slogans as “Have
some fun,” “Take a break,” “Live a little”

or “Enjoy yourself.” Each cup is in an in-

dividual color combination to facilitate cost

controls by using a different cup for each
type of drink sold. The line includes four

cups for cold and iced drinks—7, 9, 10 and
12-ounce; two jumbo sizes—-14 and 16-

ounoe; two for vending—7 and 9-ounce; a
6-ounce Dixie Mira-Glaze (polyethylene-
lined) cup, with handles, for hot drinks;

and two cups, with different color combina-
tions, for popcorn in the 24-ounce size. The
latter may be used in manual or automatic
dispensing operations, and are specially

constructed for grease resistance.

Two-Cent Peanut Butter Cups
Available From Reese Candy

A new, two-cent, gold foil-wrapped Pea-
nut Butter Cup is now being distributed

coast-to-coast by H. B. Reese Candy Co.,

manufacturer of the original larger candy
of that name. The new, bright orange-
colored, three-dimensional counter display

box is packaged 80 and 240-count of two-
cent cups. The 80-count is packed 18 boxes
to the shipping case, the 240-count, six

boxes to the case. A throwaway display box
top is imprinted to suggest that the box be
displayed at the cash register for addi-
tional “changemaker” sales. For theatre
counter or vending machine sales, the
regular-size Peanut Butter Cups are pack-
aged in the familiar orange-colored ten-

Ask Your M.otiograph Dealer

cent pack which contains two 5-cent cups.
The company has also recently added 10

and 14-piece packages containing two-cent
cups, and a 14-ounce, family economy
package of 40 two-cent cups packed in gold
foil boxes.

Outdoor Display Service

Builds Theatre Patronage

An outdoor display service designed to
stop foot traffic and buUd theatre attend-
ance is offered to exhibitors by Romar-
Vide Co. Romar-Vide does all the work,
obtaining best foot-traffic locations, and
finances, installs and services the display
frames at no cost to the exhibitor, other
than passes issued to the merchant adver-
tising in the top panel. Two styles are
available, one which accommodates a 14x22
theatre card, and another which double
features two 11x14 cards. Custom-made
frames may also be made. The satin-stripe,

stainless steel frames are encased in rubber
and are equipped with exclusive double-
lock units to protect against weather and
pilferage. Built in thermometer is addi-

tional traffic-stopper.

Fred Magenheimer Heads

Mason Division of Bayuk

Fred E. Magenheimer has been named
president of Mason, Au & Magenheimer

Confectionery Manu-
facturing Co., Inc., a
Division of Bayuk
Cigars, Inc. This an-
nouncement was
made by E. Archie
Mishkin, chairman of

the board of the 98-

year-old candy com-
pany.
Magenheimer has

been a director of the

company since 1943

and was appointed
vice-president of sales

and advertising in 1950. He is one of the

leaders in the confectionery field and is

active in munerous industry associations.

He succeeds Herbert E. Haug sr., who joins

Bayuk’s diversification committee.

NEW GROWTH PLANS

Under Magenheimer’s direction. Mason
Candies is putting into effect a wide range
of growth plans;

“Our company is rapidly moving forward,

having shown a substantial Increase of sales

for the first quarter of 1962 over the same
quarter last year. I am tremendously
pleased with this opportunity to carry for-

ward in our united and concentrated effort

to make the Mason brand of fine candies a

major factor in the United States. Our
future contains great challenge and I

am confident that we will continue to grow
as rapidly in the coming years,” he com-
mented.

Mason manufactures the nationally

known Mason Mints, Dots, Black Crows,
Almond Cocoanut, Peaks and other pack-
aged candies.

FOR
MORE

PROFITS

New
1962 Model

SERV-O-MAT
Refined to more efficiently

dispense controlled portions
of hot butter.

BUTTER SERVER
I Deluxe model, low

cost, manually oper-
ated— designed for small vol-

ume locations.

Server Sales

north 88 west 16447 main street,

merwmonee falls, Wisconsin

Readers' Service Bureau coupon, page 31.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE CAR COUNTER
Note dials of TWO Veeder-Root counters.

Each driveway past "Box-Office"

COUNTED ON SEPARATE COUNTER
Comes complete with cumulative counters,

driveway treadles and ALL parts at $ 99.S0
With turn-back to xero counters $114.50
"One Way" Counter (IN ONLY) $164.50

(Single Lane Counter $79.50)

K-HILL SIGNAL CO.
UHRICHSVILLE, OHIO
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about PEOPLE / and PRODUCT

Cole Vending Industries, Inc., has ac-

quired and put into immediate production
another plant at 4500 N. Ravenswood Ave.,

Chicago, where 100 per cent of the com-
pany’s can venders and thi’ee of the six

“Matched Line” venders—candy, cigaret
and pastry machines—are being built and
shipped. The cold di'ink (Coledrinx)

, hot
drink and food machines are being manu-
factured and shipped from Mayville, Wis.

General offices, sales and service head-
quarters remain at Cole’s Chicago Lake
Street factory.

The annual sales seminar of Blevi»s

Popcorn Co. was held April 18-19 at the

home office in Popcorn Village, Tenn.
Rufus Han’is, bulk sales manager, con-

ducted the seminar around the theme.

I

Attending the Blevins Popcorn Co. annual sales

seminar recently in Popcorn Village, Tenn., were

(from left): Carl Duke, New Orleans, La.; Bobby

Owens, Nashville, Tenn.; Leo Evers, Little Rock,

Ark.; Jack Marsh, Atlanta, Ga.; Don Hendrix,

Ridgway, III.; James McMurray, Jacksonville, Fla.;

Leo Elliott, Nashville, Tenn.

“Springtime Is Sales Time.” New products
and packaging, new hybrids and equipment
and customer assistance were among the
subjects discussed. The meeting brought
together salesmen and supervisors from all

areas for intensive review of sales methods
and techniques and an outline of future
plans.

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE:

Send me more information about the products and articles checked on

the reverse side of this coupon.

Name Position

Theatre or Circuit

Seating or Car Capacity

Street Number

City Zone State.
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HAVE YOU MADE ANY IMPROVEMENTS LATELY?

We’d like to know about them and so would your fellow exhibitors.

If you’ve installed new equipment or made other improvements in your

theatre, send us the details—with photos, if possible. Or if you have

any tips on how to handle some phase of theatre operations, concessions

sales, etc.

—

faster, easier or better—let other showmen in on them. Send

this material to:

The Editor

MODERN THEATRE

Fold along this line with BOXOFFICE address out. Staple or tape closed.

BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE
First Closs Permit No. 874 - Section 34.9 PUStR - Kansas City, Mo.

BOXOFFICE-MODERN THEATRE

825 Van Brunt Blvd.

KANSAS CITY 24, MO

The Bon Ami Co., diversified household
products company, has announced the elec-

tion of two new vice-presidents to head two
new divisions. David Adlman is vice-

president and general manager of the com-
pany’s Tidy Home Paper Division and Irv-

ing A. Singer is vice-president and general

manager of the Rex Packaging Division.

Both divisions foiinerly constituted the

Tidy House Packaging Corp. which was
recently acquired by Bon Ami.

Adlman, a veteran of over 30 years in the

packaging and grocery business, was a
founder and president of Tidy House Pack-
aging Corp.

Singer, who has been in the specialty

bag business since 1937, was a founder of

Rex Packaging and a vice-president of

’Tidy-House Corp. He just completed a

tenn as a director of the National Ass’n of

Concessionaires.

The Coca-Cola Co. has moved its New
York offices from 530 Fifth Ave. to 407

Lexington Ave., Suite 3906.

Hershey Chocolate Corp. reported earn-

ings of $8.21 per share for the first quarter

of 1962, compared with $7.69 in the fii*st

quarter of 1961. At the recent annual
stockholders meeting at Hershey, Pa., a

stock split of five common shares for one
and an increase of from 3,000,000 to 15,-

000,000 shares was authorized.

“The Chocolate Tree,” Nestle Chocolate

Co.’s color film produced by United States

Productions, is one of the top ten titles in

the entire inventory of 1,000 group audi-

ence films distributed by Modem Talking

Picture Service. The film has already had
22,078 bookings to a total audience of 2,-

373,458, besides having had 743 telecasts to

an estimated 23,700,000 viewers.

The MODERN THEATRE SECHON
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SHORT SUBJECT REVIEWS
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SHOWMANDISING IDEAS

THE GUIDE TO BETTER BOOKING AND BUSINESS-BUILDING

Twitching Coffin Parlays a Slight

Extra Expense Into Big Boxoffice

Maximum promotion within bugetairy

limits is a must at Florida State Theatres
flagship Florida Theatre in downtown
Jacksonville. Calmly, with master pro-
ficiency, giving each film the biggest pos-
sible buildup week after week at this huge
indoor operation is Walt Meier.
His talent for parlaying his exploitation

money into big retm-ns at the boxoffice
and concessions stand is illustrated by
an out-fTOnt stunt for “The Premature
Burial.”

To shock the attention of the many
thousands of pedestrians and motorists
who pass the Florida each day, he used
not one but two black caskets in side-
walk displays, in advance and during the
run.

The first one was mounted on a shoulder-
high platform draped with black velvet.

jLa Concealed under the platform, the casket
'88/ was mounted on springs geared to a hidden

electric motor, causing the casket to writhe
and twitch at intervals as though a frantic,
living body were inside the sealed coffin.

Large brass handles, supplied by the Key-
McCabe fimeral home, clinked forebodingly
as the casket moved, and the voice of Ray
Milland came from a taperecorder inside
the casket predicting dire misfortunes in
a hollow, sepulchral tone which captured
much of Edgar Allan Poe’s eerie word
magic.
The second black casket was situated

on a lower platform and equipped with a
large peephole facing an inner mirror
which reflected the image of a funeral
sign stating: “It could happen to you, the
horrible torments of being buried alive.

Guard your life well by seeing ‘The Pre-
mature Burial’.”

Needless to say, the caskets and their
trappings and messages whetted the de-
sires of all mystery lovers to see the pic-
tiire.

Meier supplemented his on-the-spot ex-
ploitation with 100 window cards in prom-
inent downtown and suburban locations,

two 24-sheets, a huge banner strung
across Forsyth street, and newspaper,
radio and TV campaigns.

Patrons Try Black Box
lin^ In Lobby for Size!
^ “The Premature Burial” was booked

for 14 days at the Center Theatre in Corpus
Christi, Tex., where A1 Marsden jr., is

manager.
Two weeks in advance he set up a lobby

display consisting of a black coffin, two
potted plants borrowed from a florist,

with an usher dressed in funeral black
standing close by. To intensify the weird
effect, a variation of dark green and blue

lights were concentrated on the display.

The display was not for viewing only.

Patrons were asked to take their measure-
ments for coffin size. Anyone who fitted

the lobby coffin perfectly was offered $10
. . . in pennies! People of all ages tried

the coffin for size, since all who had the
nerve to he for a second in the “box of

black death” were given passes.

Contributing substantially to a Friday
the 13th midnight showing of “Burial”
was a two-week promotion by Jimmy Dell
on his deejay program over KEYS, broad-
cast from 6 to 8 p. m. daily.

The coffin was handmade by employes
at the Center, giving everyone a chance
to get into the act, so to speak, and hold
down the cost.

Groaning Corpse Adds
Life to Front Display

If Edgar Allan Poe were alive, Leon Do-
herty might qualify as his agent. Doherty
is manager of the Paramount Theatre in
Des Moines, where “Premature Burial” re-
cently played. Poe would have loved Leon’s
promotional gloom—and ah of the fuss it

caused.

For a week prior to the opening, the the-
atre manager had a most realistic “burial”
in the lobby. Then, on opening day, “Dig-
ger” Doherty moved the grave with its

“talking corpse” out to the sidewalk. The
Paramount is located in the heart of Des
Moines’ downtown loop, and the eerie scene
and “voice from the grave” caused more
than a few shivers and shocks to passers-
by.

Doherty secured a life-like manikin,
placed him in a coffin and laid him to rest

in a grassy plot—and then gave him a
voice. The voice actually was Ray Milland’s,
moaning, “No! No! I am not dead!” Do-
herty taped the voice from the film sound-
track and then played the continuous tape
from a recorder hidden inside the casket.

Earlier, the theatre manager had two
yoimg men, dressed as morticians carry a
casket through the downtown area bally-

hooing the coming movie.
The actual planned promotion brought

about a lot of unplanned, free radio ad-
vertising. The use of the grave as a gim-
mick was the main topic of conversation

Corpus Christi, Tex., people attending the Center

Theatre were invited to take their measurements

for coffin size by getting into one displayed in

the lobby. Anyone who fitted it perfectly was

offered $10 ... in pennies! Weird dark green

and blue lights played on the display, depicted

above.

Leon Doherty, manager of the Tri-States Para-

mount Theatre in Des Moines, stopped traffic with

this realistic sidewalk promotion for "Premature

Burial." A tape-recorder hidden inside the coffin

gave the effect of a moaning voice from the grave.

on Party Line, a late evening local soap-
box radio show where listeners call in and
spout off on the air. Scores of witnesses

tJO the “sidewalk burial” aired their pro
and con views. Thus, hundreds who had not
seen the stimt were made aware of it.

One thing was certain. The groaning
corpse “livened” up things for a day—and
part of a night—and there was not much
doubt about what was playing at the Para-
moimt.
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Passes to See 'Liberty' for Sketches!

A "quick-draw" contest arranged for "The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance" by Arnold Gates,

manager of Loew's Stillman Theatre in Cleveland, is easily adaptable in any situation. The street

stunt was operated by an attractive model in western costume, who fired a blank-loaded gun

every 20 seconds to attract the attention of passersby. Contestants were required to sketch a

replica of a cowboy's pistol in the time period between the firing of the attendant's next shot.

Free opening day guest tickets were presented to the winners.

Buffalo Campaign for 'Jessica' Plays

Up Angie, Soft-Pedals Religious Angle

Several changes in the pressbook ad
copy and an impressive accumulation of

separate stunts summarized the campaign
put on by Ben Dargush for “Jessica” at
the Center Theatre in Buffalo. An out-
standing publicity break was a two-page
pictorial preview in the Sunday roto-

gravure section of the Courier-Express.
'The motion picture previews in. the

Sunday picture section usually are con-
fined to one page, but this time the “Jes-

sica” stills were spread over two pages.

FEATURE ANGIE DICKINSON
Because of the high current popularity

of Angie Dickinson on both screen and
television, Dargush decided to feature her
name as the No. 1 star in the cast and
play it up in bold type. All the ads fea-
tured the provocative pose of Jessica, in
decidedly revealing shorts and sweater,
about to board her motor scooter.

Copy like “How to get along KISS-ILY
in SUNNY, SAUCY SICILY,” and “Here
comes trouble

—

the nicer kind—she’s a
honey-haired dish of djmamite—who ex-
plodes JOY ON THE SCREEN” was fea-

tured in the ads. In all ads reference
was made to the fact that “Jessica” was
Jean Negulesco’s enchanting successor to

“Three Coins in the Fountain.”
Critic comments were used in the ads

with the one quoting the New York Times,
“Definitely a Sight to See,” being featured.

The local critics also praised the picture
and these were used in all displays. “Jes-
sica is Bright and Beguiling,” said the
Buffalo Evening News and “Jessica is

Entertaining,” declared the Courier-Ex-
press.

Dargush was careful NOT to use any
poses of Maurice Chevalier in priest’s garb
in the ads, believing that if the public

got the idea that there was a religious

angle in the pictui-e it might not help the

fact that this was a sunny, saucy story.

Because the Center management thought
that television was an excellent medium to

sell the saucy, sexy Jessica (via the Dick-
inson eye-filling poses) it was decided to

use an advance TV spot campaign, in-

stead of on radio which would not get

over this tantalizing message, and pictorial

shots like in TV trailers.

In the advance promotion there were
two outstanding stunts. The first was “a
business card” distributed in banks, parked
cars and at the theatre by members of

the staff. In the upper right hand corner
of the card was, “Phone: TL 3-5131.”

This was the Center number. In the center

was, “JESSICA (in italics) Will Be in

Town Starting Friday . . . Between the

Hours of 11:00 a. m. to 12:00 p. m. (the

operating time of the theatre.)
”

A GOOD CARD GAG
'There were a large' number of phone

calls received at the theatre from all

classes of folk, especially males who
wanted to make a date with Jessica. This

card really developed into a good promo-
tion gag because many who called and
found out that it was the Center Theatre

and not some datable young woman did

not divulge this information and the phone

calls came in in a steady stream. 'The

“business cards” were circulated a week
in advance of the opening date.

Outstanding stimt No. 2 was the send-

ing around town of a beautiful girl on the

rear seat of a Vespa motor scooter the

Sunday before opening. She took about 100

small black and white photos of people in

various sections of the city. When the

young lady snapped these photos she gave

the person photographed a slip of paper

setting forth the information, “Your pic-

ture has just been taken ... If it is among
those to be displayed on a poster in front

of the Center Theatre you will receive two

guest tickets to see ‘Jessica,’ etc.” A 40x60

was placed in front of the Center on

opening day with a large number of the

photos. There was a crowd around the

display continuously during the two-week

run as people checked to see if their photo

was included on the poster. A number were

lucky and were presented guest tickets.

FLASH FRONT BUILT
The Center used a flash front in which

eye-catching poses of Jessica were used

and Angie Dickinson played up big over

the other names in the cast. There was

a mammoth advance display in the lobby

two weeks in advance as well as special

posters in illuminated wall frames and in

all of these advance displays there was

snappy art of Jessica and copy selling the

picture as gay, saucy, sexy, snappy com-

edy, music and romance.

Patron-Showman Prizes

For 'Notorious Landlady'
Columbia is sponsoring a dual prize pa-

tron-showman sweepstakes with more than

1,000 nationally advertised items as prizes

in conjunction with the national release of

“The Notorious Landlady.” The so-called

“Lucky Lease Sweepstakes” will award top-

name prizes, including GE hair dryers and

food mixers, Schick razors, Webcor record

players. Black & Decker electric drills and

Longine-Wittnauer watches. A special con-

test trailer has been prepared for local ex-

hibitor use plus entry blanks and lobby art

material heralding the drawings.

In connection with the “Lucky Lease

Sweepstakes,” Webcor Tape recorders will

be presented for the best, most complete

and imaginative contest campaigns to ex-

hibitors throughout the country. There will

be two awards in each of the following

five categories : Best campaign in cities un-

der 50,000 population; best campaign in

cities with population 50,000 to 250,000;

best campaign in cities of 250,000 to 500,-

000; best campaign in cities 500,000 to 1.-

000,000, and best campaign in cities with

populations over 1,000,000.

Campaigns may be submitted in any

form, but must be documented with photo-

graphs of lobby displays, store windows and

other promotional exhibits, etc.

Wind Comment on Marquee

Fred McElroy placed “WINDY, AIN’T

IT?” on the marquee of the Plaza Theati'e

in Altus, Okla., and hit a responsive chord

from the whole town. Altus is situated in

the high western part of the state where

the wind sometimes blows without letup,

sometimes reaching tornado strength. Re-

cently, everyone was getting tired of the

wind, which had blown for 11 days straight

25 miles a n hour or more when McElroy

put up his marquee comment. The local
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'Five Day Lover' Gels

The Light Touch!
Promoting art pictures is a challenge to

a manager used to exploiting regular

product—he has to keep his promotion
subdued and still try to make it appealing
to his regular moviegoers. This observa-
tion comes from Charles Stokes, manager
of the Bar Harbour Theatre, an Associated
Independent circuit house in the Bar Har-
bour' shopping center of Massapequa Park
on Long Island, N.Y., by way of introduc-
tion to a report on his campaign for “Five
Day Lover.”

This French film was playing at the
beginning of spring, so Stokes, mindful of

his regular movie fans, decided on a
flower promotion. First he typed out a
doggerel on spring:

Tra-la-la, spring has sprung . . .

Thoughts turn to love . . . Songs are
sung . . . Flowers are blooming . . .

Give this bloom to your only one. Then
both of you come and see and laugh at
the daffy dilly comedy, “FIVE DAY
LOVER” . . . Now at your BAR HAR-
BOUR THEATRE.
These lines were then mimeographed on

slips of paper, attached to daffodils, and
handed out to patrons leaving the theatre
the weekend before “Five Day Lover” was
opened.

In addition fresh bunches of daffodils
wei'e given each day to a number of stores
and shops for distribution, one daffodil
with a slip to a customer. Included was a
gasoline station, restaurant, beauty shop
and cleaning place. Theatre staffers also
distributed the flowers in the shopping
center.

Special heralds, printed in book form,
recounted the story of “Five Day Lover.” A
French town scene was arranged by an
artist at the theatre.

Stokes reports his run was very success-
ful.

Two Schools, One Public,
See a Religious Picture
Joseph Herman of the Starr Theatre

Oin Knickerbocker avenue in Brooklyn
played “The Song of Sister Marie” on a
Wednesday and Thursday before Easter
and did very well by concentrating his
effort on the schools, public and parochial.
The neighborhood is predominately Catho-
lic, hence the Catholic picture.

School cooperation was exceptional. Two
principals came through 100 per cent and
got their schools to attend the morning
matinee. One was a public school, which
Herman believes is the first one to extend
such cooperation for a motion pictui'e. The
other was a Catholic school.
Six thousand coloring sheets, distributed

at the schools, proved very effective. They
went out a week before the showing.
Herman got the principals of each

pubhc and parochial school to announce
the dates of “The Song of Sister Marie.”

Ricksha Race for 'Road'
United Artists publicist Wally Heim and

assistant Bill Schaefer arranged a ricksha

race on State street, Chicago, for the. open-
ing of “Road to Hong Kong” at the Chicago
Theatre.

It's a Lucky Showman Who Paints Own Signs

All sign work at the Penn Theatre
m Washington, Pa., is done by Bill Wil-
son, the manager, and his only cost is

for the material. As he remarks, you
can’t get it cheaper than that! Here
are four examples of Wilson’s display

work. At top left, bed was used inside

one week in advance and outside during
the run of “Satan Never Sleeps.” The
devil’s mask was hung on the bedpost!

Top left, is a standee display made
by Wilson in which he changes the title

of “X-15” to the “Joe Walker Story”
because Washington’s own Joe Walker,
test pilot, helped make the picture.

At bottom right is a display featuring

some stills dug out of the Penn Theatre
files and put out as a comeon for a
Downtown Bargain Days promotion.
Captioned, “How many do you remem-
ber?” the pictures of film stars of for-

mer days attracted much attention.

At bottom right, two boys who were
majoring in French at a nearby college

were hired to put on a ballyhoo for

“Fanny.” They played cards, as seen,

and walked around town, answering all

questions in French!
Manager Wilson had a big time with

“Exodus.” He painted over 43 feet of

banner displays for this one.

Wilson’s skill is a real budget saver.

Promotion Coup on Opposition House Stage
Showman P. Milner of the Mayfair The-

atre in southeast London scored a pro-

motional coup when the star of the May-
fair’s next attraction got in some strong

plugs for the showing from the stage of

the opposition theatre.

It came about when Adam Faith, star

of “What a Whopper,” was making a one-
night stand at the competing house a week
before the Mayfair opening. Milner already
had bookstores and publishers going with
a tieup on Faith’s autobigraphy, “Poor Me.”
The publishers were sponsoring a reception

for the actor-author at the opposition
house, so it was no trouble for Milner to get

an invitation.

At the reception, Milner got Faith, who
knew about the Mayfair booking, to give

nim some autograph stills and copies of

his book, with a goodwill message to pa-

trons, for use as prizes in a contest. But
the big payoff came when Faith announced
to his audiences at both shows in the op-
position theatre that his film would be
playing at the Mayfair the following week.
“This produced a substantial effect at the

boxoffice,” Milner repeats.

The autographed books were given to the
1,000th, 2,000th and 3,000th ticket buyer at

the Mayfair.

In Two Magazines
“Sweet Bh'd of Youth” was featured in

the magazine section of the New York Sun-
day Times newspaper. Geraldine Page was
the subject of a Spotlight profile of Life.

Reproductions of the two features are con-
tained in the MGM pressbook.
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Shopper and Rural Papers Spread Out

'State Fair' Coverage for 40 Miles
Cliff Knoll, manager of the State in

Sioux Falls, S. D., relates he stai^ted his
campaign for State Fair” weeks in ad-
vance with the use of a teaser trailer on
the State screen. Disc jockeys were con-
tacted about the same time to complete
arrangements for playing the songs from
the film record albiun every day through
the run, with credits.

The attractive door panels available
from National Screen also were up well
in advance. These panels were worked into
the front for the opening and current,
along with colored pennants and stream-
ers strung from the top of the building
to the canopy.
The State manager went after maxi-

mum rural coverage, making up a special
3 -col. 8-in. ad with his own art work for

the Shopping News fann edition nine days
prior. This reached 6,000 rm'al boxholders
in three South Dakota counties within 30
to 40 miles. For a similar distance east
in Iowa and Minnesota, 1-col. 8-in. ads
were placed in the LuVeme, Minn., and
Rock Rapids, Iowa, papers which reached
the subscribers the day before opening.
These ads were headed;
“Pack the family in the car and head

for Sioux Falls for the Blue Ribbon Fun
Time, etc.”

“We know these ads paid us big divi-

dends, especially on Easter Sunday, be-
cause we talked to many poeple from the
covered area on that day,” Knoll com-
ments.
A week in advance, a 1x10 ad in the

local paper directed readers to the 20th-
Fox national ad in the Parade magazine
that Sunday.
Radio KISD ran a seven-day mince-

meat recipes contest free in addition to

a paid spot schedule. The KISD Neighbor
to Neighbor daily program listeners were

asked to phone in (while on the air) their
favorite recipes. Guest tickets were given
to the best ones. This was good for over
an hour and three-quarters free time, and
that isn’t mincemeat!
Another local station had a contest

aimed at teenagers, who were asked to

identify a number of Pat Boone songs
and the films in which they were sung.
Soundtrack albums were awarded.
KSOO-TV, which had a paid spot sched-

ule, went along on a nine-day free pro-
motion on its noon and 6 p. m. stock
market telecasts. Using film plugs, camera
shots of the one-sheet, the record album
music and stills, the promotion asked
rural viewers to send in postcards ad-
dressed to “State Fair Contest, KSOO-
TV, Sioux Falls, S. D.” listing name, ad-
dress and the number of members of the
family living at home.

After the first two days, or for seven
days, the program handlers drew two
cards a day on the 6 p. m. segment, and
sent these families guest tickets to “State
Fair” This emphasized the good family
entertainment angle. Knoll reports cards
came from all over the area and the sta-

tion asked for another similar tiein.

Two Red Owl markets used an ad tiein,

“You Can’t Beat the Fun at State Fair . . .

And You Can’t Beat the Values at the

Red Owl.” Also advertised was a guest

ticket to the film with the purchase of

each five-pound canned ham.
Ads were placed in the local high school

paper just prior to opening.

Sioux City has a downtown piped music
system. KnoU got the operators to play

the “State Fair” music soundtrack album
through this 32-speaker network from 8

a. m. to 9 p. m. on the opening and second

day. 'The music is heard by everybody on
the streets of Sioux Falls.

The local Marine Corps office parked its mobile

recruiting office, a red, white and blue trailer, out-

side the Strand Theatre in Wichita Falls, Tex.,

during the showing of "The Outsider," the film

story of Marine Ira Hayes raising the flag on Iwo

Jima. They carried posters on the film. Here

Angelia Smith, Miss Wichita Falls Area Marine,

chats with Sgt. Johnny McDonald during a stop at

the mobile office at the Strand. This was good for a

three-column photo in the Wichita Falls Times.

Manager Fred McHam reports the recruiting trailer

played records over its PA system, making a pitch

for the film after each one. Also 500 pictures of

the Iwo Jima flag-raising were given away.

Corpse and Maggots

At 'Burial' Preview!
It was quite an audience stunt Joel Poss,

manager of Loew’s 170th Street Theatre in

Miami, Fla., and Spence Steinhurst, pub-
licist for AIP, put over for “The Premature
Burial.” At a midnight preview, there was
a coffin on the stage and in it a stooge. The
lid rose and out scampered the “corpse”

who strolled through the audience. Sitting

dead center was a girl supposed to be his

wife and the “corpse” dragged her into the

coffin. About the time on the screen that

Ray Milland found maggots in his poison

drink and shuddered, there was a shower
of rubber bands falling on the audience.

It caused quite a furor!

Family Safari for 'Hotorir
As part of Paramount’s national pro-

motion campaign heralding the Jime re-

lease of “Hatari!” John Wajme, star of

the African adventure film, invited press,

celebrities and their children to a “family

safari” on Saturday (12) at the Egyptian

Theatre in Hollywood. The invitational

preview featured a lobby zoo which in-

cluded a baby elephant and Sonya, the

cheetah appearing in the film. The latter,

flown from Tanganyika, was given to the

San Diego zoo. Popcorn, lollipops and
balloons were given to kids and parents.

Supermarket Night at Airer

The Moonlite, Smithfield, Mass., has

a supermarket tieup, designating Wednes-
day as Thorofare Nite. The Uniontown and
Connellsville stores give a free ticket with

each $5 purchase.

On opening and second day of "State Fair" at the State Theatre in Sioux Falls, S. D., Manager

Cliff Knoll hod the Midwest Promenaders square-dance out front between 7 and 9 p. m. Two

police officers and two squad cars kept the area clear of traffic. The youngsters put on an excellent

show. TV newscasts carried information on the event for the two days.
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2633 Advise & Consent (139) ® Drama Col

2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama MGM
2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr Gordon-SR

2562 Anatomy of a Psycho (75) Dr SR

2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA

2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-lite Adv. Dr Schoenfeld

—B—
2586 OQBabes in Toyland (100) Mus BV

2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. .20th-Fox

2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM
2628 ©Bachelor of HearU (97) Com Cont'l

2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama U-l

2569 BadJao (100) Action Dr Parallel

2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA

2634 Belle Sommers (62) Drama Col

2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy Lopert

2624 ©Big Red (BO'/a) Adv BV

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet Magna

2560 ©Blood and Roses (74) ® Dr... Para

2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror Crown

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para

2631 ©Bon Voyage (132) © Comedy BV

2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) AC...UA

2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) Cy Para

2625 ©Broken Land, The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox

2406 Brushfire (SO) War Dr Para

2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP

2633 Cabinet of Caligari (104)

© Horror Drama 20th-Fox

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont'l

2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l

2583 Capture That Capsulel (75)

Action Drama Rivlera-SR

2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. .Col

2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA

2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ,...SR

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WD
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart

2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, Tht

(128) © Adv. Spect MGM
2575 ©Comancheros, The tl07) ©

Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox

2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night’’)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense WB
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para

—1>—

2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l

2559 Day the Sky Exploded. The

(80) Science-Fiction Excelsior

2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo UA

2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA

2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama U-l

2564 ©Devil at 4 O’Uock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col

2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion

2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

H orror-Terror Crown-SR

2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com .... Governor

2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col

2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Sbowcorp

—E

—

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec AA
2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy. ... Para

2577 Everything’s Ducky (SO) Comedy .... Col

2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp... Col

2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA

—F—
2577 Fear No More (SO) Suspense Dr. Sutton

2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr Col

2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Adventure Woolner

2563 Flight That Disappeared. The

(72) Seience-F’n UA

5-28-62 4+ + 44 64-

3-26-62 ++ + + 44 44 -4 104-1-

10-30-61 ± — 2-43-

9-18-61 - 1-

8- 7-61 -f-
-4 -4 54-2-

U-13-61 -f 1-4

12-11-61 -f 44 44 -4 44 -4 104-1-

12- 4-61 + -4 44 44 -4 94-2-

11- 6-61 4+ -4 -4 44 44 -4 + 104-

5- 7-62 -f 14-

10-16-61 44 44 -4 44 •4 -4 ± 104-1-

10-16-61 ± -4 -4 -4 4-1-
2-19-62 + — 34-3-

5-28-62 ± + 34-2-

3- 5-62 + 1-4

4-23-62 44 -4 + 44 7-41-

2-26-62 44 + 44 44 44 10-41-

9-U-61 ± ± -4 74-6-

U-20-61 - 1-
11-27-61 -4 -4 + + -4 7-42-

5-21-62 44 44 44 44 S-4

10- 2-61 -4 — ± ± — 4-5-
10- 9-61 44 4- 44 44 44 -4 -4 11-4

4-30-62 ± 1-41-

2-12-62 -4 — -4 54-4-

4- 9-62 -4 — + -4 34-1-

5-28-62 + -4 44 + 5-4

11-13-61 ± — 44 5+2-
3-19-62 -4 44 -4 44 44 + 44 114-

12- 4-61 ± _ A 24-3-

2-12-62 -4 — -4 44 44 54-1-

12-18-61 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 144-

2-26-62 ± 14-1-

1-29-62 ± 44 + 44 64-1-

9- 4-61 ± ± ± + -4 -4 7-4«-
8- 7-61 -4 ± -4 -4 ± ± -4 7-43-

12-25-61 -4 ± -4 -4 it + 64-2-

U- 6-61 # -4 -4 44 -4 44 + 1&4-

2-26-62 ± + -4 7-45-

4-16-62 44 44 -4 44 44 44 44 13-^

1-29-62 44 -4 44 # -4 44 44 12-4

9-11-61 -4 1-4

4-30-62 - 1-42-
2- 5-62 -4 — -4 + — 4-43-
1-.8-62 -4 -4 -4 44 -4 -4 74-

9-25.61 44 -4 44 44 44 -4 44 12-4

2-26-62 ± 1-41-

10-30-61 ± 14-1-
4-23-62 -4 -4 + + 7+3-

4-16-62 -4 + 7+5-
12-18-61 -4 -4 4+2-

12-18-61 44 44 -4 44 44 44 44 13+
12-11-61 -4 44 -4 44 8+2—
U-13-61 — -4 -4 6+5-
3-26-62 44 -4 -4 44 44 44 44 12-4

9-18-61 -4 -4 -4 -4 44 7+1-

11-13-61 -4 14
4-23-62 -4 44 -4 + -f 8+2-

11- 6-61 -4 - -4 3+2-

9-25-61 -4 ± 44 7-44-

2580 y©Flowtr Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l U-20-61 4f + + 44 44 H 44 12+
2618 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com...UA 4- 2-62 + + + 14 + 44 8+
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr.. 11-13-61 + 1+
2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama 4- 9-62 + + + it + 44 8+2-
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama . . .

.

MGM 2-19-62 4f 44 + 44 + 44 44 12+

—G

—

2585 George Raft Story, The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + + 44 + + + 8+
2626 ©Geronimo (101 ® Outdoor Dr UA 4-30-62 + + + 44 + + 7+
2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr 11-20-61 4t 2+
2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 4) 2+
2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys.

.

.... Astor 9-S-61 ± 1+1-
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 +4 44 + 44 44 44 + 12+
2560 Great War, The (118) Drama . . . . Lopert 9-11-61 + 44 44 + 44 9+1-
2556 OOGreyfriars Bobby (91) Drama BV 8-28-61 44 + 44 + 44 44 44 12+
2587 Gun Street (67) Western UA 12-18-61 ± — — + — 2+4-
2593 ©Guns of the Black WiUh

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± - 1+2-

H*

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n... .20th- Fox 3-19-62 ± 3+3-
2626 ©Hands of a Stranger (SSJ/g) Susp. ..AA 4-30-62 ± ziz 3+3-
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com -Dr ..UA 1-22-62 + + 44 + 8+3—
2625 Harold Lloyd's World of

Comedy (94) Comedy 4-30-62 + 44 4+ 44 7+
2572 Head, The (95) Horror •Trans-Lux 10-23-61 + — + — 3+4-
2634©Hatari! (159) Adv. Dr Para 5-28-62 44 + + 4+ 6+
2634 Hell Is for Heroes (90) War Dr. Para 5-28-62 + + 2+
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama Col 3-12-62 + it — it +-
2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical. .. .Para 12-25-61 + + + + 7+3-
2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA 3- 5-62 ± — + + — 4 1-4-

2620©Horizontal Lieutenant, The (90)

Comedy © MGM 4- 9-62 + -t + + + + 8+2-
2623 House of Women (S3) Drama. .

.

WB 4 23 62 ± + + + — 6+4—
2565 HusUer, The (134) © Drama. .20th-Fox 10- 2-61 + + + 44 44 44 44 U+

' 1

2596 ©1 Bombed Pearl Harbor

(96) Widescope, War Dr.... . . . Parade 1-15-62 + + 3+1-
2626 Information Received (77) Dr.. U-l 4-30-62 + H- + + 4+1-
2587 Innocents, The (IDO) ©

Suspense Drama .20th-Fox 12-18-61 +4 44 44 44 44 44 1++1-
2628 Intruder, The (S3) Dr Pathe-America 5- 7-62 + 44 + +4 + + 8+
2556 Invasion Quvtet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM 8-28-61 ± + + + + 7+3-

—J

—

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy UA 3-26-62 44 it + + + 8+3—
2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense . . .UPRO 2-26-62 + + + 3+
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (SO) Adv. -Fantasy. .

.

AlP 2-12-62 + tl + — 5+4—
2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 44 44 44 +4 44 44 44 14+

—a—
2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr 1- 1-62 :t 1+1-
2571 OOKing of Kings (161) ®

Religious Drama ....MGM 10-23-61 44 tt 44 44 44 + 44 15+
2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama. .

.

.Kingsley 11-27-61 + 44 + ± 5+1-

L

2627 ©Lad: a Dog (98) Drama... WB 5- 7-62 44 + zt + + 6+1-
2631 ©Last of the Vikings (102)

Dyaliscope, Adv Medallion 5-21-62 + + 2+
2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama ...MGM 1-15-62 44 + 44 44 44 44 ^4 13+
2630 ©Lisa (112) © Adv. Dr 20th-Fox 5-14-62 + + + 44 5+
2628 Lonely Are the Brave (107)

® Outdoor Drama U-l 5- 7-62 + + + 44 + 44 8+
2593 Long and the Short and the

Tali, The (102) War Dr.... 1- 8-62 44 + + + 5+
2593 Lost Battalion (S3) War Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ± + 2+1-
2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy.. U-l !12-25-61 44 + 4+ 44 44 + 44 12+

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th- Fox 2-12-62 ± + + + + + 6+1-
2622 ©Magic Sword, The (SO)

Fantasy-Adventure UA 4-16-62 + + + + + 5+
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB :U-20-61 44 + 44 44 4+ 44 44 13+
2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com Ellis 2- 5-62 44 2+
2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 + + 44 it + 8+3-
2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Or 9-18-61 + zt — + + 6+4-
2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance.

The (123) Western Para 4-16-62 ± 44 + 44 44 + 9+1-
2573 Mark, The (127) © Ormna .

.

...Cont’l 10-30-61 4f + + 44 44 44 44 12+
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary ++ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. H Very Good; + Good; * Fair; ~ Poor; — Very Poor.
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Horror Drama WB U- 661 + — — + ff 6+4-
2632 ©Merrill’s Marauders (98) © Dr. WB 5-21-62 + tt tt tt 7+
2594 ©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy . . . . Showsorp 1- 8-62 ± + tt tt + + + 9+1-
2629 Miracle V/orker, The (106) Dr. UA 5-14-62 ff tt tt tt 8+
2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy . .

.

BV 1-29-62 + tt + tt tt tt 11+1-
2611 Most Wanted Man. The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 - 1-

2632 Mothra (90) Tohoscope, HoDr.

.

Col 5-21-62 + — + 2+1-
2632 ©Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation

(116) © Comedy . 20th-Fox 5-21-62 tt tt tt 6+
2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho. Col 10-16-61 + — + + + 6+3-
2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery . . . .MGM 1-22-62 + + + tt + + + 8+
2624 ©Music Man, The (151) ®

Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 ff tt tt tt tt tt 12+
2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr. Para 4- 2-62 + tt + tt 6+
2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 + + + tt tt + 9+1-

2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Adv . . .UPRO 9- 1-61 ± 1+1-
2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

*

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 + + + db 5+2-
2631 ©Night Creatures (81) Adv.... U-l 5-21-62 + tt + 4+
2574 Ninth Bullet The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SB 10-30-61 ff 2+
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama 1- 1-62 + + ff tt + + tt 10+

—o—
2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 ± + + 6+4-
2583 One, Two, Three (115) © Comedy. . . . UA 12- 4-61 tt + tt tt tt tt tt 13+
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com. . Kingsley 3- 5-62 + + + tt + + HK 8+1-
2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 ti 1+1-
2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama . U-l 12-25-61 + ff ff tt tt 11+2-

—P—
2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 ± 1+1-
2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz. UA 10- 2-61 ff + + + + + 7+
2633 ©Peeping Tom (86) Suspense. . . . Astor 5-28-62 + 1+
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv .Crest-SR 9-11-61 + 1+
2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) © Adventure
1Filmgroup 12-11-61 + _ 1+1-

2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Foot 10- 9-61 + f 6+4-
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

©Horror Drama AlP 8-14-61 -i--|--)- + -H-

2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 ++ ± -f +f +f
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

© Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 + -f ± +
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (SO) © Adv. (Enj. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 ± ±
2570 Pure Hell at St. Trinin’s,

The (94) Farce Cont’l 10-16-61 ±
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20tb-Foa 10-30-61 -|-

2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr. ..Tlnies 11-20-61 -|-

- +f

+

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

S Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed). • Cot 9-18-61 -F

2516 Raisin in the Sun, A (128) Dr Col

2620 Reprieve (105>/2) Drama AA
2629 ©Ride the High Country (94)

© Western MGM
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR
2568 Risk, The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 -(-

2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone.

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 -f-

4- 3-61 ++

4- 9-62 -I-

5-

14-62 -f

3-12-62 ±

++

+f

-f-

+ ± 8+1-

+ +t U+1-

+ ± 6+2-

2+2-

± + 5+3-

+ 4+1-
± + 5+1-

± ± 5+*-

++

+ 5+1-

+ + ++ +

+ +

± +
2614©Rome Adventure (US) Com-Dr...WB 3-19-62+ + ±.

2564 Ruffians. The (86)

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 +

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr DA
2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont

2627 Satan in High Heels (93),

Exploitation Melodrama. Cosmic

2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©
Comedy-Drama 2(Hh-Fox

2464 ©Savage Innocents, The (89)

® Adv. Dr Pza 9-2660 ff ff

4-23-62 +
1- 1-62 +
1-29-62 ±
4-16-62 +

9- 4-61 ff

5- 7-62 - =

- +

-t-

+
+

6+
1-11-

8+1-
8+1-

1+

+ + 6+2-
+ + 8+2-
± ± 6+5-
+ ± 7+3-

H- + 7+

± 1+4-

3- 5-62 + + ± + -f + + 7^.1.

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr

2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

.UA 10-16-61 + ±
+
ff

ff + ± 11+1-
± + 9+3-

gr

5bze

- fc t fc z
e

oB

+ ± ff + ff +

+ + H +

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fra 11- 6-61 +
2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. . . UA 10- 9-61 ±
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Oown Int'l

2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) © Outdoor UA

2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown

2570 SevBi Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr 20th-Fox 10-16-61 ++:- + + +
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr UPRO

2627 ©She Didn’t Say No! (96)

Comedy Satire Seven Arts

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB
2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) Wn U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr. ..WB

2616 4^©State Fair (118) ©Musical. 20th-Fox

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. ..Para 12- 4-61 ff

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Aster 9- 4-61 ±

2568©Susan< Slade (116) Drama WB 10- 9-61 ±
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

3-12-62 ±

9-1861 +
2- 5-62 +
2-19-62 ±

4- 9-62 ±

5- 7-62 ff

9+1-
3+S-

1+1-

- 5+5-

+ + 8+
1+1-

I

1-29-62 + ± — + — —

1- 8-62 +
3-26-62 +
1- 1-62 ±
9-U-61 ff

3-26-62 +

± + f+ + +

9+2-

2+2-

2+

3-H-

8+2-

± + + + ± 6+2-

+ + + 6+3-

ff ff ff ff ft ft 14+

ff i + ff + ff 10+1-

ff ff ff ft ff tt 14+

+ ± + + ±
1+1-
6+3-

© Drama MGM 3-12-62 ff + tt tt ff + tt 12+
2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©

Com/Mus ....20th-Fox 4-16-62 + — 1+1-

—T—
2630 Taste of Honey, A (100) Dr. 5-14-62 ff tt tt tt + 9+
2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used) . . . . UA 8-28-61 + ± ± + — 5+4-

2614 Tell-Tale Heart The (78)

Horror Drama . Danziger-SR 3-19-62 + 1+
2632 ©That Touch of Mink (99) © Com. . U-l 5-14-62 tt + tt tt 7+
2613 Temptation (94) Melodr. 3-19-62 + 1+
2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama ,...20th-Fox 1-15-62 tt + tt tt + + tt 11+

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac 1-22-62 ±: + + 3+1-
2629 13 West Street (80) Dr... Col 5-14-62 ± + + 6+4-
2559 Three on a Spree (S3) Comedy . . . . UA 9-11-61 + + — 4+3-
2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy .. Col 1-22-62 -- — + + + 5+4-

2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr.. 1-22-62 ± + + + 7+4—
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Or UA 10-23-61 ff + + tt tt 10+2-

+ +
+ ± 3+1-
± 5+2-

— ± ± 5+6—

2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr Col 12-11-61 +
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr. ZOtb-FoK 7-10-61 + ±
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys. AA 1-29-62 ± ± ±
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color Prolog AlP 3-26-62 +
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 + ± ± + + ± ± 7-f4-

2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ±
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also wKh titles Embassy 10- 2-61 ff

± ± +

- + + ± ff

ff ff ff ff ff 12+

2603 Underwater City. The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy Col

2553 Unstoppable Man, The (6B)

Suspense Drama Sutton

2-12-62 ± ± ±

8-21-61 +

± + ± 6+5-

—V

—

2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv. .Col 11-27-61 ± - - + ± -
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America

2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama (>int'l

2-19-62 ff + # # + ft

3+5-
ft 12+

2- 562 ff + ftffffffffl3+

+ 10+1-
8+2-

± 8+2-

ff ft ft ff ff ft 14+

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (U4) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 ff ff + ff ff

2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4- 2-62 ± + + ff

5286 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 ff ± + ff

256t ^>©West Side Story (155)

Panavision. Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 ff

2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 ff + + + + tt + 12+

2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times 12- 4-61 ± — + 2-|-2—

2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 — 1-

2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 — 1-

2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM 11- 6-61 ff — ± ± ± 7+4—

2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 + + + + ± ± 6+2-

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) © Dr..

/A.

he

4+3-

5+3-

ui-

ing

• UA 11-20-61 + ± ± + tt tt + 9+2-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in porenthescs. © is for

(J) VistaVision; (|) Superscope; ® Panovision; (g) Regolscope; 0 Techniromo. Symbol O denotes BC^OrMtt
Blue Ribbon Award; 0 color photography. Letters ond combinations thereof indicote ^tory type—(Complete Feature chart

ALLIED ARTISTS

Twenty Plus Two (102) . . My. .6U0
Javid .larvssen, Jeanne Crain,

Dina Merrill, Agnes Moorehead

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Barrie Qiase

The Bashful Elephant (80) OD. .6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID.. 6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Marla Ehno

Hands of a Stranger (85>/2) 0. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Haney,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Rider on a Dead Horse
(72) 0D..6212

John Vivyan, Lisa Lu, Bruce
Gordon, Kevin Hagen

Reprieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, V. Price, R. Steiger,
S. Davis jr.

The Bridge (104) 0. .6207
(Eng-dubbed version)

V^olker Bohnet. Fritz Wepper
Confessions of an Opium

Eater (85) D..6206
V'incent Price, Linda Ho

Payroll (94) Ac.. 6210
.Michael Craig. Francoise Pjevost

The Frightened City (97) D..6211
Herbert Lom, John Gregson,
Yvonne Romain

AMERICAN INT'L ^ 1 COLUMBIA 1 ii M-G-M 1 ii

©The Devil at 4 O’clock

(127) D..607
Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra

©Loss of Innocence (99).. D.. 608
K. More, D. Darrieux, S. York

A Weekend With Lulu (91).. C.. 609
Leslie PhilUps, Rob’t Monkhouse

Bridge to the Sun (112) ..D..202
Carroll Baker, James Shigeta

Invasion Quartet (87) . . . . CO . .203

Bill Travers, Spike Milligan

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad.. 610
Don Megowan, Siivana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho. .611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612

Sean McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(SO) © Ad.. 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Serato

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) © Ad.. 204

Kory Calhoun, Lea Massarj

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana Turner, Jams Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) SF..613
Jolm Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (S3) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
( Super-Dynamation)
Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) . . My. .208

Margaret Rutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray Miiland, Hazel Court

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trlckett

The Underwater City (78) SF. .618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D..619
Laurence Harvey, Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Havllland, U. Brazzl,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mlmleux

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Prima,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
Richard Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid ThuUn,
Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Blyck

Bum, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

Phantom Planet (82) . . . .SF. .711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

Don’t Knock the

Twist (87) M..622
Chubby Checker, Marl Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D. .624
Mickey Mantle, Rr^er Maris,
I’atricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (71) Ho.. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

iivasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Bay

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beymer

13 West Street (80) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

©Ride the High Country

(94) © 0D..216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea

Warriors 5 (..) Ac.. 707
Jack Balance, Anna Balll

Advise and Consent (138) © D..628
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone

©The Wild Westerners (..) W..629
Jas. Philbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

Lolita (152) D..217
James Mason, Shelley Winters,
Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

Panic in Year Zero! ( . . ) © D . . 708
Ray Miiland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

The Notorious Landlady
(123) MyC..701

Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire

Zotz! (87) C..702
Tom Poston, Julia Meade,
Cecil Kellaway

©Boys’ Night Out (115) © C..218
Kim Novak. James Garner, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©Swordsman of Siena

(..) © Ad. .219
Stuart Granger. Sylva Koscina,
Christine Kaufmann

©Tarzan Goes to India ( .

.

) Ad .

.

Jock Mahoney, SimL Mark Dana

PARAMOUNT

©Breakfast at Tiffany’s

(115) CD. 6103

Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

Angela Lansbury

O

The Errand Boy (82) . . . C. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Summer and Smoke
(118) ® D..6107

Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad.. 6110

Roesano Brazzl, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) .. D . .6111

Romy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6U2
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113

William Holden, LUll Palmer

(pre-release)

©Escape From Bahrain

(93) ® Ac.. 6115

Yiil Brynner, Madlyn Rhue,

Sal Mlneo

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . . 6116

Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer

©My Geisha (120) ®.. CD.. 6118
Shirley MaoLaine, Y'ves Montand,

EMw. G. Robinson, Bob Cummings
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20TH-FOX

The Hustler (134) © D..136I
P. Newman, P. Laurie, J. Gleason

Seven Women From Hell

(88) © Ac.. 140
Patricia Owens, Denise Darcel,

Cesar Komero, John Kerr

©Pirates of Tortuga

(97) © Ad.. 135
Ken Scott, Letida Roman

©The Comancheros (107)

© 0D..141
John WasTie, Stuart Whitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
Gene Nelson, Joanna Barnes,

Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(81) © F/M. .143
Brenda Lee, Eddie .Albert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C..144

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

Andy Griffith, Theima Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas, Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Ceieste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,

Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards Jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Ewell

©Swingin' Along (74) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Eden,
Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) ©....D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Plccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Nuyen

y©State Fair (US) ©. D/M. .208
Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom EJwell

©Broken Land (60) © W. .209
Kent Tiiylor, Jody McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

Hand of Death (60) Ho.. 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

The Cabinet of Caligari

(104) © HoO.211
Glyrnls Johns, Dan O’Herlihy

© Lisa (112) © D..210
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

©It Haptened in Athens (92)

© Ad.. 214
Jayne .Mansfield. Nice Minardos

©Mr. Hobbs Takes a

Vacation (116) © C..215
James .Stewart, Maureen O’Hara,

' Fabian, Laurl Peters

|Air Patrol (70) © Ac . 216
;
Willard Parker, Merry Anders

The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type; (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS I ii UNIVERSAL-INT'L | ii WARNER BROS. 1 ii COMING
The Flight That Disappeared

(72) SF..6129
Boy Who Caught a

Crook (72) D..6127
Craig Hill, Paula Raymond

Town Without Pity (105) . . D . .6135
Kirk Douglas, Christine Kaufmann

Secret of Deep Harbor

(70) Ac.. 6130
Explosive Generation (90) D..6134
Season of Passion (92) ..D..6133
A. Baxter, E. Borgnlne, J. Mills

©Back Street (107) D..6201
Susan Hayward, John Gavin

©Splendor in the Grass

(124) D..154
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty,

Pat Hlngle, Audrey Christie

ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd 0..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©EL Cid ® 0. .

Charlton Heston. Sophia Loren
©Day of the Triffids © ....SF..
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Marco Polo © Ad.. 709
Kory Calhoun. Yoko Tani

©Tales of Terror (120) © Ho. .710
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone
©Wild Cargo (Totalscopc) . . Ad . .713
Pier Angeli. Edmund Purdom

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad .

.

Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabhas ® 0..
Anthony Quinn, SHvana Mangano,
Jack Balance, Ernest Borgnlne

©Revolt at S^ © D . .

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale

The Interns D..
Cliff Robertson, Jas. MacArthur,
Haya Harareet, Michael Callan

Requeim for a Heavyweight. . . . D. .

Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason
Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The War Lover 0 .

.

Steve McQueen. Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ann Field

The 3 Stooges in Orbit C..
Stooges

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sordi,

Michael Wilding

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita
0©King of Kings ® Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter. Siobban McKenna

©Billy Rose's Jumbo M . .

Doris Day, Steirhen Boyd,
Jimmy Durante
©Two Weeks in Another

Town D..220
Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Charisse. Geo. Hamilton
©A Very Private Affair 0..
Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastro-

lanni

©The Savage Guns 00.. 221
Richard Basehart, Alex Mcol
PARAMOUNT
©Hatari! Ad.. 6117
John Wayne. Red Buttons

The Pigeon That Took Rome. ...C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa MartlnelU,

Harry Guardlno
©A Girl Named Tamiko ©....0..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,
Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umeki
20TH-FOX
©Hemingway’s Adventures of a

Young Man © 0.

.

Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,

Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

©5 Weeks in a Balloon Ad..
Fabian, Barbara BJden, Red Buttons

©1 Like Money © C. .

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden, Capucine,

Trevor Howard
©The 300 Spartans

(113) © Ad.. 219
Richard Egan, Diane Baker,

Sir Ralph Richardson

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) © D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Brown, Jean Wllles

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Oimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Ncvlns

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy. B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

0©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan, James Shigeta,

Miyoshi Umeki
(Pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) ® C..6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . .C. .6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . .CD. .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

M.'lene Demongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) © ..00.. 6213
Frank Sinatra, Doan Martin, 8.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) CD.. 6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig Hill, Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

.lean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter
Ustinov (regular release)

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children's Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLalne.
James Gamer

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Lupton, Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . .C. .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Bdie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac.. 6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,
Richard Attenborough

The Couch (89) D..160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandrldge,

Edmund Purdom

©The Magic Sword (SO) . Ad. .6214
Basil Rathbone, Eistelle Wlnwood.
Gary Lockwood, Arme Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) Ad.. 6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) © C..6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angle Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon, Robert Bedford

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Curtis, Bruce Bennett,

James Franclscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimmy Edwards, Shirley Eaton,

Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D . . 162
Troy Donahue, Angie Dickinson,

Rossano Brazzl, Suzanne Pleshrtte

©Follow That Dream
(110) © C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O’Connell

©Geronimo (102) 00.. 6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
Chris Warfield. Brin O’Donnell

Third of a Man (SO) 0. .6226
Simon Oakland

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert Mltchum,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85)

.

. . . 0 . .163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland,

Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien

"Raymond Massey, Ursula Jeans,

Daniel Massey, Robert Stephens

Gigot D--
Jackie Gleason, Katherine Kath
UNITED ARTISTS
Phaedra 0..

Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point 0..

Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner

The Miracle Worker (106) D..6225
Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke,

Victor Jory
©Beauty and the Beast

(77) Ad.. 6223
Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Eduard Franz, Merry Anders

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
©The Spiral Road (Panav’n) . . D .

.

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

Gena Rowlands
Freud BiD..
Montgomery Clift, Susannah York.

Susan Kohner
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..

Herbert Lora, Heather Sears

©If a Man Answers C. .

Siindra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
©The Chapman Report D..
Efrem Zimbalist jr., Shelley Winters,

Claire Bloom, Jane Fonda
©Term of Trial 0 .

Laur^ce Olivier, Simone Signoret,

Sarah Miles, Terence Stamp

©Jack the Giant Killer

(94) Ad.. 6222
Kerwin .Mathews, Judl Meredith

Road to Hong Kong (91) . .C. .6227
Bing Oosby, Bob Hope,
Joan Collins, Dorothy lamour

©Night Creatures (81) .. Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing. Yvonne Remain

©Six Black Horses (SO) . .W. .6214
Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,

Joan O’Brien

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

© 00.. 6215
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,

Walter Matthau

©Lad: a Dog (98) D. .158
Peter Breck, Peggy McCay

©The Story of the Count of

Monte Cristo (132) ®..Ad..l67
Louis Jourdan, Yvonne Fumeaux

Birdman of Alcatraz (..) 0..
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

©That Touch of Mink

(99) © C..6216
Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig

Young, Audrey Meadows

Information Received (77) D..6217
Sabina Sesselman, Wm. Sylvester

©Merrill’s Marauders

(90) © 0 . . 165
Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardin

©The Music Man (151) ® M.,168
Robert Preston, Silrley Jones

(Special engagements only)
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Date is national release month. Color and
process as specified. Shorts chart

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D Aug 61
Lo a Albright, Scott Marlowe,
llc.schel Bornardi

ASTOR
Peeping Tom ( 86 ) D . . May 62
Karl Bnelim. Moira Shearer
BUENA VISTA
yOGreyfriars Bobby (91) D . . Oct 61
Donald Crisp, Kay Walsh
y©Babes in Toyland

(100) © M.. Dec 61
Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,
.Annette, B)d Wynn
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian
Keith, Edmond O’Brien
©Bon Voyage (132) ....C..Jun62
Fred .Mac-Murray, Jane Wyman,
Michael Callan, Deborah Walley

CONTINENTAL
The Mark (127) © D. .Oct 61
S. Whitman, M. Schell, R. Steiger

View From the Bridge, A
(110) D. .Feb 62

Ctrrol Lawrence, Raf Vallone,

Maureen Stapleton

Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (EJpisodes from
Lloyd’s 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

©Bachelor of Hearts (97) C. .May 62
Hardy Kruger, Sylvia Syms,
Ronald Lewis

A Taste of Honey (100) . . D . . May 62
Dora Btyan, Rita liishingham

Never Let Go (..) ..CD..Jun62
Peter Sellers, Richard Todd

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad.. Aug 61
Lex Barker, Chelo Alonso

FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
Anthony Carbone, B. Jones-Moreland

The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Alllstm, Edgar
Buchanan
©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61
Mljanou Bardot, Gerard Landry

GOVERNOR
©Doctor In Love (87) . .C. .Apr 62
.Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,

James Robertson Justice

KINGSLEY-UNION
Risk, The (81) D.. Oct 61
Tony Britton, Peter Cushing

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (UO) D.. Apr 61
Michael Gwynn, Margarete Jahnen

The Sand Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61

FRANCE
Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) . . (Jean Renoir classic)

Five Day Lover, The (86 ) .. 2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-
Pierre Cassel, Mlchellne Presle

Joker, The (86 ) 10- 2-61
(Lopert) . .J-P Cassel, A. Almee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont'l)..R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad
(98) 4-16-62

(Astor) . . Delphlne Seyrig, Giorgio

Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1 - 8-62
(Astor) .. Gerard Phllipe, Jeanne
Moreau, Armette Vadim

Maiden, The (90) 5-21-62
(Green-Roth) . .(jlaudine Dupuis

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabln, Nadja
Tiller, Danielle Darrieux

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

©Web of Passion (101) .. 11- 6-61
(Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paiil Belmondo

Zazie (86 ) 4- 30-62
(Astor) . .Catherine Demongeot
GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96 ) 3-26-62
(Casino).. 0. W. Fischer, Lilo
Pnlver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
( American-Metropolitan

)

W. Ciller, Ingrid Von Bergen
GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) . .Irene Papas

ITALY
Bell’ Antonio (101) 5-21-62

(EJnbassy) . .ilarcello Mastroianni,
Claudia Cardinale, P. Brasseur

From a Roman Balcony
(84) 11-27-61

((lont’l) . . Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl
Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(Ellis) . .Claudia Cardinale

Barry and Laurie Cardwell
MEDALLION
©Last of the Vikings (102)

® Ad.. May 62
Cameron Mitchell. Edmund Purdom

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac . Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune, Y. Natsuki

Then There Were Three
(82) Ac.. Jan 62

Alex Nicol, Prank Latimore

PATHE-AMERICA
Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Diik Bogarde, Sylrta Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee
The Intruder (83) D.. May 62
William Shatner, Frank Maxwell

RCIP
The Devil’s Commandment

(71) © Ho.. Jan 61
Gianna Marla Canale

Mark of the Devil (73) D . Jan 61
.Maria Felix, Crox Alvarado

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) C.. Nov 61
lan Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) F. .Dec 61

(Puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61

Je:m Carter, Felix Aylmer
©Gina (92) Ad.. Nov 61
Simone Signoret. Georges Marchal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) .. My. . Oct 61
(Eng-dubbed) .. Alain Delon, Marie

LaForet, Maurice Ronet
Wild for Kicks (92) . . . . D . . Jan 62
David Farrar, Noelle Adam, Gillian

Ilil s. Shirley Ann Field

Frantic (81) D. .Mar 62
(Eng-dubb^) Jeanne Moreau

Also available with sub-titles at

90 minutes running time

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Jet Storm (91) D.. Sep 61
Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker. Diane CUento
©Shame of the Sabine

Women (80) Ad.

.

Lex Johnson, William Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad.. Oct 61
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

La Dolce Vita (175) .... 4-24-61

(Astor) . .Marcello Mastroianni,

Anita Ekberg, Anouk Almee
L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Jarurs) • -Monica Vltti, Gabriele

Ferzettl, Lea Massarl
Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62

(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massarl

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The
(91) 10- 9-61

((7ont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, Pabllto

Calvo (Span-Iang; Hiig. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62
(Lopert) . .Je.anne Moreau. Marcello

Mastroianni. Monica Vltti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor).. A. Delon. A. Glrardot

JAPAN
Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR)..Yuko Moshlzuki

Throne of Blood (108) .... 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61
(Janus).. Z. Cy’bulski

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
( Kingsley) .. T. Izewska, T. Janezar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . .Francisco Rabal, SUvia
Pinal, Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil's Eye. The (90) 12-18-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Blbi
Andersson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) . 4- 30-62
(Janus) . . Harriet Andersson, Max
von Sydow

U.S.S.R.

Summer to Remember, A
(80) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

O.Z cco

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

( 181/2 ) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Fiung by a Fling (16).. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (I6I/2 ) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62
6426 Clunked in the

Clink (16) May 62
6436 Microspook (16) Jun 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11).. Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10) .. Nov 61
6553 No. 3, Series 3 (lO/a) . .Jan 62
6554 No 4, Series 3 (11).. Apr 62
6555 No. 5, Series 3

(lO'/z) May 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

6601 Red Riding Hood Rides
Again (7) Sep 61

6602 The Music Fluke (7)... Sep 61
6603 Imagination (6I/2 ) ...Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

( 6/2 ) Nov 61
6605 Grape-Nutty (6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

(6/2 ) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy ( 6 ) Jan 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) ... .Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (O/2 ) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7) . . Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (7Vj) . • Apr 62
6613 The Air Hostess (8).. May 62
6614Giddyap (6/2 ) Jun 62

FiLM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5854 Yukon Canada (10) Apr 61
LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (GIA) . . . Jun 61
5708 Zoo Is Company (bi/g) . . Jul 61
6701 Catch Meow ( 61/2 ) ... .Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61
6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7) Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) ....Apr 62
6707 Common Scents (..).. May 62
6709 Bearly Able (7) Jun 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6)..Jul61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(6V2 ) (© and standard) . .Oct 61
6753 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6) (Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7) . . Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6V2 ) (© and standard) . . Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19).. Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(15) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19)

.

. Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

( 191/2 ) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61
6160 Monster and the

Ape May 62

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland
(15'/^) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring
(16) Jul 61

6401 Quiz Whiz (IS'/z) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(I6I/
2 ) Oct 61

6403 Pies and Guys (I6V2 )

.

. Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17)... Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That Ends

Well (16) Apr 62
6407 Triple Crossed (16).. May 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski- Birds ( 91/2 ) . . .Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin (..) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

O.Z cco

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio
Tom and Jerrys

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7) . .Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7).. Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal ( 8 ) . . Sep 60
W275Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9) . Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7).. Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..).. Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COMIC KINGS

F21-1 Frogs Legs (5) ....Apr 62
F21-2 Home Sweet Swampy

( . . ) May 62
F21-3 Hero’s Reward (..) ..May 62
F21-4 Psychological Testing

(. .) Jun 62
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)
B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter (..) Jun 62
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(6/2 ) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics (..) Nov 61
M21-4 Giddy Gadgets (..) ..Mar 62
M21-5 Hi Fi Jinx (..) ...Mar 62
M21-6 Funderful Suburbia

{..) Mar 62
M21-7 Samson Scrap (..) .Mar 62

NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P21-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2Turtle Scoup (6) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6 ) Nov 61
P21-4 Perry Popgun (6 ) . .Jan 62
P21-5 Without Time or

Reason (6 ) Jan 62
P21-6 Good and Guilty (6).. Feb 62
P21.7 TV or No TV (6) ... Mar 62

POPEYE CHAMPIONS
E21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7) . . Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) Sep 61
E21-3 Popeye, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4Shaving Muggs (7) Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6 ) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6 ) ....Sep 61

SPORTS IN ACTION
(1-Reel Color)

D21-1 Symphony in Motion
(10) Jan 62

D21-2 Bow Jest (10) Apr 62

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)
7104 Assignment Egypt (9) . . May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore

& Malaya (10) Jun 61
7107 Hills of Assisi (10) . . .Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
TIAfttPL: LI-..:7109 Ski New Horizons (10).. Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9).. Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) . . Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8) . . Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERR’YTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail

(6 ) May 61
5126 Sappy New Year (7)

.

. . Dec
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6).. Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Rrverboat Mission (7) . . May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6 ) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6 ) Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merry (6 ) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6).... Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6 ) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

P d a'S
O.Z ZO

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8 ) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Me.ico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9).... Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramha © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor. .Can be projected in

the Anamorphic Process, 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry Apr 61
4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 SuHerin’ Cats (WW)..Jun61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW)..Jul61
4125 Busman’s Holiday(WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand ....Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
WALTER LANTZ REISSUES

(Color Cartues.Can be projected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)
4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker from Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling All Cuckoos .... Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud (

.

. ) © ... Mar 62
4204 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)
8312 The Lion's Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty ....Aug 61
8316 Ballot Box Bunny ...Apr 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble. . .Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble .... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
)30S Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)

8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws. . .Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble ...Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat. . . Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep... Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two- Reel)

8002 The Man From New
Orleans (20) Mar 61

8003 Winter Wonders (18)... Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18).. Mar 62

(One-Reel)
8502 Alpine Champions (10).. Feb 61
8503 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8504 Grandad of Races (10) . .May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9)... Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10 ) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9) . .

.

Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
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FEATURE REVIEWS

Cass City Likes Color
Played Paramount's short "Speedway" to round

out a perfect program with MGM's "Bachelor
in Paradise." "Speedway" is one of the very
best car racing shorts out, in ‘Scope and color.
Play it with any feature. Incidentally, no picture
is a real hit here unless it's in color and 'Scope.

RICHARD HENDRICK
Cass Theatre,
Cass City, Mich.

ALLIED ARTISTS
Friendly Persuasian (AA reissue) — Gary Cooper,

Dorothy McGuire, Anthony Perkins. The tops in

fomily entertoinment. Print and color good, but
reissued too early to be a big draw. Comments
never better. Did near overage here

—

a pleasing
picture. Played Fri., Sat. Weather: Cold. — Ken
Christionson, Roxy Theatre, Washburn, N. D. Pop.
968.

BUENA VISTA
Bobes in Toyland (BV)—Ray Bolder, Tommy Sands,

Annette. A beautiful picture from the Moster Show-
mon. An exceller>t show for boby sitting. Cars drive
up orxJ dump o corioad of kids ond the grownups
go bowling. Sure will be glod when these kids get
old enough to buy o ticket. Ployed Sat., Sun., Mon.
Weather: Nice.—Corl P. Arxierka, Rainbow Theatre,
Costroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

COLUMBIA
Devil ot 4 O'clock, The (Col) — Spencer Tracy,

Frank Sinatra, Kerwin Mothews. Magnificent movie,
but Sinatra doesn't sell in this orea. Consequently
no business. I might have done better on o Friday-
Soturday change, but didn't wont to toke the
chance. Played Sot. Prevue, Sun., Mon. Weather:
Nice.—Roy Kendrick, Stor Theotre, Minco, Okla.
Pop. 950.

Mr. Sardonicus (Col)—Guy Rolfe, Oscar Homolko,
Audrey Dolton. Definitely not for my town. Dia
'way below overoge business. Might be oil right as
holf of a double-bill. Played Tburs„ Fri., Sat.—Joe
Mochetta, Emerson Theotre, Brush, Colo. Pop. 2,300.

Mysterious Island (Col)—^Michael Croig, Joan Green-
wood, Michael Callan. A good enough picture but
we should hove played it on our weekend change,
it is the type thot will satisfy the Saturday trade
ond the family. Our weekends really suffer with
Mr. Skouras and his TV sales taking away the cash
customers and giving them the best of the "oldies"
on prime time. Played Sun., Mon. Weother: Cold.

—

Moyme P. Musselman, Rooch Theotre, Lincoln, Kas.
Pop. 1,636.

Around the Clock (Col)—Chubby Checker,
Dion, Vicki Spencer. This is not an expensively made
pirture, but has plenty of entertoinment in it.
The Twist IS populor now and young and old will
hke It. Business good. Ployed Fri., Sat. Weather:
Good.—Mel Danner, Circle Theotre, Waynoka, Okla.
Pop. 2,01 8

.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Go Naked in the World (MGM)—Gina Lollobrigida,Er^t Borgnine, Anthony Fronciosa. Although 1 ployed

mis very lote, I still did above overage midweek
tx>siness. Beoutiful color in spots, plus good taste
in the filmirvg of a distosteful subject. First time my
alienee has applauded o film in quite some time.
Ployed Tues., Wed., Thurs. Weather: Worm nice—
Roy Kendrick, Stor Theotre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.
Gone With the Wind (MGM, reissue) — Vivien

Leigh, Clark Goble, Leslie Howord. Still a great pic-
ture, bi^ this wos the third time we played it, so
It just did not draw any more. Ployed it Easter, sowe had too many church services, dorKes, parties
or>d other forms of competition. Ployed Sat., Sun

Weather: Nice.—Corl P. Anderka, Roinbow
Theotre, Costroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

1

Magnificent (MGM) — Gordon Scott,
Jock M^ney, Betta St. John. Not the best Tarzan
pictwe by ony means, but the folks seemed to enjoyIt—1f^ ones who showed up, that is.— F. L. Murray,
Strond Theotre, Spiritwood, Sosk. Pop. 500.

PARAMOUNT
Blue Howmi (Pora)—Elvis Presley, Joon Blackman,

Angelo Lonsbury. Just wonderful, everything

—

picture,commits, grop. Elvis hos improved so much, buteven if he coyidn t oct ot all he^s the bigge&t draw-
ing cord we hc^e. We wish we could play "FollowT^t Dream right now. Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues.

I

^ motter. — P. B. Friedmon, Grand
Theotre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Hey, Let's Twist! (Paro)—Joey Dee, Teddy Ron-^2zo, Zohra Lompert. Not much of a story No
'^ere in "Twist Around

^ didn t do much. Very sfxirp blackar^ white photography. Ployed Sun., Mon. Weather

P^'~7‘^55?*
Shools Theatre, Shoals, Ind.’

Naked Edge, The (Pora)—Gory Cooper, Deborah
Eric Portman Not too mony seemed to corewhether this was Gory's lost or not, onywoy very

few were on bond to witriess his lost effort. Too bod

when we lose men like him in this "business" any-
way. The red-lite gag was not for us, os we only run
one show each night. Played Fri., Sat. Weather:
Nice.—Mayme P. Musselman, Roach Theatre, Lincoln,
Kas. Pop. 1,636.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Francis of Assisi (20th-Fox) — Bradford Dillmon,

Stuart Whitmon, Dolores Hort. Played this film as
my Easter ottraotion to overage business. Hod
several wolkouts, due mostly to too much Cotholic
ritual. My town is mostly Protestant. The color
in this movie is outstanding. Played Sat. Prevue,
Sun., Mon. Weather: Rain.—Roy Kendrick, Stor The-
atre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

Long Rope, The (20th-Fox)^—-Hugh Marlowe, Alan
Hale, Lisa Montell. Our Saturday bunch liked this
one. Most ot them sot through it twice. Played
very lote ond we'll play it again. Good' story, orvd
Hugh Morlow made the most of it. Doubled with
"The Mask" fro'm WB. Weother: Fair.— P. B. Fried-
man, Grand Theotre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Return to Peyton Place (20th-Fox)—Carol Lynley,
Jeff Chondle'r, Eleanor Parker. The weather was cold,
the picture was hot—business lukewarm. My orea
never went tor "Peyton Place" and this was not any
better at the boxoffice. For its type it's good. En-
tertaining, but that's all. Played Sun., Mon.—Ken
Christianson, Roxy Theatre, Woshburn, N. D. Pop.
968.

Second Time Around, The (20th-Fox) — Debbie
Reynolds, Andy Griffith, Steve Forrest. Very well
done. But not quite up to Fox's topper of last
year, "Ntorth to Alosko." Did above overage on
Sunday night. Played Son., Mon. Weather: Fair and
cool.—Jomes Hardy, Shoals Theotre, Shoals, Ind.
Pop. 1,555.

Wild in the Country (20th-Fox) — Elvis Presley,
H'Oipe Lange, Tuesday Weld. One of the better Presley
ones thot did very nice business tor us in spite of
the fact that TV wos only two weeks old in our
country. He shows a lot of acting tolent in this
one end if his success is even greoter now than be-
fore going to the ormy, 'he fully deserves it. Played
Wed. through Sat. Weather: Roin.—Dave S. Klein,
Astro Theatre, Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia, Afrieo.
Pop. 13,000.

UNITED ARTISTS
Poris Blues (UA)—Poul Newman, Joonne Wood-

ward, Sidney Poitier. Wonderful picture, but small
towns bewore. I got stung. Terms too high for
black and white. Those who saw it enjoyed it, taut
there just weren't enough of them. Played Sat. Prevue,
Sun., Mon. Weother: Gool.—Roy Kendrick, Stor The-
atre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

Teenage Millionaire (UA)—Jimmy Clanton, Rocky
Groziano, Zosu Pitts. Mostly poor with terrible
music, except for two or three of the songs. Did
well, but it's no picture to be proud about. Zosu
Pitts, Clanton (o good singer), and Groziano wasted.
Ployed Thurs., Fri., Sot. Weather: Cold.—Paul Four-
nier, Aoodia Theatre, St. Leonard, N. B. Pop. 2,150.

Thunder Road (UA, reissue) — Robert Mitchum,
Gene Borry, Keely Smith. Doubled this with "Rebel
Without o Cause" from WB for the teenage set
and got os mony adults out os teenagers for on
above overoge gross. Played Fri., Sat. Weather:
Hot.—'John L. 'Drummond jr., Ritz Theatre, Mirvne-
aipolis, Kas. Pop. 2,500.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Back Street (U-l)—^Suson Hoyword, John Gavin,

Vera Miles. A very fine dranva with Suson Hayward
at her best. This type of picture hos very limited
appeal here. Receiv^ many fine comments from
the ones who did see it. Ployed Sun., Mon. Weather:
Rainy.—Jomes Hardy, Shools Theotre, Shoals, Ind.
Pop. 1,555.

To Hell and Back (U-l, reissue)—Audie Murphy,
Marshall Thompson, Chorles Drake. Our regulors
once agoin enjoyed this. We think It's one of the
best war stories ever filmed and Audie (os always)
wos oppeo'llng ond convincing. Doubled this on Satur-
day for on overage gross. We hod lots of competi-
tion, so the (Joy's take disaippointed us.—P. B.
Friedman, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. ^000.

WARNER BROS.
Yellowstone Kelly (WB)—Clint Walker, John Russell,

E(Jd Byrnes. This 1959 release is a very good color
picture, plenty of action, with a little sprinkle of
comedy thrown in. The folks liked the tro'ller and
that brought in a few extra. Those who come liked
the picture.—F. L. Murroy,., Strand Theatre, Spirit-
wood, Sask. Pop. 500.

News Break Helped 'X-15'
We played UA's "X-T5" for three good doys

on a weekend with stiff competition. "X-15" news
items were published in o doily paper that week
ond the week before. It might hove helped, for
oil age groups come out. The picture held the
interest of the kiddies and teenagers, so we
hod quiet houses for o change.

KENN SPAULDING
Bijou Theatre,
Morrisville, Vt.

Testament of Orpheus F a .^ 1.66-1 Autobiography

Films-Around-the-Worl(d 79 Minutes Rel.

—

Only a colossal egotist like Jean Cocteau,
the French poet-philosopher and film-maker,
could believe that audiences would be enter-
tained or even interested in on autobiographi-
cal exercise, directed, written and acted in by
himself, in which he offers his highly uncon-
ventional views of life and his actor friends

make fleeting cuppeorances—it's all like a
glorified home movie and just as dull to out-
siders. Reportedly (Zkseteau's "swan song," the

elderly poseur ploys himself wandering
through a jumble of events, piust and present,

as such notables as Yul Brynner, Charles
Aznavibuir, Daniel Gelin, bullfighter Luis
Dominguin and Pablo and Madame Picasso
hover in the background, Jecon Mcxrais of

Cocteau's "Beauty and the Beast" fiame is

briefly seen as Cedipus and Edouard Dermit
plays the spirit of Cocteau's younger self.

Cnly the Cocteau devotees and a few avante-
garde patrons might be fascinated by all this.

Produced by Jeani Thuillier for Les Editiones

Cinegraphiques.

FEATURETTE REVIEW

Seawards the Great Ships F

Lester Schoenfeld 30 Minutes

Good. A magnificently filmed documentary
produced for the British government and the

Clyde Shipbuilders Ass'n in Scotland, this

will make a strong supporting subject for any
art house feature. The camerawork in East-

man Color has rarely been surpassed as re- ^
gords exciting camera angles of the crafts- ^

'

manship and effort that go into the construe-

tion of dhips of all sizes. The finale, os the l(Ost

woodeni supports ore removed and a giemt

ship goes down the Ways into the River Clyde
towards the sea, is a breath-taking moment.
Directed by Hillary Harris.

SHORT SUBJECT REVIEW

The Social Security Story

Social Security Administration © 14 Minutes
This color documentary is available to

motion picture exhibitors and other groups

in both 16mm and 35mm through the various

local offices of the Social Security Admin-
istration. The film was produced by the Social

Security Administration to acquaint people

with the basic principles of old-age, survivors

and disability insurance under the social se-

curity law and the protection it provides

against loss of earnings.

Most of the film is set in the Social Se-

curity Bldg, near Baltimore, Md. The story

unfolds when a young newspaper reporter

ini search of a feature story tours the head-

quarters building after persuading her grand-

father to come along and contribute another

viewpoint to the story. They are shown how
an account is opened when a person starts

to work, how the individual record of a per-

son's earnings is kept up to date by com-
puters, how the computers are used to gather

information and calculate the amount of

monthly checks when (on application for

benefits is filed, how a nationwide communi-
cations network is maintained to speed serv-

ice, how a social security record is checked V ^
to make sure earnings ore properly re-

corded.
Milner-Fenwick, Inc., of Baltimore produced

the film for the Social Security Administra-

tion. Ed Levy directed and William (Sorroni

was director of photography. The musical

score was composed by Ron Nelson of Brown
University. Norman Ross narrated.
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Opinions on Current Productions
'}lAWRE BEVICm

Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® VistoVision; ® Superscope; ® Ponovision; ® Regolscope; ® Techniromo. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

1

Tales of Terror F ".S-i
©"’“

1 American International 90 Minutes Rel. Aug. '62

1

scons Two of Edgar Allan Poe's most fascinating and terrifying 1
)

1

tales, 'The Black Cat" and "The Cose of M. Voldemar," are
^

the shuddery highlights of this three-episode Roger Gor-
man production which will delight and excite the horror

1 devotees who flocked to AIP's "Pit and the Pendulum" and
1 House of Usher." With the suave master of Poe choracter-
1 izations, Vincent Price, aided and abetted by Basil Rath-
1

bone and Peter Lorre, both experts of period shocker fare,

1
and a lavish Panovisio-n and color production, this cannot

1

fail to be a blockbuster in almost any situation. Price and
1

Lorre hove a field day with their tongue-in-cheek delinea-

1

tions of wine-tasters in the macabre masterpiece in which

1

a cat proves to be a murderer's undoing, while Price and

1

Rathbone impart the required eerie dramatics to the shud-
dery story of a mesmerized corpse rising from the dead

—

a climax which may even be too frighteniing for non-
squeamish patrons. The brief opening sequence, based on

1 Poe's "Morelia," is moderately effective as a buildup to

1 the classic terror episodes that follow. Only Price stars in

1 all three episodes and proves he has mo peer in this type.

1

Vincent Price, Peter Lorre, Basil Rathbone, Debra Paget,

1
Joyce Jameson, David Frankham, Maggie Pierce.

The Spiral Road F Si
Univ.-Int'l (6218) 140 Minutes Rel. Aug. '62

.aV° d\ Rock Hudson, whose last two films, "Lover Come Back
oliicJ and "Come September," were smash comedy hits, scores

equally well in a dramatic change of pace, playing a cru-

sading young doctor in this powerful action-thriller based

on Jan de Hartog's best-selling novel. With Burl Ives, one

of today's top character men, contributing a standout por-

trayal as a gruff authority on jungle disease and strikingly

authentic backgrounds filmed in Eastman Color in Dutch

Guinea, the Robert Arthur production con be exploited to

strong boxofiice returns generally. The screenplay by John

Lee Mahin and Neil Paterson suffers slightly from excessive

length, particularly during the harrowing climactic jungle

rescue, but director Robert Mulligan maintains interest

throughout and keeps the romantic angle alive even though

Gena Rowlands, who is effective as the doctor's young wife,

is off the screen during the extremely suspenseful and
terrifying jungle sequence. Hudson's performance, os he is

lost for days and is harassed by witchcraft horrors, is his

finest to date and will create much favorable audience

comment, as will Ives' colorful ctharacterization.

Rock Hudson, Burl Ives, Gena Rowlands, Geoffrey Keen,

Larry Gates, Neva Patterson, Philip Abbott.

I

Escape From Zahrain F
1

Paramount (6115) 93 Minutes Rel. June '62

The names of Yul Brynner and of Sal Mineo, teenage
1 favorite, give marquee stature and selling values to a routine
1 desert adventure tale laid in the oil-rich Middle East, re-

1 cently in the news headlines. Handsomely photographed
1 in Panovision and Technicolor, which make the Califomiia

1
backgrounds approximate Arabian locales, the Ronald

1
Neome production is made-to-order for action devotees or
a good top-dualer generally. Directed, as well os produced,
by Neame, of "Great Expectations" fame, the Robin Est-

1

, ridge screenplay takes the familiar situation of a small ich K

1

” group encountering violence and danger during on escape K

1

through desert wastes. There is a goodly amount of tension
and suspense and much bloodshed as three of the six
escapees meet their death before the survivors reach the

1 Persian Gulf—and safety—^and even a dash of romance
1 although this never seems important. Brynner, his bald head
1 always covered by Arab headdress, and Jack Worden, as a

1
typical tough-guy American, are especially effective, and

1
Mineo does well enough as a young rebel, similar to his

role in "Exodus."

Yul Brynner, Sal Mineo, Jack Warden, Madlyn Rhue,
Tony Caruso, Jay Novello.

Road to Hong Kong F
United Artists (6227) 91 Minutes Rel. June '62

Pure hokum, the kind that makes one forget the woes of

the world, is the keynote of this Bing Crosby-Bob Hope opus.

Whether it measures up to their previous "Road" pictures

is a matter of opinion, but in any event it is a welcome re-

lief from some of the sordid fare that has been on the

market recently. As a couple of vaudevillions who get caught

up in a race for sipace supremacy, Hope and Crosby keep

the gags and situations in continuous supply. Joan Collins

has replaced Dorothy Lamour as the third member of the

previous "Road" trio, although Miss Lamour has a small

"\but important role in this one. With Crosby and Hope in

) the top roles, this can't help but be a money-maker and,

judging by the guffaws of a sneak preview audience, word-

of-mouth vtill be a big advertising plus. And Frank Sinatra,

Dean Martin and Peter Sellers sneak inrto the picture, sons

billing, for a couple of hilarious spots. Robert Morley, well

known in this country, also has a major role. Produced by
Melvin Frank and directed by Norman Panama from their

own original screenplay, the picture was filmed at the

Shepperton Studios in England. Sammy Cahn and Jimmy
Van Heusen supplied the song numbers. Excellent special

effects were created by Wally Veevers and Ted Samuels.

Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour,

Robert Morley, Walter Gotell, Felix Aylmer.

I

/ Like Money F
1

20fh-Fox (241) 81 Minutes Rel. Sept. '62

1

A new addition to the Sellers' market for 1962 ("Only

1

Two Can Play" is current and "Lolita" and "Never Let Go"

1

will be released shortly) is this Dimitri de Grunwald pro-

1

duction which Peter Sellers directed, as well as enacting the

1

starring role of a dedicated schoolmaster in a small French
village. Based on the famous Marcel Pagnol play, "Topaze,"
which became a John Barrymore picture in 1933, the adapta-
tion by Pierre Rouve, who also produced, now seems old-

1 fashioned and often plodding with most of the humor stem-
1 ming from the broad comedy portrayals of such fine British

1 players as Martita Hunt, in one of her character gems;
1

Leo McKern, Billie Whitelaw and Michael Gough, even if

1
none of them seems remotely French. However, their names

1
will be familiar to art house regulars and Sellers' current

vogue will insure good business generally. Sellers as the

1
black-bearded, timid French schoolteacher, is more subdued

1
and remains in character throughout. This is a fine charac-

1
terization which gets chuckles instead of his usual guffaws.

;
^ Nadia Gray, of "La Dolce Vita" fame, is most attractive

.

flamboyant as a musical comedy star who sings the
1

1

'

title song effectively. In CinemaScope and DeLuxe Color.

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray, Herbert Lorn, Leo McKern,
Michael Gough, Martita Hunt, John Neville.

Incident in an Alley F ^
United Artists (6218) 83 Minutes Rel. May '62

Sole selling factor involved in this conventionally de-

veloped-and-enacted melodrama about a police officer's

killing a young hoodlum in line of duty is the original story

by Rod Serling, currently riding a tremendous popularity
wave on basis of his well-watched CBS-TV network series,

"The Twilight Zone." Just how much of the Serling orig-

inal thoughts have been retained by screen-writers Harold
Medford and Owen Harris is something for only the theorists

to ponder; producer Robert E. Kent and Edward .L. Cahn,
filming this under their Harvard Films banner for UA re-

lease, have cast the principal roles with players whose
relative receptivity by general mass audiences is probably

for from spectacular or significant. Chris Warfield, as the

young officer of a city police force Who shoots down a 14-

year-old in the aftermath of an incident in an alley, brings

a certain ring of conviction to the starring stint, and Erin

O'Donnell is properly apprehensive as his ever-loyal wife,

who stands by him in the face of newspaper accusations

and police force suspension pending trial for manslaughter.
^ Cahn's directorial prowess certainly won t garner the ac-

colades for the more discerning critics.

Chris Warfield, Erin O'Donnell, Harp McGuire, Willis

Bouchey, Nelson Leigh, Clancy Cooper, Mike Vandever.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways; (1) in any standard three-ring

I

loose-leaf binder; (2) Individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 cord index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
1 GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and doily business record sheets,

may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY; "The Spiral Road" (U-I)

In 1936, Rock Hudson, a dedicated young doctor, arrives

in Batavia to serve five years in the government health
service. But Hudson is determined to work with Burl Ives,

an authority on leprosy, who is fighting a jungle epidemic.
^Hudson gets his wish and wins Ives' respect when he cor-

'

rectly diagnoses a leper. When Hudson's fiancee, Gena
Rowlands, arrives, Ives tries to discourage a romantic
entanglement, but the two decide to marry. Gena soon
finds that Hudson is unhappy when away from his research.
Later, Hudson becomes immersed in his work, is forced
to kill another doctor who has become a crazed alcoholic
and finally gees in search of a Dutch doctor who is held
captive in the jungle by voodoo worshipers. Hudson, lost

for days and harassed by witchcraft horrors, is finally

rescued by Ives and, recovering from near-death, is re-

united with Gena.

EXPLOrriPS:
Put the sales campaign behind Hudson and his intensely

dramatic role, in contrast to "Lover Come Back" and
"Come September," both farce-comedies.

CATCHLINES:
Rock Hudson's Greatest Performance in a Dramatic and

Emotional Role . . . Shattering Adventure That Boldly
Explores the Jungles of the Heart . . . From Jan de Hartog's
Best-Selling Novel of Life in the Dutch Guinea Jungles.

TILE STORY: "Tales of Terror" (AIP)

In "Morelia," a beautiful girl returns to the gloomy castle

where her father, Vincent Price, has lived as a hermit with

the dead body of his long-dead wife. In the night, the dead

y, P wife exchanges places with the sleeping dolughter and the ^
horrified Price accidentally sets fire to the castle and all

are consumed. In "The Black Cat, the drunken Peter Lorre

makes friends with a fastidious wine-taster (also Price)

and, when the latter has an affair with Lorre's neglected

wife, the lovers are tied up and entombed behind a cellar

wall But the wailing of Lorre's entombed despised cat

gives away his guilty secret and the police break down

the wall In "The Case of M. Valdemar," the dying Price,

Whose devoted wife, Debra Paget, is attracted to a yo^g

doctor, is mesmerized by Basil Rathbone to forestall de^h.

Rathbone then frightens Debra into promising to marry him

but Price finally arises from his death-like trance and en-

velops Rathbone, who dies of frig'ht.

EXPLOITIPS:
,

Recall to patrons the previous AIP Edgar Allan Poe s

thrillers, "House of Usher," "Pit and the Pendulum" and the

recent "Premature Burial."

CATCHLINES:
A Trilogy of Shock, Suspense and Horror From That

Master of Horror, Edgar Allan Poe . . . Vincent Price, Master

of the Macabre, in Three Terrifying Characterizations.

THE STORY: 'Road to Hong Kong' (UA)
Crosby and Hope, vaudeville hoofers, are dragged into

on international intrigue in Hong Kong when Hope has on
accident and loses his memory. Only a drug available in

Tibet can restore it, so he and Crosby go there where his

memory becomes so great that he is able to memorize any-
thing. When he accidently acquires a secret formula for

space navigation, he can repeat it all from memory and so
foreign powers go after him for the secret. There follows
a series of chases from which Crosby and Hope, with the
help of Joan Collins, an agent for an undisclosed power,
ore able to escape. At the leader's headquarters, a rocket
is being prepared for launching. Hope, Crosby and Miss
Collins get trapped inside and they ore zoomed to another f^osj
planet. Three's a crowd, so the special effects department -nour

sends Hope off into space so that Crosby and the girl can
be alone.
EXPLOITIPS:

If a rickshaw is available, send one around town with
suitable banners. Make tieups with Chinese restaurants.

Snipe arrows pointing in direction of theatre with "The Road
to Hong Kong" printed on them. Prior to opening, dress
doorman, cashier, ushers, etc., in Chinese costumes.

CATCHLINES:
The Road to Hong Kong Leads to Happiness . . . Hope

and Crosby at Their Zaniest Best . . . Crosby and Hope
Are Out of This World; In Fact, They're on the Moom

THE STORY: "Escape From Zahrain" (Para)

In a strife-tom Arab state, fanatical followers of national

leader, Yul Brynner, attack the prison van in which he is

being transferred from one prison to another. Sol Mineo, the

student leader of the revolt, also frees Brynner's fellow-

prisoners, Jack Warden, an American embezzler, and two

other Arabs, Tony Coru'so and Joy Novello, and the five

capture' on ambulance with an Arabian nurse, Madlyn

Rhue, for their escape across the desert to the border. The

pursuing police kill Novello, and Mineo is fatally wounded

by a government plane. During a sandstorm with army

trucks after them, Caruso is also killed and Madlyn grad-

.ern ually falls in love with the crusading Brynner. Eventually, ,a.

jw it the three survivors reach the Persian Gulf, where Warden

hopes to catch up with his ill-gotten wealth and Madlyn

plans to return with Brynner to his country.

EXPLOITIPS:
Play up Yul Brynner in his Arab headdress, covering his

bald head, and Sol Mineo, the teenage favorite recently in

"Exodus" and, before that, in "Rebel Without a Cause"

and "The Gene Krupa Story."

CATCHLINES:
The Year's Most Exciting Adventure Exploding Out of

Zahrain, Powder-Keg of the Middle East . . . Where Human
Life Is Worth No More Than a Grain of Sand . . . Run, Runl

But There Is No Escape From Hatred and Violence.

THE STORY: "Incident in an Alley" (UA)

Responding to a woman's screams, police officers Chris
Warfield and Harp McGuire dash into an alley, where they
find Max Mellinger standing over the prostrate form of his

wife, Mimi Doyle. Warfield runs after her assailant and
when the fugitive foils to halt, he shoots, then learns he
has killed a 14-year-old boy. Mimi admits that the boy
had only accidentally knocked her down, while running
through the alley, and the newspapers accuse Warfield of

a "senseless killing." Police Commissioner Nelson Leigh

suspends Warfield from the force, pending trial for man-
slaughter, although his precinct captain, Willis Bouchey
and his wife, Erin O'Donnell, stand behind him, others

consider Warfield "trigger-happy." Police investigation leads

to the dead boy's older brother, Mike Vandever, who admits

that when his brother was shot they were fleeing from a

newly committed robbery. Warfield is exonerated for the

line-of-duty killing—both by authorities and his own con-

science,

EXPLOITIPS:
Build a "tom-from-the-headlines" display, employing

local newspaper clippings about juvenile crime.
, ©C*

CATCHLINES: V's
'

Ablaze With Violence and Real-Life Dramal . . . Reign
of Terror Sweeps a Grim City! . . . Young Savages Ex-
plode in Vicious Crime Wave!

THE STORY: “I Like Money" (20th-Fox)

Peter Sellers, a timid, dedicated French schoolmaster,

who is constantly badgered by his head master, Leo Mc-

Kern, and the latter's scheming daughter, Billie Whitelow,

refuses to dlter the bad grades of a wealthy woman's
grandson and is fired forthwith. Aware of Sellers' innate hon-

esty, Nadia Gray, mistress of Herbert Lorn, who cheats the

French government, persuades Lorn to put the schoolteacher

at the head of one of their corrupt companies. It is only

when Lom's pawn realizes he is being used, that he turns

on him and starts to participate in the shady deals. He

even persuades Miss Gray to desert Lorn. In the end, his

former teaching associates find Sellers has become a

hard-hearted, conniving man of wealth.

EXPLOITIPS:
, , .

Peter Sellers' current popularity is the big-selling point.

If possible, use a frame of portrait stills from "The Mouse

That Roared," "I'm All Right, Jack," the current "Only Two

Can Play" and the forthcoming "Lolita" to show the British

star's wide range of comedy Characterizations. Nadia Gray

was in "La Dolce Vita" and Mortita Hunt and Herbert Lorn

£llj are familiar from many Britisih films.

, fT CATCHLINES:
, ,

^

From Teadher to Tycoon in Ten Light-Fingered Lessoris

Peter Sellers, Britain's Most Versatile Comic, in His

Latest Switch—a Timid French Schoolmaster.
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RATES: 20jzl per word, minimum $2,00, cash with copy. Four consecuttve insertions for price

of three. CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and

• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. If you can

sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build for the future. For
details contact: Romor-Vide Co., Chetelc,
Wisconsin.

Manager; ambitious, hard-working,
honest and ethical only, apply. Oppor-
tunity for right man. Loafers and con-men
stay away. Send complete resume with
snapshot. Boxoffice 9486.

WANTED: Experienced theatre manager
for first-run situation. Apply immediately,
Walter Reade Theatres, Mayfair House,
Deal Road, Oakhurst, N. J.

POSITIONS WANTED
Circuit Buyer-Booker. Experienced. Em-

ployed. Desire relocate South. Prefer
Florida. Boxoffice 9484.

DIVISION MANAGER, large drive-in and
conventional theatres. Will take on Inde-
pendent operation or top circuit executive
position. Boxoffice 9487.

Drive-In Manager: Bu.y-Book-Promote,
midwest or southwest. Boxoffice 9490.

Summer job for college Junior, experi-
enced promotion, bookkeeping, supervising
ernployes. Manager, assistant manager,
will take full charge of summer operation.
Boxoffice 9489.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more actioni $4.50 M cards. Other

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st.. New York
36. N. Y.

Free catalog, jewelry, novelties, give-
aways. New England, 124B Empire Street,
Providence, R I.

STOOGE RINGS: Others too—will build
attendance. 21/2 cents each in volume

—

$1.00 brings ten samples. Box 248, Pulaski,
Wisconsin.

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Mack Enterprises, Centralia, Illinois.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY: Booming, U.

S. Virgin Islands. $100,000 needed to com-
plete 500-car drive-in. 12 month operation,
real goldmine, within three (3) blocks of
650 family housing development, 5,000 cars
registered on Island. Resident exceptional
movie enthusiasts. Must act fast. Nine
weeks to completion. Timothy O'Brien,
Tropicale Drive-In, Box 1855, St. Thomas,
V. I.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

topes that sparkle . guaranteed to
sell customized . . free sample
Commercial Sound Service, P. O. Box 5,
Sulphur Springs, Texas.

SERVICE MANUAL & MONTHLY
SERVICE SHEETS

DRIVE-m AND CONVENTIONAL THE-
ATRE: Do you want better projection?
High quality sound reproduction? Trout's
Loose-Leaf Service Manual gives you
Easy-to-Understand Servicing Data how to
achieve the desired results. Data on pro-
jectors, arc lamps, screens, lenses; data
on sound equipment, soundheads, motors,
drives, power amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,
etc. News on new developments in servic-
ing; editorials; 35-70mm equipment. If you
wont monthly service sheets only (in-
cluding all sheets published) One Year
only $5; monthly sheets and Loose-Leaf
Manual only $7.50 year. Indorsed by the
industry. Edited by the writer with over
20 years practical experience. OrderNOW—price may hove to be raised later.
Cash, money order or check. No CODs.
WESLEY 'raOUT, Publisher, Box 575, Enid,
Oklahoma.
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GENERAL EQUIPMENT — NEW
MARQUEE LETTERS TWICE AS NICE—

half the pricel Weatherproof Masonite
black or red, fit all signs. 4" 40c; 8" 60c;
10" 75c; 12" $1.00; 14" $1.50; 16" $1.75;
17" $2.00; 24" $3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W.
52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS—V4 original cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
502 W. 52nd New York 19, N. Y.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
SENSATIONAL SAVINGSl Strong 70-

ampere rectifiers, never used, $395 pair;

Ballontyne PD50A amplifier, excellent,

$135; enclosed rewinder $39.50; Magnarc
lamphouses, late, with indicators, $450
pair; 14" reflectors, good, $6.50. Star
Cinema Supply, 621 West 55th Street,

New York 19, N. Y.

BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY
THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OU'TFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING UNIT:
COMPLE'TEl 16 and 35 m.m. single system
cameras, complimentary double system
magnetic sound, hand cameras, all lenses,
lighting equipment — perfect condition,

$10,000 value, ready to operate, produce
'TV and theatrical high return commer-
cials—$3,000 cash. H. A. Parker, 5059
Woodson Dr., RAndall 2-2500, Mission,
Kansas.

ALL IN GOOD WORKING CONDITION:
BUTTERMAT—Electric, completely rebuilt

and factory overhauled, 90-day guarantee,
$150; TICKET MACHINES—Automatic,
electric, two-bank, $200, three-bank, $250,
four-bank, $300. POPCORN MACHINES—
Cretor Hollywood popcorn machine, $250,
Cretor Hollywood popcorn machine, jr.,

$125; Amplifiers—for drive-in theatres,
RCA and Ballantyne, $175. For further in-

formation write or phone Harry Melcher
Enterprises, 417 West Highland Avenue,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin. BRoadway 1-

0100 .

FOR SALE: Used wide screen, 15' by
30', excellent condition, $200. Refowich
Theatre, Box 56, Freeland, Penn.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED for use on Central East Coast.

Complete equipment for 1,000-oar drive-in
including screen tower, marquee, signs
and concession equipment. Also wanted
extra set Simplex XL's and Mighty 90 or
better lamps with generator. Boxoffice
9483.

NEED RCA, SIMPLEX SOUNDHEADS—
Century, Super Simplex mechanisms, De-
Vry, Simplex SP portables, Hi-Intensity
Rectifiers. Boxoffice 9485.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTHIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Your diive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

Speaker basket replacements for old
type RCA junction boxes. Made of alum-
inum. Replaces both baskets, easy to in-
stall and gives on up-to-date look to your
drive-ins. Sample and price list 65c. Best
R/C Mfg. Company, 3211 St. John, Kan-
sas City 23, Mo.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
GUARANTEED reflector repairs!! GATOR-

HIDE repairs broken reflectors!! Kit $2.95
postpaid. GATORHIDE, Box 71, Joplin,
Missouri.

THEATRE TICKETS

Prompt Service. S’pecial printed roll tick-
ets. 100,000, $37.95; 10,000, $12.75; 2,000,
$5.95. Each change in admission price,
including change in color, $4.25 extra.
Double numbering extra. F.O.B. Kansas

|

City, Mo. Cash with order. Kansas City 1

Ticket Co., Dept. 11, 109 W. 18th Street, i

Kansas City 8, Mo.
|

cifflmnG Housf
THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres lor sole. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California.

600-car drive-in in Southwest, Cinema-
Scope large screen. Four-room apartment.
Open year around. Population over 300,-
000. Boxoffice 9481.

210-Cap: capacity. Room to expand.
Cinemascope, snack bar. Booming area
in Southwest. Profitable year round. Owner
ill. Boxoffice 9472.

450 seats, downtown ideal art or second
run. Small down. Ritz 'Theatre, 520 W.
Main, Spokane, Washington.

400-seai, modern equipment, brick build-
ing, Northwest Missouri county seat. Only
one radius 30 miles, drawing population
12,000. Family operation. Will finance.
Other interests. Boxoffice 9491.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
For Sale or Lease: 400-seat indoor the-

atre, Johnston, S. C., owner does not
wish to operate. Good proposition for
right family operation. Contact Ram
Realty, Aiken, S. C.

Theatre-Mo., resort city of 6,500. Old es-
tablished location, 500 seats, refrigeration,
fully equipped. Good grosses. Prefer lease
to experienced operator. Might sell. Owner
other interests—not enough time. Boxoffice
9492.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION

77 Theatres Since 1951. Planning, design
and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber screen tower perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rate insurance. OscOr May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

atre by our factory trained men, get our
low prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Theatre Chairs: Bodiform, International,

Heywood. Lone Star Seating, Box 1734,

Dallas.

Chairs rebuilt anywhere, 27 years ex-

pert workmanship, sewed covers, Arthur
Judge, 2100 E. Newton Avenue, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES

Make Your Fountain and Sno-Cone
Syrups for only 66c a gallon. 28 flavors.

Mail $1.00 for 2 sample pints which
make 16 gallons. National Flavor Co.,

P. O. Box 2573, Baltimore 15, Maryland.

For Free Sample: Victor's Quick Mix Dry
Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to: Victor Products, Box 8004,

Richmond, Va.

MARQUEE LETTER REPAIRING

Use Plastic Weld to repair plastic mar-
q^uee letters. Your National Theatre Supply
Company or direct from Plastic Weld,
P. O. Box 693, Denison, Texas.

POPCORN MACHINES

Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.
Manley Popper, twenty available. All other

mokes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Hoisted, Chicago 6, Illinois.

HANDY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
CLIP & MAIL TODAY

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, MO.

Please enter my subscription to BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year (13

of which contain The MODERN THEATRE section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR $5.00 FOR 2 YEARS $7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET ADDRESS

TOWN STATE

NAME POSITION

29
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306 NORTH MIAMI AVENUE • MIAMI 32, FLORIDA • FRANKLIN ^-6262

MITCHELL WOLFSON
PRCSIOCNT April 30, 1962

Mr. Don Mersereau
BOX OFFICE
Film Trade Press, Inc.

1270 Sixth Avenue
New York 20, N. Y.

Dear Don,

Please express my congratulations to Metro for getting on the band-

wagon to help theatre managers sell their attractions.

Many times, publicity, advertising and promotional material is not

available through the normal sources, and such a presentation as you

have in your 23 April issue of BOX OFFICE, in my opinion, is an

outstanding piece of showmanship.

I think every film company should do everything possible to assist the

theatre manager in properly merchandising his product. Many
times the pictures are released and booked before press material is

available and anything that can help us get more money at the box office

is a great asset.

Again I congratulate MjM. and I sincerely hope other film companies
will follow along the same lines.

Kindest regards.

J^eed Mo^ BcUd!



William Holden, os Swedish-American oil importer Eric Erickson, Allied spy during World War
II, meets another Allied spy, Lilli Palmer, portraying the role of the ill-fated Marianne

Mollendorf, in a scene from Paramount's "The Counterfeit Traitor," named winner of the May
BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award by members of the National Screen Council . . . Page 17.
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Have Laughter,
Will Travel...
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r "13 ARE, and welcome, is such an upbeat

story as that which appeared in The Wall
' Street Journal of Thursday, June 7, that front-

paged, at the top of column one, a long article,

' headlined

:

MOVIE HOUSE REVIVAL

^
More Theatres Open
Than Close for First

Time in Post-War Era

and the entire article, which was carried to al-

most another full column on another page, gave

a picture of the industry to the public that was

,
well-merited.

' This wasn’t news to us, for BoxoFFiCE has

been regularly reporting the continuing trend of

new theatre building, the latest of such surveys

having appeared in our May 7, 1962 issue, a

copy of which w'as sent to The Wall Street Jour-

nal. But giving this information to the public and

the important element of that public that reads

the Journal is what it is entitled to be told

and should know: That the motion picture busi-

ness is BUILDING UP, and not going downhill!

And we’re glad to see that other newspapers

around the country have similarly been giving

accent to the positive about theatre business.

Maybe the BoxOFFiCE survey gave the Journal

the idea to do a similar check-up story. But,

' whether or not this is the case, we are glad to

see that it did some interviewing of its own,

reaching into small and large situations that be-

token the trend of expansion of theatre building

in new areas, of refurbishing and modernizing

old structures and of relighting closed houses,

/ which are being operated successfully.

From reports that continue to come to our

news desk, there is a strong indication that new
theatre building will reach boom status within

the coming year and that rehabilitation of older

and closed houses will continue at a steadily in-

creasing pace. Among the reasons: People are

coming back to movie theatres, for they have
learned that they afford them the best in enter-

tainment; the general attendance rise is holding,

warranting putting money into keeping it up
through improved facilities; experience in new
theatre operations in new residential and shop-

ping areas is proving satisfactory; betterment

in the film production outlook is highly en-

couraging.

Denver's Example
Speaking of accenting the positive, an ex-

emplary action was engaged in by the Denver
branch managers of five major distributing com-
panies who teamed up and went on a joint tour

of key cities in that area. The purpose was to

'i_ let the public in those communities know about

||
the good and entertaining pictures that were on

j| schedule for release during the next six months

and to do a public relations and selling job for

the industry as a whole.

The plan worked out to a highly successful

degree, garnering front-page reports of the
meetings held with leading citizens, newspaper

and radio folk, with listings of the forthcoming

pictures, cast and other information about them;

and through radio interviews that brought out

the same or similar facts. Local exhibitors, of

course, participated in these meetings and they

were afforded the opportunity to carry on when
the pictures are ready to play their theatres.

There is nothing like enthusiasm to sell any-

thing. And, as most everyone knows, there is no

enthusiasm that can equal that of a film man
when he knows he can pull out all stops. Doubt-

less, that was the case in the Denver teaming-up,

for it would not have been undertaken, if the

product didn’t back it up.

Now that so much good product appears as-

sured on upcoming schedules of all companies,

an industry-wide emulation of the Denver move
would have a widespread revitalizing effect.

Columbia Moves Ahead
Columbia Pictures has an impressive lineup

of product set for release during the remainder

of this year and carrying into 1963, as reported

in Boxoffice last week. It is a varied product,

such as exhibitors have been asking for, that

provides story material that will appeal to audi-

ences of varying types and tastes. And that’s a

good way to attract the maximum of potential

ticket-buyers.

Among the big ones are: “Advise and Con-

sent,” “The Interns,” “The Best of Enemies,”

“Diamond Head,” “Jason and the Golden

Fleece,” “Bye Bye Birdie,” “Lawrence of Arabia”

and “Barabb'as,” to name a few. And featured

are such stars as Charlton Heston, Kim Novak,

Jack Lemmon, Anthony Quinn, Alec Guinness,

Henry Fonda, Charles Laughton, Sophia Loren

and Janet Leigh.

In December of 1958. A. Schneider, Columbia

president, announced a long-range plan for the

company’s future progress. This was called the

“Columbia Formula” and it called for focusing

on top-budget films and more independent pic-

tures as keys to the program. Judging by the

current and upcoming lineup aforementioned,

Columbia is moving well ahead of schedule for

which Mr. Schneider, Leo Jaffe, executive vice-

president, Sol Schwartz, head of production, and

their associates are to be congratulated.
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Barney Balaban Tells Stockholders:

Paramount
Confidence
NEW YORK — Barney Balaban, presi-

dent of Paramount Pictui-es, has undi-

minished confidence

in the future of the

motion picture busi-

ness, he told the
stockholders attend-
ing the annual meet-
ing in New York
Tuesday 1 5 ). Marking
his 26th year as

president of the com-
pany, he said that
Paramount is “en-
gaged continuously in

attaining the most
efficient operation of

studio and production facilities.” Manage-
ment consultants are reviewing overall

studio operations “to bring our production
costs more nearly in line with the present
cost requii'ements of the market possibilities

for our pictures,” he said.

For the first quarter of 1962, Paramount
reported estimated consolidated income at

$1,129,000, or 67 cents per share, based on
1,690,231 shares outstanding, compared

George Weltner

with consolidated net income for the same
period in 1961 of $2,450,000, or $1.46 per
shai'e. In addition, an investment profit

was realized in the amount of approxi-
mately $400,000, or 24 cents per share,

based upon 1,673,231 shares then out-
standing.

Balaban told stockholders that “your
company enjoys a unique position in the
industry in that we have not had any re-

duction in cash dividend rate since the in-
corporation of Paramount Pictures Corp. in

1950. This was not done without consider-
able planning and cash control.” In the
area of cash management. Paramount also

continues to take a “most conservative
position on liabilities,” reserving “for our
obligations completely and promptly,” he
added. He also pointed out that one of

the effects of a new amortization method
adopted by the company is to make quar-
ter-by-quarter comparisons of less sig-

nificance than previously.

"A proper evaluation of our true opera-
tions results now requires a view of at least

six months—and preferably a calendar
year—at a time,” he .said.

Among the other subjects touched upon
in Balaban’s address to stockholders were;
Paramount is giving close attention to

what it calls “style trends” in stories: that

Has Strong

in Future
the 12-month period ending March 31 of

Telemeter has “provided a varied basis suf-

ficient for testing acceptance of programs
and projecting the results beyond a pilot

operations,” and that “overall costs have
been reduced substantially below

.
the

initial costs at Etobicoke”: Lawrence
Chromatron tubes have been constructed
which not only have the potentiality of

400-foot lambert brightness but also “have
much more latitude for manufacturing
variation than those we made previously:

the Autometi'ic Corp., during the first five

months of this year, has operated at a
lower volume than it has for the past few
year's but that other subsidiaries,^ Dot
Records, the Famous Music Companies,
Talent Associates-Paramount, Ltd., Los
Angeles TV station KTLA and Famous
Players of Canada, “continue to give a good
account of themselves in their profit per-

formances,” Balaban reported.

He also mentioned that Paramount’s
post-1948 film library backlog “will be an
important source of income and that a

licensing arrangement appears unquestion-

ably preferable to sale of our rights.”

George Weltner, vice-president in charge
of distribution, reported on new releases

from the 4th of July through the following

ten to 12 months. He described 14 forth-

coming films, which he said were in keep-
ing with Paramount’s policy of turning out

product of stronger boxoffice value.

The board of directors later elected

Weltner as executive vice-president and
Raibourn as senior vice-president. At the

same time, the board named John P. Brown,
who joined Paramount as assistant to

James Richardson, treasurer, last January,
as assistant ti’easurer. Brown was previous-

ly associated with General Dynamics Corp.

and Arthur Young and Co.

Weltner joined Paramount 40 years ago
and Raibourn, also a director of the com-
pany, has been associated with Paramount
since 1921.

Officers reelected included Balaban,
president: Zukor, chairman of the board:
Weisl, chaii'man of the executive commit-
tee: Freeman, Jacob H. Karp, Randolph C.

Wood, Louis A. Novins, vice-presidents:

Richardson, treasurer: Arthur Israel jr.,

Russell Holman and Bernard Donnenfeld,
assistant secretaries, and Joseph P. Fryer,

controller.

Eugene Klein Addresses
N.Y. Security Analysts
NEW YORK—Eugene V. Klein, president

of National Genei’al Corp., on Friday (8),

addressed the New York Society of Security
Analysts. He discussed the new manage-
ment’s current diversification program and
real estate development and revitalization

of overall operations.

Klein was accompanied on the eastern

trip by Irving H. Levine, executive vice-

president, and joined by Robert W. Selig,

vice-president of theatre operations, who
stopped off in Denver and Kansas City en
route.

Armed Force Service

Affiliates With TOA
NEW YORK—The Army and Air Force

Motion Picture Service, which operates ap-
proximately 1,700 35mm and 16mm armed
forces theatres throughout the world, has
affiliated with 'Theatre Owners of America,
according to joint announcement of John
H. Stembler, TOA president, and Robert E.
Quick, chief of the AAFMPS.
The organization, operated under super-

vision of the board of dii'ectors of the Army
and Air Force Exchange and Motion Picture
Service in Washington, is an agency of

the Departments of Army and Air Force.
Several years ago, AAFMPS began coopera-
tion with TOA in agreeing to play films on
later availability than commercial theatres
located near military installations.

Stembler said the affiliation with TOA
assured maintenance of close relations with
military theatres, as well as marking the
continued growth of TOA.
TOA will provide the AAFMPS with in-

formation on TOA and exhibitor undertak-
ings and the armed forces organization will

take part in those exhibitor efforts which
are in its best interests and consistent with
government regulations.

Wendell Corey Re-Elected
President of Academy
HOLLYWOOD—Wendell Corey has been

re-elected president of the Academy of Mo-
tion Picture Arts and Sciences for the
1962-63 year with Arthur Freed elected as

first vice-president: Jacob H. Karp, second
vice-president: Hal Elias, secretary: Hal
Mohr, assistant secretary: Fred L. Metzler,

treasurer, and Richard Murphy, assistant

treasui'er.

The board of governoi’s, consisting of 26

elected members—two from each of the
Academy’s 13 branches—are as follows:

Macdonald Carey and Wendell Corey
(actors), Stanley Kramer and E. J. Man-
nix (administrators), Edgar Preston Ames
and Emile Kuri (art directors), William H.
Daniels and Hal Mohr (cinematographers) ,

Frank Capra and King Vidor (directors),

Jacob Karp and Fred Metzler (executives) ,

Rudi A. Fehr and Roland Gross (film edi-

tors) ,
Elmer Bernstein and George W.

Duning (music), Arthur Freed and Hal B.

Wallis (producers). Bill L. Hendi'icks and
Perry Lieber (public relations), Hal Elias

and Ken Peterson (short subjects), Gordon
E. Sawyer and Waldon O. Watson (sound),

Ivan Goff and Richard Murphy (writers) .

Jack Bloom of 20th-Fox

Circuit Sales Dies at 67
NEW YORK—Funeral services were held

here June 3 for Jack Bloom, veteran sales

representative for 20th Century-Fox, who
died June 1 at Beth Israel Ho(spital. Bloom,
who had been with the company since

1920, had been home office sales represent-

ative for national circuits for the last 13

years. He would have been 68 in July.

Eight yeai-s after joining Fox Film Coi-p.,

Bloom was made assistant manager of the

contract depai-tment and then manager.
At various times he was assistant to di-

vision managers.
Surviving ai'e his wife, a son, a daughter,

three sisters, two brothers and thi'ee grand-

children.

Barney Balaban

Paul Raibourn
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Study Plans to Improve

Projection and Sound

40 YEARS OF SERVICE

George J. Flaherty

Of lATSE Honored
HOLLYWOOD — More than 1,000 film

industryites assembled for a testimonial

dinner at the Beverly Hilton Hotel to honor
George J. Flaherty, recently elected eighth

vice-president of the International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employes. The occasion

also marked Flaherty’s 40 year's of sei'vice

to the motion pictm'e industry.

Y. Frank Freeman, board chairma,n of

the Association of Motion Pictui-e Fb’o-

ducers, was toastmaster for the event at

which Richard Walsh, lATSE president,

delivei-ed the keynote addi'ess, and other
speakers included Chai'les Boren, executive
vice-president of AMPP; Richard Jencks,
executive secretary of the Television Pro-
ducers Alliance and Leo Moore, cochair-
man of the testimonial.

Jerry Lewis emceed the enter-tainment
progr'am and delivered some songs and
jokes along with Bobby Rydell, Poncie
Ponce and Gail Robbins.

In introducing Walsh, Freeman noted
that the LATSE head had never been hear-d

to make a strike threat to get his own way
and declar'ed that “there would be no labor

problems in the world if the other in-

dustr'ies lived with men like him.”
Walsh, who said that the lATSE locals

comprise 30,000 employes here, welcomed
Flaherty into his new post as vice-presi-

derrt and took par-t in presenting him with

a gold watch as a token of esteem from his

coworkers.
Eugene ArTistein, Allied Artists studio

manager, cochainnanned the dinner with

Moore, and Merle Chamberlain, MGM, was
entertainment chainnan.

Norman B. Rydge Predicts

Greater Industry Strides
NEW YORK—Norman B. Rydge, chair-

man of the Greater Union Theatres of Aus-
tralia, hailed the long and mutually profit-

a b 1 e exhibitor-distributor relationship

which has existed between his company and
Universal since their founding date in 1912

at the U-I luncheon in his honor at the

Laurent Tuesday (5).

Saluting the leadership which Milton R.

Rackmil, president of Universal, has given

the entire motion picture industry, Rydge
predicted that the next 50 years would show
still greater strides forward in both the

production and distribution fields, with U-I
continuing to show the way.
In presenting Rydge to the assembled

luncheon, Rackmil welcomed him not only

as a customer but as a friend of long-stand-

ing. Among those attending were Capt.

Harold Auten, G.U.T. representative in the

U.S. Adolph Schimel, Henry H. “Hi”
Martin, Charles Simonelli, Felix M. Som-
mer, Martin Salkin, Ben M. Cohn, Joseph
I. Mazer, Jack Dobbin, Fortunat Baronat
and Alex F. Black.

'Diners' Club Man' Starts July 9

HOLLYWOOD—July 9 has been set as

the starting date for Columbia’s “The
Diners’ Club Man,” starring Danny Kaye.
William Bloom will produce and Frank
Tashlin will direct the film budgeted at

$2 ,000 ,000 .

Conn. Pay TV Ads Offer

Late Para., WB Films

Hartford, Conn. — RKO General
Phonevision, through large display ads

in local newspapers Monday and Tues-
day (4, 5) revealed that new Warner
Bros, and Paramount feature films will

be shown on the local pay TV operation

here this summer.
Specifically mentioned for summer

showing are “Hatari!” upcoming Para-
mount feature, and “The Music Man,”
new Warner Bros. film. The pictures

will be available on a day and date
basis with first subsequent run theatres

in the area.

RKO General plans to begin tele-

vision operations here June 29, with
some 300 to 500 subscribers initially,

and addition of more than 100 per week
hoped for in September. No definite

date has been set for showing of the

two features.

John H. Pinto, RKO General Phone-
vision vice-president, said that United
Artists, thus far, has been the only
company refusing to discuss negotia-

tions for showing of new films, due to

ownership of many negatives by inde-

pendent producers. Negotiations with
other firms are continuing, he said, but
only Paramount and Warner Bros,

have already agreed to showing of

their films.

Columbia IntT Billings

Hit Record Week May 26
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures Inter-

national rolled up an unprecedented $2,-

103,263 in billings in the week ended May
26, according to Mo Rothman, executive

vice-president. The record week came at

the culmination of the company’s $25,000

Treasure Chest sales drive and also coin-

cided with the end of the company’s fiscal

period.

The previous high week for the company
had been in May 1957 with a gross of

$1,514,417.

In commenting on the May 1962 record,

Rothman said that the figure had been
obtained without the help of a new major
release, “Guns of Navarone,” the company’s
big money winner, having been released in

most territories earlier in the year. “Bar-
abbas,” looked upon as the next big Colum-
bia blockbuster abroad, only opened its first

engagement in London June 4.

Exhibitor Up Politically
AMARILLO, TEXAS — Sen. Preston

Smith, prominent Lubbock theatreman, ap-
peal’s to be destined to become the next
lieutenant governor of Texas. He won the
Democratic runoff for this office last week.
Texas has gone Democratic in its general
elections since the Civil War in all guber-
natorial votings.

NEW YORK—Plans to improve theatre

screen and sound presentation by the East
Coast Research Council Theatre Commit-
tee were taken under advisement in a spe-

cial executive session called here the last

week in May by its chairman Frank Cahill

jr.

An immediate study would take into con-

sideration the following:

1. Recommended maximum theatre

picture size when projecting 1.75-1

35mm pictures.

2. Recommended maximum theatre

picture size when projecting Cine-

mascope 2.35-1 35mm pictures.

3. 70mm recommendations.

4. Recommended practice with respect

to 70mm splicing in theatres.

5. Recommendations regarding screen

replacements or resurfacing.

6. Recommended servicing practice

for pi’ojectors (70mm and 35mm) ;

lenses (backing and/or anamor-
phic) ; lamphouses, mirrors, recti-

fiers, water recirculators, sound
systems and horn systems.

7. Recommended practice for extend-

ing life of 35mm prints.

Besides chaiman Cahill, the committee
members are: Gio Gagliardi, Stanley War-
ner ’Theatres; Charles Horstman, RKO
Theatres: Harry Rubin, AB-Paramount;
John Kohler, United Artists; Thomas
Prendergast, Todd-AO, and H. Edward
White, Eastman Kodak, the latter two
newly elected at the meeting.

As part of its program of technical

progress, the Theatre Committee also plans

to:

1. Effectuate eventually a fu’m co-

ordination between the east and
west industry engineering and tech-

nical interests.

2. Activate a program for opening

wider research facets on both coasts

and in the field.

3. Explore the manner and method of

alleviating the critical shortage of

engineering and technical man-
power in the industry.

Glen Alden Earnings Up
200 Per Cent Over 1961
NEW YORK—The Glen Alden Corp.

earnings for the first four months of 1962

were substantially ahead of the comparative
period in 1961, Albert A. List, chairman of

the board, told the stockholders at the

annual meeting. At the end of March, the

published net operating earnings of the

coi’poration for the first quarter were $2,-

101,000, equal to approximately 37 cents per

share of sales of $30,434,000. This repre-

sents an increase of 200 per cent in net

earnings and a 27 per cent increase in sales

over a year ago.

The stockholders re-elected the existing

board of directors, who then met and
elected Charlton H. Williams, a vice-presi-

dent of Glen Alden.
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Distributors^

Organize on
HOLLYWOOD—Fonnation of the West

Coast Society of Motion Picture Distribu-

tors and Exhibitors was amiounced fol-

lowing a meeting of 45 leading independent
theatre o'^mers, film distributoi-s and pro-

ducei's at the Cinema Theatre in Holly-

wood, with Samuel Stiefel, California ex-

hibitor, acting as chairaian. The total mem-
bership is expected to exceed 250 when all

apphcations ai’e in from the three branches
of the industi-y located on both coasts.

The organization’s by-laws were set

forth as follows:

A. To safeguai'd, promote, advance and
fm-ther the interests of the independent

and non-affiliated exhibitors and distrib-

utors of motion pictm’e films.

B. To maintain, promote and develop

in cooperation with the general public and
persons and organizations involved in all

media of communication such rmited ef-

foiis as vnll assm’e and deepen the under-
standing and appi’eciation of the import-
ance to the country of the broadest free-

dom of expression of ideas in the fields of

art, hteratm’e and entertainment to the

end that cultm-al, spiritual and intellectual

life of om- people shall be steadily advanced.

C. To oppose all fonns of censorship by
public authorities or private, self-appointed

censors, and at the same time comply with
all laws affecting the distribution or ex-

hibition of motion pictures, reserving the
right accorded to all persons to test the
validity of censorship laws as applied in

pai-ticular situations.

D. To encourage the public to select

wisely for itself what it will see, heai’ or

read, and to encoru'age and stimulate the
distribution and exhibition of motion pic-

tures of genuine entertainment or other
value.

E. To safeguard and promote the inter-

ests of motion pictm'e films.

Permanent headquarters of the new or-

ganization will be announced at the next
regular meeting scheduled for the last week
in June at which time a full complement
of officers will be elected.

Miss Schorr, Rosenthal
In New Columbia Posts
NEW YORK—Hortense Schorr, Colum-

bia Pictures publicity manager in New
York, has been elevated to the newly
created post of coordinator of publicity for

the company while Bud Rosenthal, a mem-
ber of the home office publicity depart-
ment since 1959, succeeds her as publicity

manager, according to Robert S. Ferguson,
national director of advertising, publicity

and exploitation.

Miss Schorr, who has been with the com-
pany for many years, will now direct the
channeling of publicity material from its

sources throughout the world for merchan-
dising the company’s product.
Rosenthal joined Columbia as trade press

contact in March 1959 after serving as as-

sociate editor of the Independent Film
Journal. He was named New York news-
paper and syndicate contact for Columbia
in September 1960.

Exhibitors

West Coast

AWARD FOR IMPROVEMENT —
The Downtown Denver Improvement
Ass’n cited the Denham Theatre and
its owner-president, Mrs. Vera Cockrill,

left, at a luncheon in the Hilton Hotel
recently. The theatre was presented a
merit award in recognition of the vast

remodeling and improvements it had
undergone. The association recognizes

firms and organizations which have
made significant contributions to the
beautification and improvement of

downtown Denver in the last five years.

Seven awards were presented by Perry
G. Anderson, right, executive director

of the association. The Denham was
the only theatre to receive an award.

MGM Sets 60 Key Bookings
For 'Lolita' During June
LOS ANGELES—The first 60 selected

key city bookings for MGM-Seven Arts’

“Lolita” have been set to follow the June
13 world premiere in New York. The film

opens the night of June 21 at the Beverly
Theatre, Beverly Hills.

Among the new bookings are the Esquire,

Dallas; Telenews, Milwaukee; World, St.

Paul; Tower East, Salt Lake City; Capri,

Boston; Stillman, Cleveland; Loew’s,
Indianapolis; Visulite, Charlotte; Ingersoll,

Des Moines; Villa, Oklahoma City; Shady
Oak, St. Louis; Capri, Kansas City.

Previously announced openings for the
MGM release have included the Hollywood,
Toronto; Ontario, Washington D.C.; Trans-
Lux, Philadelphia; Loop, Chicago; St. Louis
Park, Minneapolis.
James Mason, Shelley Winters and Peter

Sellers star with Sue Lyon introduced in

the title role. “Lolita” was directed by
Stanley Kubrick and produced by James
B. Harris. Vladimir Nabokov adapted his

own novel for the screen.

20th-Fox to Make Film Under New Title

HOLLYWOOD—“Cher Papa” is being re-

activated by 20th-Fox under the new title,

“Love in a Cool Climate,” as a starring

vehicle for Barbara Eden and Tuesday
Weld. Vincent Sherman will produce and
direct the Frederick Kohner novel being
scripted by A1 Lewin and Bert Styler.

James Stewart Urges

Humor on Screen
BUFFALO—“We need more humor on

the screen today,” declared James Stewart
the other day in the course of a phone
conversation from Los Angeles with Bob
Sokolsky, drama critic of the Buffalo
Courier-Express. “The movies could stand
more of a variety,” declared Stewart, whose
next local screen appearance will be at the
Center ’Theatre in “Mr. Hobbs Takes a Va-
cation” late in June. “There’s been too
much of the same thing in recent years and
audiences deserve better than that,” said

the star.

Stewart will be doing his part toward the

return of film humor. Having completed
one comedy, he starts work in September
on another, “Take Her, She’s Mine,”
adapted from the Broadway show that
starred Art Carney.

Stewart, in the course of the interview,

said he did not fully agree with cmrent
pessimists who feel that the film industry
has seen its best days. “I think the over-

all quality of films was better when I first

came into this business than it has been
for the past five or six years,” he conceded.
“The big thing was that they made more

good entertainment pictvures in the 30s

and 40s than they do today,” Stewart said.

The star said he saw no end to the in-

crease in overseas production, but hesitated

to view that situation with alarm. “This is

merely the sign that one era has ended
and another is with us. Overseas shooting

is inevitable, but more movies are still

made in this country for world consump-
tion than anywhere else.”

20th-Fox Exploiteers Hear
'Longest Day' Sales Plan
CHICAGO—A seminar to acquaint the

field exploitation force with Darryl F.

Zanuck’s “The Longest Day,” forthcoming
20th Century-Fox release, was conducted
at the exchange here Friday (8) by Charles

Einfeld, 20th-Fox vice-president.

Sindlinger reports on the penetration of

the picture thus far were analyzed by Ein-

feld and the field force and plans laid down
for greater utilization of television and
radio promotion for the picture.

Also discussed by the group were other

coming Fox releases: “Hemingway’s Ad-
ventures of a Young Man,” “Five Weeks in

a Balloon,” “The Lion,” “Nine Hours to

Rama” and “Gigot.” The Hemingway pic-

ture was screened for the field force the

evening preceding the seminar.

Einfeld was assisted by Rodney Bush,

20th-Fox exploitation director. Others at-

tending the seminar were: Phil Engel, Bos-

ton; Hal Marshall, Philadelphia; Ralph
Buring, Pittsburgh; Manny Pearson, Cleve-

land; Jerry Berger, St. Louis; Chick Evens,

Kansas City; Sol Gordon, Chicago; Louis

Orlove, Milwaukee; Jimmie Gillespie,

Dallas; Jerry Rafshoon, Atlanta; Helen
Yorke, San Francisco; Eddie Yarbrough,
Los Angeles, and Sam Glasier, Toronto.

'Big Boy' Williams Dies
HOLLYWOOD — Guinn “Big Boy”

Williams, 62, well-known comedy actor,

died Wednesday (6) in a hospital here after

a series of intestinal operations. He was to

have been starred in a new TV series.
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WORLD WIDE
DISTRIBUTION

ALLIED ARTISTS
United States

Canada
Japan

Near East

RANK FILM DISTRIBUTORS, LTD.
United Kingdom
South America

Italy

Germany
Scandinavia

Far East

MELIOR FILMS
Belgium

Luxembourg
Congo

SOCIEDADE IMPORTADORA DE FILMES LDA.
Portugal

VALORIA FILMS H. MUCCHIELLI
France

BRITISH EMPIRE FILMS PTY., LTD.
Australia

HAFBO FILMS, N. Y.

Holland

FILMAYER, S. A.

Spain

A. S. FILM LTD.
Israel
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READ
HOW YOUR

MOVIE-GOIIMG HABITS
ARE GOING TO

CHANGE!
Beginning on June 27th, you will be

able to see the big, important motion

pictures in relaxed close-to-home com-

fort at your own local PREMIERE
SHOWCASE Theatre, at the same time

they play on Broadway!

It will be like haying thirteen

Broadway openings spread out across

the entire Greater New York Metropoli-

tan area. Far fewer parking problems.

Shorter trayel time. Greater all-around

convenience. You’ll be seeing top screen

attractions at your own local PRE-

MIERE SHOWCASE Theatre.

The department stores, with their

suburban branches, long ago recognized

the need to make it easier and more con-

venient for you to shop. We think now is

the time to make it easier and more con-

venient for you to see motion pictures

during their premiere engagements.

Inaugurating this policy at thirteen

PREMIERE SHOWCASE Theatres will

be the freshest, funniest comedy that

ever went into orbit... BING CROSBY
and BOB HOPE and JOAN COLLINS

in "THE ROAD TO HONG KONG”.

FIRST MtMiERI SHOWCME ATTRACTION

-TiCBDiCCROSm
BOB HOPE

^JOWCOLUNS
PMIUUtnWIK^

THE ROAD TO HONC KONC

.... BOROTHYLAHOim ustMuwia) uisrj

TARTt JUNE rrnt
AT THI RRtnmeAC HOWCASf THEATRES

LISTED BELOW I

Yes, on June 27th, a revolutionary

new concept will change your movie-go-

ing habits. From that date on, you will

be able to see outstanding motion pic-

tures while they’re "hot”-conveniently,

with no rush or fuss, at your local

PREMIERE SHOWCASE Theatre.

LOOK AT THESE UNITEO ARTISTS
PREMIERE SHOWCASE PICTURES COMING UPl

‘•FOLLOW TH.\T DREAM" starring ELVIS
PRESLEY . "BIRD MAN OF ALCATRAZ"
starring BURT LANCASTER . "JACK THE
GIANT KILLER" The Legend Of The Ages
• "PRESSURE POINT’ starring SIDNEY
POITIER and BOBBY DARIN . "GERONIMO"
starring TV’s Famed "Rifleman” CHUCK
CONNORS . "THE MANCHURIAN CANDI-
DATE" starringFRANK SINATRA,LAURENCE
HARVEY, JANET LEIGH . "KID GALAHAD”
starring ELVIS PRESLEY • "TWO FOR THE
SEESAW” starring ROBERT MITCHUM and

SHIRLEY MacLAINE

PREMIERE
SHOWCASE

- '>>V

NEWSPAPER ADS EXPLAIN UA’S “PREMIERE SHOWCASE” PLAN—Above
is reproduction of a full-page advertisement that appeared in the New York
Times, Monday, June 4, to introduce United Artists’ new “Premiere Showcase”
policy. Different versions of the ad are scheduled to nm in the six other major
New York City dailies and also the Long Island Star-Journal, the Long Island
Daily Press, Newsday and the Westchester-Macy Group.

Levine's Embassy Plans
11 Films June-August
NEW YORK—Joseph E. Levine’s Em-

bassy Pictures will release 11 pictures, in-

cluding “Boys’ Night Out,” going through
MGM in July, dui’ing the June through
August period. Embassy went into distri-

bution a year ago with “Two Women,” for

which Sophia Loren won the Academy
Award in April.

In addition to “Boys’ Night Out,” which
will open at the Victoria and Guild The-
atres later in June, Embassy’s summer
schedule includes “Boccaccio ’70,” Carlo
Ponti production in Eastman Color, which
will be the first attraction at the new
Cinema I and Cinema n theatres in New
York June 26; “The Sky Above and the

Mud Below,” Academy Award-winning
documentary feature in wide-screen and
color, which will open at the Forum The-
atre late in June, and “The Devil’s

Wanton,” an early Ingmar Bergman Swed-
ish film, which will open at the 55th Street

Theatre in June.

The other Embassy releases for July and
August are: “Strangers in the City,” writ-

ten, produced and directed in New York
City by Rick Carrier; “Divorce—Italian

Style,” Italian film which won the Silver

Ribbon Award in Italy for best actor, Mar-
cello Mastroianni, plot and script; “Con-
stantine and the Cross,” produced in Italy

in wide-screen and color, starring Cornel
Wilde, Christine Kaufmann and Belinda
Lee; “The Seven Capital Sins,” produced
in Europe with Jacques Charrier, Jean-
Pierre Aumont, Eddie Constantine and
Dany Saval in the cast; “Madame Sans
Gene,” in Technirama and Technicolor,

starring Sophia Loren and Robert Hossein,

directed by Christian-Jaque; “Le Crime
Ne Paie Pas,” directed by Gerard Oury
with a cast including Richard Todd,
Danielle Darrieux, Annie Girardot and
Michele Morgan, and the British comedy,
“What a Carve-Up!” stanring Kenneth
Conno, Sidney James, Shirley Eaton and
Dennis Price.

Of these, “Boys’ Night Out” was the only
one made in Hollywood. “What a Carve-
Up!” was made in England, “Strangers in

the City” was filmed in New York and the

balance was made in Prance, Italy or

Sweden.

AA Shows 39-Week Net
Loss of $1,196,000
NEW YORK—The financial opera-

tions of Allied Artists Pictures Corp. and
its wholly owned subsidiaries for the 39
weeks ended March 31, 1962, resulting in

a net loss, before federal income taxes,

of $1,241,000. After a federal income tax
credit of $45,000, the net loss was $1,-

196.000, compared with a net profit,

before federal income taxes, of $579,000
for the corresponding period last year.

After a provision for federal income taxes
of $165,000 that year, the final net profit

was $414,000, according to S. Broidy, presi-

dent.

The gross income for the 39-week period
ending March 31, 1962, amounted to $9,-

585.000, compared with $10,498,000 for the
same period in the previous year. “El Cid,”
which AA believes will be its highest gross-
ing film, has played only a limited number
of dates to date, Broidy pointed out.

Columbia Sets U.S. Titles

For Two British Films
NEW YORK—Columbia Pictures has set

final release titles for two of its British-

made pictures scheduled for release in the
U.S. later in 1962.

“Battle Aboard the Defiant” will be the
final title for the John Brabourne pro-
duction starring Alec Guinness, Dirk Bo-
garde and Anthony Quayle, filmed in color

and Cinemascope, which was called

“H.M.S. Defiant,” when it opened in Lon-
don recently.

“Ring-A-Ding Rhythm” is the final title

of the Columbia-Amicus production re-

leased in England as “It’s Trad, Dad!” The
musical stars Chubby Checker, America’s
King of the Twist, and the Dukes of Dixie-
land, as well as Helen Shapiro, Great
Britain’s 15-year-old singing star.

Now to Be Called Tony Franciosa

HOLLYWOOD — Official memos from
MGM notify that Franciosa no longer will

be Anthony but Tony, and will be so listed

on the credits for “Period of Adjustment.”

Alan David of Chicago
To Produce in Israel
CHICAGO—The State of Israel, hoping

to establish a Hollywood of its own, has
set aside 2,500 acres for a studio near Tel
Aviv. Alan David of Chicago, who is presi-

dent of Vanguard Pictures, will join forces
with the government in building the studio,
which is being designed by Chicago
architect Ray Blass. David plans to start
production there shortly on two film pro-
ductions, “The Flesh and the Soul” and
“Hunters 5,” the story of the Israelis who
tracked down Adolf Eichmann.

'Coast Watcher' Scheduled
As 38, Inc., Initialer
HOLLYWOOD—“Coast Watcher,” an

authentic story of counter intelligence in
the South Pacific during World War II, will

be the initial feature produced by 38, Inc.,

independent outfit formed by writer Ben
Hecht, Alan Ladd, cinematographer Lee
Garmes, talent executive William Meikel-
john, attorney Eugene Trope and financiers
Donald Liederman and Hank Hendler.
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Small-Town Exhibitor Aids Youth

In Drive on Too Many Adult Films
By EARL MOSELY

AMARILLO, TEX.—A project by a small

high school journalism class “to try to do
something about the film situation,”

reached all the way to Washington re-

cently when Rep. Walter Rogers, who rep-

resents 28 counties in the Panhandle and
High Plains, requested the House niles

committee to initiate an investigation of

the motion picture industry. His point was
“obscenity.”

The committee postponed action on the

request.

Rogers said he had received approxi-

mately 30 letters from Dimmitt High

School students, a town of 2,935 some 70

miles southwest of here, about their cam-

paign to “clean up alleged obscenities and

lewdness” in movies.

APPEAL TO OTHER SCHOOLS
The Dimmitt students also appealed to

other high schools in the district to sup-

port theu' campaign, and two of the three

larger schools in Amarillo did join in. A
petition with 733 signatures was presented

to the city commission by Tascosa High,

and one with 107 signatures by Amarillo

High. The petitioners asked local exhibitors

to insist on “decent movies,” and pledged

to support such clean entertainment.

These petitioners called on the students;

(1) To send letters of disapproval to

Amai'illo movie houses.

(2) To publish a review of the movies

in a local daily.

(3) To sponsor a public forum between

students and adults for the puiTOse of dis-

cussing better movies.

(4) To encourage more accurate movie

advertising.

But censorship was opposed on all fronts.

Representative Rogers was quoted as stat-

ing; “I abhor censorship, but if the movies

don’t do something in this matter the Con-

gress should.” The Amai*illo students also

rejected any form of censorship, while the

Dimmitt school principal said; “Our stu-

dents aren’t interested in an investigation,

but would Uke to get Hollywood to produce

a better type movie, if possible, and felt

that a letter-writing contest was the best

way to do it.”

COMMISSION GIVES OPINION
The Amarillo commission then offered

its opinion that “any legislation attempted

by the city commission in that (movie)

field would be void” because of state legis-

lation which has pre-empted such regula-

tions.

"rhis Boxoffice reporter contacted H. H.

Carlile, who has operated the 600-seat

Carlile Theatre and a drive-in at Dimmitt
for 16 years with no opposition. Carlile re-

lated that the high school editors, who have

a page in the local weekly newspaper, in-

formed him about the better films project

before the first article was printed, and he

also was consulted about whom the stu-

dents should send their complaints about

adult-only pictures. Carlile suggested the

producers.

“The students also did some writing to

our congressman,” Carlile said. He did

some consulting himself with local people

about the matter.

“As to how I feel about the matter,” Car-

A Well-Expressed View

Against Censorship

Chassell, Mich.—A. J. Gasvoda jr.

of the Hiawatha Drive-In Theatre
here, who does some excellent plugging
on behalf of moviegoing via his own
radio show that he calls “Hollywood
Movie Log,” prepared the following

to be used on the June 30 program:
“It is generally felt that any form

of censorship of a public conveyance
or communication such as newspapers,
radio, television or motion pictures, is

an infringement upon an individual’s

inherent right of free speech which is

guaranteed to us under our Constitu-
tion. However, there are a few who
would not have us believe this.

“If free thinking is to be main-
tained in a society, then the problem
of censorship should lie with the in-

dividual or family, thus avoiding a
civilization of automatons or a cum-
munist society where a few do the ma-
jority’s thinking for them.

“If a community is to be progressive,

it must not degenerate to the level of

allowing an individual to dictate or

control its opinions.

“To liberalize on Voltaire: One may
not agree with what another says or

does, however, he should defend the
other’s right to say or do so, lest he
himself be destroyed as a free man.
“During these times, more than ever

before, every American should realize

just what the Fourth of July really

means, and what the American flag

really stands for!” © 1961.

lile said, “we (himself and his booker,
Athel Boyter in Oklahoma City) have told

the distributors that we see and deal with
fai-mers and small-town patrons, and we
need more family pictures and not so

many heavy dramas. The latter has been
losing small-town business for several

years, especially midweek business.”

Oarlile’s main objection to adult pic-

tures he has shown is the scenes, not the
dialog. He has run more family pictures

than adult fare percentagewise, with busi-

ness about 20 per cent better on the for-

mer. His top grosser during the past five

years was “The Alamo” in 1961, a family
film. But he has had this problem—on
family picture bookings many parents drop
their children off at his theatre and go
elsewhere. However, the high school stu-

dents do attend, but adults are needed to

pay the major part of the overhead.

Carlile is opposed to a Senate probe.

The Tascosa class president asseiied that
on dates both the boy and the ghl are em-
barrassed the remainder of the evening

after viewing an objectionable scene. An-
other student explained, “We know ob-
scenity when we see it but we never know
when it is going to be injected into a pic-

ture.” Asked why he didn’t leave the the-

atre at such times, his answer was, “That’s

what we’re having to do more and more.”
Rogers asserted that when teenagers like

those in Dimmitt get interested in the
morals of the coimtiw, “the adults had bet-
ter take a good look.” He had told the com-
mittee in Washington he was indignant at
what he called concentration on sex and
obscenity in films . . . ’The people seem to
think the movie code of ethics (adopted
Mai'ch 31, 1930) has not been adhered to.”

The Amai’illo petitions were said to have
been triggered not only by the Dimmitt
action but from a repainted speech in the
current issue of the U. S. News and World
Report by the Tulsa (Okla.) ’Tribune edi-
tor. It wai’ned of national deterioration of
morals and ethics.

Another action before the Amarillo com-
mission was from four Negro students who
entered a plea for desegregation of the
motion picture houses. There was a theatre
here once for Negroes but it shuttered due
to lack of business. Now, there is no place
for colored people to see a movie.
When local houses are booked with an

adult picture, a standee is placed by the
boxoffice pointing out that no children’s
tickets will be sold.

Thei’e have been previous censorship ac-
tions here, one resulting in arrests of the-
atre personnel and another for requested
scene cuts. But the city commission
pointed to what resulted in Abilene. All
complaints filed there against exhibitors
were soon dismissed and a censorship or-
dinance was repealed. Now the city has a
grading system on motion pictures.

Amai'illo’s estimated population is 148,-

000 .

Adult-Mature Young Films
Are High in Green Sheet
NEW YORK—Pictures rated for adults

and mature young people outnumber all

the other categories by the Film Estimate
Board of National Organizations in its June
issue of The Green Sheet. There are nine
pictures in the A-MY bracket, while five

films are listed in the family or “F” class.

Four pictures were rated strictly for adults

and two for adults, mature young people
and young people.

In the A-MY class ai’e Paramount’s ‘“The

Counterfeit Traitor” and “The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance,” 20th Centiory-Fox’s

“Lisa,” Warner Bros.’ “Merrill’s Maraud-
ei’s” and “Samar,” Universal’s “Night
Creatures,” Allied Artists’ “Reprieve” and
United Artists’ “’Third of a Man” and “War
Hunt.”
The adult-classed pictures are 20th Cen-

tm-y-Fox’s “Cabinet of Caligari” and
“Woman Himt.” Warner Bros.’ “House of

Women” and Universal’s “That Touch of

Mink.”
Rated for family patronage are Buena

Vista’s “Big Red,” Continental’s “Harold
Lloyd’s World of Comedy,” Paramoimt’s
“Hatari!” and Columbia’s “Zotzi” and
“Safe at Home!”
For adults, young people and matm-e

young people, The Green Sheet recom-
mends Buena Vista’s “Bon Voyage” and
United Artists’ “The Muracle Woi’ker.”

Nick Adams to Film 'Under the Wall'

HOLLYWOOD—Actor Nick Adams has
acquired “Under the Wall,” William Kap-
lan’s novel, for independent production

through his Hondo Productions, which also

owns “The Naked Lover” by M. H. Davis.
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The facts are, that HUNDREDS of our TRAILERS
...and ACCESSORIES, too... that were due to be re-

turned to our branches TODAY. .
.
just haven’t come back!

Among them, no doubt, are TRAILERS and ACCES-
SORIES you are waiting for... and depending on, to sell

your attractions.

Sooner or later, of course, the missing TRAILERS and
ACCESSORIES will be returned to us . . . but . . . can YOU
wait for a sooner-or-later shipment of your TRAILERS
and ACCESSORIES? Of course you can’t! You need them
RIGHT NOW!

We print approximately THREE TIMES as many
TRAILER PRINTS as the distributor has Feature prints.

Our printing of ACCESSORIES is many, many times that

proportion. More than enough to supply you with your

needs, in ample time to afford maximum use of these items.

BUT. ..when so many of your fellow-exhibitors fail to re-

turn TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES on time... even

this huge surplus of material cannot protect you against

a missout!

Immediately after the last showing of your TRAILER
it is due hack in our office. Immediately after the last show-

ing of your Feature, the ACCESSORIES are due back in

our office.

You can improve our service, if you see that they get

back to us...

ON TIMEI-EVERY TIME!
nnrionru&C^££/l SERVICE

ppueB/tBr Of THfmousmy



CALENDARiEVENTS
JUNE JULY

s M T W T F S S M T W T F S

1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 29 30 31

JUNE

10-

12, Louisiana Theatre Owners annual convention,
Fountoinebleu Motel, New Orleons.

JULY

16-18, Virginia Motion Picture Theatre Ass'n annual
convention, Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Comfort,
Va.

17, 18, New Mexico Theatre Ass'n 17tti onnuol con-
vention, Farmington, N. M.

AUGUST

6-

9, New York State Allied and New Jersey Allied
joint convention at Kiomesha Lake, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER

7-

9, Association of the Women of the Motion Picture
Industry 9th annual convention. Hotel .Muehlebach,
Kansos City.

11-

14, Independent Exhibitors, Inc. ar>d Drive-In The-
otres of New Englond regional convention, the Bel-
mont, West Horwich (Cape Cod), Mass.

18, 19, Allied Theotres of Michigan 43rd annual con-
vention, Sheroton-Codillac Hotel, Detroit.

Second Annual Festival
At MIT to Begin June 12
BOSTON—A program of festivities with

film stars, directors and producers from
the U.S. and Europe is planned for the
opening of the second annual International
Film Festival to be held at MIT’s Kresge
auditorium June 12-24.

The selecting committee, comprised of

Boston film ci'itics Elinor Hughes, Herald;
Marjory Adams, Globe; Alta Maloney,
Traveler; Nora Taylor, Monitor; Peggy
Doyle, Record American; Guy Livingston,
Boxoffice, has chosen the following films

for presentation at the festival, June 12-24.

‘"The Unsent Letter,” Russian; “Simi-
trio,” Mexican; “Arms and the Man,” and
“Objective: Stalingi-ad,” Germany; “The
Playboy of the Western World,” Ireland;
“Cairo Station,” Egypt. These films have
been cited by the committee for specific ex-
cellence. Other films cited will be an-
nounced shortly.

Jurors, who will select for general ex-
cellence at the festival, include Elliot

Norton, drama critic, Boston Record
American; Gyorgy Kepes, Norman Holland,
MIT faculty; Lawrence Wiley, Harvard;
Sam Hirsch, BU; Joseph Figurito, BC; A1
Capp, cartoonist.

RCA Quarterly Dividend
Of 25 Cents on Common
NEW YORK—The board of directors of

Radio Corp. of America has declared a
quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share
on the common stock, payable July 23 to
holders of record June 15, 1962.

A dividend of 87*/2 cents per share was
declared on the cumulative first preferred
stock for the period July 1, 1962, to Sep-
tember 30, payable October 1 to holders
of record of such stock September 21.

Fermac Enters British Film
Production-Distribution
TORONTO—Fermac Graphic Industries,

Ltd. of Toronto is entering the British film
field and plans to produce five feature-
length films to be released in the United
Kingdom through Warner-Pathe, British

subsidiary of Warner Bros. Pictures. Dis-
tributors for the rest of the world have
yet to be designated. David Feldman is

president of Fermac.
The new production-distribution com-

pany, in which Fermac will hold a 50 per
cent interest, will have a total capitalization

of $2,500,000 through agreements whereby
England’s National Provincial Bank will

advance the company four times the
amount of its capital fund of $500,000.

In addition to Warner-Pathe, Parroch
Films and Humphries Laboratories will be
associated with Fermac.
Fermac’s entry into the British film in-

dustry was influenced by the Eady Plan,
which the English government subsidizes

domestic-controlled film production to the
extent of 70 per cent of costs. Canadian
actor-producer Neil McCallum is associated
with Jack C. Parsons, British theatre circuit

executive and motion picture producer, in

Parroch Films.

Jesse Crawford, Renowned
Theatre Organist, Dies
CHICAGO—Jesse Crawford, who won re-

nown in the 1920s as the organist at the
B&K Chicago Theatre, died at the age of

66 in Sherman Oaks, Calif. In 1918
Balaban and Katz brought Crawford to

Chicago from Los Angeles, where he played
the organ in a downtown Los Angeles the-
atre. B&K installed a second organ in the
Chicago theatre when Crawford married
Helen Anderson, also a theatre organist.

The Crawfords moved to B&K’s Paramount
Theatre in New York in 1926, where they
performed until 1932.

WB Retitles Asquith Film
NEW YORK—“Guns of Darkness” will

be the release title for the Cavalcade-Con-
corde picture produced in England for

Warner Bros, release under the title “Act
of Mercy.” David Niven and Leslie Caron
are starred in the picture which Anthony
Asquith directed on location in Spain with
David Opatashu and James Robertson
Justice featured.

BOOK REVIEW
Kine & TV Year Book 1962. Published

by Kine Weekly, London. 536 Pages.
The 48th edition of Kine Weekly’s year

book again is a concise and informative
reference volume for the British film and
television industries. The 'various cate-

gories are separated by convenient index
tabs, each describing the data therein.

Categories include trade organizations,

biographies, circuits, equipment companies,
distributors and product, along with cor-

responding information for the television

field. A handy-ribboned bookmark, pro-
vided by an ice cream company, also is in-

cluded for convenience.
Practically all data required by people

within the two industries are listed in

the 536 pages.—A. S.

'Tweefsie' Gets Big Role

In Civil War Production
BLOWING ROCK, N.C.—Tweetsie,

the narrow gauge railroad train that
is a tourist attraction here, will be in

a movie being made by Unusual Films,
the motion pictm-e production unit of

Bob Jones University at Greenville,

S.C.

The scenes in which Tweetsie bears
the body of Gen. Thomas “Stonewall”
Jackson to its final resting place in

Virginia are being shot this weekend.
The cast iron coffin being used is of

Civil War vintage, being made in the
1860s by Crane and Bread Co. of Cin-
cinnati, which is still in business.

The two-hour color film is based on
General Jackson’s contact with Gen.
Richard Stoddert Ewell, who became
an outstanding Christian as a result

of Jackson’s influence.

Tweetsie has been given a new coat
of green and gold paint and bears the
name, “Virginia Central Railway,” for

the film.

'Barabbas' London Event;
New York Date October JO
LONDON—The world premiere of Dino

de Laurentiis’ “Barabbas” was held at the
Odeon Haymarket Theatre Monday (4)

with the producer, his associate producer,
Luigi Luraschi; Kenneth C. Hargreaves,
distribution executive for De Laurentiis,

and Lon Jones, publicity director for De
Laurentiis, attending. Arthur Manson, in-

ternational campaign director for the film,

arrived from New York for the event.

“Barabbas,” in Technirama-70 and Tech-
nicolor, is the first film to play the Odeon
Haymarket, which is the second new film

theatre to be constructed in London since

World War II. Columbia Pictures is dis-

tributing the picture on a reserved-seat

basis.

In New York, “Barabbas,” will have its

American premiere at the DeMille Theatre
October 10, also on a reserved-seat policy

of ten performances weekly. Universal’s

“Spartacus” was the last two-a-day film

to play the theatre from October 1960

through October 1961.

Films, Jnc., Has Available
J,500 Films in J6mm
WILMETTE, ILL.—More than 1,500 full-

length features and short subjects produced
by major and independent studios can now
be rented in 16mm for nontheatrical show-
ing, Films, Inc., a subsidiary of Encyclo-

pedia Britannica Films, Inc., has made
public via a 160-page catalog.

Listed in 13 groups are the following:

Action and adventure, comedy, drama, light

drama, musicals, mystery and crime detec-

tion, the fantastic, westerns, war themes,
religious themes, children’s films, short

subjects and cartoons. More than 300

feature films, plus many short subjects,

are available in Cinemascope. The com-
pany distributes the films through eight

exchanges from Boston to Portland, Ore.,

with one to be added in Detroit, October 1.
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National Association of Concessionaires

and Theatre Owners of America

PRESENT

THE ONE BIG
T962 TRADE SHOW
A FIVE STAR BIG SHOW THAT IS A "MUST'

For all equipment Manufatturers and Suppliers to the Nations

Concessionaires Drive-In Theatres

Amusement, Recreation & Fun Spot Centers

Motion Picture Theatres Commercial and

Industrial Vendors

Combined Registration Will Exceed Note: "Roller Skating Foundation"
L500 Representing a Minimum of Delegates Meeting at Adjoining Bal-

25,000 Top Locations! NAC's & TOA's moral Hotel Will Also Attend This
Biggest Year! Trade Show!

MAKE BOOTH RESERVATIONS NOW!
WRITE iV WIRE ^ PHONE

National Association of Concessionaires
201 North Wells Street

Chicago 6, Illinois

CEntral 6-3858

Nov. 6-7- 8-9 AMERICANA HOTEL
BAL HARBOUR, MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA

THE BIG SHOW! Exhibit Chairman: VAN MYERS, Wometco Enterprises, Miami

NAC - TOA CONVENTIONS - MEETINGS - DINNERS
COCKTAIL PARTIES - BANQUETS - SOCIAL EVENTS

LADIES’ EVENTS
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Four Disney Veterans Signed

To Topline 'Summer Magic'
Four Disney veterans—Burl Ives, Dor-

othy McGuire, Una Merkel and Hayley
Mills—have been set to topline Walt Dis-

ney’s upKToming major motion picture pro-
duction, “Summer Magic,” slated to roll

at the Burbank studio in early August.

Miss Mills played in “Pollyanna”; Miss
McGuire in “Old Yeller” and “Swiss Family
Robinson," and Miss Merkel in “The Parent
Trap," in which Miss Mills starred.

James Neilson will direct “Summer Ma-
gic" from a screenplay written by Julie
Benson. The story is based on Kate Wig-
gin’s book, “Mother Carey’s Chickens.”

Another Disney casting has Ed and
Keenan Wynn signed for starring roles
in the producer’s romantic-comedy “Son
of Blubber,” marking the second time the
famed father and son have worked to-
gether on the screen. They starred last
year in Disney’s comedy smash, “The Ab-
sent-Minded Professor.”

Ed will essay the role of a whimsical
county agi-icultural agent, while Keenan
plays a comic, fast-talking, fast-dealing
loan shark in the feature, also starring
Fi-ed MacMurray and Nancy Olson.

'How to Murder Your Wife'
Set for Early Fall Start

Early fall is the projected starting date
set by George Axelrod for “How to Mur-
der Your Wife,” a top-secret screenplay
scheduled as the initial production under
the writer-producer’s newly formed inde-
pendent corporation. Charleston Enter-
prises.

Based on an original comedy by Axelrod,
the script is being written by Walter Bern-
stein and will follow the currently filming
“Paris When It Sizzles” on the filmmaker’s
schedule.

Axelrod, author of such boxoffice hits as
“Breakfast at Tiffany’s,” “Seven-Year
Itch” and the upcoming “The Manchurian
Candidate,” disclosed that negotiations
are underway with both Marilyn Monroe
and Frank Sinatra to star in his first in-
dependent venture.

Julie Harris, Henry Fonda
In Top Castings of Week
Two castings of note involve the signing

of Julie Harris to star in MGM’s “The
Haunting” and Henry Fonda for the top
role in Warner Bros.’ “Spencer’s Moun-
tain.”

Miss Harris, Emmy Award winner for
her perfonnance in ‘Wictoria Regina,”
plays an attractive but disturbed young
woman who becomes involved in a strange
and unearthly psychic experiment in “The
Haunting,” which will be produced and
directed by Robert Wise, much honored
Oscar winner for “West Side Story.” The
story was adapted from Shirley Jackson’s
novel, “The Haunting of Hill House,” writ-
ten for the screen by Nelson Gidding, and

will go before the cameras after Wise com-
pletes “Two for the Seesaw.”

In “Spencer’s Mountain,” Fonda por-
trays Spencer, whose love for his son
makes him try to liberate the boy from
the remote mountain valley where the
family has lived for genei-ations. Delmer
Daves is producing and directing from his

own screenplay of the Earl Hammer jr.

novel.

Anthony George Is Signed

For 'Marco Polo' Role

A script revision of “Marco Polo,” multi-
million dollar spectacular which suspended
filming after two months work due to in-

clement weather in India, prompted pro-

ducer Raoul Levy to sign Anthony George
for a costarring role added to the screen-
play.

The picture, slated to resume produc-
tion next October, has Alain Delon in the
title role. Anthony Quinn, previously set

to star, may not be available now that the
summer shooting schedule had to be aban-
doned.

Brian Keith, Kevin Corcoran

To Star in 'Johnny Shiloh'

More news anent Disney productions
with the announcement that Brian Keith,
Kevin Corcoran and Eddie Hodges have
been signed to star in the Technicolor film.

“Johnny Shiloh.” The Civil War yarn about
a drummer boy who rallied a regiment is

rolling this month on the Burbank lot.

James Neilson will direct the screenplay

by Ron Alexander. Bill Anderson will co-

produce with Walt Disney.

Weingarten Plans to Make
'Sign Post to Murder'
With Tennessee Williams’ first theatrical

comedy, “Period of Adjustment,” currently

before the cameras starring Tony Fran-
ciosa, Jane Fonda and Jim Hutton, pro-

ducer Lawrence Weingarten has revealed

MGM Inks Shirley Jones

To Five-Year Pact
A five-year, non-exclusive contract

was signed by Shirley Jones with
MGM, calling for one picture a year.

The initial feature under the new pact
will be “The Courtship of Eddie’s

Father,” in which she will costar with
Glenn Ford.

Also in negotiation for the actress-

singer is a contract with the Mirisch
Co. to star with George Chakiris in

the motion picture version of “The
Rage to Live,” John O’Hara tome.

Miss Jones recently announced the
formation of her own company, Shaun
Productions, to coproduce and star in

“Fugue,” a screenplay by Joseph
Stefano, with the writer and Elliot

Kastner.

that he will produce the motion picture
version of the London stage hit, “Sign
Post to Murder,” for MGM, with Eric
Ambler assigned to write the screenplay.

Also in preparation on Weingarten’s
schedule are two other major properties,
“The Unsinkable Molly Brown,” with the
screenplay being written by Helen Deutsch,
and the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, “The
Travels of Jaimie McPheeters,” being
written for the screen by John Gay.

Carl Foreman Schedules
'Holiday' for Columbia
Carl Foreman’s Highroad Productions

will produce “The Holiday,” with Jane
Fonda in the principal role. Columbia will

distribute the film which returns Foreman
to the scenes of his successful “Guns of
Navarone,” using Aegean sites as back-
ground for the story of a small fishing vil-

lage thrown into turmoil when a sophisti-
cated, sexy female is thrast into the
community.

The picture, based on a novel by Con-
stantine Fitzgibbon, is slated to go before
the cameras in June of 1963. Foreman is

currently preparing “The Victors” for an
August start in England.

Christine Kaufmann Added
To 'The Victors' Cast

Christine Kaufmann, 17-year-old Ger-
man actress, is the fourth of a contingent
of top female stars signed to appear in Carl
Foreman’s “The Victors.” Others in the
cast include Sophia Loren, Simone Sig-
noret and Romy Schneider, with Vince
Edwards, George Peppard, George Hamil-
ton, Eli Wallach and Michael Callan in

the male roles.

Miss Kaufmann, who recently completed
top roles in “Taras Bulba” and “Town
Without Pity,” will report for “The Vic-
tors” in August, when the film stai-ts prin-
cipal photography. Locations will include
sites in England, France, Italy and Sweden.

To Feature Evelyn Rudie

In 'Bye Bye Birdie'

Evelyn Rudie, former child star of

“Eloise” fame, begins a screen comeback at

the tender age of 13 with a featm-ed sing-

ing and dancing role in “Bye Bye Birdie,”

film version of the Broadway hit filming

here for Columbia release.

The picture marks little Miss Rudie’s
first movie since “Gift of Love,” Lam-en
Bacall starrer filmed in 1957, since, by her
own admission, she has been in a state of

semi-retirement—“too old to play children

and too young to play Jayne Mansfield
parts.”

Peter Graves Inked to Star

In British-Made Film

English writer-producer Bryan Forbes
has signed Peter Graves to star with Simone
Signoret and Richard Attenborough in

“Seance on a Wet Afternoon,” based on the

novel by Mark McShane. An October start-

ing date has been slated for the film which
will be produced by Beaver Pictures, pro-

ducers of “Whistle Down the Wind” and
“League of Gentlemen.” The story is a

suspense thriller in which Graves will be
the sole American in the cast.
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'Counterfeit Traitor' (Para) Wins

Blue Ribbon Award for May
By VELMA WEST SYKES

JiJational Screen Council members have chosen Paramount’s “The Counterfeit

Traitor,” tense spy melodrama set in World War II, as winner of the May
Boxoffice Blue Ribbon Award. The William Perlberg-George Seaton production
is based on the Alexander Klein novel concerning the wartime exploits, as an Allied

spy, of American-born, Swedish oil-importer Eric Erickson and is 99 per cent factual,

according to Erickson, who has been touring the United States in behalf of the

picture. Screen Council members, including film critics and representatives of

film councils, women's clubs, civic organizations and exhibitor groups, found “The
Counterfeit Traitor,” while obviously not suitable for the very young, to be absorb-
ing as well as historically significant for young people and mature members of

the family.

Boxoffice gave the picture a king-
size x-eview in our issue of Api'il 9 (con-
densed review April 16) and said in part:

“William Holden plays the I’ole of Eric

Erickson and he turns in a smooth, con-
vincing performance. Opposite him is

Lilli Palmer, Gei-man-born actress, who
gives a fine interpi’etation of the tragedy-
ridden Mai'iarme Mollendoi’f, who woi’ked

for the Allies in oi’der to help free her
country fi’om the Nazi I’egime. These
ai-e the only two players well known to

Amei’ican audiences. The supporting cast,

each member cai'efully and skilfully

selected, was drawn from Gennan, Eng-
lish, American, Danish and Swedish
talent.”

In Own Nationalities

Cast members portray roles of their

own nationalities, with Swedes in Swedish
roles, Germans as Germans, Danes as
Danes, Americans as Americans and Eng-
lishmen as Englishmen. Production ci’ews

and cast members were sent to Berlin,

Hamburg, Coperxhagen and Stockholm
to give authenticity to backgrounds, none
of which were faked.

The 140-minute drama also gained
the praise of motion pictm’e reviewers,

as evidenced by its 13 -plus rating in

Boxoffice Review Digest. In five first-

run openings, the picture rated an aver-
age of 167 per cent on the Boxoffice
Barometer.

National Screen Council members, in

casting their votes for the picture, also

offei’ed vai’ied comments about the quali-

ties which won their votes.

Insight to War Horrors

A carefully poi’trayed life of an earnest,

helpful and com-ageous young man woi’k-

ing for the overthi-ow of Germany and
the Hitler Youth Movement. An excel-

lent insight into the hoiTors of war.

—

Mrs. Harry T. Jarvis, Greater Detroit

MPC . . . You don’t have to Hold-en
your breath on this one. “The Counter-
feit Traitor” is the real thing.—George
Bourke, Miami Hex-aid.

Outstanding suspense show. It shows
the care and patience that went into

making it, despite long delays because of

bad weather and commitments of princi-

pals. It adds to statux-e of Perlberg and
Seaton. — Harold Pearson, The Deseret

News, Salt Lake City . . . Your confi-

dence in this entertainment will not be

spoiled by any “traitorous” let-down.

—

May Williams Ward, Wellington, Kas.,

author.

Never befox-e have I had such a diffi-

cult time to select a film for recogni-

tion. In defense of my final choice, “The
Counterfeit Traitor,” I say that it is a

film stox-y of x-eal-life events and of

great courage, photographed on actual

locations, stax'X'ing two fine actors.—Mrs.

C. M. Stewart, Lincoln (Neb.) Films
Forum.

IIIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

HAVING SEEN LILLI PALMER EXECUTED, HOLDEN IS

INTERROGATED BY A NAZI SECRET POLICE AGENT

WILLIAM HOLDEN, ERICA BEER AND CARL RADDATZ
LISTEN TO NAZI-TRAINED YOUTH, HELO GUTSCHWAGER

WILLIAM HOLDEN AND ACCOMPLICE, ERNST SCHRODER,
DISCUSS GERMAN OIL FIELDS WITH HIGH NAZIS

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The Cast

Erick Erickson William Holden
Marianne Mollendorf Lilli Palmer
Collins Hugh Griffith
Klara Holtz Erica Beer
Dr. Jacob Karp Jochen Blume
Porter Martin Berliner
Harold Murray Phil Brown
Fischer Max Buchsbaum
Unger Peter Capell

Ingrid Erickson Eva Dahlbeck

Max Gumpel Ulf Palme

Prof. Christiansen Ejner Federspiel

Hans Holtz Helo Gutschwager

Carl Bradley Holger Hagen

Otto Holtz Carl Raddatz

Baron Gerhard Von Oldenbourg
Ernst Schroder

Production Staff

Produced by William Perlberg

Directed by George Seaton

Screenplay by George Seaton

Original book by Alex.wder Klein
Director of Photography .. Jean Bourgoin

Art director Tambi Larsen

Assistant director Tom Pevsner

Costume design Edith Head

Music Composed and Directed by
Ai,fred Newman

Film Editor Alma Macrorie

Color by Technicolor

This award is given each month by the

National Screen Council on the basis of out-

standng merit and suitability for family

entertainment. Council membership comprises

motion picture editors, radio and TV film

commentators, representatives of better films

councils, civic, educational and exhibitor or-

ganizations.



BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relation to normal grosses as determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)

All Fall Down (MGM) 120 200 90 115 70 85 100 150 100 105 150 90 160 125 150 121

Black Pit of Dr. M. (UPRO) 100 70 130 100 100 100

Black Tights (Magna) 160 150 275 150 300 200 200 205

Cape Fear (U-I) 125 150 95 190 100 125 200 100 100 70 150 180 95 155 150 132

Couch, The (WB) 110 100 80 65 90 89

Counterfeit Traitor, The (Para) 125 150 150 185 200 150 160

Day the Earth Caught Fire (U-I) 110 90 100 90 85 140 65 115 100 no 85 175 85 125 125 107

Day the Sky Exploded (Excelsior) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Desert Patrol (U-I) 90 100 100 100 85 100 96

Desert Warrior (Madollion) 100 100 100 100 100 100

Devil's Eye, The (Janus) 200 150 225 no 100 115 160 225 161

Devil's Hand, The (Crown-SR) 75 90 65 100 90 84

Doctor in Love (Governor) 175 120 155 100 110 125 205 225 250 163

Double Bunk (Showcorp) 140 115 125 150 100 150 150 133

Experiment in Terror (Col) 120 125 160 100 130 80 100 no 100 100 90 165 85 200 no 118

Five Finger Exercise (Col) 130 100 195 65 90 100 100 90 185 70 125 95 112

Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner) 125 185 110 135 115 100 85 no no 100 118

Follow That Dream (UA) 140 100 125 150 220 95 175 no 139

Girl in Room 13, The (Astor) 140 100 100 100 85 105

Great War, The (Lopert) 80 90 100 115 100 65 100 170 103

Happy Thieves, The (UA) 90 190 90 100 100 no 100 115 75 80 85 125 100 105

Hellions, The (Col) 65 100 65 100 90 84

Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM) 125 275 105 175 95 100 110 65 100 75 100 115 90 90 130 100 145 150 100 118

House of Fright (AIP) 100 100 150 65 130 100 65 100 130 104

Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 200 140 250 150 175 250 400 200 130 200 250 212

Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor) 275 145 100 450 210 300 250 200 200 237

Madison Avenue (20th-Fox) 160 100 100 80 100 80 100 100 120 100 100 104

Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 150 175 200 90 250 150 110 no 150 no 150 150 210 90 175 130 145 150 no 148

Safe at Home! (Col) 190 105 70 80 65 80 98

Samar (WB) 100 85 100 65 100 90 90

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox) 140 150 195 100 100 110 80 125 100 125 115 125 120 105 175 135 150 85 120 124

Sergeant Was a Lady (U-I) 90 85 100 70 100 89

Siege of Syracuse (Para) 100 70 100 100 100 95 100 95

State Fair (20th-Fox) 175 150 200 120 250 180 135 250 175 125 175 250 200 no 185 140 125 no 150 169

Summer and Smoke (Para) 130 100 200 110 150 80 no 135 150 325 100 100 125 195 90 135 100 no 136

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM) 175 300 220 200 110 200 200 200 125 300 175 300 300 500 100 190 120 125 450 226

13 West Street (Col) 130 95 65 no 100 80 97

Through a Glass Darkly (Janus) 120 160 165 90 95 175 125 200 300 159

Valley of the Dragons (Col) 125 70 100 90 100 70 100 100 94

Victim (Pathe-America) 150 65 155 100 150 125 90 250 175 100 190 141

View From the Bridge, A (Cont'l) 160 120 190 95 125 100 100 90 160 100 no 125 120 200 300 140

Whistle Down the Wind (Pothe-Amer) 200 85 IM) 75 100 195 128

mm

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runt, not an avtraor
Listings are confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

1. Road to Hong Kong (UA)

San Francisco 300

2. Miracle Worker, The (UA)

Los Angeles 285
New York 195

3. Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation (20th-Fox)

Chicago 250
Los Angeles 200

4. Judgment at Nuremberg (UA)

Chicago 250

5. Follow That Dream (UA)

Kansas City 220

6. Cabinet of Caligari, The (20th-Fox)

Los Angeles 190

mmm. *

I
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'Dream' Hits the Spot

With Milwaukeeans
MILWAUKEE—As “Windjammer” held

up strongly in a second week, a newcomer
at the Wisconsin, “Follow That Dream,”
was the town’s hest opener, at a whopping
225. “L’Avventura” was a stm'dy enti’y at

the Downer, scoring 175 and holding. All

in all, exhibitoi’s here were not too pleased

with the week’s results compared to busi-

ness in general.

(Average Is 100)
Downer

—

L'Avventuro (Jonus) 175
Poloce

—

Windjommer (Cinemiracle), 2nd wk. 250
Riverside—Cope Feor (U-l) 125
Strond

—

West Side Story (UA), 11th wk 200
Times

—

Doctor in Love (Governor), 4th wk 125
Tower

—

Stote Foir (20th-Fox), 6th wk 170
Towne

—

Colossus of Rhodes (MGM); World in My
Pocket (MGM) 100

Worner

—

.Lost of the Vikings (Medallion); Desert
Worrier (Medallion) 100

Wisconsin^

—

Follow Thot Dreom (UA) 225

120 Is the Highest Score
Minneapolis Can Muster
MINNEAPOLIS—“Judgment at Nurem-

berg,” which opened at the .A.cademy The-
atre, tied with “West Side Story,” in its

16th week at the Mann Theatre, for doing
the best business last week, both rating 120

per cent. All other attractions rated aver-

age or below.

Academy

—

Judgment of Nuremberg (UA) 120
Century

—

Five Finger Exercise (Col), 2nd wk. 60
Gopher

—

The Cabinet of Coligori (20th^Fox) . . . . 1 00
Lyric

—

Cope Fear (U-l), 4th wk 100
Mann

—

West Side Story (UA), 16th wk 120
Orpheum

—

The Rood to Hong Kong (UA), 2nd wk. 90
Park

—

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM), 9th wk. 100
Stote

—

^Follow That Dream (UA), 2nd wk 80
Suburban World^

—

The Singer Not the Song (WB) 90
Uptown

—

Victim (Pathe-America), 2nd wk 100
World

—

Black Tights (Magna) 100

'West Side Story' Is

Evergreen in Omaha
OMAHA—^The Admiral Theatre contin-

ued to dominate the Omaha first-run movie
sector, as “West Side Story” tm-ned in an-
other gross far above average for the
seventh week.
Admiral

—

^West Side Story (UA), 7th wk 200
Cooper

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cinerama), 4th wk. 120
Dundee

—

Oklahoma! (Magna), 9th wk 135
St-Ce—All Fall Down i(MGM) 95

UA Names Pano Alafouzo
Middle East Director
NEW YORK—Pano Alafouzo, recently

connected with Buena Vista in Paris, where
he was sales manager for Europe and the

Middle East, has been named director for

the Middle East countries for United Artists

by Eric R. Pleskow, UA continental man-
ager with headquarters in Paris.

Alafouzo, stationed in Beirut, Lebanon,
will supervise and coordinate on-the-spot
operations and will report to Pleskow and
to Norbert T. Auerbach, UA continental
sales head in Paris. Prior to his BV post,

Alafouzo was a sales executive for 20th
Century-Fox in the Middle East for many
years.

'Exodus' Cited by UA
NEW YORK—Otto Preminger’s “Exodus”

now is United Artist’s second highest gross-

ing picture in the U.S. and Canada in

company history, according to Arnold M.
Picker, executive vice-president. He said
only Michael Todd’s “Around the World
in 80 Days” topped “Exodus.”

OMAHA
Bill Wink, Allied Artists exchange booker

and veteran of the film industry in this
territoi-y. mused as how grosses in the ter-
ritoiT were down at many points for the
hardtops, how graduation exercises in
grade schools, high schools and colleges cut
theatre attendance, plus long hours in the
fields for fanners taking its toll at the
gate and how the Ak-Sar-Ben race meet
also had its effect at the boxoffice. A cor-
respondent’s check of last Saturday’s take
at Ak-Sar-Ben showed attendance was well
up over the comparable Saturday of a
year ago—18,075 customers against 15,718
at the turnstiles in 1961. And the pari
mutuel machines took in $987,261 against
$890,905—^and that would divide up into a
lot of theatre admissions! A glance through
the parking lot at license plates showed
that a big percentage of the cars at the
races came from surrounding areas in Ne-
braska and Iowa.

Two sad people at the Ak-Sar-Ben track
were Ray and Joy Bauer ( Joy formerly was
manager’s secretary at 20th-Pox. The
Bauers’ Aeroflint was a 6-5 favorite to win
the $12,500-added Ak-Sar-Ben King’s Plate
handicap but wound up in third place.
Aeroflint caiTied a crushing impost of 127
pounds and couldn’t quite overhaul the
leaders in a strong finish.

Bob Hirz, Warner city salesman, said
Iowa and Nebraska towns are getting
steamed up over the coming marching band
competition for ‘"rhe Music Man” pre-
miere at Mason City June 19. Arthur God-
frey will be master of ceremonies at the
national press review. Robert Preston and
Shii’ley Jones, the musical’s stars, will at-
tend, along with producer-director Morton
DaOosta and Meredith Willson, the author,
and his wife.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Juracek, who have op-
erated theatres at Cedar Rapids and Albion,
Neb., many years, have had a good recep-
tion at their new di-ive-in at Albion, the
town’s latest new business enterprise . . .

Lucky Luxenburg has closed his theatre
at Lam-ens, Iowa.

Irv Dubinsky said work is progi’essing

satisfactorily on his Astro Theatre, which
is taking shape in place of the old Para-
mount in Omaha. Workmen are giving the
big, ornate structure a complete overhaul
in the metamorphosis, which will result in

an ultramodern layout replacing the old

showplace of the ’30s . . . Out on West
Dodge road, excavation and leveling is go-
ing on at a brisk pace for the Indian Hills

Cinerama Theatre being built by the

Kennedy Wartime COs
Advisors on 'PT-109'
Miami — Capt. J. E. Gibson, who

commanded Motor Torpedo Boat
Squadron 10 when President John F.

Kennedy was in it, has been assigned
by the Navy to be technical advisor
for Warner Bros.’ “PT-109.”

Alvin Cluster, now a civilian, but
who commanded the squadron of

which Kennedy was a member at the
time the PT-109 was sunk also will

advise on technical matters.

Cooper Foundation and Swanson enter-
prises.

Exhibitors on the Row included Nebras-
kans Scotty Raitt, Genoa; Vii’gil Kula,
Fulleiix)n; Howard Buriais, Crete; Sol Slo-
minski, Loup City; A1 Leise Hartington;
Leonard Leise, Randolph; Sid Metcalf, Ne-
braska City; Phil Lannon, West Point;
Russell Brehm, Lincoln, and lowans Jim
Travis, Milford; S. J. Backer and A1 Haals,
Harlan, and Byron Hopkins, Glenwood and
Council Bluffs.

Don Johnson of Lynch will take over op-
eration of the Sky Theatre at Schuyler
June 15. Reggie Gannon, who has had the
theatre which his father ran for many
yeai's, and his family will move to Ari-

zona. He has been out there recently and
his sister and mother have been in charge
of operations.

MINNEAPOLIS
^Jinneapolis Theatre Supply has pur-

chased Frosch Theatre Supply and
will move into Frosch ’s quarters at 51 Glen-
wood Ave. by July 15. The acquisition was
effective May 31. The purchase price was
not disclosed. Minneapolis Theatre Supply
ha,s been located at 75 Glenwood. Maitland
Frosch, president of Frosch Supply, will re-

tire after operating the firm for about 23

years. Henry Miller, manager of Frosch,

will join Minneapolis Supply as a partner.

Partners in Minneapolis Supply are Bob
Lahti, Bob Lundquist and Charlie Creamer.
The company was organized in 1947. A
spokesman for Minneapolis Supply said

that the fii’m also needed Frosch’s larger

quarters to handle its expanding lines of

Manley popcorn and concession equipment.
The Frosch quarters have a large base-

ment space.

With Memorial Day falling in the middle
of the week, activity was at a minimum
on the Row. Among the exhibitors who were
in were Nelson Logan, Mitchell, S. D.; Pete
DePea, Milbank, S. D.; Jim Fraser, Red
Wing; Robert Buckley, Redwood Falls, and
Stan McCulloch, Hibbing . . . Danny Kaye
was at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester . . .

’The Rex Theatre at LaMoui’e, N. D., oper-
ated by H. L. Cole, closed recently. Cole
has a heart ailment . . . Herb Stolzman has
installed a new Perlick drink dispenser in

his Timberlane Drive-In at Bemidji.

Mary Kelly, office manager’s secretary,

was honored at a party at Woma’s upon
her leaving the exchange . . . Bob Wigner
of Red Wagon Products attended the mid-
term board meeting of the National Ass’n
of Concessionau’es in Chicago May 24-25

. . . Fi-om Minneapolis Movie Times; A
Hennepin avenue character who has seen
“West Side Story” four times is the film’s

best local customer. In addition, he has
seen the opening sequences perhaps a dozen
times. His face became so familiar that
Leo Vetter, the manager, now invites him
to watch the opening, his favorite sequence,

as a guest of the house.

Irving Allen will produce the multi-
million dollar spectacle, “The Long Ships,”

for Columbia.
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DES MOINES
plans to kick off a big membership drive

were on the agenda for the June 11

general meeting of Allied Independent
Theatre Ownem of Iowa, Nebraska and
South Dakota. All independent exhibitors

were invited to the session at the Varsity

Theatre in Des Moines. HaiTison Wolcott,
seci-etary-treasm-er, indicated there would
be a push for the Allied insm-ance plan as

well as general plans for expanding ser-

vices to members . . . Central States The-
atre Coi-p. named Paul Gillpatrick city

supervisor of the 76 and West Dodge drive-

ins at Omaha. Gillpatrick has been man-
ager of the Council Bluffs di’ive-in since

1958. In the move, Allan Hall, fonner as-

sistant manager of the Skyview at Water-
loo, succeeds Gillpatrick at Council Bluffs

. . . M. E. Lee, head booker at CST, was
getting along well following surgery late in

May.

Bill “Slugger” Curry of Iowa United The-
atres never has been named to Baseball’s
Hall of Fame, but when Dowling High
School of Des Moines reached the semi-
finals in the state baseball tournament, it

was pointed out that Curry captained the
fii'st Dowling nine ever to play in a state

tourney. That was back in 1922, when Dow-
ling was at the Des Moines Catholic
Academy . . . Joe Jacobs, Columbia manager,
was in Omaha to work with Cooperative
Theatre Service and Theatre Booking Ser-
vice.

The vacation season is at hand. Mar-

PARADE RELEASING ORGANIZATION
offers an outstanding opportunity for

qualified Film Men to establish their

own business

—

« 4t «

Men with Major Company experience

as Branch Managers preferred

—

« «

A COMMISSION ARRANGEMENT on
all dates makes big earnings possible

—

« *

Several KEY TERRITORIES are open in

the central section of the Country

—

* * *

Start no w—a nd GRO W with a

DYNAMIC NEW COMPANY on its way
up—

* * «

PARADE offers a current schedule of

solid production—and the best is yet
to come!

CALL! WIRE! WRITE!

Parade /
R eleasing \

Organization \

II
6253 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

II
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

I'l Hollywood 3-2324

garet Rowson of MGM went to Milwaukee
to attend the graduation of her nephew
from Marquette Univereity . . . Edna Cloo-
nen, Iowa United Theatres, traveled to

Washington state to visit her parents for

two weeks . . . Universal vacationers in-

cluded Wilma Frace, head inspector, who
with her husband went to North Carolina
to visit their daughter . . . Alferretta Rayner
returned to her desk at the U-I office after

a trip to Ohio.

Fibnrow friends were shocked by the
death of Harold Lyons, fonner salesman at

20th-Fox. Lyons was killed near Hubbard
when a semitrailer blew a tire and crashed
head-on into his auto. His wife and two
children sm’vive . . . Fairfield, home of

Sandlers’ Coed and drive-in theatres, is

on standard time this season. When the
fast time issue came up this year, it finally

was put to an unofficial county vote. The
ballots were 3 to 1 to remain on standard
time . . . Chief Barker Gerald Sandler re-

ports that the annual Variety golf stag
probably will be held late in June . . .

Pete Peterson no longer is with Allied Art-
ists. Peterson, former Omaha salesman
for AA, makes his home in Des Moines. His
plans for the future are indefinite . . .

Nonnan Holt, fonner Warner salesman,
now is with New York Life Insurance Co.

in Des Moines,

An extensive remodeling job is under
way in the Paramount office building’s en-
trance and lobby. With the Mies van der

Rohe-designed Home Federal Savings &
Loan edifice going up on the next block,

the stretch around Fifth and Sixth and
Grand is taking on a new look . . . Seen on
Filmrow were Alfred Haals of Harlan;
Jack Compston, Forest City; George Frick,

Graettinger; Tim Evans, Anamosa; Neal
Houtz, New Hampton; John Rentfle, Audu-
bon, and Carl Schwanabeck, Knoxville.

New Meiselman House

With 2 Auditoriums
COLUMBIA, S.C.—The construction firm

building the new Herman Meiselman The-
atre here has announced that twin audi-

toriums are planned, with two screens.

Apparently, the idea will be to offer

patrons two choices of feature times, be-

cause Meiselman has already announced his

intention to bid on the top films, including
the Academy Award winner, “West Side

Story.”

The new house will be in a suburban
location, on Two Notch road in the same
building with a new discount department
store. It will share the store’s spacious
parking lot. ''

Hacker & Co. Expands
NEW YORK^—Samuel Hacker & Co.,

Certified Public Accounts firm which rep-
resents independent motion picture and
television producers, is expanding its activ-

ities into the foreign field. Samuel Hacker,
senior partner, currently is in London and
will proceed to Paris, Rome, Frankfort and
Barcelona.

Wometco Veterans

Receive Gift Stock
MIAMI — Nancy Guthrie, secretary to

Stanley Stem, vice-president in charge of
insurance and real estate for Wometco
Entei*prises, was elected president of the
Old Guards, an organization comprised of
employes who have been with the com-
pany more than seven years.

Merrill Van, multilith, was installed as
vice-president at the dinner held at the
Algiers Hotel in Miami Beach; Marge Dil-

lingham, WTVJ employe in charge of the
music library, secretary; Kenneth Littrell,

WTVJ engineer, treasurer; Martin Saxon,
TV director, hospitality chairman.

Mitchell Wolfson, president of the com-
pany, presented stock to employes of long
standing, including Walter Toemmes, man-
ager of the 27th Avenue Theatre, who has
been with Wometco for 35 years; Burton
Clark, Seaquarium manager, 30-year em-
ploye; Betty Stokes, who also is a secre-

tary in Stern’s office and former secre-

tai-y to the late Mark Chartrand, 30 years;

Madeleine Tremblay, 30 years; Walter
Oakerson, manager of the Coral Way
Drive-In, 25 years; Josh Loomis, art de-

partment, 25 years; Thomas Rayfield,

manager of the Carib Theatre, 15 years;

Frances Daunton, switchboard operator, 15

years; Everett Pollard, maintenance, 15

years; Franklin MauiT, manager of the

Miracle Theatre, 15 years; Ethyl Guber-
nick, secretaiT to Robert F. Green, head
of personnel, both of whom have been

with the company 15 years.

Gordon Spradley, manager of the Miami
Theatre, retiring president of the Old

Guard, presented pins to the new mem-
bers.

LINCOLN
Ramona Zerr, Varsity cashier, was va-

cationing in western Kansas where her

family has a farm. Another cashier, Eileen

Shortt, who works at the Joyo, is gi-aduat-

ing next month from Lincoln Noiiiieast

High School . . . Ike Hoig, veteran film

man turned Pershing Auditoriiun man-
ager in Lincoln, played to a full house

May 12—about 2,500 junior and senior

high school boys and ghls whose annual
glee club program was heard by about 4,-

000 moms, dads, families and friends . . .

Several film house managers say they
can’t begin to match Ike Hoig’s one-night

audience with Ure current picture offerings.

Irwin Dubinsky of the Dubinsky Bros.

Theatres has been elected president of

the South Street Temple board here.

Joyo owner Clarence Frasier has “State

Fair” and “Moon PUot” coming up for

his neighborhood theatre patrons in June.

It makes him feel better, too, to recall the

big turnout for the 22-yeai'-old “Pmocchio”
which played the Joyo for a recent week’s

run . . . Walt Jancke sees some better

products on his summer schedule at the

Varsity and State, including “Big Red”
and “Bon Voyage” at the latter and “Judg-
ment at Nmemberg,” “West Side Story”

and “Music Man” at the Vai'sity. The
“Music Man” opening July 24 will be some-
thing of a biiixhday celebration for Walt
as well.
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Ontario Censor Warns

Europe Filmmakers
TORONTO—E>m-ing the past fiscal year

the Ontario Department of Motion Pic-

tm’e Censorship and Theatare Inspection

did not condemn a single picture but the

repoi't of chauTnan O. J. Silverthorne

showed an inci'ease in the number of films

which were classified as “Adult Entertain-

ment” or “Restricted,” which the chief

censor said was significant.

The total of films examined was 478,

slightly less than in the past two years, and
Silverthorne repoiied that 326 were ap-
proved in their entirety, 105 were placed

in the adult entertainment category, 28

were restricted for patrons 18 years of age

and over, and one picture was in abeyance.
Silverthorne said featme-length pictures

came from 15 coimtries including Canada,
but he noted that the number of features

submitted for American producers was the

lowest since 1945. Totals by coimtries were
not listed.

While a large segment of the industry on
this continent accepted self-regulation in

meeting its responsibilities to the public,

he said, a minority did not. The negligent

group includes some European producers,

“who resorted to unusual 'and unacceptable
content,” he reported. Silverthorne sug-
gested that it would be wise for the pro-

ducers in the other countries to establish

self-regulation “and stop inviting restraint

of an official nature.”
Silverthorne saw a change for the better

in the standard of advertising material,

probably through industry self-regulation

and because of public protests in the
U. S. A. Dui’ing the 12 months the Ontario
board examined 19,447 pieces of advertis-

ing, of which 416 were rejected and 57 ap-
proved after treatment by distributors.

During the year 25 theatres in Ontario
were closed, leaving a total of 434 in opera-
tion. Twenty theatres were transferred to

new owners and licenses were issued to

910 projectionists, 62 apprentices, 77 itiner-

ant 16mm exhibitors, and 25 film ex-

changes.
Silverthorae commented that amusement

tax relief and the introduction of Sunday
shows in numerous municipahties had been
instrumental in keeping a number of the-

atres operating in Ontario.
The report had the semblance of one

complaint—considerably more work was
created for the rather small inspection

staff of the branch because of introduction

of Sunday shows and the work entailed in

a classifying of fUms. Theatre inspectors

were now working seven days a week.

A1 Daytz Circuit Assigns
A. M. Brunner to Newport
HARTFORD—Alan M. Brunner has re-

signed as manager of Lockwood &
Gordon’s first-run art outlet here, the

Cine Webb, to join the A1 Daytz Theatres,

initially serving as manager of the Newport
Drive-In, Newport, R.I., newly acquired by
the Daytz interests from the Minassian
Bros, for an undisclosed sum.
Bnmner, who had managed the Cine

Webb for the past nine months, was an
L&G employe since 1955. His replacement
here is yet to be determined by circuit gen-
eral manager Doug Amos and Connecticut
division manager William Daugherty.

MILWAUKEE
^^alt Disney has donated nine authentic

circus wagons to the Circus World
Museum at Baraboo, Wis., according to
“Chappie” Fox, museum director. The gem
of the lot, said Fox, is a beautifully carved
bandwagon known as the swan wagon,
which was built right in Baraboo back in

1908 for the Ringling brothers by the Moel-
ler Bros. Wagon Co. Starting July 2, the
Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey cir-

cus will begin a two-week layover at Bara-
boo, the original home of the Ringling
Bros, circus. Fox also added that Baraboo
will entertain over 450 members of the Cir-

cus Fans Ass’n at their convention June
28-July 1. It will be recalled that Bud Rose,
former manager for Allied Artists Pictures

here, assisted in the grand opening of the
Circus World Museum by arranging for

“The Big Circus” picture and the personal

appearance of Miss Rhonda Fleming during
the festivities, resulting in plenty of ink

all around.

Committee members of the March of

Dimes oi'ganization who will help recruit

key leaders and provide planning for the
forthcoming campaign include: Volmer
Dahlstrand, musicians union; Andrew M.
Spheeris, president, Towne Theatre, and
Mrs. S. V. Abramson, president. Better

Films Council of Milwaulcee County. All, as

will be noted, represent a segment of the

motion picture industry.

Two educational broadcasting authorities,

speaking here at the annual mass media
conference of the fourth district, Wiscon-
sin Parents-Teachers Ass’n at the North-
western Mutual Life Insurance Co. audi-

torium, called on the public to demand bet-

ter programming from commercial radio

and television stations. Otto F. Schlaak,

station manager of WMVS-TV, and Harold
A. Engel, a professor of radio and television

education at the University of Wisconsin,

gave their views at the meet. Schlaak criti-

cized what he termed cheap packaged pro-

grams from Hollywood and the “let’s not

offend anybody” philosophy of network
broadcasters.

Motion picture theatre operators were
unhappy to obseiwe the city taking over

the Pabst Theatre and then leasing it to a
group interested in art productions. When
the season closed recently and it was dis-

covered that the management lost money,
the group countered by intimating they
didn’t understand the agreement, which is

said to be another form of subsidy, for

these folks. At any rate they were asked to

file an audit report with a subcommittee
of the common council, pending the de-
cision to lower the rental fee.

Police chief Michael S. Wolke of Hales
Corners will run for sheriff of Milwaukee
county in the Democratic primary. Wolke
retired as captain and director of the youth
aid bureau of the Milwaukee police depart-

ment a year ago. He has been chaimian or

adviser to many a youth organization and
has worked closely with most of the theatre

managers here. Whenever a theatre man-
ager caught a culprit in an offensive act,

rather than call in the police, they would
buzz “Cap” Wolke, who usually straight-

ened things out.

James B. Harris on Tour
For "Lolita' Promotion
HOLLYWOOD—James B. Harris, pro-

ducer of “Lolita,” has departed on an ex-

tensive promotional tour in connection with
the upcoming release of the motion picture.

Harris’ junket will take him to New York,
Washington, Philadelphia, Toronto and
Chicago.

“Lolita” opens at the Beverly Theatre in

Beverly Hills Jime 21.

2 yeors for ^5 1 year for $3 3 yeors for $7

Remittance Enclosed Send Invoice
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l
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Guard your family!
Fight cancer with a
checkup and a check

Send your contribution to “Cancer,” in care of your local post office
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Early Winter Attendance Stimulant

Being Started in July by Drive-Ins

Oome July 1, the Fred Wehrenberg cir-

cuit at St. Louis will launch a promotion
which past use has proved gains momentmn
slowly, like a smowball rolling downhill, and
reaches its boxoffice payoff stage in the

early winter period.

It’s a punch-card gimmick—a whole car-

load free in exchange for ten punches. The
cards, in pink and black and approximately
2*/2x3 inches, have this copy on one side:

“Have This Card Punched When You
Attend the South Twin, Ronnie’s, 66 Park-
in and North Daive-In Theatres . . . When
Presented the Tenth Time Your Car Is

Free.”

Copy on the other side is confined to,

“St. Louis’ Finest Drive-In Theatres!” plus

their names and addresses, in a reverse

block illustration.

The free admission is restricted to Mon-
day through Thursday.

Paul Krueger now heads the circuit

bmlt up by the late Fred Wehrenberg.
His widow, now 82, has been active in the

management until recent years. Adam G.

Goelz sends in to Showmandiser several

promotions which have been productive

at the four Wehrenberg drive-ins.

The circint also operates six indoor the-

atres.

There was a tieup late m the winter

(March-April) with the makers of Vita-

Cee orange juice drink. The four Wehren-
berg aJrers honored Vita-Cee bottle caps

Margaret Breuning of Rochester, New York State

Fair queen, tastes a piece of cake at the food

judging contest held in front of the Eckel Theatre

at the noon hour, when a crowd was ossured. More

than 150 entries were judged covering cakes, pies,

breads, preserves, etc.
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at the boxoffice, one cap worth a 25-cent
admission reduction. The offer ran to April

12. Vita-Cee 3x6 ads in the local dailies

advertised the drink and the bottle cap
discount.

Twenty business places—nursery, gaso-
line stations, meat market, etc.—^were lined

up on a ticket giveaway good at Bonnie’s
and the South Twin drive-ins. Each par-
ticipant presumably paid a fixed sum,
enough to pay for the printing of the
tickets and leave a little profit.

The business folk presented to their

customers the specially printed ducats,

which contained the business name, address
and type merchandise. Other copy signi-

fied that the ticket would “ADMIT ONE
LADY” when accompanied by one paid
admission any Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day or 'Thursday, except holidays. There
also was an expiration date, July 1.

This deal should go over well with the
small businesses.

As indicated in the above paragraphs,
the Wehrenberg drive-ins operate through
the winter. Coupon books were used
through 1961-62, Goelz reports, with each
coupon good for free admission of a oar

(h-iver, good Monday thi'ough Thursdays.
The expiring date was March 31. Goelz
doesn’t indicate if these books are a straight

giveaway or a nominal price is attached.

Special discount tickets distributed at

parochial schools were effective on the

showing of the “Miracle of St. Thefese” at

the Savoy Theatre.

Get-Acquainted Night
At Buffalo Area Airers
Seven Buffalo, N.Y., area drive-ins put

on a “Get -Acquainted Night” on a recent
Wednesday. A large ad advertised “FREE
SHOW TONIGHT at the Broadway, Dela-
ware, Lakeshore, Niagara, Sheridan, Star
and Wehrle out-doorers. Other copy in the
ad:

“Movies as they should be seen on giant
outdoor screens. Come as our guest and
enjoy . . . The Comfort of your own car

. . Come dressed as you are, no baby-
sitter problems . . . FREE playgrounds for

the kiddies . . . smoke if you like ... no
parking problems . . . individual speakers
(adjustable sound) . . . admission free to

all and come and get acquainted.”
There was one complete show in all the

cooperating drive-ins, stai’ting at 8:45.

— 93—

The nine drive-ins aL El Paso, whose population is

fast exceeding 300,000, have united in a com-

posite newspaper ad, as is illustrated above. The

joint ad measures a little more than 7 inches, 2

columns. Jack Vereen, El Paso manager for Lone

Star Theatres who took the initiative in the joint

advertising project, said: "It saves us money, and

we get identical results at the boxoffice. People

are learning where to look for our advertisements;

they don't have to search through the whole paper."

Lifelike Manikins in Bed
In Lobby for 'Bunk'

After setting up two bunk beds from
the Seebal Bedding Co., in the Bar Har-
bour Theatre, Massapequa Park, N.Y.,

Manager Charles Stokes borrowed a boy
and girl manikin from the Lobel Youth
Center for promotion of the English

comedy, “Double Bunk.” The manikins,
dressed in pajamas and placed on the

bunks, seemed lifelike and caused much
comment. Display boards, one with a
critic’s comment, placed on either side of

the beds helped to make the comedy a two-
week holdover instead of a one-week fill-in.

According to Stokes, this promotion helped
the bedding company sell a few beds, also.
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World Horror Contest on Screen

A leaflet,

approximately

5’/2x9 inches,

printed in blue and

red, and a news-

paper ad, 2

cols. 9 inches, ad-

vertise a World

Horror Champion-

ship billing of

British Hammer
Films' "The Terror

of the Tongs"

and American Bill

Castle's "Homi-

cidal." Patrons were

asked to mark

ballots indicating

the one they

liked best.

A World Horror Championship—Ham-
mer Films vs. William Castle—featuring
Britain’s “The Terror of the Tongs” and
America’s “Homicidal,” has been exploited
at ABC circuit theatres in England.
ABC circulars, approximately 51/2x9 in-

ches in red and blue, proclaim the “final

eliminator” of the World Horror Cham-
pionship and the two titles as mentioned
above, then ask the theatregoer;
“Cast yom* vote after you see the pro-

gramme. Remember that you score by
screams. Painting does not count.”

Ballot boxes were set up in the lobby
where patrons placed their marked sheets.
Hammer is Britain’s top producer of

mystery and suspense films; Castle is a
leading U. S. maker.

P. Milner, assistant at the Mayfair The-
atre in Tooting, southeast London, for-
wards information on the Horror Cham-
pionship. He reports that effort was con-
centrated on press coverage and the the-
atre front. Much also was made out of
the “Fright Break” in “Homicidal.”
The front featured colorful door cut-

outs and a huge canopy display piece which
had a clock face and moving hand, plug-
ging the Fright Break!

Automatic Answering Service Well

Worth Cost at Neighborhood House
Both as a service to theatre patrons and

a useful aid to the busy theatre owner, the

telephone company’s automatic answering

device is well worth the small cost. That
is the opinion of Bev Mahon, owner of the

HoUday 'Theatre in Des Moines, where he

has used the automatic answering for the

last six years.

The cost per day is less than the price

of one theatre admission, so the venture

more than pays for itself, says Mahon. The
400-seat, neighborhood Holiday 'Theatre

opens at 6:45 p.m., Monday through Fri-

day, and Mahon concludes that if a po-

tential patron had to wait that late to

call for information on the current at-

traction it would be too late to make plans

to attend that evening.

So, before he goes home each night, Ma-
hon makes a recording giving full details

on what is playing the next day—^who’s

starring, the type of film, time of showings,

plus a few added inducements to “visit

your easy-to-reach Holiday Theatre.” The
recordings are not just cold, hard fact-

type announcements, but rather have the

effect of a friendly, personal invitation

from the owner to see the show.
Mahon finds the device useful even at

times when he’s on the premises. “On
Saturdays, the kids start calling by 8 a.m.

to find out about the matinee, and we
couldn’t begin to answer all of their calls,”

Mahon says. So FYiday night he records

full information to take care of small fry

queries. This also satisfies parents who
want to know what time the matinee is

over.

Last winter on a few occasions when
film delivery hinged on the weather, and

it was uncertain imtil the last minute
whether the main feature would arrive in

time to save a Sunday matinee, Mahon
turned to the answering service. His re-

cordings even added some suspense and ad-
venture by giving an account of the film

truck’s plight in the snowdrifts. At the

time, he was too busy sweating it out to

answer personally the queries on whether
the theatre was to be open or closed.

Mahon’s daily recording always invites

the caller to phone back after 6:45 for a
personal reply. There are very few com-
plaints from those who “want to talk to

somebody” and resent the recorded voice.

As Mahon podn'ts out, he only uses the

system when it performs a service— ( 1 ) the

theatre is closed and the caller wouldn’t

get any answer, or, (2) when he’s too busy
to take the incoming calls on matinees and
the kids all have the same questions any-
how. He also used it on busy “full-house”

dates to inform folks when seats will be
available.

The Holiday ownei’ definitely shows good
showmanship in adapting the recorded
answering to fit the particular need or

film. When the recent spring heat wave
hit Des Moines, Mahop invited callers to

come to the “comfortably, and properly air

conditioned Holiday theatre.” Recordings
when a Disney film is playing are geared
to the event and have a fun and family
flavor. A different adaptation is used when
a more adult movie is the feature.

It is hard to measure the value of the
service. Mahon has no check on the number
of incoming calls. But for 45 cents a day,
it could safely be called economically
sound, Mahon believes.
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Tricky Arithmetic Adds
Up to Good Leaflet
A 4%xll leaflet reaching Showmandiser

from Bill Samuels, Interstate circuit man-
ager in Texas, has copy that can be used at
any time of the year for any type film.
The copy:

"ONE DAY LEFT"
If you think you are overworked or spending

too much of your valuable time in the daily

grind for success or fame you would do well

to analyze the following problem of subtraction.

There are days in the year 365

You sleep 8 hours a day 122

Balance 243

You rest 8 hours a day 122

Balance 121

Sundays in the year 52

Balance 69

Half-day Saturdays all year 26

Balance 43

Legal holidays in the year 12

Balance 31

1 hour each day for lunch 16

Balance 15

2 weeks vacation each year 14

Balance for work 1

SO . . . THAT LEAVES ENOUGH TIME TO
SEE THE NEW MOVIE SENSATION ! ! I

Film mat and theatre credits followed.

School Contacts Pay Off
Close contact with the schools, public,

parochial and private paid off well for

William F. Murphy, manager of the Cine-
rama in Hartford, Corm.

Teenage 'La Dolce Vita'
A1 Swett, New England zone advertising-

publicity director for Stanley Warners, ad-
vertised “Rome Adventure,” playing the
zone flagship, the Roger Sherman Theatre
in New Haven, Conn., as “The Teenage
La Dolce Vita.”
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Shopping Center Workers Help Get

Mark' Going; 160^000 Circulars Out

Two flyers, S'/ixll, were used in a successful promotion for "The Mark." About 60,000 of the one
at left were passed out at the Bar Harbour shopping center and the Bar Harbour Theatre on

Long Island. The one at left was a cooperative deal with 12 other Associated Independent

theatres in the Long Island area, each of which had its current attraction ad on the reverse side.

About 100,000 of these were used.

Marquee Style Show

For 'Hong Kong' Bow
A fashion show, staged on top the mai--

quee of the Warfield Theatre on noon on
opening day, was telecast by three tele-

vision stations as part of the premiere
promotion for “The Road to Hong Kong”
in San Francisco. Local newspapers and
the Associated Press also covered the
event.

The high-level showing of Oriental

dresses was sponsored by the auxiliary of

the San Mateo County Crippled Children’s

Society, which benefited from the pre-

miere. Mrs. Randolph Hearst was honor-
ary chairman of the event, while Mrs.

George Ross, chahman of the auxiliary,

and Mayor George Christopher also sup-

perted the affair.

The famous St. Mary’s Chinese girls

band attended the premiere showing, fol-

lowing which there was a gala supper

party at the World Trade Club in the

Ferry building. The premiere audience

was invited to “wear something Oriental.”

The models at the fashion show were

three women from the fashionable Hills-

borough district, members of the auxiliary.

The premiere announcement, printed on

the back of autographed 8x10 photos of

the stars, was mailed to 5,000 leading

Bay area citizens.

Six professional models, dressed as

coolies, carried through the downtown
area huge parasols imprinted with the

film title and playdate information. They
distributed thousands of fortune cookies,

about 150 of which contained guest

tickets to the picture.

Bing Crosby spoke on a special tele-

^ phone hookup to the society and women’s

editors of the San Francisco, Oakland and

San Mateo newspapers, resulting in con-

siderable space for the new comedy. Bob

Hope talked to the amusement editors via

a conference call from Hollywood.

Another highly successful gimmick was

to have a chef from the celebrated Foui-

Seas Chinese restaurant, who formerly

worked in Hong Kong, arrive at the so-

cial department of each San Francisco

newspaper, accompanied by a pretty Chi-

nese waitress and a waiter bearing Ori-

ental dishes and Oriental cocktails. The

editors responded with extensive column

space.

A “Road to Hong Kong” rickshaw race

was held on Maiden Lane between the
president of the swank Bachelor’s Club

and a local celebrity.

Proof of Adult Age Asked
Playing Maine premiere of “Les Liaisons

Dangereuses,” the Fine Arts Theatre in

Portland put a firm adults-only policy into

effect, advertising: “For Adults Only!

Drivers hcense or some positive identifica-

tion is required.”

^ Soapbox Racers Free
Boys who will participate in the Am-

bridge. Pa., Soapbox Derby June 19 were

guests of the management of the Ambridge

Theatre on a recent Satm-day afternoon.

When Charles Stokes, manager of the
Bar Harbour Theatre in Massapequa Park
on Long Island, N. Y., found out that “The
Mark” had been booked in for a week
he was not “very enthusiastic” about it.

But then he watched this English-made
film at a screening.

“Believe me, after that I was bubbling
over because it was one of the best pic-

tures I had seen in years,” Stokes re-

lates. “But it was unknown in Long
Island, so I had to do a fast promotion
job. I was so confident I told my boss
to book it in for a longer period.”
And his confidence was justified. The

film ran seven weeks to strong business,
and then some.

Stokes’ successful promotion was in two
pai’ts. No. 1 was a preview to which he
invited all storekeepers and clerks in the
Bar Harbour shopping center in which
the theatre is located; heads of all clubs
and groups in the neighborhood, psychi-
atrists, etc. At this preview, he asked his

guests to tell as many people as possible

about the film.

The other part of the campaign was
the distribution of 160,000 flyers. The
first distribution, about 60,000 was an
81/2x11 piece, printed on one side, featur-

ing the “Honesty Is Not Always the Best
Policy” copy prepared by Walter Reade’s
Continental Distributing Co. This copy
has proved to be an excellent seUing ap-

proach to this film which tells of a

heroic fight against a sex psychosis.

These flyers were distributed locally in

supermarkets and stores in the shopping

center and by ushers at the theatre.

The film enjoyed a strong opening.

After playing for four weeks, Stokes had
another batch of flyers made up. One
side was headed “All roads lead to the

Bar Harbour Theatre” above a map show-
ing all the main arteries on Long Island

leading to the Bar Harbour. These were
distributed farther afield in a 200-square-
mile area through supermarkets, stores,

etc., and 12 other Associated Independent
theatres. 100,000 of these were used.

The reverse side contained copy on cur-

rent attractions at the cooperating cir-

cuit houses.

Summer Suntan Drive
Ties in 'Mr. Hobbs Takes'

’Twentieth Century-Fox has set up a

three-month tiein promotion with Copper-
tone, leading simtan lotion, for “Mr. Hobbs
Takes a Vacation.”

Valerie Varda, who makes her film de-

but in the 20th-Fox comedy, is featured

in full-page four-color ads which are ap-
pearing in the Jime issues of Mademoiselle,

Glamour, Ingenue, Sunset and Family Cir-

cle magazines, with full credit to the pro-

duction. The total circulation of these pub-
lications is more than 8,600,000.

In addition, there will be 5,000 national

radio spots heard from June through
August, which also feature the new actress.

Also, Coppertone and 20th-Fox will place

newspaper ads in more than 50 of the

country’s top key markets. These ads will

receive a circulation exceeding 68,000,000.

They also will feature Miss Varda.
“Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation” is a July

4 release.

B'nai B'rith Is Sponsor

All area B’nai B’rith units joined forces

in sponsoring the opening of “Judgment at

Nm’emberg” in Shea’s Buffalo in Buffalo,

N.Y.
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Mixing With Patrons

Results in Rental

Cartoon Feature Breaks a Matinee Record

J. Edelstein who operates the Lybbo Theatre in Hibbing, Minn., freely describes his area as "depressed,"

what with basic changes in the iron ore industry which is paramount in that part of the U.S., so he's

very happy to report the Lybba broke an opening day matinee record. The time was a cold day early

in April, and the film was "Pinocchio." The obove picture was taken from the roof of the Hibbing

doily newspaper. The line extended around the block.

Silver Jubilee Year Idea Is a Casualty

Of War Bombs . . . 77,611 Miles of Pictures

Enemy action in the last war ruined a
good 25th anniversary idea of Lee Prescott,

manager of the Odeon Theatre in Bury,
Lancashire, England. The first full week’s

feature at the theatre when it was opened
back in 1936 was “Mr. Deeds Goes to

Town.” The film booked for the Odeon’s
silver jubilee week was “The Naked Edge,”
which also stars GaiT Cooper.

Ih-escott counted on taking advantage of

this coincidence in a big way in his anni-
versary promotion, but he found no stills

or copy on “Mi'. Deeds” were available,

having been destroyed in the war. So he
took another exploitation-publicity tack.

First was a civic reception for all local

officials, headed by his worship the mayor;
prominent citizens, business executives and
entertainment managers. Some 99 per cent
of the invited guests attended the Monday
evening event. A cake supphed by the

C. W. S. Bakery in return for a lobby
display of its products was given to the

mayor for distribution to needy elderly

folk.

GUESS ON 25-YEAR TOTAL
Prescott asked townsfolk to guess how

many miles of film had been unreeled at

the Odeon in its 25 years. Prescott and
his projectionists calculated an official

figure of 77,611.74 miles. 'The winner over-

shot this figure by about a thousand miles.

Couples celebrating their silver wedding
anniversary the same week as the theatre

were invited to attend a reception at the
theatre and see the picture.

The Bury Times in a long article on the

silver jubilee of the Odeon reported that

the 1,500-seat theatre cost £50,000. New
projection equipment costing £3,500 was
recently installed. The paper reports that

“only this year have audiences started to

return” to the theatre since the advent
of television.

The weekly newsreel has been eliminated
and a weekly color Look at Life subject,

which deals with topical subjects, has
taken its place.

Discount prices for old age pensioners
have been introduced at matinees. The
Boys and Girls Club, organized when the
Odeon opened in 1936, still meets every
Saturday morning. Its membership now is

about 2,000.

The Odeon has been owned by the Rank
interests since 1941 and is managed by
the Circuits Management Ass’n.

Seen at center is Lee Prescott, manager of the

Odeon in Bury, England. His working outfit is

the same as is used by many U. S. managers.

This scene, reproduced in both newspapers, shows

the mayor presenting the anniversary cake to the

welfare councillor for distribution to the old age

pensioners.

Friendliness is the foundation of sales-
manship. C. V. Mitchell, manager of the
State Theatre in Fostoria, Ohio, relates
how he obtained a theatre rental by mixing
with his patrons during an intermission of
“Exodus.”

“It is my policy to mingle with patrons
and ask their reactions to the film,” he re-
ports. “I also hope to obtain constructive
criticism on the management of the the-
atre. At the time in question, many young
folk were present and they seemed to feel

privileged to be asked their views, what
school they attended, etc. When some said
they were seniors in a neighboring town, I

asked them where they were holding their
prom, and if they had any plans for an
after-prom event. The reply was no, so I

immediately suggested a midnight show
after the prom, explaining they would have
their choice of film, and told them what
the rental would be. They promised to call

back in a day or so. This they did and the
rental was consummated.”

Mitchell concludes: “If I had not fol-

lowed the practice of making my patrons
feel as though they were my personal
guests, the rental would never have been
obtained.”

Kids Too Foxy; Easter Egg
Hunt Has to Be Changed
The kids at Fostoria, Ohio, got too foxy,

forcing C. V. Mitchell, manager of the
State Theatre, to change his Easter egg
hunt ari'angement.
In former years, Mitchell cut out paper

eggs and wrote the names of his prizes on
one side, then pasted them on the bottom
of theatre seats at his annual Easter Egg
Hunt show. At a given time, the boys and
girls were told to stand up and look under
the seats for the prizes.

“Unfortunately, it did not take long for

the youngsters to catch on to this gimmick,
making it impractical to hold an Easter egg
hunt in this fashion again,” Mitchell
explains.

This year, Mitchell and his family cut

out the paper eggs, wrote the prizes on one
side, then put them into toy balloons.

When it became time to start the egg hunt,
the boys and girls, who previously had been
insti-ucted to hold their ticket stubs, took
their stubs in hand and checked the num-
bei’s as they were called. Then the lucky
ones came to the stage, reached into a con-
tainer, pulled out a balloon, blew it up and
broke it to get their lucky eggs and prizes.

The new arrangement eliminated a
tedious job which he did all by himself,

since he enlisted his whole family in the

project around the kitchen table.

The prizes were promoted from a depart-
ment store and S. S. Kresge supplied the

candy and baskets. G. C. Mui-phy Co.
donated live rabbits, ducks, colored chicks

and food for each. They plugged the gala

State Theatre event in theh ads.

No Bull for 'Fair'

A horse led down the street of Fairmont,
W. Va., wore a blanket-shaped sign which
read, “This Is No Bull. You’ll have fun
when you see ‘State Fair' at the Fairmont
Theatre, etc.” This made a picture for

the newspaper.
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2633 Advise & Consent (139) ® Drama. . . Col 5-28-62 44 4- 44 4- 6-4

2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama .MGM 3-26-62 44 4- 4- 44 44 4- 104-1-

2574 Anatomist, The (73) Dr..

.

10-30-61 — Z-43-

2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr.. ...AA 8- 7-61 4- 4- 5-42-

2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)
14-

Real-life Adv. Dr. . .Schoenfeld 11-13-61 -4

25S6 ti©Babes in Toyland (100) Mus BV 12-11-61 +
2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. .20th-Fox 12- 4-61 4-

2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © Com MGM 11- 6-61 4+

2628 ©Bachelor of Hearts (97) Com Cont’l 5- 7-62 -|-

2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama U-l 10-16-61 ++

2569 Badj'ao (100) Action Dr Parallel

2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA

2634 Belle Sommers (62) Drama Col

2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy Lopert

2624 ©Big Red (S91/2) Adv BV

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet Magna

2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror Crown

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para

2631 ©Bon Voyage (132) © Comedy BV

2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) AC...UA

2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) (Ty Para

2625 ©Broken Land, The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox

2406 Brushfire (80) War Dr Para

2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP

—

C

2633 Cabinet of Caligari (104)

© Horror Drama 20th-Fox

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont’l

2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l

2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Riviera-SR

2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. .Col

2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Dr UA

2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ....SR

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film Janus

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WB
2550 Cold Wind in August (80) Dr...Aidart

2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM
2575 ©Comancheros, The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox

2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense WB
2621 ©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para

—D—
2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l

2559 Day the Sky Exploded. The

(SO) Science-Fiction Excelsior

2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo UA

2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA

2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.... U-l

2564 ©Devil at 4 O’clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col

2607 ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion

2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror Crown-SR

2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com .... Governor

2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col

2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Showcorp

—E—
2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec AA

2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy. ... Para

2636 ©Escape From Zahrain (93) ®
Adventure Drama Para

2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy. ... Col

2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. ..Col

2562 Explosive Generation, The

(90) Dr UA

—F

—

2577 Fear No More (SO) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 -4-

2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr Col 4-23-62 +
2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Adventure Woolner 11- 6-61 +
2563 Flight That Disappeared. The

(72) Science-F'n UA 9-25-61 +
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2580 y©Flower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l 11-20-61 44

2618 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com...UA 4- 2-62 -4

2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Dr Sutton 11-13-61 -4

2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama Para 4- 9-62 4-

2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama MGM 2-19-62 44

2585 George Raft Story, The (105)

Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 4-

2626 ©Geronimo (101 ® Outdoor Dr UA 4-30-62 4-

2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr Omat 11-20-61 44

2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 44

2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys Astor 9-25-61 ±
2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Dr U-l 11-28-60 44

2560 Great War, The (118) Drama Lopert 9-11-61 4-

2556 ^©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . . BV 8-28-61 44

2587 Gun Street (67) Western UA 12-18-61 ±
2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 ±
H

2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n 20th-Fox 3-19-62 ±
2626 ©Hands of a Stranger (S51/2) Susp...AA 4-30-62 ±
2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Dr ..UA 1-22-62 4-

2625 Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) Comedy Cont’l 4-30-62 -4

2572 Head, The (95) Horror Trans-Lux 10-23-61 -4

2634©Hatari! (159) Adv. Dr Para 5-28-62 44

2634 Hell Is for Heroes (90) War Dr. Para 5-28-62 +
2612 ©Hellions, The (87) ®

Outdoor Drama Col 3-12-62 -4

2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical .... Para 12-25-61 -4

2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA 3- 5-62 ±
2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The (90)

Comedy © MGM 4- 9-62 -4

2623 House of Women (S3) Drama WB 4 23 62 ±
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama. .20th-Fox 10- 2-61 -4

2596 ©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr Parade 1-15-62 -4

2636©l Like Money (81) © Com. . .20th-Fox 6- 4-62 4-

2635 Incident in an Alley (S3) Dr UA 6- 4-62 ±
2626 Information Received (77) Dr U-l 4-30-62 -4

2587 Innocents, The (lOO) ©
Suspense Drama 20th-Fox 12-18-61 44

2628 Intruder, The (S3) Dr Pathe-America 5- 7-62 4-

2556 Invasion Quartet (87) Com-Dr ..MGM 8-28-61 ± ±

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy UA 3-26-62 44

2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense UPRO 2-26-62 4-

2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy AlP 2-12-62 -4

2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA 10-30-61 44

—K—
2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr Brenner 1- 1-62 ±
2571 ^©King of Kings (161) ®

Religious Drama MGM 10-23-61 44

2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama. ... Kingsley 11-27-61 -4

2627 ©Lad; a Dog (98) Drama WB 5- 7-62 44

2631 ©Last of the Vikings (102)

Dyaliscope, Adv Medallion

2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM
2630 ©Lisa (112) © Adv. Dr 20th-Fox

2628 Lonely Are the Brave (107)

® Outdoor Drama U-l

2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr Cont’l

2593 Lost Battalion (83) War Dr AlP

2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr 20th-Fox 2-12-62 ±
2622 ©Magic Sword, The (SO)

Fantasy-Adventure UA 4-16-62 4-

2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

Comedy-Drama WB 11-20-61 44

2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com Ellis 2- 5-62 44

2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 4-

2562 Man-Trap (93) Ac Dr Para 9-18-61 4-

2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance,
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary !+ is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. ++ Very Good; + Good; * Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor.

UPRO 9- 1-61 ±

4- 9-62 +

5-

21-62 +

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

® Sea Adv, (Eng-dubbed). • Col 9-18-61
-I-

The (123) Western Para 4-16-62 it

2573 Mark. Tlie (127) © Drama Cont'l 10-30-61 ++

2576 Mask. The (83) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 -4-

2632 ©Merrill's Marauders (98) © Dr. WB 5-21-62 +
2594 ©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) © Puppet Fantasy ....Showcorp 1- 8-62 ±
2629 Miracle Worker. The (106) Dr UA 5-14-62 -H-

2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 +
2611 Most Wanted Man, The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2632 Mothra (90) Tohoscope. HoDr Col 5-21-62 +
2632 ©Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation

(116) © Comedy 20th-Fox 5-21-62 +
2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho Col 10-16-61 +
2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 +
2624 ©Music Man. The (151) ®

Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 -H-

2617 ©My Geisha (120) ® Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 +
2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 +

—N—
2519 ©Nature Girl and the Slaver

(70) Adv

2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy U-l

2631 ©Night Creatures (81) Adv U-l

2574 Ninth Bullet, The (90)

Adventure Dr Audubon-SR 10-30-61 +
2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 +

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 ±
2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy UA 12- 4-61 ff
2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley 3- 5-62 +
2554 Operation Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 iz

2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 +
—P

—

2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn 1- 1-62 it

2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA 10- 2-61 ft
2633 ©Peeping Tom (86) Suspense Astor 5-28-62 +
2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR 9-11-61 +
2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) © Adventure Filmgroup 12-11-61 +
2567 ©Pirates of Tortuga (97) © Adv 20-Fox 10- 9-61 +
2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

©Horror Drama AlP 8-14-61 +
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA 11-13-61 H
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP 3-19-62 +
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP 2-19-62 it
2570 Pure Hell of St. Trinian’s,

The (94) Farce Cont’l 10-16-61 ±
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Fox 10-30-61 +
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr... Times 11-20-61 +
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2620 Reprieve (105!/2) Drama AA
2629 ©Ride the High Country (94)

© Western MGM
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR
2568 Risk. The (81) Drama Kingsley 10- 9-61 +
2635 Road to Hong Kong, The (91) Com..UA 6- 4-62 + + ff ff + +
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB 12- 4-61 + ± + +
2614©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr... WB 3-19-62+ +
2564 Ruffians. The (86)

Susp. Dr. (Eng-dubbed) Ellis 9-25-61 +

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col

2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col

2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA
2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB
2558 Sand Castle, The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont
2627 Satan in High Heels (93),

Exploitation Melodrama Cosmic

2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©
Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA 10-16-61 +
2575 ©Second Time Aroimd, The (99)

4-23-62 +
1- 1-62 +
1-29-62 ±
4-16-62 +

9- 4-61 ff
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© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox 11- 6-61 +
2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. . . UA 10- 9-61 ±
2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l

2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l

2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown

2570 Seven Women From Hell (88)

© Action Dr 20th-Fox 10-16-61 + it -
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr UPRO
2627 ©She Didn’t Say No! (96)

Comedy Satire Seven Arts

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para

2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB
2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W’n U-l

2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA
2635 ©Spiral Road, The (140) Adv U-l

2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr...WB

2616 ^©State Fair (118) ©Musical. 20th-Fox

+ ± ft + ff

3-12-62 ±

9-18-61 +
2- 5-62 +
2-19-62 It

4- 9-62 ±

5- 7-62 ff

1-29-62 + ± —

1- 8-62 +
3-26-62 +
1- 1-62 It

6- 4-62 +
9-11-61 ff

3-26-62 +

+

2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. ..Para 12- 4-61 ff

2558 ©Sun Lovers Holiday (65) ©
Novelty Astor 9- 4-61 ±

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB 10- 9-61 ±
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM 3-12-62 ff

2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©
Com/ M us 20th-Fox 4-16-62 +

6- 4-62 ff

5-14-62 ff

8-28-61 + ± ±

3-19-62 +
5-14-62 ff

3-19-62 +

—T—
2636 ©Tales of Terror (90) ® Ho AlP

2630 Taste of Honey, A (100) Dr Cont’l

2555 Teenage Millionaire (84)

Musical (some color is used)....UA

2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR

2632 ©That Touch of Mink (99) ® Com . U-l

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo

2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac Parade

2629 13 West Street (80) Dr Col

2559 Three on a Spree (83) Comedy ....UA

2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col

2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr Para

2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA
2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr Col

2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 20th-Fox

2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys AA
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog AlP

2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col

2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 it

2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 ff

+

1-15-62 ff +

1-22-62 It

5-14-62 ± It

9-11-61 + It

1-22-62 - -
1-22-62 di ±

10-23-61 ff +
12-U-61 +
7-10-61 +
1-29-62 It ±

3-26-62 +

1- 1-62 + ± It

ff

—U—
2603 Underwater City, The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy .Col 2-12-62 ± ± ±

—V—
2581 Valley of the Dragons (79) Adv Col 11-27-61 ± —
2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 ff +
2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont’l 2- 5-62 ff +

—W—
2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 ff ff

2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4- 2-62 it d:

5286 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 ff

2567 Q©West Side Story (155)

Panavision. Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 ff ff

2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 ff +
2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times 12- 4-a ± —
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 —
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 —
2576 ©Wonders of Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM 11- 6-61 ff —
2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 + +

£ <0ZQ
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Feofure productions by company in order of releose. Running time is in parentheses. © is for CinemoScoi^;

® VistoVision; (f) Superscope; ® Panavision; (fi) Regolscope; ® Technirama. Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. Letters and combinotions thereof Indicate story type—(Complete
key on next poge.) for review dates and Picture Guide page numbers, see REVIEW DIGEST.

^CATURE CHART

ALLIED ARTISTS I 11 AMERICAN INT'L | Ij COLUMBIA 1 ti s 1 CY 1
Type

Rel.
No.

©Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad.. 610
Don Megowim, Silvana Pampanini

Mr. Sardonicus (90) .... Ho. .611

Oscar Homolka, Guy Rolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Sean McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Rooney, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(SO) ® Ad . . 604
Gianna Maria Canale, M. Seraio

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204
Rory Calhoun, Lea Massari

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana 'Turner, Janis Paige,

Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Barrie Chase

©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) SF..613
John Agar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
(Super-Dynamation)
Slichael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Chubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels,

Vicki Spencer

Murder She Said (87) .. My. .208

Margaret Rutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Kay Milland, Hazel (lourt

The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges, Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (114) D. .619
Laurence Harvey, Capuclne,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Ilavilland, it. Brazzi,

G. Hamilton, Y. Mlmleux

The Bashful Elephant (80) 0D..6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID..6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
Trantow, Maria Emo

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Piima,

Sam Butcra and the Witnesses

(includes a color sequence)

©The Hellions (87) ® Ac.. 620
Richard Todd, Arme Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid Thulin,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger, Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

Hands of a Stranger (SS'/i) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue Hayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

Phantom Planet, The (82) SF. .711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farinon

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Checker, Mari Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glenn Ford, Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D..624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip ’Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton, Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

Rider on a Dead Horse
(72) 0D..6212

John Vlvyan, Lisa Lu, Bruce
Gordon, Kevin Hagen

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (71) Ho.. 705

Herb Evers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Ray

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beynver

13 West Street (SO) D..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

©Ride the High Country

(94) © 0D..216
Randolph Scott, Joel McCrea

Reprieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whitman, Ray
Walston, V. Price, R. Steiger,
S. DavLs jr.

The Bridge (104) D..6207
(Ekig-dubbed version)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper
Confessions of an Opium

Eater (85) D..6206
Vincent Price, Linda Ho

Payroll (94) Ac.. 6210
Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost

Advise and Consent (138) © D..628
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franebot Tone

©The Wild Westerners (..) W..629
Jas. PhUbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell. Duane Eddy

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

Lolita (152) D..217
James Mason, Shelley Winters,
Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon

The Frightened City (97) D,,6211
Herbert Lom, John Gregson,
YVonne Romain

Panic in Year Zero! (...) © D..708
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

©Tales of Terror (90)

® Ho.. 710
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone,

Peter Lorre, Debra Paget

The Notorious Landlady
(123) MyC..701

Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred Astaire

Zotz! (87) C..702
Tom Poston, Julia Meade,
Cecil Kellaway

©Boys’ Night Out (115) © C. .218
Kim Novak. James Garner, Tony
Rand.aU, Janet Blair

©Swordsman of Siena

(..) © Ad. .219
Stuart Granger, Sylva Koscina,

Christine Kaufmann

©Tarzan Goes to India (. .) Ad. .

Jock Mahoney. Sinii, Mark Dana

©Day of the Triffids

(119) © Ho, . 6209
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey,
Mervyn Johns

©Marco Polo (..) ©....Ad.. 709
Rory Calhoun, Y’oko Tani

The Interns (120) D .702
.Michael Callan', Cliff Robertson,
Ja.s. Mac.trthur, Haya Hiirareet

The Three Stooges in Orbit

(..) C..
Stooges, Edson Stroll

©Two Weeks in Another Town
( . . ) © D . . 220

Kirk Dou.glas, Bdw. G. Robinson,

Cyd Oiarisse, Geo. Hamilton

©The Savage Guns
(. .) OD. .221

Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol

PARAMOUNT

©Blue Hawaii (101) ® C/M.. 6105
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

.Angela Lansbury O<

03m
70

The Errand Boy (82) . . . C. .6106

Jerry Lewis, Brian Donlevy

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

Teddy Randazzo, Kay Armen

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109
Bobby Darin, Stelia Stevens

©Summer and Smoke

(118) ® D..6107
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine Page

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad.. 6110

Rossano Brazzl, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) .. 0 . .6111

Romy Schneider, Kail Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6U2
John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

The Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W..6114
James Stewart, John Wayne,

Vera Miles

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113

William Holden, Lilli Palmer

(pre-release)

^Escape From Zahrain

(93) ® Ac.. 6115

Yul Biynner, Madlyn Rhue,

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . . 6116

Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart

©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer

©My Geisha (120) ®.. CD . 6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand,

Bdw. G. Robinson, Bob Cummings

©Hatari! (149) Ad.. 6119
John Wayne, Rerl Buttons, Elsa

Martinelli, Hardy Kmger
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1
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I
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I

JUNE

FEATURE CHART The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type: (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Drama; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Documentary; (D) Drama; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

20TH-FOX oc z UNITED ARTISTS t-

©The Comancheros (107)
a: © 0D..141

^ John Wa>Tie, Stuart Whitman

>O
©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
fit-ne .\el?ion. Jociiuia Karnes,

Kent Taylor

Paris Blues (9«) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) © D..6137
CSiarles Bronson, Brad De.xter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Keedy Talton, Jana Pearce

The Two Little Bears

O'
LU
QQ

(81) © F/M
Brenda Lee, Baidie .Albert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

.143

LU

o
©The Second Time Around

(99) © C..144
Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

1 .Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

Gun Street (67) W. .6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R, Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J Garland
(pre-release)

>-
O'

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas. Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

<
ZDZ
<

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana .Andrews. Eleanor Parker,

Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

>-
O'
<

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © 0..203
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom Swell

O'
CO

©Swingin' Along (74) © C/M.. 204
Noonan and .Marshall, Barbara Eiden,

Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) © D..207
Deborah Kerr, .Michael Redgrave

AJ
O'
<

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Niiyen

UQState Fair (118) ©. . D/M . .208
Pat Boone. Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin. Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ewell

ac
o.
< ©Broken Land (60) © W..209

Kent Taylor. Jody McCrea,
Dianna liarrin

Hand of Death (60) Ho.. 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

>-
<

The Cabinet of Callgari

(104) © HoD.211
Glj-nis Johns, Dan O’llerlihy

© Lisa (112) © D..210
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

©It Happened in Athens (92)
© Ad.. 214

Jayne Mansfield. Nico Minardos

©Mr. Hobbs Takes a
Vacation (116) © C. .215

James Stewart, Maureen O’Hara,
Fabian, I.aiiri Peters

Air Patrol (70) Ac.. 216
Willard Parker, Merry Anders

One, Two, Three (108) © C..6208
James Cagney, Horst Biichholz,

Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . .C. .6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) ....D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CD . .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©Sergeants 3 (112) © ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, .1, Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . .6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Corby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig HUl, Marcia Henderson

The Children's Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLalne.
James Gamer

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Lupton, Mike McGreevey

©The Magic Sword (80) . .Ad. .6214
Basil Rathbone. Eistelle Winwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) Ad.. 6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) © C..6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angle Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon, Robert Bedford

©Follow That Dream
(110) © C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D..6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
Oiris Warfield. Erin O'Donnell

Third of a Man (80) ....D..6226
Simon Oakland

©Jack the Giant Killer

(94) Ad.. 6222
Kerwin .Mathews, Judi .Meredith

Road to Hong Kong (91) . .C. .6227
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour

Birdman of Alcatraz (143) D..6230
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

@5 Weeks in a Balloon (..)

© Ad. 218
Red Buttoas, Fabian, Barbara Eden,
Cedric Hardwicke, Peter Lorre

©Hemingway's Adventures of a

Young Man (..) ©....D..213
Paul .Newman. Richard Beymer,
Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

UNIVERSAL-INT'L | H WARNER BROS. I ii

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin AVest. Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donohue, Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevins

U©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

N,incy Kwan. James Shigeta,

Miyoshi Umeki
(Pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104). D..159
A'ivicn Leigh, Warren Beatty

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D..152
Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D . . 6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Lauienee Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Ikirlls, Peter
Ustinov (regular release)

Q©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guliuiess

©Lover Come Back (107) .. C . .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,
Tony Randall, Edie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac. .6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,
Richard Attenborough

The Couch (89) D. .160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard. Dorothy Dandrldge,

Edmund Purdom

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Oirtis, Bruce Bennett,
James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C..6208
Jimmy Edwards, Shirley Eaton.
Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . D . . 162
Troy Donahue, Angie Dickinson,

Rossano Brazzl, Suzaiuie Pleshette

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchnm,
Polly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Munro, Leo McKein

House of Women (85) . . . . D . . 163
Shirley Knight, Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad. .164
George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland,
Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien

©Night Creatures (81) .. Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing, Yvonne Komain

©Six Black Horses (SO) . .W. .6214
Andie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
Joan O’Brien

Lonely Are the Brave (107)
© 0D..6215

Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,
Walter Matthau

©Lad: a Dog (98) D, .158
Peter Breck, Peggy McCay

©The Story of the Count of

Monte Cristo (132) ®..Ad..l67
l/ouis Joiirdan, Yvonne Fumeanx

©That Touch of Mink,
(99) ® C. .6216

Cary Grant. Doris Day, Gig
Young, Audrey Meadows

Information Received (77) D. .6217
Sabina Sesselman, Wm. Sylvester

©Merrill's Marauders
(98) © D..165

Jeff Chandler, TV Hardin

©The Music Man (151) ® M . .168
Robert Preston, Shirley Jones
(Special engagements only)

©The Spiral Road (140) . . D . . 6218
Rock Hudson, Hurl Ives,

Gena Rowlands

©The Chapman Renorf ( . . ) D . . 169
Efrem Zimbalist jr.. Shelley Winters,
.lane Fondi, Claire Bloom, Glynis
Johns

COMING
ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©El Cid (170) ® 0. .6220
Chariton Heston, Sophia liOren

(add 21 min. for additional music
and intermission) SiK-cial release

AMERICAX-INT'L
©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . . Ad . .713
Pier AngeU, Edmund Purdom

Warriors 5 Ac.. 707
Jack Palance, .Anna Ralli

©Prisoner of the Iron Mask © Ad. .

.Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida
(Special rele,ise)

©Reptilicus SF. .

Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad .

.

Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas ® D..
Anthony Quinn, Sllvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, Ei’nest Borgnlne

©Battle Aboard the Defiant ©. . D . .

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale

Requiem for a Heavyweight .... D .

.

Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason
Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The war Lover D . .

Steve McQueen, Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ann Field

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sordi,

Michael Wilding

©Bye Bye Birdie © C/M..
Janet, Leigh. Dick Van Dyke,

.Ann-Margret, Bobby Rydell

Ring-a-Ding Rhythm (Formerly

"It's Trad. Dad") M . .

Cliubby Checker, Dukes of Dixieland

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

0©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..
Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna

©Billy Rose’s Jumbo M..
Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,

Jimmy Durante
©A Very Private Affair D..

Brigitte Bardot, MarceUo Mastro-

lanni

©The Golden Arrow Ad..

Tab Hunter, Rossana Pode.sta

©Cry From the Heart © D..

Susan Hayward, Peter Finch

PARAMOUNT
The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston, Elsa Martlnelli,

Harry Guardlno

©A Girl Named Tamiko ©....D..
Laurence Harvey, France Nuyen,

Martha Hyer, Miyoshi Umekl
©Who's Got the Action? ©....C..
Dean .Martin. Linn Turner. Eddie

Albert, Nita Talbot
20TH-FOX
©I Like Money © C. .

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray

©The Lion © Ad..

William Holden, Capucine.

I’revor Howard
©The 300 Spartans

(113) © Ad.. 219
Rieliard Eg,m, Diane Baker.

Sir Ralph Richardson

©The Queen’s Guard D..

Raymond Massey, Ursula Jeans.

Daniel Massey. Robert Stephens

Gigot D-
Jackie Gleason. Katherine Kath

The Longest Day © D . .

.All-star ca,st ; depiction of the .Allied

landings on D-D.iy

UNITED ARTISTS
Phaedra D--

Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point D .

.

Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Oirtis. Yul Brynner

The Miracle Worker (106) D..6225
Anne Bancroft. Patty Duke,

Victor Jory
©Beauty and the Beast
'^(77) Ad.. 6223
Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Eduard Franz, Merry Anders

©Kid Galahad D..
Elvis Presley. Gig Young,

Lola Albright

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
^reud BiD .

.

Montgomery Cnift, Susannah York,

Sii.san Kdiner
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..

Herbert Lorn. Heather Sears

©If a Man Answers C.

.

Sandra Dee. Bobby D.irin

WARNER BROS.
©Term of Trial D . .

Laurence Olivier, Simone Slgnoret,

Sarah Miles, Terence Stamp
©Guns of Darkness (was "Act

of Mercy”) Ad . .

Lo.slie Caron. David Niven
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

AIDART
Cold Wind in August, A

(80) D Aug 61
Uila Albright, Scott Marlowe,
ilerschel Bemardi

ASTOR
Peeping Tom (86) D.. May 62
Karl Boelira, Moira Shearer

BUENA VISTA
OQGreyffiars Bobby (91) D. .Oct 61
Donald Cr^, Kay Walsh
4i©Babes in Toyland

(100) © M.. Dec 61
Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,
Annette, lid Wjiin
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon, Dany Saval, Brian
Keith, Edmond O’Brien
©Bon Voyage (132) ....C..Jun62
Kred MacMurray, Jane Wyman,
•Michael Callan, Deborah Walley

CONTINENTAL
View From the Bridge, A

(110) D. .Feb 62
Carol Lawrence, Raf Val.one,

Maureen Stapleton

Harold Lloyd’s World of

Comedy (94) (Episodes from
Lloyd’s 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

©Bachelor of Hearts (97) C. .May 62
Hardy Kruger, Syhia Syms,
Ronald Lewis

A Taste of Honey (100) . . D . . May 62
Dora Bryan, Rita Tlishingham

Never Let Go (..) ..CD.. Jim 62
Peter Sellers. Richard Todd

CREST FILMS
©Pirate and the Slave Girl

(87) © Ad. . Aug 61
Lex Barker, Chelo Alonso

FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC..Sep61
.Anthony Carbone. B. Jones-Moreland

The Devil's Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan
©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) ® Ad. .Dec 61
Mijanou Bardot, Gerard Landry

GOVERNOR
©Doctor in Love (87) . .C. .Apr 62
Michael Craig. Virginia Maskell,

James Robertson Justice

LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT
Question 7 (110) D. . Apr 61
.Michael Gwynn, Margarete Jabnen

The ^nd Castle (70) ..F.. Sep 61
Barry and Laurie Cardwell

MEDALLION
©Last of the Vikings (102)

® Ad.. May 62
Cameron Mitchell, Edmund Purdom

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac.. Dec 61
Toshiro Mifiine, Y. Natsuki

Then There Were Three
(82) Ac.. Jan 62

Alex Nicol. Prank Latimore
A Public Affair (75) . . D . . Mar 62
M>Ton McCormick. Edw. Binns
©When the Girls Take Over

(SO) C . May 62
R. Lowery, M. .Miller, J. Ellison

©East of Kilimanjaro (75)
Vistarama Ad. . May 62

Marshall Tliompson, Gaby Andre
Trauma (92) D . May 62
Lynn Bari. John Conte
©Make Way for Lila

(90) D..Jun..62
Erika Remberg (Eng-dubbed)
PATHE-AM ERICA
Victim (lOO) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, Sylria Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Down the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills, Bernard Lee
The Intruder (83) ....D. May 62

I

William Shatner. Frank Ma.xwell

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) C.. Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night’s Dream

(74) F.. Dec 61
puppets; voices of Old Vic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61

Jean Carter, Felix Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad. Nov 61

Simone Signoret. Georges Marchal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) . . My . . Oct 61

(Eng-dubbed) .. Alain Delon, Marie

LaForet, Maurice lionet

Wild for Kicks (92) D..Jw62
David Farrar, Noelle Adam, Gillian

HiUs. Shirley Ann Field

Frantic (81) D. Mar 62

(Eng-dubbed) Jeanne Moreau

Also available with sub-titles at

90 minutes running time

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Jet Storm (91) D. .Sep 61

Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker, Diane CUento

©Shame of the Sabine

Women (80) Ad .

.

Lex Johnson, William Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad .. Oct 61

Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

1 - 8-62
Jeanne

5-21-62

FRANCE
Crime of M. Lange,

The (78) 11-13-61
(Brandon) .

. (Jean Renoir classic)

Five Day Lover. The (86) . .2-19-62
(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-
Pierre Cassel, Micheline Presle

Joker, The (86) 10- 2-61
(Lopert) . . J-P Cassel, A. Aimee

La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(Cont'l) . .R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad

(98) 4-16-62
(Astor) . • Delphlne Seyrig, Giorgio

.Mbertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106)
(Astor) . .Gerard Phllipe,

Moreau, Annette Vadim
Maiden, The (90)
(Green-Roth) . .Claudine Dupuis

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabin, Nadja
'Tiller, Danielle Darrieux

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavour

©Web of Passion (101) . .11- 6-61
(Times) • -Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paiil Belmondo

Zazie (86) 4- 30-62
(Astor) . .Catherine Demongeot
GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Ca.sino) . .0. W. Fischer, Lilo

Piilver

Roses for the Prosecutor

(91) 11-13-61
( .\merican-Met ropolitan

)

W. Giller, Ingrid Von Bergen
GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) . .Irene Papas

ITALY
Bell’ Antonio (101) 5-21-62

(Flnbassy) . .Marcello Mastroianni,
Claudia Cardinale, P. Brasseur

From a Roman Balcony
(84) 11-27-61

(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Ma.ssari

Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(rails) . .Claudia Cardinale

La Dolce Vita (175) .... 4-24-61

(Astor) . .Marcello Mastroianni,

Anita E3tberg. Anouk Aimee
L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61

(Janus) . -Monica Vlttl, Gabriele

Perzetti, Lea Ma-ssari

Love Is a Day’s Work (84) 3-19-62

(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The

(91) 10- 9-61

(Cont’l) . -Peter Ustinov, Pablito

(ialvo (Span-lang; Eng. titles)

Night, The (La Notte)

(120) 3-19-62

(Lopert) . .Je.anne Moreau, Marcello

Mastroianni. Monica Vitti

Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61

(.Astor).. A. Delon. A. Girardot

JAPAN
Rice (118) 9-18-61

(SR). Yuko Moshizuki

Throne of Blood (108) 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune

POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61
(Janus).. Z. Cj1)ulski

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janczar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal, Fernando Rey

SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) 12-18-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Bibi
-Andersson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) . • 4- 30-62
(Janus) . .Harriet .Andersson, Max
von Sydow

U.S.S.R.

Summer to Remember, A
(SO) 12-18-61

(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.
Dote is national release month. Color ond
process as specified. ^HORTS CHART

9 ,

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Novel
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(ISi/z) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16) .. Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (161/2) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62
6426 Clunked in the

Clink (16) May 62
6436 Microspook (16) Jun 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11).. Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10).. Nov 61
6553 No. 3, Series 3 (lO/z) • Jan 62
6554 No 4, Series 3 (11). . Apr 62
6555 No. 5, Series 3

(IO/2 ) May 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

6601 Red Riding Hood Rides
Again (7) Sep 61

6602 The Music Fluke (7)... Sep 61
6603 Imagination (6I/2 ) ....Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(61/2) Nov 61
6605 Grape- Nutty (6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

(6/2 ) Dec 61
6607 Cat-Tastrophy ( 6 ) Jan 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) ....Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus (6I/2 ) Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7) .. Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (TVi) . . . - Apr 62
6613 The Air Hostess (8).. May 62
6614 Giddyap (G'/z) Jun 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5854 Yukon Canada (10) ....
LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (GVe) . .

.

5708 Zoo Is Company (0/z)

.

6701 Catch Meow (6^2 ) • • • •

6702 Kooky Loopy (7)
6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7)
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) ....
6705 Beef for and After (7)
6706 Swash Buckled (7) ....
6707 Common Scents (..)..
6709 Bearly Able (7)

Apr 61

Jun 61
.Jul 61
Sep 61

. Oct 61
Dec 61
Jan 62
Mar 62
Anr 62
May 62
Jun 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6).. Jul 61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(G'/z) (© and standard) .. Oct 61
6753 Mag00 ’ s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6)

(Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7).. Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6V2 ) (© and standard) .. Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19).. Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(18) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19) . . Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

( 191/2 ) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

5140 The Great Adventures of
Captain Kidd Mar 61

5160 Cody of the Pony
Express Aug 61

6160 Monster and the

Ape May 62

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland
(IS'/z) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring
(16) Jul 61

6401 Quiz Whiz (15Vi) ....Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(I6I/2 ) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys (Iff/z) .

.

Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17)... Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That Ends

Well (16) Apr 62
6407 Triple Crossed (16).. May 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds (9/z) ... Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin (..) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jeri^s

W265 Southbound Duckling

(7)

Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7).. Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7).. Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8 ) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal ( 8 ) . . Sep 60
W275 Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(19a-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9) . .Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7).. Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..).. Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COMIC KINGS

F21-1 Frogs Legs (5) ...

F21-2 Home Sweet Swampy
(..)

F21-3 Hero’s Reward (..) ..

F21-4 Psychological Testing

(..)
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)
B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15)
B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter ( . . )

MODERN MADCAPS
(Technicolor)

M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) . . .

.

M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel
(6/2 )

M21-3 Popcorn &
Politics (..)

M21-4 Giddy Gadgets (..) ..

M21-5 Hi Fi Jinx (. .) ...
M21-6 Funderful Suburbia

(..)
M21-7 Samson Scrap (..) .

NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P21-1 Munro (9)
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6 )

P21-3 Kozmo Goes to
School ( 6 )

P21-4 Perry Popgun (6 ) .

P21-5 Without Time or

Reason (6 )

P21-6 Good and Guilty (6 ) .

.

P21-7 TV or No TV (6)...
POPEYE CHAMPIONS

E21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7)

.

E21-2 Toreadorable (7) ...
E21-3 Popeye, the Ace of

Space (7)
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7)....
E21-5 Taxi Turvey (6 )

E21-6 Floor Flusher (6 ) ...

SPORTS IN ACTION
(1-Reel Color)

D21-1 Symphony in Motion
( 10 )

D21-2 Bow Jest (10)

Apr 62

May 62
May 62

.Jun 62

Nov 61

.Jun 62

.Oct 61

. Oct 61

Nov 61
Mar 62
Mar 62

Mar 62
Mar 62

Sep 61
Sep 61

Nov 61
Jan 62

Jan 62
Feb 62
Mar 62

Sep 61
Sep 61

Sep 61
Sep 61
Sep 61
Sep 61

Jan 62
Apr 62

20fh CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)
7104 Assignment Egypt (9) . . May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore

& Malaya (10) Jun 61
7107 Hills of Assisi (10) ...Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10).. Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9).. Oct 61
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10). .Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style ( 8 ) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8 ) . . Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail
(6 ) May 61

5126 Sappy New Year (7) . . . Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6 ) . .Mar 62
5224 Nobody's Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) . . May 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero ( 6 ) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6 ) Jul 61
5109 Meat, Drink and Be

Merry (6 ) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6).... Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6 ) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6 ) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6 ) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

9 a

Problem (7) Mar 62

5203

Peanut Battle (7).... Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8 ) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Mevico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9) . . . .Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor .. Can he projected in

the Anamorphic Process. 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry Apr 61

4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 Sufferin’ Cats (WW) . .Jun 61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat. .Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW)..Jul61
4125 Busman’s Holiday(WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out(WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand .... Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W_ Woodpecker) Jan 62
WALTER LANTZ REISSUES

(Color Cartues.Can be proiected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker from Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling All Cuckoos .... Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62
4237 Arts and Flowers May 62

SPECIAL
2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS

4201 All That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud ( . . ) © ... Mar 62
4204 Football Highlight's of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

8312 The Lion’s Busy May 61
8313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin’ the Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot Box Bunny ...Apr 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble. . Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble .... Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
)30S Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)

8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws. . .Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble ...Sep 61
9702 Wliat’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat... Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep... Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Quackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Co'or Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (18)... Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) . . Mar 62

(One-Reel)
8502 Alpine Champions (10).. Feb 61
8503 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8504 (jrandad of Races (10) . . May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9)... Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

(10) Novel
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9) . . . Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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"5.

XHIBITOR HAS HIS SAY
PICTURESK9HB

Lots of Mileage Left
Played two U*l oldies—"Cornin' Round the

Mountain" and "Feudin', Fussin' and A-Fightin' "

—to on awoy above average crowd. We con
stond o lot of reissues like these two pictures.

Did fine on a Friday-Soturdoy change with the
weather on the hot side.

JOHN L. DRUMMOND JR.
Ritz Theotre,
Minneapolis, Kas.

ALLIED ARTISTS
House on Haunted Hill (AA)—Vincent Price, Carol

Chmort, Richard Long. Horror shows are alwoys our
breod and butter and this one did exceptionally well.
Nice crowds all three nights, plus c late Friday night
showing. A few more like this one ond we'd be doing
ckay. Played Thurs., Fri., Sot. Weather: Cold.—A.
Modril, La Ploza Theatre, Antonito, Colo. Pop. 1,255.

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
Master of the World (AlP)—Vincent Price, Charles

Bronson, Mory Webster. Vincent Price olwoys is a
draw, but somehow we did only average on this.
Good action or:d color. Should be good Friday-Sait-
urdoy material.—Ray Boriski, Albert Zarzano, Ga-
lena Theatre, Galena Pork, Tex. Pop. 11,000.

BUENA VISTA
Pinocchio (BV, reissue)—Cartoon feature. This

drew good business on a Friday and Saturday book-
ing. Doubled it with on action feature. Don't pass
this one up. However, needs onother feature to at-
tract the adult trade. Weather: Good.— Bill Roth,
Paloce Theotre, Gallatin, Tenm. Pop. 7,857.

COLUMBIA
Devil of 4 O'clock, The (Col)—'Spencer Tracy,

Frank Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews. After you get them
in to see it, they rave about it, but for some reason
it doesn't seem to have the oppeol to get them in.
We squeezed by, thanks to a high school prom late
show. Doubled with MGM's "Where the Boys Are,"
a repeat for us. Played Fri., Sot., Sun.—Gray Barker,
Alpine Theotre, Salem, W. Vo. Pop. 2,400.

Three Stooges Meet Hercules, The (Col)—Stooges,
Vicki Trickett. Ployed this late to kids, kids, all kinds
of kids. After the kiddy motinee, nothing—^but by
that time the kids hod strengthened the boxoffice
and hod eaten up all the goodies, so we were happy.
Wonderful material for Soturday, but there will be a
scarcity of adults w’hen the small fry ore picked
'JP-—Roy Boriski, Albert Zarzano, Venus Theatre
(subrun), Houston, Tex.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Green Helmef, The (MGM)—Bill Travers, Ed Begley,

NarKy Walters. A last-minute booking that did noth-
ing. Racing pictures must bear dlown on the racing
and action. This was a bit too much on tthe tolky
side, ond if the word gets oround it's British-made
wotch out.—Ray Boriski, Albert Zarzano, Venus The-
atre (subrun), Houston, Tex.

Light in the Piazzo (MGM)—Olivia de Havilland,
Yvette Mimieux, Rossano Brazzi, George Hamilton.
Although this attraction lured only a handful each
night, the picture itself wos interesting; beautiful,
outhentic scenes of Florence and Rome, but the title
wos unoppealing. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather-
Foir.—C. W. Matsen, Reel Drive-In, Rockdale, Tex
Pop. 4,000.

PARAMOUNT
Blue Hawaii (Pora)—Elvis Presley, Joon Blackman

Angela Lonsbury. The people just kept coming to
see this one. One of our biggest grosses all year
Grob this one if you haven't played it Played Sun
through Wed. Weather: Warm.—Larry Thomas Fay:
ette Theotre, Fayetteville, W. Va. Pop. 2,000.

Country Music Holidoy (Para)—Ferlin Husky, Zsa
ZsQ Gobor. This 1958 releose, paired with Elvis Pres-l^s popular "G. I. Blues" (also from Paramount)
did so well the first time it ployed here that we
brought the program bock on various early season
drive-in runs. Ploy it on your very best time, making
certoin you order the Notional Screen page mat
which contoins ods showing the complete country
rnusic cost of the hillbilly pic. Don't osk me to sit
through this myself, but somehow the paying cus-
tomers ^m to be going for it.—Gray Barker, Booker-
Euyer, Clarksburg, W. Vo.

Love in o Goldfish Bowl (Poro)—Tommy Sands,
tobiari, Toby Michaels. Ployed this lote to rather^d business. Much of the story takes ploce during
Eoster vocotion, so I ployed it on the Friday and
Saturday preceding Easter. Noturolly the Tommy
Sands and Fobion nomes helped. The acting and
sto^ ore o bit weok, though. Weother: Warm, nice.—Roy Kendrick, Stor Theatre, Minco, Okie. Pop 950.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Big Gamble, The (20th-Fox)—Stephen Boyd, Juliette

Greco, David Woyne. It must have been "a big
gomble" tor Dorryl Zonuck. Still I suppose he con
afford it—we cannot! One thing I must say: it's

a different kind of film. The hero, tor a change,
is a huge truck—and pretty too! Played' Wed.
through Sat. Weother: Fine.—^Dave S. Klein, Astra
Theatre, Northern Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Big Show, The (20th-Fox)—^Esther Williams, Clift

Robertson, Robert Vaughn. This is one of the very
best of its kind. Everyone enjoyed this one and the
picture is strong errough to stand alone. It was
just our luck to buck a pony sole, so did overage
business on a Soturday date.— P. B. Friedman, Grand
Theatre, Lancaster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Comoncheros, The (20th-Fox)—John Wayne, Stuart
Whitman, Ina Bolin. This is a rough ond tough one
from Fox, but people like old Big John, so we had a
little business—the first in a month. The Indians sure
bit the dust in this one. Played Sat., Sun., Mon.
Weother: Nice.—Corl P. Anderka, Rainbow Theatre,
Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

Madissn Avenue (20th-Tox) — Dana Andrews,
Eleanor Porker, Jeonne Crain. Oh, brother! I'm still

trying to figure why they mode this one. It is nothing!
Lowest gross in ten years. What a waste of talent

and film. Played Sun., Mon. Weother: Good.—Mel
Kruse, Pierce Theatre, Pierce, Neb. Pop. 1 ,200.

Trapp Fomily, The (20th-Fox)—Ruth Leuwerik,
Hans Holt. This one is really beautiful. Loved every
frame of it, even if it is a dub job from the German
soundtrack. Musiic out of this world. Of course, my
hick customers would much rather watch tras'h, so
I didn't come out on it. Played Sun.—Don Stott,

Southwind Theatre, Solomons, Md. Pop. 950.

UNITED ARTISTS
Alias Jesse James (UA)—Bob Hope, Rhonda Flem-

ing, Wende'll Corey. A real fine crowd pleaser in

beautiful color. Hope is tops in his role as a come-
dian. A good overage boxoffice on Palm Sundaiy.

Worth any playing time though quite old. Played
Sun., Mon. Weather: Good.—^Leonard J. Leise, Roxy
Theotre, Randolph, Neb. Pop. 1 ,029.

Exodus i(UA)—Paul Newman, Eva Marie Saint, Sal

Mineo. Very difficult to follow. Too long. Ninety
minutes would have token core of it. Beautiful
color and shorp photography. Not for small towns.
Played' Sun., Mom. Weother: Worm.—James Hardy,
Shoals Theatre, Shoals, Ind. Pop. 1,555.

Naked Edge, The UA) — Gory Cooper, 'Deborah
Kerr, Eric Portman. Played this tine picture to the
poorest Sundpiy crowd in months. Those who saw it

hod tavo'raible commeryts. Pla'yed very late and we
felt the title hurt us. Cooper wos splendid, but
miscast. Why was Midhael Wilding cast os an
American? Played Sun., Mon., Tues., Weather: Rainy.—^P. B. Friedman, Grand Theatre, Lancaster, Ky.
Pop. 3,000.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Grass Is Greener, The (U-l)—Cary Grant, Deborah

Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Jean Simmons. Finally got
oro'und to playing this after a year of trepidatio'n.
Doubled with "To Hell and Back," U-I's evergreen
with Audie Murphy, to a surprisingly good gross.
I think the second feature helped greotly to put
it across.—Gray Barker, Alpine Theatre, Salem, W.
Va. Pop. 2,400.

WARNER BROS.
Fabulous World of Jules Verne (WB)—^Ernie Novara,

Lou Tock, Jane Zalata'. As tor os I'm concerned, a
waste of time and effort. Black and white "Mysti-
motion"'—^boy! what next. Doubled with RKO oldie,
"The Thing," for a fair weekend. Played Thurs., Fri.,

Sot. Weother: Cool and windy.—A. Modril, La Plaza
Theatre, Antonito, Colo. Pop. 1,255.

MISCELLANEOUS
Deadly Companions, The (Pothe-America)

—

Mau-
reen O'Hara, Brian Keith, Steve Cochran. Good out-
door action dirama in color. This picture was not
presented to the public with sufficient odvertising,
t'herefcre was unheard of, so fell short at the box-
office. Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Fair.

—

Bill Roth, Palace Theaitre, Gallotin, Tenm. Pop. 7,857.

Stood Ground Against
Blasts of Mayor
"Town Without Pity" from UA is a good show

thot drew the adults. Good.- title song. We took
precautions not to show it on our Saturday kid
show, although the mayor (who had never at-
tended our theatre anyway) blasted in the paper
thot we were showing trash to kiddies. We are
often blasted in this town by people we never
see, although ot least 95 per cent of our pro-
gramming is A-OK. Anyhow, because of this pub-
lic blast by this unseen mayor, we stood our
ground—told the correct story that the picture
had an A-3 rating; was not shown on any kid
show; and that those who alwoys blast the
movies never attend anyway and, surely, seldom
buy a ticket for any show, good or bad. I bet if

we would repeat the picture we would get a
ton of business.

RAY BORISKI, AL ZARZANA
Galena Theatre,
Galena Park, Tex.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FEATURE REVIEWS

Jules and Jim A Comedy-
1.85-1 Drama

Janus Films 105 Minutes Rel. May '62

Francois Truffaut, one of the first of the
French "Ne-w Wave" directors -who scored
a triumph -witih his 'The 400 Blo-ws," -which
won the Burstyn Award and many French
prizes, treats adult love in a lighter, almost
inconsequential, fashion in his latest picture,
which he adapted from a novel by Henri-
Pierre Roche. Starring Jeanne Moreau, who
recently scored in "The Lovers" and "Les
Liaisons Dangereuses," and Oskar Werner,
the German actor w^ho will be remembered
from "Decision Before Dawn," the Truffaut
fame will make this a "mlust" for art house
regulars, where it should chalk up long runs.
It's adult fare, not suitable for the youngsters.
The story, which starts in 1907 and ends
after World War II, is often reminiscent of

the old silents, as regards ddrk photography
and rapid projection, eslpecially when old
film clips are interspersed with newly
filmed footage. The narration in French and
the dialog are both translated into English
subtitles. The heroine, ployed in bewitching
fashion by Miss Moreau, is completely
amoral as she marries Jules yet carries on
affairs with Jim and with a third m'on. The
tragic climax, as the heroine drives herself

and Jim off a bombed-out bridge, comes as
a surprise and is followed by Jules watching
the cremation of their bodies. Despite this,

the picture is filled with amusing ond engag-
ing scenes. Both Werner and Henri Serre
are excellent in the title roles and Sabine
Haudepin is a winning little daughter. Pro-

duced by Les Films du Carrosse and
S.E.D.I.F.

Jeanne Moreau, Oskar Werner, Henri

Serre, Vanna Urbino, Borris Bassiak.

Rififi for Girls A

Continental Distributing 97 Min. Rel. June '62

The admittedly superb American mass
market response to the likes of the French
import, "Rififi," a few short years ago should

mean much, boxoffice-wise, in selling this

Continental release (French dialog, English

titles) teaming Nadja ("Rosemary") Tiller,

Ro'bert Hossein and Silvia Monfort, as

smoothly a functioning starring threesome as

can be found in the modern-day foreign film

field. The story is by Auguste Le Breton,

author of the original "Rififi" and concerns
a fantastic scheme to pull off the largest

bank haul ever known in Europe—a billion

francs of counterfeit origin are to be swapped
under cover of darkness for cm equivalent

amount of valid francs. Closing in to arrest

the kingpins of a narcotics ring—this action

by American narcotics investigator Eddie
Constantine—abruptly brings the dramatic
curtain down on the bank episode. Miss Tiller

is killed. Alex Joiie directed and Jacq’ues

Mage produced for Les Productions De
L’Etoile-Dismage. Also in the cast are Fran-

coise Rosay, Jean Gaven and Georges
Rigauid.

Nadja Tiller, Robert Hossein, Silvia Mon-

fort, Roger Hanin, Pierre Blanchar.

To Release 'Reptilicus' in October

LOS ANGELES—American International

Pictm-es’ “Reptilicus” has been set for

national release on October 17. Sidney Pink
produced and directed the science fiction

thriller.
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Opinions on Current Productions iJeature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; © CinemoScope; ® VistaVision; ® Superseope; ® Panevision; ® Regalseope; ® Teehniromo. For story synopsis on cash picture, see reverse side.

1 The Interns A
1 Columbia (703) 120 Minutes Rel. Aug. '62

re 1 While "The Interns" is listed as a drama, a great deal
1 n op; of broad comedy has been integrated with the serious theme 100

1
' so that the picture becomes a well-balanced production ^

1
and entertaining throughout. Walter Newmcjn and David

1
Swift have adapted Richard Frede's best-selling novel into

a screenplay, which retains much of the sensational portions
of the book in a tasteful manner. Swift, who also directed,

1

has kept the story going at a fast clip, deftly changing
the moods from comedy to drama without changing the
characters. The moods shift from a hilarious New Year's
Eve party to the realistic and agonizing experience of a

1 woman going through the pangs of childbirth. "The Interns"
1 is the story of interns, their ambitions, frustrations and
1

romances; of nurses, of patients and of doctors and, in

1
general, of life in a big hospital. A carefully selected cast,

1

while not blockbuster names, gives excellent performances
in a picture which has bright boxoffice prospects. The

1

retaining of a medical doctor as technical adviser has

1

given professional authenticity to the many delicate and
technical sequences, so necessary in presenting a factual
behind-the-scenes portrayal. Robert Cohn was the producer.

1 Not for children, 5-11.

Michael Callen, James MacArthur, Cliff Robertson, Nick
1 Adams, Suzy Parker, Haya Haroreet, Anne Helm.

tl c» I M.L r 1. l ht L r • M. TP Ratio: Costume Drama
The Story of the Count of Monte Cristo Jr 2 . 55*1 oyaiiscope 0
Warner Bros. (167) 132 Minutes Rel. June '62

A lavishly filmed version of an already thrice-told tale,

>ats (
Jean-Jacques Vital-Rene Modiono production of the

famed Alexandre Dumas novel has the required swash-
buckling action and suspense to entertain today's young-
sters and teenagers, particularly in the drive-ins this sum-
mer. For the mature moviegoers, who may have thrilled

to Robert Donat's portrayal in 1934 or the silent film versions

in 1922 and 1913, this has only the marquee lure of Louis

Jourdan to attract them. Except for Jourdan, and Yvonne
Furneaux, who played the unhappy heroine of "La Dolce

Vita," the French players are completely unknown here,

although the English dubbing job is a good one. The elab-

orately plotted screenplay by Jean Halain has enough for

two films, as it starts with the hero's youthful escapades in

1814 and, after his 17-yeor imprisonment, his middle-aged
revenge on his enemies, none of whom recognize him as

a bearded man of wealth. Although Claude Autant-Lara's

direction lags in the first half of the picture, the climax is

still remarkably effective drama. Jourdan is handsome and
capable os Edmond Dantes who becomes the Count of

Monte Cristo. Splendidly photographed in Dyaliscope and
Technicolor.

Louis Jourdan, Yvonne Furneaux, Pierre Mondy, Ber-

hard Dheran, Franco Silva, Jean-Claude Michel.

1
2ofz/ F

j

Columbia (702) 85 Minutes Rel. July '62

1

This William Castle production marks a couple of "firsts,"
. notably Tom Poston s bow as a motion picture actor and

producer-director Castle's initial effort at feature comedy,

1

following a line of successful horror films ("Homicidal,"
"The Tingler," "Mr. Sardonicus," et al). Unfortunately, their

1 respective debuts do neither of them credit, and viewers of
1

the effort are likely to revolt Castle's switch and wish
1

Poston better luck on his next picture venture. It's all pretty

1

silly—from screenplay to performances—but there is some-

1

iJinc thing to be said for its exploitation values, and the ex-

1
°ed

hibitor who ploys them to the hilt (and caters to moppet
I

1

audiences) should realize satisfactory gains. There is, of
. course, the trick title (rhymes with "lots"), plus the marquee

attraction of cast members Poston, Julia Meade ' (the TV
commercials beauty) and Jim Backus (Mister Magoo to
millions). For teenagers there's newcomer Zeme North, a

\ pert brunette, to liven the scene, and dependable Fred
1 Clark comes through with some laughs. But, by and large,

1
it's doubtful that the average audience will see much

1
humor in a yarn that revolves around a coin that gives its

1

owner the power to cause sharp pain and to bring death.

1
Tom Poston, Julia Meade, James Backus, Fred Clark,

1
Cecil Kellaway, Zeme North, Margaret Dumont.

The Phantom Planet F
American Int'l (711) 82 Minutes Rel. April '62

Television's "Steve Canyon," Dean Fredericks, and veteran

screen thespian Francis X. Bushman are teamed with Do-

lores Faith and Coleen Gray in a space adventure, the

likes of which will be applauded and accoladed by the

Saturday matinee trade and the more impressionable
viewers in the adult ranks. The Fred Gebhardt story (he

also produced) is relatively uncluttered, the earthling

(Fredericks) arriving in a strange land well out in space,

only to find himself reduced to tiny size and then participat-

ing in a mighty war against an enemy planet. In time, of

e-M,. course, he dons space suit and soars back to earth, aware

'’iprr'
episode won't be accepted by the logical or rational

thinkers. Miss Faith is a most fetching gal, whose recovery
from muteness comes as onti-climactic sequence in the
planet war, while Miss Gray, who has been oast in a num-
ber of major efforts over the years, plays the romantic
lead with proper and fitting restraint. The special effects

department (provided by Studio Film Service) is well inte-

grated into the vital matters at hand. Fredericks is a right

handsome, grim-visaged hero, given to acts of herculean

feats. William Marshall's direction, conventionally developed,

tells the story with little frills

Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray, Tony Dexter, Dolores

Faith, Francis X. Bushman, Richard Weber, Al Jarvis.

1

What a Carve Up! F
1

Embassy Pictures 87 Minutes Rel. June '62

1 Three of the comedy standbys of the popular "Carry On"
1

series, the brash Sidney James, the mild-mannered Ken-

1

neth Connor and the lovely blond Shirley Eaton, romp
through this satire on murder-and-mayhem, another British

1

laugh film produced by Robert S. Baker and Monty Ber-

1

man. With Dennis Price, also a British regular, and Donald
Pleasence, better known for his serious portrayals, in

support, this entry should do good business where English
humor is favored. Based on Frank King's novel, "The Ghoul,"

1 which was played for straight horror values by Boris Karloff

1 in 1933, this new version is played strictly for laughs, de-

1
spite three murders taking place during one stormy night

1

in a gloomy mansion with sliding wall panels and secret

1

passageways. Director Pat Jackson gets a goodly quota of

chuckles from Connor and his nervous antics but some of

1

the slapstick gets repetitious and tiresome before the fade-

1

out. Connor, as a proofreader for horror novels who is

suddenly placed in the midst of a real murder mystery,
makes a fine foil for James, who plays his quick-tempered

1 CjTi bookie pal. Miss Eaton, who reveals her fine figure when .

1
' forced to strip down to the bare essentials, supplies a 1

1
dash of romance while Esma Cannon is hilarious.

1 Kenneth Connor, Sidney James, Shirley Eaton, Dennis
1 Price, Esma Cannon, Donald Pleasence, Michael Gough.

i . X X o TT’ Ratio: Scieoce-Fictlon
Assignment Outer Space Jr i.gs.i Fantasy ©
American Int'l (712) 79 Minutes Rel. April '62

Going out as companion feature with "The Phantom
Planet," this Hugo Grimaldi production has the added ad-
vantage of handsome Technicolor and a trimly functioning

story framework that introduces the basically simple pre-

mise (a newsman of the future helps to overcome yet an-

other threat to Planet Earth, in the process gaining the

love of a space scientist) of many a preceding like ad-
venture and takes the viewer, with not a few special ef-

fects (credit Joseph Von Stroheim, listed as sound effects

editor), on an absorbing enough flight into fantasy. Rik

Von Nutter is the redoubtable Fourth Estater, Gaby Farinon,

the gal of science who learns to love this high-flying chap,

and Alain Dijon, the space ship commander (he's intent

on heading off an electronic brain that con rain certain

death and destruction on Planet Earth) who grudgingly ex-

tends respect to Von Nutter after the latter's (1) pitched

romantic woo with Dijon's once intended and (2) brought
the aforementioned electronic brain under control. The
kiddies will love this and the adults that seem to flock at

ollN. the mere mention of space adventure won't find much
TJ3 JJ3 over which to ponder adversely. Newcomer Gaby Farinon

' poses a right pretty picture in or out of space.

Rik Von Nutter, Gaby Farinon, Dave Montresor, Archie
Savage, Alain Dijon.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the follovring woys: (1) in any standard three-ring

1
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The lattar, including o year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
may be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: 'The Story of the Count of Monte Cristo" (WB)

With Napoleon exiled to Elba in 1814, Louis Jourdan, a
young seaman, is unjustly accused of conspiring with
Bonapartists and is thrown into jail by Bernard Dheron,
an ambitious macfistrate, and Jeon-Cloude Michel, who is

in love with Jourdan's fiancee, Yvonne Furneaux. Im-
prisoned in the Chateau d'lt for 17 years, Jourdan finally

escapes with a dead prisoner's map to treasure buried on
the island of Monte Cristo. Later, Jourdan, posing as the

wealthy bearded Count of Monte Cristo, wreaks a terrible

vengeance on Dheran, on Michel, who had married Yvonne,
and on Pierre Mondy, a jealous sailor who had helped
send him to prison. Although Yvonne still loves him, he
goes off to erase the memories of his post.

EXPLOmPS:
Capitalize on the literary fame of Dumas' "Monte Cristo"

by window displays in local bookshops of this and other

Dumas novels and by using stills of Louis Jourdan with
those of Robert Donat, who played in the 1934 version.

Play up Jourdan as the male star of "Gigi." Yvonne
Furneaux was the heroine of "La Dolce Vita."

CATCHLINES:
The Mon Who Plotted for 17 Years to Get Even With His

Enemies . . . Louis Jourdan, Star of “Gigi," as Edmond
Dantes, the Fabulous Adventurer of Napoleonic France . . .

Dumas' Most Famous Novel of 19th Century Adventures.

THE STORY: "The Interns" (Col)

Cliff Robertson and James MacArthur, interns, hope some
day to have their own clinic, but Robertson's career is

ruined when he tries to help a pregnant girl, Suzy Parker,

with whom he falls in love and marries. Their fellow

interns, Michael Callen and Nick Adams, have their own
ambitions and romances. It is also a struggle for Haya
Harareet, a woman doctor from behind the Iron Curtain,

who fights to overcome prejudice against women surgeons.

Each of the characters pursues his own goal in life until

the year of internship has ended. At a party to celebrate

the event, misunderstandings are rectified, romances are

completed and the various characters go out to meet
the world in their own way.
EXPLOITIPS:
Inasmuch as a hospital can be a depressing locale,

stress the comedy and hijinks angles of the story. Actually,

the picture is for from being depressing, but the public

must be so informed. Book tieups are possible with the

still popular novel. Dress ushers in white intern jackets or

put nurse's caps on usherettes prior to showing, with in-

signia: The Interns Are Coming.
CATCHLINES:

You'll Appreciate Your Doctor More Alter You've Seen
"The Interns." . . . What Goes On Behind the Scenes in

a Big City Hospital? ... It Was a Great Book—It s a
Greater Picture.

THE STORY: "The Phantom Planet" (AIP)
When the second Pegasus rocketship disappears within

a month. Col. Dick Haynes orders Capt. Dean Fredericks
to investigate. In space, Fredericks' ship enters a heavy
magnetic field and is forced to land on a strange asteroid;

as he regains consciousness, he finds himself reduced to

Lilliputian size and is captured by the tiny people. Leader
Francis X. Bushman orders that he become one of them.
Fredericks finds himself drawn to mute Dolores Faith, al-

though Bushman's daughter, Coleen Gray, tries to force

her attentions on him. Jealous Tony Dexter, who wants
Coleen, offers to help Fredericks return to earth. Unexpect-
edly, other planet people attack the tiny kingdom, in the

process kidnaping Dolores. Fredericks rescues her. Fred-
ericks dons his space suit, regains his normal size, returns Gro

to earth, knowing that nobody on this planet will believe
his fantastic adventure.
EXPLOITIPS:
Dean Fredericks was previously cast in the "Steve Can-

yon" TV series and in those cities where newspapers
carry the cartoon strip a tieup is indeed probable. Get
out the nostalgic files for columns and articles on Francis
X. Bushman.
CATCHLINES:
Captives of a Power . . . Far, For Out! . . . See a Six

Foot Astronaut Shrink to Six Inches Before Your Very Eyes!
. . . Science Shocker of the Age!

THE STORY: "Zotz!" (Col)

College professor Tom Poston acquires an ancient coin

which gives its owner the power to cause sudden sharp
pain, death and to make people and objects move in

slow motion by the simple process of pointing a finger at

the intended victim and saying "Zotz!" His preoccupation

with his new-found power causes concern among his fellow

professors and threatens to kill his chances of being named
to the post of Dean of Languages. After causing a faculty

party to end in mass confusion, Tom decides to peddle

his power in Washington where he feels he can aid the

U. S. He gets the brush-off as a crackpot, but Communists
(din^ agents are interested in his mysterious powers and kidnap

'I'' him. He refuses to divulge his secret to the enemy, and a

fast-moving climax sees the coin disappear down a sewer

grating, the Reds turned over to the police and Poston

back to normal at the university, where he gets the pro-

motion and Julia Meade, pretty teacher on his staff.

EXPLOITIPS:
Hire people to walk streets with signs reading "Wot s

Zotz!? along with invitation to find out at the —theatre.

Tout Tom Poston, famed as one of Steve Allen's "Man on

the Street" TV comics. Ask bookstores to cooperate.

CATCHLINES:
Wot's Zotz? ? . . . Tom Poston Stars in a Hilarious,

Rollicking Yarn of Mystery and Intrigue.

THE STORY: "Assignment Outer Space" (AIP)

A reporter of the future—Rik Von Nutter—reaches, aboard
a rocket, one of the space stations rotating around the
Earth; commander Alain Dijon, austere and resolute, de-
termines to curb Von Nutter's liveliness. A photone space
ship—ALFA 2—has remained the uncontrolled power of

the electronic brain due to the pilot's sudden death; it is

running madly around the solar system and on the next
turn will approach the Earth within 3,500 miles. Von Nutter
gets himself included in the expedition assigned to try to

halt the space ship, which, if approaching Earth, could
bring death and destruction with tremendous heat. Von
Nutter finds himself drawn to Gaby Farinon, the route of-

ficer, thus setting off jealousy by Dijon. Desperate to halt

the space ship. Von Nutter goes into space, aboard a space
taxi, and, using a primitive but ingenious system, de-
termines a neutral corridor that takes Dave Montresor to

the ALFA 2 habitat. After hours of tension. Von Nutter
disconnects the electronic brain, thus saving Earth, He
clinches with Gaby Farinon and gains respect of Dijon.

EXPLOITIPS:
Invite medical-science newsmen to attend special screen-

ing and then comment for radio-TV-press. Vco"'

CATCHLINES:
Desires . . . Fears . . . Adventure Worlds Beyond!

1,000 Headlines Into the Future!

THE STORY: "What a Carve Up!" (Embassy)

Kenneth Connor, a mild-mannered proofreader of horror

or sex novels, is summoned to attend the reading of the

will of his late uncle. Taking along his room-mate, Sidney

James, a bookie, Connor arrives at a gloomy mansion on

the moors to find that his wacky aunt, Esma Cannon, his

two greedy cousins, Dennis Price and Valerie Taylor, and

the late man's pretty nurse, Shirley Eaton, already as-

sembled. A power failure darkens the mansion and various

members of the party are murdered before the uncle is

revealed to be alive after having watched the members

of his family squabbling over his money. Connors, who had

become interested in Shirley, is saddened when her real

boy friend arrives to take her back to London.

EXPLOITIPS:
With the "Carry On" series of British comedies becom-

V ing increasingly popular with U. S. patrons, play up Ken-

neth Connor, the mild-mannered comic of all these pic-

tures, Sidney James, Shirley Eaton and such familiar faces

from English films as Dennis Price and Donald Pleosence.

The latter recently scored in "Lisa" and "No Love for

Johnnie," in dramatic roles.

|br, V, CATCHLINES:
' The "Carry On" Boys, Kenneth Connor and Sidney

James, Are Let Loose in a Ghost-and-Ghoul Mansion . . .

Made-to-Order for Patrons Who Like to Have 'Their Ribs

Tickled—With a Knife.
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HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WAIITED. If you can

sell advertising, we have the deal. Out-
door advertising in conjunction with The-
atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build ior the iuture. For
details contact: Romor-Vide Co., Chetek,
Wisconsin.

Manager; ambitious, hard-working,
honest and ethical only, apply. Oppor-
tunity ior right man. Loafers and con-men
stay away. Send complete resume with
snapshot. Boxoffice 9486.

WANTED: Experienced theatre manager
for first-run situation. Apply immediately,
Walter Reade Theatres, Mayfair House,
Deal Road, Oakhurst, N. J.

Manager, or young experienced as-

sistant manager. Honest and ethical, hard-
working. Capable of assuming responsi-
bility to progress with our company. Send
information and photo. Boxoffice 9494.

Manager: Small theatre, Long Island.
Evening operation, except 3 months sum-
mer. No book work, strictly house man.
Boxoffice 9496.

POSITIONS WANTED
Circuit Buyer-Booker. Experienced. Em-

ployed. Desire relocate South. Prefer
rToridg. Boxoffice 9484.

DIVISION MANAGER, large drive-in and
conventional theatres. Will take on Inde-
pendent operation or top circuit executive
position. Boxoffice 9487.

Drive-In Manager: Buy-Book-Promote,
midwest or southwest. Boxoffice 9490.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more action! $4.50 M cards. Other

S
omes available, on, off screen. Novelty
tames Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Build attendance with real Hawaiian
orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of
Hawaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Calif.

Bingo Cords. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th st., New York
36. N. Y.

STOOGE RINGS: Others too—will build
attendance. 2'/2 cents each in volume

—

$1.00 brings ten samples. Box 248, Pulaski,
Wisconsin

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Mack Enterprises, Centralig, Illinois.

BUMPER STRIPS — Fluorescent, $12.95
100; Numbered, $14.95; "Promotions At
Work" Newsletter, $1.00. Theatre Pro-
motions, Box 592, Huntsville, Ala.

PRINTING
TWO HUNDRED FLASHY TWO-COLOR

8y2xll Letterheads and 63/4 Envelopes for
$5. Other printing. Timber City Show
Print, Box 900, Maquoketa, Iowa.

BUY!SELL!TRADE!

FIND HELP OR POSITION

Through

BOXOFFICE
Classified Advertising

Greatest Coverage in the

Field at Lowest Cost

Per Reader

4 insertions for the price of 3

GENERAL EQUIPMENT — NEW
MARQUEE LETTERS TWICE AS NICE—

half the price! Weatherproof Masonite
black or red, fit all signs. 4" 40c; 8” 60c;
10" 75c; 12" $1.00; 14" $1.50; 16" $1.75,
17" $2.00; 24" $3.00. (10% discount 100
letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S., 602 W
52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

BRAND NEW VARIABLE SUPERSCOPE
ANAMORPHICS—V4 original cost. Replace
your tired, oilsoaked, scratched, cracked
lenses. Limited quantity, pair $195. S.O.S.,
502 W. 52nd, New York 19, N. Y.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
BARGAINS FROM CLOSED U. S. ARMY

THEATRES—projection and sound, from
$895. DRIVE-IN OUTFITS complete from
$3,495. S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCING UNIT;
COMPLETE! 16 and 35 m.m. single system
cameras, complimentary double system
magnetic sound, hand cameras, all lenses,
lighting equipment — perfect condition,
$10,000 value, ready to operate, produce
TV and theatrical high return commer-
cials—$3,000 cash. H. A. Parker, 5059
Woodson Dr., RAndall 2-2500, Mission,
Kansas.

ALL IN GOOD WORKING CONDITION:
BUTTEIRMAT—Electric, comipletely rebuilt
and factory overhauled, 90-day guarantee,
$150; TICKET MACHINES—Automatic,
electric, two-bank, $2(X), three-bank, $250,
four-bank, $300. POPCORN MACHINES—
Cretor Hollywood popcorn machine, $250,
Cretor Hollywood popcorn machine, jr.,

$125; Amplifiers—for drive-in theatres,
RCA and Ballantyne, $175. For further in-

formation write or phone Harry Melcher
Enterprises, 417 West Highland Avenue,
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin. BRoadway 1-

0100 .

Like New: Pair Bausch & Lomb Cinema-
Scope lenses, $175 cash. Also pair Koll-

morgen 4.75 inch, $50 cash. J. H. Robin-
son, P.O. Box 8072, Jacksonville 11, Fla.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
NEED RCA, SIMPLEX SOUNDHEADS—

Century, Super Simplex mechanisms, De-
Vry, Simplex &P portables, Hi-lntensity
Rectifiers. Boxoffice 9485.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Tour drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

Drive-In Theatre Tickets! 100,000 1x2"
special printed roll tickets, $37.95. Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,

private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St. (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8, Mo.

EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE
GUARANTEED reflector repctirsl! GATCR-

HIDE repairs broken reflectors!! Kit $2.95
postpaid. GATCRHIDE, Box 71, Joplin,
Missouri.

SERVICE MANUAL & MONTHLY
SERVICE SHEETS

DRIVE-m AND CONVENTIONAL THE-
ATRE: Do you want better projection?
High quality sound reproduction? Trout's
Loose-Leaf Service Manual gives you
Easy-to-Understand Servicing Data how to

achieve the desired results. Data on pro-
jectors, arc Idmps, screens, lenses; data
on sound equipment, soundheads, motors,
drives, power amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,
etc. News on new developments in servic-
ing; editorials; 35-70mm equipment. If you
want monthly service sheets only (in-

cluding all sheets published) Cne Year
only $5; monthly sheets and Loose-Leaf
Manual only $7.50 year. Indorsed by the
industry. Edited by the writer with over
20 years practical experience. Crder
NCW—price may have to be raised later.
Cash, money order or check. No CCDs.
WESLEY TRCUT, Publisher, Box 575, Enid,
Cklahoma.

CURRinG HOUSf
THEATRES FOR SALE

West Coast theatres for sate. Write tor

list. Theaiie Excnange Company, 260
Kearney Street, San Francisco 8, California

450 seats, downtown ideal art or second
run. Small down. Ritz Theatre, 520 W.
Main, SpoXane, Washington.

4C0-seai, modern equipment, brick build-
ing, Northwest Missouri county seat. Cnly
one radius 30 miles, drawing population
12,000. Family operation. Will finance,
ether interests. Boxoffice 9491.

Family theatre West Texas. Steady,
p,olitabie business. $20,000 cash—balance
tow interest, long terms. U.a/ successful,
experienced thectreman wan.i.,g belter op-
portunity considered. Boxoifice 9493.

GROWING CAPE CANAVERAL AREA:
The gateway to the expanding missile
base. Offered al lilusville, Ihe only in-
lown movie theatre and suburban drive-in
movie, comprising ihe entire exhibmng
business of the area. Also included are
prime offices and apartments in the the-
atre building, offices under lease to doc-
tors. An excellent retirement business. For
details and terms contact C. N. Hall, 728
Belvedere Road, West Palm Beach, Flor-
ida.

FOR SALE: Undivided one-hali interest
in three theatres (one closed) and two
drive-in theatres (one closed) in Carlsbad,
New Mexico, THE POTASH CAPITAL OF
ihc, WUiiLD. Strictly modern equipment,
approximately 25,000 population. Address
inquiries to Ray Bartlett, Box 590, Ar-
tesia, New Mexico.

For Sale: Only theatre in town of 6,500
population. First run, no competition, 600
seats. Excellent sound, CinemaScope. Box-
oftice S495.

Closed drive-in, should now reopen.
Land, buildings, equipment, $6,000 cash.
Northwest Florida. John Evans, 219 Drake
Avenue, SW, Huntsville, Ala.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Theatre-Mo., resort city of 6,500. Old es-

tablished location, 500 seeds, refrigeration,
fully equipped. Good grosses. Prefer lease
to experienced operator. Might sell. Owner
other interests—not enough time. Boxoffice
9492.

THEATRE FULLY EQUIPPED IN LOUIS-
VILLE, KENTUCKY, FOR LEASE OR SALE:
Air-conditioned, about 1,000 modern seats,
excellent thoroughfare, formerly white now
fine colored neighborhood, fireproof,
beautiful front, local and surrounding
area about 75,000 colored population, will
be only colored neighborhood theatre in
city. Low rental, long lease. Write or call
Bengold Properties, Inc., 2040 Eastern
Parkway, GL 1-8429 or JU 3-8321.

THEATRES FOR LEASE
Second Run Theatre For Lease: Fully

equipped including concession equipment.
Capacity, 425 seats. Only second-run the-
atre in town of 40,000 with large rural
draw. Write B and W Holding Company,
P.O. Box 737, Bristol, Virginia.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION

77 Theatres Since 1951. Planning, design
and construction. Turn-Key or part. Tim-
ber screen tower perfectionist. Certified
Engineer certificate furnished, enabling
low rate irmuronce. Oscar May Outdoor
Display, 518 Tierney Rd., Fort Worth,
Texas.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY: Booming, U.

S. Virgin Islands. $100,000 needed to com-
plete 500-car drive-in. 12 month operation,
real goldmine, within three (3) blocks of
650 family housing development, 5,000 cats
registered on Island. Resident exceptional
movie enthusiasts. Must act fast. Nine
weeks to completion. Timothy O'Brien,
Tropicale Drive-In, Box 1855, St. Thomas,
V. I.

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

ebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

jtre by our factory trained men, get our
.ow prices Parts tor ail makes of chairs
Sewed covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25”, 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c
ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
Stale Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519

SEAT RENOVAHNG: Neat, last, reason-
uDle, anywneie. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8, Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Chairs rebuilt anywhere, 27 years ex-
pert workmanship, sewed covers. Arthur
Judge, 2100 E. Newton Avenue, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES

Make Your Fountain and Sno-Cone
Syrups tor only 66c a gallon. 28 flavors.

Mall $1 00 lor 2 sample pints which
make 16 gallons. National Flavor Co.,
P. O. Box 2573, Baltimore 15, Maryland.
For Free Sample; Victor's Quick Mix Dry

Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to: Victor Products, Box 8004,

Richmond, Va.

MARQUEE LETTER REPAIRING
Use Plastic Weld to repair plastic mar-
uee letters. Your National Theatre Supply
ompany or direct from Plastic Weld,

P. O. Box 693, Denison, Texas.

POPCORN MACHINES

Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.
Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 3, Hoisted, Chicago 6, Illinois.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

tapes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to

sell . . . customized . . . free sample.
Commercial Sound Service, P. C. Box 199,

Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Handy Subscription

Order Form

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

$3.00 FOR 1 YEAR

$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE

NAME

POSITION
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Swe€t Bird of Youth

Judgment at Nuremberg

Walk on the Wild Side

Showmanship Campaign

The Three Stooges

In Orbit"
Columbia

-See Showmandiser Section
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The Battler'

PRESOLD- READY FOR DELIVERY
NATIONAL PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN:

Via special launching in 10-city world premieres

MAMMOTH EXPLOITATION CAMPAIGN:
Via International Library Tribute to Ernest Hemingway, sponsored by civic,

industrial and union leaders.

Via department store tie-ins— a dramatic visualization in merchandising terms of

the growth of a "young man.”

Via book store tie-ins with America’s best-selling, greatest author.

MUSICAL EXPLOITATION:
Via RCA-Victor sound track album and single of Franz Waucman score

Here's What They'reSayIng:
"Absorbing, moving . . . memorable . . . box-office success.” -Hollywood Reporter

"A host of fine performances . . . endowed with the unmistakable stamp and soul of the
author, colorful and compassionate . . . beautifully mounted and photographed.” —Variety

"Strong box-office ... a searching story... done with shattering realism... superbly
directed ... top rate.” -Motion Picture Daily

Directed by

MARTIN Rin

Screenplay by

A.E.HOTCHNER

Based on stories by

ERNEST HEMINGWAY

Cinemascope
COLOR by DELUXE

^RICHARD

Beymer
as Nick Adams

.DIANE

Baker
as Carolyn

.COlINNE

Calvet
as Contessa

as Turner

.DAN

Bailey
as Billy Campbell

.JAMES

Bonn
as Telegrapher

„JDAND

Bernanrez
as Bugs

„ADTHDD

Kennedy
as Dr. Adams

..DICADDO

Montaldan
as Major Padula

.SUSAN

Strasrerg
as Rosana

JESSICA

as Mrs. Adams

Wailagh
as John

with

..PAUL

Newman

=HeMiNGWaYlS
Idventures of
AlOuNGMan
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THE OTHER SIDE

A n T.INUSUAL—in fact, extraordinary—
advertisement that serves, not only to

sell a specific motion picture, but also does a

great public relations job, helping to create a

better image for the industry, was published over

the signature of Jack L. Warner, president of

Warner Bros. It appeared last Tuesday, June 19,

as a full-page in the New York Times, the Wall

Street Journal, the Los Angeles Times and the

Los Angeles Herald-Examiner. Under the head-

ing of “Tahiti, Rome and Mason City, Iowa,”

the text follows:

In recent weeks the motion picture in-

dustry, to which I have devoted my life, has

been getting more than its share of what
is politely termed "unfavorable publicity.”

Lots of sensational headlines and edi-

torial disapproval. Scandal in Rome. Waste
in Tahiti. Fiasco in Hollywood.

I, personally, would like to show you the

other side of the coin. The many conscien-

tious, devoted and talented people in our

industry, who, for half a centiu-y, con-

sistently have provided the world with

what is still its greatest single form of

entertainment, should not be pulled down
to the level of the few misguided in our

midst. So, instead of Rome or Tahiti or

Hollywood, for the moment, let’s talk about

Mason City, Iowa, in the heart of America.

This week, thousands of American boys

and girls will converge on Mason City to

engage in a gala National High School

Marching Band Contest. They’ll be lug-

ging their tubas and trombones from 34

states in every corner of the Union at no
small expense and with the usual trouble

and confusion that attends these junkets.

But when they march in review before the

assembled judges, with trombones blaring

and drums pounding, a good hunk of

what’s wonderful about our country goes

marching with them.

I think it pertinent that a new motion
picture has inspired and is at the grass root

of this heart-warming activity. It is

Meredith Willson’s THE MUSIC MAN and
a special showing of the picture will crown
the three-day festivities at Mason City. We
at Warner Bros, have never been more
pleased with a motion picture. Not simply

because those who have seen it hail it as

superb entertainment but, with its over -all

theme, its great and rousing spirit and all

the things it sings and says, it is gratifying

evidence of how healthy and vigorous and
triumphant our industry—and our country

—can be. At this moment, everybody—not
just Warner Bros.—can be proud of THE
MUSIC MAN.

So next time you pick up a newspaper
and read about this actress or that actor.

OF THE COIN'
try to keep things in proper perspective.

Remember that their actions do not speak

for an entire industry that will present to

you this summer some of the finest motion

pictures ever made. Among them I include

THE MUSIC MAN. I am happy to recom-

mend it to you.

As this is being written, the event in Mason

City on behalf of “The Music Man” is in its

second day. It has garnered front-page publicity,

even in newspapers that, generally, are not

friendly to motion pictures. It is our feeling

that, not only the advertisement quoted above,

but the film, itself, through the very simple,

wholesome and entertaining story that it depicts,

will have a wholesome effect of general benefit

to the industry.

Noteworthy and Significant

Noteworthy and significant are the hig'hly

merited appointments by the board of directors

of Paramount Pictures Corp. naming George

Weltner as executive vice-president and Paul

Raibourn as senior vice-president. This action

is noteworthy in that it gives recognition to the

valued services of these two executives through-

out the 40 years that each has been associated

with the company. It is significant because it

accents the stability of the industry, w'hile, at

the same time, it is a tribute to the steadfast-

ness, loyalty and capabilities of these two execu-

tives. Furthermore, it evinces a measure of

added assurance that the future plans, set forth

by Barney Balaban, Paramount president, at the

recent stockholders’ meeting, will be carried out

to the fullest.

Mr. Weltner’s long and successful experi-

ence, both in the domestic and international

markets, and his astute understanding of the in-

dustry, enable him to handle well the added

responsibilities inherent in his new post as

second in command of the company’s operations.

Whatever new duties and responsibilities Mr.

Raiboum’s new post as senior vice-president

may call for in Paramount’s program for con-

tinuing progress, needless to say, he can be ex-

pected to apply his extraordinary knowledge of

finance and technology as adeptly as he has done

in the past.

We heartily congratulate the Messrs. Weltner

and Raibourn on the recognition their good

work has brought them and wish them long con-

tinuing success.
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DISTRIBUTORS LIST 40 FILMS
FOR JULY-AUGUST RELEASE

Lineup Is in Addition to

20 Slated in June for

Summer Playdates
By FRANK LEYENDECKER

NEW YORK—Exhibitors will have a
choice of 40 new features for release by the
nine majors, plus Buena Vista, Continental

Distributing and Embassy Pictures, during
July and August. These are in addition to

the 20 June releases, most of wliich will be
playing throughout the summer.
The 40 July-August releases for 1962 are

exactly the same number as the 40 avail-

able dm-ing these two months in 1961 but
eight less than the 48 new ones available

during this period in 1960.

MANY FAmLY FEATURES
Among the outstanding pictures aimed

at the family trade are “The Music Man,”
picturization of the famed Broadway musi-
cal hit, which is scheduled to play through
the siunmer at the Radio City Music Hall;

“Five Weeks in a Balloon,” Irwin Allen
comedy-adventm-e film; “Mr. Hobbs Takes
a Vacation,” another ideal family film;

“Hatari!” an African adventure film star-

ring John Wayne; “Big Red,” a Walt Dis-
ney live-action film about a dog; “Con-
stantine and the Cross,” made in Italy;

“Marco Polo,” adventure film made
abroad; “Panic in Year Zero,” another ad-
venture film with Frankie Avalon; “Jack
the Giant Killer,” ideal for the youngsters;
“Tarzan Goes to India,” filmed in that
country, and “Damon and Pythias,” made
in Rome—the largest number of pictures

aimed at the youngsters, teenagers and
family groups. All except “Panic” are in

color.

Comedies designed for adult patrons in-

clude “That Touch of Mink,” starring CaiY
Grant and Doris Day; “Boys’ Night Out,”
starring Kim Novak, James Garner and
Tony Randall; “The Notorious Landlady,”
another Kim Novak starrer with Jack
Lemmon and Fred Astaire; “My Geisha,”
fhmed in Japan with Shirley MacLaine and
Yves Montand starred, and “Boccaccio
’70,” the three-part picture starring Sophia
Loren, Anita Ekberg and Romy Schneider,
the last a subtitled film.

SOME TOP ADULT FILMS
Important dramas for adults include

“Hemingway’s Adventures of a Young
Man;” “The Spiral Road,” a Rock Hudson
starrer; “Poe’s Tales of Terror;” “'The In-
terns,” from the sensational novel; “Two
Weeks in Another Town,” filmed in Rome
with Kirk Douglas starred; “I Thank a
Pool,” a Susan Hayward picture made in

England; “The Counterfeit TVaitor,” star-

ring William Holden, also filmed abroad;
“Bird Man of Alcatraz,” starring Burt
Lancaster; “The Miracle Worker,” picturi-

zation of the stage hit; “Guns of Dark-
ness,” filmed in England, and “Merrill’s

Marauders,” made in the Philippines.
In addition to the 12 pictures mentioned

above that were filmed in Europe or

Way Cleared for Merger

Of Decca and MCA
NEW YORK — The way has been

cleared for the merger of Decca Rec-
ords with MCA, Inc. The Decca stock-

holders approved by a vote of more
than 80 per cent of the stock of the
merger proposal, according to the tabu-
lations completed on June 18. MCA
shareholders previously had voted in

favor of the action.

Under the terms of the deal, one
share of MCA convertible preferred
stock and one-third share of MCA
common will be exchanged for each
common share of Decca.
For many years, MCA has been the

largest talent agency and television

producer in the nation, but by the end
of September the company will have
terminated its talent agency activi-

ties and will concentrate on television

and film production.

abroad, “Day of the Triffids,” “The
Frightened City,” “Operation Snatch,”
“The Hands of Orlac,” “What a Carve
Up,” “The Valiant,” and “Information Re-
ceived” were made in England while the
documentai-y, “The Sky Above—^the Mud
Below” was made in Dutch New Guinea.
Broken down by companies, the July-

August releases will be:

ALLIED ARTISTS—July—“The Fright-
ened City,” made in England with Herbert
Lorn and John Gregson starred; August

—

“Day of the Triffids,” made in England in

color, starring Howard Keel and Nicole
Maurey.

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL—July—
“Poe’s Tales of Terror,” in color, starring
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone and Peter
Lorre, and “Panic in Year Zero,” starring
Ray Milland, Jean Hagen and Frankie
Avalon; August—“Marco Polo,” made in

Italy in color, starring Rory Calhoun and
Yoko Tani.

BUENA VISTA—July—“Big Red,” in
color, starring Walter Pidgeon.

COLUMBIA — July — “The Notorious
Landlady,” starring Kim Novak, Jack Lem-
mon and Fi’ed Astaire, and “Zotz!” starring
Tom Poston, Julia Meade and Jim Backus;
August—“The Interns,” starring Cliff

Robertson, Suzy Parker, Michael Callan,

James MacArthur and Haya Harareet, and
“The Three Stooges in Orbit.”

CONTINENTAL—“Operation Snatch,”
British comedy starring Terry-Thomas and
George Sanders; August—“The Hands of
Orlac,” made in England starring Mel Fer-
rer, Dany Carrel and Felix Aylmer. Also
for August is the French film, “A Life”

(Une Vie) starring Maria Schell.

EMBASSY—July—“The Sky Above—the
Mud Below,” documentary in color filmed
in Dutch New Guinea; “What a Carve Up,”
a British comedy with Kenneth Connor and
Shirley Eaton, and “Boccaccio ’70,” three-

part film made in Italy starring Sophia
Loren, Anita Ekberg and Romy Schneider;
August—“Strangers in the City,” made in

New York City, and “Constantine and the

Cross,” filmed in Italy in color, starring

Cornel Wilde and Christine Kaufmann.
MGM—July—“Boys’ Night Out,” in

color, starring Kim Novak, James Gamer,
Tony Randall and Janet Blair; “Damon
and Pythias,” made in Italy in color, with
Grant WilUams and Don Burnett, and
“Tarzan Goes to India,” filmed in that

country in color, starring Jock Mahoney;
August—“Two Weeks in Another Town,”
filmed in Rome in color, starring Kirk
Douglas, Cyd Charisse, Edward G. Robin-
son, Claire Trevor and George Hamilton,
“I Thank a Fool,” made in England in color,

starring Susan Hayward and Peter Finch,

and “Savage Guns,” in color, starring

Richard Basehart and Alex Nicol.

PARAMOUNT—July—“The Counterfeit
Traitor,” filmed in Europe in color, starring

William Holden and LilU Palmer, and “My
Geisha,” filmed in Japan in color, starring

Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand, Edward
G. Robinson and Bob Cummings; August

—

“Hatari!” in color, filmed in Africa, star-

ring John Wayne, Elsa Mai-tineUi, Red
Buttons, Hardy Kinxger and Gerard Blain.

TWENTIE'TH CENTURY-FOX—July—
“Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation,” in color,

starring James Stewart, Maureen O’Hara,
Fabian and Marie Wilson, and “Air Patrol,”

with Willard Parker and Merry Anders;
August—“Five Weeks in a Balloon,” in

color, starring Red Buttons, Fabian, Bar-
bara Eden, Peter Lorre and Cedric Hard-
wicke, and “Hemingway’s Adventures of a
Young Man,” in color, starring Richard
Beymer, Susan Strasberg, Dan Dailey, Eli

Wallach, Ricardo Montalban, Arthur Ken-
nedy and Paul Newman as guest star.

UNITED ARTISTS—July—‘“The Miracle
Worker,” starring Anne Bancroft and
Patty Duke; “Jack the Giant Killer,” in

color with Kerwin Mathews and Judi Mere-
dith, and “The Valiant,” British film star-

ring John Mills; August— “Bird Man of

Alcatraz,” starring Burt Lancaster, Karl
Malden, Thelma Ritter and Betty Field,

plus the national release of UA’s two-a-day
films, “West Side Story” and “Judg-
ment at Nuremberg.” Also a July reissue

package of “’Ti-apeze” and “The Vikings.”

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL — July
—“That Touch of Mink,” in color, stari-ing

CaiT Grant, Doris Day, Gig Yoimg and
Audrey Meadows, and “Information Re-
ceived,” made in England with William

Sylvester and Sabine Sesselman; August

—

“The Spiral Road,” in color, starring Rock
Hudson, Bm'l Ives and Gena Rowlands.

WARNER BROS.—July—“The Music

Man,” in color, staning Robert Preston,

Shirley Jones, Buddy Hackett, Hermione
Gingold, and Paul Ford, and “Merrill’s

Marauders,” made in the Philippines in

color, starring Jeff Chandler and Ty
Hardin; August—“Guns of Darkness,”

made in England, starring Leslie Caron and
David Niven.
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Top Circuit Earnings Up,.

Report by TOA Reveals

Milton London Cites

Two Allied Programs
DETROIT—An impressive record of ac-

complishment by Allied States was re-

ported by executive director Milton H. Lon-
don to members in two continuing pro-
grams.

1. The COMPO-Marcus Plan for co-

ordinated exploitation of product is “pro-
ducing extra profits for exhibitors and dis-

tributors in those fortunate areas where it

is being utilized.” Outstanding progi’ams

cited were used by 114 theati-es in five New
England states on Universal’s “The Day
the Earth Caught Fire,” and by 70 the-

atres in the Cincinnati teiTitory on the

same picture plus MGM’s “The Horizontal
Lieutenant.”
Charles E. McCarthy of COMPO is cur-

rently working with Allied to extend the

plan into Iowa, Nebraska, and South
Dakota.

2. Over $750,000 of life insurance was re-

ceived by Allied members in New York
State under new group contract with Pru-
dential. London announced extension of

the plan to members in Iowa, Nebraska,
and South Dakota, and availability on
simple health statement form to members
and employes who failed to sign during en-

rollment period in theu’ own area.

Jerrold Again Operating
Community Antennas
PHILADELPHIA — Jerrold Electronics

Corp. again is actively engaged in owner-
ship and operation of community antenna
systems, Sidney Harman, president, told

stockholders in the seventh annual report
of the diversified electronics corporation.

Harman said that Jerrold has established a
system network in northern Illinois, serving
Ottawa and Marseilles, and plans to ex-
pand it into Streator.

The systems, served by microwave links

delivering independent and network pro-
gramming from Chicago, are jointly owned
by Jerrold and Alliance Amusement Co., a
leading midwest motion-picture theatre
circuit. It is planned that these systems,
according to Harman, “will be joined by
other Jerrold-owned systems in major
population areas throughout the United
States.”

Self-Imposed Censorship
Used Once in Des Moines
DES MOINES—Only one film, “The Five

Day Lover,” has been banned here since

the city’s self-imposed censorship, adopted
by exhibitors to keep censorship from being
legalized. ’The film was booked for the
Varsity Theatre.

Exhibitor committees, consisting of rep-
resentatives of all theatres, have reviewed
only pictures rated as C (condemned) by
the National Legion of Decency, it was
reported.

Regozzi to AB-PT
NEW YORK — John Regazzi has been

elected controller of American Broad-
casting-Paramount ’Theatres. He formerly
was a manager with Price Waterhouse &
Co,

Report Astor Acquiring

Pathe-America Product
New York—A deal whereby Astor

Pictures would acquire the product of

Pathe-America is reported to be in

negotiation.

Among the pictures in the reported
deal are “Whistle Down the Wind,”
“Victim,” “The Intruder” and “Out of

the Tiger’s Mouth.” “The Deadly Com-
panions” also may be included.

Discussions have been in progress for

the last several weeks and contracts
are said to be close to the signing stage.

Whether Pathe-America would con-
tinue in business was not known.

Supreme Court Denies

'Blacklisting' Appeal
WASHINGTON — The U.S. Supreme

Court Monday (18) denied the petition for

certiorari in the case brought by Nedrick
Young and others against the major mo-
tion picture companies, the Motion Pic-

ture Ass’n of America and the Ass’n of

Motion Picture Producers.

Young and four other Hollywood writers

had appealed lower court refusals of a pre-

liminary injunction against alleged film in-

dustry blacklisting. The case, involving 12

writers, began with charges that the dis-

tributors, thi’ough MPAA and AMPP, con-
spired to blacklist the writers after allega-

tions of communist activities by the House
Un-American Activities Committee.

The U.S. District Court denied the pre-

liminaiT injunction and was upheld by the
District of Columbia Circuit Court of Ap-
peals. Young and the four other writers

then asked the Supreme Court to review
the decision.

Former attorney general William P.

Rogers filed a brief for the motion pictiu'e

companies.

20th-Fox Schedules Four
During Summer Months
NEW YORK — Four CinemaScope-De

Luxe Color attractions will be released by
20th Century-Fox between now and Labor
Day, the company announced.

In the order of release are “Heming-
way’s Adventm'es of a Young Man,” star-

ring Richard Beymer in the title role ;
“The

300 Spartans,” American-made film shot
in Greece and staiTing Richard Egan, Sh
Ralph Richardson, Diane Baker and Barry
Coe; “The Lion,” with William Holden,
and Irwin Allen’s “Five Weeks in a Bal-
loon,” stari-ing Red Buttons, Cedric Hard-
wicke, Fabian, Barbara Eden and Peter
Lorre.

NEW YORK—The seven larger publicly
owned theatre companies are doing very
well business-wise, but not quite as well

as the film companies, according to a
checkup by Theatre Owners of America.

In fiscal 1961, the circuits grossed $700,-

073,800, compared with $850,370,848 gross
revenue of the film companies, TOA re-

ported. The circuits’ total net was $20,313,-

223, or 2.9 per cent of their gross, compared
with an average net of 5 *4 per cent for the
distributors. TOA pointed out that if

National Theatres’ $43,800,000 gross and
net loss of $6,863,851 were eliminated from
the theatre profit picture, the remaining
six companies averaged 4.1 per cent, a
total still materially under the 5.5 per sent
of the film companies.

ASSETS TOP DISTRIBUTORS
A current asset balance of $129,261,219

was shown by the theatre companies over
their liabilities, far less than the $408,437,-

379 shown by nine film distributors.

Pteal estate of the theatre companies, in-

cluding theatres, television stations, fac-
tories, lease-holdings, etc., totalled $237,-

780,305, which was more than double the
$109,134,668 shown by the film companies.
Both figures were after depreciation.

Happily, TOA said, the theatre gross of

$700,000,000 in 1961 was some .$49,000,000

more than the combined 1960 fiscal year
gross and the 1961 net of $20,000,000 was
up from $15,850,801 in 1960 which was 2.4

per cent of the 1960 gross.

The theatre companies paid far less taxes
than did the film companies, TOA noted:
$20,000,000 versus $49,000,000 and their

long-term debt was less than the film com-
panies: $142,000,000 compared with $169,-

000,000. It was further noted that the the-
atre companies were more widely owned
than the film companies. The theatres had
21,080,423 shares of stock outstanding com-
pared with 14,857,530 (plus a small num-
ber of preferred shares) of the film com-
panies. And yet, TOA said, the 21,000,000
total was small compared with the stock
outstanding of the comparably sized firms
in most other industries.

American Broadcasting-Paramount The-
atres was the giant among the circuits,

with a total consolidated gross of $363,085,-

183, which was two and a half times the

gross of the biggest fUm companies. Stan-
ley Warner’s $134,905,364 was second high.

ONLY TWO GIVE BREAKDOWN
Only two of the seven companies gave

any breakdown as to which portion of in-

come was from theatres. AB-PT’s report
showed 465 theatres and $83,327,900 from
admissions, rentals and vending profits.

National reported 213 theatres and $40,-

563,451 income from theatre admissions
and other theatre income. None of the
others broke down gross revenue. All of

the companies were also in non-motion
picture activities and, in most cases, their

theatres represented a minority equity to

theii’ total operations.

The companies surveyed were General
Drive-In, AB-PT, Wometco, National Gen-
eral, Stanley Warner, RKO, and Loew’s.
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Twin Indoor Theatre

Planned for Detroit

Texas Board of Review Report Jibes

With TOA on Family Films Gain
NEW YORK—Reports prepared by the

Texas Boar'd of Review coiiiinned an ana-
h'sis by Theatre Owners of America of the
Green Sheet which showed that percent-

agewise, HoUj'wood was releasing more
films in the family-young people category
now than a year ago and less in the “adult”
classification.

John Q. Adams of Interstate Theatres
of Texas compiled figm-es from the Texas
Boai'd of Review repoi'ts for the same
JanuaiT 1961 to April 1962 period. The
Texas Board reviewed more pictures than
the Green Sheet and found less in the
“adult” classification than did the Motion

Green Sheet

Rating No. Reviewed

Adult 60

Adult-Mature A'oung People 77

Adult-Young People 61

Family (including children) 49

Total 247

Around 10,000 Attracted
To Mason City Event
MASON CITY, IOWA — Nearly 10,000

visitors flocked here for the three-day fes-
tivities to honor the Warner Bros, motion
pictm-e production of Meredith Willson’s
“The Music Man,” Monday through
Wednesday (11-13). Mason City is the
home town of Willson, author-composer.
A gala press premiere of the Techni-

color-Technirama film, Tuesday night at
the Palace Theatre, highlighted the cele-
bration of the national band competition,
in which 121 high school marching bands
from 34 states took part.

In addition to Mr. and Mrs. Willson as
guests of honor, other notables were
Morton DaCosta, producer-director of the
film; little Ronny Howard and the Buf-
falo Bills singing quartet, Hollywood
columnist Hedda Hopper; Arthur Godfrey
of radio and television, who was master of
ceremonies; stars Robert Preston and Shir-
ley Jones.

The film will begin engagements in key
theatres throughout the nation in July. In
New York, “The Music Man” will be shown
at Radio City Music Hall.

Robson, Helpmann Added
To '55 Days at Peking'
NEW YORK—Samuel Bronston, who is

producing “55 Days at Peking” in Spain
for Allied Artists release, has added two
British stars. Dame Flora Robson and
Robert Helpmann, for key roles in support
of Charlton Heston, Ava Gardner and
David Niven, previously announced.
Dame Robson will play the role of the

Dowager Empress, Tsu Hsi, while Help-
mann, stage and ballet star, will play
Prince Tuan, heir to the Chinese throne.
Nicholas Ray is directing in Technirama
and Technicolor with camera work to start
July 2.

Picture Ass’n of America publication.

There is relatively httle difference in

the natm-e of the films rated suitable for

“family” and suitable for “young people.”

On this basis, TOA noted, the Green Sheet
rated 45 per cent of all films suitable for

those categories; the Texas Board found
57 per cent- Where the Green sheet rated

24 per cent of films it reviewed as “adult,”

the Texas Board found only 17 per cent.

The figm-es, TOA stated, were an excel-

lent defense for theatremen faced with
scatter-shot chai'ges of tremendous gains
in adult films, to the alleged falloff of

films suitable for youngsters.

Texas Board

Pet. No. Reviewed Pet.

24 61 17

31 94 26

25 135 37

20 76 20

366

Jonas Rosenfield Elected
To Col. International
NEW YORK—Jonas Rosenfield jr., vice-

president in charge of advertising and pub-
licity for Columbia
Pictures Coi-p. was
elected a vice-presi-

dent of the wholly
owned international

subsidiary at a meet-
ing of the board of

directors Wednesday
(20). The move was
said to be a further
extension of Colum-
bia’s integi-ated one-
world concept of op-
eration.

Rosenfield has
ser’/ed in his present post for Columbia
Pictures since November 1960. He joined
the company in 1955 as executive assistant
to Paul N. Lazarus jr., who was then vice-
president in charge of advertising and pub-
licity. He was named executive in charge
of advertising and publicity in 1958 and
his duties were enlarged in 1960 to include
supervision over all of Columbia’s pub-
licity and advertising activities throughout
the world.

Charlton Heston to Film,
Star in 'The Lovers'
HOLLYWOOD—Charlton Heston has

purchased “The Lovers,” a Broadway play
written by Leslie Stevens, for production
as a motion picture. Heston will star in
the vehicle for his own independent com-
pany.

Stevens, who is executive producer of
Daystar Productions, is also the author of
several other plays, including “T h e
Man-iage-Go-Round” and “Champagne
Complex.”

DETROIT—Construction of a third new
indoor theatre this year for the Detroit

area has been announced by General
Drive-In Coit) of Boston. This will be a twin

operation known as the Carrousel Cinema,
to be located in the new CaiTousel Shop-
ping Center on the east side Eight Mile

Road. Location is actually in the suburb

of Warren, along the Detroit city limits.

HAS TWO DETROIT DRIVE-INS

General Drive-In Corp. is well-known
in the Detroit area as the operator of the

East Side Drive-In, which was for about
a decade the only drive-in theatre in

Michigan, and of the West Side Drive-In.

The new Carrousel will be located ap-

proximately between these two theatres.

Incidentally the 25th or silver anniversary

of the East Side will be mai'ked this year.

At one time it was managed by Alden W.
Smith, now head of Cooperative Theatres
of Michigan.
Announcement of the new Carrousel

plans was made by Richard A. Smith of

Boston, president of General. There will be

two 1,000-seat auditoriums all on one floor,

with a cornmon lobby. Operating plans
call generally for a feature attraction to

start every hour’ on the hour, with oc-

casionally separate features in each thea-
tre. The constant patron tornover is de-

signed to eliminate traffic congestion and
boxoffice queues. The shopping center wiU
provide ample parking facilities.

Equipment features of each auditorium
of the twins will include push-back seat-

ing, a 54-foot screen, air-conditioning,

stereophonic sound, and an ai-t gallery in

the lobby.

General Drive-In Coi-p. has pioneered in

development of both drive-in and shopping
center theatres, and cmTently operates 26

drive-ins, 21 submban theatres, and 12

bowling centers nationally. The Detroit

project, which is scheduled for completion
in the fall, is one of seven planned for

construction this year.

CONSTRUCTION IN LIVONIA

The present indoor constniction plans

are the first to be executed in the Detroit

area in about ten years. Earlier this spring

work was started on the Terrace Theatre,
of about 1,200 seats, being erected on the
opposite side of the city in Livonia by six

well-known local exhibitors, Adolph and
Irving Goldberg, Eugene and Richard
Sloan, Lou Wisper and William Wetsman.
Progress was slowed by the building strike

here, but the exterior work is far enough
along to anticipate an opening later in

the summer.
Another theatre in Livonia was also an-

nounced by Nick George, local exhibitor,

to be called the Mai Kai, and also to con-
sist of two twin auditoriums.

‘Jumbo' to Be Christmas Release

LOS ANGELES—“Billy Rose’s Jumbo”
will be MGM’s Christmas attraction

throughout the world. The circus musical
is booked locally at the Hollywood Para-
mount for the holiday season. Joe Paster-

nak produced the film, starring Doris Day,
Stephen Boyd, Jimmy Dm-ante and Martha
Raye. Charles Walter directs.

COMPARATTV’E RATINGS JANUARY 1961 TO APRIL 1962.
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The most famous and beloved story-book hero who

has thrilled hundreds of millions the world 'round

with his incredible exploits! Now coming your way

for prime summer playing time!

The most fabulous adventures that ever stunned

the imagination! Filmed In Fantascope — a startling

new process of special effects photography never

before equalled!

starring

\h «

1 I co-starring

MATHEWS JuDi Meredith Torin Thatcher
Screenplay byORv _ R H. hAf/PTON and NATHAN JURAN From a Story by ORVILLE H. HAMPTON d



IN CAMPAIGN!
I

The most in selling tools! Full color half-page ad

in Puck Comic Weekly in 33 key cities! 9 foot illu-

minated lobby display! Teaser and regular trailers

-TV and Radio spots — and more! more! more!

ALL IN FABULOUS

FmSCOPE

TECflNICU'

Special Photographic Effects in

NTASCOPE by HOWARD A. ANDERSON

Associate Producer Directed by An EDWARD SMALL
THRU

UA,ROBERT E. KENT NATHAN JURAN PRODUCTION



20 SPRING FEATURES ARE HITS;

REPRESENT 48.8% OF RELEASES
Top Hits for Spring Quarter

(March through May)

All Fall Down (MGM)
Black Tights (Magna)
Cape Fear (U-I)

Children's Hour, The (UA)

^Counterfeit Traitor, The (Para)

Doctor in Love (Governor)

Experiment in Terror (Col)

Five Day Lover (Kingsley)

Follow That Dream (UA)

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (MGM)
Horizontal Lieutenant, The (MGM)
Innocents, The (20th-Fox)

Jessica (UA)

‘Judgment at Nuremberg (UA)

Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, The (Para)

Moon Pilot (BV)

Outsider, The (U-I)

‘Premature Burial, The (AIP)

Satan Never Sleeps (20th-Fox)

tIState Fair (20th-Fox)

Sweet Bird of Youth (MGM)
‘Walk on the Wild Side (Col)

Whistle Down the Wind (Pathe-America)

120

191

133

,120

,120

,120

,120

,124

,120

Blue Ribbon Award Winner.
* Lote Winter Releose.

149

157

163

1
141

.146

,141

148

206

,191

,141

,160

,170

,226

,192

Product Output Increases

With 41 New Pictures

Listed for Quarter
By JOAN BAER

First-run reports to Boxoffice-Barometer
for the spring quarter (March through
May) showed a slight increase in available

product, with 41 new pictm-es having suf-

ficient playdates to indicate potential pull.

This represented an increase of six pictures

over the winter quainter output and nine

more than in the spring quarter of 1961.

'Twenty of the 41, or 48.8 per cent, ranked
as top hits, grossing 120 per cent or more
in reports from the 20 key cities providing

first-run grosses. In addition, three other

top hits were holdovers from the winter

quarter when they did not have sufficient

playdates to be proved hits.

Average or better business was reported
by 32, or 78 per cent, of the releases for

the quarter.

Top hits were fairly evenly divided among
the major film companies, with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer and United Artists top-
ping the list with four each; 20th-Fox
with three, and Paramoimt, Columbia and
Universal with two each.

Since Boxoffice-Barometer reports cover
only pictures in general release, three re-

maining roadshow attractions operating on
a hard-ticket basis, “El Cid,” “King of

Kings” and “West Side Story,” are not
included.

In analyzing the record for the full

three quarters of the 1961-62 season, it is

noted that more film product was made
available during that period than has been
on the market since 1954. A total of 144
pictures was listed for the three quarters.
Of this number, 76 were in the top-hit
category, representing 52.8 per cent of the
product, and 117, or 81.3 per cent reported
average or better business.

'The best of the top hit grossers for the
quarter were “Sweet Bird of Youth”

(MGM), with 226 per cent; “Judgment at

Nm'emberg” (UA) with 206, and “Walk
on the Wild Side” (Col) with 192, all three

in the adidt film classification. This is in

sharp contrast with the top three of the

spring quarter a year ago, when “The
Absent-Minded Professor,” (BV); “One
Hundred and One Dalmatians” (BV) and
‘"rhe Alamo,” all family-type films, topped
the list.

Releases, with percentages available for

the nine-month period, September through
May, follow by company. Those released

during the spring quarter (March, April,

May) are indicated by the symbol (*).

{September, 1961 through May, 1962),

(Average Is 100)
ALLIED ARTISTS:

George Raft Story, The 120
'Hitler 117
Twenty Plus Two 100

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL:
'Burn, Witch, Burn 104
Guns of the Black Witch 104
Journey to the Seventh Planet 147
Lost Bottolion 96
Premoiture Burial, The 160
'Twist All Night 104

COLUMBIA:
Devil ot 4 O'clock, The 180
'Don't Knock the Twist 93
Everything's Ducky 93
'Experiment in Terror 120
'Five Finger Exercise 115
'Hellions, The 84
Loss of Innocence 106
Mr. Sordonicus Ill
Mysterious Island 160
'Safe at Home! 100
Sail a Crooked Ship 139
Screom of Fear 106
‘13 West Street 97
3 Stooges Meet Hercules, The 149
Trunk, The 93
Twist Around the Clock 154
Underwater City, The 94
Valley of the Dragons 94
Wolk on the Wild Side 192
Weekend With Lulu, A 124

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER:
‘All Fall Down 120
Bachelor in Porodise 176
Bridge to the Sun 129
Colossus of Rhodes 116
'Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, The 146
'Horizontal Lieutenant, The 120
Invasion Quortet 112
Light in the Piazza 151
Murder She Soid 135
'Ride the High Country 110
'Sweet Bird of Youth 226
Thunder of Drums, A 114

Comparative First: Run 1Reports for 12-Year Period

Covering First Nine Months of Season, September 1—May 31

Year No. of No. of Percentage Films Doing % Doing Avg. % Top 3 Hits

Releases Hits of Hits Avg. or Better or Better Spring Quar.

1962 144 76 52.8 117 81.3 207.6

1961 135 70 51.9 108 80.0 262.0

1960 95 45 47.4 77 81.1 297.1

1959 114 49 43.0 89 78.1 235.0

1958 129 45 34.9 92 71.3 253.1

1957 119 47 39.5 80 67.2 259.1

1956 112 38 33.9 78 69.6 216.2

1955 113 50 44.2 90 79.6 245.1

1954 145 43 29.7 98 67.6 242.0

1953 142 35 24.6 66 46.5 248.2

1952 159 30 18.9 73 45.9 235.0

1951 157 23 14.6 101 64.3 147.0
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Wonders of Aloddin, The
•World in My Pocket

PARAMOUNT;
Blood and Roses
Blue Hawaii
Breakfast at Tiffony's
•Brushfire
•Counterfeit Traitor, The
Errand Boy, The
•Escape From Zahrain
Hey, Let's Twist!
Mon-Trap
•Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, The
Siege of Syracuse
Summer and Smoke
Too Lote Blues

102
106

105
221
213
98
157
179
118
118
97

148
96

136
114

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Bachelor Flat
Comancheros, The
Francis of Assisi

Hustler, The
•Innocents, The
Madison Avenue
Pirates of Tortuga
Purple Hills, The
•Saton Never Sleeps
Second Time Around, The
Seven Women From Hell

•State Fair

Swingin' Along
Tender Is the Night
Two Little Beors, The . . . .

Upstairs and Downstoirs .

138
174
150
159
141
104
91
92

124
183
112
170
93
144
107
1 1 1

UNITED ARTISTS;
•Children's Hour, The 149
Explosive Generotion, The 105
Flight That Disoppeored, The 95
•Follow That Dreom 141

Gun Street 93
Happy Thieves, The 105
•Jessica 120
Judgment at Nuremberg 206
•Magic Sword, The 114
Mary Had a Little 141
One, Two, Three 180
Paris Blues 163
Pocketful of Miracles 168
Season of Passion 96
Sergeants 3 262
Town Without Pity 125
X-15 92
Young Doctors, The 145

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL;
Back Street 161
•Cope Feor 133
Come September 250
•Day the Forth Caught Fire, The 107
•Desert Patrol 96
Flower Drum Song 215
Lover Come Back 248
•Outsider, The 141
Sergeant Wos a Lody, The 92

WARNER BROS.;
Cloudelle Inglish 105
•Couch, The 89
•House of Women 98
Majority of One, A 124
•Maloga 91
Mask, The 107
Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone, The 149
• Rome Adventure Ill
•Sornar 90
Singer Not the Song, The 94
Splendor in the Gross 184
Susan Slade 162
World by Night 120

MISCELLANEOUS;
Ashes and Diomonds (Jonus) 121
Babes in Toyland (BV) 213
•Black Tights (Magna) 191
Coll Me Genius (Cont'l) Ill
Day the Sky Exploded, The (Excelsior) 100
Desert Warrior (Medallion) 100
Devil's Eye, The (Janus) 161
Devil's Hand, The (Crown) 84
•Doctor in Love (Governor) 163
Dopble Bunk (Showcorp) 133
•Five Day Lover (Kirvgsley) 120
Flight of the Lost Balloon (Woolner Bros.) ....118
Girl With a Suitcase (Ellis) 117
Greyfriors Bobby (BV) 139
Heod, The (Trans-Lux) 113
I Bombed Peorl Horbor (Porade Releasing) ....104
La Belle Americaine (Cont'l) 145
•Lost of the Vikirvgs (Medallion) 100
L'Avventura (Jonus) 139
Les Liaisons Dangereuses (Astor) 237
Mork The (Cont'l) 137
•Moon Pilot (BV) 191
No Love for Johnnie (Embossy) 114
Pirote of the Block Hawk, The (Filmgroup) ... 100
Pure Hell of St. Trinian's, The (Cont'l) 133
Purple Noon (Times) 151
Rocco ond His Brothers (Astor) 135
Then There Were Three (Parode Releasing) ... 92
Victim (Pathe-America) 141
View From the Bridge, A (Cont'l) 140
Watch Your Stern (Mogna) 138
•Whistle Down the Wind (Pothe-Americo) ...128

Actor Will Wright Dies
HOLLYWOOD—Will Wright, 68, veteran

character actor in grizzled western type
roles, died Tuesday (19) in a hospital of
cancer. He recently had a part on
Bonanza, the television show.

Prudential Circuit Adds
19 Wisconsin Theatres
Huge Fox at Detroit

Leased for 20 Years
DETROIT—The 5,000 -seat Fox Theatre,

rated as the country’s second largest, is

being leased for 20 years by Robinson The-
atres, long-established Detroit circuit, from
the building owner, Woodmont Corp.

Operation will be actively under Roger and
Kenneth Robinson, according to Arthur
Robinson, their father, who is the senior

partner.

The Robinson cii’cuit has confined opera-
tions to neighborhood theatres and drive-

ins in recent years. Arthur Robinson, 35

years in the business here, however, oper-
ated the first-mn Madison Theatre in 1939.

Woodmont has operated the Fox for

about three years, taking over from
National Theatres. William Brown, man-
aging director and 18 years with the house,
will remain in charge.
Any policy changes will be decided next

week. There is some possibility of change
of present fu’st-run policy, but no present
likelihood of stage shows. The contract
provides for playing off all pictures
presently booked, covering several weeks
ahead.

Reade to Construct New
Theatre, Office Building
OAKHURST, N. J.—Walter Reade will

add a new indoor theatre and two-story
office building to the site of Reade ’s

Eatontown, N.J., drive-in and will install

his home office in the structure.

According to Reade, construction plans
for the Eatontown theatres will make it

the only indoor-outdoor theatre in New
Jersey capable of showing the same or
different pictures at the same time.

The 900-seat indoor theatre will be con-
structed as an elliptical parabolic shell

with reinforced concrete tilt-up walls. It

will constitute the main portion of the
building and will be capped by a geodesic
dome supported on masonry walls. The
theatre entrance will be at the screen end
of the building.

Transistorized stereophonic sound will be
utilized and the equipment will be capable
of presenting all development^, including
70mm, Reade said. B&G Constructors, Inc.,

of Oklahoma City and Reade, personally,

were the designers.

The new office building will house both
the Reade offices and Sterling Television,

an affiliate of Reade organization. Present
headquarters are in Oakhm-st.

Construction will start late in September.

20th-Fox Retitles Film
NEW YORK—“A Woman in July” will

be the final title for Jerry Wald’s produc-
tion now being filmed from Wdliam Inge’s
stage play, “A Loss of Roses.” Franklin
Shaffner is directing the CinemaScope-De
Luxe Color picture with Joanne Wood-
ward, Richard Beymer, Claire Ti-evor,

Gypsy Rose Lee, Louis Nye and Robert
Webber, the latter from the stage cast, in
the leads.

MILWAUKEE—The Prudential Theatre
Co. of New York, which operates the Tower
and Oi'iental theatres here, has acquired
19 additional theatres in Wisconsin, ac-
cording to a statement by J. M. Seider,
Hempstead, N.Y., president of the chain.
It was the biggest theatre deal for Wiscon-
sin in recent years. Prudential operates 58
theatres in New York, Connecticut and
New Jersey.

Involved in the deal was the theatre
chain acquired in 1959, by Joseph J. Zilber,

president of the Towne Realty Co., when
he bought the stock of the Fox-Wisconsin
Amusement Corp., from National 'Theatres
and Television Corp., Los Angeles. Other
Zilber theatres operated by Wisconsin The-
atres, Inc., an affiliate of Towne, also were
leased, along with four in Milwaukee op-
erated by L. F. Gran.
Seider said that A1 P. Frank of Fond du

Lac and Milwaukee, general manager of

the Wisconsin Amusement Corp., which
operated the theatres for Wisconsin The-
atres, would serve as general manager of

the houses acquired by Prudential. Frank
has been district manager for National
Theatres before the Zilber transaction in

1959.

Zilber said no property purchases were
involved, and that Wisconsin Theatres re-

tained ownership of buildings, in which
some of the theatres are situated. Zilber

is one of this city’s major real estate

developers.

The leases acquired by Prudential in-

clude those on the Wisconsin, Strand,
Palace and Layton Park theatres in Mil-
waukee. The Paradise, of West Allis;

Strand and Starlight outdoor. Green Bay;
Orpheum, Kenosha; Jeffris, Myers and
Hi-Way 26 outdoor, Janesville; Fox, Lyric

and Hi-Way 51 outdoor, Stevens Point, and
Wausau of Wausau.

Also in Milwaukee, Prudential leased the
Uptown, Modjeska, Princess and Garfield

theatres, fonnerly operated by the L. F.

Gran circuit. Others operated by Gran
outside of Milwaukee were not listed in the

deal. He continues to operate the Juneau
here. Zilber is reported as having retained
the Fond du Lac, Retlaw and Lake Park
outdoor theatres in Fond du Lac.

In the past year, Seider has built eight

new theatres in the east and indicated that

he was considering construction of new
theatres in Wisconsin. It was understood
that the new eastern theatres were con-
stioicted in or near shopping centers and
seated about 600 persons each.

Seymour Peyser Formally
Takes Government Post
WASHINGTON — Seymour M. Peyser,

vice-president and counsel of United
Artists, has been sworn in as assistant

administrator for the Agency for Inter-

national Development. Supreme Court
Justice William J. Brennan j-r., performed
the ceremony in the reception room of
the State Department.

Peyser is on a leave of absence from
United Artists to accept the government
post.
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Norman Wasser Joins

National General Corp.
BEVERLY HILLS — Merchandising ex-

pert NoiTnan Wasser, former assistant in

chai’ge of sales for

Pepsi-Cola Co. in

New York, has been
added to the expand-
ing National General
Corp. organization, it

was announced this

week by Eugene V.

Klein, National Gen-
eral president.

Klein said Wasser
will fill an executive

capacity in the ai'ea

of “market research”
and that he also will

be charged with furtherance of several

projects in the “vending” field as well as

“broadscale involvement compatible with
National’s stepped up expansion activities.”

Wasser joined Pepsi-Cola in New York
in 1949 following his graduation from the
University of Illinois. He was transferred
to Chicago in 1952 with supei’vlsion of 15

full-time salesmen. He returned to New
York in 1957 to head Pepsi-Cola’s national
theatre sales department and subsequently
became assistant to the vice-president in

charge of national sales.

A native New Yorker, Wasser sei’ved in

the U.S. Navy during World Wai- II, teach-
ing judo to undei-water demolition squads.
In his collegiate days at the University of

Illinois, Wasser was the 1943 national in-

tercollegiate shotput champion and na-
tional AAU shotput titleholder in 1948.

He is an active worker in Variety Clubs
International and B’nai B’rith and has
won several national awards as a photog-
raphy enthusiast. Wasser and his wife
Donna have two childi'en, Andrea Lynn
and Laura Sue.

Rowley Gives Mississippi
A TOA Progress Report
BILOXI, MISS. — Theatre Owners of

America’s overall objectives and accom-
plishments were described to the annual
convention of the Mississippi Theatre
OwTiers Ass’n here 'Tuesday (19) by John
H. Rowley, president of Rowley United The-
atres of Dallas.

Speaking in the Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Rowley said that TOA’s objectives might
“be simply said to be an effort to improve
the lot of the individual theatre owner by
pursuing goals of industry-wide benefit.”
“More specifically,” Rowley continued,

“we seek to increase the supply of new
quality product; we oppose all forms of
pay TV because we feel toll television can
only succeed at the expense of our theatres.
We are actively seeking means of avoiding
the imposition of censorship or mandatory
classification upon our industry. We are
aggressively pursuing the liaison with the
guilds, producers and other segments of
our business to promote better imderstand-
ing and greater cooperation within the
industry.”

Rowley brought the Mississippi exhibi-
tors up to date on each of the points and
stated that TOA would continue to be
active in many other fields. He urged the
unit to continue to maintain its strength
aiid 'ality.

Mrs. Twyman Says Public
Hasn't Facts on Movies
CHAMPAIGN, ILL.—The complete lack

of facts to back charges that motion pic-

tures are responsible for increased juvenile
delinquency and crime was cited in an
address by Margaret G. Twyman, director

of the community relations department of

the Motion Picture Ass’n of America, here
Thursday (14).

Speaking before the citizenship confer-
ence of the Illinois Homemakers Extension
Federation at the University of Illinois,

Mrs. Tv'yman said that the temptation to

blame motion pictm-es for errant and ir-

responsible behavior of children “blinds

parents to the real causes . . . and, more
importantly, blinds them to their own re-

sponsiblity for the attitudes and behavior
of their children.”

She challenged the premise that the pub-
lic does not have sufficient information
about films to make wise selections, adding
that there are many som'ces of information
but that most people have not learned to

apply the same selective techniques to films
that they apply to books.

“None of you would think of reaching
blindly into a bookshelf to select a book for

your children to read,” she said, “nor
should you just drop your children off at

any old theatre to see whatever happens
to be playing there at the moment you
need a ‘baby-sitter.’

”

Obscenity Law Test

Foreseen in Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS—This state’s new “ob-

scenity statute,” passed by the legislature

in 1961 after a 57-year-old law was ruled

unconstitutional, may be in for its first

court test with the trial of Leroy Gidffin,

co-owner of the Ritz Theatre, who was ar-

rested last week and charged with pos-
session of obscene films.

Fifteen reels of film were seized by
police at the Ritz, a brndesque house which
shows screen product between live acts.

The old law, enacted in 1905, was ruled
unconstitutional because it merely assumed
that the dealer or exhibitor knew in ad-
vance that the product exhibited was ob-
scene. The new law, a re-enactment of the
old, added the word “knowingly,” thus
placing the burden of proof on the prose-

cution, which, to obtain a conviction, now
must prove that the exhibitor knew in ad-
vance that the product was obscene.

Thus the law could stand or fall upon the
contention that the exhibitor did not have
prior knowledge that the product was ob-
scene. Conviction under terms of the new
law can-ies a maximum one-year imprison-
ment and $1,000 fine.

Mayor Seeks Amendment
Of Seattle Censor Law
SEATTLE—An amendment to the city’s

censorship ordinance has been requested by
Mayor Clinton. He has asked the council-

men to incorporate enforcement provisions

in a state law. /l recent superior com't

naling weakened part of the ordinance gov-
erning the Board of Theatre Supervisors.

The amendment would make it a gross

misdemeanor to exhibit or perfonn motion
pictures and other productions which are

“known to be obscene.”

Screenwriter Upholds

War Films Cycle
HOLLYWOOD — The current rash of

war-background films, while not neces-
sarily symptomatic of

a trend, is inevitable

and logical, accord-
ing to screenwriter
Robert Pirosh. And
Pirosh, whose two
war films, “Battle
Ground” and “Go for

Broke!” won him an
Oscar and a nomina-
tion, respectively, and
whose “Hell Is

,
for

Heroes” is a current
boxoffice hit, may be
considered as an au-

thority on the subject.

“The high adventure and excitement
which moviegoers demand are the basic
elements of war, in which violence and
killing—decried in press and pulpit—have
the public’s blessing on screen,” says
Pirosh, who is currently backing up his
theory by putting a final polish on “A
Gathering of Eagles,” U-I film laid against
the background of the Strategic Air
Command.
While he does not think that a half-

dozen films constitute a trend, Pirosh be-
lieves the present story search is dictated

by the success of “Guns of Navarone,” a
blockbuster which every producer in Holly-
wood is seeking to duplicate.

“I find that war provides not only ex-

citement and action but the opportunity
for both story and characterization,”

Pirosh stated, adding, “Let’s face it, peo-
ple are interested in people, and film view-
ers are primarily held by your characters.”

The wi'iter notes with satisfaction the

demise of sex and deviation on the screen

today, and believes that this so-called

ti'end only reflected those opportunists who
jump on any passing bandwagon. He notes

with approval the “drift” back to comedy,
but, here again, rather than calling it a

“trend” prefers to think of it as a “happy
omen for everybody in the business.”

Pu’osh’s credits indicate that he has
never followed the pack. Although his war
stories have gained him the most fame, he

also has been responsible for such frothy

scripts as “Up in Arms,” “A Day at the

Races” and “I Mamed a Witch.”

Loew's State in Memphis
Expected to Be Sold
MEMPHIS—Loew’s State Theatre, a

2,235-seat fii’st run house at 152 South
Main St., is in the process of being sold,

Orville Crouch, Washington, southern di-

vision manager for Loew’s, said last week.

“We are negotiating with several large

Memphis brokers. We don’t know what
plans a buyer might have for the building.

These days there aren’t enough good pic-

tures being made to satisfy five or six first

runs in a downtown area,” said Crouch.

Crouch said sale of the State does not

indicate that Loew’s plans to sell other

theatres. “We are looking for new theatre

locations in subm-ban shopping centers,

not downtown.”
Loew’s other theatre, the Palace, in

Memphis, was convei'ted to Cinerama last

year.

Norman Wasser Robert Pirosh
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(Letters must be signed. Names withheld on request)CALENDARsiEVENTS
JULY AUGUST

S M T W T F S S M T W T F S

12 3 4 5 6 7 12 3 4

8 91011121314 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

29 30 31 26 27 28 29 30 31

JULY

16-

18, Virginia Motion Picture Theotre Ass'n annual

convention, Chamberlin Hotel, Old Point Comfort,

Va.

17, 18, New Mexico Theatre Ass'n 17th onnuol con-

vention, Farmington, N. M.

AUGUST

6-

9, New York State Allied and New Jersey Allied

joint convention at Kiamesha Lake, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER

7-

9, Association of the Women of the Motion Picture

Industry 9th onnuol convention. Hotel .Muehlebach,

Konsas City.

11-14, Independent Exhibitors, Inc. ond Drive-In The-

otres of New Englond regional convention, the Bel-

mont, West Horwich (Cape Cod), Mass.

17-

18, Combined convention. Motion Picture Theatre

Owners and Operators of Georgia, Alabama Thea-

tres Ass'n and Tennessee Theotre Owners Ass'n,

Atlonto Americana, Atlanta.

18, 19, Allied Theotres of Michigan 43rd annual con-

vention, Sheraton-Codillac Hotel, Detroit.

23-25, Theatre Owners of North ond South Carolina,

Golden Anniversary convention. Queen Charlotte

Hotel, Chorlotte, N. C.

26-27 Allied Theatre Owners of Wisconsin annual
convention, Pfister Hotel Milwou^'ce.

OCTOBER
31, Nov. 13, Sixth annual Son Froncisco Internotional

Film Festival, Son Francisco.

NOVEMBER
6, Theatre Owners of America onnuol board of direc-

tors and executive committee meeting, Americana
Hotel, Bel Harbor (Miami Beodh), Fla.

7-10, Theatre Owners of America 15th annual con-
vention and Motion Picture and Concessions In-

dustry Tradeshow, American Hotel, Bel Harbor
(Miami Beach), Fla.

DECEMBER
1-2, Allied States Ass'n annual boord meeting,

Sheraton, Hotel, Clevelo'nd.

3-5, Notional Allied convention, Sheroton Hotel, and
the Motion Picture Industry's 1962 Tradeshow,
New Exhibit Hall, Clevelorxi.

3-5, IrxJependent Theatre Owners of Ohio, Sheraton
Hotel, Cleveland.

Embassy Acquires French
'Crime Does Not Pay'
NEW YORK—Embassy Pictures has ac-

quired “Le Ci-ime Ne Paie Pas” (Crime
Does Not Pay), a French picture directed

by Gerard Oury and produced by Gilbert

Bokanowski-Ever Haggiag, for U.S. release,

according to Leonard Lightstone, vice-

president in charge of international sales.

The picture, which closed the recent

Cannes Film Festival, is based on four

authentic stories of French and Italian

crime, and stars Richard Todd, Danielle

Darrieux and Pierre Brassem:.

New Title for 'Tammy' Film
NEW YORK—“Tammy and the Doctor”

has been set as the new title for Universal’s

forthcoming Ross Hunter production,

previously named “Tammy Takes Over.”

Sandra Dee will star and will be directed

by Harry Keller, starting July 6. It will be

the third “Tammy” picture for Universal.

UA to Release 'Third of a Man'
LOS ANGELES—A releasing deal for

“Third of a Man” has been signed by
United Artists. The picture was filmed last

summer by Phoenix Films Co., starring

James Drury. Jan Shephard and Whit
Bissell. Robert Lewin wrote, directed and
co-produced with William Redlin.

LETTERS
No Time for Temperament

In the good ole days of vaudeville, I used
to have a sign over my stage door reading
“PARK YOUR TEMPERAMENT” outside

this door. And the sign meant just what it

said. If any of the acts started acting up,

my stage manager would put act and bag-
gage out in the alley, and soon the reputa-
tion got around among performers that

when they played the theatre I managed,
they were in trouble if they pulled the old

temperamental routine. The results were
that we had a happy operation.

I was indeed happy, therefore, to note

the action the studio took about Marilyn
Mom'oe and I hope this is the beginning of

a drive that will bring these people in line

and make them realize the importance of

the business they are earning their living

in. Goodness knows, it is costing enough
now to produce a film let alone having
temperamental actors doing this and that

to delay production and add up the cost.

It’s not the type of publicity that is healthy
for our business and I know it is not the

type of publicity that the producers want.

From my personal observations of movie-
making, it would seem that there are other
ways, too, in which those who make our
movies can tighten up with the coopera-

tion of the many people involved. I have
observed costly sets being made which
were never used. I have observed too long

a time in making certain scenes in a movie
with the cast and all workers just hang-
ing around drawing large salaries. I am
sure that the most of those who produce
the films make some effort to hold down
expenses, but I feel that a great deal can
be done in a closer working together of all

people in a company, and I am sure all

of us in the business, will be out of jobs

unless expenses can be cut and more in-

come can be secured for the films and for

the theatres. What a pity that the so-called

stars can’t see the light!

The general public that pays to go to the
movies has little sympathy for the stars of

our business that create the headlines of

imfavorable publicity. Maybe they don’t
hear so much about this, but the people
who operate and manage the nation’s

movie theatres do. And in these days of

adult-type films which have been so widely
discussed and which now seem somewhat
on the wane, we of the theatre operations
have considerable to do without having to

answer questions as to why this star or that
star does this and that.

Those people have a great obligation to

our business. 'They should take lessons

from such greats as Clark Gable, Gary
Cooper and others who were dedicated. The
movie public of today is looking for good
acting and stories, and star names do not
mean as much as they once did. Some of

those temperamental stars might find that
the producers can well do without them, as

well as the public.

EARLE M. HOLDEN
Savannah, Ga.

Decries a Booking Policy
Saw your article in Boxoffice relative to

the bidding situations of exhibitors. That
is nothing compared to the booking of pic-

tures by three colored situations in Balti-

more, namely, the Lincoln, Roosevelt and
Carver theatres.

The Roosevelt played “Exodus” with two
other pictures for three days at the price of

10^ for kids, 25<f for adults, matinees, and
Zbt for night prices. The Lincoln played
“Exodus” with “The George Raft Story”
and “Seven Ways From Sundown” on a
Sunday for 35«i for adults, 25<t for kids;

Monday-’Tuesday, 10(i for kids and 254 for

adults, matinees and evenings. 'The Carver
played “Exodus” with “Two Guns and a
Badge” and “Boy on a Dolphin” on
Wednesday-Thursday; “Exodus” with
“Road Runner,” “Dinosaurus” and “Shoot-
Out at Medicine Bend” on Friday-Saturday
at \54 for kids and 250 for adults, mati-
nees, and 350 at nights.

So you can see that it is no wonder the

film companies give it to the exhibitors

real good, and I don’t blame them. You see

these three theatres are killing the busi-

ness, and I can say they will kill each other

off financiEilly.

NATHAN KLEIN
Lenox Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.

Everybody Reads BOXOFFICE
Thought you might get a kick out of the

attached photo.
Since Boxoffice is the Number One

magazine around here, and since we are

crazy devotees of “PEANUTS,” we caught
this “candid” shot of SNOOPY, LUCY and
LINUS reading Boxoffice.
(It seems EVERYBODY reads Boxoffice )

JERRY DREW
Globe Theatre,
Salinas, Calif.

'Creation of Humanoids'
On Emerson Schedule
LOS ANGELES — “Creation of the

Humanoids,” a color feature by Wesley
Barry and Edward Kay, and directed by
Barry, has been acquired for distribution

in the U.S. and Canada by Emerson Film
Enterprises.

Emerson also has “The Jolly Genie,”

combination animation-live talent film, for

the same areas. Barry wrote and directed.

Joe Emerson, head of the distribution

company, announces that Tom Aspell,

former Los Angeles branch manager for

MGM, has joined his company as L.A. area
manager.
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MANY CONGRATULATORY CABLEGRAMS—Milton R. Rackmil, president

of Universal Fictiu-es, looks over many of the congratulatory cablegrams received

from throughout the world to mark U-I’s June 8 50th anniversary celebration,

with the help of three of his company’s overseas customers visiting in New York.
Left to right: Naim Aizer, U-I agent for Iran and Iraq; Ben M. Cohn, assistant

foreign manager; Rackmil; Norman B. Rydge, chairman of directors of Greater
Union Theatres in Australia; Victor Michaelides of Michaelides and Damaskinos,
U-I distributors in Greece.

Universal Maps Balance
Of Golden Anniversary
NEW YORK—Plans for the second half

of Universal’s Golden Jubilee Year will be
finalized here this week, starting June 26,

at the home office. Regional sales man-
agers and home-office executives will par-
ticipate in the sessions which will be con-
ducted by Henry H. “Hi” Martin, vice-

president and general sales manager.
Attending from out of town will be P. F.

Rosian, Cleveland: R. N. Wilkinson, Dallas;

Barney Rose, San Francisco, and Mark
Plottel, Canada. Joseph Rosen will repre-

sent the New York area.

Participating in the meetings from the

home office will be Milton Rackmil, presi-

dent; Charles Simonelli, assistant to the
president; Philip Gerard, eastern advertis-

ing and publicity director: F. J. A. Mc-
Carthy, assistant general sales manager;
James J. Jordan, circuit sales manager;
Herman Kass, executive in charge of na-
tional exploitation; Paul Kamey, eastern
publicity manager, and Jerome M. Evans,
eastern promotion manager.

Pick 3 French Pictures
For Berlin Film Fete
BERLIN—France has entered three fea-

ture films for the 12th annual Berlin Film
Festival, which opened Friday, Jime 22,

and will run through July 3. The pictures

are “Le Corporal Epingle,” produced by
Jean Renoir with Jean-Pierre Cassel

starred: “L’Amour a Vingt Ans,” (Love at

20), an episode film made by Francois
Truffaut, Andrej Wajda, Renxo Rossellini,

Shintaro Ishihara and Marcel Ophuls,
which opened the Festival June 22, and “La
Poupee” (The Doll), made by Jacques
Baratier, which will close the Festival July
3. “Love at 20” has been acquired by Em-
bassy Pictures for U.S. release.

Brazil, winner of the grand prize at

Cannes this year, has sent “Os Cafajestes”

(The Unscrupulous) and Argentina has an-
nounced “The Sisters,” directed by Daniel
Tynare. Also to be shown at Berlin is the
American film made in Argentina, “No
Exit,” produced by Ted Danielewski and
starring Rita Gam, Viveca Lindfors and
Ben Piazza.

The international film jm-y for the Ber-
lin Film Festival is composed of Andre
Michel from France, Emeric Pressburger
from Great Britain, Dolores del Rio from
Mexico, Jurgen Schildt from Sweden, Dr.
Hideo Kikumori from Japan, Dr. Max
Gammeter from Switzerland, Gunther
Stapenhorst and Dr. Bruno E. Wemer from
Germany and King Vidor, American di-

rector, as the U.S. delegate.

“Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation,” 20th Cen-
tury-Fox picture starring James Stewart, is

the official U.S. entry and Stewart is act-

ing as official U.S. delegate to the Festival.

World Premiere of 'Grimm'
To Be in Denver July 14
HOLLYWOOD — The world preview of

MGM-Cinerama’s “The Wonderful World
of the Brothers Grimm,” will be held in

Denver on July 14, hosted by Colorado’s
Governor Steve McNichols, Joseph R.

Vogel, president of MGM, and Nicolas

Reisini, president of Cinerama.
The preview has been set for the Cooper

Theatre in Denver on the morning of the

14, following which there will be an open
forum and luncheon at the Denver Hilton
Hotel.

A highlight of the activities on the night
of arrival of members of the press, exhibi-

tors, advertising, promotion and group
sales representatives from across the coun-
try, will be dinner at the historic Teller

House in Central City.

On August 8, the film will bow simul-

taneously in 14 cities from New York to

Los Angeles, with another nine engage-
ments set to debut between August 15 and
29.

Rites Held for Louis Patz,

Nat'l Screen Div. Mgr.
KANSAS CITY—Funeral services were

held for Louis Patz, 63, division manager of

National Screen
Service, Sunday (17)

at Rose Hill Mauso-
leum. Burial was in

Rose Hill Cemetery.
Patz started his 32-

year career in the in-

dusti-y as salesman
for Warner Bros, in

Omaha in 1930. From
1932-36 he was man-
ager of the Universal
exchange in Des
Moines. He joined
NSS in Milwaukee in Louis Patz

1939 and became branch manager in Des
Moines the following year. In 1945 he was
promoted to division manager, with head-
quarters in Kansas City.

Born in Bluffton, S.C., Patz was a gradu-
ate of the Georgia Military College and
Armour Technical College, Chicago, after
which he was a highway and building con-
tractor in Waukegan, 111. He leaves his

wife, Lynette, son, Daniel L., and two sis-

ters, Mrs. Sadie Williams, Chicago, and
Mrs. Lillian Pickus, Los Angeles.

Frank Borzage Sucumbs;
Veteran Film Director
HOLLYWOOD—Frank Borzage, 69, vet-

eran film director who won the first Acad-
emy Award in 1928 for his direction of

“Seventh Heaven,” died Tuesday (19) of

cancer. Born in Salt Lake City in 1893,

Borzage started on the stage at the age of

13. He came to Hollywood in 1913 and
moved from acting to dhection, making his

first big success with “Humoresque.”
In 1931, Borzage won a second Oscar for

his direction of “Bad Gii’l.” His last pic-

tui'e was “The Big Fisherman” in 1959.

Among his other films were “Street Angel,”

“They Had to See Paris,” “A Farewell to

Arms,” “Secrets,” “A Man’s Castle,” “Flir-

tation Walk,” “Little Man, What Now?”
“Green Light,” “History Is Made at Night,”

“Mannequin,” “Three Comrades,” “The
Shining Horn',” “The Mortal Stonn,”
“Maglniificent Dali,” “Flight Command”
and “Moom-ise.”

Grant Williams to Costar
In Warners' 'PT 109'

HOLLYWOOD—Grant Williams, star of

TV’s “Hawaiian Eye” series, has been set

by Jack L. Warner to costar with Cliff

Robertson in “PT 109,” film adaptation of

Robert Donovan’s book about President

Kennedy’s adventures as a PT boat skipper

during World War II.

Williams will portray Lt. A1 Cluster,

Commander of the PT Boat Squadron Two,
to which Kennedy was attached. Cluster

will personally act as technical advisor on
the motion pictm’e, which Lewis Milestone

will direct and Bryan Foy will produce
under the supervision of Jack Warner.
Another top casting was announced by

Warner, who set Maureen O’Hara to costar

with Henry Fonda in “Spencer’s Mountain,”
Technicolor film to be produced and di-

rected by Delmer Daves from his own
screenplay of the Earl Hammer jr. novel.
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UA Encourages 'Idea' —
Pictures: Sanders BETWEEN THE LINES
NEW YORK—United Artists is one of

the few distributors still willing to encovu'-

age producers of “idea” pictures to be
made on a modest budget without star

names, according to Denis Sanders, di-

rector of “War Hunt,” which is being re-

leased by UA this summer.
“War Hunt,” which was filmed entirely

in California and was completed more than
a year ago by Terry Sanders, who produced
while his brother dii-ected, will be given an
art house release policy, starting with the

Normandie Theatre, New York, early in

July, according to Gabe Sumner, UA as-
sistant director of advertising, publicity

and exploitation. Two experimental dates
for “War Hunt” were held in regular com-
mercial theatres in San Diego and Detroit
early this spring but this was “purely an
experiment,” Sumner stressed.

The art house policy for the Sanders pic-

ture will stress the psychological drama
rather than the war action. The cast is

headed by John Saxon and Robert Red-
ford, stage leading man who scored this

past season on Broadway in “Sunday in

New York.” The Sanders brothers started
out by making shorts and won an Academy
Award for their “Time Out of War.” They
have several ideas but no definite title or

starting date for their next feature for UA,
the second of their two-picture deal with
the company.

UA Promotes Joe Brown
To Winnipeg Branch Head
NEW YORK—Joe Brown, United Artists

salesman in Winnipeg, Manitoba, has been
promoted to Winnipeg branch manager by
James R. Velde, vice-president in charge
of domestic sales. He succeeds Abe Fein-
stein, resigned.

Brown will be under the direct su-
pervision of George Heiber, manager of

the UA Toronto office and supervisor of

all other UA branches in Canada. The
Winnipeg branch is in UA’s eastern and
Canadian division, managed by Gene
Tunick. He entered the industry as a ship-
per in Winnipeg with MGM in 1953. The
following year he joined Warner Bros, as

assistant booker there. He came to UA in

1956 as booker-office manager in Winnipeg
and was promoted to salesman in 1959.

Morley Mogul succeeds Brown as sales-

man. He joined UA as Winnipeg booker-
office manager in 1959.

Majority Film Fans Favor
Seal to Tatty Smith'
HOLLYWOOD—A public opinion survey

to compare the attitude of the ticket-buy-

ing audiences with a ruling of a censorship

board was conducted via Leo Handel’s film,

“The Case of Patty Smith.”
Denied a seal by the Motion Picture Ass’n

because the subject matter involves illegal

abortion, results of the test case showed
that 88 per cent of the moviegoers felt the
film should be given the seal, nine per
cent voted for denial, and three per cent
had no opinion, according to Handel, who
said findings were based on a study by the
Motion Pictm-e Research Bm'eau dui’ing the
first days of the film’s run here at the Sun-
set Theatre.

Closed Circuit Opus
JT could be that motion picture exhibitors

underestimated the significance of the
closed circuit telecast of the Broadway play
“Gideon” from New York to Rochester last

March. Perhaps, to many of the exhibitors,

it was an interesting experiment, quite

novel but hardly worth getting excited

about. In these days of electronic marvels,
it was just another development. But it

goes deeper than that.

One of the viewers of the show in

Rochester was Irving C. Rothman, a textile

executive on New York’s Seventh Avenue,
who told this writer that if he were 25

years younger he would “do a Laemmle.”
When asked what he meant by that, he said

that Carl Laemmle had been in the clothing
business in Wisconsin until he saw a mo-
tion picture on a visit to Chicago and de-
cided that he would cast his lot in that
infant industry. So he eventually became
founder and president of Universal
Pictures.

In other words, Mr. Rothman indicated
that present-day exhibitors should give

more than a quick glance at this new gim-
mick developed by Dynamic Theatre Net-
works under the name of Theatrevision.
There may be a whole new entertainment
concept on the horizon. And it could be
integrated with the regular motion-picture
policy.

Far be it from us to encourage any
competition to the motion picture theatre
and in no sense are we plugging a specific

medium brand name. But if DTN blos-

soms, there will be dozens of others in the
field. So all we want to do here is to give a
little background. A lot of critics have said

that if the fUm industry had promoted
television instead of fighting it, the indus-
try would be controlling it today. Who can
teU?
During the four-day run of “Gideon,”

audiences in Rochester saw the perform-
ances on a screen 20x15 feet. 'The equip-
ment was developed by Marconi Wireless
and Telegraph Co. of England and was
part of an advanced radar tracking system
for the Swedish government.
Required was absolute clarity of image.

Some of the scientific advances made dur-
ing the radar research were incorporated
in Marconi’s television camera equipment,
and Nathan Zucker, DTN president, con-
tacted the EngUsh company to see if even
further improvements could be made. He
wanted a camera system that could be in-

stalled easily in theatres and auditoriums
and operate without disturbing the per-
formance on stage. After months of re-

search, the engineers came up with an im-
proved version of their 4 Vi -inch orthicon-
image camera specifically adapted to

DTN’s purposes.
A 20-city network is contemplated for

this coming fall by DTN which plans to

present musicals, drama and opera on a
continuing network basis late this year.

•

How's Business?
WE don’t like to be downbeat, but some-

times it is necessary to face facts. The

By AL STEEN

other day we were discussing the status of

the industry with an executive who gets

around the country quite a bit, a man
who has a lot of direct contacts with ex-

hibitors. He said he had found that a ma-
jority of theatremen were singing the

blues and that business in April and May
was 30 per cent or more below that of last

year. He found that, while the southern

states had not suffered as much as other

parts of the country, they still were feeling

the pinch.

The bright spot, according to this gentle-

man, is the outlook for the summer. Ex-
hibitors, he said, were highly pleased with

the type of product that will be available

during June, July and August but whether
the intake will offset and make up for the

dull April and May was problematical. He
said exhibitors also were concerned over

the high percentage terms and that even
adjustments did not help much.

We asked what the answer was. He re-

plied in no uncertain tenns that, if the

summer product turned out to be as good

as anticipated, exhibitors must get out and
sell and sell hard. Just because a picture

is good and prospects bright for a good
boxoffice is no reason to sit back and hope
there wiU be lines at the ticket window. If

the April and May losses are to be made
up, extra effort must be exerted to squeeze

out the last available dollar, he said.

While summer film fare looks bright,

this authority said the outlook for the early

fall did not look so good. Therefore, he
added, theatremen had better bear down
on their summer playdates and wring out

every penny with smart showmanship so

that they can ride out a slow October, if

it turns out that way. He also said that

distributors should not keep their product

a secret, meaning that they should do solid

selling with solid advertising copy.

The optimism over the summer outlook

apparently is contagious. Shortly after

talking with the aforementioned gentle-

man, we conferred with a midwest circuit

operator.

“How’s business?” we asked.

He replied that it wasn’t too bad. When
we told him of the data gathered in our

prior conversation, he admitted that busi-

ness was off as compared with last year,

but he added, “We’ve got great pictures

coming this summer.”

So be it

!

Memory Test
SIDE STORY” copped a lot of

Oscars this year, but can you name the

picture that won Awards as the best and
also for its male and feminine stars? It’s

happened only once. And it was “It Hap-
ened One Night.” It was voted the best

picture of 1934. Clai'k Gable was judged
the best actor for his role in that picture

and Claudette Colbert was Oscared as the

best actress.

Reason for the remark was that we lost

a bet on the question. We claimed it never
had happened.
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^cfiont
George Roy Hill to Direct

For Kirk Douglas Units
George Roy Hill, previously contracted

to direct "Toys in the Attic” for the
Mirisch Co. and “The Rise and Fall of the
Thii'd Reich” for MGM, has been signed
by Kii'k Douglas’ Joel Productions to helm
the Broadway and motion pictm-e versions

of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,” a
new drama adapted by Dale Wasserman
from the novel by Ken Kesey.
Current plans call for Douglas to star

in both versions, according to Edwai’d
Lewis, executive producer of Joel and
Bryira Productions.
The play is being planned for January

debut on Broadway with the film version
to follow later that year.

Burt Kennedy and Max Evans
To Produce Independently
An independent production company has

been formed by writer-dhector Burt Ken-
nedy and novelist Max Evans, with the
team to write, produce and dhect two fea-
ture films during the next year.

Initial project slated by the pair is “The
Great Wedding,” Evans’ latest novel which
Kennedy will script and direct following
completion of “The Rounders,” also based
on Evans’ novel, slated for a July start.

Following “The Great Wedding,” will be
a featm'e based on Evans’ award-winning
magazine yarn, “One-Eyed Sky,” for which
Kennedy will write the screenplay.

Robert Mitchum Will Star

In ‘The Enchantress'
Robert Mitchum will star in “The En-

chantress,” Seven Arts Production based
on Alan Caillou’s novel, “Rampage.”
Marguerite Roberts and Robert I. Holt are
writing the screenplay, which is set for
filming in Malay and Munich.
Seven Arts also announced acquisition

of the film rights to “The Hostage,” by
Brendan Behan, with Robert Rossen signed
to write, direct and produce the film ver-
sion of the Broadway success.

‘The Nutty Professor'

Next for ferry Lewis
Jerry Lewis’ next production for Para-

mount release will be “The Nutty Pro-
fessor.”

The comic, whose “It’s Only Money” will

be next on the studio’s release schedule,
checks back on the Marathon lot follow-
ing an eastern toiu".

Kastner, Shpetner to Make
‘Hanno's Doll' for Col.
Negotiations have been finalized by Co-

lumbia Pictures with coproducers ElUott
Kastner and Stanley Shpetner to produce
“Hanno’s Doll” under their independent
banner. International Cinema.
Jane Fonda, who toplined Columbia’s

“V/alk on the Wild Side,” has been set for
a leading role in the film, which is based
on the novel by Evelyn Piper.

Production is slated to get under way In

November, with the two producers check-
ing on the Columbia lot immediately to

start preparation.

‘The God of War' Is Next

On Daystar's Agenda
“The God of War” will be the next fea-

ture film on the agenda for Daystar Pro-
ductions, headed by producer Leslie

Stevens.
Based on an original story by Stevens

and written by him, the story delineates
the struggle of a United Nations team in

Africa to retain possession of the Kiafra
airstrip, fictionalizing actual UN problems
in West Africa.

“God of War” is slated for a November
start for release by United Artists.

Doris Vidor Organizes

Own Production Firm
Doris Vidor, who has been associated

with the Miiisch Co. for the past year as

assistant to Harold Mirisch, has formed her
own independent production company,
Doris Vidor Productions, and will produce
several motion picture properties with the
Mirisch organization.

Mrs. Vidor recently returned from
Europe, where she huddled with Mirisch
producers working abroad. She will con-
tinue her duties with Harold Mirisch until

her independent venture is launched.

Six Story Acquisitions

Made by Filmmakers
story buys for the week included pur-

chase of film rights to King Harris’ novel
“Never Any News,” by Lee Marvin’s Lati-

mer Productions . . . Producer Josef Shaftel

announced that he has purchased motion
picture and TV rights to “I Was a Burglar
With a Badge,” Saturday Evening Post
story by Robert Whearly concerning Den-
ver police scandals . . . Pi-oducer-director

To Operate Three Desilu

Studios Near Capacity
Desilu Productions’ three studios,

Desilu-Gower, Desilu-Cahuenga and
Desilu-Culver, will be operating at 89

per cent capacity beginning July 1, it

was announced by president Desi

Arnaz. The peak figure was reached
with the finalization of a deal for

Leonard Stern’s Heyday Production to

film its new ABC-TV series, “I’m
Dickens, He’s Fenster,” at Desilu-

Cahuenga.

Theatrical pictures are Hall Bartlett

Productions’ currently-shooting “The
Caretakers,” starring Robert Stack,
Polly Bergen, Joan Crawford, Janis
Paige and Diane McBain for UA re-

lease, and George Stevens’ “The
Greatest Story Ever Told,” which has
taken over most of the Desilu-Culver
Studios in its preproduction phases.

George Schaefer has acquired motion pic-

ture rights to “52 West,” a novel by Ann
Pinchot, and plans to film the script next
spring with an all-star cast based on Miss
Pinchot’s screenplay. The story, dealing

with the return of a gi'oup of people to

their original meeting place after many
years, will be made for Paramount . . .

“Baby Mine,” an original comedy by
Daniel Ellis, has been purchased by Page-
Rael Enterprises, headed by singer-actress

Patti Page and her partner-manager. Jack
Rael, for film production under the inde-

pendent banner . . . Martin Lancer, head of

Pacemaker Productions, bought “Venge-
ance Is Mine,” an original screenplay by
producer-scenarist James Clavell . . . Pro-

ducers Elliott Kastner and Stan Shpetner
have acquired “The Fifth Season,” 1959

Broadway hit, for their International

Cinema, Inc. company. Sylvia Regan has
written the script.

Assignments, Castings

Around the Studios

John Huston has been set by producer
Edward Lewis to dii’ect “The List of Adrian
Messenger,” Bryna Production for U-I re-

lease . . . Stella Stevens was signed by
MGM for one of the major roles in the up-
coming “Courtship of Eddie’s Father,” to

be produced by Joe Pasternak . . . Dawn
Addams resumes her film career in Metro’s

“Champagne Flight” . . . Ginny Tiu, eight-

year-old China doll, makes her movie
debut by doing a number with Elvis Pres-

ley in Hal Wallis’ “Girls! Girls! Girls!” . . .

Producer Martin Ransohoff has exercised

his option on actress-singer Patti Page for

one more picture and has set her for one
of the starring roles in “Island Fling,”

which he will produce for MGM . . . Brode-
rick Crawford and Linda Darnell have been
signed to star with Cesar Romero and
Frankie Avalon in “Valley of the Swords,”

Sidney Pink Production for Warner Bros.

. . . Ty Hardin will portray the executive

officer of the PT boat in Warners’ “PT
109,” starring Cliff Robertson . . . Frank
Nugent has been signed to work on the

script of John Ford’s “Donovan’s Reef,”

starring John Wayne.

Frank Sinatra Back in U.S

After Worldwide Tour
Frank Sinatra has retm-ned to Holly-

wood following a two-month world tour on
behalf of children’s and youth organiza-

tions during which the entertainer did

numerous benefits and visited hospitals,

orphanages and youth centers in Tokyo,
Hong Kong, Israel, Athens, Italy, London,
Paris and Monte Carlo.

Sinatra, who completed “The Man-
churian Candidate” for UA release, before

leaving on his tour, will start preparations

for his upcoming film, “Come Blow Your
Horn” for Paramount releases.

U-I Signs Mitzi Gaynor
To Multiple Contract

Universal-International has signed Mitzi

Gaynor to a multiple-picture contract,

with her first assignment to be the co-

starring role opposite Kirk Douglas on
‘“Three on a Match,” which Robert Arthur
will produce and Michael Gordon direct.

The comedy is an original by Larry
Markes and Michael Morris.
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By ANTHONY GRUNER

Upholds Film Industry

On Slate Taxation
WASHINGTON — Donald Schiff, of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., and member
of the tax committee of the Motion Picture

Ass’n of America, Inc., testified Tuesday
(19) on behalf of the tax committee be-

fore the Subcommittee on State Taxation
of Interstate Commerce. Schiff was ac-

companied by Herbert J. Erlanger, MPAA
tax counsel.

The cm'rent hearings are to give Ameri-
can industry representatives an oppor-

tunity to discuss state and local sales and
use taxes on interstate business operations.

In presenting the case for the motion
picture industry, Schiff pointed out the

unique system of motion picture distribu-

tion in the United States that virtually in-

volves nearly every community of 1,000 or

more in the counti-y where motion picture

theatres are located and which applies

local sales and use taxes. Cun-ently, there

are in the United States nearly 2,000 state

and local tax jurisdictions utilizing such
laws.

Schiff emphasized that the details in-

volved in record keeping, collections and
payments require a staggeiing amount of

time and effort and place an undue burden
on the industry.

In his suggested recommendations for

easing this bm’den, Schiff recommended
that: the motion picture distribution busi-

ness, by its very nature, is wholly in inter-

state commerce and should not be subject

to state and local taxes; that any consider-

ation of a tax should embody the “per-

manent establishment” principle used in

U.S. tax treaties; that, if distribution is to

be taxed, the distributor should only have
to bill and collect for the city and state in

which he is located; that there should be

an increased time period for filing reports;

that reports should be filed less frequently

;

and that all local taxes should be paid to

the state which would then apportion the

total among the various localities.

20th-Fox Sues Dean Martin
Alleging Contract Breach
HOLLYWOOD—A $3,339,000 “breach of

oral contract” suit was filed by 20th Cen-
tury-Fox against Dean Martin in Superior

Com't following failui'e of the film com-
pany to obtain the actor’s approval on a
replacement for Marilyn Monroe in “Some-
thing’s Got to Give.”

In the suit, Martin was charged with
breach of contract and 20th-Fox asked

$2,339,000, the amount the company has
invested in the film, called off when
trouble arose with Miss Mom'oe. The studio

claims Martin refused to accept a sub-

stitute for Miss Mom'oe after first agree-

ing that he would.

'The film company also accused Martin of

misrepresentation on his part, alleging

that he at no time had intended to do the

picture with anyone but Miss Monroe. In
addition to the $2,339,000 “exemplary
damages” asked, the company asked $1,-

000,000 punitive damages.

Concurrently, the company has a $500,-

000 damage suit in Superior Com’t against
Miss Monroe.

THE BRITISH Film Producer Ass’n in its

annual report for 1961-62, published

last week, revealed that in business over-

seas British films have become more popu-
lar than at any time. Remittance from the

distribution of U.K. films abroad increased

by £1,300,000 to £6.3 million. This was
against £5 million for 1960-61 and £4 mil-

lion in 1956. Said the report: “Although
part of this increase in 1960 may be at-

tributable to the ending of the Anglo-
American Film Agreement which restricted

the remittance from the United Kingdom
of dollar earnings of American Films and
American financed British films, there is

no doubt that it remains a tribute to the

growing attractiveness of British films to

audiences abroad and to the work of Brit-

ish film salesmen.”

On the question of coproduction with
European countries, the BFPA pointed out

that 450 films had been made under the

Franco-Italian Treaty and that this was
evidence of the value of coproduction to

these countries. Coproduction could be a

decisive factor of importance in the futui’e

of the British film industry. The associa-

tion, while endeavoi’ing to provide organi-

zed labor and the unions with every reason-

able safeguard, remained hopeful “that in

view of the overriding value of coproduc-
tion to the British film industries, treaties

will now quickly be concluded and that full

cooperation will be obtained from the con-

stituent unions of the Federation of Film
Unions in films made thereunder.”

The report revealed that consideration

was being given to a public relations cam-
paign for the film industry as a whole;

that 1,182 cinemas had closed in the last

three years; and that 69 British features

over 6,500 feet in length, the lowest on
record since 1955, had been registered with
the Board of Trade for the year ended
March 31, 1962.

* « *

The Queen is to attend the world pre-

miere of “Lawrence of Arabia” on Decem-
ber 10 at the Odeon, Leicester Square,

which will be held in aid of the Save the

Children Fund and the Soldiers, Sailors

and Airmen’s Ass’n. The Sam Spiegel-

David Lean production stars Alec Guinness,
Anthony Quinn, Jack Hawkins, and Jose

Ferrer, with Peter O’Toole as Lawrence.
Lean is the director, Robert Bolt wrote the

screenplay.
« «

Muiray SUverstone of 20th-Fox flew into

London with an optimistic view of the

future of his company. While admitting
“Cleopatra” will need to gross £18 million

to break even, both Spyros Skouras and
himself, having seen the picture, believed

that it can earn three times this figure.

He was equally optimistic about Darryl
Zanuck’s “The Longest Day,” which will be

ready for a simultaneous opening in Lon-
don and New York in October. Silverstone

paid a great tribute to both Percy Living-
stone and John Ware, the managing di-

rector and publicity director, respectively,

of 20th-Fox for the U.K. Said he; “The
sole responsibility for marketing the pic-

ture will be Percy Livingstone’s. He does

not need anyone to hold his hand. He
knows the British public, the British taste

and British cinemas. Publicity and adver-

tising will be left in the capable hands of

John Ware, who does a great job, although
we may think he is aggressive and impetu-

ous at times. These two will be entrusted

with the fortunes of ‘Cleopatra’ in Great
Britain.”

* *

Actor-singer Cliff Richard left London
last week for a month’s filming in Greece
for his new musical, the Elstree Distributors

production, “Summer Holiday.” The film’s

story is about four London Transport bus
mechanics who buy an old bus and fit it

out for a traveling holiday across Europe.

On their way they meet plenty of pretty

girls and plenty of trouble, too. Richard’s

leading lady in “Summer Holiday” is 18-

year-old American actress Lauri Peters,

whose first film, “Mr. Hobbs Takes a Va-
cation,” in which she appeared with James
Stewart, will soon be shown in Britain.

Peter Yates directs “Summer Holiday” and
the picture is produced by Kenneth Harper,

who also produced “The Young Ones.”
After a month in Greece the film returns

to Associated British Elstree Studios for

interiors.

* * •

News in brief : An illuminated address to

Milton R. Rackmil, president of Universal-

International, was signed by scores of Brit-

ish exhibitors who attended the offices of

the Rank Organization to celebrate U-I’s

Golden Jubilee. Hosts of the affair were
Fred Thomas, managing du’ector of the

Rank Organization World Film Distribu-

tion, U.K. Division, and Douglas Granville,

U-I’s home office representative for the

U.K. and Ireland. Cary Grant called in to

say good-bye on his eve of departure for

America. Specially invited guests included
Yvonne Romain, who, assisted by Gran-
ville, made the first cut of the U-I’s 50th

anniversai-y cake ... A midnight premiere

for the “Harold Lloyd’s World of Comedy,”
released by Columbia at the Columbia The-
atre, turned out to be a tumultuous success.

There was a stormy ovation at the end of

the picture and an even louder acclamation
when Peter Ustinov introduced the veteran
comic on the stage. The press has gone
overboard in a big way for both the star

and the movie.

Six Costume Exhibits

To Exploit 'Grimm'
LOS ANGELES—Six costume exhibits,

the fii’st of which has been shipped to New
York, have been assembled by MGM for

use in the exploitation of the MGM-
Cinerama presentation of George Pal’s

“Wonderful World of the Brothers
Grimm.”
The exhibits, containing a minimum of

ten costumes to a set, will tour the counti'y

in advance of the film’s August 8 pre-

miere, and are made up of designs from
the Mary Wills creation, each containing

authentic period clothes from the bio-

graphical script as well as one or more of

the fairy tale personalities.
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BOXOFFICE BAROMETER
This chart records the performance of current attractions in the opening week of their first runs in

the 20 key cities checked. Pictures with fewer than five engagements are not listed. As new runs

are reported, ratings are added and averages revised. Computation is in terms of percentage in

relotion to normal grosses os determined by the theatre managers. With 100 per cent as "normal,"

the figures show the gross rating above or below that mark. (Asterisk * denotes combination bills.)
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All Fall Down (MGM) 120 110 125 200 90 115 70 110 100 150 100 105 150 90 160 95 125 150 120

Blast of Silence (U-I) 135 80 100 100 125 70 100 101

Brushfire (Para) 100 100 100 90 100 98

Burn, Witch, Bum (AIP) 150 120 125 90 100 80 85 107

Cabinet of Caligori, The (20th-Fox) 85 100 70 100 190 100 135 100 100 109

Cape Fear (U-I) 125 150 95 190 100 125 100 200 100 100 70 175 125 150 105 180 95 155 150 131

Children's Hour, The (UA) 160 95 215 95 100 300 135 80 100 175 100 250 100 90 185 150 125 250 125 149

Couch, The (WB) 110 100 90 80 65 90 89

Counterfeit Traitor, The (Para) 140 125 150 150 135 185 200 150 154

Don't Knock the Twist (Col) 100 90 110 100 100 70 80 100 80 92

El Cid (AA) 180 300 250 275 250 225 250 250 400 285 150 190 175 300 249

Escape From Zahroin (Para) 150 110 150 90 110 100 115 100 90 90 125 112

Everything's Ducky (Col) 95 90 100 135 65 100 100 70 90 125 97

Five Day Lover, The (Kingsley) 125 155 90 75 150 125 90 145 120

Five Finger Exercise (Col) 130 150 100 195 65 90 100 100 90 95 185 70 125 95 114

Follow That Dream (UA) 140 160 110 100 125 125 150 220 95 175 225 110 110 135 150 142

Green Helmet, The (MGM) 90 75 110 100 100 50 100 80 90 90 89

Head, The (Trans-Lux) 180 125 110 100 115 70 90 80 110 109

Hitler (AA) 145 130 105 150 80 80 115

‘Horror Chamber Dr. Faustus (Lopert) 125 105 105 100 125 112

I Bombed Pearl Harbor (Toho-Porade) 100 115 110 110 135 75 90 75 125 104

Jessica (UA) 140 125 165 90 90 100 70 90 225 90 150 80 85 160 100 120

Journey to the Seventh Planet (AIP) 175 110 135 150 115 125 75 90 300 120 80 205 135 175 142

Judgment at Nuremberg (UA) 200 200 140 250 150 175 250 225 400 200 120 130 200 250 206

Lisa (20th-Fox) 125 120 65 120 145 90 111

Lonely Are the Brave (U-I) 140 105 95 100 110 135 100 112

Malaga (WB) 110 100 100 80 65 90 90 91

Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance (Para) 150 155 175 200 90 250 150 110 110 150 110 150 150 210 90 175 130 145 150 110 148

‘Monster, The (Lopert) 125 105 105 100 125 112

Moon Pilot (BV) 150 250 185 200 250 315 135 200 300 250 100 175 150 100 165 200 175 125 200 191

No Love for Johnnie (Embassy) 85 170 80 125 100 95 90 175 165 121

Only Two Can Play (Kingsley) 175 160 280 190 250 115 200 196

Ride the High Country (MGM) 110 90 110 90 95 150 108

Safe at Homel (Col) 190 90 110 105 70 80 65 80 99

Secret of Monte Cristo, The (MGM) 115 75 100 100 100 100 80 100 80 75 75 91

Six Black Horses (U-I) 95 100 100 70 100 85 100 93

State Fair (20th-Fox) 175 200 150 200 120 250 180 135 250 175 125 175 250 200 110 185 140 125 110 150 170

Then There Were Three (Parade) 100 100 100 75 75 100 92

Three Stooges Meet Hercules (Col) 400 100 100 125 75 120 135 150 300 80 90 100 135 200 115 148

Walk on the Wild Side (Col) 190 145 150 200 100 225 225 125 400 230 240 225 220 105 195 125 150 200 192

Whistle Down the Wind (Pathe-Amer) 200 85 110 65 75 100 195 120

World in My Pocket (MGM) 185 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 85 110 105

wmmmmi / iI

TOP HITS
OF

THE WEEK
Individual runt, net an awagt.
Listings are confined to opening
week figures on new releases only.

1. Judgment at Nuremberg (DA)

Indianapolis 225

2. Advise and Consent (Col)

Los Angeles 210
Chicago 195

New York 175

3. Big Red (BV)

Chicago 175

4. El Cid (AA)

Portland .175

No Love for Johnnie (Embassy)

Milwaukee .175

Geronimo (UA)

Chicago ...

Boston

mmmmmmmmm
I
I

.170

.150



Dubinsky Shows Industry Confidence

By DeLuxe Updating Omaha House

Electricians put the finishing touches on the marquee just before the throng
moved in for the debut of the Astro Theatre in Omaha. The opening marked an-
other milestone in the motion picture industry progress in Omaha. The Cooper
Foundation Theatres has had a couple of years of big success with its Cooper
Theatre showing Cinerama and is now building the luxurious Indian Hills Cine-

rama Theatre on the west edge of the city. Here at the Astro opening, from
left to right in left foreground, are the Rev. Richard C. Harrington, S. J., Creigh-

ton University; Irwin Dubinsky of Dubinsky Bros., who leased the building from
Creighton, and the Rev. William Mugan, S. J., also of Creighton. At right is

Fred Fejfar, MGM representative of Omaha.

Milwaukee Managers

Fighl the Doldrums
MILWAUKEE—“West Side Story” at the

Strand in its 13th week, and “Windjam-
mer” at the Palace for its fourth week led

the better grossers to tie for first place.

“The Five Day Lover” at the Times and
“No Love for Johnnie” at the Downer, both
neighborhood houses, followed in that

order, doing well. Elsewhere, the exhibitors

were mighty unhappy.
(Average Is 100)

Downer

—

^No Love for Johnnie /(Embossy), 2n<l wk. . 1 40
Palace

—

Windjammer (Cinemiracle), 4h wk 250
Riverside

—

Lonely Are fhe Brove (U-l); Night
Creatures (U-l) 115

Strond

—

West Side Story (UA), 13th wk 250
Times

—

The Five Doy Lover (Kingsley) 180
Towne

—

The Cabinet of Coligori (20th-Fox);
The Gross Is Greener (U-l), return run 95

Warner

—

Detective Story (Para); The Seven
Little Foys (Rora), reissues 80

Wisconsirv

—

-Follow Thot Dream (UA), 3rd wk 100

'Average' Looks Mighty Big
In Most Mill City Houses
MINNEAPOLIS—Business evidently has

entered its summer slump with the best

showing made by “West Side Story” in its

18th week at the Mann Theatre. That
picture rated 120 per cent, but all others
were either average or below.
Acodemy

—

Judgment at Nuremberg (UA), 3rd wk. 90
Century

—

Escape From Zohrain (Poro), 2nd wk... 80
Gopher

—

Big Red (BV) 100
Lyric

—

Geronimo (UA) 100
Mann

—

West Side Story (UA), 18th wk 120
Orpheum

—

Lonely Are the Brave (U-l) 80
Pork

—

A Summer to Remember (Kingsley) 90
Stote

—

Follow Thot Dream (UA), 4th wk 80
Suburban World

—

Double Bunk (Showcorp) 100
Uptown

—

Nearly a Nasty Accident (U-l) 90
World

—

Lisa (20th-Fox) 90

'West Side' Leads List

Of Omaha Holdovers
OMAHA—-The Admiral Theatre con-

tinued to set the pace for grosses on the
Omaha first-run front as “West Side
Story” gained in receipts in its ninth week
and tripled average business. Other long-
rim offerings also continued to show
strength.
Admirol

—

West Side Story (UA), 9th wk 300
Cooper

—

Cinerama Holiday (Cineroma), 6th wk. ..125
Durxiee

—

Oklahoma (Mogna), 10th wk 150
Omaho-

—

Lad: a Dog ,(W8) 90
Orpheum

—

Lonely Are the Brove (U-l) 95
State—Colossus of Rhodes (MGM) 115

Exhibitor Lloyd Palmer;
Owned Theatre in Iowa
POSTVTT JiE, IOWA—Lloyd Palmer, 64,

owner and operator of the local Iris Thea-
tre the last 36 years, died recently at his
home in Anoka, Minn. Palmer resided
here until 1956, when he moved to Anoka,
but he continued in active charge of the
Iris. He was widely known in the lowa-
Minnesota area among theatregoing people
and industry personnel.
Palmer was assisted in operation of the

Iris for the past 25 years by Donald Folsom,
who served as projectionist.

WGA Board Selections
HOLLYWOOD — Michael Blankfort,

Harold Medford and Robert Presnell were
elected to two-year terms on the screen
branch board of the Writers Guild of
America West. Re-elected to the film board
were Eric Ambler and Ernest Lehman.
Named to the TV-radio branch board were
Arnold Belgard and Richard A. Simmons,
with Ellis Marcus and Maurice Tombragel
re-elected.

OMAHA — By herculean effort, Irwin
Dubinsky of Lincoln, president of Dubinsky
Bros., Theatres, opened the magnificent
Astro Theatre here last week to win a
battle against time and prove again his

show business savvy.

Last March Dubinsky leased the old, or-

nate Paramount Theatre from Creighton
University, and announced he would do a

complete overhaul job and open the new
Astro by mid-June. He beat his debut
deadline by minutes.
As the first audience swarmed the box-

office electricians and other workmen left

by the back door, with all but a few finish-

ing touches on small details left to be done.

And theatregoers from this area flocked

to see what he had accomplished. What
they saw they liked, and they were high
in their praise of the rejuvenated place of

entertainment and the movie picked for

the debut: “Mi-. Hobbs Takes a Vacation.”
Ii-win and his brother H. W. Dubinsky

of Rockford, HI., leased the Paramount
from Ci-eighton after the building, erected
in 1926, had been dark since 1952, ex-

cept for an occasional tom-ing stage show
and later for a time dm-ing 1961 when it

was the home of Omaha’s ill-fated pro-
fessional bowling team.
The elaborate motion picture palace

fii'st was known as the Riviera and then
for many years as the Paramount. Struc-
turally it was a midwest showplace and
drew thousands during the time when
stage productions were offered along with
movies.
Dubinsky’s determination to meet the

opening deadline is typical of the Dubinsky
family, whose name has been a familiar
word in midwest show circles for nearly

Irwin Dubinsky and his son Sarge
both have faith in the theatre future.

Irv has had charge of the leasing and
complete remodeling of Omaha’s old

Paramount Theatre into the ultra-

modern Astro Theatre. Sarge, student
in statistics at the University of Chi-
cago, is going to enter the family’s

theatre business next year.

half a century. Maurice Dubinsky, son of

a Rock Island, Rl., meat market pix)-

prietor, started the family in the enter-
tainment business when he bought into a
tent show company.

Later he and his yoimger brothers

—

Barney, Ii-win and H. W.—foi-med the Du-
binsky Bros. Stock Co. It became one of

the largest in the midwest, operating as
many as 12 theatrical troupes which played

(Continued on page NC-4)
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MINNEAPOLIS
newspaper strike has even affected

theatre business outstate. Geoi'ge

Jonckowski, operator of the Prague Theatre

at New Pi-ague, said that fonnerly the

Minneapolis newspapers "presold” the pic-

tm-es he plays. Now when a new film

opens in New Pi'ague, most of his customers

never have heard of it.

Martin Weinberger of Weinbei’ger Deco-
rators is on a thiee-week trip to the west

coast with stops at Los Angeles. San Fran-
cisco. Portland and Seattle. In Los An-
geles he will visit his ai'chitect-son. Loren
West and family; in Seattle he will take

in the Century 21 exposition. Also planning

to visit the Seattle World’s Fail- this fall

are Jack Bradley of Independent Film
Seiwice. his wife and daughter.

Glendine Paulson, cashier’s clerk at 20th

CentuiT-Fox. vacationed in northern Min-
nesota . . . Dick Kolling. booker at United
Artists, vacationed on the north shoa-e of

Lake Superior . . . Walt Lower has closed

his Lake Theatre at Moose Lake and is

in the process of building a drive-in theatre

there. ’The new outdoor stand is sched-
uled to open sometime this summer.

Fred Finnegan, booker at Columbia, va-
cationed at Big Birch Lake in northern
Minnesota . . . Ben Mai'cus, Columbia mid-
west district manager, was in . . . Susan
Nelson, receptionist at Universal, vaca-
tioned in Canada . . . Dean Lutz, 20th
Century-Fox salesman out of Detroit, vaca-
tioned in Minneapolis and called on the
local exchange where he used to work.

Myrtle Timm, cashier’s clerk at Uni-
versal, vacationed in northei-n Minnesota.
. . . 20th Centui-y-Fox had a picnic June
15 at Ryan’s at Bass Lake . . . Carl H.
Boyer, 67, onetime operator and manager
of the Midtown Theatre in St. Paul, died
following a stroke . . . “Lolita” will open
July 4 at the Park in suburban St. Louis
Park, operated by Harold Field. The pic-

ture was obtained on bid.

Billy and Charles Morgan, new operaton's

of the State ’Theatre at Belle Pladne, were
on the Row. Other outstate exhibitors in

1337 S. Waboth - Chitago 3,

EVANSVILLE, WlSC.—"I con say, without

exception, that the ROMAN MIRIO CINEMA
CARBONS were os advertised, and your $1,000

guarantee is perfectly safe . . is what James

E. Kennedy of the Rex Theatre said about

ROMAN MIRIO CINEMA CARBONS. Adv.

town included Jim Skeim, Crosby; Jim
Fraser, Red Wing

;

' Meredith T h e m e r

,

Mapleton; Mike Guttman, Aberdeen, S. D.;

Ernie Schweigerdt, Miller, S. D. ; Eddie Mc-
Alpin, Maple Lake ;

Ken Brandhagen, Cava-
lier, N. D.; Stan McCulloch, Ribbing; Leo
Ross, St. Cloud; Mickey Justad, Austin,

and Paul Perrizo, Blue Earth and Winne-
bago.

The National Visual Presentation Ass’n

has given an award to Reid H. Ray Film
Indusitries, St. Paul, for a film titled, “Cash
on the BaiTel Head.” The film was selected

as a winner in the employe relations classi-

fication. The picture stars William Bendix,

'Tom D’Andrea and John Beoher and is used

to alert employes to the value of their

fringe benefits.

MILWAUKEE
Toe Reynolds, manager of tihe Towne The-

atre, got plenty of exposure and ink out

of the appearance here of Bobby Darin,

plugging “Hell Is for Heroes,” currently

appearing at the theatre. In addition to

visiting WISN-TV and ’WTMJ-'TV, Rey-
nolds had Darin at the Milwaukee Press

Club for an informal cocktail party where
the star joined with the Wolke for Sheriff

group. Darin also visited the Milwaukee
Children’s Hospital, where he entertained

the kids; received a medal from the Wis-
consin Heart Ass’n for his help in the

organization’s fund drives, and lastly, ap-

peared in the Towne Theatre lobby auto-

graphing and chatting with “his public."

Harry Boesel, manager of the Wisconsin,

drew a great response in promoting “Lisa,”

which he ran as an extra feature Friday
night (15). Lou Orlove, Fox publicist, was
on hand, and wound up on stage to say

a few words about the picture, as well as

some comments regarding forthcoming
product. ’The management incidently rates

a bow for having run a number of cliE>s

of the forthcoming films which may ap-
pear at other theatres.

John McKay, manager of the Riverside

’Theatre, in promoting “Big Red,” arranged
a tieup with the National Food Stores and
Friskies Dog Food, with displays in over

40 of the chain stores; banners on Mil-

waukee News trucks, and big campaigns
on TV, using a coloring contest as a puller.

National ran a 350-line ad in conjunc-
tion with their tiein and turned in more
than 1,000 entries os we went to press.

Highlight of the exploitation was McKay’s
screening of the picture for members of

the Irish Setters Club of Milwaukee who
brought along their pet pedigree dogs.

’The dogs, placed in seats, sat through the
entire performance without a bark. McKay
also promoted a beautiful Irish Setter

named “Red” for first prize, a case of

Friskies Dog Food and a $25 Savings Bond.
He added guest passes to the next 50
runners-up.

Lou Berman, former manager for Uni-
versal here during the 40s, passed away
in Chicago as the result of a heart attack.
He was 54 years of age.

Milwaukee Council

Installs New Slate
MILWAUKEE — Mrs. S. V. Abramson,

president of the Better Films Council of

Milwaukee County, was re-elected for an-
other term at the annual luncheon recently
in the Milwaukee Inn. Conducting the in-

stallation, held immediately after the elec-

tion, was Mrs. Ralph Koenig, a former
president who is serving her second term
as president of the Mayor’s Motion Picture
Commission. She was cited by the council
“for time and talent devoted to the good
of the community.” The new officers:

Mrs. S. V. Abramson, president; Mrs.
George Holzbauer, vice president; Mrs.
Robert A. Hunholz, recording secretary;

Mrs. Leslie Diveley, corresponding secre-

tary, and Mrs. Gilbert C. Loeser, treasurer.

Louise Bushnell, New York City, director

of the women’s department of the National
Ass’n of Manufacturers, spoke on “En-
courage the Best.”

“Your council is unique in the nation,”

she said, “in raising the standards of mo-
tion pictures, and you are to be congratu-
lated for your efforts. Your organization
works with freedom, and you are not trying

to badger anyone in order to get results.

But, what have we left undone?” She then
launched into a criticism of “waste and in-

efficiency” in government policies. “I

would like to see the federal government
follow some of your examples,” she said.

“But, heaven forbid that a federal bureau
should be in charge of reviewing and rat-

ing motion pictures! We must be free to

guide the public, as your council has been
doing.

“Although not all the output of the mo-
tion picture industry is bad, there is too

much that is mediocre. The blame for

this can be shared by both public and in-

dustry. Industry is concerned with some-
thing to sell. It must be made to realize

that the simple and beautiful can also sell,

and that it is not necessary to get into the
sordid in order to make a profit.

“There are some in the motion picture

industry who think that anything goes in

the way of subject matter, as long as it is

handled properly. Well, the handling alone
is not sufficient! People are becoming
more and more educated, and they want
their sense of values respected!”
Theatre managers present as guests of

the council, were: Estelle Steinbach of the
Strand: Milt Harman, Palace, and A1
Camillo, Tower.
The following ratings were released by

preview chairman Mrs. Irvin J. Haus:
Family, excellent: Don Quixote, Wind-

jammer, Whistle Down the Wind. Good:
Follow that Dream, Safe at Home.

Adults and young people, excellent: My
Geisha. Very good: A Public Affair, Escape
From Zahrain. Good : Five Finger Exercise,

The Horizontal Lieutenant, World in My
Pocket.

Adults, veiY good : Through a Glass
Darkly. Good: Jessica, Malaga.

Thau on European Trip
HOLLYWOOD—Ben Thau, accompanied

by Mrs. Thau, left here for an eight-week
trip in Europe without announcing a de-
cision regarding his future industry plans.

Thau recently resigned as vice-president

and administration head of Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer studios after 32 years.
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CENTURY ALL-TRANSISTOR

SOUND SYSTEM PENTHOUSE REPRODUCER.

A "miracle of modern science." A
complete theatre sound system in

a 17" cabinet. No tubes, trans-

formers, relays, complex switches.

All switching is electronic.

Century-Ampex 4-channel magnetic.

Century reproducer with exclusive

Ampex magnetic cluster. (Clusters

available for replacement on all

reproducers.)

CENTURY 70 MM 35 PROJECTOR (or standard 35 mm).

PLAN FOR

By Better Business we mean:

* Better projection and sound therefore in-

creased patronage

* Less equipment trouble and lower mainte-
nance

It may be costing you more to maintain your

present equipment than to own a modern in-

stallation. Many exhibitors know that recent

technologic advances have been so great as to

make their present projection and sound

equipment completely obsolete— and this does

effect theatre attendance.

For better business your audience wants and

deserves the best.

Your Century theatre supply dealer is pre-

pared to advise you on modernizing your

theatre— the latest improvements come to you
from Century.

The only American made projector for 70mm and 35mm films.

See your Century dealer or write . . .

CENTURY PROJECTOR CORPORATION
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

SOLD BY

Quality Theatre Supply Co.
1515 Davenport St.

Omaha, Nebraska

Minneapolis Theatre Supply Co.
51 Glenwood Ave.

Minneapolis 3, Minnesota

Des Moines Theatre Supply Co.
1121 High St.

Des Moines 9. lowo

Harry Melcher Enterprises
417 West Highland Avenue

Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin
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Confidence Display

By Dubinsky Circuit
(Continued from page NC-1)

theati-es in winter months and tent shows

on the road in the summer. They per-

foi-med in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Ne-
baska and Mimiesota.
“We all had a go at acting,” said Irv,

now 62 and for some time the company’s

leading actor. He appeai-ed in such hits

as “East Lynn,” “Fortune Hunter” and
“Seventh Heaven.”

“I never had a hck of training,” he

added. “I started in Sioux City, Iowa, when
om' troupe was playing there. One of the

actors got sick and I either had to go on
stage myself or close the show.

“I got through without any tomatoes

being thrown at me so I stayed with it.

That was about 1918. I stopped acting

when a roughneck one night stood up and
called attention to my thinning hair. I

decided a bald hero had no place on
stage.”

In 1925 the Dubinsky brothers opened
the Tootle Theatre in St. Joseph, Mo.
Shortly after they put all their money
into motion picture theati’es and owned
14 by 1930.

Mam-ice and Barney Dubinsky died

several years ago. L-win and H. W. formed
the present company in 1947, with head-
quarters in Lincoln.

The Astro is the Dubinsky brothers’ 14th

theatre, including five drive-ins. They also

own a television station at Rockford, with
H. W. the vice-president.

Although the old Paramount Theatre
was the victim of numei-ous closings, Irv

is confident of a successful futme. He
said Omaha’s population growth more
than justifies the addition of a major
downtown theatre.

“I’m not an impractical optimist,” he
said. “I’m just following a national trend.

The motion picture industry isn’t in nearly

as bad straits as is sometimes believed.

“Every new modem theatre that has been
opened in recent years has been doing

well.”

He should know. He and his brother

have had remarkable success in building

the circuit at a time that was considered

fai- from the lush yeai-s of the industry.

Most of the theatres which have closed

since the television era have been small

neighborhood houses, he pointed out.

“But the new theatres, especially the

drive-ins, have moi-e than taken up the

slack,” he asserted. “In Omaha, for ex-

ample, there is moi-e theatre space, in

tei-ms of audience Capacity, today than
there was before television. Grosses are

higher, too.”

Irv Eiubinsky’s son Sarge, 20, has similar

faith in the futm-e of the motion picture

industi-y. A student of statistics at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, he plans to join the

family business when he is graduated next
year.

The Astro has been trimmed down to a
seating capacity of 1,465, compared with
the former 3,000. The third balcony has
been closed off. The immense stage has
provided for a huge screen and the drapery
is one of the lar-gest in the country.

One section of the large mezza-
nine lounge will be used as an exhibition

area for paintings which will be obtained
through an airangement with Joslyn Art
Museum in Omaha.
Dubinsky has pi-ovided for free parkinig

for his patrons at two garages in the

area.

The manager is Joe Real, who has had
a wealth of experience in running thea-
ti*es. He came to Omaha from Oklahoma
City and before that was in the industry

in Chicago. He had some tense moments
opening night as the sound went off. There
was about thi-ee minutes of silence before

the soundtrack was put back in running
order and “evea-ything went beautifully

from then on,” Real said.

• Merchant advertising.

• Constant date strip projection at botloill write your nearby N.T^. branch . .

.

of screen during coming attraction

trailers. KANSAS CITY 8. MO.. 223 W. 18th Street

• Song slide presentation.

• Color embellishment of screen during

showing of titles and black and white

film.

• Show pictures of lost children.

• Call doctors during show.

• Colored screen surround projection

during running of shorts.

MILWAUKEE 3, WIS„ 1027 N. 8th Street

MINNEAPOLIS 3. MINN., ’56 Glenwood Avenue

IMational
THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

OMAHA
^ecil Waller, owner of the King Theatre

at Ida Grove and the Lake Theatre at
Lake View, Iowa, is the new owner of the
lowana ’Theatre at Red Oak, Iowa. The
lowana was owned and operated by the
late Fi-onk Good, a veteran of more than
35 years in the movie industry. Waller
originally was from Shenandoah, in the
Red Oak area in southwest Iowa . . . Leo
Young, city manager for the Center Drive-
In Theatres, held a dinner meeting at the
Ranch Bowl for the promotion of “Safe
at Home!” which will have its first run
in (Dmaha at the Q Twin and Airport
drive-ins.

Pat Halloran and his wife have a new
son, Gordon James, a husky eight-pounder
who joins their family of two boys and
two girls. Pat is Buena Vista reprerentative
for this territory. Gordon was bom at St.

Joseph’s Hospital. His daddy is former
Vartety Club chief barker . . . Bill Lyons,
United Artists Omaha representative, of-
fice manager Opal Woodson and the rest

of the staff are bearing down for the last

lap of the UA Week Drive.

Leo Thomasen, manager of the Ameri-
can Legion Theatre at Butte, Neb., said
equipment is being installed for Cinema-
scope . . . Tony Goodman, 20th-Pox sales-

man, and his two sons finished well up
in various flights at the Harlan Open Golf
tournament. Tony tied for fifth in the
top flight. His younger son Goodie, 15,

was fourth in his flight and Johnny, 22,

was sixth in his flight . . . BUI Doebel,
Fox’s slugging baseballer, was jubUant

—

his Carter Lake team invaded the state
penitentiary and beat the tough prison
nine, with Bill gamering two hits . . .

Shirley Pitts, UA cashier, said the two
Pitts girls home from Oklahoma State
University, Sharon and Linda, have sum-
mer jobs.

Esther Green Humphrey, owner and gen-
eral manager of FEPCO Theatre Adver-
tising, has extended the operation of her
Cimaha fii-m to Lagos, Nigeria. She re-
cently received a letter from Benjamin
Mabadeje of 118 Herbert MacCaulay St.,

Ebute Metta, reading: “E>ear Esther Fepco
—I would be much obliged if you could
send me samples for your personalized
heralds, window cards and calendars. I
am assistant distributing films manager
for the West African Pictm-es Co. here in
Lagos . . .” Ml'S. Humphrey sent the
samples and in retm-n received an order.
Emery Toft, co-manager of FEPCO, and
his family are vacationing in New Or-
leans.

Meyer Stern, exchange manager for
American Intei-national Pictures and for-
mer Variety Tent 16 chief barker, and
Mrs. Stern have returned from a visit

to the International Variety convention in
Dublin and a tour of Fi-'ance, Italy and
Israel . . . Exhibitors on the Row included
Jack March, Wayne; Sid Metcalf, Nebraska
City; Leo Thomassen, Butte, and Jim
Travis, Milfoi'd, Iowa.

Producers Frank and Maurice King are
formulating plans for a huge point-of-sale

campaign for their “Captain Sindbad,” an
MGM release.
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THE GUIDE TO BETTER BOOKING AND BUSINESS-BUILDINC

Get Into the Spirit If You Want Your

Ballyhoo Promotions to Sell Tickets

Manager M. J. Sparks of the Villa Cross Theatre in a Birmingham, England, suburb, got into

a dog costume and "put the act over" so to speck in a ballyhoo stunt conducted with other

managers booking the picture in that area.

Hotel Desk Cards Plug
'Advise and Consent'
For the first time in Albany, a motion

picture, “Advise and Consent,” is being
advertised via display cards on the regis-
tration desk of the Sheraton-Ten Eyck
Hotel. Three cards, printed on a red back-
ground and illustrated with a group photo-
graph of stars appearing in the release,

face all guests approaching the sign-in
desk and the cashier’s section. They read:
“When Hollywood Goes to Washington,
It’s at the Park-Sheraton Hotel, Back-
giTJund and Locale of Otto Preminger’s
Exciting New Picture, ‘Advise and Con-
sent.’

”

Beneath is a line: “For the Best Service,
Coast to Coast, Sheraton Hotels.” The
names of the principals are included in a
replica of the front side of a grip canned
by a hand and arm of a beUboy. The
Sheraton chain includes 60 hotels.

Ai-ea viewers of WRGB, Schenectady,
heard Mr. Preminger make a pitch for
“Advise and Consent,” on Today over the
NBC network Monday (4)—in advance of
the New York premiere at the Criterion
Theatre on the 6th.

Scenic Buses' Rest Stops
At Wehrenberg Drive-Ins

Considerable extra revenue is accumu-
lated at the concession stands of the Fred
Wehi’enberg drive-in theatres in St. Louis
thi'ough arrangements made with travel
agencies and the bus lines which conduct
visitors on scenic tom's of the city.

The Wehrenberg drive-ins are the 66, the
South Twin, Ronnie’s and South Side.
Adam G. Goelz, circuit district manager,
reports the scenic tour buses have sched-
uled restroom stops at the outdoor theatres.
Frequently a dozen or more of the big buses
line up at the au'ers at noon and again
around 5 p.m.

Since all the Wehi'enberg airers feature
the best in food and sei-vice, the tom-
passengers buy plenty of food and drinks
during these rest stops.

A goodwill service performed on the out-
door screens which has brought excellent

mention for the airers is advertising the
amateur league baseball games of the
Lemay Baseball Association.

New Faces for 'Question 7'

C. V. Mitchell, manager of Armstrong’s
State Theatre in Fostoria, Ohio, reports he
noted many new faces in the theatre during
his successful run of “Question 7,” well

promoted through churches, service groups,
school board, principals and teachers.
Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions clubs, women’s
groups, etc.

Some stunts have all the necessaiT in-

gredients but they just don’t go over. A
good way to find the answer often is get

into the stunt yourself.

As M. J. Sparks, manager of the Villa

Cross Theatre in the suburb of Hands-
worth, Bii-mingham, England, putting on
a dog costume and walking down the

street doesn’t make people laugh. The
point is the man in the dog suit has to

enter into the spirit of his costume and
act like a dog! Bark, scratch, and even
sniff at a tree!

Sparks’ comments refer to a promotion
for a dog pictme, “In the Doghouse,” he ar-
ranged with managers in three other
suburbs who also were playing the picture

—in Perry Barr, Sutton and Smethwick.
Two sports cars, one yellow and the other

blue, two attractive gii'ls, toy balloons,

car signs and four “dogs” toured the area

for six hours.
The cars were loaned by a dealer and

the signs plugged his name and the film.

One of the fellows in the dog costumes
was Manager Sparks himself. The balloons

fluttered gaily as the cars made the

roimd. Each car had a girl and a “dog”
in front and a dog and a girl sitting up
on the back.

The ballyhoo was combined with a dog
biscuit tieup. Each car gave away the

biscuit samples at stops.

“Everyone in this stunt was first class

and really acted it up,” Sparks reports.

“There is a vast difference between walk-
ing around in a dog costume and making
people laugh!”
As Sparks indicates, he and the other

dogs really acted like canines, amusing
children and adults alike. At one place

the quartet staged a dog fight! At an-

other the dogs tried to steal a half beef

from the butcher shop.

The group traveled many miles, finally

being stopped by darkness.

The VIMS dog biscuits were distributed

in special envelopes overprinted with bis-

cuit and film copy.

One gross of overprinted toy balloons

was given to children from the front of

the theatre.

Displays in pet shops, along with bis-

cuit tieup.

Two sizes of stickers, one SVaxll and
the other 6% inches squai'e featm'ing a

provocative illustration of a pussy cat

were placed on store windows, doors, etc.

(Editor’s note: We have not ran across

any such large size stickers in the U.S.).
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The More Ado the Better at Openings:

English Do It With Ribboned Officials

The premiere, or first night, is a well-established promotion in English theatres. Mayors, wearing
their ribbons and official insignia pendants, and their wives; other city and county officials,

civic heads, etc., freely lend the dignity of their positions os premiere guests. Here Manager
J. A. Green, manager of the West End Theatre in Birmingham, center, greets the deputy mayor
of Birmingham, right, and the mayor of Kidderminster ond their wives, at his premiere of

"Exodus." About a dozen mayors from the area ond their wives attended.

There was some controversy over “Exo-
dus” in England as reviewers—veterans of

the conflict over Palestine, in which Great
Britain was caught in the middle, com-
plained about some scenes unflattering to

the British soldier, but as J. A. Green,
manager of the West End Theatre in

Birmingham, reports, the patrons didn’t

seem to mind.
And the controversy merely served to

broaden the promotion. There were long

discussions in area publications such as

one heal’d,
“ ‘Exodus’ — the Story of

Isi-ael . . . GHOSTS SHARED THE
STALLS WITH ME!”

CONTROVERSY OVER ‘EXODUS’

Another such stoi’y was headed, “A
Tweak at the International Conscience.”

'This writer admitted “this re-creation of

a turbulent piece of recent history stepped
on a few of my patriotic corns . . . but
my overriding impression is of an honest,

objective effort to be fair.”

Birmingham is famous for its news-
papers: it also has a number of smaller
publications, and Green sends tearsheets

which shows that he got an impressive

volume of “Exodus” copy in a number of

them as he put over a masterful cam-
paign. Illustrative of his deft showman-
ship is an extra he added to his press

preview. Besides the newsfolk, he invited

24 persons from the Tudor Home for

Aged Jews, as a goodwill gesture to the

Jewish community Birmingham.

OFFICIAL DIGNITY IMPRESSES
If anything, the British showmen make

more ado than their U. S. compeers of

their film openings, frequently inviting

prestige -giving citizens to first-nighter ac-

tivities. And mayors, councilmen, sheriffs

and other officeholders, civic group of-

ficials, club heads, etc., are willing for

the most part to lend the dignity of then-

positions to the premiere of a new at-

traction.

An interesting bit was added to his

“Exodus” premiere invitations by Man-

ager Green. A page synopsis headed “The
Story” was stapled inside an 8 y2Xll-mch
cardboard “Exodus” folder in color which
was sent out to the selected guests.

Green’s pressbook indicates an inde-

fatigable effort to make use of every pos-
sible avenue of promotion. He contacted
the Israel embassy in London, the Israel

Navigation Co. the Israel Tourist Office,

the El AL Airlines, the Palestine Wine &
Trading Co. and came up with a very in-

teresting array of brochures, for the en-

tertainment of lobby lookers . . . maps of

Haifa, maps of Israel, booklets on the

Galilee country, price lists of Israel wine,

tips for tourists, etc.

In addition, the Women’s Zionist Ass’n

loaned items made in Israel — pottery,

leatherwork, brassware, etc. — for lobby

display.

The Israel embassy loaned 18 large
mounted photos of modern Palestine, also

stamps. United Artists, the distributors,

supplied a large quantity of pamphlets,

stills and photos, posters, sheets, etc.

Arab students volunteered a demonstra-

tion, assuring the manager they would be

completely orderly, a photo of which was

published in the local papers.

Detroit Theatres Push
Armed Forces Week
A campaign for observance of the Armed

Forces Week, May 13-19, by all Detroit

area exhibitors was promoted by a commit-

tee headed by Fred P. Sweet, managing di-

rector of the Telenews Theatre. Sweet

pointed out;

“The celebration here in Detroit has al-

ways been among the best in the nation

—

and logically so. Long famed as the

Arsenal of Democracy, Detroit continues

to play a most important role in our na-

tion’s defense picture.”

The national flag was displayed promi-

nently at each theatre during the week, as

was the special Armed Forces Week
poster.

Direct Impact Stunts

Tops at Resort Airers
Pix»motions directly involving patrons

—

thi"ough gifts, participation stunts or group

benefit—^are tops for any theatre, but Fred
Koontz HI, manager of the Waterford
(Conn.) Drive-In a stone’s throw from
Long Island Sound, declares they are par-

ticularly effective in situations such as —
his where there is a heavy influx of sum- Her

mer vacationists.

“The idea of community service can’t be

overemphasized on the drive-in theatre

level,” he said, “particulai’ly in a shoreline

town where summer resort and vacation

trade brings in the lion’s share of com-
munity income.”
For “Hey, Let’s Twist!” he offered a twist

demonstration by a nearby dance studio

at the theatre, plus free twist dance les-

sons to all comei's. Each patron also re-

ceived a free piece of peppermint candy.

For “Breakfast at Tiffany’s” he pro-

moted from a local jeweler some 500 wom-
en’s cigaret holders, which were distributed

at the boxoffice.

For several years now, the Waterford

Drive-In has been pivot of a com-

munity effort — a benefit show for the

Waterford fire company. For 1962, Koontz

booked “Please Don’t Eat the Daisies” and

“The Mating Game,” and the firemen,

vigorous and vital volunteers all, pitched

in on a promotional endeavor tlie likes of

which would bring credit to any showcase.

The firemen provided free rides to pa-

trons’ childi-en on fii’e trucks prior to per-

formance time. “This is a gimmicK,” Koontz

said, “relatively new as far as cooperative

effoi-ts with volunteer fire companies are

concerned, and, by and large, the reac-

tion was very laudatory.”

Free fu’e chief hats went to the chil- -

, ?on
dr-en.

Koontz has lined up dealer-sponsored

new oar shows on the theatre grounds. He

has found that when a theatre offers its

facilities for town events, the response is

overwhelmingly favorable.

Baseball in 'Terror'

Bruno Weingarten, E. M. Loew’s Nor-

wich-New London (Conn.) Drive-In, ran

a box in his “Experiment in Terror” adver-

tising, the copy reading: “Baseball Fans!

Please Note! The Climactic Scenes of ‘Ex-

periment in Terror’ are filmed against the

background of a baseball scene between

the San Francisco Giants and the Los

Angeles Dodgers at Candlestick Paik, home

of the Giants!”

Big Radio for 'Lover'

The local radio station in Cortland, N. Y.,

aided tremendously the State Theatre’s

showing of “Lover Come Back. The disc

jockey played Doris Day’s recordings, and

the station used the Rock Hudson and

Doris Day interviews. A 40x60 Life maga-

zine display on the picture was an added

tiein. The manager is Bob Anthony.

Cashier in Chinese Dress

Kay Ridell, cashier at the Pitt, de luxe

neighborhood theatre in New Orleans,

dressed in elegant Chinese kimono and

broad-rimmed hat during the run of

“Flower Drum Song.” Staffers wore coolie

hats and “Drum Song” lapel badges.
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Twist May Be Unwinding But It's

Still Hot at Drive - In Theatres

Here's Outline for Twist Show, Also Speed Night

Prizes totaling $850 await the drive-in
managers of the Selected Theatres Co.
circuit, headquartered at Cleveland, in a
15-week “SAM” campaign. May 27 through
September 8. The prizes will be distributed
as follows:

First for showmanship, $250; second,
showmanship, $100; best promotion for

one picture, $150; biggest increase over
last year for same period, $100; greatest
increase per capita at the concession
stand, $100; best kept theatre (grounds,
etc.), $100, and best Will Rogers collec-

tion week, $25.

“SAM,” a booklet to managers explains,

stands for “Showmanship Awakens (the)

Masses.”

ASKS GOOD SHOWING
Jay Schultz, in an introductory mes-

sage, notes the booklet contains detailed
suggestions for a “Speed” and a “Twist”
show. Dick Kline, in his notice to man-
agers, notes that Sam Schultz has been
appointed area chairman for the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital collection drive,

and asks that the Selected circuit thea-
tres give him a good showing this year.

Jay Schultz suggests a jalopy be pro-
moted from a used car dealer for a give-

away in connection with a Speed Show,
the dealer to get his name on a screen
trailer and on heralds. Patrons will be
asked to sign their names on the back
of a coupon ticket and drop the latter

at the concession stand. Registrants must
be present to win. If the Speed Show
takes place on a Sunday-Monday-Tues-
day, the giveaway is to be on Sunday; if

it’s on a Wednesday-Thursday-Friday, the

giveaway is to be on a Saturday night.

People may sign up until the drawing
takes place.

A TWIST CONTEST FORMAT
A complete outline for a twist contest

is included. It asks that the event be run
on Wednesday through Saturday night in

Jime or July with either “Twist Around
the Clock” or “Hey, Let’s Twist!” The
outline follows:

TIME: The contest is to start approxi-

mately one hour before the show be-

gins. No exact time for starting can be
determined for two reasons — time of

year, and number of entries (the more
contestants, the earlier the starting

time)

.

PLACE: The contest should be in close

vicinity of the concession building. A
hard and flat surface is a necessity; if

one is not available it will have to be

rented or built. Approximate size 12x12

or 14x14.

MECHANICS: Some sort of entry blank

for participants will be provided ... it

will probably be on the lower half of

a herald. Participating couples do not

necessarily have to fill out entry blanks

in order to join contest; it is only to

be used to facilitate the scheduling of

the contest. The contest is to be held
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urday nights only. The Saturday night
contest is to be for the winners of the

other three nights. Couples may be al-

lowed to enter more than one night.

Suggest that four or five winners be
selected each night; this means that
there will be between 12-15 participants

in the finals on Saturday night.

TIE-UPS: Contact your local Arthur Mur-
ray dance studio if possible. Suggest
they be used to co-sponsor the contest
in conjunction with the theatre and
local radio station and record store.

1. Arthur Murray dance studio can be
used to help judge the contest. They
will probably be willing to give a free

twist exhibition before the contest each
night. They may provide the drive-in

with stereo records, a record player and
a man to play the records for the con-
test. They may provide free dancing les-

sons to the winners of the nightly con-
test, plus some sort of a prize for the

final winner and runnerups on Saturday
night. They may put announcements of

the contest in their daily ads.

2. Radio Disc Jockey, Have local disc

jockey or radio station cosponsor con-

test. Perhaps he may even broadcast

the contest from the drive-in over the

air. The deejay may even give some free

radio spots.

3. Tie up with local record store as a
cosponsor of the contest. They may put

item about contest in their newspaper
ads, plus window displays, about con-

test, also some free records to winners

of nitely contests and final contest.

4. Thom MeAn shoe store tieup or

other shoe stores may sell Chubby
Checker “Twister” shoes. They will prob-

ably go along for some sort of display

advertising the picture and the contest.

5. Miscellaneous store tieups. Many
stores sell some sort of “Twist” mer-
chandise. Contact them, set up some sort

of display advertising the picture and
the contest. Perhaps they may even

sponsor the contest. The following are

a few stores which sell “Twist” mer-
chandise: J. C. Penney, Grant’s, Mc-
Cory, McClellan, H. L. Green, F. W.
Woolworth, G. C. Murphy and J. J.

NewberiT.

6. Offer “twist” specials at the con-

cession stand.

7. Twist standee from National Screen
Service will be ordered for you. It is

about 80 inches high. Put contest dates

on bottom of standee.

8. Plug the contest and Chubby

Mitchell Kelloff jr., was on entrant in the Twist

contest held in behalf of "Hey, Let's Twist!" at

the Uptown Theatre in Pueblo, Colo. Young

Mitchell is the son of Mitchell Kelloff, manager of

the theatre, and has been active in the operation of

the theatre since he took over as doorman at the

age of 4. Only three members of the five-piece

orchestra ore included in this photo.

Checker’s twist records over your PA
system two or three weeks before play-

date.

PRIZES FOR FINALISTS: Promote as

many prizes as possible. The 12-15

finalists must be given some sort of

prize such as records, etc. There should

be at least three winners of the Sat-

urday night contest, one grand winner
and two runnerups. You may want to

give these people season passes, plus

records and other promotable merchan-
dise. Perhaps the Arthur Murray studio

will provide free lessons to the winners.

The daily winners must be given passes

to enter the theatre for the final con-

test on Saturday night.

COSPONSORS: It is imperative that the

cosponsors are set up at least a month to

six weeks before playdate to get their

names in the heralds and screen trailer.

This is the free advertising that we
offer them.
Reprints of two reports on successful

twist contests from the Showmandiser
section of Boxoffice are included in

the booklet.

Summer Drive-In Owner
Switches to Billboards
Howard Goldstein, who owns the Dix

Drive-In, Glens Falls, N.Y., has decided on
billboard advertising, rather than radio

time, to supplement newspaper copy. He
sponsored a sports program over a local

station for some time but felt that it did

not produce results. Accordingly, this

spring he rented three strategically placed

large signs on routes 9, 4 and 32. Route 9 is

a heavily traveled highway: Route 4 nins

from Troy to Whitehall and thence into

Canada while Route 32 starts at Schuyler-

ville and extends northward. All three

signs give specific directions on how to

reach the automobiler. Goldstein, who in-

cludes directions in all his summer news-
paper advertising on the Dix’s location,

says that motorists have already told him
that the signs steered them. He could not

detect a reaction to the radio broadcasting.
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Showmanship Offers Success

In Subruns^ Skeptics or Not
By ALLEN M. WIDEM

Ernest A. Grecula, -with many years of

salaried theatre management behind him,
fii'st broke out on his

own as lessee of the
State Theatre in Tor-
rington, Conn., after
which he seiwed as a
salesman for National
Screen Seiwice out of

Hartford. Recently,

he and several as-

sociates took over
two subsequent-run
theatres in Hartford,

the 850-seat Art
Cinema and the 900-

Ernest Grecula seat Lenox.
“I’m well aware that skeptics in the in-

dusti-y ai'e saying there’s no point at all

in taking over subsequent-i’un situations at

a time when patronage is slipping,” he
told this Boxoffice reporter in his newly
decorated office in the Art Cinema build-

ing, and immediately expressed a quiet con-
viction that he’ll come out a distinct win-
ner.

It was evident that this well-schooled
showman’s confidence is based on a com-
plete faith in the powers of showmanship.

Ah-eady, within six months, he has the
Art Cinema on the road to success by ag-
gressive selling of foreign films, and is

trying out selected U. S. product at the
Lenox. He feels that there ai’e many older
pictm-es that can be sold profitably.

“We’ve got as much enthusiasm and vi-

tality for motion pictm-e exhibition as the
next fellow,” he said, “and we’re out to

demonstrate this by spnicing up our op-
erations and putting on a firm, friendly

smile to all comers,” he related.

“We’re not discouraged, nor dismayed
by what the trade says has been a di-

minishing market. We’ve found one thing
in a few short months of operation—if we
get the product we know the public will

buy, our problems, the long, the short and
the tall, CAN be resolved profitably. At the
same time, we feel that if we just sit back
and say, in effect, ‘Well, there’s nothing
moa’e we can do about inducing gi’eater

patronage,’ why, we’re frankly entitled to

failm'e. After all, with such thinking, we
never really gave the theatres a chance,
did we?”
Grecula is general manager of the new

Coimecticut Cinema Co., which took over
the Art Cinema and the Lenox from Lock-
wood & Gordon. He leased the State in

Torrington ten years ago.

FINDS HIS EFFORTS PAY
“I learned one thing in Ton’ington,” he

said. “I found that if I exerted enough
earnest effort to alert the potential pa-
tronage, I could come out ahead with even
the most unpromising motion picture. I

have to qualify that contention with em-
phasis on the need to exploit strongly,

strenuously, significantly. In a town such
as ToiTington (population around 30,000),

the people ai-en’t particularly movie con-
scious; they are exposed to the lures of

television and can well find solace and
reci’eation in the nearby state parks and
forests, all free at that.

“I learned that if I got promotional mat-
ter attractively displayed in my family’s

station wagon and drove it aroimd the

neai'by resort areas in sixmmertime, for ex-

ample, I would create interest. But if I had

sat in my office and waited for the trade to

come to me, I would have found just more
red ink on my boxoffice statements.”

In Torrington, too, showman Grecula

made a constant habit of reading his

tradepapers for suggestions and ideas.

“I can’t overemphasize the need to read

the tradepapers, if only for the knowledge

that a lot of guys in independent exhibi-

tion are looking for the answers to a lot

of questions, too!”

His first order of business at the Art

Cinema was renewing acquaintance with

downtown drama desks. He had served as

advertising and publicity director, plus

resident manager of the Colonial Theatre,

for the now-defunct Hartford Theatre Cir-

cuit right after World War II, and in those

lucrative yeai's, he made a constant prac-

tice of reminding newspaper editors of

H-T-C attractions, both cm-rent and up-

coming.

DON’T NEGLECT EDITORS
“Exhibitors, in particular the independ-

ents who seem to like to go it alone, so to

speak, should be forcefully reminded of

the need to call on theatre editors at the

newspapers week after week, and I dont

just mean plopping a pressbook and some

stills down on the guy’s desk, either,” he

said. “I mean sitting with the fellow and

exploring ways and means of bringing in

more theatre business. In the main, I ve

found newspaper men are vitally interested

in theatres, and yet they won t do much,

exploitation-wise, unless they’re pointedly

reminded. If I’m out of town on film buy-

ing trips, for example, I make it a point

now of calling an editor from Boston or

New York, to tell him of what’s been

booked at the Art Cinema, which is a first-

x-un opei’ation.
, •, •

4-

“I’m genuinely sonw foi' 'the exhibitor

who says, ‘My trade has gone, there s no

futm-e left.’ I’d hke to say to him and his

counterparts, ‘You’re in a showmanship

business—get out and SELL!’ If product

lack is pointed up. I’d like to have the same

alleged product-lack showman take the

time and trouble to go back over the le-

lease charts from TOA and his tradepapers

and actually seek out motion pictures that,

for one reason or another, just never got

playdates on the local level.

SELLING OLDER FILMS

“With a little imagination, these older

pictures CAN be sold, and sold aggi’essively ,

promisingly.”
, „ « ^

For “Last Year at Marienbad, Grecula

had an attention-getting gimmick in ef-

fect; no patron was seated once the Ait

Cinema perfoi-mance got under way. “This

was a word-of-mouth stunt generated

many, many years ago,” he admitted, but

the fact is that it’s still good for certain

atteaotions.” ^ ,

Ml-, and Mrs. Grecula (Venice met hei

husband while cashiering at Loew’s Poll

Majestic, Bridgeport) are grandparents.

“I’ve found ample time to bring up a

family and spend time with the family,

even with the demanding schedule of a

theatre,” he said. “It’s all a matter of daily

perspective, of telling yourself what is im-

portant and what is not.

“If I’ve leai-ned anything, I’ve found

that it just doesn’t pay to worry—to woiry

about something that probably will never

happen anyway. If I have to concern my-
self with something, I want to concern my-
self with something that can contain im-

pact, importance.

BOXOFFICE Showmandiser : : June 25, 1962

A full-dress powwow in downtown Fort Dodge, Iowa, drew heap-big attention, not only from Saturday
morning paleface shoppers, but also in the local press and on TV. Dick Nizzi, manager of Central

States Theatre Corp.'s Strand at Fort Dodge, staged the street show in connection with "Geronimo."
A troupe of YMCA Indian dancers performed in the shadow of the authentic teepee. The latter

remained through the day, and a full-size wigwam, placed in a busy downtown area, does NOT go
unnoticed.
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'LISTEN, LOVELY,

TAKE US TO YOUR

ladder..AND YOUR
LEADER LATER!"

CAROL CHRISTENSEN

EDSON STROLL
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THE THREE STOOGES PUT BOXOFFICE IN ORBIT!
STOOGE STUNTS

* Send a man in astronaut costume through areas where young-
sters congregate. Sign on his back might read: "I Almost Died
Laughing When I Saw ‘The Three Stooges in Orbit!'

"

* Stage a pie-tossing contest on local TV program or at the theatre,

with youngsters competing for promoted prizes. Contests might be
on distance, accuracy, technique. Similar contests might be set up
for adultsi
* Offer prizes for the youngsters with the finest scropbooks of

Three Stooges pictures, stills, etc.

* Letter write-in. 25 words or less: "I Want to See The Three
Stooges in Orbit' Because . .

."

* Three Stooges' look alike contest, with children who look most
like one of the Stooges winning promoted merchandise prizes.

* Use "astronaut" headlines and nictures to background an out-

front displo'f of art and credits for "The Three Stooges in Orbitl"

TV SHOWS
The Three Stooge comedies are programmed on more than 100

television stations throughout the nation. Contact your local sta-

tion and work the following:

* In-person plugs and spot onnouncoment on ond oround each show.

* Spcool posicord moiling of "lucky number cords" to children's TV personolity

fon clubs

* Distribution of guest tickets to youngsters porticipoting in such shows
* Laughing contest, geared to the (»ct that 'The Three Stooges In Orbit" is tops

in laughter

COMIC BOOK
Western Publishing Company is giving nation-wide distribution

and promotion attention to its picture comic book for "The Three
Stooges in Orbit." Book has a four-color cover with lull picture

credits on the inside front cover cmd on the back cover.

SELLING AIDS
TV TRAIKK Perfect for your TV compoign, with spocc for locol onnouncer

to odd on thcotre and ploydote informotion Also o finol freeze for super-

imposed visual credits, if desired Order direct from Exploitation Dept
,
Co-

lumbio Pictures Corp
,
711 Fifth Ave

,
New York 22, N Y

TRANSCRIPTION A variety of spot announcements, all open end for locol

commentotor to odd theotre credits Availoble on a single disc Order through

your Columbia exchonge Transcription will be mailed direct to you from New
York City

TWO TILOPS. Style A, theatre and stotion identification. Style B, theatre

odvertising only Prices $S 00 without imprint, S7 SO with imprint, $2 00 for

eoch odditionol slide or telop Specify telop style ond copy desired when you

order direct from QQ Title Cord Co, 247 W 46th St, New York 36, N Y

DfSPLAYS Streomer 17' long, $16 SO eoch Volance $1 65 per running foot,

minimum length 10-foot 12 pennont string 30* long, $3 50 Bumper strip $1 00

eoch, minimum order 15 Order from Notionol Flog Co., 43 West 21st, New
York 10, N Y.

FOR TOY STORE WINDOWS!

HiJIIlOyilllEIIS

THdee^oocES

wstww

MODEL CONTEST
Still No. 70. showing the Three Stooges holding o model of the

multi-purpose submarine-helicopter tank, and Still No. R128. show-
ing the machine in action, might be used to help publicize a
"model" contest conducted with a toy or hobby shop, a TV pro-

gram or a newspaper. Simply ask youngsters to put together a
similar model, or cm equally fcmtastic new invention, from selected

portions of their own models—new or broken. Display these

"inventions" in theotre lobby, for audience judging.

Shown is a "rough" of the 8"xlS" window streamer available for

toy store promotions, as long as the supply lasts. Limited quemti-

ties are available free; state how many you can use when you
write direct to Exploitation Dept., Columbia Pictures Corp.. 711 Sth

Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y. Note space for theatre imprint.

THREE STOOGES LICENSEES

8-MM HOME MOVIES
Contact all local stores carrying 8-mm home movie films for tie-ins

worked erround the Three Stooges short subjects distributed by Co-

lumbia Pictiues Home Movie Gems. Arrange a promotion thot

will be mutually beneficial to you and the stores around window
and interior displays, co-op advertising, lobby displays, contests.

Following are the manufacturers of Stooges—licensed items, and
their products. Check the toy and variety stores in your town; work
with them in window and counter displays, in co-op advertising,

printed handout material, contest prizes, etc. Write to the licensees

or check local toy jobbers and make arrangements to use the items

for lobby sale, as give-aways, contest and lucky door prizes.

GOLDEN RECORDS
A A RECORDS. INC

45 Rockefeller Plozo

New York 20, N Y
Recordings of ffie

Three Stooges

ACME TOY CORPORATION
1331 S. 55 Court

Chicogo 50, Illinois

Plastic Toy Telemion

Viewer end Film Strips

L. M. BECKER & CO
Brillion, Wisconsin

ro” »oV?48,* Pu'l*BTki!"wi« t

Plastic ring containing

moving section pictures

(flicker action picturel

VAN DAM RUBBER CO . INC
1299 Jerome Avenue

New York 52, N Y
Toy Bollaons

DELL PUBLISHING

750 - 3rd Ave

New York City

Comic Mogatines

BEN COOPER. INC
254 36th Street

Brooklyn 32, N Y

Costumes ond masks

COLORFORMS
Wolnut Street

Norwood, N J

Boxed aeti'/ity set

IDEAL TOY CORPORATION
I8d-I0 Jamaica Avenue

Hollis, Long Islond, N Y

Vinyf Plastic Inllatable toys

Molded vinyl pfostic

Hand Puppets

PHOENIX CANDY CO. INC

151 35th Street

Brooklyn, N. Y

Candy Taffy Kisses

LOWE. INC.

1324 Fifty Second St

Kenosho, Wisconsin

(Soles Office

220 Fifth Ave
, N. Y C )

Jigsow Puzz/es, Novelties

LOWfLL rOY WfG CO
1074 Brook Avenue

New York 45, N, Y.

Boxed Board Gomes

Coloring Books

CARRY CASE MFC CO
1891 - Bolhgotc Avenue

Bronx 57. N Y

School Bogs, Brief Cases,

Loose Leaf Rtng Binders

MARTIANS!
Dress and mask a street ballyman like the Martians in ‘The Three

Stooges in Orbit." (Still No. R221) ond send him on a tour of plcry-

grounds, soda shops, porks and wherever else youngsters congre-

gate. Sign on his back calls attention to your picture and ploy-

date, of course. Youngsters might also be involved in a costume
matinee, with prizes going to most spectaculor "Martians."

TELESCOPE
Set up a telescope on street comer neerr your theatre with sign in-

viting passersby to "See ‘The Three Stooges in Orbitl' " Telescope

itself might be focussed on a nearby rooftop, on which can be seen

a poster from the film.

ACCESSORIES ^ MKmff/

• THREE SHER- • 40 x 60

• ONE SHEET • 24 x 60

• 22 X 28 A • 24 X 82

• SLIDE • 22 1 2B B

• EIGHT 11 X 14's • TRAILER

• UTILITY MAT • INSERT CARD

u sh.»») . still sets

Accessories are Available

At Columbia Exchanges
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CAST and CREDITS
Moe

Curly-Joe

Copt. Tom Andrews

Professor Donlorth

Ogg
Zogg

Willioms

Choirmon

General Buby

Or Appleby

Colonel Smithers

George Golveston

Mr. Loosing .

WAF Sergeont.

Personnel Clerk

Colonel Lone

Welby

Bothing Girl

Tooth Paste Old Moid

The

Stooges

..Corul Chiistunsen

Edson Stroll

Emil Sitko

George N. Neise

Royford Barnes

Normon Leontt

Nestor Poivo

Peter Dawson

Peter Brocco

Don Lomond

Thomas Glynn

Maurice Manson

Jeon Chorney

Duane Ament

Bill Dyer

Roy Engel

Jane Wold
Cheerio Meredith

CAROL CHRISTENSEN
^ONJTROU

Ad No 105—BS Lines

Screenploy by Elwood Ullmon, story by Norman Mourer,

Directed by Edward Bernds, Assistant Director, Eddie

Soeto, Director of Photogrophy, William F Whitley,

A.S C , Art Director, Don Ament, Film Editor, Edwin

Bryant, ACE., Set Decorator, Richord Mansfield, Music,

Paul Dunlop, Sound Supervisor, Charles J. Rice, Sound,

Williom Bernds, Produced by Norman Maurer, A Nor-

mondy Production, o Columbia Pictures releose

THE STORY
(Not for Publicotion) The Three Stooges rent o room in

0 gloomy old castle owned by eccentric Professor Don-

forth and his lovely daughter, Corol. A Mortion spy,

posing os o servant, is interested in the Professor's newly-

invented combination submorine-hclicopter-lonk, which

the Mortions must seize before they dore invade Earth

Air Force Copt. Tom Andrews is more interested in Carol

thon in the new invention but he does orrongc o demon-

strotion for the military. The Three Stooges turn it into

0 complete shambles. Later, Mortion spies Ogg ond

Zogg almost capture the machine The Three Stooges

cling to its side through oil the Mortions' desperate ef-

forts to shake them loose. The Three Stooges even mon-

age to destroy the all-purpose militory machine and its

out-of-spoce possengers, while successfully moking their

own wild escope

OFFICIAL BILLING

THE THREE STOOGES

IN ORBIT '»

with

CAROL CHRISTENSEN EDSON STROLL 35*.

Screenploy by ELWOOD ULLMAN I5S

o> a irarr »v NOtVAN AUUIEI 10*>

Produced by NORMAN MAURER I5*a

Directed by EDWARD BERNDS 15\

A NORMANDY PRODUCTION I5S

A COLUMBIA PiaUU 25%

^0'

.
THE ^

|»©wn

Ad No 104—73 Lines

/AlffLoNuTS

THKLSiWtt

Ad No 102—35 Lines



(Mat 2A; Still No. 158) In Columbia Pictures' "The Three Stooges in Orbit,"

the zany comics match wits with a couple of invading Martians. Also

featured in the film are Carol Christensen and Edson Stroll.

(Review)

Before the Martians can in-

vade Earth, they must fii'st

do away with America’s great-

est weapon—the Thi'ee Stooges.
Actually, in “The Three
Stooges in Orbit,” now at the

Theatre, the ii’-

repressible zanies aren’t the
secret weapon so much as they
are its witless guardians. The
weapon itself is a happy com-
bination of submarine, heli-

copter and tank, the creation

of an eccentric professor who
is the Stooges’ landlord.

"The Thi'ee Stooges in Orbit”
is a wild and thoroughly de-

lightful story tailor-made to

the comedy specifications of its

zany star trio. Their carefree

ineptness around the new in-

vention during its demonstra-
tion for the Armed Services,

their earnest and cow'ardly ap-
proach to the Martian spy set-

up, and of course, their desper-

ate efforts to prevent the seiz-

ure of the all-purpose machine
—while clinging to its exterior

when the Martians finally do
take off with it—all contribute

to the new Columbia picture’s

laugh-evoking effectiveness.

There is tremendously effec-

tive entertainment, too, in the
too-brief scenes resulting from
use of the new Artiscope proc-

ess, an invention of producer
Norman Maurer. Artiscope per-

mits the filming of “live” ac-

tion— actors — and translates

those scenes into line di'awings,

cartoons, without the need for

artists. Artiscope pops up to-

ward the film’s close, and
leaves a desii'e for more.

Carol Christensen and Edson
Stroll are featured in “T h e

Three Stooges in Orbit.” El-

wood Ullman penned the
screenplay from a story by
Maurer, who also produced the

film, a Normandy production.

Edward Bemds directed.

(Mat lA; Still No. R810) Martian spies

seeking a spectacular new military

invention are foiled by the Three

Stooges in Columbia Pictures' "The

Three Stooges in Orbit." They are

shown ' "orbiting" on the outside

of the mn-hine.

(General Advance)

The Thi'ee Stooges, that ir-

repi'essible trio of ii'responsible

zanies, return to the
Theatre on in Co-
lumbia Pictures’ new comedy,
“The Three Stooges in Orbit.”
They play a team of television

comics who must come up with
a new show, or else.

Important as theii' roles re-

portedly are to the antic go-
ings-on, “The Three Stooges in

Orbit” is principally concerned
with the problem of protecting
an ultra-secret military inven-
tion from Martian spies. The
thing the Stooges “protect” is

a newly-developed combination
submarine-helicopter-tank; it

is the only weapon which can
halt the Martians when they
invade Earth, and so they send
in their best spies to match wits
with the witless Stooges.
At the same time, the

Stooges’ appearance as tele-

vision comics gives producer
Norman Maurer a chance to

include in the new film some
brief, and reportedly very ef-

fective, scenes demonstrating
his newly-invented screen
process, Artiscope. Artiscope

permits the filming of “live”

action—say, the Three Stooges
in one of their more rambunc-
tious moments—and the auto-
matic transposition of this ac-
tion into line drawings, car-

toons. The end result is a car-
toon sequence, without the need
for animators or other artists.

“The Three Stooges in Orbit”
features Carol Chi'istensen and
Edson Stroll. Elwood Ullman
penned the screenplay from a
story by Maurer, and Edward
Bernds directed the Normandy
production for Columbia Pic-
tures release.

(New Screen Process)

Fans of the Three Stooges
will see, in “The Three Stooges
in Orbit,” at the
Theatre, examples of the work
possible through a new anima-
tion process called “Artiscope,”

which photographs live action
and convei-ts it into line draw-
ings. The United States letters

patent was applied for in 1956

and granted in 1961.

Invented by Norman Maurer,
producer of “The Three
Stooges in Orbit,” Artiscope
has been used for television

commercials. Maurer himself
illustrated and wrote hundreds
of comic strips for various
comic magazines prior to ’World
War II, when he served in the
Navy. In 1953, he developed a

new process for making Three-
D drawings and produced the

world’s first 3-D comic maga-
zine, “Adventures of Mighty-
Mouse-3D.” This was the first

comic book to be written about
in the Encyclopedia Brit-

tanica.

“The Three Stooges in Orbit”
features Carol Christensen and
Ekison Stroll. The screenplay
was written by Elwood Ullman
from a Maurer story. Edward
Bernds directed the Normandy
production for release by Co-
lumbia Pictures.

(The Three-Way Prop)

A time machine which car-
ried them back to the days of

ancient Greece was important
to “T h e Three Stooges Meet
Hercules.” Now, with “The
Three Stooges in Orbit,” new
Columbia comedy at the . . . .

Theatre, the Three
Stooges have their fun with
an all-purpose military ma-
chine which has the appear-
ance and the capabilities of a
submarine, helicopter and tank.

Gizmos, gadgets and gim-
micks have often figured in

the 200-plus comedies made by
the Three Stooges in the course
of their 26 years of movie-
making. So have custard pies.

The key prop in “The Three
Stooges in Orbit” probably is

the largest, most expensive and
most exciting ever built for the
zany comics. It cost more than
$15,000 to put together.
The machine is powered by

a jeep which was fitted into

the bottom of a submarine
hull. The machine moves on
tank treads, comiected to the
rear wheels of the jeep by a
chain drive; it can attain a
speed of 35mph. The helicop-
ter blades rotate at 300 rpm’s
and are driven by a VVa hp
golf cart motor.

Carol Christensen and Edson
Stroll are featured in the film.

“The Three Stooges in Orbit”
was produced by Norman Mau-
rer, Elwood Ullman penned
the screenplay from a story by
Maurer and Edward Bernds
directed the Nonnandy produc-
tion for Columbia release.

(Advance Notice)

“The Three Stooges in Or-
bit” opens at the

Theatre with Carol
Christensen and Edson Stroll

featured in support of the zany
comedy trio. Elwood Ullman
penned the screenplay, based
on a story by Norman Maurer
and Maurer also produced.
Edward Bernds directed the
Normandy production for Co-
lumbia Pictures release.

(Carol Christensen)

Lovely young Carol Christen-
sen had evei-y intention of fol-

lowing in her father’s profes-
sional footsteps, working in

engineering research and de-
velopment for the motor in-

dustry. Currently, she is fea-
tured in “The Three Stooges
in Orbit,” with Edson Stroll

at the Theatre.
Hollywood is pretty far from

Detroit, and not only geo-
graphically, but the process of

moving from one field of work
to another seemed pretty logi-

cal to Carol. She concentrated
on mathematics and science in
school, and then became a sec-
retary at American Motors,
where her father had been.
She rose to become secretary
of the firm’s executive engi-
neer, a pretty fair start in her
chosen career.

But Carol’s young loveliness

attracted attention around the
plant and she was frequently
borrowed to pose for publicity

pictures. These led to well-

paying demands that she model
other products, an activity

that, in turn, led to television

commercials and acting. A na-
tion-wide tour demonstrating
bowling equipment and fash-
ions brought Carol to Holly-
wood where she was immedi-
ately placed under contract.

The screenplay for “T h e

Thi'ee Stobges in Orbit” was
written by Elwood Ullman.

(Edson Stroll)

A former concert and opera
singer, handsome young Edson
Stroll is currently developing
a brand new career as a screen
star, concentrating on comedy.
Stroll is the romantic lead at

the Theatre in Co-
lumbia Pictures’ “The Three
Stooges in Orbit,” with Carol
Christensen also featured.
Stroll earlier appeared with the
Stooges in “Snow ’White and
the Thi'ee Stooges.” The New
York-born actor also starred in

the TV series, “Congressional
Investigator.”

Printed in U.S.A.
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An interpretive analysis of loy and trodepress reviews. Running time is in parentheses. The
plus and minus signs indicate degree of merit. Listings cover current reviews, updated regularly.
This department also serves as an ALPHABETICAL INDEX to feature releoses. © Is for
Cinemascope; ® VistoVision; © Superscope; (g) Ponavision 0 Regalscope; (£) Technirama.
Symbol O denotes BOXOFFICE Blue Ribbon Award; © color photography. For listings by
company in the order of release, see FEATURE CHART.
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2633 Advise & Consent (139) ® Drama Col 5-28-62 ++

2616 All Fall Down (11) Drama MGM 3-26-62-1+

2549 Armored Command (99) War Dr AA 8- 7-61 -+

2637 ©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SW-Fantasy AlP 6-11-62 ±
2578 Atlantic Adventure (62)

Real-life Adv. Dr Schoenfeld 11-13-61 -+

++ + +1
-

+ +1

-

:d: +

+1- + +f 12+

++ + 10+1 -

+ 5+2-

1+1-

2586 tl©Bahes in Toyland (100) Mus BV

2583 ©Bachelor Flat (91) © Com. .20th-Fox

2576 ©Bachelor in Paradise

12-11-61 +
12- 4-61 +

++

1+

± ++ + ++ + 10+1
-+ ++ +1- + ± 9+2-

2628 ©Bachelor of Hearts (97) Com. . . .Cont’l 5- 7-62 + 1+ Biographical Drama AA 12-11-61 + + + ff + + + 8+
2570 ©Back Street (107) Drama... U-l 10-16-61 ff ff + ff + + 10+1- 2626 ©Geronimo (101 ® Outdoor Dr UA 4-30-62 + + + ff + + 7+
2569 Badjao (lOO) Action Dr 10-16-61 It + + + 4+1- 2579 ©Gina (92) Adv. Dr 11-20-61 ff 2+
2605 Bashful Elephant, The (82) Com-Dr..AA 2-19-62 + — 3+3- 2605 ©Girls at Sea (81) Com Seven Arts 2-19-62 ff 24

2634 Belle Sommers (62) Drama . .

.

Col 5-28-62 It + + 5+3- 2563 Girls on the Run (64) Mys. 9-25-61 ± 141-
2609 Big Money, The (89) Comedy. . . Lopert 3- 5-62 + 1+ 2481 Great Impostor, The (112) Or U-l 11-28-60 ff ff + ff H ff + 12+

2624 ©Big Red (SS'/z) Adv BV 4-23-62 ff ± + + ff ff 9+1- 2560 Great War, The (118) Drama . . . Lopert 9-11-61 + ff ff + ff »+l-
2640 Big Wave. The (73) Drama... AA 6-18-62 + + 2+ 2556 ^©Greyfriars Bobby (91) Drama . . . . BV 8-28-61 ff + ff + ff ff ff 12+

2608 ©Black Tights (120) ® Ballet. . . Magna 2-26-62 ff + ff ff ff 10+1— Gun Street (67) Western .

.

UA 12-18-61 ± _ — + — 2+4-
2579 Bloodlust (68) Horror 11-20-61 - 1— 2593 ©Guns of the Black Witch

2582 ©Blue Hawaii (101) ® Com/Mus Para 11-27-61 + + + + + 7+2- (81) © Adv. Dr AlP 1- 8-62 It — 1+2 -

2631 ©Bon Voyage (132) © Comedy. BV 5-21-62 ff ff ff ff ff ff 12+ —H—
2640 ©Boys’ Night Out (115) © Com. . MGM 6-18-62 ff 4 + 6+2- 2613 Hand of Death (60) S-F’n... .20th-Fox 3-19-62 -r- H- 3+3-
2566 Boy Who Caught a Crook (72) Ac.. .UA 10- 2-61 + — — — 4+5- 2626 ©Hands of a Stranger (85!A) Susp...AA 4-30-62 It 3+3-
2568 ©Breakfast at Tiffany’s (115) C’y Para 10- 9-61 ff + ff ff T+ + + 11+ 2598 Happy Thieves, The (88) Com-Or ..UA 1-22-62 + -f- + ff + 8+3-
2625 ©Broken Land, The (60) © W’n 20th-Fox 4-30-62 It 1+1- 2625 Harold Lloyd’s World of
2406 Brushfire (SO) War Dr 2-12-62 + — + 5+4- Comedy (94) Comedy . . . . Cont'l 4-30-62 4- -1-

ff ff ff ff 10+1-
2619 Burn, Witch, Burn (90) Susp AlP 4- 9-62 + — + + 3+1- 2572 Head, The (95) Horror Trans-Lux 10-23-61 + — + 3+4-

Q 2634©Hatari! (159) Adv. Dr 5-2R-6? -j-j- + -j-|- + -fj 10+

2633 Cabinet of Caligari (104) 2634 Hell Is for Heroes (90) War Dr.. .Para 5-28-62 4- + + + 5+1-

© Horror Drama 20th-Fox

2578 ©Call Me Genius (105) Com Cont’l

2613 Cape Fear (105) Suspense Dr U-l

2583 Capture That Capsule! (75)

Action Drama Riviera-SR

2603 Cash on Demand (84) Suspense. .. .Col

2588 Children’s Hour, The (109) Or UA
2608 Choppers, The (64) Melodrama ....SR

2599 ©Cinderella (84) Ballet Film ... .Janus

2558 Claudelle Inglish (99) Dr WB
2639 Clown and the Kid (65) Com-Dr....UA

2589 ©Colossus of Rhodes, The

(128) ® Adv. Spect MGM
2575 ©Comancheros, The (107) ©

Outdoor Drama 20th-Fox

2590 Continental Twist, The

(See “Twist All Night”)

2607 Couch, The (89) Suspense WB
2621 ^©Counterfeit Traitor, The (140)

Drama Para

P
2600 Day the Earth Caught Fire, The

(90) Suspense Drama U-l

2559 Day the Sky Exploded. The

(80) Science-Fiction Excelsior

2625 Dead to the World (87) Melo UA
2602 Deadly Duo (69) Drama UA
2594 Desert Patrol (78) War Drama.... U-l

2564 ©Devil at 4 O’clock, The

(127) Adv. Dr Col

260'' ©Devil Made a Woman, The

(87) Adv Medallion

2573 Devil’s Hand, The (71)

Horror-Terror Crown-SR

2624 ©Doctor in Love (93) Com .... Governor

2621 Don’t Knock the Twist (87)

Drama/Twist numbers Col

2588 Double Bunk (92) Farce Showcorp

5-28-62 + -
11-13-61 It -
3-19-62 -+ -H-

++

12- 4-61 It

2-12-62 +
12-18-61 +f

2-26-62 ±
1-29-62 ±
9- 4-61 ±
6-18-62 ±:

12-25-61 + ±

11- 6-61 +f +

2-26-62 ± ±

4-16-62 ++ 4+

+ ++ + + + 7+1-
44.

+ ++++ + ++ 11+

It 2+3-
+ +I- ++ 5+1-

4+ ++ +I- ++ ++ 14+
1+1-

++ + ++ 6+1-
± + + + It 7-H-

1+1-

+ + ± -+ 6+2-

+ +I- + ++ + 10+

± + + It It 7+5-

+ +f ++ +f ++ 13+

1-29-62 +|. -f ++ ++ + +1 12+

9-11-61 +
4-30-62 —
2- 5-62 +
1-.8-62 +

9-25.61 ++

2-26-62 It

10-30-61 It

4-23-62 +

4-16-62 +
12-18-61 +

—E

—

2588 ©El Cid (184) ® Hist. Spec AA 12-18-61 +|-

2585 Errand Boy, The (92) Comedy Para 12-11-61 +
2636 ©Escape From Zahrain (93) ®

Adventure Drama Para 6- 4-62 +
2577 Everything’s Ducky (80) Comedy Col 11-13-61 —
2615 Experiment in Terror (123) Susp. . . Col 3-26-62 +f

—F

—

2577 Fear No More (80) Suspense Dr. Sutton 11-13-61 +
2623 Five Finger Exercise (109) Dr Col 4-23-62 +
2575 ©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) © Adventure Woolner 11- 6-61 +

1+
It 1+2-

- + + - It 4+3-
+ + ++ + + 7+

+ ++++ + + ff 12+

1+1-

1+1-
± + + It It + 7+3-

± ± ± + ± It 7+5-
it ti + 4+2-

± ++

+ +

I

O ^ I >v

*o I
T o i.SJ

SI <B &
I
re

OD
I
X oe l>

5 « 'V .£ fe z
o 1^ S 1^ >.

o s s
°

z E la. X iz o

Z 7+4-
2563 Flight That Disappeared. The

(72) Science-F’n UA 9-25-61 + it :t ± +
2580 ^©Flower Drum Song (133)

® Musical U-l 11-20-61 +f + -f (4 + H H 12+
2613 ©Follow That Dream (110) ® Com...UA 4- 2-62 + + + If + +4 8+
2577 ©Force of Impulse (84) Or Sutton 11-13-61 + 1+
2619 ©Forever My Love (147)

Romantic Drama Para 4- 9-62 + ± + + it + +f 8+2-
2606 ©Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,

The (153) © Drama MGM 2-19-62 ff If + +f + ff ff 12+

Outdoor Drama Col

2639 ©Hemingway’s Adventures of a

Young Man (145) © Dr 20th-Fox

2590 Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) Musical Para

2610 Hitler (107) Drama AA
2620 ©Horizontal Lieutenant, The (90)

Comedy © MGM
2623 House of Women (83) Drama WB
2565 Hustler, The (134) © Drama. .20th-Fox

2596 ©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope, War Dr Parade

2636©! Like Money (81) © Com.. .20th-Fox

2635 Incident in an Alley (83) Dr UA
2626 Information Received (77) Dr U-l

2587 Innocents, The (lOO) ©
Suspense Drama 20th-Fox

2638 Interns, The (120) Col

2628 Intruder, The (S3) Dr Pathe-America

—J

—

2615 ©Jessica (105) ® Rom. Comedy.... UA

2608 Jet Storm (88) Suspense UPRO
2604 ©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) Adv.-Fantasy AlP

2574 Judgment at Nuremberg (189) Dr UA

—K

—

2592 Karate (80) Ac Dr Brenner

2571 Su)©King of Kings (161) ®
Religious Drama MGM

2582 Kitchen, The (74) Drama. ... Kingsley

2627 ©Lad: a Dog (98) Drama WB
2631 ©Last of the Vikings (102)

Dyaliscope, Adv Medallion

2595 ©Light in the Piazza (101)

© Romantic Drama MGM
2630 ©Lisa (112) © Adv. Dr 20th-Fox

2628 Lonely Are the Brave (107)

3-12-62 + i ± — It 4+4-

6-18-62 ff

12-25-61 +
3- 5-62 ±

4- 9-62 +
4 23 62 It

10- 2-61 +

1-15-62 +
6- 4-62 +
6- 4-62 ±

4-

30-62 +

12-18-61 ff

6-11-62 ff

5- 7-62 +

+ + + ±
- + + -

3+1-
± 7+3-

4+4-

it ± + + ff + 8+2-
± + + + - It 6+4-
+ + ff ff ff ft 11+

± + 3+1-
ff + + 6+1-

± It 3+3-
± + + + 5+1-

ff

ff ff ft ff H 13+1-
it + ff 8+1-
ff + ff + + 9+1-

3-26-62 ff It

2-26-62 +

2-12-62 +
10-30-61 ff ff

1- 1-62 ±

10-

23-61 + +

11-

27-61 +

± + + ±
+ +

± It ± +
ff ff ff ff

5- 7-62 ff

5-21-62 +

1-15-62 ff +
5-14-62 +

H ff + +
ff +

+ ± + +

+

ff ff ff ft

+ + ff

+ 8+3-
3+

- 5+4-
ff 14+

1+1-

ff 13+
± 5+1-

64 1-

2+

ff ff ff 13+ ® Outdoor Drama . . .

.

U-l 5- 7-62 4- + + ff +
+ ff 8+2- 2593 Long and the Short and the

Tall, The (102) War Dr. 1- 8-62 ff + +
+ + 6+1- 2593 Lost Battalion (83) War Dr. AlP 1- 8-62 It

+ 6+5- 2590 ©Lover Come Back (107) Comedy. . U-l 12-25-61 ff + ff ff ff

ff ff ff 12+ —Mr—
2604 Madison Avenue (94) © Dr. . . .20th- Fox 2-12-62 ± + + +

If 2622 ©Magic Sword, The (80)

+ + + 8+2- Fantasy-Adventure 4-16-62 4- + + +
2580 ^©Majority of One, A (147)

+ 3+2- Comedy-Drama 11-20-61 ff + ff ff ff

ff 13+

ff 7+

+ 9+

5+
2+1-

ft 12+

+ 6+1-

5+

ff 13+
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REVIEW DIGEST
AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX In the summary 'K- is rated 2 pluses, — as 2 minuses. ++ Very Good; + Good; — Fair; — Poor; — Very Poor.
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2601 Make Mine a Double (86) Com Ellis 2- 5-62 ff
2607 Malaga (97) Drama WB 2-26-62 -f

2562 Man-Trao (93) Ac Or Para 9-18-61 +
2621 Man Who Shot Liberty Valance.

The (123) Western Para 4-16-62 ±
2573 Mark, The (127) © Drama Confl 10-30-61 ff

2576 Mask. The (83) Depth-dimension

Horror Drama WB 11- 6-61 4-

2632 ©Merrill's Marauders (98) © Dr. WB 5-21-62 -f
2594 ©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) © Puopet Fantasy ....Showcorp 1- 8-62 ±
2629 Miracle Worker, The (106) Dr UA 5-14-62 -H-

2599 ©Moon Pilot (98) Comedy BV 1-29-62 +
2611 Most Wanted Man. The (85) Com..Astor 3-12-62 —
2632 Mothra (90) Tohoscope, HoDr Col 5-21-62 -f
2632 ©Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation

(116) © Comedy 20th-Fox 5-21-62 -H-

2569 Mr. Sardonicus (90) Ho Col 10-16-61

2597 Murder She Said (87) Mystery MGM 1-22-62 +
2624 ©Music Man. The (151) ®

Musical Comedy WB 4-23-62 H
2617 ©My Geisha (120) @ Com-Dr Para 4- 2-62 +
2587 ©Mysterious Island (101) Adv Col 12-18-61 +

—N

—

2620 Nearly a Nasty Accident (86)

Farce-Comedy U-l 4- 9-62 -f
2631 ©Night Creatures (81) Adv U-l 5-21-62 4-

2591 No Love for Johnnie (110)

Drama Embassy 1- 1-62 4- 4-

—O

—

2555 One Plus One (114) Dr SR 8-28-61 ± n:

2583 One, Two, Three (115) ® Comedy UA 12- 4-61 ff 4-

2610 Only Two Can Play (106) Com .. Kingsley 3- 5-62 -f 4-
2554 Oneration Camel (74) Serv. Comedy.. AlP 8-21-61 i:
2589 Outsider, The (108) Drama U-l 12-25-61 -+- ±

—P—
2591 Pagan Island (60) Adv Cinema Syn
2566 Paris Blues (98) Drama/Jazz UA
2633 ©Peeping Tom (86) Suspense Astor

2637 Phantom Planet, The (82)

SF-Fantasy AlP
2640 ©Phantom of the Opera (84) Ho. . . .U-l

2559 ©Pirate and the Slave Girl, The

(87) Adv Crest-SR

2585 ©Pirate of the Black Hawk, The

(75) © Adventure Filmgroup

2552 ©Pit and the Pendulum, The (85)

©Horror Drama AlP
2578 ©Pocketful of Miracles (137)

Comedy-Drama UA
2614 ©Premature Burial, The (81)

® Horror Drama AlP
2606 ©Prisoner of the Iron Mask,

The (80) © Adv. (Eng. dubbed) AlP
2573 ©Purple Hills, The (60)

© Western 20th-Fox
2580 ©Purple Noon (115) Murder Dr. ..Times

—Q

—

2561 Queen of the Pirates (80)

© Sea Adv. (Eng-dubbed) Col

—R—
2620 Reprieve (lOSi/a) Drama AA
2629 ©Ride the High Country (94)

© Western MGM
2611 Ring of Terror (71) Horror SR
2568 Hisk. The (81) Drama Kingsley

2635 Road to Hong Kong, The (91) Com..UA
2584 ©Roman Spring of Mrs. Stone,

The (104) Drama WB
2614 ©Rome Adventure (118) Com-Dr. ..WB

24-

12- 4-61 4-

3-19-62 4-

2623 Safe at Home! (83) Com-Dr Col 4
2592 Sail a Crooked Ship (88) Comedy Col 1
2599 Saintly Sinners (79) Com-Dr UA 1
2622 ©Samar (89) Action Dr WB 4
2558 Sand Castle. The (70)

True-Life Fantasy DeRochemont 9
2627 Satan in High Heels (93),

Exploitation Melodrama Cosmic 5

2610 ©Satan Never Sleeps (125) ©
Comedy-Drama 20th-Fox 3

2569 Season of Passion (92) Dr UA 10
2575 ©Second Time Around, The (99)

© Farce-Comedy 20th-Fox 11
2567 Secret of Deep Harbor (70) Dr. ..UA 10'

23-62

1-62

29-62

16-62

4-

61

7-62

5-

62

16-61

6-

61

9-61

+ 44 ± +
— +

44 + 44 44 +
+ + 44 44 44

_ _ + +4

44 44 44 44

+ 44 44 + +
+ 44 44 44

44 + 44 44

- + +

44 + 44 44 44
— + + +
+ + 44 + +

44 44 44 44 44

44 + + 44

+ + 44 44 +

1- 1-62 ±
10- 2-61 +4

5-

28-62 4-

6-

11-62 ±
6-18-62 -H-

9-11-61 4-

12-11-61 4-

8-

14-61 4-

11-13-61 +4

3-

19-62 4-

2-

19-62 ± ±

10-

30-61 4-

11-

20-61 4-

9-

18-61 4-

4- 9-62 4- 4-

5-

14-62 4-

3-

12-62 ±
10- 9-61 4-

6- 4-62 4-

4- -
4- ±

-f ±

+f

+ 4-

4- ±

1-
44-2-

114-

64-3-

84-

124-

8-4

94-1-

+ + 5+2-

+ 44 + 5+

44 44 + + 44 10+

+ + 6+4-

44 44 44 44 44 13+
+ 44 + + 8+1-

1+1
44 44 44 44 11+2-

1+1-

+ + + + 7+

4- 4- 4-
-H- 4- ±

± 4- ++ H 4- ++

4- ± 4- 4-

4 ^ 4-

± 4-

14-

14-1-

44-1-

14-

14-1-

84- 1-

114-1-

64 2-

24-2-

44-1-

54-1-

:t 34-2-

4-

4- 4- ++ 4-

4- 4-

4- +f -H- 4- 4-

5-

M-

6-

4

14 1-
44-

84-

± 4- 4- tt 4- 4- 841-
4- ± 4- ++ 4- 4- 8+1-

± +

+ +
± +

++

± +

+ + ± ++

+ + + 6+2-
+ + + 8+2-
± ± ± 6+5-
+ + ± 7+3-

+ 44 + 8+

± 1+4-

+ + + 7+1-
± ± + 9+3-

+ 4+ + 9+1-
± - 3+5-

—U—
2603 Underwater City. The

(78) Adv.-Fantasy

—V

—

5 S
I >.

2612 Secret File Hollywood (85)

Melodrama Crown Int’l 3-12-62 ±
2561 Sergeant Was a Lady, The

(72) Service Comedy U-l 9-18-61 +
2602 ©Sergeants 3 (112) ® Outdoor UA 2- 5-62 +
2605 7th Commandment (82) Melo Crown 2-19-62 ±
2570 Seven Women From Hell (SS)

© Action Dr 20th-Fox 10-16-61 +
2619 ©Shame of the Sabine Women, The

(80) Adv. Dr UPRO 4- 9-62 ±
2627 ©She Didn't Say No! (96)

Comedy Satire Seven Arts 5- 7-62 -H-

2600 ©Siege of Syracuse (87)

® Adv.-Ac Para 1-29-62 +
2594 Singer Not the Song, The

(98) © Drama WB 1- 8-62 +
2615 ©Six Black Horses (80) W’n U-l 3-26-62 +
2591 Something Wild (112) Dr UA 1- 1-62 ±
2635 ©Spiral Road. The (140) Adv U-l 6- 4-62 +
2560 ©Splendor in the Grass (124) Dr...WB 9-11-6144

2616y©State Fair (118) ©Musical. 20th-Fox 3-26-62 +
2637 ©Story of the Count of Monte

Cristo. The (132) © Adv WB 6-11-62 +
2584 ©Summer and Smoke (118) ® Dr. .. Para 12- 4-61 44

2568 ©Susan Slade (116) Drama WB 10- 9-61 ±
2611 ©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© Drama MGM 3-12-62 44

2622 ©Swingin’ Along (74) ©
Com/ M us 20th-Fox 4-16-62 +

—T

—

265() ©Tales of Terror (90) ® Ho AlP 6- 4-62 +
2630 Taste of Honey, A (100) Dr Cont’l 5-14-62 44

2614 Tell-Tale Heart, The (78)

Horror Drama Danziger-SR 3-19-62 +
2632 ©That Touch of Mink (99) ® Com.. U-l 5-14-62 44

2613 Temptation (94) Melodr Cameo 3-19-62 +
2596 ©Tender Is the Night (146)

© Drama 20th-Fox 1-15-62 44

2598 Then There Were Three

(82) Ac Parade 1-22-62 ±
2639 There Was a Crooked Man (106)

Comedy Lopert 6-18-62 44

2629 13 West Street (80) Dr Col 5-14-62 ±
2559 Three on a Spree (83) Comedy ....UA 9-11-61 +
2597 Three Stooges Meet Hercules,

The (89) Farce-Comedy Col 1-22-62 —
2597 Too Late Blues (110) Dr Para 1-22-62 ±
2572 Town Without Pity (105) Dr UA 10-23-61 44

2586 Trunk, The (72) Suspense Dr Col 12-U-61 +
2544 20,000 Eyes (61) © Dr 20th-Fox 7-10-61 +
2600 Twenty Plus Two (102) Mys AA 1-29-62 ±
2616 Twist All Night (85) Comedy

With Music, color prolog AlP 3-26-62 +
2592 Twist Around the Clock (86)

Musical Col 1- 1-62 +
2589 Two Little Bears, The (81)

© Comedy-Fantasy 20th-Fox 12-25-61 ±
2565 Two Women (105) Dr. (Eng. dubbed)

Also with titles Embassy 10- 2-61 44

2606 Victim (100) Drama Pathe-America 2-19-62 44

2601 View From the Bridge, A (110)

Drama Cont’l 2- 5-62 44

—W

—

2602 Walk on the Wild Side (114) Dr... Col 2- 5-62 44

2638 What a Carve Up! (87) Farce. . Embassy 6-11-62 +
2618 War Hunt (81) War Drama UA 4- 2-62 ±
5286 Weekend With Lulu, A (91) Comedy.. Col 12-11-61 44

2567 C^©West Side Story (155)

Panavision. Musical Dr UA 10- 9-61 44

2612 Whistle Down the Wind (98)

Drama Pathe-America 3-12-62 44

2584 Wild for Kicks (92) Dr Times 12- 4-61 ±
2565 Wild Youth (73) Dr Cinema Assoc 10- 2-61 —
2609 Womanhunt (60) Mystery 20th-Fox 3- 5-62 —
2576 ©Wonders ot Aladdin, The (93)

© Comedy-Fantasy MGM 11- 6-61 44

2609 World in My Pocket (93) Suspense MGM 3- 5-62 +

—XYZ—
2579 ©X-15 (112) ® Dr UA 11-20-61 +
2638 Zotz! (85) Comedy Col 6-11-62 ±

1+1-

.Col 2-12-62 ± ± ±

— 5+5-

+ + 44 -f + 8+
1+1-

- + + + 5+2-

2+2-

2+

- + - - 3+4-

+ 44 + + 8+2-

+ + + 6+2-

+ + it 6+3-
+ 44 44 7+1-

44 44 44 44 44 44 14+

44 + 44 + 44 10+1-

± ± + 4+2-
44 44 44 44 44 + 144-

+ + + 6+3-

+ 44 44 44 + 44 12+

- 1+1-

44 44 44 8+
44 44 44 + 9+

1+
+ + 44 + + 9+

1+

+ 44 44 + + 44 11+

+ + 3+1-

2+
+ + + 7+4-
+ — 4+3-

- + + + 5+4-
+ + + 7+4-

+ + 44 ± + 10+2-
+ 3+1-

+ + 5+2-
— it 5+6—

it + - 4+3-

+ + 7+4-

- + + 44 6+3-

44 44 44 44 44 12+

+ 6+5-

+ 4+6-
+ 44 44 + 44 44 12+

+ 44 44 44 tt H 13+

44 + 44 44 + 10+1-
— + 2+1—

+ + 44 44 8+2-
+ 44 + it 8+2-

44 44 44 44 44 + 14+

+ 44 + 44 44 + 12+
— + 2+2-

_
1-
2-

+ + 7+4-

+ + + 6+2-

+ 44 44 + 9+2-
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Feature productions by company in order of release. Running time is in parentheses. © is for

>S) VistoVision; © Superscope; 0 Panovision; 0 Regalscope; Cf) Techniromo. Syrnbol ij denotes BOXOFFICE
Blue Ribbon Award; @ color photogrophy. Letters ond combinations thereof indicote story type (Complete
key on next page.) for review dotes ond Picture Guide page numbers# see REVIEW DIGEST.

Feature chart

ALLIED ARTISTS I ti AMERICAN INT'L

@Guns of the Black Witch

(81) © Ad.. 610
Don Megoivan. Si'vana I’ampaninI

COLUMBIA g t i
Mr. Sardonicus (90) ....Ho.. 611
Oscar llomolka. Guy liolfe

Valley of the Dragons (79) Ad.. 612
Scan McClory

Everything’s Ducky (81) ..C..610
Mickey Kooncy, Buddy Hackett

Queen of the Pirates

(80) ® Ad.. 604
Gianna Marla Canale, M. Serato

M-G-M

©Colossus of Rhodes

(128) ® Ad.. 204

Ilory Calhoun, Lea Massarl

©Bachelor in Paradise

(109) © C..205
Bob Hope, Lana 'I'lirner, Janis Paige,

.lira Hutton, Paula Prentiss

PARAMOUNT

©Blue Hawaii (101) @ C/M.. 6105

Eivis Presley, Joan Blackman,

.Angela Lansbury

The George Raft Story

(105) D..6111
Bay llanton, Jayne Mansfield,

Julie London, Barrie Oiase

©Journey to the Seventh

Planet (80) SF..613
John .\gar, Greta Thyssen

Lost Battalion (83) Ac.. 611
Leopold Salcedo, Diane Jergens

©Mysterious Island (101) Ad.. 613
( Super- Dynaraation)

Michael Craig, Joan Greenwood,

Michael Callan, Gary Merrill

Sail a Crooked Ship (88).. C.. 614
Robert Wagner, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones, Ernie Kovacs

©The Wonders of

Aladdin (93) © Ad.. 206
Donald O’Connor, Vittorio de Sica,

Noelle Adam

Murder She Said (87) . . My . .208

Margaret Uutherford, Arthur

Kennedy

The Errand Boy (82) . . . C. .6106

Jerry Lewis. Brian l)onlev7

Hey, Let’s Twist! (80) ..M..6108
Joey Dee and the Starliters,

Teddy Bandazzo, Kay Armen

Twist Around the Clock

(83) M..616
Cliubby Checker, Dion, the Marcels.

Vicki Spencer

Too Late Blues (100) ....D..6109

Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens

©Premature Burial (81) ® Ho.. 702
Ray Milland. Hazel Court

The Bashful Elephant (80) 0D..6201
Molly Mack, Buddy Baer

Hitler (107) BID..6203
Richard Basehart, Cordula
’Tiantow, Maria Emo

Twist All Night (87) ...M..703
June Wilkinson, Louis Pilma,

Sam Butera and the Witnesses

(includes a eolor sequence)

Hands of a Stranger (85>/2) D. .6204
Paul Lukather, Joan Harvey,
Jas. Stapleton, Irish McCalla

The Big Wave (73) D..6202
Sessue llayakawa, Mickey Curtis

Burn, Witch, Burn (89) .. Ho. .704
Janet Blair, Peter Wyngarde

Phantom Planet, The (82) SF..711
Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray

©Assignment Outer Space

(79) SR.. 712
Archie Savage, Gaby Farlnon

Rider on a Dead Horse
(72) 0D..6212

John Vivyan, Lisa Lu, Bmce
Gordon, Kevin Hagen

The Brain That Wouldn’t
Die (71) Ho.. 705

Herb &ers, Virginia Leith

Invasion of the Star

Creatures (81) SF..706
Bob Ball, Frankie Bay

Reprieve (110) D..6205
Ben Gazzara, Stuart Whltmair, Ray
Walston, V. Price, R. Steiger,

S. Davis jr.

The Bridge (104) D. .6207
(Eng-dubbed version)

Volker Bohnet, Fritz Wepper
Confessions of an Opium

Eater (85) D..6206
Vincent Price. Linda Ho

Payroll (94) Ac.. 6210
Michael Craig, Francoise Prevost

The Frightened City (97) D..6211
Herbert Lorn, John Gregson,
Yvonne Romain

©Tales of Terror (90)

® Ho.. 710
Vincent Price, Basil Rathbone,

Peter Lorre, Debra Paget

Panic in Year Zero! {..) © D..708
Ray Milland. Jean Hagen,
Frankie Avalon

©Day of the Triffids

(119) © Ho.. 6209
Howard Keel, Nicole Maurey,
Merv^n Johns

©Marco Polo (..) ©....Ad.. 709
Rory Calhoun, Yoko Tani
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The Three Stooges Meet
Hercules (89) Ad.. 617

Stooges. Vicki Trickett

The Underwater City (78) SF..618
William Lundigan, Julie Adams

Walk on the Wild Side (U4) D. .619
Laurence Harvey. Capucine,
Barbara Stanwyck, Jane Fonda

©The Hellions (87) ® ....Ac.. 620
BiChard Todd, Anne Aubrey

Belle Sommers (62) D..621
Polly Bergen, David Janssen

©Light in the Piazza

(105) © D..207
Olivia de Mavilland, B. Brazzl,

G. Hamilton. Y. Mlraieu.x

©Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse (153) © ....D..209
Glenn Ford, Ingrid ’Thulln,

Charles Boyer, Lee J. Cobb

World in My Pocket (93).. D.. 210
Rod Steiger. Nadja Tiller,

Peter Van Eyck

©Summer and Smoke

(118) ®
Laurence Harvey, Geraldine 1 age

©Siege of Syracuse

(87) ® Ad . 6110

Rossano Brazzi, Tina Louise

©Forever My Love (147) . . D . .6111

Bomy Schneider, Karl Boehm

Brushfire (80) D..6112

John Ireland, Jo Morrow,

Everett Sloane

Don’t Knock the
Twist (87) M..622

Chubby Checker, Marl Blanchard

Experiment in Terror (123) . . D . .623
Glcrui Ford. Lee Remick

Safe at Home (83) D..624
Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris,
Patricia Barry

Five Finger Exercise (109) . . D . .625
Rosalind Russell, Maximilian Schell,

Jack Hawkins, Richard Beymer

13 West Street (SO) 0..626
Alan Ladd, Rod Steiger,

Dolores Dorn, Michael Callan

©Mothra (90) Ac.. 627
All-Japanese cast (Eng-dubbed)

Advise and Consent (138) © D. .628
Charles Laughton, Henry Fonda,
Don Murray, Walter Pidgeon,
Gene Tierney, Franchot Tone

©The Wild Westerners (..) W. .629
Jas. Philbrook, Nancy Kovack,
Guy Mitchell, Duane Eddy

The Notorious Landlady
(123) MyC..701

Jack Lemmon, Kim Novak,
Fred .Astaire

Zotz! (87) C..702
Ton* Poston, Julia Meade,
Cecil Kellaway

The Interns (120) D..702
Michael Callan, Cliff Robertson,
Jas. MacArthur. Haya Harareet

The Three Stooges in Orbit
(..) C..

Stoogc.s, Edson Stroll

©Sweet Bird of Youth (120)

© D..212
Geraldine Page, Paul Newman,
Ed Begley, Rip Tom

©The Horizontal Lieutenant

(90) © C..213
Jim Hutton. Paula Prentiss

All Fall Down (111) D..211
Eva Marie Saint, Warren Beatty,

Karl Malden, Angela Lansbury

©Ride the High Country

(94) © OD. .216
Randolph Scott. Joel McCrea

Lolita (152) D..217
James Mason. Shelley Winters,
Peter Sellers. Sue Lyon

©Boys’ Night Out (115) © C..218
Kim Novak. James Garner, Tony
Randall, Janet Blair

©Swordsman of Siena

(. .) © Ad. .219
Stuart Granger. S.vlva Koscina,
Christine Kaufmann

©Tarzan Goes to India (. .) Ad. .

Jock .Mahoney, Simi, Mark Dana

©Damon and Pythias (..) Ad.. 214
Guy Williams, Don Burnett

©Two Weeks in Another Town
( . .) © D . .220

Kirk Douglas, Edw. G. Robinson,
Cyd Ch.irisse, Geo. Hamilton

©The Savage Guns
(. .) OD. .221

Richard Basehart, Alex Nicol

he Man Who Shot Liberty

Valance (123) W. .6114

James Stewart, John Wayne,

ti©The Counterfeit Traitor

^(140)
William Holden, Lilli Palmer

(pre-release)

6113

tape From Zahrain

Hell Is for Heroes (90) . . D . . 6116

Steve McQueen, Bobby Darin,

Fess Parker, Bob Newhart

0©The Counterfeit Traitor

(140) D..6113
William Holden, Lilli Palmer

©My Geisha (120) ®.. CD . 6118
Shirley MacLaine, Yves Montand.

Edw. G. Robinson, Bob Cummings

©Hatari! (149) Ad . 6119
John AA’aNTie. Red Buttons. Elsa

Martinelli, Hardy Kniger
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FEATURE CHART

20TH-FOX

©The Comancheros (107)

© 00.. 141
John Wa.\-ne, Stuart Wliitman

©The Purple Hills (60) © Ac.. 142
Gene Nelson, Jo;inna Barnes,

Kent Taylor

The Two Little Bears

(SI) © F/M . .143
Brenda Lee, EMdle .tlbert,

Jane Wyatt, Jimmy Boyd

©The Second Time Around
(99) © C. .144

Debbie Reynolds, Steve Forrest,

Andy Griffith, Thelma Ritter,

Juliet Prowse, Ken Scott

©Bachelor Flat (91) ©..C..201
Terry-Thomas. Tuesday Weld,
Richard Beymer, Celeste Holm

Madison Avenue (94) © ..D..202
Dana Andrews, Eleanor Parker,

Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain

>-
O'
<

©Tender Is the Night

(146) © D..203
Jennifer Jones, Jason Robards Jr.,

Joan Fontaine, Tom BwdI

^ ©Swingin' Along (74) © C/M.. 204
CQ Noonan and Marshall, Barbara Eden,

Ray Charles, Roger Williams,
Bobby Vee

The Innocents (99) © D..207
Deborah Kerr, Michael Redgrave

Qd
<

Womanhunt (60) D..206
Steve Piccaro, Lisa Lu, Berry
Kroeger

©Satan Never Sleeps

(124) © D..205
William Holden, Clifton Webb,
France Niiyen

04
Q-
<

OQState Fair (118) ©..D/M. .208
Pat Boone. Bobby Darin, Pamela
Tiffin, Ann-Margret, Alice Faye,
Tom Ihvell

©Broken Land (60) ©....W..209
Kent Taylor, Jody -McCrea,
Dianna Darrin

>-
<

Hand of Death (60) Ho.. 212
John Agar, Paula Raymond

The Cabinet of Caligari

(104) © HoD.211
OlyTiis Johns, Dan O'llerlihy

© Lisa (112) © D..210
Stephen Boyd, Dolores Hart

©It Happened in Athens (92)
© Ad.. 214

Jayne Mansfield. Nico Minardos

>-

©Mr. Hobbs Takes a
Vacation (116) © C. .215

James Stewart, Maureen O’Hara,
FabLm, I>auri Peters

Air Patrol (70) © Ac. .216
Willard Parker, Merry Anders

©5 Weeks in a Balloon (..)

© Ad, 218
h- Red Buttons. F.iblan, Barbara Eden,

5^ Cedric Hardwicke, Peter I/rrre

S? ©Hemingway’s Adventures of a

^ Young Man (145) ©....D..213
Paul Newman, Richard Beymer,
Susan Strasberg, Diane Baker

The key to letters and combinations thereof indicating story type; (Ad) Adventure Drama; (Ac) Action
Droma; (An) Animated-Action; (C) Comedy; (CD) Comedy-Drama; (Cr) Crime Drama; (DM) Drama
with Music; (Doc) Doeumentory; (D) Droma; (F) Fantasy; (FC) Farce-Comedy; (Ho) Horror Drama; (Hi)
Historical Drama; (M) Musical; (My) Mystery; (OD) Outdoor Drama; (SF) Science-Fiction; (W) Western.

UNITED ARTISTS I ii UNIVERSAL-INT'L | ii WARNER BROS. ^ ii COMING

Paris Blues (98) D..6131
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward

©X-15 (112) © D..6137
Charles Bronson, Brad Dexter

Dead to the World (89) Ac.. 6202
Reedy Talton, Jana Pearce

Gun Street (67) W..6136
James Brown, Jean Willes

The Sergeant Was a
Lady (72) C. .6202

Martin West, Venetia Stevenson,

Bill Williams

©Susan Slade (116) D..157
Troy Donahue. Connie Stevens,

Dorothy McGuire, Lloyd Nolan

The Mask (83) D..156
Depth-Dimenson

Paul Stevens, Claude Nevlns

ALLIED ARTISTS
Billy Budd D..
Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan
©El Cid (170) ® 0. .6220
Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren
(add 21 min. for additional music
and intermission) Special release

AMERICAN-INT'L
©Wild Cargo (Totalscope) . .Ad. .713
Pier Angeli, Eldmund Purdom

Warriors 5 Ac.. 707
Jack Palance, Anna Ralli

©Prisoner of the Iron Mask © Ad..
Michel Lemoine, Wandisa Guida
(Special release)

©Reptilicus SF..
Bodil Miller, Carl Ottosen

BUENA VISTA
©The Castaways Ad..
Maurice Chevalier, Hayley Mills,

Geo. Sanders, W. Hyde White

COLUMBIA
©Barabbas @ D..
Anthony Quinn, Sllvana Mangano,
Jack Palance, B-nest Borgnlne

©Battle Aboard the Defiant ©. .D. .

Alec Guinness, Dirk Bogarde,
Anthony Quale
Requiem for a Heavyweight. ... 0 . .

Anthony Quinn, Jackie Gleason

Mickey Rooney, Julie Harris

The War Lover 0 . .

Steve McQueen, Robert Wagner,
Shirley Ann Field

©Best of Enemies CD..
David Niven, Alberto Sordi,

Michael Wilding

©Bye Bye Birdie © C/M..
Janet Leigh, Dick Van Dyke,

Ann-Margret, Bobby Rydell

Ring-a-Ding Rhythm (Formerly

’’It’s Trad. Dad”) M . .

Chubby Checker, Dukes of Dixieland

MGM
©Mutiny on the Bounty

(Ultra Panavision-70) ....Ad..
Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard,
Hugh Griffith, Tarita

0©King of Kings ® ....Bib D..

Jeffrey Hunter, Siobhan McKenna
©Billy Rose's Jumbo M .

.

Doris Day, Stephen Boyd,

Jimmy Durante
©A Very Private Affair D..

Brigitte Bardot, Marcello Mastro-

lanni

©The Golden Arrow Ad..

Tab Hunter, Rossana Podesta

©Cry From the Heart © 0..

Susan Hayward, Peter Finch

PARAMOUNT
The Pigeon That Took Rome....C..
Charlton Heston. Elsa MartlnelU,

Harry GuarcUno
©A Girl Named Tamiko ©....0..
Laurence Harvey, F'rance Nuyen,

Martha Hyer. Miyoshi Umeki
©Who’s Got the Action? ©....C..
Dean Martin, Lana Turner, Eddie

Albert. Nita Talbot
20TH-FOX

©Pocketful of Miracles

(137) CD.. 6204
G. Ford, B. Davis, H. Lange

Judgment at Nuremberg
(189) D..6206

S. Tracy, B. Lancaster, R. Widmark,
M. Dietrich, M. Clift, J. Garland
(pre-release)

0©Flower Drum Song
(133) © M..6203

Nancy Kwan, James Shlgeta,

Miyoshl Umeki
(Pre-release)

©The Roman Spring of

Mrs. Stone (104) D..159
Vivien Leigh, Warren Beatty

One, Two, Three (108) © C..6208
James Cagney, Horst Buchholz,
Arlene Francis, Pamela Tiffin

Mary Had a Little (79) . . C . . 6203
Agnes Laurent, John Bentley

Something Wild (112) D..6210
Carroll Baker, Ralph Meeker

The Happy Thieves (88) . . CO . .6209
Rex Harrison, Rita Hayworth

©The Singer Not the Song

(98) © D. .152
Dirk Bogarde, John Mills,

Mylene Demongeot

©Sergeants 3 (112) © ..0D..6213
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, S.

Davis jr., P. Lawford, J. Bishop

Saintly Sinners (78) . . . . CD . .6205
Don Beddoe, Ellen Oorby

Deadly Duo (69) D..6212
Craig HUl, Marcia Henderson

©Spartacus (193) Super-
Technirama 70 D..6204

Kirk Douglas, Sir Laurence Olivier,

Jean Simmons, Tony Curtis, Peter

Ustinov (regular release)

0©A Majority of One
(147) C..153

Rosalind Russell, Alec Guinness

The Children's Hour
(109) D..6211

Audrey Hepburn, Shirley MacLalne.
James Gamer

The Clown and the Kid
(65) D..6207

John Lupton, Mike McGreevey

©Lover Come Back (107) . C. .6205
Rock Hudson, Doris Day,

Tony Randall, Bdie Adams

Desert Patrol (78) Ac. .6206
Michael Craig, John Gregson,

Richard Attenborough

The Couch (89) D..160
Shirley Knight, Grant Williams

Malaga (96) Ad.. 161
Trevor Howard, Dorothy Dandrldge,

Edmund Purdom

©The Magic Sword (80) . . Ad . .6214
Basil Rathbone, ESstelle Wlnwood.
Gary Lockwood, Anne Helm

©Mighty Ursus (90) Ad.. 6220
Ed Fury

©Jessica (105) © C..6219
Maurice Chevalier, Angie Dickinson

War Hunt (81) D..6217
John Saxon, Robert Redford

The Outsider (108) D..6207
Tony Oirtis, Bruce Bennett,

James Franciscus

Nearly a Nasty Accident

(86) C . . 6208
Jimmy Edwards, Shirley Eaton,

Kenneth Connor

©Rome Adventure (118) . . . . 0 . . 162
Troy Donahue, Angie Dickinson.

Rossano Brazzi, Suzanne Pleshctte

©Follow That Dream
(110) © C..6216

Elvis Presley, Anne Helm,
Arthur O'Connell

©Geronimo (102) 0D..6221
Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi

Incident in an Alley (83) D..6218
Chris Warfield. Erin O’Donnell

Third of a Man (80) D. .6226
Simon Oakland

Cape Fear (106) D..6209
Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum,
I’olly Bergen

The Day the Earth Caught
Fire (91) D..6210

Janet Miinro, Leo McKern

House of Women (85) . . . . D . .163
Shirley Knight. Andrew Duggan

©Samar (89) Ad.. 164
George Montgomery, Gilbert Roland,
Ziva Rodann, Joan O’Brien

Peter Sellers, Nadia Gray
©The Lion © Ad..
William Holden, Capucine,

Trevor Howard
©The 300 Spartans

(113) © Ad.. 219
Richard Egan, Diane Baker,

Sir Ralph Richardson

©The Queen’s Guard D..

Raymond Massey, Ursula Jeans,

Daniel Massey, Robert Stephwis

Road to Hong Kong (91) . .C. .6227
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope,
Joan Collins, Dorothy Lamour

©Night Creatures (81) .. Ho. .6213
Peter Cushing, Yvonne Remain

©Six Black Horses (80) . .W. .6214
Andie Murphy. Dan Duryea,

Joan O’Brien

Lonely Are the Brave (107)

© 00.. 6215
Kirk Douglas, Gena Rowlands,

Walter Matthau

©Lad: a Dog (98) D. .158
I’eter Breck, Peggy McCay

©The Story of the Count of

Monte Cristo (132) ®..Ad..l67
Louis Jourdan, Yvonne Furneanx

Jackie Gleason. Katherine Kath

The Longest Day © D . .

All-star cast: depiction of the Allied

landings on D-Day
UNITED ARTISTS
Phaedra 0 . .

Melina Mercouri. Tony Perkins

Pressure Point 0..
Sidney Poitier, Bobby Darin

©Taras Bulba © Ad..
Tony Curtis, Yul Brynner

©Beauty and the Beast

(77) Ad.. 6223
Joyce Taylor, Mark Damon,
Eduard Franz, Merry Anders

©Kid Galahad D..
Elvis Presley, Gig Young,
Lola Albright

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
Freud BiO . .

Montgomery Clift, Susannah York,

Susan Kohner
©Phantom of the Opera Ho..
Herbert Lora, Heather Sears

©If a Man Answers C.

.

Sandra Dee, Bobby Darin

WARNER BROS.
©Term of Trial 0 . .

Laurence Olivier, Simone Signoret,

Sarah Miles, Terence Stamp
©Guns of Darkness (was "Act

of Mercy”) Ad.

.

Leslie Cjiron, David Niven

©Gypsy M
Rosalind Russell, Karl Malden,

Natalie Wood

©Jack the Giant Killer

(94) Ad.. 6222
Kerw'in Mathews, Judi Meredith

The Miracle Worker (106) D..6225
.\nne Bancroft, Patty Duke,

Victor .lorcy

©That Touch of Mink
(99) © C..6216

Cary Grant, Doris Day, Gig
Young, Audrey Mejidow's

Information Received (77) D..6217
Sabina Sessciman, Wm^ Sylvester

©Merrill's Marauders

(90) © D..165
Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardin

©The Music Man (151) © M..16S
Rnbcrt Preston, Shirley Jones

(Special engagements only)

Birdman of Alcatraz (143) D..6230
Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden

©Hero’s Island ( . . ) Ad . .

I

James Mason, Neville Brand,

1
Kate Manx

1

j

©The Spiral Road (140) .. D . . 6218
Rock Hudson, Burl Ives,

GcJia Rowlands

©The Chapman Report (..) D..169
Efrem Zimbalist jr.. Shelley Winters,

Jane Fonda, Claire Bloom, Glynis

Johns
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FEATURE CHART

MISCELLANEOUS

ASTOR
Peeping Tom (86) D.. May 62
Karl Boehm. Moira Shearer

BUENA VISTA
l>@Babes in Toyland

(100) © M . Dec 61
Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,

Annette. Ed Wynn
©Moon Pilot (98) C.. Apr 62
Tom Tryon. Dany Saval, Brian

Keith. Eldmond O’Brien
©Bon Voyage (132) ....C..Jun62
Kred Mac-Murray, Jane Wyman.
Michael Callan. Deltorah Walley

CONTINENTAL
View From the Bridge, A

(110) D. .Feb 62
Carol Lawrence, Raf Vallone,

Maureen Stapleton

Harold Lloyd's World of

(>)medy (94) (Episodes from

Uoyd’s 1924-39
features) C.. Apr 62

©Bachelor of Hearts (97) C. .May 62
Hardy Kruger, Syivia Syms,

Ronald Lewis

A Taste of Honey (100) . . 0 . . May 62
Dora Bryan, Rita T'ushingham

Never Let Go (..) ..CO.. Jim 62
Peter Sellers, Richard Todd
EMBASSY
No Love for Johnnie (110)

(g) D . . May 62
Peter FTnch, Mary Peach

Two Women (99) D..Jun62
(Eng-dubbed) . .Sophia Loren

What a Carve Up! (87) . . HoC. Jul 62
Kenneth Connor. Shirley Eaton

©The Sky Above—The Mud Below

(90) Doc. .Jul 62
Strangers in the City

(80) 0 .. Aug 62
Robert Gentile, Kenny Delmar

©Constantine and the Cross

(114) Ad . Aug 62
Cornel Wilde, Qirlstine Kaufmann
FAIRWAY INT'L
The Choppers (64) D . . Feb 62
•Arch Hall jr., Marianne Gaba

©Eegah (90) Ad,. May 62
Arch Hall jr., Marilyn Manning

Fallguy (64) 0 . . May 62
Ed Dugan
FILMGROUP
Creature From the

Haunted Sea (60) HoC.. Sep 61
Anthony Carbone. B. Jones-Moreland

The Devil’s Partner (75) Ac Sep 61
Ed Nelson, Jean Allison, Edgar
Buchanan
©The Pirate of the Black

Hawk (75) ® Ad . . Dec 61
Miianou Bardot. Gerard Landry
GOVERNOR
©Doctor in Love (87) . C. Apr 62
Michael Craig, Virginia Maskell,

James Robertson Justiee

MEDALLION
©Last of the Vikings (102)

® Ad.. May 62
Cameron .Mitchell, Edmund Purdom

PARADE RELEASING ORG.
©I Bombed Pearl Harbor

(98) Widescope Ac. . Dec 61
Toshiro Mifune, Y. Xatsuki

Then There Were Three
(82) Ac.. Jan 62

.Alex Nicol, Prank Latimore
A Public Affair (75) . . D . . Mar 62
MjTon McCormick. Eldw. Binns
©When the Girls Take Over

(80) C . May 62
R. Lowery, M. Miller, J. Ellison

©East of Kilimanjaro (75)
Vistarama Ad . May 62

Marshall Thompson. Gaby .Andre

Trauma (92) D.. May 62
Lynn Bari, John Conte
©Make VUay for Lila

(90) D..Jun..62
Erika Remberg (Eng-dubbed)

PATHE-AMERICA
Victim (100) D.. Feb 62
Dirk Bogarde, SyMa Syms,
Dennis Price

Whistle Dowm the Wind
(98) D.. Mar 62

Hayley Mills. Bernard Lee
The Intruder (83) D.. May 62
William Shatner. Frank Maxwell

SHOWCORPORATION
Double Bunk (92) C. .Nov 61
Ian Carmichael, Janette Scott,

Sidney James
©Midsummer Night's Dream

(74) F. .Dec 61
(Puppets; voices of Old A'ic Players)

SUTTON
Never Take Candy From a

Stranger (82) D . . Oct 61

Jean Carter, Felix .Aylmer

©Gina (92) Ad. . Nov 61

Simone Signoret. Georges Marchal

TIMES FILM
©Purple Noon (115) .. My. . Oct 61

(Eng-dubbed) .. .Alain Delon, Marie

LaForet, Maurice Ronet

Wild for Kicks (92) D.. Jan 62

David Farrar, Noelle .Adam, Gillian

Hills, Shirley Ann Field

Frantic (81) D . . Mar 62

(Eng-dubbed) Jeanne Moreau

Also available with suh-titles at

90 minutes ninning time

UNITED PRODUCERS (UPRO)
Jet Storm (91) D.. Sep 61

Richard Attenborough, Stanley

Baker, Diane Cilento

©Shame of the Sabine

Women (80) Ad . .

Lex Johnson, William Wolf

WOOLNER BROS.
©Flight of the Lost Balloon

(91) ® Ad., Oct 61
Mala Powers, Marshall Thompson

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FRANCE
Five Day Lover, The (86) . .2-19-62

(Kingsley) . .Jean Seberg, Jean-

Pierre Cassel, Mleheline Presle

Jules and Jim (105) 6-11-62

(Janus) . .Jeanne Moreau, Oskar

Werner
La Belle Americaine (100) 1-22-62
(CoDt'l) . .R. Dhery, C. Brosset

Last Year at Marienbad
(98) 4-16-62

(.Astor) . .Delphlne Seyrig, Giorgio

Albertazzi, Sacha Pitoeff

Les Liaisons Dangereuses

(106) 1- 8-62
(Astor) . .Gerard Phllipe, Jeanne
Moreau, Annette Vadim

Maiden, The (90) 5-21-62
(Green-Roth) . .Claudine Dupuis

Night Affair (92) 1-22-62
(President) . .Jean Gabin, Nadja
Tiller. Danielle Darrieux

Rififi for Girls (97) . . 6-11-62
(Cont’l) . .Nadja Tiller, R. Hossein

Tomorrow Is My Turn (117) 4- 9-62
(Showcorp) . .Charles Aznavonr

©Web of Passion (101) . .11- 6-61
(Times) . .Madeleine Robinson,
Jean-Paul Belmondo

Zazie (86) 4- 30-62
(Astor) . .Catherine Demongeot

GERMANY
©Arms and the Man (96) 3-26-62
(Casino). .0. W. Fischer, Lllo

Piilver

GREECE
Antigone (93) 9-25-61
(Norma) . .Irene Papas

ITALY
Bell’ Antonio (101) 5-21-62
(Qnbassy) . .JIarcello Mastroianni,
Claudia Girdinale, P. Brasseur

From a Roman Balcony
(84) 11-27-61

(Cont’l) . .Jean Sorel, Lea Massari
Girl With a Suitcase (108) 10-16-61
(EHlis) . .Claudia Cardlnale

U Dolce Vita (175) 4-24-61
(Astor) . .Marcello Mastroiamii,

.Anita Ekberg, .Anouk Aimee
L’Awentura (145) 6- 5-61
(Janus) • .Monica A’itti, Gabriele

Ferzettl, Lea Massari
Love Is a Day's Work (84) 3-19-62
(Cont’l) • Jean Sorel, Lea Massari

Man Who Wagged His Tail, The
(91) 10- 9-61

(Cont’l) . .Peter Ustinov, Pablito
Cairo (Span-lang; Eng. titles)

Night. The (La Notte)
(120) 3-19-62

(Lopert) . .Jeanne Moreau, Marcello
.Mastroianni. Monica Vitti
Rocco and His Brothers

(175) 7-17-61
(Astor)...A. Delon. A. Glrardot
JAPAN
Rice (118) 9-18-61
(SR)..Yuko Moshiziiki

Throne of Blood (108) .... 4- 9-62
(Brandon) . .Toshiro Mifune
POLAND
Ashes and Diamonds (105) 9- 4-61
(.Ianus)..Z. Cybiilski

Eve Wants to Sleep (93) 10- 9-61
(Harrison) . .Barbara Lass

Kanal (96) 11- 6-61
(Kingsley) . .T. Izewska, T. Janczar

SPAIN
Viridiana (90) 4-16-62
(Kingsley) . .Francisco Rabal, Silvia

Pinal. Fernando Rey
SWEDEN
Devil’s Eye, The (90) 12-18-61
(Janus) . .Jarl Kulle, Bibi
.Andersson

Through a Glass Darkly

(91) 4- 30-62
(Janus) . .Harriet Andersson, Mas
von S.vdow

U.S.S.R.
Summer to Remember, A

(SO) 12-18-61
(Kingsley) . .B. Barkjatov, S.

Bondarchuk

Short subjects, listed by company, in or-
der of release. Running time follows title.

Dote is notional release month. Color and
process as specified. Shorts chart

T. » 1 9 . -r. -S I 9 ,

COLUMBIA
ASSORTED & COMEDY FAVORITES

(Reissues)
6432 Pleasure Treasure

(16) Nov 61
6433 Dance, Dunce, Dance

(I8I/2 ) Dec 61
6422 Parlor, Bedroom and

Wrath (16) Nov 61
6423 Flung by a Fling (16) . . Dec 61
6424 The Gink at the

Sink (16!/z) Feb 62
6434 The Fire Chaser (16) Mar 62
6435 Marinated Mariner

(16) Mar 62
6425 Let Down Your

Aerial (17) Apr 62
6426 Clunked in the

Clink (16) May 62
6436 Microspook (16) Jun 62

CANDID MICROPHONE
(Reissues)

6551 No. 1, Series 3 (11).. Sep 61
6552 No. 2, Series 3 (10) . . Nov 61
6553 No. 3, Series 3 (lOJ/a) • Jan 62
6554 No 4, Series 3 (11).. Apr 62
6555 No. 5, Series 3

(IO 1/2 ) May 62

COLOR SPECIALS
5502 Rooftops of New York

(10) May 61

COLOR FAVORITES
(Technicolor Reissues)

6601 Red Riding Hood Rides
Again (7) Sep 61

6602 The Music Fluke (7)... Sep 61
6603 Imagination (6I/

2 ) .... Oct 61
6604 The Miner’s Daughter

(6I/
2 ) Nov 61

6605 Grape- Nutty (6 ) Nov 61
6606 The Popcorn Story

( 6I/
2 ) Dec 61

6607 Cat-Tastrophy ( 6 ) Jan 62
6608 Wonder Gloves (7) ....Jan 62
6609 Dr. Bluebird (8 ) Feb 62
6610 The Family Circus Mar 62
6611 Big House Blues (7).. Mar 62
6612 The Oompahs (7Vi) • . .Apr 62
6613 The Air Hostess ( 8 ).. May 62
6614 Giddyap (6I/2 ) Jun 62

FILM NOVELTIES
(Reissues)

5854 Yukon Canada (10) ... .Apr 61
LOOPY de LOOP
(Color Cartoons)

5707 Fee Fie Foes (.6Y2 ) .Jun 61
5708 Zoo Is Company (6!/^) . .Jul 61
6701 Catch Meow (eVz) . . . .Sep 61
6702 Kooky Loopy (7) Oct 61
6703 Loopy’s Hare-Do (7) Dec 61
6704 Bungle Uncle (7) Jan 62
6705 Beef for and After (7) Mar 62
6706 Swash Buckled (7) ...Apr 62
6707 Common Scents (..).. May 62
6709 Bearly Able (7) Jun 62

MR. MAGOO REISSUES
(Technicolor)

5758 Magoo Goes West (6).. Jul 61
6751 Safety Spin (7) Sep 61
6752 Calling Dr. Magoo

(fi'/z) (© aod standard) .. Oct 61
6753 Magoo’s Masterpiece (7) Nov 61
6754 Magoo Beats the Heat

(6 ) (Both © and standard) Dec 61
6755 Magoo Slept Here (7).. Feb 62
6756 Magoo’s Puddle Jumper

(6V2 ) (© and standard) .. Mar 62

SPECIAL COLOR FEATURETTES
5443 Wonderful Greece (19).. Jun 61
6441 Images of Luangua

(18) Oct 61
6442 Wonderful Israel (19) . . Dec 61
6443 Wonders of Philadelphia

(18) Mar 62
6444 Pleasure Highway

(19'/2) Apr 62

SERIALS
(15 Chapter-Reissues)

5140 The Great Adventures of

Captain Kidd Mar 61
5160 Cody of the Pony

Express Aug 61
5160 Monster and the

Ape May 62

STOOGE COMEDIES
(Reissues)

5407 Scotched in Scotland
( 15/2 ) May 61

5408 Fling in the Ring
(16) Jul 61

6401 Quiz Whiz (lO'/i) Sep 61
6402 Fifi Blows Her Top

(I6I/2 ) Oct 61
6403 Pies and Guys ( 161/2 ) • Nov 61
6404 Sweet and Hot (17)... Jan 62
6405 Flying Saucer Daffy

(17) Feb 62
6406 Oils Well That Ends

Well (16) Apr 62
6407 Triple Crossed (16).. May 62

WORLD OF SPORTS
6801 Aqua Ski-Birds ( 9/2 ) . . - Oct 61
6802 Clown Prince of

Rasslin ( . . ) Feb 62
6803 On Target (9) Apr 62

M-G-M
GOLD MEDAL REPRINTS

(Technicolor Reissues)

All 1.75-1 Ratio

Tom and Jerrys
W265 Southbound Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W266 Neapolitan Mouse (7).. Sep 60
W267 Pup on a Picnic (7).. Sep 60
W269 Downhearted Duckling

(7) Sep 60
W272 Mouse for Sale (7).. Sep 60
W273 Cat Fishin’ (8) Sep 60
W274 Part Time Pal (8) . . Sep 60
W275Cat Concerto (7) Sep 60
W276 Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Mouse (7) Sep 60
(1961-62)

W361 Switchin’ Kitten (9).. Sep 61
W362 Down and Outing (7).. Oct 61
W363 Greek to Me-ow (..).. Dec 61

PARAMOUNT
COMIC KINGS

F21-1 Frogs Legs (5) Apr 62
F21-2 Home Sweet Swampy

( ) May 62
F21-3 Hero’s Reward (..) . . May 62
F21-4 Psychological Testing

( ) Jun 62
COLOR SPECIALS

(2 Reels)
B21-1 Spring in Scandinavia

(15) Nov 61
B21-2 Fireaway, Story of a

Trotter (..) Jun 62
MODERN MADCAPS

(Technicolor)
M21-1 Plot Sickens (7) Oct 61
M21-2 Crumley Cogwheel

(S'/z) Oct 61
M21-3 Popcorn &

Politics (..) Nov 61
M21-4 Giddy Gadgets (..) ..Mar 62
M21-5 Hi Fi Jinx (..) ...Mar 62
M21-6 Funderful Suburbia
( •) Mar 62

M21-7 Samson Scrap (..) .Mar 62
NOVELTOON
(Technicolor)

P21-1 Munro (9) Sep 61
P21-2 Turtle Scoup (6) Sep 61
P21-3 Kozmo Goes to

School (6) Nov 61
P21-4 Perry Popgun (6) . .Jan 62
P21-5 Without Time or

Reason (6) Jan 62
P21-6 Good and Guilty (6) .. Feb 62
P21-7 TV or No TV (6)... Mar 62

POPEYE CHAMPIONS
E21-1 Fireman’s Brawl (7).. Sep 61
E21-2 Toreadorable (7) ....Sep 61
E21-3 Popeye, the Ace of

Space (7) Sep 61
E21-4 Shaving Muggs (7).... Sep 61
E21-5Taxi Turvey (6) Sep 61
E21-6 Floor Flusher (6) ...Sep 61

SPORTS IN ACTION
(1-Rcel Color)

D21-1 Symphony in Motion

„
(10) Jan 62

D21-2 Bow Jest (10) Apr 62

20th CENTURY-FOX
MOVIETONE CINEMASCOPES

(Color, unless specified)
7104 Assignment Egypt (9).. May 61
7106 Assignment Singapore

& Malaya (10) Jun 61
7107 Hills of Assisi (10) ...Jul 61
7108 Assignment Pakistan (9) Aug 61
7109 Ski New Horizons (10).. Sep 61
7110 Assignment India (9).. Oct 51
7111 Assignment South

Africa (10) Nov 61
7112 Sound of Arizona (10) . .Dec 61
7201 Sport Fishing Family

Style (8) Jan 62
7202 Mel Allen’s Football

Highlights of 1961 (10)
black and white Feb 62

7203 Primitive Fighters (8).. Mar 62
7204 Holiday in Ireland (..) Apr 62

TERRYTOON 2-D’s
All Ratios—Color

5124 Railroaded to Fame
(7) May 61

5125 The First Fast Mail
(6) May 61

5126 Sappy New Year (7) . . . Dec 61
5221 Klondike Strike

Out (7) Jan 62
5222 Where There’s Smoke

(7) Feb 62
5223 He-Man Seaman (6) . . Mar 62
5224 Nobody’s Ghoul (7).... Apr 62
5225 Riverboat Mission (7) . . Mav 62

TERRYTOON CINEMASCOPES
5107 Unsung Hero (6) Jul 61
5108 Banana Binge (6) Jul 61
5109 Meat. Drink and Be

Merry (6) Aug 61
5110 Really Big Act (6).... Sep 61
5111 Clown Jewels (6) Oct 61
5112 Tree Spree (6) Nov 61
5201 Honorable House

Cat (6) Jan 62
5202 Honorable Family

Q.Z oca

Problem (7) Mar 62
5203 Peanut Battle (7) Apr 62

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
COLOR SPECIALS

(One Reel)

4176 Puerto Rican Playland

(8 ) Apr 61
4177 Brooklyn Goes to

Me.ico (9) May 61
4178 Restless Island (9).... Jun 61
4271 Treasure of the Deep.. Nov 61
4272 Caramba © Dec 61
4273 Mabuhay Jan 62
4274 Leaping Dandies Feb 62

WALTER LANTZ CARTUNES
(Technicolor. .Can be projected in

the Anamorphic Process, 2.35-1)

(All run between 6 and 7 min.)

4119 Clash and Carry Apr 61
4120 St. Moritz Blitz May 61
4121 Bear and the Bees .... May 61
4122 SuHerin’ Cats (WW) . .Jun 61
4123 Mississippi Slow Boat.. Jul 61
4124 Franken-Stymied (WW)..Jul61
4125 Busman’s Holiday(WW) Aug 61
4126 Tricky Trout Sep 61
4127 Woody’s Kook-Out (WW) Sep 61
4129 Phantom of the

Horse Opera (WW) Oct 61
4211 Doc’s Last Stand . . . .Nov 61
4212 Case of the Red-Eyed

Ruby Dec 61
4213 Rock-a-Bye Gator

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
4214 Home Sweet Homewrecker

(W. Woodpecker) Jan 62
WALTER LANTZ REISSUES

(Color Cartues..Can be projected

in the Anamorphic process, 2.35-1)

4231 The Tree Medic Nov 61
4232 After the Ball Dec 61
4233 Chief Charlie Horse Jan 62
4234 Woodpecker from Mars Feb 62
4235 Calling All Cuckoos Mar 62
4236 Niagara Fools Apr 62

4237 Arts and Flowers May 62
SPECIAL

2-REEL COLOR SPECIALS
4201 A:I That Oriental

Jazz (16) © Nov 61
4202 Land of the Long

White Cloud (..) © . . . Mar 62
4204 Football Highlights of

1961 (10) Dec 61

WARNER BROS.
BLUE RIBBON HIT PARADE

(Technicolor Reissues—7 min.)

83)2 The Lion’s Busy May 61
3313 Thumb Fun Jun 61
8314 Corn Plastered Jul 61
8315 Kiddin' the Kitty Aug 61
8316 Ballot Box Bunny ...Apr 61
9301 A Hound for Trouble. . .Sep 61
9302 Strife With Father Sep 61
9303 The Grey Hounded Hare Oct 61
9304 Leghorn Swaggled Nov 61
9305 A Peck of Trouble . . . . Dec 61
9306 Tom-Tom Tomcat Jan 62
9307 Sock-a-Doodle-Do Feb 62
5308 Rabbit Hood Mar 62

BUGS BUNNY SPECIALS
(Technicolor—7 min.)

8723 The Abominable Snow
Rabbit May 61

8724 Compressed Hare Jul 61
9721 Prince Violent Sep 61
9722 Wet Hare Jan 62

MERRIE MELODIES
LOONEY TOONS

(Technicolor—7 min.)

8711 Birds of a Father Apr 61
8712 D’Fightin’ Ones Apr 61
8713 Lickety-Splat Jun 61
8714 A Scent of the

Matterhorn Jun 61
8715 Rebel Without Claws. . .Jul 61
8716 The Pied Piper of

Guadalupe Aug 61
9701 Daffy’s Inn Trouble ...Sep 61
9702 What’s My Lion? Oct 61
9703 Beep Prepared Nov 61
9704 The Last Hungry Cat... Dec 61
9705 Nelly’s Folly Dec 61
9706 A Sheep in the Deep... Feb 62
9707 Fish and Slips Mar 62
9708 Ouackodile Tears Mar 62

WORLD-WIDE ADVENTURE
SPECIALS

(Color Reissues)

(Two-Reel)
8002 The Man From New

Orleans (20) Mar 61
8003 Winter Wonders (18)... Jul 61
9001 Where the Trade Winds

Play (17) Oct 61
9002 Fabulous Mexico (18) . . Mar 62

(One-Reel)
8502 Alpine Champions (10) . .Feb 61
8503 Kings of the Rockies

(10) Apr 61
8504 Grandad of Races (10) . . May 61
8505 Snow Frolics (9) Jun 61
8506 Hawaiian Sports (9) . . .Aug 61
9501 This Sporting World

( 10 ) Nov 61
9502 Emperor’s Horses (9) . . . Dec 61
9503 Wild Water Champions

(9) Feb 62
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AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
Bonnie Porker Story, The (AlP, reissue)—DDrothy

Provine, Jack Hogan, Richord Bakalyan. Brought this
old one bock. Doubled it with "Comanche," a UA
reissue, ond pleosed a better than average turnout.
Better than spoce pictures (that flop here). Played
Sot. Weather: Good.—C. W. Matson, Dixie Theatre,
Rockdole, Tex. Pop. 4,000.

Sign of the Gladiator (AlP)—Anita Ekberg, Georges
Marchal, Chelo Alonso. Should hove double-billed
this one. Not enough action to please our patrons

Lots of Pretty Girls, Too
Hey, these Twist pictures even make money

on a midweek chonge, don't they? I ployed
AlP's "Twist All Night" ond did very well on it,

even with bod weother. The acting is pretty
bod at times, but the music was okay. Lots of
pretty girls, too.

ROY KENDRICK
Star Theotre,
Minco, Oklo.

(or>d especially the kids—whot else have you these
days?). Did all right, but am staying away from this
type of show for awhile. Played Sun., Mon. Weather:
Nice.—A. Madril, La Plaza Theotre, Antonito, Colo.
Pop. 1,255.

BUENA VISTA
Babes in Toyland (BV)—Ray Bolger, Tommy Sands,

Annette. Not as strong as previous Disney hits. We
should hove doubled it with somethirrg which ap-
pealed to adults. Ployed Sot. through Tues.—Gray
Barker, Alpine Theatre, Salem, W. Va. Pop. 2,400.

COLUMBIA
Devil at 4 O'clock, The (Col)—Spencer Tracy,

Frank Sinatra, Kerwin Mathews. I really liked this one
Business was okay. The ones that came liked it, but
the title is misleading. Sinotra hos just about os
much draw as poison ivy, so better build it on Tracy
I guess. Played Surxiay.—.Don Stott, Southwind The-
atre, Solomons, Md. Pop. 950.

Mysterious Islond (Col)—Michael Craig, Joan
Greenwood, Michael Collan. Good poper, trailer and
good ottendance. Giont chickens, monsters, etc. never
seem to get old, ond the kids came by the ton. We
are never afraid of pictures like these as we can
usually deperrd on the kiddies. If we had to depend
on adults on any pictures, we would be, I'm afraid,
in the red.—Ray Boriski, Albert Zarzana, Venus
Theatre (subrun), Houston, Tex.

Pepe (Col)—Cantinflos, Dan Doiley, Shirley Jones.
Long ond sometimes too dull and pretentious movie,
but Cantinflos is olways funny ond Jones and Dailey
are also good. Business fair; rentol fair. Musical
numbers in this ore well staged. All in all, a dis-
oppointing engagement. Played Sun., Mon. — Paul
Fournier, Acadia Theatre, St. Leonord, N. B. Pop
2,150.

Twist Around the Clock (Col)—Chubby Checker,
Dion, Vicki Spencer. This drew better than lets of
the big pictures. Play it. Hope they don't make too
many, as have seen them do many tim.es befo.re.
Played Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather: Fair.—Bill Roth
Paloce Thecjtre, Gollatin, Tenn. Pop. 7,857.

Weeketrd With Lulu, A (Col)—^Bob Monkhouse,
Leslie Phillips, Shirley Eaton. One of the funniest
pictures I've ever seen. Did fair midweek business
in spite of rain orrd hail slorm. Too bad it couldn't
hove been in color. Too much sex in the advertising'
Played Tues., Wed., Thurs.—.Roy Kendrick, Star The-
atre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Ben-Hur (MGM)—Charlton Heston, Haya Harareet,

Stephen Boyd. There is nothing I can possibly say
obout this film thot has not been soid already, ex-
cept that with the terms and conditions asked for,
its impossible to moke any money with this film!
I mode more with "Darby O'Gill and the Little
People," one that Disney probably would like to for-
get. Played two and a holf weeks. Weather- Fine —
Dove S. Klein, Astra Theatre, Kitwe, Northern Rho-
desia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Honeymoon Mochine, The (MGM)—Dolores Hart,
Grorge Hamilton, Paula Prerrtiss, Jim Hutton. The
advertising preview banner and one-sheet adver-
tised this os a sexy picture, so the mothers kept
The cmldren home. We don't hov-* en-ci/gh screwballs
who think they ore going to see a lot of sex. Nicecom^y, though. Ployed Sun., Mon., Tues. Weather-
Good.— B. Widmork Berglund, Trail Theatre, New
Town, N. D. Pop. 1,200.

PARAMOUNT
Breokfosf at Tiffany's (Para)—Audrey Hepburn,

Potricio Neol, We should never, nevershow this type of film. Any time a picture may look
like something for the sociol set, forget it and book
o spook show or something. Sure enough, the fac-

workers, dock workers, etc., were not present
And those who go for something like this seldom
woit—--they see it at the downtown houses. So ran
the film some 12 times and yet never hear "Moon
River too often.—Roy Boriski, Albert Zarzano Go-
leno Theotre, Galena Pork, Tex. Pop. 1 1 000

18

Mon Who Shot Liberty Valance, The (Para)—John
Woyne, James Stewart, Vera Miles. Now here is a
review I don't agree with BOXOFFICE on. You say
it's SOSO, I say it's good. Business obove average.
Too bad it is in black and white. Played Thurs.
through Sun. Weather: Excellent.^-«Don Stott, 301
Drive-In, Waldorf, Md. Pop. 1,100.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
Bachelor Flat (20th-Fox)—Terry-Thomas, Richard

Beymer, Tuesday Weld. A real hilorious picture all

the way and liked by all, for above average patron-
age. More like it, please, with an "A" rating rather

than a "B"—J. Leonard Leise, Roxy Theatre, Ran-
cfolph. Neb. Pap. 1,029.

Hustler, The 20th-Fox) — Paul Newman, Piper
Laurie, Jackie Gleason, George C. Scott. First-rate.

It deserves to do outstanding business everywhere.
The troiler could easily kill it, but word-of-mouth
will bring them in. Most surprised were the women
pratrorrs who thought they would not enjoy this type
of film. Outstanding performances all 'round and a
film I can heortily recommend for any situation.

Play it now. Ployed Wed. through Sat. Weather:
Rain.—^Dave S. Klein, Astra Theotre, Kilwe, Northern
Rhodesia, Africa. Pop. 13,000.

Second Time Around, The (20th-Fox)—.Debbie Rey-
nolds, Andy Griffith, Steve Forrest. This movie did

excellent business, but where were the kids? I

had fewer children's odimissions on a feur-d-ay run of

this picture than I usually have on Saturday night
alone. Lots of families attended, though, and most
reolly liked it. Below average concessions soles be-
cause people didn't want to miss any of the pic-

ture. Played Wed. through Sot. Weather: Some raiin.

—Roy Kendrick, Star Theatre, Minco, Okla. Pop. 950.

Sniper's Ridge (20th-Fox) — Jack Ging, Stanley
Clements. Color would have helped this one. Plenty
of action. Good for Soturday. We played it with
UA's "Fort Massacre" to an average crowd. Weather:
Near flood.—^P. B. Friedman, Grand Theatre, Lan-
caster, Ky. Pop. 3,000.

Tender Is the Night (20th-Fox)—Jennifer Jones,
Jason Robards jr., Tom Ewell. This well made, ele-

gant feature died a horrible death at the boxoffice
here. A wasted playdate. For urban centers but not
small towns.—J. Leonrrd Leise, Roxy Theatre, Ran-
dolph, Neb. Pop. 1 ,029.

UNITED ARTISTS
Pocketful of Miracles (UA)—-Glenn Ford, Bette

Davis, Hope Lange. We just cannat show a good
movie and make money, and this is a prime ex-
ample. A good film, good humor, color, actors

—

but it didn't have blood, screoming monsters or Elvis,

and we were quite alone. Those few who ventured
into the house thoraughly enjoyed it, but why must
good screen fare go unnoticed and unseen?—-Ray
Boriski, Albert Zarzana, Venus Theotre (subrun),
Houston, Tex.

Sergeants 3 (UA)—^Fronk Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Peter Lawtord. The posters said it's -the "wildest"

—

boy, that's putting it mildly. It's a ripsnorter and
so wa-s business. The word sure got arcund. Play it,

even if everybody else played it ahead of you. We
did. Played Sat., Sun., Mon. Weather: Worm.—Carl
P. Arrderka, Rainbow Theatre, Castroville, Tex. Pop.
1,500.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
Flower Drum Song (U-l)—Nancy Kwon, James

Shigefa, Miyoshi Umeki. A beautiful picture, elegant
music and singing, but too much of it. Expected big
things, but a real dud ot the boxoffice. Beautiful
color. More for art houses than for our type of situ-
ation.—J. Leonard Leise, Roxy Theatre, Randolph,
Neb. Pop. 1,029.

WARNER BROS.
Fanny (WB)—^Leslie Caron, Horst Buchholz, Charles

Boyer, Maurice Chevalier. Here is a swell show in

color which seemed to draw the grownups, so it did
about average. It is a little long. Plaved Sun., Mon.,
Tues. Weather: Good.—B. V/id-mark Berglund, Trail
Theatre, New Town, N. D. Pop. 1,200.

Susan Slade (WB)—Troy Donahue, Connie Stevens,
Dorothy McGuire. What a wonderful show, and what
a tear jerker. This sure packs entertainment all the
way. Business was 'way off. Yes, we too have just
the teenagers left and since we hove to plav these
pictures after the drive-ins have slaughtered them,
most have already seen it. Played Sat., Sun., Mon.
Weather: Fine.— Carl P. Anderka, Rainbow Theatre,
Castroville, Tex. Pop. 1,500.

S.fl.O. Twice on Sunday
Elvis, we love you! S.R.O. matinee and S.R.O.

agoin Sunday evening for "Blue Hawaii" from
Paramount. The largest number of teen-
ogers in one day e*'«r to 'rrfend our theotre.
Not up to "G. I. Blues," but one doy's gross
doubled three days of "Blues." Colorful, song-
filled comedy.

KEN CHRISTIANSON
Roxy Theotre,
Washburn, N. D.

Write—
YOUR REPORT OF THE PICTURE YOU
HAVE JUST PLAYED FOR THE

GUIDANCE OF FELLOW EXHIBITORS

—Right Now

TO:

The Exhibitor Has His Say
BOXOFnCE, 825 Van Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Title Company

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company.

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Title Company

Comment

Dcrys of Week Played

Weather

Title Company.

Comment

Days of Week Played

Weather

Exhibitor

Theatre Population

City State
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Opinions on Current Productions Feature reviews
Symbol © denotes color; (g CinemoScope; ® Visto Vision; (f) Superscope; ® Ponovision; ® Regolscope; ® Techniromo. For story synopsis on eoch picture, see reverse side.

Lolita A Ss"i

MGM (217) 152 Minutes Rel. June '62

' .V MGM's provocative and attention-compelling ad slogan,
'

"How Did They Ever Make a Movie Out of 'Lolita'?'' plus the q i;

"For Persons Over 18 Years of Age" line, will be the big
selling point of this first-rate picturization of Vladimir Nabo-
kov's sensational best-seller. "How" was by advancing
Lolita's age from 12 to ctbout 15 and having James Mason
play her middle-aged lover. Desipite these modifications,

the subject matter remains strictly adult. With Mason giving
a brilliant portrayal of a complex and demanding role, Shel-

ley Wi'niters contributing a sterling performance and Peter

Sellers having himself a comic field day as the playwright
with a gift for impersonation, name value is good and word-
of-mouth should be strong in metropolitan centers, milder in

small towns. Starting off with a rather macabre murder, the

picture flashes back to Mason's first meeting with the blonde
nymphet and her predatory widowed mother and director

Stanley Kubrick has wisely pointed up the comic aspects of

the man's involvement with these two women without
neglecting the tragic moments leading up to the climax.
Newcomer Sue Lyon responds splendidly to Kubrick's fine di-

rectorial hand even if Sellers occasionally over-rides it.

James B. Harris produced the film in England for Seven Arts.

James Mason, Shelley Winters, Peter Sellers, Sue Lyon,
Gary Cockrell, Diane Decker, Jerry Stovin, Lois Maxwell.

Biidman of Alcatraz F S'";
United Artists (6230) 143 Minutes Rel. Aug. '62

'30\ Fifty-one years ago, Robert Stroud killed a man in Alaska
mily) and, while serving a prison term in Leavenworth, killed a

guard. That was in 1916 and he has been in solitary con-

finement ever since, in Leavenworth, Alcatraz and Spring-

field, Mo. During the intervening years, Stroud became an
authority on bird diseases, wrote a book on the subject but
never was granted a parole, although eligible. That, in sub-

stance, is the story of the film, with Burt Lancaster portray-

ing Stroud. It is a grim picture, minus romance, and yet it

holds the interest. It is the type of picture that will require

solid selling and the boxoffice results will depend on it.

Lancaster is ably supported by Karl Malden, Thelma Ritter,

Neville Brand, Edmond O'Brien, Betty Field and Telly Savalas.

A highlight of the picture is an attempted prison break, a
tense, exciting sequence which should thrill the action fans.

The screenplay by Guy Trosper was based on Thomas
Gaddis' book, a factual account of Stroud's life which
created widespread interest. John Frankenheimer's direction

keeps the players in character and maintains suspense, al-

though the two hours and 23 minutes of running time could

be scissored without losing any of the impact. Stuart Millar

and Trosper produced.

Burt Lancaster, Karl Malden, Thelma Ritter, Neville Brand,
Edmond O'Brien, Betty Field, Tolly Savalas.
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Paradise Alley F Ji"!i

Sutton—Pathe-America 81 Minutes Rel.

Not since the highly touted, wistfully con.cocted "Miracle
on 34th Street" of some years ago reached a mo.st receptive
global audience has on American film unit strived to present
winsomeness and plain, unadulterated sentimentality as put
forth briskly, entertainingly in this Hugo Haas written^pro-
duced-directed-and^starred release. Its abbreviated running
time alone may give it trouble in occupying feature half of

a topline program, although the exploitation attendant to

preopening may well bring out the family audience for which
the film's obviously intended. The setting is modern-day East
Los Angeles, the people obviously indeed humans bent on
self-destruction through constant bickering, only to be mira- -i

culously rescued from their drone, hum-drum existence by
sudden appearance of a one-time screen great (Haas) who
proceeds, with aid of Chester Conklin, to prove that basically
people ore warm, kind and considerate, Billy Gilbert, the

Ah-Choo chap of the long ago, and Margaret Hamilton, who
menaced then kiddie he’adliner Judy Garland ini MGM's
fondly recalled "The Wizard of Oz," are among the familiar

faces. Significantly, where "Miracle on 34th Street" centered
on Manhattan, Haas takes his audience to an admittedly
seedy section of burgeoning Los Angeles.

Carol Morris, Hugo Haas, Marie Windsor, Corinne Grif-

fith, Billy Gilbert, Don Sullivan, Chester Conklin.

tL u /"L L j( r\ e 1 A Ratio: Shock Drama
The Horror Chamber of Dr. raustus A ^

Lopert 95 Minutes Rel. July '62

Not unlike some of the best-grossing horror-shock attrac-

tions of the past several decades, this William Shelton pres-

entation can be relied upon for similar boxoffice perform-
ance, given the implied word-of-mouth campaign building
generated through a plentitude of exploitation activity. It's

concerned with the familiar once-respected-tumed-mad
doctor bent on vengeance against a cruel world that has
brought terror to his sole joy in life (his daughter), only to

meet with an inevitable tragic ending at the hands of his

dogs. Pierre Brasseur is the medico of note and he's pro-

3o^! vided a rousing performance indeed. Alida Valli, best-
remembered from the soap-operaish type Italian import of

some years ago, is the doctor's ever redoubtable secretary
who'd literally tram'ple heaven and earth to get things done
for him, and Edith Scob, a newcomer to U.S. imports, is the
daughter. Jules Borkon produced and Georges Franju di-

rected with firm awareness of the basic marketing com-
ponents. The Eugene Shuftan cinematography is very mudh
in keeping with the mood; Shuftan, incidentally, was re-

sponsible for camera-handling on the
,

Academy Award-
winning "The Hustler." The idea of a post-midnight screen-

ing for a lonely female can be applied here.

Pierre Brasseur, Alida Valli, Juliette Mayniel, Edith Scob,
Beatrice Altariba.

The Mermaids of Tiburon F
Filmgroup 77 Minutes Rel.

Eastman Color-Aquascope views of marine activity give
this Filmgroup presentation, produced, written and directed,

by John Lamb, enough eye appeal and entertainment value
to make it satisfactory fare for average audiences. Exhibi-
tors should find its compact running time helpfuil in booking
it as an exploitation entry slanted for the lower-half of the
bill. The underwater photography is fine, with the excellent
color greatly enhancing the watery action and performances.
Mermaid queen Diane Webber, legs bound in a latex fin,

proves both a beauteous addition to the screen and skillful

in the art of cavorting in Neptune's kingdom. George Rowe
is adequate as the biologist and 'fimothy Carey performs
capably as the villain. Lamb's script is orderly and unin-
volved, albeit a running narration intrudes unnecessarily on
the story and serves to complicate an otherwise simple tale.

Scenic underwater locations, including the pearl gardens of

La Paz, Mexico, parts of the Caribbean and the coast of

Santa Catalina Island, add materially to the overall pro-
duction, as does an exceptionally appealing musical score
by Richard La Salle. Other technical credits are good.

Diane Webber, George Rowe, Timothy Carey, Jose
Gonzales-Gonzales, John Mylong, Gil Baretto.

The Mansler—Half Man, Half Monster A i gg.i

Lopert 72 Minutes Rel. July '62

Going out as the companion feature with "The Horror
Chamber of Dr. Faustus," this is on a par with similarly

projected attractions, the roles enacted with a minimum of

histrionic ability and the special effects assuming dominant
position through anticipated exploitation activity. A scientist-

doctor (Satoshi Nakamura) experiments with a serum, re-

sulting in chaos for both his wife and brother; the episode
turns the medico quite mad, too, but he eventually meets
his come-uppance at the hands of newsman Peter Dyneley,
also injected with the fatal serum. Terri Zimmern is the

scientist's Gal Friday with a fleeting yen for the man-o'-the-
fo'urth-estate, but primarily the action revolves around retri-

bution for Nakamura. Producer George P. Breakston di-

rected with Kenneth G. Crane, the duo compressing a sizable
quantity of horror-shock elements within the modest running
time and the audiences that have been lured to see the main
feature probably won't find much over which to quibble here.
The street ballyhoo successfully applied for this type of

entertainment in the past could well be employed anew;
.
moreover, it might be well to alert cooperative newsmen in

1 leer that one of their members, for a change, figures im-
portantly in the horror activity.

Peter Dyneley, Jane Hylton, Satoshi Nakamura, Terri

Zimmern, Norman Van Hawley.

The reviews on these pages may be filed for future reference in any of the following ways: (1) in any standard three-ring
loose-leaf binder; (2) individually, by company, in any standard 3x5 card index file; or (3) in the BOXOFFICE PICTURE
GUIDE three-ring, pocket-size binder. The latter, including a year's supply of booking and daily business record sheets,
moy be obtained from Associated Publications, 825 Van Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo., for $1.00, postage paid.
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FEATURE REVIEWS Story Synopsis; Exploits; Adlines for Newspapers and Programs

THE STORY: "Birdman of Alcatraz" (UA)

Sentenced to a prison term for killing a man in Alaska in

1909, Burt Lancaster is sentenced to life imprisonment in soli-

tary confinement when he slays a prison guard. During a
rain storm, he rescues a baby sparrow, nurses it back to

health and becomes interested in bird diseases; in fact, he
becomes on authority and writes a book on the subject. He
is permitted to delve into his experiments in his cell and even
is allowed to marry Betty Field, a widow who had become
interested in his book and his case. Eventually, he is moved
from Leavenworth to Alcatraz where many of his privileges
have been taken away from him. He refuses to take part in

a prison break by the other inmates. He is denied paroles.
Efforts are made to suppress his book on prison reform
and he is sent to a federal hospitcd in Springfield, Mo.

EXPLOITIPS:
Capitalize on the book and on the extensive magazine and

newspaper articles about Robert Stroud. Get pro and con
comments on whether Stroud should be paroled from prison
from local lawyers, social leaders and civic dignitaries and
arrange for newspaper coverage.

CATCHLINES:
A Killer in Solitary Confinement Was Allowed to Marryl

Why and How? . . . He Killed Two Men But Wouldn't Hurt a
Bird . . . An Intriguing Factual Book Has Been Made Into a
Greater Motion Picture.

THE STORY: "Lolita" (MGM)
After James Mason enters a gloomy mansion and shoots its

drunken occupant, Peter Sellers, the story flashes back to

't.— the time when Mason rents a room in the quiet home of Shel- /

ley Winters, a young widow, and her teenage daughter, t

Lolita (Sue Lyon). Lusting for Lolita, Mason is forced to

marry Shelley, who is killed w'hen she accidentally learns

Mason's real passion. Mason then takes his stepdaughter on
a long trip and the two have a continuing affair, marred by
his possessiveness and the realization that Peter Sellers, a
mysterious playwright, seems to be following them. One
night, Lolita disolppears and Mason goes berserk. Some time

later, Lolita writes Mason that she is married and expecting

a baby. He leoms from her that she had always been at-

tracted to Sellers and had been playing around with him
until he ditched her. Mason gives Lolita and her young hus-

band money to go to Alaska—and he stalks Sellers.

EXPLOITIPS:
The fame of Vladimir Nabokov's novel was so great that

the ad and selling campaign should center on "How Did

They Ever Make a Movie Out of 'Lolita'?" and the Strictly-

Adult classification.

CATCHLINES:
The Picture You Thought Could Never Be Made . . . Based

on Vladimir Nabokov's Sensational Best-Seller About the

Middle-Aged Lover of an Under-Aged Nymphet . . . Very
Young, Very Beautiful—But Wise in the Ways of the World.

THE STORY: "The Horror Chamber of Dr. Faustus" (Lopert)

Dr. Gennessier (Pierre Brasseur) is a prominent surgeon
whose once lovely daughter, Christione (Edith Scob) has
had her face horribly mutilated in on accident. She lives in

a state of melancholy-madness, her hideouis features hidden
behind a mask. The doctor's secretary, Louise (Alida Valli)

has lured a beautiful young girl resembling Christione to

the doctor so that he can attempt a skin-graft. The experi-
ment fails, the girl dying. Juliette Moyniel is next brought
to the doctor's estate and after being drugged leaps to her
death. The .police, meanwhile, have begun to associate this

second faceless body with the doctor's activity and involve
Beatrice Altariba in a scheme to trap Brasseur. In a lucid none>
moment, Christione stabs Louise and then descends further m, r

into the dungeon-like cellar to a kennel of vicious dogs which
she releases. They overtake Brasseur in his garden, chew-
ing him to death.

EXPLOITIPS:

Use radio spot announcements, tied to theme, "Watch for

the terror of ..." A 20-second film clip is available for TV
purposes.

CATCHLINES:
Master Suspense Thrill Showl ... In the Great Tradition

of Horror Screen Classics! . . . Ghastly Elegance!

THE STORY: "Paradise Alley" (Sutton—Pathe-America)

To a run-down neighborhood in East Los Angeles comes
Hugo Haas, seedy in appearance, w'ho rents a room in on
equally seedy boarding house and prepares to launch a most

noble human experiment. Paradise Alley, Os the neighbor-

hood is called, contains a minimum of neighborly love; teen-

agers Carol Morris and Don Sullivan are kept apart by their

constantly bickering parents. Stripteaser Marie Windsor is

hated by her landlady, Elmira Sessions. Young, unwed
mother Jan Englund and her baby ore vilified by Jesslyn Fox,

local "busybody." Haas, a one-time great film director, gets

recluse Chester Conklin to work with him—they will make a
.»nj motion picture the hard way (without film). An amazing ,,

'h’is i transformation takes place, the people in the neighborhood

vie for choice "roles." The "filming" progresses until Haas
gets a call from Central Casting to appear in a bit port. Pro-

duction chief William Forrest rushes to Haas' rescue just as

police step in to holt "shooting."

EXPLOITIPS:
Cld-timers Billy Gilbert and Margaret Hamilton, the witch

of the memorable "Wizard of Cz" can be used for consider-

able promotional pitches. Play up the Miracle on 34th

Street" motif.

CATCHLINES:
If It's Laughter You're After—Just Dally in "Paradise Alley!"

. . The Wild, Wacky, Wonderful Whirl of a Man With a
World of Dreams!

'THE STORY: "The Monster—Half Mon, Half Monster" (Lopert)

Scientist-doctor Suzuki (Satoshi Nakamura) experiments
with a serum which turns his wife and brother into senseless
half-beasts. Reporter Larry Stanford (Peter Dyneley) calls

on Suzuki for an interview and although Terra (Terri Zim-
mern), the doctor's assistant, falls for the handsome reporter,

she's unable to prevent the mad medico from injecting the

serum. To his horror, Stanford finds his body changing from
normal mole to that of a hairy monster. He spurns his

beautiful wife Linda (Jane Hylton), and his friend Ian

Matthews (Norman Van Hawley), embarking on a bestial

course of murder. Ultimately, the split personality of the

monster becomes two individual creatures, one a man, the

other a beast. The monster is finally tracked to a blazing
volcano where it kills Suzuki and then flings itself and Tara
to a fiery death.

EXPLOITIPS:
Get out the special lobby display effects used in the past

for this type of attraction, and send an aide with suitably de-

signed garb, available through costumers and the like

through downtown traffic.

/out !

CATCHLINES: ninr

See the Two-Headed Killer Creoturel ... A Mutant—

a

Half Man, Half Monster—Loose in the Streets! . . . Death,

Destruction in the Dark of Night!

THE STORY: "The Mermaids of Tiburon" (Filmgroup)

Biologist George Rowe journeys to the Tiburon Island in

search of strange mammals. He discovers strange creatures

in the waters which appear to be mermaids. He investi-

gates underwater and finds Diane Webber, a mermaid who
leads him through beautiful undersea channels to a cave,

the dwelling place of the mermaids, who show him their

rare fire pearl's. When Timothy Corey arrives in search of

the pearls, trouble starts. Carey attempts to do away with

Rowe by using dynamite on his air bubbles, stunning him,

and later dynamiting his submarine. Before the vessel ex-

plodes, both men escape and Corey finds the mermaids'

cave and the pearls. But the mermaids lure him deeper and

deeper underseas to his death. Rowe searches for the mer-

maids in the hope of persuading Diane to return to land

with him, but they have all vanished. As he sadly pulls

anchor and leaves, Diane surfaces and watches him depart

before diving from view.

EXPLOITIPS:
, uu ,

Tie in with skin-diving equipment stores for lobby displays.

Run a kiddie matinee contest for best Undersea costume,

with free admission or a prize of some equipment to winner,
“tine* Dress usherette in mermaid costume.

CATCHLINES*
A Fantastic Undersea Adventure) ... Do You Believe in

Mermaids? . . . Plunge to a World of Thrills.
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RATES: 20?! per word, minimum 92.00, cash with copy. Four consecutive insertions for price

of three, CLOSING DATE: Monday noon preceding publication date. Send copy and
• answers to Box Numbers to BOXOFFICE, 825 Von Brunt Blvd., Kansas City 24, Mo. •

HELP WANTED
REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. H you con

sell advertising, ive have the deal. Out-

door advertising in conjunction with The-

atre Frame Service. Protected territory.

An opportunity to build lor the future. For

details contact: Romar-Vide Co., Chetek,

Wisconsin.

Mcmagei, or young experienced as-

sistant manager. Honest and ethical, hard-
working. Capable of assuming responsi-

bility to progress with our company. Send
information and photo. Boxoflice 9494.

Manager for drive-in theatre located-

western Massachusetts. Advertising ex-

perience and promotional work helpful.

Good salary, steady work for right man.
Boxoffice 9498.

Opportunity for two experienced, con-

scientious managers. Paramount position

for right men. All information and photo
first letter. Confidential. Boxoffice, 9502.

POSITIONS WANTED
Drive-In Manager: Buy-Book-Promote,

midwest or southwest. Boxoffice 9490.

BUSINESS STIMULATORS
Bingo, more acfionl $4.50 M cards. Other

games available, on, off screen. Novelty
Gomes Co., 106 Rogers Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y
Build attendance with real Hawaiian

orchids. Few cents each. Write Flowers of

H-awaii, 670 S. Lafayette Place, Los An-
geles 5, Cali f.

Bingo Cards. Die cut 1, 75-500 combina-
tions. 1, 100-200 combinations. Can be
used for KENO, $4.50 per M. Premium
Products, 339 West 44th St,, New York
36, N. Y.

Exploitation and Burlesk features avail-
able. Mack Enterprises, Centralia, Illinois.

BUMPER STRIPS — Fluorescent, $12.95

100; Numbered, $14.95; "Promotions At
Work" Newsletter, $1.00. Theatre Pro-
motions. Box 592, Huntsville, Ala.

Free Catalog, jewelry, novelties, give-
aways. New England, 124B Empire Street,
Providence, R. I.

TRAMPOLINES, $75; includes beds,
springs and pads. Ncrtionol Trampoline
Corp., 4001 Seven Mile Lane, Baltimore,
Maryland.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
A new booir, "Stock Market Facts and

information for the New Investor," can be
used as prizes and giveaway programs.
Sample copy $2.00 with details for quan-
tity orders, regional and state franchises.
Some available. Bowers United Enter-
prizes, P. O. Box 589, Birmingham 1, Ala-
bama.

LOCATION FILMING—35MM
ACTION . . . CAMERA . . . ROLL ’EM.

INCO produces professional motion pic-
ture parades, screen ads, news items.
NOW . . . Sends Camera Unit ... to film
live "on the spot" in COLOR. Eliminate
stills . . . stock pictures. Makes selling
easy. Fast delivery. Guaranteed work.
Box 1595, Columbia, South Carolina.

SLIDES
SLIDES for coming attractions, announce-

ments, etc. WHITLEY, 2123 Stanley, Fort
Worth, Texas.

SERVICE MANUAL & MONTHLY
SERVICE SHEETS

DRIVE-IN AND CONVENTIONAL THE-
ATRE: Do you want better projection?
high quality sound reproduction? Trout's
Loose-Leaf Servioe Manual gives you
Easy-to-Understand Servicing Data how to
achieve the desired results. Data on pro-
jectors, arc lamps, screens, lenses; data
on sound equipment, soundheads, motors,
drives, power amplifiers, pre-amplifiers,
etc. News on new developments in servic-
ing; editorials; 35-70mm equipment. It you
want monthly ser-vice sheets only (in-
cluding all sheets published) One Year
only $5; monthly sheets and Loose-Leaf
Manual only $7.50 year. Indorsed by the
industry. Edited by the writer with over
20 years practical experience. OrderNOW—price may have to be raised later.
Cash, money order or check. No CODs.
WESLEY 'TROUT, Publisher, Box 575, Enid
Oklahoma,

ClffmillG HOUSf
GENERAL EQUIPMENT—NEW

DON'T BE A SHABBY SHOWMAN—Re-
place those marquee letters now) Weather-
proof masonite black or red, fit all signs,
4"-40c; 8"-60c; 10"-75c; 12"-$1.00; 14"-$1.50;

16"-$1.75; 17”-$2.00; 24"-$3.00 (10% dis-

count 100 letters or over $60.00 list). S.O.S.,
602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

CINEMASCOPE NEVER HAD IT SO
GOOD—Replace with these Brandnew
Variable Superscope Anamorphics

—

1/4 o-
riginal cost. Limited quantity, pair $195.
S.O.S., 602 W. 52nd, New York 19.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT—USED
U. S. ARMY THEATRE SURPLUS—Projec-

tion and sound, from $895. DRIVE-IN OUT-
FITS complete from $3,495.00. S.O.S., 602
W. 52nd, New York 19.

Dismantling closed theatre, completely
equipped. Write for inventory list. Bennett
Theatres, 603 No, Main, Milton-Freewater,
Oregon.

Closeouts — 2 Ballantyne Royal sound-
master heads, A-1, $100 each; pair 1-Kc.
Ashcraft Cyclex lamps and converter,
$295. Boxoffice, 9504.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
NEED RCA, SIMPLEX SOUNDHEADS—

Century, Super Simplex mechanisms, De-
Vry, Simplex SP Portables, Hi-Intensity
Rectifiers. Boxoffice 9499.

Want to Buy—Spotlite, old type, hand
fed up to 45 ampere, carbon arc. Quote
price. Eiakota Theatre, Yankton, S. Dakota.

Need 100 to 150 good theatre seats. Must
be in good condition. Send your informa-
tion to Valdez Theatre, Valdez, Alaska.

Wanted—Late model theatre chairs, any
condition. Write, Boxoffice, 9501.

DRIVE-IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
ARVIN ELECTRIC-IN-CAR HEATERS.

Brand new, 8 per ctn. Model T-90-1, 220
volt, 500 watts, 10 ft. cord. Price, $9.75
each. Ontario Equipment Co., Toledo 1,

Ohio.

Your drive-in theatre speaker cones can
be completely rebuilt with new, weather-
proofed parts. Write for details or send
us a bad cone for free service. Western
Electronics Co., 3311 Houston Avenue,
Houston 9, Texas.

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
Deibler TRACKLESS TRAINS ... Big

Job . . . Money Makers. 914 Claflin, Man-
hattan, Kansas.

POPCORN MACHINES
Ten Giant Star units, used. $100 each.

Manley Popper, twenty available. All other
makes. Replacement kettles, for all makes.
120 S. Halsted, Chicago 6 , Illinois.

THEATRES FOR SALE OR LEASE
Theotre-Mo., resort city of 6,500. Old es-

tablished location, 500 seats, refrigeration,

fully equipped. Good grosses. Prefer lease
to experienced operator. Might sell. Owner
other interests—not enough time. Boxoffice
9492.

For Sale or Lease, Modern, complete,
ready to operate. 750-seat theatre in resort
city of 5,000. Air conditioned, CinemaScope
equipment in top condition. Owners in-

terested in other business. Glazer Bros.,

Box 996, Anderson, Ind.

Drive-In theatre for sale or lease, large
city central Alabama. Write to Boxoffice,
9505.

THEATRE FULLY EQUIPPED IN LOUIS-
VILLE, KENTUCKY, FOR LEASE OR SALE:
Air-conditioned, about 1,000 modern seats,
excellent thoroughfare, formerly while now
line colored neighborhood, fireproof,
beautiful front, local and surrounding
area about 75,000 colored population, will
be only colored neighborhood theatre in
city. Low rental, long lease. Write or call
Bengold Properties, Inc., 2040 Eastern
Parkway, GL 1-8429 or JU 3-8321.

FOR SALE OR LEASE: Ray Theatre, Ton-
kawa, Oklahoma, good college town, good
equipment, operation seven days per
week. See, call or write: Glen D. Thomp-
son, Box 8728, Britton Station, Oklahoma
City 14, Oklahoma. Phone SKyline 2-2722
or Victor 3-1434.

THEATRES FOR SALE
West Coast theatres for sale. Write for

list. Theatre Exchange Company, 260

Kearney Street, San Francisco 8 ,
California.

400-seat, modern equipment, brick build-

ing, Northwest Missouri county seat. Only
one radius 30 miles, drawing popiulauou
12,00(). Family operation. Will finance.

Other interests. Boxoffice 9491.

Family theatre West Texas. Steady,
profitable business. $20,000 cash—balance
low interest, long terms. Only successful,
experienced theatreman wanting better op-
portunity considered. Boxoffice 9493.

GROWING CAPE CANAVERAL AREA:
The gateway to the expanding missile

base. Offered at Titusville, the only in-

town movie theatre and suburban drive-in

movie, comprising the entire exhibiting
business of the area. Also included are
prime offices and apartments in the the-

atre building, offices under lease to doc-
tors. An excellent retirement business. For
details and terms contact C. N. Hall, 728

Belvedere Road, West Palm Beach, Flor-

ida.

For Sale: Only theatre in town of 8,500
population. First run, no competition, 600

seats. Excellent sound, CinemaScope. Box-
office 9495.

Closed drive-in, should now reopen.
Land, buildings, equipment, $6,000 cash.
Northwest Florida. John Evans, 219 Drake
Avenue, SW, Huntsville, Ala.

Must sell one or both my Michigan
Drive-In Theatres, investment $190,000, sell

for $120,000, $25,000 down or $15,000 plus

10% of gross receipts. Balance easy terms.
C. H. Schuckert, Sunset Theatre, Lapeer,
Michigan, Two recent major operations
compel sale.

For Sale: Lease 400-seat indoor theatre,
good proposition for family operation. 417
Orpheum Bldg., San Diego, California.

220-seat theatre, 10 mi. south Waco,
Texas. Good brick building with adjoining
building (rented barber shop). All for

$5,750. Easy terms. Walter J. Pearce, 3224
Trice, Waco, Texas. PL 6-4943.

Sunny Southwest. 210-car capacity, can
expand. 6 acres, booming area over 300,-

00(1. CinemaScope, snack bar. (Average
80%) all year operation. Reasonable,
owner ill. R. Rollain, Trail Drive-In, 331

Belva Way, El Paso, Texas.

400-Car Drive-In Theatre. Plenty room
for expansion, located in Vermont college
town. No competition, large summer camp,
tourist and family clientele. Nearest drive-
in 35 miles. Money maker lor young
couple. Owners wish to retire. Write,
Boxoffice, 9503,

425 seats, finest equipment. Lovely apart-
ment, net $10,000 a year. Replacement cost
$75,000, price new, $38,000, terms. Property
Sales, 4009 Farn<im, Omaha, Neb.

Way Down South. Long established first

run house in the magic lower Rio Grande
River Valley of Texas. Town of 7,500 in
growing metropolitan area, approaching
half million. Eight miles from romantic
Mexico, an hour's drive from Gulf fishing
resorts. E-7's RCA d-ual sound; B & L
CinemaScope; economical go's engine re-
frigerated air. Recently completely reno-
vated from roof to carpeting; new cooling
tower and complete A/C engine overhaul.
An ideal family operation, attractively
priced by absentee owners. The Plaza
Theatre, P. O. Box 457, Donna, Texas.

37S-Seat Indoor. 300-car drive-in. No
competition. First time offered for sale.
Owner in hospital. $15,000 down, will
handle. Write for details. Bennett Thea-
tres, 603 No, Main, Milton-Freewater,
Oregon.

THEATRES WANTED
Wanted to buy or lease indoor theatre

in metropolitan areas, population at least
75,000. Contact William Berger, Metro-
politan Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wont to lease theatres in Central Ohio.
Send full details. Grove Theatre Building,
Grove City, Ohio.

Wanted: To lease theatres, Pittsburgh
territory. Ed Koerner, Lamp Theatre, Irwin,
Pennsylvania,

THEATRE SEATING
Good used late model chairs available,

rebuilt chairs. Chairs rebuilt in your the-

aire by our factory trained men, get our
iuw prices. Parts for all makes of chairs.

Sevred covers made to your size, also
leatherette 25"x25", 55c ea.; 27"x27", 65c

ea. Chicago Used Chair Mart, 829 South
State Street, Chicago. Phone WE 9-4519.

SEAT RENOVATING: Neat, fast, reason-
able, anywhere. Sewed combination seat
covers. Service Seating Co., 1525 West
Edsel Ford, Detroit 8 ,

Michigan. Tyler
8-9481, Texas 4-2738.

Chairs rebuilt anywhere, 27 years ex-
pert workmanship, sewed covers. Arthur
Judge, 2100 E. Newton Avenue, Milwaukee.
V/isconsin.

THEATRE CHAIRS: Bodiform, Interna-
tional—Plywood. Lone Star Seating, Box
1734, Dallas.

For Sale—430 Kroehler push backs. 180
Standard loge. Both good condition. Julius

Balkam, 1129 Alberta PL, San Diego 3

Calif.

REFRESHMENT SUPPLIES

For Free Sample: Victor's Quick Mix Dry
Flavor concentrate to make one gallon
syrup write to; Victor Products, Box £004,
Richmond, Va.

INTERMISSION TAPES
WEEKLY TAPE SERVICE: Intermission

tapes that sparkle . . . guaranteed to

sell . . . customized . . . free sample.
Commercial Sound Service, P.O. Box 199,

Cheyenne, Wyoming.

THEATRE TICKETS
Drive-In Theatre Tickefsl 100,000 1x2"

special printed roll tickets, $37.95, Send
for samples of our special printed stub
rod tickets for drive-ins. Safe, distinctive,
private, easy to check. Kansas City Ticket
Co., Dept. 10, 109 W. 18th St., (Filmrow),
Kansas City 8 , Mo.

Handy Subscription

Order Form

BOXOFFICE:

825 Van. Brunt Blvd.,

Kansas City 24, Mo.

Please enter my subscription to

BOXOFFICE, 52 issues per year

(13 of which contain The MODERN
THEATRE Section).

n $3.00 FOR 1 YEAR

$5.00 FOR 2 YEARS

$7.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Remittance Enclosed

Send Invoice

THEATRE

STREET

TOWN STATE

NAME

POSITION

BOXOFFICE :: June 25, 1962



THE SUMMERS
BIGGEST HIT
HAS OPENED!
E\AERYDAYISA HOLIDAY INITH

AN ALL-TIME RECORD BREAKER AT

THE GREAT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
^'That Touch of Mink" sets new all-time Saturday and Sunday
record in its opening at the Hall. And first four-day total sets

all-time U-l record topping "Operation Petticoat/' "Come
September," and "Lover Come Back."

AND SAME RECORD BUSINESS IN CHICAGO AT UNITEDARTISTS THEATRE

where first three days sets all-time U-l record

®*ic,

TRat
Touch
oFMinlt”

atecj

in Enstman COLOR

'^thur
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